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Picture Offer
To " De Reszkc

" Smokers only

This "
Rilette

"
picture, "If Dreams Came True," on art paper, 15 ins. by 10 ins., will be sent

free to any smoker forwarding to Messrs. J. Millhoff & Co., Ltd. (Dept. 7), 86, Piccadilly,

London, W., a " De Reszke
"

box lid and 21!. in stamps, mentioning Picture No. 34. Other

pictures in the series (41 in all) may be had on the same terms, viz.: a box lid and 2d. for each

picture required. Complete list of pictures on receipt of id. postage.

2)ream<s Came
[In painting the picture reproduced above, which tuas first published some months ago, the artist derived his inspiration

from tr letter sent by an Officer at the front to the manufacturer; of
" De Reszh

"
Cigarettes. Thai the picture made a strong

appeal to thefeelings of those on Active Service is illustrated by thefact that it has, in turn, inspired tnt verses printed below].

BLUE MAGIC
(Inspired by

WHEN
I smoke my cigarette

I can see two red lips curving,
In the magic picture set

Where the smoke goes floating, swerving.
I can see two bright eyes smiling

(Dear twin battery, most unnerving!)
To my sweet and sure beguiling,

I can see two red lips curving.

When I smoke my cigarette
I can hear a soft voice calling

Very faint and far, and yet
Nearer than the shrapnel falling.

1 can hear a kind word spoken,
To my very heart's enthralling.

While my magic ring's unbroken

I can hear a soft voice calling.

If Dreams Came True'")

When I smoke my cigarette
1 can feel a hand's caressing ;

Close my eyes a touch I gee

Fleeting as a fairy's blessing.

Little dainty, tender fingers

That so late my lips were pressing ;

On my cheek your fragrance lingers,

I can feel your soft caressing.

So I smoke my cigarette
Little Sweetheart, can you hear me ?

Weave awhile my cloudy net,

Charm your gracious presence near me,
Shut out all that's grim and tragic

Would you so console and cheer me,

Send some more " De Reszke
"

magic.

Little Sweetheart did you hear me r

CHRIS RICHARDSON

" De Reszke
"

Cigarettes arc sold c^eiywhere ; or fast free from J. Millhof C3
5

Co., Ltd., 86, Piccadilly, London, W.
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CALENDAR, 1917.

Sarmarp
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AFTER THE WAR: THE WAR-WORK HABIT.

LADY GKEEN-PABKER (LATE PLATOON-COMMANDER IN A
WOMAN'S VOLUNTEER CORPS) STARTS HER GARDENERS AT WORK
FOE THE DAY.

'MRS. BROMPTON RHODES (WHO HAS BEEN WORKING os THE
LAND) FINDS IT IMPOSSIBLE TO ARRANGE THE FLOWERS ON HER
DINING-TABLE WITHOUT DONNING HER SMOCK AND CORDUROYS.

LADY ALBERT HALL (FORMERLY A RED-CROSS AMBULANCE
DRIVER) DEALS WITH A BREAK-DOWN OF HER CAR IN BOND
STREET.

Tun HON. MRS. KENSINGTON GORE (ONCE A MUNITION-

WORKER) IS INFORMED THAT SOMETHING IB WRONG WITH THE
TAP OF HER SCULLERY SINK.
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AFTER THE WAR : THE WAR-WORK HABIT.

rnmm

THE DDCHKSS OF PIMLICO (WHO USED TO ENTEBTAIN CONVALESCENT SOLDIERS AT HER COUNTRY BEATS) GIVES A GARDEN PARTY
AT PiMLICO HOUSE, BELOBAVIA.

THE COUNTESS OP KNIOHTBBBIDGE AND HER CHARMING DAUGHTERS (WHO HAVE ALL BEEN WORKING IN CANTEENS) CANNOT AT
ONCE ACCUSTOM THEMSELVES TO THE ORDINARY AMENITIES OP AFTERNOON "AT HOMES."
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Sergeant-Major (who has the professional mind). "He's A GOOD MAN IN THE TRENCHES, Sin, AND A GOOD MAN IN A SCKAF, Sin;

BUT YOU 'IX NEVER MAKE A SOLDIER OF HIM."

Scrgcant-Major (to ncrrous gunner who has got mixed up with dray-rope). "WHAT WEHE YOU BEFORE YOU JOINED THE Aiisn ? A
BSAKE-CHA'RMEH? "
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HOME-MADE MUNITIONS.
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"HEAVESS, SEBGEANT, WHAT'S THIS?"

"THAT JOKE OF MINE, YOU KNOW WHEN I ASK A BECBOIT WHO'S BEEN THROWN, 'Wno THE DEVIL ASKED IUL 10 UI.S

SlB? '

^YELIJ, HEBE 'S OSE OF THE PAPERS SAYS IT
!

S THE OLDEST WHEKZE IN THE WOBLD 1

"

%VlIY KOI A A'.A.D. SECTION OF VIVANDIKRES AT OUK THli.VIKK-BA.US TO BENDEli Filial' AID TO AXV ISKCliLESS YOUTH \V1IO

IIAS THE TEMEBITS TO TAKE A THEATRE WHISKV?
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A FALSE ALARM.

' CALL ME AT SEVEX SHAM." BOOM!

BAN-G I CRASH I

"On. /KITS?' "I WAS All AID IT WAS TIMK TO GET UP !

'
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THE COMPLETE FILM ACTOR. th PaPers - B
!
u gives him a

swinging blow to the jaw, a few more
Mr. Percy Garrick Smithers, actor, heavy ones to various other parts of tho

finding the path to fame less smooth body, and then proceeds to kick the old
on the legitimate afcage than he believed I man to death as the latter lies help-
it io ho by the Cinema route, went

)
less on tho floor. It's one of those

thrilling scenes
the juveniles like

so much! Then

you come in and
tackle Bill."

"
Quite so," said

Percy.
"A terrific fight

ensues. Bill sur-

passes anything
he has ever done
in the ring, and it

goes on until at

last you collapse.
Bill escapes, leav-

ing you for dead.

Do you catch the

idea?"
"
Pretty well,"

said Percy.
" Now Bill goes

straight away to

the police office

and states that

you have mur-
dered his uncle.

When you come
to, you are sur-

rounded by about twenty members of

the police force, the chief of whom slips
the handcuffs over your wrists. W7

ith

one wrench you snap the chain and
are free !

"

"With one wrench?" asked Percy,
to be sure he was getting the details

correctly.
" With one wrench. Then ensues

another big struggle. This time it is

yourself versus the police."

YOU A GOOD I'CGILIBT?"

to a producer of lilm plavs and offered
his services.

"
Yes," said tlie producer, I might

possibly give you lead in a big sensa-
tional I am about to put up.
a good pugilist ?

"
Are ou

"I have indulged a little in the pas-
time of sparring," answered Percy."

Good," said the producer.
" You

see, the picture opens with Bill Blood-
red, the champion prize-fighter, de-

manding certain documents from his

aged uncle. As the latter won't sur-

"The twenty?'
"
Quite right.

"T-r is voi'KSKLF jy:vrv THE roi.ici.."

After some time

you show signs
of weakening, and
the police look
like getting the

upper hand."
"Ah!" remark-

ed Percy.
" But just then

Mignou, the old

man's daughter,

emerges from be-

hindascreen. She
tells tho police
the facts and pro-
claims your abso-
lute innocence."
"Good!" said

Percy.
'The chief of

the police there-

upon shakes you
by the hand and

apologises. You

indicate that it will now be your life's

work to bring tho assassin, Bill, to

justice, and then you quit. I should
mention that before leaving you fall in

love with Mignon, and promise that on

your return you '11 marry her at once.

That parting scene will want a bit of

acting. Your countenance must show
successive degrees of pain, as if you
had eaten something that was dis-

agreeing with your digestion ;
and you

mustn't omit the most effective suf-

fering expression of all chin raised,
mouth open, eyelids closed tightly

just as if you were about to sneeze.

'YOU ARK SKi:X FAI.l.IXG, FALLING, FALLING."

You '11 find your experience on the

tage quite useful, you know."
"Oh, quite, quite," agreed Percy.
"Now you are out in the street.

You seize the first motor-car at hand,
and start off on the grand hunt after

Bill. Through the crowded streets, out
uto tho country highway, you fly at a
;errific speed. Up the mountain passes
^ou race, down precipitous slopes with
jver -

increasing momentum. Every
noment, it seems, will be your last.

But you come safely through."
"
Certainly," said Percy.

"That is to say almost. Unfortu-

nately, in turning a sharp corner, the
car plunges into the waters of a rapid
mountain torrent !

"

"Dear, dear!
"

said Percy.
" But you come safely through

"

Percy heaved a sigh of relief.

"You are seen falling, killing, fulling,
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still in your car, with tho
descending

cataract. Over and over you are t unicil

in the soothing waters, dashed against
rocks, hurled through ravines, and

finally you are given a sheer drop
down a perpendicular waterfall of

throe hundred feet. Out of tho white
foam formed in tho bod of the waters

you emerge swimming strongly hand
over hand, until at last you reach the

broad waters of the placid river, and

finally the shore. Here you notice a
train passing some little distance away,
and in it, gazing out of one of tho win-

dows, you observe Bill, the murderer !

You at once start in pursuit; by a

superb effort you catch up the train,

and just succeed in swinging yourself

safely on board. You can do a little

sprinting, I suppose?"
"I could give an ordinary train a

"YOU FOLLOW HIM."

bit of a start, no doubt," said Percy
with confidence.

".hist so," pursued the producer.
" And now you find yourself confront-

ing the miscreant, Bill. The train is

passing through a city. It is on the
elevated railway. Bill makes a dash
for the door, springs out, and lands on
the roof of a house. You follow him

your leap being considerably greater,
because between his jump and yours the
train lias proceeded a certain distance."

"
Precisely," said Percy.

" Now there is a scramble over the

roof-tops. You climb up pipes, slide

down slates, leap across spaces between
separate houses, cling to coping stones,
and all that sort of thing."
"I grasp tho idea," said Percy.
" At last Bill is seized with a no-

tion. He throws himself on to the

telephone wires, and, hanging by his

hands, manages to convey himself
across to the houses on the opposite side
of the road. You imitate him. As Bill
arrive- cm the other side, he tuni< and

cuts the wires on which

you are crossing. Before
the ends of the \\ircs fall,

however, you turn a quick
somersault and land beside

Bill. Once more there is

a race over tho roofs un-

til Bill reaches a factory

chimney. Down the shaft

he dives. So do you. Into

the furnace below, then
out of it, the chase con-

tinues it doesn't pause
for a moment."
"Not a moment," echo-

ed Percy as in a trance.
"
Yes, it does, for you

and Bill have dragged out
of tho furnace some of the

burning coal ; this has

caught some inflammable

material, and soon the

whole factory is alight.
Now you rush round to

alarm the workers. And
what do you find? Mig-
non ! She had gone out

into tho world to earn her own bread,
and had found employment in this

factory. The manager of the factory, an
arch villain, had noted Mignon's beauty,
and just as you arrive he is dragging
her away. You snatch Mignon from his

grasp. At that moment Bill comes up,
takes in the situation, seizes the treach-

erous manager,
and flings him in-

to the devouring
~-

flames. Then Bill
'

. ."

assists you to

carry Mignon
through the suffo-

cating smoke out
to safety, but as

you disappear the

now dying man-

ager draws his

revolver and fires

after you.' You
are struck by the

bullet, but bearup
until, with Bill's

help, you have

brought Mignon
out of .danger.
Then you faint

a wa\ ."

"Not till thenV
said Percy.
"No, not till

then. The last

scene of all will be

your wedding at

the church. ?Uig-
Tin: LAST SCKXE OF ALL WILL nr, vocn

non, of course, is the bride, and Bill is i mishap should occur in the course of

your best man. You see, ho retrieved
\
rehearsal. Of course I see no reason

his character by the aid given at the whatever to anticipate any accident,
factory fire, and you have forgiven 1 u 1

; they have been known" to happen
him the murder of his uncle. Oh, and, under circumstances even more coin-

by the way. you wouldn't have to nionplrtce, if that were possible."

"Illi CUTS THE WIRES ON WHICH YOU AUB

be really shot at the rehearsals, you
know."

" That 's fine !

"
said Percy.

" When
would you like me to start ?

"

" A week from now."
" Good. That will give me a nice

opportunity to get fit, and to have one
last good time in case any unforeseen
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THE EVICTION OF AN ENEMY IN OUR MIDST

BRITISH MATBON, IN A SPASM OP FATBIOTISM, DECIDES TO GET KID OF HEE GEBMAJ* riAxo. MESSES. DUGOUT AND Co.
UNDERTAKE TO REMOVE IT.

"isOW, THEN, WHEN I SES,
' To ME!"

'TO ME!'
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THE EVICTION OF AN ENEMY IN OUR MIDST.

THE srisiT OF FBIGHTFCLXESS ACTIVE TO THE VEBY

PEACE AT A PRICE.
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MESOPOTAMIA.
Tommy (to Padre, wlu> )ias been telling him about tJie Scriptural associations connected with tlie country).

" SCFPOEED TO BE THE
GARDEN OP EDEN, is IT, SIB? WELL, IT WOULDN'T TAKE NO FLAJIIN' SWORD TO KEEP UK OCT OF IT."

THE TRUCE AND AFTER.

[Lines alleged to have been recently found on the back of a miniature target (of which only the bull's-eye was perforated), and

believed to be the work of a private in the County of London Volunteer Regiment.]

THIS year at ease on Ben Macquhair
Couches a certain stag ;

Fearless he sniffs his native air

Because he knows I can't be there

To scare him off his crag.

This year his instinct (true, though
dumh)

Tells him by subtle signs
No bullet loosed by me shall come
Shattering earth below his turn

Or whistling through his tines.

Yet little knows he why the hill

Misses rny wonted feet,

Or how I've learned a lethal skill

At mimic butts that bodes him ill

When next I stalk his beat.

I trow that he would swoon for

fright

Upon the purple ling
To know that in a decent light
I 'd undertake the death, at sight,
Of any living thing.

O not for nothing do I grow
Efficient, eye and hand,

Schooling mvself to strike a blow
In home defence against a foe

That never means to land.

Some fruit of toil there yet shall be
For this poor volunteer ;

When War's abatement sets him
free

From bloodless duties, I. foresee

A deadly time for deer ! O. S.
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MR. PUNCH'S UNAUTHORISED WAR PICTURES.

FIRST SERIES. AT THE FRONT.

GENERAL LLOYD GEORGE, WAK LOBD.

^ _.r-\

M:i. WIXSTOS CHURCHILL (JOURNALIST) GIVES THE Hi'N ASOTHEK SHOCK.
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AT THE FRONT.

MB. ABNOLD BENNETT AND MM. H. G. WELLS (rival bookmakers together). "WHAT'S THIS FELLOW DOING HERE?"

Mr. Hilaire Bdloc. " THIS IBENCH ia WBONQ. IT DOESN'T AGREE WITH MY MAP.'
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AT THE FRONT.

SIR AUTHOR WINQ PINEBO TAKES A TRIP ON A TANK TO SEE HOW HOUSES ARE DROUGHT DOWN.

SUSPENSION OF HOSTILITIES TO ALLOW Sin HEBBEivr TREE TO THROW OFF A FEW SOLILOQUIES FROM HAMLET.
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AT THE FRONT.

LORD NORTHCLIFFE DICTATES AH ARTICLE FOB THE TltlES.

K*fwf^'~

Mu. Woonnow WILSON (WITH MASCOT) TRIES TO FIND A SYMPATHETIC SOUL.
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c^^S^S^"-^ -^^*- -
\.^a ^X^Lx"^ ^*civl

BETHMANN,

Tlie King
of

Card

Manipulators

THE PROFESSORwu
SIN&THEHYMMOF
HATE WHILE TOTALLV

SUBMERGED

Professor TlRPlTZ,

The Sub-aqueous Marvel.

TheWorlds

Greatest

Nail

Swallower,

The

erman

Imperial

uper-Prodigy

in his Stupendous

Act on the

Revolving Glob

Rhapsod

Horujr



1

-fi/r

ZEPPELINO,
in his

thrilling

;
Aerial Dive.

,!

-> FEARLESS

IheJuggler

Balkans.

FEROIE,

The Great
LITTLE WILLIE,

Military Impersonator

Daring rerformance

on the Barbed Wire,

UNO, the Greek

Equilibrist.

^^^"^

WEARY MEHMEO ,

The Tramp Cyclist of Stamboul.

~l

Parfni
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SECOND SERIES. IN FRONT OF THE FRONT.
SOMK OF THK KXKMY's I NFft.FII.r.KD ANTICIPATIONS.

WILLIAM IN BAGHDAD.
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IN FRONT OF THE FRONT.

THE CROWN PRINCE IN PARIS. A LITTLE VISIT TO THE LOUVRE.

BETHMANN-HOLLWEG OCCUPIES No. 10, DOWNING STREET. WELCOME BY TEUTON VIRGINS ARRANGED BY WOLFF, PRESS AGENT.
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IN FRONT OF THE FRONT.

IIlSDEXBLTW lit THE NEVA-NEVA

BICHABD STRAUSS COSDUCTS THE "HTiis OF HATE" AT THE ALBERT HALL.
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IN FRONT OF THE FRONT.

COUNT ZEPPELIN TAKES THE SURBENDEII OF LONDON.

TllirlTi: LT THE THAMES.
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FASHIONS IN THE NEW GERMANY.
fDr. EtGEN WpLFF has contributed to the Illustrirtc ZeUung an article on "How we are to order our External Life in

the New Germaay,'
1

from which we cull the following selected passages.]

LET OUB WOMEN WHO LOOK TO PABIS FOB THE1B FASHIONS, OUB MEN WHO LOOK TO LONDON, BEMEMBEB THAT

OUB PHYSICAL FOBM IS NOT THAI OF THE ENGLISH AND FBENCH."

CtOTIIES AF1EB THE WAR MUST BE MODELLED ON SOME PABTICULAB NATIONAL COSTUME NOTED FOB ITS EASE AND BEAUTY."
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Uncle. "WELL, MY BOY, WHAT WOULD YOU DO IP YOU WEBB IN A BATTLE WITH ME? FOLLOW ME OB BUN AWAY?'

Nephew (carried away by martial enthusiasm and prepared to undertake anything).
"
BOTH, UNCLE."

Military Policeman. "WHO ABE YOU?"

Muddy Tommy.
" THEY CALLS ME CALLS ME, MIND YER A BLANKETY LANCER!
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HYGIEIA AND THE CHEMIST.

IDEAL ADVERTISEMENT OF A SUFFERER FROM INDIGESTION ABOUT TO IMBIBE A PATENT BEJIEDY.

~~~

Tllr. SAME SUBJECT FROM LIFE.
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A ROYAL FOUR-BALL MATCH.
ST. HELENA GOLF COURSE.

. s<%g$eM*,
* V^V^ACK^Q f;j i*/.

MEIIJIED oi' TURKEY DBIVES OFF FHO.M THE FIBST TEE.

LIKE the enemy, Mr. Punch also has
!

projected himself "in front of the front,"

and, in a moment of prophetic inspira-

tion, anticipated the following account,
from the pen of his Special Correspond-
ent, of a post

- bellum competition on
the St. Helena links :

" The life of our royal

captives in the internment

cainp at St. Helena is the

subject of a report from
the Governor of the Island,
which was issued last night

asaPurplePaper.TheGov-
ernor, after dealing with

general matters, writes:
' In the interests of

health I have permitted
the less exalted members
of the camp to lay out a

small golf course within

the enclosed area, and

yesterday the links were
declared open, the cere-

mony taking the form of

a four-ball competition, in

which the German CROWN
PRINCE was partnered wit 1 1

FBANCIS-JOSEPH of Austria

against FERDINAND of Bul-

garia and MEHMED of Tur-

key. Although present at

the proceedings I feel that I cannot do
belter than include in my report an
account of the contest which appeared
in The Si. JMcna Sentinel'"

Extract from St. Helena Sentinel:

"Internment Camp, 3 p. in. CROWN
PHINCE, who plays slashing reckless

game, takes honour at first hole (Liege
to Loos), hooks at right angles, dents two

spectators, and ends up in Aisne Bunker.
FERDINAND (canny, cautious type of

Ciiowx TUBOWS BAG OF CLVBS AFTER THE BALL.'

player) hits a wind-cheating screamer
which finishes fully forty yards from
the tee. Critics differ as to FBANCIS-
JOSKPH'S shot, and it is still a moot

point whether he had a species of fit

or was simply trying to follow through.
When restored to perpendicular was
found to have ball deeply embedded in

his person. Disqualified for handling.
MEHMED (a left-hander

; uses clubs with

scimitar-shaped shafts) puts his drive

over short slip into the
club-house kitchen. C. P.,

after converting Aisne
Bunker into mine crater,

picks up. M., hopelessly
bunkered in the Irish Stew,
also picks up. F. holes out
in a stealthy nineteen. Bul-

gar-Turk Combine one up.
Ind Hole (Yprcs Salient

- 120 yards pitch).
FRANCIS-JOSEPH, strongly-

urged by Czech backers to

use his foot instead of his

clubs, heels out in seven-

teen and squares the
match. (Sensation.)

3r<l hole (CzernowitcJi to

Jireat -

Litowski). CROWN
I'HIXCE, taking the Pr/ar-
itczow - Blokhod -

Stryp-
ovitchi line, puts long-

range shot into the Pripet
Marshes. MEHMED, after

undermining greater part
of the Bukowiua, reports progress from
the tee. FRANCIS-JOSEPH, reverting to

clubs, misses tee-shot twenty-four times
and retires exhausted to bath-chair.
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I'I:I:I>IK'S wind-cheater, badly sliced, ting the cloth. 0. P. abandons hole (or
Iricl.les into the War.-!iw whins arid is i what is left of it) after missing t \\o-incli

Been was
yielding grouad rapidly and

in danger of having his lines of com-
munication cut.

Maishes, drops another hall, tops it 5p.m. Mutch all square at the. turn. 7.50p.m. Citow:; PmxcEto continue

lost. C. 1'., arrived ;it edge of Piipet putt.

into batsatd, throws hag of clubs after Kxhausthc search now being made for

it, and sends for another set. Hole MEHMED, who was hist seen (and heard)
abandoned, M. having taken thirty-nine seeking his hull in the Mametz Wood.

Ominous silence for past five minutes,
(rave reason to fear that he has cut
down entire wood upon himself.

5.30 p.m. ?di:iiMi:i> rescued from
tli'liris but will take no further part
in contest, following match on a
stretcher. Fauicis-JoSKFB now shows
si^ns of extreme exhaustion and plays
all shots from bath-chair. FKRDINA.N'D.

who asserts himself a match for both

j

bis opponents, won tenth hole (Helles

j

Hell hundred-yards carry over dense

undergrowth) with bnissie shot that

ricoehetted off live spectators and two
trees, finishing up three inches from

; the pin. By careful putting be got
down in two more,
has just thrown

!
clubs.

(> ji.m. FHANCIS-.IOKEPH has retired.

Can no longer swing a club, and has
booked l>ed in camp hospital. CUOWN
PRINCE still awaiting fresh set of

clubs. Will now play FERDINAND a

single.

6.15
[>. HI. FERDINAND, who has been

granted permission to cue on the greens,
has just won eleventh hole by a brilliant

run-through cannon off CHOWN PRINCE'S

. solus. Going out for record of tho

course.

CHOWN Piiixc-i;

awn.\ third set of

baD.

f>.30 p.m. FEKDINAND has retired.

7.10 p.m. FEBDINAND has retired

about two miles. Cause of withdrawal
occurred on fourteenth green, when P.

mis-cued and blamed CUOWN PRINCE'S
shadow. C. P., in his frighfnlnes8,

-11ANIJ EXHIBITION OF FUIGUIKL LN K.sS .

''

shots and a life-line to get out of the
Hlokhod Swamp.

4i/i Hole (Kilimanjaro to Tuiintm-

likii). CROWN PRINCE drives out of

hounds twelve times, gives away second
set of clubs and sends for a third.

KiiANcis-JoHEPH, attempting the Smuts
Smash from edgeof Usam-
bara Bunker, over balances
into hazard and is partially
suffocated. FERDINAND is

disqualified for pushing on
the green. MEHMED holes

his tee shot. (Uproar.)
Orientals one up.

3th Hole(Dowtumont to

Verdun long heart-break-

ing ti'si ,i/' tjolf.) CROWN
I'msci-: gives first-hand

exhibition of frightfulness
and cuts down caddy with
a niblick, the miserable
fellow having coughed as

C. 1". was about to drive.

MKHMKII, who is now

taking a larger size in

fexxes by reason of per-
formance at last tee, puts
eight new balls into the

" A '"'".I.IAXI- ttfs-THBorBH

Meiise liurn and gives up. KUAM is- struck F. savagely in the face with a
.losKi'n, still too full of sand to play hole, batty and threw" F.'s rubber tee into
awaits arrival of vacuum-cleaner. Fr.it- Salonika Pond. When F. remonstrated.
DINAND. after twice exploiting the Big C. P. took tho offensive and F. was
Push brassie shot, is suspended for cut- forced to yield gn.und. When la -I

" TAKING A r.Ait'.tB SIX.K is

8.10p.m. Eecord al)andoned, Cuowx
PJUNCK liaving thrown away or broken

every available club in tho St. Helena
Sector."

Gocciiior's report (rexmiied).
" In tho

not too sanguine hope that my prisoners
will one day grasp the meaning of the
term 'Sportsmanship,' I have given

my consent to the holding
of a cricket-match at an

early date. I am reliably
informed that in HINDEN-
uujtn the Austro-German
XI. lias a remarkable bow-
ler of the googly order. On
some of the Riga grounds,
when two feet in mud, ho
was quite unplayable. FKK-

nixAxi), who will captain
the other side, is very fast

for several overs, though
his action is not above

suspicion. Great efforts

are being made to get
FuAx< IS-.IOSKPH d) keep
wicket. 1 trust to include

an account of the match
in a subsequent report."

There was an old Tsar of Bulgaria
Who climbed like a climbing wistaria;

He spread and be spread
Till ho had to be bled

With a view to reducing his area.
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THE "FORTRESS" OF LONDON.
(As PICTURED BY TEUTON IMAGINATION.)

LETTING OFF A SAMUEL JOHNSON.

A DOG'S-HOME GUN-TEAJI.

THE ROYAL ZOOLOGICAL AKTILLERY.
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THE "FORTRESS" OF LONDON.
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A CITY TEA BIIOP BEFOKE THE ALABM.

THE SAME AFTKH THE ALAIiM.
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THE MUSIC-HALL MANAGER'S DREAM.

I BOX OFF ICE 1

7
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'WHEN THE BOYS COME HOME."
PEACE DAYS IN PICCADILLY.

Excited Tommy (as the gun gets into petition).
"
'ERE, BACK 'ER DOWN A BIT. SHE 's ON MY FAG !

"
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THE FALSE INCOME-TAX RETURN
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AND ITS RECTIFICATION.
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MORE DISCIPLINE.

"YES, Sir," said Sergeant Wally,
accepting one of my cigarettes and re-

adjusting his wounded leg,
"
yes, Sir,

discipline's the tiling. It's only when
a man moves on the word o' command,
without waiting to think, that he be-
comes a really reliable soldier. I re-

member, when I was a recruit, how they
put us through it. I'd been on the

square about a week. I was a fairly
smart youngster, and I thought I was
jumping to it just like an old soldier,
when the drill sergeant called me out of
the ranks. ' Look 'ore,' he said,

'

if you
think you 're going to make a fool o'

me, standing about there till you choose
to obey the word o' command, you 've
iiiadi- a big mistake.' I could "a"' cried
at the time, but I 've been glad often

enough since for what the sergeant said

that day. I 've found that little bit of

gag useful myself many a time."
1 was meditating with sympathy upon

the many victims of Sergeant Wally's !

borrowed sarcasm when he spoke again.
'

" When I first came up to London
|

from the dep6t," he said,
" I 'd a

brother, a corporal in the same batal-
lion. You know as well as I do, Sir,
that as a matter o' discipline a corporal
doesn't have any truck with a private
soldier, excepting in the way of duties,
and my brother didn't speak to me for

the first week. Then one day he called

me up and said,
'

It ain't the thing for

me to be going about with you, but as

y< u 're my brother 1 '11 go out with you
to-night. Have yourself cleaned by
six o'clock.!

"
Well, I took all the money I 'd gob

almnt twelve bob and off we went.
" \Ve had a bit o' supper first at a

place my brother knew of, and a very
good supper it was. My brother
ordered it, but I paid. Then we got
a couple of cigars at least, I did.

Then we went to a music-hall, me pay-
ing, of course. We had a drink during
the evening, and when we came out

my brother said,
' We 'd better come

in here and have a snack.'
" '

Well, I ain't got any money left,
1

1

sez. My brother looked at me a minute,
and then he said,

' I don't know what
I 've been thinking of, going about with

you, you a private and me a corporal.
Be off 'ome F' And he stalks away.

"Yes, Sir, discipline's the thing.
Thank you, I '11 have another cigarette."

Simpler Fashions in India.

"The bride, who was given away by her

father, looked happy and handsome in a

beautiful red fern dress." Allahabad Pioneer.

vol.. CI.I1.
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TO THE KAISER FOR HIS NEW YEAR.
Now with the New-horn Year, when people issue

Greetings appropriate to all concerned,
Allow me, WILLIAM, cordially to wish you
Whatever peace of mind you may have earned ;

It doesn't sound too fat,

But you will have to he content with that.

For you will get no other, though you ask it ;

No peace on diplomatic folios writ,

Like what you chucked in your waste-treaty-basket;,
Torn into fragments, hit by little bit ;

In these rude times we shrink

From vain expenditure of pulp and ink.

You hoped to start a further scrap of paper
And stretched a flattering paw in soft appeal,

Purring as hard as tiger-cats at play purr
With velvet padding round your claws of steel ;

A pretty piece of acting,

But, ere we treat, those claws '11 want extracting.

You thought that you had just to moot the question
And say you felt the closing hour had come

And we should simply jump at your suggestion
And all the Hague with overtures would hum

;

You 'd but to call her up,
And. Peace would follow like a well-bred pup.

But Peace and W7ar are twain (see Chadband's platitude) ;

War you could summon by your single self,

But Peace for she adopts a stickier attitude

Takes two to mobilise her off the shelf
;

Unless one side's so weak
That, try his best, he cannot raise a squeak.

When things are thus and you have had your beating,
We '11 talk and you can listen. Better cheer

I 've none to offer you by way of greeting,
But this should help you through the glad New Year;

It lacks for grace, I own,
But let its true sincerity atone ! O. S.

AN EXTRA SPECIAL.
A SPECIAL constable is allowed to bore his beat-partner

in moderation. I have no doubt that I bore mine. In
return I expect to be moderately bored. In fact a partner
who flashed through all the four hours might attract

Xeppelins. But Granby ! In human endurance there is

a point known as the limit. That is Granby.
Years back some Government person in a moment of

fatuity made Granby a magistrate. Magistrates should
learn to condense their wisdom into sentences. Granby
beats out his limited store into orations.

It was my misfortune to arrive late at the station the
other night and to find that the other specials had craftily
left Granby to be my partner. The results of unpunctuality
are sometimes hideous.

Directly we had started our lonely patrol Granby gave
what I may describe as his " bench

"
cough and began,

" When I was at the court the other day a very curious
case came before me." He was off. If Granby delivers

to prisoners in the dock the speeches he recites to me
the Government ought to intervene. No man however

guilty ought to have a sentence and one of Granby 's

orations. He might be given the option. Personally, for

anything under fourteen days I should be tempted to serve
the sentence.

Just when he was at his dreariest I heard a remarkable
treble voice down a side-street singing,

"
Keep the Home

Fires Burning."
" Sounds like a drunk," I said promptly ;

" we ought to investigate this." Had it been a couple
of armed burglars I should have welcomed their advent if

it stopped Granby.
We went down and found a stout lady sitting on the

pavement warbling Songs Without Melody.
"
Gerout, Zeppelin," she observed as a flash-lamp was

turned on her.
" A distinct case of intoxication plus incapability," ob-

served Granby.
" We must take her to the station. You

can charge her. I have so many important engagements
this week that I can't spare time to be a witness."

I saw that a wasted morning at the police-court was to

be thrust on me.
"I also have many important engagements this week,"

I replied.
" This duty is to be taken seriously

"
began Granby.

"Yes," I said, "if we don't run her in we ought to see

her.home. She can't stay here rousing the street."
" That was what I was about to suggest as the proper

course for you when you interrupted me," said Granby.
"Where do you live?

"
he demanded.

"
Fourteen, Benbow Avenue," replied the lady; "and pore

Uncle Sam 's been dead eleven years."
" Come on," I said. " Get up and we '11 see you home."
The lady pushed me aside, gripped Granby's arm and

said affectionately,
" 'Ow you remind me of pore ole Jim

in 'is best days afore 'e got jugged!"
Granby snorted as he dragged the lady onward. I think

he knew that I was smiling in the darkness.

"Jus" like ole times, when we was courtin' together,"
continued the lady. "If it 'adn't been for a bronze-topped
barmaid comin' between us, what might 'ave been! ah, what

might 'ave been !

"

This tender reminiscence prompted the lady to sing,
" Come to me, sweet Marie," with incidental attempts at

a step-dance. The finale brought us to Benbow Avenue.
" 1 shall speak to her husband and caution him severely

about his wife's conduct," said Granby to me.
I shrank into the background ready to move off directly

the oration began.

Granby knocked at the door and it opened.
" I have brought your wife home in a state

'

he

began.
" Ain't I 'ad a nice young man to take me for a walk

while you 've been sitting guzzling by the fire?
"

"You been taking my missis for a walk," said the in-

dignant husband.
" I am a magistrate and a special constable

"
began

Granby.
" More shame to you. It 's the likes of you 'oo disgraces

the upper clarses."
" Shut the door, Bill," said the lady.

" Don't lower

yourself by talking to 'im. I never could abide a man
as smelt o' gin meself."

The door slammed and Granby strode towards me.
" The ingratitude of the lower classes is disgraceful. I

am tempted to despair of the State when I think of it.

The only way is to let these occurrences pass into oblivion,

to set oneself resolutely to forget them as if they had
never been."

I agreed ; but since then Granby has always eyed me
curiously. I think he suspects that I am not forgetting

resolutely enough.

A Field Officer writes :

"
Yesterday I was saluted by an

Australian private. It was a great day for me."
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THE WHITE HOUSE MYSTEEY.
UNCLE SAM. "SAY, JOHN, SHALL WE HAVE A DOLLAR'S WORTH?'
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THE WATCH
LIV.

DOGS. (heciills this cottage his "Battle Box"), and men have not altered. The Ser-

whose mind was very violently moved
]
geants relax on tlie march into some-

from the impersonal to the personal thing almost bordering en friendliness

MY DKAU CHARLES, What about this
: point of view by a quite trifling incident, towards their victims ; the Corporals

Peace? I suppose that, what with your He has one upstairs room for office, thank Heaven that for the moment
nice new Governments and all, this is bedroom, sitting, reception and dining they are but men ; the Lance-corporals
the very last thing you are thinking of i room. His meals are brought over to

'

thank Heaven that always they are

making at the moment. I wouldn't
j

him by his servant from an estaminet something more than men, and the

believe that the old War was ever going ! across the road over which his window
j

men have the look of having decided

to end at all if it wasn't for the last
|
looks. The other morning he was that this is the last kilometre they '11

expert and authoritative opinion I hear i standing at this window waiting for ever footslog for anybody, but while

lias been expressed by our elderly his breakfast to arrive. It was a fine they are doing it they might as well he

barber in Fleet Street. At the end of

July, 191-1, be told me confidentially,
as he snipped the short hairs at the
back of my bead, that there was going
to be no war; the whole thing
was just going to fizzle out.

Now he says it is going to be a

very, very long business, as he

always thought it would.
I find it difficult to maintain

consistently either the detached

point of view, in which one dis-

cusses it as if it was a European
hand of bridge, or the purely in-

terested point of view, in which
one regards it only as a matter i

affecting one's individual com- :

fort. I know a Mess, well up
in the Front where they measure
the mud by feet, in which they
were discussing the War raging
at their front door as if it had

nothing to do with them beyond
being a convenient thing to criti-

cise. Men who were then likely
to be personally removed at any
moment by it saw. nothing in the

progress of it to be depressed
about. As the evening wore on
and they all came to find that

they knew much more about the ,

subject than they supposed, they j

were prepared to increase the

allowance of casualties in press-

ing the merits of their own pet
schemes. No gloom arose from
the possibility that this generous offer Jones and reminding him of the familiar

might well include their own health details of his own more active days,
and limbs. There was no gloom ;

there Jones prepared to enjoy himself,

was even no desire to change the Colonels on horses, thought Jones as

subject. Indeed, the better to continue he contemplated, are much of a much-
it they called for something to drink. ness always the look-of the sahibabout
There was nothing to drink, announced them, the slightly proud, the slightly
the Mess Orderly. Why was there stuffy, the slightly weather-beaten, the

nothing to drink ? asked the Mess Pre- slightly affluent sahib. Company Coin-

sident, advocate of enormous offensives ntanders, also on horses, but somehow
on a wide front for an indefinite period or other not quite so much on horses

of years, if need be. The Mess Orderly
!

as the Colonels, are the same all the

explained that more drink was on order, army through very confident of them-
but it had not arrived

difficulties of carriage.

because of selves, but hoping against hope that

\Vliy were i there is nothing about their companies
there difficulties of carriage ? Because to catch the Adjutant's eye. The Subal-
of the War. " Confound the War,"

|

tern waits as he has always done,
said the Mess President. " It really is lighthearted if purposeful, trusting that

the most infernal nuisance." all is as it should be, but feeling that if

I know a Captain Jones, resident in it isn't that is some one else's trouble,

a cottage on the road to the trenches Sergeants, Corporals, Lance -
corporals

frosty day, made all the brighter by i cheerful about it. The regimental trans

the sound of approaching bagpipes, port makes a change from the regular-

Troops were about to march past, ity of column of route, and the comic

suggesting great national thoughts to
'

relief is provided, as it has always been
~~
and always will be provided
whatever the disciplinary mar-
tinets may say or do, by the

company cooks.

Tliis was a sight, thought
Jones, he could watch for ever,

lie was sorry when the battalion

came at last to an end ; he was

glad when another almost im-

mediately began. He was in

luck
; doubtless this was a bri-

gade on the move. He proposed
to have his breakfast at the win-

dow, when it came as come it

soon must, thus refreshing his

hungry body and his contem-

plative mind at the same time.

The second battalion, as the

first, were fine fellows all, sug-

gesting the might of the Allies

and the futility of the enemy's
protracted resistance. Again
the comic relief was provided by
the travelling cuisine, reminding
Jones of the oddity of human
affairs and the need of his own
meal, now sufficiently deferred.

The progress of the Brigade
was interrupted by the inter-

vention of a train of motor

transport. Jones spent the time
of its passing in consulting his

watch, wondering where the devil was
his breakfast and ascertaining that his

servant had indeed gone across the road
for it at least forty minutes ago.

It was not until there came a break,
after the first company of the third

battalion, that the reason of this delay
became apparent. There was his servant

on the far side of the road, and there

was his breakfast in the servant's hand,
all standing to attention, as they should
do when a column of troops was pass-

ing. . . .

The remainder of that Brigade sug-

gested no agreeable thoughts to Captain
Jones. He saw nothing magnificent in

the whole and nothing attractive in

any detail of it. It was in fact just a

long and tiresome sequence of mono-
tonous and sheeplike individuals who
really might have chosen some other

Enthusiast. "As A PATRIOT, MADAM, wirx YOU SIGN THE
ROLL OF HONOUR OP ' THE NO-SUPERFLUOUS-THAVEL-BUT-
OIVE-t'P-YOUK-SEATS-TO - BOLDJ1 B - AND-SAILOES-AS-MUCH-AS-
POSSIBLK LEAGUE '

?
"
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.!/.(). "W'UAT'S THE MATrKB WITH YOC, MV MAS?"
M.O. "JIv WORD! How DID YOU GET THAT? '

Priratc. " VALVULAR DISEASE OF THE HI!ART, SIR."

Private. "LAST MEDICAL BOARD GIVE IT ME, SIR."

time and place for their silly walks
abroad. And as for the spirit of disci-

pline exemplified in the servant, who
scrupled to defy red t.iito and slip

through at a convenient interval, this

was nothing elso but the- maddening
ineptitude of all human conceits.

A wonderful servant is that servant
of Captain Jones; but then tin

are. Valet, cook, porter, Iwots, cham-
bermaid, ostler, carpenter, upholsterer,
mechanic, inventor, needlewoman, coal-

lic:i\ or, diplomat, barber, linguist (home-
made), clerk, universal provider, com-
plete pantechnicon and infallible body-
guard, he is also a soldier, if a very old

soldier, and a man of the most human
kind. Jones came across him in the
earlier stages of the War, not in l-'ng-

land and not in France. The selection
wasn't after the usual manner or upon
the usual references. 1 le recommended
himself to Jones by the following inci-

dent :

A new regiment had come "to the
station; between them and the old

regiment, later to become the firmest

friends, some little difference of opinion
had arisen and, upon the first meeting

of representative elements in the neigh-

bouring town, there had been words.

Reports, as they reached Jones at the
barracks some four miles from the

town, hinted at something more than
words still continuing. Jones, having
i-cas in to anticipate sequels on the

morrow, took the precaution of going
round his company quarters then and
there, to find which of his men, if any,
were not involved. " There 's a fair

scrap up in town," be beard a man
saying. As be entered, a second man
was sitting up in bed and asking, "Dost
tliou think it will be going on yet'.'"

Hoping for the best, be was for rising,

dressing, walking four miles and join-

ing in.

Jones stopped his enterprise that

night, but engaged him for servant
next day. I don't know why, nor does
lie

; bat he was right all the same.
Yours ever, HENHY.

AN ELEGY ON CLOSED STATIONS.

by an official notice of the

L.&N.W.R.)
THE whole vicinity of Hooley Hill

Is smitten with a devastating chill,

And the once cheerful neighbourhood
of Pleck

Has got the bump and got it in the
neck.

The residential gentry of Pont Bug
No longer seem self-satisfied or smug,
And the distressed inhabitants of

Nantlle
Are wrapped in discontent as in a

mantle.

Good folk who Halted once at Apsley
Guise

Are now afflicted with a sad surprise,
While Oddington, another famous Halt,
Is silent as a sad funereal vault ;

And the dejected denizens of Cheadle

I

Look one and all as if they 'd got the
needle.

" Will anyone knowing where to obtain the

game of Bounce '

kindly inform A. T. ?
"

.lilrt. in 'L'lu- Times."
" A. T." should address himself to the

Imperial Palace at Potsdam.

An Unfortunate Juxtaposition.
" Dr. has RESUMED PRACTICE.

AND
, UNDERTAKERS."

Australian.
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CHARIVARIA.
ACCORDING to President WILSON

Germany also claims to be fighting

for the freedom of the smaller nations.

Her known anxiety to free the small

nations of South America from tho

fetters of the Monroe Doctrine has

impressed the PRESIDENT with the

correctness of this claim.
* *
*

Unfortunately Count REVENTLOW has

gone and given away the secret that

Germany does not care a rap for the

rights of the little nations. It is this

kind of blundering that sours your
transatlantic diplomatist.

:

.

*

General JOFKRE lias been made a

Marshal of France. While falling

short of the absolute omnipotence of

London's Provost-Marshal the position
is not without a certain dignity.

* *

The announcement that the Queen
of HUNGARY'S coronation robe is to

cost over 2,000 has bad a distinctly

unpleasant effect upon the German

people, who are wondering indignantly
bow Belgium is to be indemnified if

such extravagance is permitted to

continue. * ....

*'

It is stated that as the result of the

drastic changes in our railway service

the publication of Bradshaw's Guide

may be delayed. At a time when it is

of vital importance to keep up the

spirits of the nation the absence of one

of our best known humorous publica-
tions will be sorely felt.

^c :;:

The failure of King CONSTANTINE to

join with other neutrals in urging peace
on the belligerents must not be taken

as indicating that he is out of sympathy
with the German effort.

*
The County Council has after mature

deliberation decided to set aside ten

acres of waste land for cultivation by
allotment holders. It is this ability

to think in huge figures that dis-

tinguishes the municipal from the

purely individual patriot.
# *

In anticipation of a Peace Conference

German agents at the Hague have been

making discreet inquiries after lodgings
for German delegates. The latter have

expressed a strong preference for getting
in on the ground floor.

The weighing of a recruit could not

be completed at Mill Hill, as the scales

did not go beyond seventeen stone, and

indignation has been expressed in some

quarters at the failure of the official

mind to adopt the simple expedient of

weighing as much as they could of him

and then weighing the rest at a second

or, if necessary, a third attempt.

It is rumoured that tradesmen's

weekly books are to be abolished. We
have long felt that tho absurd practice
of paying the fellows is a relic of the

dark ages. ,;: *
*

The statement of a writer in a morn-

ing paper that Wednesday night's fog
" tasted like Stilton cheese

"
has at-

tracted tho attention of the Food Con-

troller, who is having an analysis made
with the view of determining its suit-

ability for civilian rations. \Ve assume
that it would rank as cheese and not

count in the calculation of courses.
''' *

Austria has forbidden the importa-
tion of champagne, caviare and oysters,
and now that the horrors of war have

thus been thoroughly hrought home to

the populace it is expected that public

opinion in the Dual Monarchy will

shortly force the EMPEROR to make
overtures to the Allies for a separate

peace. * *

As a protest against being fined, a

Tottenham man has stopped his War
Loan subscriptions. Nevertheless, after

a series of prolonged discussions with

Sir WILLIAM ROBERTSON, Mr. BONAR
LAW has decided that the War can go
on, subject to the early introduction of

certain economies.

'"if"

The Duke of BUCCLEUCH has given

permission to his tenants to trap rabbits

on the ducal estates. It is hoped that

a taste of real sport will cause many of

the local residents, though above mili-

tary age, to volunteer for similar work
on the West Front.

The prisons in Berlin are said to be

full of women who haveoffended against
the Food Laws, and in consequence
of this many deserving criminals are

homeless.
;;: #

A party of American literary and

scientific gentlemen have obtained per-

mission to visit Egypt on a mission of

research. In view of the American

craze for souvenir-hunting it is antici-

pated that a special guard will be

mounted over the Pyramids.

" ' I am being overwhelmed with letters

offering services from all and sundry,' Mr.

Chamberlain said yesterday.
' As I haven't even appointed a private

secretary at present,' he added," it is obviously

impossible for me even to open them.'
"

Daily Sketch.

We suppose the Censor must have told

him what they were about.

MUSCAT.
AN ancient castle crowns the hill

That flanks our sunlit rockbound bay,

Where, in the spacious days of old,

Stout ALBUQUERQUE set bis hold

Dealing in slaves and silks and gold
From Hormuz to Cathay.

The Dom has passed, the Arab rules ;

Yet still there fronts the morning
light

Erect upon the crumbling wall

The mast of some great Amiral,
A trophy of the Portingall

In some forgotten fight.

The wind blows damp, the sun shines

hot,
And ever on the Eastern shore,

Taint envoys from the far monsoon,
There in the gap tho breakers croon

Their old unchanging rhythmic rune

(Tho noise is such a bore).

And week by week to climb that hill

The SULTAN sends some sweating
knave

To scan the misty deep and bail

With hoisted flag the smoky trail

That means (hurrah !)
the English mail,

So we still rule the wave !

Hurrah! and yet what tales of woe !

My home exposed to Zeppelin shocks,

The long-drawn agony of strife,

The daily toll of precious life,

And a sad screed from my poor wife

Of babes with chicken-pox.

All this it brings yet brings therewith

That which may help us bear and grin.
"
Boy, when you hear the boat's keel

scrunch,
Ask the mail officer to lunch ;

But give me time to peep at Punch
Before vou let him in."

LONDON'S LITTLE SUNBEAMS.

THE TAXI-MEN.

WHAT (writes a returned traveller)

has happened to London's taxi-drivers ?

When I went away, not more than

three months ago, they occasionally

stopped when they wore hailed and

were not invariably unwilling to convey
one hither and there. But now . . . .

With flags defiantly up, they move dis-

dainfully along, and no one can lure

them aside. Where on these occasions

are they going? How do they make
a living if the flag never comes down '?

Are they always on their way to lunch,

even late at night ? Are they always
out of petrol? I can understand and

admire the independence that follows

upon overwork; but when was their

overwork done? The only tenable

theory that I have evolved is that Lord

NOHTHCLIFFE (whose concurrent rise
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to absolutism is another phenomenon
of my absence) lias engaged them all

to patrol MM \ ice.

Sometimes, however, a taxi-driver,

breaking free from this bondage, an-

swers a hail; but oven then all is not

,arily easy. This is the kind of

thing :

)'nn. 1 want to go to Bedford Gar-

dens.

Tin' Sii/i/rinn (indignantly). Where's
that?

You. In Kensington.
Tin' Xiiiitii'iiin. That's too far. I've

got another job at half-past four (r.r

My petrol 's run out).
Yt'it. If I gave you an extra shilling

could you just manage it?

The Siinlii'iim (M-turlhiij). All right.

Jump in.

This that follows also happens so fre-

quently as to be practically the rule and
not the exception :

)'/>u. 12, L:-xham Gardens.
The Sunbeam. 12, Leicester Gardens.
You. No ; LEXHAM.
The Simbeam. 12, Lexham Road '.'

Yon (shouting}. No; Lexham GAR-
DENS!

The Siiiilit'itm. What number?
You. TWELVE !

To illustrate the power that the
taxi-driver has been wielding over
London during the past week or so of

mitigated festivity, let me tell a true

story. I was in a cab with my old

friend Mark, one of the most ferocious

sticklers for efliciency in underlings
who ever sent for the manager. His
malelietions on bad waiters have led

to the compulsory re-decorating of

half the restaurants of London months
;

before their time, simply by discolouring
Mie walls with their intensity. Well,
after immense difficulty, Mark and I,

bound for the West, induced a driver

to accept us as his fare, and took our

places inside.
" He looks a decent capable fellow,"

said Mark, who prides himself on his

skill in physiognomy.
" We ought to

lie there in a quarter of an hour."

But wo did not start. First the

engine was cold. Then, that having
consented and the flag being lowered,
a fellow-driver asked our man to

help him with his tail-light. He did
so with the utmost friendliness and
deliberation. Then they both went
to the back of our cab to se3 how our

tail-light was doing, and talked about

tail-lights together, and how easy it was
to jolt them out, and how difficult it

was to know whether they had been

jolted out or not, and how jolly careful

one had to be nowadays with so many
blooming legulations and restrictions

and things.
Meanwhile Mark was becoming pur-

Mistress (to maid who IMS asked for a rise).
" WHY, MAUY, I CANNOT POSSIBLY OIYB

YOU AS MUCH AS THAT."

Afary.
" WELL, MA'AM, YOU SEE, THE GENTLEMAN I WALK OUT WITH HAS JUST GOT

A JOB IN A MUNITION FACTORY, AND I SHALL BH OBLIGED TO DRESS UP TO HIM."

pie with suppressed rage, for the clock

was ticking and all this wasted time

should, in a decently-managed world,
have belonged to us. But he dared not

let himself go. It was a pitiful sight
this strong man repressing impulse.

At any moment I expected to see him
dash his arm through the window and
tell the driver what he thought of him

;

but he did not. He did nothing ;
but

I could hear his blood boil.

Then at last our man mounted the

box, and just at that moment (this is

an absolutely true story) it chanced
that an ernmd-boy asked him the way
to Panton Street, and he got down
from the box and walked quite a little

way with the boy to show him. And

while he was away the engine stopped.
It was then that poor Mark per-

;

formed one of the most heroic feats of

his life. He still sat still
;
but I seemed

to see his hat Vising and falling, as did

! the lid of WATT'S kettle on that historic

evening which led to so much railway
trouble, from strikes and sandwiches to

Bradshaw. Still he said nothing. Nor
did he speak until the engine had been

started again and we were really on our

way and thoroughly late.
" If it had

on'y been in normal times," he said

grimly, "how I should have let that

man have it. But one simply mustn't.

It 's terrible, but they 've got us by the

.
short hairs !

"

No doubt of that.
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Cretchen. "\YiLL IT NEVER END? THINK OF oun AWFUL RESPONSIBILITY BEFORE HUMANITY."

Hans. "AND THESE EVERLASTING SARDINES FOR EVERY MEAL."

WARS OF THE PAST.

(As recorded in the Press of the period.)

v.

From " The Pirceus Pictorial."

GET A MOVE ON.

By Mr. Demosthenes.

[Tlic brilliant Editor of "Pal Athene," who
his been aptly styled "the leading light of
the democracy," contributes what is perhaps
the most wonderful arid powerful article

which we have had thepleasure of publishing
from his trenchant pen.]

Words won't do it, my friends. We
don't want speeches. We want action.

I ask you to give the Buskers socks.

Kick this Chorus of Five Hundred out of
J

the orchestra. Ostrichise the Govern-
ment ! Give them the bird !

If I read my countrymen aright (and
who does if I don't?), what they are

saying now is,
" We must have a

definite plan of strong action. We are

not going to fight any longer with

speeches and despatches." That 's the

way, Athenians ! Good luck to you !

Zeus hless you. And the same to you,

Tommy Hoplites and Jack Naufces, and

many of them ! You don't mean PHILIP
to be Tyrant of Athens, do you ? You're
not going to have him turning our
beautiful Parthenon into a cavalry

stable? You're not going to see the

Barbarians hanging up their shields on
the dear old statue of Athene. Of
course you 're not. When I walk

through the city and see, as I pass the

houses of my humbler brethren, the

neat respectable little altars and the

good old well-used wine-presses (which
I never do without breathing a little

prayer, uncantingly, straight from the

heart), I say,
" It 's a foul calumny to

pretend that the people are not all

right. They are, Zeus bless 'em ! All

they are waiting for is a lead. And
action !

"

We 've got to have a strong policy,

my friends, and my tip to you is
" Trust the Army ! Curse the poli-
ticians !

"
It 's no use sitting still while

^SCHINES AND Co. are spouting. You
and I, my brothers and sisters, as I 'in

proud to call you, we don't spout, do
we ? We mean business ! And PHILIP
means business too ! At any moment
he may come down on us and devastate

our quiet picturesque little demes which
we all love so well and get disgustingly
drunk on our wine. So give us the word,
JEscHiNES AND Co. not many words,

please, but just one word and we'll

tackle him as he ought to be tackled

and put a pinch of Attic salt on his

tail. We don't want tliis PHILIP, but

we do want a fillip of our own. Mean-
while, are we downhearted ? I don't

think.

(Another powerful philippic btj J/r.

Demosthenes next week.)

What to do with our Prisoners.

"Private Jones, V.C., single handed cap-
tured 102 Germans

;
limited number for sale,

best offers
; proceeds military hospital."

Bazaar.

"The towing to Madrid of the Greek
steamer Spyros lacks confirmation."

Daily Telegraph.

We always had our doubts about the

report.

"Nevertheless, though nobody has ever

sympathised with the goose that laid the

golden eggs, it is now widely recognized that it

was bad policy to kill him."
~G. B. Shaw in " The Times."

Even in War-time, you will notice,

"G. B. S." cannot get away from the

sex-problem.

" FREMDENBLATT. Mr. Lloyd George will

recognise one day that the Allies put their

heads in a sling on the day they rejected

Germany's terms." Daily I'aper.

But we may trust little DAVID to know
what to do with a sling.
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AN ANSWER TO PEACE TALK.
BRITANNIA CALLS A WAR CONFERENCE OF THE EMPIRE.
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HIS MASTER'S VOICE.
FOB AMERICAN CONSUMPTION.

I AM the White House typewriter !

I am the Voice of the People
And then some !

I speak, and the Western Hemisphere
attends,

All except Mexico and WILLIAM JEN-
NINGS BRYAN,

Who has a megaphone of his own.
I am the soul of a great free people !

Hence the vers libre

Which breathes the spirit of Democracy
Because anybody can do it.

Who secured a second term of office for

my master, President WILSON ?

Was it the War or OSWALD GARRISON
VILLARD or General

\

HARRISON GRAY OTIS ?

It was not.

It was I !

Though the others helped,

especially Gen. OTIS. !

I am of antiquated design,
as invisible as Colonel
HOUSE and nearly as

useless as Senator

WORKS,
But as my master only

works me with one
thumb

(For fear of saying some-

thing that might have
to be explained away)

I do very nicely.
And when it comes to

throwing the bull

I am the real Peruvian

doughnuts.

Neither EEVENTLOW nor GKORGB SYL-
VESTER VIERECK nor WILLIAM
KANDOLPH HEARST

;

Nor even The Spectator,
Which never did like Democrats, any-

way.

But now I am the Harbinger of Peace

By special request.

Imperial Germany,
Sated witli victory and a shortage of

boiled potatoes,

Implores me to save theEntente Powers
from utter annihilation,

And the prayer is echoed

By Sir EDGAR SPEYER and the other

neutrals.

So my keys tap out the glad message
Of friendship for all and trouble for none.

THE ONLY REGRET.
ONCE UPON A TIMK.

ONCE upon a time a man lay dying.
Ho was dying very much at his ease,

for he had had enough of it all.

None the less they brought a priest,
who stretched his face a yard long and

spoke from his elastic-sided boots.
" This is a solemn moment," said

the priest.
" But sooner or later it

comes to us all. You are fortunate in

having all your faculties."

The dying man smiled grimly.
" Js there any wrong that you have

done that you wish redressed?" the

priest asked.
" None that I can remember," said

the dying man.

I was new once, but ob-

scure,_ . . - j'. \ir-i i..- .

\\ astmg my freshness on L
a Life of Jefferson (extinct)

And a History of the United States,

Which by the kindness of the Demo-
cratic party and the McCiiURE

Syndicate
Is now appearing in dignified segments

on the back page of provincial

newspapers
Along with Dainty Diapers and M'lii/ 1

Love the Movies, by MARY PICKFORD.

Bill (coming to after a shell /in* hit his dny-o:i!). '-HAVE I BEEN LONG
UNCONSCIOUS, WILLIAM?"

William. "On, A QOODISH BIT, BILL."

Bill. "WHAT DO YOU CALL A ' GOODISH UIT,' WlI.LIAM ?
"

William. "WELL, A LONGISH TIME, BILL."

Bill. "WELL, WHAT'S THAT WHITE ON THE HILL? Is IT sxow. on
DAISIES

I ask them what they are

about,
And if it is really fcrua that Bel;.

been invaded,
And propose that we sh'.mlil

together and talk it over

" But you are sorry for

such wrong us you have
done?"

" I don't know 'that I

am," said the dying man.
" I was a very poor hand
at doing wrong. But there

are some so - called good
deeds that I could wish
undone which are still

bearing evil fruit."

The priest looked pained.
" But you would not hold

that you have not been
wicked?

"
ho said.

"Not conspicuously
enough to worry about,"

replied the other. " Most
of my excursions into what

you would call wickedness
were merely attempts to

learn more about this won-
derful world into which we
are projected. It 's largely
a matter of temperament,
and I 've been more at-

tracted by the gentle things
tight ing i

than the desperate. Strange as you may
think it, I die without fear."

" But surely there are matters for

regret in your life?" the priest, who
was a conscientious man, inquired

him has

all get
1

Nice and quietly over tea and muffins
earnestly.
"Ah! "

said the dying man. "Regret?

I am the Defender of Liberties !

Never have I hesitated to tell Germany
not to do it again ;

Never have I failed to protest in the But the stiff-necked Entente,
severest terms when the British With an old-fashioned obstinacy

And away from all the nasty blood and
,

That 's another matter. Have I no
noise. occasion for regret ? Have I not ? Have

I not ?
"

Thus I address them, The priest cheered up. "For op-
And humane Germany iportunities lost," he said. "The lost

Almost falls on my neck in her anxiety opportunities how sad a theme, how
to comply with my request ; melancholy a retrospect ! Tell me of

them."
" I said nothing about lost oppor-

and several senti-

Navy threatened to interfere with miniscent of the LINCOLN person tunities," the dying man replied ;

" I

business. at his worst,
Next to Mr. LANSING, Merely utter joint
Who is said to use a Blickensderfer, ments
I am the hottest little protester in The substance and effect of which

Protestville, appear to bs

And in consequence nobody loves mo, ',

" Nix !

"
ALGOL.

said that there was much to regret, and
there is ; but there were no opportuni-
ties that in this particular I neglected.

They simply did not present them-
selves often enough."

"Tell me of this sorrow," said the
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Sentry (for the second time, after officer has answered "
Friend," and come up close).

" HALT 1 WHO GOES THERE? "

Officer. "WELL, WHAT HAPPENS NOW ?
"

Sentry. "I COULDN'T TELL YOU, SIB, I'M SURE. I'M A STRANGER HERE MYSELF."

priest.
"
Perhaps I may be able to

comfort you."
The dying man again smiled his grim

smile. " My greatest regret," he said,
" and one, unhappily, that could never
be remedied, even if I lived to be a

thousand, is

"Yes, yes," said the priest, leaning
nearer.

"Is," said the dying man, "that I

have known so few children."

"ABSENTEE ARRESTED.

Sergeant Storr stated that he saw Shaiin
on a lighter in the Old Harbour. Ho failed

to produce his registration card and could
offer no reason why he had not reported for

service. Sulisi'i|urntly he said ho was 422

years of age." Hull Daily Xcirs.

Passed for centenarian duty.

"
Wanted, strong Boy, about 14, for milk

cart
;
to live in." Provincial Paper.

He will at least have the advantage of

living close to his work.

"THE BHAKTHI MAIIGA PRASANOA SABHA.
At Nagappa Chctty Pillayar Vasantha Man-

tapam, 822 Thumbu Chetty Street, George-
town, to-morrow 4 P.M. Bramhasri Mangudi
Chidambara Bhagavathar will give aharikatha
on ' Pittukkumansuinan tha Thiruvilayadal.'

"

Madras Paper.
We like the words and should be glad
to hear the tune.

NURSERY RHYMES OF LONDON TOWN.

(SECOND SERIES.)

xn.

CHERRY GARDENS.

WHEBE d'ye buy your earrings,
Your pretty bobbing earrings,
Where d'ye buy your earrings,

Moll and Sue and Nan ?

In the Cherry Gardens

They sell 'em eight a penny,
And let you eat as many
As ever you can.

Moll's are ruddy coral,

Sue's are glossy jet,

Nan's are yellow ivory,

Swinging on their stems.
O you lucky damsels
To get in Cherry Gardens

Earrings for your fardens
Comelier than gems !

XIII.

NEWIXGTON BUTTS.

The bung is lost from Newington Butts !

The beer is running in all the ruts,
The gutters are swimming, the Butts

are dry,

Lackadaisy ! and so am I.

Who was the thief that stole the bung ?

I shall go hopping the day he 's hung !

XIV.

NINE ELMS.

Nine Elms in a ring :

In One I saw a Robin swing,
In Two a Peacock spread his tail,

In Three I heard the Nightingale,
In Four a White Owl hid with craft,

In Five a Green Woodpecker laughed,
In Six a Wood-dove croodled low,
In Seven lived a quarrelling Crow,
In Eight a million Starlings flew,
In Nine a Cuckoo said,

" Cuckoo 1

"

"On Sale, 2,300 Oak barrels; edible: offers

wanted. "Manchester Evening News.

Are these the first-fruits of the new
Food Control ?

From battalion orders :

' ' Men transferred from Command Depot
will be fed up to the day of departure."

Even commanding officers occasionally
have a glimpse of the obvious.

" In expressing regret that we had dropped
the word ' culture

' out of our vocabulary be-
cause of Germany, the Archdeacon of Middle-
sex gave the following definitions :

Kultur' Had for 'Culture.' A word its

god the State, and which describes a was
practically spirit of sympathy materialism,
the result with all that is beaubeing simply
mechanitiful, true, honest, cal efficiency, anil

pure." Liverpool Echo.

Even now it is not very clear.
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Jan (repeating the question for tlie tenth time in two liours).
" 'AST SEEN OLD FUKRIT THAT EOIDE, JABGE ?

"

Jarye (answering the question for the tenth time in two hoars}.
" NOA. AIN'T YOU SEEN UN YOUR SOIDE? "

Jan. "NoA. DIDST PUT UN is THY SOIDE?" Jarge. "NoA. DID THEE NOT PUT UN IN THAT SOIDE?'

Jan. "NoA." Jarge.
" THEN I RECKON HE MUN BE IN THA BOX."

CHOKING THEM OFF.

IT is reported that, should the mea-
sures recently adopted by the railway

companies with a view o "
discourage

unnecessary travelling
"
prove insufli-

cient, other expedients, of a more

stringent character, may be resorted

to. By the courtesy of an official we
are able to give details of some further

innovations that have been suggested.

(i.) The Platform Staff at the chief

stations will be specially trained to

answer all enquiries from civilian pas-

sengers in an ambiguous or quasi-
humorous manner.
Thus detailed instructions are to be

issued giving the correct form of reply
to such questions as, "Can I take this

train to Kugby?" The answer in this

case will convey a jocular suggestion
that the task is best left to the engine-
driver ; and others in the same style.

In all cases of urgency the formula
" Wait and see

"
to he freely employed

for purposes of discouragement.
(n.) In the case of exceptionally popu-

lar tickets, such as those to Brighton, a

strictly limited number of impressions

to be struck off, which will be disposed
of by public auction to the highest
bidder.

(in.) When stoppages (whether ne-

cessary or disciplinary) take place be-

tween stations, preference to be given
to the interior of tunnels. All artificial

light will then be cut off, and the

officials of the train will run up and
down the corridors howling like wolves.

(iv.) On hearing the declaration of

any would-be traveller (as
"
.Margate ")

it shall be optional for the booking-
clerk to reply,

" I double Margate
"

;

when his opponent, the public, must
either pay twice the already increased

fare or forfeit the journey.

(v.) The quality of buns, pastry and
sandwiches at the station refreshment-
rooms to be drastically revised. A
return to be made to the more " dis-

couraging
"

models of fifty years ago,
which will ba specially manufactured
under the supervision of the Ministry
of Munitions.

(vi.) All the too-attractive photo-
graphs of agreeable places on the com-

pany's service at present exhibited in

the compartments to be removed, and

in place of them the frames to he

filled with such chastening subjects as
" Marine Drive at Slushboro' on a Wet
Evening,"

" No Bathing To-day
"

(Bude), or " Fac-simile of a typical
week-end bill at the Hotel Superb,
Shrimpville." It is felt that if this

last item does riot cause people to

stop at home nothing will.

Another Impending Apology.
" GRIZZLY BEARS AT THE Zoo.

Lieutenant-Gcneral Sir W. E. Robertson,
Chief of the Imperial General Staff, \v;is

unanimously elected an hon. member of the

Zoological Society of London at the December
general meeting." The Times.

"By a Ministerial decree, chickens can be
raised in the courtyards of houses in Rome."

Datltj Erpress.

And we are now confidently expecting
some "

Lays of Modern Rome."

"5 REWARD, LOST, on November 28th, in

Kensington, BLACK ABERDEEN TEURIEE, name
'Cinders' on collar, also Lt.-Col. and
badge of S.W.B. Regiment. Kindly return
to Mrs. ." The Times.

Let us hope the Colonel at least has
found his way home.
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ULTIMUS.
His shape was domed mid his colour

brown,
And 1 took him up and I sot liim down
In the lamp's full light, in tlio very

front of it,

Heady iind "lad to bear the hruntof it;

And (lion, having raised my hand and
blessed him,

I thus in appropriate words addressed
him :

"Oh, soon to be numbered with the

dead,
Your fortunate brothers, prepare," I

said,
"
Prepare to vanish this very day

And go to your doom the silent way.
For DKVON POUT'S Lord will soon decree,
With his eye on you and his eye on me,
That you 're only a useless luxury ;

And, since the War on the whole con-

tinues,

We must tighten our belts and brace
j

our sinews,
And give up the things we liked before,
And never, like Oliver, ask for more.
Since this is so and the War endures,
I am bound to abandon you and yours,
And wherever I meet you I must frown
On your sweet white core and your

coat of brown.
But no, since you are the only one,
The last of a line that is spent and

done,
I shall give myself pleasure once again
And set you free from a life of pain.

Prepare, prepare, for I mean to punch
van,

My lonely friend, and to crunch and
munch you."

So saying I smiled in a sort of dream
On my absolute ultimate chocolate-

rivam :

Then swiftly I reached my hand to get
him

And popped him into my mouth and
ate him.

TACTICS.
" Maman ! a quel saint prie-t-on

began Jeanne. Ah! hut no, a recollec-

tion flashed across her mind and was
reinforced by other memories. " J'en
ai lini avec les saints," she mused,
proceeding to the other end of the room
where, full of intention, she busied her-

self among some books. Yes, she was
now quite disillusioned ; that latest

blow, on her recent tenth birthday,
had confirmed finally her long-growing
suspicion prayer to the saints was
unavailing.

After a time ;

" Maman, pour que Papa
vienne en permission a qui faut-il que
Ton s'adresse?

"

"A son colonel, mon enfant. Mais,
ma fi-fille, tu sais . . . !

"

"^. ^"^s

v>>^
i?ss^&^-^ \,v

^s^ ._^^^<>%^^

First Burglar. "THEY SEEM TO BE JUST FINDING OUT THERE 's TOO MANY DOGS
ABOUT. WOT PEOPLE WANT TO KEEP DOGS AT AU. FOR I NEVER COULD SEE."

Second Burglar. "COMB 'EM OCT. THAT'S WOT I SEZ. COMB 'EM OUT."

Jeanne, with an air of having some-

thing to decide for herself, paid no heed,
but resumed the study of her picture-
book description of the French Army,
murmuring:

" Un colonel est-co que
c'est comme un saint, ou bien est-

ce que c'est comme le bon Dieu lui-

meme ?
"

Some moments of deep silence spent
in intense study ended with a trium-

phant: "Bon! j'y suis." That was

exactly what she had wished to dis-

cover, the very source of power.
" ' Les

oiliciers attaches a un general pour
1'execution et la transmission de ses

ordres,'
"

re-read Jeanne, and com-
mented, "Et tout cela s'appelle \'i'-/<//

i/iii-jor du general. Bon! c'ost bien
comme je le pen sais ; c'est le general
qui est a la tele de tout."

Her course was now quite clear.

She urged and encouraged herself :

" II

faut absolument que Papa vienne en

permission. Je le veitxl
"

And, that

her intentions might not be thwarted,
absolute secrecy must he maintained,
at least in so far as the chapter relating
to her terrestrial tactics was concerned ;

no one would oppose intercession a apres
du ben Dieu.

"
II faut m'adresser a tous les

deux en memo temps," pronounced
Jeanne, taking a sheet of note-paper.
"J'ecris directement au general" (since
time and space have to be allowed
for in earthly negotiations, the order

must be thus)
" et je prie le bon Dieu

en personne." That both positions
should l)e assailed simultaneously,

operations must be begun in this quar-
ter in the morning, at the hour of the

first postal delivery.
"Point de saints, ni de colonels

maintenant je comprends 1 'e-tat Ma-

joy dans 1'Armee et les saints au

Paradis, c'est tout comme !

"
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AT THE PLAY.
"Puss is NEW BOOTS."

FIVE hours is a great space out of a

man's life, but that was precisely the

time taken by Mr. ARTHUR COLLINS to

present his 1'uss in New Boots, so that

I had leisure to study the book of the

words, sold shamelessly to the xmsus-

pecting (of whom I was not one), and

compare the rough sketches of our
three standard authors of the Lane,
Messrs. COLLINS, SIMS and Dix with
the version, by no manner of means
final, of the comedians. A pantomime
book is on the whole rather a mourn-

fully unsubtle document. The thing is

frankly not meant to be read when the

blood is cool. It is the Action, Action

and again Action of such hefty knock-
abouts as WILL EVANS, ROBERT HALE
and STANLEY LUPINO that makes the

dry bones live and the old squibs
crackle. And it is good fun to watch
the audience at their share of author-

ship, setting the seal of their approval
upon the happy wheeze, the well-con-

trived business, and blue-pencilling with
their silence the wash-out or the too

obscure allusion.

The show is substantially new
throughout new songs, new scenery,
new japes, new acrobatics. A new
Puss, too, as well as new boots ; and,
without any reflection on little Miss
LENNIE DEANE, who was quite an ade-

quate Puss of pantomime, we may
regret Miss RENEE MAYER.

Miss FLORENCE SMITHSON still de-

lights the curious with her Swedish
exercises in alt, and makes a very

pretty lady of high degree for a panto-
mime marquis, who is no other than
MissMADGE TITHERADGE steppingdown
from the "legitimate" and bringing
an air and an elocution unusual and
admirable. She made her excellent

speaking voice do duty in recitative for

song, and the innovation is not un-

pleasing. If it be fair in frivolous

public places to dig down to those

thoughts that better lie too deep for

tears, Mr. ALFRED NOYES' A Sony of

England, clear spoken by -her with
tenderness and spirit, is a batter instru-

ment than most.

Mr. HALE'S Baroness challenges com-

parison with Mr. GEORGE GRAVES'S.
She is perhaps more womanly (" no

ordinary
"
type), less grotesquely irrele-

vant and profane though she does her

hit. On the other hand, she is more
active and less repetitive. When, the

good fairy endowing her with beauty,
she appeared as DORIS KEANE in

Romance, that was an applauded
stroke. And when ^he lied beneath
the tree of truth and the chestnuts
fell each time truth was mishandled,

thickest of all when it was asserted

that a certain Scotch comedian had
refused his salary, this was also very
well received. On the whole, then, a

satisfactory Baroness.

Mr. Lui'ixo (the miller's second son)
is really an exquisite droll, and I don't

remember to have seen him in better

form. He has some of the authentic

ingredients of the old circus clown a

very valuable inheritance.

Mr. WILL EVANS is always good to

watch, always has that air of enjoying
himself immensely that is the readiest

way to favour. He seemed at times to

be, as it were, looking wistfully for his

old pal, GRAVES; missed probably that

companionable nose and those reliable

da capos which give such opportunity

DIANA OP THE LANE.
The Baroness . -. Mr. EGBERT HALE.

for the manufacture of gags ;
whereas

Mr. HALE is a " thruster." But cook-

ing the recherchd dinner in the gas
cooker that becomes a tank, and put-

ting up the blind and laying the carpet
here was the WILL EVANS that the

children of all ages applaud.
I always find the Lane big scenes

and ballets more full of competing
colour and restless movement than of

controlled design. But the Hall of

Fantasy, with its spiral staircases

reaching to the flies, was an ambitious

effort croAvned with success. The dance
of the eight tiny y.anies was the best of

the ballet. The Shakspearean pageant
at the end might be (1) shortened, and

(2) brightened by the characters throw-

ing a little more conviction into their

respective aspects notably the ghost
of Hamlet's father. However, as a popu-
lar tercentenary tribute to " our Shak-

speare
"
the scheme is to he commended

and was as such approved. T.

THE SPIRITUAL SPORTSMAN.
[The Executive of the German Sporting

Clubs and Athletic Associations have issued a
manifesto expressing satisfaction at the sub-

stitution of German for English words and

phrases. "German sport," it declares, "in
future places itself unreserved!}' on the side

of those who would further German Kultur.
German Song and German Art will in future

find a home in German sport." This new pat-
riotic programme has been greatly applauded
in the Press, the Berliner Tayclilalt observing
that the culture of soul and body must proceed

\pari pasKU, with the result that "not only
will the German sportsman become a beauti-

ful body, but a beautiful soul as well. Every
club must have its library, not filled with
sensational novels, but with works of art.

And before all else the club-house "must be

architecturally beautiful an object from
which he may obtain spiritual edification,"]

THE German is seldom amusing,
Since humour is hardly his forte,

But I 've frequently smiled in perusing
His latest pronouncement on sport ;

For it seems that he thinks it the duty
Of sportsmen to aim at the goal

Of adding to bodily beauty
A beauty of soul.

They 've made a good start by proscrib-

ing
All English and* Anglicised terms,

To counter the risk of imbibing
Debased philological germs ;

And they 've coined a new wonderful

lingo,
Which only a Teuton can talk,

Resembling the yelp of a dingo,
A cormorant's squawk.

But in spite of his prowess Titanic,
His marvellous physical gift,

The soul of the athlete Germanic
Still clamours for moral uplift ;

So we learn without any emotion

That, his ultimate aim to secure,

He must bathe in the bountiful ocean
Of German KitJtur.

In the process of character-building
Hun Art (Simplicissimus brand),

With its rococo carving and gilding,
Must ever advance hand in hand

With its sister, Hun Song, that inspiring
And exquisite engine of Hate,

Whose efforts we've all been admiring
So largely of late.

Thus, freed from all sentiment sickly,
The sportsman whom Germany needs

Will help to exterminate quickly
All weak and effeminate breeds

;

And, trained in the gospel of BISSING,
Will cleave to the Hun decalogue

Which rivets the link, rarely missing,
'Twixt him and the hog.

" Parlourmaid wanted for Sussex ;
under

parlourmaid kept ; Roman Catholic and spec-
tacles objected to."

Our own preference is for a Plymouth
Sister with pince-nez.
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Cook (who, after interview with prospective mistress, is goinj to think it over). "'ULLO! PRAMBILATOH '. IP YOU'D TOLD ME YOU
'AD CHILDREN I NEEDN'T HAVE TROUBLED MESELF TO 'AVE COME."

The Prospective Mistress. "OH! B-BUT IF YOU THINK THE PLACE WOULD OTHERWISE SUIT you I DARESAY WE COULD BOARD TH
CHILDREN OUT."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

Miss ETHEL SIDGWICK (long life to her as one of our

optimist conquerors!) still keeps her preference for the

creation of charming people and her rare talent for making
them alive. But I wonder if she is not refining her brilliant

technique to the point of occasional obscurity of intention.

At least I know I had to re-read a good many passages to

be quite sure what was in fact intended. An implied com-

pliment, no doubt
;
but are all readers so virtuous ? (" or so

dull?
"
quoth she). Hatchways (SIDGWICK AND JACKSON) is

one of those happily comfortable, just right houses with a

hostess, Ernestine, whom everybody loves and nobody
(save her husband, and he not in this book) makes love to.

Holtner, on the other hand, is the adjoining ducal mansion
with a distinctly uncomfortable dowager still in command
who can't even arrange her dinner-parties and fails to

marry her sons to the right people. Perpetually Hatchways
is wiping the eye of Holiuer, and this touches the -nerve of

the great lady. Her sons, Wickford, the authentic but

hardly reigning duke, and Lord Iveagh Suir, the queer
impressionable (on whom the author has spent much pains
to excellent effect), both take their troubles to Ernestine.
And a young French aviator (this is a pre-War story),

guest at Hatchways, analyses and discusses situations and
characters from his coign of privilege a device adroitly

handled by the discreet author, who adds two charming
girls, coquette Lise, Iveagh's first love, and wise, loyal,

perceptive Bess, whom he found at last. To those who
appreciate subtle portraiture let me commend this study.
. . . I feel just as if I had been for a long week-end at

Hatchways, anxiously wondering, as I write my "
roofer,"

if I shall be so lucky as to be asked again.

I think there is little doubt that you will agree with me
in calling The Flaming Sword (HODDEB AND STOUGHTON)
as noble and absorbing a story of fine work finely done as

any that the War has produced. It is the history, told by
herself, of Mrs. ST. CLAIB STOBART'S Eed-Cross Mission "in

Serbia and Elsewhere." The frontispiece, Mr. GEOBQE
EANKIN'S moving picture of The Lady of the Black Horse (a
name always to DO honoured among our Allies), catches the

spirit of the heroic tale and prepares you for what the Lady
herself has to tell. Mrs. STOBABT is no sentimentalist ;

fighting and the overcoming of obstacles are, one would say,

congenial to her mettle ; time and again, even in the midst

of her story of the terrible retreat, with the German guns
ever thundering nearer, she can yet spare a moment to

strike shrewdly and hard for her own side in the other

struggle towards feminine emancipation which is always
obviously close to her heart. Certainly she has well earned

the right to be heard witli respect. Bead this high-

spirited account of the difficulties mud, disease, prejudice.
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famine through which the writer brought her charge ! Occasionally indeed Mr. STACPOOLE looks suddenly round

triumphantly to safety, and you will be inclined, with me, the tapestry, even (one might say) tears a hole in it and
to throw your critical cap into the air and thank Heaven

j pushes his head through, with a startling effect. But as

for such women of our race, which would be to invite, not he has always the good excuse of sympathy with his sub-

unsuccessfully, some withering snub from the very lady you ject one easily forgives him these generous impulses. As I

were endeavouring to praise. But that can't be helped, 'said before, a book that has had its place long reserved.

Meantime of her exploit and the book that recounts it I

can sum up my verdict in the only Serbian that I have If you happen to remember that most excellent book,

gleaned from its pages Dobro, Dobro ! For a translation \Brother-in-Laiv to Potts, you may recall that the principal
of which you know where to apply. ! motive in it is the spiritualising influence of a certain Lady

'Beautiful, very lightly and even intangibly presented, on
So many battle books have been pouring from the press the lives of some other persons of a more material clay. In

lately that it is difficult to keep pace with them, and harder : Obstacles (CHAPMAN AND HALL), Mrs. " PARRY TRUSCOTT "

still to find something fresh to say of each
;
but qnot homines \ has returned to her previous subject, but with the notable

tot points of individual interest, and for those whose concern
j

difference that she now traces the influence brought in turn
lies more especially with the New Zealand Forces and their to bear upon the lady herself, who emerges from her semi-

campaigns I can very safely recommend a volume which
\

divine obscurity to become the heroine of the story. If in

the official war correspondent to that contingent and his her background sketch of the munitions factory where
son have jointly published under the title of Light and

,
Susannah elects to work the writer does not trouble much

Shade in War (ARNOLD). Whether it is Mr. MALCOLM
\

about technical detail or even attempt to suggest any
Ross who supplies the light, and Mr. NOEL Ross the particular acquaintance with such matters as lathes or

shade, or vice versa, we
are given no means of as-

certaining. Between them

they have certainly put
together an agreeable

patchwork of small and

easily read pieces, most
of which have already

appeared in journalistic
form. It is perhaps
parental prejudice that

makes Mr. Punch con-

sider the best of the bunch
to be "

Abdul," one of

three slight sketches that

originally saw the light
in his own pages. Abdul
is a joy, also a thief, a

society entertainer, and a

Cairo hospital orderly. 1

can only hope that the

story of how he displayed
his patient's sun-browned

Waitress. "No, SIR, THE MANAGEMENT 'AS NO REASON TO THINK THAT
LORD DEVONPOKT REGARDS BUBBLE AND SQUEAK AS TWO COURSES."

shell bodies, yet she does

convey, with striking sim-

plicity and naturalness,
the impression of a world
at war, and for the rest

she is content to bring her
heroine in contact with
the lives that are to affect

her and the environment
of comparative poverty
that is to help her to a deci-

sion. What that decision

was, and how unnecessary
too, is sufficiently indi-

!
cated if I say that she was
blessed with most under -

j

standing parents, who
'

positively preferred that
1

her suitor should be a poor
man. And so the happy
future that surely no
authoress and most cer-

tainly no male readercould
knees as a raree show to the convulsed G.O.C. and lady, i have the heart to refuse to so delightful a Susannah is avail-

who were visiting the hospital, is at least founded on fact, able to complete a picture touched throughout with singular
The publishers are entirely justified in saying that these grace and charm. In particular the little snap-shots of two

impressions, made often under actual fire, have both colour ideal family households, the one that includes the heroine,
and intimacy. So I wish them good luck in the campaign I and another, much humbler, which she enters as an
for popular favour. i honoured guest, go to make this volume, all too short

Francois Villon, His Life and Times (HUTCHINSON) is

one of those fortunate volumes that arrive to fill a long
vacant corner. So far as I know, with the exception per-

haps of STEVENSON'S study, there has been no means by
which the casual reader, as apart from the student, could

though it is, one that I can recommend with quite unusual

pleasure and confidence.

Our Citizen Soldiers.

" Lord George H. Cholinondeley, M.C., Hotts Royal Horse
i Artillery, who has just been promoted to the rank of mayor in that

correct his probably very vague ideas about the Father of
! Territorial Corps." Cheshire Obscmr.

Realism. Mr. H. DE VERB STACPOOLE, approaching the ; We congratulate His Worship and also the Hotts.
subject not for the first time, here essays a brief life and

appreciation of the poet, told in picturesque but
simple; ,, The General Committee and all clergy and ministers (a,s well an

Style. Sometimes indeed the simplicity IS apt to appear ;

the choir) are invited to sit on the orchestra."

overdone, so that one gets a suggestion that the story is HV.s/cns Morning News.

being presented to us in thoughts of one syllable. Apart
( We are afraid the orchestra has not been doing its best.

from this, however, there is much to be said for Mr. STAC-
POOLE'S vivid reconstruction of mediaeval France, and the

j

"WRAPPING paper (in sheets and reels) and Twins; large stock.

Paris that sheltered VILLON himself, TABABY, MONTIGNY and Please state size required, and we will quote best cash terms."

the others that group of shadows whom we see only by
j

Irish Paper.

the lightning of genius. They and their contemporaries An obvious attempt to cut into the trade of the dairyman
pass before us here like a pageant woven upon tapestry. |

whose speciality is "^Families Supplied."
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CHARIVARIA.
THE effect of the curtailed train-

service throughout the country is al-

ready observable. On certain sections

of one of our Southern lines there are

no trains running except those which

started prior to January 1st.
'I* '-':'

*
T

The new Treasury Notes, wo aro

told, aro to have a picture of the House
of Commons on the back. It is hoped
that other places of amusement, such

as the Crystal Palace and the Imperial
Institute, will bo represented on subse-

quent issues. * ,u

It is announced from Germany that

arrangements have been made whereby
criminals are to bo enrolled in the

army. They have, of course, already
conducted many of its operations.

* *
*

According to The Daily Chronicle

there are only twenty-three full Gen-
erals in the British Army a total iden-

tical with that of the late Cabinet. It

is only fair to the army to state that

the number is purely a coincidence.
$ $

"THE RISE IN BOOT PRICES
WOMEN'S LABOE PURCHASES."

The above headlines in a contem-

porary have caused a good deal of

natural jealousy among members of

the Force. + *
*

" At them and through them 1

"
says

the Hamburger Fremdenblatt in a
seasonable message to the commander
of the Turkish Navy. This will not
deceive the Turk, who is beginning to

realise that, while the invitation to go at

the enemy is sincere, any opportunities
of "going through" him will be exclu-

sively grasped by his Teutonic ally.

*
Prince BUELOW has again arrived in

j

Swit/.erland. It is these bold and

j

dramatic strokes that lift the German
diplomat above the ranks of the com-

monplace. % %

It is explained by a railway official

that a passenger who pays threepence
for a ticket to-day is really only giving
the company twopence, the rest being
water, owing to the decline in the

purchasing power of money. A move-
ment is now on foot among some of

the regular passengers to endeavour to

persuade the companies to consent to
take their fares neat for the future.

* *

At his Coronation the Emperor KARL
OF AUSTRIA waved the sword of ST.

STEPHEN towards the four corners of

the earth, to indicate his intention to

protect his empire n gainst all its foes.

C N

PJUVATE SLOGGEB, JUST ABBIVED WITH LAST DRAFT AND oir GUARD DUTY FOB FIRST

TIME, FORGETS HIMSELF WHEN THE COLONEL APPEARS ACCOMPANIED BY HIS DAUGHTER.

The incident has been receiving the

earnest consideration of the KAISEB,
who has now finally decided that in

the circumstances it is not necessary
to regard it as an unfriendly act.

*
It was felt that the ceremonies con-

nected with the Coronation ought to

be curtailed out of regard for the suffer-

ings due to the War. So they dis-

pensed with the customary distribution

of bread to the poor.V
Lecturing to a juvenile audience

Professor ARTHUR KEITH said that

there wTas no difference between detec-

tives and scientists, and some of the

older boys are still wondering whether
he was trying to popularise science or

to discredit detective stories.
:- *

Germans cannot now obtain footwear,
it is reported, without a permit card.

Nevertheless we know a number of them
who are assured of getting the boot

without any troublesome formalities.
tf *

Burglars have stolen eighteen ducks

from the estate of BETHMANN-HOLLWEO.
It will be interesting to note how their

defence that "Necessity knows no
law" is received by the distinguished
advocate of the invasion of Belgium.

" Taxicab drivers must expect a very
low standard of intoxication to apply
to them," said the Lambeth magistrate
last week. On the other hand the

police should be careful not to mis-

interpret the air of light-hearted devilry
that endeared the "

growler
"

to the

hearts of an older generation.
* *

It is stated that 12,250,000 has been
sent by Germany into Switzerland to

raise the exchanges. A much larger

sum, according to Mr. PUTNAM, was
sent into the United States merely to

raise the wind. ^ ...

Referring to the Highland regiments
a Globe writer says, "The streets of

London will reel with the music of the

pipes when they come back." This is

one of those obstacles to peace that

has been overlooked by the KAISER.
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VIENNA-BOUND: A REVERIE EN ROUTE.
[A Wireless Tress telegram says : "The German Imperial train has

reached Constantinople in order to transport the Sultan to Vienna, to

take part in tho conference of Sovereigns to be hold there."]

1 HATE all trains and told thorn so;

I said that I should much prefer

(Being, as Allah knows, no traveller)
To stick to Stamboul and the status quo.

They said, "If you would rather walk,

Pray do so; it will save the fare;"
Which shows that WILLIAM (who will take the Chair)

Insists that I shall come and hear him talk.

I've never tried a train before;
It makes mo sick ; it knocks my nerves ;

The noises and the tunnels and the curves

Add a new horror to the woes of war.

Wiiat am I hero for, anyhow ?

I 'm summoned for appearance' sake,
To nod approval at tho Chief, but take

No further part in his one-man pow-wow.

My job is just to sit, it seems,
And act the silent super's role,

The while I wish myself, with all my soul.

Safe back in one or more of my hareeins.

I 'd let tho Conference go hang ;

Any who likes can have my pew
And play at peace-talk with this pirato crew,

WILLIAM and KARL and FEBDIE what a gang I

Our Chairman wants to save his skin

And (curse this train
!)

to cook a plan
For Germany to pouch what spoils she can

All very nice ;
but where do I como in ?

At best I 'm but the missing link

Upon his Berlin-Baghdad line;
This is the senior partner's show, not mine;

Will he consult my feelings ? I don't think.

If Russia's gain should mean my loss,

He '11 wince at Teuton schemes cut short,
But for my grief, expelled from my own Porte,

Will he care greatly ? Not one little toss.

Well, as I 've said and" said again,
'Tis Fate (Kismet), and, should it frown,
Wo Faithful have to take it lying down

And yet, by Allah, how I loathe this tram 1 0. S.

"A subaltern friend of mine landed at Gibraltar for a few hours,
and he was anxious to be able to say that ho had been to Spain.
So ho walked along tho Isthmus to Ceuta, whore the British and
Spanish sentries faced one another, and directly tho Spanish soldier
turned hi.s head he hopped quickly over into Spain. Then tho sentry
turned round, and he hopped back again oven more quickly."

Daily Sketch.

Those of our readers who have walked from the Gibraltar
frontier to Morocco and back, like the above subaltern,
know that it takes some doing.

" JAMES PHILLIPS, 1C, was charged with doing damage to the
extent of 4 10s. at a refreshment shop in Hackney belonging to
Peter Persico. As ho was kept waiting a little time he broke a plate
on the table ; then he put a saucer under his heel and broke it.

When remonstrated with he broke 16 cups and saucers by throwing
them at partitions and enamelled decorations, and overturned a
marble table, tho top of which he smashed." Tilt Times.

No doubt he was incited to these naughty deeds by the
lino, Vfirv nnnnlar in TTnnlmAV r>iiv>lns " "TWeirxVa r>diline, very popular in Hackney circles,

puer, apparatus."

Persico's odi,

HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.
(The Emperor of AUSTRIA and Count TISZA.)

Tisza. So there is tho full account, your Majesty, of men
killed, wounded and captured.

The Emperor. It is a gloomy list and I hardly can boar
to consider it. %

Tisza. Yes, and beyond tho mere list of casualties by
fighting there are other matters to be considered. Food is

scarce and of a poor quality, in Hungary as elsewhere.
The armies we can yet feed, but tho home-staying men
and tho women and children are a growing difficulty. It

becomes more and more impossible to provide thorn with
sufficient nourishment.

The Emperor. It is strange, but in Austria the conditions
are said to be even worse.

Tisza. You are right, Sire, they are worse, much worse.
The Emperor. Well, we must lose no time then. Wo

must buy great stocks of food. More money must be spent.
Tisza. More money? But where is it to come from?

Not from Hungary, whore we are within a narrow margin
of financial collapse, and not in Austria, where there is

already to all intents and purposes a state of .bankruptcy.
More money is not to be got, for we have none ourselves
and nobody will lend us any.
The Empcrcr. You paint the situation in dark colours,

my friend TISZA.

Tisza. 1 paint it as it is, Sire, at any rate as I see it. It

is not the pait of a lloyal Counselor to act otherwise.
The Emperor. Yes, but there might be others who would

take a different view, and support their belief with equally
good reasons.

Tisza. Not if they know the facts and are faithful to

their duty as Ministers of the State. Here and there, no
doubt, might he found foolish and ambitious men who
would be willing to deceive, first themselves and then their

Emperor, as to the true condition of affairs. But, if your
Majesty trusted them and allowed them to guide you, you
would learn too late how ill they had understood their

duty. I myself, though determined to do everything in

my power to promote the welfare of Hungary and its King,
would willingly stand aside if you think that others would

give you greater strength.
The Emperor. I have every reason to trust you most fully.

Have you any plan for extricating us from this dreadlul
morass of failure and difficulty into which we are plunged '!

Tisza. Your Majesty, there is only one way. We must
have peace, and must have it as soon as possible.

The Emperor. I too think we must have peace, but how
shall we obtain it when we have a friend and ally who
watches us with the closest care, and would not allow us
even to hint at any steps that would really lead to peace?

Tisza. Sire, you are a young man, but you are a scion
of a great anil ancient House, which was powerful and
illustrious when the Hohenzollerns were but mean and petty
barbarian princelings. Withdraw yourself, while the op-
portunity is still with you, from the fatal domination of

this vain and inflated upstart who endeavours to serve only
his own selfish designs. Our enemies will make peace
with you, and thus he too will be forced to abandon the
War. With him and with the deeds that have outraged
the world they will not initiate any movement that tends
to peace. He must go through his punishment, as indeed
we all must, but his, I think, will be heavier than ours.

The Emperor. Then you want me to make peace ?

Tisza. If it could be done by holding up your hand, I

would urge you to hold it up at once.

The Emperor. And what would the world say ?

Tisza. The world would glorify your name.
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A SHOET WAY AYITH TINO.
THK r.iu Grx (riiHjinr/ -up the Entente Exchange). "Oil, YOU ABE THESE, AEE YOU? WELL,

PUT ME ON TO NUMBER ONE, ATHENS."
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A KNIGHT-ERRANT.
Sister Baynes camo into my room

just as I was putting on my out-door

uniform and wanted to know how I

was spending my two hours off duty.
She is full of curiosity about she calls

it interest in other people's affairs.

When I told her I was going out to buy
a birthday present she looked rather

stern. Said she :

" Tho giving of unnecessary presents
has become a luxury which few of us

nowadays think it right to afford."

I didn't answer her because at the

moment I could think of no really

adequate reason why Bobbie should

have a present, except that I so very
much wanted to give him one. Bobbie
is tall and young and red-

haired and, of course, khaki

clad. We are going to be

married " when the War is

over."

1 pondered Sister Baynes'
words until I reached Oxford

Street, and then forgot them
in the interest of choosing
the present. For a while I

hesitated between cigarettes
and chocolates, and finally
decided on the latter. Bobbie
is a perfect pig about sweets.

I bought a comfortable-look-

ing box, ornamented with a

St. George, improbably attired

in khaki, slaying a delightful
German dragon clad in blue

and a Uhlan helmet. St.

George had red hair and a

distinct look of Bobbie, which
was one reason why I got
him.

This business accom-
plished, I thought I would
call on a friend who lives near by.
She is middle-aged and rather sad,
and spends her time pushing trolleys
about a munition works. Just now,
however, I knew she had a cold and
couldn't go out. I found her on the
floor wrestling with brown paper, pre-

paring a parcel for her soldier on Salis-

bury Plain. She adopted him through a

League, and spends all her spare time and

pocket-money in socks and cigarettes
for him. She smiled at mo wanly, with
a piece of string between her teeth, and
I felt I simply must do something to

cheer her up.
"I'vo brought you some chocolates

for your cold," I said. " Eat ono and

forget the War and the weather," and
I handed her Bobbie's box. Her neces-

sity, as someone says somewhere,
seemed at the moment so much greater
than his.

" You extravagant child!
"

she said,

but her face lightened for an instant.

She admired St. George almost as much
as I had done, but, though she lingered
the orange-coloured Dow, she did not un-

tie it, so 1 concluded she meant to have
an orgy by herself later on. We talked

I for a while, and then I looked at the

clock and fled for the hospital. She

I
thanked me again for the chocolates as

,

I went ; she really seemed quite pleased
with them.
Two days later Matron collared me

in the passage and gave me a handful

of letters and things to distribute.

There was a fat parcel for Martha, the

ward-maid. I found her in the closet

where she keeps her brooms, and gave
it her. Her eyes simply danced as she

took it, first carefully wiping her hand
on her apron.

HIE COMBINATION SCOOTER AND CARPET SWEEPER
BUY YOUB SERVANT ONE AND ADD A ZEST TO HEIl WOUK.

"It's from my bruvver," she ex-

plained.
" 'Im on Salisbury Plain.

Very good to me 'e always is." She

stripped off the paper and gave a

sigh of rapture. "Lor, Nurse, ain't it

beautiful?
"

It was a chocolate box, a comfortable-

looking chocolate box, ornamented with

a red-headed St. George, a largo blue

dragon and a vivid orange bow.
" It does seem nice," 1 agreed.
"
Fancy 'im spending all that on me,"

said Martha.
" You '11 be able to have quite a feast,"

said I, smiling at my old friend St.

George.
Martha suddenly looked shy.
" I 'in not going to keep it," she con-

fided. She came closer to me. " Do
you remember young Eenshaw, what
used to be in your ward, Nurse ?

"

I nodded ; 1 remembered him well, a

cheery boy with a smashed leg, now in

a Convalescent Home by the sea.

" 'Im and me's engaged," said Martha
in a hoarse whisper.

" I liked 'im and
he liked me, and one day as I was doing
the windows 'e asked me. 'E says the
food down there is that monopolous, so

I '11 send him this 'ere just to cheer
'im up like."

It seemed an excellent idea to me.
I beamed upon Martha. I helped her
to re-wrap St. George, and lent her my
fountain-pen to write the address which
was to send my Knight once more upon
his travels. It appeared to rne that he
and his dragon were seeing a lot of life.

Bobbie had arranged to call for me on
his birthday, so when my oil duty camo
I simply flung on my things and raced
for the hall. As I passed Matron's
door she called mo in. I entered trem-

bling; it was always a toss-

up with Matron whether

you were to bo smiled upon
or strafed.

To-day she was lamb-like.

She sat at a desk piled high
with papers. Among them

lay a vivid coloured object.
" I 've just had a letter

from that young Eenshaw,"
she said. " Such a charming
letter, thanking us for all our
kindness and enclosing a

present to show his appre-
ciation." She smiled. She
seemed hugely pleased about

something.
" He addresses

it to rne," she went on
;

"
but, though I am grateful

for the kind thought, I do
not myself eat chocolates."

She picked up the box, a

comfortable-looking box orna-
mented with an orange satin

bow.
" I think these are more

in your line than mine," she said,

"and Eenshaw was in your ward. You
have really the best right to them."

She handed me the box of chocolates.

I gazed at my travelled Saint and he

gazed back. I could almost have sworn
he winked.

Clutching him and his dragon, I de-

parted and danced down the corridor

into the hall. There waited Bobbie,
red-haired and khaki-clad, more like

St. George than the gallant knight
himself.

"How do you do?" I greeted him.
"
Many happy returns, dear old thing!

"

As he held out his hand I put some-

thing into it.
" A box of chocolates,"

I explained; "I bought them for your

birthday !

"

" Wuntcd, for Lo\v Comedian, really Funny
Sons." Tlia Staye.

As a change, we suppose, from the

eternal mother-in-law.
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Inretcrata (.lulfer (stuiuj by tlte leading article). "I SUPPOSE / AM REALLY NOX-ESSESTIAL. IT'S IJABD TO REALISE mis WITH

OSK'S HANDICAP JUST BEDCCED TO SEVEN."

THE REGIMENTAL MASCOT.
\\HKN his honour tho Colonel took

tilic o\vld rigimcnt to France, Herself

came lioinc bringin' the rigimental
nt with her. A big white long-

haired billy-goat lie was, the same.
" I '11 not bo afthev lavin him at the

daypo," says Herself; "'tis noplace
for a domestic animal at all, the lan-

them little drummer-boys uses,
the dear knows," says she.

"
Ah, Delaney, 'tis the marshal spent

widin him," she'd say; "we must be

patient with him for the sake of the

owld rigiment ;

"
and with that she'd

start hand-feedin' him with warmed-up
sponge-cake and" playin' with his long

silky hair.
" Far be it from me," I says to

Mikeen, the herd, to question the work-

ings o' Providence, but were I the

Colonel of a rigiment, which I am not,

and h/.irl to have a mascot, it 'a not a
So mo bowld mascot he stops up at rapareo billy I 'd bo afther havin', but

the Castle and makes free with the|a nanny, or mebbe a cow, that would

step along dacently with the rigiment
and bring ye luck, and mebbe a dropeen

flower-beds and the hall and the dra\v-

in'-rooni and the domestic maids the

way he'd be tho Lord-Lieutenant o'

the land, and not jist a plain human
Augury goat . A proud arrygent crature i

o' milk for the orficers' tea as well.

If it 's such cratures that bring ye
fortune may I die a peaceful death in

it is, be tho |>I>\\<TS! Steppin' about a poor-house," says I.

as di-dainy as a Dublin gerrl in Bally- "I'm wid ye," says Mikeen, groanin',
dohoh, and it, mebbe, you'd address lie bein' spotted like a leopard with
him for to get oft your flower-beds with bruises by rason of him havin' to

tho colour of anger in your mouth he 'd comb the mascot's silky hair twice
let a roar out of him like a Sligo piper
with poteen taken, and fetch you a

skelp with his horns that would lay

you out for dead.

daily, and the quick temper of the

baste at the tangles.
The long of a summer the billy stops

up at the Castle, archin' his neck at

And sorra the use is it of complainiu' the wurrld and growin' prouder and
to Herself. '

prouder by dint of the standin' he had

with the owld rigiment and the high-
feedin' he had from Herself. Faith,

'tis a great delight we servints had of

him I 'm tellin' ye ! It was as much
as your life's blood was worth to cross

his path in the garden, and if the

domestic maids would be meetin' him
in the house they 'd let him eat the

dresses off them before they dare say
a word.

In the autumn me bowld mascot

gets a wee trifle powerful by dint o' the

high-feedin' and the natural nature of

the crature. Herself, wid her iligant

lady's nose, is afther noticin' it, and
she sends wan o' the gerrls to tell

meself and Mikeeu to wash the baste.
" There will be murdher done this

day," says I to the lad,
" but 'tis the

orders go get the cart-rope and the

chain off the bull-dog, and we'll do it.

Faith, it isn't all the bravery that's at

the Front," says I.

" That 's tho true wurrd," says he,

rubbin' the lumps on his shins, the

poor boy.
"Oh, Delaney." says the domestic;

gerrl, draw in' a bottle from her apron

pocket,
" Herself says will ye plaze be

so obligin' to sprinkle the mascot wid
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a dropecn of this ody-koloney scent

mebbo it will quonch liis powerfuluess,
she says."

I put the bottlo in rne pocket. We
tripped up ino brave goat with the

rope, got the bull's collar and chain,
and dragged him away towards the

pond, him buckin' and ragin' between
us like a Tyrona Street lady in the

arms of the poliss. To hear the roars

he lot out of him -would turn your
hearts cowld as lead, but wo held on.

The Saints were wid us ;
in half-an-

hour wo had him as wet as an eel, and
broke the bottle of ody-koloney over
his back.

Ho was clane mad. " God save us
all when ho gets that chain oft' him 1

"

I siys. "God save us it is!" says
Mikeen, looking around for a tree to

shin.

Just at the minut we heard a great
screechin' o' dogs, and through the

fence conies tho harrier pack that the

Eeserve orticers kept in the camp be-

yond. (" Harriers
"
they called them,

but, begob ! there wasn't anythin' they
wouldn't hunt from a fox to a turkey,
those ones.)
"What are they afther chasin'?"

says Mikeen.
" 'Tis a stag to-day, be tho news-

papers," I says,
" but tho dear knows

they'll not cotch him this month, he
must be gone by this half-hour, and the

breath is from them, their tongues is

hangin' out a yard," I says.
'Twas at that moment the Blessed

Saints gave me wisdom.
"
Mikoan," I says,

"
drag the mascot

out before them ; we '11 see sport this

day."
" Herself

"
he begins.

" Hoult your whisht," says I,
" and

come on." With that we dragged me
bowld goat out before the dogs and
let go tho chain.

The dogs sniffed up the strong blast

of ody-koloney and let a yowl out of

them like all the banshees in the
nation of Ireland, and the billy legged
it for his life small blame to him I

Mesolf and Mikeen climbed a double
to see the sport.

"They have him," says Mikeen.
"
They have not," says I

;

" tho craturc

howlds them by two lengths."
"He has doubled on them," says

Mikesn ;

" ho is as sly as a Jew."
" He is forninst tho rabbit holes

now," I says.
" I thank the howly

Saints he cannot burrow."
" He has tripped up they have him

bayed," says Mikoen.
And that was the mortal truth, the

dogs had him.

Oh, but it was a bowld billy ! lie

went in annng thoss hounds like a lad

o a fuii-, you could hear his horns

lambastin' their ribs a mile away.
But they were too many for him and
bit the grand silky hair off him by the

mouthful. The way it flow you 'd think

it was a snowstorm.

"They have him dcsthroyed," says
Mikeen.

"They have," says I, "God bo

praised !

"

At the moment tho huntsman leps
his harse up on the double beside us ;

he was phlastered with muck from his

hair to his boots.
" What have they out there?

"
says

he, blinkin' through the mud and not

knowin' rightly what his hounds were
coursin' out before him, whether it

would be a stag or a Bengal tiger.
" 'Tis her ladyship's Rile Imperial

Mascot Goat," says I
;

" an' God save

your honour for she 11 have your blood

in a bottle for this day's worrk."
The huntsman lets a curse out of his

stummick and rides afther them, flat on
his saddle, both spurs tearin'. In the
wink of an eye lie is down among the

dogs, larruppin" them with his whip
and drawin' down curses on them that

would wither ye to hear him he had

groat eddication, that orficer.
" Come now," says I to Mikeen, the

poor lad,
" let you and me bear the

cowld corpse of the diseased back to

Herself, mebbe she 11 have a shillin'

handy in her hand, the way she 'd

reward us for saving the body from the

dogs," says I.

But was me bowld mascot dead ?

He was not. He wag alive and well,

the thickness of his wool had saved him.
For all that he had not a hair of it left

to him, and when he stood up before

you you wouldn't know him
; he was

that ordinary without his fleece, he
was no more than a common poor
man's goat, he was no more to look at

than a skinned rabbit, and that 's the
truth.

Ho walked home with meself and
Mikeen as meek as a young gerrl.

Herself came runnin' out, all fluttery,
to look at him.

"
Ah, but that 's noj; my mascot,"

says she.

"It is, Marm," says I; and I swore
to it by the whole Calendar Mikeen
too.

" Bah ! how disgustin'. Take it to

the cow-house," says she, and stepped
indoors without another word.
We led tho billy away, him hangin'

his head for shame at his nakedness.
" Yell do no more mascottin' avic,"

says I to him. " Sorra luck you would

bring to a blind beggar-man the way
you are now you 11 never step along

again with the drums and tambourines."
And that was the trua wcrd, for

though Herself had Mikeen rubbiiv'

him daily with bear's-grease and hair-

lotion ho never grow the same grand
fleece again, and he 'd stand about in

the back-field, brooding for hours to-

gether, the divilment clane gone out
of his system ; and if, mebbe, you 'd

draw the stroke of an ash-plant across
his ribs to hearten him, he'd only just
look at you sad-liko and pass no
remarks. -^^^______

TOP-O'-THE-MORNING.
Top-o'-tho-Morning's shoes are off;

Ho runs in the orchard, rough, all day ;

Chasing the hens for a turn at tho

trough,

Fighting tho cows for a place at the

hay ;

With a coat where the Wiltshire mud
lias dried,

Witli brambles caught in his mane
and tail

Top-o'-the-Morning, pearl and pride
Of tho foremost tlight of tho White
Horse Vale I

The master he carried is Somewhere in

France

Leading a cavalry troop to-day,

Beady, if Fortune but give him the

chance,

Ready as ever to show them the way,
Hiding as straight to his new desiro

As ever he rode to the lino of old,

Facing his fences of blood and fire

Witli a brow of flint and a heart of

gold.

Do the hoofs of his horses wake a dream
Of a trampling crowd at the covert-

side,

Of a lead on the grass and a glinting
stream

And Top-o'-the-Morning shortening
stride ?

Does the triumph leap to his shining

eyes
As the wind of the vale on his cheek

blows cold,

And the buffeting big brown shoulders

rise

To his light heel's touch and his light
hand's hold ?

When the swords are sheathed and the

strife is done,
And the cry of hounds is a call to

men
;

When the straight
- necked Wiltshire

foxes run
And the first flight rides on the grass

again ;

May Top-o'-the-Morning, sleek of hide,

Shod, and tidy of mane and tail,

Light, and fit for a man to ride,

Lead them once more in the White
Horse Vale ! W. H. 0.

Polygamy in Workington.
"
Supper was served by somo of the wives of

some of the members." WorHngton News.
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TRAGEDY OF A DUTIFUL WIFE.

'."Milm
KV f Mil

"1 BAY, THAT Mr.S. L>ASI1\VOOU Spjl FiNGTON SICKMS A JOLLY
WOMAN WHAT?" " IsH'l SHE A LITTLE EB "

"NOT A BIT OP IT. A WOMAN OCG1IT TO BE CHEEET,
ESPECIALLY IS THESE TIMES." " I SEE, DEAB."

"(iUKAT HEAVENS 1 WlIAT AI1E YOU CUTTING YOUB NEW
Mi ESS TO BITS FOB? "

" IT 'S ALL IlIGHT, DEAB. MRS. DASHWOOD SriFFINGTON HAB
ONE QUITE AS SHOUT AS THIS."

" AREN'T YOU MAKING YOURSELF BATHES cosspicuors ?
"

" BUT I THOUGHT YOU LIKKD CHEKKY PEOPLE LIKE MRS.
DASHWOOD SPIFFINGTON."

" \VAT ON EABTH ?"
" I 'M MAKING A NEW HAT, DEAB. I SAW MBS. DASHV, OOD

SPIFFISGTOS WEABIBO OSE VZBY LIKB THIS."

" GOOD LOIUJ! WHAT HAVE YOU DOXE TO YOUB FACB?"
" MBS. DASHWOOD SWFFINGTOS ALWAYS MAKES DP A

LITTLE WHEN BHE 'B GOING OCT. OH I FOBGOT TO TELL
YOU I HAVEN'T ORDERED ANY DINSEB, AS I TIIOLGHT WB

GO AND DIKE AT A BESTAUBANT."

" I '.M AWFULLY SORRY, DEAR. I OUGHT TO HAVE PRACTISED
BMOK1SO. I EXl'ECT JlliS. DASHWOOD SPIFFIKGTOX "

"D MRS. DASHWOOD SPIFFCSOTON I
"

" VERY WELL, DEAB."
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THE PINCH OF WAR.
Lady of the House (War Profiteer's wife, forlornly). "THEY'VE JUST TAKEN OUB THIRD FOOTMAN; AND IF ANI" MOKE OF OUB

MEN HAVE TO QO WE SHALL CLOSE THE HOUSE AND LIVE AT THE KlTZ UNTIL THE \YAli IS OVEB (brightly) HOWEVEB, WE MUST
ALL SACRIFICE SOMETHING."

OVEE-WEIGHT.
Scene : A London Terminus.

Porter (U'itli an air of finality). It

weighs 'undrecl-and-four pounds. You
can't take it, mum.
Lady Traveller. Oh, I must take it.

[Porter is obliged by an irritation

of the head to remove his cap,
but does not speak.

Lady Traveller. It's all right. I

know the manager of the line, and he
would pass it for me.
Her Friend. Isn't your friend man-

ager of the Great Southern?

Lady Traveller (sharply). He lias a

great deal to do with all these railways
now. (To Porter, hopefully, but not very
confidently) That will he all right.

Porter. Very sorry, mum. It can't

bo done.

Lady Traveller. My friend the man-

ager would be very much annoyed at

my being stopped like this. Only four

pounds, too. \Vhy, it 's nothing.

[Porter removes his cap again on
account offurther irritation.

Lady Traveller (to her Friend). I

don't know what I 'm to do. (To Porter)
What am I to do ?

Porter (deliberately). You must open
it and take sotnethink out.

He
four

two

but

Lady Traveller. I can't open it here.

Porter (ignoring this). Somethink

weighing a bit over four pounds.
Lady Traveller. But I can't do it here.

Porter (ignoring this). Pair o' boots
or somethink.

Lady Traveller (to her Friend).
seems to think my boots wcigli

pounds.
Her Friend. Haven't you got

pairs ?

Lady Traveller (sourly). Yes,
two pairs of my boots wouldn't weigh
four pounds.

Porter (who has been quietly undoing
the straps). Is it locked, mum?
Lady Traveller (producing key and

almost in tears). It 's too bad.

[She dives into box and extracts

two pairs of boots wrapped in

nnvspapers.
Porter (taking them and weiijliiinj

them judiciously in Jtis hands). Tlnit 's

all right, mum.
[lie pushes box on to weighing
machine which registers under
100 Ibs.

Lady Traveller. They 're very thick

boots, of course. Whatever am I to do
with them now ?

Her Friend. We shall have to carry
them. [Takes one parcel.

Lady Traveller. Jane shall hear of

this. I told her never to use newspaper
for packing.
Her Fricjid (suddenly). There 's Major

Merriman.

Lady Traveller. So it is. Don't let

him see us with these dreadful parcels.

(Angrily) Why don't you turn round?
He '11 see you.

Major Merriman. How do you do ?

Lady Traveller (in great surprise).
Oh, how do you do, Major Merriman?
We've been having such an amusing
experience, etc., etc.

What made Lord Devonport Dizzy.
' ; Tho following resolution was unanimously

passed, and ordered to be sent to the Prime
Ministernnd the Food Controller (Lord Beacons-

field)." The Western Gazette.

"
Lamp-posts and trees and other pedes-

trians were found with unpleasant and some-
times violent frequency."

Bcclienham Journal.

That 's the worst of a fog ; landmarks
will keep on walking about.

A propos of the TSAR'S manifesto :

" The Retch says :

' The order puts the dot
on all Uie"t's.""'

" Provincial Paper.

It is a far, far better thing to dot your
"

t's
"
than cross your

"
i's."
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THE DAWN OF DOUBT.
GRETCIH;X. "I WONDER IF THIS GENTLEMAN EEALLY IS MY GOOD ANGEL AFTER ALL!"
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Benevolent O^ittemin. "You MUSI' BH C\BE?OL, MY MAS, OB YOU WILL BET CLERGYMAN'S SOBE THKOAT."

NURSERY RHYMES OF LONDON TOWN.

(SECOND SERIES.
)

xv. THE TOWEU.
THEY put a Lady in the Tower,

Heigh-o, fiddlcdedee !

They put a Lady in the Tower
And told her she was in their power
And left her there for half-an-hour,

Heigh-o, fiddlededee !

They put a Padlock on the Chain,

Heigh-o, fiddlededee !

They put a Padlock on the Chain,
.But they left the Key in the South of

Spain,
So the Lady took it oil again,

Ileigh-o, tiddlededee !

They put a Bulldog at the Door,

lleigh-o, fiddlededee !

They put a Bulldog at the Door,
He was so old he could only snore,
And he 'd lost his Tooth the day before,

Heigh-o, fiddlededee !

They put a Beefeater at tho Gate,

Hefgh-o, fiddlededee !

They put a Beefeater at tho Gate,
But as his ago was eighty-eight
His Grandmother said he couldn't wait,

Heigh-o, fiddlededee !

They put a Prince to watch the Stair,

]Ieigh-o, fiddlededee!

They put a Prince to watch the Stair,

But he had a Golden Eing to spare,
So he married the Lady then and

there,

Heigh-o, fiddlededee !

And ever since that grievous hour,

Ileigh-o, fiddlededee !

Kver since that grievous hour
When the lovely Lady was in their

power
They 've never put nobody in the

Tower,

Heigh-o, fiddlededee !

Flattery from the Front.

" I got your parcel quite undamaged, and it

rainc lit a time when \ve were short of grub.
I could have eaten a dead monkey, so your

aine in very useful."

"
Jlnjor-Gencrnl (Temporary General) Sir

Hugh de la Peer Bough, K.G.B., whose name
appears in the New Year list of honours as

being promoted to tho rank of lieutenant-

general, is a second cousin of Major-General
Hugh Sutlej Kough." Liverpool Eclio.

It is rumoured that he is also con-

nected with that famous fighting family
the GOUGHS.

A POSTSCEIPT.

(Sunijested by a later list of L. N.Vf.R.

stations which have been closed.)

A FURTHER list of closured stations

Elicits further protestations.
Blank desolation, grim and stark,

Broods sadly o'er Carpenders Park,
And Friezland, as perhaps is meet,
Is suffering badly from cold feet.

The population of Rhosneigr
Is raging like a wounded tiger ;

And those who used to book at Llong
Are using language, loud and strong,
While residents around Chalk Farm
Are filled with anguish and alarm.

N.B. In our anterior lay
One letter somehow went astray ;

We therefore now apologise ;

'Tis Aspley, and not Apsley, Guise.

From an article on " Greece and

Belgium
"

:

' '

King Tino has a black record of blood and

treachery to answer, and to compare his case

with that of King Leopold is the blackest out-

rage of all." Star.

Personally we think that it were blacker

still to compare his case with that of

KING ALBERT.
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THE LITTLE RIFT.

Mr \vifo and I aro in perfect agree-

ment about everything. \Yo aro like

ilia Allied Ministers who meet at

1'uiis; \vo always "arrive at a com-

plete understanding
"

in all matters of

policy. When strict economy was on-

:i)inc-d upon us I moved my desk into

the dining-room to save a firo. She
made a summer hat out of a bit of my
old Panama, encased in the remnants

of an evening gown. All was well.

I should be giving you a wrong im-

pression altogether if I were to suggest
that there was the slightest difference

of opinion between us. I most solemnly
declare that I am as good a patriot
as she is. Still, as time goes on, I do
feel a certain uneasiness, a suggestion
of a now domestic element that needs

watching.
We are both in it, but the initiative

rests with her. She asks me to take two

Belgian refugees and the housemaid and
the dog and the laundry-hamper along
with mo in the two-seater to the station,

to save petrol. Well, I am willing.
She fills the herbaceous border with

alternating potatoes and carnations.

Well, I am more than willing. She
bottles peas and beans. And I say to

you that I am proud and happy that

she should think of these things.
Above all she gets at the very root

of the food problem. I should say that

hero she has advantages over some, as

I belong to the class of husband known
as Easily Fed. She has got hold of a

whole sheaf of leaflets from the War
Oflice or somewhere " When is a pie
not a pie?" "Leave out the egg;"
" How to make something out of some-

thing else," etc., etc. ; and we feed on
these chiefly. She knows I don't like

rabbits, and yet I am well aware
that rabbits are repeatedly insinuated

in such forms as not to leave a single
clue. I cannot tell you how I admire
and approve. Still it makes me
thoughtful sometimes.
No doubt you will believe that we

are being drawn together by sharing
those hardships. Well, yes. In a way.
And yet I don't feel easy about it. We
are quite in sympathy, but there is

a difference in our point of view.

Mine, I affirm, is the nobler. I econo-

mize, although I loathe it
; while she,

I am convinced, is beginning to like it.

I don't mean to say that she does it on

purpose, but that phrase may give you
an idea what I mean. I sometimes
wonder wistfully if the hand that put
that ugly new steel contraption at the
back of the fire to save the coal is really
the hand that I wooed andwon ten years
ago. I see in her the steady growth of an

implacable conscience. In moments of

"Hi I BILLI Doii'r COME DOWX THIS Z.ADDEH. I'VE TOOK IT AWAY."

depression I have a horrid feeling that

she always wanted to do this sort of

thing and never got a real chance till

now.
We were extraordinarily happy be-

fore the War. We wore not at all

hard up and we had no compunctions
about spending money. But now
I wonder how long the War will last?

What I am afraid of is the formation of

habits. I am already guarding against
it by talking about all the things that
we are going to do after the War. She

quite agrees with me about them, but
she isn't enthusiastic. I put my claims

pretty high. The garden is to be

reconstructed, and I am adding a wing
to the house. Wr

e aro going to travel

first, and I am not sure that wo shan't

have a naw cook. And we are to have
an Airedale and an Axminstor, and a

Stilton and a new Panama.
As a matter of fact that is all bluff on

my part. I only -want to have some-

thing in hand to bargain with. If I

can ever get back to the status quo
ante I will not ask for annexations.

Well, that is how it is. Most eagerly
do I fall in with her latest suggestion
that I should let her clean my flannel

suit with benzine (I don't like the smell

of it) instead of getting a now one.

Only I live in a growing fear that the

day when peace is signed in Europe
will bo the signal for an outbreak of a

new form of warfare in our happy homo.
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WHAT DID MR. ASQUITH DO?
A FAMOUS story tells how a heckler

once broke up a Liberal meeting by
asking with raucous iteration,

" What
did Mr. GLADSTONE say in 1878?" or

whatever year it was. Nobody knew,
and neither did the inquirer himself,
but uproar followed and his end was
achieved. Now had the question run,
" What did Mr. GLADSTONE do?" how
different a result! For Mr. GLAD-
STONE, apart from any trifles of states-

manship or legislation, did two price-
1

less things, as I will show.

Although, writes the Returned
Traveller who hi our last number
was so unhappy about the deterior-

ation that has come upon taxi-

drivers, I left England only in Oct-

ober last, I find it a changed place :

but no change, not even the iniquit-
ous prices demanded by London's

restaurateurs, or the increased dark-

ness, or the queer division of hors

d'ceuvrcs into half-courses and whole-

courses (providing an answer at

last to the pathetic query, "What is

a sardine ?" "A whole course, of

course ") no change is so striking
as the fact that when a paper now
refers to the PBIME MINISTER or the

PREMIER, it means no longer HER-
BERT HENRY but DAVID. In a world
of flux and mutability I had come
to think of Mr. ASQUITH as a rock,
a pyramid, a pole-star. But, alas !

even he was subject to alteration.

Thinking earnestly upon his career

I have realised how sad it cs that

he has bequeathed us no ASQUITH

legend. Always reserved and intent,

he discouraged Press gossip to such
a degree as actually to have turned
the key on the Tenth Muse. Every-
body else might lunch at the hospit-
able board in Downing Street, hut

interviewers had no chance. In vain

did the Quexes of this frivolous city

hope for even a crumb there was

nothing for them. Mr. ASQUITH
came into office, held it, and left it

aided genius; the other the result of

collaboration with his wife.

Let us begin with the individual

triumph.

Everyone who has ever stayed under

anyone else's roof, from a dine-and-

sleep at Windsor Castle to a week in

the great Liberal statesman, the pro-
moter of Home Rule, the author of

The Impregnable Rock of Holt/ Scripture,
leaping upon the bath-towel that held
his sponge. But no historical painter
could do justice to such a scene. It

needs the movies.

lovely Lucerne, has been confronted,) Those of us then who dry our sponges
when packing-up time arrived, with the

\

in this way and I am a fervent devotee

problem of the sponge. No matter owe the inventor a meed of praise.
how muscular the fingers that wring

|

And equally those of us who put into

this article, no matter how thick and
'

our hot water bottles at night hot tea

costly rubbered receptacle that
j

instead of hot water (as 1 never have
done and never mean to do), so

liuit, waking in the small hours,
we may yet not be without refresh-

ment, owe a meed of praise to the
same inspired innovator, for, if the
chroniclers are correct, it was Mrs.
GIADSTONIO'S habit to retire to rest

with a bottle thus nutritiously filled,

which would be ready for her great
man on his return from the House
weary and athirst.

Here we see the difference be-

tween Liberal Premiers. For what
lias Mr. ASQUITH done towards the
solution of domestic problems ? W ho
can name a thing ? Has he devised

i

a collar stud that cannot be lost?

j

Has he hit upon a way instantly to

stop a shaving cut from bleeding?
lias he contrived a taxi window
that will open when shut or shut
when open? No. In all these years
he lias spared no time for any in-

ventions.

No wonder then that he was found

wanting and forced to resign.

Mistress (from upper window).
" WHATEVKU AIM-;

YOU DOING OCT-OF-DOORS AT THIS TIME OF NIGHT,
JAXE?"
Romantic Maid. " ONLY THROWING A IJ:NV

CIIUMBS TO THE OWLS, MA'AM."

without a single concession to Demos's
love of personalia. He did not even
wear comic collars or white hats or a

single eyeglass or any other grotesquely

significant thing; and how much poorer
are we in consequence and how much
poorer will posterity be !

Contrast the case of Mr. GLADSTONE,
from whom anyone could draw a post-
card and most people a chip of some

recently-felled tree, and who is in my
mind wonderful and supreme by rea-

son of two inventions which, though
no one would ever guess them to be

the result of a Prime Minister's cogi-
tations, deserve the widest fame. Of
these one was the product of his un-

holds it, there is always the chance of

dampness communicating itself to other

thins ;s in the bag. Isn't there ?

How so to squeeze the sponge as to

drive out the last drop of moisture was
the problem before the massive intellect

of the Grand Old Man. Need I say
that he solved it ? His method, as he
himself in his unselfish way, told one
of the diarists, possibly Sir M. E. GRANT-

DUFF, possibly Mr. G. W. E. RUSSELL
I forget whom was to wrap up the

sponge in a bath-towel and jump on it.

Here, for the historical painter, is a

theme indeed something worth all the

ordinary dull occasions which provoke
his talented if somewhat staid brush :

A Soot among the Cynics.
The railway fares are being raised, wo

are told, to stop pleasure travelling, but
it cau hardly be imagined that a muuitiou
worker going home to spend his \\eok-end
with hU family is bent on pleasure."

(ilanyaif Kceniiiij .\cirx.

Ik-aulii'ul set of eivii; cat; very large
stole and muff ; accept .t;l-2.''- -Thr Lady.

As DICK WHITTINCTON'S mascot is

the only civic cat known to history
we think the relic should be se-

cured for the Guildhall Museum.

Simply us a ciu/.cn and as a non-party
mail, I want to say that Mr. AsquitU has my
affection and respect and that is the highest
guerdon that any statesman ean have."

F.j-t,-act from Letter in Yorksliirc Papa:

We know now why Mr. ASQUITU re-

fused a peerage. He did not want to

vox his modest admirer.

' : At Caxtoii Hall the conference was re-

sumed of municipal authorities interested in

the conversation of old fruit, sardine and
SAlmon tins." Ij'mnintjham Daily MaiL

We ourselves always listen with plea-
sure to their talk. It has at once a

fruity and a fishy flavour.
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WARS OF THE PAST.

(As recorded in lite Press of the period.)

VI.

From " Tlia At!tens Advertiser and
us Post."

MACEDONIA'S ARMY.
Tun FAMOUS PHALANX.

(By our Military Expert.)
THE Macedonian Aruiy lias recently

undergone an on tiro reconstruction at

the hands of KINO PHILIP. It is now
organised on a national and territorial

basis and is divided into infantry and

cavalry. The cavalry predominates aud
is therefore the stronger arm. The unit

of cavalry is the squadron, of infantry
the battalion. (It is of the utmost
interest to note that there aro two
battalions in a regiment, each about
lift cen hundred strong).
KING PHILIP, it will be remembered,

received his military education in tlio

school of EPAMINONDAS, who, as is

well known, revolutionised the Higher
Thought of every Higher Comu'und
by the discovery and application of a

single tactical fact namely, that the
chances of A being able to give B a

stronger push than 13 can give him are
in direct ratio to the numerical stiperi-

nritij of A over B. It follows, then,

that, faced with a sufficient superiority,
B must retire, and the initiative then
ml a ifitk the side that possesses it.

In pursuance of this tactical ideal

KPAMINONDAS argued that the old

method of winning battles, which was
that A should exercise superior force

against every point of B's line (or

body), required that A should be bigger
than 13, buskin for buskin and brisket
for brisket. But since it is sufliciont,
\vhilo "

refusing
"
the rest of one's own

body (or line), to bring an overwhelm-

ing force to boar on the point of a

person's jaw, in order to discomfit

him, so in a battle a numerically in-

ferior A, by concentrating on a vital

point of numerically superior B, can

gain a local numerical superiority
which will enable him to rout 13

utterly. (This is always supposing
that B is not doing the same thing
himself on the other wing, in which
case each army would miss the other

altogether a condition of things into
which the military art does not care
to follow them).
Hence the phalanx or "preponderat-

ing mass format ion." The Macedonian
development of this depends (to reduce
the matter to the simple algebraical
formula to which all military problems
are susceptible) on the fact that if x
equals the greatest efficiency of an

army, and the rooted square of stability
to the wth rank equals the phalanx,

Gentleman (in favour uf national work for eceryoiu). '-AND WHY SHOULDN'T FCOPLB
BE DO1XG TO-DAY WHAT THEY KEVEB DBEAMED Of DOING BEFOBE THE WAR?"

Kew Assistant (his first operation).
"
EXACTLY, Bin. ALL THE SAME, IF ANYBODY

HAD TOLD H13 TWO DAYS AGO THAT I SHOULD KOW BE CUTTING THE HAIB OP A COM-
PLETE STRAXGRB, I'D NEYEB HAVE BELIEVED 'IM."

then the rooted square of stability to

the ?ith rank equals x minus the tan-

gential curve of velocity of mobility.
This should be plain even to the amateur
student of tactics. Bleuding almost a

military expert's appreciation of this

cardinal doctrine with his natural
selfishness as a leader of cavalry,
Pinr.ir has given to this, the mobile

arm, much of the striking power of

the original phalanx. This is now
placed in the centre, its business being
mainly to force a salient in the enemy's
line, the two resultant enclaves of

which can then be shattered (at their

re-entrants) by the cavalry squadrons,
hurled forward on both phalanks. It

should be noted, as a brilliant example
of PHILIP'S staff work, that in the

Macedonian Army, for the avoidance of

confusion in the field, "phalanks" is

now spelt
" flanks."

To the intelligent student who has

followed me thus far in these articles

it should not be necessary to explain

again the terms "enclave," "salient,"

and " re-entrant." " Tactical
"

is a

term used when one is not using the

term "
strategical," and rice i-crsd.

" In the words of Bacon, it should be '

read,

marked, learned aud inwardly digested.'
"

Financial Paper.

Our gay contemporary does not tell us

whether it was before or after com-

pleting the works usually attributed

to SHAKSPEARB that BACON compiled
the Book of Common Prayer.
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THE FLAPPER.
[Dr. AIITHUB SHADWELL, in tho January Nineteenth Century, in

his article on " Ordeal by Fire," after denouncing idlers and loafers

and shirkers, falls foul " above all
"

of tho young girls called flappers,
"with high heels, skirts up to their knees and blouses open to the

diaphragm, painted, powdered, self-conscious, ogling: 'Allus adal-

lackod and dizened oot and a 'unting arter the men.' "]

GOOD Dr. ARTHUR SHADWELL, who lends lustre to a name
Which DKYDEN in his satires oft endeavoured to defame,
Has lately been discussing in a high-class magazine
Tho trials that confront us in the year Nineteen Seventeen.

He is not a smooth-tongued prophet ; no, he takes a serious

view ;

Wo must make tremendous efforts if we're going to win

through ;

And though he 's not unhopeful of the issue of the fray
He finds abundant causes for misgiving and dismay.

Our optimistic journals his exasperation fire,

And the idlers and the loafers stimulate his righteous ire ;

But it is the flapper chiefly that in his gizzard sticks,

And he 's down upon her failings like a waggon-load of

bricks.

She 's ubiquitous in theatres, in rail and 'bus and tram,
She wears her " blouses open down to the diaphragm,"
And, instead of realising what our men are fighting for,

She 's an orgiastic nuisance who in fact enjoys the War.

It 's a strenuous indictment of our petticoated youth
And contains a large substratum of unpalatable truth ;

Our women have been splendid, but the Sun himself has

specks,
And the flapper can't be reckoned as a credit to her sex.

Still it needs to be remembered, to extenuate her crimes,
That these flappers have not always had the very best of

times ;

And the life that now she 's leading, with no Mentors to

restrain,

Is decidedly unhinging to an undeveloped brain.

Then again we only see her when she 's out for play or

meals,
And distresses the fastidious by her gestures and her squeals,
But she is not always idle or a decorative drone,
And if she wastes her wages, well, she wastes what is her

own.

Still to say that she 's heroic, as some scribes of late have
said,

Is unkind as well as foolish, for it only swells her head ;

She oughtn't to be flattered, she requires to be repressed,
Or she "11 grow into a portent and a peril and a pest.

Dr. SHADWELL to the PREMIER makes an eloquent appeal
In firm and drastic fashion" with this element to deal ;

And 'twould bo a real feather in bur gifted Cambrian's cap
If he taught the peccant flapper less flamboyantly to flap.

But, in Punch's way of thinking, 'tis for women, kind and
wise,

These neglected scattered units to enrol and mobilize,
Their vagabond activities to curb and concentrate,
And turn the skittish hoyden to a servant of the State.

She 's young ;
her eyes are dazzled by the glamour of the

streets ;

She has to learn that life is not all cinemas and sweets
;

But given wholesome guidance she may rise to self-control
And earn the right of entry on the Nation's golden Boll.

THE ONLY STEGGLES.
Stegglos is my groom, and my crowning mercy. But for

his deafness I am sure he would long since have left the

humble rank of gunner far beneath him, and the Staff might
have gained a brilliant strategist. In addition to dulncss of

hearing, Steggles is endowed I should indeed bo ungrateful
to use the word afflicted with a vacuity of expression
which puts rivals or antagonists off their guard, and doubles

his value during the vicissitudes of active service. What
would be handicaps to ordinary men Steggles turns to tho

advantage of himself, Sapphira my mare, and me.
When on the march the Battery arrives at the morass

allotted to it for horse lines, I know that all will be well

with the mud -
bespattered Sapphira. Steggles leaps from

the waggon whereon, in company with one of the cooks, he
tours the pleasant land of France, and receives the mare.
With his toes strangely pointed out, he leads her away
from tho scene of labour and language, disappearing
amidst the hovels of the adjacent village. Often I never
see him or obtain news of him till next morning, when
he produces Sapphira polished like a silk hafc and every
scrap of metal about her sparkling. Occasionally I have
tracked him to the shelter where he secretes and waits

upon Sapphira, always to find that ho has discovered

and occupied the best stable in the village. The grooms
of my brother-officers never learn that Steggles' vacuous

expression is the disguise of an intellect subtle, discrim-

inating and alert, so they never trouble to endeavour to

forestall him. To find Sapphira is to find Steggles, as lie

always likes to spread his blanket where she could tread

on him if she wanted anything during the night.
From time to time he chooses the occasion of a night's

halt on the march to indulge in a bilious attack
;
but lie

has no other vice except an inveterate reluctance to leave
off polishing my boots when I mount. No matter how
Sapphira may prance and back and sidle, he follows her
round and round with a remnant of a shirt, rubbing mud-

spots off my boots in the stirrup. It is quite useless to

bellow,
" That will do, Steggles !

"
his ideal is the un-

attainable perfection, and he persists. I have to escape
by giving Sapphira the spur at the risk of knocking
Steggles into the mud, or be late in turning out.

He never gives anything, even his own performances,
unqualified praise ;

in fact it is extremely hard to win
from him any encomium higher than " It 's not too bad."

Perhaps there is Scotch blood in his veins.

I very much want to recommend him for some decor-

ation, but the organization likely to appreciate the most
gallant of his deeds has not yet been formed the

S.P.G.P., or Society for the Preservation of Government

Property.

Steggles was once riding behind me down a valley

liberally dimpled with shell-holes, further dimples being in

process of fprmation as wo rode. I was returning from
an O Pip, or Observation Post, and Stegglos was carrying
a pair of my boots with a rolled puttee stuffed into

each. Suddenly I was aware that he had wheeled his horse

about, and was trotting back towards the most dimply area
of the valley. Out of regard for his family, I cantered after

him. He broke into a gallop. When, after a thrilling ride,

I caught him and had a little talk amongst the dimples, it

appeared that he had dropped one of the puttees, and
wished to return and look for it. This incident will, I

think, demonstrate the exceptional character of the man,
who did not appear to regard himself as a hero, or to

pose as a desperate farce /r, or to aspire to the post of

Q.M.S., though, incredible as it may seem, the puttee in

question was of the variety G.S.
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Orderly Officer. "WHY DON'T TOO CHALLENGE ME?"
Latest calkd-up Recruit. "I DIDN'T KNOW YOU WEBB COMING."

Orderly Officer. "WHAT DID THE CORPORAL SAY WHEN HE POSTED TOO?"
Recruit. "I WOULDN'T LIKE TO BEI-KAT rr TO AH OFFICER, SIB."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Sta/ of Learned Clerks.)

To those who would learn what soldiering is like in the

armies of democratic France I would heartily commend
two hooks recently published by Messrs. ALLEN AND UNWIN,
Battles and Bivouacs, by JACQUES UOUJON, and The Diary
of a French Private, by GASTON Riou. M. ROUJON, infantry-
man of the lino, was in private life a journalist on Le
Figaro ; M. Riou, Red Cross orderly, a liberal lay- theologian
and writer of European reputation. The former's trans-

literator ("Munitions are distiibuted around," writes he

undismayed ; and has also discovered a territory known as
" Oriental Prussia") obtrudes a little between author and
reader. M. Riou fares better ; but both contrive to give a

really vivid impression of the horrors and anxieties of the

early days of the War before the tide turned at the Marne, of

the flying rumours so far from the actual truth, of the fine

spirit of camaraderie in common danger, of the intimate
relations between officers and men, details, terrible or trivial,

of campaigning, and, because our spirited brothers-in-arms
are not ashamed to express their innermost feelings, of

the deeper emotions at work under the surface gaieties.
M. Riou's narrative is mainly the record of his year's

captivity in a Bavarian fort. On his way he faced the
fanatical hatred and cruelty of the German civilians, of the
women especially, with a cynical fortitude. The com-
mandant of his prison, Baron von STENGEL, was, however,

a gentleman and a brick, and did everything in his power
to make the difficult life bearable. An episode pleasant to

recall is the reception of the Russian prisoners (intended by
their captors to cause dissensions) by their French comrades
in misfortune. The whole record gives an impression of

fine courage and resourcefulness.

Very probably you are already acquainted with that restful

and admirable book, Father Payne (SMITH, ELDER), of which
a new edition has just now been published. The point of

this new edition is that, in its special Preface, the genesis
and authorship of the book are assigned, for the first time
on this side the Atlantic, to Mr. A. C. BENSON. And the

point of the new preface is that it entirely gives away
the original edition (also printed hero), in which the secret

was elaborately concealed. My wonder is, reading the book
with this added knowledge, that anyone can have at any
time failed to detect in it the gently persuasive hand of tha

Master of Magdalene, Cambridge. You remember, no

doubt, how Father Payne (a courtesy title), having had a

small estate left to him, proceeded to turn it into the home
of a secular community for young men desirous of pursuing
the literary gift, and how he financed, encouraged and

generally supervised them. Leisure, an exquisite setting,
and the society of enthusiastic and personally-selected

youth one might call the book perhaps a Tutor's Dream
of the Millennium. Anyhow, Father Payne, as shown in

this volume, which is practically a record of his table-talk
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upon a great variety of themes, is exactly the gentle, shrewd
and idealistic philosopher whom (knowing his parentage)
one would expect. Bensonians (of the A. C. pattern) will

certainly be glad to have what must surely have been their

suspicions confirmed, and to admit Father Payne to the

shelves of authenticity.

Miss DOROTHEA CONYEUS has long ere this established

herself as a specialist of repute in Irish sporting tales.

You will need but one look at the picture wrapper of The

Financing of Fiona (ALLEN) to see that a repetition of the

same agreeable mixture awaits you within. Fiona was a

charming young woman (Irish, of course) with a rich uncle

and a poor, very unattractive cousin, who loved her for her

expectations. As Fiona had no conception about money
beyond the spending of it, the uncle made a will, whose

object was that she should have plenty. The suitor, how-

ever, knowing of this, and being a naughty, rather improb-
able person, destroyed part of it, with the result that Fiona
was apparently left only
the ancestral home and no
cash to keep it up. So she
was forced to take in gentle-
man boarders for the hunt-

ing, and (for propriety's

sake) to invent a mythical
chaperon, who lived above
stairs. And, after all, she
needn't have done any such

thing, because the rich

uncle, in leaving her all

the contents of the man-
sion, had foolishly forgotten
to mention a secret drawer
full of Canadian securities.

As for the villain, I really

hardly dare tell you the

impossibly silly way in

which he allowed himself
to be caught out. But of

course all this melodrama
is not what matters. The
important thing about Miss
CONYERS' people is that

(whatever their private wor-

ries) a-hunting they will go ;

and Fiona, financed by her

paving guests, shows in

thi"s

For

Skookum Creek, where ho grows tomatoes and studies

Indians, he meets his Cinderella, with the result that his

life has to be completely rearranged. A commonplace tale,

but there is a rare and distinct flavour about the telling of

it. Mr. NIVEN'S manner has indeed a very particular
charm, over which one would take an even keener pleasure
in lingering if only he himself lingered a little less over
his story.

sion
;

The Motlur (overhauling little Tommy's wardrobe). "On, CHARLES,
JUST SEE \MJUT THAT DREADFUL CHILD HAS BEEN CARRYING ABOUT
IN HIS POCKET ! A REAL CARTRIDGE WITH A BULLET IN IT. HE
MIGHT HAVE BEEN BLOWN TO BITS !

"

The Father (with a glowing consciousness of assisting his country at a
critical time).

" JUST PUT IT IN A COOL PLACE FOR TO-NIGHT, MY
DEAR, AND I WILL LEAVE IT AT THE WAR OFFICE TO-MORROW
MY WAY TO BUSINESS."

I hardly think that Madame ALBANESI has chosen quite
the most appropriate name for the story that she calls

Hearts and Sweethearts (HUTCHINSON). Personally, I fancy
that Suits and Lawsuits would have come nearer the mark ;

because, though there is a certain proportion of love-making
in the tale, there is considerably more about going to law.

One difficulty with which I fancy the writer had to con-

tend is due to the fact that her hero and heroine are (in a

sense) the opposing protagonists in a case of disputed succes-

Jemima Frant being engaged in the attempt to turn

out Sir John Norminster
from his estates and esta-

blish the claim to them
of her dead sister's child.

Naturally, therefore, till this

is settled their opportunities
for the tender passion arc,

to put it very gently, re-

stricted. But of course

well, a novel with such a
title is hardly likely to leave

anybody of importance un-
married at the final page.
Before this is turned, you
have some pleasant comedy
of London in war-time, and
meet a number of agreeably
sketched persons, whose
conversation may amuse

you, or, on the other hand,

may cause you to wish
them a little less discursive.

Madame ALBANESI indeed

impressed me as having
occasionally turned her sub-

ordinate characters loose

into a chapter, with in-

structions to fill it up
anyhow, while she herself

But the law was always

ON

respect as capital sport as any of her predecessors.
|
thought out the next move.

the rest, I can hardly say with honesty that the story leisurely, so this characteristic might perhaps be expected
is equal to its author's best form.

What I like particularly about Mr. FREDERICK NIVEN is

the friendly way in which he contrives to make his readers
and himself into a family party.

" We must," he writes
at the beginning of a chapter in Cinderella of Skookum
Creek (NASH),

"
get a move on with the story, in case you

become more tired of Archer's compound fracture than he
was himself." This is by no means the only occasion on
which he shows his thoughtfulness for us, and I think it

very kind and nice of him. At the same time I will

ungraciously admit that the weak point of his story is

that it does not move quite fast enough. Admirable artist
in psychology and atmosphere, his plot, if you can call it a

plot, is very slight. Cyrus Archer, the young American of
the compound fracture (who had my sympathy from the
start because he could never remember dates), goes out
into the back of beyond for a spell before settling down to
married life and a place in his father's business, and at

in a story so much concerned with it.

Handel in War-Time.
"The anthem 'OTnou that tillost' (Messiah), will be rendered. "-

Dublin Keening Mail.

No pains are being spared to promote agriculture in Ireland.

" The rivet in many places has overflown its banks."

Henley Newspaper.

Even Father Thames cannot resist the modern mania for

aviation.

Extract from a review of Dr. JOHN FITZPATHICK'S " Tit is

Realm, This England
"

:

"From a Scotsman, we deprecate the definition of ' This Realm '

as '

England,' and would suggest to the learned doctor that he would

have done nothing derogatory to himself, even in the eyes of English-

men, if he had used the really correct and comprehensive name
Britain." Scots Pictorial.

SiiAKsrEARE (ghost of), please note.
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CHARIVARIA.
"TiME to deal fiually with Tino,"

announced an evening paper lust week,

thereby doing a great deal to allay a

disquieting impression that the mutter

was to be left to eternity.
y;. :';.

*
" KING CONSTANTINK," says the Ber-

liner Tafjeblatt,
" has as much right to

he heard as a common criminal." \Vo

agree, though few of his friends have

put it quite so bluntly.

The Jjokatanteigtf devotes three

columns of a recent issue to the ad-

vantages of the British blockade as

a compulsory reliner of the German
figure. A still more desirable feature

of it, which the Lvkalanzeiger omits
to draw attention to, is its efficacy in

reducing the Gorman swelled

head. i: &

We know of no finer example
of the humility of true great-
ness than the KAISER'S decision

to allow the War to continue.
# .*

A Berlin newspaper says
that after the coronation of

the Esii'EBOU K.vnij at Buda-

pest one of the jewels was
missed from the Crown. For-

tunately for the relations be-

tween the two Empires, the
German CROWN PBINCE is in

a position to prove an alibi.

To facilitate the delivery of

milk, a certain Dairymen's
Association has suggested to

the Food Controller that they
should have recourse to a pool. In
most districts, however, recourse will

be had as usual to the pump.
* *

Lord BHONNDA'S appeal to the public
to keep tame rabbits has been enthusi-

astically taken up by all the smart

people, and enterprising maisans are

already offering driving coats, sleeping
baskets and silk pyjamas for the little

pets at prices ranging from two guineas
upwards. $ %

The tallest giraffe in the world has

just died at the Zoo. The animal came
from Kordofan, where, Mr. POCOCK tells

us, all the really tall ones have been
told. ,. .

*

It is reported that General VON Biss-
INO is retiring from Belgium as his

health shows no signs of improvement.
The blood baths he has been taking
have not afforded the expected relief.

* *

It was stated at a London Tribunal

[that
the War Office has just given a

contract for 2,400 waste-paper baskets.

If further evidence was required of our
unshakable determination to carry the

War to a successful conclusion, it is

surely provided by this indication of

the extent to which the public are

helping the War Office with sugges-
tions as to how to win it.

*
Attention has been called to the

waste of time and money involved in

the calling of grand juries where there
are only one or t\vo trifling cases to

be tried, and it is suggested that they
might be able to combine their juri-
dical functions with some useful em-

ployment. A correspondent who signs
himself " Lifer

"
points out to us that

the grand jurymen he has mot are

just the men the nation needs for the

j

Men's wear, it is reported, will be

twonty-fivo per cent, dearer this year
than last, but a good example in

'

economy is rumoured to have been set
1

by a well-known actor manager, who
'

now only wears a crease in one leg of

his trousers.
,. *
*

A burglar who broke into a Man-
chester wine stores made off with a

large sum of money, but none of the
wine was taken. This once again proves
that total abstinence is absolutely
essential to business success.

* *

Consternation has been caused

among tho pessimists (who have de-

clared that this will be a long War)
: by the recent statement of M. Louis

BAHOUBDIN, the French scientist, that

in five thousand years the world will be
uninhabited.

<; <-

A solicitor has beeu arrested

in Ireland under the Defence
of the Realm Act for refusing
to give away the confidential

correspondence of his client.

The suggestion that a lawyer
should be required to give

away anything has aroused a
storm of indignant protest in

both branches of tho pro-
fession.

Lady (who lias been damaged by motor-car). "I SEZ TO THE
BHOVEB, I 8KZ,

' YOU MAY *AVE AH ENGLISH MUCH, CUT
YOUR CONDDCK'8 ToOTON.' "

"ARGENTINE MEAT SHIPMKSTS.

Tho only shipment of mutton to
the Continent during tho week wa
18,000 quarters of beef to Franco."

Slftffield Daily Telegraph.

Even the oxen in neutral coun-
tries are feeling a little sheepish

Tribunals if the combing-out process
is to be effectual.

:;
. t1

*

A man who was to have appeared
before the Law Society Tribunal ex-

cused himself on the ground that ho
was suffering from melancholia, and

regret was expressed by the military

representative that he should have
been misinformed as to the nature of

the entertainment.
* X:

*
The admission of a Stuttgart pro-

fessor that trousers are a German
invention has given the liveliest satis-

faction to our Highland regiments, who
have long had an intuitive feeling that

the Hun was guilty of even blacker

crimes than those of which we had
been officially informed.V
A "Longer Course for Cadets" is

announced by a morning paper. The
Food Controller is to be asked to make
public his reasons for this obviously
unfair discrimination between soldiers.

"A large section of the city will find
its water supply rather intermittent in conse-

quence of a burst of tho Kivingtoii water main
at Twig -lane, Huyton, near Prescot. The
main has an internal diameter of forty-four

miles." Liverpool Paper.

What an awful bore !

" SEVENTEEN-YEAR LOCUSTS TO APPEAR
NEXT SUMMEB.

State Colloo, Pa, Deo. 11. The 17-yearg
Igocgugsgt is due to appear agagiugg gnext
summer, according to 0. H. Hadley, Jr., an

entpmo-lcgeggggbmn TTMMggggob rr . . j Eas
legist at the Pennsylvania State College."

Erie Daily jfinies.

The news has had a decidedly discom-

posing effect already.

" A gamble with death in the Strand seeing
that the stake is precisely the same should be

quite as enthralling as a hairbreadth 'scape on
the plains of Texas, even though tho gambler
wears a top-hat instead of sheepskin trousers."

Manchester Guardian.

The writer understates the case. The
substitution of a top-hat for trousers

would add a piquancy of its own to the

situation.

VOL. cur.
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FAITH AND DOUBT IN THE FATHERLAND.
NEWS of triumph, very cheering,

Fills our marrows full of sap,
News of FALKENHAYN careering

Bight across Eouniania's map,
Tales of corn to swell our tummies, tales of golden

oil to tap.

Everywhere \ve go victorious

Over earth and on the blue
;

More and more superhly glorious

Eing the deeds we dare and do,

Till they sound almost too splendid to be absolutely
true.

Here and there, indeed, a sceptic
Mutters language rather rude ;

Here and there a wan dyspeptic,

Yielding to a peevish mood,
Wonders why a winning nation finds itself so short

of food.

When carillons rock the steeple
And the bunting 's ordered out,

I have noticed several people
Ask themselves in honest doubt

Why the War-Lord's lifted finger fails to bring a

peace about.

Yet, though England, crushed and quailing,
Kicks his dove-bird down the stair,

I shall trust, with faith unfailing,
In my KAISER'S conquering air

(Still I blame no man for thinking there must be
a catch somewhere). O. S.

RECOGNITION.
" Francesca," I said,

" have you seen it?
"

"It? What?"
" The announcement."
" What announcement ?

"

" I have been gazetted," I said.
" Did it hurt much ?

"
she said. " Or were you able to

bear it without a murmur? "

" It 's in The Times," I said,
" and you shall read it,

whether .you like it or not. It 's in the place where I 'in

pointing my finger. There do you see it?
"

" If you'd only take your finger away I might be able to.

Thanks. My hat ! isn't it exciting ?
' To be 2nd Lieu-

tenant (tempy.) 1st Battalion, Blankshire Regiment of

Volunteers So it 's come at last, has it?
"

" Yes," I said,
"

it 's come at last. They 've recognised us."
"
Well," she said,

"
it was about time, wasn't it ? Here

you 've all been form-fouring and two deeping and route-

marching for two years or so, and looking highly military
in your grey-green uniforms, while the authorities stood by
and persuaded themselves you didn't exist ; and at last

somebody comes along
"

"It was Lord FRENCH who came along
"

"
Yes," she said,

" Lord FRENCH comes along on a fine cold

Sunday morning and says to himself, 'Here are several

hundred thousand men who are panting to make themselves
useful. Let 's recognise them,' and from that-moment you
actually begin to exist. And then they bring down your grey
hairs with sorrow into the Gazette, and, instead of being
a Platoon Commander, you become a 2nd Lieutenant."

" '

Tempy,'
"
I said ;

" don't forget the '

tempy.'
"

" I won "t," she said. " What does it mean ? It sounds
vrv irritable."

" It does," I said
;

" but as a matter of fact it 's go*
nothing to do witli my temper. It means temporary."

"
Anyhow it 's a diilicult word to pronounce in four sylla-

bles. 1 shall do it in two."
"
No, Francesca, you shall not. As the holder of His

Majesty's Commission I cannot allow you to go about the

country saying tempy when you mean tem-po-ra-ry."
" But why do they put in the word at all ?

"

" It 's the War OHice way of announcing that we 're not
to expect our new-horn joys to last for ever."

" To the end of the War is long enough for most people
at the present rate."

" Do not let us peer too anxiously into the dim and
distant future. Let us be satisfied with such a present as

fate has assigned to us in making me a 2nd Lieutenant

temporary, with all the privileges that the words imply."
"
Eight," she said. " I 'in going to wire to your brother

Fred to come and stay here."
" Do you want him to come and rejoice with us over my

new rank ?
"

"
No," she said,

" not exactly. I want to see how an
elder brother, who is a 2nd Lieutenant temporary of

Volunteers gets on with a younger brother who is a Colonel

permanent in the real Army."
" I do not," I said,

" like the word '
real.' There !s a

disagreeable invidiousness about it, and your mouth, you
being what you are, should be the last to use it."

" You '11 have to salute him, you know."
"
Yes," I said,

" I certainly shall when I "in in uniform."
" And you '11 have to call him '

Sir.'
"

" Nonsense."
" You will," she said,

" or you '11 be court-martialled.

And when he comes into a room in which you 're sitting,

you '11 have to jump up and assume a rigid attitude until

he's kind enough to wave his hand. Oh, it will be a real

pleasure to have Fred here now that you've been thoroughly
recognised. If you don't behave to him in a 'proper

military manner you '11 bs reported to Lord FRENCH, and
then you '11 be more tempy than ever. Now that you 're

recognised you must do the thing thoroughly."
" You '11 be sorry for this when I 'm guarding a railway

line night and day."
" No," she said,

" I shan't. I shall keep you going with

sandwiches and thermos-flasks." E. C. L.

The Craze for Substitution.

Extract from note written by the Commandant of a

V.A.D. hospital to the Sister-in-charge :

" I have just heard that the Medical Officer will not be able to con: o

this morning. I have ordered the sweep."

"THE COFFEE SPECIALIST
llOASTLD FBES.I DAILY."

Xorth China Daily N i. s.

Yet we dare say the poor fellow meant well.

"In the preliminary examination of patients the author introduces

a test which is new to us ; two or three breaths having been drawn

through the nose, this organ is then punched by the anaesthetist,
whilst the patient holds his breath as long as possible."

The Practitioner.

What the victim of this novel treatment says after recover-

ing his breath is happily withheld from us.

From the Daily Orders of an Australian Battalion :

" MOVES OP OFFICERS.

Tho following Officers have reported their arrival and departed

respectfully."

Discipline in the Imperial contingents is evidently im-

proving.
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THE BANKKUPT BEAYOS.
SCENE : Vienna, between the Sittings of the Conference.

SULTAN. "IT'S TIME WE GOT SOME MORE MONEY OUT OP WILLIAM. HE SEEMS
TO THINK HE'S DOING ALL THE FBIGHTFULNESS. HE FORGETS THAT I'M KNOWN'
AS THE -TERRIBLE TURK.'"

FERDINAND. " YES ; AND THEY CALL ME ' FERDIE THE FEARFUL." "

[The latter title has recently been conferred upon the TSAB of Bulgaria by his subjects in recognition of his continued
absence from -Sofia since the bombing of his palace.]
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G.O.C. "WELL, tit MAN, WHAT AKE YOU IN CIVIMAN LIFE?"

Dejected Private. " PJIOFESSOU cw GREEK HISTOHY AT ONE OF HIE USIVEIISITIFS, Sin."

THE MINIATURE.
"WHEN I left her, Celia hod two

photographs, a British warm and an
accidental coffee-stain, by which to re-

member me. The coffee-stain was the

purest accident. By her manner of

receiving it, Celia gave ine the impres-
sion that she thought I had done it on

purpose, but it was not so. The coffee-

cup slipped
- in - me - 'and - mum, after

which the law 'of gravity stepped in,,

thus robbing what would have been a

polite deed of most of its gallantry.
However, I explained all that at the

time. The fact remains that, in what-
ever way you look at it, I had left my
mark. Celia was not likely to forget
me.
But she was determined to make sure.

No doubt mine is an elusive personality ;

take the mind off it for one moment
and it is gone. So I was to be perpetu-
ated in a miniature.

" Can it be done without a sitting ?"
I asked doubtfully. I was going away
on the morrow.

" Oh, yes. It can he done from the

photographs easily. Of course 1 shall

have to explain your complexion and
so on."

"
May I read the letter when you've

explained it?"
"
Certainly net," said Celia firmly.

" I only want to make sure that it "s

an explanation and not an apology."
"1 shall probably put it down to a

bicycle accident. Which is that?

No, no," she added
hastily,

"Kamerad !
"

I put down the revolver and went
on witii my packing. And a day or two
later Gelia began to write about the

miniature.

* => x :t $

The stars represent shells or months,
or anything like that; not promotion.
I cauie back with just the two one
on each sleeve.

We talked of many things, but not
of the miniature. Somehow I had for-

gotten all about it. And then one day
I remembered suddenly.
"The miniature," I said; "did you

get it done ?
"

"
Yes," said Celia quietly.

" Have you got it here?
"

" Yes."
'

"Oh, I say, do let me see it."

Colia hesitated.
" I think we had better wait till you

are a little stronger," she said very
gently.

" Is it so very beautiful ?
"

" \Voll
"

"So beautiful that it almost hurts?

Celia, dear, let me risk it," I pleaded.
She fetched it and gave it to me. I

gazed at it a long time.
" Who is ii;?

"
I asked at last.

" I don't know, dear."
" Is it like anybody we know ?

"

"I think it's meant to be like you,

darling," said Celia tenderly, trying to

break it to me.

I gazed at it again.
" Would you get mo a glass ?

"
I

asked her.

"A looking-glass, or with brandy
and things in it?

"

"Both . . . Thank you. Promise
me I don't look like this."

" You don't," she said soothingly.
" Then why didn't you tell the artist

so and ask him to rub it out and do it

again ?
"

Celia sighed.
" He has. The last was his third

rubbige."
Then another thing struck me.
" I thought you weren't going to

have it in uniform ?
"

" I didn't at first. But we've been

trying it in different costumes since

to to ease the face a little. It looked
awful in mufti. Like a a

"

"Go on," I said, nerving myself to it.

" Like an uneasy choir-boy. I think

I shall send it back again and ask him
'to put it in a surplice."

"
Yes, but why should my wife

vlanglo a beneficed member of the

Established Church of England round
her neck? What proud prelate

"Choir-boy, darling. You're think-

ing of bishops."
As it happened my thoughts were

not at all episcopal. On the contrary,
I looked at the miniature again, and I

looked at myself in the glass, and I

said firmly that the thing must go
iback a fourth time.
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You can't \vear it. People would
and ask you \vlio it was nnil you

couldn't ((ill them. You'd have, to

!:()) it, loeked up, and what 'b the good
of tliu! '.'"

"I can't write again," said C'eliu.
" Poor man ! Think of tho trouble

lie's had. Besides I 'vo pot jvu hack
now. It was really just to remind me
of you."

"
VIM, but I shall frequently he out

to tea. You 'd tatter have it done

properly now."
(Vliii was thoughtful. She he^m

Composing in her mild that, fourth

li'i !<-r . . . . and frowning.
" I know," she cried sudden!} .

" Ymi
write tliis time !

"

It was my I ivn to he thoughtful . . . .

" I don't see it. I low do I e,omo in '.'

What is my Incus st(tmli ! Locus

xtniitii," I explained in answer to her
raised eyebrows,

" an oath in common
use among our Italian allies, mean-

ing .What do 1 write as?
"

" As the owner of the face," said

Celia in surprise.
"
Yes, but I can't dilate on my own

"Why not?" said Celia, bubbling.
" You know you 'd love it."

I looked at the miniature and began
to think of possible openings. One
impossible one struck me at orn-e.

"Anyway," I said, "I'll get him to

close my mouth.''

* '. $ * *

Tho stars represent something quite
simple this time my brain at work.

"
Celia," I said,

" I will write. And
this timo tho miniature shall bo criti-

cised properly. To say, as you no doubt
said, 'This is not like me,' I mean not
like my husband well, you know what
I mean just to condemn it is not

enough. / shall do it differently. I

shall take each feature separately and
dwell upon it. But to do this modestly
I must have a loc-us I am sorry to

have to borrow from our Italian allies

again u'locus standi apart from that
of owner of face. I must also be donor
of miniature. Then I can comment
impartially on the present which I am
preparing for you."

" I .thought you'd see that soon,"
smiled Celia. A. A. II.

FASHIONS IN BOOK-WEAR.
[" 7Jo.se of (ilcncnnnel. A first book by Mrs.

Patrick Muctiill, telling of the adventures in
tho Yukon and elsewhere of Rosalie Moran.
With coloured jacket. Price 5s. net."

Adrt. in" Times Literary Supplement."]
Extract from "

Belle's Letters
"

:

" Other smart books I noticed included
Mrs. BARCLAY'S Sweet Seventy - one.

looking radiantly young and lovely in :\

simple rose-pink frock embellished with

Recruiting Sergeant. "WHAT ARF. YOO FOR?"
IlccrUit. "FOR THE DURATION OF THK WAR, OR LOXGKR IF IT DOESX'l END SOOJJKR.'

rosebuds, and Mr. CHARLES GARVICE'S

Marriaqe. Bells,utterly charming in ivory
satin trimmed with orange blossom.
On another shelf I saw Mr. KIPLING'S
The Horse Marines, looking well in a

smartly-cut navy blue costume with
white facings, and not far away was
Mr. ARNOLD BENNETT'S Straphanger, in

smoked terra-cotta, and the pocket edi-

tion of DICKENS in Mrs. Harris Tweed.
Mr. Britling's new book, Mr. Wells
Sees it Through the Press, was looking
rather dowdy in a ready-made Norfolk
jacket, but Mr. and Mrs. WILLIAMSON'S
The Petrol Peeress was very chic in a

delightfully-cut oil-silk wrap ; and so

was Sir GILBERT PARKER'S This Hook

for Sale, in a purple bolero. Academic

sobriety characterised the gown worn

by the POET LAUREATE'S The Siyits of

liridycs, while Mr. A. C. BENSON'S
Hound My College Dido was conspicu-
ous in a Magdalene blouse with pale-
blue sash."

" This was followed by a banquet in which
Bro. W. S. Williams took a prominent part."

Daily Chronicle (Kingston, Jamaica).

Still, was it quite kind to call attention

toil?
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LETTERS FROM MACEDONIA.
ii.

MY DEAE JERRY, No doubt you think

from the light-hearted tone of my last

letter that life here is a bed of roses.

In reality we have our flies in the

ointment nay, our shirt-buttons in

the soup. The chief of the flies is

artillery, both our own and that of the

people opposite ; and the worst of the

shirt-buttons is jam. It sounds strange,
but it is true.

There was a time in the olden clays
when we welcomed gunner-officers, hut

those days are unhappily past since

we met Major Jones. Learn then the

perfidy of the Major and ex uno disce

omnes.

I had a nice little 'ouse up in the

front line, well hidden by trees. It

wasn't a 7;ouse, Jerry, I wish you to

understand ; it was merely a little 'ouse

standing in its own grounds like, with
a brace or so of chickens and a few

mangel-wurzels a-climbin' round the

place. You know what it 'a like.

Well, Major Jones, who had been my
guest several times in this little 'ouse

of mine, came round a few days ago
with a worried look and an orderly.

" I want you to come and look at my
telephone," he said hurriedly.

" What is it ? Is anything wrong ?
"

I asked sympathetically.
" I fear the worst. Something ter-

rible may happen in five minutes," ho

replied darkly.
I gripped his hand silently, and he

returned the pressure with emotion.
In silence we walked the two hundred

yards which lay between my place and
his observation-post, and I watched
while his orderly got busy with the

telephone.
" Is Number One gun ready ?

"
de-

manded the Major.
It appeared that Number Ono was

itching to he at it.

" Fire 1

"
said the Major.

" Fire 1

"
said the orderly.

A moment later there was a terrific

explosion.
" Number One fired, Sir," observed

the orderly.
" It is well you told us," I said

sweetly,
" otherwise I could never have

believed it."

But the Major heeded me not. lie

was staring over my shoulder.

"Good shot, by Jovel" he yelled.
"A perfect beauty I Holed out in

one I

"

I turned to see what had caused his

sudden joy. But where was my little

"ouso? Had it suddenly turned into

that nasty cloud of dust? Even as I

looked my water-bucket readied the

ground again.

"Awfully sorry, old man," said the

Major, with a ghastly pretence of sym-
pathy. "You see it was in our way."

I brushed aside his proffered hand

(rather good that, Jerry. Let 's have
it again. I say I brushed aside his

proffered hand), and strode back dis-

mally to what had otice been my home
from home.
Now I live in a little Jug-out beneath

the ground, chickenless and mangel-
wurzelless, awaiting with resignation
the day when the Sappers shall find

that I am in their way and blow mo
up.

Another little game of the gunners is

called "
Artillery Duels."

In the good old days, when a man
wanted a scrap with his neighbour, he

put a double charge of powder into his

blunderbuss, crammed in on top of it

two horse-shoes, his latch-key, an old

watch-chain, and a magnet, and then

started on the trail. It was very effec-

tive, but of course some busy-body
"
improved

" on it. Nowadays our

gunners ring up the enemy's artillery.
" Hallo ! Is that you, strafe you ?

What about an artillery duel, eh ?
"

" Oh, what fun 1

"
says the enemy.

" Do let 's." And then they start.
" A hearty give

- and - take, that 's

what I 'like," remarks a cheery gunner
officer.

A moment later ho rushes to the

telephone.
"Is that you, enemy?" ho asks.

" I say, dash it all, old man, do be

careful ! That last one of yours was

jolly near my favourite gun."

"By Jove, I'm awfully sorry, old

thing," calls back the enemy.
" What

about shortening the fuses a bit, eh ?
"

"Good idea! Waken up the foot-

sloggers too. They need it sometimes."
Then for fifteen minutes large shells

rebound from the bowed head and
shoulders of tho unfortunate infantry-
man.
Which reminds me of George.

George had a strafe-proof waistcoat

procured by him from a French manu-
facturer. He showed it to us proudly,
and also the advertisement, which
stated that the waistcoat would easily

stop a rifle- bullet, whilst a " 45
"
would

simply bounce off it. It was beautiful

but alarming to see. his confidence as

he stood up in a shower of shells, pray-

ing for a chance of showing off the

virtues of his acquisition.
-x * :< ; *

\Vo were very pleased to send to his

hospital address to-day a postcard
bearing the maker's explanation that a
4o revolver bullet, and not a 40 milli-

metre shell, was meant.
As regards the jam question, Jerry,

the fault of the jam is that it is never

jam, but always marmalade. I feel

too sore on the question to write much,
but I may just hint that we have heard
that Brother Bulgar sometimes gets
real strawberry. It is just possible,

therefore, that you may hear of a raid

soon. Yours ever, PETER.

THE CONVERT.
["One striking result of tho War has been

its humanising effect on woman."
Daily Paper.]

THE barbed shaft of Love hath pierced

thy heart,
Fair Annahelle

; distracting is thy lot ;

Long hast thou thought thyself a deal

too smart
To bo ensnared in Cupid's toils eh,
what?

The ways of other maids, less intricate,

Filled thee with pity to the very core ;

Kisses were unhygienic, out of date,

And man a most unutterable bore.

But now with young Lieutenant Smith,
V.C.,

Thou roamest, gazing shyly in his

face ;

Nay, did I not surprise thee after tea

Defying Hygiene in a close embrace ?

Shall I recall that old sartorial jest,
Tho mannish coat which never

seemed to fit,

The bifurcated skirt and all the rest,

Not half so pretty as thy nursing kit ?

Ah no ! Thine happiness I will not vex,
For thou artWornan once again 1 find;

And Woman, though she cannot change
her sex,

Has always had the right to change
her mind.

The Primrose Path for Flappers.
"WANTED, Two experi. MAKEHS-UP (Fe-

males) ;
also a few Girls to learn ; good wages

paid." Evening Paper.

Another Impending Apology.
From an obituary notice :

"In civil life he was employed as an atten-

dant on those inflicted with weak minds. Ho
joined the regiment at Camp and was at

once employed as Colonel 's servant."
liiirma Paper.

"Mars is the name of a star so far off it

would take a million years to walk there in an

express train."
" A miracle is anything that someone docs

that can't be done."
' '

People who have always used tooth -brushes

and who know tho thing to do never use any
but their own."
"The Pagans were a contented race until

the Christians came among
1 them."

Hawaii Educational Review.

If The Review can maintain this form
the consciously comic journals of the

American Empire will have to look

to their laurel*.
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THE RECRUIT WHO TOOK TO IT KINDLY.
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Super-Coy. "Bor, FATHER, n WE HAVE ALREADY CONQUERED, wur DOES THE \YAB GO ox?"

Super-Man. "Ba SILENT AND BAT YOUR HINDESTBDRO ROCK."

WAR'S SUEPEISE8.

THE TRANSFORMATION OP 'TAY PAT."

Daily Chronicle alludes to a recent

article by Mr. T. P. O'CONNOR, M.P., as "a

frigid survey of the situation."]

THE War has done many astonishing

things ;

It has doubled the traffic in trinkets

and rings ;

It has reconciled us to margarine
And made many fat men healthily lean.

It has answered the critica of Public

Schools
And proved the redemption of family

fools.

It has turned golf links to potato

patches
And made ua less lavish in using

matches.
It has latterly paralysed the jaw
Of the hitherto insuppressiblo SH.VW.

It has made old Tories acclaim LLOYD
GEORGE,

Whose veiy name onco stuck in their

gorge.
It has turned a number of novelists

Into amateur armchair strategists.
It has raised the lowly and humbled

the wise
And forced us in do/ens of ways to

revise

The hasty opinions we formed of our

neighbours
In view of their lives and deaths and

labours.

It has cured many freaks of their futile

hobbies,
It has made us acquainted with female

bobbies.

It has very largely emptied the ranks
Of the valetudinarian cranks,

By turning their minds to larger ques-
tions

Than their own insides or their poor
digestions.

It has changed a First Lord into a

Colonel,
Then into a scribe on a Sunday journal,
With the possible hope, when scribbling

palls,
Of doing his bit at the Music Halls.

It has proved the means of BIIUIELL'S

confounding
And given Lord WIMF.ORNE a chance

of re-bounding.
But quite the most wonderful thing

of all

The things that astonish, amaze or

appal
As though a jelly turned suddenly

rigid,
It has made "TAY PAY" grow suddenly

frigid I

When rivers flow backwards to their

founts

And tailors refuse to send in accounts ;

When some benevolent millionaire

Makes me his sole and untrammelled

heir;
When President WILSON finds no more

Obscurity in " the roots of the War "
;

When Mr. PONSONIJY stops belittling
His country and WELLS abandons

When the Ethiopian changes his hue
To a vivid pink or a Reckitty blue

In fine, when the Earth has lost its

solidity,
Then I shall believe in " TAY PAY'S

"

frigidity.

Duration of tha War.
"If the bid does not come early in 19717

the evidences of Germany's clamorous needs
are strangely false." Evening Paper.

Are wo downhearted ? No 1

Extract from Army Orders in the

Field :

" When Sections 3 and 4 have opened rapid
fire, and the bullets have had time to roach
the enemy, but not before, Sections 1 and 2

move up into line with No. 3 and 4."

Aren't the Staff wonderful? They think

of everything.
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SNOWING HIM UNDER.
A FORECAST OF THE NEW BRITISH WAR LOAN.
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urchaser. "\VIIAT soui OP i>oa is UK?"
Itog-Fancier.

"
"Isi, I.IDY? 'E 's A UTTLB TBDIGUEB DAWG, 'B is. AN' THIS is "is

IVl'Ii O' DAWG, BUT ALSO A PEDIGBEE."
ON THE LEAD guiiE AXOTIIUU

PETHERTON AND THE PLURALIST.

"HELIX)!" I said, "a note from
Pethertou. What can my charming
neighbour want now? "

The letter ran as follows :

SIB, I find that George, the young
maB I employ as house-hoy, has be-

coaie friendly with one of your inaids,
and I shall be glad if you wiU co-operate
with me so far as is possible in trying
to prevent their meeting, as I do not
think it desirable that there should
be further communication between
our households than is, unfortunately,
necessary.

I should not have troubled to write
to you had it not teen that George
strongly resented my interference with
his private affairs when I remonstrated
with him just now on the matter.
Servants are so deplorably independent
in these times, and men as useful as

George are so diflicult to obtain, that
I do not care to open the subject with
him again.
The maid of yours in question is the

one who goes out on Wednesday even-

ings. As that is also George's evening
out, perhaps you could arrange to let

this particular maid go out on another

evening instead.

Faithfully yours,
FREDERICK PETHKUTON.

" What confounded sauce !

"
I said 1

and replied formally as follows :

DEAR MR. PETHERTON, It must, I

am sure, be most alarming to you to

find that servants of ours are hobnob-

bing and perhaps discussing our affairs.

Unfortunately to make the alteration

you suggest would throw the whole of

our domestic staff out. I know the
maid to whom you refer; she is our

parlour-maid, and you are right in de-

scribing her as " this particular maid."
She is most particular. It is true that
men are hard to obtain for domestic

employment, even ineligibles (and I am
sure yours is that), but maids arc, if

anything, more difficult to find. My
wife had no end of trouble in procuring
this parlour-maid, and she is a treasure

whom we do not wish to lose.

I have been aware for some time
that she is engaged in the pleasurable

occupation of what is known as keep-
ing company with your factotum, hut

thought it wise not to interfere.

It is still in the air, as one might

say, that you are engaged in experi-
mental chemical work for the Govern-

ment, and 1 should have thought, and

hoped, that this would occupy your
mind to the exclusion of such trivial

affairs as servants' love-making.
Yours sincerely,

HGNUV J. FOKDYCE.

Pethertou quickly countered with :

SIB, 1 am sorry that I should have

appealed to you in vuin. It is not
a pleasure to write to you, and it is

positively distasteful to have to read

your absurd letters in reply. I passed
George in the village this evening with
his arm round your parlour

- maid's

waist. I was absolutely disgusted, and
must emphatically protest against such

familiarity even among the minor mem-
bers of our households.

Faithfully yours,
FREDEBICK PETHEBTOX.

Joyously I rushed to respond :

DEAK PETHEUTON, Your letters, on
the contrary, are a positive delight to

me. One of the reasons why I should
not like to interfere is the feeling that

it might put an end to our correspond-
ence.

Personally I cannot visualize the
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spectacle of similar familiarity between

any of tlio major members of our re-

spective households.

I myself passed your man this even-

ing as I \\iis on my v, ay to tho Vicar-

age, ami at tho moment ho was in mild

dalliance with our housemaid. I say
mild because they were only arm-in-

arm. On my return about an hour
later I passed George; again, and it is

true that this time he was with our

parlour-maid, and had his arm round
her waisl as \ou describe.

There is no doubt that the young
man has a penchant for my slatT, but

so far no Government seciets have
reached my ears, and no details of your
I

,ei-sunal doings, past, present or future.

"Carry on
"

is the motto of the day,
so why not let well alone '! 'Were you
never a young man ?

Ever yours, UARRY P'OUDYCE.

Petherton was getting very worked-

up, to judge from his reply :

SIR, I disapprove of your levity.
This is a serious matter to mo. On
your own showing George's behaviour
is scandalous, and although I should

scarcely expect yon to look at tho
matter in its proper light I should have

thought that oven you would have in-

terfered now that matters have reached
such a state. Your attitude is in-

tolerable.

I am well able to protect the Gov-
ernment's secrets, and my movements
could bo of little interest even to you,
but I do not think the society of your
maids desirable for a young man like

George. I strongly suspect that they
are having a bad influence over him.
lie is becoming careless in his work.

I accidentally overheard him say, in

conversation with the grocer's man, that
he was to nse his own expression
walking out with a Miss Parsons. Is
this either your parlour-maid or house-
maid ? or is it some third person ?

Yours faithfully,
K PETHEHTOX.

DEAR or.n CHAP (I replied), Thank
you for your cheering letter. 1 hope
neither of us will say or do anything
that would terminate this exchange
of. letters, which is keeping me from

dwelling too much on the War.
Miss I'ursons is our cook, as worthy

a young woman as over riveted ail

apple-dumpling or tossed a custunl.
She would make George an excellent
wife. Don't worry about the parlour-
maid or housemaid. They would, I am
sure, be delighted to be at the wedding.

Yours, HAHRY.

Pctherton's reply was prompt, per-
sonal and to the point :

SIR, Confound you and your entire

.

_" DIDN'T xxow WOT 'APWNESS WAS TILJ, I GOT JIAIUUED."
" AND NOW YOU'VE 'AD TO X.RAVB IT, KH?"
"WOTCHEB MEAN, LEAVE IT? I 'VE COMB BACH TO IT."

staff! You ought all to be interned, jboth of this parish," though this would
If George ever thinks of leaving me I

j

not have conveyed to you the appalling
trust it will not bo to marry one of

your household. In the name of de-

cency I must insist on your taking
strong action to end what is a positive
scandal. Faithfully yours,

FREDERICK PKTHERTON.

It was Monday before I replied, then
I wrote :

Dr.Aii FREDDY, Let us mingle our
tears. The worst is about to happen.
If you were as good a churchgoer as
one could wish, you would have been in

your pew yesterday morning, when the
banns were read out (tot the first time
of asking) "between George Goodman,
bachelor, and Emily Parsons,' spinster,

fact that your man is marrying my
entire staff all at onoc. I doubt, how-
ever, if you will be able to find cause
or just impediment, etc.

Yours, n.

The Temperance Movement in India.
" In the Punjab and Sind it has been pos-

sible to colonise uninhabited wastes, and

nourishing communities, aggregating nearly
two million inhabitants, arc supported entirely

by caual water."

JV>/. ,Srj*LEr Jiiv.v, in "
To-day."

" Gnu. Wanted, just leaving school, for

Killing Department.
''

JYori/u'iaZ Paper.

Does this mean that we are to have a

flapper in the Cabinet?
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THE FOLLOW-UP METHOD.
WHEN you respond to an advertise-

ment offering a booklet or a sample free,

you are pestered by the proprietor of the

commodity advertised with numerous
communications importuning your cus-

tom, until in sheer self-defence you make
a purchase. Now I had occasion to

answer an announcement advertising
for the services of a person with attain-

ments approximating to my own, and I

decided that, in the event of my appli-

rheumatism, chronic dyspepsia, deaf-

ness, dim sight, loss of .memory and

certainly from approaching old age. I

concluded by offering them three days'
free trial (I always do best in the first

three days) ; if I failed to give satisfac-

tion by the end of that period they
could return me without incurring any
obligation whatsoever.

Again two weeks passed away, and
there was still no answer. So I sent

Follow-up Letter No. 3.

In this I announced a Special Offer,

cation attracting no response, I would
; viz., a reduction of twenty pounds ster-

adopt the methods indicated above.

Fur the benefit of others 1 give
below a record of my procedure
and the result.

My first letter detailed my quali-

fications, which were very excep- 1

tional; explained that my intelli-

gence and industry were far above I

the average ;
that I was morbidly

conscientious, and willing to sacri-
j

fice all my own interests for the

needs of the firm
;
that the reason i

for leaving my last position was
j

solely a matter of circumstances
j

over which I had no control, and
'

that at an interview, which I !

craved, I would. explain everything i

to everybody's satisfaction and

prove my perfect eligibility for the

post. And so forth.

I waited a fortnight. There was
j

no reply. I therefore despatched
a follow-up letter. I explained my
regret at receiving no response to

j

letter No. 1, and suggested that
j

perhaps it had been inadvertently ;

overlooked, or had gone astray in

transit. Alternatively I hinted that
j

perhaps the firm regarded the list
j

of my qualifications as incredibly I

pretentious, and I assured them
j

that it in no way exaggerated my
good points. I had indeed become,
if possible, even more conscientious

and industrious since I had last

written, and having recovered from
a cold in the head from which I

was then suffering I was actually

twenty pounds (20) reduction, they
would really be securing mo at thirty

pounds (30) less than my market

price.
I waited patiently for a further four-

teen days, and then sent Follow-up
Letter No. 5.

This letter wasquite brief. It made no

attempt to disguise the fact that I was
hurt at the firm's silence, and it hinted
at enquiries from other employers of

labour whose needs would have to
be considered. It intimated also
that I could not possibly bold myself

at the firm's disposal indefinitely,
and that unless a prompt reply was
received I could not guarantee
acceptance. Jiy way of a crush-

ing suggestion of niggardliness on
tiieir part 1 enclosed a stamped
addressed envelope.
An answer came by return of

post as follows :

PEAR SIR, In reply to your
letter, wo beg to say that the

vacancy to which you refer was
filled some ten (10) weeks ago.

Yours faithfully, etc.

Now I know where I am. With-
out this persistence, which is the

essence of the following-up busi-

ness, I should simply be where I

am without knowing it.

Lady Cynthia (showing wcunded Tommies tlu> an-

cestral portraits). "AND THIS is THE FIBST EARL IN

FULL FIGHTING KIT."

Tommy. "Hr. 's GOT HIS IDENTIFICATION DISO ALL

EIGHT, MA'AM."

Bacchus at the Front.

Extract from a speech by the
KAISER as reported by The Sun
(Ya-ncouver, li.C.):

"The campaign . . . had been con-
ducted according to the brilliant plans
of Field-Marshal von Hindonburg . . .

The old god of bottles directed. Wo were
his instruments and we are proud of it."

"Among some of the best-informed
bankers in the City the view taken in

this respect is one which it may be well
for the public at lar#e to have rero ited

for their own guidance. The now War
Loan, they say, will either bo the last

before the Allies impose on the enemy
their own terms of peace, or it will not."

The Times.

in better physical condition than before.

1 reminded the firm that in granting me
a preliminary interview they incurred

i no liability whatsoever.

Another two weeks went by, and still

no answer. So I despatched Follow-

up Letter No. 2.

This briefly referred to my two

previous communications, and asked

whether it was not clear to them that,

by securing my services while I was in

possession of all my faculties and
the full vigour and strength of my
being, there were advantages they
could not possibly acquire with me
in, say, another thirty years, when
I should probably be suffering from

ling (20) on the salary originally asked
if the firm engaged me within ten

days from the date of the offer.

I gave them twelve days in which to

respond, but still received no answer, so,

after allowing a further two days' grace,
I despatched Follow-up Letter No. 4,

stating that as they had evidently been

prevented from replying to my special
offer 1 had decided to extend the period
for acceptance by fourteen (14) days,

reckoning from the date of the present
communication. At the end of that

period the salary demanded would be

increased by ten pounds (10) over and
above that asked in my first application.

Thus, by. accepting the existing offer of

We had already formed the same opin-

ion, but we are glad to have it con-

firmed on such high authority.

"Barrow magistrates decided that Ideas

must not be sold after the closing hour."

Unfortunately this

Daily Sketch.

will not prevent
the bore from continuing to give you
his gratis.

Demand
"
Elderly English Girl wanted as companion

to young lady for afternoon."

Egyptian Gazette.

and supply
"The age limit for Girl Guides was formerly

18 years, but it has now been raised to 81 years

by general request." British Paper.
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Helper.
"
CEBTWSI.S., Wu.b 100 BAT

Helper.
"
COCOA, THKN, OB BOVEIL?"

Tommy. "SOMETIIIN' TO BHRINK, \v YE I-LAZK, Miss." Helper,
"
CERTAINLY., Wlr.ii *oo BAVB TEA OB COSTKB?"

Tommy. "Jfr-iTHKB, THANK-YJ:."

Tammy. "No.no. NONE or THEM 1'OB ME, Miss."

'Helper (icith asperity). "Wrxi,, WE'VE uoTKrao KI^SB EXCEIT WATER."

Tommy (earnestly). "AN 1 I DAKEN'T TOUCH THAT. D' IB SBB, ^liss, WKKX MB rATHF.n T,AT nns' Qoa nest HIS sowtl n
BEZ TO UH, 'I'VB GIVEN YE AS IRON OONSirrCTlON, AJiSYWAYj AN 1 LET SB SEE TO IT THAT SB SlVtO TAKJi ANNYT11ISO THAI 'CD
IH'KT IT ON YE.' "

THE QUEST OF KNOWLEDGE.
MH. BLAIR, the L.C.C. Education

Officer, is dissatisfied, according to Th?.

Daily Chronicle, with the questions put
ttt school examinations, on the ground
that they do not test the thoughtful-
DCSS and ingenuity of the pupil. The
" Why

"
as well as the " What "

should
be developed, and to illustrate the value
of the method proposed Mr. BLAIR sug-
gests various sample questions, e.g. :

" How do yon account for the density
of the population in Staffordshire?

" Find out from your atlas the dis-

tance from London to Glasgow. How
long would it take you to go there by
train ? What would the third-class fare

be at a penny a mile ?
" How can wo discover the minimum

conditions necessary for the germina-
tion of a bean '.'

" AmsTOTI.K remarked that- a bee will

visit one type of flower only during
one journey from the hive. Find out fPimnernel ?

if this is true, and., if true, point out
its significance from the point of view
of the flower."

As Mr. BLAIK remarks, a quest is

better than a question. We agree, and
venture to start a few more quests J

"Find out from Who's Wlio the

literary productions of Miss MARIE
COHKLLI and Mr. HALT, CAI.NK, and
trace their effect on the density of the

population of Warwickshire and the
Isle of Man respectively.

" ARISTOTLK remarked that one swal-
low does not mako a summer. Find
out whether this is true, and, if true,

explain its bearing on the thirst of the
swallow er.

"Find out on your map the distance
from Madrid to Jaffa, and state what
would ho the cost of a cargo of Spanish
onions and Jerusalem artichokes de-

livered in the London Docks.
" What is the minimum time noces-

jsary for the incubation of ;*

What are tbo statutory dimensions
of a gigantic gooseberry ? Have you
ever seen one, and if not why not ?

"

Our Youthful Heroes.
"
O.Q.M. 8. E. A. , brother of Mr. W. M.
, Kilnn i:ith, spent his third birthday in

the trenches on tho 8th inst."

lioyal Cormcall Gazette.

"One or two of tho Councillors are on war
service, and their places will be kept warm for

them. . . . Councillors and J. R.
have not once been able to Bit siuce they
donned khaki." Soutlicrn Times.

We infer that the Councillors in ques-
tion are training for the cavalry.

"Tho British licet bombaixlcd Skanika and
Scmnntoltos, south of Orfano.
Marshall's 7, Martyn's i. Wakeficld (3), Stor.o

(2), Cripps, and Turbyfield Bcoredfor tho
winners.'

'

Gloucestershire Eclut.

1 Wo like this idea of recording the names
'of the successful marksmen at once,
without wuiing for tho formal $

; patches.
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A DREAM SHIP.

OH I vs'ish I had a clipper ship with carvings on her

counter,
With' lanterns on her poop-rail of beaten copper wrought ;

I would dress her like a lady in the whitest cloth and
mount her

With a long bow-chasing swivel and a gun at every port.

]
I would sign rne on a master who had solved MERCATOB'S

riddle,

A nigger cook with earrings who neither chewed nor

drank,
Who wore a red bandanna and was handy on the fiddle,

I would take a piping bos'un and a cabin-boy to spank.

Then some fine Summer morning when the Falmouth cocks

were crowing
I would set my capstan spinning to the chanting of all

hands,
And the milkmaids on the uplands would lament to see me

going
As I beat for open Channel and away to foreign lands,

Singing
Fare ye well, lady mine,
Fare ye well, my pretty one,

For the anchor's at the cat-head and the voyage is begun,
The wind is in the mainsail, we 're slipping from the land

Hull-down with all sail making, closo-hauled with the

white-tops breaking, __

Bound for the Eio Grande.
Fare ye well !

With the flying-fish around us and a porpoise school before

us,

Full crowded under royals to the south'ard we would

sweep ;

We would hear the bull whales blowing and the mermaids

sing in chorus,
And perhaps the white seal mummies hum their chubby

calves to sleep.

We would see the hot towns paddling in the surf of Spanish
waters,

And prowl beneath dim balconies and twang discreet

guitars,
And sigh our adoration to Don Juan's lovely daughters

Till they lifted their mantillas and their dark eyes shone
like stars.

We would cruise by fairy islands where the gaudy parrot
screeches

And the turtle in his soup-tureen floats basking in the
calms ;

We would see the fire-flies winking in the bush above the

beaches
And a moon of honey yellow drifting up behind the

palms.

We would crown ourselves with garlands and tread a frolic

measure
With the nut-brown island beauties in the firelight by

the huts ;

We would give them rum and kisses ; we would hunt for

pirate treasure,
And bombard the apes with pebbles in exchange for

coco-nuts.

When we wearied of our wand'rings 'neath the blazing
Soutlern heaven

And dreamed of Kentish orchards fragrant-scented after

rain,

Of the cream there is in Cornwall and the ciuer brewed in

Devon,
We would crowd our yards with canvas and sweep

foaming home again,
-

Singittg

Cheerily, O lady mine,

Cheerily, my sweetheart true,

For the blest Blue Peter 's flying and I 'ui rolling home
to you ;

For I 'in tired of Spanish ladies and of tropic afterglows,
Heart-sick for an English Spring-time, all afire for an

English ring-time,
In love with an English rose.

Rolling home !

MISGIVINGS.

WALKING recently by Hyde Park Corner I met a man in

a comic hat. He was an elderly man, very well set up,

marching along like an old officer quite an impressive

figure with his grey moustache and grey hair, had not this

ridiculous affair surmounted him. It was not exactly a

hat, and not exactly a cap, but something between the two,
and it was so minute as to be almost invisible and wholly
absurd. Yet there was every indication that its wearer

believed that it suited him, for he moved botli with

confidence and self-satisfaction.

And as I watched him, and after he had passed, swinging
his stick and surveying the world with the calm assurance

of a connoisseur of most of the branches of life I began
to entertain some very serious and disturbing doubts. For

(thought I) here is quite a capable kind of fellow, of mature

age, making a perfect guy of himself under the profound
conviction that lie is doing just the reverse and that that

pimple of a hat suits him. No doubt, judging by the cut

of his clothes and his general soignd appearance, he stands

before his glass every morning until lie is s.vtisled. Had
he (thought 1) any accuracy of vision he would see himself

the grotesque thing he is in that idiotic little cap. But his

vision is distorted.

It was then that I began to go hot and cold all over, for I

suddenly realised that my vision might be distorted t< o.

My hat hitherto had satisfied me ; but suppose that that

too was all wrong. And then I wondered if anyone really

gets a true return from the mirror, or if we are not all

bemused: and, remembering those astounding hats in which
WINSTON used to be photographed a few years ago, I

asked myself,
" Where are we, when even the great legis-

lators can go so wrong?
"

Although all this soul-searching occurred several days

ago, I am still nervous, and I never catch sight of my
reflection in a shop window without suspicion racking me ;

while to see a smile on the face of an approaching pedestrian
is agony.
But (you will say) why not ask the hatter or some

intimate friend to select the hat for you? I guessed you
would suggest that. But it won't help; I '11 tell you why.
Some years ago I knew a fat man with a big head a

journalist of great ability who made himself undignified

by perching upon the top of that great and capable head

a little bowler. Its inadequacy had always annoyed
me, but never more so than when, on my arriving at our

.place of servitude one morning (we were on the same

paper) in a new and perfectly becoming hat, he said to

mo, "That hat's all wrong. You should never choose

a hat for yourself. I never do. I get my wife to choose

mine for me." Remembering this I am even more
unsettled than before. I see no hope.
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Mistress. "OH, IIE 's, GONK INTO THE TRENCHES, HAS HE? WELL, you MUSTN'T WOBRY."

Maid. "OH, NO, MA'AM, I'VE LEFT OFP WORRYING NOW. HE CAN'T WALK OCT WITH ANYONE ELSE WHILE HE'S THERE."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

THE idea of publishing Frederick the Great : The Memoirs

of his Reader, Henri de Catt (1758-1760) (CONSTABLE) was
that we are all so passionate against Prussianism that we
want to plank down our money for two volumesful of ob
servations at first hand about the man who was the source
and origin of that dark and swollen stream. Personally, wo
doubt the general zeal in this matter not of Prussianism
but of FREDERICK. However, DE CATT, looking at a king
from a queer angle, is extraordinarily diverting.

" Eeader
"

was a euphemism for a patient audience, including claque.
FHICDKHICK, incognito on a Dutch barge, picked up the

young scholar and marked him down as one who could
lio induced by florins and flattery to take on the job of

listening to his patron's bad French verses and his after-

dinner llutings of little things of his own, his approving
observations on his own conduct, his battles, his philosophy
of life and politics, no doubt calculating that it would all be

jotted down on fateful scraps of paper and given a favour-

able colouring for the edification of the world. Well, the great
FREDERICK put it over me all right. Frankly I rather liked

the old fellow, his old clothes (thero was at least no shining
armour swank at Potsdam in those days), his practice of

solemnly cutting capers for the benefit of his "
reader,"

though I know not explicitly what a caper is, his Billings-

gate, language, his real opinion of VOLTAIRE, his charming,
if possibly rare, acts of magnanimity, his moderation in

war, which was not all hypocrisy. In fact, if you expect an

ogre you will be disappointed. He could give the latest

Hohenzollern points in a good many directions. I ought,
of course, to add that a learnedly allusive preface by Lord
EOSEBERY graces the volume, and that the very competent
translation is by F. S. FLINT.

These are days when the more we know about Russia
and things Russian the better. Specially timely, then, is

the appearance, in an English translation, of The Fisher-

men (STANLEY PAUL), by DIMITHY GREGOROVITSH. It is a

wonderfully appealing story, which has been put into

English presumably by Dr. ANGELO RAPPOPOHT, though
he is only credited on the title-page with the authorship of

the Preface in such a way that the spirit of the original
is admirably preserved. 1 had not read a couple of pages
before the charm of the style laid hold upon mo. The story
is quite simple, concerned only with a group of peasants,
fisher-folk, living on the banks of a great river. GRKOORO-
VITSH is like TOUHOEXIEV in his devotion to peasant and

country types, but otherwise more akin to our own younger
school of realists in the minuteness of his observation.

Throughout the story abounds in character-study of a kind

that, while building up the figure with a thousand details,

will add suddenly some vivid touch that brings the whole

wonderfully and unforgettably to life. An example of this

is Akim, that perfect type of the hopeless incompetent, whose

very futility, while it rightly exasperates his fellows, makes
him a delight to the reader; so that his death, at the end
of the first part, comes with an ett'ect of personal loss. For

my own part, as poor Akim had never once before accom-
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plishod what he set out to do, I was? quite expectant of his

recovery, and proportionately disappointed. Throughout
also there aro pen-picturos of Russian scenery, full of vivid

colour; while the story itself, though inevitably in a some-

what; minor key, is never sordid or pessimistic. Emphatic-

ally therefore a hook for everyone to read who cares to

know the hesfc in the literature of our great Ally.

MAECIAKET DELANO'S \voll-proved pen gives us a spirited

all to begin again. Maybe we might forgive him that, for

of such staple are good yarns spun, but why in heaven's

name should bold Edmund Layton of Liddesdale go about
to make himself and us miserable with feckless scruples
that ruined the happy ending wo had fairly earned ? Either

lie was right to let CHARLES STUART escape that day in the

mist, in return for former generosity, or he was wrong ;

and one would have expected him to make up his mind
arid there an end, and not fret himself into a pother and

sketch of a modernist American woman in The llisimj Tide Mr. JOHN FOSTER'S story into a most inartistic anti-climax

(MURRAY). I don't quite know how this enigmatic sentence, 'over such a subtlety. All the same a rattling good tale,

which I have long puzzled over and frankly given up, came
to escape both author and reader :

" Onco Mrs. Childs said

to tell Fred her Uncle William would say it was perfect
1

nonsense." I feel sure it is not good American. However,

Freddy Payton is a young girl who tells the inconvenient

truth to everybody about

everything, and you may
guess that such candour
does not make for peace.
Mrs. Payton elects to keep
her idiot son in the house,
and Freddy thinks an asy-
lum is the proper place for

him, and says so. The late

Mr. Payton was a rake, and

Freddy derides her mother's

weeds on the ground that

the widow is really in her
heart waving flags for de-

liverance, but daren't admit
it. Freddy offers cigarettes
to the curate, which is

apparently a much greater
crime over there than here.

Freddy finally, carried along

by the rising tide, asks the-

man she loves to marry
her, mistaking his friend-

ship for something stronger,
and learns that, as the old-'

fashioned people like her
mother realise, men are

essentially hunters and
" won't bag the game if it

perches on their fists." I

wonder 1 But Freddy got
a better man the diffident I

full of hard knocks as well as bright eyes, and with more
than a smack of STEVENSON.

1'OKCK OF HABIT.
HOW AK ESCAPED rBISONEB OF WAR BBTBAVED HIMSELF.

elderly man who was waiting round the corner. In fact,

Freddy is rather a sport, and if Mrs. DELANO intended her as

a tract for the times, in the manner of Mrs. HUMPHRY WABD,
her shot has miscarried at least so far as I am concerned.

Edmund Layton, thick in the arm and at times, be it

confessed, thick in the head, was so thoroughly in love
with The Bright Eyes of Danger (CHAMBERS), and the

brighter eyes of Charlotte Macdoncll, Jaeobitess, that in the

rousing days of the YOUNG PRETENDER he not only lightly
risked his life when his lady was in need, but more than
once went out of his way to make- things quite unneces-

sarily hazardous for himself, when I or any other of his

more canny Hanoverian friends was longing to give him
warning. For instance, when that taking villain, Philip
Macdoncll, after beating him in the race for the French
treasure buried in the sands of Spey beside the sunken ship
(vide the frontispiece mystery chart), soon after fell comfort-

ably into his hands, lie had no more discretion than to take
him out to fight a duel ; whereon, as wo others foresaw,

I fancy that I ought perhaps already to know The
Wood-Carver of 'Lympm (MELKOSE), which, hailing origi-

nally from America, seems
to have made many friends

over here before reaching
me in its present form. I

am glad, more especially at

the present season, to ex-

tend a grateful welcome to

so kindly and charming a

story. 'Miss MARY E.

WALLER has written a

singularly refreshing and

happy book, full of passages
that reveal a great sym-
pathy for country life and
the hearts of simple people.

Hugh Armstrong, the central

figure, is a youth in a New
England mountain farm,
condemned to perpetual in-

activity through an acci-

dent. "At the beginning of

the story we see him, in the

depths of misery, visited by
a casual passenger from the

stage coach, whose atten-

tion has been caught by
his story as related by
the driver. Thenceforward

things mend for Armstrong.
The stranger interests him in

wood-carving: orders pour
in, which help to bring com-

fort to the farm ; books and letters arrive from unknown city
dwellers. Thus the tale is a record of increasing happiness,
but kept (an important thing) from cloying by the tragedy

upon which it is built. If you will not be put off by American
dialect or by the rather startling discovery that one of the

kindliest characters is named Franz, you will, I believe, find

a brief stay upon 'Lympus most beneficial to your spirits.

How to deal with your Banker.
"The baukors of General Chang Tsolin, the Military Governor of

Mukden, who suffered from financial troubles, were summarily exe-

cuted by shooting on the charge of having disturbed the money
market." Shanghai Mercury.

" The I>arI>daI>neDlDloDs Commissioners sat agaia to-day at the

House of Iiords, when General Sir John Maxwell was examined."
Provincial Paper.

Please do not imagine that that is what the gallant officer

called them.

"A IiAitaE BLACK I>oa, no colour, strayed.'* The Times.

THE LUCKV BLACK CAT, in all colours, made to order." The Queen,

the wily villain incontinently disappeared and the fun was
|
This is the kind of thing that drives a chameleon mad.
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CHARIVARIA.
"TtiKV knosv nothing the

War in Greenland," said M. D\.M; \ \KI>

IrN.sK.x to a contemporary, and now

jthe IntdligeneePDepartment is wonder-

ing whether it didn't perhaps choose

11 10 wrong colour after all for its tabs.
* *
*

Tho Governor of Greenland, giving
evidence in the Prize Court last week,
was greatly interested to learn that

there was a well-known hymn, entitled
" From Greenland's Icy Mountains."

Ho was, however, inclined to

think that the unfortunate refer-

ence to tlio rigorous nature of

tho cliinatu would be resented by
the local Publicity Committee, to

whoso notice he would feel it his

duty to bring the matter when
they were next thawed out.

* *

Lord DBVOHPOBT has estab-

lished his own Press Bureau, and
it, in rumoured that the Press

Bureau is about to appoint its

own Food Controller.
* *

The American Line has ad-

vanced its First-Class fares by
three pounds. It is hoped that

this will effectually discourage
Mr. HENBY FOBD from visiting

Europe for some time to come.
* *
*

The. Times Literary Supple-
ment has received 335 books of

original verse in 1916. And still

tlm authorities pretend that

juvenile crime is confined to the

East End.
'*

A telegram despatched from
London on January 2'2nd, 1906,
which contained a polling result of

the General Election then in pro-
., has just been received by a

William resident, who told the

messenger there was no reply.
* *
*

"If agriculture is to flourish," says
77/c Daily Mail,

"
it must l>e so con-

ducted as to pay." It is just this

sordid commercialism that distorts the
Carmelite point of view.

* *
#

The German Union for the Develop-
ment of the German Language have
sent a petition to the CHANCELLOU,
asking that in any future Peace nego-
tiations tho German language should
bo used. Will

never cease?

ing the purloin- clean for tho sake of its

will bo easily understood by those

who appreciate (lie fuitidioui taste of

the 1'ig- * *
*

A Hungarian paper complains that

tho Government treats tho War us if it

were merely a family affair. This con-

trasts unfavourably with tho more

broadly hospitable attitude of the

Allies, who have made it abundantly
clear that so far as they are concerned

anyone is welcome to join in and help
their side.

stroy tho insect pests. A Peterborough
fanner has wrilton a poc'n in The l>ii/!;/

/.'
;/>/(.'..%' against theso pests, but wo

fancy that if a permanent improvement
is to bo effected it will be necessary to

adopt much sterner measures than this.
* *
#

Tho recent vagaries of the Weather
Controller are said to be due to ono
of the now railway regulations, by
which you are required to " Show all

seasons, please." # *

Even Nature seems upset by the
War. According to The Evening
Standard primroses are blooming
in a Harrow garden, while only
the other day a pair of whito spats
were to be soon iu tho Strand.

Another Glimpse of the Obvious.

From the "
Standing Orders

"

of a Military Hospital :

"Officers confined to their bods will

have their meals iu their rooms."

Anxious Mother. "NEVKB MIND ABOUT YOUII BHOTHEB.
MAUD. 'OLD THE CMBRELLKB OVBB THB SUGAR I

"

" A gale of great fury raged at

Sheffield early on Tuesday morning.
Much damage was done in the city
and outlying districts, a number of

beings being unroofed."
Yorkshire Paper.

Several others have been noticed

to have a tile loose.

"The welcome, amounting to an
oration, which heralded the Prime Min-

ister, waa the most remarkable feature

of a very remarkable occasion."

Daily Dispatch.

Is this quite kind to the sub-

sequent speakers ?

"By his colleagues at Bar he has
been regarded as a sound lawyer, well

worthy of the high position which he
had filled for little over two hundred

years." Englishntan (Calcutta).

Lord HALSBUBY must look to his

laurels.

German frightfulness

"
Anybody in the Carmarthen dis

trict," says tho local medical officer,

The other day a Farnham bellringer,
j

.. Mr. Clement Wragge has prepared a special

after cycling seventy miles, rang a peal weather forecast for the year 9117. His opin-

of 5,940 changes. It is not known why.

" War diet," says Professor EOSIN in

the Lokal Anzeigcr,
"
improves the

action of the heart." But what the
Germans really want to know is, what

improves a war diet?
V *

:':

Among the goods stolen from a

Grouch Hill provision merchant's the
other day were eight chooses and ten

hams. As the place was much littered

it is thought that the cheeses put up a

plucky fight. ,
: *
*

It is pointed out by experienced agri-" can keep a pig in tho parlour if they
:

culturists th'at it is useless to plant
keep it clean." The necessity of keep- potatoes unless steps are taken to de-

ion is that tho year will prove distinctly good.
New Zealand Times.

We infer that, in Mr.WBAUGB'S opinion,
the War will be over by then.

The Minimum.

Extract from a letter just received

from H.Q. in France :

" 0.0. 'B will take care that all ranks know-

that they must never parade before an Officer

Brigade, Pe%imental or Company unless

properly dresseJ, wearing at least a belt."

"The few women on tho platform were
dressed quietly, as befitted the occasion, the

smartest person present being Mr. McKouna."
Illustrated Sunday Herald.

Our contemporary might have told us

what ho wore.

VOL. CLIt.
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THE GOLFER'S PROTEST.
AUONO the shocks that laid us flat

When WILLIAM loosed his wanton hordes
There fell no bloodier blow than that

Which turned our niblicks into swords ;

And O how bitter England's cup,
In what despair the order sunk her

That called her Cincinnati up
When busy ploughing in the bunker!

Even with those who stuck it out,

Bravely defying public shame,
Visions of trenches knocked about
Would often spoil their usual game ;

Rumours of victory dearly bought,
Or else of bad strategic hitches,

Disturbed their concentrated thought
And put them off their mashie pitches.

Now comes a menace yet more rude
That puts us even further off ;

It says the nation's need of food

Must como before the claims of golf;
We hear of parties going round,
Aided by local War-Committees,

To violate our sacred ground
By planting veg. along our "

pretties."

If there be truth in that report,
Then have we reached the limit, viz. :

The ruin of that manly sport
Which made our country what it is ;

The ravages we soon restore

By conies wrought or hoofs of mutton,
But centuries must pass before

A tnrnip-patch is fit to putt on.

What I Shall we sacrifice the scenes

On which our higher natures thrive

Just to provide the vulgar means
To keep our lower selves alive ?

Better to starve (or, better still,

Up hands and kiss the Hun peace-makers)
Than suffer PBOTHERO to till

The British golfer's holy acres. O. S.

PERSONAL PARS FROM THE WESTERN FRONT.

(With acknowledgments to some of our chatty contemporaries.)

HAPPY C.-iN-C. I saw the Commander-in-Chief to-day

passing through the little village of X in an open car. He
was very quietly dressed in khaki, with touches of scarlet

on the hat and by the collar. I waved my hand to him
and ho returned the salute. It is small acts like this which
endear him to alL I noticed that the Field-Marshal was
not carrying his baton. Doubtless he did not wish to spoil
its pristine freshness with the mud of the roads.

OF COURSE. A friend in the Guards tells me that the

new food restrictions do not affect the men in the trenehe8

very seriously. Our brave soldiers are so inured to hard-

ships by now that they willingly forgo seven-course dinners.

NOT STARVING. While on the subject of food, the pic-
ture published on page 6 of to-day's issue refutes the idea

that the Hun is starving. It represents the KAISER looking
at some pigs. The KAISER can be distinguished by a X .

FASHIONS FOR MEN. Now that mid-winter is with us it is

quite a common event to meet fur-clad denizens of the

firing line. Some of the new season's coats are the hist

word in chic, one which I noticed yesterday, made of

black goat, having pockets of seal coney with collar and
cuffs of civet. The wearer's feet were encased in the latest

style of gum boots, reaching to the thigh and fastening
with a buckle. These are being worn loose round the
ankle. A green steel helmet, draped in sandbag material,

completed the costume. The field service cap was not

being worn inside the helmet.

NUMBER NINE. The Army doctors, so it seems, do not

fully understand the delicate constitution of a friend of

mine in the Blues, and sent him hack to duty after dosing
him with medicine, though he is suffering from pain in

the foot. The medicine generally takes the form of a
" Number Nine," the pill that cures all ills ;

but last time
he went on sick parade they were out of stock, and he was
given two

" Number Fours
"
and a " Number One

"
instead.

Eough-and-ready pharmacy. What ?

SPIRITED. Met my old chum, Sir William , just
back from the trenches. Dear old Billy, what cigars he
used to smoke in the good old days ! He tells me that
when on a carrying fatigue the other night one of his

men dropped the earthenware receptacle which contains

Tommy's greatest consolation in this terrible war, and

every drop of the precious liquid was spilt. Five minutes
later a Jack Johnson landed beside him and put things
right. It gave him a rum jar. Good, eh ?

WHERE TO LUNCH. I am just off to lunch with my
old pal, the Hon. Adolphus Lawr'e-Carr, of the Motor
Transport Section of the A.S.C. I have never seen him
look better than he does now, in hunting stock and field

boots, crop and spurs. He always gives one a first-class

meal.

THE NEXT PUSH. I had a most interesting conversation
the other day with Alphonse, late of the Saveloy. He is

on the G.H.Q. Staff in a position of high trust something
to do with the culinary arrangements, I believe and is, of

course, in the know. From what he told me confidentially
I can assure all my countless readers that there will be

fighting on the Western Front during 1917, and, in the
words of Mr. Hilary Bullox,

" If it is not prolonged until

next year, the present year will certainly see the end of

the War." More I cannot divulge.

Our Cautious Contemporaries.
" What can be said with truth is that business in the New Loan

for the first two days is easily AZ per cent, better for new money than
for the same period on the occasion of the last loan."

Evening Standard,

" ANCIENT ORDEB OF HIBERNIANS.

State President Pee has requisitioned a large supply of stationery ;

he announces that ho will at once begin an active canvas of the State
to revive old divisions and organize new ones." Texas Newspaper,

Just as if he were at home in dear old Ireland.

"
Athens, Wednesday.

The cx-Prcmiers who were consulted yesterday by the iKng, were

unanimously of opinion that the Entente Note was not yesterday by
the King were unanimously as its acceptance would imply that
Greece contemplated an attack on General Sarrail's rear."

Continental Daily Mail.

Yet there are some people who complain that the situation

in Greece is not entirely clear.
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THE APPLE OF DISCORD.
AUSTKIA. " WHERE DID YOU GET THAT?" GERMANY. " SPOILS OF EQUMANIA."
AUSTRIA. "WELL, IF IT'S NOT BIG ENOUGH TO SPLIT YOU MIGHT LET US HAVE

THE CORE." GERMANY. "'THERE AIN'T GOING TO BE NO CORE."*
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A WAY NOT TO PAY OLD DEBTS.
"
HUL.IX), old thing !

"
said Herbert

gloomily ;

"
lots of congrats. Lucky

devil, you,"and he sighed unobtrusively.
I had forgotten that once upon a

time Ailela had refused to walk out

with Herbert because of bis puttees,
which she said were so original that

they distracted her attention from the

way he proposed.

Remembering this now, I offered

my cousin a sympathetic cigarette,
which he, shaking himself free from

care, accepted ;
after which he

began to borrow ten pounds
an achievement which, I am
proud to say, cost him nearly

twenty minutes' hard labour.

Not so very long afterwards

Adela and I bad a honeymoon,
followed by a picture-postcard
from Herbert. lie said he was
sorry he hadn't been there to

throw boots at us, but he was

convalescing on the Cornish

Riviera, the exact spot being
marked with a cross ; also one
could not send money by post-

card, -but I was not to think- he
\v:is forgetting about that fiver

lie had borrowed.

The first part of this docu-

ment caused Adela to wonder

vaguely if wounded oiBcers ought
to convalesce in chimney-pots,
but the last words gave me some

twinges of a more sincere alarm.

Was Herbert's delusion
'

a> per-

'manency, or merely a slip of the

'pen ?
"
Adela," I decided, "let 's ask

Herbert to dinner as soon as

ever he leaves the roofs of the

British Riviera."

Then one day, when I was
writing letters in the Mess, he
strolled in. "Hullo!" he said,

"where's the C.O.? What? . . .

Oil, -thanks awfully, and . . .

Oh, I say, good Lord ! I owe

you. three quid, don't I ?
" and he

driftedly out abstractedly.
" Three !

"
I echoed dizzily, as the

door banged. I staggered home for the

week-end.
I found Adela having an excited

conversation with the telephone iu

the hall.
" Ooo !

"
she said, hanging up the

receiver,
" Herbert 's a hero. He "s

just been telling me. And he 's coming
to dinner to-night."

" 1 also," I responded with emotion,
" have a tale to unfold," and I unfolded
it.

When at last Herbert, moving mod-

estly under the burden of a newly
acquired D.S.O., arrived at the flat,

hospitality and an unaccustomed awe
withheld me from referring to so sordid

a matter as the inconsiderable decrease

in my lately-invested capital. Herbert,

however, deprecated heroics, and, as

he was saying good-night, came of his

own accord to the subject of debts.

Ho was always a conscientious fellow.
" You know, old chap," he said with

charming candour, as I saw him off

from the doorstep,
"
you must remind

me to pay up that two quid some time.

I keep forgetting, and when I do
re nembcr, like now, I haven't any !

N.C.O. " HEBE I JUST GRAB TUB OOJAH AN' DASH BOUND
TO THE TIDDLEY-OM-POM FOU HOME VIMPTY-POO 1

"

Private (ox-professor of languages) learns later that ho was
expected to fetch a bucket Of coke from the stores.

money to do it with. Cheero 1

" The
door clicked and 1 swooned.

It was very difficult; I could not
even make up my mind whether my
best policy was to stalk Hoi btri with

vigilance or to avoid him as persistently
as discipline allowed. On the one baud
he wasn't the cheque-book kind of m.iu

and he wouldn't pay me unless ho saw
me. Contrariwise, he wouldn't even if

he did, and whenever lie saw me my
original loan of ton gold sovereigns

might continue its rapid decline. Fin-

ally I decided to abstain from his

society.

Shortly after this momentous decision

the War Office sent him off to some re-

mote part of the country, and for many

.mouths our financial relations remained
unaltered at any rate in my own esti-

mation. He was still far away when
Adela II arrived, so we did our best to

hush her up ; we thought that if we
could smuggle her to, say, the age of ten

and send bier to school Herbert couldn't

possibly come and congratulate us
about her. That only shows how
much we didn't know ; for Herbert

procured some leave three weeks later

and was exc teclly mounting our stairs

within a few hours.
"
P'r'aps," whispered Adela bravely as~

be was being announced,
"

lie '11

forget about money p'r'aps
he'll even put it up a bit."

I smiled cynically, and was

justiliod ten minutes later, when
Herbert's conscience, troubled

and apologetic, reminded him
about that guinea he owed me.

At the christening it fell to

half-a-quid, and, according to

Herbert's latest allegation, it is

only his rotten memory for

posbatorders that prevents him
from sending me tliat dollar at

once.

And so, precariously, the mat-
ter rested till to-day, when the

iitial blow fell from the War
Office. Herbert and I are to

proceed to France-together next

Monday. On that-day, if 1 am
ingenious and agile enough not
to meet him bt fore, we ought to

be about all equare ; after that,

as far as I can see, there will

be an inevitable moment when
Herbert will turn to me with,

" I

say, old fellow, you can't let me.
have that ten bob you touched
me for the other day, can you ?.

Hate to ask you, but I haven't

got a sou ..." But I won't

no, I won't. I will lot my ima-

ginary debt mount up, I will let

it increase even at the rate at

which Herbert's has decreased,
but I will not pay it. Herbert,

of course, will always be kind to mo
about it, for he is a generous creature,
and every time we go into action he

will probably wring my hand and beg
me not to worry about it any more.

" Old man," he will be saying on the

twenty-ninth occasion,
"

if 1 get done

in, promise you won't bother about that

thousand pounds you owe mo remem-
ber you 're to think of it as paid."

I shall remember all right.

1

" In a corn and meal merchant's shop, where
two or three cuts are kept for business pur-

poses, the cats may l>q noun feeding all will from
the open sacks." -tijiectiitor.

This lapse on pussy's part goes nil her

against the grain.
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Barber. "MccH OFF, SIB?" War Economist. "DCBATIOS OF WAB."

POLITICAL NOTES.
BY OUR OWN PAIR OF LYNX.

THERK is unfortunately no truth in the

rumour that, in order to provide billets

for 5,000 new typists, and incident-

ally to win the War, the Government
has commandeered the Houses of Par-

liament.
* * *

The problem of the housing of the

traveller-classes when all the hotels of

London have been taken over by the

Government is now occupying both
the waking and sleeping hours (such as

they arc) of the War Cabinet, and a

special department of the Intelligence

Department has been created to deal

witli it on the roof of No. 10, Downing
Street. It has not yet been decided

whether all visitors to London should
be sent back as soon as they arrive, or

whether Sir JOSEI-H LYONS should reap
the sole benefit of their sojourn.

* * *

Although the proprietors of the Hotel
des Ainbassadeurs, Baling, and the
Grand Hotel lliche, Mile End, have
offered the Government their premises,
on the most advantageous terms to

themselves, no arrangement has yet
boon effected.

A deputation of officials- recently-
visited the Zoo and made a number of

measurements, but no decision has yet
been reached as to whether or no it

will be taken over for Government work.
* * *

There is absolutely no truth in the

statement, circulated by some wholly
frivolous or malicious person, that any
of the theatres or music-halls are to be

closed during the War in order to make

space for workers.

* * *

It is rumoured that Mr. EDWARD
MARSH may very shortly take up his

duties as Minister of Poetry and the

Fine Arts. Mr. MARSH has not yet
decided whether he will appoint Mr.

ASQUITH or Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL
as his private secretary.

* *
Meanwhile a full list of the private

secretaries of the new private secretaries

of the members of the new Government

may at any moment be disclosed to a

long-suffering public.
* * *

The latest Captain of Commerce to

be diverted from his own business for

the benefit of his country is the head
of the great curl industry. He will

have one on his sleeve, being given

commissioned rank in the Navy, and
his- special duty will be the control of

the waves of the Channel.
* *

At the invitation of the PREMIER,
whose summons came to him just as he
was entering his car bound for Pall Mall,
Mr. HARRY TATB has agreed to accept
the portfolio of the Ministry of Road
Traffic. Mr. TATE'S long experience as

a motorist and familiarity with all the

difficulties of motoring qualify him

peculiarly for this post. One of hit

first tasks will be to inquire fully into

the charges against the taxi varlet.

* * *

In spite of all rumours to the con-

trary, Lord NORTHCLIFFB will remain
outside the now Government, but hit

interest in it is, at present, friendly.
It is very well understood, however,
that everyone must behave ; for hia

Lordship, in one of his rare intervals

of expansion, has been heard to remark
that there are as good fish in the sea as

ever came out of it.

" The Bishop of Winchester proposes to cul-

tivate the park round his Palace at Fulham."
Bristol Time* and Mirror.

The Bishop of LONDON will, no doubt,
return the compliment at Famham.
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WARS OF THE PAST.

(As recorded in the Press of the period.)

VII.

From "
Tempora

"
(Rome).

Admittedly, the peril is extreme.

Crustumeriuin has fallen, and also

Ostia. However, Janieulum, the key
to the whole outer system of the

City's defences, still stands, and there

is accordingly no immediate cause

for dismay. But we are strongly of

the opinion so rapid has been
LARS PORSENA'S advance hitherto

that the bridge over the Tiher._shoiild

be at once destroyed as a precaution-

ary measure while there is yet time.

We have every confidence in the con-

tinued capacity for resistance of the

strong garrison at Janiculum, but it is

necessary to bo prepared for every

eventuality ; and if the fortress should

fall without the bridge being demolished
tho latter would inevitably be seized

by the enemy, and the -Tiber, our last

line of defence, would bo lost to us.

For the rest, the spirit of the people
is excellent. It has become almost a

truism to say that nowadays none is

for a party, but ail are for the State.

Rich and poor have learned to help and

respect each other. Indeed, in these

brave days Romans, in Rome's quarrel,
have poured out blood and treasure un-

sparingly for the common cause. We
are like a nation of brothers.

P^icard of
"
Hesperus

"
(Special

Phosphorus Edition) :

FALL
OP

JANICULUil.

From. "Hesperus" (Noon Edition').

SWIFT ADVANCE OP THE ENEMY.
WAR COUNCIL. MEETS.

IIOBATIUS TO HOLD BRIDGE-HE.iD.

CAN THE BRIDGE BE DESTROYED
IN TIME?

The Secretary to the Senate announces:
" The War Council met at the River

Gate immediately on receipt of tho

news of tho fall of Janiculum. It was
decided to accept the offer of Port-

Captain HORATIUS (S.P.Q.R.'s Own),
SruRius LARTIUS (Ramnian Regt.),
and HERMINIUS (" Titian Toughs "),
who gallantly volunteered to hold the

bridge-head in order to give time for

the bridge itself to be destroyed. All

hope of saving the town should not
therefore be abandoned.

Front our Special Correspondent,

I have just returned from the River

Gate, where 1 was, I believe, the first to

applaud one of the Patros Conscripti

(commanding the Axe -and -Crowbar

Volunteers), who set a fine example by
actually starting on the demolition of

the bridge himself. Already yon could

see the Tuscan hordes in the swarthy
dust that shrouded the Western horizon.

I was myself in a position to pick out

ASTUR, who was girt with the brand
which (I am informed by a high

authority) none but he can wield.

There is no need to describe to you
the firmament-rending yell that rose

when tho presence of tho false and
shameful SEXTUS was officially noti-

fied. One saw women who hissed

and oven expectorated in his direction,

and more than one child, I noticed,

shook its small fist at him with splendid

spirit. . . .

I am told that HORATIUS spoko out

pretty plainly to the Senate, expressing
the opinion that three men could easily
hold tho bridge-head. The gallant
officer, interviewed while ho was in the

act of tightening his harness, declined

to say much, merely expressing the

opinion that everyone has got to die

some time and that there was, after all,

some satisfaction in being killed in a

tight against odds. I confess I was

favourably impressed by tho very non-

chalance of his attitude.

Stop Press News.

LARTIUS BEAT AUNUS. HERMINIUS

BEAT SEIUS. HORATIUS BEAT Picus.

From "Hesperus" (Fourth Edition).

BRIDGE-HEAD STILL HELD.

DEATH OF ASTUR.

UNFORTUNATE MISHAP TO A LICTOR.

The Secretary to the Senate announces :

" Latest advices show that HORATIUS
has despatched ASTUR, and, though
slightly wounded in this encounter, has
been able to keep his place in the line.

Tho bridge head is still being held and
there is now a pause in the fighting.
The total enemy casualties up to the

present are estimated at: Killed, 7;

Wounded, 0; Missing, 0. Our own
casualties are : Killed, ; Wounded, 1

;

Missing, 0. A regrettable incident took

place during the demolition of the

bridge, a Lictor having sliced himself
with one of his own axes and being
compelled to relinquish his valuable
labours."

(Stop-Press News.)

HORATIUS CUT OFF.

The-bridge has been successfully des

troyed shortly after the skilful with

drawal of LARTIUS and HERMINIUS in

the face of the enemy. Wo greatly

regret to add that UOUATIUS is missing,

having failed to make good his ro! ivat

with his comrades, and must bo re-

garded as lost. (Official)

From "
Hesperus

"
(Special Home

Edition),

HORATIUS SAFE.

HOW HE SWAM THE RlVKrt.

(By our Special Correspondent.)

HORATIUS, the only oi;o of the

"dauntless three" (as they have been

already named) about whoso safety
doubts were entertained, has swum
the river and is safe. 1 saw him,
when the bridge fell, standing alone,
but obviously with all his wits about

him, despite the ninety thousand foos

before and the broad flood behind.

When lie turned round he might have

seen, I believe, from whore ho was

standing (just where, on other occa-

sions, I have stood inyeelf) the white

porch of his home. His lips parted
as if in prayer. Tho next moment,
pausing only to sheathe his ensan-

guined sword, he took a graceful dive

into the river.

Some moments of terrible tension

ensued. When at last his head ap-

peared above the surges, a cry of in-

describable rapture went up, and I am
happy to place on record the fact that

I distinctly detected a note of generous
cheering from the Tuscan ranks.

But all was not yet over. The cur-

rent ran fiercely, swollen high by
months of rain. Often I thought him

sinking and indeed nearly sent in a

message to that effect but still again
ho rose. Never, I think, did any
swimmer in like circumstances per-
form such a remarkable feat of nata-

tion. But at length he felt the bottom,
was helped ashore by myself and tho

Senate, and was carried shoulder-high

through tho River Gate. I understand

that some special recognition is to bo
made of his splendid feat.

From " Rome CJutt."

Our frontispiece this week is a family

group of brave Captain HORATIUS, to-

gether with the tender mother who

(formerly) dandled him to rest, and his

wife, who, it will be noticed, is nursing
his youngest baby. \Ve are glad to

hear that, in conformity with the prin-

ciple of settling our gallant soldiers on
the land, a goodly tract is to be given
to this popular hero. Tho story of how
he held the bridge-head will certainly
afford a stirring tale for the home-circle

for a long time to come.
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THIS IS A BIT OF ALL IUOHT, I DON'T THINK.
XRAININ', AN' NAB TIIEY MAKES A BLOOMIN' LANCKII OP ME!"

MB A-VOLBSTfiEUES 1 FOB ISPANTRY. COIN' EIGHT THROUGH

BAD-WORK.
Bob Winter is our local earner. His

old grey mare Molly or a predecessor

very like- her, driven by Bob's father

before him lias jogged into town on
market days as long as anyone in the

village can remember. The weather-

beaten, oft-patohed tilt of Bob's cart

must have heard in its day generations
of village gossip, and a mere inspection
of the cargo on the flap which lets

down at the back will provide quite an
amount of interesting information, such
as "whose new housemaid's tin trunk
bo a-goin

1

to station already, lookee,
and who be a-getten a new tyro to cos

bicycle see."

Now, however, there la a likelihood

that Bob may be called up ; and the
fate of the carrying business hangs in

the balance.
" Never mind, Bob," I said (I had

overtaken him and old Molly sauntering
up the steep hill above the village) ;

"
if

it comes to that, you know, the women-
folk will have to take turns at the

carrying while you are away. I believe
1 should make rather a good carrier."

Bob shook his head and looked
evasive.

"
No, Miss," he said,

" 'twuddn' do,
'twuddn' do at all."

" Come," 1 said,
"
you don't mean to

say Molly would be too much for me ?
"

41

No, Miss, 'tain't Molly, but well,
't.ain't no job for a lady, ain't the

carryin" ; leastways, not to my way o'

thinkin'."
" Oh, but I should get the people at

the shops to help me with the heavy
things."
Bob cleared his throat loudly and

looked more uncomfortable still. Then
at last he decided to take the plunge.

" 'Tain't the liftin' that do be troublin'

I, Miss,'' he said confidentially,
"

'tis

the 'ead-work. 1 don't believe there
be a wumman livin' could do it. There
be a tur'ble lot of 'ead-work in the

carryin' business. Why, I do think
think think roornen till night, till

what wi" one thing an' what wi'

another thing I "m sure there 's times
when I don't know if I be on my 'ead or

my 'eels. Why, I 've seen the time
when I 've a-comed in and I 've a-set

down and I 've a-said to Missis,
'

No,
Missis, I don't want no tea; I don't

want nothen only to set quiet, for I be

just about tired out with that there

thinkin'.'
" There be such a sight o* things you

do have to remember, lookeo. What
wi' the grocer, an' what \vi' the draper,
an" folks's parcels to leave an' folks's

parcels to call for, an' picken up here
an' setten down there well, a woman's
brain ain't strong enough for it, least-

ways not to my way o' thinkin' ....
"
Well, now, if 1 ain't a-gone an' for-

got to call at old Mrs. Pettigrew's for

her subscription for to get made up at

the chemist's I There, now, Miss, don't

that just show how you do 'ave to kip
on thinkin' all the time, else you be

just about sure to forget somethin' or

another? Oh yes, there be a smartish
lot of 'ead-work in the carryin' business,
an' no mistake I

"

An Enviable Post.

From a list of the new Government:
" Chancellor of the Ducky of Lancaster:

Sir Frederick Oawley." Star (Johannesburg).

" MAN, to drive horse and make himself

generally useful in nursery."
1'rovincial Press.

No doubt a rocking-horse.

From a New Zealand diocesau maga-
zine :

"
Owiiig to the continued illness of the

Vicar, which wo trust is reaching its last

stage, the services of the Church have boon
conducted by the following," etc.

The Vicar, we understand, thinks this

might have been more tactfully worded.
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I.cnj-su/ering Wife (to amateur politician). "On, ALL BIOHT. DON'T KEEP 'OLLEBIN' AT MB ABOUT THE WAR AND THE GOVEB'-

MENT! WHO DO YOU THINK YOU 'BE TALKINQ TO LORD DEVUMPOBK?"

THE PURIFIED PRUSSIAN.
[Writing in Die. Woche a well-known Baroness, a leader of Berlin

society, discusses the transformation and purification of Berlin con-

viviality by the War. Social functions accompanied by eating have

altogether ceased and given way to more refined gatherings [esthetic

afternoon teas and elegant evening parties at which the conversation

reaches heights of brilliancy unheard of in tho old carnivorous days.

Unhappily snobbery still prevails, "every class pretending to be richer

and better than they are small officials, officers, landowners, all

pretending to be millionaires, and doing their pretension shabbily."]

ONE of the loading Prussian social stars

Opines that War, although it makes for leanness,

Not only banishes discordant jars
And purifies Berlin of all uncle ainess,

But places her, hoatified hy Mars,

Upon a pinnacle of mental keenness,

Changing the cult of trencher and of bowl
To feasts of reason and o'erilows of soul.

The gross carnivorous orgies of the past
Have gone, and in their place is something finer;

Emotions of a transcendental cast

Preoccupy the luncher and tho diner;

The Hun, in short, by being forced to fast,

Has grown ethereal, more alert, diviner
;

And, purged of all incentive to frivolity,
His spcecli has almost lost its guttural qualily.

His talk, of old to stodginess inclined,

Now sparkles with, consistent coruscation,

Attaining heights of mirth and wit combined
Unknown to any previous generation,

But always exquisitely pure, refined

And spiritual, as befits the nation

In which the nicer touch was never missing
Down from great FREDERICK to blameless BISSINQ.

"Tis easy, though tho writer does not tell.

To guess the themes which prompt the brightest
sallies ;

Louvain ; the Lusitania ; Nurse CAVELL
With these Hun wit most delicately dallies ;

The wreck of Reims ; the Prussic acid shell ;

The desolation of Armenia's valleys ;

The toll of Belgian infants slain ere birth

All these excite Berlin's ecstatic mirth.

And yet a slight amari aliqtiid
Is mingled with this lady's honeyed phrases ;

Berlin society is not yet rid

Of one of its less admirable phases ;

There is, in other words, one fly amid
The precious ointment of the writer's praises ;

In every class are those who ape the airs

Of the superior nobs and millionaires.

But still, when all reserves are duly made
For negligible faults in tact or breeding,

The picture by this noble scribe displayed
Of high-browed Hundom makes impressive reading ;

For homage to convivial needs is paid
Without the faintest risk of over-feeding,

And, braced by frugal fare,.tha/Prussian brain

Soars to a perfectly celestial plane. *-.
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"'

THE ADVANTAGE OF A SCIENTIFIC
DrOWtotf Mistress (to member of class that has been laid to draw some object of natural history).

Wiiv HAVEN'T YOU DONE A. NATURAL HISTORY SUBJECT?"
James. " BUT I HAVE. I 'VE DRAWN THE BED CORPUSCLES IN THB BLOOD OF A. FBOO."

EDUCATION.
Now, JAMES, THAT is

A FLEETING DETACHMENT.
Private Albert Snape, A.S.C. (M.T.),

stepped off the footboard of X. 33, a
medieval Vanguard, and splashed his

way round to the driver. " I "in fair

sick o' this 'ere Flanders, I am," he

complained, expectorating dolorously
into the sea of mud

;

"
'sposo it 'all

be up to the blinkin' axles before Feb-

ruary ?
" He stirred the mixture with

a cautious foot.

"Not 'arf, ole sport," replied the

driver, carefully unsticking a cigarette
from his underlip.

" But yer ought to

'avu bin out larst winter, Mien yer did

'avo to sit above yerself to keep yer
tootsies dry."

" \Vot wuss than this?" exclaimed
the disconsolate one.

"Wuss!" was the withering retort.

"Wy, when I tells yer that some o'

them Naval 'Umming-birds, t'other

side o' Popinjay, fitted out an olo Blue
"Ammersmith with a pair o' propel-

lers . . . Wuss!" He exhaled scorn-

fully and gave a turn to the lubricator.
"
Any chance o' getting down Yer-

melly way ? They say it ain't 'arf bad
there." Albert brightened up at the

thought.
" '

Tain't likely," was the sharp and

unsympathetic reply.
" 'Oo do yer

think 's goin' ter do this little job if

they takes our lot away? Wy, this

'ere road is just like 'Igh 'Olborn to

me ;
I knows all the 'umps and 'ollows

blindfold."

Albert returned to the stern sheets

and considered the most feasible

method of desertion.

JIalf-an-hour later, when the day-
light had gone, X. 33, generously over-

flowing with a detachment of the 20th

Mudlarkers, was, in company with many
other vehicles, making her inharmoni-
ous way along the "

Wipers
"

road.

Judging from the plunginess of her

progress and the fluent language of the
man of oil, it was evident that some of

the "
'umps and 'ollows

" had passed
from the driver's memory. Not that

such a slight matter could damp the

spirits of the passengers. Bather it

served to entertain them.
" We 'ave gone an' fallen out of the

dress-circle this time," a voice ex-

claimed after an extra steep dive into a

badly-filled shell crater.

Albert, wet and unsociable, hung
gloomily on to the back rail.

" Carn't see wot they got to be so

blinkin' "appy abart," he muttered

savagely ;

" I don't believe it 's 'art bad
in them trenches." He ruminated

bitterly on the thought that his job
was probably the worst one on the

whole front, and made a resolve to put
the matter right.
When the final stopping-place had

been reached and the 20th Mudlarkers,
after the xisual indescribable melee,
had been put upon the path that would

ultimately lead them (if they were
fortunate enough to avoid all guides,
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plnlosophers and friends) to their

trench, the man of oil was profanely

grieved to discover that Albert Snapo
had abandoned X. 33 for the unknown.

As a matter of fact Albert had slipped

away and followed the Mudlarkors,
with hazy idea that a rifle would

fortuitously present itself. That an
extra unit could possibly be noticed

never occurred to him. Ha had a

vague intention of joining a cavalry

regiment. Very soon he lost the Mud-
larkers, and then, by an easy sequence
of events, himself.

" Wha goes there ?
"

whispered a

hoarse voice almost in his ear. It gave
him quite an unpleasant start, but, sup-

pressing his first inspiration, which was
to say the Life Guards, he answered,
H I 'in a Mudlarker !

"

" This iss the Seaforths in supporrt,"
remarked the sentry ;

"
ye '11 be in the

firrst line, na doot. Ye '11 hae to go
back, an' it 'e the firrst turnin' tao the

left, an' keep as strecht as ye can."

The Highlander stepped back into the

deeper shadows and the self-recruited

Mudlarker continued his career.

He traversed what seemed to him an
interminable number of trenches with-

out encountering anyone. There was a

reason for this lack of companionship,
but it did not at first appeal to his

imagination. Suddenly he was startled

by the vicious "
phut, phut, phut

"
of

unpleasantly close shooting, and bullets

began to splash and grease along the
bottom of the trench, accompanied by
the stutter of a machine gun.

Miraculously untouched, ho slid over
the parados and lay, sweating with

fright, in the watery furrow of a turnip
field.

The trench was one that was seldom

used, being thoroughly exposed to en-

filading fire. At stated periods through
the night a machine gun was turned on,

a proceeding which, beyond gratifying
the Huns, had no sort of effect. Albert,
in blissful ignorance of all such customs,
floundered about amongst the turnips
until he came across a Jack Johnson
crater. From this he emerged even
wetter than before. A little later he
became mixed up with some barbed
wire. The more ho tried to get away
the more inextricably he became in-

volved with it. A star shell burst over-

head, and a German sniper, seizing the
chance of a lifetime, put in four rounds

rapid fire.

Albert lost the lobe of an ear and
had his breeches shot through, but he

managed to escape from the wire and
find another furrow. Mere dampness
no longer inconvenienced him, there
were- so many other things to think

about. He crawled stealthily on his

hands and knees and found the barbed

wire again. At length he heard the

welcome sound of voices. Ho crawled

faster until he became aware that the

voices were not speaking English, This

discovery turned linn to stone. For an
hour perhaps two hours he remained
aa still as a, hare in its form.

Suddenly, blurred and crouching
figures appeared out of the night.

They moved quickly and silently. One
of them nearly trod upon his hand, but
he was too dazed to think of committing
himself to either speech or action.

" Give it 'em I

"
cried a voice a few

seconds later, and the roar of the ex-

ploding homos signified that it had
been given.

Instantly pandemonium broke loose.

Machine gun and rapid rifle fire burst,

forth from the German front trenches,
and streams of bullets swept over the

intervening ground like a gigantic hail-

storm ; then some field batteries began
to burst H.E. shrapnel above the

disturbed area, while star shells and

magnesium flares threw an uneven light
over the whole scene.

A breathless body cast itself down
beside the now completely mesmerised
Albert :

" We ain't 'arf upset the blink-

in' beehive. Lummo ! it 's
"

The prone figure suddenly became
silent, gave a convulsive kick or two
and rolled over towards the man who
still lived.

It was sufficient. Something seemed
to draw very tense in Albert's brain and
his body reeled into action.

Blindly and without coherent

thought ho ran shouting across the

field, stumbling and falling over the

slippery and uneven surface, but always
picking himself up and flinging his

body onward into the unknown.
A subaltern, who was examining a

luminous watch, received him at the

charge as he fell into an English first-

line trench. They struggled wildly to-

gether in the mud to the accompani-
ment of startling language on the part
of the subaltern.

Then Albert, having reached his limit

of endurance, had the supreme taot to

faint.

A little later, in a well-found dug-out,
the patient was refreshing himself with

copious draughts of brandy.
" Who are you, and what the devil

are you doing here ?
"

asked the still

indignant officer.

Albert did not hesitate longer than it

takes to swallow.
" Lorst me way, I 'ave, Sir. I "m

with X 33, attached to Mechanical

Transport, an' if I ain't back pretty

quick my mate '

ull fair 'ave a bloomin.'

fit."
* * * * *

As was predicted by the sagacious

man of oil, the mud upon the road
is slowly climbing towards the axles,
but in spite of this and sundry other
drawbacks it would bo hard to find a
more contented spirit than that of

Private Albert Snape, A.S.C. (M.T.).

LIONS AT PLAY.
BY A SDUALTRBN.

THE Colonel rustles his newspaper,
smites it into shape with a mighty fist,

rips it across in a futile endeavour to

fold it accurately, and, casting it furi-

ously aside in a crumpled mass, says,
after the manner of all true War Lords,
"
Umph." Whereupon the Ante-Boom

as one man takes cover

The Colonel then turns cumbrously
in his chair, permitting his eye to rove

round the room in search of the unwary
prey. He smiles cynically at the intense

concentration of the Auction parties;
winces at the renewed and unnatural

efforts of those who make music; glares

unamiahly at the feverish l>ook-worms,
and suddenly breaks into little chuckles

of satisfaction. The Ante-Room peers

cautiously round to discover the iden-

tity of the unfortunate victim, and
chuckles in its turn. The Adjutant,
checked in his stealthy retreat, hastens

back, arranges the table and chess-

board, pokes the fire with unnecessary

energy, and sits down. At once the

Anie-Eoom abandons its cover.

The Colonel begins by grasping the

box, turning it upside down, and spill-

ing the contents over the sides of the

table. The Adjutant immediately apolo-

gises for his clumsiness. The Colonel

then liberally spreads out the pieces,
selects two pawns, and offers the Ad-

jutant the choice of two fists. The

Adjutant chooses. Each fist opens to

disclose a white pawn. The Colonel's

expansive smile over his little joke

quickly turns to a frown at the Adju-
tant's exaggerated laughter. He sus-

pects tli3 Adjutant. He seizes two
more pieces, offers his opponent another

choice, but, to the latter's huge delight
and his own discomfiture, eventually
discovers that both are black. He ac-

cordingly ma'ces use of his casting
vote and selects white.

The Colonel plays a smashing game.
When it is his turn to move ho never

pauses to make up his mind. His mind
is already made up. All he has to do,

immediately the Adjutant has finished

touching up his position, is to move
the piece his eye has been piercing

throughout the long period of his

opponent's cautious deliberation. When
the Colonel moves a piece he may be

said to get there. All obstructions are

ruthlessly swept aside with a callous

indifference to Hague Conventions.
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Should a knight Imply de.-rond from

tlio clouds and settle on the correct

o it turivi'.s ino;-<> liy luek than

judgment. Tradition alle-i s Uiat when-
ever the Colonel ia eall'-d upon to move
his king iu tlio earlier ..f tin-

nil lights are turned of) from tlio

neighbouring town in aceoi-dane.e with

tin: I >e(eneo of tho lle.ihn Keg:d.--'

However true this may ho the respon-

sibility rests on tho 1'adre's capable
shoulders- when hi.-t king is moved m

i the later stage* the (Joluncl pushes it

aldiiy hy hall-S(|iiiires in a haphazard
&ad preoccupied manner. Jle

h.yvanahlv
(ills his

pi].'()
when tin: end is in sight,

hut leaves it unlimited so that he

cover his ultimate defeat hy a general
lition of matches.

On this occasion tho Adjutant skil-

fully snipes tho Colonel's queen in the
sixth move. Tho Colonel immediately
retrieves tho piece from the box, asks
where it was before, examines it, with
tho essence of loathing and revolt, re-

moves it out of his sight, and refuses

to take it back, although he had mis-
taken, it for another piece. In retalia-

tion he proceeds to concentrate all his

effectives on his opponent's qt een, and,
after sacrificing tho flower of his forces,
drives tho attack homo and gains his

objective with the greatest enthusiasm.
He remarks that tho capture was costly,
but that honour is satisfied, and would
tho waiter kindly approach within ear-

shot ?

While the Adjutant is working up
his offensive on the Colonel's right
Hawk, tho Colonel himself is making
independent sallies oa the left, unless,
of course, ho is compelled to march his

king out of a congested district into

more open country. On the rare occa-
sions when he is at a loss for a moment
what to do ho makes it a practice to

move a pawn one square in order to

gain timo. By this method, unex-

pectedly but none tho less jubilantly,
lie recovers his queen only to see it

laid low again hy enfilading tire from a

perfectly obvious redoubt.
After twenty minutes of battle the

('dlonel's area becomes positively
draughty, and the solo survivors of his

dashing hut sanguinary counter-attack,
tho king and two pawns, have assumed
the bored and callous air of a remnant
that has fought too long and is called

upon to light again. Tho Colonel has

just unceremoniously pushed his sov-

ereign to the roar with a flick of his

nervous irritated little linger. His

opponent can obviously bring him to
his knees in two moves. Instead of
which tho Adjutant brazenly coui-
"menccs with massed bands and colours

Hying to execute a masterly tactical

advance with tho whole of his com-

6 Conductor. "PASS FCRTHEB DOWN THE CAB, PIJEASr I PASS FURTHER
Tin: C.MI, i-r.KASKll (In dtiptration) ANY LADY OR OESTi4EiLt5j PRESENT KSQVT THB
GERMAN KOU 'PASS PCIITHKU DOWN THB CAB'?"

mand cavalry, infantry, church and
tanks, in order to achieve tho destruc-
tion of tho two bantam bodyguards.

This is not playing the game, and
the Colonel fumes inwardly and frets

outwardly. In the intervals of pressing
down the unlit tobacco in bis pipe with
an oscillating thumb, he alternately
pokes his king out of tho corner and

pulls it back again ;
while, his trans-

parent impulse is to scrap the board,
wreck tho ante-room and run amok.
The Adjutant continues his innocent
amusement until at last the pleasure
wanes. Tho two heroic pawns are
carried decently off, and he apolo-
getically whispers bis suspicions of a
checkmate to his commanding officer.

The Colonel brushes aside tho Mess
President's tinder-lighter, shatters the
mute triumph of the serried black ranks
of the hostile forces with one superb
elevation of the eyebrows, smashes three

matches in quick succession, and proves
that all the time his mind has been pre-

occupied with weightier matters by-

saying after tho manner of all true Wai-

Lords,
"
Umph."

Sweetness and Light.

O MATTHEW ARNOLD I you were right :

We need more Sweetness and more

Light ;

For till we break the brutal foe

Our sugar 's short, our lights are low.
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A LUCID EXPLANATION.
IT was my task to collect from their

relatives particulars as to the where-
abouts of the wounded of our neigh-
bourhood, for the purposes of our local

report. It wanted five minutes to

^welve, the sacred dinner-hour of the

British artisan ; and one name re-

mained upon my list, against which
was a pencilled note, "Eeported return-

ing home." Did that mean that he
was disabled ? And should I manage to

gather the necessary information before

the clock struck ?

I knocked at the door, which was

opened by a woman wearing a canvas

apron with a very tight string, her

head surmounted by hair-cullers and
a cloth cap.

"
Yes, thanking you kindly," she re-

plied in answer to my question,
" mo son 'as been wounded.
'Eard of it from the War Office.

This war's a shocking busi-

ness."

I expressed-my sympathy and
asked for particulars.

" Yer see, he was at Gallipoli."
"At Gallipoli? Then it must

have been some time ago ? I

understood
"

"It was this way. Me son,
'e ses to me, 'Mother,' 'o says,
'don't you worry, but I 've had
a toe took off.' 'E never was
one to put up a great shout
'bout hisself, nor nothink of

that. They took 'im down to

their base 'ospital. Leeharver 'a

the name. Perhaps you know
it?"-

I cast my mind over the

jEgean Islands, from which
Mudros sprang up very large, and every-
thing else sank into oblivion. " I 'm
afraid I don't," I owned apologetically.

"
Thought perhaps you might. L-E,

first word, H-A-Y-E-E second Lee-
harver."

"
Oh-h, to be sure, Le Havre. I

mean yes, now you mention it, I

think I have heard of it. And is your
son still there ?

"

" Me son, 'e ses the vermin there was

something shocking, and they spent all

their spare time 'unting theirselves."
" What ! not in the hospital? Oh, I

see; you mean in the trendies."
" And "im," she continued, not notic-

ing my remark, 'and 'im that partic'lar
'bout 'is linen ; couldn't use a 'andker-

chief not unless it was spotless ; must
"av a clean one every Sunday as reg'lar
as the week come round. It do seem
'ard, don't it? 'They've pinched his

sweater too. S'pose I shall 'av to get
'im another, s'pose I shall ; but it 's a

job to know how to get along these

times. And now margarine 's up this

week, that 's the latest."
" But your son," I ventured tenta-

tively
"

is his foot still bad ?
"

" Oh, "is foot 's right enough. It 's

'is teeth that 's the worry. 'E ses to

me, '

Mother,' he ses,
' afore I can do

any good I must 'ave me teeth seen to.'

Oh, this lighting 's cruel work !

"

Could he have been wounded in the

jaw? The thought was horrible, but I

remarked with affected cheerfulness,
"
Well, come, anyhow he is able to

write."

"Oh, 'e can write right enough got
the prize at school for 'rithmatic, 'e

did."
'

Yes, but I mean if he is able to

write ho can't be so very bad."
"
Oh, 'e didn't write that,. That was

August come a twelvemonth. The very

" Not as I Ve 'card on," came the

prompt reply.
"
Well, but I thought you said your

son had been wounded."
"Ah, yes, that was 'is toe, yer see;

sent 'im down to the base 'ospital,
Leeharver."

"Yes, you told me that ; but I heard
he might becoming home. I was afraid

perhaps ho was disabled."
" That 's right. 'E 's coming 'ome

right enough. Ought to be 'ere in

'bout five minutes. 'Ope 'is dinner
'asn't spiled time I've stood 'ere talk-

ing to you."
"
Well, what ?'.s the matter with him

then ?
"

I asked desperately.
" Dunno there's anything partic'lar

wrong with 'im. 'E 's going to get
married to-morrer, if that 's what you
mean. 'Ope it won't bo the beginning

~"~j of fresh troubles for 'im. But

you never know what 's coming
next."

I agreed that you never did.

"ELLO, WOT'S THE MATTER WITH 'IM?"

"SHELL BHOCK, I BECKON."

first thing they done to him was to

take out pretty near 'alf 'is teeth. The

military authorities do pull you about

something shocking."
" And where did he go after Hav

after Loshar I mean after the hos-

pital?
"

I was getting ratherbewildered.
" Oh, 'e went to theWar right enough ;

but 'is digestion 's that bad. They said

'e 'd feel a lot better onco 'is teeth was
out, but 'e ses,

'

Mother,' 'e ses,
'

you
want a mouth full of teeth to eat this

bullet beef what they give us.' Next

thing was they set him to drive them
machines."

" What machines would those be ?
"

I asked, groping for a little light.
"
Why, them motors as they use out

there. 'E got meddling with one of

'em, and it was the nearest thing 'e

didn't 'ave 'is 'and in a jelly; the

machine didn't act proper, or somethink
o' that."

"And do you moan that his hand
was injured?"

LETTERS FROM MACEDONIA.
m. .

JERRY, MY LAD, We have
lost a dear friend, and with him,
alas, the piping days of peace.
No, he is not dead, or even mori-

bund, but his friendship for us
lives no longer. His name is

Feodor, and he is a Bulgar
comitadjus, or whatever is the

singular of "comitadji," and he
lived until lately in No. 2 Dug-
out, Hyde Park, just over the

way.
It is a moot point which de-

lighted us the more, Feodor's

charming manner or his exqui-
site trousers. These two characteris-

tics were the more pleasing because of

their perfect contrast ;
for whereas his

manner was refined and retiring, his

trousers were distinctly aggressive in

their flaunting shameless redness.

Feodor's appearances were at first

spasmodic. This was only natural,

seeing that he had not yet instilled

into us his own attractive habit of

laisscr alter and laisser faire, and that

his red trousers offered such a beautiful

mark.
He would appear suddenly, smile

seraphically towards us, and then dis-

appear before our snipers could get on
to him. At first of course we tried to

pot him, but gradually our ferocity

gave way to amazement and then to

tolerance. At last came a day when
Feodor climbed on to his parapet
and made us a pretty little speech.
We cheered him loudly, although we
didn't understand much of it. Next

day we brought down an interpreter
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and asked Feodor for an encore. His

second performance was even more

spirited than the first, and after a grace-
ful vote of thanks to our benefactor we
asked the interpreter to oblige.

It appeared that from his boyhood
Feodor had been apprenticed to an

assistant, piano-tuner in Varna. l!o.-,\

days of rapid promotion followed, &od
the boy, completely wrapped up in his

profession, soon became a depnu
assistant piano-timer. Then followed

the old, old story of vaulting ambition.

The youth, his head turned by
material success, sought to c Jti-.o!idate

his social posiiion by a nmni.i<,e above
his station, and <h>red to aspire to the

hand of a full piano-tuner's daughter.
The old man tried gentle dissuasion

at first, but the obstinate pertinacity of

the stripling made him graduallv lose

patience. Ho waa a halo and hearty
veteran, and when the situation came
to a climax his method of dealing with
it Wiis stern and thorough.

Seizing the hapless Feodor during
an evening call he interned him in the

vitals of a toneless Baby Grand, and for

three hours played on him CHOPIN'S

polonaise in aflat major, with the loud

pedal down. On his release Feodor
had lost his reason and rushed to the
nearest police-station to ask to be sent

to the Front immediately. His object,
he explained, was to end the War. The
Bulgar authorities thought the plan
worth trying and sent him off as a

coinitadjus ; and to these circumstances
we were indebted for Iris society.

Every day we saw more and more
of Feodor, and we grew to love him.
As to sniping him now- the idea never
entered our heads. Accordingly, while a

deafening strafe proceeded daily on both
sides of us, we remained in a state of

idyllic peace and hatelessness.
Then arrived the cruel day when the

Urass Hats came round, and a large
and important General asked us

" But are you boing offensive enough
to the enemy in front?

"

"Offensive to Feodor, Sir? Im-
possible !

"

" You must be offensive," he rejoined."
I don't think there is sufficient hate

in this part of the lino."

It was this unfortunate moment
that Feodor chose to step on to his

p:u-:ip!'. and rail out cheeifully to the
Great Alan--

" (iood morning, Johiiir !

"

For one fenae moment I thought
the General would burst. By an effort

he pulled himself together, however,
and shoi.t.'d to my troops in a voice of

thunder
" At That Person in front fifteen

rounds rapid. Fire!
"

YAe had to do it, of course, and, al-

I

lMdy(teJio Juts leeupliotcgrapiu-d for jxissport). "THIS MIOTOORATII OP ME is REALLY
DREADFUL. WHY, I LOOK UKB A GORILLA !

"

Photographer. "I'M VERY BORIIY, LADY; BUT, YOU SUB, THE GOVERNMENT WON'T
ALLOW tS TO TOUCH UP ANY 1'ASSi'ORT PHOTOS."

though I think most of our sights were
a little high, accidents -will happen.
Feodor emitted one unearthly shriek,
and his time back towards homo would,
if it had been taken, make a world's

championship record.

I don't think he was physically
hurt; hut his poor trousers were badly
punctured ! . . .

Our friend, Jerry, may not he lost,

but he is certainly gone behind.

Yours always, PETKK.

"From the I', utim 1 Firth to Norway, the
cM's i>f tin; P.rilish Fleet are tho*o of

Nimqimm." Yorkshire 1'ost.

Wesupposeold Dormio isasleopasusual.

" The clergy will bo pleased to hear of

parishioners who are sick." 1 aii

No doubt they mean it kindly, but it

sounds rather callous.

" HoMcrsof 15s. Gd. War Savings Certificates

anil w;rip vouchers of tlic W.ir I^xin are

acceptable over tho I 'out Olliee counter at their

faeo value." Daily News.

" ' My face is my fortune, Sir,' she

"Will anyone givo 15/- and a kind home
to a nice little brown miniature poodle dog,
3 years, ideal pet and companion ?

"

5'/K! Bazaar.

Sixpence more and the little pet could
1

buy a War Savings Certificate.
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THE FATE OF UMBRELLAS.
No. I.

From Arthur Vivian, Bury Street, St. James's, t6

Mrs. Morton, Dockington Hall, Bucks.

DEAR Mns. MORTON, Just a line to thank you very
sincerely for my delightful visit. It was like old times to

sea you all gathered together in hospitable Dockington and

to find that the War, terrible as it is, has not altogether
abolished pleasant human intercourse in England, in spite
of what the Dean said. But then Deans are privileged

persons.
I am sorry to say, by the way, that in the hurry of

departure this morning 1 took away the wrong umbrella

and left my own. I am sending back the changeling with

all proper apologies. Would you mind sending me mine?
It has a crook handle (cane) and a plain silver band with

my initials engraved on it. Please give my love to Harry
and the children.

Yours always sincerely, ARTHUR VIVIAN.

No. II.

From the Dean of Marchestcr to Mrs. Morton.

DEAR MRS. MORTON, 1 desire to thank you for three

most agreeable days spent in congenial company. You
have indeed mastered the secret of making your guests feel

at home, and Dockington even in war-time is still Dock-

ington. Pray give my warm regards to Mr. Morton and
remember me suiba-bly to the dear children. I wish they
wouldn't keep on growing up as they do ; childhood is so

delightful.
I find to my great regret that by some inexplicable

mistake I took away with, me an umbrella that is not mine.

I am sending it back to you, and shall be deeply beholden

to you if you will pack up and send to me the one I left.

It is an old one, recognisable by its cane handle (crook) and
an indiarubber ring round the shaft. Pray accept my
apologies for the trouble I am giving you.

Yours very sincerely, CHARLES MELDEW.

No. III.

From Brigadier-General Barton to his

Sister, Mrs. Morion.

DEAR MART, You gave mo a capital time. There 's a

slight difference between Dockington and the trenches.

I 'm not as a rule a great performer with clergymen, but I

liked your -Dean. By the way, when I dashed off your
man put somebody else's umbrella in with me, instead of

my own, which is a natty specimen. The one I 've got is

an old gamp with a stout indiarubber ring to it. I haven't

time to send it back. Every moment is taken up, as I cross

to France to-night. Besides, how can you pack such a

thing as an umbrella ? It 's much too long. Keep mine
till we meet again. Best love to Harry and the kids.

Ever yours, TOM.

No. IV.

From Arthur Vivian to Mrs. Morton.

DEAR MRS. MORTON, I wired you this morning asking
you to do nothing about my umbrella. The fact is I have
found it at my rooms, and I am forced to the conclusion,
that I never took it with me to Dockington at all. I am;

awfully sorry to have given you all this trouble. It shall

be a lesson to me never to take my umbrella anywhere, or

rather never to think I 'vo taken it, when, as a matter of

fact, I haven't.

Yours always sincerely, ABTHUR VIVIAN,

No. V.

Telegram from Mrs. Morton to Arthur Vivian.

Too late. Sent off somebody's umbrella to you yesterday.
Please return it to me.

No. VI.

From Mrs. Morton to her Sister, Lady Compton.
. . . \Ye had a few friends at Dockington last week, not a

real party, but just a few old shoos Tom, Arthur Vivian
and the Dean of Marchester and Mrs. Dean. Since they
went away I 've had the most awful time with their um-
brellas. They all took away with them the wrong ones,
and then wrote to me to send them their right ones. Arthur
Vivian never brought one, and whose he took away I can't

say. In fact I 've been exposed to an avalanche of returning
umbrellas, and Parkins has spent all his time in doing up
the absurd things and posting them. He has just celebrated
his seventieth birthday, and these umbrellas have ruined

j

what's left of his temper. Umbrellas still keep pouring !

in, and nobody ever seems by any chance to get the right i

one. It 's the most discouraging thing I 've ever been
j

involved in. As far as I can make out the Dean's umbrella, I

is now in the trenches with Tom. If ever I have a party
at Dockington again I shall write,

" No umbrellas by
request," on the invitations.

THE INN O THE SWORD.
A SONG OP YOUTH AND WAR.

ROVING along the King-'s highway
I met wi' a Eomany black.

"Good day," says I ; says he,
" Good day,

And what may you have in your pack ?
"

"
^'1^' a sml'V says I,

" and a song of two
To make the road go faster."

He laughed :
" Ye '11 find or the day he through

There 's more nor that, young master.

Oh, roving 's good and youth is sweet
And !

love is its own reward ;

But there 's that shall stay your careless feet

When ye come to the Sign o" the Sword."

'Riddle mo, riddlemaree," quoth I,
" Is a game that 's ill to win,

And the day is o'er fair such tasks to try
"

Said ho, "Ye shall know at the inn."

With that he suited his path to mine
And we travelled merrily,

Till I was ware of the promised sign
And the door of an hostelry.
And the Romany sang,

" To the very life

Ye shall pay for bed and board
;

Will ye turn aside to the House of Strife?

Will yo lodge at the Inn o' the Sword ?."

Then I looked at the inn 'twixt joy and fear,

And the Romany looked at me.
Said I,

" We ha' come to a parting here

And I know not who you be."

But ho only laughed as I smote on the door:
" Go, take ye the fighting chance

;

Mayhap I once was a troubadour
In the knightly days of France.

Oh, the feast is set for those who dara
And the reddest o' wine outpoured ;

And some sleep sound after peril and cara
At the Hostelry of the Sword."

'For our " National Lent
"

the War Loan.
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Pet of Hie Platoon. "I DIDN'T HALF TELL OFF OUR SERGEANT JUST HOW. I CALLED BUI A XNOCK-KSEED, PIGEON-TOED,
EYED MONKEY, AND SAID HE OUGHT TO GO TO A NIGHT-SCHOOL I"

Ecstatic Chorus. "AND WHAT DID HE SAY?"
Bill (after a pause).

" WELL, AS A MATTER OP PAC', I DON'T THINK HE QUITE HEARD ME."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

WHEN the eminent in other brandies of art take to

literature, criticism must naturally be tempered with re-

spect. This is much how I feel after reading Sir WILLIAM
RICHMOND'S Tlie Silver Chain (PALMER AND HAYWABD).
Probably, however, I should have enjoyed it more had
not the publishers indulged in a wrapper-paragraph of

such unbounded eulogy. If anybody is to call this novel
" a work of great artistic achievement," and praise its
"
philosophy, psychology, delightful sense of humour,

subtle analysis" and all the rest, I should prefer it to be
someone less interested in the wares thus pushed. For

my part I should be content to call The- Silver Chain by
no moans an uninteresting story, the work of a distinguished
man, obviously an amateur in the craft of letters, who
nevertheless has pleased himself (and will give pleasure to

others) by working into it many pen-pictures of scenes in

Egypt and Rome and Sicily, full of the glowing colour that
we should expect from their artist-author. But the tale

itself, the unrewarded love of the middle-aged
"
Philosopher

"

for the not specially attractive heroine Mary, and the sub-
ordinate very Byronic romance of Herbert and Annunziata,
quito frankly recalls those early manuscripts that most
novelists must have burnt before they were quit of boyhood,
or preserved to smile over. Still, in those winter days,
when only Prime Ministers go to Rome (and then not to

bask) and Luxor is equidistant with the moon, you may

well find respite in a book so full of sunshine and memories
of happy places; but I am bound to repeat my warning that

your fellow-travellers will perhaps not be quite such stimu-

lating society as the publishers would have you expect.

Sir THEODORE COOK has already done sound work in

dealing with German methods, and in The Mark of tlie

Beast (MURBAY) he pursues his labours a step further. So
careful is he to give incontestable proofs for the charges ho

brings against the Huns that even the most anaemic

neutrals must find a difficulty in reading this volume without

recognising the truth. Especially he emphasizes the dan-

gers of peace-making with an enemy whose whole policy
and programme have been based on lies. And if he insists

many times and again upon this point he has his excuse

in the fact that some of us are so extraordinarily forgetful
and forgiving that we cannot be reminded too often of what
the future has in store for us if we do not now remember
the past, \\ith such an absolutely flawless case in his

hands I find myself wishing sometimes that Sir THEODORE
had been less prodigal of the denunciatory language which
he hurls at Teutonic heads. Not for a moment would I

suggest that the Hun does not deserve vituperation, but I

am inclined to think that a less violent manner of attack

[

is more effective. In his own way, however, Sir THEODORE
is inimitable, and I can pay no higher praise to his book

1 than to say that I know of no War-literature so admirably
calculated to make BETHM.VNN-HOLLWEQ (" more double

than his name ") really sorry for himself.
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The War has not been lacking in fine memorials of the

dead. To what extent the Germans have commemorated
tho fallen I have no notion ; but in France and Italy
the papers constantly print tender and eloquent tributes,

usually to the young. And in England we have the same

thing too, touchingly, proudly and generously done. For the

most part such tributes are mere records, but now and then

they reconstruct ; and the most remarkable example of such

reconstruction to tho world at large, absolute creation

is the memoir of Charks Lister nDtrwm), which his

father, Lord RIBBLESDALE, and some devoted friends have,

with perfect biographical tact, prepared. But for CHARLES
LISTER'S untimely death, leading his men against the Turks

in July, 1915, most of the letters in this book would never

have been printed at all; for whatever his career might
have become and he was a man apart and bound for

distinction and however great a record were his, the

early years could not be

thus liberally illumined.

But since death decreed

that these early years
- he was not quite

twenty-eight when he
was wounded for the

third time and suc-

cumbedshould consti-

tute all his career, we
i have this notable and

J

beautiful book. If one

[

had to put but a single
i epithet to it I should

i
choose "radiant." At

Eton, at Balliol, at the

Embassies in Eorne and

Constantinople, and in

the Army, CHARLES
LISTER shed radiance.

All his many friends

testify to this. As for

his letters, they are clear

and gay and human ;

and they have also a

i sagacity that many Older

!
and more determined
observers of life might
envy ; while that one to

Lady DESBOHOUOH upon the death of his great friend,

JULIAN GHENFELL, is literature. Every pago is interesting,
but some are far more than that ; and at the end one has
almost too moving a concept of an ardent idealistic English
gentleman met too late.

motto for tho whole book. It will have, I think, a warm
welcome from Sir HEBBBBT'S many friends and admirers,
oven should it turn out to be the case that somo of his plots
have been (in his own quaintly attractive phrase) "pro-
phetically plagiarised

"
by other writers. Certainly this

welcome will not bo lessoned by the knowledge that all

profits from the sale of the volume are to go to support a

cause that, to all who love the Stage, will bo far indeed

from not mattering the fund to supplement the incomes
of the wives and families of actors at the Front. You may
regard it therefore as the lightest of comedies played, like

so many others, in the cause of charity, and put down your
money with an approving conscience.

Let no one whoso heart has been touched beyond mere
vicarious pride in the achievement of our brothers-in-arms
at the gate of Paris allow

Tfoatrical Manager. "THIS WON'T DO, you KNOW. IT'S NOT A LAUGH
IT'S A YAWN! "

Poster Artist. "WELL, THAT'S BECAUSE YOU WERE nt SUCH A HUBBY
FOK THE SKETCH THAT YOU WOULDN'T GI7B ME TIME TO LET THIS IMPBESSION
OF THE PIIOK WEAK OFF."

himself to miss the detailed

narrative of HKNIU Du-
G\RD in The Battle of
Verdun (HUTCHINSON).
A good translation by
F. APPLEBY HOLT, ra-

ther exceptional in these

days of hurried convey-
ancing, does not detract

from tho vigour and
movement of the story.

We, who only saw the

long agony through the

medium of the always
inadequate and discreet

technicalities of the com-

muniqitds, could form no
real impression of the
kind of fighting or of

the results of each phase
of it. The author has
collected the accounts
or reports, so that the

strokes and counter-

strokes (for there was

nothing passive in this

siege) of the epic com-
bats round Douamont,
Fort Vaux, the Woevre,
Malancourt, Avocourt

At first sight, perhaps, Nothing Matters (GASSELL) may
sound to you a somewhat, shall 1 say, transatlantic title for

a book published in these days, when we are all learning
how enormously everything matters. But this emotion
will only last till you have read Sir HERBERT BEERIWHM
TREE'S disarming little preface. Personally, it left me
regretting only one thing in the volume (or, to be more
accurate, outside it), which was the design of its very un-
ornamental wrapper a lapse, surely, from taste, for which
it would probably bo quite unfair to blame the writer of

what lies within. This is almost all of it excellent fooling,
and includes a brace of longish short-stories (rather in tho

fantastic style of brother MAX) ; some fugitive pieces that

you may recall as they flitted through the fields of

journalism ; with, for stiffening, a reprint of tho author's
admirable lecture upon "The Importance of Humour in

Tragedy." This is a title that you may well take as a

and the Morb Homme are intelligibly reconstructed. Com-
ment in the form of personal anecdotes of individual heroism
is added. Perhaps the most illuminating touch is in the letter

of poor Feldwebel KARL GARTNER, which was to have been

despatched to his mother by a friend going on leave, so as

to escape tho Censor's eye. It began in a mood of robusti-

ous confidence and ended (or rather was interrupted by
GARTNER'S capture) on the most despairing note. And this

was seven mouths before the most brilliant counter-attack

in the history of the War slammed the door once for

all in the face of the enemy.

"Tho scheme of utilising vacant spaces in London is being taken

up enthusiastically in the provinces." Evening Standard.

At the same time the scheme of utilising vacant spaces in the

provinces is being welcomed with similar enthusiasm in

London.
"
Vigorous complaints against tho proposal to establish an overhead

electric system of tramways in Edinburgh wore made this afternoon.

Lord Strathclyde declared that the overhead wires proposal had
electrified the citizens." Scottish Paper.

There must be something seriously wrong with the

insulation.
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CHARIVARIA.
THE birth-rate in Berlin, it appears,

is considerably lower thin year than

can quite understand this

to being bom a German
last. We
reluctance

just now.

Tho official German films of the

Battle of the Somino prove beyond
doubt that if it had
Allies the Germans
this battle.

not been for the

would have won

V
The German military authorities have

declined to introduce bathless

days. Ablution, it appears, is

one of the personal habits that

the Teuton does not pursue to

a vicious excess.
* *

Some congestion of traffic is

being experienced by the Mid-
land Railway owing to the !

j
publicity given by the FOOD- f
CONTROLLER to the Company's
one - and - ninepenny luncheon i

basket. Many people are find-
\

ing it more economical to

chase a return ticket

Midlands and lunch

train than to go, as formerly,
to one of the regular tea-shops.

U.S. Navy as "
colossally inferior" to

those submitted by a British firm.

Tho explanation is of course that the

former aro primarily designed to enforce

universal peace. *_*

A Leicestershire farmer who applied
for alien enemies to assist in farm-work
was supplied with three Hungarians
a jeweller, a hairdresser and a tailor.

His complaint is, wo understand, that

while he wanted his land to bo well-

dressed he didn't want it overdone.
* *

A widely -known nocturnal pleasure

An egg four - and- a- half

inches long and eight inches

round has been laid by a hen
at Houthover, Lewes. It is

understood that a proposal by
the FOOD - CONTROLLER that
this standard should be adopted
as the compulsory minimum
for the duration of the War is

mooting with some opposition
from Mr. PUOTHERO.

^-tiPpf^
&jjz?''~

w

;j;jy^**':'-'

" We must all be prepared
to make sacrifices," says the

lli'flnii'i- Titiji-liliitt. We under- __
stand that, acting upon this advice,
M'\enil high command officers have vol-

unteered to sacrifice the CBOWN PIUNCE.

rose-garden by a doctor in Ka.sk Essex.
Tho general idea is not new, though it

is more usual to plant a rose-garden
round your pig-sty, as a corrective.

* *

It is pointed out by an evening

paper that the official prohibition of

"fishing, washing and bat.hing" in the

St. James's Park pond is superfluous,
as the pond was dried up two years ago.
In view of the exceptional severity of

the weather the authorities will shortly

replace the offending notice by another

merely prohibiting skating.
* *

Lord ROBERT CECIL has ex-

pressed his willingness to con-
sider proposals for the reform
of the British Consular service.

The suggestion, however, that
not more than seventy

- five

per cent, of our Consular re-

presentatives should be natives

of Germany and the countries
of her Allies seems a little too
drastic.

" Without proficiency with
the gloves a man cannot make
a really ideal soldier," said

Lieut.-Col. SINCLAIR THOMSON
to the Inns of Court O.T.C.
On the other hand we still

'' have a number of distinguished
soldiers who before the War
attached paramount import-
ance to their cuffs, collars and
ties.

NATURE'S TACTLESS MIMICRY.
CURIOUS ATTITCDE ASSUMED BY TREKS IN A DISTRICT

OCCCPIED BY THE GERMANS.

to

The Dublin Corporation has decided

pay full salaries from the date of

their leaving work to those employees
who until recently have been held under
arrest for participation in the Siun Fein
rebellion. The idea of making them a

grant for Kit and Field allowances has
not yet come under consideration.

* *

German travellers, says a news item,
are forbidden to take flowers with them
into Austria. It is intended that the
funeral shall 1x5 a quiet one.

*,*
Mr. DANIELS describes the shells

made bv American factories for the

resort makes the announcement that

it is still open for business, the action

of the Court having only deprived it

of the right to sell intoxicating liquors.
We fear it will be a case of Humid
without the familiar spirit.

" Wo are not war-weary but war-har-

dened," said Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL
in a recent address. Germany, we are

happy to state, is war-weary and will

soon be Maximilian-Hardened.
ff '.:

The question as to whether war
serves any useful purpose has been
settled once for all.

" Tho War has pro-
vided many incidents for this revue,"

says a stage paper of a new production.

A pi-i-sby has
*,.*

been erected in his

use of luminous paint
is being widely advocated with
the view of mitigating the dan-

gers arising from the darkened
streets. It is pointed out that

j

the use of luminous language

j

has already proved of extreme

;

value in critical situations.
* *

" You must shorten sail,"

Chairman of the Henley
to an employer who was

said the
Tribunal
said to have an indoor staff of thirteen

servants. As a beginning he proposes
to take a reef in the butler.

It appears that a reduction in the

sale of chocolate will adversely affect

the cinema. " All my young lady
patrons,'' says a manager, "require
chocolate in the cinema." It is feared

that they will have to go back to the
old - fashioned plan of chewing the
corner of the programme.

: *

At Hull, the other day, a tram-car
dashed into a grocer's shop. No
blame attaches, we understand, to the

driver, who sounded his gong three
times.
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TO THE GERMAN MILITARY PICTURE
DEPARTMENT.

[The encijiy, in his turn, is exhibiting a film of the fighting on the

Soiumo. At the close a statement is thrown upon the screen to the

effect that the Germans have " reached the appointed goal."]

ON footer fields two goals are situated,

One, as a rule, at either end :

This for attack (in front) is indicated,

And this (to rearward) you defend ;

In your remark projected on the screen

You don't say which you mean.

If vou refer to ours in that ambiguous
And filmy phrase, why then you lie

;

And if to yours we hope to be contiguous
To our objective by-and-by,

But for the present, though the end is sure,

Your statement 's premature.

In fact to follow up the sporting image
In which you

" reach the appointed goal
"-

With many a loose and many a tight-packed scrim-

mage
Forward and back the fVght will roll,

Ere with a shattering rush we cross your lino

(This represents the 'Rhine).

Meanwhile, when you observe your team is tiring,
And wish the call of Time were blown,

To Mr. WILSON, where he stands umpiring
Gratuitously on his own,

You'll look (as drowning men will clutch a straw)
To make the thing a draw.

Pity you 've broken all the rules, for this '11

Spoil WOODHOW'S programme when at last,

Not having checked those breaches with his whistle,

He wants to blow the final blast
;

Time will be called, I fancy, when the score

Suits us, and not before. O. S.

HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.

(The KING or THE HELLENES and the RAISES :

On the Telephone.)

The King. HALLOA ! Are you there ? Halloa, halloa ! Are

you there, I say?
The Kaiser. All right, all right. Who 's talking ?

The King. KING CONSTANTINE. I want a word with the

KAISER.
The Kaiser. Ha, TINO, it 's you, is it ? Fire away.
The King. Is that you, WILLIE ?

The Kaiser. Yes ;
what do you want '? I haven't too

much time.

The King. I say, the most awful thing has happened.
The Allies have sent me an Ultimatum.

The Kaiser. A what?
The King. An Ultimatum.
The Kaiser. I say, old man, you really must speak louder

and more plainly. I can't hear a word you say.
The King. The Allies have sent mo an ULTIMATUM ! !

Did you hear that time?
The Kaiser. Yes, most of it.

The King. Wr
cll.

The Kaiser. Well.

The King. What do you think about it ?

The Kaiser. Not very much. Lots of other people have
had ultimatums and haven't been one pfennig the worse
for them.

The King. Oh, but this is the very last thing in ulti-

matums. It 's a regular ultimatissimum.
The Kaiser. What do they want you to do?
The King. All sorts of disagreeable things. For instance,

I am to move my troops to the Peloponnese, so as to get
them out of harm's way.

The Kaiser. Well, move them. What are troops for

except to be moved about? You can always move them
back again, you know. I keep on moving troops forward
and backward all the time. It '3 a mere nothing when
you onco get accustomed to it. Just you try it and see.

Anything more ?

The King. Yes ; I 'in to release from prison the followers
of the pestilential VENIZELOS.

The Kaiser. That 's unpleasant, of course, for a patent
Greek War-Lord

;
but I should tlo it if I were you, and

then you can let me know how it feels.

The King, Look here, William, I don't know what 's the
matter with you, but I wish you wouldn't try to be so

funny. You seern to think the whole affair 's a sort of

German joke. So it is, by Zeus that 's to say it 's no joke
at all.

The Kaiser. Manners, TINO, manners.
The King. I 'm sick and tired of all this talk.

The Kaiser. If you go on like that I shall not talk to you
any more.

The King. Don't say that
;
I could not bear such a loss.

But, seriously, are you going to help as you promised?
The Kaiser. I cannot help you now. You must play

for time.

The King. I 've exhausted all the possibilities of playing
for time. It wouldn't be the least good. They really mean
it this time, and they 've given me a strictly limited period
for compliance.

The Kaiser. Well, I suppose you know best, but I should
have thought you could have spun out negotiations for a

hit given them a little promise here and a little promise
there on the chance of something turning up.

The King. The long and the short of it is that you
promised to help us, but it was only a little promise here
or there, and you don't mean to keep it. I shall accept the

ultimatum.
The Kaiser. The what? The telephone's buzzing again.
The King. The ULTIMATUM ! !

The Kaiser. Oh, the ultimatum. Yes, by all means

accept it. And, by the way, I 'm publishing a volume of

my War-speeches, and will make a point of sending you an
early copy. You might get it reviewed in the Athens

papers.
The King. Gr-r-r.

Our Helpful Government.
"Don't grow potatoes where they will not grow. OFFICIAL

ADVICE." Daily ExpretS.

Journalistic Modesty.
"The sale of yesterday's Christmas Number of the Daily Gazette

already exceeds that of last year's Christmas Number by more than
50 per cent. The sell is still going on actively."

Daily Gazette (Karachi).

"
Yes, I think we have it at last I mean tho stranglehold round

(he enemy's neck. I seem to hear tho death rattle in his guttural
throat." Sunday Pictorial.

And to see the glazing of his ocular eyes.

' ' Had you shut your eyes the opening night at the Opera you might
have fancied yourself back at Coveut Garden, London, for the types
of well-turned-out men out-Englished tho English, from top hat to

varnished boot." American Paper.

That 's the worst of varnished boots ; they will creak so.
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UNMADE IN GERMANY.
BETHMAXN-HOI.LWKU. "AND TO THINK THAT I, WHO DEFENDED THE VIOLATION OP

BELGIUM, SHOULD HAVE MY HONESTY DOUBTED. SURELY I AM FRIGHTFUL ENOUGH."

[The KAISEB'S Chancellor has been attacked in a German pamphlet which ridicules his "
silly ideas of humanity," and says that

"
nobody need bo surprised at this rumour which is goiug through Germany that he has been bought by England."]
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Sergeant (after bringing his men to attention, to knock-kneed recruit).
THE COMMAND 'STAN 1 AT EASE 1

IS TO MOVE YEll BLIKKIK* "ASDS."

' WELL, THAT wiss IT, Ko. 4. ALL \ui 'YE GOT TO DO ON

THE WATCH DOGS.
LV.

Mv DEAR CHABLES, Notwithstand-

ing the reckless speed of the leave train

and the surfeit of luxuries and lack of

company on the leave boat, our gallant
warriors continue to volunteer in thou-

sands for that desperate enterprise
known as "

Proceeding on leave to the

U.K." There is however a certain

artfulness in the business, if only art-

fulness for artfulness' sake.

In the old days the ingenuity of man
was concentrated upon extending by
any means short of the criminal the

duration of the leave. When Robert

first went on leave ho was young and
innocent. He had four days given
him ; he loft his unit on tho first of

them and was back with it on the last of

them. The second time he improved
on this and left France very early on
the morning of his first day and arrived

in France again very late on the last

night of it. Then his friend John re-

garded his leave as beginning and

ending in England, which, if the leave

boat happens to be in mid-Channel at

midnight, is not a distinction without

a difference. Robert's next leave was
for seven days, and he spent nine of

them in the U.K. His explanation
was logically unassailable, but logic is

wasted on military authorities ; after

that, leave got fixed at ten days net,

ten days of the inelastic sort.

Give a man an inch and he '11 take

an ell; give him an ell and lie is no
man if he doesn't improve even on that.

Moreover, how is one to nil in the

dismal vacuum subsequent on the re-

turn from one leave otherwise than by
the discussion of subtle schemes for the
betterment of the next leave ? The
duration of it having assumed a cast-

iron rigidity, it only remained to im-

prove the manner of travelling to and
fro. John ferreted about anil became
aware of the existence of a civilian

train to the port and of a Staff boat to

the other port. He worked up a friend-

ship with a Fonetionnaire do Chemin

|

de Fer, and took the civilian train ;
lio

I

made a very natural, if very regrettable,

j

mistake on the quay, and crossed in

the Staff boat. lie was able to repeat
the friendship and the mistake on the

! return journey, and had therefore every
I reason to be proud of his efforts. Never-

! theless he firmly decided to say nothing
'

about it to anybody lest the idea should
1

get overworked. But he told Robert

in confidence, and Robert told a lot of

other people, also in confidence, and

the idea did get overworked and is now
! (vide General Routine Orders, passim)
1

unworkable.

There wiis still scope however for

I
Robert's ingenuity next time. There

|

are other ways of getting to ports than

i by train. Why hold aloof from Motor

Transport Drivers of the A.S.C. or be

|

above making a personal friend or two

| among them ? And if Orders limit the

use of cars to officers of very senior

rank, why be too proud to take a Colonel

about with you ? If when you get to

the quay the leave boat wants you, but

you don't want it, and if you want the

Staff boat and it doesn't want you, it 's

no use arguing about it. You sulk

unostentatiously in the background
until both boats are full, and then you
state a piteous case of urgent family
affairs to tho right officer, to find your-
self eventually crossing with the com-

fort-loving civilians in their special
boat. Robert was entirely satisfied

with the way ho wangled it, but, mean-

ing to wangle it again in a few months'

time, he decided to tell no one about it,

not even John. But he did tell John
as soon as he saw him, and John told

the world. Thus, a further series of

G. R. O.'s got written, published, and

very carefully brought to the attention

of all ranks.

The earth having become full of free

booklets containing watertight rules

and regulations for keeping officers to

the straight and narrow path to tho
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' WONDER 'ow THE NAVY'S OETTUJ' ON."
' Dusso. AIN'T SEES 'EM ABOUT IRATELY."

U.K., and the roads, railway-!, quays
'

and gangways being policed with !

stalwarts whom it is impossible toj
circumvent and uuwiso to push into

tho sea, tlio only remaining resource is
j

to apply to the Oflicer in Charge. I

am told, at first hand, that there is as

much variety in the reasons urged in

support of applications as there is in

the manner of the applicants. They
attempt to molt him witli piteous tales

of their future in England, to shame
him with gruesome pictures of their

recent past in France, to hustle him
with emergencies or special duties, or

to bully him with dark references to

unseen powers. I had a list of thorn

from an M.L.O. himself, who was

highly suspicious even of mo, until he
understood that I only wanted one

thing in tho world, and that was some-
one interesting to talk to while I waited
for the leave boat to sail. Instance
after instance he gave mo of the low

cunning of my species, to all of which,
as I ventured to guess, he had proved
himself equal. In the circumstances,
as he said, this might suggest some
hardness of heart on his part, but I

readily agreed, was even the first to

state, that there was no one in the

wide world more anxious to assist our

irrepressibles when bent on their hard-

earned holiday. But he just couldn't do
it. I put it for him that he was but
the powerless and insignificant agent
of an authority greater than himself.

To that he said "Yes, and No,"

always, I think, a safe answer. True,
ho had his duty to perform, and right
well he performed it, we agreed. 15ut

he had also his powers, his responsi-
bilities might he say, his scope '.' Yet,
I gathered, there were things which, not

being entirely master of himself and
his affairs, he could not do. Take my
own case, for example. I suggested
(very cautiously) that it would requiic
a very much greater authority than
himself to give relief to an ordinary
person like myself, with no stronger
reason to travel by the civilian boat
than that my whole financial future
and domestic happiness depended upon
my doing so. lie said nothing to

that ;
I gave him but a very little

chance. 1 said that I knew quite well

that ho would help mo if he could.

We were unanimous as to the kindness
of his heart, It was because I quite
realixed that he couldn't that I didn't

ask him or think of asking him. Very
soon after that we parted, I to sail for

England but not by the leave boat.

Alas! for the weakness of human
nature. I am no stronger nor more
able to he secretive than Robert, John
and the rest of the brethren. I bragged ;

and now I 'in told there is a printed
posted outside that ll.L.O.'s

office, making it a crime punishable with
death for any oflicer proceeding on
leave to converse or attempt to enter

into conversation with the M.L.O.
The only other thing I have to men-

tion to you, Charles, upon this subject,
is the application of a very earnest

young lieutenant, who, I 'in sure, would

always obey all rules and regulations,
both in letter and spirit, with scrupulous
regard. His application is worth setting
out in full :

" I have the honour to

apply for leave to tho United Kingdom
to get married from January 9th to

January l^th inclusive."

Yours ever,

HENRY.
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THREE AUGUSTS.
A WAR-TIME DRAMA.

ACT I.

,1 room in Mary Gray's flat in the West

End^August, 191 1.

There is a door n., leading into the hall.

There is also a door L., but it only
leads into a cupboard that Mary mi%
needs.

Marmaduke Beltravors, a well-dressed

man of thirty-five, is standing by a

small table pressing his suit (his

matrimonial suit, of course), but with-

out success. His bold black eyes are

flashing. Mary's lovely face (by an

ingenious manipulation of the lime-

light) is quivering.
Marmaduke Beltravers (hoarsely). I

have laid at your feet my hand, my
heart and my nourishing business, and
thus thus I am supplanted by thai

puling saint, George Jeffreys. A-ha !

[Gnaws his moustache

Enter George Jeffreys, an English
gentleman.

George Jeffreys (furiously). You here?
You hound ! You blackguard ! You . . .

Mary (realising that this is going in

be no place for a lady). The butcher
I know his ring. [Exit by door K.

G. J. (pointing fiercely to cupboard).
Go !

M. B. (going). Bah ! You triumph
now, but my day will dawn yettah.

(Starts.) What was that?

Newsboy (outside). War with Ger-

many ! War with Germany !

J}. J. War ? Then I am a pauper.
[He does not say how, but presumably
he knows best.

M. B. (ceasing to go). My day has
dawned nou\

G. J. How so ?

M. B. Your c >nscience calls you, does
it not, to enlist ? (George nods.) I have
no conscience. While you fight I shall

continue to press my suit.

G. J. (despairingly to himself). Alas !

what chance will that sweet girl have

against his dark saturnine beauty and
his wealth? (Aloud, hopefully, as a

thought strikes him) But stay war
with Germany perhaps you are a

pauper also ?

M. B. Not I, indeed. I am a maker
of munitions. A-ha !

[2'wirls his moustache.
G. J. (losing his lender). Cur!

[Exit, to enlist, into cupboard. Before
he has time to realise his mistake
the curtain falls.

ACT II.

Hyde Park, August, 1915.

A dozen energetic supers, by being ex-

tremely glad to see one another very
many times, are creating the illusion

of a gay and fashionable throng.
Enter Marmaduke Beltravers ivith

Mary. She is distraite.

M. B. (in full hearing of fashionable

throng). Darling, I have waited pa-

tiently for you. Say that you will

marry me now.

Mar;/. Marmaduko, you are rich, you
are beautiful and you are kind to mo
in your rather wicked way. But, alas !

I cannot forget the noble figure of

George my George. [Site sobs.

Enter George Jeffreys, in the uniform
of a private.

G. J. Mary !

M. B. (intervening jauntily). Well,

my man ?

G. J. (his vocabulary strengthened by

Army life). You dash blank blighter!
You ruddy plague-spot !

Mary (gazing at him with horror').

Oh, George, those clothes don't

fit ! [Sobs heartbrokenly.
M. B. (striking while the iron is hot).

Mary, you shall chooso between us,

here and now.
G. J. (yearningly). Mary, with you

to cheer me on I will win the V.C.
I swear it. My beloved, come with
me

;
there will be a separation allow-

ance.

Mary (shuddering). Not in those
trousers. I can't.

[She sivoons in Marmaduke's arms.

George raises his fist to strike Mar-
maduke. Enter Sergeant Tompkins.

Sergt.T. 'Ere, none o' that. Private

Jeffreys, 'SHUN ! Eight TURN ! About
TURN! Left TURN! Quick MARCH!

[Exit George to ivin V.C.

CURTAIN.

ACT III.

Marmaduke's Mansion in Park Lane,
August, 1916.

[Enter Mary Beltravers (nee Gray),
unhappy.

Mary. My little dog my only friend

I cannot find him. (She rummages
absently among the papers on Iter hus-

band's desk. Suddenly she snatches up a

document, reads it through and clutches

at her throat.) My husband a Ger-
man ser-py! (Site turns savage];/ on

Marmaduke, who has just entered.) So
this this is the source of our wealth !

Your munitions arm our enemies. You
play the German game.
M. B. (simply). I do. I have a birth

qualification.

Mary (wildly). But I'll thwart you;
I '11 denounce you (seizes telephone).
You shall rue the day you married a

true daughter of England.
M. B. (with sinister significance). Re-

member, Mary,
" to lovo, honour and

OBEV." Put down that instrument.

[Wiih a gesture of despair she lets, the

receiver fall, thus driving the girl at
,

SEASONABLE NOVELTIES.
THE enterprise of the London and

North -Western Railway officials, in

designing a button to obviate delays
at the gate caused by the new show-

your-season order, has (we understand)
spurred other lines to a similar in-

genuity. Below are some of the latest

novelties in ticket-substitutes.

THE POM-POM. May bo worn in any
variety of hat. Very suitable for short

travellers. A simple inclination of the

bead permits verification by the in-

spector. Made in two shades dark

green, covering any distance up to

twenty-five miles of town, or red (as
worn by anarchists and the staff of the
L. & S.W.B.), co/ering a journey up to

fifty miles.

UMBRELLA AND STICK Tors, unscrew-

ahle, faced with plate-glass, permitting
the insertion of a ticket, and its easy
verification on being thrust under the

nose of an official. Special quality

the exchange nearly frantic. Sud-

denly the door is thrown open. Enter

Captain George Jeffreys with Ser-

geant-Major Tompkins and squad
of soldiers.

G. J. Marmaduke Beltravers, n&
Ileinrich Hoggenheimer, the game
is up. (Marmaduke dashes to the win-
dow. The dozen supers outside raise a
howl of execration mingled with cries

of
"
Lynch the spy ! ") You see, there

is no way of escape.
M. B. (drawing revolver). You shall

not long enjoy your triumph. I have
but one cartridge, but perchance it will

be enough for you.

[Pulls trigger, but finds action rather \

stiff.

G. J. Look out, Mary ! These things
ara rather tricky in inexperienced hands.

[Marmaduko succeeds inputting trig-

ger. There, is a violent cx2)losion
and a large hole appears in George's
breeches.

G. J. (calmly to the baffled Marma-
duke). Bad luck ! That 's my cork one.

I lost the original when I got this.

[Touches V.C. pinned on his breast.

M. B. (annoyed). Curse, and curse

again !

[Gnawing his moustache he falls in

with squad.

Sergt.-Major T. Prisoner and escort,

'SHUN! Stand at EASE. 'SHUN. Move
to the right in fours. Form FOURS.
RIGHT. By the left, quick MARCH.

[Exeunt, leaving Mary in George's
amis. The howls of execration re-

double. Then there is a tense silence,

broken by the sound of a volley.

Gecrje. Mary, my own ! At last !

Mary. My hero.

CURTAIN.
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! C'.O. "I TELL YOU WHAT.
riKRKOT."

REAL PROBLEMS AT THE FRONT.
Mi; A MAS WHO CAS COOK CUTLETS DECENTLY, AND YOU SMALL HAVE OCR SECOND-BEST

fitted with small electric bulb for even-

ing wear.

For those who desire a really striking
mid chic novelty, that up-to-date lino,

the Great Eccentric, is reported to have

engaged a stall' of export tattoo artists,

who will puncture the date and desig-
nation of the pass upon the left cheek
of the holder. Being not only elegant
in design but practically irremovable,
these markings will form a permanent
and increasingly interesting meniLMito

of the Great War. Price according to

distance and lettering.

Tactless.
" TiiAXKsi.n INC. SERVICE on SumLi\ . Kcl>-

rnavy 18th, Canon "s last day as Vicar
of ." Midland ]',

Another Glimpse of the Obvious.

"There is very general agreement in bank-

ing circles in the City as to the satisfactory
character of the response which has already
been made to the now War Loan, but good
though it has been, the total must still be

small compared with the need, and must fall

infinitely short of the figure aimed at, whiVh.
of course, is unlimited." Sunday Times.

THE SMILE OF VICTORY.
[According to Router's Washington Cor-

respondent, women sufTragists have of late

regularly picketed the White House. When
President WILSON appears

" they deploy so

that he cannot fail to see their banners. The
President smiles broadly and passes on."]

THOUGH LODGE in the Senate makes
critical speeches

And .ROOSEVELT belligerent heresy

preaches,

Though Sufl'nigi'-.t pickets keep guard
at its portals-

Undismayed and unshaken the PRESI-

DENT chortles.

He " smiles
"

at them "
broadly

''

and
then hurries off

To type a new Note, or perhaps to play

golf;
And, while studying closely his putts,

to explore
The obscurity shrouding the roots of

the War.

To cope with cnirrgoncy once in a

way
Is nothing to facing it every day :

And that 's where the PRESIDENT'S

greatness is seen,

He's consistently cheerful and calm
and serene.

O happy idealist ! Others may weep
At the crimes and the horrors that

murder their sleep ;

You 've two perfect specifics your cares

to beguile
An oracular phrase, an implacable smile.

"A fourth headmaster wanted to know
' who would liev at Yorb when he could live

at Bournemouth?' "
Morning Paper.

The answer is
" Because there 's a ' b

'

both.in

"Terrible as this war has been, Mr. Hodge
sees that if it had not come Great Britain's

imagination. As the hypnotised goat is fate

would have been miserable beyond swallowed

by the boat-constrictor, so Great Britain would
have been absorbed by Germany."

Evening Paper.

With a little rearrangement we can

gather the general drift of the para-

graph. But "boat-constrictor" puzzles
us. Is it a new kind of submarine ?
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OUR LAND-WORKERS.
Mabel (discussing a turn for the village Red Cross Concirt). "WHAT AUOUT GETTING OUESELVES CP AS GIRLS?'
Ethel. "Yes BUT HAVE WE THE CLOTHES FOB IT?"

THE INFANTRYMAN.
THE gunner rides on horseback, he lives in luxury,
The sapper has his dug-out as cushy as can be,
The ilying man 's a sportsman, but his homo 's a long way

back,
In painted tent or straw-spread barn or cosy little shack ;

Gunner and sapper and flying man (and each to his job,

say I)

Have tickled the Hun with mine or gun or bombed him
from on high,

But the quiet work, and the dirty work, since ever the Wai-

began
Is the work that never shows at all, tho work of the

infantryman.

The guns can pound the villages and smash the trenches in,
And the Hun is fain for home again when the T.M.B.'s

begin,
And the Vickera gun is a useful one to sweop a parapet,
But the real work is the work that 's done with bomb and

bayonet.
Load him down from heel to crown with tools and grub

and kit,

He 's always there where the fighting is he 's there unless
he 's hit ;

Over the mud and the blasted earth he goes where the

living can ;

He's in at the death while he yet has breath, the British

infantryman !

Trudge and slip on the shell-hole's lip, and fall in the cling-

ing mire

Steady in front, go steady ! Close up there ! Mind tho wire !

Double behind where the pathways wind ! Jump clear of

the ditch, jump clear!

Lost touch at the back? Oh, halt in front ! and duck when
the shells come near !

Carrying parties all night long, all day in a muddy trench,
With your feet in the wet and your head in the rain and

the sodden khaki's stench !

Then over the top in the morning, and onward all you can
This is the work that wins the War, the work of the

infantryman.

Where is the Censor ?

" A woman has been fined 10 for chipping lyddite out of a shell
which had been over-filled by means of a screwdriver."

Evening Paper.

We protest against our newspapers being allowed to

nform the enemy in this way of our methods of filling
shells.
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A DEAD FROST.
PRESIDENT PIT..MALION WILSON. "THE DURNED THING WONT COME TO LIFE I"
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'I SAY, SOMEONE'S STOLEN MY CAR !

"

DEAR ME! IT WAS A NEW ONE, WASN'T iy?"
'Yes. BUT I DON'T MIND THE CAR; THERE WAS A TIN OP PETROL IN THE BACK."

OUE NEW ARMY OF WOMEN.
From Adjutant to O.C. A Company.
Your return of trained Bombers not

yet to band. Please expedite.

(Did you see O.C. B Company's hat

at church parade last Sunday ? Isn't

it positively the outside edge ?)

ELIZABETH TUDOR JONES,
Mrs. and Adjutant.

Second-Lieut. Darling to Adjutant.

I should be obliged if I could have
leave from next Tuesday, as otherwise
I shall not be able to attend the sales,

and my Sam Browne is quite the

dowdiest in the whole battalion.

JOAN DARLING,
Second-Lieut.

O.C. Signallers to Quartermaster.

Lance-Corporal Flapper of this sec-

tion has been charged for bottle, scent,

one. In view of the fact that this

N.C.O. has not been supplied with

bottle since joining this unit I take it

that such will be a free issue.

EMMA PIPP,
Lieut.

O.C. A Company to Quartermaster.

Please note fact that the boots, khaki

suede uppers, pair, one, issued yester-

day to 21537 Private B. Prig, are not

supplied with regulation Louis-Quinze
heels. The boots are therefore here-

with returned.

BOADICEA BLUNT.

Capt. O.C. A Coy.

assembles at these Headquarters on

January 31st for the purpose of inquir-

\ ing into the circumstances whereby box,
! powder, face, one, on charge of this unit,

|

became used up suddenly. The Quarter-
'

master will arrange for the necessary
;

witnesses to attend, and the proceed -

'

ings will be forwarded to the Adjutant
in triplicate.

From O.C. B Company to

O.C. D Company.
Herewith A. F. 26511, with cheque

for pay of 2773, Private O. Jones, B
Company, attached D Company, for

your attention and necessary action,

please.

(Have you heard the absolutely latest '?

The Major is engaged, and she has
\

asked O.C. C Company and the Quarter-
master to be bridesmaids ! Not that I
wanted to take it on. But think of

poor dear O.C. C ! Won't she look

too-too ? MILDRED NORTON,

Capt. O.C. B Coy.

From Adjutant to Lieut. S. 0. Marshall.

Please note that you are detailed as

a member of a Board of Survey, which

Our Military Experts,
'The invasion of Switzerland ... if ac-

complished rapidly and with luck, would
involve a threat to the French left and to the

communications with Italy."
Pall Mall Gazette.

Our own Military Expert is of opinion
that the invasion of Holland would in

very much the same way threaten the

British right and our communications
with Scotland.

" The use of barklcss dogs, sougless cats and

whispering parrots is advocated in Phila-

delphia, following on recent announcements
from the battlefields of Europe that '

brayless
'

mules have been perfected for trench and
other battle-front labours by a simple opera-
tion on the nostrils and the nerves affecting
the vocal cords." Daily Paper.

Why not speechless Presidents '?
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NURSERY RHYMES OF LONDON TOWN.

(SECOND SKKIKS.)

XVI.

MAHYI.KHONK.

Mury Lcl)ono

She gets no meat,
She never lias anything

Nice to eat ;

A supper fit

For a clog alone

Is all the faro

Of poor Mary Lebone.

She squats by the corner

Of Baker Street

And snuffs the air

So spicy and sweet

When the Bakers are baking
Their puddings and pies,

Their buns and their biscuit ,

And Banburies
A tart for Jocolyn
A cake for Joan,

And nothing at all

For poor Mary Lebone !

XVII.

SCOTLAND YARD.
" How long 's the Yard in Scotlai d '.'

Till me that now, Mother."
"
Six-and-thirty inches, Daughter,
Just like any other."

" O isn't it thirty-five, Mother? "

" No more than thirty-seven."
" Then the bonny lad that sold me plaid

Will never get to heaven."

EDVVAED.
Edward has red hair, a robust ap-

p'.'H ranee, and a free-and-easy way with

him. His free-and-easy way shows
itself chiefly in his habit of smiling

upon and waving his hand to all those

whom ho encounters on his daily walks.

Ho is talkative at times, but his voca-

bulary is limited. In my opinion it is

limited to one word, though his mother
can distinguish several words, or says
so. She must have a very much keener
ear than I have or a less rigid regard
for the truth.

You will have guessed that Edward
is under military age. To be exact,
it is thirteen months since ho first

saw the light in this troubled world.

Not that the world is a troubled one to

Edward ; on the contrary.
Edward takes his daily walks in his

perambulator upon the sea -front of

his native town. His free-and-easy
way has secured him a large circle of

acquaintance there. Elderly gentle-
men stop and speak to him, which ho
likes, so long as they do not pat his

cheek, a habit far too prevalent among
elderly gentlemen. Mothers of other
babies are loud in his praises, though

Passenger. "I HEAR THEY 'BE THINKING OP ELECTRIFYING THIS PABT OF THE LINE."

Porter. "Ay; THEY 'BE ALLVS UP TO SOME DAFT GAME. THEY'LL BE ELECTRIFYING
US NEXT."

in their hearts they are probably com-

paring him unfavourably with their

own offspring. Altogether Edward has
a cheery life.

Upon a certain day Edward fell in

with a very little man so little indeed,
that most people would have called

him a dwarf. He was walking in the
same direction as Edward, and over-

taking him, and Edward waved his

hand and smiled and waved again.
For a while the little man ignored

these overtures. But at length ho felt

obliged to return them, and remarked
to Kate, who propels the perambulator,
"Seems friendly like;" to which Kate

replied,
"
Oh, he always waves to

everyone."
Now the majority of people would

have been rather repelled by that re-

mark. For myself I may say that,

though Edward always smiles when
we meet, I do not greatly value it

because I know he smiles in the samo
way upon everyone else.

But it was not so with tho little

man. To be classed with "
everyone,"

to be placed by Edward on an equality
with the strong and graceful, sent a
warm glow to his heart.

So Edward, in his free-and-easy
fashion, had, like the boy-scouts, done
one good deed that day.

" Tho system of women and girls acting as

field labourers, ploughing and shepherding,
etc., in itself produces a rough stato of

society." Country Life.

However this roughness is to bo cor-

rected, as we see by the following :

"ARRANGEMENTS FOR TO-DAY.

Class in Elementary Polish begins, King's
College, 6." The Times.

Splendid! These colleges think of

everything.
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OUR CORRESPONDENCE COLLEGE.

So much good has notoriously been

done during the great conflict by letters

to the Press that Mr. Punch, recog-

of the solar system Value of iteration
]

able than the spectacle, which every
and undauntability. hour of the day and night affords, of

(young and vigorous men made up to

jlook like grandfathers. I am told thatIV. Range of Subject.

Every stick useful in beating dogs- the theatrical costumiers and perru-

quiers are worn to a shadow by the
overwork which these contemptible
shirkers have subjected them to, and I

call on you to use your powerful influ-

nising the importance of having this Nothing too trivial to yoke with such

branch of War- work taught to the words as "scandal" and "outrage"

young, has engaged a gentleman of Suspicion and mistrust the letter-

ample leisure and few responsibilities, writer's life-blood Necessity for be-

who hides behind the nom de guerre \ lieving everyone in office negligent or
j

ence to stop it. I am credibly informed
"
Paterfamilias," to deliver a series of

'

corrupt Reasons why it is better to
\

that if a courageous investigator visit-

instructive lectures on the subject. My write to the papers than to the indi-
; ing those funkholes.theclubsof London,

the time the student has absorbed a vidual The sacreduess of publicity i were to snatch at the bald scalps so

complete course he will be qualified to
j

Importance also of victim seeing the I much in evidence there, he would in

write to the papers on any topic, and indictment Value of Who 'a Who? 'nine cases out of ten find that they
to adopt every tone from the pleading I Postal rates for n"wsii!.ip<". -..

|
came away in his hand, revealing the

and querulous to the indig-
nant and hectoring. From

)

this can follow nothing less ;

than the complete rout of

the Germans.

SYLLABUS OF Lia-TciiEs.

I. A World in Darkness.
\

The world before news-

papers Unbearable
thought No Street and no
Man in it Unfortunate po-
sition of great Generals of

history, ALEXANDER, HAN-
NIBAL, CAESAR, etc., in lack-

ing support or criticism by
military experts Th oil-

fatal ignorance of public

opinion Serious handicaps
in the past LEONID AS
never seen at lunch by Mr.

Gossip ALCIBIADES never

stimulated by attacks in

Athens journals No brainy
j

onlooker at defeat of Ar-

mada.

Il.Thr Growth of the

Press.

The birth of a happier era

.The first English news-

paper Rapid development of the new

(6 e>

To THE
WEDDING
CAKE
LICENSE
OFFICE

chevelnre of the youthful
and fit but craven. At any
rate the experiment should
be tried. I shall, of course,
be told that the Tribunals

. arc active and vigilant and
their net so tightly drawn
that no one can get through ;

hut we all know what bung-
lers the English authorities

: are, whether at the War
Office or elsewhere. It is

, only in newspaper offices

that true efficiency 'can be

I

found. I enclose my card

and am, Yours faithfully,
" WAR-WINNER."

Analysis of above Rea-
i sons for thinking it perfect

Importance of compli-
ment to editors Estimate
of its probable result.

THE FOOD COXTUOLLER ADDS A xi;\v TEUUOK TO JUTUI.IIONY.

arm A nation made articulate Unfor-
tunate quietistic tendencies : ADDISON,
STEELIC, JoHNsoN-Foreshadowings of

, pseudonyms are hest_Danger of giving
both name and address The Knob-

V. Signatures.

Real names and pseudonyms Cases
where real names are best Cases where

I
children.

the real thing Arrival of the real

thing The Fourth Estate The Tenth . ^. ttT i mi \ t
,., ml -m-, r-.- . kerry The Dog-Whip Ihe Art of
Muse The Editor as Dictator The

I c,_ir-k.r m" r _L TV.._^....

Millennium.

Extremes.

"He spent 233 years in the
; Otli Dragoon Guards (Carbineers)

|

and commanded that famous

regiment in the Boer War."
Evening Telegraph (Dundee).
'

Sergeant ,
who is 2 years

- ; of age, is married, and has two
.S'<i;i((.' J'njtt'1', tame date.

III. The Vigilant Correspondent.

The Council of Ten and the Lion's

Mouth Importance of attending to

other people's affairs True citizenship
the improvement of one's neighbours

Neglect of one's own character a na-

tional virtue Brief sketch of Paul Pry
Brief sketch of Meddlesome Matty

Keepers of the public conscience

Human alarm-clocks Samples of re-

Self-Defence The Law Directory
Choice of pseudonyms Latin r. Kng-
lish An Advantage of "One Who
Knows "

over "Audi Alteram Partem
"

" Scrutator" bettor than "
Spectator

ah extra" "One who is doing his

bit" better than "Junius" -Reasons

for
" War-Winner

"

being the best at

present moment.

17. llodcl Letter irilh J'emftrks.

At the present moment no type of

"Mr. S. J. Rodrigo, %7idane Aratchy of

Kotahcna, who was bitten by a made bog on

Sunday, left for Coouoor last evening by the

Talaimannar train for treatment."

Ceylon Independent.

But why make bogs if they
dangerous V

forms delayed by absence of letters to !
ctter is luore effective than the follow-

il. -. ~D..n n*. TIL. rt <-.Tiis1Tt1ri4-i,i1i J-*C i-\-t n Vil J-i^/l lll'J .the Press The circulation of the blood

The law of gravity The movement
ing

SlR,- -Could anything be more deplor-

are so

From a shoemaker's advertisement :

'ROUGH Boys WELL LEATHERED."

I[iyh Jthvr Tiincs (Alherta, Canada).

The good old slipper has not outlived

its usefulness.

"To all anonymous correspondents who have

recently written to me I have the honour to

reply that they are all blackguards."
Ailt't. in Ceylon Paper.

ourselves should haveThough we
waived this honour we are

sympathy with the writer.

full
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"U! DO WKAlt YOUU KHAKI TIK, DAD, OB ELSE SO ONE WILL K.VOW YOU 'BE A SOLDIEB."

TRAVEL WITHOUT TRAINS.
*i/tj/li'.*l<-i/ by some recent remarks in

' The Observer
"
on eccentric

p!n<::-

names.)
Now that tho rise in railway fares

(At which no patriot cavils)
I I:n chained us elders to our chairs
And circumscribed our travels,

I love to play the festive game
Of astral gravitation

To any neighbourhood whoso namo
Is fraught with fascination.

1 'vo never sampled in the flesh
The varied charms of Bootle,

But mentally I find them fresh
And redolent of footle ;

And, though my steps to that resort
I never up till now bent,

Imagination can transport
My spirit into Chowbent.

Always alert upon tho track
Of rich and strange emotion,

To Pudsoy and to Wibsey Slack
I pay my fond devotion ;

My heart is in the Highlands oft,

Though age its glow enfeebles,
And soars

triumphantly aloft

At the mere sound of Peebles.

m-

The nightingale in leafy June,
I own, divinely warbles,

But equal magic fills the tune-
ful name of Scotia's Gorbals ;

And if you ever should desiro
A subject to wax funny on,

What theme more fitly can

spire
Tho Muse than Ballybunniou '.'

Some places on my astral rounds
I 'til strong upon tabooing,

On anti-alcoholic grounds
Grogport and Rum eschewing ;

But no such painful stigma robs
Proud Potto of its lustre,

Or rules out Crank and Smeeth and
Stobs,

A memorable cluster.

The pictures rising in my brain
Are strange; sometimes I muddle

'em,

Confounding Pleck with Plodder

Lane,

Titley with Tillietudlem ;

In short, it 's not a game of si iil,

Else I should scarce essay t ;

But it is harmless, costs mo nil,

And nobody need play it.

The plan is simple ; choose a spot,
Then focus with decision

Your thoughts upon it till you 've got
A clear-cut mental vision ;

And though from fact it widely errs,
Rememl>er -in conclusion

Only the man of prose prefers
Eyewitness to illusion.

From the Back of the Front.

Extract from a soldier's letter :

" DEAR MOTHKR, I am thoroughly run
;
down, and have grown so thin that when I get

1

a pain in my middle I cannot toll whether it is

a backache or a stomachache."

The choristers and I.C.U. enlivened each
station along the route by rending sacred uongs
and solos as The Kauo Express drew in."

Lagos Weekly Record.

,

' That 's torn it," said the conductor.

"Hritons never sh;ll be slaves if they will

only remember the solemn warning of the
author of the words ' To thine own self be

j
true, and then thou canst be false to any
man.' "

Letter in Scotch Paper.

One recognises the note of liberty, but

;

we fear the writer must have got
. hold of a German edition of

'

| Shakspeare."
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THE HARDSHIPS OF BILLETS.
As Jim and mo lies in hospital

gettin" better from our wounds we
talks over what we 've been through in

this War.
There was the time when we was

billeted with Mrs. Dawkins, just before

we went to the Front, which dwells in

our memories. When the billetin'

orficer introduced us into her kitchen

Mrs. Dawkins went down on the bricks

and prayed she might do her duty by
the two noble defenders of her country

she meant me and Jim who the

Lord had pleased to deliver into her

care. Then she begun unlacin' Jim's

boots. In a minute Mr. Dawkins come
in ; he said we was hearty welcome, and
was just goin' to shako 'ands with us

when Mrs. Dawkins turned on 'im and
asked 'im what he meant by standin'

there like a gawk and not unlacin'

mine. Jim and me was very uncom-
fortable.

Then some little Dawkinses come in,

Susan, Sammy, Billy and Elfreda, and
was told by Mrs. Dawkins to pay their

respecks to us, and do it proper or

she 'd know the reason why. Sammy
saluted left-'anded and she cuffed him
unmerciful. Jim and me begun to feel

regler low-spirited.
After that she set out the tea. It

was as butiful a tea as we could wish

for, cakes and jam, and bloater-paste
and sardines, and bein' hungry after a

long march we cheered up and looked

forward to enjoyin" it. As was correck

Jim 'anded all the dishes to Mrs.
Dawkins first, but she said,

"
No, thank

you, such things are for the defenders

of the country, and it is our duty to

provide them, but bread-and-dripping
is good enough for me and Mr. Dawkins
and the children."

Susan, Sammy, Billy and Elfreda

all begun to cry, and their father sat

lookin' at 'em, the picture of misery.
It clean took away our appetites. She

piled our plates with jam and sardines,

but we couldn't swaller a mouthful
with them poor kids sobbin' all round
the table. We was thankful they
was put to bed before supper. Mrs.
Dawkins fried potaters and sausages
and set 'em down in front of me and

Jim, with a jug of porter, and she

and Dawkins and a young man lodgsr
sat at the other end, behind half a

Dutch cheese and some water. All the

meals was the same.
There was only three rooms upstairs,

and Jim and mo couldn't make out how
it was we had a bedroom apiece till we
come across the lodger sleepin' on the

kitchen table, Dawkins on the mangle
and Sammy in one of the dresser

drawers. Then we asked to be allowed

to sleep together, with the lodger to one
side ; but Mrs. Dawkins said,

" I thank
the Lord we 're blessed with two good
beds in our house, and as long as I have
two defenders of the country in my
care I should like to catch anyone
belonging to me getting into either of

their beds. If we 're all getting wore
out for want of sleep we can't help our-

selves, we're doing our duty."
Then she asked Jim if he was warm

enough nights, and before he 'd time to

think he 'd blurted out ho wasn't quite.
That evening she come down shiverin'

to supper in her petticut, and said

what did it matter her catcbin' her

^leath of cold if them she had in her

care slept warm and comfortable under
her meriner skirt. We felt downright
brutes.

But what hurt us most was the way
them kids took against us. Me and
Jim is fond of kids, and we wanted to

make friends and play with 'em, but it

weren't no good. They was always
puttin' their tongues out at us when
Mrs. Dawkins' back was turned and
talkin' loud to one another: "I say,

Sammy, I 'atos soldiers, don't you?
Soldiers is greedy ; poor little children

don't have nothink where soldiers is.

Daddy 'ates soldiers too. He says his

'ome is a 'ell since the soldiers come.
'Ere they are walkin' down the street.

Quick, Billy ! Mother ain't lookin'
;

turn yer nose up at 'em same as me."
To make up for her kindness to us

Jim and me tried to do little odd jobs
about the house for Mrs. Dawkins, but

somehow it all turned to wormwood.
Wo slipped out early one Sunday morn-
in' and begun siftin' the cinders in the

backyard, but she caught sight of us
and 'bllered so at Dawkins she woke up
all the neighbours :

" How can you lay
there snorin', you great lazy good-for-

nothing, and look on while the defenders

of your country is wearin' themselves
out siftin' your cinders ?

"

Dawkins tumbled off the mangle,
thinkin" it was a fire, and ho swore
terrible at mo and Jim.
The young man lodger took against

us too. When his washin' was on the
lino we couldn't help noticin' he was

very bad oft' for underclothes, and Jim
and me, havin' more shirts and socks
that kind ladies had give us than we
knowed how to wear, we took the

liberty of wrappin' three of each in

paper with a label, "Hopin" no offence,"
and puttin' it in the chicken-'ouse

where he was in the habit of doin' his

hair. We was pleased to notice next

day he had got one of the shirts on.

Of course we made no remark
;

no
more did he. Bufc at supper-time
Mrs. Dawkins caught sight of .his

cuffs. She took the poor feller by the

collar and we was afraid she would
have shook the life out of him.

" You thievin' rascal 1

"
she said.

" To think I should 'arbour in my
house a man as ain't ashamed to rob

the defenders of his country of the

shirts off their backs !

" Then she

begun callin' for the police.
Jim and me tried to explain, but it

weren't no use. The first chance he
had the young man lodger got out

through the door. Ho come back in

half a minuto with his feet bare and
his weskit all anyhow. The shirts

and socks was under his arm.
" Damn you and yer clothes I

"
he

said, and flung 'em at mo and Jim.
It were very disheartenin'.

When it come to leavin' we felt we

ought to show our gratitude for tho

treatment wo had received by makin'

Mrs. Dawkins a little present. Bein'

of an uncommon disposition it were
difficult to choose what would please
her. I were in favour of a pink shawl ;

but Jim didn't seem to fancy givin'

anybody any more clothes. In the end
we chose a pair of earrings.

Directly wo give 'em to her we saw
we 'd done wrong. She turned on
Dawkins like a hyener.

" 'Avo I done

my duty and starved us all to death
and given them two the best in the

house and slept cold every night to be

paid in gewgaws ?
"
she said. " Didn't

I do it willin', and wouldn't I do it

agen? and are you a man or a cur that

you stand there expectin' me to put
them things into my ears instead of

behind the fire ?
"

In another minuto
the earrings was melted. It wore some
consolation to me and Jim that she
didn't refuse to shake 'ands with us

when we come away; but Dawkins did,

and so did tho young man lodger, and
all the little Dawkinses spit at us. We
never have been able to make out who
wore to blame. We thinks sometimes
it were Mrs. Dawkins.

How it strikes the Hyphenated.
An extract from Los Angeles Ger-

mania, which describes itself as " An
American newspaper printed in the
German and American languages

"
:

1 ' At last the mask is removed from the

hypocritical face of England. Tho cloven
hoof of British insolence has struck square
into the faco of Uncle Sam."

Holders of the old War Loan who are

not yet converted to conversion may be

led to a decision by the discovery that
" BONAB LAW "

spells
" War Loan ' B."

"

" LADY SECRETARY. For small Nurses'
Homo where nurses do not sleep."

Women's Employment.

Applicants should beware, as insomnia
is very catching.
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Sergeant. "KEEP YEB POINT UP LIKE YEB DOIN' wow, CAN'T YEB? You WONT NEVEB GET YEE MAN IP YEB DOS'T KEEP YEB
POINT OP. HAVE YEB NEVEB DONE NO BAYONET PBACTICE BEFORE?"

Private (just out of hospital, very bored).
"

I 'VB DONE THIS 'EBE TO THE BLOOMIN' BOSCIIES, I "AVE."

Sergeant. "On. TOO 'AVE, 'AVE YOU? No WONDEB THE WAB'S LASTED TWO AND A-'ALF YEABS."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

Do you remember a clever, gloomy story that Mr.
HUGH WALPOLE wrote, some years ago, about a pack of

schoolmasters who got so monstrously upon one another's
nerves that the result was attempted murder? I have

just been reading a new story that may be regarded as the
female counterpart of the same tragedy. Regiment of Women
(HEINEMANN) is described as a first novel; and there are
indeed signs of this in a certain verbosity and diffuseness
of attack. But it is at least equally clear that the writer,
CLF.MEXCE DANE, has the root of the matter in her. As in

the book with which I have compared it, the setting of this

is scholastic a girls' school here, with all its restricted out-

look, its small intrigues, and exaggerated friendships, merci-

lessly exposed. You will be willing to admit that it is at least

aptly named when I tell you that not till page 135 does
so much as the shadow of a man appear, and then but

fleetingly as the father of the poor child, Louise, the tragedy
of whose death is the central incident of the book. Naturally
it can be nothing else than a painful story ; in particular the

figure of Clare, the adored teacher, whose cruel egoistical

friendship, with its alternations of encouragement and

brutality, first drives Louise to suicide, and all but wrecks
the life of the young assistant-mistress, Alwynne, has in it

something coldly sinister that haunts the memory. But
of its power there can be no question. On one small point
of psychology I am at issue with the writer. I doubt
whether the child Louise could have played Arthur in the
school theatricals so marvellously as we are asked to

believe without cheering herself, by such an artistic

success, out of the temptation to suicide. But the ways
of morbidity are unsearchable, and this is no more than
an expression of individual opinion. It is not meant to

qualify my admiration for the skill of this remarkable and

arresting story.

If the long postponement of the appearance of another
novel Vesprie Towers (SMITH, ELDEH) by the lato Mr.
THEODORE WATTS-DUNTON, means (I am careful not to say
it does) that the author never intended it to see the light of

day, honesty obliges one to admit that there may have
been wisdom in that decision, for tho story of Violet Vesprie,

though touched with a certain charm and distinction, sadly
lacks the imaginative intensity of Aylwin. The plot is

commonplace, being the familiar record of how the country
seat of a once illustrious family nearly, but of course not

quite, passed into the hands of strangers when the last

of the race came to poverty. Even the inevitable flight
to London is not spared us or the heroine, and it is

really only when the writer tires of his attempted con-

ventionality that he comes more nearly to his own. The
return of Violet to her old home, for instance, is most
fortunate in its failure to follow the rules, that attractive

young lady being quite content to be whisked back in the

turning of a page from destitution in Lambeth to the place
she loves, without knowing or caring at all how the miracle

has been wrought ; while we, reader and author alike, equally
in the dark, are too happy to have her home to worry about
it either, preferring to wander with her through the dear

old rooms and let explanations go hang. Anyhow, perhaps
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one can forgive a certain amount of looseness in a story
that holds such pleasant things as a family rainbow, an

"osier ait" and a sailor-poet worshipping from afar. And
indeed, though far from brilliant, the book is really rather

lovable.

In The Leathcrwood God (JENKINS) Mr. \V. D. HoWELLB
has written a powerful and very interesting study of an
unusual theme. Religious mania, and those queer mani-
festations of it that hover uncertainly between fraud and

hysteria, have always provided a subject of attraction for

the curious. Mr. HOWELLS sets his romance in the early

days of the last century, at the backwoods settlement of

Leathcnvood, where the community of the faithful are

perturbed by the arrival amongst them of a stranger, one

Dylks, who claims divine origin and the power to work
miracles. Actually, this Dylks was about as bad a hat as

any made. He had deserted his legal wife, Nancy, and
allowed her, in supposed widowhood, to marry a de facto
husband whom she adored. So you will see that the turn-

ing up again of Number One, unrecognised and surrounded

by the trappings of god-
head and the adoration

of the Elect, creates for

Nancy a very pretty and

absorbing problem in

social ethics. But Mr.
HOWELLS has done more
than this. Having shown
Dylks as the arch-villain

and impostor that he is,

he proceeds to the sub-

tler task of enlisting our

sympathy for him. It is

this that gives the story
its higher quality. The
horror of the poor
wretch's position, driven

on by his own words,
almost, in time, coming
himself to a kind of belief

in them, haunted always
by the increasing de-

mands of his dupes, is

most powerfully portrayed. So much so that in the end
we hear of his death (by suicide or accident) with an
emotion of relief and pity that is a real tribute to his

creator. The Leatherwood God is not a long story, but for

concentrated power it deserves to be classed amongst the

outstanding work of the season.

I should call Mrs. VICTOR RICKARD a bold plotter of

course in a strictly literary sense. It must at this moment
have required some courage to make your hero an agent
of the British Secret Service. And having done this she

certainly shirks none of the unpleasant possibilities of the
situation so created. In the interest of his profession,
and for no reward save the service of his country, Marcus
Janover is called upon to sacrilice love, friendship, even his

PURCHASER
OF OUR

8OGUITWEA

personal honour,

you to discover

Just how all this comes about I leave

by The Light above the Cross Roads

(DUCKWORTH). It is a powerful and highly original story
that has the distinction of breaking entirely new ground in

war-novels. The scenes of it, laid partly in Ireland, partly
in Berlin, or behind the German lines, are themselves

guarantees of the unusual. One slight criticism that I

have to make rises from the question whether so expert an
"
agent

"
as Marcus would really employ blot-producing ink

for his map tracery when, on his own confession, he might

have used pencil. But if the blots had not been there the
Prussians (oddly obtuse as to the real meaning of Marcus's

presence amongst them) would never have arrested Ursule,
and thus provided a dramatic and unhackneyed situation..

There is a gravity and distinction, moreover, about the tale

that somehow reminds me of the late Monsignor BENSON.
it is undoubtedly a story that should be read.

I am rather puzzled what to say about the The Grey
Shepherd (HODDEU AND STOUGHTON), because it is essen-

tially a story that will appeal very differently to readers of

different temperaments. Some people will say,
" How

beautiful !

"
Others perhaps,

" How precious !

"
and both

with a certain truth. For my own part, I should select a
middle course, and say that Mrs. J. E. BUCKROSE has had a

wholly admirable idea for a short story, which she has done
her best to spoil by enlarging it to book dimensions, and
a little over-sweetening it. There is real delicacy and beauty
in her theme. The youth forced by partial blindness to give

up all the hopes for which he had been educated, who
becomes a shepherd, solacing himself with his pipe (musical)

and the simplicities of

country lore for the loss

of love and ambition ;

and eventually, after his

death, is deified by rustic

tradition into a super-
natural helper of "

all

things that are kind
"

here is an idea for the

tenderest handling. My
feeling is, while giving
Mrs. BUCKROSE every
credit for such an in-

spiration, that she should
have been a little sterner

with herself over the

treatment, and thus
avoided a certain sticki-

ness that may irritate

those who prefer the

simplicity of nature to

a not quite sufficiently
concealed art. But, as I

began by saying, it all depends on the individual palate;

and, anyhow, the book has the historic excuse of being a

very little one, which you can read, with pleasure or

irritation, within the hour.

THE DOUCEUR.

If you should chance to hanker for a change from novels

in which the hero and heroine dally over-long in falling in

love you will get it by reading The Fnr-Bringcrs (HODDER
AND STOUGHTON). No time is wasted upon preliminaries,
not a minute ;

and as soon as Ambrose Deanc and Colina

Gavillcr have met and discovered at sight that they are

just made for each other the really exciting part of the

story begins. I forget how many times Ambrose is arrested

during the course of the tale, but I do know that tilings

keep on happening all the time, and that the rescue of the

hero by the Indian girl Nesis is delightfully told. Alto-

gether Mr. HULBERT FOOTNEH'S picture of the life of a

trader in Athabasca is particularly attractive. I like it all,

including the cover.

"At Leicester Assizes Levi Durance, aged thirty-four, a discharged
soldier, was sentenced to ten months' imprisonment for bigamy."

Pall Mall Gazette.

A proper verdict this, that for a while

Turns LEVI DURANCE into durance vile.
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CHARIVARIA.
To celebrate his birthday, tho KAISER

arranged a theatrical performance,
entitled The German Blacksmith, of

which he was part author. It is not

yet known in what way bis people had
offended him.

,,. ^1

*

It is feared that we have sadly mis-

judged Greece. They have saluted the

Entente flags, and it is rumoured that

KINO CONSTANTINK is even pre-

pared to put out his tongue at

the KAISER. ... *
'"*

Chancellor BETHMANN-HOLL-
WEO has been accused by the

Junker Press of selling his coun-

trymen to the Allies. But, to

judge from tho latest German
Note to America, the fact ap-

pears to be that he has simply
given them away.

* *
*

As the result of the cold snap,
wild boars have made their

appearance in Northern France.

Numbers have already been

killed, and it is reported that

the KAISER has agreed with an
American syndicate to be filmed

in the rdle of their destroyer,
the proceeds to be devoted to

the furtherance of tho league to

enforce peace.v
Many German soldiers have,

according to the Hamburg Frem-
denblatt, received slips of paste-
board inscribed,

" Soldiers of the

Fatherland, fight on I

"
It is

rumoured that several of the

soldiers have written across the

cards,
"
Fight on what ?

"

* *
*

After tho 22nd of February,
all enemy aliens engaged in

business in this country will be

obliged to trade in their own
names. With a few honourable

exceptions, like the great Frank-
furt house of Wurst, our alien business

men have sedulously concealed their

identity. .,, ^

The patriotic Coroner for East Essex,
who has erected a pig-sty in the middle
of his choice rose-garden, informs us
that Frau Karl Drtischki has already
thrown out some nice strong suckers.

* *
" Cheddar cheese," says a news item,

"
is Is. Gd. a pound in Norwich." But

what the public are clamouring to

know is the price of Wensloydale cheese
in Ilfracombe.

.,. ^

The American gentleman who caused

so much commotion in a London hotel,

the other day, by his impatience at

dinner must, after all, be excused. It

ii|p]i'':ir8 the poor fellow was anxious to

get through wit h his meal before a new
Government departmentcommandeered
the place. :;

. .

;

.

The SPEAKER'S Electoral Reform
Committee recommends that Candi-
dates' expenses shall not exceed 4rf. per
elector in three-member boroughs, and

"WHAT THE DEVIL ABB TOO DOING DOWN THAT SHELL-
HOLE? DIDN'T YOU HEAR ME BAY WE WEBB OCT AGAINST
FOUR TO ONE?"
Geordie (a trade-unionist). "AY. AA HEARD YOU ; BUT

AA *VE KILLED HA POWER."

several political agents have written to

point out that it cannot possibly be

done in view of the recent increase in

the price of beer.

v
The Shirley Park (Croydon) Golf

Club has decided to reduce the course

from 18 holes to 9 ; but a suggestion
that the half-course thus saved should

be added to the Club luncheon has met
with an emphatic refusal from the

FOOD CONTROLLER.
* *

A farmer iu the Weald of Kent is

offering 13s. i'd. a week, board and

lodging not provided, to a horseman

willing to work fifteen hours a day.

It ia understood that thia insidious

I

it to popularise agriculture at

the expense of the army has been the

subject of a heated interchange of letters

between the War OfRco and the Board
of Agriculture. ^ ^

*

" The warmest places in England
yesterday," says The Pall Mall Guzrttf.,
" were Scotland and the South- West of

England." We have got into trouble

before now with our Caledonian purists
for speaking of Great Britain as

England, but we never said a

thing like that.
*

A London doctor, says Tlie

Daily Mail, estimates that colds

cost this country 15,000,000

annually. If that is the case

we may say at once that we
think the charge is excessive.

* *

A gossip-writer makes much
of the fact that he saw a tele-

graph messenger running in

Shoe Lane the other morning.
We are glad to bo in a position
to clear up this mystery. It

appears that the messenger in

question was in the act of going
off duty.

There seems to be no inten-

tion of issuing sugar tickets

until a suitable palace can be

obtained for the accommodation
of the functionary responsible
for this feature.

* '.--

The charge for cleaning white

gloves has been increased, and
it is likely that there will be a

return to the piebald evening
wear so much in vogue in Soho
restaurants. *

The 1917 pennies appear to

be thinner than those of pre-
War issues, and several maiden
ladies have written to the autho-

rities asking if income tax has

been deducted at the source.

"'The Land of Promise' . . . was only
withdrawn from the Duke of York's in the

height of its success owing to the declaration

of War in 1894." The Stage.

Is it really only twenty-three years ?

" Residents early astir on Sunday morning
had an unplcisant surprise. A sharp frost

over-night had converted the road surfaces

into glassy ice. which made walking impossible
without some assitsauco. A walking-stick,
without some sort of boot covering, was of

little avail." Oxford Times.

That was our own experience with a

walking
- stick which was absolutely

bootless.
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THE MUD-LARKS.
was situated on the crest

of a ridge, and enjoyed an uninterrupted
view of rolling leagues of mud ; it had
the appearance of a packing-case float-

ing on an ocean of ooze.

We and our servants, and our rats

and our cockroaches, and our other

bosom-companions slept in tents pitched
round and about the mess.

The whole camp was connected with

the outer world by a pathway of am-
munition boxes, laid stepping-stone-
wise; we went to and fro, lepping from
box to box as lops the chamois from

Alp to Alp. Should you miss your lep
there would be a swirl of mud, a gulp-

ing noise, and that was the end of you ;

your sorrowing comrades shed a little

chloride of lime over the spot whore

you were last seen, posted you as
" Believed missing

"
and indented for

another Second-Lieutenant (or Field-

Marshal, as the case might ba).
Our moss was constructed of loosely

piled shell boxes, and roofed by a tin

lid. We stole the ingredients box

by box, and erected the house with
our own fair hands, so we loved it

with parental love ; but it had its little

drawbacks. Whenever the field guns
in our neighbourhood did any business,

the tin lid rattled madly and the shell

boxes jostled each other all over the

place. It was quite possible to leave

our mess at peep o' day severely Gothic
in design, and to return at dewy eve to

find it rakishly Eococo.

William, our Transport Officer and

MessPresident.waseverlastinglypiping
all hands on deck at unseemly hours

to save the home and push it back
into shape ; wo were householders in

the fullest sense of the term.

Before the War, William assures us,

he was a bright young thing, full of

merry quips and jolly practical jokes,
the life and soul of any party, but what
with the contortions of the mess and
the vagaries of the transport mules he
had become a saddened man.
Between them the mules and the

mess ho never got a whole night in

bed ; either the mules were having bad

dreams, sleep-walking into strange lines

and getting themselves abhorred, or the

field guns were on the job and the mess
had the jumps. If Hans, the Hun, had
not been the perfect little gentleman
he is, and bad dropped a sho'l any-
where near us (instead of assiduously

spraying a distant ridge where nobody
ever was, is, or will be) our mess would
have been with Tyro and Sidon ; but

Hans never forgot himself for a mo-
ment

; it was our own side we dis-

trusted. The Heavies, for instance.

The Heavies warped themselves labori-

ously into position behind our hill,

disguised themselves as gooseberry
bushes, and gave an impression of the

crack of doom at 2 A.M. one snowy
morning.
Our mess imme'diately broke out into

St. Vitus's dance, and William piped all

hands on deck.

The Skipper, picturesquely clad in

boots (gum, high) and a goat's skin,

ilung himself on the east wing, and
became an animated buttress. Albert

Edward climbed aloft and sat on the

tin lid, which was opening and shutting
at every pore. Mactavish put his

shoulder to the south wall to keep it

from working round to the north. I

clung to the puntry, which was coming
adrift from its parent stem, while

William ran about everywhere, giving
advice and falling over things. The
mess passed rapidly through every

stylo of architecture, from a Chinese

pagoda to a Swiss chalet, and was on
the point of confusing itself with a

Spanish castle when the Heavies
switched off their hate and went to

bed. And not a second too soon.

Another moment and I should have

dropped the pantry, Albert Edward
would have been sea-sick, and the

Skipper would have let the east wing
go west.

Wo pushed the mess back into shape,
and went inside it for a peg of some-

thing and a consultation. Next evening
William called on the Heavies' com-
mander and decoyed him up to dine.

We regaled him with wassail and

gramophone and explained the situa-

tion to him. The Lord of the Heavies,
a charming fellow, nearly burst into

tears when ho heard of the ill he had

unwittingly done us, and was led home

by William at 1.30 A.M., swearing to

withdraw his infernal machines, or

beat them into ploughshares, the very
next day. The very next night our

mess, without any sort of preliminary

warning, lost its balance, sat down
with a crash, and lay littered about a

quarter of an acre of ground. We all

turned out and miserably surveyed
the ruins. What had done it '? We
couldn't guess. The field guns had

gone to bye-bye, the Heavies had gone
elsewhere. Hans, the Hun, couldn't

have made a mistake and shelled us?
Never ! It was a mystery ;

so we all

lifted up our voices and wailed for

William. He was Mess President
;

it

was his fault, of course.

At that moment William hove out of

the night, driving his tent before him

by bashing it with a mallot.

According to William there was one,
"
Sunny Jim,"a morbid transport mule,

inside the tent, providing the motive

power.
"
Sunny Jim

"
had always been

something of a somnambulist, and this

time he had sleep-walked clean through
our mess and on into William's tent,

where the mallet woke him up. He
was then making the best of his way
home to lines again, expedited by
William and the mallet.

So now wo are messless; now we
crouch shivering in tents and talk

lovingly of the good old times beneath
our good old tin roof-tree, of the won-
derful view of the mud we used to get
from our window, and of the homely
tune our shell-boxes used to perform as

they jostled together of a stormy night.
And sometimes, as we crouch shiver-

ing in our tents, wo hear a strange
sound stealing up-hill from the lines.

It is the mules laughing.

SONGS OF FOOD PRODUCTION.
i.

GODDESS, hear me oh, incline a

Gracious ear to me, Lucina !

Patroness of parturition,

Pray make this a special mission ;

Prove a kind inauguvator
Of my votive incubator !

Seventy eggs 1 put into it

Each a chick, if you ensue it.

Pray you, let me not ho saddled

Will) a single
" clear

"
or addled.

See! the temperature is steady.
Now then, Goddess, are you ready ?

Hear me, Goddess, next invoking
You to keep the lamp from smoking,
And, the plea so humbly voiced, you're
Sure to regulate the moisture ?

Oh, Lucina, 'twill bo ripping
When wo hear the eggs all pipping !

When no chick the shell encumbers,
Goddess, hear their tuneful numbers !

Thou, O patroness of hatches,

We will try some further batches.

Goddess, hear me ! oh, incline a

Gracious ear to me, Lucina !

" MATBIMONV. Two young, respectable fc'-

lows wish to meet two respectable young girls,
I

between the ages of 20 and 30, view above.

T. S. It. and E. C. P., Clematis P.O., Para-
j

dise." Melbourne Argus.

If marriages are made in heaven these

respectable young fellows have selected

a really promising postal address.

"Nine petty officers were landed from the

damaged German destroyer VG9 and brought
to the Willem Barren tz Hotel, Ymuiden, to-

night. My correspondent engaged them in

conversation at a late hour. After some Dutch
Book beer they rapidly recovered their spirits

and began to sing Luther's well-known hymn,
' Eiu Festo Bung.'

" Provincial Paper.

Very appropriate too, but wouldn't a

loose "
Bung

"
have pleased them even

better ?
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A PLAIN DUTY.
"WELL, GOODBYE, OLD CHAP, AND GOOD LUCK I I'M GOING IN HEBE TO DO

MY BIT, THE BEST WAY I CAN. THE MOKE EVERYBODY SCRAPES TOGETHER FOR

THE WAR LOAN, THE SOONER YOU'LL BE BACK FROM THE TRENCHES."
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"STICK TO HIM STICK TO HIM I

"

"I'LL STICK TO HIM, Silt. BUT WHICH ONE DO 'YOU WEAN?"

LETTERS FROM MACEDONIA.
IV.

MY DEAB JERRY, I am writing this

from my position on top of a small hill,

while my devoted band of followers sits

round me and waits for me to speak. I

always sit here, because if I wanted
to go somewhere else I should have

to climb down this hill and then up
another one. I hate hills. So does the

devoted band.

Behind another little hill a hundred

yards away we believe there lurks an

army corps of Bulgars, but we are

afraid to look and see. Instead, we fix

and unfix bayonets every ten minutes
and make martial noises. This, we
hope, affects the enemy's inoral, and

having your moral afl'ected every ten

minutes is no joke, I can tell you.
The spirit of our troops remains excel-

lent. You can see that this is true from
the fact that my joke still works. Every
night for the last three months, while

administering quinine to my army, I

have exhorted them not to be greedy
and not to take too much. They still

laugh heartily, nay uproariously. We
are a wonderful nation.

Our chief source of combined instruc-

tion and amusement is still the ant-

heap beside us, and in this connection,

Jeremiah, I must introduce to you
Herbert, a young officer in the ant

A.S.C.

When we first knew Herbert (or
" 'Erb

"
as he was known in those

days), he was an impudent and pushful
private. When his corps were engaged
in removing the larger pieces of straw
out of their hole in the hill, many a

time I have seen him staggering man-

fully towards the entrance with an enor-

mous piece on his slender shoulders,

against the tide of his comrades ;
for

he never could resist the temptation to

replace the really big stalks in the hole.

As he knocked against one and another
the older ants would step aside, lay
down their loads, and expostulate with

him, always ending by giving him a

good clip on the ear; but 'Erb was
never dismayed.
Now and again, during a temporary

slackness in the stream, he would dis-

appear triumphantly into the hole, his

log trailing behind him ; but his triumph
was always short-lived. I would seem
to hear a scuffle and two bumps, and
'Erb would shoot gracefully upwards,
followed by his burden, and fall in a

heap beside the door. However, as

soon as he recovered ho would try

again,
noticed

On one sultry afternoon I

he succeeded in effecting an
entrance after twenty-three successive

chuck-outs.

His persistence piqued my curiosity.
I wondered why he should so obstin-

ately try to do a thing which was

obviously distasteful to all his seniors.

And then, yesterday, .there was a

change.
'Erb was resting after his eighth

chuck-out under a plank when a vener-

able ant, heavy with the accumulated
wisdom and weakness of years, ap-

proached the exit from within and tried

to get out, but in vain. He swore and

struggled in a futile sort of way, while
his attendant subordinates stood about

helplessly. 'Erb saw bis opportunity.
He seized his plank, dashed forward

you may not believe me, Jerry, but it

is the gospel truth saluted smartly,
and laid down his plank as a sort of

ladder. Supporting himself upon it the

veteran crawled out. Then ho spoke
to 'Erb, and I think I saw him asking
someone the lad's name.
That is why Second Lieutenant

Herbert is to-day in charge of a work-

ing party. He is now engaged in clip-

ping the ear of a larger ant. I imagine
there must have been some lack of
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DISTRACTIONS OF CAMP LIFE.

Tummy (by roadside).
" OUT on THE SPREE AGMN? GOING TO THE PICTURES?"

Highlander. "No. WE 'BE AWA' TO SEE YOUR LOT CHANGE GUABD."

discipline. Possibly his inferior had
addressed him a8 " "Erb."

Well, all our prospects are pleasing
and only Bulgar vile. I must now
make a martial noise, so au revoir.

Thine, FETEK.

" The Motor Cycle says over 165,000 mag-
nates have been made in Britain for war pur-
poses." Provincial Paper.

And the New Year Honours List (poli-
tical services) has yet to appear.

"We owed all this more to our splendid
navy and its silent virgil than to anything
else." Vrorincial Paper.

We suppose the CENSOR won't let him
narrate the epic exploits of the Fleet,
but he might have allowed him a capital
initial.

" Surbiton residents have supplied for

British prisoners in Germany 800 waistcoats
made from 2,100 old kid gloves."

Manchester Krenliiij News.

A notable instance of large
- handed

generosity.

SIX VILE VEKBS.

(To the makers of journalese, and others,

from a fastidious reader.)

WHEN I see on a poster
A programme which " features

"

CHABLIE CHAPLIN and other

Delectable creatures,
I feel just as if

Someone hit me a slam
Or a strenuous biff

On the mid diaphragm.

When I read in a story,

Though void of offences,

That somebody
"
glimpses

"

Or somebody
"
senses,"

The chord that is struck

Fills iny bosom with ire,

And I 'm ready to chuck
The whole book in the tire.

When against any writer

It 's urged that he " stresses
"

His points, or that something
His fancy

"
obsesses,"

In awarding his blamo

Though the critic be right,
Yet I feel all the same

I could shoot him at sight.

But (worst of these horrora)
Whenever I read

That somebody
" voices

"

A national need,
As the Bulgavs and Greeks

Are abhorred by the Serb,
So I feel toward the freaks

Who employ this vile verb.

" Some of the public men of Rawmargh
have high ambitions for their township, and
at the Council meeting on Wednesday there

was considerable industrial developments im-

mediately after the war."
Itotherlxiin Advertiser.

Happy Eawmarsh ! In our part of the

country it is not over yet.

"NAVY Pram, for Sale, good condition."
I'tovincial Paper,

Just the thing to prepare baby for being
" rocked in the cradlo of the deep."
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THE SUPER-CHAR.
SCENE. A square in Kensington. At

cvcTy other door is seen ilia lady of the

house at work with pail, broom, scrub-

bing-brush, rags, metal-polish, etc.

Chorus of Ladies.

IN clays boforo tho War
Had turned the world to Hades
We did not soil

Our hands with toil

We all were perfect ladies ;

To scrub tho kitchen iloor

Was infra dig. disgusting ;

We 'd ccok, at most,
A slice of toast

Or do a bit of dusting.

But those old days are flown,

And now we ply our labours :

We cook and scrub,

Wo scour and rub,

Regardless of our neighbours;
The steps we bravely stone,

Nor care a straw who passes
The while wo clean

With shameless mien

Quito brazenly tho brasses.

First Lady. Lo ! Who approaches ?

Some great dame of state?

Second Lady. Bather I think some

walking fashion-plate.
Third Lady. What clothes! What

furs !

First Lady. And tango boots ! How
thrilling !

They must have cost five guineas if

a shilling.
Second Lady. Sh, dears ! It eyes us

hard. What can it be ?

Third Lady. It would be spoke to.

Second Lady. Would it ?

First Lady. Let us see !

Enter the Super-Char.

Super-char. My friend the butcher
told me 'o 'd 'eard say

You 'adn't got no servants round
this way,

And as I 've time on 'and more
than I wish,

Seein' as all the kids is in munish
I thought as 'ow, porvidod that the

wigo
Should suit, I might be wiilin' to

oblige.

Chorus of Ladies.

O joy ! O rapture !

If we capture
Such a prize as this !

Then we may become once more
Ladies, as in days of yore,

Lay aside the brooms and pails,
Manicure our broken nails,

Try the last complexion cream
What a dream

Of bliss !

Super-Char. 'Old on ! Let 's get to

business, and no kidding !

I 'in up for auction ; 'oo will start

tho bidding ?

First Lady. I want a charlady from
ten to four,

To cook tho lunch ami scrub the

basement floor.

Super-Char. Cook? Scrub? Thanks!
Notbink doin' I Next, please! You,
Mum,

What are the dootios you would
'avo me do, Mum ?

Second Lady. I want a lady who will

kindly call

And help mo dust the dining-room
and hall ;

At tea, if need be, bring an extra

cup.
And sometimes do a little wash-

ing up.

Super-Char. A little bit of dusting I

might lump,
But washing up it gives mo fair

the 'ump !

Next, please !

Third L idy. My foremost thought
would always be

The comfort of the lady helping me.
We have a cask of beer that 's solely

for

Your use we are teetotal for tho

War.
I am a cook of more than moderate

skill
;

I '11 gladly cook whatever dish you
will

Soups, entrees.

Super-Char. Now you 're talkin' !

That 's some sense !

So kindly let me 'ave your reference,
And if I finds it satisfactory, Mum,
Why, s'elp me, I 'ave arf a mind to

come.
Third Lady. My last good lady left

six months ago
Because she said I 'd singed the

souffli so ;

She gave me no address to write
to

Super-Char. What!
You 've got no reference ?

Third Lady. Alas, I 'vo not !

Super-Char. Of course I could not
dream of taking you

Without one, so there's nothing
more to do.

These women 'ow they spoil one's

temper ! Pah !

Hi ! (she hails a passing taxi) Drive
me to the nearest cinema.

[She steps into the taxi and is

u-hirlcd off.

Chorus of Ladies.

Not yet the consolation

Of manicure and cream ;

Not yet the barber dresses

Our dusty tousled tresses ;

Tho thought of titivation

Is still a distant dream ;

Not yet the consolation

Of manicure and cream.

Still, still, with vim and vigour,
'Tis ours to scour and scrub ;

With rag and metal polish
Tho dirt we must demolish ;

Still, still, with toil-bowed figure,

Among tho grates wo grub ;

Still, still, with vim and vigour,
'Tis ours to scour and scrub.

CUUTAIN.

A TALE OF A COINCIDENCE.
"
COINCIDENCES," said the ordinary

seaman, "are rum things. Now I can
toll you of a rum un that happened to

me."
It said Eoyal Naval Beserve round

his cap, but ho looked as if ho ought
to be wearing gold earrings and a

gaudy handkerchief.
" When I was a young feller I made

a voyage .or two in an old hooker
called tho Pearl of Asia. Her old man
at that time was old Captain Gillson,
him that had the gold tooth an' the
swell ma'ogany fist in place o' tho one
that got Mowed off by a rocket in

Falmouth Eoads. Well, I was walkin'
out with a young woman at Liverpool

nice young thing an' she give me a

ring to keep to remember 'or by, the

day before wo sailed. Nice thing it

was ; it had '

Mizpah
'

wrote on it.
" We 'ad two or three fellers in tho

crowd for'ard that voyage as would
'andle anything as wasn't too 'ot or
too 'eavy, which explains why I got
into a 'abit of slippin' my bits o'

vallybles, such as joolery, into abit of a
cache I found all nice and 'andy in the

planking' back o' my bunk.
" We 'ad a long passage of it 'omo,

a 'undred-and-sixtydays from Portland,

Oregon, to London Biver, an' what
with thinkin" of the thumpin' lump o'

pay I 'd 'have to draw an' one thing
an' another, I clean forgot all about
the ring I 'd left cached in tho little

place hack o' my bunk yonder.
"
Well, I drew my pay all right, and

after a bit I tramped it to Liverpool, to

look out for another ship. An' tho first

person I met in Liverpool was the

young woman I 'ad tho ring of.

"'Whore's my ring?' she says,
before I 'd time to look round.

" Now, I never was one as liked

'avin' words with a woman, so I pitched
her a nice yarn about tho cache I 'ad

at the back o' my bunk, an' 'ow I

vallied 'er ring that 'igh I stowed it

there to keep it safe, an' 'ow I 'd slid

down the anchor cable an' swum ashore
an' left everything I 'ad behind me, I

was that red-'ot for a sight of 'er.
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Colonel (to private told of to act as cud lie). "Now I HOPS YOU KNOW SOMETHING ABOUT IT. THE LAST MAX I HAD PUT MB
RIGHT OPP. HAVE YOD EVER HANDLED CLUBS BEFORE? "

Private. "NoT SINCE 1 PLAYED ts THE AMATEUB CHAMPIONSHIP, SIB." (Colonel is put off again.)

" ' Ye didn't,' she says quite ratty,
'

ye
gave it to one o' them nasty yaller gals

ye sing about."

"I didn't,' I says; 'Ye did,' she

says ;

' I didn't," says I. An" we went
on like that for a bit until I says at

last,
' If I can get aboard the old Pearl

again," I says,
'
1 '11 get the ring,' I says,

' an' send it you in a letter,' I says,
1 an' then per'aps you '11 be sorry for

the nasty way you "ve spoke to me,' I

says.

'"Ho, yes," sho says, sniffy -like,
'

per'aps I will, per'aps 1 won't,' an' off

she goes with 'er nose in the air.
" My next ship was for Frisco to

load grain ; and I made sure of droppin'
acrost the Pearl there, for sho was
bound the same way. But I never did.

She was dismasted in the South Pacific

ou the outward passage, and had to put
in to one of them Chile ports for repairs.
So she never got to Frisco until after

we sailed for 'ome. An' that was the

way it went on. She kep' dodgin' me
all over the seven seas, an' the nearest
I got to 'er was when we give 'er a
cheer off Sydney Heads, outward bound,
when wo was just pickin' up our pilot.
The last I 'card of 'er after that was
from a feller that 'ad seen 'er knockin'
round the South Pacific, sailin' out o'

Carrizal or Antofagasta or one o' them
places. I was in the Western Ocean

mail-boat service at the time, and so o'

course she was off my run altogether.
" I was still in the same mail-boat

when she give up the passenger busi-

ness an' went on the North Sea patrol.
"
Well, one day we boarded a Chile

barque in the ordinary course o' duty,
and I was one o' those as went
on board with the lootenant. They
generally takes me on them jobs, the
reason bein" that I know a deal o'

foreign languages. I don't believe

there 's a country in the world where
I couldn't make myself understood,

partic'lar when I "m wantin' a drink
bad.

" I wasn't takin' that much notice of

this 'ere ship at the time (there was a
bit of a nasty jobble on the water, for

one thing, and we 'ad our work cut out

gettin' alongside), except that 'er name
was the Maria de Somethink-or-other

some Dago name. But while we was
waitin' for the lootenant to finish 'is

business with Old Monkey Brand,
which was the black-faced Chilcno

captain she 'ad, it come over me all of

a suddent.
" ' Strike me pink !

'

I says,
'

may my
name be Dennis if I "aven't seen that

there bit o' fancy-work on the poop
ladder rails before ;

'

which so I "ad, for

I done it myself in the doldrums, an"

a nice bit o' work it was, too.

" You '11 'ave guessed by now that

she was none other than the Pearl of
Asia', an' no wonder I 'adn't recker-

nised 'er, what with the mess she was
in alow and aloft, an' allyminian paint
all over the poop ratlin's as would 'ave

made our old blue-nose mate die o' rage.
" ' You carry on 'ere,' I says to the

feller that was with me ;
' I "m goin"

for'ard a minute.'
" "Arf a minute, an' I was in my old

bunk ; an' there was the cache all right,

just like 1 left it.'

Ho paused dramatically ; I supposed
it was for histrionic effect, but it lasted

so long that I said,
" And so I suppose

you sent the ring to the girl after all ?
"

" Oh I 'er I
"
he said, with an air of

surprise,
" I 've forgot 'er name and

all about 'er, only that she 'ad a brother

in one o" them monkey-boats of ELDER
DEMPSTER'S 'e "ad the biggest thirst

I ever struck."
" But the ring ?

"
I said. " I suppose

it was there all right ?
"

Ho stopped his pipe down with his

thumb, with an enigmatical expression.
" That "s where the bloomin' coinci-

dence come in," he said;
"

it weren't."

=^==^== C. F. S.

" Misa , the Worid-reuf.unced Teacher
of Dancing." Soutluirn Standard.

Another victim of the War.
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Major-General (addressing the men before practising an attack behind tlie lines). "I WANT YOU TO UNDERSTAND THAT THERE is

A DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A REHEARSAL AND THE REAL THING. THERE ABB THREE ESSENTIAL DIFFERENCES: FIRST, THE ABSENCE
OP THE ENEMY. Now (turning to the Regimental Sergeant-Major) WHAT is THE SECOND DIFFERENCE?"

Sergeant-Major. "THE ABSENCE OF THE GENERAL, SIR."

TO TOWSER.
No pampered pound of peevish fluff

That goggles from a lady's muff
Art thou, my Towser. In the Park

Thy form occasions no remark
Unless it be a friendly call

From soldiers walking in the Mall,
Or the impertinence of pugs
Stretched at their ease on carriage rugs.
For thou art sturdy and thy fur

Is rougher than the prickly burr,

Thy manners brusque, thy deep
" bow

wow "

(Inherited, but Lord knows how
!)

Far other than the frenzied yaps
That emanate from ladies' laps.
Thou art, in fact, of doggy size

And hast the brown and faithful eyes,
So full of love, so void of blame,
That fill a master's heart with shame
Because he knows he never can
Be more a dog and less a man.
No champion of a hundred shows,
The prey of every draught that blows,
Art thou

;
in fact thy charms present

The earmarks of a mixed descent.

And, though too proud to start a

fight
With every cur that looms in sight,

None ever saw thee quail beneath
A foeman worthy of thy teeth.

Thou art, in brief, a model hound,
Not so much beautiful as sound
In heart and limb ; not always strong
When nose and eyes impel to wrong,
Nor always doing just as bid,

But sterling as the minted quid.
And I have loved thee in my fashion,
Shared with thy face my frugal ration,

Squandered my balance at the bank
When thou didst chew the postman's

shank,
And gone in debt replacing stocks

Of private cats and Plymouth Eocks.

And, when they claimed the annual fee

That seals the bond twist theo and

me,

Against harsh Circumstance's edge
Did I not put my fob in pledge
And cheat tlie minions of excise

Who otherwise had ta'en thee prize ?

And thou with leaps of lightsome mood
Didst bark eternal gratitude
And seek my feelings to assail

With agitations of the tail.

Yet are there beings lost to grace
Who claim that thou art out of place,
That when the dogs of war are loose

Domestic kinds are void of use,

And that a chicken or a hog
Should take tlie place of every dog,
Which, though with appetite endued,
Is not itself a source of food.

What! shall we part? Nay, rather we'll

Eenounce the cheap but wholesome
meal

That men begrudge us, and we '11 take
Our leave of bones and puppy cake.

Back to the woods we '11 hie, and there

Thou'lt hunt the fleet but fearful hare,
Pursue the hedge's prickly pig,
Dine upon rabbits' oggs and dig
With practised paw and eager snuffle

Tlie shy but oh ! so toothsome truffle.

ALGOL.

"A landslide in Monmouthshire threatens

to close the natural course of the River Ebbw,
seriously interfering with its ffllww." Star.

It certainly sounds rather diverting.

From a list of gramophone records :

"Nothing could seem easier in the wide
world than tho emission of the cascade of

notes that falls from the mouth of tho horn
which might indeed be Tetrazzini's own

mouth."
" The diameter of my own gramophone
horn is eighteen inches," writes the

sender of the extract.
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THE ROAD TO VICTORY."
GKKMANY. "ARE WE NEAELY THERE. ALL-HIGHEST?"

T. "YES; WE'RE GETTING NEAR THE END NOW."
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" 'AvE YOU 'EAKD ABOUT THESE 'ERE NEW INVISIBLE ZEPPELINS THEY 'RE MAKIN'?"
"YES. BUT I DON'T BECKON WE SHALL SEE MANY OP 'EM OVEU 'EKE."

TAXIS AND TALK.
CONVERSATION in the streets of

London has never been easy ; not, at

any rate, until the small hours, when
the best of it is done. But it becomes
even more complex when one of the

talkers is pressed for time and wants
a taxi, and disengaged taxis are as rare

as new jokes in a revue.

Let the following dialogue prove it.

I leave open the question whether
or not I have reported the real terms
of out conversation, merely reminding
you that two men together, removed
from the frivolity of women, tend, even
in the street and when the thermometer
is below freezing

-
point, to a high

seriousness rare when the sexes are

mingled.

Imagine us facing a wind from the
east composed of steel filings and
all uncharity. We are somewhere in

Chelsea, and for some reason or other,
or none at all, I am accompanying
him.
He (looking at his watch). I 've got

to be at Grosvenor Gardens by half-past
one and there's not a taxi anywhere.
We must walk fast and perhaps we'll

meet one. Dash this War anyhow.
(He said, as a matter of fact, "damn,"
but / am getting so tired of that word
in print that I shall employ alternatives

every time. Someone really must insti-

tute a close season for "damns
"
or they

won't any longer be funny on the stage ;

and, since to laugh in theatres has be-

come a national duty, that, in the present
state of the wit market, would be priva-
tion indeed.)
I (submerged by brain wave}. Perhaps

we '11 meet one.

He. Keep a sharp look out, won't

you ? I 've got to be there by half-

past one, and I hate to be late.

I. Those tailors you were asking me
about I think you '11 find them very
decent people. They
He (excitedly). Here comes one. Hi !

Hi!

[A taxi, obviously full of people, ap-
proaches and passes, the driver

casting a pitying glance at my poor
signalling friend.

He. I thought it was free.

/. The flag was down.
He. I couldn't be sure. What were

you saying ? Sorry.
/. Oh, only about those tailors. If

you really want to change, you know,
I could

He. Do you mind walking a little

faster ?

I (mendaciously). Not at all. I could

give you my card, don't you know.
But of course- you might not like them.
Tastes differ. To me they seem to be

first-rate, as tailors go.
lie (profoundly though he is not

more profound than I am). Of course,
as tailors go.

J. They 're best at

He (excited again). Here 's another.

Hi ! Hi ! Taxi. No, it 's engaged.
/ (ivith a kind impulse). If you '11

ask me, I '11 tell you whether the flags
are up or not. 1 think I must be able

to see farther than you.
He. Do.
7. I was always rather famous for

long sight. It 's

Ha (turning round). Isn't that one
behind us ? Is that free ?

J. I can't tell yet.
He. Surely the flag 's up.

[He steps into the road and waves his

stick.

I. It 's a private car.

He. Hang the thing 1 so it is. They
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ought to bo painted white or some-

thing. Life is not worth living just

DOW.
J. They 'ro Iwst for trou-n ;, T liould

say. Their overcoats

He, (pointing i/]>
nidi' at ml}. Isn't that

one there? Hi, taxi! (Jood heavens,

that other fellow's got it. Wo really

must walk faster. If there isn't one on

the rani; in Sloano Hqiinro, I'm d:ic.

If thorn's ono thing I hate it's bring
lato. Besides, I 'in blamrd liungry.
When I 'in hungry I 'in miserable till

1 eat. No good to anyone.
/. As I was saying
1L-. What I want to know is, where

are tho taxis? They're not on the

streets, anyway ; then whore aro they?
Ono never sees a yard full of them,
but they must bo somewhere. It 's a

scandal a positive outrage.
7. Their overcoats can bo very disap-

pointing. I don't know how it is, but

they don't seem to understand over-

coats. But they're so good in other

ways, you know, that really if you aro

thinking
He. Hero 's one, really empty. Hi !

Hi! Taxi! Hi! Hi!

[The flag is up but the driver shakes

his head, makes a noise which
sounds like "dinner" and glides

serenely on.

He. Well, I 'm blamed ! Did you
over seo anything like it? What's
that he said ?

I. It sounded like " dinner."

He. Dinner! Of all tho something
cheek! Dinner! What's tho world

coining to ?

I (brilliantly). Perhaps he 's hungry.
He. Hungry! Greedy, you mean.

Hansom drivers never refused to take

you because they were hungry. It 's

monstrous. Bless tho War, anyway.
(Looking at his watch) I say, wo must

put a spurt on. You don't mind, do

you?
I (more mendaciously, and wondering

irlnj I'm so weak). Oh, no.

[We both begin to scuttle, half run and

half walk.

I (panting). As I was saying, they 're

not Al at overcoats, but they 'vo a first-

class cutter for everything else. Just

tell mo if you want to change and I '11

introduce you, and then you '11 get

special treatment. There 's nothing
they wouldn't do for mo.
Hs (bnathbuly). Ah! There's the

rank. There 's just ono cab there. How
awful if it were to be taken before he
saw us. Run like Heaven.
I (running like Henren). I think I'll

leave you here.

He '(running still more like Hearm, a

little ahead). Oh no, come on. I want
to hear about those tailors. Hi I Hi !

Wave your stick like Heaven !

"ARE TE tfOONDF.D, TEBF.XCE?"
" I AM THAT, MlCHAF.f, ; 'TIS IN THE FtJT."

"BAD CESS TO TU1M BODY-SHIELDS ! I NIVF.Il HAD MUCH FAITH IX THIM I

"

[We both wave our sticks like Heaven.
He (subsiding into a walk). Ah ! it 's

all right. Ho 's seen us. (Taking out

his watch) I 've got four minutes. We
shall just do it. Good-bye.

[He, leaps into t)ie eab and I turn

airai/ wondering where I shall get
lunch.

lie (shouting from window). Let mo
know about those tailors some day ; if

| they 're any good, you know.

"'Tho best people aro still wearing tho r

own clothes,' said Mr. Williams." Star.

With all respect, Mr. WILLIAMS, the

best people aro wearing the KING'S.

"DosKF.ys. Wanted to purchase 100 rea-

sonable. Apply M. S."
Adi-t. in Colonial Paper.

! Wo have never met this kind of donkey
ourselves, but we wish M. S. the best

I of luck.
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AT THE PLAY.
" ANTHONY IN WONDEBLAND."

IT was not till about the middle of

the play, and after a narcotic had been

administered to him, that Anthony got
there ; but we were in Wonderland
almost from the start, without the aid

of drugs. For we were asked to be-

lieve that Mr. CHARLES HAWTREY was
a visionary, amorous of an ideal which
no earthly woman could realise for him.

Occasionally ho had caught a glimpse
of it in the creations of Art at the

Tate Gallery or Madame TUSSAUD'S
or the cinema ; but in Bond Street

never.

And the pity of it was that

he had come in for a fortune

of seven hundred thousand

pounds odd, which would pass
elsewhere unless he married

by a given date. It was there-

fore the clear duty of his rela-

tives a couple of sisters and
their husbands to find a wife

for him. After vainly trying
him with every pretty woman
of their acquaintance they had

resort, in desperation, to the
black art of a certain Mr. Mor-
timer John (U.S.A.), an infalli-

ble inventor of stunts, who
made a rapid diagnosis of the

case and at once pronounced
himself confident of success.

Briefly for it is a long and
elaborate story his scheme
is to choose a charming girl,

and make a film drama round
her. Antlwny, with family, is

taken to see the show and oc-

cupies the best box in the
Prince of Wales'sTheatre, from,

which, after a little critical

comment upon us in the audi-

ence, he falls in love with the heroine.

It is the typical film of lurid life on a

Californian ranch, and might almost
have been modelled on one of Mr.
Punch's cinema burlesques. There are

the familiar scenes of a plot to hang
the girl's lover, swiftly alternating with
scenes of her progress on horseback

through the primeval forest, and con-

cluding with her arrival just in time to

shoot the villain and untie the noose
that encircles her lover's carotid.

On the return of the party from the

cinema, Mortimer John describes to

Anthony the powers of a drug which
induces the most vivid of dreams. He,
John, had once been in Anthony's pitiful

case, and through the services of this

drug had achieved his quest of the ideal

woman. Anthony, greatly intrigued,
consents to swallow a sample of the

potion. It is a simple narcotic, and
under its influence ho is conveyed, in a

state of coma and a suitable change of

apparel, into the heart of Surrey,
where at sunrise he is restored to

animation and has the scenes of the

evening's drama re-enacted before his

eyes, as originally filmed for exhibition.

Under the impression that this is merely
the vivid dream that he had been

promised, he himself takes part in the

living drama, playing the noble rdlc of

an exceptionally white man. In the

course of it he exchanges pledges of

eternal lovo with Aloney the heroine.

Finally, in a spasm of heroic self-sacri-

fice, he takes poison with the alleged

purpose of saving the heroine's life.

We never quite gather how his suicide

But the film itself, when we got to it,

was excellent fooling, and the recon-

struction of the original drama at

Dorking-in-the-Wild- West was really

delightful. You can easily guess that

Mr. CHARLES HAWTRKY, as a cinema
hero, very conscious of his heroism

(" it 's a way wo have in Montague
Square "), but always comfortably
aware that in a dream, as he imagines
it to be, he can well afford to make the

handsomest of sacrifices, had a great
chance. And he took it.

As the heroine, who has to play a
rather thankless part in the mercenary
designs of her parent, Miss WINIFRED
BARNES

AN IDYLL OP MOVIE-LAND.

Antlwny Silvertree MB. CHARLES HAWTBEY.
Aloney Miss WINIFRED BABNES.

should serve this end, but then the

whole atmosphere is charged with that

obscurity which is the very breath of

the film-drama.

The poison is nothing worse than
another dose of the narcotic, and under
its spell he is spirited back to London,
where, on arrival, he is confronted with

the lady of his "
dream," and Mortimer

John secures a colossal fee. In addition,

for he has had the happy thought of

selecting his own daughter for the

heroine, he secures a plutocrat for his

son-in-law.

The worst of a play in which one is

conducted out of ordinary life into the

regions of improbability by processes
of which every step has to be just con-

ceivably possible, is that the conscien-

tious development of the scheme is apt
to be tedious. And, frankly, the first

scene or two, though lightened by ex-

pectation, were on the heavy side.

contrived, very naively and

prettily, to preserve an air of

maiden reluctance under the

most discouraging conditions.

As Mortimer John Mr. SYDNEY
VALENTINE had admirable

scope for his sound and busi-

nesslike methods. Qi Anthony's
relations, all very natural and

human, Miss LYDIA BILBROOKE
was an attractive figure, and
the part of Herbert Clatterby,
K.C., was played by Mr. ED-
MUND MAURICE with his ac-

customed case of manner.
If I wanted to find fault with

any detail of the construction,
it would be in the matter of

the ring which Anthony places
on the finger of Alon&ij in the

cinema play. This was a spon-
taneous act not included in the

scheme for which Mortimer
John was given the credit.

Yet as the means by which

Anthony identified her on his

return to consciousness it went
far to bring that scheme to

fruition. I think also that he

ought to have shown some
trace of surprise (I should myself) on

finding that he had unconsciously ex-

changed his spotless evening clothes

for the kit of a broncho-buster.

I have hinted alrea-ly at the com-

parative dulness of the long introduc-

j

tion to .what is the clou of the play
the film and its reconstructed scenes.

Why not take a further wrinkle from
the cinematic drama and throw upon
the screen a succinct resume of the pre-
vious argument ? Three or four minutes

of steady application to the text, and
we might plunge into the very heart of

things. I throw out this suggestion
not with any hope of reward, but in

part payment of my debt

very joyous laughter.

for some
0. S.

" Wanted, Gentlewoman a Jew days old."

The Lady.

This is much prettier than
"
Baby taken

from birth."
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THEM UAND8 OP YOUBS WELL ABOVE YOOE BLINKIN* HEAD."

A SONG OP THE WOODLAND ELVES.
WE hear the ruthless axes ; we watch our rafters fall ;

The seawind blows unhindered where stood our banquet-
hall;

Our grassy rings are trampled, our leafy tents are torn

Yet inoro would we, and gladly, to help the English-born.

For, leafy-crowned or frosted, the English oaks are ours ;

The beeches are our playrooms, the elms our outlook towers;

And we were forest-rangers before these woods had name,
And we were elves in England before the Romans came.

We watched the Druids worship; we watched the wild

bulls feed ;

We gave our oaks to ALFBHD to build his ships at need ;

And often in the moonlight our pricked ears in the wood
Have heard the hail of RUFUS, the horn of ROBIN HOOD.

But if our age-old roof-beams can serve her cause to-day,
The woodland elves of England will sign their rights away ;

For none but will be woeful to hear the axes ring,

Yet none but would go homeless to aid an English King.
W. H. O.

GOOD OLD GOTHIC.
[An agitation for tho total disuse of the Latin character, we learn

from Press quotations published in The Daily Chronicle, is raging

through the German Kmpire, and tho Prussian Minister of the

Interior has forbidden the use of any other character than German
Gothic iu the publications of the Statistical Bureau.]

THE ways of the Hun comprehension elude,

They 're so cleverly crass, so painstakingly crude ;

For, in spite of his cunning and forethought immense,
He is often incurably stupid and dense
To the point of allowing his patriot zeal

To put a largo spoke iu his own driving-wheel.

An excellent instance of zeal of this sort

Is the movement, endorsed by official support,
To ban Latin type in the papers that flow

From the press of the Prussian Statistics Bureau.

Now the pride of the Germans, as dear as their pipe
And their beer, is their wonderful old Gothic typo ;

It makes ev'ry page look as black as your hat,

For the face of the letters is stodgy and fat ;

It adds to the labour of reading, and tries

The student's pre-eminent asset, his eyes,
And in consequence lends a most lucrative aid

To people engaged in the spectacle trade.

But these manifest drawbacks to little amount
When tried by the only criteria that count :

Though the people who use it don't really need it,

It exasperates aliens whenever they read it.

It is solid, echt-Deutsch, free from Frenchified froth,

And in fine it is Gothic, befitting the Goth.

So when the great Prussian Statistics Bureau
Proscribes Latin letters and says they must go,

They are giving a lead which we earnestly hope
Will be followed beyond its original scope ;

For the more German books that in Gothic are printed
The more will the spread of Hun "genius" be stinted,

And the larger the number, released from its gripe,

Of the students of Latin ideas and type.

"Furniture for Poultry: 2 easy chairs, solid walnut frame?;,

nicely upholstered and sound, 12/6 each ; also 2 armchairs, 4 small

chairs, walnut frames, nicely upholstered and sound, 2; 5 other

chairs, upholstered in tapestry and leather, 5/- each." The Bazaar.

Has this sc rt of thing Mr. PROTHERO'S approval 1 Some
hens are already too much inclined to sit when we want
them to lay.
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THE TIPINBANOLA.
" THEHE," I said,

"
you 've interrupted me again."

" Tut tut," said Francesca.
" And the dogs are barking," I said,

" and the guinea-
lions are squawking."
"I daresay," she said; "but you can't hear the guinea-

hens ; they 're much too far away."
"
Yes, but I know they 're squawking they always are

and for a sensitive highly-strung man it 's the same thing."
"Tut-t

"

" Tut me no more of your tuts, Francesca," I said,
" for

I am engaged in a most complicated and difficult arith-

metical calculation."

"If," said Francesca deliberately,
" two man in cordu-

roys, with straps bslow their knees, and a boy in flannel

shorts, all working seven hours and a half per day for a

week, can plant five thousand potatoes on an acre of land,

how many girls in knickerbockers will be required to
"

"
Stop, Francesca," I said,

" or I shall go mad."
"
If," she continued in-

exorably,
" a train travel-

ling at the rate of sixty-
two miles and three-

quarters in an hour takes

two and a half seconds to

pass a lame man walk-

ing in the same direction,

find how many men with
one arm each can board
a motor-bus in Piccadilly
Circus, having first ex-

tracted the square root of

the wheel-base."

"Stow it," I said.

"Isn't that rude? "she
said.

"Yes," I said; "it was
intended to be."

"
Well, but what are

you doing?
"

" I 'm calculating rates

of percentage on the new
War Loan," I said.

"Why worry over
that?

"
she said. " It announces itself as a five-per-center,

and I "m willing to take it at its word. What 's your
difficulty ? Surely you do not impute prevarication to the

CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER."
" No," 1 said,

" far from it. I have the greatest possible

respect for him. I 'm sure he would not deceive a poor
investor; but ho doesn't know my difficulties. It's this

getting 100 by paying only 95 that 's knocking me side-

ways ;
and then there 's the income tax, and the other loan at

four per cent., on which no income tax is to be charged, and
the conversion of the old four-and-a-half per cent. War
Loan, and of the various lots of Exchequer Bonds. It 's all

as generous as it can bo, but for a man whoso mathematical
education has been, shall we say, defective, it 's as bad as

a barbed-wire entanglement."
" Oh, don't muddle your unfortunate head any more. Just

plank down your money and take what they give you.
That's my motto."

" No doubt," I said
;

" that 's all very well for you. You
aren't the head of the household, with all its cares depending
on you. Heads of households ought to know their exact

position."
"
Well, then, heads of households ought to have learnt

their arithmetic better and remembered more of it. The

THE MODKRN RALEIGH.

children and I haven't allowed ourselves to be hindered by
little obstacles of that kind."

" What,
"
I said,

" are you and the children in it too ?
"

"
Yes, we 're all in it. I 've put in the spare money from

the housekeeping
"

" I always know you got too much."
" And the children have chipped in with their savings."
"
Savings ?

"
I said. "How have they got any savings ?

"

" Presents from affectionate godmothers and aunts, which
wore put into the Post Office Savings Bank. They 're all

out now and into the Loan all, that is, except Frederick's
little all."

" And what 's happened to that ?
"

" That 's put into War Certificates. It was his own idea.

He was fascinated by the poster, and insisted that his

money should go in the purchase of cartridges, so there it is."

"And at the end of five years he'll got back 1 for

every 15s. 6d. be 's put in."
"
Yes, he '11 get 5. He made a lot of difficulty about that."

" You don't mean to say ho jibbed about getting his

money back ?
"

"That's precisely
what did happen. Ho
said he 'd given the money
for cartridge buying, and
how could he take it back
with a bit extra after the

cartridges had been
bought. He 's really ra-

ther annoyed about it."

"I shall tell him," I

said,
" not to let it worry

him, and shall explain
to him how much per
cent, he 's getting per
annum."

" You '11 have to work
it out yourself first of

all," she said, "and I

know you can't do that.

And, by the way, you may
as well be ready for him ;

he 's going to ask you if

he may join the Army as

a drummer-boy."
" What on earth 's put that into his head ?

"

" He 's been talking to the Sergeant-Major, and he 's

invented a musical insirument of his own. It 's made out

of a cardboard box, some pins and two or three elastic

bands. There it is you 11 find its name inscribed on it."

I took it up and saw inscribed upon it in large pen-
cilled letters this strange device :

" THE TIF/INBANOLA ;

made for soldiers only."
" Francesca," I said,

"
it 's a superb name. Where did

ho get it from ?
"

' Out of his head," she said.
' I wonder," I said,

"
if he keeps any arithmetic there ?

"

' Ask him
;
I 'm sure ho"d be proud to help you."

' No," I said, "I must plough my weary furrow alone."
' And the guinea-hens," she said,

" are still squawking."
'

Yes," I said,
"
isn't it awful ?

"

' I '11 go and stop them," she said.
' It 's no good," I said,

" I shan't hoar them stop."
E. C. L.

"If the ploughman is taken the farmer may as well put up his

shutters." A Farmer in " The Daily News."

And if the shop-walker is taken, tho tradesman may as

well let his windows lie fallow.
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Officer. "WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY FEEDING THAT HOUSE BEF<yB THE CAIX SOUNDED?"
Recruit. "I DIDU'T THINK AS 'ow 'E'D START EATING BEPOBE THE TRUMPET BLEW, SIB."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

MR. S. P. B. MAIS, in a dedicatory letter to Interlude

(CHAPMAN AND HALL), tells us that he has "simply tried

to show what a man constituted like Shelley would have
made of hia life had he been alive in 1917." Without

any doubt his attempt has succeeded. I am, however,
bound to add this warning (if Mr. MAIS'S is not enough),
that a novel with such a purpose is not, and could not be,

milk for babes. Nothing that I had previously read of

Mr. MAIS'S had prepared me for the proficiency he shows
here. Obviously attached to the modern school of novelists,

he has many of its faults and more of its virtues. One

may accept his main point of view, yet be offended some-
times by his details. But the fact remains that in Geoffrey

Battersby he has given us a piece of character-drawing
almost flawlessly perfect. Not for a very long time has it

been my good fortune to attend such a triumph, and I wish
to proclaim it. The women by whom Geoffrey, the weak
and the wayward, was attracted hither and thither are also

well drawn ; but here Mr. MAIS shows his present limita-

tions. Nevertheless I feel sure that he has within him
the qualities that go to make a great novelist, and that if

lie will free himself from certain marked prejudices his

future lies straight and clear before him.

It was a happy idea of the Sisters MARY and JANE FIND-
LATER to call their now book of short stories Seen and
Heard (SMITH, ELDER), with the sub-title, Before and After
1014. I say short stories, but actually these have so far

outgrown the term that a half-do/en of them make up the

volume. They are all examples of the same gentle and

painstaking craft that their writers have before now
exhibited elsewhere. Hero are no sensational happen-
ings ; the drama of the tales is wholly emotional. My
own favourites are the first, called " The Little Tinker," a

half-ironical study of the temptation of a tramp mother
to surrender her child to the blessings of civilisation ; and

how, by the intervention of a terrible old woman, the queen
of the tribe, this momentary weakness was overcome. My
other choice, the last tale in the collection (and the only
one contributed by Miss MABY FINDLATER), is a dour little

comedy of the regeneration, through poverty and hard

work, of two underemployed and unpleasant elderly ladies.

A restful book, such as will keep no one awake at nights,
but will give pleasure to all who appreciate slight studies

of ordinary life sketched with precise and careful finish.

Their Lives (STANLEY PAUL) has at least this point of

originality, that it ends with the wedding of somebody other

than the heroine, or rather, I should say, the chief heroine,

because, strictly speaking, all throe daughters of Mr. and

Mrs. Radmall might be said jointly to fill this post, but

it is Christina, the eldest, who fills most of it. The other

two were named Virgilia and Orinthia, and I can't say
that these horrific labels did them any injustice. As for

the story of " their lives," as VIOLET HUNT tells it, there is

really nothing very much to charm in a history of three !

disagreeable children developing into detestable young
women. Perhaps it may have some value as a study of '

feminine adolescence, but I defy anyone to call the result

attractive. Its chief incident, which is (not to mince

matters) the attempted seduction by Christina of a middle-
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aged man, the father of one of her friends, mercifu'ly comes
to nothing. I like to believe that this sort of thing is as

unusual as it is unpleasant. For the rest, the picture of

the "artistic" household in which the children grew up, of

their managing mother, and the slightly soured and dis-

appointed painter their father, is drawn vividly enough.
But what unamiable people they all are !

" MILES IGNOTUS,"
who supplies a quaintly attractive little preface, in which
he speaks of having read the book in proof under shell-fire,

atl'octs to discover in them a kinship with Prussia. Cer-

tainly they are almost frightful enough.

Having read all about The Rise of Ledgar Dunstan

(DUCKWORTH) from obscurity to wealth, literary success
and aristocratic wedlock, I should be infinitely content to

leave him at that and have done ; but Mr. ALFRED
TRESIDDER SHEPPARD warns us that there is more to

follow, and even hints that the sequel, opening in July,
1914, may in many respects be far indeed from the dul-

ness of happily-ever-aftar. If Ledgar had baen satisfied

to marry the sweetheart of his

school-days there might have
been some danger of such a

disaster; but, having put his

humble past, including bis

Nonconformist conscience, too

diligently behind him for that,
he will have to face whatever
his author and the KAISER may
have in store, supported only
by a wife who is going, I trust

and balieve, to revenge on him
all the irritation which she
and I both felt at his attitude

of unemotional superiority to-

wards all the world. Some
people may think it almost a

pity that the lady cannot deal

similarly with Mr. SHEPPARD
himself in just reprisal for his

long-winded and nebulous way
of talking about Anti-Christ
and Armageddon, and for his

revolting incidents of murder
and insanity introduced with-
out any excuse of necessity. The book contains a consider-
able element of lively if undiscriminating humour, but its

insistence on the gruesome is so unfortunate that unless his

hero's future fate be already irrevocably fixed in manuscript
one would like to remind the author that essays in this

kind are the easiest form of all literary effort and the least

supportable.

With Serbia into Exile (MELROSE) is a book that will

suffer little from the fact that its tragic tale has already
been told by several other pens. Mr. FORTIER JONES, the

writer, has much that is fresh to say, and a very fresh and

vigorous way of saying it. His book and himself are both
American of the best kind which is to say, wonderfully
resourceful, observant, sympathetic and alive. From a

newspaper flung away by a stranger on the Broadway
Express, Mr. JONES first became aware that men were
wanted for relief work in Serbia, and " in an hour I had
become part of the expedition." That is a phrase charac-
teristic of the whole book. Though the matter of it is

the story,
"
incredibly hideous and incredibly heroic," of a

nation going into exile, Mr. JONES has always a kesn eye
for the picturesque and even humorous aspects of the

tragedy; he has a quick sense of the effective which

enables him to touch in many haunting pictures the
delusive peace of a sunny Autumn day among the Bosnian
mountains ; the face of KING PETER seen lor a moment
by lamplight amid a crowd of refugees ; and countless
others. More than a passing mention also is due to the

many quite admirable snapshots with which the volume
is illustrated. The author seems successfully to have
communicated his own gifts of observation and selection

to his camera, an instrument only too apt to betray those
who look to it for support. One is glad for many reasons
to think that our American cousins will read this book.

" GOD BLESS THE OLD WOMAN I SnE IS THOUGHTFUL. I

TOLD 'EB THERE WAS ICE IN THE TRENCHES THE LARST TIME
I WROTE, AND I'M BLEST IP SHE 'ABN'l BENT MB A PAIB
OP SKATES I

"

The Man in the Fog (HEATH, CHANTOM) is a book that

I find exceedingly hard to classify. Its author, Mr. HARRY
TIGHE, has several previous stories to his credit, all of

which seem to have moved the critics to pleasant sayings.
But for my own part I have frankly to confess that I found

The Man in the Fo/j somewhat wheezy company. Tho Man
of the title was a kind of Northern Joseph, dismissed from
a promising partnership with Potiphar after a domestic

intrigue on the lines of the

original. The fog happens
when, years later, he meets
the daughter of Mrs. Potiphar
returning to her mother's

house, and (at the risk of

the poor girl catching her

death) detains her on the front

step with foggy allusions to

the mysterious past. I may
mention that his own conduct
in the interval had been such
as I can only regard as a

lamentable relapse from the
altitudeof the earlier chapters.
But it is all vastly serious it

would perhaps be unkind to

say sententious and wholly
unruffled by the faintest sug-

gestion of comedy. For which
reason I should never be
startled to learn that HARRY
TIGHE was either youthful,
Scotch, or female (or indeed,
for that matter, all three).

In any case I can only hope that he, or she, will not resent

my parting advice to cultivate a somewhat lighter touch,
and the selection of such words as come easily from the

tongue. Some of the dialogue in the present hook is

painfully unhuman.

A Great Problem Solved.

Some carry their season tickets in their hat-bands,
others fasten them on their wrists, others wear them
attached to cords. A correspondent writes :

" In my own overcoat I find an ingenious arrangement excellently
suited for tho purpose of carrying a season ticket, so that it shall be

at once secure and easily accessible. The tailor has made a horizontal

slit, about two-and-a-half inches wide, in the right side of the coat,
and cunningly inserted a small rectangular bag or pouch of linen, tho

whole thing being strongly stitched and neatly finished off with a

flap. It makes an admirable receptacle for a season ticket of

ordinary dimensions, and I recommend this contrivance to those

who may not be acquainted with it."

" Well-fed as we are at home, and conscious that the men who are

fighting our battles are the best provisioned forces who ever took the

field, we can contemplate the continuance of the coldest weather for

twenty years with equanimity." Daily Chronicle,

Or even for the duration of the War.
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CHARIVARIA.
" WE will hold up wheat, we will

hold up meat, we will hold up muni-

tions of war and wo will hold up the

world's commerce," says Herr BALLIN.

Meanwhile his countrymen on the

Western front are content to hold up
their hands. ..

f +
#

It is reported from Gorman Head-

quarters that the KAISER intends to

confer on Count BERNSTORFF the Iron

Cross with white ribbon. This has,

wo understand, caused consternation

in official circles, where it is felt that

after all the Count has done his best

for Germany. ...

" We are at war," says the Berlin?r

Tageblatt, a statement which only goes
to prove that thero is nothing hidden
from the great minds of Germany.

# tt

The report that Mr. HENRY FORD
has offered to place his works at the

disposal of the American authorities

seems to indicate that he is determined
to get America on his side, one way or

the other. .

:

. .

;
.

Mr. S. F. EDGE, the famous motorist,
now on the FOOD CONTROLLER'S staff,

has given it as his opinion that a

simple outdoor life is best for pigs.
We are ashamed to say that our own
preference for excluding them from
our drawing-room has hitherto been
dictated by purely selfish motives.

*^*

America is making every preparation
for a possible war, and Mexico, not
to be outdone, has decided to hold a

Presidential election.
# ;;

It is true that Mr. GEORGE BERNARD
SHAW has visited the Front, but too

little has, we think, been made of the

fact that he wore khaki just like an

ordinary person, in fact.

A sensational story reaches us to

the effect that a new journalistic enter-

prise in Berlin is being devoted to the

"reliable reporting of news." We have

always maintained that to be successful

in business you must strike out on

original linos.
;!< !;

.

'

*

An exhibition of Zeppelin wreckage
has been opened in the Middle Temple
Gardens. The authorities are said to

be considering an offer confidentially
communicated to them by the German
Government to add Count ZEPPELIN as
an exhibit to the rest of the wreckage.

# *
*

Members of the Honor Oak Golf
Club are starting a piggery on their

course, and an elderly golfer who prac-
tises on a common near London is

about to write to The Spectator to state

that on Saturday he started a rabbit.
# ''.'

The American Association for the

Advance of Science decided at a recent

convocation that the ape had descended
from man. This statement has evoked
a very strong protest in monkey circles.

* *
*

The tuck-shops of Harrow have been

loyally placed out of bounds by the boys
themselves, though of course these

establishments, like the playing fields

of Eton, had their part in the winning
of Waterloo.

POOD DEVELOPMENT IN THE PARKS.
A FORECAST OP NEXT VALENTINE'S DAY.

Spinster (reads).
"
Dearest, moot me by the

scarecrow in Hyde Park."

One of our large restaurants is print-

ing on its menus the actual weight of

meat used in each dish. In others,

fish is being put on the table accom-

panied by its own scales.
':. *

We are requested to carry home our

own purchases, and one of the firms

for whom we feel sorry is Messrs.

FCRNESS, WITHY & COMPANY, of Liver-

pool, who have just purchased Passage
Docks, Cork.

:;; ^

Australia by organising her Com-
monwealth Loan Group, once again
lives up to her motto, " Advance,
Australia."

,,.
...

*

The Coroner of East Essex having
set the example of keeping pigs in

his rose garden, it is rumoured that

The Daily Mail contemplates offering

a huge pri/.o for a Standard Rose-
Scented Pig. +

To be in lino with many of our con-

temporaries wo are able to state defi-

nitely that the War is bound to come
to an end, though we have not yet
fixed on the exact date.

AIR-CASTLES.
WHEN I grow up to be a man and wear

whato'er I please,
Black-cloth and serge and Harris-tweed

I will have none of these ;

For shaggy men wear Harris-tweed, so

Harris-tweed won't do,

And fat commercial travellers are

dressed in dingy blue ;

Lack-lustre black to lawyers leave and
sad souls in the City,

But I '11 wear Linsoy-Woolsey because

it sounds so pretty.
I don't know what it looks like,

I don't know how it feels,

But Linsey-Woolsey to my fancy

Prettily appeals.

And when I find a lovely maid to settle

all my cash on,
She will be much too beautiful to need

the gauds of fashion.

No tinted tulle or taffeta, no silk or

crepe-de-chine
Will the maiden of my fancy wear no

chiffon, no sateen,

No muslin, no embroidery, no lace of

costly price,
But she '11 bo clad in Dimity because

it sounds so nice.

I don't know what it looks like,

I do not know its feel,

But a dimpled maid in Dimity
Was ever my ideal.

The Last Menu Card.

"To-day is one of the great moments oi

history. Germany's last card is on the table.

It is war to the knife. Either she starves

Great Britain or Great Britain starves her."
Mr. Curtin in " The Times."

Mr. CURTIN has lost a great chance for

talking of " War to the knife-and-fork."

Possibly he was away in Germany at

the time when this jcu d'esprit was
invented.

"The Canadian papers are unanimous that

the German peace proposals are premature,
and will be refused saskatoon."

Examiner (Launccston, Tasmania).

We had not hoard before that Germany
had asked for Saskatoon, but anyway
we are glad she is not going to get it.

From a schoolgirl's essay :

"The Reconnaissance was the time when

people began to wake up ... Friar Jelicoe

was a very great painter; ho painted angles."

Probably an ancestor of the gallant

gentleman who recently had a brush

with the enemy.

VOL. (1 II.
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TACTLESS TACTICS.
WEKE I a burglar in the dock
With every chance of doing time,

With Justice sitting like a rock

To hear a record black with crime ;

If my conviction seemed a cert,

Yet, by a show of late repentance,
I thought I might, with luck, avert

A simply crushing sentence
;

I should adopt, by use of art,

A pensive air of new-born grace,
In hope to melt the Bench's heart

And mollify its awful face ;

I should not go and run amok,
Nor in a lit of senseless fury

Punch the judicial nose or chuck
An inkpot at the jury.

So with the Hun : you might assume
He would exert his homely wits

To mitigate the heavy doom
That else would break him all to bits ;

Yet he behaves as one possessed,

Rampaging like a bull of Bashan,
Whichj as I think, is not the best

Means of conciliation.

For when the wild beast, held and bound,
Ceases to plungo and rave and snort,

The Bench, I hope, will pass some sound
Eemarks on this contempt of court ;

The plea for mercy, urged too late,

Should prove a negligible cipher,
And when the sentence seals his fate

He '11 get at least a lifer. 0. S.

HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.

(The KAISER and Count BEBNSTOHFF.)
The Kaiser (concluding a tirade). And so, in spite of my

superhuman forbearance, this is what it has come to.

Germany is smacked in the face in view of the whole world

yes, I repeat it, is smacked in the face, and by a nation

which is not a nation at all, but a sweeping together of the

worst elements in all the other nations, a country whose

navy is ludicrous and whose army does not exist
;
and you,

Count, have the audacity to come here into my presence
and tell me that, with the careful instructions given to you
by my Government and by myself, you were not able to

prevent such an end to the negotiations? It is a thing
that cannot be calmly contemplated. Even I, who have
learnt perhaps more thoroughly than other men to govern

my temper even I feel strangely moved, for I know how
deplorable will be the effect of this on our Allies and on the

other neutral Powers. Our enemies, too, will be exalted by
it and thus the War will be prolonged. No, Count, .at such

a moment one does not appear before one's Emperor with

a smiling face.

Count B. God knows, your Majesty, that it is not I who
have a smiling face. At such a moment there could be no
reason for it. But your Majesty will remember, in justice
to myself, that I have not ceased to warn your Majesty
from the very beginning that unless something actual and
definite was conceded to the feeling of the United States

trouble would surely come. First there was the treatment

of Belgium
The Kaiser. Bah! Don't talk to me of Belgium and the

Belgians. No more ungrateful race has ever infested the

earth. Besides, did I not say that my heart bled for

Louvain ?

Count B. The Americans, your Majesty, had the bad
taste not to believe you. It was in vain that I spread
those gracious words of yours broadcast throughout the

land. They only laughed at your Majesty.
The Kaiser. Yes, I know they did, curse them.
Count B. Then there carnc the deplorable sinking of the

Lusitania.

The Kaiser. Oh, don't speak to me of the Lusitania.
I 'm sick to death of the very name. Besides, how do you
dare to call her sinking deplorable? I authorised it; that

ought to bo enough for you and for everybody else.

Count B. I beg your Majesty's pardon. When I said
"
deplorable

"
I was alluding not so much to the act itself

as to its effect on opinion in the United States. From that

moment the Americans stiffened in their attitude towards
us and became definitely and strongly unfavourable. I

warned your Majesty of this over and over again, but your
Majesty preferred to disregard what I said.

The Kaiser. And have you any complaint to make? Is

your opinion of yourself so high that one may not without

sacrilege disregard your opinion ?

Count B. Your Majesty is pleased to jest. I am not

infallible, not being an Emperor, but I happen in this case

to have been right. And then on the top of all the other

things comes the Note announcing the new under-sea

policy, and the ridiculous offer to allow the Americans to

be safe in one ship a week, provided she is painted in a

certain way. No, really, with a proud nation

The Kaiser. Proud ! A race of huckstering money-
grubbers.

Count B. With a proud nation I must repeat it, your
Majesty such a course must lead straight to war. But

perhaps that was what your advisers wanted, though I

cannot see why they should want it. But for myself I

must ask your Majesty to remember that I foretold what
has come to pass. There is parhaps yet time to undo
the mischief.

The Kaiser. No, it is too late.

AS OTHERS SEE US.

THE General Officer Commanding, as he appears to :

(1) His Chief of Staff. The one insuperable obstacle to

tactical triumphs such as C.ESAR and NAPOLEON never

knew.

(2) His youngest A.D.C. -A perpetual fountain of un-
sterilized language.

(3) Certain Subaltern*. The greatest man on earth.

(4) Tommy Atkins. A benevolent old buffer in scarlet

and gold who periodically takes an inexplicable interest in

Tommy's belt and brass buttons. An excuse for his

sergeant's making him present arms.

(5) The British Public. A name in the newspapers.

(6) Himself. (a) Before dinner : An unfortunate, over-

worked and ill-used old man. (b) After dinner : England's
hope and Sir WILLIAM ROBERTSON'S right hand.

(7) His Wife. A very lovable, but helpless, baby.

From an Indian teacher's report on the progress of his

school:
/

" A sad experience. Spirits for a time were very high. Our menials
talked of exploits and masters of glory in store. But soon the famines
set in. The treachery of the elements ravished the hopes of agricultur-

ists, the major portion of the supporters of the school. The
puffs of misery bleached \vhito the flush of early and latter times

;

dinner-hours grew few and far between ; and with tho Sun of Loaf
sank all wakefulncss to light and culture."

This last feature sounds a little like Berlin.
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RATIONAL SERVICE.
JOHN BULL. "SACRIFICE INDEED! WHY, I'M FEELING FITTER EVERY MINUTE, AN'D

I'VE STILL PLENTY OF WEIGHT' TO SPARE."
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'HOW THIS EGG GOT PAST THE FOOD CONTROLLER I CAN'T IMAGINE.'

THE THREE DICTATORS.

(Being a tragedy of the moment and in-

cidentally a guide to the art of hand-

ing out correspondence to the typist.)

i.

THERE are, of course, as many styles
of dictating letters as there are of writ-

ing them ;
but three stand out. One

is the Indignant Confidential ; one the
Hesitant Tactful ; and one the No-
Nonsense Efficient. Bitter experience
in three orderly London houses only a

day or so ago chances to have led to

such complete examples of each of

these styles that the reader has the

felicity of acquiring at the same time a
valuable insight into business methods
and a glimpse of what Nature in the

person of Jack Frost can do with even
the best regulated of cities.

We will take first the Hesitant

Tactful, where the typist is not merely
considered as a human being but in-

vited to become an ally. The dictator

is Mr. Vernon Crombie.

"Oh, Miss Carruthers, there's a letter

I want to dictate and get off by hand
at once, because my house isn't fit to live

in through burst pipes. The plumbers
promised to send yesterday, but didn't,
and to-day they can't come, it seems,

and really it 's most serious. Ceilings

being ruined, you know. The bore is

that there aren't any other plumbers
that I know of, and one is so at the

mercy of these people that we must go
very delicately. You understand. We
mustn't say a word to set their backs

up any higher than they already are.

Anger "s no good in this case. Here
we must be tactful, and I want you to

help me. I knew you would.
Now we '11 begin. To Messrs. Morrow

& Hope. Dear Sirs, / hate no,
that 's a little too strong, perhaps /
much dislike that 's better / much
dislike to bother you at a time when I
know you must be overworked in <.'ivr//

direction you see the idea, don't you ?

What we've got to do is to get on their

soft side. It's no use bullyragging
them ; understanding their difficulties

is much bettor. You see that, don't

you? Of course; I knew you would.
Now then. Where was I ? Oh yes
overworked in every direction; but if,

as you promised yesterday, but unfortu-
nately were unable^-i think that 's good,
don't you? Much better than saying
that they had broken their promise

to manage, you could spare a man to

attend to our pipes without further de-

lay I think you might underline with-

out further delay. Would that be safe,

I wonder ? Yes, I think so / should
be more than grateful. And now there 's

a problem. What I have been ponder-
ing is if it would be wise to offer to

pay an increased charge. I 'd do any-
thing to get the pipes mended, but, on
the other hand, it's not a sound pre-
cedent. A state of society in which

everyone bid against everyone else

for the first services of the plumber
would be unbearable. Only the rich

would ever be plumbed, and very soon
the plumbers would be the million-

aires. Perhaps we had better let the

letter go as it is ? You think so and I

think so. Very well then, just Believe

me, yours faithfully, and I '11 sign it."

And now the Indignant and Confiden-
tial. Mr. Horace Bristowe is dictative :

"
Ah, here you are, Miss Tappit. Now

I 've got trouble with the plumbers,
and I want to give the blighters well,

I can't say it to you, but you know
what I mean. There 's my house drip-

ping at every pore, or rather pouring
at every drip I say, that 's rather

good ;
I must remember that to tell

them this evening. Just put that

down on a separate piece of paper,
will you. Well, here 's the place all

soaked and not a man can I get. They
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ised to send on Tuesday, they

j
promised to send yesterday, and this

I morning comes a note saying that they
i
can't now HOIK! till to-morrow. What

. >u think of that? And they luivo

worked for mo for years. Years I vo

boon employing them.
'Lot's begin, anyway. 'J'"

'

'l',n/i/it l\niill. Dear Sirs No, I'm

hanged if I '11 call them dear. Ridicu-

lous convention! They're not dear

except iii their charges. I say, that's

not had. No, just put Gentlemen. But
that's absurd too. They 're not gentlo-
mon, the. swine ! They 'ro anything but

gentlemen, they're blackguards, swin-

dlers, liars. Seriously, Miss Tappit, I

ask you, isn't it monstrous? Here am
I, an old customer, with burst pipes
doing endless damago, and they can't

send anyone till to-mornr.v. Ideally, you
, it 's the limit. I know about the

War and all that. I make every allow-

ance. But I still say it's the limit.

Woll, wo must put the thing in the

third person, 1 suppose, if I'm not to

call them either 'dear' or 'gentlemen.'
Mr. llnriici' Uri.itowe presents his comp
Good Heavens! he does nothing of

(he kind -.I//-. Hunter llristowe begs to

I'-egsl Of course I don't beg. This

really is becoming idiotic. Can't one
\\ ril e a letter like an honest man, instead

of all this flunkey business ? Begin
again : To Messrs Tarry i Nott. Mr.
Horace Bristou'c considers that lie has

.

:

ri'iit''/! irith a lack of considera-

tion no, we can't bave ' considers
'

and 'consideration' so near together.
What's another word for 'considera-

tion'? t willed icith a lack
of

a lack

of
- "Well, we '11 keep

' consideration
'

and alter ' considers." Begin again :

Mr. Horace JSristowe thinks no, that 's

not strong enough believes no. Ah,
I've got it .r. Horace Kristowe holds

that he hits been Irenli-d In/ ijou with a
lack of ronaidenitinn irliich I wonder
if

' which
'

is better than ' that
'

a luck

nf oonsideration that, considering his

long no, we can't have '

considering
'

just after 'consideration' that no,
ir Iii eh which in view of his long

;<l as What I want to say is

that it 's an infernal shame that after

all these years, in which I 've put
business in their way and paid them
scores of pounds, they should treat me
in this scurvy fashion, that 's what I

mean. The swine! I tell you, Miss

Tappit, it 's infamous. I (and so on).
The No-Nonsense Efficient business-

man, so clear-headed and capable that

it is his continual surprise that he is

not in the Cabinet without the pre-

liminary of an election, handles his

correspondence very differently. He
presses a button for Miss Pether. She
is really Miss Carmichael, but it is a

THE BROTHERS TIKOO, WHO ABB KXBUITKD FROM MILITARY SERVICE, DO TIIKIU

BIT BY HELPING TO TRAIN LADIES WHO ABB GOING ON THE LAND.

rule in this model office that the typist
takes a dynastic name, and Pether now
goes with the typewriter, just as all

office-boys are William. Miss Pether
arrives with her pad and pencil and

glides swiftly and noiselessly to her

seat and looks up with a face in which

mingle eagerness, intelligence, loyalty
and knowledge of her attainments.

" To Messrs. Promises & Brake, says
the business man, Gentlemen comma
the pipes at my house were not properly
mended by your man yesterday comma
and there is still a leakage comma which
is causing both damage and inconveni-

ence full stop Please let me have comma
in reply to this comma an assnn.ii /

that someone shall be sent round at once

dash in a taxi comma if necessary full

stop. If such an assurance cannot be

i/iri'ii comma I sJiall call in another

firm and refuse to pay your account full

slop. Since the new trouble is due to

your employee's own negligence comma
I look to you to give this job pnoi it//

over all others full stop. My messenger
waits full stop. 'I am comma yours

faithfully comma. Let me have it at

once and tell the boy to get a taxi."

ii.

None of the plumbers sent any men.

" In some courts the carrying of matches
has been regarded as a light offence, but this

will not be the case in future." Irish Times.

We note the implied rebuke to the

jester on the Bench.

SONGS OF FOOD-PRODUCTION.
ii.

MUSTARD-AND-CBESS in Mayfair,

Belgravia's Winter Greens ;

None so nicely as they fare

Save Cox's Kidney Beans ;

Mustard-and-Cress in boxes,
Greens in the jardiniere,

And a trellis of Beans at Cox's,

Facing Trafalgar Square.

Lady Biflington's daughters
Are mulching the Greens with Clay ;

Lady Smiffington waters
The Mustard-and-Cress all day ;

And Cox's cashiers (those oners
!)

Are feeling extremely rash,
For they 're pinching the tips of the

Runners
As they never would pinch your cash.

Mighty is Mayfair's Mustard,
The Cress is hardy and hale ;

Belgravia's housemaids dust hard
To keep the dust from the Kale ;

But Cox's cashiers look solemn,
For their Beans (which sell by the

sack)
Would cover the Nelson Column

If they didn't keep pinching them
back.

"\VEATIII.R AT HEALTH RESORT*.
Sun- Temp.

shine. Max. Min. AVi-atlier.

IVlixstowe . 0.0 . 22 . 29 . Sonic snow.

Morning Paper.
And some thermometer.
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PETHERTON'S DONKEY;
OR, PATRIOTISM AND PUBLICITY.

I HADN'T had a letter-writing bout
with Petherton for some time, and,

feeling in need of a little relaxation, I

seized the opportunity afforded by
Potherton's installing a very noisy

donkey in his paddock adjoining my
garden, and wrote to him as follows:

DEAR Mn. PETHEKTON, I do not

like making complaints against a

neighbour, as you know, but the new
tenant of your field does not seem to

argue a good selection on your part,
unless his braying has a more soothing
effect on you than it has on me.

Yours sincerely,
HARRY J. FORDYCE.

I was evidently in hick, as I drew
Petherton's literary fire at once.

Sra (ho wrote),
- 1 should have

thought that you would have been the
last person in the world to object to

this particular noise. Allow me to in-

form you that I purchased the donkey
for several family and personal reasons
which cannot possibly concern you.

Faithfully yours,
FREDERICK PETHERTON.

I translated this letter rather freely
for my own ends, and replied :

DEAR PETHERTON, I apologise. I

had no idea that the animal was in any
way connected with your family. If it

is a poor relation I must say you are

fortunate in being able to fob him (or
should it be her?) off so easily, as he

(or she) appears to live a life of com-

parative luxury, at little cost, I should

imagine, to yourself. I shall be glad to

know whether the animal, in exercis-

ing its extraordinary vocal powers, is

calling for his (or her) mate, or merely
showing off for the amusement of

your fascinating poultry who share its

pleasaunce.
Can t you possibly fit the brute with

a silencer, as the noise it makes is dis-

turbing, especially to me, my study
window being very close to the hedge?

Yours sincerely,
HARRY FORDYCE.

P.S. I am thinking of laying dosvn
a bed of poisoned carrots for early use.

Perhaps with your chemical knowledge
you can suggest an effective top-dress-

ing for them.

Petherton rose to the bait and wrote
the same night as follows :

SIR, In your unfortunate corres-

pondence with me you have always
shown yourself better at rudeness than

repartee. Did you not learn at school

the weakness of the tn quoquc line of

argument? You speak of your study

window being near my field. The
name "study" suggests literary efforts.

Is it in your case merely a, room de-

voted to the penning of senseless and

impertinent letters to unoffending neigh-

bours, who have something bettor to

do than waste their time reading and

answering them ? I hope this letter

will be the last one I shall find it neces-

sary to write to you.
lie your postscript. Try prussic acid,

but pray do not confine it to the toilets

of your carrots. A few drops on the

tongue would, I am sure, make you
take a less distorted view of things, and

you would cease to worry over such
trifles as the braying of a harmless

animal. Faithfully yours,
FREDEUICK PETHERTON.

Of course I simply had to reply to

this, but made no reference to the tu

qitoque question. He had evidently
failed to grasp, or had ignored, the

rather obvious suggestion in the last

few words of my first letter on the

subject. I wrote :

MY DEAR CHAP, Thanks so much
for your prompt reply and valuable

information about prussic acid. There

was, however, one omission in the pre-

scription. You didn't say on whose

tongue the acid should bo placed. If

you meant on the donkey's it seems an
excellent idea. I '11 try it, so excuse

more now, as the chemist's will be

closed in a few minutes.

Yours in haste, HARRY F.

Petherton was getting angry, and
his reply was terse and venomous :

-

SIR, Yes, I did mean the donkey's.
It will cure both his stupid braying and
his habit of writing absurd and childish

letters.

But if you poison my donkey it will

cost you a good deal more than you
will care to pay, especially in war-time.

It is a pity you're too old for the

army; you might have been shot by
now. Faithfully yours,

FREDERICK PETHERTON.
I had now got on to my fourth speed,

and dashed off this reply :

DEAB FREDDY, I like you in all your
moods, but positively adore you when

you are angry. As a matter of fact I

arn very fond of what are so absurdly
known as dumb animals, and am glad
now that the chemist's was closed last

night before I decided whether to go
there or not. BALAAM himself would
have been proud to own your animal.

It roused me from my bed this morning
with what was unmistakably a very fine

asinine rendering of the first few bars
of "The Yeoman's Wedding," but un-

fortunately it lost the swing of it before

the end of the first verse.

Yours as ever, HARRY.

Potherton gave up the contest ; but
I let him have a final tweak after seeing
the announcement of his splendid and

public-spirited action to help on the
War Food scheme.

DEAR OLD BOY (I wrote), How
stupid you must have thought mo all

this time ! Only when I learnt from
the paragraph in this morning's Sur-

bury Examiner that, in response to the

suggestion of theEural District Council,

you have lent your field to the poor
people of the neighbourhood for grow-
ing War Food did I realise the meaning
of the dulcet-toned donkey's presence
in your field.

The growing of more food at the

present time is an absolute necessity,
but it was left to you to discover this

novel method of proclaiming to Surbury
that here in its midst was land waiting
to be put to really useful purpose.

I do not know which to admire the

more, your patriotism or the ingenuity

displayed in your selection of so admir-

able a mouthpiece from among your
circle of friends. Yrs., H.

Petherton has left it at that.

NURSERY RHYMES OF LONDON TOWN.

(SECOND SERIES.)
XVIII.

BAYSWATER.

THE Bays came down to water

Neigh ! Neigh ! Neigh !

And there they found the Brindled
Mules

Bray! Bray! Bray!
"How dare you muddy the Bays' water
That was as clear as glass ?

How dare you drink of the Bays' water,
You children of an Ass?

"

"Why shouldn't we muddy your water ?

Neigh ! Neigh ! Neigh !

Why shouldn't we drink of your water.

Pray, pray, pray ?

If our Sire was a Coster's Donkey
Our Dam was a Golden Bay,

And the Mules shall drink of the Bays'
water

Every other day !

"

XIX.

KENTISH TOWN.
As I jogged by a Kentish Town

Delighting in the crops,
I met a Gipsy hazel-brown
With a basketful of hops.

" You Sailor from the Dover Coast
With your blue eyes full of ships,

Carry my basket to the oast

And I "11 kiss you on the lips."

Once she kissed me with a jest,

Once with a tear

where "s the heart was in my breast

And the ring was in my ear ?
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Head of Gorcrnnieiti Department (in his private room in reccntly-commindeered lio'el).
" Box ! BUINQ BOMB MOBB COAI.1

"

WAR'S ROMANCES.
[Now that fiction 13 occupying itself so

much with military mutters, it is necessary
to warn the lady novelist as it used to be

iry in other days to warn her in relation
to sport to cultivate accuracy. There is a
constant danger that the popular story will

include such passages as follow.]

"
Corporal Cutlibert Crcwdson," said

thcColonol in a kindly voiee,"your work
lias been very satisfactory so much
so that I have decided to promote you.
From to-day you will no longer be

Corporal, but Lance-Corporal." \Yitli

a grateful smile our hero saluted and
retired to draw his lance at the Adju-
tant's stores.

"Darling," cried the handsome young
private,

"
1 told the Colonel of our en-

giigeinent, and ho said at once I. might
bring you to tea at our Mess any Sun-

day afternoon."

One night, as Private Jones and tho

Sergeant-major \\vni strolling arm-in-
arm through the High Street . . .

"Remember," said the old Major,
eyeing his eighteen-year-old subaltern
son with a shrewd affectionate glance," a little well-placed courtesy goes a

long way. For instance, if a Sergeant
should call you

'

Sir,' never forget to

say
' Sir

'

to him."

Osbert, his cane dangling from his left

hand and with Mabel at his* side, sailed

proudly down Oxford Street. Suddenly
a Tommy hove in sight. At once Osbert

passed his stick to his other hand,

leaving the left one free. The next
moment the man was saluting, and
Osbert, bringing up his left hand in

acknowledgment, passed on.
" It is always well to bo scrupu-

lously correct in these little details,"

lie explained.

Mildred, her heart Ix'ating rapidly,
stood shyly behind the muslin curtain

as George, looking very gallant in

khaki, strode past the window with
his frog hopping along at his side.

Sidney Bellairs, apparently so stern

and unbending on parade, was adored by
his men. Often he had been known,
when acting as "orderly officer" (as the
olliccr is called who has to keep order),
to carry round with him a light camp-
stool, which, with his unfailing charm
of manner, he would offer to some

weary sentry. "There, my boy, sit

down," ho would say, without a trace
of condescension.

Lord Debenham succeeded because
even in small things ho could look
ahead. "Ethelred," he would say
to his batman,

" there is to be a field-

day to-morrow, so see that my haver-

sack, water-bottle and slacks are put
ready for me in the morning."

"
Very good, my lord," the orderly

would answer.

Marmaduka sprang forward. The
Hun's bomb, its pin withdrawn, was
about to explode. Coolly removing his

costly gold -and -diamond tie-pin, he
thrust this substitute into the ap-
pointed place in tho terrible sixy.ling

bomb, and stood back with a little

smilo. The next moment his General

stepped towards him and pinned to his

breast tho Victoria Cross.

Colonel Blood belonged to the old

school irascible, even explosive, but
at bottom a heart of gold. Often after

thrashing a subaltern with his cane for

somo neglect of duty he would smile

suddenly and invite the offender to dine
with him at tho Regimental Mess as if

nothing had happened.
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Lady (asking for the third time).
" HAVE WE BEACHED No. 234 YKT? "

Conductor. ."YES, MUM. HERE YOU ABB." [Stops frtts.] .

Lady. "On, I DIDN'T WANT TO GET OUT. I ONLY WANTED TO SHOW MY LITTLE FIDO WHERE HE WAS nor.x."

A NEW DANGER
"I DON'T know if you realise," said

Ernest,
" that since Army signalling

I

became fashionable a new danger con-

i fronts us."
" If you mean that an enthusiast

might start semaphoring unexpectedly
in a confined space and get his neigh-
bour in the eye, I may say that I have

thought of it," I answered. -"But it

isn't worth worrying very much about.

He wouldn't do it more than once."

"It isn't that," said Ernest. "It's

something much more subtle and in-

sidious. It is the growing tendency
in ordinary conversation to use ' Ack '

for A,
' Beer

'

for B,
' Emma '

for M,
' Esses

'

for S,
' Toe

'

for T, etc. When
you told me you were going to see your
Aunt at 3 P.M., for instance, you said
' 3 Pip Emma.' And it isn't as if you
were at all good at Semaphore or Morse
either.

"
Imagine," he continued,

" the effect

upon a congregation of the announce-
ment from the pulpit that the Eeverend
John Smith, Beer Ack, will preach next

Sunday. Or upon a meeting when told

that Mr. Carrington Ponk, J. Pip, will

now speak. Think of Aunt Jane and
all her Societies," he went on gloomily.
"
Imagine her saying that she 's going

to an Esses Pip G. meeting to-morrow.
It 's a dreadful thought. It will extend

to people's initials, too. The great
T. P. will be Toe Pip O'CONNOR. Some-

thing will have to be done about it."

"tfhere 's only one thing to be done,"
I said. " You must get into Parliament
and bring in a Bill about it. All might
yet be well if you were an Emma Pip."

The Hungry Huns.
"The Berliner Tageblatt's correspondent

states that the ground at St. Pierre Vaast has
been converted into a marsh iu which half-

frozen soldiers, wot to the skin and kuee-deep
in mud, absorb the shells."

New Zealand Paper.

" The dispute, he claimed, was not started

by the employees, but by the employer making
sweeping reductions in the ages of the men."

Daily Paper.

If he wants to do this sort of thing with

impunity he should employ women.

A Food Problem.

DEAR MB. PUNCH, Please do tell

me. Must I count sausages under the

meat or the bread allowance? I do so

want to help my country faithfully.
, Yours, WORRIED HOUSEWIFE.

"REWARD 2s. 6d. Lost, a small Silver

Toothpick, value sentimental."

Nottingham Evening Post.

The latest thing in love-tokens.

"After a debate lasting three days, the

Senate rejected the motion approving Mr.
Wilson's Nose." The Bulletin (Lahore).

The Senate has since shown its impar-
tiality by registering its profound dis-

approval of the KAISER'S Cheek.

" A special constable has received the Silver

Modal of the Society for Protection of Life

from fire for his gallantry in mounting a

ladder at a local fire last May and rescuing a

cook." Daily Paper.

It is understood that members of

the regular "force" consider that he

showed some presumption in not leav-

ing this particular task to them.
.
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BLIGHTED PKOSPECTS.
13ERNSTOUHF

(bitterly).
" PHETTY MESS YOU'VE MADE OF IT WITH YOUR XI" \V

FRIGHTFULNESS. I'VE LOST MY JOB!"
HIN-DEKBUUG (also bitterly). "WELL, YOU 'BE WELCOME TO MINE."
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WHY
Dug-out (who lias been put off on tlie last three greens by his caddie siueiiny, aiuL has now foozled his putt ayain).
s- DIDN'T you SNEEZE? I WAS COUNTING ON IT."

" CONFOUND YOU 1

ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Wednesday, February 1th. His

MAJESTY opened Parliament to-day for

what we all hope will be the Victory
Session. But it will not be victory
without effort. That was the burden
of nearly all the speeches made to-day,
from the KING'S downwards. His
MAJESTY, who had left his crown and
robes behind, wore the workmanlike
uniform of an Admiral of the Fleet; and
the Peers had forgone their scarlet and
ermine in favour of khaki and sable.

When Lord STANHOPE, who moved
the Address, ventured, in the course

of an oration otherwise sufficiently

sedate, to remark that "tlie great crisis

of the War had passed," Lord CUHZON
was swift to rebuke this deviation into

cheerfulness. On the contrary, he de-

clared, we were now approaching
" the

supreme and terrible climax of the

War." He permitted himself, how-

ever, to impart one or two comforting
items of information with regard to the

arming of existing merchant-ships, the

construction of new tonnnge and the

development of inventions for the dis-

covery and deletion of submarines. For
excellent reasons, no doubt, it was all

a little vague, but in one respect his

statement left nothing to be desired in

the way of precision.
" The present

Government, in its seven weeks of

office, had taken but two large and one
small hotels," and is, I gather, marvel-

ling at its own moderation.
1 was a little disappointed with the

speeches of the Mover and Seconder
of the Address in the Commons, for

of recent years there has been a

great improvement in this difficult

branch of oratory. Sir HEDWOKTH
MEUX must, I think, have been
dazzled by the effulgence of his epau-
lettes, which were certainly more highly
polished than his periods. When in

mufti he is much briefer and brighter.
As Mr. ASQUITH however found both

speeches
"
admirable," no more need

be said.

The LEADER OP THE OPPOSITION, as

one must for convenience style him

though in truth there is no Opposition,
in the strict sense of the word just

said what he ought to have said. For
one brief moment he seemed to be

straying on to dangerous ground, when
he put some questions regarding the

I scope of the coming Imperial Con-

]

fercnce ; but the rest of his speech was

|

wholly in keeping with the peroration,
|

in which he pleaded that in the prose-
j

cution of the Nation's aim there should
j

i be " no jarring voices, no party cross-

j

currents, no personal or sectional dis-

tractions."

Unfortunately thei'e is a section of

the Commons over which he exercises

no control. When Mr. BONAR LAW, as

Leader of the House, rose to reply,
.the "jarring voices" of Mr. SNOWDEN
I and others of his kidney were heard in

i chorus, calling for the PRIME MINISTER.
I Mr. LAW paid no attention to the

I interruption. Ho cordially thanked
Mr. ASQUITH for his speech, "the best

possible testimony to the unity of this

country," and assured him that the

Imperial Conference would be prim-

arily concerned with the successful

prosecution of the War. The GERMAN
EMPEROR had proved himself a great
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Empire - builder, but it was not bis

own empire that bo \v;is bnildlng,
Later on Mr. PRINOLK reverted to

the absence of tbo I'HIMR MINISTKI:,
wliich be, as a person of taste, inter-

preted as " studied disrespect of tlio

llnu>e of Commons." In this vic-u

he was supported by Mr. KINC;. Mr.
LI.OYD GKOKCIK must really be careful.

Strange to say, no public notice was
taken of another distinguished absentee)

the Member for East Herts. A fe\v

days ago, after a violent collision with

Mr. JUSTICE DARLING, Mr. PKIIIIERTON-
BILLINO announced his intention of

resigning bis seat and submitting him
self for re-election. But since then we
have been given to understand that a

vote of confidence proposed by PI:M-

RERTON, seconded by BILLIXO, and
carried unanimously by the hyphen,
had convinced him that, as in the

leading case of Mr. CKOIL KHODES,
"resignation can wait."

Thursday,.February 8th. When we
read day by day long lists of merchant
vessels sunk by the enemy submarines
two questions occur to most of us.

How does the amount of tonnage lost

compare with the amount of new ton-

nage put afloat, and what is the number
of submarines that the Navy lias ac-

counted for in recent months ? Mr.
FLAVIN put the first question to-day,
but found Sir LEO CHIOZZA MONKY,
who usually exudes statistics at every
pore, singularly reticent on the subject.
All he would say was that a largo

programme of new construction was
in hand.

Private Members blew off a great
volume of steam to-day on the pro-
posal of the Government to take the
whole time of the House. Scotsmen,
Irishmen and an Englishman or two

joined in the plea that at least they
should be allowed to introduce their

various little Bills, even if they did not

get any further. Perhaps if a Welsh-
man had joined the band they might
have been listened to. As it was, only
one of them received any comfort. This
was Mr. SWIFT MAONEILL, who was
informed that the Bill to deprive the

enemy dukes of their British titles, for

which he has been clamouring these
two years, would shortly be introduced.
But for the rest Mr. BONAR LAW was
not inclined at this crisis in our fate

to encourage the raising of questions,
most of them acutely controversial,
which would distract attention from
the War.
On an amendment to the Address

Mr. LESLIE SCOTT took up his brief for
the British farmer, who, deprived of his
skilled men and faced with higher prices
for fertilizers and feeding-stuffs, was ex-

pected to grow more food without hav-

Jones (to cloak-room attendant), "How MUCH?"
Cloak-room Attendant. "THERE is NO VEBBAL CHARGE, SIB."

ing any certainty that he would be able

to dispose of it at a remunerative price.

Farming is always a bit of a gamble,
but in

^present
conditions it beats the

Stock Exchange hollow. Some of the

proposals which Mr. SCOTT outlined to

improve the situation would have been
denounced as revolutionary three years
ago, and were a little too drastic even
now for Mr. PBOTHERO. Squeezed
between the WAR MINISTER and the
FOOD CONTROLLER, the MINISTEB OF
AGRICULTURE rather resembles the
Dormouse in Alice in Wonderland; but
he is really quite all right, thank you.
Mr. GEORGE LAMBERT thinks that the

author of "The Psalms in Human Life"
is too saintly to tackle Lords DERBY
and DEVONPORT, but, if my memory

serves me, DAVID no allusion to the

PREMIER had a- rather pretty gift of

invective.

Lot no-one say that England is not

at last awake. Mr. CHARLES BATBURST

to-night made the terrific announce-
ment that in some parts of the coun-

try Masters of Hounds are shooting
foxes.

" This brings the War home," said

FERDINAND THE FEARFUL when he
heard the news.

" It was agreed to express satisfaction with
the announcement that the price fixed for tin-

potato crop of 1917 was not a miximum price."
Scott Paper.

This must be the happy moan of which
we hear so much.
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THE RECENT TRUCE.
STUDENTS of geography know that

Ballybun is divided from the hack

gardens of Kilterash by the pellucid
waters of that noble stream, the Bun,
which hurls itself over a barrier of old

tin-cans in a frantic effort to find the

sea. But they do not know that this

physical division, long ago bridged, is

nothing to the moral and political
division which will keep the two for

ever asunder.

Several of our younger citizens have
written to me from the trenches to ask
how the War is progressing. 1 have

usually in reply quoted the remark of

one of their number on leaving
us for the Front after a short

holiday, that he was now look-

ing forward to a little peace
and rest. I wish here to add
a postscript to this concerning
a recent unexpected truce.

Political geography is not
written as it should be, so that

there may be people who have
not even heard of the Great
War between Ballybun and
Kilterash. No one knows for

certain when it started, or why.
A local antiquary, after pro-

longed study of chronicles, me-
morials, rolls and records, to

say nothing of local church-

yards, refers it with some con-

fidence to the reign of HENRY
II. (Louis VII. being King of

France, in the pontificate of

ADRIAN IV. and so on), and to

the forcible abduction of a pig

(called the White Pearl) by the

then ruling monarch of Kilter-

ash. The Editor of The Kil-

terash Curfew, in one of his

recent "
Headings for the Day

of Rest," remarked that Chris-
{

tian charity compelled him to L

hurl this foul aspersion back

worthy friend, theEditor of The Curfew,
who pointed out, more in anger than in

sorrow, that Ballybun had sent six men
fewer than Kilterash. The second
truce again broken by the enemy
concerned myself. Wishing to add, if

possible, to the evidence from monu-
ments contained in my pamphlet, I

was copying an inscription 1 had only
just discovered in the disused church-

yard of Killyburnbrae, when one of

these light Atlantic showers sprang up
and soaked me to the backbone. The
result was influenza and a high tem-

perature, which rose while I was read-

ing The Curfew upon my brochure,
" The White Pearl of Ballybun, an Tm-

of her and reached the Editor of The
Curfew in the middle of a philippic.
Next morning I was astounded to road
in his editorial columns :

" Our distin-

guished neighbour and friend if he
will allow us to call him so - is now no
more ;

in other words is gone ... as
VIRGIL remarks . . . famous anti-

quarian . . . scrupulous and method-
ical, and, as wo remarked in our last

issue, reminiscent of the palmy days of

the best German monumental scholar-

ship . . . our slight differences never
affected the esteem in which we held
him as a patriot, citizen, ratepayer and
Man
Now

FOOD VALUES IN OUR RESTAURANTS.
Customer. " WHAT DO you SUGGEST FOE TO-DAY, Miss ?

"

Waitress (laie of Oirton). "WELL, SIR, ROAST MUTTON,
TWO VEGETABLES AND SWEETS WILL GIVE YOU THE NECES-
SARY PROTEIN, CALORIES AND CARBO-HYDRATKS."

this was kindly and fair. I

have written to iny worthy
friend and have proposed to

dedicate to him my forthcom-

ing work (non-partisan) on the
" Slant Observable in Some
Church-Spires, Part I." When
lie had to anbury me, war had
to be resumed it was his side
that insisted upon it but as
far as the two chieftains are
concerned it is a war without
bitterness. He now introduces
his attacks with " Our hon-
oured and able antiquarian
friend"; while my answers
breathe such sentiments as
"The genial editor of that
well-conducted organ."

teeth of this so-called antiquary ; the

in the
| partial Examination with the Original

knew that the pig had
the parish of Kilterash,

whole world
been born in

but had "
strayed

"
across the Bun,

as things too often had the habit of

straying.
I am the "so-called antiquary." My

little pamphlet proves in less than
three hundred pages the truth of my
allegation concerning the abduction of

the White Pearl, giving the original
texts on which I rely and the genea-
logies of all concerned in a sordid story.

Since 1157, as far as history records,
we have been afflicted with only two

periods of truce. One was when, on

hearing of the foul wrong done by the

German Brute in Belgium, we united
in enlisting recruits for our local regi-
ment. This truce was broken by my

Documents herein set out and now for

the first time deciphered by a Member
of the Society of Antiquarians. Dedi-

cated to All Lovers of the Truth.

Printed by the Ballybun Binnacle
Press."

2V(e Curfew said of this fair state-

ment of the evidence (with the original

documents, mind you) that it smacked
of German scholarship and their grave-

yard style of doing tilings. My blood

boiled at this, and to keep me cool my
niece, who lives with me, pulled down
all the blinds, as the sun was strong.
An old fish-woman passing by saw

this and said,
"
Well, well, the poor old

fellow 's gone at last ! A decent man
in his time, with no taste in fish 1 We
must all come to it." From her the

news spread forty miles on either side
] superfluous.

As You Were.
" BIowtoNarkets. Rise of nearly

400 points. Cotton jump. Ger-

many's note breaks the market."

Lircrpool Kclifi, Feb. 1.

' ' Blow to Markets. Fall of nearly
400 points. Cotton slump."

.Same J'aper, Later Kdilinn.

In spite of this sensational

transformation of a jump into

a slump wo are glad to seo that

.1 typographically at any rate

thi] markets had recovered a little from
their early derangement.

'

Supposing aman has porridge and bacon for

breakfast and a cut from the point or a shop or

steak for luncheon he may rind that ho has
consumed his moat allowance for the day."

Daily Mail (Manchester Edition).

Is not the food problem sufficiently
difficult already without theseadditional

complications'? The man who wants
a whole shop for his luncheon will get
no sympathy from us.

From a list of Canon MASTERMAN'S
lectures on "The War and the Smaller

Nations of Europe
"

:

'April 2nd (possibly), 'The Reconstruction
of Europe.'

" Western Morning Newt.

We commend the lecturer's caution,
but hope it will prove to have been
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THIS IS SOT A SCI1SR FKOM A JU.VUE IT IS HARDLY DULL ENOUGH FOB THAT BCI AX EVERYDAY PEBKOnMASCB ON THE
)! ATFOUM Ol1 ANY UAILWAY STATION DUB1NU THE BECENT COLD SPELL.

A FORWARD MINX.
THE garden wall was high, yet not

so high hut that any young lady bent
on attracting the notice of her neigh-
bours could look over it. Misa Dot
indeed regarded an outside flight of

steps which led to an upper storey us

an appointed amelioration to the hours
which she was expected to spend in

the garden, for it was an easy scramble
from the stairs to the top of the wall,
whence she could survey the world.
To be sure the wall was narrow as
well us high, but a timorous gait shows
off a pretty figure, and slight nervous-
ness adds a pathetic expression to a

pretty face; to both of which advan-

tages Dot \\as not, it is to be believed,

altogether indifferent when khaki coats
dwelt the other side of that wall.

On this particular day she was tr\ ing
to attract notice in so unrest rained a
iiKinner that her mother remarked it

from an upper window. But mothers,
we are told in these latter days, are not

always the wisest guurdinns of their

"flapper" daughters. This mother had
a decided p,'iu-!i<tnt for a khaki coat her-

self; only she demanded braid on the
cuff and a smartly cut collar, and these

she would greet in the street with a
tender act of homage which rarely
failed to win admiring attention. But
for a daughter who would dash down
the road after a Tommy she had con-

tempt rather than disapproval. So
she watched with interest, but, alas !

with no idea of interference.

At first there were only "civvies"
about, and though the admiration of any
youthful male was dear to Dot's heart,
and though chaff and blandishments
were not wanting, still the wallwas high,
and she lacked the resolve to descend.
But presently two khaki coats appeared
and the matter grew more serious. It

was evident that it was not principle
or modesty that held her back, but just

timidity, for she responded eagerly to

the advances of her admirers, but could
not quite pluck up courage for that long
jump down. Affairs grew shameless,
for the khaki coats fetched a ladder to

the. elopement ; but Dot made it

clear that there were difficulties in that
method of flight, though she wished
there were not. At last she was en-
ticed to a lower portion of the. wall,
and there, half screened by shrubs,
she was lilted off by the shoulders,

deliciously reluctant, and received into

the cordial embrace of an enthusiastic

soldiery.
And hot mother retired to the sofa !

Shortly afterwards musketry in-

struction was proceeding in a public
place ; and behind the little group of

learners sat Dot, in the seventh heaven
of joy, drinking it all in with eager
attention. And the instructing officer

did not seem to mind.
" How sad and mad and bad it was,"

a theme for the moralist, the conscien-
tious objector, the Army reformer, the
social reformer, the statistician. Yet

perhaps even their solemn faces might
relax to-day at the sight of a long-

legged Airedale puppy marching at the
head of the battalion to which she has

appointed herself rcascot.

Quis Custodiet P

"
Engineer desires position as Manager of

Works Munayor." The Aeroplane.

" and Sons will sell by Auction four
Shorthand and Jersey Cows."

Jformii/7 Paper.

As the FOOD CONTKOLI.F.U'S Depart-
ment is said to be still short of clerks,
he may like to bid for these accom-

plished creatures.
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AT THE PLAY.
"FELIX GETS A MONTH."

THIS "whimsical comedy," made by
Mr. LEON M. LION out of a novel by the

late TOM GALLON, began in a distinctly

intriguing mood. Felix had an uncle, a

sport, on whom he had once played
a scurvy practical joke. This highly
tolerant victim eventually cut up for a

round million, which he left to nephew
Felix on condition that he should enter

Umberminster as naked as the day he
was born and earn his living therein

for a full calendar month a palpable

posthumous hit to the old man. Felix

accordingly, equipped as laid down in

the will, is left by the family solicitor

in a wood, and, after a night and a

day in hiding, appears shivering at the

Mayor's parlour window, abstracts a

rug for temporary relief, and prevails

upon the maid, a romantic little orphan
(who had been reading about river-

gods and mistakes Felix for one), to

borrow a suit of the Mayor's clothes

into which he gets in time to interview

that worthy when he returns with his

grim lady. "You '11 get a month," says
she with damnable iteration ; and the

resourceful Felix, with an eye to the

whimsical will, whimsically suggests
that justice would be better fulfilled by
his putting in the month at the Mayor's
house "as odd -

job man than by his

being conveyed to the county jail. And
the Mayor whimsically agrees.

After that, I regret to say, honest

whimsicality took wing, and the show
became merely shall we say? eu-

peptic. And certainly a much more
elaborate meal than my lord .DEVON-
POET allowed me would

,
be required to

induce a mood sufficiently tolerant to

face without impatience the welter
which followed. The three incredible

people mercenary virgin, heavy father

and aimless smiling villain that walked

straight out of the Elephant and Castle
into the Second Act were not, I suspect,

any elaborate (and quite irrelevant) joke
of the.actor- author's at the expense
of the transpontine method, but just

queer puppets brought on to disentangle
the complications, though I confess I

half thought that the villain, Mr. LAW-
RENCE LEYTON, was pulling our legs
with a quite deliberate burlesque. On
the whole I am afraid this play is but
another wreck on that old snag of the
dramatised novel.

But there wore plenty of isolated good
things, such as Mr. O. B. CLARENCE'S

really excellent Mayor, puzzled, pom-
pous, eagle-pecked. Miss FLORENCE
Ivors, the eagle in question, gave a
shrewd and shrewish portrait of a
wife gey ill to live with. Mr. REGINALD
BACH'S very entertaining imaginary

portrait of a faithful boy scout was a

stroke of genius, his " call of the wild
"

being by far the best whim of the

evening. Miss EVA LEONARD-BOYNE as

Ninetta, the orphan, did her little job

tenderly and prettily, but I couldn't

believe in Ninetta in that galley, and I

doubt if she did. Mr. GORDON ASH was
the debonair hero. I do most solemnly
entreat him to consider the example of

some of the elders in his profession who
have adopted a laugh as their principal
bit of business. It may turn into a

millstone. Was he not laughing the

same laugh on this very stage in a

very different part three days ago? He

BORROWED PLUMES IN A MAYOR'S
NEST...

Alderman Ticentyman . Mr. O. B. CLABENCE.
Felix Delany .... Mr. GOBDON Asn.

was. If he got a month, laugh-barred,
he would profit by the sentence. For
he has jolly good stuff in him. T.

More Commandeering.
From areport ofthe PRIME MINISTER'S

speech at Carnarvon :

"There arc eight million houses in this

country. Let us have VICTORY GUM
FACTORY, Nelson, Lanes." Daily Dispatch.
But surely he does not want to be
known as "The Stickit Minister."

"A grocer in a London suburb complains
that on Saturday he and his staff were ' run
o Sthei rlegs.by the extraordinary demands of

customers.' "
Westminster Gazette.

We congratulate the printer on his

gallant effort to depict the situation.

"WANTED, Cook Generals, House Parlour-
maids

; fiends might suit." Irish Paper.

Discussion of the eternal servant pro-
blem is apt to be one-sided

;
it was

quite time that we heard from the
advocatits diaboli.

TO STEPHEN LEACOCK
(Professor of Political Economy at

McGill University, Montreal, and
author of

" Further Foolishness
" and

other notable works of humour).
THE life that is flagrantly double,

Conflicting in conduct and aim,
Is seldom untainted by trouble

And commonly closes in shame ;

But no such anxieties pester
Your dual existence, which links

The functions of don and of jester

High thought and high jinks.

Your earliest venture perhaps is

Unique in the rapture intense

Displayed in these riotous Lapses
From all that could savour of sense,

Recalling the "goaks" and the glad-
ness

Of one whom we elders adored
The methodical midsummer madness

Of ARTEMUS WARD.

With you, O enchanting Canadian,
We laughed till you gave us a stitch

In .our sides at the wondrous Arcadian

Exploits of the indolent rich ;

We loved your satirical sniping,
And followed, far over " the pond,"

The lure of your whimsical piping
Behind the Beyond.

In place of the squalor that stretches

Unchanged o'er the realist's page,
The sunshine that glows in your

Sketches
Is potent our griefs to assuage ;

And when, on your mettlesome charger,
Full tilt against reason you go,

Your Lunacy "s finer and Larger
Than any I know.

The faults of ephemeral fiction,

Exotic, erotic or smart,
The vice of delirious diction,

The latest excesses of Art
You flay in felicitous fashion,
With dexterous choice of your tools,

A scourge for unsavoury passion,
A hammer for fools.

And yet, though so freakish and dash-

ing.
You are not the slave of your fun,

For there "s nobody better at lashing
The crimes and the cant of the Hun ;

Anyhow, I "d be proud as a peacock
To have ifc inscribed on my tomb :

" Ho followed the footsteps of LEACOCK
In banishing gloom."

From an Indian clerk's letter to his

employer :

"I am glad that the War is progressing

very favourably for the Allies. Wo long for

the day when, according to Lord Curzon's

saying,
' The Bengal Lancers will petrol the

streets of Berlin.'
"

Quite the right spirit.
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Auv-stiuck Tommy (from the trendies).
"
LOOK, BILL SOLDIERS!"

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.}

IT may be as well for me to confess at once the humiliat-

ing fact that I am not, and nes-er have been, an Etonian.
If that be a serious disqualification for life in general, how
much more serious must it be for the particular task of

reviewing a book which is of Eton all compact, a book, for

example, like Memories of Eton Sixty Years Ago, by A. C.

AINGEB, with contributions from N. G. LYTTKLTON and
JOHN MURRAY (MURRAY). For I have never been "

up to
"

anybody ; I have never been present at " absence
"

; I have
no real understanding of the difference between a " tutor

"

and a " dame
"

;
I call a "

pcena
"
by the plebeian name of

"imposition"; and, until I had read Mr. AINOKU'S book, I

had never heard of the verb " to brosicr
"
or the noun sub-

stantive " bever." Altogether my condition is most deplor-
able. Yet there are some alleviations in my lot, and one of

them has been the reading of this delightful book. I found it

most interesting, and can easily imagine how Etonians will

be absorbed in it, for it will revive for them many an old
and joyful memory of the days that are gone. Mr. AINGER
discourses, with a mitix .^ipicnliii that is very attractive, on
the fashions and manners of the past and the gradual pro-
cess of their development into the Eton of the present.
He is proud, as every good Etonian must ho, of Eton as it

exists, but now and again he hints that the Eton of an
older time was in some re^uvts a simpler and a better

place. The mood, however, no\c, lasts long, and no one
j

can quarrel with the way in which it is expressed. General
'

LYTTELTON, too, in one of his contributions, relates how

on his return from a long stay in India he visited Eton,

expecting to bo modestly welcomed by shy and ingenuous
youths, and how, instead, he was received and patron-
ised by young but sophisticated men of the world. The
GENERAL, I gather, was somewhat chilled by his experience.

Altogether this book is emphatically one without which no
Etonian's library can be considered complete.

Perhaps of all our War correspondents Mr. PHILIP GIBBS
contrives to give in his despatches the liveliest sense of the

movement, the pageantry and the abominable horror of

war. Pageantry there is, for all the evil boredom and
weariness of this pit-and-ditch business, and Mr. GIBBS
sees finely and has an honest pen that avoids the easy
clichi. You might truthfully describe his book, The Battles

of the Somme (HI-:INI:MANN), as an epic of the New Armies.
He never seem? to lose his wonder at their courage and
their spirit, and always with an undercurrent of sincerely
modest apology for his own presence there with his note-

book, a mere chronicler of others' gallantry. This chronicle

begins at the glorious 1st of July and ends just before

Beaumont -Hamel, which the author miserably missed,

being sent home on sick leave. It is a book that may well

be one of those preserved and read a generation hence by
men who want to know what the great War was really
like. God knows it ought to help them to do something to

prevent another. Yet there is nothing morbid in it. As the

sergeant thigh-deep in a flooded trench said,
" You know,

Sir; it doesn't do to take this war seriously." The
armies of a nation that takes its pleasures sadly take
their bitter pains with a grin; and that grin is what has
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made them such an unexpectedly tough proposition to the

All-Seriousest.

An old adage warns us never to buy a "
pig in a poke."

Equally good advice for the heroines of fiction or drama
would be never under any circumstances to marry a bride-

groom in a mask. In more cases than I can recall, neglect
of this simple precaution has led to a peck of trouble. I

am thinking now of Yvonne, leading lady in The Mark of

Vraye (HUTCHINSON). I admit that poor Yvonne had more
excuse than most. Hers was what you might call a hard
case. On the one hand there was the villain Philippe, a

most naughty man, swearing that she was in his power,
and calling for instant marriage at the hands of Father

Simon, who happened to be present. On the other hand,
the gentleman in the mask revealed a pair of eyes that poor
Yvonne rashly supposed to belong to someone for whom
she had more than a partiality. So when he suggested
that the proposed ceremony should take place during

Philippe's temporary ab-

sence from the stage,
with himself as substi-

tute, Yvonne (astonished

perhaps at her own luck

so early in the plot)

simply jumped at the

idea. Then, of course,
the deed being done, off

comes the mask, and
behold the triumphant
countenance of her bit-

terest foe, Charles de

Montbrlson, whom she
herself had disfigured as

the (supposed) murderer
of her brother. Act drop
and ten minutes' inter-

val. Need I detail for

you the subsequent
course of this marriage
of inconvenience ? The
courage and magnani-
mity of one side, the

feminine cruelty melting
at last to love, and finally
the inevitable duologue
of reconciliation, through which I can never help hearing
the rustle of opera-cloaks and the distant cab-whistles.

Charming, charming. Mr. H. B. SOMEBVILLE has furnished

a pleasant entertainment, and one that (like all good
readers or spectators) you will enjoy none the less because
of its entire familiarity.

think I need only add that half the proceeds of its sale will

go to feed the seven million Belgians still in Belgium (prey
to the twin wolves of Prussia and starvation) for you to

see that three shillings and sixpence could hardly be better

used than in the purchase of a copy.

I was beginning to wonder whether Mr. EDEN PHILLPOTTS
was suffering from writer's cramp, so much longer than
usual does it seem since I heard from him. Now, how-

ever, my anxiety is relieved by My Devon Year (Scorr), a

delightful book which could have come from no other pen
than his. It is a marvel how many fragrant things he
still finds to say, and with what inexhaustible freshness,
about his beloved county. I hesitate to give these sketches

an indiscriminate recommendation, because to those who
walk through the country with closed eyes they will have
little or no meaning ;

but if you are in love with beauty
and can appreciate its translation into exquisite language
you will draw from them a real and lasting joy. Let me

confess now that I once
asked Mr. PHILLPOTTS to

give Devonshire a rest,

and that I accept My
Devon Year as a con-

vincing proof that this

request was ill - consi-

dered.

Sentry.
" WHO GOES THERE?" Tommy. "FRIEND."

Sentry (on recognising voice).
" FRIEND I I DON'T THINK. WHY,

YOD 'BE THE CHAP WHO BAGGED MY MESS-TIN BEFORE THE l^AST KIT-

INSPECTION."

The Flight of Mariette (CHAPMAN AND HALL) is a slender

volume, whose simplicity gives it a poignancy both incon-

gruous and grim. Much of it you might compare to the

diary of a butterfly before and whilst being broken on the

wheel. Mariette, the jolly little maid of Antwerp, was so

tender and harmless a butterfly ; and the machine that

broke her life and drove her to the martyrdom of exile was
so huge and cruel a thing. Hew cruel in its effects it is

well for us just now to be again reminded, lest, in these days
of hurrying horrors, remembrance should be weakened.
To that extent therefore Miss GERTRUDE E. M. VAUGHAN
has done good service in compiling this human docu-

ment of accusation. In a preface Mr. JOHN GALSWORTHY
pleads the cause of our refugee guests, not so much 'for

charity as for comprehension. Certainly, The Flight of
Mariette will do much to further such understanding. I

I wish Mr. DOUGLAS
SLADEN would not throw
so many bouquets at his

characters. Roger Wyjt-

yard, the hero of Grace
Lorraine (HUTCHINSON),
was really just a very
ordinary youth, but when
I discovered that he was
" the fine flower of our
Public- School system,"
" as chivalrous as a

Bayard," and so forth,

I began unfairly, per-

haps, but quite irre-

sistibly to entertain a
considerable prejudice

. against him. Let me
hasten, however, to add that Mr. SLADEN has packed his

novel with the kind of incident which appeals to the

popular mind, though his conclusion may cause a shock to

those who think that our divorce-laws are in no need of

reform. In the matter of style Mr. SLADEN is content

with something short of perfection.
" It was easier for her

to forgive a man, with his happy-go-lucky nature, for

getting into trouble, than to forgive his getting out again

by not being sufficiently careful not to add to the other

person's misfortune." For myself, I do not find it so easy
to forgive these happy-go-lucky methods in a writer who
ought to know better by now.

The War Loan ;
a Last Appeal.

Now, by the memory of our gallant dead,
And by our hopes of peace through victory won,

Lend of your substance; let it not be said

You left your part undone.

Lend all and gladly. If this bitter strife

May so by one brief hour be sooner stayed,
Then is your offering, spent to ransom life,

A thousand times repaid.
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CHARIVARIA.
COUNT BERNSTORFF, it appears, was

very much annoyed with tho wny in

which certain Americans are support-

ing President WILSON, and he decided

to read thorn a lesson they would not

soon forget. So he left America.
* *

Things are certainly settling down
a little in Hungary. Only two shots

were tired at Count TISX..V in the

Hungarian Diet last week.
*__*

The famous Liquorice Factory which
has figured so often in the despatches
from Kut is again in the hands of our

troops. Bronchial subjects who have
been confining themselves to black cur-

rant lozenges on patriotic grounds will

welcome the news.

A North of England Tribunal lias

just given a plumber sufficient inten-

sion to carry out a large repair job he

had in hand. This has caused some con-

sternation among those who imagined
that the War would end this year.

* :

Lord DKVONPORT'H weekly bread

allowance is regarded as extrav,

by a lady correspondent, who v
" In my own household we hardly eat

any bread at all. We practically live on
toast."

,
...

:
i-

'

An informative contemporary ex-

plains that the Chinese eggs now
arriving are nearly all brown and re-

semble those laid in this country by
tho Cochin China fowl. This, however,
is not the only graceful concession
to British prejudice, for the eggs, we

The German Imperial

Clothing Department has
decreed that owners of

garments
"
bearing the

marks of prodigal eating
"

will not be permitted to

replace them, and the de-

mand among the elderly
dandies of Berlin for soup-
coloured waistcoats is said

to have already reached

unprecedented figures.
* *
*

" On the Western front,"

says The Cologne Gazette,
" the British are defeated."

Some complaints are being
made by the Germans on
the spot because they have
not yet been officially noti-

fied of the fact. # ...

A neutral diplomat in Vienna has
written for a sack of rice to a colleague
in Rome, who, feeling that the Austrians

may he on the look-out for the rice,

intends to defeat their hopes by substi-

tuting confetti. ...
.,,1

*

By the way tho FOOD CONTROLLER
may shortly forbid the use of rice at

weddings. We have long held the

opinion that as a deterrent the stuff is

useless. # ^

"The British," says the Berliner

Ttiijrl/liitt,
" what are they? They are

snufflers, snivelling, snorting, shirking,
snuffling, vain -

glorious wallowers in

misery . . ." It is thought likely that the
Berliner Tayeblatt is vexed with us.

;: *

Count PLUNKKTT, although elected
to the House of Commons, will not
attend. It is cruel, but the COUNT is

convinced that the punishment is no
more severe than the House deserves.

PRO PATEIA.

notice, are of that oval design which is

so popular in these islands.
* *

An Evening News correspondent
states that at one restaurant last week
a man consumed "a large portion of

beef, baked potatoes, brussels-sprouts,
two big platefuls of bread, apple tart,

a portion of cheese, a couple of pats of

butter and a bottle of wine." We
understand that he would also have
ordered the last item on the menu but
for the fact that the band was playing it.

A Carmelite sleuth at a
City restaur-

ant reports that one " Food Hog
"
had

for luncheon "half-a-dozen oysters,
three slices of roast beef with Yorkshire

pudding, two vegetables and a roll."

The after-luncheon roll is of course the

busy City man's substitute for the
leisured club-man's after-luncheon nap.

* *

There is plenty of coal in London,
tho dealers announce, for those who
are willing to fetch it themselves.
Purchasers of quantities of one ton

or over should also bring their own
paper and string.

* *

One of tho rarest of British birds,

the great bittern, is reported to have
been seen in the Eastern counties dur-

ing the recent cold spell. In answer
to a telephonic inquiry on tho matter
Mr. POCOCK, of the Zoological Gardens,
was heard to murmur, " Once bittern,

twice shy." .
,

.

A stoker, prosecuted at a London
Police Court for carrying smoking
materials into a munitions factory,

explained in defence that no locker

had been assigned to him. The Bench

thereupon placed one at his disposal
for a period of one month.

: *
*

On tho Somme, says The Times, the

New Zealand Pioneers,

consisting of Maoris, Pak-
ehas and Karatongans, dug
1H,1I>.'} yards of trenches,

mostly under German fire.

The really thrilling fact

about this is that we have
enlisted the sympathy of

the Pakohas (or
" white

men "), who, with the

single exception of tbe

Sahibs of India, are pro-

bably the fiercest tribe in

our vast Imperial pos-
sessions. ... *

The announcement that

the Scotland Yard exam-
ination will not be lowered
for women taxicab drivers

has elicited a number of

inquiries as to whether "
language

"
is

a compulsory or an alternative subject.
* *

" The feathers are most quickly got
rid of by removing them with the skin,"

says the writer of a recently published
letter on "

Sparrows as Food." He for-

gets the very considerable economy
which can be achieved by having them
baked in their jackets.

d *

We are glad to note an agitation for

a bath-room in every artisan dwelling.

Only last week we were pained by a

photograph in a weekly paper showing
somebody reduced to taking his tub

in the icy Serpentine.

Motto for Housekeepers :

" WEIGH IT AND SEE."

National Service.

War has taught the truth that shines

Through the poet's noble lines :

"Common are to either sex

Artiff.K and nj:
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WILLIAM v. THE WORLD.
DOUBTLESS you feel that such a fight
Would be a huge reclame for Hundom ;

That Earth would stagger at the sight
Of Gulielmus contra Mundum ;

That WILLIAM, facing awful odds,
Should prove a spectacle for men and gods.

(Tis true you have Allies who share

The toll you levy for the shambles,

Yet, judging by the frills you wear
In this your most forlorn of gambles,
One might suppose you stood alone

In solitary splendour all your own.)

And if the game against you goes,
As seems, I take it, fairly certain,

The Hero, felled by countless foes,

Should make a rather useful curtain ;

You could with honour cry for grace,

Having preserved the thing you call your face.

I shouldn't count too much on that.

The globe is patient, slow and pensive,
But has a way of crushing flat

The objects which it finds offensive;
And when it 's done with you, my brave,

I doubt if you will have a face to save.

========= O. S.

A Lost Leader.

"Mr. Law began his speech with intermittent cries for Mr. Lloyd
George." The Saturday Westminster Gazette.

We can well understand Mr. LAW'S sense of loneliness,

and our contemporary has performed a genuine service in

recording this pathetic incident, which seems to have es-

caped all the other reporters of the opening of Parliament.

" His mother died when he was seven years old, while his father
lived to be nearly a centurion." Wallasey and Wirral Chronicle.

Hard lines that he just missed his promotion.

"KoyAL FLYING CORPS.

FLIGHT COMDHS. Lt. (temp. Capt.) F. P. Don, and to retain his

temp, tank whilst so cmpld." The Times.

We commend this engaging theme to the notice of Mr.
LANCELOT SPEED, in case the popularity of his film,

" Tank
Pranks," now being exhibited, should call for a second
edition.

" Four lb. of bread (or 3 Ib. of flour), 2J Ib. of meat, and } Ib. of

sugar these are the voluntary rations for each person for a week,
and in a household of five persons this works out at 23J lb. of bread
and flour, 9 lb. of meat, and 4 lb. of sugar." Weekly Scotsman.

We always like to have our arithmetic done for us by one
who has the trick of it.

"WANTED, False Teeth, any condition; highest price given,
buying for Government." Local Paper.

This may account for the statement in another journal
that " the new Administration is going through teething
troubles."

Mr. Punch begs to call the attention of his readers to an
exhibition of original War-Cartoons to be held by his name-
sake of Australia .at 155, New Bond Street, beginning
on February 22nd. The cartoons are the work of Messrs.
GEORGE H. DANCET and CHAKLES NUTTALL, of the Mel-
bourne Punch.

HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.

(The PRESIDENT of the United States and Mr. GERARD.)
The President. Here you are then at last, my dear

Mr. GERARD. I am afraid you have had a long and uncom-
fortable journey.
Mr. Gerard. Don't say a word about that, Mr. President.

It's all in the day's work, and, anyhow, it's an immense
pleasure to be back in one's own country.
The President. Yes, I can well believe that. Living

amongst Germans at this time can be no satisfaction to an
American citizen.

Mr. G. No, indeed, Mr. President ; you never said a
truer word than that in your life. The fact is the Germans
have all gone mad with self-esteem, and are convinced that

every criticism of their actions must have its foundations
in envy and malignity. And yet they feel bitterly, too,

that, in spite of their successes here and there, the War on
the whole has been an enormous disappointment for them,
and that the longer it continues the worse their position
becomes. The mixture of these feelings makes them

grossly arrogant and sensitive to the last degree, and
reasonable intercourse with them becomes impossible.
No, Mr. President, they are not pleasant people to live

amongst at this moment, and right glad am I to be away
from them.
The President. And as to their submarine warfare, do

they realise that we shall hold them to what they have

promised, and that if they persist in their policy of murder
there must be war between them and us ?

Mr. G. The certainty that you mean what you say has
but little effect on them. They argue in this way : Germany
is in difficulties ; the submarine weapon is the only one
that will help Germany, therefore Germany must use that

weapon ruthlessly and hack through with it, whatever may
be urged on behalf of international law or humanity at

large. Humanity doesn't count in the German mind
because humanity doesn't wear a German uniform or look

upon the KAISER as absolutely infallible. Down, therefore,
with humanity and, incidentally, with America and all the

smaller neutrals who may be disposed to follow her lead.

The President. So you think patience, moderation and
reasonable argument are all useless ?

Mr. G. See here, Mr. President, this is how the matter
stands. They imagine they can ruin England with their

submarines they 're probably wrong, but that 's their

notion but if they give way to America this illegitimate

weapon is blunted and they lose the war. Sooner than
suffer that catastrophe they will defy America. And they
don't believe as yet that America means what she says
and is determined to fight rather than suffer these outrages
to continue. The Germans will try to throw dust in

your eyes, Mr. President, while continuing the submarine
atrocities.

The President. The Germans will soon be undeceived.

We will not suffer this wrong, and we will fight, if need be,

in order to prevent it. God knows we have striven to keep
the peace through months and years of racking anxiety.
If war comes it is not we who have sought it. Nobody can

lay that reproach upon us. Rather have we striven by all

honourable means to avoid it. But we have ideals that we
cannot abandon, though they may clash with German
ambitions and German methods. There we are fixed, and
to give way even by an inch would be to dishonour our

country and to show ourselves unworthy of the freedom our

forefathers won for us at the point of the sword. That is

the conclusion I have come to, having judged these matters

with such power of judgment as God has given me.
Mr. G. And to that every true American will say Amen.
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WAR-SAVINGS.
SULTAN. "THE OLD 'UN SEEMS TO WANT THE WHOLE WOELD AGAINST HIM, SO

AS TO SAVE HIS FACE WHEN HE'S BEATEN."
FEUDIK. "I DON'T CAKE WHAT BECOMES OF HIS FACE SO LONG AS I SAVE

MY HEAD."
SULTAN. " SAME HERE."
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THE WATCH DOGS.
TAT.

Mv HEAR- CHARLES, The weather is

very seasonahle for the time of year, is

it not? A nice nip in the air, as you
might say ; thoroughly healthy for those

at liberty to enjoy it <d fri-.tcn.
I assure

you the opportunity is not being waste:!

out here
;

all the best people are out-of-

doors all the time. For myself, with

thirty degrees of frost about, it seemed
to be the exact moment to slip over to

England and help keep the home fires

burning.

Accordingly I repaired to a neigh-

bouring port, and when I got there an

officer, who appeared to be looking for

When I reached England my feelings
with regard to myself changed. I was
no longer reticent about my rank. I

displayed my uniform in a public restau-

rant, without any reserve. In conso-

queuco they 'd only let me eat three-aud-

sixpence worth for my first meal. This
time I was not so clever, it appeared, as

I thought. I had erroneously supposed
that by not being a civilian I should

got more than two courses. As it

was I got less, and so it was with a
full heart and an empty stomach that

I fell in for home. If I 'd known I

should have kept my waterproof on for

luncheon.
Do you realise how dismal a thing

it is for us to bo separated from our

something, asked me what my rank . own by a High Sea all these months
In peace times I should have

|

and years ?

little unexpected
a

was.
loved a

sympathy like this ; as

soldier, quite an old soldier

now, I dislike people who
take an interest in me, es-

pecially if they have blue on
their hats. I thanked him

very much for his kind in-

quiry, but indicated that my
lips were sealed. His curi-

osity thereupon became

positively acute; he was, he

said, a man from whom it

was impossible to keep a

secret. He still wished to

know what my rank was.
I said it all depended which
of them he was referring to,

since there are three in all,

the "Acting," the "Tem-
porary

"
and the Bock-bot-

tom one. In any case, at

heart I was and always
should remain a plain civi-

lian mister. Should we I

leave it at that, and let bygones be by-
gones ? Ho was meditating his answer,
when I asked him if he realised how
close he was standing to the edge of

the quay, and when he turned round
and looked I also turned round and
went . . .

The fellow who was standing next
to me all this time was either too

young or too proud to conceal his stars

beneath an ordinary waterproof. Blue-
hat didn't need to ask him what his

rank was ; he recognized at a glance just
the very type of officer he was looking
for. So he led off the poor fellow7 to the

slaughter, and put him in charge of two
hundred N.C.O.s and men proceeding
on leave to the U.K. I 've no doubt the

fellow spent the best part of his days
on the other side trying to get rid of

his party. I have not been two years
in France without discovering that you
simply cannot be too careful when you
are attempting to get out of it.

It ain't fair, Sir, it simply

JIOMK DEFENCE.
"Axo WHAT'S YOUR conrs, MY LAD?"
" PARKS - AND - OPEN - SPACES -WIRE - WORM - CABBAGE - CATERPILLAR-

AND-INSECT-rEST-EXTEIiMINATINQ-PATROL, SlR."

unfailing humour. Blessed with a keen

perception, he delights those who can
understand him with his singularly

happy and apt turn of speech. You
will, I think, accept my word as an
ollicer and a gentleman that he is

unique.

Anticipating the welcome greeting of

my wife and many pleasant hours to

hi: spent in discussing with my son the

things which matter, I put on all my
waterproofs, gave the porter a twenty-
five centime piece, which he mistook
for a shilling, even as earlier on I had

myself been led to mistake it for a

franc, and hastened home.
The welcome greeting seemed all

right, but I had not been long in the

company of my wife before I dis-

covered that Another had come between
us. I . had not been long
with my son before I dis-

covered who that Other
was. ... I determined to

have it out with him at once.

Feeling that the situation

was one for tactics, I man-
oeuvred for position and,
to get him entirely at a dis-

advantage, I surprised him
in his bath and taxed him
with his infamy. I ad-

dressed him more in sorrow
than in anger. I told him
I was well aware of his per-
sonal charm, but in this

instance I was bound to

comment unfavourably on
the use he had made of it.

The very last thing I had

expected of him was that at,

or indeed before, the early

age of one he would be

stealing the affections of

. another man's wife.

ain't fair. In my case there is not I He was not ashamed or nonplussed;
only a wife amongst wives, but also

a son amongst sons. Now, Charles,
I am the very last person to call a

thing good merely because it is my
own, nor am
who thinks all

1 that kind of fool

his geese are

If my son had a fault I should be the

very first to notice and call attention to

it. But he has not ; dispassionately
and from an entirely detached and im-

personal view, I am bound to say that

there is about him an outstanding
merit which at once puts him on a

different level from all others. It isn't

so much his four and a half teeth I 'in

thinking of, nor is it the twenty-seven
overgrown and badly managed hairs

which wander about at the back of his

bald head and give him the look of a

dissipated monk. It is just his intrinsic

worth, clearly evidenced in everything

he was not even embarrassed by his im-

mediate environment. In fact he turned
it to his own advantage, for his hairs,

duly watered and soaped down on to his

cranium, lost their rakish look and gave
him the appearance of a gentleman of

perfect integrity, great intellect and no
little financial stability.' As between
one man and another, he did not at-

tempt to deny the truth of my assertion,

gave me to understand, with a jovial

smile, that such little incidents must

always be expected as long as humanity
remains human, and repudiated all per-
sonal responsibility in this instance.

He even went so far as to suggest that

it was the woman's fault; it was always
she who was running after him, and
his only offence had been that of being
too chivalrous abruptly to repel her

advances. I confess I was painfully
about him. Obviously a man of parts, surprised at the attitude he adopted; it

he has brains, a stout heart and an consisted in putting his foot in one half
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Sliockt sit.ti.-i-. -On, BOBBY, YOU MUSTN'T HAVR A SKCOND HKI.I-IV; ! YOU 'IX I.EJtOTHKN TIIK WAR."
[Bobby, like a true Briton, desists.']

of his mouth ami breathing stertorouely
through tlie other moiety. And wlien

ho started making eyes at the nurse I

was too shocked to stay any longer.
Never a man to take a thing sitting

down, [ waited till the next morning
for my revenge. As the trustee of his

fuuiro wealth I had him in my power.

Stepping across to the nearest bank I

borrowed an immense sum of money in

his name and passed it all on to the
( 1 1 >\ onm icnt, then and there, to be spent,
i/tli'i- itlin. on the H.K.F. And will's

more, I told him to his face that I 'd

done it. What reply do yon suppose he
'.' Ho merely called for a drink.

However, my revenge did not end
there. On my way hack to France I

seixed the opportunity of looking in at

Cox's and there took hack from the

Government for my own sole and abso-

lute use somo of those very pounds my
son had borrowed from the bank to give
it. But I lost in the end, for my wife,

i I had taken with me to witness
her and his discomfiture, had all the

money olV me again, in order, f gather,
to put it in my son's money-box, for

him to rattle now and spend later. The
only result of my efforts therefore was
to land mo in a financial transaction so

complicated that 1 cannot even follow
it myself. Yours ever, II I:\RY.

NURSERY RHYMES OF LONDON TOWN.

(SECOND SKKIES.)
xx.

MlIjLWALL.

I r.KANKD on the Mill- Wall

Looking at the water,
I leaned on the Mill- Wall
Ami saw the Nis's Daughter.

! saw the Nis's Daughter
..Playing with her ball,

She tossed it and tossed it

Against the Mill- Wall.

I saw the Nis's Goodwife

Busy making lace

With her silver bobbins
In the Mill-Race.

Then T saw the old Nis,
! lii hair to his heel,

Combing out the tangles
On the Mill-Wheel.

The Miller came behind me
And gave my ear a clout

"
(iet on with your busim

^You good-for-nothing lout !

"

\M.
CoRNHlI.r,.

The seed of the Corn, the rustling Corn,
The seed of the Corn is sown ;

When the seed is sown on the C'ornhill

My love will ask for his own.

The blade of the Corn, the rustling Corn,
The blade of the Corn is slui\\n ;

When the blade is shown on the Corn-
hill

I '11 promise my love his own.
I

The ear of the Corn, the rustling Corn,
The ear of the Corn is grown ;

When the ear is grown on the Corn-
hill

My love shall have his own.

The sheaf of the Corn, the rustling Corn,
The sheaf of the Corn is mown ;

When the sheaf is mown on the Corn-
hill

My love will leave his own.

One of our Optimists.
'WASTED, few cwt. While Sugar, cart

self; pay cash; state price."
3[an-'hc!>tcr Guardian.

" M. Trepofi accepted the leadership of the

; Right in the Council of Empire after the party
'

had pledged itself to eschew a retrograd
course." J/am/ :<j Chronicle.

Preferring a Petrograd one, of course.

"His M.ijesty's Government has declared

that it is ready to gi

Count Bernstorff and the Emlu-^y and Con-
sular personnel." Daily Mail.

Hitherto his Excellency has been sadly

lacking in this hyphenated article.
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THE HARDSHIPS OF BILLETS.
ii.

NOBODY knows the misery of boin'

lapped in luxury in a billet better than
mo and Jim. Mrs. Dawkins, as I told

you, give us the best of everything in

the 'ouse and our lives wasn't worth
livin" owin' to Mr. Dawkins and the

little Dawkinses and a young man
lodger takin' against us in consekence.
Seein' that they 'adn't a bed between
'em while we was given one apiece and
their end of the table had next to

nothin' on when ours was weighed
down with sausages and suchlike, it

were not surprisin' that Mr. Dawkins
and the lodger swore at us and the

little Dawkinses put their tongues out.

But it were upsettin', and Jim and me
did 'ope when we was moved to Mrs.
Larkiiis's that we had a better time in

store.
" Just goin' to the Front, ain't they,

poor fellows ?
"
she said to the billetin'

orficer.
" I '11 do my best by 'em.

Nobody wouldn't like to coddle "em
better than I should, but 'tsvould be
crule kindness to 'em, I knows. If

'ardships are in store for 'em lot 'em
'avo a taste before they goes, I says,
and it won't fall so 'eavy on 'em when
they gets there."

" There 's as comfortable a feather

bed as you could wish to sleep on ready
and waitin' for you," she said to us,

" but
who with a woman's heart in her could

put you on a feather bed knowin' you '11

be sleepin' on the bare earth before

three weeks is over your poor heads?
I 've put you a shake of straw on the
floor for to-night. I'll take it away
to-morrow so as you shall get used to

the boards. I 'vo wedged the winders

top and bottom to make a draught
through ; that '11 help you to bear the
wind over there."

It were a north-east wind, and it

reglar took 'old of Jim. He 's inclined

to toothake, and in the mornin" his

face were as big as a football. " I am
thankful I thought of the winders,"
Mrs. Larkins said ;

"
you 'd 'ave suffered

terrible if you 'd 'ad the faceake for the
first time in the trenches ; now you '11

get used to it before you gets there.

A pepper plaster 'ud ease you direckly,
but you're goin' where there's no such

things as pepper plasters, and it 'ud be
a sin to let you taste the luxury of one
over "ere."

Jim was for runnin' to the doctor
to 'ave the tooth took out, but Mrs.
Larkins wouldn't 'ear of it.

" My poor
fellow," she said,

" do you think a doctor
'11 come along with his pinchers all

ready to take your tooth out in the
trenches ? You '11 more like 'ave to do
it yourself with a corkscrew. I'll lend

you one willin'." But Jim said he
wouldn't trouble her just at present,
he was feelin' a little easier.

She didn't cook us nothin' to eat.
" My fingers itch to turn you out

beyutiful dishes as your mouths 'ud

water to come to a second time," she

said,
" but it 'ud be a crulo kindness,

knowin' you '11 be fendin" for your-
selves in a 'ole in the ground in three
weeks' time. Better learn 'ow to do
it now. There 's a bit o' meat, and

you can dig up any vegetables you
fancy in the garden. I '11 rake the
fire out so as you shall learn 'ow to

light a fire for yourselves ; and I '11 put
the saucepans out of your way ; it

ain't likely you'll 'ave saucepans over
there."

We was never nearer starvin' than
we was at Mrs. Larkins's. She said it

made her heart bleed to see us, but we
should be grateful to 'er one day for

teachin' us 'ow to cook our vittels for

ourselves or go without 'em.

One of Jim's buttons come loose on
his tunic and he asked Mrs. Larkins
if she would be so kind as to sew it

on. for him. " Nothin' would please
me better than to sew 'em all on,

they 're mostly 'angin' by a thread,"
she said ;

" but do you expect to find

a woman in the trenches all 'andy to

sew on your buttons ? You '11 'ave to

sew 'em on yourself, and the sooner

you learn 'ow to do it the better."

We was accustomed to 'ave our
washin' done for us in our other billets,

but when the second Sunday come at

Mrs. Larkins's and there wasn't no

sign of a clean shirt we felt obliged to

mention it to 'er.
" 'Ere 's a bit o'

soap and a bucket," she said,
" and you

knows where the well is."

When we 'd washed 'em we was
goin' to 'ang 'em round the fire to dry ;

but she wouldn't 'ear of it.
" Where '11

you find a fire to dry 'em by over
there ?

"
she said ;

"
you '11 'ave to wear

'em wet." And when we got the rheu-
matics she said, "Ah, a wet shirt's

sure to do it. You '11 never be without
it over there. It 'a a mercy you 've got
a touch now. I shouldn't be sorry if I

see you limpin' a bit more."
It took us some time in the trenches

to get over our 'ardenin' at Mrs. Lar-
kins's.

" The Ministry therefore appeals to all users
and buyers of paper to be content with lower
shades of whiteness, and generally to refrain
from all demands that would interfere with
the desired economy. All that is asked for is

the sacrifice of anaesthetic requirements, in
view of national need."

East Anglian Daily Times.

If all the Press is to turn Yellow, the

prospect is certainly painful and we
must insist on an anaesthetic.

THE BOOMING OF BOOKS.
COMFORT AND JOY'S
New Books fop the Million.

ARROLL BAOSBY'S NEW GIGANTIO NOVEH,
THE SAINT WITH THE SWIVEL EYE.

e/-
A deliciously vivid book, about an utterly
adorable Countess, her four husbands and her
ultimate conversion to Tolstoianism. Pleas*
writo for scenario, with Author's portrait in

hygienic costume and sandals.

MESSALINA D'UBPEY'S NEW ROMANCE,

FAREWELL, VIRTUE.
6/-

Lovers of In Quest of Crime will not fail to ba

enraptured by this superb vindication of anti-
nomian self-expression.

By the AutJwr of
" The Little Oilcan,"

MEDITATIONS ON A DUSTBIN.
BY JIMBO JONES.

First Enormous Edition exhausted. Order of
anv Dustman.

THE BOOK OF TIIE HOUR.

THE LUSCIOUS LIFE,
BY ALEXANDER TRIPE

(Author of "The 'Arnmy Knife").
The Novel which was banned in Dahomey I

"Verax," in The Daily Lyre, says, "This ig

a colossally cerebral book. By the side of

Tripe, Balzac is a bungling beginner and Kola
a finicking dilettante."

The Manxman says :

"A wonderful panorama
of the life of a decadent Abyssinian Prince ;

with full details of his wardrobe, his taste ill

liqueurs, his emotions and dissipations . . .

Simply must be read by anyone who wishes
to be ' in it.' It is a liberal education in the
luscious."

Mr. John Pougher writes in Saturn:
"
Tripe is the most nourishing author I know.

To adapt Dickens's famous phrase, there is a
juiciness in his work which would enchant a

scavenger."

2/- net or three copies for 5/- and four (with
1 Ib. of sugar) for 6/-

GENEHAL LITERATURE.

WAS MILTON A MORMON?
BY FLAMMA BELL.

A book for polygamists of all ages.

1 /- net, or 1 /8 with 1 Ib. of margarine.

LIFE WITHOUT SOAP.
BY DR. BLAOKWELL GRIMES.

How to be happy though unwashed. National
thrift in a nutshell.

Withportrait of the Autliar in black-and-white,

t/. net.

INTIMATE INTERIORS SERIES.

IN A PANTRY AT POTSDAM
(With Preface by the Man who ate Sauerkraut

with

IN TING'S BOOTROOM.
IN A SCULLERY AT SOFIA.

IN A SERVANTS' HALL AT
BUDA-PESTH.
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Nc ulrnl Waiter. "I SHALL NEVAIB OXDERSTAND zis LANGUAGE. ZAT OFFICER I SAY TO HIM, 'Goor MOUSING, 'o\v ARE YOU?'
"E SAY, *1)AM 'ONCiBY AND FED OP '

I
"

SIGNS OF THE TIMES.
[The management of The Times, of which

the price was raised on Monday to twopence,
is anxious, in \ic\v of the paper famine, to

restore the old custom by which this journal
was subscribed for jointly or loaned, whether

gratuitously or by newsagents at one penny a
1. Having "determined to restrict the

sale, und encourage the- circulation of each

copy in several houses daily, the in::

will not hesitate, as u last resort, to increase

Iling price to sevenpenee per copy."J

J-'mm " The Evening Uproar."

BATTLE IN THK WKST-ND.

Piccadilly Circus was the scene of

an appalling fiaeas this afternoon.

Shortly after two o'clock a qt ietly-
divnscd middle-aged man, at present
unidentified, was observed stealing

cautiously from the Tube station with
a thick wad of Treasury notes in one
hand and a copy of

" The Times
"
in the

other I The sight of this latter seems
to have sent several passers-by com-

pletely mad. The wretched stranger
\\,is instantly set upon, his journal

i torn from his hand and his limbs very
severely mauled. The Treasury notes,
unremarked in the fearful mclcf., fell into

the mud and were devoured by a pass-

ing Pekinese. Those now in possession
of the priceless document were in turn

set upon by others, until all Piccadilly
Circus became a battlefield. The de-

plorable behaviour of motor- bus and
taxicab drivers added greatly to the

carnage, for these men, rendered frantic

by the thought of the loot within their

reach, repeatedly drove their vehicles

into the seething mass of humanity in

their efforts to acquire this unthinkable
treasure. No official estimate of the

|

casualties is yet to hand.

Stop Press. Reason to believe un-
known archdeacon got away West with

part of sheet of " Finance and Com-
merce." Police, specials, military and

fire-brigade now in pursuit.

From tlie. Press generally.

AMA/IXQ GIFT TO CHAUITY.

At Gristle's to-day there will be put
up for auction an unread and unsoiled

copy of yesterday's Times. The donor
of this superb gift desires to remain

anonymous, but his incredible gener-

osity is expected to benefit charity to

the extent of several thousand pounds.

From " The New Jiritain."

SOMETHING LIKK PATKIOTJSM.

A sterling example of patriotism lias

just come to the notice of the Rag and
Bones Controller. A copy of The TIIIU-S

(including the Uruguay Supplement of

94 pages), issued four months ago, was

purchased, under permit of the K. nnd
B. Controller, by Baron Goldeiischein,
who read it from the top of col. 1

, page 1,

to the foot of col. G, page 108. The
entire household then read from col. 1,

page 1, to col. 6, page 108. Baron
Goldeiischein tells us that his cook
with difficulty could bo persuaded to

tear herself away from the Uruguay
Supplement. All the tenants on the

estate some eighty souls then en-

joyed the paper, each tenant in turn

posting it to relatives in various parts
of the United Kingdom. At the end
of three months it is estimated that

over one thousand poisons hud read

this copy of The Times. The Baron
also informs us that each post brings
him a fragment of the paper from re-

mote parts of the country. When suffi-

cient fragments have been collected and

pasted together the whole will bo
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Doctor's Wife. "So GLAD TO SEE YOU OUT AGAIX.
MAKE UP THE BOOKS."

Till} DOCTOR ASD I HAD NO IDEA YOU 'D BEKX BO ILL TILL WE C \MB TO

despatched to those residents in the
Isle of Man who have never heard of

The Times.

From " The Wiggleswick Weekly ":

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

From Monday next the price of The

Wiggleswick Weekly (with which is in-

corporated The Bindleton Advertiser

and The Swashborough Gazette) will bo

17s. 6d. per copy. If this the forty-
seventh increase in price does not

bring about the desired reduction in

circulation we shall unhesitatingly ad-

vance the price to 1 9s. 5$d. per copy.
The management of The Wiggleswick
Weekly is determined, at no matter
what sacrifice, to limit the circulation

to forty copies weekly.

From an ecclesiastical magazine :
-

" The Vicar of has promised to address
our branch of the C.E.M.S. as soon as he can

arrange a fine and moonlight evening."

We should be greatly obliged if the

reverend gentleman would let us have
the prescription. There should be

money in it.

SOME MORE BAD WORDS.
IN a recent verse adventure

I compiled
" a little list

"

Of tho verbs deserving censure,
Verbs that " never would be

missed"
;

Now, to flatter the fastidious,

Suffer mo the work to crown
With three epithets all hideous

And one noisome noun.

First, to add to the recital

Of the words that gall and irk,

Is the old offender "
vital,"

Done to death by overwork ;

Only a prolonged embargo
On its use by Press and pen

Can recall this kind of anjot
Back to life again.

I, in days not very distant,

Though the memory gives me pain,
From the awful word " insistent

"

Did not utterly refrain ;

Once it promised to refresh us,

Seemed to be alert enough ;

Now I loathe it, laboured, precious-
Merely verbal fluff.

Thirdly, in the sheets that daily
Cater for our vulgar needs,

There 's a word that figures gaily
In reviewers' friendly screeds,

\Vlio declare a book's "arresting,"

Mostly, it must be confessed,

Meaning just tho problem-questing
1\Yhich deserves arrest.

Last and vilest of this bad band
Is that noun of gruesome sound,

"
Uplift," which the clan of Chadband

j

Hold in reverence profound ;

Used for a dynamic function

'Tis a word devoid of guilo,

Only as connoting unction
It excites my bile.

Why, fastidious poetaster,
Waste your energy and breath

Like a petulant schoolmaster

Only doing words to death ?

Needlessly you slate and scourge its ;

War, that sifts and tries and tests,

May be safely left to purge us

Of these verbal pests.

England, February,

great loan land."

1917." The
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THE LAST THROW
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday , Febrttwy 12tJi. Question-

time, which towards the end of last

Session was extended by a quarter-of-

an-hour, to - day reverted to its old

limits. Consideration for overworked
officials was assigned, as the reason,
but I think the House as a whole was
rather relieved at the disappearance of

what was often a triste quart cihenrc.

One can easily have a surfeit of the

piquant humours of Mr. GINNELL, Mr.
KING and the rest of the Itosa Dui tli-s

of the House.
The new Administration received

some useful support from an unex-

pected quarter. Mr. McKENNA, a little

disturbed, perhaps, by the discovery

that already we had achieved very con-

siderable success. This was endorsed

by Lord CURZON, who revealed the in-

teresting fact that he too is now a
member of the Board of Admiralty,
and was able to state that, after two

years of "
fright/fulness," the British

mercantile marine was only a small
fraction below its tonnage at the com-
mencement.
The British revolution goes on apace.

complaining that under the present

regime the Administration had been fur-

ther magnified until, if all its members,
including Under- Secretaries, were pre-
sent, they would till not one but three

Treasury Benches. Alreadyit is a much-

congested district at Question-time and
is the daily scene of a Great Push.

If underlying these criticisms there

was a hope that they would draw the
PRIME MINISTER from the seclusion of

The Game Laws, over which so many i his private room, it was doomed to dis-

Parliamentary battles have been fought,
were swept away in a moment this

afternoon when Captain BATHURST an-

nounced in his usual level tones that

British farmers would in future be
allowed to destroy pheasants with as

little compunction as if they were rab-

appointment. Mr. BONAH LAW, assert-

ing his position as Leader of the House,
and not, as some people seemed to

imagine, the PKIMK MINISTER'S deputy,
made a spirited defence of the new
Ministerial arrangements as being
essential for the conduct of the War,

that he had been a trifle of 350 mil- ! bits, and with no regard to the sacred-
'

and challenged his opponents, if they
lions out in his Budget estimate of the ' ness of close-time.

|
wanted to make sure of the PRIME

cost of the War, was fain

to rebuke the Government
for proposing two big Votes
of Credit on one day. This

unprecedented demand, he

insisted, must have some
dark purpose behind it.

Were the Government con-

templating a General Elec-

tion? Mr. BONAR LAW
quietly reminded him that

exactly the same thing had
been done this time last

year when Mr. McKENNA
himself was at the Ex-

chequer.
"
Luff, boy, luff," whis-

pered Mr. ASQUITH to his

discomfited lieutenant,
who thereupon went oil'

Tin-: (iuE.VT PUSH. CONGESTION ON TIIK TREASURY BKSCH.

MINISTER'S presence, to

move a Vote of Censure.
At Question - time Mr.

LAW had instructed the

House how to discover

the emblems on the new
Treasury Note the rose,

the thistle, the shamrock
and the daffodil (this last

for Wales). On the Treas-

ury Bench the daffodil is

rarely to be descried
;
but

the thistle is in full bloom
all the time.

Wednesday, February
14^.-To-day the Vice-
( ,'hamberlain of the House-
hold bore a message from
the KING in reply to the

Address. The House on
these occasions is apt toon another tack and pro-

ceeded to express doubts as to the After this momentous announcement, be lo-^s interested in the message than
wisdom of over -sea expeditions. But which transforms (subject to the opiii- in the messenger, and watches eagerly
his course was again unfortunate.

'.

ion of 'Die law-officers) every tenant-

"Why did you go to Salonika?" inter-
|

farmer into a pheasant -

proprietor,

jected a voice from below the Gang- i Members took a little time to recover

to see if lie will trip in his backward
march from the Chair, or forget one of

the customary three bows. The present

way. As Major GODFREY COLLJNS after- their breath. But some of them were
;
holder of the office does bis work so

wards observed, neither the House nor
|

soon hard at work again heckling the featly and with such obvious enjoyment
as to give a new significance to thethe country will stand much criticism Government over the multiplication

of the new Government by members of new departments and secretariats.

of the old one.

Tuesday, February 13th. Lord
and wreathed smiles."

Most of us only remember the late

King THEBAW of Burma as a blood-

thirsty and dissipated despot. It has
been reserved for Sir JOHN KEES to find

a redeeming feature in his character.

Among all his crimes, he never, it

seems, prohibited the consumption of

drink in his realm, though I fancy that

bis own efforts in that line considerably
reduced the amount available for his

who, though not exactly a typical evidently not forgotten what hap-
'

subjects. Implored by the hou. Member
British tar in appearance, has evidently pened to Mr. MrKr.xxA yesterday. Mr.

t

not to turn Burma into a "
dry

"
State,

absorbed a full measure of the sea spirit.
I SAMUEL was a distinguished Member I Mr. CHAMBERLAIN would say nothing

BEEESFOBD, in latter days heard with

difficulty in the House of Commons,
has found his voice again in the ampler
air of the Gilded Chamber. His speech
this afternoon on the submarine peril
and how to defeat it might have
wakened the echoes in the Admiralty
at the far end of Whitehall. It evoked

Mr. SWIFT MAcNEXLIi, whoso reverence

for the Constitution (save in so far as it

applies to Ireland) knows no bounds,
could hardly contain his fury at the

setting up of a War Cabinet " a body
utterly unknown to the law

: '

and the

inclusion therein of Ministers without

portfolios but with salaries.

He received a certain amount of

rather gingerly support from Mr.
an admirable reply from Lord LYTTON, 1 EUNCIMAN and Mr. SAMUEL, who had

phrase
; With nods and BECKS

Necessarily reticent as to the exact of a Government under which both the

nature of the steps that are being taken
j

Ministry and the bureaucracy were
to deal with the sea-highwaymen, he I swollen in peace-time to unprecedented
made the comforting announcement size

;
but that did not prevent him from

more than that he declined (very pro-

perly) to take THEHAW as his model.
No Leader of the House, perhaps,

since Sir STAFFORD NORTHCOTE'S time
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Officer. "I DON'T THINK MUCH OP THAT COIIPORAL, SERGEANT."

Sergeant. "THAT'S ALI, EIGHT, SIB; HE'S IN FOB A COMMISSION.'

has occupied a more difficult position
than Mr. BONAB LAW. But he is daily

becoming more at home in the saddle,

and can even venture upon a joke or

two. Mr. PBINGLE opposed the sus-

pension of the Eleven-o'clock Rule on
the ground, inter alia, that " he only
wanted to get away."

"
That," said

Mr. LAW suavely,
"

is a result which
can easily be attained," and the

House, which is getting a little weary
of Mr. PIUNGLE'S frequent and acidu-

lated interposition, noted his discom-
fiture with approving cheers.

Thursday, February 15th. Lord
CUBZON, in a happy phrase, described

the late Duke of NOBFOLK as " diffident

about powers which were in excess of

the ordinary." Is not that true of the
British race as a whole? Only now,
under the stress of a long-drawn-out
conflict, is it discovering the variety
and strength of its latent forces.

There are, of course, exceptions to

this rule strong men who are fully
conscious of their strength. Lord
MIDLETON, for example, who sought
a comprehensive return of all the
build ngs commandeered and staffs em-

ployed by the multifarious new Minis-

tries, and was told that to provide it

would put too great a strain on officials

fully engaged on work essential to

winning the War, promptly replied
that if the Government would give him
access to their books he would draw

up a return in a couple of days. Either
the evil has been greatly exaggerated or

Lord MIDLETON is a super-statistician
for whose services another hotel or two

ought to be immediately secured.

" Black billy, 11 mouths, dam good milker ;

10s." The Bazaar.

It 's no use swearing ; we simply don't

believe it.

"This week threo crows had landed at

Cardiff who had been sunk by submarines

twice, and in some cases three times."
Manchester Guardian.

If only they had stayed in the crow's-

nest this might not have happened.

"MATRIMONY. Gentleman coming into

moans desires to correspond with Lady having
means ; this is genuine." Scotch Paper.

But suppose she won't have him ;

would he be "
coming into means "

then?

The Question of the Day.

What are a rational nation's national
rations ?

"
Outwardly, this has been a week devoted

both at home and abroad to preparation for

the campaign in the spring. Actually, a groat
deal of water has passed under the Thames."

Liverpool Paper.

Something seems to have gone wrong
with the Thames tunnel.

From a report of Mr. BONAB LAW'S

speech at Liverpool :

"When the War was over there would be

parties again. (A voice,
' I hope not.') Yes,

there would be parties no free country with
free institutions was ever without them but
he did not think they would be quite the sane

parties." The Times.

But were they ever ?

" A telegram from Budapest . . . announces
that the newspaper

' A Nap
' has been sup-

pressed by the Hungarian Government for

publishing an article the contents of which
were considered to be dangerous to the interests

of the war campaign." Westminster Gazette.

We are sorry to hear this. We used

to take "A Nap" pretty regularly of

an evening, and must now forgo this

simple luxury.
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Giles. "THAT BEAST NO MANNER o' USE TO THE LIKES O 1

WE, MEASTEB."

Farmer. "WHAT'S WRONG wi' THE BEEB? AIN'T THEUE ENOUGH 'OPS FOR you?"

Giles. "'Ops? THE ONLY 'OP THAT'S EVEB 'AD WEBB OUT o' THE BLOOMIN' WELL!".

THE ART OF DETACHMENT.
(Being a letter from a cloistered lady

visiting London to her sister in the

Shires.)

MY DEAR EUTH, Beginning at the

beginning, let me tell you that you
must at once go to the station to in-

quire how it is that they forced me
to pay thirty shillings for my ticket,

instead of one pound. Although the

price one pound is printed on the

ticket, I couldn't get it until I had

paid ten shillings extra. There was
no time to get a proper explanation, so

I want you to do so. Very likely it is

sheer blackmail by that man in the

booking-office, whom I never cared for.

You had better see the station-master

about it.

The next thing I want to tell you
is that most of our ideas of London
are wrong. You remember how wo
used to be told about its wonderful

lighting at night, and the comfort of

its hotels, and the bright shops, and
the crowds of taxis, and so on. Well,
this isn't true at all. So far from being
well-lighted, I assure you that our few
little streets and market square are a

blaze compared with this city. Some
streets here are absolutely dark, and
even in the great thoroughfares there

is so little light that crossing the road

is most perilous. The thing could be

put right in a moment if they would

only see to it that the lamps were
cleaned ; I looked closely at several

of them and I could see exactly what
was wrong a coat of grimy stuff has

accumulated on the glass. Now to get
this off would be quite easy, but it

does not seem to have occurred to any-
one to do it. I suppose that London
is very badly managed ; and here again
I think the advantage lies with us, for

I am certain that our District Council

would never allow such a state of

things. Probably the LOBD MAYOB is

lazy.
The funny thing is that there is

plenty of good light, only they don't

know how to apply it. Every night,

directly it begins to be dark, great
streams of light are turned on from all

parts of the city ; but would you believe

it, they are directed, not downwards
so that they could illumine the street,

but upwards into the empty sky! If

the Chairman of our District Council
could see this, how he would laugh !

I wish you would tell him.
Then there is coal. I went, as we

arranged, first to the Jerusalem Hotel,
but it was like ice. When I asked the

hotel people why the central heating

was not on, they said that there is no
coal. At least it seems that there is

coal, but no one to deliver it. Just
think of our coal-merchant returning
such a reply to us when the cellar was

getting empty. But in London they
seem to be ready to put up with any
excuse. Why the men who ought to

deliver the coals are not made to, I

can't imagine. Anyhow, as I was freez-

ing, I moved into lodgings, where there

is coal, although an exorbitant price is

asked for each scuttle.

The great topic of conversation every-
where has been some new speculation
called the War Loan, and 1 have to

confess that as it is so well spoken of

and is to pay the large dividend of

5J per cent. I have arranged to invest

something for each of us in it. I

don't know who the promoter a Mr.
BONAB LAW is, but it would be awful
for us if he turned out to be a JABEZ
BALFOUB in disguise. Still, nearly all

investment is a gamble, and we can only

hope for the best. He must have some

peculiar position or the papers would
not support his venture as they do

;

and there is even a campaign of public

speakers through the country, I am told,

taking his prospectus as their text and

literally imploring the people to invest.

Quite like the South Sea Bubble we read
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"Now, BOBBY, BE A GOOD BOY ASD COME AKD 8AY YOCB PBAYEBS."
' I WON'T WANT TO."

"BuT YOU MUST, BOBBY. COME ALOJTG AT ones."

'ALL HIGHT, THEN. I SHALL TRAY FOB THE GERMANS."

of in MACAULAY ; but please Heaven it

won't turn out to bo another.

I asked the landlady here about it,

but sho knew nothing, except that her

family could not afford to put anything
in.

" But your daughters earn very

good money," 1 said. "That's true,"
she replied,

" but all that they have
over after their clothes, poor girls, they
spend on the theatre or the pictures ;

and I 'in glad to think they can do so.

i wouldn't grudge them their pleasures,
not I."

Judging by the crowded state of all

the myriad places of entertainment
in this city there are millions who
are like them. But I couldn't help

thinking that if so much money
seems really to he needed, and this

Mr. LAW is really a public benefactor,
it might not ho a bad idea to try to

divert some of the thousands of pounds
being paid every day in London alone
for sluvr amusement. Of course if

England had the misfortune to be at

war most of these places would natur-

ally bo shut up.

By the way, Germans are strangely
unpopular in London just now. I have
heard numbers of people, all in differ-

ent places, such as the Tube and omni-
buses and tea-shops, using very strong
terms about them. It has been quite a

series of coincidences.

No more for the present from
Your affectionate

LOUISA.

SONGS OP FOOD PRODUCTION,
in.

TIB-SWILL, tub-swill! hacc you any
tub-swill ?

I will send my footman to fetch it,

if I may ;

For I 'm hoping all the restaurants and
all the nicest clubs will

Give me broken victuals, if I send for

them each day ;

In the Park, in Piccadilly,
Down at Ascot, in the Shires,

We 've been up in terms like

"filly,"
" Dams "

and "
sires,".

" Smooths
"
and " wires ;

"

Now it 's
"
gilts

"
and it 's

" boars"

And it's "suckers" and it's

"stores"'

The terms that one acquires
Now we 're keeping pigs to pay.

Hog-wash, hog-wash ! are you selling

hog-wash
In a pretty bottle with a nice pneu-

matic spray ?

Nevermore iu perfume shall a useless

little dog wash ;

In my heart and boudoir precious

piggy 's holding sway.
Oh, indeed, it 's worse than silly

If a person now admires
An inedible young filly,

Dams and sires,

Smooths and wires ;

For in gilts and in boars

And in suckers and in stores

Proper keenness one acquires
Now we 're keeping pigs to pay.

"A Berlin telegram says that the

has created the Austrian Kmperor a Field-

Morshal.
The material damage done was insignificant."

Glasgow Krcnimj Timcu.

But the moral effect was tremendous.

" MORE FOOD. Wanted, Partner, either

sex, to increase stock open-air pig-farm."
Homing Paper.

An opening for one of the Food Hogs
we read so much about.
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OXFORD REVISITED.

LAST week, a prey to military duty,
I turned my lagging footsteps to the West ;

I have a natural taste for scenic beauty,
And all my pent emotions may be guessed

To find myself again
At Didcot, loathliest junction of the plain.

But all things come unto the patient waiter,
" Behold !

"
I cried, "in yon contiguous blue

Bo3tle the antique spires of Alma Mater
Almost exactly as they used to do

In 1898,
When I became an undergraduate.

" O joys whereto I went as to a bridal,

With Youth's fair aureole clustering on a brow
That no amount of culture (herpecidal)

Will coax the semblance of a crop from now,
Once more I make ye mine ;

There is a train that leaves at half-past nine.

" In a rude land where life among the boys is

One long glad round of cards and coffin juice,

And any sort of intellectual poise is

The constant butt of well-expressed abuse,
And it is no disgrace

To put a table-knife inside one's face,

" I have remembered picnics on the Isis,

Bonfires and bumps and BOFFIN'S cakes and tea,

Nor ever dreamed a European crisis

Would make a British soldier out of me
The mute inglorious kind

That push the beastly war on from behind.

" But here I am "
(I mused)

" and quad and cloister

Are beckoning to me with the old allure ;

The lovely world of Youth shall be mine oyster
Which I for one-and-ninepenee can secure,

Reaching on Memory's wing
Parnassus' groves and Wisdom's fabled spring."

But oh, the facts ! How doomed to disillusion

The dreams that cheat the mind's responsive eye!
Where are the undergrads in gay profusion
Whose waistcoats made melodious the High,

All the jeunesse dore
That shed the glamour of an elder day ?

Can this be Oxford ? And is that my college
That vomits khaki through its sacred gate ?

Are those the schools where once I aired my knowledge
Where nurses pass and ambulances wait ?

Ah ! sick ones, pale of face,

I too have suffered tortures in that place !

In Tom his quad the Bloods no longer flourish
;

Balliol is bare of all but mild Hindoos ;

The stalwart oars that Isis used to nourish
Are in the trenches giving Fritz the Blues,

And many a stout D.D.
Is digging trenches with the V.T.C.

Why press the search when every hallowed close is

Cluttered with youthful soldiers forming fours ;

While the drum stutters and the bugler blows his
Loud summons, and the hoarse bull-sergeant roars,

While almost out of view
The thrumming biplane cleaves the astonished blue ?

It is a sight to stir the pulse of poet,
These splendid youths with zeal and courage fired,

But as for Private Me, M.A. why, blow it I

The very sight of soldiers makes me tired ;

Learning detached, apart
I sought, not War's reverberating art.

Vain search ! But see ! One ancient institution

Still doing business at the same old stand ;

'Tis Messrs. Barclay's Bank, or I 'm a Proossian,
That erst dispensed my slender cash- in-hand

;

I '11 borrow of their pelf
And buy some War Loan to console myself.

AtGOIi.

THE GREAT INVESTMENT.
I AM a fair man, oven to Huns. When Germany pays

an indemnity of 2,000,000,000 I think wo might knock off

a tenner or so because the KAISER has done so much to

beautify our banks. Once they were cold cheerless places.
A suspicion of an overdraft always swept through them.
Now I love to go to the bank and see the beautiful blonde
and brown and auburn heads bent over the ledgers. If I

could be quite certain that they wore not looking up tie
details of my account I should be perfectly happy.
Somebody told me that I could buy War Loan at 5J per

cent, by borrowing money from my bank at five per cent.

This seemed to be the kind of investment I had been

looking for. I found that if I took a million on those terms
I should draw a net income of 2,500 a year. But I am
a patriot. It seemed to me that 2,500 a year was rather

more than I was worth to the nation. Was I better value

than six M.P.'s ? Of course I might be worth six RAMSAY
MACDONALDS. However 1 resolved to avoid greed and ask
for a simple hundred thousand.
So I went to my bank and said to a blue-eyed, Watteau

type of beauty,
" I want to see the manager, please.

Concerning an important investment in War Loan," I

added hastily, fearing lest the damsel should conclude that

I wanted an ordinary overdraft.

1 was ushered into the manager's private room.
" About this War Loan," I began.

" I understand that you
advance money at five per cent, to make the purchase."

"
Yes, that is so," said the manager, beaming.

I leapt for joy. I had thought that there must be a

catch somewhere.
" Put me down for a hundred thousand," I said.

The manager nearly fell out of his swing-chair.
" My

dear Sir," he gasped,
" have you any prospect of being able

to save a hundred thousand during the next year or so ?
"

"Am I a milk-dealer or a munition-worker?" I replied.
" I should be both surprised and gratified if I saved that

sum in a year. Still I might do it, you know. I should

have to give up tobacco, of course. Or suppose relations

hitherto unknown to me died and left me handsome

legacies. You are always seeing those things in the papers.
' Baker Inherits Half-Million From Lost Australian Uncle.'

"

" A hundred," amended the manager.
" Shall we say a

hundred? You need not pay a deposit. I '11 give you a form."
" Where 's your patriotism ?

"
I demanded. " A hundred,

you say ? Well, I decline your overdraft. Keep your ill-

gotten much-grudged gain. I '11 pay cash."

I left the bank sadly. I had thought of intimating to

the blonde, brown and auburn beauties that I had just put
a hundred thousand in War Loan. I had imagined their

eyes gleaming at the spectacle of one-tenth of a millionaire.

And now I can't go to the bank again. At least not till

I have worked up my balance a little above its present total,

namely 2 Is. 9d.
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Instructor (to very nervous lady, wlto, with a view to war-work, is inquiring about tuition).
" Or COUBSE YOU WOULD BEDIM OS A

LOW-POWEBED CAB, AND THEN WE SHOULD TAKE YOU IN A 40 50, AND FINISH XOO OFF IN TRAFFIC."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

If Wishes were Horses (HUBST AND BLACKETT) is one of

the most engaging novels that I have met for some time.

The matter of it, perhaps, is nothing very new : a story of

expanding fortunes and contracting sympathies. But the

writer, Countess BAKCYNSKA, has, before all else, the

inestimable gift of making you believe in her people. All

the characters are vigorously alive. The result is that one
follows with quite unusual interest the chequered career

of her central figure, Martin Leffley, from his introduction

as a frankly unpleasant youth, very red about the ears,

"which was where he always blushed," to the final glimpse
of him, titled, au M.P., and, incidentally, a bowed and better

man, purified by the wonderful devotion of Rose, the wife

whom throughout the tale he has bullied and undervalued.

Nor is Ease herself, with her unwavering belief in her clay

idol, a less memorable figure. Of the others, my chief

affection went to Aunt Polly, the kindly dealer in old

clothes, who imagined the Savile to be a night club. But,
as I say, the whole cast is astonishingly real. Only once
did I fear for the story, when it seemed as though the

machinations of a super-villainous M.P. were about to lead

it astray into the paths of melodrama. But the danger
proved to be brief, and the unexpected beauty and dig-

nity of the closing chapter would have redeemed a more
serious lapse.

Forced to Fight (HEINEMANN) is the record of a Schleswig
Dane set forth by ERICH ERICHSEN and very capably trans-
lated from the Danish by INGKBORQ LUND. It is a book

that with a singular skill and with a passion that never

gets out of hand so as to convey the impression of hyster-
ical exaggeration lays bare the heart of a youth who was
at the storming of Li6ge, fought in Flanders, then on the

Russian Front and again in the Argonne, whence a shat-

tered elbow sent him home broken and aged that is what
his chronicler emphasises not by the wound, but by the

long horror and fatigue of the successive campaigns. The

poignancy of his sufferings lay in the fact that as a Dane
he went without any of the great hopes and passions that

inspired his German comrades, of whom however he speaks
with no ill-will. He took part by order in some of the

"punishments" of Belgian villages, loathing the savage
cruelties of them and deeply convinced that the rape of

Belgium was an inexpiable wrong which the world will

remember to the lasting dishonour of the German name.
You get an impression of the added horror of this War for

the imaginative temperamental, and some pathetic pictures
of all the suffering among simple innocent machine-driven

people on the other side, who had no will to war and no
illusions as to the splendour of world-dominion a vision

of desolate homes and countrysides empty of all but very
old men.

The first lines of Still Life (CONSTABLE), which begins in
" the night train from the Gorman frontier to Paris," gave
me much the same impression of impossibility (was there

ever such a train?) that I should have felt about a story
that opened in the moon. But the shock of this was

nothing to some, different in character, that were to follow.

Frankly, I confess that Mr. MIDDLETON MURBY'S book has
me baffled. Others perhaps may admire the pains lavished
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by the author in analysing the emotions of a group of

characters whose temperaments certainly give him every
opportunity for this exercise. An impressionist, and

impressionable, youth, whom I have (reluctantly) to call

hero, intrigues his unpleasant way through the plot ; first

in Paris where you may make a shrewd guess at his pre-

occupations then in an English village, to which ho has

eloped with the wife of a friend
;
in France again, and so on.

The emotions to which these amorous adventures expose
him are handled by the author with a care that suggests
rather the naughtiness of the antique nineties than anything
belonging to these more vigorous days. I am far from

suggesting that, as a study in super-sensibility, the book
lacks skill. There are indeed scenes of almost painful
cleverness. My complaint is that it is out of date, or (I
should perhaps better say) conspicuously out of harmony
with the present time. But if you hanker for these pictures
of the past that is another matter. I will merely issue

a warning that you should preserve this book on some
shelf not too accessible by
those who are still young
enough to overestimate its

importance.

It was an odd experience
to turn, as I did, directly
from the new Haymarket
play, of which the late TOM
GALLON was part author, to

what I suppose was the
last story he ever wrote,
The Lady in the Black Mask
(MILLS AND BOON), which

begins in a theatre with the
heroine watching a play.
It begins, moreover, very
well and excitingly ; much
better, I regret to add,
than it goes on. When
the heroine arrived home
from the theatre, the girl
whose companion she was,

pleading fatigue, persuaded
her to go out again to a
masked ball, wearing the
dress and indeed assuming
the personality of her mis- _

tress. The two girls, JRuth, the heroine, and Damia,
lived in a gloomy house with old Mr. Verinder, who
was Damia's guardian. But when Ruth returned from
the ball she found that this arrangement no longer held

good, Verinder having been melodramatically stabbed

during her absence. And as no one knew, or would
ever believe, that it was Damia and not herself who had
remained at home you recognise a very pretty gambit of

intrigue. Unfortunately, as I said above, the tension is not

quite sustained, partly because the characters all behave
in an increasingly foolish and improbable fashion (even for

tales of this genre) ; partly because there is never sufficient

uncertainty as to who it was (not, of course, Damia) who
really killed Verindcr. Still, of its kind, as the sort of

shocker that used to be valued at a shilling, but appears,
like everything else, to have risen in price, The Lady in the

Black Mask is fairly up to the average. I fancy her profits

might have been greater before the discouragement of rail-

way travelling. That is precisely the environment for

which she is best fitted.

In the series of "Chap" books which is emerging from

The Bodley Head I have no doubt that Canada Chaps will

be welcome. I hope, however, that Mrs. SIME will not
mind my saying that the best of her tales are those which
have more to do with Canada than its

"
chaps." Her

stories of fighting and of fighters seem to me to have a note
in them that does not ring quite true. It is just the differ-

ence between the soldier telling his own artless and rugged
tale and someone else telling it for him with a touch of

artifice. But when the author merely uses the War as her

background she writes with real power. The straining for

effect vanishes, and so little do the later stories resemble
the earlier that I should not have guessed that they were
written by the same hand. "

Citoyenne Michelle" and
"The King's Gift," for instance, are true gems, and they
arc offered to you at the price of paste. Nowhere will you
find a better bargain for your shilling.

HELEN MACKAY, in A Journal of Small Things (MELROSE),
sets before us with, it might seem, almost too deliberate

simplicity of idiom little

scenes and remembered re-

flections of her days in

France since the July of

the terrible year. An
American to whom France
lias come to be her adopted
and most tenderly loved

foster-country, she tells of

little things, chiefly sad
little things, seen in the

hospitals she served or by
the wayside or in the

houses of the simple and
the great, shadowed alike

by the all-embracing deso-

lation of the War. The
writer has a singular power
of selecting the significant
details of an incident, and
a delicate sensitiveness to

beauty and to suffering
which gives distinction to

this charming book. Less

happy perhaps and much
less in the picture are the

episodes learnt only at

second hand and suggesting
the technique and unreality of the imagined short story.

THE PRICELESS PLUMBER AN INCIDENT OP LAST
WEEK'S THAW.

Troubled Householder (writ'mg).
" THERE is A SLIGHT LEAKAGE IN

ONE OF OUR WATER-PIPES. KINDLY 1'UT MY NAME DOWN AS A
HUMBLE CANDIDATE FOR YOUR ESTEEMED SERVICES."

East African Standard.

This

" CCRES STOMACH TROUBLE OR MONEY BACK."
Advt. in South African Paper.

Money Back "
seems a new disease.

Another Impending Apology.

From a paragraph about Mr. JOHN BUCHAN :

" It is said that he writes his novels as a cure for insomnia."
News of the World.

The Censor Abroad.
" When the High Court is sitting, the Resident Magistrate's Court

is held in a room about uptcen feet long by about upteen feet wide

From an article in the Berliner Taijeblatt descriptive of

life on the Western Front :

"Perhaps the sun will soon bring warm wind, and how glad one

would be of a thaw in the trenches. But then the accursed time will

come again when the whole surface of Northern Prance sticks to the

boot of the German soldier." The Times.

Our brave police must look to their laurels.
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CHARIVARIA.
ONE of tlui latest, peculiarities of the

K.usr.u is an absolute horror at the

thought of Ixjing prematurely buried.

;il experts however say that this

is impossible. * *

talk, for the lady has not seen next

season's stylo. . +

Austrian tobacconists are now pro-
hibited from selling more than one

cigar a clay to a customer. To con
the supply still further it is proposed
to compel the tobacconist to offer each

It appears that IIiNDHNiuiiui accuses customer the alternative of nuts.

the CROWN PKINII: OK MAVAKIA of

having misunderstood an order, thus

losing (irandcourt for the Germ;m,.

Rrvi'KKCHT, we understand, retorted

that the real culprits wore the l.rilish.

* *

In a character- sketch of VON Bis-

siNti, the Col'/n (fatettt lays,
" Ho is

a line musician aiul his execution is

good;' It would be.

NoGerman submarine,

says ADMIRAL VON
CAPELLE, has been lost

since the beginning of

the submarine war. This

assurance has been re-

ceived with the liveliest

satisfaction by several

U-boat commanders who
have been in the awk-
ward predicament of not

knowing whether they
were officially missing.

Captain BOY ED is

stated to have returned
to the United States dis-

guised. Not on this oc-

casion, wo may assume,
as an officer and a

gentleman.

According to the ox-

Portuguese Consul at

Hamburg bone tickets

are issued for making

When I see a map of the British

Empire," said Mr. Po.NSONBY, .M.I'.,
" I do not feel any pride whatsoever."

People have been known to express
similar sentiments upon sighting cer-

tain M.P.'s. ... +
'"*

" The public must hold up the police-

THE PAPER SHORTAGE.
.Vi'H-s Kililor of "Daily Bujle Blast." " JUST TYPE A suonx NOTICB

THAT FINDERS OP FIRST SNOWDROP, CROCUS, PRIMROSE OB ANY EARLY
SI-UINCJ PHENOMENA MUST APPRISE WORLD THROUGH OCR ADVERTISEMENT
COLUMNS."

soup, but the bone must be returned to I man's hands," said a London magistrate
the authorities. Possibly the hardship
of the procedure would bo mitigated if

ticket-holders \\eiv permitted to growl.
'

*
'

A metallurgical engineer at the Sur-
biton Tribunal said ho was forty-one

years old, and only missed the age-
limit by eighteen hours. It is not

thought that he did it purposely.
* *

At the Billericay Tribunal an appli-
cant last week stated that he had nine

children, but upon counting them again
ho discovered that ho had ten. There
seems to bo no excuse for this sort of

thing, for Adding machines are now
fairly well advertised.

'. *

Discussing the latest dress fashion,
a lady writer says,

" It is a most ridicu-
lous dress. Nothing worse could be
conceived." This, of course, is foolish

in a recent traffic case. It is astonishing
how some policeman are able to hold
them up without assistance for several

seconds at a time.
-': #

The staff of the new Pensions

Minister, it is announced, will be over
two thousand. It is still hoped, how-
ever, that there may be a small surplus
which can be devoted to the needs of

disabled soldiers.
*
*

Several men have been arrested in

Dresden for passing counterfeit food
tickets. The defence will presumably
be that it wasn't real food.

The Royal Engineers are advertising
for seamen for the Inland Water Trans-

port Section. The Chief Transport
O Hicer, we understand, has already
hoisted his bargee.

Eggs to the number of six million odd
have just arrived from China, says a
news item, and will be used for con-

fectionery. Had they arrived throe

months ago nothing could have averted
a General Election.

* *

A hen while being sold at a Red
Cross sale at Hor~,ham laid an egg,
which fetched .'J.j.s. Jn the best hen

circles, where steady silent work is

being done, there is a growing tend-

ency to frown upon these isolated acts

of ostentatious patriotism.

The TiK:s, it seems, has not pub-
lished a complete list of its rivals in

the desperate struggle for the smallest

circulation. A Finchlcy
Church maga/.ino has in-

creased its price to i^d.
a copy. ...

Paprr bags are no
! longer being used by
i greengrocers in Bangor,
I

and their customers are

patriotically assisting
this economy by unpod-
ding their green peas

! and rolling them home.
* *

" Bacon, as a break-

i fast food," says an even-

ing paper,
"

is fast disap-

pearing from the table."

We have often noticed it

do so. ^
.*

" It is pitiful and dis-

graceful," says the Ber-
liner Tagcblatt," to watch
women-folk walking be-

side their half - starved

! dogs. There is no room
in warfare for dogs." We

have all along felt sorry for the poor
animals at a time when one half the
dachshund does not know how the
other half lives.

A Felicitous Juxtaposition.
"Eoos FOR LINCOLN HOSPITAL.

Cot. - - LAYS A FALSE RUMOUR."
Lincoln Leader.

'

PULLETS, laying 3s. Cd. each."
Provincial Paper.

Yet farmers persist in telling us there 'a

no money in fowls.

"The first description of how the German
Fleet reached Rome after the battle of Jutland
is furnished by a neutral from Kiel."

Johannesburg Daily 3fail.

Of all the roads that lead to Rome this

is certainly the roughest.

The New Greeting :

vous Devonportez-vous ?
"

Comment
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TO GERMANIA
I''ROM SOMEBODY WHO OUGHT TO BE IN PRISON.

Air "To Altbcca from Prison."

WHEN Peace with wide and shining wings
Invades this warring isle,

And iny beloved Germania brings

Wearing her largest smile ;

When close about her waist I coil

And mouth to mouth apply,
Not BNOWDEN, patriot son of toil,

Will be more pleased than 1.

When round the No-Conscription board
The wines of Rhineland flow,

And many a reusing IIocli ! is roared
To toast the status quo ;

When o'er the swiftly-circling bowl
Our happy tears run dry,

Not PONSONBY, that loyal soul,

Will be more pleased than I.

When sausages and sauerkraut
Fulfil the air with spice,

And loosened tongues the praise shall shout
Of Peace-at-any-price ;

When German weeds our lips employ
And hearts are full and high,

Not CHARLES TREVELYAN, blind with joy,
Will bo more pleased than I.

Stone walls do not my feet confine

Nor yet a barbed-wire cage ;

I talk at large and claim as mine
The freeman's heritage ;

And, if this wicked War but end
Ere German hopes can die,

Not WILLIAM'S self, my dearest friend,

Will be more pleased than I. O. S.

THE BROKEN SOLDIERS.
"Now," I suggested as we left the drapery department,

"
you 've got as much as you can carry." Unfortunately it

was impossible to relieve her of the parcels as I had all my
work cut out to manipulate those confounded crutches.

"There's only the toy department," returned Pamela,

leading the way with her armful of packages.
" I do hope

you 're not frightfully tired." Of course it seemed ridiculous,

but I had not been out of hospital many days, and as yet I

had not grown used to stumping about in this manner.
" Do you happen," asked Pamela at the counter,

" to have
such a thing as a box of broken soldiers?

"

The young woman looked astonished and even a little

hurt, but offered, with condescension, to inquire.
" Do you want them for Dick ?

"
I asked, Dick being

Pamela's youngest brother.
" For Dick and Alice," said Pamela. Alice was her

sister, younger still.

" Why shouldn't I buy them a box of whole ones ?
"

" That wouldn't answer the purpose. They have three

large boxes already," answered Pamela, as a young man
appeared in a frock coat, with a silver badge on the right

lapel,
" For Services Eendered." In his hand was a dusty

cardboard box, and in the box" lay five damaged leaden

soldiers, up-to-date soldiers in khaki
;
two without heads,

two armless, one who had lost both legs.
" Those will do splendidly," said Pamela, and the

young man with the silver badge obligingly put the soldiers

into my tunic pocket. It seemed to be understood that they
and I had boon knocked out in the same campaign.

"
Why," I asked on the way home in the taxi,

" did you
want the soldiers to be broken ? >!

" I I didn't," murmured Pamela, with a sigh.
" Why did Dick ?

"
I persisted.

" The children are so dreadfully realistic now-a-days.
You see, Father objected to his breaking heads and arms off

his new ones. Dick was quite rebellious. He wanted to

know what he was to do for wounded ;
and Alice was more

disappointed still."
" I should have thought it was too painful a notion for

her," I suggested.
"Oh!" cried Pamela, with a laugh, "Alice is a Red

Cross nurse, you know. She 's made a hospital out of a

Noah's Ark. She only thinks of healing them."
" All the King's horses and all the King's men cannot

put Humpty Dumpty together again," I said.
" Poor old boy !

"
whispered Pamela.

" I wonder whether broken soldiers have an interest for

you as well," I remarked . . . and Dick and Alice were com-

pletely forgotten until they met us clamorously in the hall.
" Did you get any, Pam?

"
cried Dick.

"
Only five," was the answer, as I took the small paper

parcel from my pocket and handed it over.
" Is that all?

"
demanded Alice.

"There's one more," I said.
" Is that for me ?

"
cried Alice ; but Pamela shook her

head and smiled very nicely as she took my arm.
" No, that 's for me," she said.

A TRAGEDY OF THE SEA.
THE night was a very dark one, for a cold damp fog hung

over the Channel. The few lights we carried redected

in-board only, and, leaning over the rail, it was with diffi-

culty that I could distinguish the dark waters washing
below. Shore-ward I could see nothing, though I knew
that a good-sized town lay there.

I had soon had enough of the inclement night. Keeping
my feet with some difficulty upon the wet boards, I groped
my way to a door and, pushing it open, entered.

A strange scene met my gaze. A spruce man in the

uniform of a naval officer was seated at a table. Before

him stood a tall well-set-up young seaman. His dis-

hevelled head was hatless, but otherwise he looked trim,

and his garments fitted him better than a seaman's gar-
ments generally do. On each side of him stood an armed

guard.
" Have you anything to say for yourself ?

"
asked the

officer sternly.
" No, Sir, only that I am innocent," answered the man.

He held his head high, almost defiantly. I could not but

admire his courageous bearing, and yet there was an air of

unreality about the whole thing. . I felt almost as if I were

dreaming it, but I knew that this was not a dream.
" Tne evidence against you is overwhelming," said the

officer.
" I have no altprnative but to sentence you to

death. The sentence will be carried out at dawn. Remove
the prisoner."
The seaman took a step forward. For a moment he

seemed to be struggling with himself, anxious to speak, yet

forcing himself to silence. Then he bowed his head, and,

turning, placed himself between the guards and was marched

away.
The officer sighed.

" It 's a bad business," he said.
" He 's the best man I ever had on my ship."
Ho was speaking to himself, and again I had that

strange sense of unreality, as indeed I well might, for. this

was the Third Act of True to the Death, a melodrama in

the pavilion at the end of the pier.
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THE KETORT CELESTIAL.
[China has threatened to break oS relations with the German Government on account of its barbarity. It will be recalled that

the KAISEE once designed an allegorical picture entitled " The Yellow Peril."]
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SAUCE FOR THE GANDER.
Grocer. "A LITTLE SUGAR WITH MY TABT, PLEASE."

Waitress (late grocer's assistant).
"
CEBTAINLY, Sin, IF YOU WILL ALSO TAKE MUSTAUD, PEPPER, SALT, YOILKSIIIUI: HKLISH AND

SALAD DRESSING."

WEATHER-VANES.
IT was 2 A.M. The mosquitoes were

singing their nightly chorus, and the

situation reports were coming in from
the battalions in the line. With his

hair sizzling in the flame of the candle,

the Brigade Orderly Officer who was
on duty for the night tried to decipher
the feathery scrawl on the pink form.

" Situation normal A-A-A wind moder-
ate N.E.," it read.

" Great Scott !

"
said the O.O. " Nortli-

East !

"
(Hun gas waits upon a wind

with East in
it).

" Give me the mes-

sage book."

Laboriously he wrote out warnings
to the battalions and machine gun
sections, etc., under the Brigade's con-

trol. Then he turned to the next mes-

sage.
" Situation normal A-A-A wind light

8.W."
" South - West ?

"
said the O.O.

blankly, viewing his now useless handi-

work. " Which way is the wind
then?"
The orderly went out to see, and

returned presently with a moistened

forefinger and the information that it

was "
blowing acrossways, leastways

it seemed like it." The O.O. got out

of his little wire bed, searched in his

pyjamas for the North Star, and, finally

deciding that if there was any wind ;it

all (which was doubtful) it was due

South, reported it as such. The respon-

sibility incurred kept him awake for

some time, but when the Brigade on the

right flank reported a totally different

wind he concluded there must be a

whirlwind in the line, and, putting up a

barrage of bad language, went to sleep.
In due course the matter came to the

ears of the Staff Captain, who broached
the subject at breakfast as the General

was probing his second poached egg.
"
This," said the General, who is

rather given to the vernacular,
"

is the

limit. A North - South - East - West

report is preposterous. Something
must be done. Haven't we got a

weather-vane of our own ? Pass the

marmalade, will you ?
"

Four people reached hastily for the

delicacy, and the O.O. feeling out of it

passed the milk for no reason. (Generals

really get a very good time. People
have been known to pass things to

them unasked.)

" What about those two vanes in our
last headquarters, Sir?

"
said the Stall

Captain brightly he is very bright and
bird-like in the mornings

" the ones
the padre thought were Russian fire-

guards. Can't xvo get them ? They
aren't ours, but then they ai'en't any-

body's they 've been there a year, the

old woman told me."
"Where's the Orderly Officer?"

(He was there with a mouthful of

toast.)
" Take the mess limber and

fetch 'em back if the Heavy Group
Artillery will lot you they 're in there

now, aren't they ?
"

" And if you 're g-going into the

town g-get some fish for dinner," said

the Brigade Major ;

"
everlasting ration

beef makes my s-stammer worse."
" Why ?

"
said the General.

"Indigestion nerves, Sir; I can

hardly talk over the telephone at all

after dinner."
" Good heavens !

"
said the General :

"
bring a turbot."

" Fish !

"
said the B.M. at dinner.

"Bong!"
" I brought the vanes, Sir."
" Have any trouble ?

"
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OUR COMPANY SMOKER.
Tlte Major (sings).

" AND WE DIDN'T CAKE A BUTTON IF THE ODDS WEEK ON THE FOE
TEN TWENTY THIRTY FORTY "

Colonel (roused front surreptitious snooze). "As YOU WERE! NUMBEK !

"

"
No, Sir. I saw the A.D.C., and said

we had 'left them behind,' which was
true, you know, Sir." (The O.O. for

once felt himself the centre of interest

and desired to improve the occasion).
"We did 'leave them )>ehind,' so it

wasn't a lie exactly . . ."
" I don't care if it was," said the

General; "you've got 'em, that's the
main thing."

" Where will you have one put,
Sir ?

"

" Tn the fields," said the B.M.
" Not too low," said the Captain.
" Or too high," said Signals.
" Or too far away," said the attached

officer.
"
Well, now you know," said the

General,
"
pass the chutney."

They all passed it as well as several

other things until he was thoroughly
dug-in.

" Another N.S.E.W. report, Sir," said
the Staff Captain next morning.

"
!

"
said the General. (I think

I mentioned his partiality for the ver-

nacular).
" Where 's our vane ?

"

" It 's up, Sir," said the O.O. , shining
proudly again,

" and I
" We '11 have a look at it," and out

they all went General, Brigade Major
(enunciating pedantically after a fish

breakfast), Staff Captain (bright and

birdlike), and the 0.0. It was a
brilliant spectacle.

" North is there !

"
said the General

in his best field-day manner,
" and this

is pointing due East !

" He touched
the vane gently. It did not budge.
He touched it again. A cold sweat
broke out on the forehead of the O.O.

"
Paralysed," said the B.M.

" Give it a '

stand-east,' Sir," said
the Staff Captain.

"It's stiff!" said the General;
" wants oil

"
(pause) ;

" wants oil !

"
and

the O.O. slid away, returning at once
witli oil (salad, bottle, one).

" Now pour it over the top top,

boy, top !

"

A flood sprayed over the top flange,
and the B.M. searched hastily for a
handkerchief.

"
Making a salad of you?

"
said the

General. "Ha! ha!"

The B.M. smiled a smile (sickly, one).
" That 's better !

" The General spun
it round. " What 's it say now ? East!

"

" Better wait," said the B.M.,
"

it '11

change its mind in a minute."
" It 's going !

"
cried the General

excitedly. "There! Well, I'm-
West !

"

" The padre was right it must be a

fireguard, after all," said the Staff

Captain.
"Or a s-sundial," muttered the B.M.
I believe the meteorological report

was finally entered as :

" Wind light to

moderate (to strong), varying from
East to West (via North and South)."

" Of course," said the General kindly
to the O.O.,

"
it 's not quite peqien-

dicular, it 's a bit too low ; wants a

stronger prop, wires are a bit slack,

the vane itself wants looking to, and
the whole thing is in rather a bad

position, but otherwise it 's all right

quite all right.''
"
Yes, Sir," said the O.O.

" And there 's too much oil," added
the General, as he moved off.

" There is," said the B.M., discover-
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ing another b'.ob on his shiny boots,
" and on in-me !

"

* # * # *

The Staff were unaccountably late.

The O.O. breakfasted alone. For three

days he had been the despair of the

small and perspiring body of pioneers,
who towards the end had fled at the

mere sight of him. But at last the vane
was working.

"
Well," said the General when he

came in,
" how 's the wind, expert ?

"

"N.N.E.," said the O.O. proudly
(It w-as the first thing ho had done
since he came on the Brigade three

weeks before, and he was pleased at

the interest the Staff had taken in his

little achievement.)
" I 've had the

pioneers working on it, and we 've got
it up another four feet, Sir, tightened
the pole, and wired it on to the sup-
ports on every side. It 's quite per-

pendicular now. I 've marked out the

points of the compass on it, and fixed

up a little arrangement for gauging the

strength of the wind that flap thing,

you know, Sir
"

"Yes, yes," said the General, who
seemed to have lost his first keenness,
" I 'in glad it 's working all right. By
the way, we shall be moving from here

to-morrow; the division's going back."
The O.O. drained the teapot in

silence, and was glad it was strong
and bitter.

Result of the Blockade.

Notice on a railway bookstall :

"MEN AROUND THE KAISER.
MUCH REDUCED."

" On the pier a man was arrested who de
dared excitedly that he was Frederick Hohcn-
zollern, the Kaiser's nephew, but ho appeared
quite harmless." Daily News.

Obviously an impostor.

"The khaki-clad boys were as merry as a

party of undergraduates celebrating some joy-
ous event at the college tuck-shop."

Yorkshire Herald.

What memories of the Junior Common
Boom are recalled by this artless phrase.

The Super-Submarine.
" The Lymau M. Law was stopped by a

gunshot fired by a submarine, which boarded
the American boat, took the names of all on
board, and then authorised the continuation
of the voyage." Evening News.

Experiences of Mr. GERAUD'S party :

" Our first surprise on reaching Paris was
to find taxi-cabs, and taxi-cubs with pneu-
matic tyres." Scots Paper.

We suggest that our M.F.H.'s should

import a few of these in time for next
season's cubbing. They give an excel-

ent run for the money a mile for

ightpence or so.

THE MISSING LEADER.
WHAT is Master WINSTON doing?
What new paths is he pursuing ?

What strange broth can he bo

brewing ?

Is he painting, by commission,
Portraits of the Coalition

For the E.A. exhibition ?

Is he Jacky-obin or anti ?

Is he likely to "
go Fanti,"

Or becoming shrewd and canty ?

Is he in disguise at Kovel,

Living in a moujik's hovel,

Making a tremendous novel ?

Does he run a photo-play show ?

Or in sceva indignatio
Is ho writing for HOKATIO ?

Fired by the divine afflatus

Does he weekly lacerate us,

Like a Juvenal renatus ?

As the great financial purist,
Will he smite the sinecurist

Or emerge as a Futurist ?

Is he regularly sending
HAIG and BEATTY screeds unending,
Good advice with censure blending?

Is he ploughing, is he hoeing ?

Is he planting beet, or going
In for early 'tato-growing ?

Is he writing verse or prosing,
Or intent upon disclosing
Gifts for musical composing?

Is he lecturing to flappers ?

Is he tunnelling with sappers ?

Has he joined the U-boat trappers ?

Or, to petrify recorders
Of events within our borders,
Has he taken Holy Orders ?

Is he well or ill or middling?
Is he fighting, is he fiddling ?

He can't only be thumb-twiddling.

These are merely dim surmises,
But experience advises
Us to look for weird surprises,
Somersaults, and strange disguises.

* * if # *
Thus we summed the situation

When Sir HEDWOBTH MEUX' oration

Brought about a transformation.

Lo ! the Blenheim Boanerges
On a sudden re-emerges
And, to calm the naval 'gorges,
FISHEB'S restoration urges.

A Work of Supererogation.
" At an interval in the evening some carols

were sung by members of our G. P. S., and a
collection was taken on behalf of a fund for

providing Huns for our soldiers."

Parish Magazine.

INFOEMATION WANTED.
No one can answer the question,

and I have not the pluck being a

law-abiding citizen to try for myself.
But I do so want to know. I ask

everyone. I ask my partners at dinner

(when any dinner comes my way). I

ask casual acquaintances. I would ask
the officials themselves, only they aro

so-preoccupied. But the words cer-

tainly set up a very engrossing problem,
and upon this problem many minor

problems depend, clustering round it

like chickens round the maternal hen.
But I should be quite content with an
answer only to the hen ; the rest could
wait. Yet there is an inter-depeudenco
between them that cannot be over-

looked. For example, did someone once
do it and meet with such a calamity
that everyone else had to be warned ?

Or is it merely that the authorities dis-

like us to be comfy? Or is it thought
that the public might get so much
attracted by the habit as to convert
the place into a house where a dance
is in progress ? I wish I knew these

things.
Will not some Member ask for in-

formation in the House, and then

arising out of this question get all

the other subsidiary facts? We are

told so many things that don't matter,
such as the enormous number of Min-
isters in the new Government, which
was formed, if I remember rightly, as
a protest against too large a Cabinet ;

such as the colossal genius of each
and every performer in Mr. COCHKANE'S
theatrical companies ; such as the best

place in Oxford Street to contract the

shopping habit
;

such as the breaks
made day by day all through the War
by billiard champions ; such as the

departure of Mr. G. B. SHAW on his

bewildering and, one would think,

totally unnecessary visit to the Front
and his return from that experience ;

such as but enough. I am told by the

informative Press all these and more
hings, but no one tells me the one

;hing I want to know.

Perhaps YOU can.

I want to know why we may not
sit on the Tube moving staircases, and
[ want to know what would happen
if we did.

What to do with Our Dogs.
" FOB SALE. Pure Bred Irish Terrier Dog,

right thing to wear now. Seamless, comfort-
able. All Wool." Bedford Daily Circular.

"Bre.xd embroideries encircle the figure."

Glasgow Citizen.

An appropriate adornment for the bread

basket, no doubt, but too extravagant
in these times.
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BUNNY'S LITTLE BIT.

THIS scheme of keeping rabbits

To fatten them as food

Breaks up tlio kindly habits

Acquired in babyhood ;

For we, as youthful scions,

Were taught to love the deais

And bring them dandelions
And lift them by the ears.

Wo learned how each new litii>r

That came to Flip or Fan
( irew finer and grew fitter

With lea-leaves in the bran ;

Wo learned which stalks were, milky
And which were merely tough,

What grass was good for Silky
And what was good for Fluff.

Such moral mild up-bringing
Now makes me much distressed

When little necks need wringing
And little paws protest,

Lest wraiths from empty hutches
Should haunt me, hung in pairs,

And ghosts 'tis here it touches
Of happy Belgian hares.

However, with my morals
I manfully shall cope,

And back my country's quarrels,
But none the less I hope

Before poor Bunny 's taken
As stuff for knife and fork

The hedge-hog will be bacon,
The guinea-pig be pork.

W. H. O.

; PROBLEMS FOR PETROLEUSES.
THE Metropolitan Commissioner of

I

Police having decided to sanction wo-
|
men taxicab- drivers, we understand

|

that all applicants for licences will bo

i required to pass a severe examination

I

in "
knowledge of London." As, how-

ever, this will be concerned mainly
with localities and quickest routes, we
venture to suggest to the examiners a
few supplementary questions of a more
general character:

(i.) Uow far should a cab-wheel, re-

volving at fifteen miles an hour, be able
to Hing a pint of London mud ?

(n.) Has a pedestrian any right to
cross a road ? and, if so, how much ?

(in.) With three toots of an ordinary
motor-horn indicate the following:
(a) contempt, (b) rage, (c) homicidal
mania.

(iv.) Under what circumstances, if

any, should the words " Thank you
"

be employed?
(v.) Having been engaged at 11.35 p.ir.

to drive an elderly gentleman, wearing
a fur-coat, to Golder's Green, you arc
tendered the legal fare plus twopence.
Express, within ladylike limits, your
appreciation of this generosity.

3

Old Lady (buying records to send to France to assistant in Gramophone Department).
"If THAT ONE 18 THE SONG CALLED,

' TUEBE *8 A SHIP THAT'S BOUND FOB BLIGHTY,'
I 'LL, TAKE IT. But WILL YOC FIBST LET ME KNOW II1 IT CONTAINS ANT INFORMATION
WHICH COCLD BE OF ADVANTAGE TO THE ENEMY?"

(vi.) On subsequently discovering the
same gintleman to be a member of the
Petrol Control Committee, revise your
answer accordingly.

(vu.) Sketch, within ten sheets of

MS., your idea of a becoming and ser-

viceable uniform for a lady- driver.

(vin.) Who said, and in what con-
nection

"The hand that stops the traffic

rules the world
"
?

" This flag shall not be lowered at

the bidding of an alien
"
?

(ix.) At the top of St. James's Street

you are hailed simultaneously by two

spinster ladies with hand luggage, wish-

ing to be driven to Euston, and by a

single unencumbered gentleman whose
destination is the Savoy Grill. Well ?

(x.) At what hour do performances
at the London theatres end, and which
do you consider the best places of con-

cealment in which to secrete yourself
at that time ?

(xi.) What would be your correct

procedure on receiving a simple direc-

tion to " The Palace
"
from

(a) The PRIME MINISTER ?

(b) The Bishop of LONDON ?

(c) Any Second-Lieutenant ?

A Prophet of Evil.
' SIR EmvABD CAESON ON THE ADMIRALTY'S

NEW FIGHTING POLICY.
'IT CAN AND WILL BE DEFEATED.'"
Headlines in " Tlte Daily Chronicle."

From an official circular relating to

the British Industries Fair :

"Information regarding the best means of

reaching the Fair from all parts of London
will be obtainable at the Fair, but will not be
available before the opening day."
You must get there first, if you want
to be told how to get there.
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TJie Vicar (to Mrs. Uloggs, wlto Itas been describing tlie insulting behaviour of the lady next door).
"
WELL^WELL,

IT MUST BE MOST

UNPLEASANT BEING SHOUTED AT OVEB THB WALL, BUT I SUPPOSE THE BEST THING IS TO TAKE NO NOTICE."

Mrs. Bloggs. "THAT'S WHAT I SHOULD LIKE TO DO, SIB. Bui o' COURSE I 'AS TO GIVE 'EB A ANSWEB BACK NOW AND AGAIN

JUST TO KEEP THE PEACE, LIKE."

THE ACTING
WHEN JOOLIUS C.ESAR took 'is guns along the pavvy road

An' strafed the bloomin' 'eathens on the Ehine,

The men "oo did 'is dirty work an' bore the 'eavy load

Was the men 'ose job did correspond to mine.

"When NAP. dug in 'is swossung-kangs be'ind the ugly
Fosse

And made the Prooshians sweat their souls with fear,

The men 'oo 'elped 'im most of all to slip it well across

Was the men with actin' rank o" bombardier.

Oh, the Colonel strafes the Old Man, an' 'e strafes the

Capting too,

Then to the subs the 'eavy language flows ;

They comes an' calls their Numbers One an inefficient

crew
An' down it comes to junior N.C.O.'s ;

An' then the B.S.M. chips in an' gives 'em 'oly 'ell,

An' the full edition 's poured into the ear

Of the man that's got to be ubeek (an' you be blest

as well),
The man with actin' rank o' bombardier.

Or, if there 's nothin' doin' of a winter afternoon,

The Old Man 's at 'eadquarters 'avin' tea.

The section subs is feedin" up with oysters in Bethoon,
The Capting 's snorin' out at the O.P. ;

BOMBARDIER.
The Sergeant-Major 's cleaned 'is teeth an' gone a prom-

mynard,
The N.C.O.s is somewhere drinkin' beer,

An' the man they 've left to work an' drill an' grouse an'

mount the guard
Is of course your 'umble actin' bombardier.

Oh, I 'rn the man that takes fatigues for bringin' stores at

night,
Conductin' G.S. wagons in the snow,

An* I 'm the man that scrounges round to keep the 'ome

fires bright

(" An' don't you bloomin' well be pinched, you know ") ;

An' I 'm the man that lashes F.P.l.'s up to the gun,
An' acts the nursemaid 'alf the ruddy day ;

An' fifty other little jobs that ain't exactly fun

Accompany one stripe (without the pay).

But no, we never grouses in the Eoy'l Artillerie,

Of cheerful things to think there 's quite a lot ;

Old Sergeant Blobbs is goin' 'ome the end of Februree

To do instructin' stunts at Aldershot ;

The S.M.'s recommended ('Eavens !)
for commissioned rank,

An' little changes means a step up 'ere,

So if I keep me temper an' go easy with vang blank,

I '11 soon drop
" actin'

"
off the " bombardier."
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WHO FOLLOWS?
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

OPPOSITION APPROVAL OP THE NEW BOYS.
Mu. WINSTON CHURCHILL (patting Sir EDWARD CARSOS on tlie back)
MB. HERBEET SAMUEL (patting Mr. BOXJR LAW on the back)

HE'S BEEN TALKING SENSE.'

Monday, February 19t,h. The CHAN-
CELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER announced
that the " new money" subscribed for

the War Loan amounted to at least

seven hundred millions. Being a mod-
est man he refrained from saying,

" A
loan, I did it," though it was largely
due to his faith in the generosity and

good sense of his fellow- citizens that

the rate of interest was not more oner-

ous to the State.

Mr. LYNCH thinks it would be a good
idea if Ireland were specially repre-
sented at the Peace Conference, in

order that her delegates might assert

her right to self-government. I dare

say, if pressed, he would be prepared
to nominate at least one of her repre-
sentatives. Having regard to the

Nationalist attitude towards military
service Mr. BALFOUR might have re-

torted that only belligerents would be

represented at the Peace Conference,
but he contented himself with a simple

negative.
There is an erroneous impression that

Mr. LLOYD GEORGE sits in his private
room scheming out new Departments
and murmuring like the gentleman in

the advertisement of the elastic book-

case,
" How beautifully it grows !

"
Up

to the present, however, there are only

thirty-three actual Ministers of the

Crown, not counting such small fry
as Under-Secretaries, and their salaries

merely amount to the trifle of 133,500.
It is pleasant to learn that a branch of

the Shipping Controller's department
is appropriately housed in the Lake

Dwellings in St. James's Park ; and, in

view of Mr. KING'S objection that the

members of the Secret Service with
whom he has come into contact make
no sort of secret about their business

(one pictures them confiding in this

gentleman), it is expected that the

Board of Works will shortly comman-
deer a strip of Tube Railway to conceal

them in.

Tuesday, February 20th. In one

respect the two representatives of the

War Office in the House of Commons
are singularly alike. When answering
their daily catechism both wear spec-
tacles Mr. FORSTER an ordinary gold-
rimmed pair, Mr. MACPHERSON the fear-

some tortoise-shell variety which gives
an air of antiquity to the most youthful
countenance ; and each, when he has to

answer an awkward "
supplementary,"

begins by carefully taking off his glasses
and so giving himself an extra moment
or two to frame a telling reply.

This afternoon Mr. MACPHERSON'S

spectacles were on and off half-a-dozen

times as he withstood an assault

directed from various quarters against
the refusal of the War Office to admit
tho profession of "

manipulative sur-

gery
"

to the Army Medical Service.

In vain he was informed of wonderful
cures effected by this means on generals
and admirals, and even members of the

Government ;
in vain Mr. LYNCH sought

from him an admission that the life of

one private soldier was more valuable

than that of the two Front Benches

put together. All these attempts at

manipulative surgery quite failed to

reduce Mr. MACPHERSON'S obstinate

stiff neck; and at last tho SPEAKER had
to intervene to stop the treatment.

The persistence with which a little

knot of Members below the Gangway
advances the proposition that all Ger-

many is longing to make an honourable

peace, and that it is only the insatiate

ambition of the Allies which stands

in the way, would be pathetic if it

were not mischievous. Mr, PONSONBY,
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Mr. THEVELYAN, and Mr. SNO\VDI;\ onco
more argued this hopeless case with a

good deal of varied ability. A small

house listened politely, but was more

impressed by a masterly exposo of the

facts by Mr. KON.U.D M'NELLL, and
an Imperialist slogan by Sir HAMAS
GREENWOOD ; while later in the debate

Mr. BONAE LAW restated the national

aims in the War with a cogency that

drew from Mr. SAMUEL a geuerc*:s

pledge
" on behalf of those who sit

opposite the Government "
to give

Ministers their whole-hearted support.

Wednesday, February 21s/. The
j

House learned with satisfaction that

crews of our river gun-boats in Meso-

potamia are to get their hard -lying
j

money ; and when, the authors of the

Turkish communiques hear of it they
are expected to put in a similar claim.

Lord FISHEU was in his customary
place over the Clock his friends all

tell us that he is superior to Time ;

Lord BEEESFORD was at a suitable
I had almost said respectful distance

from him in the Peers' Gallery ; and

conspicuous among the Distinguished
Strangers was Sir JOHN JELLICOE.

They and all of us listened intently
while for over an hour Sir EDWARD
GAUSON, now as much at home on the

quarter-deck as ever he was at quarter
sessions, discoursed eloquently and

frankly on the wonderful and never-

ending work of the Senior Service.

Ho did not underestimate the dan-

ger of the submarines, or pretend that
the Admiralty had yet discovered any
sovran remedy for their attacks. Nor
could he say for reasons which
seemed to satisfy the House how
many of them had already been cap-
tured or sunk. But he told us enough
to convict Admiral VON CAPELLE, who
was at that moment declaring that not
a single U-boat had been lost since the

opening of the new campaign, of being
either singularly misinformed or highly
imaginative.

Thursday, February 22n<? . A strange
sympathy seems to exist between the
SPEAKER and Mr. GINNELL. Each, I

fancy, has a soft spot somewhere.
Mr. LOWTRHB'S is in his heart, and
makes him go out of his way to

help the wayward Member for North
Westmeath. Mr. GINNELL, whose soft

spot seems to be higher up, wanted to
show that ho did not approve of Mr.
MACPHBBSON, and called him an im-

pertinent Minister. Ordered to with-
draw the expression, he substituted
"
impudent." That would not do

either, and there seemed danger of a
deadlock and another expulsion until
Mr. LOWTHEB suggested that "incor-
rect

"
was a Parliamentary epithet

which might suit the lion. Member's

ih
Tlie Big 'Un. " My DEAR FELLOW I Is n REALLY TRUE THAT rou HAVE TO JOIN DP?"
The Little 'Un. "Yrcs; BUT DON'T LET rr OET ABOUT. You SEE, THE IDEA is TO

BPKING IT ON THE GERMANS, A3 IT WERE, IN MARCH."

purpose. Mr. GINNELL handsomely
accepted this variation in the spirit in

which it was offered.

Sir GEORGE CAVE is the Ministerial

maid-of-all-work. Whenever there is

a disagreeable or awkward measure to

introduce it falls to the Quite-at-Home
Secretary, if I may borrow an expression
coined by my friend, TOBY, M.P., for

one of Sir GEORGE'S predecessors. So

judiciously did he accentuate the good
points and soften the possible asperities
of the National Service Bill that even
Sir CHARLES HOBHOUSE, who had come
to condemn, remained to bless.

Friday, February 23rd. Owing to a

variety of causes, we are short of ton-

nage, and unless we manage to grow
more and consume less we shall before

very long be within reach of the gaunt
finger of Famine. That was the bur-

den of the PRIME MINISTER'S appeal to

the Nation. The farmer is to have a

guaranteed minimum price for his pro-
duce, the agricultural labourer is to be

raised to comparative affluence by a

minimum wage of 25s. a week, and the

rest of us are to go without most of our

imported luxuries and a. good many
necessities. So impressed were Mem-
bers by the gloominess of the prospect
that the moment the speech was over

they rushed out to secure what they
felt might be their last really substan-
tial luncheon, and Mr. DAVID MASON,
who had nobly essayed to fill the breach
caused by Mr. ASQUITH'S absence, was
soon talking to empty benches.
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ACROBAT, HAVIKG BEEN OFFICIALLY INFORMED THAT HE BELOXOS TO ONE OF THE NON-F.SSKNTIAL PIIOFESSIOSS, DETERMINES
NEVERTHELESS TO DEVOTE HIS TALENT TO THE CAUSE OF 1118 SUFFERING FELLOW-COUNTRYMEN.

THE COMPLIMENT.
WE all know the man with a griev-

ance and avoid him. But there is

another man with a grievance whom
I rather like, and this is his story. 1

must, of course, let him tell it in the

first-person -singular, because otherwise

what is the use of having a grievance
at all ? The first-person-singular narra-

tive form is the grievance's compensa-
tion. Listen.

" I am an old Oxonian who joined
the Royal Naval Division as an ordi-

nary seaman not long after the outbreak
of the War, and being perhaps not too

physically vigorous and having a certain

rhetorical gift, developed at the Union,
I was told off, after some months' train-

ing, to take part in a recruiting cam-

paign. We pursued the usual tactics.

First a trumpeter awakened the neigh-
bourhood, very much as Mr. HAWTREY
is aroused from his coma in his delight-
ful ew play, and then the people drew
round. One by one we mounted what-

ever rostrum there was a drinking
fountain, say and spoke our little

piece, urging the claims of country.
" As a rule the audience was either

errand-boys, girls or old men
;
but we

did our best.

j

"Sometimes, however, there would
be an evening meeting in a public

building, and then the proceedings
were more formal and pretentious.
The trumpeter disappeared and a

chairman would open the ball. The
occasion of which I am thinking was
one of these meetings in the East

End, where the Chairman was a local i

tradesman. He said that this was a :

war for liberty and that England could
j

never sheathe the sword until Belgium i

was free; he told the audience how
many of his relations were fighting ;

and then he made way for our gallant

boys in blue who were to address the

company.
"
Well, we addressed the company,

I by no means the least of the orators,

and then the Chairman wound up the

meeting. He said how much he had

enjoyed the speeches and how much
lie hoped that they would bear good
fruit ; and indeed he felt confident

of that, because ' we 'ere in the East
End are plain straight-forward folk,

who like plain straight-forward talk,

and we would rather listen to the

honest 'omely sailors who 'ave been

talking to us this evening than any
fine Oxford gentleman.'

"

That is the story of my friend with

a grievance. And yet, now 1 come to

think about it again, and his manner
of telling it, I 'ni not sure I ought
not rather to call him a man with a

triumph. ___________
'Farmer's Daughter wanted, to learn

daughter Cheddar cheesemaking for 1 month,
from March 25th

;
25 cows ; treated as

family." lirislol Times nmZ Mirror.

A little less than kin and more than

kine.

Washington, Thursday.
The representatives of thirty leading Ameri-

can railways have agreed virtually to an

embargo on eastern shipments of freight for

export until the present congestion on the

eastern sideboard is relieved."

Evening Standard.

This is all very well for the Americans,
but what we are concerned about is the

depletion of our own sideboard.

From an official advertisement in

favour of tillage :

" An acre of Oats will

feed for a week . . 100 people.
An acre of Potatoes . '200 ,,

,, ,, of Beef . . 8 ,,
"

Irish Times.

We understand that Lord DEVOXPOHT

accepts no responsibility for the last

statement.
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A'atlter. "You 'an VEKY. BAQKWABD. ^THERE'S NORMAN SMITHEHS, THE SAME AGE AS YOU, AND HE'S TWO POBMS HIOHF.B.
2X*T VOTT ASITAMRn?' 1YOU ASHAMED?

Hopeful. "No. HE CAN'T HELP IT IT'S HEREDITARY."

THE MAMMAL-SAURIAN WAR.
A PABABLE OP GERMANY'S COLONIES.

LONU ages ere tlie Age of Mau,
While yet this earthly crust was

thinaish,
The War of Might and Right begun,

Proceeding swiftly to a finish ;

And this provides in many ways
An object-lesson nowadays.

The Saurians, clad in coats of mail,
Shone with a most attractive lustre ;

Strong claws, long limbs, a longer tail

They pinned thoir faith to bulk and
bluster ;

They laid their eggs in every laud
And hid them deftly in the sand.

The Mammals, small as yet and few,

Relying less on scales and muscles,

Developed diaphragms, and grew
Non-nucleated rod corpuscles ;

They walked more nimbly on their legs
And learnt the art of sucking eggs.

The Saurians, spoiling for a fight,
Went off in high explosive fashion ;

They lashed themselves to left and right
Into a pre-historic passion ;

The Mammals, on the other hand,
Ate all their eggs up in the sand.

Those precious eggs, a source of pride
On which the Saurian hopes de-

pended,
Kept all their enemies supplied
With life by which their own was
ended ;

And where they fondly hoped to spread
The Mammals lived and throve instead.

And so the Saurians passed from view,

Leaving behind the faintest traces,
No longer bent on hacking through,
Though looking still for sunny places;

Dwarfed to a more convenient size

They spend their time in catching flies.

The Non-Stop Linguist.
'ToO.C. . . . From . . . Brigade.

Corps requires services of au officer who can
speak Italian fluently for four or five days."

" Under the auspices of the Women's
Reform Club, a Ladies' Fancy Dress Ball will
be held at the Residential Club, Main Street.
No Gentlemen. No Wallflowers. Ladies may

: appear in mail attire." Bulawayo Chronicle.

I

In their "
knighties," so to speak '?

Another Impending Apology.
"Bosley and district churchmen have thus

a gaol set before them which it should be and,
no doubt, will bo their aim to reach as soon
as possible." Congletcn Chronicle.

"A few minutes later, with his suit-case in

one hand and his type-writer in the qther, he
let himself out at the front-door."

Munseij's Mayazine.

Another case of the Hidden Hand.

" HORSB (vauner), thick set, 1C hands, 7

years, master 2 tons, reason sale, requires care
when taken out of harness."

Birmingham Daily Mail.

Any horse might be excused for kicking
up his heels on getting rid of a master
of that weight.

" FURNISHED room wanted; preferable
where chicken run." Enfield Gazette.

Our landlady won't let us keep even a
'

canary in ours.

" BAHOSY UNITED FREE CHURCH. Special
Lecture ' The Great War Novel, Mr. Bristling
Sees it Through.'

"
Glasgow Evening News.

Mr. WELLS ought to havo thought of

this.
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HELPING LORD DEVONPORT.
"Francesca," I said,

" what are you doing to help Lord
DEVONPORT?

"

" Lots of things," she said. " For one thing, we 're living
under his ration-scheme, and we "re doing it pretty well,

thank you."
"Yes, I know," I said ;

" I 've hoard you mention it once
or twice. It seems to consist very largely of rissoles and
that kind of food."

"Well," she said, "we must use up everything; and,

besides, you 'd soon got tired of beefsteak if I gave it to you
every day."

"Tired of beefsteak?" I said. "Never. The toughest
steak would always be a joy to me."

" I 've come to the conclusion," she said,
" that men

really like their eatables tough."
"
Yes, they want something they can bite into, you

know."
" But you can't bite into our beefsteak, now can you ?

"

"Perhaps not," I said, "but you can't help feeling it's

there, which is a great help when you're being rationed."
"
That," she said,

"
may be all very well for a man, but

women don't care for that feeling. They like their food

light but stimulating."
"
They do," I said,

" and they prefer it all brought in on
one tray and at irregular hours. Lord DEVONPORT'S scheme
is to them a sort of wicked abundance. To a man it

"
Plenty and to spare," she said. "

Why, you won't
have to tighten your belt even by one hole. Now admit, if

you hadn't known you were being rationed you 'd never
have found it out."

" I will admit," I said,
" that if the privations we have

suffered this last week in the matter of beefsteaks and that

kind of food are the worst that can happen to us we shan't

have much to complain of but I should like a chop
to-night instead of a rissole."

" You can call it a chop if you like, but it "s going to be
a cutlet."

"
Well, anyhow," I said,

" we don't seem to be doing as

much as we might for Lord DEVONPOHT."
" You 're wrong," she said ;

" I 'in keeping hens in the

stable-yard."
" Hens ? What do you know about hens ?

"

" For the matter of that, what do you?
"

"That's not the question," I said, "but I'll answer it

all the same. I know that most hens .are called Buff

Orpingtons, and that they never lay any eggs unless you
put a china egg in their ne"st just to coax them along and
rouse their ambition. Francesca, have you put a china

egg where our Buff Orpingtons can see it?
"

" Frederick is looking after these domestic details. He
seems to think that if he goes to the hen-house every ten
minutes or so the laying of eggs will be promoted. Won't
you go round with him next time ?

"

"
No," I said,

" I 've never seen a hen lay an egg yet,
and I 'm not going to begin at my time of life. Besides,
I 've already said they never lay eggs even when you don't
watch them."

"
Wrong again," she said.

" We got one egg this morn-

ing."
"Francesca," I said, "this is exciting. Did the happy

mother announce the event to the world in the usual way ?
"

"
Yes, she screamed and cackled for about a quarter-of-

an-hour, and Frederick came along and seized the subject
of her rejoicing. You 're going to have it to-night, boiled,
instead of soup and fish."

"Isn't that splenlid?" I said. "At this rate we shall

"The Tigris, immediately above Kut, runs South-East for about
four miles. Then there is a sharp bend, and its course is almost due
South for about the samo distance. Then against the stream it

goes due North for about the same distance." Glasgmv Citizen.

With the river behaving in this unnatural fashion General
MAUDE deserves all the greater credit for his success.

soon be self-supporting, and then we can snap our fingers
at Lord DEVONPORT."

" I never snap my fingers," she said. " No well-brought-

up hen-keeper ever does. Besides, it 's our duty to help
the Government all we can, so that Lord DEVONPORT may
have so much more to play with."

" Why should he want to play with it ?
"

I said. " He
doesn't strike me as being that kind of man at all."

" I daresay he plays in his off-hours."
" A man like that," I said,

" hasn't any off-hours. He 's

chin-deep in his work."
"
Anyhow," she said,

" I should like him to know that

we 're pulling up the herbaceous border and planting it with

potatoes, and that we 've started keeping liens, and that

we 've already got one egg, and that when the time comes
we shall not lack for chicken, roast or boiled."

"
Francesca," I said,

" how can you allude so flippantly to

the tragedies which are inseparable from the possession of

Buff Orpingtons ? In the morning a young bird struts

about in his pride, resolved to live his life fearlessly and to
!

salute the dawn at any and every hour before the break of <

day. Then something happens : a gardener, a family man
not naturally ruthless, comes upon the scene ; there is a
short but terrible struggle ; a neck (not the gardener's) is

wrung, and there is chicken for dinner."
" Don't move me," she said,

" to tears, or I shall have to

countermand your egg. Besides, I don't think I could ever
make a real friend of a fowl. They 've got such silly ways
and their eyes are so beady."

" Their ways are not sillier nor are their eyes beadier
than our Mrs. Burwell's, yet she is honoured as a pillar
of propriety, while they no matter; I hope the chicken
when its moment comes will be tender and succulent."

" Hark 1

"
said Francesca.

"
Yes," I said,

" another egg has come into the world, ;

and there 's Frederick rushing round like a mad thing with
a basket, to find himself once more too late. Never mind,"
I said, "I can have two boiled eggs to-night with my ,

chop I mean cutlet."
' No," she said.
"
Yes," I said,

" and you can have all the rissoles."

= ========= E. C. L.

ON PEOMOTION TO FIELD BANK.
I REMEMBER a day when I felt quite tall

Because of a gift of five whole shillings ;

I was Johnson major then, I recall,

And didn't I swank and put on frillings !

Well, we know that children are parents of men ;

And, now that I 'm getting an ancient stager,
Here am I pleased with a crown again,
And signing myself as Johnson, Major.

"Experienced General disengaged 1st March, one lady ; no washing ;

would take England." Irish Times.

The advertiser should wire to KAISER, Potsdam.

"
During the night an enemy raiding party in the neighbourhood

of Gueudecourt was driven off by our baggage before reaching our
line." Continental Daily Mail.

There is no end to our warlike inventions. First the

Tanks, and now the Trunks.
.
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She (referring to Jiost). "You KNOW, THERE'S SOMETHING HATHER NICE ABOUT MB. TOMKINS-SMITII."

He. "YES I THINK IT MUST BE HIS WIFE."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

War and the Future (CASSELL), by Mr. H. G. WELLS, is

not a sustained thesis but just jets of comment and flashes

of epigram about the War as he has seen it on the French,
Italian and British fronts, and has thought about it in

peaceful Essex. A characteristic opening chapter,
" The

Passing of the Effigy," suggests that " the Kaiser is perhaps
the last of that long series of crowned and cloaked and
semi-divine personages which has included Caesar and
Alexander and Napoleon the First and Third. In the

light of the new time we see the emperor-god for the guy
he is." Generalissimo JOFFRE, on the other hand, he found
to be a decent most capable man, without fuss and flummery,
doing a distasteful job of work singularly well. There is

some particularly interesting matter about aeroplane work,
and the writer betrays a keen distress lest the cavalry
notions of the soldiers of the old school should make them

put their trust in the horsemen rather than the airmen in the

break-through. As for "
tanks," he offers the alternative

of organised world control or a new warfare of mammoth
landships, to which the devastation of this War will be

merely sketchy ; but I doubt if he quite makes his point
here. And finally this swift-dreaming thinker proclaims a
vision which he has seen of a new world-wide interrelated

republicanism founded on a recognition of the over-lordship
of God . . . You put the book down feeling you have had
a long, desultory and intimate conversation with a vei'y

interesting fellow-traveller.

Really, if Mr. ROBERT HICHENS continues his present

spendthrift course, whatever Board controls the consump-
tion of paper will have to put him on half rations. I

believe that his literary health would benefit enormously
by such a regime. This was my first thought in contem-

plating the almost six hundred pages of In the Wilderness

(METHUEN), and it persists, strengthened now that I have
turned the last of them. Hete is a direct and moving
tragedy of three lives, much of the appeal of which is lost

in a fog of superfluous words. Of its theme I will tell you
only this, that it shows the contrasting loves, material and

physical, of two widely divergent types of womanhood.

Probably human nature, rather than Mr. HICHENS, should

be blamed for the fact that the unmoral Cynthia is many
times more interesting than the virtuous but slightly

fatiguing Rosamund. The former is indeed far the most
vital character in the tale, a figure none the less sinister

for its clever touch of austerity. Possibly, however, Lr
success is to some extent due to contrast ; for certainly both

Rosamund and Dion, the husband whom she alienated by
her unforgiving nature, embody all the worst characteristics

of Mr. HICHEN'S creations. Perhaps you know what I mean.

Chiefly it is a matter of super-sensibility to surroundings,
which renders them so fluid that often the scenery seems
to push them about. It is this, coupled with the author's

own lingering pleasure in a romantic setting, that delays
the conflict, which is the real motive of the book, over long.
But once this has come to grips the interest and the skill

of it will hold you a willing captive to Mr. HICHEXS at his

best.
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Much as I have enjoyed some previous work by Baroness
VON HUTTEN I am glad to say that I consider Magpie
(HUTCHINSON) her best yet. It is indeed a long time since

I read a happier or more holding story. The title is a

punning one, as the heroine's name is really Margaret Pye,
but I am more than willing to overlook this for the sake of

the pleasantly-drawn young woman to whom it refers and
the general interest of the tale. Briefly, this has two move-

ments, one forward, which deals with the evolution of Mag
from a fat, rather down-at-heel little carrier of washing

I am unable to hold out much prospect that you will find

Frailty (CASSHLL) a specially enlivening book. The scope
of Miss OLIVE WADSLEY'S story, sufficiently indicated by
its title, does not admit of humorous relief. But it is

botli vigorous and vital. Certainly it seemed hard luck on
Charles Ley that, after heroically curing himself of the

drug habit, he should marry the girl of his choice only to

find her a victim to strong drink. But of course, had
this not happened, the "

punch
"

of Miss WADSLEY'S tale

would have been weakened by half. Do not, however, be
into the charming young lady of the cover; the other

j

alarmed ; the author knows when to stop, and confines her

retrospective, and concerned with the mystery of a wonder- awful examples to these two, thereby avoiding the error of

Mrs. HENRY WOOD, who (you may recall) plunged the entire

cast of Danesbury House into a flood of alcohol. Not that

Miss

ful artist who has disappeared before the story opens. I

have no idea of clearing up, or even further indicating, this

problem to you. But I will say that the secret is so

adroitly kept that the perfect

orgy of elucidation in the final

chapter left me a little breathless.

Of course the whole thing is a

fairy tale, with a baker's dozen
of glaring improbabilities ; but I

am much mistaken if you will

enjoy it the less for that. A
quaint personal touch, which (to

anyone who does not recall the

cast of Pinkie and the Fairies on
its revival) might well seem an

impertinence, produced in me the

comfortable glow of superiority
that rewards the well-informed.

But I can assure Baroness VON
HDTTEN that she is all wrong
about the acting of that parti-
cular part.

As it is not Mr. Punch's habit

to admit reviews of periodical

publications, I ought to say that
the case of The New Europe
(CONSTABLE), whose first com-

pleted volume lies before me, is

exceptional. In thirty years' ex-

perience of journalism I never
remember a paper containing so

much " meat "
some of it pretty

strong meat, too in proportion
to its size. In hardly a single
week since its first issue in Octo-
ber last have I failed to find

between its tangerine
- coloured

covers some article giving me
information that I did not know
before, or furnishing a fresh view of something with which I

thought myself familiar. And I take it there are many other
writers and even, perhaps, some statesmen who have

enjoyed the same experience. Dr. SETON- WATSON and the

accomplished collaborators who march under his orange
oriflamme may not always convince us (I am not sure, for

example, that Austria est delenda may prove the only or the
best prescription for bringing freedom to the Jugo-Slavs of

South-Eastem Europe), but they always furnish the reader
with the facts enabling him to test their conclusions

;
and

that in these times is a great merit. My own feeling is that
if they had begun their concerted labours a few vears earlier
, j \\T "i 11 uni.t;i y iuiLt;u jinj.ii LIIB jiu, WAHJ au. un^Liucvi uuu * n\ji.\j u. *>i.7> HLL> >

the War might never have happened ; or at least we should
| savings. He arrived at the bank with his mother, and there was

have gone into it with a much more accurate notion of the poured out before tho astonished gaze of the officials four hundred

real aims of the Central Powers, and a much better chance threepenny pieces." Weekly Dispatch.

of quickly defeating thorn. The tragedies of Serbia and
j

We congratulate HERBERT on his patriotism and regret
Koumania would almost certainly have been averted. ' that it should have compelled him to go into liquidation.

A CASE FOB RATIONING.
" YOUR LITTLE DOG DOESN'T BEEM TO MIND THE

WEATHER. I SUPPOSE IILS COAT KEEPS HIM WARM."
"I DON'T THIXK IT'S THAT ALTOGETHER. You

SEK, HE HAS RUM-AND-MILK WITH HIS CUTLET EVERY
MORNING BEFORE HE GOES OUT."

WADSLEY herself lacks for courage ;
she can rise

""unusually to the demands of a

situation, and I have seldom read

chapters more moving of their

kind than those that depict the

gradual conquest of Charles by
the cocaine fiend, and his subse-

quent struggle back to freedom.

Here the "
strong

"
writing seemed

to me both natural and in place ;

ever so much more convincing
therefore than when employed

j

upon the love scenes. I have

my doubts whether, even in this

age of what I might call the

trampling suitor, anyonewas ever

I quite so heavy-booted over the

affair as was Charles when he
carried off his chosen mate from

'

a small-and-early in Grosvenor

Square. Fortunately the other

! parts of the story are less melo-

dramatic, and make it emphati-
cally a book not to be missed.

Happy is the reviewer with a

book which gives him so much
delightful information that he

tries to ration himself to so many
pages per day. This is what I re-

solved to do with In the Northern
Mists (HODDER AND STOUGHTON) ;

but I could not keep to my re-

solution, so attractive was the

fare. These sketches are the

work of a Grand Fleet Chaplain,
1
and are packed with wisdom
from all the ages. If you haven't

the luck to be a sailor you will learn a lot from this

admirable theologian about the men and methods and
the spirit of the Grand Fleet. His book fills me with

pride ; yet I dare not express it for fear of offending the

notorious modesty of the senior service. So shy indeed

is our Fleet of praise that I feel my apologies are due to

their Chaplain for my perfectly honest commendation of

his book. But he seems human enougli to pardon the

more venial sins.

"Peterborough's youngest investor was Herbert Trollope Gill,

barely three months old, who subscribed tho whole of his life's
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stood, have expressed their willingness
to supply specimens in any reasonable

quantity. ... *'

*

Lively satisfaction is being expressed

among merubersof the younger set at the

appointment of Mr. ALFRED BIOLAXD,
M.P., as Controller of Soap. They are

now discussing a resolution calling for

the abolition of nurse-maids, who are

notorious for using soap to excess.
-.;: *

A Bill has been introduced into the
House of Lords with the object of

admitting women to practise as solici-

tors. The raising of the statutory fee

for a consultation to 6s. HJrf. is also

under, consideration.
# :|:

At Old Street Police Court a man

CHARIVARIA.
"A MOTOR car repairer," says Mr.

Justice BRAY, "
is like a plumber.

Once you get him into the house you
cannot get him out." . . . Unless, of

course, you show him a burst bath pipe,
when ho will immediately go out to

fetch his mate. ^ ...

"V"

According to Herr WILDKUHE, a

member of the Koichstag, Germans
should "

rejoice at the departure of Mr.

GERARD and his pro-Entente espionage
bureau." They have some rubes in the

U.S.A., but nothing quite so wild as

this.
.,,

...

An historical film, called " The Dis-

covery of Germany," is being exhibited

widely through the Fatherland
under the auspices of the Govern-
ment. A further discovery of Ger-

many that she has been fatally
misled by her rulers has not at

present received the approval of the

Imperial House.

apprehension is being felt lost the prac-
tice shall develop of giving away the

contents to those who consent to

return the empty bottles.
: -.

-!

Difficulty having been found in re-

placing firemen called up for military
service, the Hendori Council, it is

rumoured, are requesting the residents

not to have any conflagrations for the

present at least.
... ...

Mr. JOHN INNS, of Stevcnago, has

just purchased the whole parish of

Caldecote, Herts
;
but the report that

he had to do this in order to obtain a

pound of sugar proves incorrect.

The German Army authorities

have issued an urgent warning to

the public not to discuss military
matters. Their own communiques
are to be taken as a model of the

right kind of reticence.

=!

An American film syndicate have
overcome their difficulty in find-

ing a man to take the place of

CHARLIE CHAPLIN. They have de-

cided to do without.
* *

NOTICE.

-.-

In Vienna, so as not to infu-

riate the indigent poor, tables are

no longer placed near ths window of

the dearer restaurants. Similar esta-

blishments in Germany for the same
reason were long ago made sound-

proof. ,.. +'

*

We note that German and Turkish

diplomats have been engaged in con-

ference for the purpose of drawing the
two countries closer together. Any
little pressure from outside (as on the

Tigris and the Ancre) is doubtless

welcome as contributing to this end.
# *
*

" The right way to dissipate the

submarine nightmare
"

is how a con-

temporary describes the new restrictions

on, imports. The embargo on tinned
lobster should certainly have that

effect.
,

...

*"

A museum is to be established at

Stuttgart
" to interest the masses of

the people in overseas Germans and
their conditions of life." Several

Foreign Governments, it is under-

In order to meet the national need for economy
in the consumption of paper, the Proprietors of

Punch are compelled to reduce the number of its

pages, but propose that the amount of matter pub-
lished in Punch shall by condensation and com-

pression be maintained and even, it is hoped,
increased.

It is further necessary that means should be
taken to restrict the circulation of Punch, and on
and after March 14th its price will be Sixpence.
The Proprietors believe that the public will prefer
an increase of price to a reduction of matter.

Readers are 'urged to place an order with their

Newsagent for the regular delivery of copies, as

Punch may otherwise be unobtainable, the shortage
cf paper making imperative the withdrawal from

Newsagents of the " on-sale-or-return
"

privilege.

In consequence of the increase in the price of
Punch the period covered by subscriptions already
paid direct to the Punch Office will have to be

proportionately shortened.

APOLOGY OF A WARRIOR
MINSTREL.

Lucasta, don't be cruel

If my bewildered lyre
Amidst such stores of fuel

Seems reft of sacred fire.

charged with bigamy pleaded that when
a child he had a fall which affected his

head. It is not known why other

bigamists do it. # +

At Haweswater, Westmoreland, some

sheep were recently dug out alive after

being buried in a snow - drift forty

days. It is thought that a morbid fear

of being sold as New Zealand mutton
caused the animals to make a supreme
struggle for life. ,

;

. +'

*

A lady correspondent of The Daily
Telegraph suggests that tradesmen
should economise paper by ceasing to

send out a separate expression of thanks
with every receipted bill. A further

economy is suggested by a hardened

creditor, who advocates the abolition

of the absurd custom of sending out
a quarterly statement of " account
rendered." * .,,

*'

Beer bottles are now said to be worth
more than the beer they contain, and

For if you know what France is

You know how it is hard
To blend, as in romances,
The warrior with the bard.

The troubadours of story
Knew no such woes as we,

Whose hopes of martial glory
Are built on F.A.T.*

With songs and swords and horses

They learned their careless r6le,

While we are sent on courses

That starve the poet's soul.

With gay anticipations

They feasted ere a tight,
But we in calculations

Wear out the chilly night.

And if some hour of leisure

Permits a lyric mood
My wretched Muse takes pleasure
In nothing else but food.

Thus when I am returning
Ice-cold from some O.P.,

And in the East is burning
Aurora's heraldry,

That spark she fails to waken
With which of yore I glowed,

Who, fain of eggs and bacon,

Tramp ravening down the road,

Aware, with self-despising,
Which interests me most

The silvery mists a-rising
Or marmalade and toast.

Such are the War-bard's passions
Rank seedlings of a time

That chokes with maths and rations

The bursting buds of rhyme.
* Field Artillery Training.
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A EOMANCE OF RATIONS.
" Not like to like, but like in difference."

" The Princess."
.

I HAVE always misjudged Victorine

I admit it now with shame. While
other girls have become engaged and

disengaged quite soon after she has

remained unattached and solitary. As
I watched the

disappointed
suitors turn

sadly away I put it down to pride and
self sufficiency, but I was wrong. I

see now that she always had the situa-

tion well in hand.

As for Algernon, he is the sort of man
who writes sonnets to lilies and butter-

flies and the rosy-fingered dawn this

last from hearsay as he really knows

nothing about it. He is prematurely
bald and suffers from the grossest form

of astigmatism, and I thought that no
woman would ever love him. I never

dreamt that Victorine had even noticed

he was there.

One day I heard that they were en-

gaged. It was too hard for me to

understand.
On the third morning I went to see

her.

"Victorine," I said, "you have never

loved before ?
"

"
Never," she assented softly.

" Now, this man you have chosen

you do not care overmuch for lilies and
butterflies and rosy-fingered dawns?"

" Not overmuch," she admitted sadly.
" Then what is it brings you to-

gether? What strange link of the

spirit has been forged between you?
To speak quite plainly, what do you
see in him 'I

"

"
Yesterday we lunched together, and

two days before that he got here in

time for breakfast."
" And the engagement still holds ?

"

I am no optimist.
" Before that we dined. Yes, I do

not exaggerate. It was my suggestion.
One sees so much unhappiness now-a-

days, and I wished to be quite sure we
were suited to one another."

'" And you are convinced of the sin-

cerity of the attachment ?
"

"
Why, I feel for him as Mother does

for the knife-and-boot boy, and Uncle

Stephen for the charlady. We cannot

be separated. It would be monstrous."
I ceased to be articulate. Victorine

suddenly became radiant.
" We must always be together at

any rate for the duration of the War,

you see. I eat under my meat and he
is over. In flour and sugar oh, how
can I confess it ? I exceed. He is far,

far below his ration. Apart we are

failures ; together we are perfect. We
both saw it at once."

1 realised suddenly the inevitability
of this mutual bond.

" So marriage is the only thing?
"
I

asked ; but I was already conquered.
She assented with a regal air.

As I went away I saw a new and

strange beauty in the problem of Food

Shortage.

SONGS OF FOOD PRODUCTION.

THE FARMER'S BOY (NEW STYLE).

THE Hun was set on making us fret

For lack of food to eat,

When up there ran a City man
In gaiters trim and neat r

"
Oh, just tell me if a farm there bo

Where I can get employ,
To plough and sow for PROTH-ER-O,
And he a farmer's boy,
And be a farmet's boy.

" In khaki diglit my juniors fight
I wish that I could too

;

But since the land 's in need of hands
There 's work for me to do ;

Though you call me a '

swell,' I would
labour well

I 'in aware it 's not pure joy
To plough and sow for PROTH-ER-O
And be a farmer's boy,
And be a farmer's boy."

The farmer quoth,
" I be mortal loth,

But the farm 'tis goin' back,
And I do declare as I can't a-bear

Any farming hands to lack ;

So if you "ye got grit and be middliu' fit

An '11 larn to cry,
' U t hoy !

'

And to plough and sow for PROTH-ER-O,
You shall be a farmer's boy,
You shall be a farmer's boy."

Bold farmers all, obey the' call

Of townsfolk game and gay I

And you City men put by the pen
And hear me what I say :

Get straight enrolled with a farmer bold,

And the Hun you '11 straight annoy,
If you plough and sow for PHOTH-ER-O
And be a farmer's boy,
And be a farmer's boy.

The Sex-Problem Again.
"FOR SALE. A 3-year-old Holstein gentle-

man cow." Canadian Paper.

' ' A Liverpool master carter told the Tribunal
that tho last ' substitute

'

sent him for one of

his inen backed a horse down a tip and landed
him in an expense of 50."

Yorkshire Evening Post.

Many men have lost more by backing
a horse on a tip.

A Bare Outlook.
" THINGS Yoo HAVE GOT To Do WITHOUT.

CLOTHES AND FOOD."
Daily Sketch.

This seems to bring the War even
closer than the PREMIER intended.

MORE OR LESS.

THE fleet of Dutch merchantmen
which has been sunk by a waiting
submarine sailed, it now appears,
under a German guarantee of "relative

security": and the incident has been

received in Holland with a widespread
outburst of relative acquiescence. Ger-

many, in the little ingenious arrange-
ments that she is so fond of making
for the safety and comfort of her neigh-
bours, is so often misunderstood. It

should be obvious by this time that

her attitude to International Law has

always bean one of approximate i
-

ever-

ence. The shells with which she bom-
barded Rheims Cathedral were con-

tingent shells, and the Lusitania was
sunk by a relative torpedo.
Neutrals all over the world who are

smarting just now under a fresh mani-

festation of Germany's respective good-
will should try to realise before they
take any action what is the precise
situation of our chief enemy. Ho has

(relatively) won the War ; he has

virtually) broken tho resistance of the ;

Allies ; he has (conditionally) ample
supplies for his people ;

in particular
lie is (morally) rich in potatoes. His
finances at first sight appear to be

pretty heavily involved, but that will

soon be adjusted by (hypothetical) in-

demnities; he has enormous (propor-

tional) reserves of men ; he has (theoreti-

cally) blockaded Great Britain, and his

final victory is (controvertibly) at hand.

But his most impressive argument,
which cannot fail to come home to

hesitating Neutrals, is to bo found in

his latest exhibition of offensive power,

namely, in his (putative) advance upon
the Ancre.

Realism.

From a cinema announcement :

"The management regret that 'The Lost

Bridegrcom' missed the boat on Sunday."
Guernsey Ereniny Express.

A Family Affair.

From an account of a "gift sale" :

"Alderman advised the Committee to

sell tho donkey in the evening, when there

would be a lot present." Provincial Paper.

More Impending Apologies,
i.

" Mr. writes from New Cross :

'

Sir, I was pleased to see that you do not

intend increasing tho price of ' The Daily
News,' and hope that you will not have to

reconsider your decision. If necessary I, for

one, would bo quite content with four pages

only." Daily Neics.

II.

"The nurses who have a seven minutes'
walk to their home quarters, have never had
a rude word said to them, 'oven,' she added,
' when they have had too much to drink.

1 "

Daily Province (Vancouver, B.C.).
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.. THE FREEDOM OF THE SEA."
HOLLAND. "YOU'VE TAKEN A GEEAT LIBERTY WITH ME."
GERMANY. "OF COURSE I HAVE. I'M THE APOSTLE OF LIBERTY.
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THE SOLACE.
Mr. William Wood, grocer, of Acton,

was very tired. And no wonder, for

not only had he lost his two assistants,

both having been called up, but the

girls who had taken their places were
frivolous and slow. Moreover his errand

boy had that day given notice. And,
furthermore, the submarine campaign
was making it every day more difficult

to keep up the stock, and the rise in

prices meant anything but the com-
mensurate increase of profit of which
he was accused by indignant
customers.

Mr. Wood, therefore, was
not sorry when, the shutters

up, he could retire to his

sitting-room upstairs and
rest. His one hobby being

reading, and his favourite

form of literature being ;

Lives and Letters, he had .

normally no difficulty in dis-

missing the shop from his

mind. He would open the

latest memoir from the

library and lose himself in

whatever society it recon-

structed, political for choice.

But to-night the solace

could not so easily be found.

For one thing, he had no
new books ;

for another, the
cares of business were too '

recent and too real.

He sank -into his arm-

chair, covered his eyes with
his hand, and pondered.
Then suddenly he had

an idea. If there were no
j

letters of the Great to read,
he would himself write to

the Great and thus escape
J

grocerdom and worry. If i

he were not a person of ;

importance, he would at

least pretend to be, and .

thus be comforted.

Seating himself at the table and

taking up his pen, ho composed with

infinite care the following chapter from
a biography of himself :

The year 191G was a comparatively
uneventful one in the life of our hero.

The principal events were the marriage
of his youngest daughter with the son

of the Bishop of Brighton and the re-

building of The Towers after the fire.

Perhaps the most important of his new
friends were the Archbishop of CANTER-
BURY and Sir HEDWORTH MEUX, but

unfortunately Sir HEDWORTH has not

kept any of the letters. Nor is there

much correspondence ;
but a few letters

may be printed here, all testifying to

the multifarious interests of this re-

markable man, who not only knew

everyone worth knowing, but projected
himself into their careers with so much

sympathy and keenness. The first is

to the then Prime Minister :

To the Jiiijht Hun. H. II. . I xijiTi-H, M.P.

MY DEAH ASQUITH, This is only a

line to remind you that you lunch with

me at the Primrose Club on Monday
at one o'clock. I have asked two or

three friends to meet you, all good
fellows. With regard to that matter
on which you were asking my advice, I

think that the wisest course at present

THE THEATRE or WAU.

is (to use the phrase, now a little stale,

which I invented for you) to wait and
see. Let me say that I thought your

speech at the Guildhall a fine effort.

Kindly remember me to the wife and
Miss ELIZABETH, and believe me,

Yours sincerely,
WILLIAM WOOD.

P.S. I wish you would call me
William. I always think of you as

Herbert.

To the Earl of EOSEBEUY.

MY DEAR ROSEBERY, It is a great

grief to me to have to decline your
kind invite to Dalmeny, but there is

an obstacle I cannot overcome. My
youngest daughter is to he married

next week to the son of the Bishop
of Brighton, a most well-bred young

fellow with perfect manners. Nothing
but the necessity of my presence at
the feast of Hymen could deprive me
of the pleasure of seeing your country
place. Do not stay away too long, I

beg. The town is dull without you.
I am, dear ROSEBERY,

Yours most affectionately,
WILLIAM WOOD.

In Mi: HUDYAUD KIPLIM;.

MY DEAR KIPLING, Just a line to

say how much I admire your poem in

this morning's Times. You have novel-

voiced the feeling of the
moment with more force or
keener insight. But you
will, I am sure, pardon me
when I say that in the fifty-

eighth stanza there is a re-

grettable ilaw, which could
however quickly lx> put
right. To me, that fine ap-

peal to Monaco to give up
its neutrality is impaired
by the use of the word
"
cope," which I have al-

ways understood should be
avoided by good writers.
" Deal

"
has the same mean-

ing and is a truer word.
You will, I am sure, agree
with me in this criticism

when you have leisure to

think it over.

Believe me, my dear

KIPLING,
Yours sincerely,

WILLIAM WOOD.

1
To His Grccc the Archbishop

of CANTEBBUBY.

MY DEAU AECHBISHOP,-
; That was a very delightful
: dinner you gave me last

i night, and I was glad to

i have the opportunity of

; meeting Lord MOBLEY and

discussing with
'

him the

character of MARLUOKOUGH. While !

not agreeing with everything that
j

Lord MOHLEY said, I am bound to
|

admit that his views impressed me.
|

Some day soon you must bring her i

Ladyship down to The Towers for a
|

dine and sleep.
I am, my dear Archbishop,

Yours cordially,
WILLIAM WOOD.

To Lord NOBTHCLIFFE.

MY DEAR ALFRED, You cannot, 1

in 1 1 sure, do better than continue in

the course you have chosen. What

England needs is a vigilant observer

from without ;
and who, as I have so

j

often told you, is better fitted for such

a part than you ? You have all the

qualities high mobility, the courage
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Friend (to Professor, whose lecture, "How to Stop the War," has just concluded).
" CONGRATULATE YOU, OLD MAX WI:ST SPLENDIDLY.

AT ONE TIME DURING THE AFTERNOON I WAS RATHER ANXIOUS FOB YOU."

Professor.
" THANKS. BUT I DON'T KNOW WHY YOU SHOULD HAVE BEES so CONCERNED ox MY DEHALF."

Friend. "WELL, A RUMOUR DID oo ROUND THE ROOM THAT THE WAB WOULD BE OVER BEFORE YOUR LECTURE."

to abandon convictions, and extreme

youth. If you lack anything it is

perhaps ballast, and here I might help

you. Ring me up at any time, day or

night, and I will como to you, just as

I used to do years ago when you wore

beginning.
Think of mo always as

Yours very sincerely,
WILLIAM WOOD.

To Sir AxTHUit Wixa Pixriid.

Afv in:ui PINEUO, I am glad you
liked my suggestion and aro already at

work upon it. No one could handle
it so well as you. I write now because

it has occurred to mo that the proper
place for Lord Scudamore to disown
his guilty wife and for her impassioned
reply is not, as we had it, the spare
room, but tho parlour.

I am, dear old fellow,

Always yours to command,
YVii.LUM WOOD.

Having written thus far, Mr. William
Wood went to bod, perfectly at peace
with himself and the world.

THE GREAT BETRAYAL.
'TwAS night, and near the Boreal cliff

The monarch in seclusion lay,
A wondrous human hieroglyph,

Worshipped from Chile to Cathay ;

When lo ! a cry,
"
Sire, up and fly !

The pirate ships aro in the bay !

"

"
Begone, ye cravens," straight replied
The monarch with his eyes ablaxc ;

" No pirate on the ocean wide
Can fright me, for I know their

ways.
Shall I do less in times of stress

Than soldiers who have earned My
praise ?

"Yet stay," he paused awhile, and
then

" Let messengers the country scour

On pain of death forbidding men
To speak, in hut or hall or tower,

Of what I said this night of dread,

Or where I spent its darkest hour."

Swift flew the minions to obey ;

Tho wearied monarch slumbered

late;

Yet, in the Capital next day,
Writ large upon his palace gate,

A mighty scroll to every soul

Blazoned the words that challenged
Fate.

The monarch's rage surpassed all

bounds
When of this treachery he road ;

A price of several million pounds
Was placed upon the miscreant's

head ;

But sceptics jibe an odious tribe

And swear that ho will die in bed.

A New Way to Pay Old Debts.

"Tho Inventor of British and American
Patents is desirous to Sell or License to

Manufacturers, &c., &c. . . . The above In-

ventor and Patentee will be greatly obliged if

anyone that ho owes money to will forward

the amount not later than this month, other-

wise he will not acknowledge after."

Financial Times.

" LITTLE WAR PICTURES.

A NOBLE ARMY OF OPTIMISTS IN TRANCE."
Straits Times (Singapore).

We wish our pessimists would join
them.
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THE WATCH DOGS.
IiVII.

MY DEAR CHARLES, St. John, in

1914 a light-hearted lieut., advancing
and retiring with his platoon as an all-

seeing Providence or a short-spoken

Company Commander might direct, and
in 1915 a Brass-hat with a vast amount
of knowledge and only a hundred bull'

slips or so to write it down on, is now
Second in Command of his regiment.
Ho tells me he is encamped with his

little lot on the forward slope of a

muddy and much pitted ravine. On
the opposite slope are some nasty

noisy guns, and at the bottom of the

ravine are the cookers.

When, after much forethought, he has

found something to do and has begun
doing it, there is a cry of " Stand clear !

"

and, with that prudence which even an

Englishman will learn if you do not

hustle him but give him a year or two
to find by experience that care should

sometimes be taken, all got to earth.

The guns fire ; the neighbourhood
heaves and readjusts itself, and a man
may then come out again. By the time,

however, he has collected his senses

and his materials there is another
" Stand clear 1

"
and back he must go

to earth. This is what is technically
known as Best.

It was not good enough for one of

the battalion cooks. No man can do

justice to a mess of pottage by lying
on his belly at a distance and frowning
at it. After many movements to and fro,

he eventually said be damned to guns
and " Stand clears ;

"
stood on the top

of his cooker (there was nowhere else

to stand), and, holding a dixie lid in

his hand and bestowing on the con-

tents of the dixie that encouraging
smile without which no stew can stew,
defied all the artillery of the B.E.F. to

do its worst. It did.

The cook recovered to find himself

among his dixies, frizzling pleasantly
and browning nicely in certain parts.
Even so, professional interests over-

came any feeling of personal injury.

Rising majestically, ho stepped clown

and advanced upon the nearest gun
crew. " Now you 've done it, you
blighters!" he shouted, waving an

angry fist at them. " You 've been

and gone and blown all the pork out

of the beans."

The same man went on holiday to

the neighbouring town, which is in

reality an ordinarily dull and dirty pro-
vincial place, but to the tired warrior is

a haven of rest and a paradise of gaiety
and good things. Here he came into

contact with the local A. P.M. in the

following way. The latter was in his

office after lunch, brooding no doubt,

when in came a French policeman
greatly excited in French. There was,
it appeared, promise of a commotion at

the Hotel de Ville. A British soldier

had got mixed up in the queue of

honest French civilians who were wait-

ing outside for the delivery of their

legal papers. There were no bi-linguists

present, but it had been made quite
clear to the Britisher that he must go,
and it had been made quite clear by
the Britisher that he should stay.

Always outside the Hotel de Ville at

2.30 of an afternoon was this queue of

natives, each waiting his turn to be

admitted to the joyless sanctum of the

Commissure, there to receive those

illegible documents without which no
French home is complete. Never before

had a British soldier fallen in with

them, and, when requested to dismiss,
showed signs of being obstreperous.
The A.P.M. buckled on his Sam

Browne belt and prepared for the worst,

which he assumed to be but another

example of the frailty of human nature

when suddenly confronted with un-

accustomed luxuries. When he got to

his prey he found him not quite in the

state expected. Usually at the sight
of an A.P.M. a soldier, whatever the

strength of his case, will express regret,

promise reform, and make ready to

pass on. This one stood his ground;
on no account would he leave the

queue. He explained to the A.P.M.
that he was too used to the manifold

and subtle devices of people who
wanted to snaffle other people's places
in queues. He was however quite pre-

pared to parley, and was only too glad
to find a fellow-countryman, speaking
the right language and having the right
sense of justice, to parley with.

He said he had taken his proper
place in the line, with no attempt to

hustle or jostle anyone else. He meant
to do no one any harm, and he was

prepared to pay the due price, in cur-

rent French notes, whatever it might
bo. But having got his placa by right
he refused to give it up to anyone else,

be he French or English, Field Officer

or even gendarme. He had been ex-

cessively restrained in resisting the un-

scrupulous attempts of the gendarme
to dislodge him. If he had made any
threat of knocking the gendarme down
he had not really intended to take that

course. The threat was only a formal

reply to the gendarme's proposal to

stick a sword through his middle.

He was, he said most emphatically,
not drunk. If the A.P.M., in whom he
had all confidence, would occupy his

place in the queue and keep it for him,
he would demonstrate this by a prac-
tical test. In any case he ventured to

insist on his point. Without claiming

any special privileges for a man fight-

ing (and cooking) for his country, he
ilaimed the right of any human being,
whatever his nationality, to witness

any cinema show which might be in

progress.
The underlying good qualities of both

nations were evidenced in the sequel. !

When the A.P.M. had interpreted the

matter the gendarme insisted on an

embrace, and the cook permitted it.

Later, I have reason to believe, they
witnessed a most moving cinema play
iogether, but not in the Commissairo's
office at the Hotel de Ville.

Yours ever, HKNRY.

CHILDREN'S TALES FOP,

GEOWN-UPS.
i.

CAUSE AND EFFECT.

IT hadn't rained for forty days and

forty nights.
"The reason it doesn't rain," said

the guinea-fowl,
"

is that the barometer
is very high."
But no one listened to her.

"The reason is," said the duck with

the black wings, "that the pond is

nearly empty. When the pond is empty
it doesn't rain."

" It 's the hen-house," said the black

hen. " Whenever the roof drips there

is rain."
" It is certainly the hen-house," said

all the hens.

"It comes from the trees," said the

turkey.
" The leaves drip and then

there is rain, and the more they drip
the heavier it rains."

" It is my kennel," chuckled Bruno,
the wise old dog.

" The more it leaks

the more it rains."

At that very moment it began to

rain in torrents.
" The pond is full," quacked the

ducks. " Look at the pond."
"
Oh, do look at the hen-house roof

dripping!
"

shrieked the hens.

"The leaves look at the leaves,"

gurgled the turkeys.
" And my kennel leaks. I can feel it

on my back," chuckled Bruno.
"The barometer has gone down,"

said the guinea-fowl.
But no one took any notice of her

quite properly.

The Housing Problem.
"Throe chicken coops, also pigeon-house,

for polo ;
suitable for lady." -The Lady.

The Open-Air Cure.

"The Telegraaf learns from its correspon-
dent at the frontier that on yesterday (Mon-
day) afternoon a fresh air attack was made on

Zeebrugge." Morning Post.

A pleasant change from stuffy shells.
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THE ETERNAL FEMININE.
"TiiAT SHADE WOULDN'T 'ALP SUIT MB."

'IjOB LUMMY, LlL I WOT TISTE AN* YOU A BLOKDE !
"

THE SONG OF THE MILL.

[Host of our wator-inills have fallen into decay and disuse owing to

the unsuitability of thoir machinery to grind imported grain. Will

the revival of English grain production bring about a renewal of their

usefulness ? ]

As by the pool I wandered that lies so clear and still

With tall old trees about it, hard by the silent mill

Whose ancient oaken timbers no longer croak and groan
With roar of wheel and water, and grind of stone on stone,

The idle mill-race slumbered beneath the mouldering wheel,
The pale March sunlight gilded no motes of floating meal,
But the stream went singing onward, went singing by the

weir

And this, or something like it, was the song I seemed to

hoar :

"By Teviot, Tees and Avon, by Esk and Ure and Tweed,
Hero 's many a trusty henchman would rally to your need ;

UN Itchcn, Tost and Waveney, by Tamar, Trent and Ouse,
Here 's many a loyal servant will help you if you choose.

" Do they no longer need us who needed us of yore?
"We stood not still aforetime when England marched to

war ;

Like those our wind-driven brothers, far seen o'er weald
and fen,

We ground the wheat and barley to feed stout Englishmen.

" You call {he men of England, their strength, their toil,

their gold,
But us you have not summoned, who served your sires of

old;
For service high or humble, for tribute great and small,

You call them and they answer but us you do not call.

" Yet wo no hoarded fuel of mine or well require,
That drives your fleets to battle or lights the poor man's

fire ;

We need no white-hot furnace for tending night and day,
No power of harnessed lightnings to speed us on our way.

"
By Tavy, Dart and Derwent, by Wharfe aud Usk and

Nidd,
Here 's many a trusty vassal is yours when you shall bid,

With the strength of English rivers to push the wheels

along
And the roar of many a mill-race to join the victory song."'

__ C. F. S.

"The Berlin Municipality has issued the following order. '

Despite
the present unfavourable conditions of production, it has become

possible that from Friday this week one shss will be available for

every citizen of Berlin.'
"

Egyptian Gazette.

Judging by the mystery surrounding it we infer that
" shss

" must be some kind of sausage.
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FOOD RESTRICTION.
SCENE : Hotel. '

Little G-irl. "On, MUMMY! THEY'VE GIVEN ME A DIBIT PLATE."

Mother. " HUSH, DARLING. THAT'S THE SOUP."

AKSJVERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
" MINSTKEL BOY." You are confus-

ing TENNYSON'S " Brook "
with the

Tigris. Also it is the Turkish Army
and not the river (which flows the

other way) that is speaking in the

famous lines
" I come from haunts of Kut (return) ;

I make a sudden sally."
" ANXIOUS INQUIRER." No, we are

without reliable news of FERDIE. But
it is rumoured that he is preparing to

conform to the general movement of

the Central Allied Powers, and is there-

fore taking a little gentle running exer-

cise in the Vulpedrome at Vienna.

"V.T.C." We rejoice with you that

already not more than 2| years since

the revival of the Volunteer Force
the War Office has recognised the

desirability of giving the Volunteer a

rifle to shoot with
;
and it now seems

almost certain that he will receive one,

free of charge, before the conclusion of

peace. We welcome this wise and

generous decision, for though we have
never pretended to be a military

authority we have always held the

view that in a tight corner a man with

a rifle has an appreciable advantage
over an unarmed man.

" FORTUNE-TELLER." Like you, we
are greatly impressed by the convincing
arguments advanced by our military

experts in support of the view that the

Germans are likely to put forth a great
effort this year at some point on one
of their fronts ;

and we share your
belief that the time has come when the

Government should supply, a long-felt
want by establishing a Department of

Intelligent Anticipation. It is a happy
suggestion of yours to offer, for. a rea-

sonable consideration, to place at the

disposal of such a Department your
admirably-equipped premises in Bond
Street.

" SCHNAPPS." The correct version

is :

" In the matter of U-Boats the fault of the

Dutch
Is protesting too little and standing too

much."
" CARILLON." You ask how the Ger-

mans will manage for their joy-peals

now that the military authorities have
commandeered the church bells. It

was very bi'ight of you to think of' this.

The answer is that, in view of pressing
national needs, they are going to give up
having victories. After all, this is an

age of sacrifice. EDITOR.

Commercial Candour.
" Abandon housekeeping and live in comfort

at the hotel .

Not too large to give the best of service, and
not too small to be uncomfortable."

Morning Paper.

We feel it to be our patriotic duty
to call the attention of the FOOD
CONTROLLER to the conduct of a well-

known restaurant which blatantly de-

scribes itself on a bill of faro as
" THE GOEGE AND VULTURE."

" Women lamplighters will shortly be seen

in the submarine districts of London."

Bradford Daily Argus.

But to prevent disappointment we
ought to mention that this phenome-
non can only be witnessed by the Argus-

eyed.
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Nondatj, February 2G//<. The new

Member for Koscommon lias not yet

appeared in the House, but he is never-

theless doing his bit more effectively,

perhaps, than some of his compatriots.
The SPEAKER'S ruling is

" No seat, no

salary"; so Count PLUN-
KETT will have the satis-

faction of knowing that

by his self -
sacrificing

absence he is paying the

expenses of the War for

at least five seconds.

With suitable solemnity
Sir EDWARD CARSON gave
a b ief account of the ex-

ploi s of the German des-

troyer squadrons. One of

them, comprising several

vessels, had engaged a

single British destroyer
for several minutes before

cleverly executing a strate-

gic movement in the direc-

tion of- the German coast;
while another had simul-

taneously bombarded the

strongholds of Broadstairs
and Margate, completely
demolishing two entire

houses. The damage
would have been still more
serious but for the fortu-

nate circumstance that tho

fortresses erected on the

foreshore last summer by
an army of youthful workpeople had
been subsequently removed.

Any gloom engendered by the fore-

going announcement was quickly dis-

sipated by Mr. BONAR LAW, who read

a telegram from General MAUDE, an-

nouncing the fall of Kut-el-Amara.
The rest of the afternoon was chiefly

occupied by a further combat
over the merits of Lord FISHER.

Although, as Dr. MACNAMARA
subsequently remarked,

" this

is not the time for fighting
battles along the Whitehall

front," I am afraid the House

thoroughly enjoyed Sir HED-
WORTH MEUX'S discursive ac-

count of his relations with the

late FIRST SEA LORD, who
really seems to be quite a for-

giving person. At least it is

not everybody who, after being

greeted at a garden-party with

removal of tho suspicion of Irishmen

by Irishmen. Mr. DILLON'S notion of

contributing to that desirable end is to

accuse Sir BRYAN MAHON, who has had
to deport certain recidivist SinnFeiners,
of being the tool of a Dublin Castle

gang. Not, of course, that Mr. DILLON
is in sympathy with Sinn Feiners ; on

LOKD BUCKMASTER'S DEEAM OP A BRIGHTENED HOUSE OF LORDS

the contrary he dislikes them so much
that he would like to keep St. George's
Channel between them and himself.

But by his own speeches he has hypno-
tized himself into the belief that every-

thing done by the British Government
in Ireland must have a corrupt motive.

His colleague from West Belfast is not

FREDERICK BANBURY AND COLONEL MARK LOCKWOOD
CONSULT THE WATER LlST.

of Kut has had an exhilarating el'f'ect

upon Lord CREWE. Not long ago lie

was warning us against excessive jubila-
tion over tho British advance in that

region. Now he justified his title by
coming out as a regular Chanticleer,
and invited Lord CUKZON to tell the
assembled Peers that we might be con-

fident of regaining pre-
dominance in the whole of

Mesopotamia.
In these times the Lords

can refuse nothing to the

Ladies. In moving the
second reading of a Bill to

enable women to become
solicitors Lord BUCK-
MASTER may have ap-

proached his subject in

the spirit of a cautious

knight - errant, as Lord
HUMNER said, but he car-

ried his argument. He
owed something, perhaps,
to the unintentional as-

sistance of his opponents.
Lord BUCKMASTER had in-

cidentally mentioned that

a woman once sat on the

Woolsack, and there ad-

ministered such very odd
law that the City of Lon-
don rose in mutiny. This
shocked tho historical

sense of Lord HALSHURY,
who hastened to point out

that the lady in question
had left tho Woolsack for

a reason entirely creditable to her sex,

namely to become the mother of one
of our greatest Kings. Then Lord
FINLAY, who now occupies tho seat

alleged to have been filled by ELEANOR of

Provence, endeavoured to frighten their

Lordships by the thin end of the wedge
argument. If women were admitted

solicitors they would next want
to practise at the Bar, and even
become Judges. But the Peers

refused to be intimidated, and

gave the Bill a second reading.
Mr. MACCALLUM SCOTT'S

colossal intellect, like the ele-

phant's trunk, can grapple
with the most minute objects.

Yesterday it was tho shortage
of sausage - skins ; this after-

noon it was the grievance of

Scottish bee-keepers, who are

deprived of sugar for their

charges, and compelled to put
" Come here, you wicked old sinner,"

[

much wiser, to judge by the tone of his
'

up with medicated candy at twice the

would afterwards invite his accuser to speech to-night ; and I think Mr. DUKE, I price. In spite of the FOOD CON-

lunch at the Eitz. who is doing his best to reconcile the

In the first statement of policy made ; irreconcilable, must have been tempted
by Mr. LLOYD GEORGE after his appoint- to adapt one of Mr. DILLON'S phrases
ment as Prime Minister he said that the

j

and to say that Ireland was between

primary step towards a settlement of the DEVLIN and the deep sea.

the age-long Irish trouble would be the
\ Tuesday, February 27. The capture

TROLLER, I understand that Mr. SCOTT

has no intention of parting with the very

promising swarm that he carries in his

national headgear.

Wednesday, February ZSth. Mr.

WATT was seized with a bright idea
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Maid. "TnE DOCTOR HAS CALLED TO SEE rou, SIB."

Government Official (faintly).
" TELL HIM TO FILL DP A FORM, STATING THE NATURE OF HIS BCSISESS AND IF BY APPOINTMENT.'

this afternoon. The CHIEF SECRETARY
FOB IUELAND had explained to Mr.
GINNELL that certain men had been
convicted of having attempted to causa
disaffection hy singing disloyal songs.
" Will the right lion, and learned gentle-
man give the House a sample?

"
inter-

jected Mr. WATT. The notion of Mr.

DUKE, vir pietate grams, if ever there

was one, indulging in ribald melody,
caused much laughter, which was in-

creased when the right hon. gentleman
in his most portentous manner implied
that his only reason for not granting
the request was fear that tho SPEAKER

might intervene.

A brief recrudescence of the MEDX-
CHUUCHILL duel was not much to the
taste of the House, which is evidently
of opinion that Lord FISHER might now
bo left alone both by foes and by friends.

Members were glad to seek solace in the
drink question, and gave a sympathetic
hearing to tho proposal of Mr. WING
that they should voluntarily submit
to the same restricted hours of con-

sumption as they had imposed on the
outside world. Mr. WIND is a temper-
ance reformer, but on this occasion

ho had the redoubtable assistance of

Mr. GEORGE FABER, a stout friend of the
" trade

" whose hair had grown white,
he declared (though in other respects
he still looks delightfully juvenile), in

fighting the Licensing Bill of 1908.
In his opinion tho House could_ no

longer keep itself in a compartment
apart especially as it was not a water-

tight compartment. Sir FBEDERICK
BANBURY, who is naturally a champion
of cakes and ale made a despairing
effort to preserve tho privileges of the
Palace of Westminster, bnt did not carry
his protest to a division; and after a
few valedictory remarks from Colonel

LOCKWOOD, including two quotations
from LUCRETIUS (derived from a crib,

as he modestly explained), the House
unanimously decided that its habits

should be in conformity with its debates

dry with moist intervals.

Thursday, March 1st. Copies of

tho unexpurgated edition of the Ee-

port of the Dardanelles Commission
marked " confidential

"
are to be sent

to the SPEAKER and to the leader of

every political party in the House. If

Mr. BONAR LAW thought by this an-

nouncement to allay curiosity he was

disappointed. Bequests for a definition

of the term "political party" rained

upon him from all quarters. It really
is a rather nice point. Mr. ASQUITH,
Mr. EEDMOND and Mr. WAHDLE will, of

course, receive their copies of the editio

princeps. But what about Mr. WILLIAM
O'BRIEN, who commands a bare half-

section, even if one includes Mr. T. M.
HEALY as odd file? What, too, of the

Peace-without-Victory party, which is

all leaders ? The case of Mr. PRINGLB
and Mr. HOGGE, which was publicly
mentioned, presents little difficulty.
Much as they love one another, neither

is prepared to acknowledge the other
as his leader.

The greatest crux is furnished by
Mr. GINNELL and Mr. PEMBERTON-
BILLING. Each of them leads a distinct

party, making up by its activity and

volubility for its comparative lack of

size. Logically they may look forward
to receiving copies of the "confidential"
document too sacred for the inspec-
tion even of Peers and Privy Council-

lors. But I should net encourage them
to hope.
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]Joss (to typist, a war flapper, who is very late).
" En, YE'VE COOM AT LAST.

Typist. "AS, I WONDERED WHAT MADE. MY EAR BUBN."

WE WERE JUST IALKIN' ABOOI

CLASSICAL AMERICA.
[A correspondent of Tlie Westminster Gazette

remarks in a recent issue,
" I am told Ainei'i-

can students sing their Pindar."]

A WHITER in tlie evening Pi-ess

Lays quite unnecessary stress

Upon the fact that youthful scholars,

Residing in the land of dollars,

Where men are shrewd and level-

headed,

Sing songs to PINDAH'S verses wedded.
Yet why this wonder, when you think
How strongly welded is the link

That binds Columbia and its glory
To lands renowned in classic story ?

There 's hardly any town of note
Mentioned by MOMMSEN or by GBOTK
Except Byzantium, perhaps
Which doesn't figure in our maps.
Of Ithacas we have a score,
And Troys and Uticas galore ;

Chicago has a Punic sound,
And pretty often, I '11 bo bound,
Austere Bostonians heavenward send a

Petition calling her delenda ;

While Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Betray the classicising mania.
We have a Capitol, also,

As fine as Rome's of long ago ;

Pompey and Romulus and Remus
(I 'm not so sure of Polyphemus)
Are names with us moro often worn
Than in the lands where they were born.

Then, as true classicists to stamp us,

Each College lias its separate Campus,
And we have Senators whose mien

Might well have turned old BKENNUS

green.

Why even the Bird that proudly soars

In majesty to guard our shores

Before migrating to these regions
Was followed by the Roman legions.
But we have writ enough to show
What everybody ought to know,
That, spite of hustle and skyscrapers,
And Tammany and yellow papers,
The spirit of both Greece and Rome
Has found a second lasting home
Across the wide Atlantic foam.

More War Economy.
"Perambulator, cheap, for cash, as new;

cost .-CO 15s., receipt shown
;
owner getting

rid of baby." Birmingham Daily Mail.

"DOING WITHOUT."
A VALUED correspondent writes :

" We are deluged in the Press just now
with information on how to ' do with-
out.' One morning a splendid recipe
for making pancakes without eggs ;

another, a perfect Irish stew without

potatoes ; another, a Welsh rabbit with-
out cheese. Meatless days are to be
as natural as wireless telegraphy ;

and
the other day we were asked seriously to

consider the problem of a school with-
out teachers ! But there is a certain

little corner of the daily paper headed,
' London Readings,' which could better,
in war-time phrases, be expressed thus :

' Stern Facts must be Faced How to

do without Sunshine,' for all that the-

Meteorological expert can find to say
is,

'

Yesterday Sunshine, 0.0. Previous

day Sunshine, 0.0.' O ! O !

"

"Turn to the annals of the period 1914-

1917, everlastingly to be remembered by the
Mouse of History." Jamaica Paper.

The Meuse needs no reminder.

What a Woman Notices.

"Sears succeeded in cashing two of the

cheques at the bank, the woman cashier not

noticing that they were crossed. When she
came to the bank a third time, however, the
cashier recognised the hat she was wearing,
and caused her to be detained." Times.
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PRIVILEGE.
Mr. Jenkins, junior partner in the

firm of .Baldwin and Jenkins, antique

dealers, Wigpole Street, was in the

habit, on fine afternoons, of walking
homo from business to his flat in the

Bromptim Road.
Ilii invariably chose the path which

runs parallel to Park Lane, just inside

the Park railings.

Being middle-aged and unmarried he

walked slowly and methodically, and

was careful, when he came level with

an entrance, to note the particular gates
marked " In

" and " Out." He would,
as he crossed the " Out

"
opening, look

sharply to the right, and as he passed
the " In

"
opening look sharply to the

left.
"
Safety first

" was a creed with

him.
One mild Spring afternoon, as he

\vas passing by an "Out" aperture,
with his whole attention fixed to the

right, he was aware, amid the sound of

motor-horns iind shouts, that the road-

way had risen up and struck him on

the back of the neck, and that some-

thing like the Marble Arch had kicked
him at the same moment.
A week later Mr. Jenkins recovered

consciousness in a beautiful cleau ward
of St. George's Hospital. .A smiling
nurse stood by his bed and, as he tried

to sit up, she told him he must be quiet
and not disturb the bandages.

" Your friend Mr. Baldwin is coming
to see you to-day at two o'clock," she
told him. "

No, it is not serious ; you
are out of danger. Now you have only
to be qvriet ; so when your friend comes

you mustn't talk too much."
Ho lay still and thought, and it

all came back to him. "
But, good

heavens !

" was his reflection,
" that car

must have come in by the ' Out
'

gate !

In that case," he continued, not with-

out pleasure,
" I can claim damages

very severe damages too."

At two o'clock Mr. Baldwin, his

grey-bearded friend and partner, en-

tered. "
Well, Jenkins," said he,

" I 'm

glad to see you 've turned the corner.

You 've had rather a narrow squeak."
, Mr. Jenkins looked at his friend for

a moment. " Look here," he said,
" I "m not allowed to speak much, but
did you know that that car, when it

struck me, was coming in through an
' Out '

gate, and, as that can be proved,
don't you see that I can get pretty
good compensation ?

"

His friend's face remained solemn.
" I fear not," ho said.

" But I must," said Jenkins. " It 's

as clear as can be. Scores of people
must have seen it."

Mr. Baldwin shook his head horizon-

tally.

Old Lady (rum inating). "WHAT A POOB SUPPLY OF GAS THERE is! AH, WELL, I

MUSTN'T GRUMBLE. PERHAPS WE ARE ATTACKING WITH GAS AT THE FRONT TO-DAY."

"
Heavy damages," said Mr. Jenkins,

" I repeat."
" I 've gone into it," his partner re-

plied,
" and it 's hopeless."

" Why?
"

asked the sick man.
" I '11 tell you," said Mr. Baldwin.

"Because that car belonged to the
Duke of Mudcaster."

" The more reason," said Mr. Jenkins,
"for heavy damages. Very heavy. The
Duke 's rolling."

"
Maybe he rolls," said Mr. Baldwin.

"But that is not all. Listen. The
Duke of Mudcaster is the only repre-
sentative of the Pennecuiks, whose
founder had the good fortune to be of

some service to KINO WILLIAM III.

For this service he and his posterity
were allowed the privilege of entering

places by gates marked ' Out '

and

leaving by gates marked ' In.'
"

Mr. Jenkins sat half up, groaned and
subsided again. Ho said nothing.

"
Well, I must say good-bye now,"

said Mr. Baldwin. "
Sorry I 've de-

pressed you about compensation, but

you never had an earthly. See you
again soon. So long."
For some minutes Mr. Jenkins re-

mained as one stunned. Then he began |

to think again. "I wonder," he said

once or twice, for he knew his partner,
" I wonder. Could it have been

Baldwin himself in his old Ford?
Could it?"

Extract from a schoolboy's letter :

"Please do not scud mo a cake this term,
or it will go to the Red Cross Soldiers."

" MANAGERESS wanted immediately, small

Blouse Factory, Harrogate ; able to cut out

and control girls." Harroyale Advertiser.

She will need to be careful. A girl

who has been cut out is apt to be

uncontrollable.
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HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.

(Tko German KAISER and a wounded Belgian Officer,
a Prisoner.)

The Kaiser. So, then, you are still in arms against me,
still persisting in your insane desire for battle and blood-

shed? Will nothing content you? Must you compel us

to continue in our enmity when by a word peace might be

established bstween us, and Belgium might take her place
at the side of Germany as a sister-nation striving with us
to promote the cause of true civilisation ?

The Belgian. It is useless, Sir, to say such things to any
Belgian.

The Kaiser. Why useless ? Do you not wish that death
and ruin and misery should cease ?

The Belgian. Certainly we do. No one more ardently
than the Belgians, for it was not we who desired war or

began the contest. But when you talk of stopping we
must remind you that it was by your deliberate choice that

war was treacherously forced on us. What could we do

except defend ourselves against the dastardly blow that

you aimed at our life? And after that it was nob by us
that Louvain was destroyed, that old men and women and
children were ruthlessly massacred. Do you think such
scenes can be wiped out of the memory of a nation, so

that her men shall turn round and kiss the bloodstained
hand that has tried to throttle them ? Surely you expect
too much.

The Kaiser. You speak too freely. Remember in whose

presence you are.

The Belgian. There is not much fear that I shall forget.
I am in the presence of one who has desired afc all costs

to concentrate on himself the gaze of the world, caring

nothing as to the means by which he accomplished his

object. This man, for he is, after all, only a poor human
creature prone to anger, suspicion and foolish jealousy
this man has always gone about arrogating to himself the

attributes of a god, calling upon his own people to worship
him, and on all other peoples to be humble before him.

Stung by his own restless vanity and the servile applause
of those who are ever ready to prostrate themselves before an

Emperor, he has rushed hither and thither seeking to make
others the mere foils of his splendour and his wisdom,

making mischief wherever he went and striving to irritate

and depress his neighbours. This man in peace was a

bad neighbour, and in war a base and treacherous foe,

sanctioning by his enthusiastic approval such deeds as the

meanest villain would have contemplated with shame.
The Kaiser. This is top much. I gave you leave to

speak, but not to revile me. You must not forget that you
are in my power.
The Belgian. A noble threat ! But it is right and proper

that men like you, who think they are infallible because
their cringing flatterers tell them so, should sometimes hear
the truth. You dare, forsooth, to talk to a Belgian of your
magnanimity and your desire for peace. Cannot you realise

that our nation has been tempered by outrage and ruin ;

that exile and the ruthless breaking of their homes only
serve to make its men and women more resolute

;
that even

if others were to cease fighting against you, and if her
sword were broken, Belgium would dash its hilt in your
face till breath and life were driven out of her mangled
body; that, in short, we hate you for your cruelty and

despise you for your baseness ; and that for the future,
wherever there is a Belgian, there is one who is the enemy
of the thing called KAISER.

The Kaiser. Enough, enough. I did not come here to be
insulted. If you have suffered, you and your nation, it is

because you have deserved to suffer for having dared to set

yourself against Germany, whom our good old German god
has appointed to lead the way in righteousness to the goal
marked out for her.

The Belgian. Sir, when you speak like that you are no
doubt a marvel in your own eyes, but to others you are a

laughing-stock, a mere scare-crow dressed up to resemble a

man, a thing of shreds and patches to whom for a time the

inscrutable decrees of Providence have permitted a dreadful

power. But we are resolute to endure to the end, and your
blandishments will avail as little as your threats.

MY WATCH.
THE Sago who above a Greek signature nightly

Emits a succession of eloquent screeds,

Instructing us firmly but also politely
How best to supply our material needs,

Has specially urged us of late, in a shining

Example of zeal for his frivolous Hock,
With the object of "speed" and "precision" combining

To " work with our eye on the clock."

The precept is sound, and its due application
Is fraught with undoubted advantage to some,

But I 'm free to remark that my own situation

Represents a recalcitrant re-sidu-um ;

Clocks I cannot abide with their truculent ticking
A nuisance I always have striven to scotch

And I gain very little assistance in sticking
To work, if I 'm watching my watch.

For my watch, which I treasure with ardent affection

'Twas given to me in my juvenile prime
Exhibits a truly uncanny objection
To keeping an accurate count of the time';

In the matter of speed it 's a regular sprinter ;

Repairs are a farce ; it invariably gains ;

And in Spring and in Autumn, in Summer and Winter
Precision it never attains.

Mathematics to me are a terrible trial,

They plague me in age as they floored me in youth,
Or I might, when observing the hour on my dial,

Allow for the error and guess at the truth.

Then why do I keep it ? Because it 's a mascot,
And none of its vices can alter the fact

That the very first day that I wore it, at Ascot,
Three winners I happily backed.

"The annual meeting of the Court of Governors of the University
of Birmingham was held yesterday at the University, Edmund Street.

The Pro-Vice-Chancellor said the University had done its share in the

present awful state of Europe."Birmingham Daily I'ost.

We are sorry to hear this.

" The Government have apparently taken infinite pains to so ' cut
their coast according to their cloth

'
as to provide for the least

possible inconvenience and suffering to the people of these islands."

Cork Constitution.

Thanks to this wise provision there is still just enough
coast to go round.

From the report of a schoolmasters' conference :

" That we should spread our education wider, and not allow a boy
to spend too much time on specialising is a good idea, but it is rather
difficult to carry out in practice. It means switching the boy's
mind from one subject to another. The whole day is spent in this

way switching from one subject to another, and therefore it is very
difficult." United Empire.

And it sounds painful too.
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Jock. "AKD MB OIV1S' YON MAS AT THE STATION TWA BAWBEES TAB MIND MA OEEATCOAT I

"

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

IT is strange to find the inexhaustible Mr. W. E. NORKIS

turning towards the supernatural. Yet there is at least

more than a flavouring of this in the composition of Brown
Amber (HuTCHiNSON), which partly concerns a remarkable
bead, having the property of bringing good or evil luck to

its various owners. As (after the manner of such tilings
in stories) the charm was for ever being lost, and as the
find of fortune it conferred went in alternations, possession
of it was rather in the nature of a gamble. All I have to

observe about it is that such hazards consort somewhat
better with tho world of HANS ANDERSEN or the Arabian

Nights than with those quiet and well-bred inhabitants of

South-Western London whom one has learnt to associate

with tho name of Noams. Thus, in considering the nice

problem of whether Clement Drake (as typical a Norrisian
as ever buttoned spats) would or would not escape the

entanglements of Mrs. D'Esterre, it simply irritated me to

suppose that tho event might be determined by the machina-
tions of djins. In a word, East is East and S.W. is S.W.,
and never the twain shall, or should, be mixed up in a
novel that pretends to anything more serious than burlesque.
I am not sure also that, for different reasons, I did not

regret the introduction of tho War; though as a grand
climax it has, 1 admit, a lure that must be almost irresist-

ible to tho novelist. For the rest, if you do not share my
objection to tho (dare I say it ?) amberdexterity of the plot,

you will find Mr. MORRIS as pleasant as ever in his scenes
of drawing-room comedy.

A volume of remarkable interest is In Euhleben (HURST
AND BLACKETT), into which Mr. DOUGLAS SLADEN has

gathered a variety of information concerning the life of the

English civilian prisoners in Germany, its many hardships
and few ameliorations. The greater part of the book is

filled with a series of letters sent by one of these prisoners
to his mother. Perhaps (one suspects) the writer of theso

was not altogether an ordinary young man. From what-

ever reason, tho fact remains that his letters are by no
means uncheery reading ; his books and study, most of all

his friendships (with one fellow-captive especially), seem
to have kept him contented and even happy. ^Of course

some part of this may well have been coloured for the

maternal eye ; it is clear that he was greatly concerned
that she should not bo too anxious about him. A more

impartial picture of the conditions at Euhleben is given in

the second part of tho volume, and in a letter by Sir

TIMOTHY EDEN, reprinted from Tho Times, on The Case for

a wholesale Exchange of Civilian Prisoners. I should add
that the book is illustrated with a number of drawings of

Euhleben made by Mr. STANLEY GRIMM, an artist of the

Expressionist School (whatever that may mean). These
are vigorous and arresting, if, to the unmodern eye, some-
what formless. But they are part of a record that all

Englishmen can study with quickened sympathy and a

great pride in the courage and resource of our race under
conditions needlessly brutal at their worst, and never
better than just endurable.

Nothing .will ever persuade mo that T7iis Way Out

(METHUEN) is an attractive title for a novel, however
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effective it may be as a notice in a railway station, course of the narrative. That is perhaps as well, for, having_n- _* :*._
Discovered in the opening chapters a sufficiently charming
Pamela living in perpetual honeymoon with a partner rich,

good-looking and with no particular occupation to interfere

with unlimited motor trips and dinner parties, wo might
have imagined the tale was going to remain a jolly

meaningless thing like that all through, and so have heen

The book itself, however, is intriguing in spite of its

gloominess. Tho grandfather of Jane and John-Andrew

Yayuencr committed a most cold-blooded murder this

in a prologue. Then, when we get to the real story, we
find Jane tapping out popular fiction at an amazing
pace, and her brother, John-Andrew, living on the pro-
ceeds thereof. Jane is noisy, vulgar, and successful in

her own line, and gets on John-Andrew's nerves ;
and when

he discovers that she has for once turned aside from tawdry
fiction and written a play that is really good ho decides

that he can stand it and her no longer. While she was

pouring out literary garbage he could just manage to endure
his position, but the thought that she would be hailed as a

genius while he remained an utter failure was the final stroke

that turned him from a mendicant into a madman. I am
not going to tell you exactly what happened, but Jane found

a "way out," and with her departure from this life my
interest in the book evaporated,
has notable gifts as a de-

scriptive writer, and my
only complaint against
her is that vulgar Jane
was not allowed to live,

for in the Army or out of

it she was worth a whole

platoon of John-Andrews.
The Vagitencrs, I may add,
were not a little mad, but
then -they were Cornish,
and novelists persist in

treating Cornwall as. if it

were a delirious duchy.

Mrs. HENRY DUDENEY

as much shocked as

fatal letter. But, since

the heroine herself on reading the

we knew the book to be called

Tactful Customer (forestalling a rebuffat a coal order office).
" OF COURSE,

Miss, I DON'T EXPECT THAT YOU BEALLY SELL COALS, BUT I SUPPOSE
YOU WOULD HAVE NO OBJECTION TO MAKING THEM A SUBJECT FOR
CONVERSATION ?

"

I don't think I can hon-

ourably recommend Mr.
HUGH ELLIOT'S volume on
Herbert Spencer (CONSTA-
BLE) as light reading,

though the ungodly may
wax merry over the philo-

sopher's first swear-word,
at the age of thirty-six, in

the matter of a tangled

fishing-line, and may be
kindled at the later picture of a middle-aged sportsman shin-

ning, effectively too, after a Neapolitan who had pinched
his opera-glasses. Fine human traits these in a character

which will strike the normal man as bewilderingly unlike

the general run of the species. The serious-flippant reader,

tackling Mr. ELLIOT'S elaborate and acute analyses, may get
an impression of an obstinate old apriorist, a sort of White

Knight of Philosophyland, with all manner of reasoned-out
" inventions

"
at his saddle-bow (labelled

"
Homogeneity-

Heterogeneity," "Unknowable," "Ghost Theory," "Pre-

sentative-Kepresentative "), which don't seem, somehow, as

helpful as their inventor assumes. And 'tis certain he took

tosses into many of the pits of his dangerous deductive

method. I don't present this as Mr. ELLIOT'S view. He is

respectful-critical, and makes perhaps the best case for his

old master's claim to greatness out of the assumption that

SPENCER himself, stark enemy to authority and dogmatism,
would have preferred his biographer's critical examination
to any mere " master's-voice

"
reproduction of Spencerian

doctrine. I wonder if he would !

straight out The Digamist (LANE), we could have no

possible difficulty in foreseeing the emergence of that other

wife from the buried past ready to pounce down on poor
little Pain at her happiest. And of course she duly appeared.
Not that such happiness could in any case have lasted long,
for the man was, flatly, a cur, not deserving the notice of

any of the rather foolish women ho managed to attract

there were three of them and not particularly worth your
attention either for that matter. Having said so much I

can gladly leave the rest to your perusal, or, better perhaps,

your imagination, only
hinting that the conclu-

sion has sorneffhing of

dignity that does a little

to redeem the volume.
But when all is said this

is not Miss YOUNO at her

best, the characters with-

out exception being un-

usually stilted, the plot

unpleasant, and the South
African atmosphere, for

which I have gladly
praised her before now,
so negligible that but for

an occasional name and a

page or two of railway

journey the yarn might
as well have been placed
in a suburb of London or

Manchester as in the land

of delectable sunshine.

Mr. JOHN S. MARUERI-

SON, in The Sure Shield

(DUCKWORTH) sees to it

that our national pride in our Fleet is thoroughly en-

couraged. Whether he is describing a race against the

Germans in times of peace, or a fight against odds with

them in these days of war, we always come out top

dog. Very good. But, at the same time, I am hound to

add that some of his stories compelled me to make con-

siderable drafts on my reserves of credulity before I could

swallow. them. So improbable are the incidents in one or

two of them that I am inclined to believe that they must
be founded on fact. However that may bo, their author is

an expert in his subject, and writes with a v.gour that is

very bracing and infectious.

Miss F. E. MILLS YOUNG'S newest story has at least this

much merit about it, that no one who has seen the title can

complain thereafter of having been taken unawares by the

Music in Mesopotamia.

Among the songs which have recently exhausted their

popularity in the music-halls of Baghdad is :

"Conic into the Garden of Eden, MADDE."

" Tho White Slar Company, the Dominion Shipping Company, and
other Atlantic lines are now arranging to employ a certain numbcc
of Sea Scouts on their boats. Tho shipping companies will certainly
be duclty." Manchester Guardian.

Or perhaps they may even happen upon a DRAKE.
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CHARIVARIA.
IT is rumoured that for his miMn;ui:i

of the Mexican affair the K.USKU has decided
to teach Horr XIMMKHMANN a terrible lesson.

He is to bo appointed Food Dictator.

"It is impossible to predict when the Wai-
will end," says Field Marshal VON 1\,

111:110. Of course this is all nonsense. Many
of our Military Experts have predicted it more
than once. .

A French journal is of the opinion that the
War will end this year, but the Germans are
not so pessimistic about it.

'

Kvorything is going right for us," says the

Frankfurter y,eitimg. We can't speak for

everything, but it is quite true as far as the
British Army is concerned.

The Germans waste no time aud are already
dealing with the Unemployed question. Tho
KAISHII has decided to give a dinner to Count
BERXSTOWF.

that oven our pigs must be required to forgo
some of their accustomed delicacies.

*

"Tho heavy tread of policemen often keeps
mo'awako," said the Willesden magistrate.
Ho admits, however, that the darkened streets

and the absence of parental discipline make it

more than ever necessary that the Force
should put its foot down firmly.

"
Seagulls in Thanet," says a contemporary," are coming to the backs of houses and sharing

crumbs with the sparrows." It is doint; no
more than justice to a much abused bird to

point out that the sparrows are also sharing
crumbs with the seagulls.

It appears from a contemporary gossip-
writer that Count PLUNKETT has definitely
decided not to take his seat in the House of
Commons until after the War. This will be a
relief to the authorities, who had feared that
the two events might clash.

Tho House of Commons Appeal Tribunal 1ms

just granted a brief exemption to an importer

"In America," says Dr. OTTO FLAKE
in the Vossischf Zeititng,

" the swindler
i and the cheat is a hero." It will be re-

membered how popular Count BERN-
STORFF said he had been during his stay
there. , .

t

Just to show the British Parliament
that it can be done, it is rumoured that
the KAISBB is about to grant Home Rule
to Mexico. . .

*

Tho Prussian Horrenhaus has passed a
resolution demanding that the Imperial
Government should conclude an immedi-
ate peace on terms consistent with Pan-
German ideals, including annexation of

Belgium and Poland, payment of indem-
nity by the Allies, etc. Tho GERMAN
CHANCBLLOH is understood to have replied
in effect,

" Go and do it yourselves."
*

Sofia announces that 35,000 Bulgarian
goose ara to be permitted to go to Ger-

many. As in the case of the Bulgarian
Fox who went to Vienna, there appears
to be little likelihood that they will CTer
return.

NOTICE.

Mr. KDWARD BACKHOUSE, the Stockton-on-
Tces Peace candidate, is reported to have had
his first public meeting broken up. He is now
of the opinion that it serves us right if the
War goes on for the present.

Kent rat and sparrow clubs are offering one
shilling a dozen for rats' tails. Tho price is

small, but, as the President of a leading club

points out, the vendor is permitted to retain
the balance of the rat for his own purpose!.

Some exception has been taken to Mr. H. W.
FORSTER'S statement to the House of Com-
mons that only 250,000,000 sandbags have
In i'!i used by the Army in the current year.
Several privates homo on leave have assured us
that they themselves have filled at least that
number while waiting for a single counter-
attack.

A Scottish allotment holder, in the course of

digging the other day, discovered throe sover-

eigns, a silver watch and a gold ring. Since
this discovery the authorities have been so
overwhelmed by applications for allotments

that there is some talk of extending the
Scottish boundary into England, in order
to cope with the business.

In order to meet the national need for economy
in the consumption of paper, the Proprietors of
Punch are compelled to reduce the number of its

pages, but propose that the amount of matter pub-
lished in Punch shall by condensation and com-
pression be maintained and even, it is hoped,
increased.

It is further necessary that means should be
taken to restrict the circulation of Punch, and be-

ginning with this issue its price is raised to Sixpence.
The Proprietors believe that the public will prefer
an increase of price to a reduction of matter.

Readers are urged to place an order with their

Newsagent for the regular delivery of copies, as
Punch may otherwise be unobtainable, the shortage
of paper making imperative the withdrawal from
Newsagents of the " on-sale-or-return

"
privilege.

In consequence of the increase in the price of
Punch the period covered by subscriptions already
paid direct to the Punch Office will be proportion-
ately shortened

; or the unexpired value will be
refunded, if desired.

"It is essential," saya Mr. NEVILLE
CHAMBERLAIN, "that there should bo
somo light entertainment and amuse-
ment for the people." Several London
magistrates have promised to be funnier.

HERBS OF GRACE.
i.

BORAGE.
"
Borage for courage,"
The old saw runs.

" Let 's grow Borage
And wo 'U beat the Huns I

Whether for porridge
Or puddings or buns,

Let 's go and forage
For tons and tons.

After the bombardment of Margate, says the

Evening Newt, rabbits were found dead from

fright in their hutches. To avoid the suspicion
of partisanship our contemporary should have

explained that they wore not at the time in
Government employ.

* *

The cost of brown paper is said to have ad-
vanced to forty shillings a ton, or four times
its price in peace time. Its use as a substitute
for " Havana " tobacco (from which it can often
bo distinguished only by its aroma) is probably
responsible for the rise.

*

Allotment holders have been warned to bo
on their guard against wire-worms, and special
constables are keeping a sharp look-out by the

potato-beds. A still more efticacious method
of protection is to enclose the allotment with
barbed wiro-wormless.

* *

Two speakers at a Ramsgate meeting re-

called that they wore chums seventy-three
years ago. Tho touching incident has resulted
in a local appeal for them to bo drafted to the
same regiment when their class is called up.

* *

The Cuckfield Council has appealed to house-
holders not to put broken glass in their swill.
With all imports of glass-ware cut off, it is felt

of Chinese eggs, which are used, it was ox-

plained, by bakers and for leather tanning.
The bakers are believed to use them for dressing
the surfaces of penny buns.

Tho North Somerset Liberal Association
have passed a resolution asking Mr. JOSEPH
KINO not to offer himself as a candidate at

the next election, and it is thought likely that
Mr. KINO will ask his constituents to resign.

*
*

A Llanelly correspondent writes to a morn-
ing paper to say that a parrot which he had
kept for twenty years had just died. But
surely the remarkable thing is that it didn't
die before. , .

"No one admits taking drink because ttiey
like it," said Mr. D'EYNCOURT the other day.
The popular idea is, of course, that the beastly
stuff must be got rid of somehow.

*

Broadstairs Council has been offered six

pounds for a sand-artist's pitch. The advance
in price is attributed to the growing attraction
of the place for foreigners on a flying visit.

' ' Women will not undertake to rock a cradle
after learning to drive a van," says Father
Vaughan. But we trust they will still handle
the baby ribbons.

n.

DILL.

Water of Dill

Is good to distil

When babies are fractious and
witches do ill.

But why should wo waste
What gives such a taste

To Summer-time salads that with it arc graced ?

Old witch, work your will !

Sweet babe, take a pill !

And I '11 eat my salad well flavoured with Dill.

Short Service.
" UNDKU Housemaid wanted, for 25 minutes Lon-

don." The Times.

Another Impending Apology.
"To-morrow week . . . the Canadian regimental

doctors will bo deposited for safe keeping in Bristol
Cathedral." Bristol Times and Mirror.

The Art of Bathos.
" Mr. Justice Low haa proved himself one of the

ablest and most expeditious of our judges. He
waa one of three judges who decided, in May, 1915,
that a winkle is a fish." Daily Graphic.

"London, 30th Jan. The Fool Controller states
that . . . ." Indian Paper.
We had not heard of the appointment of this

Minister. But it has been made none too soon.

From a recent University examination

paper:
"Three persons have four coats, five vests and

six hats between them. In how many ditferent

ways can they dress themselves with them ?
"

A problem for the coming Clothes Controller.
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"FASTER? NO, I AIN'T GOIN' KO FABTEH, YOUNG 'IOH VELOCITY. I AIN'T GOT BUI' TWO SPEEDS, SIK5W AND STOP."

THE FOOD OF LOVE.
A LYRIC OP MEATLESS DAYS.

EAT to me only with thine eyes
And I will munch with mine ;

Or let my lips but brush thy locks

And I shall seem to dine ;

The hollow 'neath my belt that lies

For flesh of beeves doth pine ;

Yet, might I wolf a roasted ox,
I would, of course, decline.

I sent thee once a juicy steak
To prove thy troth and see

If in that stern ordeal's test

Stedfast thou still wouldst be ;

And thou thereof one sniff didst take
And post it back to ine,

Since when I wear it next my chest,

Potted, for love of thee. 0. S.

A NATIONAL SKY-SCRAPER.
I HAVE been often asked why the Govern-

ment, foreseeing the inevitable increase ol

Departments, had not the elementary imagi-
nation to build a colossal sky-scraper to ac-

commodate them all.

The objections to such an act of apparently
obvious intelligence may bo briefly enume-
rated.

(1) With such a landmark whoever had
business to conduct with a Government De-

partment would know where to find it, for

which reason alone the system of huts and
hotels is to be preferred. The hotels are

widely scattered and thr huts hidden away in

odd corners of public gardens and parks, and
even in the bed of a lake. By tbe use of

inotor-cars (petrol bciug for official and not for

private consumption) such co-operation as
cannot be avoided between Departments is

assured.

(2) Even in a single Department too close

co-operation is not desirable. An hotel, divided
into hundreds of small rooms and flats, enables
the occupant of each room to be isolated, and
each self-contained flat to have almost the
status of a sub-department. Thus the vexa-
tious supervision, the easy intercourse and
rapid decision which are so disturbing to official

routine aro avoided.

(3) The express elevators, by which the
visitor is shot up to the higher storeys of a

sky-scraper, would suggest a certain directness
and celerity in official methods that is calcu-

lated to arouse false hopes.

(4) With many or all Departments in one

building there would be the temptation to

place the entire clerical staff under Mr. Neville
Chamberlain as Director-General, who would
transfer them from one office to another accord-

ing to the necessities of each day's work.
Such mobility would be unpopular, while the
inevitable creation of a central Press-Bureau,
Publicity and Information Department would
afford the Press a satisfaction that it has done

nothing to deserve.

(5) On the top floor of a sky-scraper is

usually a luncheon-club ;
here the various

Ministers would meet daily, and could only
with difficulty escape the exchange of ideas.

(6) If all Government offices were in a single

building the PRIME MINISTER could make daily
visits to each, and would find it hard to avoid

comparison between the organization and
methods of his various Ministers.

These con .ideratious alone finally dispose
of any merits which the plan for a national

sky-scraper may seem superficially to possess.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
"SCRUTATOR TEMPOKIS Acn." You are

not the only one who holds that Parliament
could not be better or more patriotically occu-

pied at the present stage of the War than
in devoting their energies to a discussion

of the Report of the Dardanelles Commission
and the detailed evidence on which it was
based. We understand that your view is

shared by all the keenest patriots among the

Central Powers.

" TUBER CAIN." The earliest poet to sing
of rationing was WILLIAM Moums, who re-

peatedly described himself as ' ' The idle singer
of an empty day."

"A LOVER OP ' BUSTER BROWIJ.'" We
gladly gave publicity to your indignant denial

of any tribal relationship between " Butter
Brown " and Filibuster STONE.

" Miss Adela Pankhurst attempted to-day at the
Midland Junction, a strong Labour centre, to do-
liver a lecture directed against Mr. Lloyd George
and Mr. Hughes.
The audience eang her down with 'Eule Bri-

tannia' and 'Australia 5s. a box."
PnH Matt Gazette.

The latter song, no doubt, alluding to the

entrance-fee charged by the famous Boxing
Kangaroo.
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CENTRAL ISOLATION.

GEBMAX KAISER. "YOU'RE ABOUT THE ONLY ONE LEFT FOR ME TO TALK TO."

KING OF SPAIN. " AND I 'M NOT FEELING VERY CHATTY."

[It is reported that communication between Berlin and America has been interrupted.]
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Tommy. "HAVE YEB GOT NOTHIS' TO DO ONLY WATCH us WORKING?" Loafer. "No."

Tommy. "THEN YER LOOK LIKE HAVIN' A THUNDERIN' IDLE TIME WHEN WE MOVE FROM HERE, DON'T YER?"

. .

THE FIRST WHIP.
As I wandered home
By Hedworth Combo

I heard a lone horse whinny,
Aud saw on the hill

Stand statue-still

At the top of the old oak spinney
A rough-haired hack
With a girl on his back,

And "Hounds !
"

I said,
" for a guinea."

The wind blew chill

Over Larchley Hill,
And it couldn't have blown much colder

;

Her nose was blue

And her pigtails two

Hung damply over her shoulder;
She might have been ten,

Or, guessing again,
She might have been twelve months older.

To a tight pink lip
She pressed her whip,

By way of imposing quiet ;

I bowed my head
To the word unsaid,

Accepting (he lady's fiat,

And noted the while
Her Belvoir style

As she rated a hound for riot.

A lean form leapt
O'er the fence and crept

Through the ditch, with his thief's heart I

quaking ;

But the face of the maid
No hint betrayed

That she noticed the brambles shaking,
Till she saw him clear

Of her one wild fear

The chance of his backward breaking.

Then dainty and neat
She rose in her scat

That the better her eyes might follow

Where a shadow of brown
Over Larchley Down

Launched out like a driving swallow ;

And she quickened his speed
Through bunch-grass and weed,

With a regular Pytchley holloa !

Raging they came
" Like a torrent of flame

There were nineteen couple and over,
And a- huntsman grey
Who blew them away

With the note of a true hound-lover,
While his Whip sat back
On her rough old hack

And called to the last in covert.

Then cramming down Hat
Her quaint little hat,

And shaking the old horse together,
She was off like a bird,
And the last that I hnird

Was a"Forrard !" that died in the heather.
As she took up her place
At the tail of the chase

Like a ten-season lord of the leather.

W. H. 0.

"In those same eighteen da.ys, Sir Edward tells

us, (J07 ships of over a hundred tons arrived and
5,873 left our shores. A German newspaper, it

seems, has been asserting that the mere terror of
the submarine has swept the seas clean at one blow.
Twelve thousand ships, in and out, in eighteen
days, does not look, Sir Kdward dryly remarked, so

very like paralysis." 2'7ie Times.

Our Thunderer seems to have imitated its

Bosch contemporary, for it has swept the seas

of some 6,000 ships by a stroke of the pen.

"THE SPECTATOR"AND "THE TRADE."
A PAINFUL RUMOUR.

LAST week one of our representatives had
the honour of calling at the offices of The

Spectator to inquire into the credibility of

certain strange rumours that have recently
been current in The Trade. They were to the

effect that Mr. ST. Lor. STRACHEY, Editor of

Tiie Spectator, having gallantly volunteered
under the National Service Scheme, had had
allotted to him, by one of the DIKECTOR-
GEXKRAL'S subordinates, a post of national

importance at Messrs. Bassopp's Brewery.
Jlr. STRACHEY'S fertile and forcible pen was

(so the rumour went) to be employed by this

firm in the drawing up of some pungent
advertisements under the headings, "The
Weakness of the Water Movement," "

Up,
Glasses!" etc., including a verse series, in

lloratiau alcoholics, entitled,
" Bonnie D. T."

It was reported that in the ironic .circum-
stances in which he found himself, Jlr.

STRACHEY felt it his duty to acquiesce loyally
in the change of view imposed upon him, and
to adopt a policy of " Down, Spectators !

"

Our representative is happy to state that

he lias the highest authority for giving an un-

qualified denial to these sinister allegations.

From a description of a wedding-breakfast :

"The toast of the presents was also duly
honoured." Sout h African Paper.

After all, next to the bride and bridegroom

they are perhaps the most important featuie.

"Field Glasses, powerful magnification; sacri-

fice, 37/6; cost 175." New Zcalawl Paper.
We don't know about the magnification, but

the diminution is most remarkable.
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THE EVERLASTING ROMANCE.
THE other day I did a perfectly dreadful

thing: I intruded, nil unconsciously but in

the most blundering way, on a lovo scene. It

was iu tho National Gallery, long fan;

the meeting-place of affinities, in the In

where tho pictures lent by tho Duke of WKST-
MiNSTEU and tho Dukeof Burn i: . n aro now

hanging, and before 1 knew it I found myself
standing between two young people whose eyes
were fixed on each other. Naturally I moved

away at once, but later I returned and maile

so bold as to study them a little, for it was

clearly, if not yet a passion, a mutual interest

of such tender depths that no outsider could

aflect it.

The boy for ho was no more was one of

tho most beautiful that 1 havticvcr: '-n. MIS

hair was perhaps a thought longer than we

encourage to-day, but one always sees odd

people in the National Gallery, when: aiti i

most careless of men aro now constant

visitors, drawn there by tho many new pic-

tures, and especially, perhaps, the modern
French examples from Sir HUUH LAN i-;'s col-

lection. His hair was tho more noticeable

because ho carried his hat in his hand
;
his

clothes were noticeable too, being a shade too

fanciful for London iu winter but then, who
cares how people dress in London ? I am
sure I don't ;

and especially so when they
have such eyes as this boy's, dark and rich,
and such a curve to such lips.
There he stood, perfectly still, his steady

gaze fixed on the lady opposite, while she
in her turn never wavered in her gaze upon
him. But whereas there was something bold

in his homage there was a half shy way with
her. He was facing her squarely, but she

looked at him a little sideways, and a little

curiously, in demure dubiousness. One could

see thai she was enormously intrigued, but her
interest was not expressed by any movement.
In fact neither moved ; they remained some

twenty yards apart all the time I observed
them : each, I suppose, leaving it to the other

the boy because he was so young, the girl

because she was already woman, and womau
likes to force advances from man.

I never saw a prettier thing than the little

lady, with her cool white skin, and the faintest

flush on her cheeks, and her eyes not less

dark than tho boy's but lacking the sensitive

depths of his.

Tho odd thing was that, although they
were so engrossed each in the other, both, I

observed, looked also at me. It struck me as

not the least strange part of this charming
drama that its hero and heroine, while com-
pletely absorbed in their own sympathetic
ivLn mnship, should be able to turn a calm

survey upon a stranger too. This gift made
them the more memorable and perhaps ex-

plains why, for all the rest of the day and
at intervals in the night and morning follow-

ing, 1 thought of these young people, specu-
lating as to how they were getting on; and
perhaps that is why, the next afternoon, drawn
by invisible wires, I found myself in the
National Gallery again.

Will you believe it? they also were there.
This is an absolute fact. There they were,

exactly as I had left them. And yet, not ex-

actly, for I am certain that there was a hint
more of seriousness in tho lady's glance and a
shade more troubled earnestness in his. But
as regards actual distance, they were still as
far apart, although certainly nearer in spirit.

Curiosity as to names is a foible which
should be, I am convinced, discouraged ; but
ou this occasion I could not resist the desire
to kuow more of such assiduous hi'bii.iies.

Drawing one of tho attendants aside, I asked
liim if he enuld tell who these romantic young |

Munition Worker. "
I 'VB BOUGHT A PIANO."

Foreman. "Qoi ANYBODY AT HOME WHO CAN PLAY IT?"
Munition, Worker. "No, NOT AT P3E8ENT; BUT WE'TE A FEiEND COMING r.ousn THIS

EVENING TO PUT US IN THE WAY Of IT."

things were. "To be sure," he said. "The
young gentleman is

' The Blue Boy,' by GAINS-
BOROUGH, and the young lady is tho Lady
ELIZABETH MONTAGU, by REYNOLDS."
Only portraits after all, you say. B.ut don't

be too hasty. Go rather to the National Gal-

lery and see for yourself. Maybe you will then
realise that there is more there than paiut . . .

Shallow people talk about accidents. But
the wise know that accidents do not happen.
The wise know that the War broke out in order
that Grosvonor House, where " The Blue Boy

"

normally resides, and Montagu House, the
homo of this little Buccleuch lady with skin
like an anemone, might bo needed for War-

work, so that when the pictures were sent to the
National Gallery for safer keeping these two
might be placed opposite each other in the
same room. Chance? The only chance is

destiny. __________
"
FISH, or woman, for block work ; must be exp.

and accustomed to best class trade." Daily Paper.

Why not combine the two and get a mermaid ?

"MAN WHO WILL KEF.P ETB ox POTATOES.
MB. DENNIS AS VEGKTAGLI: AND FKCIT DIBJSCTOK.-"

Tlu Daily Mirror.

Mr. D. need not trouble ; wo prefer them with-

out eves.
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A LEAN DAY.
Luncheon Hostess. "I DO HOPE YOU DON'T MIND, MRS. STOKER,

BUT on WEDNESDAYS WE ONLY HAVE MEAT AT DINNER."
Dinner Rosteai. "I DO HOPE YOU DON'T MIND, MRS. STOKER,

BUT ON WEDNESDAYS WE ONLY HAVE MEAT AT LUNCHEON."

MON SOLDAT ET MON CURE.
" DONNE un peu, Maman, s'il to plait," said

Jeanne eagerly.
Maman handed over the newspaper from

which she had just read aloud and explained
the passage so full of touching interest to them
both, and Jeanne, with help at the difficult

places, read out :

" ' CITATIOKS 2 L'ORDBE z>u JOUR.

Jacques Martin, soldat au 170" d'infanterie,

grenadier d'elite, au cours des combats du 26
ct du 27 novembre, 1916, a, par son inepris du
danger et par son ardeur, assure la progression
dans un boyau defendu pas a pas par I'ennemi.
Le soldat Jacques Martin est Monsieur I'abbe

Martin, cure da .'

" Oui, nous savons bieu d'oii il est cure 1

"

cried Jeanne, in admiration and awe. " C'est
bien beau, hein, Maman ?

" Then suddenly
she became silent and thoughtful, remember-

ing the subsequent fate of her friend and hero.

"Dire qu'il est maintenant prisonnier on
Alle . . .en Bochie !

' '

she said. They had
known long ago that he was mentioned in

despatches, and they had been on the look-out
for the glorious details in print, but only this

morning had they heard of his capture.
How proud they were of their gentle cur6

and brave soldier I Jeanne had at first been

greatty perplexed by the strange dual person-
ality, with its incompatibilities, and many
were the questions that had arisen in her
active little mind. " Lo cure de Suzanne,
c'cst autro chose," she reflected, for though
technically a soldier was he not a brancardier

rescuing the wounded? Her own practical
conclusions, however, and the answers to her

questions smoothed away many difficulties,
and perfect faith in her friend did the rest.

Still she had never been able quite to merge
the religicux and the poilu into one picture ;

besides, she liked to play with the idea and
confront the one with the other. "

Que va dire
Monsieur le cur<5 lorsque lo soldat tuera un
homme ?

" And she had slipped into the habit

of calling him " Mon soldat et mon cure,"

suddenly inspired to adapt the title of Cousin
Juliette's absorbing book, Mon Oncle et mon
Cure, and she refused to abandon it when told

that they were two separate persons. For that
matter so were the soldat and the cure.
" Maman, nous aliens tout de suite preparer

son paquet de contorts," urged Joanne. And,
thinking out what comforts had best bo in-

cluded in tho parcel, her mind went off now in

one channel, now in another, as she pictured
the priest or tho piou-piou. Tho latter pre-
sented no difficulty for him good things to

eat were the first necessity but tho cure would

require spiritual comforts.
" Des livres do messo," she said to herself ;

and thereupon the image of the cold and
hungry soldier arose before her, and "un
poulet ou un bon bifteck !

" she added. Then,
her eye lighting upon an advertisement in the

newspaper before her,
" Maman, quo veut dire

por-ta-tif?" she asked. The explanation re-

ceived, she clapped her hands with joy ; yes,

surely a portable one was tho very thing !

"Maman, si nous envoyions a mon cure un
autel por-ta-tif ?

"

But Maman thought that, all things con-

sidered, it would bo bettor to send only food
in tho first parcel. So Jeanne reconciled
herself to the idea, although the cure still

remained a shadowy figure in the background
with his own especial need.
And prisoners were cold as well as hungry.

What a pity something hot could not be sent.

"Tiens! J'y suis !

"
cried Jeanne. "6

Maman, j'ai une si bonne idee ! Si nous

envoyions un bon repas bien chaud dans
I'auto-cuiseur I

' '

Perhaps it would keep hot
for a day or two. How long did it take for a

parcel to reach Bochie ?

But Maman decided this plan could not be
risked

; there was often delay, and the moist
food might turn sour.
A little chilled but nowise daunted, for she

was sure the hay-box would come in somehow,
Jeanne remained for some time plunged deep
in thought. Then came light and her face

grew radiant. Why not send the aulo-cniscur

filled with dry food 1 Les Baches would surely

give, or sell, some boiling water and lot him
just start cooking on their stove. And ho
would bo able to use the cooker constantly,

buying des chases pas cli&res to cook ;
and yes,

why not slip into tho package a copy of Plats

tconoiniques, tha little cookery book whoso

recipes they had found so satisfactory ?
" Et mon cur6 ?

" But now tho two figures

merged more nearly than over before into one,
and Jeanne felt that his first need was one
with that of the soldier, and the marmitc
would hold enough for both.

,

"
Maisout," she exclaimed, "o'estcela ! . . .

Ecoute, Maman ! Envoyons 1'auto-cuisour

aux deux . . . Ne vois-tu pas quo mon soldat

pourra alors manger tous les jours un bon

repas bien chaud, ct quo mon cure
1

pourra on
donnor aux autres affames? C'ost la tout

juste 1'affaire d'un cure. L'auto-cuiseur est

commo ca deux cadoaux en un, comme mon
soldat et mon cure

1

sont deux hommos en un !

"

" GERMANY is STARVING. THE EBAI. FACTS."
Cassell's Magazine of Fiction.

Not exclusively fiction, wo trust.

From the Appendix to tho Report of tho

Royal Commission on tho Public Service in

India :

" The two last pensions depended entirely on the

approval of Government, so that a man might
retire after 85 years' service on Rs. 5000 pension
only . . ."

And not before he had deserved it.

"Deptford Borough Council will recommend to
the authorities that considering the brief period of
darkness in May, June, July, and August resulting
from the daylight saving scheme, it is desirable to

dispense with street lighting during these months
except at dangerous street crossings."

Daily Express.

Apparently by a slight amendment of the

Summertime Act Great Britain might bo

transformed into the land of tho Midnight
Sun.
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THE GREATER NEED.
lYouA (to Geres). "ENTER. AND TAKE MY PLACE. THIS IS YOUR YEAR.'
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, March 5th. General cheers greeted

Mr. CHAMBERLAIN'S announcement that tho
Government of India had undertaken to pay
the interest on a hundred millions of war-debt,
but when he proceeded to say that part of the
new revenue required would bo obtained by
an increase in the cotton duties there was a
notable cooling of enthusiasm among Members
from Lancashire. Mr. RUNCIMAN at once
sounded tho alarm on behalf of Manchester

by asking if there would bo a corresponding
excise duty on Indian cottons. " All India is

against it," replied Mr. CHAMBERLAIN, who is

finding, as his father did before him, how
difficult it is to get Englishmen to "think
imperially

" where their own particular trade
is concerned.
There is no doubt that tho POOD CONTROLLER

possesses a sense of judicial humour. Com-
plaints have been made of late that while the

ordinary British citizen was expected to confine
himself to four pounds of broad per week the

pampered German pris-

oner, instead of getting
less, was given nearly
three times that amount.
Lord DsvoNPORThas now
approved a new dietary
scale for prisoners, under
which the bread ration
will be cut down to sixty-
three ounces, or just one
ounce less than the al-

lowance of the free and
independent Englishman.
On the Army Estimates

Mr. PRINGLE attacked the
Salonika Expedition with
a vigour which must have^
greatly pleased theBulgar.~
By a curious lapse of mem-
ory, as Mr. CHURCHILL
pointed out, he omitted
all reference to tho posi-
tion of M. VENIZELOS and
our honourable obliga-
tions to our Allies.

Mr. CHURCHILL was in-

deed more statesmanlike
than he has been of late,
His "amphibious inter-

vention "was on this occa-

sion quite justified. There was good sense in his

warning that, while perseverance towards a

definite objective was a virtue, "perseverance
with an eye on tho past" was an equally
serious vice ; and I hope it signifies a deter-

mination on his part not to allow his brilliant

future to be all behind him.

Tuesday, March 6th. Ever since the War
began, Mr. SWIFT MACNEILL'S most cherished
ambition second, of course, to his desire to

quit Westminster for College Green has been
to get the Dukes of CUMBERLAND and SAXE-
COBDHQ deprived of their British titles. He
lias worried three successive Governments on
tho subject, and some time ago received a
definite promise that it should be dealt with.

A further question regarding it stood in his

name to-day, but when ho rose to put it

Mr. GINNELL squeaked out,
" May I ask you,

Mr. SPEAKER, what this House has to do
with these family matters ?" Mr. MACNEILL,
of course, like most of his countrymen, has

royal blood in his veins, but nevertheless did
not seem pleased with the allusion.

Further protests against the mutilation of

the Dardanelles Report were made by Sir

WALTER ESSEX, Sir CHARLES HOTIHOUSE, and
Sir JOHN JABDINE. Free disclosure to all

Members of Parliament, and no preferential
treatment of party-leaders, was their demand.
Mr. BONAH LAW manfully resisted their

a motion for the adjournment, A word from
Mr. ASQUITH would no doubt have quelled
the storm, but as one of the favoured few who
are to receive the full Report he felt himself, I

suppose, precluded from saying it. Tho late

Mr. LABOUCHERE would probably have sug-

gested that the difficulty should be solved, ou
the analogy of a famous edition of MARTIAL,

by issuing the Report as expurgated, together
with an appendix containing all tho omitted

passages. But there is no LABOUCHERE in tho
House to-day more 's the pity.
What Mr. HOGGE does not know about

pensions is not worth knowing. Ho has al-

ready made havoc of more than one Govern-
ment scheme, and unless he has an official

ring put in his nose he will evidently do his

best to upset the latest of them. On the whole,
however, Mr. BARNES'S exposition of the new
pension scheme was well received. Though
not unduly generous that would be impos-
sible in the circumstances it will at least, as

Capt. STEPHEN GWYNN put it, "enable us to

look disabled men in the face."

H.
...7

A TRUE IRISHMAN.

Mr. John Redmond. " I 'VE FINISHED
WITH THE BRITISH EMPIRE

EXCEPT, BEDAD, THAT WE 'BE
GOING TO BEAT THE BOSCH !

"

Wednesday, \farch 7th. Lords SHEFFIELD
and PARMOOB are much disturbed because
British subjects have been interned without

trial, and had to bo reminded by the LORD
CHANCELLOR that there was a war in progress,
and that it was better that individuals should
lose a portion o their liberties than that the

community should lose them altogether.
A full appreciation of this truth might have

prevented the Irish Nationalists from socking
at this moment to get Home Rule out of cold

storage. If the attempt had to be made Mr.
T. P. O'CONNOR was not perhaps the best per-
son to make it. For over an hour he meandered

through the more melancholy epiaodes of Irish

history, from the Treaty of Limerick to the

Easter Monday rebellion, rather in the manner
of one of those film-dramas of which he is now
the Censor. I am afraid his endeavour to prove
that Ireland is not ' ' an irrational country, de-

manding impossible things," was not entirely
convincing.

It failed, at any rate although backed by a

brief appeal by Major WILLIE REDMOND, which
touched the House by its manifest sincerity
to convince the PRIME MINISTER that this was
tho accepted time for plunging Ireland once
more into civil strife. Those parts of Ireland

that wanted Home Rule could have it to-

morrow if they wished
;
neither ho nor any

other British statesman would force the people

assaults, and the SPEAKF.R declined to accept of N.E. Ulster under a government thpy dis-

Distressing Sequel to Early Marriage.
" An exciting scene on Waterloo Bridge was de-

scribed at Bow-street yesterday when Lydia Wilder-
spin, aged 2, married, was charged with attempting
suicide." IHunt rated Sunday Herald.

"RANK AND FILE.
The following casualties are reported under

various dates :

(The home team is Liverpool except where other-
wise shown)." Liverpool Daily Post.

But surely this is an "
away

' ' match ?

Extract from interview with French journa-
list :

"Jlr. Lloyd George's face lit up proudly as lie

modestly replied."

Will the PRIME MINISTER please tell us how
is is done? It might solve the problem of

getting about in the darkened streets.

"JAMES KENNEDY,
Monumental Sculptor,

Having been .called up for Military Service, Mr.

Kennedy is forced to close down his Business, all

the other male members of the family being already
on Service. He begs to take this opportunity of

thanking all patrons who have accorded him their

support in the past, and he hopes that any who
might have business requiring his attention may
be able to hold over same until his return to
business." Ayrslnr? IVsf.

We shall do our best to oblige.
" Live and

let live
"

is our mat: >.

liked. When those two facts were thoroughly
understood there might be a chance of a settle-

ment.
Mr. JOHN REDMOND, refusing to continue

what ho regarded as a futile and humiliating
debate, marched out of the House at the head
of his supporters. This manoeuvre, rather
effective in the Gladstonian era, did not much
impress tho House on this occasion

;
for news

that something of the kind was intended had
leaked out ; and Mr. HEALY'S subsequent allu-

sion to it as " a dramatic skedaddle " was felt

to be justified.

Thursday, March 8th. I should have

thought that the Dardanelles Report, which

everyone is reading, contained enough sensa-

tions to satisfy the most outrA taste. But Sir

CHARLES HOBHOUSB is still anxious to know
the real meaning of the tantalizing asterisks

which occur here and there in it, and wants a

day to discuss the matter. Mr. BONAH LAW
did not absolutely refuse, but hoped that when
his right lion, friend had examined tho Report
he would forgo his desire for further informa-

tion . It may safely be said

that the omitted passages,
whatever they are, could

hardly alter the public ver-

dict on the extraordinary
notions of conducting a
war which seem to have

prevailed in the Cabinet
of which Sir CHARLES
HOBHOUSE was himself a
member.
The determining factor

in the inception of the
Dardanelles affair seems
to have been the disas-

trous confidence of the

then First Lord of the

Admiralty in the 15-inch

guns of the Queen Eliza-

beth. Tha outcome recalls

a verse from a song pop-
ular when Master WIN-
STON was in petticoats :

"
I joined the Naval Dcrnon-

strat-i-on,
But we never fired so much

as a gun,
And the Turk he laughed
and said,

'

Oh, what fun !

It 's all on account 01

Eliza! ' "
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rilll.liKKVS TALKS FOR GROWN-UPS.
n.

liKi.i.iMi Tin: CAT.

"THE only question is," said the old mouse,
"who is to boll the cut?"
" An absurd question," said tin

"It h:is 1'mishod the story for hundreds of

yi 'urs," said the old mouse crossly.
The strategist turned his back on the old

mouse. "What is nee.ied," ho said, "is a

plan. We must make the eat appear ridicu-

lous, and the people of the house will see it is

no use as a moo I lien they will turn it

|'i c.it, and bell it tie
" Shall we send a deputation?" growled the

old mouse.
"

\\'t! must go out and hunt for food in the

daytime," s.-iM Hie Rtrab
" We shall all bo killed," cried the mice,

shivering with terror.

"No more than are; killed now," said th

strategist.
"

1 .. .s, in fact, because cats do not
see so well in the daytime."
And it turned out as the strategist predicted.

Mice ran about boldly everywhere, and though
the cat caught some of them the people of tlio,

house were d '. "We might as well

drown that cat at once and get a real mouser,"
said the master.

"Oh, don't drown poor pussy,
"

said the
little girl. "Do let me keep her."

' '

Well, mind you put a bell round her neck,

then," laughed the master of the hou
that she may know that she 's not a real

UK.user."

That night there was joy unheard of among
the mice. They scampered about happily, and
ran away chuckling when pussy came tinkling

along. The strategist was crowned king.
Next day the real mouser arrived. His first

victim was the strategist.

Illumination.

"In lily youth T had learnt, by sedulously imi-
liilins,' tlio pantaloons in tho harlequinades, to
(iron Hat on my face instinctively, and to produce
the illusion of iiein^ jiieked up noatly by the slack
of my trousers atul iel on my feet again."

Mr. Bernard, Shaw in " The Daily Chronicle."

This revelation of youthful self - culture helps
one to understand so much that Mr. SHAW
does to-day.

THE SCARECROW.

A SONG OF POOD-SAVING.
(Bfing a faithful effort to versify Urn article written

by Dr. E. I. 8PRI008, at tho request of the FnoD Cns-
TIUII.LF.K, on tha food requirements of people of dim > -n'

nyes and build.]

GOOD people, who long for a lead
On the paramount crux of the time,

I pray you give diligent heed
To the lessons I weave into rhyme ;

And first, let us note, one and all

Whether living in castles or "
digs

"

"Large people need more than the small,"
For that 's tho first maxim of SPUIGGS.

Now, as most of the food that we cat
Is wanted for keeping us warm,

Tho requisite quota of heat
Is largely a question of form ;

And the ratio of surface to weight,
As anyone readily twigs,

Is tho root of the point in debate
As sagely expounded by SPRIOGS.

/

SJwrt-slyhtfil LiuJy. "THAT'S HATHF.R AN AFFECTIONATE COLTLE."
Her Frir.ml. "THAT'S MY HT7SIUSD." Short-sighted Lady.

"
Oil, I'M SO SORRY."

Her Frii'iitl. "AND I'M SORRY, TOO, FOR I SEP. HE'S GOT HIS LIGHT OVERCOAT ON, AND
I Tnr.n HIM NFVKU TO WEAR IT WHF.N nniNOINO HOME THTI COALS."

Hence the more wo resemble a sphera
Less heat on the surface is lost,

And the needful supply, it is clear.
Is maintained at less lavish a cost ;

"Tis economy, then, to be plump
As partridges, puffins or pigs,

Who are never a prey to tho bump.
So at least I interpret my SPRIOGS.

Next the harder it freezes or snows
Tho greater the value of fat,

And the larger the appetite grows
Of John, Sandy, Taffy and Pat.

(Conversely, in Midsummer days,
When liquid more freely one'swigs,

Loss viand the appetite stays
This quatrain 's a gloss upon SPRIGGS).

For strenuous muscular work
A larger allowance of grub

Wo need than is due if we shirk

Exertion, and lounge in a pub ;

For tho loafer who rests in a chair

Everlastingly puffing at "
cigs

"

Can live pretty nearly on air,

So I gather at least from my SPRIGGS.

Why children need plentiful food
He nextly proceeds to relate :

Their capacity 's larger than you'd
Be disposed to infer from their weight ;

They 're growing in bulk and in height,
They 're normally active as grigs,

And exercise breeds appetite
This stanza is absolute SPRIGGB.

Last of all, with an eloquent plea
For porridge at breakfast in place

Of the loaf, and for oatcake at tea

A similar gap to efface ;

For potatoless dinners with rice,

For puddings of maize and of figs,

Which are filling, nutritious and nice

Thus ends the Epistle of SPRIGGS.

"Tue L.C.C. had decided to grant only 5,300

amongst -11,000 teachers, which would average a,

shilling a head per week. (Shamo!)" Dailyfapcr.

We agree. Why any War bonus at all to such

bulging plutocrats?

" As I watched youths obediently oljcytag the
whistle I wondered what football would be like
after the war." Datiy Paper.

At present it seems rather redundantly rc-

dumlant.
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First Lady (an old resident, gushingly). "An, MKS. ROBINSON, I AM so ASHAMED OF MYSELF FOB NOT HAVING BEEN TO CALL UPON
YOU. DO FORGIVE ME AND CONSIDER THIS AS MY CALL, WON'T YOU?"

Mn. Robinson (a new-coiner, sweetly). "On, CERTAINLY; AND YOU WILL CONSIDER n AS MY RETURN CALL, TOO, WON'T YOU?"

AT THE PLAY.
"THE MAK WHO WENT ABBOAD."

THH authors of The Man Who Stayed at

Home (I preserve their modest anonymity)
have contrived a sequel to that exciting and
veracious stage account of secret service activ-

ities. The Man }YJio Went Abroad on one of

those famous State-paper chases, in which
conspirators conspire in the least likely places,
such as the promenade decks of liners, is tho
man who spent his time in chimneys at home
in the earlier part of the War Kit Brent.
He had a cousin, Lord Goring, Cabinet

Minister, bound on a mission to Washington ;

and Kit, who was as like his cousin as clean-
shaven KENNETH DOUGLAS was like KENNETH
DOUGLAS with a toothbrush moustache, took
his cabin while the important peer preceded him
in another boat. On board Kit disports him-
self as a fatuous ass, of the kind that hyphen-
ated Americans (in plays) would naturally
assume to bo the staple of a British Cabinet.
Not that Goring really was such an ass ; but
it was Kit's plan to be so guileless as to induce
the enemy agents to think they had a sitter.

And I must say they were pretty easily induced.
Their general schema was to get those in-

evitable papers, copy and return them, and
delay Goriny's visit to Washington, while the
late lamented BERNSTOBFF put in a sugges-
tion which would make tho British schemes,
whatever they were it was secret service, so

wo, rightly, never knew look foolish. And

they had the Hunnish idea of compromising
tho silly peer with an irresistible Austrian dan-
feuse (Ani Kiraly), so that fear of exposure (by
Hidden-Hand Press) of intrigue with enemy
aliens would make him hand over tho ' '

papers."

THE MAN WHO STATED IN HIS TENT.

Christopher Brent . MR. KENNETH DOUGLAS.
Ani Kiraly Miss IBIS HOEY.

Brent played up to all this. But the lady of the

ballet fell really in love with him, and besides

was actually a Dalmatian and on the right side,

a fact which sho proclaimed at the top of her

voice on tho promenade deck, though, as she

added, it meant death if discovered. In New
York tho Kiraly appears in Kit's bed-bathroom
in the early morning, for devilment ;

to our
loud enjoyment, for tho great bath joke has an
assured immortality. Tho Kiraly's husband

appears too. Fat in fire. When Kit goes to

the hyphenated's flat to exchange fake papers
in his belt for letter acknowledging Kiraly's

innocence, an agitated Hun appears with tho

news that the real Goring is in Washington,
and the papers all spoof ;

which was annoying,
as a reading-glass had already disclosed to tho

chief spy tho British Government watermark,
which obviously proved they were genuine.
Nothing for it but to clear out (through a por-

trait of the All-Highest), leaving Kit in the

safe to suffocate. Enter police (comicj.
Where

is Kit i Brain-wave. In the safe, behind secret

panel. Problem : how to open it. The service

was evidently so secret that it had never told

one of its brightest young men about combin-
ation letter-locks. But the dancer remembers
that the chief spy had carefully explained to

her tho letters of the combination. Relcv.se

of Kit and a curtain which suggested that the

initiative remained with the Kiraly.
The authors are to bo congratulated. They

provided a good unpretentious evening's enter-

tainment. No dull and pedantic realism for
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HOMEWARDS: AN ALLOTMENT IDYLL.

them. The dialogue was bright, occasion-

ally to the sparkling point. The players were

competent and zealous. Mr. KENNETH Douo-
ive the right variety to his three parts,

(iarinii us lc' vvus, Goring as he was assumed
to be for purpose of bluffing the enomy, and
Kit Brent ; and he played his great bathroom
scene with humour and complete discretion.

Miss luis IIoi'.Y was a charming innocent
adventuress with hrart of gold and

eye of gladness ;
Mr. HIQNETT, as

Kit's self-possessed man Cosens,

quite admirable, with just the right
mixture of friendliness without im-

pertinence and restraint without ser-

\ility. Mr. \Yi N.MAN" as a super-
abundant gum-chewing impresario,
and Mr. 1 .ii.LE NORWOOD as head

villain, were quite plausible in the

interesting and unlikely situation.
I must say I like this kind of non-
sense immense! v. T.

SEED POTATOES FOB PATRIOTS.

(Garnered from the catalogue of the Geortjc

Washington Seed Company.)
"Adonis." Strikingly handsome oval tuber

of the fashionable niggor-brown shade Never
had a day's illness. Every

" Adonis " potato
is inoculated for wireworin before leaving our

grounds.

"Automatic." Remarkable novelty; digs
itself in, and jumps out of the ground when
ready. Self-peeling; skin comes off in the

saucepan. Immense boon to busy house-
wives.
" Little Qem." For window-boxes. Flowers

closely resemble Odontoglossum. Much in

demand for Mayfair mansions. Dainty electro-

plated

A Cautious Prophecy.
"... One of the rmsrms of the Ratis-

ia thai the ): !!;;> > it-Id of the Loan
> ly post] tones tiny flirlluT l>r-

rowings tin a Hinnliir sriilo until theeml
>r. 1 \\ \ iiat I !!<< victory sliouUl

oitlu-r IUIM- firm Attained or ba in

iiijlil." Irish 1'apei:

" A well i'llncjiU'il younj,' lady, the
of a l-'rrncli Interned !

of war, di^iroa to make the aeiimin::-
: 'h :>n I'm'! ii or American
to mutually improve the Inn-

guagi-3." Vaity 1'aprr, Lausanne.

1'ho result will be awaited with in-

111 editorial

trowel given away with every order
for a hundred-weight.
The " Beanalo." Sensational

discovery ;
the result of a cross

between an Early Rose potato and
a scarlet - runner. Will take tho

place of ramblers on pergolas.
Blooms brilliantly all the summer ;

festoons of khaki fruit with green

facings in tho autumn. Retains
the lusciousness of the bean with
the full floury flavour of the tuber.
"
Argus." Tho potato with a

hundred eyes. Never sprouts in less

than ninety-eight pianos.
Should bo

put through the- mincing-machine
before planting.

"LOOK BfEKE, MlSSl YOU'VE TAKES A BIT OUT OF MY EARl"
"
SORRY, SIB; BUT, YOU SKE, I'VE BEES ON THE DISTRICT

RAILWAY FOB THE LAST THRKB MONTHS PUNCH INO TICKETS."

War-Work.
. Will any lady exercise

terrier (good -tempered), doily, for
small remuneration ?

"

Bcmrnmotith Daily Erttn.

Kilties Dumbfoundol.

Extract from Brigade Orders

(Highland Brigade) :

" Socks must be changed ami fi t

greased at least every 84 hours. Mocks
can be dried by being placed ill trouser

"
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

Zella Sees Herself (HEINEMANN) is an unusual and very subtle

analysis of a single character. The author, K. M. DELAFIELD, has

made an almost uncannily penetrating study of the development of a

poseuse. Zella posed instinctively, from the days when as a child she

alienated her father by attitudinising (with the best intentions) about

her mother's funeral. It became a habit with her. In Rome, before

the Arch of Titus, she thought more of what she might acceptably say
about it than of any wonder or beauty in the thing itself. She fooled

the honest man who imagined he was in love with her by making
herself, for the time, just what her fatal facility for such perception
told her he would most like her to be. The skill of the book is proved

by the increasing anxiety, and
even agitation, with which one
awaits the moment that shall

j

fulfil the title. It comes, bring-
: ing with it that almost in-

tolerable tragedy of the soul,

the black loneliness that waits

upon insincerity. Then poor
1

deluded Zella, seeing herself,

sees also the fate that oven-

j

tually befalls those who have

j

deliberately falsified the signals

by which alone one human
heart can speak to and assist

another. That is all the plot
i of the story, told with remark-

!
able insight and a care that is

both sympathetic and wholly
! unsparing. I am mistaken if

! you will not find it one of the
most absorbing within recent

experience. But I am not say-

ing that it may not leave you
just a little uncomfortable.

BOTD CABLE is already one
of the prose Laureates of the

War, haying earned his wreath

by Between the Lines and
Action Front. He now proves
that he is still entitled to it

by Grapes of Wrath (SMITH,
ELDEB) . The two former books

gave us detached articles all

relating to the one great sub-

ject. The present book is a
continuous story, the episodes
of which are held together by
the deeds and characters of a

quartetta of friends, Larry
Arundel, Billy Simson, Pug
Sneath, and the noble and
adventurous American, Ken-

tucky Lee, who had enlisted

in our Army to prove that
"too proud to fight" was a

phrase which did not agree
with the traditions of an old

Kentucky family. Those four
and tha rest of the regiment,
the Stonewalls, are plunged
into one of the big "pushes"
of the British Army, and their achievements in one form or another
are thick on every page of the book. The author has reduced the

description of a modern battle to a fine art. No one can describe
more vividly the noise, the squalor, the terror, the high courage,
the self-sacrifice and again the nerve-shattering noise, that go
to make up the fierce confusion of trench-fighting. How anyone
succeeds in surviving when so many instruments are used for his
destruction is a mystery. The book is very certainly one to bo read
and re-read.

Separation (CASSELL) is another of those intimate studies of Anglo-
Indian life that ALICE PEBKIN has made specially her own. The
tragedy of it is sufficiently convoyed by the title. Separation, of
husband from wife or parent from child, is of course the spectre that
haunts the Anglo-Indian home. It was, chiefly at least, for the health
of their child Winnie that Guy Bassett was forced to let her and his wife
abide permanently in Kensington while ho himself continued his
Eastern career as a grass-widower. Very naturally, the result was
all sorts of trouble. This first took the form of a flirtation, only
half serious, with an artful young woman of the type with which

Lady of rather uncertain age (filling
" COULD YOU TELL ME WHAT YEAH
MAJSE ME TWENTY-EIGHT?"

in application form for employment).

Mr. KIPLING has made us familiar. Unfortunately poor Bassett escapes
from this emotional frying-pan only to plunge into the fire of a much
more scorching attachment. But I will not spoil for you an ingenious
plot. For one thing at least the book is worth reading, and that is

the picture, admirably drawn, of the half-caste Orchard family, whose
ways and speech and general outlook you will find an abiding joy.
Mrs. PERRIN has nothing better in her whole gallery, which is saying
much.

You probably know Mr. BLACKWOOD'S elusive method of mystery-
mongering by now. None of his characters can ever quite make out
whether the latest noise is a mewing cat, the wind in the trees or the
Great God Pan flirting with the Hamadryads. He meets in Egypt
a Russian consumptive with a hooked nose and a rotten bad temper,~" and persists in seeing him as

a hawk-man dedicated to the

winged god, Horus. "No one
could say exactly what hap-
pened." (They never can.)
But it was something very
solemn and important, and in
the end the Russian, in a

fancy dress of feathers, was
found dead at tha foot of the

cliff, whither he had flown (or
was it danced? well, no one

quite knew). He all but carried
with him littlo golden-haired
Vera, who was all but a dove.
This is a quite characteristic

sample out of Day and Night
Stories (CASSELL). And the
conclusion I came to was that
Mr. BLACKWOOD must get a
lot of fun out of staying in
' '

cosmopolitan hotels.
' ' You

need a special attitude for the

proper enjoyment of these mys-
tical yarns. I read them all

i conscientiously through, and
1

I got far the best thrill out of
" The Occupant of the Room,"
which, attempting less, was
much more successful. " H. S.

H. ," His Satanic Majesty, of

course, who was climbing the
Devil's Saddle and turned in

to the Club hut for desultory
conversation about his lost

kingdom with a stranded

mountaineer, left me inap-
propriately cold. I suppose I

am immune, a bad subject :

but I feel as sure as I 've felt

about anything in the realm of

light letters that a charming
writer is overworking an un-

profitable vein.

Mrs. Ycrnon's Daughter
(METHUEN) is what one might
call a story of situation. That
is to say, it leads up to, and
declines from, one big scene

a faire. The scone, in this

instance, is that in which

Demaris, who has always previously imagined her mother to be an
undervalued heroine, finds that on the contrary she is really no bettor

(indeed a good deal worse) than she should be. And as if this disillusion

were not enough the poor girl gets almost simultaneously the further

shock of learning that the same adored parent, supposed by her to bo

a tragedienne of the first water, is in fact no more than a handsome

stick, and unable (as they say) to act for nuts. Jesting apart, I am
bound to admit that Lady TBOUEEIDGE has risen admirably to the

demands of her theme, and written a story both direct and appealing.

Perhaps (dare I say?) its emotion is rather more secure than its

grammar. The fact that she makes a duchess allude to " these kind
of things" struck me at first as a subtlety of characterization, till I

discovered that, some pages later, the author fell herself into the

identical pit. But I suppose there is hardly any one of us wholly
innocent of this offence

; anyhow, it is only a small blemish upon a

pleasant and (in its mild way) interesting story.

" A largo assortment of real fur soft felt cats (Clerical)."
Advt. in "

Glasgow Herald."

The tamo kind, wo suppose, so popular at tea-parties.
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CHARIVARIA.
'l'n i. isi: i.i a convict :it Pontonville wlm is

-.actlv lik-- tin' K \isi.u. 1 !

th:it in view of tli In 1 lias

,lllTered iL :

- lllltV at olid' t-l

K \i.-;i.u is i]

of 11 hi'l". At lending a

service fin" !li-

iil tho War, le- i i

I i h.r.-

I'riifiinili.i
:it tin 1

MM voice." All the

inn, including the

lower part of his roioo,
seems t-> llllVU b-

"'I-

Tin- re\ollltiona>

extended til tllr \

kingdom. In a riot at

Barmen which occurred

recent h the chief nf
polii

v, as seriously wounded
"

In a turnip.
* *

Tin' Berliner '/',/</,-/./,, n
-i at. that for appearing
at a private concert a

opera singer ha.-.

boon paid in food, iirjlnd-

ing sixty eggs. The custom is not unknown
tie of our owu music-hall artistes, who

however are usually more than content with
re iving

" the bird.''
* *

According to a (Hole report Mr. CIIAKLES
GULI.IVKU is giving nt tho Palladium
"a programme of real entertaiuers."

Enterprise and originality are always to

bo commended in a manager.

the best War time dancing ci

and hounds. , .

Ken .Mi-il states ihat :)'X>.<iOO tons
of fo. ,ii niieil annually by thousands

i\e no useful |>!iii> m. The
'

tx hand. j
what

would Ivi n!i: of tin- nation's womanhood if

was highly skilled work, which could not bo

itlsfart'irily by women. The diflictilty
lot ill lheaet.!l;i! eliding, hilt

in como> ing tin- 1 ui the knife

to the bread without actually parting with
in it-clf.

Skipping is rco immcnded . by re-

I ;.-r-

011 the anon
ady owo t

ticc.

*

It is n-.w prop,
that Tele] hone Directories

- hi be charged for.

The iii-

bring them into lino with
other light literature; but
I'liiick fears no rivals.

It lias been decided by
Mr. I'.M i, TAYI.OU at

Marylebone that bacon is

. Lord DKVONPOICT,
now that his suspicion
has I... n judicially con-

lirmed. h:.s aiumum . d his

intention of going ahead
on that basis.

*

From a school -
girl's

examination paper:
"
Question. \Vliat do you

there wore no dogs to take it out for exercise know of Tantalus ? Anstcer: Tantalus suffered

1914
PROGRESS.

in the afternoon.
*

The Government, it appears, is determined
to keep Charing Cross Railway Station on tho
North side of the river. All the objections to

from continual hunger and thirst in

internal regions."

tho

A telegram from Mexico City an-
nounce:- that (lein-ral CAKHANZA has been
elected President of the Mexican Re-

public. It is expected that a full list of
ualtios will be published shortlv.

* *

A Melbourne despatch states that Mr.
Hi'iiHKS has been offered thirty-four
Mail iu the forthcoming elections.' The
Opposition, it is understood, has ex-

pressed its willingness to allow Mr.
to occupy all thirty-four.

So effective has been the attempt to
reduce circulation that we are not sur-

prised to find a provincial paper adver-

tising in The Daily Telegraph for "A
idor.'

" There is no monument more enduring
than brass," writes Mr. GEOHGF. BKUNAKU
SH\W, War Correspondent. The general

. however, is that there is a kind
of brass that is beyond enduring.

*

Tin? idea of blaming (Jiifcn Elizabeth
for the Dardanelles fiasco is so entirely
satisfactory to all parties concerned that
H i- being freely asked why the Commis-
sion couldn't have thought of that itself.

# *

The BOW order prohibiting newspapers from
printing contents bills is hearing hardly in

D quarters, and it is rumoured that at

16 sensational contemporary ha
to foigo publishing itself in return for the
privilege of selling it posters,

* *

By order of the General Officer Commanding
"idon District the Grafton Gallei

been placed out of bounds. Or, as they t,:i\ in

NOTICE.
In order to meet the national need for economy

in the consumption of paper, the Proprietors of
Punch are compelled to reduce the number of its

pages, but propose that the amount of matter pub-
lished in Punch shall by condensation and com-
pression be maintained and even, it is hoped,
increased.

It is further necessary that means should be
taken to restrict the circulation of Punch, and its

price has been raised to Sixpence. The Proprietors
believe that the public will prefer an increase of

price to a reduction of matter.

Readers are urged to place an order with their

Newsagent for the regular delivery of copies, as
Punch may otherwise be unobtainable, the shortage
of paper making imperative the withdrawal from
Newsagents of the " on-sale-or-return

"
privilege.

In consequence of the increase in the pries of
Punch the period covered by subscriptions already
paid direct to the Punch Office will b; proportion-
ately shortened

;
or the unexpired value will be

refunded, if desired.

The next issue of Punch (March 28th) will be a

Navy Double Number, price Sixpence. The Pro-

prietors regret that arrangements for this Number
were completed before the further drastic restric-

tions in the paper supply were announced.

CIIII HKKX'S TALKS FOR GROWN-UPS,
in.

ITS OWN" IIKWAIU).

" What fun 1

" cried the wasp.
"Where?" asked tho bee looking up

with a subdued smile.

"I mean I can't help laughing," said

the wasp.
" A disgusting habit," said the bee.

"Look at those people nearly out of

their wits. Here goes for old Bless-my-
Soul again!" He flew off and buzzed
round the old gentleman's neck and then
flew back to the bee, laughing louder

than ever at his purple rage.
" I don't know what you think of your

conduct," said the bee severely,
" but I

think it is insects like you who give us all

:i bad name."
" Be hanged to your bad name," scoffed

the wasp.
" A short life and a merry one,

say I."
' A busy life and a useful one,

rather," said the bee.
" I am proud

to be the friend of man."
"Good heavens!

1
'

shouted the wasp.
"Here comes old Bless - my - Soul bent

on murder. Look out ! I 'in going for

his neck."
Old Bless-my-Soul slushed wildly with

his table-napkin and slew the bee. He
went back triumphantly with his spoil.

"A bee!" shouted everybody. "I
I didn't knowthought it was a wasp

the present site, they point out, arc easily bees were like that."

outweighed by its proximity to the National

Gallery. . ,
*

_
At Highgato, says a news item, a man named

YKI.I.S was fined for having in his pos
pork which was not sound. It was suggested
that defendant had held back the squeal for

his own purposes. , .

An applicant recently informed the 1 1

Commons' Tribunal that cutting sandwiches

All insects arc vicious," said old BIcss-

niy-S-'Ul.

Another Impending Apology.

"I.nxiioN PAVILION. (,'IIKKIUO! nt H.3U. 'Just
the tiling for a dull evening.' "Duily .Ycirs.

"A few of the waiting women aliaiulonwl. boiw
of KcUing potatoes, and substituted the imrchaso
by parsnips and sitcrcs." Daily Mirror.

In the circumstances who shall blaino t!

VOL. CLII.
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Unlucky One (after pcrii.iin;/ lult-at li.it f ///<;.>>. ".NEVER HAVE HAD ANY LICK-
MONTHS AGO I SAVED A SERGEANT CHAP FROM A ROTTEN PLACE CARRIED THE FELLOW
4T.T. THE WAY BACK AND TOLD HIM NOT TO SAY A WORD ABOUT IT !

"

Friend. "WELL, WHAT'S WROXO? HAS HE BEEN TALKING?"

Unlucky One. " NOT A WORD, CUBSE HIM !

"

THE MUD LARKS.
WHEN I was young, my parents sent me to

a boarding school, not in any hopes of getting
me educated, but because they wanted a quiet
home.
At that boarding school I mot one Frederick

Delano Milroy, a chubby flame-coloured brat
who had no claims to genius, excepting as a
litterateur.

The occasion that established his reputation
with the pen was a Natural History essay. We
were given five sheets of foolscap, two hours
and our own choice of subject, I chose the

elephant, I remember, having once been kind
to one through the medium of a bag of nuts.

Frederick D. Milroy headed his effort " THE
PERT" in large capitals, and began, "The fert

is a noble animal
' He got no further,

the extreme nobility of the ferret having
apparently blinded him to its other character-

istics.

The other day, as I \vus wandering about on
the "

line," dodging Bosch crumps with more
agility than grace, I met Milroy (Frederick

Delaue) once more.
He was standing at the entrance of a cosy

little funk-hole, his boots and tunic undone,
sniffing the morning nitre-glycerine. He had
swollen considerably since our literary days,
but was wearing his hair as red as ever, and I

should haveknown it anywhere on the darkest

night. I dived for him and his hole, pushed
him into it, and re-introduced myself. He
remembered me quite well, shook my chilblains

heartily, and invited me further underground
for tea and talk.

It was a nice hole, cramped and damp, but

very deep, and with those Bosch love-tokens

thudding away upstairs I felt that the nearer
Australia the better. But the rats ! Never
before have 1 seen rats in such quantities; they
flowed unchidden all over the dug-out, rum-

maged in the cupboards, played kiss-in-the-

ring in the shadows, and sang and brawled
behind the old oak panelling until you could

liarcly hear yourself shout. I am fond of

animals, but I do not like having to share my
tea with a bald-headed rodent who gets noisy
in his cups, or having a brace of high-spirited

youngsters wrestle out the championship of

the district on my bread-and-butter.

Freddy apologised for them ; they were getting
a bit above themselves, he was afraid, but they
were seldom dangerous, seldom attacked one

unprovoked. ''Live and let live" was their

motto. For all that they did get a trifle de

trap sometimes ;
he himself had lost his temper

when he awoke one morning to find a brawny
rat sitting on his face combing his whiskers
in mistake for his own (a pardonable error in

the dark) ; and, determining to teach them a

lesson, had bethought him of his old friend,
the uoble fert. Ho therefore sent home for

two of the best.

The ferrets arrived in due course, received

the names Burroughs and Welcome, were
blr-sed and turned loose.

They had had a rough trip over at the

bottom of the mail sack and were looking for

trouble. An old rat strolled out of his club to

see what all the noise was about, and got the

excitement ho needed. Seven friends came to

his funeral and never smiled again. There

was great rejoicing in that underground Mr-
that evening ; Burroughs and Welcome were
feted on bully beef and condensed milk, and
made honorary members.
For three days the good work went on ;

there was weeping in the cupboards and
gnashing of teeth behind the old oak panelling.
Then on the fourth day Burroughs and Wel-
come disappeared, and the rats swarmed to

their own again. The deserters were found a
week later ; they had worpied through a system
of rat-holes into the next dug-out, inhabited by
the Atkinses, and had remained there, honoured

guests,
It is the nature of the British Atkins to

make a pet of anything, from a toad to a suck-

ing pig he cannot help it. The story about
St. George, doyen of British soldiers, killing
that dragon nonsense ! He would have

spanked it, may be, until it promised to

reform, then given it a cigarette, and taken it

home to amuse the children. To return to

our ferrets, Burroughs and Welcome provided
no exception to the rule

; they were taught to

sit up and beg, and lie down and die, to turn

handsprings and play the mouth-organ ; they
were gorged with Maconochie, plum jam and
rum ration

;
it was doubtful if they ever went to

bed sober. Times out of number they \\rrr

borne back to the Officers' Mess and exhorted to

do their bit, but they returned immediately to

their friends the Atkinses, rid their private
route, not unnaturally preferring a life of

continuous carousal and vaudeville among the

flesh-pots to sapping and mining down wet
rat-holes.

Freddy was of opinion that, when the

battalion proceeded up Unter den Linden,

Burroughs and Welcome would be with it as

regimental mascots, marching behind the

band, bells on their fingers, rings on their toes.

He also assured me that if he ever again has
to write an essay on the Fert, its character-

istics, the adjective "noble" will not figure so

prominently.

HERBS OF GRACE.
in.

SWELT MARJORAM.
" S.'nvl Marjoram ! Sweet Marjoram !

"

(Sang an old dame standing on the kerb) ;

" You may hear a thousand ballads,
You ma\ pick a thousand salads,
Ere you light oil such another herb.

" Sweet Marjoram t Sweet Marjoram!
(Let its virtues evermore.be sung)

Oh. 'twill make your Sunday clo'es gay,
If you wear it in a nosegay,

Pretty mistress, like when I was young.

.S ireet Marjoram! Sweet Marjoram!
(Sing of sweet old gardens all a-glow) ;

It will scent your dower drawer, dear,
Folk would strew it on the floor, dear,

Long ago long ago long ago.

" Sweet Hiirjuram ! Sweet Marjoram I
"

(Sang the old dame standing on the kerb);
" You may hear a thousand ballads,
You man pick a thousand salads,

Ere you light on such another herb."

" The recipients [of the medals] were : Sergeant
W. A. NorriH, D.C.M. and Military Privuto A.

Trichney, M.M., andtootompPCF. Medal . . ."

DcMyPa&tr.
Private TIUCHNEY'S second distinction was
awarded presumably for something extra good
iu the bombing line.

" Lord Beauchamp, opening an Economy Exhibi-
tion at Gloucester on Saturday, said that among
many interesting exhibits was one described a*
' Frocks for the twins from Uncle's pyjamas.' He
hoped that the child who sent this exhibit would
get the prize it deserved." Daily Mail.

Uncle has probably seen to that.
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her there. She got fifteen pounds ;i week, and star's slender hand and listen to the vivacious
ELLA REEVE. to-day she gets two hundred. 1 spotted her

j

flo\v of s)x'cch from such attractive lips, my
ONE can't be too careful how one boasts, in a chorus, asked her to rail and sec me, friend said at last, \\V11. as yon and she :m>

especially if there is the chance of the boast and this is the result. I made her. There 's such pals, andasshe hasoiily to know that you
being put quickly to the proof. In fact, it is nothing she wouldn't do for me, she's so are here to jump over the tables to get to \"ou.

better perhaps not to boast at all. grateful. If she knew I was in the room she 'd why not send your card to her ?
"

1 was sitting with a friend and a stranger be over here in a jiffy." The agent agreed, and we watched the
in a London restaurant, having joined their

j

Having told us all this, he, being a \er\ waiter threading his way among the t.

table for coffee. The stranger, on introduc- normal man, told it again, all the while cran- towards that one at which the new and g
tion, turned oat to be connected with the stage ing bis mvk in the hope that his old client ful star was seated and hand the card to IK >>.

ill some capacity as ageni, and among his
,
(she had now, it seemed, passed out of his. The end of this story is so tragic that I

regular clients were the managers of various
! hands, having forsaken panto for London and , should prefer not to tell it.

big provincial theatres, for whom he provided revue) might catch sight of his dear face, l'..it T.lia Reeve took the card, icid it, laid it

the leading lights of pantomime, rat,

as he would call it, pauto. I'anto

was indeed the mainstay of his

business; it was even the warp and
woof of his life. He lived for panto,
ho thought panto, and he talked

panto. No one, according to him,
had a more abysmal knowledge of

principal boys with adequate legs,

principal (if that is still the word)
girls with sufficient voices, contralto

fairy queens with abundant bosoms,
basso demon kings, Prince Dan-
dinis, Widow Twankays, Ugly Sis-

ters, and all the other personages
of this strange grease-paint my-
thology of ours. Listening to him,
I learned as those who are hum-
ble in spirit may learn of all

men. I learned, for example, that

Ugly Sisters are at Christmas-time

always Ugly Sisters, and very often
use again the same dialogue, merely
transferring themselves from, say,

Glasgow to Wigan, or from Bristol
to Dublin; and this will be thejr

destiny until they become such very
old men that not even the kindly
British public will stand it any
longer. England, it seems, is full

of performers who, touring the halls
from March to December, are then
claimed for pauto as her own, arriv-

ing a little before Christmas not less

regularly than the turkey ;
and the

aim of all of them is as nearly as

possible to do the next Christmas
what they did last Christmas.
Not only did my new acquaint-

ance know all these people, their

capabilities and the lowest salary
that could be offered to them with

any chance of acceptance, but he
was also, it seemed, beloved by
them all. Between agent and client
never in the history of the world
had such charming relations sub-
sisted as between every pro. on his
books and himself.

It was then that Ella Reeve
came in.

Accompanied by two expensive-
looking men, whoso ancestors had
beyond any doubt crossed the Bed
Sea with MOSES, this new and glittering |

she was far too much occupied cither with

Tointny (buck front Bliyliti/i.
" Vus, I C.IIAXT IKK A BIT o'

LEAVE 'S ALL RIGHT. BUI IT'S AWFUL DEPUESSIN', TOO, AT HOME
NOTHIN' BUT WAR WAE ! IT GIVES YER THE FAIR 'UMP."

down, and resumed conversation
with her friends. She did net even

glance in our direction.
I felt sorry for the agent, whose

mortification was verv real, though
he made a brave effort to cany it

oil ; and now that he is dead I feel

sorrier. As for Ella Reeve (which
is not really her name, but one
which with great ingenuity 1 devised
for her from the French : thus, Kile

arrive) I often see her, under ber
true style, in her triumphs. and
I always wonder whether her t n at -

merit of the agent, or his assurance
of her di-pendence on his e inlialitv,

represents more nearly the truth.
She looks such a good sort. Some
day, when the War is over, 1 must
acquire a shiny tall hat and a glossy
shirt front and a youthful mainirr
and get someone to introduce me,
and then, bit by bit, extract the
truth.

Meanwhile the fact remains that
it is dangerous to boast,

"JAPANESE POLITICS.
PlilMK MlMSTKH':; ATTACK OX Till-:

DIET."
liillllj I'/ijt, /-.

We wouldn't be the Pood Con-
troller in Japan for anything.

" WAXTKD situation as Groom Coach-
man or Coachman General ; disi -

early in March ; can milk and car.
it required." Irinli faper.
A modern improvement, we suppose,
on "the cow with the iron tail."

"At ft special meeting of tile Duma
held to-day, the Minister for Agricul-
ture, M. H'ittieh, in reply to an urgent
question on the measures for supplying
Petrograd. stated the supplies were suffi-

cient for the present. Difficulties in

purchase are due to excessive build-
ing aud storing by individuals in the
shape of rusks." Daily C/innnV/i .

No authority for this remarkable
statement is given, but wo suspect
the Rn*sl;y Invalid.

A trifle of a trinket for his women-
folk is tlie only saving as an insurance

star, who had but just "made good," or

"got over," or " clicked" (mynewacquaintance
used all these phrases indiscriminately when
referring to his own Herschelliau triumphs as
a watcher of the skies), walked confidently to a
distant table which was being held in reserve
for her party, and drew off her gloves with the

happy anticipatory assurance of one who is

about to lunch a little too well. (All this, I

should say, happened before the War. I am
reminded of it to-day by the circumstance
that I have just heard of the death of the

agent whom I then met.)
The impact of the lady on this gentleman

was terrific.

"Look, look!" he said. "That's Ella

Reeve, one of my discoveries. She was prin-

the lobster on her plate or with the yellow
fluid, strange tome, that moved restlessly in

a long-stemmed shallow glass at her side.

And then, being, as I say, not in any way an
eccentric or exorbitant character, the agent
told it us a third time, with a digression here
and there as to the deep friendships that mem-
bers of his profession could form and cement
if only they were decent fellows and not mere
money-grubbing machines out for nothing but
their commission. That 's what the wise man
does," he concluded; "he makes real friends

with his clients, such as I did with Ella Reeve.
The result is we never had any hitches,
and there's nothing she wouldn't do for me.
She's a darling !

"

Getting a little tired of this, but obviously
cipal boy at Blackpool two years ago. I put , anything but unwilling to shake' the new

for the poor against famine n : 1 starvation for a rain-
less day."

A Native Writer in " TJic Times of India."

KIPL.IJJO was right. East is East and West
is West.

"The undersigned has great pleasure in inform-
ing all the ladies, gentlemen and the other travellers
in tho Station that a very nice comfortable motor
ear eaii be obtained on hire from him for a walk in
or out of the Station for any period of time at very
reasonable charges." Pf'sltawftr JJaily Neivs.

The petrol shortage evidently extends to India.

"Ireland is accustomed to disappointment ; she'

is accustomed to what she signalises as betrayal,
but her spirit remains unbroken, aud she goes on
her way undaunted to seek, it may be by new
methods aud a new road, her appointed gaol."

Manchester Crttar<li>tn.

Irishmen may justifiably resent this cynicism
on the part of an old friend.
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MODIFIED SALIENT.
The Old I

tting nr.-n/ly callcil-up Karrior).
" WKIX, JAROE, YOU'M STILL TUnil'BLE FAT, BCT TUB ARMY DO 2EEM TO '

liKAHHANCKD IT, l.IKi:."

GOLD BRAID.
s\\n: ..id crowing, same old IKUI,
Sumo old dust round Koueu way,

Same old nursty one-franc note,
"Id Mercy, siwoo play ;

"

Same old scramble up the line.

Sunn' old 'orse-box, same old slrnr,
Same old weather, wet or fine,
Same old blooming \Var.

Ho <, it isn't a il>;

It 'x jitxt as it used to be, crer.v tut :

Son He and same old bany,
Anil me to stay 'ere till I'm 'it.******

"l'\\as up liy Loos I got uio first
;

I just dropped gently, crawled a yard
And rested sickish, with a thirst

Tho 'eat, I thought, and smoking 'ard . . .

Then someone offers me a drink,
What poets call " the cooling draft,"

And seeing 'im I done a think :

"Blighty" I thinks and laughed.

1 'in not a soldier natural,
No more than most of us to-dav

;

I runs a lmslne-s with a pal
(Meaning :lie Missis) Fulham wa\ :

[rocerj tlio cabbages
And fruit and things I take nicsell,

And she lias dall's and eroeuses

A-smiling on a shelf.

Jin ," i thinks. The doctor knows
;

'K talks of punctured damn-the-thiugs.
It 's me for Blighty. Down I g.

I ain't a sinner, but I sings;
"Oh, 'oo goes 'ome? "

I sort of 'inns
;

"Oh, 'oo's for dear old Kngland's
shores?"

And by-and-l>y Southampton, comes
"
Blight \ !

"
1 says and ro

I s'pose I thort I done my bit ;

I s'poso I thort the War would stop ;

I saw myself a-gctting fit

With Missis at the little shop ;

The same like as it used to be,
The same old markets, same old crowd.

The same old marrers, same old me,
But 'er as proud as proud . . .

THE NEW POSTER.

The regiment is where it was,
I'm in the same old ninth platoon ;

Ne%v faces most, and keen becos

They 'ope the thing is ending soon ;

I ain't complaining, mind, but still,

When later on some newish bloko

Stops one and laughs, "A blighty, Bill,"
I '11 wonder, " Where 'a the joke ?

"

Same old trenches, same old view,
Same old rats and just as tame,

Same old dug-outs, nothing new,
Same old smell, the very same,

Same old bodies out in front,
game old strafe from 2 till 4,

Same old scratching, same old 'unt,
Same old bloody War.

ffo Lor, it isn't a dream,
It 's just as it used to be, every lit ;

Same old whistle and same old bang
And me out again to be 'it.

" The important new development in the cotton
situation is that the Jl'rimo Minister has eon sen i. < I

to receive a deputation." Manchester Guardian.

All the same, he refused to adopt a \ measure.

The history of the development of the ]eppclin
is well-known." Daily ChrunicU:

Particularly since our airmen ceased to give
it any quarter.

From an official notice of the sale of an

enemy business :

" Lot -2. The goodwill of tho business of the com-
pany attaching to goods shipped from England to

Nigeria, marked with the unregistered or common-
law trade-marks known as '

Eagle on Bocks ' and
' Lion and Flag.'

"

We are not surprised to hear of the "
Eagle

on Rocks" when it had the "Lion and Flag"
after it.
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\f T III

TILLERS OF THE SOIL.

STUDY OF VEBAN DWELLEBS PBEPABIXG FOP. THE WORST.

THE JOY-RIDER AT THE FRONT.

(Being a free version of Mr. BEUXARD SUAII-'S articles in " The Daily
Chronicle " on his visit to the scat of War.)

"Since the good man, RAMSAY MAoDouALD, while touring in

the Kast
Went out to shoot the tiger, that homicidal beast,
The most electrifying humanitarian stunt
Has been my khaki joy-ride along the British Front.

" It wasn't my own suggestion ;
I went as the Government's guest,

Invited to see how the brass-hats were running the show on
the West ;

I 've never been sweet on soldiers, but I only went for a week,
And it gave me heaps of chances of studying war technique.

"If they really thought to convert mo by the loan of a khaki suit,
Or by conferring upon me the right to claim a salute,
It wouldn't at all surprise me, for dullards have always tried

To bribe true men of genius to take the popular side.

"Well, I went, I saw, I 'joy-rode,' and my verdict remains the

same;
There 's no use having a country unless she 's always to blame

;

For of all the appalling prospects that human life can lend
The worst is to be unable to play the candid friend.

" Men talk of France, the Martyr ;
of her precious blood outpoured ;

Of the innocent helpless victims of the brutal Hunnish horde
;

Presuming, insensate idiots, to label as beast and brute
The race that has always held me in the very highest repute !

" While France has failed completely, at least in these later days,
To show appreciation of my Prefaces and Plays ;

It wouldn't be therefore worthy of a genuine superman
To show undue compassion for the sorrows of 'Marianne.'

" And as for the sheer destruction of noble and ancient fanes
Which the prejudiced Hun-hater indignantly arraigns,
The simple truth compels me in honesty to state

That the style of some ruined buildings was utterly second-rate.

"But to quit these trivial matters let weaklings wail and \\v-p,
The loss of a few cathedrals will never affect my sleep
What lifts this Armageddon to an altitude sublime
Is the crowning fact that it gave me a perfectly glorious time.

" As an ultra-neutral observer I entered the battle zone
And emerged unmoved, unshaken, with a heart as cool as a stone

;

No sight could touch or daunt me, no sound my soul untune ;

From pity or tears or sorrow I still remained immune.

" I own that before my arrival I felt an occasional qualm
Lest the shock of the unexpected might shatter my wonted calm

;

But it gave me the richest rapture to find I was wholly free

From the crude and vulgar emotions that harass the plain V.C.

" I inspected the great war-engine, and, instead of its going stroiif,

I saw that in each of its workings there was always soiurHi ag

wrong ;

In fact, with the old black powder and the obsolete Brown 1'

The chances of missing your target were infinitely less.

" The so-called arm of precision scores only by lucky hits,

Though the 'heavies' and high explosives may possibly blow vim
to bits ;

I saw one corpse on my 'joy-ride,' the head had been blown :i\\ay.

And the thought of this painless ending produced in me no dismay."

Now lie 's back in the finest feather from his holiday with the Staff,
And ice 're sura that no one will grudge him the meed of this epitaph :

"lie u'ent through the flery furnace, but never a hair was missed
From the heels of our most colossal Arch-Swper-Egotist."

"Giir.AT WHITE SALE.

UNHKl'KATABLE H.UKiAIXS IX LlXGEKlE."-Dlli

VYr ivspeet this reticence.

"The public are responding but slowly to the appeal of the Tost Office
to facilitate the delay of correspondence in London by using the new num-
bered addresses." Daily Mail.

If that is really the object, why hurry ?
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tSSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
I/,, ;;</(,/, March 12//I. Having declared war

upon tin' < lo\ernnieiit tin' Nationalists HIT

leekinj le i'l:m "f campaign. The
1 1, ,iii! Rule demand never obtain, I much

support among tin; Irish tanners until KIN I'A.s

I,.si,UK hitched it on to the 1/iiid que-.lion,
1 1 H I ever since Mr WYNOU \M'S 1 . md Purchase

tat turned the tenants into prospective OTI neia

.1 bai been steadily losing momentum, Mr.
( ii-.M.i i.. who in Me his repntal 'on .1 I a

fJBT-
per e Bpecies of cowboy, now witnesses with

ID Ij IITOW his polii", ami break up I ,

;

)

lanes. It was rul.hrr hard mi him thai the

Parliamentary printer should have ruin

of liis qne.iions mi thi! subject by making him

.ay "thai the reason" instead of the

"for breaking this land is passing away."
The I IIIMI: SEOBETABY i

' those

who do not know liiiu in-

bimatelj as a somewhat
austere per

< 'i, hut given
li,' right, atniospheic he
can he a- lively as aliy-

l)ody. "Quest loned about
the reopening of Giro's, ho

betrayed a minute ac-

quaintance with the de-

tailfl of its programme.
[ was bi ,g i 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 g to wonder
if he were ivlaied to that
famous Early - Victorian

family, the Caves of Har-

mony, when his know-

ledge broke down. On
being asked by. his old

friend Jlr. BUTCHKR to

define a cabaret - enter-

tainment he was non-

plussed, and could only
refer him to Colonel
LOCK-WOOD as a probable
authority.
No one was more de-

lighted at Mr. BONAH
I .AW's alllli, line, -nic ill ,1

the capture of Baghdad
than the Member for

Cockermouth, who knows
the region well. Mesopo-
tamia may or may not be
the Garden of Lden, but

Haghdad was at one time

unquestionably the abode
of Buss.
Mr. CATHCART WASON was a litt.le puz/.led

when Mr. FOKSTKH informed him that the

peeling of potatoes by Army cooks is strict l\

forbidden, "except when the dietary of the

troops makes it necessary.'
1

Why should

there he any exception at all, he from
until a neighbour, better informed about the

new meat-ration, whispered, "Sausages and
mashed."
A grave statement by Mr. M.vriMii.-.usoN as

to the recent losses of the Koyal Flying Corps
on the. Western Front, and the increased

activity of the (!enuan airmen, created some
natural depression, whieh might, have been
more pronounced had not Jlr. PKMIIF.RTON-

BlLLINci sei/ed ll .1 i, ,11 ID reiterate hi:

charges of " Murder
"
ahvadv eondeinned as

i, a ...I,., iiv two Judicial tribunate. 'The House
will do anything in iva-on. but it refuses

to accompany Mr. HIM. INK in his Iliyjii oi

imagination.
Tiii'mliii/, March 13th. In the Lords, the

Bill to deprive enemy peers of their titles was

supported I >v Lord MlDLETON, who nobly offered

to sacrifice his Red Eagle on the altar of pat-
riotism. On the other hand I ..ml Coi SKPN1 v

condemned it; but there is no truth in the

story that the Yellow Waistcoat whieh he

habitually traai vva originally eout'i'iTed up, MI

him by the Kusia:. It is, 1 understand, an

example of protective colouring, designed to

ward off the attacks of the Yellow I'ress.

Wi'ilni'.vlai/, Murcli }M!i. The explosive

qualities of cotton when suitably combined
with other ingredients are well known. Of
these ingredients the I . mi-ash ire spirit is per-

haps the most potent. Mr. \i STKN CiiAMi'.ia;

i, vis began his defence of the proposed Indian
cotton duties with an appeal to Imperial senti-

ment bused upon what India bad d. me and was

doing. The Maharajah of BlKAUTB, s-iled in

the Distinguished Strangers' (lallery, listened

with appreciation !.> the praises "f liis famous
Camel Corfu. Then followed v.lial m
called i he lion,. Rule argument \ve could
not refuse what the Indian people so much

lolivored \\iih 30 mneh e m
i hat Mr. .1 ri;i MI vir M.\cVi:.\i.n loudly invited

Mr. Cn '.Mm III.VIN to " come over .md sit on
these benches."

, APHONES FOR MINISTERS,
ox FHOM THE Pm:ss (l\'a

But his best card was his last. when, after a

tribute to Mr. Asi.irnn's "loyalty to col-

.," which roii-.ed tremendous cheering
from the Liberals, he invited the late Prime
Minister to east his vote with the ( lovernnient.

Mr. Asot rrn did even more, for at the end of

,-ch, critical but not censorious, he sug-

gested an amendment to the I'e . >hil i m whieh
en a I iled his I'Yce Trade followers to save I hen
face." A few stalwarts from Lancashire in-

sisted none the less on taking a div i.sion, and
were joined on general principles by the

Nationalists and other habitual n

Hut India, th (ioverument and Mr. AsQUJTH
had the comfortable majority of 140.

'I'ltiirxil'ii/, MiU'ch 1.0//I. -Under the present
rules of procedure (the products of lri-.li

ob -a i -net ion in the past) the Nationalists find

it dillicult. to put their declaration of war
i he i ; ivernmenl i,, much ell

1

,", i . Their
I'e I chance e : during I he first hour of the

and their most useful weapon is the

supplementary Oiiostion. No sooner has Mr.
I >i M: read the official reply to the inquiry on
the Paper than there comes a strident, "

Arising
out of that, Mr. Sei: u;ri; -it." Fortunately
ilie Cnni SECBETAIH possesses a Job-like

patience, and is rarely bet raved into any de-

part me from his
1

1 ilit if Mini" what ponderoua

manner. To badger Mr. BIKKKU, wa, an
exciting pastime rather like punching the ball.

To heckle Mr. DCKK is like hammering a

sandbag.
It. would be. inteie-tu- to know bow mam-

Mem hers of the HOII-.C of Commons have volun-
teered under the National Service scheme
I ">il\ know of one

;
that is Dr. Mu'N.sMMiA.

who modest l\ avowed the fact when challenged
by Mr. I'mv.ia . I h, ugh I doubt whether the

Admiralty will consent 1 ' di 00D e v.ith his

irvioes. On the oilier hand I only know of

one who has not; and that is Mr. PKIXGLK
ho,,. "If. who, on the name challenge being
put to him, replied, "No. and don't intend."

is cuii"n|]y s nueone, liossihly Mr.
!. v.ho thinks Mr. l':usi.i.i:':i pi'csent

:

.p :: -abl" to I he winning of the
War.

The. deh.ite on the new Vote of Credit

dragged along in a thin and somnolent, House
until Mr. BOXAU I >w
woke it up with the

startling news that there
had been a revolution in

Russia, and that the T:.M;
bad abdicated. Kvcry-
liody seemed pleased, in-

eluding Mr. Dim, IN, who
was quite statesmanlike,
in his appreciation. I'm
no one noticed that h, noe-
forward we must rank the

, HKNUV CAMI>-
IIKLL-BANX KR.MAN among
' he prophets. Addressing
I !H' Memhersof the Inter-

I'arUamentaryOcmference
assembled in the I'alace

of Westminster on -l;il\

28rd, I'Hir,, just aii, , the
d'-~oluliou of Russia's
lir.^t elected Parliament,
he said, "

/,,i tin

morte; mve 1 1 Dunn/ :

"

l-'ora i'rime Minister this

outburst was regarded as
a little tactless ; its essen-
tial wisdom has been

|ilM llied lv t ll:' event -

l-'i-iil i>i. Mm, It Hi///.

To - morrow being St.

I'.i! i iek's I )a\ . Mr. l!nN M:

Lvw sei/ed the oppor-
i unity to address a little

lily to Members from
Ireland. Unless they mend

Ibeir wa\s pr.'tix aoon thi'y may have to go
back to their constituents and t.e'kle the Sinn
Peinei i themselves.

WINGED VICTORY.
l\i- ardtta n-l axim."

'Onu of our mtu'.lihies did not return."

1 i. IKK to think it did not fall to earth,
\ wounded bird that trails a broken wing.

But to the heavenly blue that, gave it birth
l''aded in silence, a mysterious thing,

( 'I", iv ing its rad'ant course where honour lies.

Like a winged victory mounting to the ^kii -.

The clouds received it and the pathless night ;

Swift as a flame, its eager force unspent,
We saw no limit to its daring flight ;

Only it - pilot knew the way it went.
And how it pierced the ma/e of dickering

stars

Straight to its goal in the red planet Mars.

So to the entrance of that tierv gate.
IJornc by no current, driven by no biv

Knowing no guide but some compelling fate,

Bold navigators of uncharted Bi

Courage and youth went proudly sweeping by .

To win the unchallenged freedom of the sky .
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u unfailing tmfforter). -Oil, Miss TOOTSBV, IT'S GOOD TO SEE you HEKK AGAIN.
WMUOfT YOU."

IT WOULDN'T SEEM LIKE A JUMBLE SALE

Tfll KQ lutely purple, with passion. My dearTALKS.
VEBi you WQuld j,^ to preteud you kuew

I'jxiu and the Sultan of TLHKLY.) nothing 'about Turkey when you talked with
The Sultan. Then you want mo to press the

j

him at any rate nothing in comparison with
to coine to Constantinople : his knowledge and I 'm sure you wouldn't

and pay me a visit. Is that it '.'

|

like that ; nobody would. No. I can'tsay the
'iir Majesty, that U aimut it. prospect of having him here as iny guest

.ild produce a splendid effect on the

populace and would electrify the i-oldie

Sultan. But I 've already told you that

I cordially dislike this K.USKH of yours. Wher-
ever he goes he turns even thing upside dowu,

a moment's peace or repose
: vbody. He must have reviews of troops

m and night, and it 's all quite
nseles~. for our t ienerals tell me that he doesn't

really understand anything aliout soldiers and
jiovement-. You know they 've had to

::im away from the lighting, both in

Ku*ia, because he would hiM>t
on giving the most alisurd orders, and when

didn't go right immediately he alwavs
broke out into shontiitg and cursing, and

praying and crying until his Staff felt so

ashamed of him and themselves that they
know which way to look. There 's never

t a man like that will do.

a- likelj a- not to want to preach a

hia. or to ride his horse up
- of the 1'alace.

tr. These are certainly fuul!>. hut thc\

are the faults of an enthnsia>tic nature.

Sultan. Well. I don't like that kind
huMastic nature. 1 prefer r-oiuething

. 1 am told that his behaviour
his table-manners are dread-

ful. He's quite capable, if he doesn't like a

dish, of throwing it at the attendant-. Then
lien people don't agree with

him : the lea^t contradict ion makes him purple,

allures me. but of course, if you say it

must be done. I 'm ready to sacrifice myself.

Only I wani you it will spoil even thing for

me to have him here prancing about in a

Turkish uniform.
Ewer. I didn't know your Majesty's feeliiig-

-trong ou the subject. Perhaps it will

not, after all, be necessary. I will see what
cuu be done.
The Sultan. Yes, do, there's a good fellow.

If I had to entertain that man for a week I

should suffer from indigestion for the rest of

my life.

JCni-fr. If possible we will see that your
Majest \ i> >pared such an affliction. With

your Maje.-ty's leave I will now withdraw.

The Sultan. Do by all nieaus. No stop;

you haven't given me any of the War news.
I keep on asking for it, but nobody pays any
attention to my requests. Honestly. I don't

see much use in being a Sultan if one can't

get anyone to do what one ;<-

Enrer. Oh, you want to hear some War
news, do you? Well. I may as well tell you |

now as later. Baghdad 's gone.
Tlte SttUiin. What captured ?

Enrtr. Yes, the infernal English have got it. :

The Sultan. I knew it was bound to happen.
I told you so only last Tuesday at least, if it

wasn't you it was somebody else.
" Baghdad."

I said. is sure to be captured. 'I

are in great force, and if we don't waich it

carefullv thev 're sure to snatch it from r,-."

That 's what I said : but you wouldn't kave it.

You were all so cock-sure, and now where are

you ?

Enrer. Who can fight against treachery ?

The Sultan. Treachery? It's simply stu-

pidity and incompetence. You and your
K Aisi.it keep patting one another on the hack,
and then one fine morning you wake up and dis-

cover that Baghdad has fallen. EXVEB, you '11

find it rather difficult to explain this to the

people. They know my advice hasn't counted
for anything in this ; they '11 put it all down
to you ; and you can't murder them all, as

you murdered poor old NAZM.
i'wivr. Silence, or-
The Sultan. Yes, I know, but I will not

keep silence. Rather, I will ask again, why
have you sent my best regiments to help the

Austrians and Germans on their own fronts ?

Even I eould have managed better than that.

And why arc we fighting in this War at all ?

Answer me that.

Enctr. We fight for the greatness of Turkey.
The Sultan. Well, we don't seem very suc-

ces-ful. It was a good deal bigger before we
lost F.rzenim and Baghdad . . .

(Left irrnn.iliny.)

Conscience -Money ?

The Commissioners of Inland Revenue acknow-
ledge the nvcii'i of lirst half of 100 note from
Herlin.' "Daily Paprr.

" Half-a-dozen deer escaped from HatBeld Park
some weeks ago through a gate baring been care-

holesale clearance oflessly left open. A wh
"

of vege-.

tabl.".- followed iu the district, and the damage was
so serious that, with the Marquis of Salisbury's
approval, shooting parties of fanners went out, and
the raiders bare now been run to earth."

Mttnchesttr Paper.

It looks as if they were only rabbits, after all.
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AT THE PLAY.

"BEUHAHT."
I \visii now tluit I had !iot been compelled

to postpono my visit to the Royalty, for I

think tho fall of Baghdad must have put me
a bit above myself. Anyhow, I was less

moved than usual by tho triumph of virtue

and the downing of vice
;
and permitted my-

self to wonder how a play like Itemnant ever

found its way into the Royalty (of all theatres) ,

and what Mr. DENNIS KADIE (of all actors) was

doing in this galley, this melted-buttcr boat.

And indeed there were moments when I could

see that Mr. EADIH himself shared my wonder,
if I rightly interpreted certain signs of indiffer-

ence and detachment in his performance. I

even suspected a sinister intention in the title,

though, of course, Messrs. MOUTON and Nicco-
DEJII didn't really got their playoff in tho course

of a bargain sale of superannuated goods.

Apart from tho Second Act, where Miss
MARIE LOHR (looking rather like a nice

Dutch doll) delivered tho blunt gauchories of

Remnant with a delightfully stolid naivete
1

,

the design of the play and its simple little

devices might almost have been the work of

amateurs. The sordid quarrels between Tony
and his preposterous mistress (whom I took

to bo a model, till I found that ho was only
an artist in steam locomotives) were extra-

ordinarily lacking in subtlety. In all this

Bohemian business one looked in vain for a

touch of the art of MURGER. What would one
not have given for something even distantly
reminiscent of the Juliet scene "et le pigeon
chantait toujours"? And it wasn't as if this

was supposed to bo a sham Americanised

quartier of to-day. Wo, were ill the true

period under Louis PHILIPPE. Indeed I

know no other reason (costumes always cx-

ceptcd) why tho scene was the Paris of 1840.

For the purposes of the play Tony might just
as well have been a British designer of tanks

(London, 191C). Nor was there anything even

REMNANT BARGAIN DAY.

Toinj Ma. DENNIS EADIE.

"licmnant" .... Miss MARIE LOHR.

conventionally French about the girl licm-

nant, who might have been born next-door to

Bow Bells.

Miss MARIE LOHU was the life and soul of

the party. Her true comedy manner, when
she was serious, was always fascinating. She
said with great discretion her little Barriesque
piece about tho desirability of babies, and she
did all she knew to keep the sentiment from

being too sickly-sweet. Here she had strong
assistance from Mr. EADIE as her lover Toi^y ;

for, though he got a fine flash out of the green
eye of jealousy when he suspected his patron,
Jules, of jumping his love-claim, it was obvious

THE TAILOR WHO DID NOT NEED TO PJIKSS HIS SUIT.

,S';> Dennys Broiighton MR. NORMAN McKiNNEL.

Lady Broughton Miss LILIAN BRAITHWAITE.
Edward Smith (tailor) MR. GEORGE TULLY.

at the end that tho success of his professional
ambitions was far more to him than any affair

of the heart. And, after all, when Remnant
complained of a curious boitrdonnement in her

ears, and Tony had to reply solemnly,
" That

which you hoar is the beating of your heart

to the music of your soul," you could hardly
expect a man with Mr. EADIE'S sense of

humour to throw much conviction into the

statement.
Mr. C. M. LOWNE was a very passable beau,

and made love to Remnant with that rich

fruitiness of voice of which he is a past master.

It was her business (as she explained to Tony
when he surprised their two faces within kissing
distance of each other) to keep Jules in good
humour since Tony's chances depended upon
his patronage. But it couldn't have helped
much to tell Jules with such appalling candour
that the shiver produced by his kiss was the

same kind as she had once felt when a rat ran

over her face during sleep. However, Jules

was not a beau for nothing and could afford

this exceptional set-back to one of his many
amours. There was, by the way, an excel-

lent little comedy scene between him and his

wife, played by Miss MURIEL POPE with a

quiet humour as piquant as her gown.
As Manon, the querulous termagant that

Tony had taken for mistress, Miss HILDA
MOORE was not very kindly served by her part

so rudimentary that its highest flight was
achieved when, with a Parthian shot, she

referred to Tony as a geni-ass.
I will not forecast a limited success for this

play, for who would dare to say that there is

not always room in the broad British bosom
for yet another triumph of sentiment over

ideas I speak of the play itself and not of the

performance? If only for Miss LOIIU'S sake

I could wish that the best of fortune may
attend it

;
for to have worn her hair as she did

in the Second Act, out of regard for the period,
was a sacrifice as fine as any that women have
shown in the course of Armageddon (if I may
judge of them by their portraits in the Photo-

graphic Press), and she ought to have her

reward, bless her heart ! 0. S.

"GENERAL POST."

IT would be easy to make fun of the exaggera-
tions and ultra-simplifications of Mr. TERRY'S

new comedy. It is much pleasanter (and
jufter) to dwell on its wholesomeness, its easy
humour and its effect of holiest entertainment.
Not a highbrow adventure, it is not to be

judged by highbrow standards. It is decently
in key, and an exceptionally clever cast carried

it adroitly over any rough places. Remark-
able, too, as almost tho first popular testi-

monial since the War began to the too-mnch-
taken - for - granted Territorials, who worked
in tho old days while we scoffed and golfed.
That 's all to the good.
Our author's hero is an excellent provincial

tailor, who is also keen Captain Smith in the

Sheffingham Terriers. As tailor his chief cus-

tomer, as soldier his contemptuous scandalised

critic, is SirDennys Broiighton, whose wayward
flapper daughter Betty is in the early fierce

stages of revolt against the stuffiness of life at

Grange Court, meets Smith over some boys'
club work, and, finding brains and dreams in

him (a formidable contrast to her loafing

brother), falls into passionate first-love. Smith
is just as badly if more soberly hit, and recog-

nising the impossibility of the situation (quite

apart from demonstrations by the alarmed

lirouyhlons) decides to take his tape and
shears to his London house of business. The
date of all this being about the time of the

misguided Panther's fateful leap on Agadir.
Act II. brings us to the second year of the

War. Young ISrour/ltton, puppy no longer, is

gloriously in it, and has just been gazetted to

a Territorial regiment whose Colonel bears

the not uncommon name of Smith. Our tailor,

of course, and a rattling fine soldier too.

Having discovered this latter fact and also

formed a remarkably cordial relationship ap-

parently in a single day, the enthusiastic cub
subaltern (distemper and snobbishness over

and done with) motors up his C.O., who is

visiting his brother and partner, and brings
him in to Grange Court on tho way. Sir

Dcnnys, now a brassarded private and other-

wise a converted man
,
is still confoundedly cm -

barrassed, and stands any thing bnt easy in the

presence of his youngster's Colonel. Lady
Broiighton, least "malleable of the group, is

frankly appalled by this new mesalliance.

Perhaps Mr. TEKRY'S version of blue-blooded

insolence and fatuity is for his stage purpos-c
rather crudely coloured, but who shall Eay
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Jitltcl (jiluijiixj nl ymni-lijHt). "Is YOCB HUSBAND IN THK VV'AB, MKS. BROWN .'

'

Ethel. "Is HE IN FRANCE?" Mabel. "No, HE'S IN THE WAB LOAN."
Mabel. "OH YES, OF COUBSE, Mug. SMITH.

that the doctrine that a man in khaki who
has been :in elementary schoolmaster or a
tailor is a man for a' that, is quite universally
MI |>I"<1 in the lie .4. circles I'M'ii in this year
of graft'? Betty, now a grown girl in the
i \niiMl stage, revenges herself with feline

sav.i^'i TV on the knight of the shears for the

imagined ,light of his defection.
Ail 111. is dated 19? just after peace is

d. The tailor is not (as I half expected)
back in his shop, hut a Brigadier-General
Sini/h, V.C., is being invested with the free-

dom of Sheffingham and is making a spirited
attack on the defences of Betty. She puts up
enough of a fight to ensure a good Third Act,

liitulates charmingly to the delight, now,
of nil the Droughton household butler in-

cluded. I hope Mr. TEBBY is right and that
.n-es taken in this great war game of

(n'm-nil 1'iint and the values registered will
li;ur iieniianonee.

I won't deny that the excellent moral of
the play KCS far to disarm one's critical

faculty. \Vhy not confess that one lost one's
to the nicest tailor since Evan Harring-
Indced. Mr. TOLL* (always, I find,

admirable in characterisation, and that
re matter of outward trick, but duly
1 with feeling) made just such a decent,

nih'ivr as it has been the
"f the nation of shopkeepers to pro-

duce iu tin' day ,>f challenge. Whoever was
it da red east, Mr. McKiNNEL for the part
of a weak kindly old ass of a baronet, with-
out any ruggednesa <>r violence in his com-

itulations to the unknown
hen) and to Mr. McK'

Miss MAUI.K TiTiinuMM.i; flapped prettily
as a flapper; bit cleanly and cruelly ivi her

biting mood; surrendered most engagingly.
This is less than justice, she used her queer

ng voice and her reserves of emotional
power to fine effect. Miss LILIAN BHAITII-

WAITE made her Lady Broughton nearly credi-
Me and less "unsympathetic" than was just.
Mr. DAMKI.I, is new to me. He played one
of those difficult foil parts with a really nice
discretion.

The audience was genuinely pleased. It

dragged from the author a becomingly modest
acknowledgment. He did owe a great deal to

his players, but a writer of stage plays need
not be ashamed of that. T.

THE PLOT PRECAUTIONARY.
(The KAIHER addresses his Transatlantic

Faithful.)

YE stalwart Huns and strident,
Who can't come homo again,

Because base Albion's trident,

Though largely on the wane,
Still occupies successfully the surface of the

main
;

(live car, my gallant fellows.

While I the truth declare
;

Britain's expiring bellows
Will shortly rend the air ;

Wiping the earth up then will be a simplified
affair.

But, while at home our Hunnish
Valour obtains the day,

It must be yours to punish
The craven U.S.A.,

Debouching on them unawares from Sinaloa

way.

I make the rough suggestion,
And it shall be your care

To solve the minor question
Of how and when and where,

Aided by Gen. CAKBAXZA, the party with the
hair.

Some pesos and centavos
He will of course demand

Before he leads his bravos
Across the Rio Grande ;

Offer the fellow all he wants in German
notes of hand.

Meanwhile the Hyphenated,
Busy with bomb and knife,

Will likewise hand the hated

Gringos a taste of strife,

Starting with Colonel* ROOSEVELT and tlm

Editor of Life.

These are, in brief, the vistas

That swim before my ken ;

So tell the Carran/.istas

To up and act like men ;

And say the money's coming on, but do ii"',

mention when.

Bid them with sword and fire wreck
The pale Pacific West ;

And tell SYLVESTEU VIEBECK
And BABTHOLDT and the iv-.t

To call the Lagerbund to arms and jump on
WILSON'S chest.

There '11 be some opposition
That I can quite

foresee ;

But bear in mind your mission
Must primarily be

To keep the swine-dog Yankees from jumping
on to me! AI.HOI,.

Our Commercial Stylist?.
'

, SONS & CO., LTD.,
AKK SHOWING A DELIGHTFUL, HAXliE OF roKMlTS.

KMBIIAC1XO TIIE MOST Al'l'llOVKD MODELS."
(tlasgow HernM.

' Dover : Gas up M. a 1,000.

Tunbridge Wells : Gas up 2d. a 1,000.
Lord Selborne is up again, after a chill."

Ertniag Newi.

Good, but how much ?
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

Tlte Snare (SECKER) impressed mo as a talo emphatically pro-

dcdicato to the footlights. Actually, by tho way, Mr. RAFAEL
SADATIKI has dedicated it "to LEON M. LEON, who told mo this

story" which, of course, only strengthens my belief. Anyhow, it

has every mark of the romantic drama a picturesque setting, that of

tho Peninsular War, rich in possibilities for the scenic and sartorial

arts ;
and a strongly emotional plot, leading up to a situation that

could be relied upon to bring down the house. I shall, of course, not

tell you the plot. It contains a jealous husband, an injudicious wife,

a hero and heroine, a villain (of foreign extraction) and a god in the

machine, who is none other than our IRON IX'KK himself. And tho

situation in the last Act offers as pretty a piece of table-turning as any
audience need desire. I wish I could explain how the DUKE plays
with his enemies, and finally but no, I said I wouldn't, and I will

keep my word. Two little carpings, however. Surely it is wrong to

speak of "catch half-penny" journalism in the time of WELLINGTON.

My impression is that the journalists of. those days caught at least

fourpence by their wares. And I confess to an emotion of disappoint-
ment when tho heroine bounced up at the court-martial and said

that tho hero couldn't have committed tho murder because he was " in

her arms" at the time. Of course ho hadn't been; and I very
much doubt whether any Court

would have believed her for

two minutes. But leading
ladies love saying it, so I sup-

pose the very out-worn device

will have to be retained in the

stago version. I look forward

to this with much pleasure.

That clever lady, ELINOR
MORDAUNT, has collected into

the volume that she calls Before
Midnight (CASSELL) a series

of short stories of a psychic

(though not always ghostly)
character, which, while not

very eerie, or on tho same
high level, are at their best

both original and impressive.
The first of them, which affords

excuse for a highly-intriguing

cover-picture, is at once the

most spooksome and the least

satisfactory. That is to say
that, though it opens with a

genuine and quite horrible

thrill, tho "explanation" is

obscure and tame. Far more
successful, to my mind, is

" Tho Vision," adclicate little

idyll of a Midland school-

marni, to whom is shown
the death of Adonis and the

lamenting of his goddess-lover.
The writing of this touches real beauty (the high-fantastic, instead of

the merely high-falutin', which in such connection would have been

so fatally easy). To sum up, though one at least of these " dreams
before midnight

"
may quite possibly become a nightmare after it, I

lancy that, to all lovers of the occult, the game will be found well

worth tho bed-room caudle.

There are qualities in The Bird of Life, by GERTRUDE VAUGHAN
(CHAPMAN AND HALL), which cause me to look forward to this lady's
future work with very considerable interest. In the present novel she

sets out tho life story of Rachel up to a point boldly given as being

beyond tho conclusion of the War, in which, by the way, both her
husband and the man whom she ought to have married aro killed on
the same day. The first eighty-four pages of the book raised my hopes

very high. They describe with great simplicity and sympathy tho

thoughts and feelings, tho romances and difficulties, of an affectionate

and lonely little girl living with her Uncle Matthew and her Annl

Elizabeth, and loving them both with a childlike fervour. Then- i-

belongings on the edge of a bottomless tarn. Then, being hypotheti-

cally dead, sho begins to live her life in her own way. Later on
she returns to Edward, "on approval for six months" ; but this

poriod was apparently not sufficient to break the chain that bound
her to Another, and, the War intervening, sho is left almost

doubly widowed. I feel that I have not quite dono justice to Miss
V.\r(, HAN'S book, but, on the other hand, I am sure that she has not

quite done justice to her unquestionable talent.

A volume entitled Friends of France: The Field Service of the

American Ambulance (Sluts, KI.I>!-:U) has appeared in a happy hour
to remind one, if that were necessary, that in tho great iiali >n that
awaits Mr. WILSON'S call there have always bc?n found some eager to

give their services and, if need be, life itself to prove their love for the

other great Republic. I don't think either you or I will grudge such
an affection at this date, founded historically though it may be on a

mutual dislike of ourselves, and consequently it is a very pleasant

impression that is produced by this record of American efficiency and

courage in Red Cross work on tho French front. This being clearly
remembered one need not be afraid to admit that in detail the book
will 1)0 of interest mainly to the friends of those concerned, since

the method' of multiple authorship adopted necessarily involves over-

lapping, and a good deal of the volume is given up to monotonous,
though undoubtedly well-Darned, "tributes and citations" from the

French authorities. Neither
is the bulk of the matter, most

generously illustrated though
it is, particularly intriguing,

. for by now one is sufficiently
familiar with accounts of the
removal of wounded under fire

and the sort of work at which
these four hundred American

University men proved them-
selves so adept at half-a-dozen

points between Flanders and
Alsace. Americans, long at

odds with " ruthlessness
"
(and

at last forced to the inevitable

logical conclusion in regard to

it), maj' well be glad to be able

to point, amongst other credit-

able things, to this history of

service given without hesita-

tion in acknowledgment of

their debt to the civilisation of

the Old World; and we also

shall be no less glad to remen-
bcr it.

It is perhaps natural that in

Winnowed Memories(G\ssELL),
by Field-Marshal Sir EVELYN-

WOOD, V.C., one should look at

first to see what references they
contain to modern events. On
these matters, as on all others
covered by this volume, we arc

told nothing that is not invigorating and to the point, and the tributes

here paid to the fighting qualities of our armies of to-day form a fitting
conclusion to a book that is full of sound sense and good cheer. Sir

EVELYN has had a vast experience and enjoys an evergreen vigour.
What is rarer still, he has a kindly nature that admits no trace of the

disappointments he must from time to time have suffered. As everyone
knows, he was always an advocate of Compulsory Universal Service

for Home Defence, but he casts no stone at those who so long and

parlously delayed to learn their lesson. Like the true soldier that ho

is, he seems to have no time or taste for those recriminations which
are best left to small political fry. And I rejoice that in a book of

such authority the note is largely one of happiness and hope.

Sympathetic Newsboy (to proprietor of Coffee Stall). "Woi YER TKYIX'
TO DO WIV THE OLD 'OTEL, OUVSEB? TAKIN' IT 'OMB FOR FEAR OF 'AVIN*
IT COifMANDEERED ?

"

ring Liieiu UOLU \viLii a CJIUUIIKU itjrvuui. AIICI s , , iwnnhpcv
no exaggeration ;

tho writing goes true to its mark, and the effc ct

designed by the writer is admirably well made. Then Uncle Matthew
dies and Kachcl finds a new homo in tho Vicarage of Mr. Yenning,
a family man if ever there was one, for ho has fifteen children.

From this point tho interest is slightly diluted, and the excellence

of tho book diminishes. One does not recognise in the more mature
Rachel the girl one had expected to find after one's initiation into

tho secrets of her baby mind. She marries Edward Yenning, and
finds too lato that ho is, like his father, made up of convention

"
Owing to congestion on the railways there is a food shortage in Petrograd,

which has led some of the less irresponsible citizens to demonstrate din in.^

tho session of the Council of tho Empire and the Dunn 1.." Daily ,S7;''<Y,''.

Subsequent news shows that " less irresponsible
" was not a misprint

and narrowness. She plans a disappearance, and leaves some of her

"It is claimed that about thirty Merman firms construct the Diesel
motors originally used for submarines." iiailtj Tdt'ijraph.

Wo wish these motors a speedy return to the fishy scenes of their origin.

"Several eligible sires for workmen's dwellings, of \yhich some 300 aro
needed, have been selected by the Southport Town Planning Committee."

Daily Paper.

They must not be confused with "the rude forefathers of the

hamlet" mentioned by GRAY.
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Torpedoed winr-sirn-per (to his pal). "As I WAS A-SAYIN', BOB, WHEN WE WAS IKTEBRU1TKI), IT'S MY BK1.IEF AS 'OW THE 8UBMABIXE
BI.OKES AIN'T OX 'AUK AS KISKY A JOB AS THE BOYS IS THE AIBY-O-PLANES."

CHARIVARIA.
CiiAHi;i:iiat Kingston with Ix-ing an absentee

from military service, a man of retiring habits

t He '.1 that he did not know the country was
;it war. When told that we were fighting the

( lermans he was greatly interested.
'

*

The Hamburg hotel-keepers have decided to

abolish the practice of charging more for food

in cases where wine or beer are not consumed.
The reason given that there was no wine or

beer to bo consumed is so trivial that a

deeper motive may well bo suspected.
*

"That is how wo lawyers live, Ixicause lay-
men have such queer ideas," said Judge CUM:
in a recent case. Nevertheless, the view that

lawyers shouldn't be allowed to live is not
without its ardent supporters.

* *

The Manchester Guardian has issued an

Kmpiro number." It is pleasant to know
that all differences between the Empire and
our contemporary, due to the former's ill-

advised participation in the War, have been

satisfactorily adjusted.
*

]'.% fnis ha\e happened so swiftly of lute that

up to the time of going to press a c<mtem|>o-

rary had not decided who should be " Tlic Man
irho Dined icith the T.tnr."

* *

Virginia-creepers are recommended by a

contemporary as a "
tasty vegetable." In one

large, house where the experiment was tried

they were pronounced to be quite all right on
the second lloor, but rather tough in the base-

ment. , i
*

The businesses of Southgate men called to

the colours are being conducted by a com-
mittee. Small sons of these absent fathers

are going very warily until they have

tained exactly how far the powers of the com-
mittee extend. . ,

Writing on tho Gorman retreat Major
MORAHT says :

"
Only a personality like that of

Marshal von Hindenburg could give proofs of

so great an initiative." Possibly he has never

heard of the Dukes of York and Plaza Toro.

A boy of eleven charged with tho theft of

clothes is said to have stolen the notebook of

the policeman who arrested him. His first

idea was to pinch his captor's whistle, but he

rejected this plan on finding that the police-
man was attached to it.'-

*

Russian soldiers under the new rtgimc will

bo allowed to smoke in the streets, travel inside

trains, visit clubs and attend political meet-

ings. There is a very strong rumour that they
will also be allowed to go on fighting.

*

A ten-months-old boy at Prescot, Lanca-

shire, has been called up for military service.

It is, however, authoritatively stated that this

is merely a precautionary measure on the part
of tho War Office, and will not necessarily

apply to other men in the same class.
*

A Bromley gentleman is advertising for a

chauffeur "to drive Ford car out of cab-yard."
Kindness is a great thing in cases of this sort,

and we suggest trying to entice it out with a

piece of cheese. , ,
*

" You have lost the privilege of serving on
the last grand jury during the War," said the

judge at the London Sessions last week to a

shipowner who arrived at the court late. We
understand that tho poor fellow broke down
and sobbed bitterly. , .

*

Nearly every Russian newspaper contains

congratulatory references to Free Russia, and

poets are busy composing verses on tho same
theme. It is this latter item which is said to

be keeping the Germans from having a similar

revolution. , .

We understand that the new " No Smoking
near Magazines" enactment is profoundly
resented in editorial circles.

*

To fill tho gap which will be left in the

ranks of Parliamentary humorists by the re-

tirement of Mr. JOSEPH KINO, M.P., who has
decided not to seek re-election, the Variety
Artistes Federation have nominated a candi-

date for the Brixton Division.
*

"On whatever day you sow your wheat,"

says Miss MABIE CORELLI, "you cannot stop
its growing on Sundays." Mr. HALL CAINE
has not yet spoken on this point, and his

silence is regarded as significant.

Incidentally we are not so sure that yon
cannot stop wheat growing on Sundays. There
is good precedent for plucking its cars on the

Sabbath, and that ought to stop it.

*

The KAISER, it appears, is much annoyed at

the CBOWN PBINCE and the way ho has mis-

managed so many brilliant opportunities. It

is even suggested in some quarters that tho

KAISER has threatened, if LITTLE WILLIE does

not improve, to abdicate in his favour.
*

A respectably dressed man was recently
arrested for behaving in a strange manner in

Downing Street. Others have done the same

thing before now, but have escaped the notice

of tho police by doing it indoors.

With reference to the taxi-cab which stopped
in the Strand the other day when hailed by a

pedestrian, a satisfactory explanation is to

hand. It had broken down.
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Overheard by a distinguished singer, who has just concluded the first of two Scotch ballads.

Jock (to his neighbour). "A FINE VOICE, YON LASSIE. I'VE HEABD WORSE AN' PAID FOB IT."

TO PARIS BY THE " HINDENBURG LINE."
A TEUTON TRIBUTE TO THE ORGANISER OF VICTORY.

THAT man at dawn should certainly bo shot
For being such a liar,

Who says that you, my HINDENBURO, are not
As high as our All-Highest, mate of GOTT

(Or even slightly higher).

Stout thruster, in the push you have no peer,
Yet more supremely brilliant

This crowning stroke of progress toward the rear,
This strong recoil from which with heartened cheer
We hope to bound resilient.

Lo I the creative spirit's vital spark !

None but a genius, we say,
Would make his onset backward in the dark
Or choose this route for getting at the Arc
De Triomphe (Champs Elysees).

Nor to your care for detail are we blind
;

Your handiwork we view in

The reeking waste our warriors leave behind;
We read the motions of a master-mind

In that red trail of ruin.

And not alone by yonder blackened beams,
By garth and homestead burning,

You put the sanguine enemy off your schemes,
Who gaily follows up and never dreams
That we '11 be soon returning ;

But by these speaking signs of godly hate,
This ruthless ravage (prosit I

) ,

You teach a barbarous world how truly great
Our German Gospel, and how grim the fate

Of people who oppose it I

Then praised be Heaven because wo cannot fail

With HINDENBURQ to boss us;
And for each hearth stript naked to the gale
Let grateful homage plug another nail

In your superb colossus. 0. S.

RATIONS.
As I said to John, I can bear anger and sarcasm but contempt,

not. Binny and Joe are our cats, and the most pampered of pets.

Every day, when our meals were served, there was spread upon the

carpet a newspaper, on which Binny and Joe would trample,
clamouring, until a plate containing their substantial portion was laid

down : after which we were free to proceed with our own meal.
Then came the paralysing shock of Lord DEVONPORT'B ration

announcement, in which no mention is made of cats. Binny and Joe
looked at one another in consternation over their porridge as I read
aloud his statement from the newspaper at breakfast.
When I came in to luncheon I had a letter in my hand and

accidentally dropped the envelope. Paper of any kind upon the carpet
is associated in Binny's mind with the advent of food. Straightway
he thudded from his arm-chair and sat down upon the envelope. You
will notice that I speak above of Binny and Joe. I do so instinc-

tively, because, though Binny is only half Joe's age of one year, some-
how he always occurs everywhere before Joe. Joe was lying on the
same arm-chair, and the same idea struck him too ; but Binny got there
first and continued sitting on the envelope, until, for very shame, I

asked Ann, the maid, to spread a newspaper and try them with potato
and gravy. They looked at it and then at me, and then, without tast-

ing, walked off and began their usual after-luncheon ablutions of

mouth, face and paws. But, as I have said, I can endure sarcasm.
The next day, just before luncheon, a mass of sparrow feathers was

found on the hall-mat. The second day there were feathers of a black-

bird. And the third day, when I came down to breakfast, I found n

few thrush feathers carelessly left under the breakfast-room table.

I began to search my mind, anxiously wondering whether any of my
near neighbours kept chickens.
But the matter was settled that night. When the dinner-gong

sounded, Binny and Joe rose from their arm-chair, looked at the

vegetarian dishes now adorning a board which had been wont to send

up savoury meaty steams (fish in these parts has become a rarity
almost unprocurable, and wo had exhausted our allowance of meat at

luncheon, which we had taken at a restaurant), and then, with noses in

the air and tails erect, stalked haughtily to the drawing-room, and
there remained until dinner was finished.

So now the butcher leaves two pennorth of lights at my door

regularly. He assures me that Lord DEVON-POUT won't mind as it is

not strictly human food.
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THE INVADERS.

"I SUPPOSE OLD HINDENBURG KNOWS WHAT HE'S ABOUT?"

"ANYHOW, EVERY STEP TAKES US NEARER THE FATHERLAND."
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THE WATCH DOGS.
r,vni.

MY DEAR CHARLES, Recent events calling
for strong comment, I turned to my friend,

my brick-red friend who is able to retain

his well-fed prosperous look notwithstand-

ing the rigours of trench life, Brobert James
McGrregor. I took a map with me and, calling
his attention to the general position, asked
him what about it? McGregor, as you may
^ucss, is a Scot, whose national senso of

economy seems to have spread to his uniform
,

in that the cap ho wears covers but a third-

part of his head, and his tunic (which I ought
really not to call a tunic but a service jacket)

appears to have exhausted itself

and its material at the fourth

button. Notwithstanding all this,

I attach great weight to his trucu-

lent views, and, the better to incite

him into something outright, ad-

dressed him in my best Scottish,
which is, at any rate, as good as

his best English.
"
Rrrrrobert,"

I said,
" what like is the VON

HINDENBURG line ?
"

Whereupon
McGregor, helping himself to our
mess whisky and cursing it as the
vilest production of this vile War,
spoke out.

McGregor has no respect what-
ever for HTNDENBURG or anything
which is his. Ho says that HIN-
DENBORG and his crew have all

along taken the line which any
man could, but no gentleman
would. In HINDENBURG ho sees

the personification of Prussian

militarism, and for the Prussians
and their militarism he has no use
whatsoever. I forget what exactly
is the Highland phrase for " no use

whatsoever," but its meaning is

even worse than its sound, and the
sound of it alone is terrible to

hear. Whatever befalls in the in-

terval, it is certain that when at

last McGregor and HINDENBURG
meet they will not get on well to-

gether.

McGregor hates militarism. It

is entirely inconsistent with his
wild ideas of liberty. As such he
is determined to do it down on
all occasions and by every means.
Not only is he a Scot, he is also a
barrister of the most pronounced
type. Brief him in your cause,
and provided it is not a mean one
he will set out to lay flat the
whole earth, if need be, in its

defence. He will overwhelm opposing counsel
with the mere ferocity of his mien

; ho will

overbear the Judge himself with the mere
power of his lungs, and ho will carry you
through to a verdict with the mere momentum
of his loyal support. Once ho has made a
cause his own, no other cause can survive the
terror of his bushy eyebrows and his flaring
face. He is a caged lion, but he does not

grow thin or wasted in captivity. As ever, he
grows stout and strong on his own enthusiasms.
The cage will not hold much longer. Heaven
be praised, it 's HINDENBUKG and not me he 's

taken a dislike to.

He loathes militarism. Having waited

nearly thirty years for a fight, it's himself
is overjoyed that he has Prussian militarism
for the victim of his murderous designs. To
this end he has become a soldier, such a

bloodthirsty soldier as never was before and
never will be again. The thoroughness of it,

for an anti-militarist, is almost appalling.
The click of his heels and the shiuo of his

buttons frighten me. His salute is such that

even the most deserving General must pause
and ask himself if it is humanly possible to

merit such respect as it indicates. No man,
even upon the most legitimate instance, may
venture, in the presence of the dangerous
McGregor, the slightest criticism of the British

Army or of anything remotely appertaining
thereto. He will not even permit a sly dig,
in a quiet corner, at the Staff.

Nevertheless McGregor hates, loathes and
detests militarism. His convictions are quite
clear and convincing. Soldiers arc one thing ;

militarists are another. Brobert James Mc-
Grregor, for the moment at least, is by
the grace of God and the generosity of His

Majesty a soldier. That creature HINDKNKURG

McTavlsh (purchasing paper of posterlfes iiewslioij). "AwEEL, IT'S
A ' PIG IN A POKE,' BUT AH 'li RISK IT."

is a militarist. Quite so, I agreed ; but then
what about the line? He helped himself to

some more whisky, showing that lie could

forgive anybody anything except a Prussian
his militarism, and said he was coming to

that. But first as to HINDKNP.UBG.
The man represents his type and is, says

McGregor, a mere bully. He has become a

bully because he could succeed as nothing else.

Given peace, it is doubtful if he could get and

keep the job of errand-boy in a second-rate
butcher's shop. Lacking the intelligence or

spirit to succeed normally, he has not the

decency to live quietly in the cheaper suburbs
of Berlin and let other people do it. Flourish

they must, HINDENBURG and his lot, and so

the world is at war to keep their end up.
Now, -says McGregor, it is undoubtedly

sinful to fight, but he can't help half forgiving
those whose desire to have a round is such
that they must needs cause the bothers. But
do I suppose that HINDENBUEG ever wanted
to fight, ever meant or ever moans to do it ?

Not he
;
and that is why the War goes mi and

on and on. We 've got to work through all

the other Germans, says he, before wo '11 got
to their militarists, who are all alive and doing
nicely, thauk you, behind. When wo aro

getting near the throat of the first of them
then the War will end.

McGregor cannot bring himself to detest all

the Bosches. After all, ho says, they do stick

it out, and their very stupidity makes some
call on his generosity. But HINDENBUBG, he
is convinced, never stuck anything out, except
snubs from his competitor, WILHELM, in the
course of his uprising career ; ho makes no
call on anybody's generosity, taking every-

thing he wants, including (says McGregor) the
best cigars. Without ever having studied

them closely, McGregor has the
most precise ideas of HINDEN-
UURG'S daily life and habits. He
is quite sure ho smokes all day
the most expensive cigars, without

paying for them or removing the
bands. Ho rose, says McGregor,
by artifice combined with ostenta-

tion. While his good soldiers were

studying their musketry, he was

practising ferocious expressions
before his glass. If he ever did

get mixed up in a real battle (which
McGregor doubts) he was un-

doubtedly last in and first out.

However it may appear in print,
his military career would not bear
close scrutiny ;

for that reason

McGregor does not propose to

scrutinise it. And as for his in-

domitable will, he sees nothing to

admire in the man's persistence,
since, when ho stops persisting,
he '11 become ungummed and, at

the best, forgotten.
So said McGregor, and when I

besought him to come to the point,
ho said ho 'd dealt with it, and if

I had any sympathy left for HIN-
DENBUBG or his line I was no
better than a slave-driving, sit-at-

home-and - push - others - over - the-

parapet Prussian militarist myself.
As for the map, it didn't matter
in the least where HINDENBURG
took his old line to, since wherever
in Europe it endeavoured to con-

ceal itself his own little lino would
scent it out and follow it. And
if the HISDEXBVHO line was more
than two hundred miles long and
the Brobert James McGrregor
line less than two hundred yards,
still it didn't matter; for when
a Scot takes a dislike to somebody,
that somebody's number is up.

McGregor didn't say that last, but he looked
it. Yours ever, HEKRY.

" Frightfulness
" In England.

"
Boys wanted for Kicking. Stamping Works."

Midland livening News.

" ' THE MAGIC FLUTE.'
One ingenious commentator has suggested tbat

the opera has some basis iu
' A Midsummer Night's

Dream." Sarastro is Prospcro, Famina Miranda,
Tamino Ferdinand, and perhaps Moiiostatos Cali-
ban." Glasgow Herald.

The fact that these Shakespeare characters all

occur in "The Tempest" enhances the in-

genuity of the suggestion.

" The biggest fire in living memory occurred in

Chapelliall on Monday morning, when the Roman
Catholic School was partly destroyed along with the

recreation rooms, damage amounting to -2,000."

Scotch Local Paper.

The parish pump was probably out of order

when this unparalleled conflagration occurred
;

but it seems to be at work again now.
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MOTHEIi, D'YOU KNOW I'VE ALWAYS WOSDERED WHAT BECAME OP OLD TOP-HATS."

TO MY GODSON.
(Aged six weeks.)

SMU.I. bundle, enveloped in hOM,
For whom I stood sponsor hist week,

When \ou slept, with the pinkest of faces,
And never omitted a squeak ;

Though vain is the task of illuming
The Future's inscrutable seroll,

I canuot refrain from assuming
A semi prophetical /

I predict that in paths Monte, ,->ii.m

Your infantile steps will lie led,

And with modes which are Phrygian and
Dorian

Your musical appetite fed ;

You '11 be taught how to dance by a Russian.

"Eurhythniies"\ou '11 learn from a Swiss,
How not to behave like a Prussian
No teaching is needed for this !

Will you Irani Ks|vranto at Eton?
Or, if Kton by then is suppressed,

Me sent to grow apples or wheat on
n the ultimate West?

Will you aim at a modern diploma
In civics or commerce or stinks?

Inhale the Wisconsin aroma
Or think as the Humanist thinks?

Will \ou learu to play tennis from COVKY
Or model your stroke on JAY (!OULD ?

Will \oii play the piano like TOVKY
Or by gramophone records be schooled ?

Will you golf, or will golfing be banished
To answer the needs of the plough,

And links from the landscape" ha\e vanished
To pasture the sheep and the cow ?

Your taste in the region of letters
I only can dimly foresee,

But guess that from metrical fetters
The I H alVct must be free

;

And I shan't be surprised or astounded
If your generation rebels

Against adulation unbounded
Of MASF.FIF.I.D and BKXSETT and Wr.u.s.

Upholding ancestral tradition

Your uncle has booked you at Lord's,
But I doubt if you '11 sate your ambition

Athletic on well-levelled swards
;

No, I rather opine that you '11 follow
The lead that we owe to the WRIGHTS,

And soar like the eagle or swallow
On far and adventurous flights.

But no matter in joy and affliction,
In seasons of failure or fame,

I cherish the certain conviction
You 'II never dishonour your name ;

For the love of the mother that bore you,
The life and the death of your sire

Will shine as a lantern before you,
To guide and exalt and inspire.

Life's Little Iionles.
'

Ever-ready Safety Razor, strop, outfit, 1-2 blades,
new

; exchange something useful."
The Mmlrl Engineer and Electrician.

"The marriage of Captain , Grenadier Guards,
to Miss was a very quiet affair, and not more
than a score of people attended the ceremony at
St. Andrew's, Wells-street, during the week.

Obterrcr.

Quiet, perhaps, but unusually protracted.

How it Happened.
From a publisher's advt. :

NOVKI.S

Tin: HISTORY OF AN ATTRACTION
HK LOOKED IN MY WINDOW. '

CHILDREN'S TALES FOR CROWN-UPS.

Collectors of coincidences will not fail to
notice that what the papers call "The Great
Allied Sweep" in France was contemporaneous
with the arrival of (icneral SMVTS in England.

THE
" DID you hear that?" cried the white hen.
" What ?

" asked all the other henp.
" Ho called us cluck-cluck-clnck," said the

white hen.

"Why shouldn't he?'' asked all the other

hens.
" I didn't mean he called us cluck-cluck-

cluck,'
" said the white hen hastily. "I was

only choking with rage when I said that. He
called us cluck-cluck-cluck-"

" She 's going to lay an egg," said the black

hen with interest.
"
Poultry !

'" screamed the white hen

suddenly.
"
Poultry ?

"
gasped the other hens.

"Poultry! he called us 'poultry' oh,
cluck-cluck-cluck-"

"
Something must bo done," said the yellow

hen.
"
Something must be done," repeated all the

hens.
" We must have a hunger-strike till he

apologises," said he thin hen importantly.
" But wo shall be hungry," cried all the

hens.
"That is the essence of a hunger-strike,"

said the thin hen.

Just then the keeper arrived with food for

i

the fowls.
" We mustn't run to him," they said to one

another. " It 's a hunger-strike, you know."

Suddenly the fat hen began running to him.
"Come back; it's a hunger-strike. >oii

! know !

" cried the hens.
" I have an idea," shouted the fat hen as

i she ran; "the more we eat the longer we
shall hold out."

"So we shall," cried all the hens as they
scurried after the fat one.
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Officer (to applicant for War-work). "WHAT'S YOUB NAME?"

/

Ex-flapper. "CiSSiE."

THE FAVORITE.
Soirn people would die rather than talk

aloud in a 'bus
;
others would rather die than

hold their peace there. This second kind is

more fun, and four of it made part of my
journey the other day from Victoria to Oxford
Street (I forget the number of the 'bus, but it

goes up Bond Street) much less tedious. They
were all young women in the latest teens or

the earliest twenties, and all were what is

called well-to-do, and they were fluent talkers.

Yeara ago, when poor LEWIS WALLEB was
at the height of his fame, wo used to hear of

a real *r fictitious " Waller Club," the members
of which were young women who spent as

much time as they could in visiting his

theatre and rejoicing in the sight of his brave

gestures and the sound of his vibrant voice.

It was even said that they had a badge, by
which they could know each other

; although
on tho face of it, judging by what sparse
scraps of information concerning the nature of

woman I have been able painfully to collect,
I should say that segregation would be, in

such a case as this, more to 'their taste.

Bo that true or only invented, it is very clear

that in spite of tho War and it* shattering
way with so many ancient shibboleths the
cult of the actor is still strong ;

for this is the
kind of thing that lasted all the way from

Hyde Park Corner to Vere Street :

" Did you see him tho other day in that
ballet ? Of course I knew ho could dance,
because ho can do everything, but I never

thought he was going to bo so gloriously
graceful as ho was."

" But surely you ought to have known.
Don't you remember him as the Prince at the
LOED MAYOR'S Ball ?

"

" And what a wonderful figure he has !

"

"I couldn't help wishing that he had only
stained his legs instead of putting on red

tights."
" My dear ! ! !

"

" It 's his grace that 's tho wonderful thing
about him, I always think. His ease. He
moves so how shall I put it ? so, well, so

easily and gracefully."
"Don't you love him when he stands with

his hands in his pockets?"
" My dear, yes. But what a wonderful tailor

ho goes to. I always used to tell my brother to

try and find out where his things were made
and go to the same place."
"But of course it's the way clothes are

worn much more than the clothes themselves.
I mean, some men can never look well dressed,
whereas others can look well in anything."

'But he does go to tho best tailor, I 'm sure."
' How many times have you seen this new

piece ?
' '

Six."

Only six ! I 've seen it eleven."
I 've seen it three times."

I 've seen it five times
;
but one of those

doesn't count, because when we got there

we found he was ill with chicken-pox. Wasn't
that rotten luck ?

"

"I heard he had been ill, but I didn't know
what it was. Was it really chicken-pox ?

"

"Yes, poor darling."
"
Fancy him having a thing like that ! I

suppose it 's part of tho price of keeping so

young."
Oh, yes, isn't he young !

"

"They say this thing's going to run for

years."
" I hope not. I want to see him in some-

thing new. It 's so wonderful how he 's always
tho same and yet always different."

" I want him to bo in every play. I never

go to one without thinking how much better

he would be than the other leading man."
" I saw that little what 's-his-name imitate

him tho other evening. Beally it's rather

a shame."
"
Yes, I 've seen it. I couldn't help laughing,

but I hated myself for it. I 'm sure, too, ha
doesn't waggle his head like that."

"No I I couldn't see the point of that at

all ; but the people shrieked."
" Pooh, they 'd laugh at anything."
" What did you like him best of all in ?

"

" That 'a difficult. Of course ho was price-
less as the policeman. But then ho was

priceless as tho American too, in that thing
before this."

"
Well, I think "

And so on. Except that I never mention
his name, and I have suppressed the titles of

tho plays, this is practically an exact repro-
duction of the conversation. Naturally many
of the sentences overlapped, for ladies no less

than gentlemen often talk at tho same time ;

but otherwise I have reported faithfully.
And who was the subject of these eulogies ?

You will guess at once when I say that he ia

probably the only actor in history who is re-

ferred to more often by his Christian name

only than by his surname or full name. Thoso

young women who adored WALLER spoke of

him not as LEWIS, but as LEWIS WALLEB;
and that is the usual custom. Thedivino SABAH
is perhaps the only other histrion, and she is

a woman, who may bo spoken of simply as

SAEAH, with no risk of ambiguity. Ordinarily,
as I say, we use either the surname only or

the surname and Christian name combined,
as ELLEN TEEEY, VIOLET LOBAINE, GEOBGB
GBAVES, GEORGE EOBEY, LESLIE HENSON,
NELSONKEYS. But these four devotees referred

to their hero always as GERALD ; just GERALD.
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Nayy
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r \

Gallant Major (temporarily in the care o/B".if.'s Navy).
" ANOTHEB ONE OF THAT SOET AND I SHALL DO AS I LIKE."

Knrrirorfrom l'-Boat.
' KAMEBAD ! KAME^AI>: IF I vos ON LAND I vos HOLD ur XIEIN HANDS!"

Ordinary Seaman. "WELL, YOUB FEET 'LL DO INSTEAD."
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/l.JB. "GIVE VS YKR KNIFE." Boy. "AlS'T GOT IT."

A.B. (with bitter ttvrn of uon -essentials). "Gor VEB WBIST-WATCH ALL BIGHT, I s'rosE?"

Apollo. "I NEVER SAID NOTHING TO 'R DID I?"

Nrptimr. "No. BUT YOU WAS TBYIN' ON ONE OF YEB PASCINATIN' LOOKS.'
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ECHOES FROM JUTLAND.
Witte Steward (acting as one of Ammunition Supply Party}. "WILL YOU TAKE LYDDITE OB BHKAPNEL, SIB?"

SNOOKER POOL AFLOAT.
Commander (as the black he has tried to pot threatens to touch the port cushion). "LIST HEB TO STARBOARD! '
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THE " DAMNED SPOT.
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"YOU OUGHT BEALLY TO MANAGE TO GET BLOWN TO BITS SOMEHOW, NOBBY. YOU 'D MARK A CHAMPION JIG-SAW PUZZLE."

"HEY, DONAL' ! HERE'S A WEE BETTLESHIP COMIN' ALONG.
"OCH! A WISH IT MIGHT BE A TT-BOAT."
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Old Lady.
" PARDON ME ! I SUPPOSE YOU 'vz JUST COME FROM THE SEA. CAS YOU TELL ME WHY I 'VE HAD TO PAY A PENXY

MORE FOB SCALLOPS TO-DAY?"

Landlonl. "\VHATEVEB DID YOU LET THE FIBE OUT FOB? WHY DIDN'T YOU PUT SOME COALS ox?"

Stoker. "Nor LIKELY! I'M ox LEAVE, I AM."
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Friend. "SEE YOU 'HE is A HUBBY. WON'T KEEP YOU. OFF TO ADMIRALTY, I SUPPOSE?"
Sub-Lieutenant H.M.S. " Unbendable." "NOT EXACTLY. FACT is I'M DUE AT MME. GIBOUETTE'S ACADEMY. STKUCK AGAINST A COUPLE

OF KEW STEPS IS THE FOX TKOX AT THE PlLKINGTOSS 1 LAST NIGHT EATHEB WOKK1ED ME. liYE-BYE. MUST SHOVE- OFF !"

Apologetic Golfer. "I SHOUTED 'FORE!' YOU KNOW." Sn!lor. "WELL, YOU'VE HIT ME AFT.'''
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Tar (by way of opening tint conversation). -AHEM! BEEN OUT is- TIIK LIFEBOAT OFTEN, Miss?"

Jonr*(wlio in going Hiniii ;t !i lii* MKmbvfa IKII inirarlliril a memento of happier day* at Margate). "WELL, IF THEY Sliori.n CALL fP

K FOIiTi'-FIVKS, I THINK IT WILL HAVE TO BE THE NAVY."
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The Artist (impatiently). "FOR GOODNESS' SAKE PUT SOMK EXPRESSION INTO IT! JUST IMAGINE YOU'VE COME THROUGH A TERRIHI.K
EXPERIENCE SHIP TORPEDOED YOU SOLE SURVIVOR. AFTER CLINGING TO A BELAYING-PIN NINETEEN HOUBS IN THE OPEN SEA YOU ARE
RESCUED AT THE LAST GASP. YOU ARE NOW RELATING YOUR ADVENTURES TO YOUR AGED PARENTS."

Model (obligingly).
" THAT 's ALL RIGHT, Sin I CAN MANAGE IT. BUT EXCUSE ME. DID YOU SAY EIGHTEEN HOURS, OR WAS IT

NINETEEN ?
"

King Alfred (founder of the Navy). "MADAM, I WAS EXPERIMENTING ON BISCUITS FOR MY BEA-DOCS."
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" LET HER GOI "

A TllAMP I'll \NI ft.

'Ell keel was laid in '-eventv four

i 'IT go li-t
'

o);

i.iiillVreheapan' they scamped
'

l ,, rivete was put is .
'> plate-, wa p>ior,

And then come in lli.' l'i Oam i. line

Or 1 wouldn't be siii^in' this long .>' mini'.

(l,et 'IT go!)

Slif was ciaiil.s an' foul, sin- was stubh,

slow

(Let 'or go let 'IT
go),

An' she shipjied it green when it come on to

io

I .., , ref a tarved an' their wa^e wu tow,

An 'er blooniin' owners was re.ulv to faint

cape o' pitch or a penn'orth o' paint.

(Let 'er go !)

But she. 's been 'ere an' she 's Iwcn there

(
I ,et 'er go let 'er go),

An' she's been almost everywhere ;

An' wherever son went you'd sure sec 'er,

With 'er rust-red hawse an' 'er battered old

funnel,
All muck an' dirt from 'er keel to 'er gun'le.

(Let 'or go !)

She 's earned 'er keep iii a number o' climes

(Let 'er go let 'er go) ;

She 's changed 'er name a number o' times.

Which won't fit right into these 'ere rhsines.

But the name of 'er now is the Sound o' Mull,

Built oil the Tync an' sails out of 'Ull.

(Let 'er go!)

'Kr keel was laid in 'seventy-four

(Let 'er go let 'er go),
An' a breaker's price was 'er price before

The ships was scarce an' the freights did soar
;

But she 's fetched 'er fourteen pound a ton

On the Baltic Exchange since the War begun.

(Let 'er go !)

So she 's doin' 'er bit, which we all must do

(Let 'er go let 'er go),
An' whether she 's old or whether she 's new
Don't make much odds to a war-time crew ,

But 'ooever's sunk or 'ooever 's drowned,
The Sound o' Mull keeps pluggin' around.

(Let 'er go !)

An' when she goes, by night or by day
(Let 'er go let 'er go),

Kither up or down, as she likely may,
1 only 'ope as someone '11 say :

" '-Kr keel was laid in 'seventy-four ;

She done 'er best an* she couldn't do more ;

She warn' t no swell an* she warn't no beauty.
But she come by 'erend in the way of 'erduty.'

(Let 'er go !) C. F. S.

THE POULTICE.
CALL this cold? You orter been with me in

'63, when I was whalin' in the North Atlantic.

1 was steward on the Ella Wheeler, 6,OOC
tons, out from New Caledonia. Our skipper
was a reg'lar old bluenose, and some Tartar.
1 <ln't think! Why, 'o 'd lay yer out sooner
than look at yer ;

an" once 'e put the cook in

irons for two days 'cos the poor devil 'axJ

tumbled up against the side of the galley an'

burnt the 'air off the side of 'is'ead, and the
old man said it was untidy ;

and wo all 'ad to

'ave cold grub for two days and in them
latitudes ! Lord, 'ow we 'ated 'iin !

But the worst of it was that we 'ad n<

doctor on board, and when anybody took sick

the old man insisted on doctoriii' 'im "isself

and V 'ad only one way of trcatin' every
disease in the 'orspitals.

" I^ut 'im into 'is

bunk." he says.
" and wait till I bring 'im a

'ot linseed poultice for 's chest." Tooth-ache
or chilblains, a pain in yer stummick or ring
worm 'e always sass the same thing,

" Pui

"THINK WE'LL 'AVE ANOTHER CUT AT THE 'UN8 BEFORE THE WAR ENDS, JACK?"
" NO FEAR ! IT SAYS 'ERE THAT 'INDENBURG 'S TAKEN ALL THE ABLE-BODIED AS* PUT

'EM ON TO WORK OF NATIONAL IMPORTANCE."

'im iii his bunk," he says, "and I'll bring
'im a 'ot linseed poultice for

' chest." And
'e brought it and put it on with 'is own 'ands

too I There was no gettin' out of it if once

'e 'eard you were sick. Lord, 'ow we 'ated 'im I

There was Pete Malone'ad a great mop of

'air like a lion or a musician must needs go
washing one day on deck, like a fool. It was
all right as long as 'e 'ad the 'ot water and the

soapsuds goin' ;
but 'e give 'is 'ead a rinse,

an' stood up, and, swelpme, before 'e could

get the towel to work every single 'air 'e 'd got
'ad its own private icicle, an' 'is silly 'ead

looked like a silver-plated porkypine.
Well, as I was saying, we were about a

'undred-and-fifty mile from the nearest land,
which 'ud be the West coast of Greenland,
bcarin' about E. by N., when we thought that

at last we were going' to get one back on the

old man. It was this way. One bitter cold

night 'e was makin' 'is way aft to turn in,

when 'e slips up where a wave 'ad froze on the

deck, an' e' goes wallop down the 'ole length
of the companion, from top to bottom, an'

busts three of 'is ribs. Of course we all ran

an' picked 'im up, an* said wo 'oped 'e wasn't

much 'urt. But 'e says,
" None of yer jabber, ye

swiues ; 'elp me inter my bunk, and two of yer

bring me a 'ot linseed poultice for my chest."

Well, we puts 'im in 'is bunk, and I catches

the eye of the first mate, and we goes out to-

gether.
" Mick," says I,

" 'o's askin' for a 'ot

poultice. Lord send there 's a good fire in the

galley !

" "If there ain't," says Micky to me,
" we '11 damn'd soon make one." So we
makes a fire such as none of the ship's com-

pany 'ad ever seen ; and we gets two buckets

of water, one very near full, and the other

about a quarter full, and we soon 'as 'em both

on the boil. Then we makes the poultice in

the drop of water ; and when 'e was ready,
we gets the grid and puts it across the top
of the other bucket, and lays the poultice on

the grid, and me and the mate picks up the

full bucket with two pair o' tongs, 'olding a

torch under 'er to keep 'er at the boil.

When the old man saw us 'is face twisted

a bit I But talk about cold ! We clapped the

poultice on to 'im. and, if you'll believe me,
inside o' ninety seconds the thing 'ad froze
'ard on 'im, and formed a splint, and saved

'is life, blarst 'im !
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SOME CATCH : THE ANGLER'S DREAM.
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SOME CATCH: THE ANGLER'S DREAM.
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Lieutenant
, K.N., to Lieutenant , II.N. (they 'are paying one of those periodical visits to a lonely island in tlie South Pacific

THESE WRETCHED ISLANDERS, CDT OFF AS THEY ARE FROM ALL THE WORLD, ARE, I SUPPOSE, HARDLY "

First Wretched Islander to Second Wretched Islander. "DOES THIS VISIT INTRIGUE YOD?"

"AND THE LAST THING MY MISSUS SAID TO ME WAS, 'BRING US 'OME SOMK SORT OF AN OLD CURIOSITY FROM FURREN I'AIITS.'
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Ifond Teuton Parent (to mpcr-tar home on leave).
" AXD YOU LIKE YOUB SHIP, FRITZ ?"

BBl SHE'SA WOXDEB! SUCH SPEED! WHESKVEB WE RACE BACK TO PORT SHE'S BEEH FIBST EVEBY T m.

. .

,'. -WHAT WOHUIES ME is THE FACT THAT WE WANT MORE ura FOK THE HAW. WHAT I SHOULD UK* TO KSOW is, WIIERB

ARE THEY TO COME TROM?"
Urctclicn. "BE CALM, K.UtL. DOUBTLESS OVU CLOHIOUS PROFESSOES OF CHEMISTBY \VILL ISVES
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THE INFECTIOUS HORNPIPE.
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THE BREATH OF LIBERTY.
THE GERMAN AUTOCRAT. "THEY MAY FIND THIS WIND VEEY BEACING IN RUSSIA

BUT IT MAKES ME FEEL EXTEEMELY UNCOMFORTABLE."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, March Wth Captain BATHUBST

announced that tho FOOD CONTROLLER would
issue an order fixing tho retail price of swedes
at a figure involving a reduction of "something
like 200 per cent." Tho FOOD CONTROLLER, as

his faithful henchman subsequently remarked,
" is always doing his best," but if he can really
reduce the price of a commodity to 100 per cent,

less than nothing I hope ho will_ not confine,
his activity to a solitary vegetable.

I am afraid that envy was the predominant
feeling aroused by Mr. SNOWDEN'B story of the

family in New Cavendish Street which secured
in a single order from a single firm no less

than sixty-three pounds of sugar. Lest any
Hon. Members should bo tempted to try and
do likewise Captain BATHUUST promptly an-

nounced that another order prohibiting
hoarding would shortly bo issued. The
House cheered, for, as a journalist Mem-
ber remarked with gloomy satisfaction,
" It is only fair that

' no posters
' should

be followed by
' no hoarding."

"

The PRIME MINISTER paid one of his

angelic visits to the House to give tho

latest information of tho revolution in

Russia. His description of it as "one
of the landmarks in the history of tho
world " evoked loud cheers, but even
louder were those which came from the

Nationalist benches when he remarked
that " free peoples are the best defenders
of their own honour."

Tuesday, March 20/7;. A long cross-

examination of the representative of

the Air Board produced one valuable
statement which Members generally
might bear in mind. Mr. BILLINCJ
asked if it was not "in the public
interest or in the interests of this

House" that certain contracts should
be discussed. Fixing him with his

eye-glass, Major BAIRD replied, "No,
the interests of the House and of the

public, I take it, are tho same as the
interests of tho nation."

If there was any lingering doubt .13

to tho main responsibility for the in-

ception as apart from the carrying out
of the Dardanelles affair Mr. CHUBCH-

ILL himself must have removed it. Un-
like his former chief ho welcomes tho

publication of the Report, which in his

opinion has shared among a number of

eminent personages a burden formerly
borne by himself alone. But his en-
thusiasm for the project as it originally
formed itself in his fertile brain is nn-

diminished, and he still marvels that for the
want of a little further sacrifice wo should
have abandoned the chance of cutting Turkey
out of the War, and uniting in one friendly
federation the States of the Balkans.

Wednesday, March 21si. General MAUDE'S
manifesto to the people of Baghdad, with its

allusions to the tyranny under which they had
long been suffering, did not escape the eagle

eye of Mr. DEVLIN, ever anxious to scarify
British hypocrisy. So he drafted a long
question to tho PRIME MINISTER, embodying
tho most salient passages of tho manifesto.
Much to his disgust it appeared on tho Paper
without its

" most beautiful and striking pas-
sages." Tho SPEAKER explained that he had
blue-pencilled "a good deal of Oriental and
flowery language not suitable to our Western
climate." Not the least part of tho joke is

tho rumour that tho manifesto was largely the
v.'ork of a Member of tho House well versed
in Eastern lore.

Thursday, March Z'2nd. Tho Ministry of

National Service, being unprovided at present
with a Parliamentary Secretary, is supposed
to bo represented in the House by Mr. ARTHUR

HENDERSON. But as the Member for Barnard
Castle has important functions to perform in

tho War Cabinet and is rarely in tho House
he usually deputes some other Member of the
Government to answer Questions addressed to

him. To-day the lot fell upon Mr. BECK, who
good-temperedly explained, when a shower of

"supplementarics" raineddown upon him, that
ho really knew nothing about tho Department
ho was temporarily representing. This led to

a tragedy, for Mr. SWIFT MAC\EILL worked
himself into a paroxysm of excitement over
this constitutional enormity, and finally sat

down on his hat. *' I only wish his head had
been in it," muttered a brother Irishman
from Ulster.

Believers iu "the hidden hand," which is

supposed to paralyse our military efforts, are

divided in opinion as to whether this cryptic

i LEFT
BEHIND ME
JSOK&5S'-

DEFENSIVE DUET BY MESSES. ASQUITII \\i>

WINSTON CHURCHILL.

member is most actively employed by Lord
HALDANE, Sir WILLIAM ROBERTSON or Sir

EYBE CROWE, Assistant -Secretary ta the

Foreign Office. They will probably regard
Lord ROBERT CECIL'S statement that some
seven years ago Sir EYRE drew up a memoran-
dum calling the attention of Sir EDWARD GREY
to the grave dangers that threatened this

country from Germany as further evidence 'of

his duplicity. The rest of the world will re-

joice at Lord ROBERT'S spirited vindication of

"one of tho ablest of our public servants,"

who, despite MiSS CHRISTABEL I'ANKHUHST, is

not one of " the three black crows " of legen-
dary fame.
When Sir H. DALZIEL, at the outset of his

appeal to tho Government to make another

attempt to settle tho Irish Question, promised
that he would not ' '

explore the noxious vapours
of the past," I feared the worst. But ho was
as good as his word, and spared us any grue-
some excavations in ancient Irish history.

Major HILLS did even better by implying that
it was only during tho last ten years that the

question had warped and diverted our domestic

politics. If all Irishmen wore as reasonable

and moderate as Mr. RONALD McNEiLL showed
himself this afternoon it would not need set-

tling, for it would never have arisen. He only-
asked, if sacrifices were necessary, that Ulster
should not alono ho expected to make them.
Sir HAMAR GUKESVVOOD, as the great-grandson
of a Canadian rebel who took twelve sons into
the field "almost his whole family," added
his descendant insisted that tho Colonial
method of securing Home Rule was the best
first agrco among yo.urselves, and then go to
the Imperial Parliament to sanction your
scheme. And perhaps, after the conciliatory
spirit displayed in to-day's debate, that is not
so impossible even in Ireland as it seemed a
few weeks ago. Hitherto every attempt of tho
British Sisyphus to roll the Stone of Destiny
up tho Hill of Tara has found a couple of

Irishmen at tho top ready to roll it down
again. Let us hope that this time they
will co-operate to instal it there as the
throne of a loval and united Ireland.

HERBS OF GRACE.
IV.

THYME.
ALL things true,

All things sweet
Summer-dawn dew
And Love's heart-beat ;

All things holy,
Hill-flow'rs lowly.
A far church-chime

These things dwell
In the smell

Of Thyme.

All things clean,
All things pure

Joys that have been
And faiths that endure ;

All things sunny,
Bee-song aud honey,

Sheep-walks, rhyme
These things direll

In the smell

Of Thyme.

All things set

With sharp sweet pain
A pril regret
For vows yet vain ;

All things fragrant,

Thoughts long vagrant
From Beauty's clime

These things diccll

Jn t!:e smell

Of Thyme. .

" Sir John Simon, K.C., cited as an illustration

the friendship between Daniel aud Jonathan. The
Lord Chief Justice: I become very nervous when
you support your law by quoting Scripture."

Daily Mail.

We always fool more nervous when people

misquote Scripture for their purpose.

"The Lord Mayor of London, Sir William Dunn,
in rompami'd by other members of the City Council
in their robes, and the Lady Mayoress, were amongst
the very large conflagration at St. Patrick's, Suho.
An eloquent sermon was preached." Irish Paper.

I'.urning words,'' indeed.

From a description of the difficulties of the

members of tho Press Gallery in reporting
Mr. BONAR LAW :

Since he has become leader of the House they
have aged and grown haggard and dejected. Tho
sound of his voice fills them with bread."

Birmingham Daily Post.

Well, in those days that ought to afford them

ample consolation.

"Sir Richard L. Hordon's name, now a household
word, became familiar only six years ago."

Daily Paper.
But even now he is not so well known as Sir

ROBERT !
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DE PROFUNDIS.
WHI:N I wenl nnmd tin- In IP ! . .< <la\ 01

t\\o l lore WC WITC tn MIOM 111, till' HI'1 '' 1 ' llcl '

11 in pc^srs-ion ;
hut there w.c, ii mild

feeling ill tin' llir.

I can thoroughly MOOIHBMIMl these tMDcbeB
tu > on, Sir," laid theoccupier in a lm>inesslikc

manner. "Oojnmodiotii and well limit,

tittiil throughout with the; latent pat-
teni duck bo.ml; mill reached by three

charmingly ! poiiiinuiurat ii m
In lie-In >, n.uuod ]lic, llaii- and Hoc.
The dug-outs are well equipped and well

sunk. Tin; whole would form ;iu ideal

for gentlemen of l|llie.

nl. And the people over the way?"
lit rn--ive unit retiring to a degree."

"In fact," I said, "n mo :

nHirhood unless it thaws."
Me drop]>ed jileasantrie- and ai:

eriously. "If it thaws, Heavi 11

help you. There's enough water fro/, n

up in these walls to drown tlio lot of

you."
It did thaw.
When we relii-M-d, we waded up to the

line through miles of trenches all knee-

deep in water, to the aeeoiii|i;inimcnt of

ominous splashes as the. sides began to

fall in. When daylight came we found
our select estate eonverted into a sy.tem
of canals filled with a snbstaneo varying
in consistency from coffee to glue. Hie,
Haec and Hoc, owing to the wear and

highi r things I jnst managed to )n-a\e

out. 1 snrM-\ed him panting.
' In aliiuit an hour it '11 l) dusk. I '11 tiring

^iine in, n and a rope and haul jou out then.

If that fails we'll simply have to hand \oii

OM-I a- In iieh -imvs when we get relieved."

n a> I 'rit /.'s wire had disappeared into

ttie gathering gloom I took mi t ins littl.

'id hung suspended between
earth and water, amid ribald comments from
above.
One more pull would do it. But at that

pparently feeling that we
weren't taking his war seriously enough,

'

ii]i with a machine-gun. Tho rescue

'topped the rope and rolled heavily into
the shell-hole, and the sorely tried

ll.irri-on found himself back again, but
face downwards this time, and held by
his arms up to the cllxms.

\Vn eniild hear horrible language,
moment, all being quiet, I

I to the edge and looked over.
I struggle had split Harrison's

tunic and pulled it clean off his back
;

and now, with his shirt-tail trailing

d:mally in the Ooze, ho was making the
l -4 of his own way to the dressing-
station, ungratefully consigning his gal-
lant rescuers to complete and lasting

perdition as ho went.

tear of constant tratlic, became especially
gluey, and after a time wo rechristened
them respectively the Great Ooze, the Little
Ooze and the Kiver Styx the last not solely
in reference to its adhesive qualities, but also

such a number of things went West
iu it. Some time after the origi nal duck-boards
had sunk out of our depth we could still move
along Styx on a solid bottom composed of lost

gum-boots, abandoned rations and the like.

At last, when Krankie, struggling up to the
lino with the rum ration, was forced to dump
his precious burden in order to save his life,
wo pronounced Styx im-

passable and thenceforth

proceeded along the top
after dusk.
The (Ireat Ooze still re-

mained just possible for

those whose business took

them back and forward

during the day, but even
here were spots in which
it was worse than unwise
to linger. As I squelched
painfully through one of
these on our last day in

the line, I found one
Private- Harrison firmly
embedded to the top of
his thigh-boots. Ho told
me lie had been strug-
gling vainly for about an
hour.

"<!i\e me jour hands,"
1 said.

1 tugged, but could get*

per pun-base. Har-
rison grew gradually black-

in the face, but remained
immovable. I tried an-
other plan. I turned about, and Harrison

cla-pcd hi, hands round nu n< ck. Then I

"A LOT OF KHAKI ABOIT, WuTKIl."
"
YES, SIR. IT MAKES SOME OF us OLDEB OXES

I III. A BIT MUFTI, DON'T IT?"

party. We threw the captive a rope and

began to pull scientifically under direction of

a sergeant skilled in tugs-of-war.
I leave, you men," I whispered excitedly.

"He's coming."
Ho was, but without his boots. Inch by

inch wo dragged him out of them. The strain

was terrilie. Suddenly much too suddenly
the tension broke. Harrison shot into the air

and fell again with a dull thud in the Ooze
beside bis boots, while the rescue party collapsed
head over heels into an adjacent shell-hole.

Lady (to coaUieavcrs).
AflAIN."

'So SWEET OP YOU TO COME.

A TOPICAL TRAGKDY.
.Tim Startin was not loved at school;
We thought him rather knave than fool.

Migrating thence to Oxford, he
Failed to secure a pass degree.
Years sped some twenty ere again
.lim Startin swam into my !

I met him strolling down the Strand

Well-dressed, well-nourished, sleek and
bland,

A high-class journalistic swell

Tho Headline Expert of The Yell.

Great at the art, in peaceful days,
Of finding means our scalps to raise,
The War had since revealed in him
A super-Transatlantic vim,
And day by day his paper's bills

Gave us fresh epileptic thrills.

Tho sons of Belial, in the rhyme
Of DBYDEX, had a glorious time,
But never managed to attain

To Jim's success in giving pain.
But while his power was at its height

It perished in a single

night ;

For, with his bills by law
abolished,

Tim's occupation was de-

molished;
Headlines that can't be

blazed abroad
On bills and posters are a

fraud;

They cease to titillate the
mob

Or draw the pennies from
its fob,

So Jim was "fired" and
lost his job.

"More to the west the
Hritish marked fresh pro-
gress south of Achiet-le-
I'etit, where their lines were
advanced on a front of 2 kilo-

metres Hi miles). Finally the
Germans fell back for the

length of 2 kilometres ijinile)

hctween Kssui-ts and Goui-
mecourt."

The Kvtning Nrici.

The road homo always
seems shorter.

walked uwav At least that was the idea.
Harrison." 1 said anxiously after a deter-

mined struggle, -were joii standing on the
duckboards? "

"Yes, Sir. T still am."
"
lleinens. BQ am I. 1,1 go. I've

M-lf out now.''

Hy using Harrison as a itepping-stone to

Harrison seemed a^ittlo peevish, but con-
sented to try again. Thff ro'pe tautened, and

,

"The enemy went at the moment when he left

localise he was shelled out. Daily Mail.

Of course he might have had a different motive
tlu-rc wa - a sharp crack from below,

' ' Old on," cried the prisoner sharply,
" me

bracea is bust."
'

if he had gone the moment after he left.

".m-l think o' brace.-, now."
punted my I .. 8he was wearing a three^uartcr red coat with

burly sergeant. "Heave-ho, lads, up she gia^ buttons to match a heavy blue skirt with low
come-, !

"
neck.''

llarri-on wa> pulled clean out of his nether We never have approved of these dtcollctt's

garments, cursing bitterly as the wind caught- skirts.
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First Flapper. "THE CHEEK OF THAT CONDUCTOB! HE GLAKED AT ME AS IF I HADN'T
1'AID ANY FAltE."

Second Flapper. "AND WHAT DID YOU DO?"
First Flapper.

" I JUST GLASED BACK AT HIM AS IF I HAD !

"

THE FRUIT MERCHANT.
"I FEEL regular down this morning, Sir,"

said Private Thomas Weeks, as I seated my-
self beside his bed

; "regular down, I do."
It was such a very unusual greeting from

this source that I said anxiously, "Not the

leg gone wrong ?
' '

"
No, the old leg 's fine. It 's the stopping

of the imports." He indicated the morning
paper which he had just laid aside. "It's

just about bust up my old business."
I took the paper and glanced dawn the

list of prohibited articles. Clocks and parts
thereof, perfumery, and quails (live) caught my
eye. I didn't think it could be any of these.

" What was your business?
"

I asked.
"Fruit merchant, Sir. Barrow trade, you

understand. 'Awker, some calls it. But it

don't much matter now what it 's called, 'cos

it's bust up."" Not quito bust up, is it ?
"
I said. "

Only
a bit cut down for a time."
"That may be," he said, "but I got a

strong affection for the trade, Sir, a very

strong affection, and I can't 'elp feeling it.

Why, rightly speaking, it was the fruit trade
what got me my D.C.M."

" Did it though ? How was that ?
"

"
Well, it was like this. I bin callin' fruit

a good many years. I could call fruit with any-
one. When I calls

' 'Oo sez a blood orange ?
'

at Kennington Lane, you could 'ear it pretty
well as far as New Cross. Same with ' 'Ave a
banana? '

If you 're to do the trade you m ist

make the.people 'ear. It ain't no good bein'

like them chaps what stands in tha gutter and
whispers,

' Umberella ring a penny,' to their

boots."
" But what about the D.C.M. ?

"
" I'mcomin' to it, Sir. You see, I got it in

connection with a little bit o' work Trones
Wood way. Through various circs, fault

o' nobody really, me and Sam Carney found
ourselves alone alongside a dug-out full o'

Bosches. H we'd 'ad a few bombs we'd
'a' bin all right, but we 'adn't. I scz to

Sam,
' We must scare 'em,' I sez, and I

shouts,
' 'Oo sciys a blood orange ?

'

at the top
o' my voice into the dug-out, which was dark,

of course, and I stands in the doorway with
my bayonet ready. I can't say what they
mistook it for. Crack o' doom, Sam sez.
But eight come out o' that dug-out with their
'ands up. I sent Sam off 'ome with 'em,
though they 'd 'a' gone with no escort at all, I

reckon, bein' sort o' stunned. And I went on
down the trench.

".At the turn there was another dug-out.
' 'Ave a banana 1

'

I yells, and out come ten of

'em, cryin' for mercy. I took 'em back to
what wo calls Petticoat Lane and 'ands 'em
over and come up again. But I didn't got no
more barrow-work that day, and my D.C.M.
was for them prisoners right enough. So now
you see what I feels like about the fruit busi-
ness. It's like an old pal bein' done in."
"I shouldn't worry too much about it," I

said. "You've each had a bit of a knock-
out; but you'll soon be on your legs again,
and so will your barrow, and going strong,
both of you."

SCOTLAND YET.
[Dr. GKORG BIKDKNKAPP, writing in the SfaiirJt-

ner Ntueste Naclirichten, says that if you examine
any famous " Englishman

"
you find that bo really

comes from Scotland, to which country he assign!
a place with Suabia, Thuriugia, and the Hartz
Mountains as "a cradle of Kultur and a fountain
of first-class genius."]

Man Sandy, here 's a German Hun
Wha thinks ho 's on a track

That nane hae trodden, having fun"

A ne^y an' stairtlin' fac'
;

A' English thocht he doots is nocht,
An' English ways are henious,

But ah, says he, in Scotland see

The name o' first-class genius.

New ? Why, my feyther kent it fine,

An', Sandy, I '11 bo sworn
The knowledge o' the fac' was mine
Or ever I was born ;

If there be ane wad daur maintain
The truth is still to settle,

I hacna met the madman yet
In bonny braw Kingskettle.

Ay, yon 's a truth that 's kcnt fu' wee.
In ilka but an' ben

;

But I could teach the German chiel

A truth he doesna ken
;

Gin ye would find the hame o' mind
An' intellectual life, man,

Ye needna look far frae the Nook,
The bonny Nook o' Fife, man.

Whaur did Our good ex-PuEMiEB go
Whene'er he wished to swank ?

ToLunnon? Edinburgh? No I

He cam' to Ladybank ;

Nae doot he thocht if there was ocht
Would put him on his mettle

"Twas meetin' men o' brain, ye ken,
Like us frae auld Kingskettle.

Fle^t Street is fu' o' Pifers tae
;

The Cockneys want the views

O'. men like JOCK MC-FARLANE frao

The Crail ar.d Cupar Ncics ;

For if a chiel can write sae weel
That you an' me will read him,

Why, man, withoot a shade o' doot
Lunnon is sure to neod him.

Then tak' the Army. What d'ye sec ?

Wha 's chief ? Nae need to tell

That DOUGLAS HAIO is prood to be

A Fifer like mesel';
An' weel he may, for truth to say

There 's something aye aboot us :

In ilka trade they want oor aid

They canna win withoot us.

Wedding Fashions, B.C.
" The bridesmaid was attired in pink carnations."
"Daily Colonist," Victoria, British Columbia.
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FRIGHTFULNESS ON THE ALLOTMENTS.

THE HARDSHIPS OF BILLETS.
Jim and me could never 'avo got through the

six weeks we was billeted with Mrs. Sweedle
if we 'adn't been 'ardened by Mrs. Larkins in

the way I 'ave described.

Mrs. Sweedle were a widow woman with a

big family, besides a aged father and a brother

who Buffered with fits. The billetin' officer

was afraid she wouldn't be able to take us in,

but Mrs. Sweocllo was willin' and eager.
" Bless their hearts, that I will," she said;

"
it shall never bo said I turned a soldier from

my door. Nobody knows better than I do
what soldiers is in an 'ouse. Always merry
and bright and ready to put their 'ands to any-
thing when a poor woman's work 's never done
and she 's delicate and liable to the sick-'ead-

aehe in the mornin's. There's the week's
clothes to go through the wringer, but I know
what soldiers is for a wringer ; they can't leave

it alone. And if I 'appens to overlay meseli
I know there's no cause to worry about
Grandfor's oup o' tea, nor yet Bobby and Tom
and Albert gottin' off to school tidy. Like as

not they '11 do me more credit than if I washed
'em mcself ; there 's nobody like a soldier for

puttin' a polish on children."
Mrs. Sweedle overlaid herself the very first

mornin', and sent word by Albert if we would
bo so kind as make her a cup o' tea when we
was makin' Grandfer's it might save her n

doctor ; and the wood for the fire was out in thr

yard, and she know, bein' soldiers, we should

chop her a barrcr-load while we was about it :

and when she crawled downstairs presently the
breakfast things would bo washed and put
away, as was tho 'abit of soldiers, and very
likely the pertaters peeled for dinner.

It bein' a strange 'ouso and wo not knowin*
where to put our 'ands on any thin', and, when
we'd got tho kettle to boil, not bein' able to

let it out of our sight owin" to tho youngest

little Sweedle wantin' to drink out of the

spout, Jim and me was reglor drove. We
was as near late for parade as we 'ave ever
been in our lives. Mrs. Sweedle was very
upset.

" I know what soldiers is for punctu-
ality," she said,

" a minute late and they're
court-martiallcd. How would it be if you
was to lay the fire over-night and scrub over
the floor? It "ud save ye a lot in the mornin',
if so be I 'm forced to keep me bed."
Wedone as she advised, and it were fortunate.

She 'ad another sick-'cadache the next day, and
sent word by Albert would we bo so good as
bake her a mouthful of toast ; she knew what
soldiers' toast was like, it give ye a appetite to

look at it, thin and crisp, with the butter laid

on smooth as cream and cut in fingers.
We never run no risk after that. 'Owever

dog-tired wo was and "owever Mrs. Sweedle
seemed in 'ealth we always got tho work for-

ward over-night, and when we could catch 'old

of Bobby and Tom and Albert we washed 'em to

save time in the mornin' and parted their 'air.

One day Mrs. Swoedlo were well enough to

get up.
" I know who 's goin' to 'ave a treat

now," she said. Our 'arts leapt. We did

'ope she might be goin' to say we was to sit

down to our breakfasts.
" Grandfer's goin' to be shaved, and not 'ave

to pay tuppence out of 'is poor pension," she
said. "There's nobody can shave like a sol-

lier." And when Jim 'ad got tho old man by
the nose she said to me, "I can see what you
want to be at, shakin' these mats with your
strong arm and savin

1 me comin" on giddy."
It were very 'ard at first, but after a bit Jim

and me got into the work at Mrs. Sweedle's
and was just able to get through with it,

except tho mornin' her brother 'ad a fit when
we was racin' to finish tho washin'-up. That
fair broke our backs. We 'ad a sort of seizure
on parade and 'ad to fall out till wo got our
breaths back.

THE RECOGNISED.
GIVE ear to my words and you shall hear
The song of the British Volunteer,
Who started out when the War began
As a middle-aged mostly grey-haired man.
Too old to be sent to join the dance
Of the doughty fellows who fought in Prance,
He refused to go on the dusty shelf,
And he set to work and ho bought himself
A spirited grey-green uniform,
With a cap to match and a British warm,

And he took his fill

Of the latest drill ;

But somehow they didn't seem to prize him
Or wish in the least to recognise him.

But now they have let him cast away
His excellent clothes of green and grey ;

They think they can use him,
And don't refuse him,

And they 'vo dressed him up and they 'vo

dressed Lira down
In a regular suit of khaki brown ;

He has been gazetted
And properly vetted

As able to march five miles at least,

Though he puffs a bit when the speed 's in-

creased ;

And he can double
Without much trouble,

And do such deeds as a man must do
Who is willing to help to see things through.

A Wholesale Order.

"Lieut-Colonel received the K.C.B. and other
decorations, including C.SI.G.s, D.B.O.s, Military
Crosses, and Royal Red Crosses."

Evening Standard.

From " Paris Theatrical Notes "
:

" The programme for to-day at the Opera com-
promises

' Samson et Dalila.'
"

Continental Daily Mail.
It sounds a little superfluous.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(7J;/

Mr. Punch's Stnff of Learned Clerks.)

Alfred Lyttclton : An Account of his Life, by EDITH LYTTELTOX

(LONGMANS), is a most fascinating book. Mrs. ALFRED LYTTELTON

might perhaps have contented liorself with writing a formal biography
of her husband. It would have been difficult for her, but she might,
as I say, have clone it. Instead of this sho takes her readers by the

hand in the friendliest manner and admits them with her into the heart

and soul of the man with whom she was for twenty years associated.

She shows him as what he was, a noble and upright English

gentleman, straightforward and tender-hearted, and beloved in a

quite exceptional measure by all who were privileged to be his friends.

I can only be grateful to Mrs. LYTTELTON for having interpreted her

duty in this manner, and for having carried it out with so sure

a hand. As I read her pages I saw again in my mind's eye the

loose-limbed, curly-headed young son of Anak as he swung down Jesus

Lane, Cambridge^ or as he witched the world with noble cricketing
at Fenner's or at Lord's. It is good to be able to remember him. His
Eton tutor described him as being "like a running stream with the

sun on it," and there was, indeed, a charm
about him that was irresistible. Mrs. LYTTEL-
TON devotes a beautifid chapter to the memory
of ALFRED'S first wife, LAURA, who died after

one short year of happiness.
" Sho was a

flame," says Mrs. LYTTELTON, "beautiful,

dancing, ardent, leaping up from the earth in

joyous rapture, touching everyone with fire as

she passed. The wind of life was too fierce for

such a spirit she could not live in it. Surely
it was Love that gathered her." I have only
one little bone to pick, and that not with Mrs.

LYTTELTON, but with Lord MIDLF.TON, who in

a page or two of reminiscences describes as

one of ALFRED'S triumphs at the Bar his

appearance as counsel for the Warden of

Merton, Mr. GEORGE BRODRICK. The Warden,
having said something offensive about Mr.

DILLON, was hailed before the Parnell Com-
mission for contempt of court. ALFRED put
in an affidavit by the Warden, in which the

whole thing was said to bo a joke, and in his

speech he chaffed Mr. REID (now Lord LORE-

BURN), who was counsel for Mr. DILLON, for

being a Scotsman, with a natural incapacity
for seeing a joke. So far Lord MIDLETON ;

but he. omits Mr. REID'S crushing retort.

"Even a Scotsman," said Mr. REID,
"
may

be pardoned for not seeing a joke which has to

be certified by affidavit."

Mr. JEFFERY E. JEFFERY has been playing
cheerful tricks on the British public. We must
forgive him, because he has for a long time been

doing far worse than that to the Huns
; but it

is undeniable that in following the winding
trail of his beloved guns we are in no small

danger of losing our sense of direction. This is

because along with imaginary tales, some of them written before August,
1914, when of course he could not fix precisely the chronology and

locality of his fights, he has mixed almost indiscriminately the record

of his own actual experiences during two distinct phases of the War.
Not until tho last page does he abandon the jest to explain with some-

thing of a school-boy grin just where fact and fiction meet, and so

enable me to recover from rny bewilderment and pass on a word of

warning. Once on your guard, however, you will find his story of the

Servants of the Crims (SMITH, ELDER), and more especially the first

half of it (dealing, in diary form, with his recent adventures as an
officer of Artillery he does not state his present rank), as vivid and
real as anything of the sort you have seen. Field-gun warfare of

to-day mathematics, telephones and mud with little more of old-

time dash and jingle than the hope that some to-morrow may revive

them in the Great Pursuit this is his theme ;
and above all the

loyalty of the gunner to his guns. Even the story-book part in the
middle of the volume speaks of this finely and movingly ;

but here
and there amongst his personal experiences comes a passage less con-

sciously composed that tells it even better in the bareness of a great

simplicity.
'

Mr. J. D. BERKSKORD'S new story, House-Mates (CASSELL), might be

regarded as an awful warning to young gentlemen seeking bachelor-

apartments. Because, if the hero had been a little more careful about
his fellow-lodgers at No. 73 Keppel Street, he would not, in the first

place, have been defrauded of a large sum of money, or, in the second,
have been involved in a peculiarly revolting murder. (The special hate-

way.) On the other hand, of course, he -would never have married tho

heroine, and we should have missed a very agreeable study of expand-
ing adolescence. This, I take it, is the real motive of Mr. UKUESFOI:I>'S

story, as exemplified by his pleasant introductory metaphor of the
chieken and the egg. From the feminine point of view, indeed, the

tale might be not inaptly labelled " Treatise on Cub-hunting." Any-
how, what with strange actresses and I.D.B. criminals and painted
ladies and reviewers (they irere a queer lot at No. 73 !)

the hero com-

pletes his tenancy with enough experience of life, chiefly on its shadowy
side, to last him for some time. An original and rather appealing
story, told with a good deal of charm.

I was waiting for it, and now, behold, it has come. In The Rldn-

ing Heights (Mn.i.s AND BOON) the War is over and we have to do
with some of the results of it. Unfortunately Miss I. A. R. WYLIK
is very chary about dates, and she is not encouraging about the

changes which most of us hope will come with peace.
" Social con-

ditions indeed," she writes,
" had scarcely moved. Universal brother-

hood was not . . . and, for the vast majority of men and women it

had been easiest to go back to the old work, the old pleasure,
the old love and the old hate." Well, I

don't know much about universal brother-

hood, but for the rest I sincerely hope that
these gloomy prognostications are wrong.
As for the story, laid in tho Delect able

Duchy, no one needs to be told that Miss
WYLIE is a novelist of considerable power and

capacity, and hero she has chosen a theme of

very real interest. It is the rivalry of two

men, one of whom had returned from tin War
with wounds and a V.C., while the other had
never taken part in it because ho believed

(with justification) that he was on the point
of making a discovery of value to humanity.
The story is well constructed and well told,

but I am beginning to think that it is time
for Cornwall to bo declared a prohibited area

for all novelists except Mr. CHARLES MARRIOTT
and"Q."

Yet more theatrical recollections. The latest

volume of them is A/3/.7J<!Wfi6/Yi>HY's(CASsEj.i.).
in which Mr. EDWARD H. SOTHERN recounts,
with the pleasant humour to be expected from

him, what he quaintly (and quite unjustifiably)
calls " The Melancholy Tale of Me." OIK- lias

heard that Mr. SOTHERN, now that he has
retired from the stage, proposes to live, in

England ;
tho book explains such an intention

! by its evidence of the writer's intense love for

this country. Naturally he has a rich stock of

good stories, amongst which I was delighted
to welcome yet once again that old favourite

about the departing spectator who, on being
told that two Acts remained to be performed,
said briefly, "That's why I'm going 1

"

Newer (to me) was the Dundreary tale that

told how the elder SOTHERN'S triumph was
The

kind,

THE ECONOMIC
PROVIDE YOUB OWN WATER SUPPLY AND
RELEASE A WATER-RATE COLLECTOR.

fulness of this murder strikes me as rather superfluous. But this by the
'

and eat coke.

actually tho result of JEFFERSON'S partiality for horse-exercise,

connection I leave you to find out. Like all volumes of its

Mi/ Iteincnibrancts abounds in photographs. At times, indeed, you

may be tempted to consider that the domain of the family portrait

album has been too largely usurped. But there is even about this

a friendliness which, coupled with the brisk style, of its writing,

will give the book a popularity as wide as that of its author.

We all know that Mr. WILLIAM CAIXE has a gay humour, and he

indulges it liberally, sometimes rollickingly, in The Fan. With a

candour which I warmly commend he states conspicuously that

most of these stories have appeared before, and he expresses his

acknowledgments to various Editors over a widish range from

Macinillan's Maijasine, to London Opinion, and from The Knglish
Itcricw to Answers. It would be an innocent diversion to have to

guess which story was written for which Editor. But for whatever

public the author" eaters he is, with only one or two exceptions, out for

fun, and ho gets it. Some of his stories are pure extravaganzas, but

they are written in a style unusually good for this kind, and by a very

shrewd observer of human foibles'. Messrs. MKTIIUF.N tell us that

Mr. CAINE "views life from an angle all his own," and although I do

not often find myself in agreement with publishers' opinions of their

own wares it is to me a right angle.

" THE FOOD HOARDKKS THREATENED.
NOT Monic THAN 1 TON or COAL AT A TIME." Daily Xm-s.

Then, as the vulgar have it, the food-hoarders will just have to go
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CHARIVARIA.
Tin: KUSKU has conferred upon the

Turkish (!R\MI YIXIF.K the Order of the

Black Eagle. The GRAND VIXIKR has

had persistent bad luck.

"A few weeks ago," says Mr. ROHKKT

BLATCHFOHD, I asked,
' What manner of

man is the Tsar? And now he has

abdicated." Wo understand

that the EX-Ts.\R absolves Mr.

BLATCHFORD from all blame.

Thn Amsterdam rumour to

the effect that eighty thousand |

German soldiers had surren-

dered was followed the next

day by the report that it was

really ninety thousand. It ap-

pears that a recount was de-

manded,
.-j *

'

:-

'

The Evcninrj News, ever

ready to assist with econo-

mical hints, now throws out

suggestions for renovating last

year's suit. No mention is

made, however, of the fact

that people with fur coats

can now obtain quite cheap
butterfly -nets for the moth-

chasing season.

*...*

In the Reichstag a member
of the Socialist Minority Party
has denounced the KAISER as

the originator of the War. The
denunciation made little im-

pression on the House, as it

was generally felt that he must
have been listening to some idle

street-corner gossip.
* *

A cat's-meat-man informed the South-
wark Tribunal at a recent sitting that

he served over four hundred families

a day. The unwisdom of permitting
cats to have families in war-time has
been made the subject of adverse com-
ment, ... ...

"I swear by Almighty God that I

will speak the truth, no nonsense, and
won't be foolish," \vas the form of oath
taken by a witness at a recent case in

the Bloomsbury County Court. It was

explained to him that this was only
suitable for persons taking office under
the Crown. ,,, ^

It was urged on behalf of a man at

the Harrow Tribunal that there would
be no boots in the Army to fit him. If

a small enough pair can be found for

him it is understood that he will join
the police. ... ^

We fear an injustice has been done

|

to the largo number of Mexicans who
have; lately entered the United Sl:ilr^.

It was at Brat suggested that they were
of pro-German sympathies, but it now

appeal's that they wore only fugitives
who had
Mexico.

fled from the elections in

A man at Biistol charged as an
absentee said that he had been so busy

present undergoing a term of imprison-
The American craze for curio-

hunting has not abated one bit.

A woman in North London who two

years ago offered her services to the

Government in any capacity has just
been informed that her offer is noted.

There is good reason to believe that

slin will be among the first women
called upon for service in our

next war.
'*

Because a man had jilted

her fifteen years ago, a Spanish
woman shot him while he
was being married to another

woman. It is a remarkable

thing, but rarely does a mar-

riage ceremony go off in Spain
without some little hitch or

other. ,. .

'*

Proper mastication of food

is necessary in these times,
and wo are not surprised to

hear that one large dental

firm are advertising double

sets of teeth with a two-speed
gear attachment.

According to The Pall Mall

Gazette, Mr. LLOYD GEORGE'S
double was seen at Cardiff the

other day. The suggestion that

there are two Lloyd Georges
in the world has caused con-

sternation among the German
Headquarters Staff.

*
The bones of a woolly rhino-

ceros have been dug up twenty-
three feet below the surface at

writing poetry that he had forgotten I High Wycombe, and very strong ex-

all about military matters. His very
emphatic assurance that he will now
push on with the War has afforded the
liveliest satisfaction to the authorities

concerned.

Impretiionabk Grocer. "
BELIEVE, ME, Miss, IN WAK-TIME

OBOCBB NEEDS A 'EART AB COLO AS AN 'INDENBUHO."

NOTICE.
The Proprietors of Punch are

glad to announce that they find

themselves in a position to revert,
for the time being at any rate,

to the type and size of Punch
as they were before the recent

changes.

"
Owing to restrictions on the output

of beer," says a contemporary, "the

passing of the village inn is merely a

question of time." Even before the
War it often took hours and hours.

* *

It is announced that a wealthy
American lady with Socialistic leanings
will, at the end of the War, marry a

well-known conscientious objector at

pressions have been used in the locality

concerning this gross example of food-

hoarding. '

*

Complaint has been made by a brass

finisher at Oldham that his fellow-

workmen will not speak to him because

he receives less wages than they do.

To end an awkward situation it is

hoped that the good fellow may eventu-

ally consent to accept a weekly wage
on the higher scale.

flMmcb s IRoll of tumour.

WK record with deep regret the death

from pneumonia of Captain HARRY
NEVILLE GITTINS, R.G.A., on Active

Service. He was a member of the

Territorials before the outbreak of war,

and, after serving two years at home,
went out to France in August of last

year. His light-hearted contributions

to Punch will be greatly missed.
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THE HOHENZOLLERN PROSPECT.
REFLECTIONS OF THE HEIR-APPARENT.

WHEN I 'vo surveyed with half-shut eyes,
Over the winking Champagne wine,

What I shall do when Father dies

And hands me down his right divine,

Often I 've said that, when in God's
Good time he goes, I mean to show 'em

How scorpions sting in place of rods,

Taking my cue from KEHOBOAM.

But now with Liberty on the loose,

And All the Russias capped in red,

And Demos hustling like the deuce,
And Tsardom's day as good as dead

When on the Dynasty they dance
And with the Imperial Orb play hockey,

I feel that LITTLE WILLIE'S chance

Looks, at the moment, rather rocky.

Not that the Teuton's stolid wits

Are built to plan so rude a plot ;

Somehow I cannot picture Fritz

Careering as a sansculotte ;

Schooled to obedience, hand and heart,

I can imagine nothing odder
Than such behaviour on the part

Of inoffensive cannon-fodder.

And yet one never really knows.
You cannot feed his massive trunk

On fairy tales of beaten foes

Or HINDENBUKG'S "victorious" bunk;
And if his rations run too short

Through this accursed British blockade

Even the worm may turn and sport
A revolutionary cockade.

Well, at the worst, I have my loot ;

And if, in search of healthier air,

We Hohenzollerns do a scoot,

There 'a wine and women everywhere ;

And, for myself, I frankly own
A taste for privacy ;

1 should rather

Not face the high light on a throne

But my poor, my poor old Father ! 0. S.

THE MUD LARKS.
THE French are a great people ; the more I see of them

the more I admire them, and I have been seeing a lot of

them lately.
I seem to have spent the last week eating six-course dinners

in cellars with grizzled sky-blue colonels, endeavouring to

reply to their charming compliments in a mixture of Gaelic

and CORNELIUS NEPOS. I myself had no intention of

babbling these jargons; it is the fault of my tongue, which
takes charge on these occasions, and seems to be under the

impression that, when it is talking to a foreigner, any foreign

language will do.

Atkins, I notice, also suffers from a form of the same
delusion. When talking to a Frenchman, he employs a

mangled cross between West Coast and China pidgin, and

by placing a long E at the end of every word imagines he
is making himself completely clear to the suffering Gaul.
And the suffering Gaul listens to it all with incredible

patience and courtesy, and, what is more, somehow or other

disentangles a meaning, thereby proving himself the most

intelligent creature on earth.

,

_

We have always prided ourselves that the teaching of

modern languages in our island seminaries is unique ; but
such is not the case. Here and there in France, apparently,

they teach English on the same lines. I discovered this, the

other day, when we called on a French battery to have the
local tactical situation explained to us. I was pushed for-

ward as the star linguist of our party ; the French produced
a smiling Captain as theirs. The non-combatants of both
sides then sat back and waited for their champions to begin.
I felt a trifle nervous myself, and the Frenchman didn't

seem too happy. We filled in a few minutes bowing,
saluting, kissing and shaking hands, and then let Babel

loose, I in my fourth-form French, and he, to my amazement,
in equally elementary English. The affair looked hopeless
from the start ;

if either of us would have consented to talk

in his own language, the other might have understood him,
but neither of us could, before that audience, with our

reputations at stake.

Towards lunch-time things grew really desperate ; we
had got as far as " the pen of my female cousin," but the
local tactical situation remained as foggy as ever, our
backers were showing signs of impatience, and we wore
both lathering freely. Then by some happy chance we
discovered we had both been in Africa, fell crowing into

each other's arms, and the local tactical situation was
cleared " one time

"
in flowing Swahili. Our respective

reputations as linguists are now beyond doubt.

We became fast friends, this Captain and I. He bore
me off to his cellar, stood me the usual six-course feed

(with wines), and after it was over asked how I would like

to while away the afternoon. I left it in his hands. " Eh
bien, let us play on the Bosch a little," he suggested. It

sounded as pleasant a light after-dinner amusement as any,
so I bowed and we sallied forth.

He led me to his observation post, spoke down a tele-

phone, and about twenty yards of Hun parapet were not.

"That will spoil his siesta," said my Captain. "By the

way, his Headquarters is behind that ruined farm."
" Which ?

"
I inquired ; there were several farms about,

none of them in any great state of repair.
"I will show you watch," he replied, talked into the

'phone again, and far away a cloud, a cloud of brick dust,
smoked aloft. " Voila !

"

He thereupon pointed out all the objects of local interest

in the same fashion.
" We will now give him fifty rounds for luck, and then

we will return to my cellar for a cup of coffee," said he, and
a further twenty yards of Hun parapet were removed.

Suddenly there came an answering salvo from Hunland,
and a flock of shells whizzed over our heads.

" Tiens !

"
my Captain exclaimed. " He has lost his

little temper, has he ? Naughty, naughty I I must give
him a slap. A hundred rounds!" he shouted into the

'phone, and the German lines spouted like a school of

whales blowing.

Again the Bosch slammed across a heavy reply. My
Captain leapt to his 'phone.

" He would answer me back,

would he ? The impudence 1 Give him a thousand rounds,

my children!"

Then for the next hour or so the sky was filled with a

screaming tornado of shells, rushing, bumping, and burst-

ing, and the Bosch lines sagged, bulged, quivered, slopped
over, and were spattered against the blue in small

smithereens.
" And now let us see what he says to that," said my

Captain pleasantly. We waited, we watched, we listened ;

but there came no reply (possibly because there was no one

left to make one), and my Captain turned to me, shoulders

shrugged, palms outspread, a grimace of apologetic disgust
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THE KUMOURISTS.

FIRST Ass. "AND I HAVE IT ON THE BEST AUTHORITY."
SIXOND Ass. "INCREDIBLE!" [Goes off and repeats it.]
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on his mobile lace like a circus-master explaining that

his clown has got the measles: "Not-tin, see you? Pan

d'esprit, I'animal I"

Certainly Hans the Hun does not seeni to be enjoying
the same high spirits he did of yore. Possibly he is be-

ginning to regret the day he left the old beer garden, his

ample Gretchen, and the fatty foods his figure demands.
The story of Patrick and Goldilocks would tend to prove as

much.
The other day Patrick was engaged in one of those little

"
gains

" which straighten out the unsightly kinks in the
" line

"
and give the War-correspondents a chance to got

their names in print.
Patrick and his friends attacked in a snowstorm, dropped

into a German post, gave the occupants every assistance in

evacuating, and prepared to

make themselves at home.
While they were cleaving up
the mess, they found they had
taken a prisoner, a blond Ba-
varian hero who had found it

impossible to leave with his

friends on account of half-a-

toii of sandbags on his chest.

They excavated him, told him
if he was a good boy they 'd

give him a ticket to Doning-
ton Hall at nightfall, christened

him Goldilocks for the time

being, and threw him some
rations, among which was a
tin of butter.

He listened to all they had
to say in a dazed sulky fashion,
but at the sight of the tin of

butter he gurgled drunkeuly
and seemed to go light-headed.
He spent a perfect day revel-

ling in the joys of anticipa-
tion, crooning over that butter,

cuddling it, hiding it in one

pocket after the other. To-
wards dusk down came the
snow again, and under cover
thereof the Bosch counter-

attacked.

Patrick says he suddenly
heard the bull voice of a Hun
officer hic-coughing gutturals,

THE FLOWERLESS FUTUEE.

(Xotcs from a Society newspaper of tJic coinimj

vegetable epoch,')

PERSONAL PARS.

WE regret to learn that Lady Diana Dashweed has
returned from Nice suffering from nervous shock. During
a battle of vegetables at the recent carnival Lady Diana,
while in the act of aiming a tomato at a well-known peer,
was struck on the head by a fourteen-pound marrow
hurled by some unknown admirer. There is unfortu-

nately a growing tendency at these festivities to use

missiles over the regulation weight.

A daring innovation was made by last Wednesday's
bride. One has beco'me so

accustomed to the orthodox
cauliflower bouquet at wed-

dings that it came almost as

a shock to see her holding a

huge bunch of rich crimson
I beetroots, tied with old-gold
streamers. The effect how-
ever was altogether delightful.

The decorations for a par-

ticularly smart "
pink- and -

white" dinner at one of our

smartest restaurants last even-

ing were charmingly carried

out in spring rhubarb and

Spanish onions, the table

being softly illuminated by
tinted electric lights con-

cealed in hollow turnips,
fashioned to represent the

heads of famous statesmen.

FROM THE SERIAL STORY.
" Sick at heart, Adela tot-

tered across the room and,

opening her bureau, drew from
its secret hiding-place an old

letter. As she tremblingly
I removed it from the onve-

Clerk. Ir.s, 8m, IT HAPPENED LAST NIGHT, Sin. TWINS, i
(

, -, i
,

I AM HAPPY TO SAY, SIR. ANOTHER FIVE POUNDS A WEEK WILL ioP6 a ICW laQC

and they were on him. He
had no time to send up an S.O.S. rocket, and his machine-

gun jammed. In a minute they were all mixed up, at it

tooth and claw as merry as a Galway election, the big
Bosch officer, throwing oil' a hymn of hate, the life and
soul of the party. He came for Patrick with an automatic,
and Patrick thought all was up; and so it would have
been but for Goldilocks, who materialized suddenly out
of nowhere, deftly tripped up his officer from behind, and,

dancing on his stomach with inspired hooves, trod him
out of sight.

Their moving spirit being wiped out, the Huns lost

whatever heart they had had, and went through their
" Kamerad "

exercise without further ado.

When the excitement was over Patrick sought out

Goldilocks, and, shaking him warmly by the hand, thanked
him for suppressing the officer and saving the situation.

"Situation be damned" (or words to that effect),

COME IN VEBY HANDY, SlK."

Employer (imagining him to mean a rise in salary).
" ANOTHEB

FIVE POUNDS A WEEK ! GOOD LORD ! I

"

CUrl:. "YES, SIB. LORD DEVONPORT, SIR."

tered down to the floor. It

was the brussels -
sprout he

had given her on the night
they parted."

Goldilocks

butter

retorted. " He would have pinched my

An Inducement.

"WANTED, Nurse, 30, for throe cliiMix-n, 13, 7, and 3 years:
nurseryman kept." Evcsltam Journal.

To help, we suppose, in making up the beds.

" The stream proved treacherous in the extreme, being a succession
of rapids and whirlpools. Often their magazine rifles and automatic
revolvers were all that stood between them and death." Observer.

We always use a Winchester repeater for shooting rapids.

"
Merely as photographs these postcards are remarkable. As ikons

for men to vow by ;
as lessons for women to show their children in

days to come when the Hun octopus roots himself again in the

comity of civilised nations, lying in wait at our doorways, stretching
out his antennas, like those foul things that lurk at sea-cavern
mouths these eight pictures have historical value." Daily Mail.

Biologists too will he glad to have this description of the

habits and characteristics of that fearsome beast the

Octopus Germanieus.
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WHAT'S FOB you, MISSIR?" I FORGET ITS NIME BUT IT'S A WXT O* WOT IT KM 1.1. 1. s LIKE."

ANTICIPATORY INTELLIGENCE.

(Items gatheredfrom the Daily Press of

April 1st, 1927).

LORD KENNEDY-JONES, Grand Editor
to the Nation, announced yesterday that

he proposed to take no notice of the

protest against the use of the words
"voiced," "glimpsed" and "featured"
in official documents.

The Earl of Mount-Carmel has left

London on a protracted tour in Pulp-
esia. He requests that no mention
shall be made of his movements dining
his absence in any newspapers. A

special correspondent of Chimes will,

we understand, accompany his lordship.

Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL, gave fur-

ther evidence yesterday before the
Dardanelles Commission.

Lord BILLING left England yesterday
for New York in the Transatlantic air-

liner P.B.

"
Polymaelius," the famous descrip-

tive journalist, yesterday published his

five-thousandth daily article on the

policies, principles and opinions of the

bouse of Eelfwidgo. An ox was roasted

whole on the roof garden of the famous

emporium in honour of the event.

Mr. GiKKELii created a slight sensa-

tion in the House of Commons yesterday
by attempting to accompany on the

Ii-ish harp his speech in support of the

Atlantic Tunnel Bill.

The SPEAKER of the House of Com-
mons lias ruled a Member out of order

for making a Latin quotation, the first

heard at Westminster for nine years.

The Bight Hon. GILBERT CHESTER-
TON is recovering from a mild attack of

mumps. During the progress of the

complaint his portrait was painted by
Sir AUGUSTUS JOHN.

The Eev. H. G. WELLS preached yes-

terday evening at the City Temple.

Viscount GHEBA (Sir HALL CAINE)
takes his seat in the House of Lords

to-day, and is expected to make an im-

portant pronouncement on Compulsory
Manx at the Universities.

Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL'S portrait
of Lord FISHER has been accepted at

Madame TUSSAUD'S Exhibition.

OLD RHYMES FOR RATION TIMES.

THKUK was an old woman who lived in

a shoe,
She had so many children she didn't

know what to do ;

She gave them some broth without any
bread,

So as not to exceed her allowance per
head.

Old Mother Hubbard went to the cup-
board

To get her poor dog a bone ;

But when she got there the cupboard
was bare,

And so the poor dog had none.

She wont to the kitchen and scolded

the slavey,
Who answered,

" All bones must bo

boiled down for gravy."
"
Mary, Mary, quite contrairy, how does

your garden grow?
"

"
Early greens and haricot beans and

cauliflowers all in a row."

When good KING AHTHUH ruled this

land he was a goodly king,
He stored ten sacks of barleymeal to

last him through the Spring ;

The Food-Controller heard thereof, and

said,
" This wicked hoarding

Must not go on and if it does I '11

have to act according."
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PROTESTS OF AN AMMUNITION MULE.

*?.$ J&i

'in
I/,,,,

Id-lie. "WHAT OS EAHTH'3 HE STOrriSG FOR?

VYrfc5

W'^i
gyfKj

On GET A MOVI; os!

Now WHAT'S THE TKOUBLK?

y"

f

ft. gMs4-wcU
^<-*>st.

HEBE, HOLD ox YOU WAIT FOR .VK sow. HAXG THESE FLIES!''
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Bosch (downed after long Homeric combat).
" KAMERAD !

"

Pat. " BE JABERS, 'TIS THE WORD I 'VE BET.N THRYING TO REMEMBER FOR THE LAST THREE MINUTS."

ADMIRAL DUGOUT.
HE had done with fleets and squadrons, with the restless

roaming seas,

He had found the quiet haven he desired,
And he lay there to his moorings with the dignity and ease

Most becoming to Rear-Admirals (retired) ;

He was bred on "
Spit and Polish

"
he was reared to

" Stick and String
"

All the things the ultra-moderns never name ;

But a storm blew up to seaward, and it meant the Eeal

Thing,
And he had to slip his cable when it came.

So he hied him up to London for to hang about Whitehall,
And he sat upon the steps there soon and late,

He importuned night and morning, he bombarded great
and small,

From messengers to Ministers of State ;

He was like a guilty conscience, he was like a ghost unlaid,
He was like a debt of which you can't get rid,

Till the Powers that Be, despairing, in a fit of temper said,
" For the Lord's sake give him something

"
and they did.

They commissioned him a trawler with a high and raking
bow,

Black and workmanlike as any pirate craft,

With a crew of steady seamen very handy in a row,
And a brace of little barkers fore and aft

;

And he blessed the Lord his Maker when he faced the North
Sea sprays

And exceedingly extolled his lucky star

That had given his youth renewal in the evening of his days
(With the rank of Captain Dugout, E.N.R.).

He is jolly as a sandboy, he is happier than a king,
And his trawler is (The darling of his heart

(With her cuddy like a cupboard where a kitten couldn't

swing,
And a smell of fish that simply won't depart) ;

He has found upon occasion sundry targets for his guns ;

He could tell you tales of mine and submarine ;

Oh, the holes he's in and out of and the glorious risks he
runs

Turn his son who "a in a Super-Dreadnought green.

He is fit as any fiddle ; he is hearty, hale and tanned ;

He is proof against the coldest gales that blow ;

He has never felt so lively since he got his first command
(Which is rather more than forty years ago) ;

And of all the joyful picnics of his wild and wandering
youth

Little dust-ups from Taku to Zanzibar
There was none to match the picnic, he declares in sober

sooth,
That he has as Captain Dugout, R.N.R. C. F. S.

" Would the Lady who took the Wrong Patent Leather Shoo (right)
from on 7th instant return same? " Provincial Press.

And then she can recover the right shoe which was left.

"Bethnal Green Military Hospital, formerly an infirmary, names
its wards after British virtues, thus : Courage, Truth, Fortitude,

Loyalty, Justice, Honour, Faith, Hope, Charity, Prudence. Mercy,
Grace, Candour, Innocence, and Patience." Evening Standard.

We note with regret the omission of that eminently British

virtue, Humility.
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THE CATCH OF THE SEASON.
CONDUCTOBETTE (to Mr. AsQvrrB). "COME ALONG, SIB. BETTER LATE THAN NEVER."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, Ma rch 2Gtli . Major PHETY-

MAN NEWMAN has a bright sense of

humour much appreciated by his fellow-

countrymen from Ireland. His latest

notion is that journals
" of a comic and

serio-comic nature
"
should be deprived

of their stocks of paper in order that

catalogues and circulars should con-

tinue to appear. Mr. GEORGE EGBERTS

expressed his regret at being unablo to

discriminate between different classes

of publications; but I understand that

several Members have offered to satisfy

Major NEWMAN'S taste for light litera-

ture by lending him their old Stores

catalogues.
Housewives who have been econo-

mising in their meagre supply of sugar
in order to have a stock for jam-making
have been alarmed by a rumour that

they would be charged with food-hoard-

ing and made to disgorge their savings.
There is not

and they may
a word of truth in it,

rest assured, on Capt.
BATHUEST'S authority, that our non-

party Government entirely approves
this form of Conservatism.

Misled by Mr. BRACE'S appearance
I have before now noted his likeness to

an amiable cat Mr. SNOWDEN pressed
his advocacy of a certain conscientious

objector called PETT to such lengths as

to discover that even this kind of cat has
claws. " These conscientious

objectors," said Mr. BRACE at

last,
" are not the angels he

thinks they are, and it is only
with the utmost difficulty that

a large number of them will

do anything like reasonable

work." Thus a PETT illusion

has been shattered. Mr. SNOW-
DEN, however, has plenty more.

Tuesday, March 27th. If

British artisans, as at Barrow-

in-Furness, prefer to strike for

Germany, it seems hardly
reasonable to expect German
prisoners to work for Eng-
land. The nature of the " dis-

ciplinary measures
"

which
caused the Germans promptly
to return to work on normal
conditions was not disclosed,

but it seems a pity that they
are not tried in the other case.

" We are getting on," as Sir HENRY
CAMPBELL-BANNERMAN said on a famous
occasion. Formerly it was considered

the height of Parliamentary impropriety
to say in so many words that an Hon.
Member was not telling the truth

; and
all sorts of more or less transparent

subterfuges, of which Mr. CHURCHILL'S
"
terminological inexactitude

"
is the

best remembered, were employed to

evade this breach of good manners.

But the present House is thicker-

skinned than its predecessors, and heard
without a tremor the following conver-
sation between the MINISTER OF PEN-
SIONS and Mr. HOGGE: Mr. names:
" I never said there was a scale." Mr.

Ilogge :
"
Yes, you did." Mr. Barnes :

"No, I didn't."

A little lateron, Mr.

MR. BRACK.

always a stickler for constitutional pre-
cedent, attacked the Government for

introducing important Bills including
one for extending once more the life of

this immortal Parliament without

vouchsafing any explanation of them.
He appealed to the SPEAKER to con-
demn this procedure as being contrary
to the spirit of the standing order. Mr.
LOWTHER explained that it was his

business to carry out the rules of the

House, not to express opinions about

Foreign Office.

LORD EGBERT CECIL.

CO-OKDINATION."

Admiralty.
SIR EDWARD CARBON.

the use that was made of them. But
ho ventured to remind the Hon. Member
that under this rule a Home Rule Bill,

a Welsh Disestablishment Bill and a

Plural Voting Bill had all been intro-

duced on a single day. And it is not

on record that on that occasion Mr.
MACNEILL entered any protest.

Wednesday, March 28<fe. Eumours
that Mr. ASQUITH was about to make
a public recantation of his hostility
to Women's Suffrage caused a large

attendance of Members, Peers and the

general public. The interval of waiting
was beguiled by, among others, Mr.
PEMBERTON BILLING, who, having been
told by Mr. MACPHKRSON that the num-
ber of accidents during the training of

pilots during the last half-year of 1916
was 1-53 per cent., proceeded to inquire,
" What is the percentage based on ?

Is it percentage per hundred ?
"

Mr.
BILLING may be comforted by the re-

collection that a greater than he, Lord
RANDOLPH CHURCHILL, confessed that

ho "never could understand what those
d d dots meant."
The Editor of The Glasgow High

School Magazine must be a proud man
this day, for he has been mentioned in

Parliament. It seems that he has been
refused permission to post his periodical
to subscribers in neutral countries, and
Mr. MACPHEKSON explained that this

was in pursuance of a general rule,

since " school magazines contain much
information useful to the enemy." It

is pleasant to picture the German
General Staff laboriously ploughing
through reports of football -matches,

juvenile poems and letters to the Editor

complaining of the rise in prices at the

tuck-shop, hi order to discover that

Second-Lieutenant Blank, of the Ump-
tieth Battery, R.F.A., is stationed in

Mesopotamia, and therefrom to deduce

the present distribution of the British

Army.
The SPEAKER occupied the

Chair during the discussion

of the recommendations of his

Conference on Electoral Re-

form, and heard nothing but

good of himself. It was, in-

deed, a notable achievement to

have induced so heterogeneous
a collection of Members to

present a practically unani-

mous report on a bundle of

problems acutely controversial.

Only on one point did the

Conference fail to agree, and
that was in regard to Women's
Suffrage. But, after Mr. As-

QUITH'S handsome admission

that, by their splendid services

in the War, women had worked
out their own electoral salva-

tion, even that topic seemed
lost most of its provocativeto have

quality ; and there is a general desire to

forget what the late PRIME MINISTER
described as a detestable campaign and

bury the hatchet and all the other

weapons employed in it.

Do you recall the dist aught lady in

Euddigorc, who was always charmed
into silence by the mystic word
"
Basingstoko

"
? More than once

during Mr. CLAVELL SALTER'S over-

elaborated speech I hoped that ho
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The New-comer. "T&t VILLAGE, I THINK?"
The One in Postesaion. "

SORBY, OLD THING ; I TOOK IT HALF-AH-HOUB AGO."

would remember his constituency and
take the hint. But he went on and

on, occasionally dropping into a vein

of sentiment and working it so hard
that I quite expected to hear him say,
" Gentlemen of the Jury

"
instead of

" Mr. Speaker." When it came to the

division, however, he only carried some
three-score stalwarts into the Lobby,
and the House decided by a majority
of 279 to support the Government's
intention to give immediate effect to the

recommendations of the Conference.

Thursday, March 29</t. Employers
in want of agricultural labourers should

apply to Lord NEWTON, who has a large
selection of interned Austrians, Hun-

garians and Turks, and undertakes to

supply an alien " almost by return of

post." The Turk is specially recom-

mended, as, oven if ho fails to give

complete satisfaction, the farmer can
relieve the monotony of an arduous
existence by

"
sitting on the Ottoman."

Brave man as he is, the FOOD CON-
TROLLER is not prepared to prohibit

entirely the manufacture of cakes and

confectionery. But he is preparing to

do something hardly less daring, namely,
to standardize the types that may be
sold.

An old spelling-book used to -tell us
that " It is agreeable to watch the un-

paralleled embarrassment of a harassed

pedlar when gauging the symmetry of

a peeled pear." Lord DEVONPOBT, oc-

cupied in deciding on the exact archi-

tecture and decoration of the Bath bun

(official sealed pattern), would make a

companion picture.
The unwillingness of some young

Scottish Members to volunteer for

National Service is now explained. It

seems that by an unpardonable over-

sight the appeals of the DIRECTOR-

GENEBAL, as published in tho Scottish

newspapers, were addressed " to the

men of England." The wording has

now been altered not too late, I trust,

for the country to obtain the valu-

able assistance of Messrs. PRINQLE and
HOOGE.

The Food-Shortage.
"\VANTED, Second-hand Cavity Pan, with

agitators complete, for edible purposes."
Alanclicstcr Guardian.

"No potatoes are to be served in future at

any meal at the Portland Club, St. James's

Square." Westminster Gazette.

Hence the new name for this club

the Devonportland.

" We shall have to work more harder."

Daily Paper.
And some of us will have to write more
better English.

HERBS OF GRACE.
v.

LAVENDER.

GREY walls that lichen stains,

That take the sun and the rains,

Old, stately and wise ;

Clipt yews, old lawns flag-bordered,
In ancient ways yet ordered ;

South walks where the loud bee

plies

Daylong till Summer flies ;

Here grows Lavender, here breathes

England.

Gay cottage gardens, glad,

Comely, unkempt and mad,
Jumbled, jolly and quaint ;

Nooks where some old man dozes ;

Currants and beans and roses

Mingling without restraint ;

A wicket that long lacks paint ;

Here grows Lavender, here breathes

England.

Sprawling for elbow-room,

Spearing straight spikes of bloom,

Clean, wayward and tough ;

Sweet and tall and slender,

True, enduring and tender,

Buoyant and bold and bluff,

Simplest, sanest of stuff ;

Thus grows Lavender, thence breathes

England.
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Baiter. "WHAT'S WHONG WITH THE LITTLE CHAP?"
Mother. "I GIVE IT UP. I'VE GIVEN HIM A BUN I DON'T KNOW WHAT MOltE *E WANTS.

A WAS ON."
I CAN'T GET 'IM TO REALISE THERE'S

GO-OPERATIVE ADVERTISEMENTS.

IN view of the restriction of the paper
supply it has been suggested that ad-

vertisers should unite in cultivating
the available space on a co-operative
intensive system.
For example, the various proprietors

of three popular brands of cigarettes,
instead of having a page advertisement

each, might combine in one single page,
like this :

THREE OF THE BEST.
You cannot consider yourself a connoisseur of
cigarettes unless you arc able to distinguish at

one and the same time the individually exquisite

flavours of

"THE BRASS HAT"
"THE OFFENSIVE."
"THE GAS ATTACK."

THERE IS NO OTHER PERFECT BLEND.

These cigarettes are smoked in our patent
" Trident "

cigarette-holder.-!.

Of all Tobacconists.

You see ? Not only does each manu-
facturer still obtain the same sale for

his cigarettes, but lie actually gains a
third share in the profits of a new
accessory the triple cigarette-holder.
Of course ingenuity of this sort is

not required when the advertisers are

not in any sense rivals. All that is

then necessary is what we may call

the economic common factor of appeal.
For instance :

ARE YOU ON OUR WAITING LIST?
The War Offlco

Car.
The Cricklewood
Crematorium.

As soon as we are through with our urgent
contracts we shall be hapf>y to serve you .

Finally, we note that there are in-

numerable classifications of comple-

mentary trades which are, of course,

eminently suited to co-operative adver-

tising. We append two samples of

what may be done in this direction.

I.

Ifyou want to GETan Engagement as Mistress

Solicit an interview at the

HOUSEWIVES' HOSTEL.

If you want to KEEP an Engagement as

Mistress

Have the whole of your Servants' Suite

CREATED BY

THE CLASSY FURNISHING CO.

II.

As Omar Khayyam said :

" A Loaf of Bread
"

" MONKEY-NUTTO-BRAN "

Contains the whole of the husk.

"A Flask of Wine "

A Wise Host

PLUMES HIMSELF
on his

CHATEAU VINAIGRETTE.

"A Boole of Verse "

"PURPLE PIFFLE:'
By

PERCIVAL DIUVEI..

"No submarines were sighted, but the

vessel's commander steered a tortoise course

through the danger zone."

Newfoundland Papei'.

Far, far better than turning turtle.

"Melra laughed and deposited herself be-

witchingly among the cushions on the daven-

port." Itondon Mayazine.

Personally, we prefer a roll on the top
of an American desk.

" By Regulation 35B of the Defence of the

Realm Regulations, it is an offence for any
person having found any bomb, or projectile,
or any fragment thereof, or any document,
map, &c., which may have been discharged,

dropped, &c., from any hostile aircraft, to

forthwith communicate the fact to a Military
Post or to a Police Constable in the neigh-
bourhood." Scotsman.

Why this mistrust of Scottish police-
men?
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EARLIER FOOD PROBLEMS.

I'KACE, I remember, had her ali-

mentary perplexities not much less

renowned than \viir. At any rate I

can think of two.

The first was some years ago, in

Yorkshire, on one of those sultry and

stifling days of August which in winter,

or even in such u March as wo have

been suffering, one can view as some-

thing more desirable than rubies, but

which in actual fact aro depressing,

enervating, and the mother of moodi-

ness and fatigue. We had left Chop
Yat early in the morning after a night
of excessive heat in beds of excessive

featheriness and were walking towards

Helnisley by way of Rievaulx, all un-

concerned as to lunch by the way,
because the ordnance map marked
with such cordial legibility an inn on
the road at a reasonable distance.

Moreover, was not Yorkshire made up
of hospitable ridings, and had wo not,

on the previous day, found lunch in

tins cottage and tea in that, with no
trouble at all, to say nothing of the

terriiic spread confronting us at Chop
Yat ? Why then carry anything ?

But we soon began to regret the

absence of sustenance, for this kind of

weather makes for extreme lassitude

shot through with rattiness, and under
its influence nourishment dies in one
with painful celerity.
The blessed word " inn

" was how-
ever on the ordnance map, and since

it was the one-inch scale that cannot
lie we braced ourselves, mended and
remended our tempers, and plodded on.

The dales no doubt are gorgeous places,
but under this grey humid sky anyone
who wanted it could have had my share
of Billsdale (as I believe it was). Scenery
had become an outrage. There was no

joy, no beauty ; nothing was worth

living for but that inn. As we laboured
forward we cheered each other by word-

pictures of its parlour, its larder and
its cellar. A pork-pie (" porch-peen

"
I

fancy the Yorkshiremen call it) would

probably be there. Eggs, of course. A
ham, surely. Bacon, no doubt. Yellow

butter, crusty new bread, and beer. In-

deed, let the rest go, so long as there
was beer. But beer, of course, was
beyond any question ; an inn without
beer was unthinkable.
Thus the miles wore away until,

footsore, sticky and faint, we came
upon the hostelry itself only to find,

instead of any grateful sign and the

promise of delight, the frigid words,
"Friends' Meeting House," painted on
the board. . . .

That was one experience, over which
a veil may well be drawn. The other
was not so long ago, in Sussex, a little

Sentry.
" 'Oo GOES THERE?"

Jock. "TwA SCOTCHES, AN' AWPU' UJJDEB PKOOF."

before the War. This time we had not

walked, but had done that much more

hungrifying thing we had been for

hours in a motor-car, exceedingly en-

gaged on the task of looking at houses
to let. At last, utterly worn out, in

the way that motoring can wear out

body, soul and nerves, and filled with
a ravening desire to tear meat limb
from limb, we came to an inn of which
our host had the highest opinion so

high, indeed, that, empty though we
were, he had forced the car at full-speed

East

at least half-a-dozen admirable but
;ss pretentious houses, where I, in my

small way, had more than once been
nourished and sustained.

When, however, at last wo did arrive

at his desired haven, late in the after-

noon, when dusk was beginning to fall

and blur with her gentle hand the sharp
lines of hill and tree, we acknowledged

his wisdom, for in the window beside

the door, where we creakingly but joy-

fully alighted, were visible, although no

longer distinctly, a vast ham as yet un-

cut and two richly-browned cold fowls.
'

There," said he, with a pardonable
triumph,

" didn't I tell you ?
"
and so,

our lips trembling with the anticipa-
tion of nutriment, we entered, flung off

our wraps, and prepared, on the evi-

dence, for such bliss as earth too rarely
affords. But alas for hopes raised

only to bo shattered, for the host had

nothing to offer us but bread-and cheese.

The ham and chickens were of papier-
macht.

" HOTEL. Sitting Waiter required, good
experience." Bournemouth Daily Echo.

The inclusion of the functions of a

waiter among
"
sedentary occupations

"

explains a good deal.
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FROM LORD DEVONPORT'S LETTER-BAG.
I. From Professor Tripcwell.

MY LOUD, You \vill, no doubt, forgive me for drawing

your attention to tho fact that the rationing system, to

which you have lent the credit of your name, will bring us

to the end of our food supplies in something considerably
less than a month from now. I am far from wishing to be

an alarmist, but it is as well that we should face the facts,

especially when they are supported by statistics so irrefut-

able as those which I am willing to produce to you at any
moment on receiving your request to do so.

Fortunately it is not yet too late to apply a simple and

adequate remedy to this condition

of affairs. All you have to do is

to issue and enforce an Order in

the following terms :

(1) Every occasion on which
food, no matter how small the

amount, is eaten shall count as a

meal.

(2) Not more than two meals
shall be eaten by any person, of

whatever size, age or sex, in a day
of twenty-four hours.

(3) No meal shall last more
than ten minutes.

(4) The mastication of every
mouthful shall last not less than

thirty seconds.

(5) A mouthful for the purpose
of this Order shall not consist of

more food than can Be conveyed
to the mouth in an ordinary tea-

spoon.
I venture to think that this

order, if issued at once and dras-

tically applied, will meet every
difficulty, and that we shall hear
no more of a shortage.

II. From Joshua, Stodmarsh.

DEAB OLD SPOBT, It won't do

really it won't. 1 Ve been doing
my best to give your plan of food

rations a fair run, and every week
I 've found myself on the wrong
side of the fence. I have never
considered myself a large or reck-

less eater, though I own to having
had a liking for a good breakfast (fish, kidneys and eggs,
with muffin or buttered toast and marmalade) as a start

for the day. Then came luncheon steak or chop or Irish

stew, with a roly-poly pudding to follow, and a top-up of

bread-and-butter and cheese. Tea, of course, at five o'clock,
with more buttered toast, and then home to a good solid din-

ner of soup, fish and entree and joint and some sort of sweet.

This just left room for an occasional supper say three

times a week. It doesn't sound out of the way, now does
it ? And you must remember that I 'm not one of your
thin, dwarfish, aniemic blokes that you could feed out of a

packet of bird-seed. No, I stand six foot, and I don't

weigh an ounce under seventeen stone. Dear old boy, you
can't have the heart to ask me to do it.

a difficulty under which we are labouring in connection
with your Lordship's order in regard to the consumption of

food. We are two sisters, tho daughters of a country clergy-
man, who died when I was eighteen and Penelope a year
and a half younger. I tell you this to show you that we
were not accustomed in our youth to luxurious living. For

many years now Penelope and I have lived together in a

very small way on the income of an annuity for our joint
lives which was bought with a sum of money left to us by
an uncle. On this we have managed to get along comfort-

ably, and have even been able to pay for occasional help
in tho work of our very modest household. When your
Lordship's food order was issued we determined to obey it

strictly, being glad of an oppor-
tunity to show our patriotic devo-
tion to tho cause of our country.
" It will be hard for us, Penelope,"
I said,

" for we are Lot used to

such quantities of meat, and even
the allowance of bread is too great,
I fear, for our poor appetites ; but,

since Lord DEVONPOBT wishes it,

all we can do is to obey, aven

though this may entail a change
in our manner of living and an
increase in our weekly expenses."

Penelope agreed, and on this prin-

ciple we have endeavoured to act.

We have, however, now found the

task to be beyond our capacity,

though we have struggled loyally
to fulfil the duty imposed upon us ;

and we write to ask your Lordship
to grant us some dispensation, lest

permanent plethora should ensue.

Hx-Proprietor of a Cokernut Stall (who has just hail his

helmet shot off). "WHAT'Li, YE 'AVE, FBITZ NCTS OB A
SEEOAB?"

III. From Miss Lavinia Fluttcrmere.

DEAU LOUD DEVONFOHT, I am writing on behalf of my
sister Penelope as well as on my own to bring before you

IN A GOOD CAUSE.
Mr. Punch desires to support

very heartily Lord BEHESFORD'S

appeal on behalf of the fine work
of the Ladies' Emergency Com-
mittee of the Navy League, who
supplywarm clothing to tho crews
of men - of - war and mercantile

auxiliaries ; equipment to Naval

hospitals, and parcels of food and
other necessaries to Naval pris-
oners of war. The strain upon
the Committee's resources has

been very heavy, and Mr. Punch
is confident that his friends will not allow our gallant sea-

services to suffer through any need which it is within their

power to supply.

Cheques may be made payable to Admiral Lord BEEES-

FOBD, and addressed to the Hon. Secretary, Ladies' Emer-

gency Committee of the Navy League, 56, Queen Anne
Street, Cavendish Street, W.

" 1 BEWABD. Lost, Umbrella, engraved W. C. B. 1865-1915."
The Times.

We do not believe that such a faithful friend is lost ; it has

simply gone out to celebrate its jubilee.

" FOOD IN FRANCE.

A friend who was in Franco last week tells me that the only cheap
article of diet just now is eggs, which arc about IJd. each. Meat, he

said, averages 5f. a kilo, which is about tho equivalent of 59. a

pound." Daily Miivor.

No wonder we are not allowed to have the metric system.
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HUMOURS OF A REMOUNT DEPOT.
Sergeant. "FRIGHTENED OP 'IM, ABE YOU? DIDN'T YOU "AVE NOTHIN' TO DO WITH ANIMALS BEFOBE YE JOINED up?"

Recruit. "YESSIB. I WAS A LION-TAMEB."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

MB. CONBAD'S new hero is an unnamed chief-mate who
gets his first command to a sailing vessel, also unnamed
a queer and of course quite deliberate instance of the

author's reticent, allusive method which is so entirely

plausible. Her last captain, who had some mad savage
hatred of ship and crew, died aboard her and was buried in

latitude 8 20'. The chief-mate, who got the vessel back to

port and remained under her new captain, is convinced that

the dead man haunts her vengefully ; and one desperate
accident after another, racking a crew overwhelmed with

fever, almost persuades the captain to share the mate's
illusion that 8" 20' The Shadow Line (DENT) is possessed
by the dead scoundrel. I found the book less interesting as

a yarn than as an example of the ast-jni*hingly conscious
and perfect artistry of this really great master of the ways
of men and words. Mr. CONRAD never made me believe

that the now captain would go so near sharing his mate's

superstitious panic (which is perhaps because I know little

of sailor-men save what he has taught me) ; and in the

incident, so curiously and deliberately detailed, of his find-

ing tho quinino bottles filled with a worthless substitute,
and letting them

" each in turn
"

slip to ground, I had again
the most unusual shock of being unable to accept the

credibility of his invention. This is so rare an experience
that it only throws into relief for rne the fine craft of this
most brilliant of our impressionists, who tells so much
with such delicate strokes, so conscientiously considered,
so unerringly conveyed.

This is the End (MACMILLAN) ia the kind of book that

only youth can write youth at its best. It has the quali-
ties and defects of its parentage ; but the qualities, a fine

careless rapture, sensitive vision, a wayward and jolly

fantasy, challenging provocativeness, faintly malicious

humour, are dominant. Miss STELLA BENSON will grow
out of her youthful cynicisms and intolerances, will focus

her effects, without losing any of her substantial equipment.
This is by no means the end. It is the second step of a

very brilliant beginning. Already it shows improvement
upon her first clever book, I Pose ; a surer touch, a finer

restraint. What is it all about ? Does that matter ? It

is the manner of the telling rather than what is told that

constitutes the charm. If I toll you that Jay runs away
from a respectable home, and, after a grievous experiment
as a bolster-filler, becomes a bus-conductor, has a romantic

friendship with a middle-aged married man, and marries

the faithful Mr. Morgan, her dead brother's soldier friend,

I have told you just nothing at all. I will merely add that

you will be foolish if you miss this book.

I have to begin by confessing that, despite its most at-

traclivo title, my first glance into French Windows (ARNOLD)

?
reduced in me some feeling of prejudice. It was not that

failed to recognise both dignity and beauty of phrase in

the writing ; on the contrary, I told myself that " Mr. JOHN
AYSCOUGH " had been betrayed by his own appreciation of

beautiful phrases into an indulgence in "
style," a deliberate

arrangement of his war-pictures that was somehow out of

harmony with the stark and horrible simplicity of their

subject. But I hasten to make confession that this was but
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a passing and, I am convinced, a wrong judgment. Indeed, I volume are by no means characteristic, for there is very
the abiding impression that the book lias left upon me is

one of enormous sincerity. Both as a soldier and a priest,

the writer enjoyed (as his publishers quite justly say) special

opportunities for getting into touch with men of all sorts

and conditions. This, aided by his own gift of sympathy
and comradeship, has resulted in a book that is very largely
a record of fleeting but genuine friendships, made with
individual soldiers, both French and English, in the Western
battle. Many of them contain portraits and character-

studies (a pedantic term for anything so sensitive aud

sympathetic as these tributes to nameless heroes, but I can
find no better) that linger in the memory. I defy you, for

example, to forget soon the story of that winter walk taken

by the writer and certain officer-boys of his unit to the

Cistercian Monastery, and what Chutney said by the way ;

and what happened afterwards. For the sake of such

sincere and memorable sketches as this I am more than

ready to forgive
elsewhere.

what seemed like a touch of artifice

Helen (wJio Jias been reck-oning tei-nnnation of tin'. War by counting
opposite diner's prune stones).

" MOTHKR, I no BELIEVE IT 's GOING TO
BE THIS YEAR !

Mr. GEORGE MOOUE, continuing his labours as reviser

and editor-in chief of the
Moorish masterpieces, has
now directed his attention

to A Modern Lover. Find-

ing this (presumably) not

modern enough, he has re-

fashioned and republished
it under the admirably com-

prehensive title of Lewis

Seymour and Some Women
(HEINEMANN). Not having
the original at hand, I am
unable to indulge in com-

parisons; but there seems

good reason to suppose that

Lewis Seymour's relations

with the three amiable ladies

who assist his artistic and

amatory career remain very
much what they probably
were in the beginning. As for the tale itself, that too will

hardly belie your expectation, being full of cleverness,

carried off with an infectious gaiety, and boasting (I use the

word advisedly) more than a sufficiency of that rather asser-

tive and school-boy impropriety which the charitable might
quote as evidence of our author's perpetual youth. It is an

interesting, though perhaps futile, speculation to reflect how
Mr. THOMAS HARDY, to whose plots the present bears some

resemb'ance, might have handled it. Had Lewis Seymour
pursued his education in womanhood under the guidance of

the wizard of Dorchester there would probably have been

less of the atmosphere of holiday humour ; but, on the other

hand, we should almost certainly have been spared the

quite superfluous naughtiness of the Parisian scenes. By
the way, talking of Paris, surely I am right in supposing
that the vision of a revived Versailles was an experience of

two ladies ? It is unexpected to find Mr. MOORE denying
anything to " the sex."

Of the late Mr. JACK LONDON'S alternative methods of

writing, the defiantly propagandist and the joyously adven-

turous, I, being an average reader, have always preferred
the latter ; so that, remembering how separate and distinct

he usually kept his two styles, I expected, in taking up
Tlie Strength of the Strong (MiLi/s AND BOON), to be im-

mediately either disappointed or gratified. But, as it turns

out, the half-dozen essay-stories that make up this slender

little plot in any, and even less attempt forcibly to extract a
moral

;
and amongst them are two not very successful

North of Ireland studies that seem to have no connection
at all with the author's usual manner. The volume is made
up of social pictures, all (as Mr. LONDON liked to pretend)
within his own experience, presented impartially for you to

study, and draw, if you choose, your own conclusions.

That experience ranges, comprehensively enough, from a
first-hand sketch of primeval man attempting rather un-

happily to group himself in elans and tribes, to a journalis-
tic note of the Yellow Peril that materialised, we learn,

somewhere late in the twentieth century and was overcome

by science liberating disease a Hunnish method no longer
novel. Of the series I like best the tale of the San
Francisco professor of dual personality, who by dint of

much practical study of labour problems came at last to

cut loose from his own circle and disappear in the army
of industry. In this chapter alone is there a spark of

the volcanic fire, now unhappily no longer in eruption,
that blazes in such great stories as The Sea Wolf,
Adventure and Burning Daylight.

Though there may bo no

very particular reason why
you should be invited to

read The Love Story of \

Giiillajtme-Marc (HurcHiN-
SON) it is, I vouch, a vivid

enough tale of its genre.

Squeamish folk, perhaps,

may think that this is not
the most opportune time at

which to draw attention to

. the blood-lust that was so
'

marked a feature of the

French Eevolution. But,

granted that you do not
suffer from squeams, you
will find Miss MARIAN
BOWER a deft weaver of

romance. Here love and
adventure walk firmly hand-in-hand, and from the moment
Quillaume-Marc makes his entrance upon the stage until

the happy ending is reached any day might have been his

last. The villain, too, is a satisfactory scoundrel, and cun-

ning withal. "Brains," he considered, "may conceive'

revolutions, but it is the empty stomach which propagates
them." I wonder whether they have the brain3 for it in

Berlin.

According to a recent official communique, from Petrograd,

among the captures on the Caucasian Front was " an

apomecometer (an instrument for estimating altitudes)."
It is understood that the latest Turkish estimate of the
" All Highest

" was captured with the instrument, but

was found to be unfit for publication.

"The Weser Zeitimtj now reports from Berlin that deliberations by
the State authorities have led to the decision that from April 15 the

meat ration will bo increased to half a kilometre (about 17J ozs.) per
week." Liverpool Daily Post.

This must refer to the sausage-ration, which by reason of

its length and tenuity is now advertised by the butchers

(civilian) of Berlin as " The HINDENBUHG line."

" STEAM LUNCH 50ft. x7.{ ft., fast, liquid fuel." Yachting Monthly.

A meal of these dimensions should surely attract the

attention both of the FOOD CONTROLLER and the Liquor
Control Board.
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CHARIVARIA.
THE rjnestion as to liow America's

army will assist the Allies lias not yet
Ixvii decided, so that President WII.MIN

will still ho glad of suggestions from

our halfpenny morning papers.
*

_=;;

The military absentee who said he

had just dined at a I london restaurant,

and therefore did not mind goin;.; hack

to tho trenches, acted rightly in not

disclosing the name of the reslimnnit.

The report that M. VI.M:-

was in London has

been denied hy !/'//< /'<'<'/

Mn it and the Press Bureau.
It is expected that tho news
will at once he telegraphed to

M.

they are ready to attend to all the pea-
nuts that our contemporary cares to

put in their way. ... ^
*

In a duel with revolvers last week
two Spanish officers wounded one
another. Wo have all along main-

tained that duels with revohers are

becoming positively dungerons.

A cheque for twenty-five million dol-

lars has just been handed to M. i?iu:x,

Danish Minister at Washington, in

payment for the Danish West Indies.

V
There is a proposal to

shorten theatrical perform-
ances, and several managers
of revue, unable to determine
which joke to retain, have in

desperation resolved to sacri-

fice both. ... %'

*
'

Owing to travelling and
other difficulties the British

Association have decided not

to hold their annual meeting
this year. Unofficially, the

decision is attributed to the

growing prejudice against a
continuance of tho more
frivolous forms of enter-

tainment.
.,.

...

A soldier in Salonika has
asked a friend in Surrey to

send him some flower seeds

for a garden in his camp.
We hear that Mr. LYNCH,
M.I'., is convinced that this

is merely an inspired attempt
to obscure the real object
of the campaign. .

"̂

Mmler (after ttte event). "Do YOU KNOW, YOUNG MAN, THAT
THIS PAINS ME MUCH MORE THAN IT DOES YOU?"
The Terror. "

No, I DIDN'T KNOW, 8m. BUT IP THAT ASSERTION
GENUINELY EXPRESSES YOUB CONSIDERED OPINION I PEEL VKIIY
MUCH BETTER."

We learn with satisfaction that it

is proposed to form a Ministry of

Health, for many of tho Government

Departments seem to he suffering from
a variety of complaints.

-':_
'.:

In connection with a recent law case,
in which a certain Mr. SHAW was re-

ferred to as "one of tho public," wo
hasten to point out that it did not refer

to Mr. GKOHOK BIORNAUD Sn.vw, who,
of course, is not in that category.

:fc :*:

"Peanuts," says The- Daily Chronicle,
" do not seem to ho receiving the atten-
tion they deserve from our food experts."
Several of our younger readers who
profess to ho food experts declare that

This, wo understand, includes cost of

packing and delivery.
* *
*

There is a serious shortage of mar-

garine and many people have been

compelled to fall back on butter.V
A gossip writer states that one of

the recent additions to the Metropolitan
Special constabulary weighs seventeen
stone. It is not yet decided whether
he will take one beat or two.

There is to be no General Election
this year for fear that it might clash
with the other War.

* *

Another military absentee having told

the Thames Police Court magistrate

that ho did not know there was a War
on, it is expected that the Government
will have to announce the fact.

''.I *

It is no longer tho fashion to regard
the British as a degenerate race. Still

it is good to know that one of our rat

clubs has killed no fewer than throe

hundred of those ferocious beasts.
* *

A contemporary suggests that we
niiiy yet institute a system of pigeon
post, and thus assist the postal ser-

vices. There will bo fine mornings
when the exasperated house-
holder will he waiting behind
t ho door with a shot-gun for

tho bird which attempts to do-

liver the Income Tax papers.
V '4*

Two litigants in the Bom-
bay High Court have settled

their differences by agreeing
that the sum in dispute shall

be paid into the War Fund.
This is considered to be a
marked improvement on the

old method of dividing it

between the lawyers in the

case. *

" It is my supreme war
aim," said Count VON ROON
in the Prussian House of

Lords,
" to keep tho Throne

and the Dynasty sky high."
Once we have knocked them

sky high the Count can keep
them in any old place he
likes. *

At a recent conce\ifc at

Cripplegato Institute in aid

of St. Dunstan's Hostel for

Blinded Soldiers, lightning
sketches of cats by Louis
WAIN were sold by auction.

The sketching of these night-

prowlers by lightning is, we
understand, a most exhilarat-

ing pursuit, but the opportunities for

it are comparatively rare, and most
artists have to utilise the moon or the

searchlight. * .
;

.

It is announced that owing to the

shortage of paper the number of

propagandist pamphlets published by
the German Government will be dimin-

also have

increasing

ished. The decision may
been influenced by the

shortage of neutrals.

"Father Waring's boat became jammed
while being lowered and hung dangerously,
but the ship's surgeon cut tho cackles and

they descended safely."
The Pioneer (Allaltabad) .

Another of our strong silent men.
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SYMPOSIUM OF
THE CENTRAL WEAKNESSES.

FEBDIB.

MY nerves are feeling rather bad

About the news from Petrograd.

Briefly, and speaking as a Tsar,

I think the game has gone too far.

When Liberty gets on the wing
You cannot always stop the thing.

Vices from ill examples grow,
And I might be the next to go.

TINO.

Yes, what has happened over there

May very well occur elsewhere.

Fortune with me may prove as fickle as

It did with poor lamented NICHOLAS.

It was a siliy thing to do

To ape the airs of WILLIAM Two ;

I cannot think what I was at,

Trying to be an autocrat.

MEHMED.

I take a very dubious tone

About the fate of Allah's Own.
The Young Turk Party 's been my bane

And caused me hours and hours of pain ;

But, what would be a bitterer pill,

There may be others younger still,

Who, if the facts should get about,

Would want to rise and throw me out.

FERDIB.

I don't believe that WILLIAM cares

One little fig for my affairs.

He roped me in to this concern

Simply to serve his private turn
;

And never shed a single tear

Over my loss of Monastic.

For tuppence, if I saw my way,
I 'd join the others any day.

TINO.

Last year (its memory still is green) O
How WILLIAM loved his precious TINO!

He talked about our family ties

And sent me such a lot of spies.
But since his foes began to squeeze

My guns inside the Peloponnese
His interest in me has ceased ;

I do not like it in the least.

MEHMED.
I lent him troops when things were

slack,

And now the beast won't pay 'em back.

He never mentions any
" line

"

Of HINDENBURG'S in Palestine.

I cannot sleep ; I get such frights

During these dark Arabian Nights.
But he he doesn't care a dem.
O Allah 1 O Jerusalem ! 0. S.

"THE ONE NEW Srnrao FASHION.

Every woman who wants the most economi-
cal now garment, should buy to-morrow's

DAILY SKETCH."

Evening Standard.

It sounds cheap, but would it wear ?

BLANCHE'S LETTERS.
SOCIETY " WAR-WORKERS."

DEAREST DAPHNE, The scarcity of

paper isn't altogether an unmixed mis-

fortune, as far as one's correspondence
is concerned. Letters that don't matter,
letters from the insignificant and the

boresome, simply aren't answered. For
small spur-of-the-moment notes to one's

intimes who 're not too far off, there's

quite a little feeling for using slates.

One writes what one 's to say on one's

slate (which may be just as dilly a little

affair as you please, with plain or

chased silver frame, enamelled mono-

gram or coronet, and pencil hanging by
a little silver chain), and sends it by a

servant. When the note's been read,

it's wiped off, the answer written, and
the slate brought back. Im't that frag-
rant? I may claim to have set this

fashion. Of course a very voyant slate

is not just-so. The Bullyon-Bounder-
mere woman set up one with a deep,

heavily-chased gold frame, and "B.-B."
at the top sot with big diamonds. C'est

bien die I She 'd vised it only half-a-

dozen times when it was snatched from
her footwornan, who was taking it to

somebody's house, and hasn't been
heard of since !

People Who Mattergave a double-page
to illustrating

" WT
ar-Time Correspond-

ence Slates of Social Leaders." My
slate 's there, and Stella Clackman-

nan's, and Beryl's and several more.
A propos, have you seen the series of

"Well-known War-Workers" they've
been having lately in People Who
Matter ? They 're really quite worth
while. There 's dear Lala Middleshire

in one of those charming
"
Olga

"
trench

coats (khaki face-cloth lined self coloured

satin and with big, lovely, gilt
- and -

enamelled buttons), high brown boots,

and one of those saucy little Belgian

caps with a distracting little tassel

wagging in front. The pickie is called
" The Duchess of Middleshire Takes a

War- Worker's Lunch," and dear Lala
is shown standing by a table, looking
so bravely at two cutlets, a potato, a

piece of war bread, a piece of war
cheese and a small pudding.
Then there's Hermione Shropshire,

in a perfectly haunting lace and taffetas

morning robe, with a clock near her

(marked with a cross) pointing to eight
o'clock ! (She lets her maid dress her

at that hour now, so that the girl may
go and make munitions.) And Edel-

fieda Saxonbury is shown in an even-

ing gown, wearing her famous pearls.
She 's leaning her chin on her hand and

gazing with a sweet wistful look at an
inset view of the hostel where she 's

washed plates and cups quite several

times.

And last but not least there 's a pickie
that the journalist people have dubbed,
"
Distinguished Society Women distin-

guish themselves as Carpenters," c,t

voild Beryl, Babs and your Blanche, in

delicious cream serge overall things,
with hammers, planes, and saws em-
broidered in crewels on the big square
collars and turn-up cuffs, and enor-

mously becoming carpenter's caps, look-

ing at a rest-hut we "ve just finished.

Oh, my dearest and best, you don't

know what it is to live till you 've

learned to carpent ! It 's positively en-

thralling I When we 're skilful enough
we 're to go abroad mais il faut se

taire I I don't see why we shouldn't

go now. We 're as skilful as we shall

ever be. And even if one or two of our
huts had no doors what 's that matter?

Besides, a hut with no door has a tre-

mendous pull there wouldn't be any
draughts !

Everyone 'a furious at the way the

powers that be have treated Sybil East-

hampton. You know what a wonderful

thing her Ollyoola Love Dance is. Of
course she 's lived among the Ollyoolas
and knows them in all their moods.

(They 're natives somewhere ever and
ever so far oil, where there are palms and
coral reefs, and the people don't believe

in wrapping themselves up much.) And
so she's given the dance at a great

many War Fund matinees. That little

Mrs. Jimmy Sharpe, daring to criticise

it, said there was too much Ollyoola
and not enough dance

;
but everybody

who counts simply raves about it. And
then, when some manager person
offered Sybil big terms to do it at the
"
Incandescent," he was "

officially in-

formed
"

that, if the Ollyoola Love
Dance went into the bill the " Incan-

descent" would be "placed out of

bounds
"

! What do you, do you think

of that, m'amie ? A piece of sheer artis-

try like the Ollyoola Love Dance to be

treated so ! And it 's wonderful not

only artistically but scientifically.
Each of dear Sybil's amazing wriggles
and squirms and crouches and springs
is absolutely true exactly what an

Ollyoola does when it 's in love.

We 're all glad to think we can still

see the Ollyoola Love Dance at Wai-

Fund matinees.

Ever thine, BLANCHE.

The Secrets of the Sales.

"A splendid line in corsets, in fine white

ooutil, usually sold at 14s. lid., are offered

sale at 17s. lid. each." Fashions for All.

"BRITISH HARRY THE ENEMY."
Provincial Paper.

And all this time the Germans have

been under the impression that it was
British Tommy.
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MINISTRY
OF

FOOD
CONTROL

ALIMENTARY INTELLIGENCE.
MB. PUNCH. " DO YOU CONTEOL FOOD HEBE ?

"

COMMISSIONAIRE. "WELL, SIB, 'CONTBOL' IS PEBHAPS BATHEB A STKONG WOBD. BUT
WU GIVE HINTS TO HOUSEHOLDEBS, AND WE ISSUE -GBAVE WABNINGS.' 1 '

[Mr. Punch, however, is glad to note that more drastic regulations are about to be enforced.]
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THE WATCH DOGS.
LIX.

MY DEAR CHARLES, Reference the

German withdrawal. The matter is

proceeding in machine-like order, and
one of the first great men to cross No-
Man's Land was myself in the noblest

of cars. It was, I confess, a purely

temporary and fortuitous arrangement
which put me in such a conveyance,
but I had the feeling that it was excel-

lently fitted to my particular form of

greatness, and there were moments
when I was so enamoured of it that 1

was on the verge of getting into a hole

with it and staying hid there till the

end of the War. Just the right hole

was provided at every cross-roads, but

the driver wouldn't try them and went
round by the fields.

Of the flattened villages and the

severed fruit-trees you will have read

as much as I have seen. It 's a grue-
some business, but one charred village
is much like another, and the sight
is, alas, a familiar one nowadays. For
me all else was forgotten in speechless
admiration of the French people. Their

self-restraint and adaptability are be-

yond words. These hundreds of honest

people, just relieved from the domineer-

ing of the Master Swine and restored

to their own good France again, were
neither hysterical nor exhausted. They
were just their happy selves, very
pleased about it all, standing in their

doorways, strolling about the market-

place, watching the march of events as

one might watch a play. Every house
had its tricolor bravely flying; where

they 'd got them from so soon I don't

know, but no Frenchman ever yet
failed, under any circumstances, to

produce exactly the right thing at ex-

actly the right moment. There was
a nice old Adjoint at the Mairie
who wasn't for doing any business at

all, with the English or anyone else,

until a certain formality had been ob-

served. He had a bottle of old.brandy in

his cellar, which somehow or other had

escaped the German eye these last two

years. This, said Monsieur, had first to

be disposed of before any other business
could conceivably be entertained . . .

I gathered he had risked much, every-

thing possibly, in keeping this bottle

two years ; but nothing on earth would
induce him to retain it two minutes

longer.
Madame, the doctor's wife, approached

me as a friend with a request. Would
I expedite a letter to her people, to

announce her restoration to liberty ? I

was at Madame's disposal. She handed
me the letter. I observed that the enve-

lope was not closed down. Madame's
look indicated that this was intentional,

and her expression indicated that this

was the sort of tiling she was used to.

There was no weeping, no extreme
emotion. There was a philosophical
detachment, a very prevalent humour,
and, for the rest, signs of a quiet wait-

ing for " The Day." There is only one

day for France, the day of the arrival

of Frenchmen on German soil. When
the English arrive in Germany there

will bo nothing doing, except some
short and precise orders that we must
salute all civilians and pay double for

what we buy ; but when the French
arrive in Germany . . . and Heaven

"WELL, SO YOB 'BE GOING TO HAVE THE
VOTE AT LAST."

"OH, ONLY WOMEN OVER THIRTY, YOU
KNOW."

send we are going to help them to get
well in !

There is a story current, turning on
these events, of a young German officer

and an official correspondence. It just

possibly may bo true, since even among
such a rotten lot there might conceiv-

ably have been one tolerable fellow.

The Higher Command had been much
intrigued as to a church window,

wanting to know (in writing) exactly

why and how it had been broken ; or

rather, as it was the German Higher
Command, exactly why and how it had
been allowed to remain unbroken. You
know how these affairs develop in in-

terest and excitement as the corre-

spondence passes down and down, from
one formation to another, and what an
air of urgency and bitterness they wear
when they reach the last man. In

this case the young German subaltern,

who had no one else below him on

whom to put the burden of explaining
in writing, took advantage of his posi-
tion, and wrote upon a slip, which he
attached to the top of the others :

" To
Officer Commanding British Troops.
Passed to you, please, as this town is

now in your ai'ea. ..."
Probably the tale isn't true, for if the

officer was a German he must have had
German blood in him, and if he had
German blood in him there couldn't

be room for anything else, certainly
not for a sense of humour.
We stayed longer than we should

have done ; this was an occasion upon
which one could not insist on the limit

of ten handshakes per person. I was

delayed also by the Institutrice, who
wanted to borrow my uniform, so that

she might put it on and so be in a

position to start right off at once, paying
back. She meant it too, and I should
not be surprised to hear that she 's been

caught doing it by this time. Her
mother was there in great form. Asked
for her opinion of the dear departed,
she said she had already told it to

themselves and saw no reason to alter

it.
"
They make war only on women

and children ; they are laches." My
N.C.O. got out his pocket-dictionary to

discover the exact meaning of the word.

She told us he needn't trouble; it meant
two months' imprisonment. She had
a face like a russet apple a very nice

russet apple, too.

We didn't get away before dark, and
we found it very hard to discover our

way about new country- when largi
hunks of it were missing altogether
One of the party would walk on tc

find the way, and later I would go forth

to find him. We could see the road

stretching away in front of us for kilo-

metres ; but between us and it then
would be twenty yards of nil.

However, the car eventually learnt

to stand on its back wheels, climl

hedges and make its way home across-

country, having confirmed its general

opinion of the Bosch, that he is onlj

good at one thing, and that is destroy

ing other people's property. I am no\\

back in comfort again, and able tc

remember your suffering. I send here-

with a slice of bully beef (one) am
potatoes (two), hoping that they wil

not be torpedoed, and urging you t(

hang on, for we are now beginning tc

think of moving towards Germany, i!

only to see, when wo get there, exacth

what the Frenchman has been evolving
in his mind all this time.

Yours ever, HENRY.

"General Ludendorft has received the Bee

Eagle of the First Class.'' Central News.

An appropriate reward for his rapid

flight.
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Customer. "LooK OUT! You 'HE CONFOUNDEDLY CLUMSY!" New Assistant. "WELL, You CAN'T BE PJUJTICKLEH WHAT YOU DO
(BAYS. I NEVKIt WAS A BABBER APOBE, AND I 'ATE AND DESPISE THE JOB SEE?"

OOMBADEB.
IN ev< ry homo in England you will find their wistful faces,

Whore, weary of adventure, lying lonely hy the fire,

Untempted hy tlio sunlight and the call of open spaces,
They are listening, listening, listening for the step of their

desire.

And, watching, wo remember all the tried and never failing,
The good ones and the- game ones that have run the years

at heel ;

Old Scamp that killed the badger single-handed by the

railing,
And Fan, the champion ratter, with her fifty off the reel.

The bitches under Ranksboro' with hackles up for slaughter,
The otter hounds on Irfon as they part the alder bowers,

Tho tufters drawing to their stag above the Homer Water,
Tin; set UTS on Ben Lomond when the purple heather

flowers.

The collie climbing Cheviot to head his hill sheep stringing,
The Dandio digging to his fox among the Lakeside scars,

The Clumber in the marshes when the evening flight is

winging
And the wild geese coming over through the rose light
and the stars.

And my heart goes out in pity to each faithful one that's

fretting
1 )ay by day in cot or castle with his dim eyes on the door.

In his dreams ho hunts with sorrow. And for us there's
110 forgetting

That ho helped our love of England and ho hardened us
for war. W. H. O.

AUTRE TEMPS A UTRES N(EURS.
When MOSES fought with AMALEK in days of long ago,
And slow him for the glory of the Lord,

'Is longest range artill'ry was an arrow and a bow,
And 'is small arms was a barrel-lid and sword ;

But to-day 'e would 'ave done 'em in with gas,
Or blowed 'em up with just a mine or so,

Then broken up their ranks by advancing with 'is tanks,
And started 'ome to draw his D.S.O.

When ST. GEORGE 'e went a-ridin' all naked through the
lands

You can see 'im on the back of 'arf-a-quid
'E spiked the fiery dragon with a spear in both 'is

'acids,

But to-day, if 'e 'd to do what then he did,
'E 'd roll up easy in an armoured car,

'E 'd loose off a little Lewis gun,
Then 'e 'd 'oist the scaly dragon upon a G.S. wagon
And cart 'im 'ome to show the job was done.

Then there weren't no airyplanes and there weren't no
bombs and guns ;

You just biffed the opposition on the 'cad.

If the world could take all weapons from the British and
the 'Uns,

Could scrap the steel, the copper and the lead ;

If we fought it out with pick-'undies and fists,

If the good old times would only come agin,
When there weren't no dirty trenches with their rats and

lice and stenches,

Why, a month 'ud see us whoopin' through Berlin !
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SPOOP.
A REPERTORY DRA.MA IN ONE ACT.

[" A repertory play is 0110 that is unlikely to

bo repeated." Old Saying.]

CHARACTERS.

John Bullyum, J.P. (Member of the

Town Council of Mudslush).
Mrs. Bullyum (his wife).
Janet (their daughter).
David (their son).

SCENE. The living-room of a smallish

house in the dullest street of a pro-
vincial suburb. [N.B. This merely
means that practically any scenery
will do, provided the wall-paper is

sufficiently hideous. Furnish with
the scourings of the properly-room
a great convenience for Sunday even-

ing productions.] The room contains

rather less than the usual allowance

of doors and windows, thus demon-

strating a fine contempt for stage tra-

ditions. An electric-light, disguised
within a mid-Victorian gas-globe,

occupies a conspicuous position on one

wall. You ivill see why presently.
When the curtain rises Janet, an
awkward girl of any age over thirty

(and made up to look it) is seated

before the fire knitting. Her mother,
also knitting, faces her. The appear-
ance of the elder woman contains a

very careful suggestion of the nearest

this kind of play ever gets to low-

comedy.
Janet (glancing at clock on mantel-

piece). It's close on nine. David is

late again.
Mrs. B. He 'a aye late these nights.

'Tis the lectures at the Institute that

keeps him.

[N.B. Naturally both women speak
with a pronounced accent, South
Lancashire if j>ossible. Failing
that, anything sufficiently unlike

ordinary English will serve.

Janet. Ho 's that anxious to get on,
is David.

Mrs. B. Ay, he 's fair set on being
a town councillor one day, like thy
feyther.

Janet (quietly). That 'ud be fine.

Mrs. B. You 'd a rare long meeting
at the women's guild to-night.
Janet (without emotion). Ay. They 've

elected me to go to Manchester on the

deputation.
Mrs. B. You '11 like that.

Janet (suppressing a secret pride so

that it is wholly imperceptible by the

audience). It '11 be well enough. I 'm
to go first-class. (A pause.) Young
Mr. Inkslinger is going too.

Mrs. B. (urith interest). Can they
spare him from the boot-shop ?

Janet. He 's left them. He's writing
a play.

Mrs. B. (concerned). Dear, dear !

And he used to bo such a steady young
follow.

[All that matters in their conversa-

tion is now finished, but as the

play has got to be filled up they
continue to talk for some ten

minutes longer. At the end of
that time

Janet (glancing at clock again). It 's

half-past nine, and neither of they men
back yet.

[Which means that, while the atten-

tion of the audience was diverted,

the stage
- manager must have

twiddled the clock-hands round

from behind. This is called

realism.

Mrs. B. Listen ! Yer feyther 's comin'
now.

[A door in the far distance is

heard to bang. At the same
instant John Bullyum enters

quickly. Heis the typicalBritish

parent of repertory ; that is to

say, he has iron-grey hair, a chin

beard, a lie-down collar, and the

rest of his appearance is a cross

between a gamekeeper and an
undertaker.

Bullyum (He is evidently in a state

of some excitement; speaks scornfully).

Well, here 's a fine thing happened.
Mrs. B. What is it, feyther?

Bully, (shoiving letter). That young
puppy, Inkslinger, had the impudence
to write me asking for our Janet. But
I Ve told him off to rights. He 's

nobbut a boot-builder.

Janet (in a level voice). Ye 're wrong
there, feyther. Bob Inkslinger 's a

dramatist now.

Bully, (thunderstruck). What?
Janet (as before). Ho 's had a play

taken by the Sad Sundays Society.

Bully. Great Powers, a repertory
dramatist ! And I 've insulted him !

me, a town councillor. (He has grown
white to the lips ; this is not easy, but

can be managed.) There '11 be a play
about me about us, this house every-

thing. But (passionately) I '11 thwart
him yet. Janet, my girl, do thee

write at once and say that I withdraw

my opposition to the engagement.
Janet (dully). But I don't want the

man.

Bully, (hectoring). Am I your feyther
or am I not ? I tell you you shall marry
him. And what 's more, he shan't find

us what he looks for. No, no (with
rising agitation), he thinks that because
I 'm a town councillor I 'm to be made
game of, does he ? Well, I '11 learn him
different ! (Glaring round) This room

it 's got to bo changed. And you (to

Janet) put on a short frock, something
lively and up-to-date d'ye hear? At
once !

Mrs. B. (as Janet only stares without

moving). Well, I never.

Bully. And let 's have some books
about the place BERNARD SHAW

Janet (icily). He 's a back number
now, feyther.

Bully. Well, whoever 's the latest.

Then you must go to plays and dances,
lots of dances. (Struck with an idea)
Where 'a David ?

[As he speaks David enters, a tall

ungainly youth with spectacles
and a projecting brow.

David. Hero I yam, feyther.

Bully. It 's close on ten. (Hopefully)
Have ye been at a night-club?
David. I were kept late at evenin'

class.

Bully. Brr ! (In an ecstasy of fury)
See ye belong to a night-club before

the week 's out. (He docs his glare

again.) I '11 establish frivolity and a

spirit of modernism in this household,
if I have to take the stick to every
member of it.

Janet (springing up suddenly). Fey-
ther ! (A pause ; she collects herself

for her big effort.) Feyther, I 'm one o'

they dour silent girls to whom ex-

pression comes hardly, but (with veiled

menace) when it does come it means
fifteen minutes' unrelieved monologue.
So tak' heed. We 're not wanting these

changes, and to be up-to-date, and all

that. I 'm happy as I am, and so 's

David. He has his hope of the council,

and the bribes and them things. And
I've my guild and my friends, with
their odd clothes and variable accents.

That's the life I want, and I won't

change it. I won't

[Quite suddenly she breaks from
them and rushes out of the room,

slamming the door after her.

The others remain silent, appar-
ently from emotion, but really to

see if there will be any applause.
When this is settled in the nega-
tive old Bullyum speaks again.

Bully, (sloioly and as if with an
immense effort). Why couldn't she
wait ? . . . She might have known
we wouldn't decide anything that we
never do decide anything because it

would be too much like a rounded
climax. Wr

ell (rousing himself), let's

put out the gas.

[He moves heavily towards the con-

spicuous bracket.

David (protesting). But, feyther,
'tisn't near time for bed yet.

Bully, (grimly). Maybe ; but 'tis

more than time play was finished.

And this is how.

[He turns the tap. A few moments
later the light is sicitched off
with a faintly audible click, and

upon a stage in total darkness
the curtain falls.
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Officer (anxious to pass his recruit who is not ihootiny well).
" Do YOU SMOK.U MUCII ?

"

Recruit " ABOUT A PACKET O WOODBINES A DAY, Sill."

Officer. "Do yon INHALE?" Recruit. "Nor MORE THAN A PINT A DAT, Sin."

THE WOBBLER,
MY friend, whom for the purpose

of concealing his identity I will call

Wiggles, opened fire upon me on March
1st (coming in like a lion) with this :

" DEAR WILLIAM, I have not heen
well and my doctor thinks it might do
me good to ccme to Cornwall for a few
weeks. May I invite myself to stay
with you? . . ."

I accepted his invitation, if 1 may
put it so, and on March 6th received

the following :

'DEAR WILLIAM, I am not, as I

think I said, at all well, and my doctor
considers I had better break the journey
at Plymouth, as it is a long way from
Malvern to Cornwall. Would you re-

commend mo some hotels to choose
from? I hope to start by the middle
of the month . . ."

I recommended hotels, and on the
12th heard from him again :

" DEAR WILLIAM, I am very obliged
to you. In this severe weather my
doctor says that I cannot he too careful,
and 1 doubt if I shall ho able to start

for ten days or so. Has your house
a south aspect, and is it far from the
sea ? I require air but not wind. And
could you tell me . . ."

I told him all right, though as a guest

I began to think him a little exigeant.
But ho was unwell.

On the 17th he answered me :

" DEAB WILLIAM, I understand you
live quite in the country. Would you
tell me whether a doctor lives near to

you and whether you have a chemist
within reasonable distance ? My doctor,
who really understands my case, won't
hear of nay starting until the wind

changes : but I hope . . ."

1 drew a map showing my house, the
nearest chemist's shop, the doctor's

surgery and a few other points of

interest, such as Land's End and the
Lizard. This I sent to him, and on the
22nd he replied :

"DEAB WILLIAM, I acknowledge
your map with many thanks. There
is one more thing. My doctor insists

on a very special diet. Can your cook
make porridge ? I rely very largely on

porridge for breakfast and . . ."

I saw myself smiling at Lord DEVON-
PORT and wired back, "Have you ever
known a cook who couldn't make
porridge?"
And on the 27th he issiied his

ultimatum :

"DEAit WILLIAM, I have consulted

my doctor and ho thinks I ought not
to tempt Providence by travelling at

present, so I have decided to remain in

Malvern. I do hope ..."

To this I replied :

" DEAR WIGGLES, Holding as you
do the old pagan view of Provrlence,

you are quite right not to tempt it.

The loss is mine. I hope you will

soon be rather less unwell."

Then I went away for three days
without leaving an address, and when
I returned it was to learn that Wiggles
had arrived on the previous evening.
And in my study I found him, together
with four wires (two to say he wasn't

coming and two to say he was) and a
table loaded with prescriptions.
He cats enormously.

INKOMAN1A.

(Si/'jgesttd bij .;-. ,S'/.\/o\/' recently

published volume.)

O STREET of Ink, O Street of Ink,
Whore printers and machinsts swink
Amid the buzz and hum and clink ;

By night one cannot sleep a wink,
There is no time to stop or think,
One half forgets to eat or drink,
One's brains are knotted in a kink,
One always lives upon the brink

Of "
happenings" that strike one pink.

One day the dollars gaily chink,
The next your funds to zero shrink.

And yet I 'm such a perfect ninc-

mpoop I cannot break the link

That binds me to the Street of Ink.
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Tommy (to Officer who has only arrived in the trench by accident).
FtTBTHEB ALONG.

YOU 'BE A-LOOIUU' FOB THE BUltlBD CABLE, SlB, IT'S

CHILDEEN'S TALES
GEOWN-UPS.

FOB

VI.

THE CAT AND THE KING.

THE cat looked at the King.
She was the boldest cat in the world,

but her heart stood still as she vindicated
the immemorial right of her race.

What would the King say? What
would the King do ?

Would he call her up to sit on his

royal shoulder ? If so, she would purr
her loudest to drown the beating of her

heart, and she would rub her head

against the royal ear. How splendid
to be a royal cat !

Or perhaps he would appoint her
Mouser to the King's Household, and
she would keep the King's peace with
tooth and claw.

Or perhaps she would become play-
mate to the Eoyal children, and live on
cream and sleep all day on a silken

cushion.

Or and . this is where her heart
ceased to beat perhaps she would pay
the price of her temerity and the

Hereditary Executioner would smite off

her head.

She had put it boldly to the test, to

sink or swim. What would the King
do?
The King rose slowly from his throne

and passed out to his own apartments,
whilst all the Court bowed.
The King had not noticed the cat.

The Ruling Passion.
" A Russian official accredited to this coun-

try, in an interview with a representative of

tho Morning Post yesterday, said :

Potatoes."

Evening Times and Echo (Bristol).

" I could well enter into the feelings of this

lad's colonel when, with a lint in his eye, he
descrihirubed as ' a riceless youngster.'

"

Civil and Military Gazette.

We fear that tho insertion of the

bandage in the colonel's eye must have

prevented him from forming a true

appreciation of the young fellow.

Headline to a leading article in The

Evening News :

"\VATCII ITALY AXD EUSSIA."

Extract from same :

" Wo ought to keep our eyes fixed on the

Western front."

Correspondents should address their

inquiries to Carmelite, Squinting House

Square.

HEBBS OP GBACE.
VI.

BOSEMARY.

WHENAS on summer days I see

That sacred herb, the Bosemary,
The which, since once Our Lady threw

Upon its flow'rs her robe of blue,

Has never shown them white again,
But still in blue doth dress them

Then, oh, then

I think upon old friends and bless them.

And when beside my winter fire

I feel its fragrant leaves suspire,

Hung from my hearth-beam on a hook,
Or laid within a quiet book
There to awake dear ghosts of men
When pages ope that press them

Then, oh, then

I think upon old friends and bless them.

The gentle Bosemary, I wis,

Is Friendship's herb and Memory's.
Ah, ye whom this small herb of grace

Brings back, yet brings not face to

face,

Yea, all who read those lines I pen,
Would ye for truth confess them ?

Then, oh, then

Think upon old friends and bless them.
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VICTORY FIRST.
GEBUAS SOCIALIST. " I HOLD OUT MY HANDS TO YOU, COMBADE I

"

RUSSIAN REVOLUTIONARY. "HOLD THEM UP, AND THEN I MAY TALK TO YOU."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, April 2nd. The MINISTER

OF MUNITIONS informed the House that,

owing to the demand for explosives,
there is a shortage of acid for artificial

fertilisers. It is rumoured that Mr.

SNOWDEN, Mr. OUTHWAITB and Mr.

PUINGLE, feeling that it is up to them
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Jock (in captured trench).
" Coon AWA* UP HEBE, DoxAl/ ; IT '8 DBIEB."

ready, like the British Army, to go any-
where and do anything.
A telegram from the British Ambass-

ador at Washington, stating that Pre-

sident WILSON'S War-speech had been

very well received, and that Congress
was expected to take his advice, gave
great satisfaction. As the MINISTER
FOB AGRICULTURE observed,

" The out-

look for early potatoes may be doubtful,
but our SpBiNQ-EicE promises excel-

lently."
Mr. PROTHEBO has made up his

alleged differences with the SECRETARY
OP STATE FOR WAR, and signalized the

treaty of peace first by snuggling up
to Mr. MACPHERSON on the Treasury
Bench, and next by handsomely sup-
porting the new Military Service Bill.

In return the UNDERSECRETARY FOR
WAR introduced a much-needed amend-
ment by which men wholly engaged on

food-production may bo exempted by
the Board of Agriculture from the pro-
cess of "re-combing

" now to be applied
to the rest of the population.

Wednesday, April Uh. Mr. SNOWDEN
disapproves of the selection of the two
Labour Members who are to form part
of a deputation about to proceed to

Petrograd to convey to the Bussian
Government the congratulations of the
British people. Possibly the neckties
of the proposed envoys are not of a

sufficiently sanguinary shade, or their

brows are not lofty enough to proclaim
them true " leaders of thought." The

suggestion that the Member for Black-
burn should himself be despatched to

Petrograd (without a return ticket) has
been regretfully abandoned.

Prepared for the Worst.

Extract from a Canadian lease-

form :

" Will during the said term keep and at its

expiration leave the premises in good repair

(reasonable wear and tear and accidents by fire

or tempest expected)."

1 ' Gentleman single letterarian sportsman 5

linguages tcunant pretty little cottage charm-

ingly situated between Montreux Vevey, com-

plete sanitary accommodations vicinity boat,

seabaths, golf-grounds excursions receives

PAYING GUEST
moderate terms, Prussians and Austro-Ger-

mans, alcoholists undcsired." Swiss Paper.

We do not quite know what a single
letterarian is, but he seems to be a

person of discriminating taste.

"AVIABIES, POULTRY AND PETS.

Lady 's Teeth Society, Ltd. Gas 2s.,
teeth at hospital prices, weekly if desired."

Daily Paper.

Wo are not told under which category
Lady 's dentures come, but venture
to point out that in these days no one
should rnako a pet of them.

MAXIMS OF THE MONTHS.

(Composed during the recent Spring
snowstorm).

FROM January's start to close

It rains or hails or sleets or snows.

For atmospherical vagaries
The palm perhaps is February's.

To say March exits like a lamb
Is Falsehood's very grandest slam.

April may smile in Patagonia,
But here it always breeds pneumonia.

May, alternating sun and blizzard,

Plays havoc with the stoutest gizzard.

No part of England is immune
From frost and thunder-storms in June.

Only the suicide lays by
His thickest hose throughout July.

days' heat,
to beat.

August, in spite of dog
For floods is very hard

The equinoctial gales, remember,
Are at their worst in mid-September.

Old folk, however hale and sober,

Die very freely in October.

November with its clammy fogs
The bronchial region chokes and clogs.

December, with its dearth of sun,
For sheer discomfort takes the bun.
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THE ITALIAN IN ENGLAND.
IN the course of a recent search for

Italian conversation manuals I came

upon one which put so strangely novel

a complexion on our own tongue that,

though it was not quite what I was

seeking, I bought it. To see ourselves

as others see us may be a difficult opera-
tion, but to hear ourselves as others

hear us is by this little book made quite

easy. Everyone knows the old story
of the Italian who entered an East-

bound omnibus in the Strand and asked

to be put down at Kay-ahp-see-day.
Well, this book should prevent
him from doing it again.
But its great attraction is the

courageous personality of the

protagonist as revealed by his

various remarks. For example,
most of us who are not linguists
confine our conversations in for-

eign places to the necessities of

life, rarely leaving the beaten

track of bread and butter, knives

and forks, the times of trains,

cab fares, the way to the station,

the way to the post-office, hotel

prices and washing lists. And
even then we disdain or flee from

syntax. But this conversation-

alist embroiders and dilates. He
is intrepid. He has no reluct-

ances. Where we in Italy would,
at the most, say to the came-

riere,
" Portaci UIM tazza di

caffe," and think ourselves lucky
to get it, he lures the London
waiter to invite a disquistion on
the precious berry. Thus, he

begins :
"
Coffi is ri-marchebl for

iz vere. stim-iuUtin property. Du
ju n6 hau it uos discomard ?

"

The waiter very promptly and

properly saying,
"
N6, Sur," the

Italian unloads as follows : "Uel,
ai uil tel ju thet iz. discovvare

is sed tu hev bin 6cli6scidnt bai

thi folldin sorcomstanz. Som g6ts, hu
braus-t 6p-dn thi pUnt from huicc thi

coffi slds ar gdthard, near observ-d bai

thi gdthards tu bi echsidinyle uechful,
And ofn tu chepar ebaut in thi nait

;
thi

pniior 6v & nebarin monnastere, iiiscin

tu chip Jiis monchs euech it thear mat-

tins, traid if thi coffi ud prodiiis thi sem

effecht open them, es it uds 6bsArv-d tu

du bp-bn thi gots ; thi soch-ses ov his

echspenment Ud tu thi appresciescidn
ov iz vallift.

A little later a London bookseller has
the temerity to place some of the latest

fiction before our chatty alien, but pays
dearly for his rash act. In these words
did the Italian let him have it: "Ai
du not laich nov-Als it ol, bico-s 6 nov-el

is bat e fichtiscios tel stof-t ov s6 mme
fantastical dids end nonsensical uords,

huicc dpset maind And hart. An-lit'ppe
tho-s an-ucre jongh persons, hu spend
thear pre-scios taim in ridin nov-Als !

The du not no thet nov-Allists, gAnnAralle

spichin, ar thi laitest And thi most

huim-sical raittars, hu h*v nested end
uest thear laif in lii'idnes."

English people abroad do not, as a

rule, drop aphorisms by the way ;
but

our Italian loves to do so. Thus, to

one stranger (in the section devoted to

Virtues and Vices), he remarks, "Uith-
aut Riligibn ui scii'ul bi uors then bists."

To another,
" Thi igotist sp'tchs cdntin-

nifialle do himself end mechs himself

"I AIN'T ENOUGH PAPER TO WHOP HIM L'P, MISTER ; BUT KO
ONE'LL NOTICE A KOOD WOBZEL IN WAR-TIME."

thi sentar 6v evvere thingh." And to a

third, a little tactlessly perhaps,
" Im-

polait-n-es is disgostin." Hejs senten-

tious even to his hatter: "E lict sciud

bi proporsciond tu thi lied endparson,for
it is Idf-ebl tu si 6 la-rgg het op-on e

smol lied, end e smol hM 6p-6n e largg
lihl." But sometimes he goes all

astray. He is, for instance, desperately
ill-informed as to English law. In

England, he tells us, and believes the

pathetic fallacy,
" thi trens start end

arraiv vcre pongh-ciualle, othar-uais

passon-gidrs hu arraiv-Ut for thear bis-

nes cud siu thi Gompanefdrdcm-ugg-s."
He is calm and collected in an emer-

gency. Thus, to a lady who has burst

into flames,
" Bi not vfred, Madam," he

says,
" thi fair hes cdt jur gaun. Le

daun op-on thi ftor, end ju uil put ant

thi fair uith jur lieuds." His presence
of mind saves him from using his own
hands for the purpose. Kesourceful-

ness is indeed as natural to him as to

Sir CHRISTOPHER WREN in the famous

poem. "Uilliam," he says to his man,
"
if enebode asch-s fur mi, ju uil sa

that ai seel bi bech in e fort-nait."
Ho meets Miss Butterfield.
" Mis Buttarjild," ho says,

" uil ju
ghiv mi c glds uv uotar, if ju pits ?

"

And that is the end of the lady. Or I

think so. But there is just a possi-

bility that it is she (no longer Miss

Butterfield, but now a Signora) whom
I he rebukes in a cott'ee-house :

" Mai diar, du not spick ov pol-
litichs in e, CofJi-Haus, for no

Iran-ellar, if priudent, cvvar
tochs ebaut pollitichs in pob-
lich." And again it may be for

Miss Butterfield that he orders

a charming present (first say-

ing it is for a lady): "Ghiv mi
thi't ripittar sAt uith rubes, thct

straich-s thi aurs end thi hdf-
aurs."

Finally he embarks for Aus-
tralia and quickly becomes as

human as the rest of us. " Thi

itinrl," he murmurs uneasily,
"

is

raisin. Thi si is vAre rdf. Thi
mo-scion ov thi Stim-bot mech-s
mi an-uAl. Ai fll veres ich. Mai
/ted is dizze. Ai hAv <j<it

e hed-

cch." But he assures a fellow-

passenger that there is no cause
for fear, even it a storm should

i
come on. " Du not bi dlarmd,"
he says ;

"
tluiar is no dengg-ar.

Thi Chep-ten ov this Stima-r is

6 vere clevar men."
His last words, addressed

apparently to the rest of the

passengers as they reach Ade-

laide, are these: "Let 6s mech
h&st And go tu thi Costom-Haus
tu hey aur Idgh-eggs ech-samint.

In Ostrella, thi Costdm-Haus

Offisars ar not hotte, bat vAre polait."

EMERGENCY RATIONS.
IN our village many disruptions have

been wrought by the War, but no-

thing has ever approached the state of

turveydom which came in with the

system of daily rations.

Margery brought home the first news
of the revolution.

" Most extraordinary thing," she said.
" The Joneses have got the two old

Miss Singlcweods staying with them."

"What!" I exclaimed, swallowing

my ration of mammalia in one aston-

ished gulp.
"
Why, only two or three

days ago Jones told me very privately
that the Singlewoeds were two of the

most interfering, bigoted, cabbage-eat-
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I'loilljh LSlrl. "MABEL, DO GO AND ASK T11E FA1IMKB IF WE CAN HAVK A SMALLER HOUSE. THIS ONE'S TOO TALC, FOB THE SHAFTS.

ing old cats that he huil over conic
across."

"
Cabbage-eating !

"
repeated Margery

thoughtfully.
" How stupid we are.

Tim I 's it, of course."
" What's it?"
"
Why, cahbage-eating. The Single-

weeds haven't touched meat since I

don't know when, so for a consideration
of brussels-sprouts and a few digestive
biscuits the Joneses will have five

pounds of genuine beef to play with."
"
Hogs !

"
I said.

The hospitable influence of the now
scheme of rationing spread very rapidly.
A few days later wo heard that Sir

Meesly Goormay, the most self-indul-

gent and incorrigible egotist in the

neighbourhood, had introduced a col-

lodion of octogenarian aunts to his

household, and, when I was performing
my afternoon boat, I was just in time
to see the butcher's boy, assisted by the

gardener, delivering what looked to be
a baron of beef at Sir Meesly's back
door. It was an enervating and dis-

gusting spectacle, well calculated to

upset the moral of the steadiest special
in the local force.

That night at dinner I had a Machia-
vellian thought.
"Look here," I said, stabbing at a

plate of pet-it pois (1911) and mis-cueing
badly,

" what about having Uncle Tom
to stay for a few weeks '.'

"

"Last tii no became," replied Margery,

"you said that nothing would induce

you to ask him again. You haven't

forgotten his chronic dyspepsia, have

you ?
"

" Of course not," I retorted, looking a
little pained at such flagrant gaucherie :

" but you can't cast off a respectable
blood relation because he happens to
live on charcoal and hot water."

I delivered an irritable attack on a
lentil pudding.

"
Eight-O," agreed Marjory.

" And
I '11 ask Joan as well. She won't be
ablo to come until Friday, because
she 's having some teeth extracted on

Thursday."
After all Marjory is not altogether

without perception.
Dinner over I wrote, in my best style,

a short spontaneous invitation to Uncle
Tom . Margery wrote a more discursive
one to Joan.

" I think we ought to celebrate this,"
I suggested.

" Let 's bo extravagant."" All right," said Margery.
" What

shall it be, champagne or potatoes ?
"

Two days later I received the fol-

lowing :

" MY DEAR JAMES, Thank you very
much for your invitation, which I am
very pleased to accept. The country,
after all, is the proper place for old

fogeys like myself, as it is very difficult

for them to live up to the present-day
bustle of a largo city. For the last six

months I have becu doing odd jobs at

a munition factory, which, I must
admit, hag benefited my health in an

extraordinary manner, so much so that
I have entirely lost the troublesome

dyspepsia I suffered from, and now, you
will be glad to hear, I am able to eat
like a hunter, aswe used to say. Hoping
to find you all flourishing on Thursday
next, about lunch-time,

" Your affectionate UNCLE TOM."

Instinctively I took my belt in a hole.

Then Margery silently placed this in

front of me :

"DABLIXU MAROEHY, How perfectly
sweet of you ! I shall simply love it.

I am feeling especially Ijeany as I have

just finished with the dentist usually
a hateful person who found out, after

all, that it was not necessary to take
out any of my teeth. I adore him.
No time for more. Heaps to tell you
on Friday.

" Your loving J. J."

" Hullo ! Where are you off to ?
"

I

asked, as Margery made for the door.
" Off to ? Why, to put our names

down on the Singleweeds' waiting list."

I took my belt tip another hole and,

whistling The Bing Boys out of sheer

desperate bravado, made my gloomy
way to the potato patch.

A Master of the Quill.
' Of Swinburne's personal characteristics

Mr. Goose, as was to bo expected, writes ad-

mirably.''/)^!/ ywcs and Leader.
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GERMAN MEASLES.
" Francesca," I said,

"
you must admit that at last I

have you at a disadvantage."
" I admit nothing of the sort."
" Well," I said,

" have you or have you not got German
measles? It seems almost an insult to put such a ques-
tion to a woman of your energy and brilliant intellectual

capacity, but you force me to it."

" Dr. Manley
"

" Come, come, don't fob it off on the Doctor. He didn't

wilfully provide you with an absurd attack of this childish

disease."

"No, he didn't; but when I was getting along quite

nicely with the idea that I was suffering from a passing
headache he butted in and sent me to bed as a German
measler and now we 've all got it."

"
Yes," I said,

"
you 've all got it, all my little chickens

and their dam you're the dam, remember that, Francesca
Muriel's got it, Nina's got it, Alice has got it and

Frederick has got it very

slightly, but he insists on

having all the privileges of

the worst kind of invalid ;

and you 've got it, Fran-

cesca, and I'm left scathe-

less in a position of unlimited

i power and no responsi-
! bility."

"
Yes," she said,

"
it 's

terrible, but you will use

your strength mercifully."
"I'm not at all sure about

that. At first I felt like one
of those old prisoner John-
nies Baron TRENCK, you
know, or LATUDE who
were all shaky and mild
when they were at last re-

leased ; but now I 've had
time to think yes, I 've

with you that hard reactionary bureaucratic spirit which
all but ruined Eussia and is in process of ruining Germany.
It will be just as if the TSAUITSA got loose and began to

have her own way again. By the way, Francesca, what
does one do when the butcher says there won't bo any
haunch of mutton till Tuesday, or when the grocer refuses

you your due amount of sugar ?
"

"A TSAMTSA," said Francesca haughtily, "cannot con-
cern herself with sugar or haunches of mutton."

" But suppose that the TSAEITSA has got German measles.
Couldn't she manage to beat up an interest in mundane
affairs?

"

" I '11 tell you what," said Francesca.
" Do," I said ;

" I 'm dying to hear it."
"
Well, you 'd better let the strong wind of a man's

intellect blow through them."
" What," I said" through the haunch of mutton ?

"

"Yes, you could do without the haunch, you know, and
score off the butcher."

" That 's a sound idea. You 're not so badly mcaslcd
as I thought you were."

"
Oh," she said,

" I shall

soon be rid of them alto-

gether."
"To tell you the truth, I

wish you 'd hurry up."
"
Long live the counter-

revolution !

"

"
Oh, as long as you like,"

I said.
" Have you given the chil-

dren their medicine and
taken their temperatures ?

"

" I "m just off to do it," I

said. E. C. L.

localfauna).
" LUMME 1

COME TO LIFE I

I've

had time to think."
" And what is the result

of your thoughts?
"

" The result," I said,
"

is

that I 'm determined to do things thoroughly,
mastered all your jealously-guarded secrets and I 've

allowed the strong wind of a man's intellect to blow

through them. I am facing the cook on a new system
and am dealing with the tradesmen in a spirit of inexorable

resolution. The housemaid is being brought to heel and
has already begun not to leave her brushes and dust-pans
lying about on the floors of the library and the drawing-
room. Stern measures are being taken with the kitchen-

maid ; and Parkins, that ancient servitor, is slowly being
reduced to obedience. Even the garden is feeling the new
influence and potatoes are being planted where no potatoes
were ever planted before. Everything, in fact, is being
reformed."

" I warn you," said Francesca,
" that your reforms will

not be allowed to go on. As soon as I can get rid of the
German measles I shall restore everything to its former
condition."

"But that," I said, "is the counter-revolution."
" It is ; and it 's going to begin as soon as I get out

of bed."
" And what are you going to bring out of bed with you ?

"

" Common sense," said Francesca.
" Not at all," I said. " You 're going to bring out of bed

SCENE : A lonely road som-ewhere in France.

Diminutive Warrior (suddenly confronted with ferocious specimen of the
IF IT AIN'T THE REGIMENTAL COAT-OF-ARMS

" Tho Wady Ghuzzeh, or river

of Gaza, a stream-bed which
makes no largo assertion on the

map. But it
'

just divides the
desert from the sewn.' "

Sunday Paper.

Being, as you might say, a

mere thread.

Extracts from an article

entitled " London Sights : An Australian's Impressions
"

:

" When all is over and wo are back where the coyote cries . . .

when the Rockies are looking down at us from their snowy heights,
and the night-time silence steals across the fir-bordered foothills . . ."

Sunday Times.

Yet what is all this to the longing of the Canadian for the

nightly howl of the kangaroo and the song of the wombat

flitting among the blue-gums in his native bush ?

According to a French philosopher mankind is divided

into two categories, Les Huns et les autres.

"
Sydney, January 2.

Concurrently with the inauguration of the new time schedule at

2 a.m. on Monday a violent earth tremor was experienced at

Orange. An accompanying noise lasted about a half minute."
Brisbane Courier.

Another family quarrel between Kpovos and r^.

"Petrograd, Wednesday.
Tho Council of Workmen's Delegates has issued an appeal to the

proletariat, which contains the following striking passage : Wo
shall defend our liberty to tho utmost against all attacks within and
without. Tho Russian revolution will not quail before the bayta
fwyaa, rnfwyawayqawyqa." Dublin Evening Mail,

If that won't frighten it nothing will.
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"You WOULDN'T THINK IT TO LOOK AT 'IK, BUT WHBN I SAYS "AND3 UP,' 'B ANSWEBS BACK IN PUFFICK ENGLISH, 'STEADY ox
WITH VKU BLINKIN' TOOTHPICK,' 'B SEZ, 'AND I'LL COMB QUIET.'"

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

I AM wondering whether, among the myriad by-products
of the War, there should be numbered a cortain note of

viril.ty hitherto (if he will forgive me for saying so) foreign
to the literary style of Mr. E. TEMPLE THURSTON. Because
I have certainly found Enchantment (UNwiu) a far more

vigorous and less saccharine affair than previous experience
had led me to expect from him. For which reason I find

it tar and away my favourite of the stories by this author
that I have so far encountered. I certainly think (for ex-

ample) that not one of his Cities of Beautiful Barley-Sugar
contains any figures so alive as those of John Desmond,
the hard-drinking Irish squireen, and Mrs. Slattery, his

adoring housekeeper. There is red blood in both, and not
less in Charles Stuart, a hero whose earlier adventures
with smugglers, secret passages and the like have an
almost Si'EVENSONiAN vigour. All the life of impoverished
Waterpark, with its wonderful drawing-room full of pre-
carious furniture, is excellently drawn. I willingly allow
Mr. THUUSTON so much of his earlier manner as is implied
in the (quite pleasant) conceit of the fairy-tale. The point
is that the real tale here is neither of fairies nor of sugar
dolls, but of genuine human beings, vastly entertaining to
read about and quite convincingly credible. I can only
entreat the author to continue this rationing of sentiment
for our mutual benefit.

When a book rejoices in such a title as The Amazing Years

(HODDER AND STOUGHTON) and begins with a prosperous
English family contemplating their summer holiday in

August 1914, you may be tolerably certain beforehand of

its subject-matter. When, moreover, the name on the

title-page is that of Mr. W. PETT KIDOE, you may with

equal security anticipate that, whatever troubles befall this

English family by the way, they will eventually reach a

happy ending, and find all for the best in the best of all

genially humorous worlds. As indeed it proves. But of

course the Hilliers were exceptionally fortunate in the fact

that when the crash came they had one of those quite
invaluable super-domestics whom Mr. PETT RIDOE delights
in to steer them back to prosperity. The story tells

us how the KAISER compelled the Hilliers to leave " The
Croft," and how that very capable woman, Miss Weston,
restored it to them again, chiefly by the aid of her antique
shop ; and to anyone who has recently been a customer in

such an establishment this result fully explains itself. I

need not further enlarge upon the theme of the book.
Your previous knowledge of Mr. PETT BIDGE'S method will

enable you to imagine how the various members of the
Hillier household confront the changes brought by The
Amazing Years ; but this will not make you less anxious to

read it for yourself in the author's own inimitable telling.
I won't call this his best novel ; now and again, indeed,
there seemed rather too much padding for so slender a

plot ; but, take it for all in all, and bearing in mind the

strange fact that we all love to read about events with
which we are already familiar, I can at least promise you a

cheery and optimistic entertainment.

Jan Ross, grey-haired at twenty-seven, but sweet of face

and of a most taking way, found herself unexpectedly con-

fronted, a year or two ago, with a "
job." It was eventually

to include the looking after a certain Peter, of the Indian
Civil Service, a thoroughly good sort, who by now is making
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her as happy as she deserves ;
but, in the first place it meant

the care of a little motherless niece and nephew and their

protection from a scoundrelly father. How successfully
she has been cluing it and what charmingly human babies

are her charges, Tony and Fay, you will realise when I say
that it is Mrs. L. ALLEN HARKKR who has been telling me
all about Jan and Her Job (MURRAY). You will understand,

too, how pleasantly peaceful, how utterly removed from the

young couple has got as far as an engagement, the wife
must needs go and tell the girl that the whole affair was
manoeuvred by herself. Which naturally upset that apple-
cart. It had also the effect of making me a somewhat im-

patient spectator of the subsequent developments, mainly
political, of the plot. I smiled, though, when the hero was
worsted in his by-election. After all, witli a set of sup-
porters so destitute of elementary tact But, of

Artificially forced crispness of the special correspondent, is
j

course, I know quite well what is my real grievance,
the telling of the story ;

but you must read it yourself to Miss HELEN ASHTON began her story with a chapter so

learn how simply and naturally the writer has used the full of sparkle that I am peevish at being disappointed of

coming of the War for her last chapter, and above iill to the comedy that this promised. Perhaps next time she

get to know not only Jan herself but also that most loyal of i will take the hint, and give us an entire novel in the key
comrades, her pal Mecj. Merj, indeed, is almost as much in I which, I am sure, suits her best,

the middle of the stage as the friend whose nursemaid she]
has elected to become ;

and as the completion of her own! A Little Would Apart (LANE) is one of those gentle

private happiness has to remain in doubt until the coming stories that please as much by reminding you of others

of peace, since Mrs. HARKEK has resolutely refused to like them as by any qualities of their own. Indeed you
guarantee the survival of the soldier-sweetheart, you must

join me in wishing him the best of good fortune. He is

still rubbing it into the

Bosches. Perhaps some

day the author will be able

to reassure us.

might call it, with no disparagement intended, a fragrant

pot-pourri of many rustic romances Our Village, for

example, and more than a
touch of Cranford. Your

literary memory may also

suggest to you another
scene in fiction almost

startlingly like the one

here, in which the gently-
born lover (named Art

kit)')

of the village beauty is

forced to combat by her
rustic suitor. Fortunately,
however, Mr, GEORGE
STEVENSON has no tragedy
like that of Hetty in store

for his Rose. His picture
of rural life is more mellow
than melodramatic ; and
his tale reaches a happy
end, unchequered by any-
thing more sensational than
a mild outbreak of scandal

NERO MAKES HIMSELF POPULAR ON A FLAG-DAY IN AID OF HOMELESS
f

il 11 fnnonpo
ROMANS REDUCED TO DESTITUTION BY THE GREAT FIRE.

-i There are many pleasant,

When I have said that

Twentieth - Century France

(CHAPMAN AND HALL) is

rather over-weighted by its

title my grumble is made.
To deal adequately with
twentieth - century France
in a volume of little more
than two hundred amply-
margined pages is beyond
the powers of Miss M.
BETHAM - EDWARDS or of

any other writer. But, un-

der any title, whatever she

writes about France must
be worth reading, and to-

day of all times the French
need to be explained to us

almost as much as -we need to be explained to thorn.

Miss BETHAM-EDWARDS can be trusted to do this good
work with admirable sympathy and discretion. Here
she writes intimately of many people whose names are

already household words in France. The more books we
have of the kind the better. VOLTAIRE, we are reminded,
once said that " when a Frenchman and an Englishman
agree upon any subject we may be quite sure they have
reason on their side." Well, they are agreeing at present

upon a certain subject with what the Huns must regard
as considerable unanimity. If in the last century there

was any misunderstanding between us and our neighbours
it is now in a fair way to be removed to the back of

beyond ;
and in this removal Miss EDWARDS has lent a

very helping hand.

What chiefly impressed me about Marslulikes (UNWIN)
was what I can only call the blazing indiscretion of the

chief characters. To begin with, you have a happily
married young couple asking a nice man down for the

week-end to meet a girl, and as good as telling him that

the party has been arranged, as the advertisements put it,

with a view to matrimony. Passing from this, wo find a

doctor (surely unique) blurting out to a fellow-guest at

dinner that a mutual friend had consulted him for heart

troul le. To crown all, when the match arranged by the

A MODEL FOR THE HUNS IN BELGIUM.

if rather familiar, characters; though I own to a certain

sense of repletion arising from the elderly and domineering
dowagers of fiction, of whom Lady Crane may be regarded
as embodying the common form. A Little World Apart,
in short, is no very sensational discovery, but good enough
as a quiet corner for repose.

A VISION OF BLIGHTY.
I DO not ask, when back on Blighty's shore

My frozen frame in liberty shall rest,

For pleasure to beguile the hours in store

With long-drawn revel or with antique jest.
I do not ask to probe the tedious pomp
And tinsel splendour of the last Revue ;

The Fox-trot's mysteries, the giddy Romp,
And all such folly I would fain eschew.

But, propt on cushions of my long desire,

Deep-buried in the vastest of armchairs,
Let me recline what time the roaring fire

Consumes itself and all my former cares.

I shall not think nor speak, nor laugh nor weep,
But simply sit and sleep and sleep and sleep.

"WANTED, Lndyhelp or General, for country, no bread or Littler.

Apply 'Gay,' 'Dominion' Office." The Dominion (Wellington, N.Z.).

We congratulate the advertiser on her cheery optimism.
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CHARIVARIA.
TIIK growing disposition to declare

war against her is causing genuine
concern in Germany, where it is feared

that there may not be enough interned

German vessels to go round.
* ;

An Austrian General is reported to

have been overwhelmed by an avalanche

of snow, and at Easter-time a number
of patriotic English people were offer-

ing, in view of the usefulness of the

stuff' for military purposes, to forgo
their own ration. ,. ^

"'*

The question of Parliamentary reform

has been under discussion in the House
of Commons. That the Legislature
should attempt to deal with reforms

of any kind which have not been

previously demanded by the Daily Press

is regarded in certain quarters as a

most dangerous precedent.

Immediately north of the Siegfried

line, the experts explain, is a new
German position, which they have

christened the Wotan line. It will

not be long before we hear of fresh

German activities in the Gotterdiim-

nierung line. -, t
*

Thousands of men at the docks are

boycotting public-houses as a protest

against increased prices. A deputation
of licensed victuallers will shortly
wait upon the Government to inform

them that their action in restricting
the brewers' output is likely to have
the deplorable effect of making drink-

ing unpopular. ... ^

There has been some slight activity
on the Dublin front, but beyond a few
skirmishes there is little to report.

* ';

One of the most recent additions to

the Entente Alliance proves that the

art of war as practised by Germany is

such a horrible travesty that even the

Cubists condemn it.

* *

Goat-skin coats are mentioned by a

lady writer as quite a novelty. She is in

error. Goats have worn them for years.
* *

A wedding at Huntingdon, the other

day, was interrupted by the barking of

dog within the vicinity of the church.

It is a peculiar thing, but dogs have
never looked upon marriage as the

serious thing it really is.

* ='.:

Wo are sorry to contradict a con-

temporary, but the assertion that men
are losing their chivalry cannot be

lightly passed over. Only the other

night in the tube a man was distinctly

Small Invalid (to visitor). "I'VE HAD A LOT OP DISEASKS E MY TIME MEASLES
i INFLUENZA TOSSII.ITIS BUT (modestly} I HAVEN'T HAD DBOPSY YET."

heard to say to a lady who was stand-

ing,
"
Pray accept my seat, Madam. I

am getting out here."
* *
*

Mr. DUKE has just stated that there

is work for all in Ireland. This is not

the way to make the Government

popular in the distressed isle.

The Vienna Zeit says the worst

enemy of the people is their appetite.
Several local humourists have been

severely dealt with for pointing out

that eating is the best way of getting
rid of this pest. ... ^

A Stepney market porter attempted
last week to evade military service by
hiding in a cupboard, but the police

captured him despite the fact that he

attempted to throw them off the scent

by making a noise like a piece of cheese

a very old device.
*

.

*

On one day of Eastertide there was
an inch of snow in Liverpool, followed

by hailstones, lightning, thunder and a

gale of wind. Summer has certainly
arrived very early this year.

:]:

The Berliner Tatjeblatt makes much
of the fact that a recent submarine

expedition was carried out by means
of German Naval officers on board a

trawler "
disguised as ordinary men."

A clever piece of masquerading.
"*."

" Members of the Honor Oak Golf

Club," says a contemporary,
" are

arranging to play their rounds to the

music of grunting pigs, cackling fowls
and bleating lambs." With a little prac-
tice these intelligent animals should
soon be able to convey their apprecia-
tion of the more elementary strokes.

*
*

WOLF'S comet is approaching the

earth at the rate of 1,250,000 miles a

day, and our special constables have
been warned. ^ ^

England, said Lord LEICESTER re-

cently, is neglecting her trees during
the War. But with our Great Tree

(Sir BEERBOHM) it is the other way
about. ^ ...

:!*.

The overseer of ono of the .work-
houses in the vicinity of London is to

receive an additional four pounds a

year in place of beer. It is hoped that

this sum will buy him a nice glass of

stout for his next Christmas dinner.
* *
*

In justice to the thieves who removed
;

1 cwt. of sugar from a grocer's shop
in Kentish Town it should be stated

that had it not been for an untimely
alarm it was their intention to have
taken a sufficient quantity of other

articles to justify their appropriation
of that amount of sugar.

"
Only the older generation recalls the glass

of sherry and slice of Madeira that used to bo
the invariable refreshment offered in the farm-
houses of the South-west/' Daily Telegraph.

Our own recollection is that it was
sometimes a glass of Madeira and a

hunk of sherry.
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A SCHOOL FOR STATESMEN.
[The Hamburger Fremdenblatt, in an article on our Ambassador at

Petrograd, ascribes his success as a diplomat to his passion for golf

"if one can speak of passion in connection with this cold game of

meadow billiards." "The conditions," it goes on to say, "in which
this rather tiresome game is played do really produce the qualities

necessary for any statesmanlike or diplomatic work. . . . Silent,

tough, resigned, unbroken . . . the good golfer walks round his field,

keeps his eye on the ball and steers for his goal. . . . Sir George
Buchanan walked round the whole golf field of Europe for years until

at last ho was able in Petrograd to hurl the ball into the goal."]

OFT have I wondered as my weapon's edge

Disintegrated solid chunks of greenery,
Or as my pillule Hew the bounding hedge

Into outlying sections of the scenery,
What moral value might accrue

From billiards played beneath the blue.

Little I fancied when I topped the sphere
And on its candour left a coarse impression,

Or in the bed of some revolting mere
Mislaid three virgin globes in swift succession,

That I was learning how to grip
The rudiments of statesmanship.

Yet so it was. I schooled myself to gaze
Upon the object with a firmly glued eye,

And, though I moved by strange and devious ways,
To keep in view the goal, or finis ludi,

And ever let my language be

The language of diplomacy.

Thus BALFOUK learned the politician's game,
And thus LLOYD GEORGE was trained to be a

Premier ;

Thence many a leader who has leapt to fame
Got self-control, grew harder, tougher, phlegmier,

Beared in the virtues which prevail
At Walton Heath and Sunningdale.

Golf being then the source of so much good,
I own my conscience suffers certain wrenches

Eecalling how the links of Chorley Wood
Have seen me on the Sabbath carving trenches,

Where Tommies might be taught to pitch
The deadly bomb from ditch to ditch.

For I reflect that my intruding spade,
That blocked the foursome and debarred the single,

May well have checked some statesman yet unmade,
Some budding HOGGE, some mute inglorious

PRINGLE
;

And that is why my shovel shrinks
From excavating other links. 0. S.

" In reply to your valued inquiry, we enclose illustration of Dining
Tables of Oak seating fourteen people with round legs and twelve

people with square legs, with prices attached. Hoping to have your
order." Tlie Huntly Express.

Mr. Punch is now engaged upon an exhaustive examination
of the extremities of his staff before deciding whether to

replace his existing Eound Table.

"BRITISH PKESS BACK HUN REARGUARDS."
Newspaper headline.

Happily it is only a small section of the British Press that

adopts this unpatriotic attitude.

SHAKSPEARE on the FOOD CONTROLLER :

"No man's pie is free'd

From his ambitious finger." Henry VIII., Act I. Scene 1.

HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.
(The GERMAN CROWN PRINCE and Marshal HINDENBURQ).
Hindenburg. So your Eoyal Highness proposes to leave

us again ?

The Prince. Yes, Marshal, I 'm going to leave you for a
short time. I have made arrangements which will render

my absence from the Front as little disadvantageous as may
be possible. My orders have been carefully drawn up so as
to provide for every contingency, and I trust that nothing
the enemy can do will find my stout fellows unprepared,
while I am devising fresh triumphs for them in my tem-

porary retirement.

Hindenburg. We shall all regret the absence of your
Royal Highness from those fields in which you have planted
new proofs both of German courage and of German intel-

lectual superiority ; but no doubt your Highness will be all

the better for a short rest. May I, perhaps, ask the immedi-
ate cause of your Highness's departure from the Front ?

The Prince. No, Marshal, you mustn't, for if you do I
shall not answer you fully. (Hums) Souvent femme varic ;

fol qui s'y fie do you know what that means, you rogue ?

Hindenburg. I know your Highness spoke in French,
which is not what I should have expected from one who
stands so near to the throne.

The Prince. Now, you mustn't be angry ; only dull people
over get angry.

Hindenburg. Your Eoyal Highness means to say ?

The Prince. I mean to say that you 're not dull not

really dull, you know, and that therefore you can't be
allowed to get angry about a mere trifle. Besides, our pre-
decessor, the GREAT FREDERICK, always spoke in French
and wrote his poetry in French very poor stuff it was too
and had a violent contempt for the German language,

which he considered a barbarous jargon.

Hindenburg. I care not what the GREAT FREDERICK may
have thought as to this matter there are other points in

which it might be well to imitate him first rather than to

remember what he thought and said about our noble
German language but for me it is enough to know that

the Emperor and King whom 1 serve holds no such ideas.

The Prince. Of course he doesn't
; he holds no ideas at

all of any kind.

Hindenburg. At least he would be angry to hear such
The Prince. Of course he would ; he 's dull enough in all

conscience for that or anything else.

Hindenburg (after a pause). Your Eoyal Highness will,

perhaps, forgive me if I draw your gracious attention to the
fact that I have much work to do and but little time to do
it in.

The Prince. Of course, my dear Marshal, of course.

They're making things warm for you, aren't they, in the
direction of Arras? I was saying to myself only this

morning,
" How annoying for that poor old HINDENISURG

to have his masterly retreat interrupted by those atrocious

English, and to lose thirteen thousand prisoners and one

hundred-and-sixty guns, and I don't know how many killed

and wounded. Where 's his wall of steel now, poor old

fellow, and his patent plan for luring the enemy on?"
That 's what I said to myself, and now that we have met
I feel that I must offer you my condolences. I know what
it is, though of course it wasn't my fault that we failed to

bring it off against the French at Verdun. Heigho ! I 'm

really beginning to believe that I shall never see Paris. ,.

Hindenburg. ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

The Prince. You needn't look so stuffy, dear old thing.
I 'm going. But remember J shall be your Emperor some

day; and then what shall I do with you? I know ; I shall

have you taught French.
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DYNASTIC AMENITIES.
LITTLE WILLIE (of Prussia).

" AS ONE CROWN PRINCE TO ANOTHER, ISN'T YOUR
HINDENBURG LINE GETTING A BIT SHAKY?"

RUPPKECHT (of Bavaria).
" WELL, AS ONE CROWN PRINCE TO ANOTHER, WHAT ABOUT

YOUR HOHENZOLLERN LINE?"
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Sergeant. "PUT YOUR THUMBS DOWN BB'IND THE SEAMS OP YOUB TROUSERS, NUMBER Six I WHAT THE 'ELL DO you THINK Tin:
SEAMS OP YOUR TROUSERS ARE PUT THERE FOR?"

CAUTIONAEY TALES FOE
THE ARMY.

i.

Sergt.-Instructor George Bellairs, who
imagined himself to be a master of
strong language.

Sergt.-Instructor George Bellairs

Prided himself on dreadful swears,
And half the night and all the day
He thought of frightful things to say.
On his recruits in serried squad
He'd work them off; he said, "You

clod !

"

"You put!" "You closhy put!" (a
curse he

Got from The Everlasting Mercy,
Which shows one can't take care

enough,
Not knowing who may read one's stuff).
With joy he saw his victims quiver,
With wicked joy beheld them shiver.

Six stretchers in attendance waited
To carry off the men he slated.

But early in the War there came
A squad of men of rowing fame.
With them, his choicest oaths he found
Fell upon bored and barren ground.
He lavished all his hoard, full tale;

They did not blench, they did not quail.
His plethora of plums he spilt ;

They did not wince, they did not wilt.

Poor fellow ! As they left him there,
He heard one beardless boy declare,
" Jove ! what a milk-and-water chap !

I thought non-coms, had oaths on tap."
Another said,

" We 'd soon be fit

If we were only cursed a bit !

"

Sergt.-Instructor George Bellairs,
He stands and stares, and stares and

siarcs ;

Then (he who late so freely cursed)
Tried to express himself and burst !

Spring Fashions for Men.
'Lord

,
who managed to be present,

wore a festive air with a button-hole of lilies

of the valley." Ramsey Courier.

' '

LOST, between Huddersfield and Saddle-

worth, on the 7th inst, Two Swing Doors."
Provincial Paper.

What became of the rest of the storey?

The SULTAN has presented the GER-
MAN KAISER with a sword of honour
" Same I massacred the Armenians," as

Rawdon, Crawky would have said.

"The launching of the first great Allied

offensive of this year has fallen at such a time
in the week that it is unfortunately impossible
to deal with it at all thoroughly in the present
number." Land and Wn/cr.

Sir DOUGLAS HAIG ought to be more
considerate.

A EATIONAL QUESTION.
DEAR MR. PUNCH, Seeing from your

cartoon that you have views of your
own on Food Control, may I put a

puzzling case to you ? The other even-

ing, after the theatre, I wished to give
some supper to a hungry young soldier

friend who any day now may be sum-
moned to France. It was a quarter
past eleven and I led him to a re-

staurant near Piccadilly Circus which
was still open and busy. But the door-

keeper refused to admit him. I might
go in oh, yes but not a soldier. Now
I am an elderly civilian, doing very little

for my country except carrying on my
own business and paying my way and

my taxes ;
but this boy is a fighter,

prepared to die for England if need be.

Yet it is I who am allowed to eat at

night, and not he, however much in

need of food he may be ! Surely there

is some want of logic here ?

I am, Yours faithfully,
PERPLEXED CIVILIAN.

"
April came in yesterday with none of the

mildness ceeeceeeeeeeeeecelllllll xfifl vbg cmf
shr tao hr which is proverbially associated with
that month." Glanjoin Evening Times.

We can almost hear the printer's tooth

chattering.
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Mother. "So you 'KB THE BOTTOM BOY OP YOUR CLASS. AREN'T YOU ASHAMED OP YOURSELF?"
Peter. "BtiT, MOTHEB, IT'S NOT MY FAULT. THE BOY WHO'S ALWAYS BOTTOM is AWAY ILL."

FIRST LINES.

AKTKU having spent an hour or so with WORDSWORTH'S
sonnets I found my head so full of his sonorous adjura-

tory music that when in the middle of the night I woke
as usual from three to four is the worst time my
wooing of reluctant sleep took on a new fashion, and in-

stead of repeating verses I made them. But I only once

proceeded farther than the first line. Anybody who rinds

pleasure in poetic pains may add the other thirteen ; to

me such a task would savour of bad luck. Here, how-

ever, are some of my brave Rydalosque beginnings, with

titles:

To Ihi- .Iw/.si'.urr CONTROLLER OF FOOD, wishing him
success.

Jo:;i:g, who wouldst keep potatoes for the poor

To the EX-PREMIER, now in very active retirement.

ASQUITH, till recently our honoured head -

To a prominent K.C. who has become First Lord of the

Admiralty.

CARSOX, \vlio latterly hast takrn -alt

To an E.c-Minixtcrfor Foreign A/airs, on a bed of sickness.

C'iKF.y, who wouldst Hoprescnt I'rnjxirtionalh
-

To a Second-in-Command,

BONAH, who i-peukcst for the alisent CFzOBOB

To the PRIME MINISTER, on not<ihh>. i

:>.K, who receivest Yankee journali-t-

To the KAISER.

\Vn.iiKi.xi, who dost thy damncdst every day

To the CROWX PRI\< ;:.

Namesake of mine, but O how different !

To an Ex-Colonel.

WINSTON, whose fighting days, alas ! -rein o'er

To an assiduous Watcher of the literary skies.

SHOBTKB, who telleHt readers what to think

I then essayed two lines :

To an InconiijMe Way.
SHAW, who, in khaki, with that gingery beard,

Joyous and independent scann'dst the Kront--

With this effort I fell asleep.

Dawn of Humour in Scotland.
" Summer time begins at 2 a.m. on Sunday morning. Clocks

should be put back an hour on Saturday night." Itogs-shirc Journal.

The Secret of Longevity.
"The death occurred on Friday of Mr.

,
nt iho age of 94.

.1 had liver through the reigns of George IV., William IV.,

Victoria, Edward VII." Provincial Paper.

From a picture-dealer's advertisement :

-Ciirot got originally 500 francs for his painting of -The Angelas,'
which ultimately brought 800,000 francs.

''

The Vrilinh .lAif/.nin.
1

(Hneiu>t A ire*).

Poor MILLF.T, it appears, got nothing.
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WEIGHED IN THE BALANCE.
PART I.

Angelo Armstrong was a man of

thirty. Ho had no capital, but by dint

of honest and meritorious toil he found
himself eventually earning a moderate

salary as clerk in a London Insurance
Office. He had been rejected for the

Army on account of a defective knee-

cap. Outside his work his tastes lay in

the direction of botany and bibliomancy,
which latter, according to thedictionary,
is

" Divination performed by selecting

passages of Scripture at hazard." He
also indulged in good works and was
President of the Society for the Pre-

servation of the Spiritual Welfare of the

Deputy Harbour Masters at our English

Seaports. Thus he was worthy of the

name of Angelo by which his mother
hadinsisted that he should bechristened,
after seeing a picture of the famous
historical incident of " Non Angli sed

Angeli."

Strangely enough ho had never yet
come under the influence of love. The
three diversions given above had filled

his spare hours, and woman was to him
a sealed book. One morning he found
a letter on his breakfast-table from an
old family friend ; it read as follows :

" Ton Ecpos," Waking,
December llth, 1916.

"DEAR MR. ARMSTRONG, Do tear

yourself away from grimy London and
come and spend the Christmas holidays
with us. Only a small party and one
of War-workers. We are all workers

nowadays, aren't we ? You must come !

Sincerely yours,
AUGUSTA POGSON-DELABERE.

N.B. Our house is a long way from
the Crematorium !

This settled it ; he decided to go.

PART II.

The Pogson-Delaberes' party at " Ton

Eepos
"

consisted of four guests : Col.

Maxton, from Aldershot, commanding
the 106th Battalion of the Drumlie

Highlanders ; Miss Agatha Simson,
a middle-aged munition-worker; our

hero, and, oh 1 the lovely Miss Sylvia
Taunton, another War-worker, aged
22. The result may be easily guessed.
For two days the young people were

left, naturally, very much together.

They quickly fell into an easy intimacy,
and on the third and last day of the

holiday Angelo was profoundly in love.

Gone were the botanizers, gone the

bibliomants, gone the Deputy Harbour
Masters. There was but one thought
in his evacuated brain, to make the fair

Sylvia his own.
His opportunity came after dinner

that night when the rest of the party

had gone out to look at some condemned

pheasants which were to be shot at

dawn. She was at the piano playing
that deservedly popular song,

" I 'vo

chipped my chip for England," by Na-
thaniel Dayer, when he suddenly leant

over her. " Miss Taunton Sylvia," ho

ejaculated,
"
you will be surprised at

this suddenness, I know, but I cannot

keep it in any longer ; I love you enor-

mously. Is there any chance for me ?
"

She had just reached that passage in

Nathaniel's song where a triumphant
ascending scale in G rings out. She
faltered and played D-flat instead of

D-natural, the first dissonance that

night would it had been the last !

Quickly she turned on the music-stool

and on him, and spoke with averted

head.
" Mr. Armstrong, I will own frankly

that I like you more than a little.

Though we only met three days ago I

am more drawn to you than I have
ever been to any other man."

" Aha," he cried exultingly.
"
But," she said,

" I must say some-

thing about myself. While I am a

War-worker, I have never told you yet
what I am doing. I am a clerk in

Marr's Bank, in Cheapside."
" There is nothing dishonourable in

that," he almost shouted.

"There is not," she answered,

haughtily drawing herself up.
"1 keep my account there," he said.
" I know," she replied ;

" I am in the

Pass-book department."
He stood quite still, but the lapels of

his dinner-jacket shook slightly.
" My duties," she went on quietly,

" are to report each evening to my chief,

Mr. Hassets, on our clients' balances.

Yours has never been higher than
24 7s. 9rf. during the eighteen months

that I have been there. I am very
sorry, but I cannot marry you."
He looked straight into her inscrut-

able eyes and the right repartee froze

on his lips.

On the morrow he left at dawn, just as

the birds were beginning to drop ; and
before the day was over he had trans-

ferred his account from Marr's Bank to

Parr's.

1 CHAPLAIN - ASKS GUIDANCE FOB Till':

AUTHORITIES.

Prays that recent events may be prevented."
Baltimore Ae'S.

Surely this is asking too much.

"British troops in Macedonia are now in

possession of Deltawah and Sindiyah, some
thirty-five miles north of Bagdad, and of

Falluyah on the Euphrates, thirty-six miles
west of Bagdad." Sunday Paper.

We know on Fluellcn's authority that

Macedon and Monmouth are very much
alike ; and so, it seems, is Mesopotamia.

BACK TO THE LAND.
THE wintry days are with us still ;

The roads are deep in liquid dirt ;

The rain is wet, the wind is chill,

And both are coming through my
shirt ;

And yet my heart is light and gay ;

I shout aloud, I hum a snatch ;

Why am I full of mirth ? To-day
I 'm planting my potato patch.

The KAISER sits and bites his nails

In Pots- (or some adjoining) dam ;

He wonders why his peace talk fails

And how to cope with Uncle Sam ;

The General Staff has got the hump ;

In vain each wicked scheme they
hatch ;

I 've handed them the final thump
By planting my potato patch.

The U-boat creeps beneath the sea

And puts the unarmed freighters
down ;

It fills the German heart with glee
To see the helpless sailors drown ;

But now and then a ship lets fly
To show that Fritz has met his match!

She 's done her bit, and so have I

Who dig in my potato patch.

And later, when the War is won
And each man murmurs, "

Well,
that 's that,"

And reckons up what he has done
To put the Germans on the mat,

I '11 say,
" It took ten myriad guns

And fighting vessels by the batch ;

But wo too served, we ancient ones,
Who dug in our potato patch."

ALGOL.

"IT."

PHASE I.

THE doctor says, perfectly cheerfully
and as though it were really not a matter
of vital importance, that there is no
doubt that I have got IT. He remarks
that IT is all over the place, and that ho
has a couple of hundred other cases at

the present time.

I resent his attitude as far as I have

strength to do anything at all. I did

not give permission for him to bo called

in just to have my sufferings brushed
aside like this. He only stays about

three minutes altogether, during which
time he relates two funny stories (at
least I suppose they are funny, because

my nurse laughs ; I can't see any point
in them myself), and makes several

futile remarks about the War. As

though the War were a matter of

importance by comparison ! Then he

goes, talking breezily all the way down
the stairs.

Well, I think darkly, they will be

sorry presently. I have no intention
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or expectation of Dotting better, and

when they see mo a fair young corpse
n they'll kn.

Already L loathe the Two Hundred.

Not that, I In'lievo for a minute the

story of my o\vu disease being the

mo as their miserahlo little com-

plaints. In recmring periods of con-

Bcioufl thought I go through the list

things I know for a fact 1 have got
umatic !'< Bea, luml

it-he, neuritis, lironchitis, laryn-

itis, tinisililis, neuralgia, gastritis,

catarrh of several kinds, henrl. d

and inflammation (or possibly con-

gestion) of the lungs. I shall tiiink of

some more presently, if my nurse will

let mo alone and not keep on worrying
me with her ".I ust drink this." Bother

the woman ! Why doesn't she got off

the earth'.' What's the use of my
swallowing that man's lilthy medicine

when ho doesn't know what's the

matter with me?
I hate everybody and everything,

especially the eider-down quilt, which
rises in slow billows in front of my
e\ t's and threatens to engulf me. When
in a paroxysm of fury i suddenly cast

it on the floor, it lies there still billow-

ing, and seems to leer at me. There is
!

something fat and sinister and German
about that eiderdown. I never noticed

it before. Tiro Himdrcd'Gennan eider-

ilniriis !

The firelight flickers weirdly about

the room and I try to count the

shadows. But before I begin I know
the answer Two HUNDRED.

I drift into a nightmare of Two
Hundred elusive cabbages which I am
endeavouring to plant in my new allot-

ment, where a harsh fate forces me to

dig and ditj and DKI, and, as a natural

consequence, also to ache and ache and
Arm-:.

PHASE II.

I can stand up with assistance from
tbe bed-post and totter feebly to an
arm-chair by the five, where I sit in

a dressing-gown and weep. What for '.'

I couldn't say, except that it seems a

fit and proper thing to do.

I am still of opinion that I am not

long for this world, and my favourite

occupation at present is counting up
the number of wreaths that I might
justifiably expect to have sent to my
funeral. I don't tell my nurse, who
would immediately try to "cheer me
up

"
by talking to mo or giving me a

maga/inc to look at. And I would much
rather count wreaths. The Smiths

probably would not be able to afford

one . . .

My thoughts arc distracted by the

sudden apparition of a little meal.

begin to take an interest in these little

meals, which are of such frequent occur

JleyimtiUal Sergeant-Major (to ItiJij driri-r of motor ambulance). "I SEB YOU'VE GOT
STIUPES. HAVE you GOT A SEBOEAOT-MAJOR?"

Corporal Maud Evans. "HAVE WE COT A SKHOKAST-M.UOn ? I SHOULD THLSK WE
HAVE THE CAT I

'"

rence that I aui reduced to tears again,
this time at tbe thought of the extra

expense I am causing. And all for

nothing. Why don't they save the

money for wreaths ?

The doctor comes while I am swallow-

ing my egg, miserably yet with a certain

gusto, and I dry my eyes hastily as I

hear him bounding up the stairs.
"
Hullo," he calls out before he is

well through the door,
" how are we

to-day, eh? Beginning to sit up and

take notice? I think we'll change

your medicine."

"I think," I remark resignedly,
" that it will 1)6 best for someone to

dig a hole and bury me."
"
Jolly good idea," he agrees heartily.

" In fact why not do it to all of us ?

Please the Germans so too. But it

can't )>e done, you know there 's a

shortage of grave-diggers."
Heartless brute!

' By fixing five potatoless days hope is en-

tertained that (supplies, which are scent, will

t)e left to poor people who most require them."

Daily Chronicle.

This explains the remark of the Irish-

man -who protested that it was weeks
since he had tasted even "the smell

of a potato."

" It will take years to cleanse tbe

stables." Ci<;il and Military Gazette.

Still, M. VENEZELOS has made a good

beginning with Samos, Lemnos and

several other 'osses.

From the report of a prohibition

meeting at Peebles :

" A pleasant and most enjoyable addendum
was a series of lantern slides depicting the

havoc wrought by the Huns in Belgium."
Peeblesliire Advertiser.

It is still
" Peebles for pleasure

"
at

any cost.
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TWALS OF A HEAVYWEIGHT.
"I HOPE YOU WON'T MIND, UNCLE, BUT I'VE LEST YOU TO MKS. ROBINSON FOB HALF-AN-HOUB AFTEB LUNCH.

AWFULLY STIFF BIT OF GROUND TO GET THBOUGH."
SHE'S COT

THE HINDENBUEG LINE.

IN our earnest endeavour to discover

exactly where this impregnable barrier

is likely to be encountered we have
collected the following references to it

in the German Press of the next few
months :

. . . Our troops, according to plan,
are now operating to the east of the

Vimy Ridge where the fighting is taking
! the direction intended by us. We have
succeeded in restoring a condition of

voluntary elasticity, preparatory to the

occupation of the famous Hindenburg
i Line, which covers Douai, St. Quentin
'

and La Fere.

. . . Our rearguard actions to the
east of St. Quentin are developing in

accordance with our wildest dreams,
our troops, after their brief respite in

the so-called Wotan Line, displaying
their ability in a war of rapid move-
ment. The hesitating British are

disconcerted by the recrudescence of

fluidity on the front. We learn with
satisfaction that our Northern divisions

are now safely established in the Hin-

denburg Line to the east of Douai.
. . . We learn to-day with the very

keenest emotion of the complete and

brilliant evacuation of the Siegfried Line,
to the east of Douai, and the re-estab-

lishment of a new measure of liquidity.
British aeroplanes (of which 133 have
been brought down according to plan)
have been making long flights over our

territory with a view to observation of

the Hindenburg Line on the left bank
of the Meuse. It is said that two of

our machines are missing, but a re-

count has been ordered. There must
be some mistake.

... A shrewd blow has been dealt

to the British by our abandonment, in

agreement with the prospectus, of the

Beckmesser Line. All has gone accord-

ing to our hopes, our longings and our

prayers. We have crossed the Mouse.
. . . The secret is out at last. The

Hindenburg Line, about which there

has been so much speculation, is now
known to run through Liege, Luxem-
burg and Metz. According to schedule
we are now approaching this position,
which has only been attained by an

amazing display of spontaneous vola-

tility on our part. The fighting of the

last few weeks, in the neighbourhood
of the Pogner, Sieglinda, Kurvenal and

Lohengrin Lines, fell out as had been

prognosticated by us.

. . . The importance of Cologne, as

the main bastion of the impregnable
Hindenburg Line, cannot be over-

rated. Our strategical, voluntary and

gratuitous crossing of the Rhine was
carried out according to agenda, . . .

THE IMPERFECT ECONOMIST.
" I WEAR my very oldest suits,

I go about in shocking boots,

And (bar potatoes) feed on roots

And various cereal substitutes

For wheat, and non-imported fruits.

No meat my table now pollutes,

But, though I spare warm-blooded

brutes,
I sometimes sup on frogs and newts.

I often spend laborious days
Supported by a little maize ;

And rice prepared in divers ways
My appetite at luncheon stays.
From sugar I avert my gaze ;

Unsweetened tea my thirst allays ;

I never go to any plays
Or smoke expensive Henry Claya."

Our excellent Economist
His pel extravagance forgets,

Which rather spoils his little list

His fifty daily cigarettes.
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"SWOOPING FROM THE WEST."
[It is the intention of our new Ally to assist us in the patrolling of the Atlantic.]
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ON AN OUTLYING FORT.
Orderly Officer.

" ANYTHING SERIOUS TO REPORT, SERGEANT ?
"

Sergeant. "GUNNER JONES PEELS 'OMESICK, SIR, AND MAY HE SEND FOR 'is PARROT?'

THE GENERAL.
LAST night, as I was washing up,
And just had rinsed the final cup,
All of a sudden, 'midst the steam,
I fell asleep and dreamt a dream.
I saw myself an old, old man,
Nearing the end of mortal span,
Bent, bald and toothless, lean and

spare,
Hunched in an ancient beehive chair.

Before me stood a little lad

Alive with questions. "Please, Grand-
dad,

Did Daddy fight, and Uncle Joe,
In the Great War of long ago ?

"

I nodded as I made reply :

" Your Dad was in the H.L.I.,
And Uncle Joseph sailed the sea,

Commander of a T.B.D.,
And Uncle Jack was Major too
And what," he asked me, " what were

you ?
"

stroked the little golden head ;

" I was a General,
'

I said.

"Come, and I'll tell you something
more

Of what I did in the Great War."

At once the wonder-\vaiting eyes
Were opened in a mild surmise ;

Smiling, I helped the little man
To mount my knee, and so began :

" When first the War broke out, you see,

Grandma became a V.A.D. ;

Your Aunties spent laborious days
In working at Y.M.C.A.'s ;

The servants vanished. Cook was found

Doing the conscript baker's round ;

The housemaid, Jane, in shortened skirt

(She always was a brazen flirt),

Forsook her dusters, brooms and pails
To carry on with endless mails.

The parlourmaid became a vet.,

The tweeny a conductorette,
And both theothersfound their missions
In manufacturing munitions.
I was a City man. I knew
No useful trade. What could I do ?

Your Granddad, boy, was not the sort

To yield to fate ; he was a sport.
I set to work

;
I rose at six,

Summer and winter; chopped the sticks,

Kindled the fire, made early tea

For Aunties and the V.A.D.
I cooked the porridge, eggs and ham,
Set out the marmalade and jam,

And packed the workers off, well fed,

Well warmed, well brushed, well valeted.

I spent the morning in a rush
With dustpan, pail and scrubbing brush

;

Then with a string-bag sallied out
To net the cabbage or the sprout,
Or in the neighbouring butcher's shop
Select the juiciest steak or chop.
So when the sun had sought the West,
And brought my toilers home to rest,

Savours more sweet than scent of roses

Greeted their eager-sniffing noses

Savours of dishes most divine

Prepared and cooked by skill of mine.
I was a General. Now you know
How Generals helped to down the foe.'

The little chap slipped off my knee
And gazed in solemn awe at me,
Stood at attention, stiff and mute,
And gave his very best salute.

"Prescriptions (C.P. 197/30). The replies
to your queries arc as follows : (a) Refuse

;

(b) refuse
; (c) refuse ; (d) refuse

; (e) No."
Pharmaceutical Journal,

We have often felt like that about pre-

scriptions ourselves, but have never

ventured to say so.
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JOLLYMOUSE.
IN what I will particularise as the

area of tho War zone, there

ia a small village-by-a-stroam whore

Generals stride about the narrow streets

or whirl through them in gigantic cars,

and guards at every corner clank and

turn out uinpty times a day. Down
in the hollow the stream by tho village

laughs placidly along, mocking at the

Great War, but I doubt if tho Generals

have much time to listen to it, for tho

village-by-tho-stream is a Corps Head-

quarters.
However the Doctor led us (which

includes tho War Babe and James tho

Acting Adjutant) to the village-by-the-

stream, whore, just across the stone

bridge, be indicated on tho wall of a

house the legend :

RESTAURANT FOB OFFICERS.

TEA, COFFEE, CHAMPAGNE AND ALL
SUCH ARTICLE is SELL HERE.

"Tea," he said feelingly, "and there

will be china cups and thin bread-and-

butter, and real milk and come along
in."

It was rather a composite restaurant.

There was a glassed-in balcony with

tables and chairs ;
and all around there

were puttees, handkerchiefs, paper-

weights, inkstands, wrist-watches and
electric torches. There were loose-

leaved pocket diaries of abominable

ingenuity (irresistible to Adjutants) ;

collars and ties to clothe the neck of

man, and soap to wash it withal. Hair

lotions, safety-razors, p&t& de foie gras,

sponges and writing-pads jostled each

other on the shelves. Walking-sticks
and bottles of champagne lay in pro-
fusion on the floor. It was less of a

restaurant than an emporium, but the

Doctor sat down contentedly and rang
the bell ; and the War Babe threw out

battle patrols to reconnoitre the position.
He passed unscathed through the bar-

rage of sticks and diaries ; evaded skil-

fully the indirect fire of electric torches ;

readied his first objective among the

soap-boxes, and there met his fate.
"
Doctor," ho demanded suddenly,

" what 's
' savon jollymouse

'

?
"

"
Savon," the doctor began didacti-

cally,
"

is a preparation of fatty acids

saponified with alkali. It is princi-

pally manufactured from coker-nut oil,

although other similar, if less offensive,

substances are sometimes employed.
In the English tongue it is known as

'soap,' and
"You idiot," said the War Babe

amiably,
" I know what ' savon

'

is.

But what 's a '

jollymouse
'

?
"

" A rodent," replied the Doctor
"a small rodent in a state of mental
exhilaration or merriment."

THE RECRUIT'S FAREWELL TO HIS BOWLER.

" Eata."
11
Yes, the same definition would also

apply to rats. Jolly rats, that is to say."
" You 're very bright to-day, Doctor,"

said the War Babe, "but it doesn't

happen to be that kind of mouse at all.

It 's j-o-l-i, jolly ; m-o-u-s-s-e
"

" Why didn't you say that before ?

That 's quite different. It 's pronounced
moose zholimoose."

The War Babe sniffed.

"I don't believe you know what it

means any more than 1 do."
" Son of Mars," the Doctor answered

gravely,
"
you are measuring my ignor-

ance by your own a great mistake.

As a matter of fact that word is put
on tho packet simply to deceive unwary
Babes. It has nothing whatever to do

with soap."
"
Well, since you know so much,"

said the War Babe, closing with his

opponent, "what is a jollymouse or

whatever you call it?
"

" A zholimoose, my dear," the Doctor

began,
"
is very hard to describe and

has to be seen to be believed. A War
Babe would probably not recognise one

if he saw it. To give you a rough
idea, however, it is an airy Will-o'-the-

wispish
"

The bell had done its work at last,

and there suddenly entered by an inner

door a fair-haired, fair-skinned French

girl almost too pretty to be real. The
Doctor paused with his eyes on her and
then his face lit up with triumph.

" Gentlemen," he said, in a low vi-

brating tone,
" behold the zholimoose.

Hush. It will probably come closer if

you don't frighten it."
" Have you got the landing-net ?

"

whispered James hoarsely.
" Yes. And the killing bottle. It 's
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tins War Babe I '111 afraid of. lie 's

sure to

like that

a soap-box."
She hovered on tho

seemed touch and go . ,

clerly, "la jolimousse." She handed it

scare it. Don't glare at her gravely to the War Babe, who received

;,
War Babe. Pretend you 'ro ' it with almost reverend care.

threshold. It

. and then tho

Wur Babe broke tho ice in his choicest

French.
" Mademoiselle '

"

"Messieurs!" She came daintily-

forward and looked inquiries at us all.

"Tay avec er bread-and-butter, si-

vooplay," the Doctor ground out in his

execrable And er I never

can remember the French for milk."
" Lait ?

"
I suggested.

"That's it. Now, Mademoiselle

lay. But not canned stuff. Vray lay."
Her eyes grew wider and wider at

this strange jargon.
" Comment, M'sieur?

"

"
Vray lay."

"I suppose you mean lait

au natural," growled James.
" Dn lait frais," I hazarded.

"All. Comprends. C'est

triste. Pas de lait frais. Les

hopitaux prennent tout."

"No milk?" wailed the

Doctor. He looked fixedly at

the table and one saw from
the movement of his lips that

he was mustering his forces

for another plunge into the

language. Meanwhile the

War Babe, whose eyes had
not left the girl's face, ven-

tured again on the thin, ice

of speech.
" Mademoiselle," he began

hesitatingly.
"Oui, M'sieur." She

turned to him, the picture of

rapt attention.
" Oil est la jollymouse moose, I

mean?
"

She looked from one to another of us

in perplexity.
"
Qu'estce qu'il vent dire?

"
she asked.

" II vent voir la jolimousse," we

explained, and the War Babe held out

the soap-box, pointing witli expressive

pantomime to the words on it. Her

eyes twinkled appreciatively.
"Nous nous supposerons que

vous etes la jolimouse," said the War
Babe slowly, choosing his words witli

It seems perhaps a little worldly to

return to tho subject of tea, but doctors

are worldly creatures. However, at this

point the doom of the gods descended,
for there was no tea to be obtained,

only coffee
;
no bread-and-butter, only

little hard biscuits ;
and the cups,

though certainly china, were but little

larger than liqueur-glasses. But one of

us at least was impervious to disappoint-
ments. The War Babe sat silently,
with the kitten in his lap, like a seer of

visions, until, just as we were about to

leave, an impulse suddenly galvani/ed
him. " I '11 pay," ho said, and marched
into the inner room. . . .

Victim. "CONFOCND YOUR DOG, MADAM! IT'S NEARLY BITTES
A PIECE OCT OF MY LEO."
Owner (distressed). "I AM TBULY BOBBY, SIR. NAUIIHTY LITTLE

DAPHXE ! AFTER ALL MX EFFORTS TO MAKE WEDNESDAY YOUR
MEATLESS DAY."

care.
" Bien

tively.

suv," James added affirma-

" Moi ?
"

She rippled with laughter.
" Oh non. Attendee, Messieurs. Ouait

one mineet." She flitted through the

door like some beautiful butterfly, and
in a moment returned with the smallest,

softest, warmest lump of blue-grey fur

nestling against her. It was a tiny
blue Persian kitten.

" VoilA, !

"
she said, caressing it ten-

DOMESTIG STRATEGY.
Mr. Meanly. My dear, I see that The 1 Year.

People'-s Adviser is inviting its readers

to send details of their individual food

reforms for publication.

A CURRENT EVENT.
YEAUS ago Mr. Punch, in a moment

of inspiration (I wrote the article my-
self), suggested that some benevolent
American millionaire might alter the
course of the Gulf Stream so that it

flowed right round these islands. In
the eye of imagination he saw date

palms bordering the Strand, costers

sitting under their own banana trees,

and stately cavalcades of camels bear-

ing wearied City men to Balham or

Putney. (Unhappily he could not look

so far into the future as to forecast the

allotment holders returning home laden

with sugar-canes).
Now a writer in The, Times suggests

that the chill of the present season

~j is due to tho effect of the

!
Panama Canal on the Gulf
Stream. This is an insidious

attempt to make bad blood

between ourselves and our

new allies. We could only
feel the bitterest hostility
towards anyone in any way
responsible for the present
season. Why, this spring
has spread such devastation

through the land that writers

of nature notes have been un-
! able to pay their plumbers'
: bills.

|
But while we repudiate the

|

implication of American re-

sponsibility we think it well

to be absolutely on the safe

side; so we suggest that it

I
would be a friendly act, and

'

consonant with the new spirit
i of alliance, if she would
i kindly keep the Panama
'

Canal plugged for the next
few weeks. One would like to make
sure of hearing the cuckoo in Victory

asur maret, of which ninety-fPour encour- ; Un tted to hospitals." Daily Mail.

ager les autres. Just tell me what our

rules are.

Mrs. Mmnty. Certainly, dear. We
have meat only on two days a week ;

potatoes only on two days a week (and
so on).

Mr. Meanly. Good. I will write a

letter. And then the day after it ap-

pears in print you might send out
|
That ought to make things hum.

invitations to dinner. There are a lot I

of arrears to make up and we'll clear! "Napoleon was desolated were:he left,in the

them off now. Say a series of three

parties

The two extra ones, it is understood,
came from HINDENBUBG'S "

strategic
reserve."

l; It is expected that an official announce-
ment will shortly be made of a scheme which
will put practically the whole of the topmaking
industry of Bradford at the disposal of the

( iovcrnmcnt." Daily Telegraph.

same room with a cat . . . but he was not

in the least afraid of being alone in the same
room with Anne of Austria, whose claws were

Mrs. Meanly. But dear, ought we to I of a far more formidable capacity."

do it in war-time ? Wist Australian.

Mr. Meanly. After the publication , NAPOLEON'S intrepidity may have been

of our system of meals, it will be
j

due to his knowledge that ANNE of

quite safe to send the invitations, my Austria died about a century before he

love. was born.
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AT THE PLAY.
"Tun OLD LADY Snows llr.u MMIHI.S."

Mi'n. l):>ircii (actually a virgin spin-

ster), felt herself out of it because she

had no son at the Front to talk al>out.

I gathered that it was not so much a

if unsatisfied yearning for mother-

hood, as that she wanted to hold her

o\\n with the other charwomen who
wore represented in the trenches. So

slid assumed tho relationship of an

anunviunu ; n'.'ti'niiiir, towards a cer-

tain unknown namesake in the Black

Watch, and made boastful pretence of

having received letters from her son.

Suddenly she is confronted with this

I'ririilf l>oir/'i/, home on leave a lonely
.soldier with no family ties. The joy
thai she had taken in her imagined
sense of proprietorship is dashed by
I'car of exposure and of possible resent-

ment on his part. At first he treats

her intrusion almost brutally, but is

soon mollified by the offer of food and
other hospitality ;

and by the time his

leave is up he has developed au almost

filial regard for her. Their parting is

as the parting of a tender - hearted

mother and a rather unemotional son.

The pathos of this scene, though
designed and interpreted with a very
sensitive restraint, was comparatively
obvious : n commonplace, indeed, of

these heart- lending days. There was a

far more subtle and original note of

pathos in the contrast between the

brusque humour of the man's casual

acceptance of the situation and the

timorous, adoring, dog-like devotion of

the woman. Here tears and laughter
were never far apart.

I could wish that the impression left

by this picture had not been a little

spoiled by the final scene, in which she

lingers lovingly over the medals and
uniform of the dead soldier. No good
purpose, dramatic or other, was served

by this gratuitous appendage to a

finished work of art.

Miss JEAN CADELL was simply
wonderful

;
and Mr. MULCASTEH, as

rfinite Dowey, typically Scottish in his

cautious reservations, was admirable.

Mr. EDGAK WOOD played capably as one
of our many eligible but non-combatant

clergymen ; and the chorus of aggres-

sively humorous charwomen, though
perhaps they had rather too much to

say, said it very well.

Sir JAMES BAUUIE'S other one-Act

play, <SVrc \\'iiifn (all rolled into one),
suffered, as might be expected, from

compression. Leonora had to be a

clinging motherly creature, a desperate
flirt, a gifted humourist, a woman with-

out humour, a murderess (out of an
old play by the same author), and two
other types which escape me. In the

MY POOR REGINALD is IN 'OKSPITAL WITH RHEUMATICS IN HIS LEGS. THE SCOTCH
COSTUME, YOU KNOW."

course of about a quarter of an hour
she had to give a succinct precis of the

different moods which her versatile per-

sonality might in actual life conceivably
have assumed if she had had a month
to do it in. Miss IBENE VANBRUGH, with
her swift humour and her skill as a

quick-change artist, naturally revelled

in this tour deforce, and, thanks to her,

the author came very near to being
justified of his caprice.

Between these two plays was sand-
wiched Mr. A. A. MILNE'S

" WUBZEL-FLUMMEBY."
There was never any doubt about

the freshness and spontaneity of Mr.
MILNE'S humour. The only question
was whether an author so fastidiously

unstagey, who never underlines his

intentions, would be able to accommo-
date himself to the conditions of a
medium that discourages the elliptical

method. Well, he did it, and very art-

fully. He began by making concessions

to the habits of his new audience. He
wouldn't try them too high at first. In

the person of Robert Crawshaw, M.P.

(Mr. NIGEL, PLAYFAIB), he introduced

them to a more or less conventional

type exposed, it is true, to a very un-

usual test of character but dealing with
it as such a type was bound to deal.

Then, having inspired confidence, he
created a rarer atmosphere, and in Denis

Clifton, a blend of solicitor and play-

wright, he produced a figure of fantasy
whose delightfully irresponsible humour

might have found his audience a little

shy at an earlier stage. There was a
real note of distinction, extraordinarily
well maintained, in Clifton's dialogue
with Crawshaw and the boy-clerk, and
Mr. MILNE was particularly fortunate to

have the part interpreted by Mr. DION
BOUCICAULT, who developed qualities
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" SEVEN WOMEN "

Leonora,

Captain Itattray, B.N. . . .

undreamed of in my previous estima-

tion of his gifts.

When that inveterate cynic, An iJiony

Clifton, made a will (it is not Mr.
MILNE'S fault that, since ho wrote his

play before going out to the Front, we
have had two others turning on eccen-

tric bequests) leaving 50,000 each to

two perfect strangers on the condition

that they adopted the preposterous
name of Wurzel-Fltimmery, he hoped
to have the grim satisfaction of witness-

ing, from the grave, an exhi-

bition of human weakness.
Of the two legatees politi-
cians on opposite sides of tho

House Crawshaw, whoso
whiskers gave him the air

of a successful grccer of the
mid-Victorian period, found
reasons sufficiently convinc-

ing to himself for accepting
the testator's terms; while
Richard Men-ton, who had
little besides his salary as

an M.P., took the high lino

of proper pride and declared

his determination to refuse.

Mr. MILNE, by the way, did

not specify the respective

politics of these two, but I

judge, from my knowledge
of his own, that Crawshaw
was meant to be a Tory and
Meriton a Liberal.

Tho latter eventually
succumbed to pressure on
the part of Crawshaw's

daughter, who cared noth-

ing for names so long as she
could marry the man of her
choice -a prospect denied

to her by her father, who

AND ONE SAILOR.

. . . Miss IBEKB VANHBUGH.

. . . Mn. GORDON ASII.

thought little of poor men. Meanwhile
Meritem's lofty attitude of general con-

tempt for money, and particular con-

tempt for it when offered on degrading
terms, gave scope for a little serious

relief.

There are, of course, more ways of

viewing the question than could be com-

pressed into so short a play. Myself,
I confess to a sneaking sympathy with
tho standpoint of Crawshaw. Money
for him did not mean mere self-indul-

gence ; it meant outward show a
hnuso in a better neighbourhood, a
more expensive car, a higher status in

the opinion of his world all the things
that somehow help in what is called a
career. By accepting the fifty thousand

pounds ho would gain something in tho

public eye; by assuming the name of

\Vtir/cl-Flummery he would lose some-

thing. He weighed the two against
one another, and concluded that he
would gain more than he would lose.

This argument furnished a good enough
motive according to his lights.

Mcriton, on the other hand, after

professing to prefer a clean heart to

filthy lucre, is persuaded by Violet

Crawshaw, who argues that he would

surely make any sacrifice to save her
from starving, and she was starving
for love. So he yields, saying, in effect,

to Honour, " I love thea, dear ; I love

thee much ; but I love Violet more."

Incidentally ho takes care to overlook

the fact that he was not nobly suffering
an indignity for the sake of a great cause

sucli, let us say, as the founding of

a hospital but that he himself stood

to gain at least as much as the girl. I

am almost afraid that Meriton was a

bit of a hypocrite. Certainly, in view
of his exalted standards, he came out

of the business worse than Crawshaw
did. Perhaps, after all, Mr. MILNE
meant him to bo a Tory.

But I must not exploit the pleasant
field of casuistry opened up by the

author's theme, but content myself
with complimenting him

very heartily on his share
of this triple bill, in which,
at the first attempt, he held

his own in the company of

so experienced an artist as

Sir JAMES BARBIE. I ought
to add that he had an ex-

cellent cast, very quick to

appreciate and reproduce
tho iridescent gaiety of his

humour. 0. S.

THE POLITICIAN AT HOME.
Robert Crawshaw, M.P MB. NIGEL PLA.YFAIB.

Mrs. Crawshaw Miss HELEN HAVE.

"MOTOKS &, CVCLES.
WANTED to purchase a few good

1916 laying Pullets."

South Bucks Free Press.

Having regard to' the second
item in the heading a cor-

respondent suggests that
" Pullets

"
is a misprint for

"Pushits."

From a feuilleton :

" She had not wanted to como
at all, for she avoided everyone
now. But Olive had begged her,
with ears in her eyes."

Daily Paper.
If Olive was, as we are

inclined to suppose, a flap-

per, she was remarkably
well equipped.
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The Padre. " OWING TO A COLD, PRIVATE STATES WILL NOT BE ABLB TO SINO 'FROM SATUBDAY NIOHT TILL MONDAY MOBNINO' AS

INTENDED, BUT SEKOEANT STICKETT HAS KINDLY CONSENTED TO PLAY 'FOB ALL ETERNITY,' AMD AS IT WILL THEN BB GETTING BATHES
LATE WB WILL CONCLUDE WITH THE NATIONAL ANTHEM."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

The Life of Algernon Charles Stvinburne (MAOMILLAN)
is a book that may be regarded as filling, at least partially,
what has long been an aching void in our biographical
shelves. I say partially, because the time has not perhaps

fully come for an unreserved appreciation of a character

whose handling must present exceptional difficulties. One
cannot but notice how many obstacles Mr. EDMUND GOSSE
has had to overcome, or avoid, in the present volume. The
result inevitably is a certain sense of over-discretion that

makes the whole study so detached as to be at times lack-

ing in vitality. Even, however, with these reservations the

figure of the poet stands out, bewildering as it must have
been in life, with its strange blend of frailty and genius.
Stories abound also (sometimes one suspects Mr. GOSSE
of having fallen back upon anecdote with an air of relief) ;

thoy range from the early days of brilliant " failures
"

at

Eton and Balliol to those when in the watchful security of

Putney the lamp was guarded by hands so zealous that

its flame was ultimately extinguished. Two of the tales

remain pleasantly in my memory, one of them describing
how young ALGERNON, lately sent down from Oxford and a

pupil at the rectory of the future Bishop STUBBS, scared

away his host's rustic congregation by leaning upon the

garden-gate one Sunday morning, looking, with his red-

gold hair and scarlet dressing-gown, like some "
flaming

apparition." The other, less picturesque but more credible,

has also a bishop in it, and concerns an untimely recitation

of Les Noyades. I will leave you to find this for yourself
in a book that forms at least an interesting, if not altogether
final, study of a fascinating subject.

For an old hand BENJAMIN SVOFT shows a poor discretion

in crowding too many characters into his pages to allow of

anything like adequate characterisation, and indeed, in

What Lies Beneath (CHAPMAN AND HALL), he is too much
concerned- with his main purpose of tract-making to be

sufficiently interested in the subsidiary business of good
story-telling. A Mr. Ravendale, an unpleasant, hoary -

bearded patriarch and opulent seller of Bibles, who has

buried three wives and lives in a fat Bloomsbury house
with the collected offspring of his three marriages, and
one or two step-children thrown in, is haunted by a doubt
as to whether the beautiful Ruby Delmore, daughter of the

widow Delmore, his second wife, is also the daughter of the

late Mr. Delmore or of himself, whose attitude towards

Mrs. Delmore had not been as correct as that of a seller of

Bibles is reasonably expected to be, especially by people
like the author who don't believe in Bibles. At any rate

Sebastian, son by the first marriage, is desperately in love

with Riiby so, you see, the old man had something to

worry about. However, it all turns out to be, in fact, mere

illusion, developing into a fatal monomania, and the family
business is left to be carried on by such of the next genera-
tion as have not been convinced by the formidable array of

evidence, anti-Theistic and anti-Christian, of two of the char-

acters (who, it is clear, have sedulously read the same books).
Sebastian loses his faith apparently because he has been

distressed by the sight of a wounded horse in the great

War, as if it were necessary to wait for the great War for

this kind of a difficulty 1 A certain rough earnestness lies

beneath this rather crude presentment of a world-old

problem. But I wonder how much of the honest patriotism
which fills the book would survive a rationalism as per-
verse and shallow as Mr. SWIFT applies to traditional faiths.
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Does he imagine they have no better defences than those

which he puts into the weak mouth of silly Mr. Teanby,
the parson ?

The arrangement of Latly POORE'S new volume of

recollections, An Admiral's Wife in the Making (SMITH,

EDEK), reminded me quaintly of certain romances familiar

to my boyhood, in which the fortunes of the hero were
traced from cadetship in aspiring sequence. Because, of

course, this is exactly what happens to the hero of the

present hook
; the chief difference being that he himself

makes only a brief personal appearance therein (though
the chapters in question, formed from letters and diaries of

Commander POOKE during the Nile Expedition of '85, are

by no means the least interesting part of the volume). For
the rest, one might perhaps call it a draught of Naval
small beer, but a very sparkling beverage and served with

a highly attractive head upon it. To drop metaphor, Lady
POOBK has brought together a most entertaining collection

of breezv reminiscences of life ashore and on the ocean

reason, all the blame of his supplanter's evil doing and

kept up this idiotic fraud till the girl of his heart, and
indeed everyone who cared for him, turned their backs in

disdain, then I confess to having felt that Miss SHARP was

trying my forbearance too high. But even so the fact

that I could not throw the book down unfinished seems
to show that whoever selects Mr. UNWIN'S debutantes has

spotted another winner. If, in short, Miss SHARP will for-

get all the novels she may ever have read, and choose for

her next story something a little nearer to life, I believe the

result may be remarkable.

Nursing Adventures, with its sub-title, A F.A.N.Y. in

France, is a notable addition to the series of War-literature

which is bringing grist to Messrs. HEINEMANN'S windmill.

F.A.N.Y., in case it has you puzzled, means First Aid

Nursing Yeomanry. Starting from one woman this corps
now has over fifty members working in the zone of the

armies., and I shall believe that no one can read of their

efficiency and courage without genuine admiration. This

wave. There is matter to suit all tastes, from her recollec- is not an official account of the F.A.N.Y. Corps that is to

tions of economies in a

furnished villa at Paraine,
where chickens were to be

bought for thirty-two sous,
to more exalted anecdotes
connected with the time
when her hero had been
advanced as far as the post
of Commander of the Eoyal
Yacht Victoria and Albert.

It is all kindly gossip, not
ill suited to the best-tem-

pered service in the world.

Especially did I like Lady
POOHE'S gently maternal
attitude towards the many
junior officers who figure

very attractively in herpages
(e.y. the jovial pic-nic party
in the Blue Mountains, who
slaked their thirst from the
Government rain-gauge, and

thereby disorganised the

entire meteorological records of Jamaica). Certainly the

book could not have appeared in times more apt to give it

a hearty welcome.

A MODEL FOR THE HUNS IN BELGIUM.
HENGIST AND HOHSA KINDLY CONSENT TO TAKE PART IN A THREE-

LEGGED BAOE AT THE SPORTS IN AID OP THE WIDOWS AND ORPHANS OP
THE BRITONS.

couie when the Hun is

beaten but the author has

told enough to convince us

of the sound work that has

been and is being done by
these brave and gentle-
hearted women. Fortun-

ately she has the gift of

selection, in spite of a rathe)'

breathless style, which how-
ever goes excellently well

with a narrative full of ex-

citement and danger. Here
too once more a fine tribute

is paid to the incorrigible

courage of the Allies in

face of an enemy that has

forgotten the elementary
rules of humanity.

The Stars in their Courses (UNWIN) is not, as you
might possibly suppose, a work of theatrical history, but

just the latest volume in that admirable series, the First

Novel Library. While I am not claiming for it any start-

ling pre-eminence, it is at least a story of more than

ordinary promise, and one that easily contrived to hold my
interest. This is, perhaps, the more odd, since Miss HILDA
M. SHARP has apparently of deliberate intent called in

every one of the three conventions that all good young
novelists are bidden to avoid the long-nourished revenge,
the missing will, and the super-quixotic self-sacrifice. Natur-

ally the last is the worst. Thus when old Mr. Yardley
(who had, I fancy, more than a touch of the melodramatic
habits of the late Mr. Dombey) planned to revenge himself

upon a faithless wife by bringing up his and her son with

extravagant tastes, and leaving him penniless, I winced but
endured. When, repenting of such inhuman intentions, he
revoked them by a will, carefully placed, for subsequent
discovery, between the pages of a put-away book, I still

held an undaunted course. But, when Patrick, the dis-

inherited spendthrift, took upon himself, for the thinnest

works of " KATHARINE TYNAN

Those who have sampled
any reasonable selection of

the eighty or so published
will know what pleasant

fare to expect in Kit (SMITH, ELDER). Kit is a pretty,

red-haired, peasant girl approved for her gentle ways
and honest breeding by Madam of the big house, and

sent, on the advice of one of Mrs. HINKSON'S nice, human,

higher education.

She stirs the sentimental soul of one of the English
friendly priests, to a convent for the

quality, Captain Guy Bering; is plunged into, and rather

chilled by, high-life in the modern English manner, and

eventually goes back to her own people and her girlhood's

friend, Donal Sheehy, who returns from America a made
man. 'Tis not a chronicle to set the Liffey afire, but it is

wholesome, escapes being mawkish, and may be confidently
recommended for an anxious old person to give to sensitive

young persons if there be still any such. Mrs. HINKSON,

though she loves her own, is no blind partisan and does not

spare her criticism. So that you get a plausible picture of

a kindly decent native Irish folk of all sorts, not a little

helpful in these days of stress and promise.

" The bride was attended by her sister and Miss as bridesmaids.

all being very strongly under the influence of drink.

Very choice. Brothers' Coffee." Provincial Paper.

The last line is reassuring. We were afraid for the moment
that it was something stronger.
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CHARIVARIA.
THK (lir.i'ttf r/i'N Anli'inies states that

German is becoming a more and more

"popular tongue" in the occupied dis-

tricts. The inhabitants, wo understand,

are looking forward with great pleasure
to telling the Huns in German what

they have always thought of them in

French. . *

It is now reported that, following
the example of Professor S.MYTHK, of

Chicago, a number of distinguished
Americans have bequeathed
their brains to the Cornell In-

stitute for scientific research.

The rumour that the German
CROWN PKJN en lias offered the

contents of his headpiece awaits

confirmation.
* *

The British offensive has

been arrested, says the Foss-

ische Zi'itunij. Presumably for

exceeding the speed limit.
* *

A gossip writer says he is of

the opinion that there will be

a great revolution in Germany
and that the KAISSEK will be at

the head of it. It would be

only decent to give him, say, a

couple of lengths start.
*

,

*

Over one million persons
visited the Zoo last year. The
chief attraction appears to have
been a German gentleman from
the Cameroons who is bein^
accommodated in the Monkey
House. # *

A North London employer
is advertising for men "

any
age up to one hundred years." |

The nature of the employment :

is not stated, but it is generally
assumed to bo akin to that of

our telegraph-boys.

working on Sundays ?
"

For our part we
are convinced that our cynical abandon-

ment of the sacred practice of throwing
rice at weddings has had something to

do with it.

:

'

It was stated in Parliament last week
that up to April Gth only 2,800 per-ons
had been placed in employment by the

National Service Department. The
Government, it was felt, could have

done better than that by the simple pro-
cess of creating another new Depart-
ment.

Owing to the increased cost of beer,

several seaside resort- are announcing
to intending visitors that they cannot

guarantee a visit from the sea-serpent
this summer.

*
'

April nth is s;,i,l to bo "Cuckoo

Day
"

in this country, but M-veral days
before that the KAISKK promised poli-
tical reform to his people after the

War.

The other ni^hf a motor car driven

by a French aviator, who was accom-

panied !e, three fiiends, made
a tour of Paris, in the course
of which it ran down six police-
men. It is evident that the

gallant fellow could not have

trying. ^

SCOTLAND FOB KVKK

i- is advocating the

abolition of betting news in the

daily papers, and it is rumoured
that its

"
Captain Coe

"
is pre-

pared to offer ten to one that

this good thing won't come off.
* *

As a protest against the

Government's attitude towards
The. Nation it is rumoured that

Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL is

about to buy another hat.

A safe which had been stolen

from a Dublin business house
has now been discovered in a

field nine miles away, but the

whole of the contents are miss-

ing. It is believed to be the
work of burglars.

'

*
"

Potatoes are being grown on
all the golf links around Lon-
don. An enthusiast who is

J
cultivating the ninth hole on

|

one course is offering long
'odds that bogey will be not
! less than two tons.

* *

A woman shopper in Regent Street

one day last week was accompanied by
a white parrot. It is thought that this

example will ba widely followed by-

people who are not particularly good
at repartee. $. *

*

Count REVENTLOW has informed the
KAISER that without victory a continu-
ation of the Monarchy is improbable.
The KAISER is expected to retort that

without the Monarchy the continuation
of Count BEVKNTI.OW is still more pre-
carious.

1

*
'

" Have you not thought," asked a dis-

tinguished cleric recently,
" that all this

bad weather may he a punishment for

The Journal in a recent message
states that the British have ample
supplies of ammunition. The Germans
near St. Quentin and Lens also incline

to this view. ... ^"

*

A resident of Northfleet, who wrote
to a friend in Philadelphia in 1893, has

just had the letter returned to him

through the American Dead Letter

Office. It is only fair to state that the
letter was not marked "

Urgent."
* *
*

Fortunately in our hour of need one
man at least has undertaken to do his

best for his country. Mr. FRANK HARRIS
has told an American newspaper man
that he does not
Great Britain.

intend to return to

An electrical engineer has been sent

as a substitute for a milker to a Sussex

farmer, who, with the characteristic

obstinacy of bis class, refuses to accept
the expert's assurance that all his cows
are suffering from dry cells.

* *

A writer in The Daily Chronicle

claims that there are no railway stations

in Stoke Newington. It seems incred-

ible that the artistic sense of a Metro-

politan community could be so hope-

lessly stunted. # .,.

The axe is being laid to the roots of

our trees by the so-called weaker sex ;

and the proper way of toasting the new
woodwoman is to sing,

" For she 's a

I jolly good feller."
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THE GREAT SACRIFICE.
DARK lies the way before us, my sweet 1

Never again, until the final trumpet
Shall sound the Cease-fire, may our glances meet
Over the Sally Lunn or crisp brown crumpet;

Never again (the prospect makes my soul,

Unnerved by going bootless once a week, ache)
Shall you and I absorb the jammy roll

Nor yet the toasted tea-cake.

Never for us shall any fancy bread--
The food of vernal Love, and very tasty

On lip and cheek its subtle savour shed,
Blent with the lighter forms of Gallic pasty ;

Never shall any bun, for you and me,

Impart to amorous talk a fresh momentum,
Except its saccharine ingredients bo

Confined to ten per centum.

The days of decorative art are dono
That made the toothsome biscuit more enticing

(Even our wedding-cake when we are one
Will be denuded of its outer icing) ;

Yea, purest joy of all that we resign,
A ban is laid upon the luscious tartlet

By him who has for your sweet tooth and mine
No mercy in his heartlet.

And yet, if England, in her night of need,
Debauched by pastry-cook and muffin-monger,

Would have us curb our natural gift of greed
And merely mitigate the pangs of hunger,

Let us renounce life's sweetness from to-day,
And turn, for Hobson's choice, to something higher;

"
Good-bye, Criterion !

"
let us bravely say,

And "Farewell, Kumpelmeyer !

"
0. S.

A PROPER PROPORTION.
(An Interview with Mr. H. G. WELLS).

I FOUND the Sage, as I had expected, in his study at

Omniscience Lodge. There he sat in his new suit of

Britlings, surrounded by novels and stories in MS. dealing
with every aspect of human affairs, sixty of the more
important being specifically devoted to the War and the
various ways in which it might conceivably terminate. 1

modestly approached and presented myself.
" You have come," he said with a courteous gesture,

" to

discover my views on the present conflict ?
"

" Not exactly," I said.

"Ah," he said; "which is it, then? You can take your
choice, you know. All you have to do is to select the sub-

ject," and he handed me a volume resembling Kelly's
Directory in size and colour, and entitled Classified Cata-

logue of Subjects on which Opinions can be furnished at

the Shortest Notice." I turned the pages breathlessly until

I came to " Class V, Voter ; sub-class P, Proportional
Eepresentation." "There," I said, "is what I want," and
I pointed the place out to him.
"Dear me," he said, "you desire guidance on a very

simple matter."
"
Well," I said,

" I 'm not so sure about that. It has
rather flummoxed us in our office. We can't make head or
tail

"

" You may thank your stars," he interrupted,
" that

you 've come to the right shop. I '11 make it all as clear as

daylight in two shakes of a pig's whisker. Are you ready ?
"

I said I was, and he began to pour forth at once.

"Imagine," he said, "a constituency of 40,000 voters

who elect four representatives. Obviously anyone who gets
40,001 votes is elected. Well then, there are ten candi-

dates. All you have to do is to take the quotient of x divided

by V> where x can bo raised to the nth power and y can be
raised to the nth 1, and add to this the least common
denominator of the number of votes cast for the last three

candidates, taking care to eliminate in each case the square
root of z, whore z equals the number of voters belonging to

the Church of England, minus Archdeacons and Eural
Deans, but inclusive of Minor Canons and Precentors. Do
you follow mo?"

"
Yo-es," I said.

"I thought you would," he said. "Next we proceed to

tako the multiples of the superhydrates mathematically
converted into decimals, and then, allowing, of course, for

the kilometric variation of the earth's maximum temperature
reduced by the square of the hypotenuse, you begin the
delicate operation of transferring votes from one candidate
to another in packets of not less than one hundred. That 's

easy, isn't it?
"

"
Oh, yes," I said,

" that's quite easy."
"
Very well then," ho said. " You have now got two

candidates elected, A. and B. You tako from them 653
votes, which do net legitimately belong to them, and you
mix them up with the surplus votes of the remaining eight
candidates. Unless C. is a congenital idiot, or a felon, or

otherwise incapacitated, he will then bo found to have 4,129
votes, and he too will be elected. For the last place you
must proceed on a basis of geometrical progression. There
are still seven candidates, but four of these have no earthly
and must be withdrawn by a writ of Ne exeat regno, taking
with them the 2,573 votes which are properly or improperly
theirs, and leaving 3,326 votes to be added to those already
recorded for D., who, being thus elected into the position of

fourth letter of the alphabet, will be returned as elected on
the Temperance and Vegetarian ticket. So finally you get

your members duly elected without the blighting inter-

ference of the Caucus and tho party wire-pullers generally.
You see that, of course?

"

"
Yes," I said,

" I suppose I see it."
" Of course you do, and the others will see it too. And

they 11 realise that the House of Commons will be a different

place when tho old system is destroyed and every shade of

opinion is represented. But what chiefly appeals to me in

it is its extraordinary simplicity and perspicuous ease. A
child could perform the duties of counter or returning
officer, and any voter, male or female, can master tho

system in about five minutes."
I thanked Mr. WELLS for his courtesy and staggered

dizzily hack to Bouverie Street.

On "How to Dig," from a recently-published military
manual :

" To dig well ono must dig often. Any series of complex co-ordinated

movements can bo performed with the greatest economy of effort

only when they have become semi-reflex ;
and for this to happen the

correlated series of nervous impulses must be linked up by higher,

development of the brain cells."

A spade is useful, too.

" I did not hear yesterday of tho insufficiency of bread supplied at

Restaurants being made up by cakes and guns brought from home."
Irish Paper.

We have heard, however, of an insufficiency of alcoholic

refreshment being made up by a "pocket-pistol."

"After all, the custom of marrying only into Koyal houses camo
to us from Germany, and dates from the Hanoverians . . . Tho
caso of Henry VIII. is well known. Four of his wives were plain

Englishwomen . . ." Sunday Herald.

Not so plain, however, as the German one, ANNE OF CLEVES.
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CANNON -FODDER-AND AFTER,
KAISER (to 1917 Recruit). "AND DON'T FORGET THAT YOUR KAISER WILL FIND A USE

FOR YOU ALIVE OR DEAD."

[At the enemy's "Establishment for the Utilisation of Corpses" the dead bodies of German soldiers are treated chemically,
the chief commercial products being lubricant oils aud pigs' food.] ,
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THE MOST IMPORTANT THING.

i.

Lewis Gun Officer. ... So let me

repeat and impress upon you, men, that

the riflo is an effete weapon extinct as

the what-you-call-it bird. It played
its part, a good part, in the South African

War, but we who observed what the

machine gun did then and foretold its

immense development [he was just nine

years old at that time] knew that the

rifle would soon be in the museums

along with the bows and arrows. Pay
attention, Private Jones. The Lewis

Gun, the weapon of opportunity, is a

platoon in itself. I don't know what
the Government want to worry about
*nmi t^v nPKfi darmn-nc llrm'fr. fill lin f.VtPir
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Join's on tin; range or'ow ho can chuck

a Mills. Bker-wad 'shun. Dis--miss.

'Swor. No call to go salootin' mo,

Private MrKcn/io. I ain't, an orliccr

: niss.

Private '

trijlo roHt'tiMl). G<H| Vvins, Bill; they
caru't all bo bloomin' well right, can

they?
Lanee 'Corporal Smith. No, lx>y.

It's the 'appy mejiuin wo gets wiv 'em

all, yer see. That 's it tlie happy
mojium.

THE NEW NOTE IN THEATRICAL
ADVERTISING.

(The sort of tliimj ire art' nnw yetting

in tin; dm/// /iufH'ra in place of Hie

niitii/iii' boittittitijs of eXp&uUiUre unit

maynijicence.)
FRIVOLITY THKATIU;.

On Monday next, at 8 o'clock, wiU be

produced
TIIK nV.I.l.E OF DELLOff.l,

A NEW MCKU-AI, E< ONOMAN/A IN TWO ACTS.

I, an/fl:/ reduced Orchestra.

(
li,>;ip Jokes. Old Scenery.

DUST OF BABYLON
AT THE EMPEROR'S THEATHK.

Ax UNSPECTACULAR TALK OF THK KABT.

Practically no Costumes.

the }>r<xlucti<m that saves imtney f>n

wardrobe expenses.

Wo understand that Miss Taka

Topnote, tlifl well-known revue artiste,

is bringing an action for defamation
ii gainst the dramatic editor of The

Morning Chatterbox, who recently pub-
lished a statement that her salary was
fifteen hundred a week. The lady in-

forms us that as a matter of fact she

is now drawing thirty-five shillings,
witli half fees for matinees.

Mr. Buckram, the famous aetor-

maniger, writes: "A great deal of

nonsense has been published about the

so-called stupendous sums supposed to

be expended on my shows. How such
stories get about I am* at a loss to

imagine. Thus my present entertain-

ment is reported to have cost me
.t-25,000 before the curtain rose. All I

can say is that, were this the case, the

curtain would never have risen at all.

To speak by the book (which anyone
ia at full liberty to inspect) I find

my total initial outlay to have been
43 lls. 5<7., inclusive of fveo drinks at

tho dress-rehearsal. All the members
of my oust are paid as little as

usually in postage-stamps.

It is stated that the now problem play

shortly to be produced at tho Vegeterion
Theatre will bo unique in tho mattei

Sentry. "HALT! WHO GOES THEUE'.'"

Officer. -VlBITINO BOUNDS."

KcHtry. "ADVANCE ONE ANO BECOGMSE YEKSKI.F."

of economy. It will be played through-
out upon a bare stage, the scene re-

presented being
" A Theatre daring

Rehearsal." The cast will be entirely

composed of stage hands and dramatic

students ; moreover, as both the dia-

logue and situations have been gratui-

tously borrowed from other works of

a similar character, there will be no
author's fees. The very gratifying re-

sult of these measures is that the

management is enabled to present to

the public an entertainment that has

cost nothing at all. Patriotism oould

no further go.

' M.Minvhile. the turnip trade is bix>ii]i>i:;,

and prices going highrr. People seem to be

talking to them in place of potat'
.\ i -ircastle Evening Clu'onicle.

Yes, and their language is often very

regrettable.

TO FRANCE.
IF so it be for every generous thought

Spring scents are sweeter yet,
For every task with high endeavour

wrought
Earth's gems are fairer set

Primrose and violet ;

If for each noble dream in dormant
seed

The life-spark stirs and glows ;

If for the fame of each heroic deed

Some bloom the lovelier grows
White lily or red rose ;

Then, France, thou shouldst be lavish

of thy flowers

For all our dead and thine,

And for all women's tears, or tliine or

ours,
Put forth some tender sign
Heartsease or eglantine.
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CHILDREN'S TALES FOB
GROWN-UPS.

THE JUDGMENT OF THE Ass.

VII.

IT was in the year that the donkey
was elected judge, because only he and
the mule came to vote and the mule

spoiled his voting-paper.
The weasel came before the qourt to

make a serious complaint against the
rat.

" Most learned judge," said the weasel,
" the rat came to me for advice. ' Tell

me,' he said, 'how I can obtain a deli-

cious piece of cheese I have seen.' I

showed him how he could get it. He
ate the cheese, and since then he has
not ceased to revile me."

" Most unjust," said the judge.
" What has the rat to say ?

"

" The rat does not appear," said the

mule, who was usher.
" And why not ?

"
asked the judge.

" He is still in the trap," said the

usher.
" I showed him the way in," said the

weasel proudly.
" But not the way out," said the rat's

prospective widow.
" He only asked me how he could

get the cheese, and I showed him,"
said the weasel.

"The weasel shall have the reward
of virtue," said the judge.

" As for the
rat I shall fine him for contempt of

court in not appearing."
"Justice!" cried the rat's prospec-

tive widow. " I demand my hus-
band."

"You shall have him," said the ass.
" I order the weasel to show you the

way into the trap."

An Indian Circus handbill :

" Programme of the Bengal Grand Cirkus Co :

Performings begin P.P.M.
PART I.

1. Some horses will make very good tricks.

2. The Klown will come and talk with the
horses therefore audience will laugh itself very
much.

8. The lady will walk on horses back when
horses jumping very much.

4. The Klown will make a joking word and
lady will become too angry, then Klown will
run himself away.

5. The boy he will throw a ball to upside
and he will catch the ball in downward journey.

6. This is very jumping tricks.

PABT II.

1. One man will make so tricks on trapees
that audience will fraid himself very much.

2. Some dogs will play and role himself in
the mud.

3. This is the grand display of tricks.

4. The lady will make himself so bend that

everyone he will think that he is rubber lady.
5. The man will walk on wire tight. He is

doing so nicely because he is professor of that.
C. Then will come grand dramatic.

NOTICE.
No stick will bo allowed in the spectators

and he shall not smoke also."

EXCELSIOR.
" Our ascent to the sun makes our enemy

envious." Ktilnisclic Zeitung.

THE night fell fast, but faster still

A youth came down the darkening hill,

A super-youth, whose super-flag
Flaunted the strange but hackneyed

brag,
" Excelsior !

"
.

His eyes betrayed through gold-rimmed
prism

Myopia and astigmatism ;

But, head in air, he proudly strode,

Declaiming down the fatal road,
" Excelsior !

"

The sign-posts clustered left and right
And waved their arms towards the

height ;

He heeded not, but through the mist

Plunged steeply down and fiercely

hissed,
" Excelsior !

"

" Put on the brake !

"
Experience said ;

" The stars, my boy, are overhead
;

The pit of Tophet 's deep and wide."
A sudden snarl of hate replied,

"Excelsior!".

" O stay," cried Sanity,
" and cool

Thy fevered head in yonder pool !

"

The balefire smouldered in his eye,
And still he muttered, hurtling by,

" Excelsior !

"

" Beware the awful precipice !

Beware the bottomless abyss !

"

This was Discretion's last Good :night.
He gurgled, as he dropped from sight,

" Excelsior!
"

At day-break, when the punctual sun

Explored the hill-tops one by one,
And scoured the solitary steep,
An echo rose from out the deep,

" Excelsior !

"

And, from the deeper depths that lay

Beyond the farthest reach of day,
A thin voice wailed, and, mocking it,

Crackled the laughter of the pit,
" Excelsior !

"

Some Jumbo.
"Jumbo, the giaut elephant of the Stosch-

Parasani Circus in Berlin, has been killed for

food, telegraphs the Amsterdam correspondent
of The Daily Express. He yielded fifty-five
tons of flesh." Evening Paper (Glasgow).

If this statement had not come from
Amsterdam we should have found some
difficulty in believing it.

"At a meeting of the King George High
School, Kasauli : 'Resolved, that the school
bo closed for to-day to commemorate the

recapture of Kut, for which permission has
been so kindly accorded by Pundit Hari Das
Sahib, M.A." Indian Paper.

We are all, General MAUDE included,

very much obliged to the Pundit.

A MISNOMER.
ONCE upon a time, in tho midst of

the most detestable Spring ever known
a Spring consisting entirely of hopes

of better weather, raised for no other

purpose than to be so thwarted and
dashed that the spirits of that brave
and much harassed creature, man,
might sink still lower once .upon a

time, even in this Spring, there was
a fine evening. It was more than
fine, it was tender, and, owing to a
North wind, wonderfully luminous, and
I walked slowly along the 'hedges
which were still bare, although April
was far advanced and listened to the

blackbirds, and marvelled at the light
that made everything so beautiful, and
Was filled with gratitude to the late

WILLIAM WILLETT for re-arranging our
foolish hours.

I soon reached a favourite meadow,
with' a view of the hills and clumps of

gorse in it, and, since there were clumps
of gorse, many, many of those alluring
little creatures which live in the ground
and provide man with numbers of bene-
fits such as sweet flesh to put into

pies ; and cheap, soft, warm fur to wrap
Baby Buntings in

; and stubby tails, or

scuts, to be used in hot-houses for trans-

ferring pollen -that peach - blossoms

may bo fertilised, and (latterly) sym-
bols for Government clerks who prefer
civilian clothes and comfort to khaki
and warfare ; and (in Wales) toasted

cheese. I refer to rabbits.

As I stood motionless in this meadow
watching the yellowing sky, I was aware
ol an Homeric contest quite close to me.
Two rabbits were engaged in a terrilic

battle. They kicked and they scratched
and made the most furious attacks on
each other. The fur flew and the ground
resounded to their thuds. First one
seemed to be winning and then the

other, but there was no flinching.
I had heard of rabbits fighting, but

I had never seen it before. "
Very

unfair to have called them Cuthberts,"
I said to myself.

"The Companyhave severalsecond-hand
cars for sale, starter and non-starter models;
petrol consumption low." The Autocar.

Particularly that of the non-starters.

" Good General : sold cheap if taken over
this week

; good reasons for leaving."
Liri'r/i.Kil I'apcr.

Can this be HINDENBUEO ?

"The Rev. Stuart Holdun, on behalf of

the Strength of Britain Movement, spoko of

tho enthusiasm for prohibition of audiences

throughout the country.'' The Times.

We understand, however, that this en-

thusiasm for the prohibition of audiences
has not yet extended to the theatrical

profession.
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tr^iiion oi OffiCltl
Ro.(- Hunt-

Bo.1tu o^ dter on

Ben C

SPORTING DAYS WITH THE FOOD-PRODUCER'S STAFF.
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Alice (saying far prayers, after a quarrel with her sister). "Asr>, TLEASE GOD, BLESS BETTI."

Betty. "DON'T YOU DAEE TO PRAX FOB ME I

"

THE FOOD QUESTION.
EATIONIN& AT THE Zoo.

" IN the Northern area," says a des-

patch from Mr. POCOCK,
" a period of

inactivity has set in which is partly
due to the fact that the dromedary
has been placed on a vegetarian diet.

There has been a cold snap in the croco-

dile house. Three of our keepers have

disappeared."
An attempt to substitute salsify for

bloaters in the dietary of the sea-lion

was not successful.

Complaints have been received from
the elephant-house to the effect that
buns sold for the benefit of the occu-

pants have not reached their destina-

tion. Should this abuse continue it

will be necessary to make arrangements
to have every child under the age of

twelve submitted to an X-ray examina-
tion before leaving the Gardens.
The use of human food for the nour-

ishment of animals is, however, being
discouraged ; and for the future guinea-
pigs and broken glass will be the staple
diet of boa-constrictors and ostriches

respectively. Peppermint - balls for

grizzly bears are to be discontinued
;

also egg-nogg for anthropoid apes.

HINTS to YOUNG FooD-PnoDucEns.

Jugged Hare. A well-known firm of

hare-raisers in Carmelite Street informs
us that young rabbits fed on sponge-
cake soaked in port wine have a flavour

which renders them indistinguishable
from hare.

Ccleriac. This appetising vegetable
has been little cultivated owing to a

general but erroneous belief that it was
the name of a new kind of motor-car.
" Celeriac

"
is of course a compound of

the word "
celery

" and the Arabic
suffix "ac," which means "bearing a

resemblance to
"
or " a small imitation

of." Thus it would be correct for the

writer to speak of the salariac he earns

by writing this sort of thing.

[Note.
" Earns

"
would not be cor-

rect. 'ED.]

Navigation Extraordinary.
"Although the stern and screws of the vessel

were well out of the water sho was able to

make the port under her own steam."

Daily Mail.

' ' Portatoes in the usual forms have dis-

appeared this week. LOUNA."
British Weekly.

Those must be the Devonportatoes of

which we have heard so much.

AT BEST.

[Baron MOHITZ FERDINAND VON BISSINO,
the German Military Governor -General of

Belgium, the murderer of Nurse CAVELL and

instigator of the infamous Belgian deport-
ations, after being granted a rest from his

labours, is reported to have died "of over-

work."]

TIRED of pillaging and sacking,
Tired of bludgeoning and whacking,
Tired of torturing and racking,

BISSING takes his "
rest."

For the sport of shooting nurses,

Gloating o'er his victims' hearses,

Answering appeals with curses,

He had lost his zest.

All his diabolic striving
To intensify slave-driving
Could not slay the soul surviving

In a Nation's breast.

Still the flame burns ever brighter
Underneath the blouse or mitre ;

Still the smitten greets the smiter

With undaunted crest ;

While the arch-tormentor, flying
From the hell about him lying,
Mid the fire and worm undying

Takes his endless rest.
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THE WANING OF FAITH.
GUARDIAN OF STATUE. "YOU WISH TO HAMMER ANOTHER NAIL INTO THE COLOSSUS

OF OUR HINDENBURG?"
EX-ENTHUSIAST. "NO; I WANT MY OLD ONE BACK."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Tuesday, April 1.7th. The re-open-

ing of the House of Commons found

Lord FISHER ill his* accustomed place
over the clock. What is the lure that

brings him so often to the Peers'

Gallery ? I think it must be his

strong sense of duty. As Chairman
of the Inventions Board he feels he

ought to lose no opportunity of adding
to his stock.

Quite tfee most striking feature of the

afternoon was the pink shirt worn by
a well-known Scottish Member, whose
name I refrain fr5m mentioning to

spare him any additional blushes. It

was of such an inflammatory hue that

his brother-legislators at first took it

for a well-developed case of measles

(probably German) and sheered off ac-

cordingly. Nobody knows what caused
him to indulge in the rash act, but it is

hoped in the interests of coherent debate

that he will not do it again.
Mr. DILLON was so much disturbed

by the apparition that, having started

out to demand an immediate General
Election unless the Government at once

granted Home Rule to the whole of

Ireland, he finished by declaring that

he would be satisfied if they would

promise to reform the franchise on the

lines proposed by the SPEAKER'S Con-
ference. Incidentally he drew a fancy

picture of himself and his colleagues

striving consistently for thirty-five years
to convert their brother-Irishmen to

constitutional methods
;
from which I

infer that Mr. DILLON, very wisely, does

not make a study of his own old

speeches.
As the engineer of two successive

extensions of the life of Parliament

Mr. ASQUITH offered whole-souled sup-

port to the proposal to give a third

renewal to its lease. Apart from any-

thing else, how could a General Election

be satisfactorily conducted when there

was a shortage of paper and posters
were prohibited?

" What 's the matter
with slates ?

"
whispered a Member from

Wales. If every Candidate paraded his

constituency sandwiched between a

couple of slates showing the details of

his political programme, it would cer-

tainly add to the gaiety of the nation,

besides providing an easy method of

expunging such items as in the course

of the contest might prove unpopular.
A good many silly things have been

said in the last month or two about

HINDENBUKG and his imaginary "line,"

but the silliest of all perhaps was the

remark of The Nation that the German
retreat on the Somme " has found our

soldiers wanting." This article natur-

ally gave great comfort to the enemy,
who possibly overestimates the im-

portance of Mr. MASSINGHAM and the

significance of the title of his paper.
It also found its way to the British

trenches, and caused so great an in-

crease in the habit traditionally ascribed

to the British Army when in Flanders

that Sir DOUGLAS HAIG is understood

to have suggested that an embargo
should be placed upon the further ex-

port of such literature.

What most strikes the imagination
is that amid the most stirring events

of the greatest war in history British

Legislators should devote three of their

precious hours to so trumpery an affair.

PAPER SHORTAGE AT A GENERAL
ELECTION.

[The Political Slate (with Sponge) has its

obvious compensations.]

Was this what the old jurist had in

mind when he called the House of

Commons " The Great Inquest of the

Nation
"
?

Wednesday, April 18th. On the mo-
tion introduced in both Houses to ex-

press the welcome of Parliament to

our new Ally, Mr. BONAB LAW, para-

phrasing CANNING, declared that the

New World had stepped in to redress the

balance of the Old ;
Mr. ASQUITH, with

a fellow-feeling no doubt, lauded the

patience which had enabled President

WILSON to carry with him a united

nation; and Lord CURZON quoted BEET
HATfTE.

A fresh injustice to Ireland was
revealed at Question-time. England
and Scotland are to enjoy an educa-

tional campaign, in which hundreds of

speakers all over the country will

dilate upon the necessity of reducing
the consumption and preventing the

waste of foodstuffs. But like most
other patriotic schemes it is not to

apply to John Bull's other island,

though I gather that it is at least as

much wanted there as here.

On the third reading of the Parlia-

ment Bill the debate was confined to

Irish Members. Mr. FIELD, who is in

the live-stock trade, led one particularly
fine bull into the Parliamentary arena.

After complaining that Members had
no longer aiy power in the House,
he went on to say,

" We are simply
ciphers behind the leading figures on
the Front Bench." Surely that, arith-

metically speaking, is the position in

which ciphers are most powerful.

Thursday, April ISth. The mental

processes of Sir WILLIAM BYLES are

normally so mysterious that his sug-

gestion that, with the Americans com-

ing in and the Germans making off,

this was the psychological moment for

the British Government to initiate pro-

posals for peace, did not strike the

House at large as specially absurd. It

was, however, both surprised and de-

lighted when Mr. SWIFT MACNEILL

interposed with an inquiry whether it

would not be time enough to talk about

peace when the Germans ceased to

blow up hospital ships. When Mr.
BONAB LAW tactfully observed that

the Supplementary Question was better

than the answer he had prepared, one
felt that the prospects of an Anglo-
Irish entente had appreciably improved.
When the new MINISTER FOR EDUCA-

TION deposited upon ihe Table a vast

packet of manuscript, and craved the

indulgence of the House if he exceeded

the usual limits of a maiden speech, I

thought of the days when the headline,

"The Duke of Devonshire on Technical

Education," used to strike on my fevered

spirit with a touch of infinite prose.
Mr. FISHER began in rather professorial

style, but he soon revealed a glow-

ing enthusiasm for his subject which
thawed the House. His ambition is

to transform the teachers in our ele-

mentary schools from ill-paid drudges
into members of a liberal and liberally
remunerated profession. Our record in

the War has shown that, as a Naval
Officer wrote to him,

" there is some-

thing in your d d Board School

education after all."

"The bride, who was given away by her

father, was attended by Miss as demon-
soille 6L'honneur."

flawkes Bay Herald (New Zealand).

We fear this marriage was not made
in heaven.
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>Te_e_MCMY
ON YOU* GUARD

folile Foreigner. "Is ZAT YOUB BEAUTIFUL KsousH THAMES YES?"
London Dame (" on Her guard "). "I HAVEK'T THE SLIGHTEST IDEA."

A PAPER PROBLEM.
COPY of a letter from the Reverend

Laurence Longwind to the Archbishop
of CANTERBURY:

The Bectory,
Little Pottering,

April 1st, 1917.

MY LORD ARCHBISHOP, I am writing
to ask whether Your Grace would be
so kind as to assist me in resolving a
case of conscience which, I feel sure,
must be exercising the minds and hearts
of many of my brother clergy at the

present time.

The matter to which I refer is

closely connected with the sad short-

ago of paper. It is no doubt known
to Your Grace that many ministers of

the Gospel, though capable of elo-

quence of a high order, write their ser-

mons. Old sermons tend to increase
and multiply at an alarming rate. I

myself have a chest of drawers literally
stuffed with them. What, in Your
Grace's opinion, should be done with
these ?

Would it be right, in view of the

purpose for which they were written,
to tear them up and send them away
to be pulped ? Long and earnestly as
I have considered tho problem in all

its bearings I am still utterly unable
to arrive at a solution.

No doubt I could sell them and
devote the proceeds to charitable pur-

poses. There is, I am informed, a large
and steady demand for old sermons

amongst tho younger clergy who have
not that ripe experience of life which

sixty years in a rural parish cannot fail

to provide. But I am informed that the
dealers do not always offer appropriate
prices. And I should hesitate to make
a traffic in holy things unless I could
make quite certain that no breath of
scandal could result from inadequate
remuneration.

I have sounded my churchwardens
on the subject, but without reaping
any benefit from the advice given." Do you see any harm in selling them
simply as paper?" I asked one of thcta,
a Mr. Bloggs. "Not a rap! Not a rap!
Get rid of 'em !

"
was his reply. Natur-

ally I felt hurt. It was not so much
what he said as the way he said it.

The mere mention of my sermons

always seems to make him irritable.

Why I cannot imagine.
My dear wife advises me to send

them down to the schoolhouso. Tho
children, she thinks, might use the
backs (I write on one side of the paper

only) for their sums. But I fear such
an expedient might give rise to a spirit
of irreverence.

Would Your Grace hold me greatly
to blame were I to raffle them at our
next rummage sale ? I feel sure they
would fetch a good price. Only yester-

day Miss Tabitha Gingham remarked
to her sister, Miss Mary,

" We had a

good long sermon from the Rector this

morning." I was passing behind their

laurel hedge at the moment, and could
not fail to overhear this meed of praise.
Miss Tabitha is, I should explain, very
hard to please, and if she thinks them
good there must be others in the parish
of tho same opinion. I might bo able

to raise quite a nice sum for our local

Seed Potato Committee by a Spring
raffle of my longer and more elaborate

compositions. And since everybody is

beginning to take a modern view of

Bonus Bonds I do not think that a

raffle for such a purpose need arouse

serious opposition.

Trusting that Your Grace will be
able to give me your considered opinion
in this matter, which is arousing so

much attention at the present time,
I am, Your Grace's humble and

obedient Servant,
LAURENCE LONGWIND.
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Resident at Boarding House, (to waiter). "Do YOU CALL T1IIB STUFF MAliGARlNB Oil MAKJAKI.xi'. ?
: '

Mike. "SUKE, SOUR, IT'S HEBSKLF WOULD SLING MB OUT IF I CALLED IT ANNYTHINO BUT BUTTHKH."

FORE AND AFT.

THE A.S.C. "s a nobleman ; 'e rides a motor-car,

'E is not forced to 'unip a pack, as we footsloggers arc
;

'E drives 'is lorry through the towns and "alts for fags and

beer;
We infantry, we does without, there ain't no shops up 'ere ;

And then for splashin' us with mud 'e draws six bob a day,

For the further away from the line you go the 'igher your
rate of pay.

My shirt is rattier chatty and my socks 'ud make you larf ;

Ifc 's just a week o' Sundays since they sent us for a barf ;

But them that 'as the cushy jobs they lives in style and

state,

With a basin in their bedrooms and their dinners on a plate ;

For 'tis a law o' nacliur with the bloomin' infantry
The nearer up to the lino you go the dirtier wrH you be.

Blokes at the base, they gets their leave when they *vc bin

out three munse ;

I 'aven't seen my wife and kids for more 'n a year, not

once ;

The missus writes,
" About that pass, you 'd better ask again ;

I think you must 'ave been forgot." Old girl, the reason 's

plain :

We are the bloomin' infantry, and you must just believe

That the nearer up to the line you go the less is your chance

of leave.

"We cussed at Grosvenor House and some steps in this direction

may be expected if the demands of retailers become more rapacious/'

Daily Mail.

It is no good abusing the FOOD CONTROLLER, however, or

prices would long ago have been down to zero.

MAB DEEAMS OF MAY.
THE day-dim torches of chestnut trees stand dreamily,

dreamily ;

In myriad jewels of glad young green, smooth black are

the broad beech boles
;

The fragrant foam of the cherry trees hangs creamily,

creamily,
And the purpling lilacs and the blackthorn brakes arc

singing with all their souls !

The pinky petals of lady's-smocks peer maidenly, maidenly ;

Meadow-sweet, donning her fragrant lace, is daintiest

friend of the breeze ;

Hyacinths wild, blue-misting the woods, hang ladenly,

ladenly,
And tiniest bird's-eye burns deep blue in thickets of tall

grass trees !

Daylong I lie, daylong I dream, swung swooningly,

swooningly,
; 111 an old-time tulip of rlaming gold, red-flaunted and

streaked with green,
While song of the birds, of water and bees comes croouingly,

crooningly,
And Summer brings me her swift mad months with scent

and colour and sheen.

Winter is gone, I ween,
As it had never been !

Dance ! dance ! Delicately dance !

Bevel with, the deUcn.tcat stamp and rjo I

Dance ! dance t Circle and advance,

Curtsei/, twirl about,

SJuitter the dew and whirl about,

Stamp upon the mconbeama heel and toe !
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MOKK MKWS FKOM Till; AIII.

THK AM. IKK.

TIIK other day I was in a count r\

house whoso owners are so lost to

shame as still to keep pets. There is a

dog there which is actually allowed

to eat, in defiance of all those Tutu

correspondents whose sole idea of this

stimulating and unfailingly devoted

animal is that it is personified greed mi

four legs. There are two or throe I mixes

of unusual intelligence, which no doubt
our friend the Hun would long since

have- devoured, hut which, even though
hunting is over, are by sonic odd freak

of sentiment or even of loyal! \ still

kept ulivo. Then; are rabbits. And
there is a bird in a cage against tin-

wall of a small yard. This bird is a

cliidtinch, which a friend had brought
over from -France.

After 1 had fnitcrnUed shamefully
with all these deplorable drones, my
hostess drew my attention to the

French challinch, a lino big fellow,

very tamo unil cheerful. "We will

feed him," sho said,
" and then you

will sec something that happens ovcry
day. Something very interesting."
So saying she poured into a recep-

tacle for the purpose enough seed, no
doubt, to make, mixed with other things,
several admirable thimble- loaves of

bread substitute, and told me to watch.
I watched, and very soon the French

cliaflinch.luivingea ten a certain amount
of the seed, dashed his lieak amid the
rest with such violence that it was

spilt over the pan, out of the bars and
down to the ground below.

"That's very wasteful,"I said. "Lord
DEVONPORT wouldn't like that Lord
DKVONPOUT wouldn't;" this being the
kind of facetious thing wo are all saying
just now, and something facetious being
in this particular house always, for

some reason or other, expected of me.
" Wait a minute," my hostess re-

plied.
" There 's more reason in it

than you think."

And there was.
The whole poiut of this mediocre

narrative consists in the fact that
within a few seconds some dozen spar-
rows had descended to the yard and
were feeding busily while the chaffinch
watched from above. And this happens
at every mealtime.
To what extent we are contributing

to the French Commissariat 1 cannot

say; but with my own eyes I have seen
B French citizen being systematically
generous to his English cousins.

"The salt! jof potatoes] started at 11. in., and
the first omnibus from london brought over
200 buyers down." Weekly l>ixi>atclt.

A gross case of overcrowding.

,

Cirilinii tirho ha* bfni agkeil to IxHchton at outlying fort). "1 SAY, YOU KNOW, I CAN'T
POSSIBLY LAND BY THAT ABSCBO LITTLE LADDKlt. '

Hott. "BOT, OLD CHAP. I'VE HAD THE VKBY O1CKK.N8 OF A JOB IO OKT YOU A PASS-
AMD, BESIDES, PEOPLK DON'T OFTEN FALL IN."

DOUBLE ENTENTE.
["In view of the fact that M.C. is also tho

ibbreviiition for -Military Cribs' ... it has
xcn recommended that the abbreviations for

.he degrees of Bachelor of Surgery and Master
of Surgery bo altered from B.C. and JI (' t.i

B.Cb. and M.C'h."]

IN view of the fact that P.M. is also

Jie abbreviation for Prime Minister and
Post-Mortem, the London and North-
Western Railway recommend that in

'uturo the abbreviation for afternoon
jo A.L. (Aftor Luncheon). ,

In Tiew of the fact that (as every
choolboy knows) D.D. is also the

abbreviation for Double Donkey, the

Upper House of Convocation recom-
mend that in future the abbreviation
for Doctor of Divinity bo Doc. Div.

In view of the fact that Q.S. is also

the abbreviation for Quarter Sessions,
the Committee of the Pharmaceutical

Society recommend that in future the
abbreviation for Quantum Suff . be S.W.
iS ; ,y When).

MerU-rt Spencer made a rough outline of
his 'Sympathetic Philosophy' when forty
>ra^ old." Weekly I'miti'.

Alas ! he never lived to fill in the details.
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A PEESONAL TEIUMPH.
ALWAYS at the same point of my rail-

way journey North I drop my paper
and wait till a certain trim red-roofed

ivy-clad cottage comes into view across

the fields to the right. Till yesterday
there were two reasons why 1 should

hail this cottage with delight. First of

all, it stands where trim cottages are

rarer than pit-heads and slag heaps ;

and, secondly, GEORGE STEPHENSON
once lived there. From now onwards,
however, I have a third and more com-

pelling reason for respecting the old

building. You shall hear.

Know, then, that 1 have a friend

called Smithson. The Athenians
would have had a short way with
him

;
and I admit that there have

been times in the course of our

relationship when hemlock would

really have been the only thing to

meet the case. Our conversations

(it is no fault of mine) are always
dialectical. They take the follow-

ing form. Light-heartedly I enun-
ciate a proposition. Smithson is

interested and asks for a clearer

statement. I modify my original

position. Smithson purrs. Seeing
trouble imminent, I modify my
modification, and from that point
onwards I make a foredoomed but
not (as I flatter myself) an un-

plucky fight against relentless

logic. The elenchus comes soon or

late, but it always comes. Only
in dreams am I ever one up on
Smithson. The old trick of cram-

ming up hard parts of the Encyclo-
paedia overnight is no good. I tried

it once with "
Hegesippus

"
and

"The Hegira." You don't know
what either of these words mean ?

Smithson did and he knew the
articles. No doubt he and Mr.
GLADSTONE had written them in

collaboration.

Well, yesterday, Smithson and I were
in the neighbourhood of the cottage
which I have told you of. Having an
hour to spare from work of national

importance, we took our sandwiches
and were eating them in view of the

jolly old house.
" What 's that thing over the door ?

"

I said.
" That I take to be a sun-dial," said

Smithson with his accustomed reserve

of strength.
"What a delightful stile," I said.

(You always have stiles on sun-dials.

I knew that).
"
Qud stile it is perfect. What do

you make of the inscription ?
"

plied Smithson,
"
though it certainly

begins with an A."

"True," I corrected. " Anno Domini."
"
Conceivably but the second letter

isaU."
I left Smithson painfully to recon-

struct A-U-G-U-S-T from among the

ivy. He had got to the M of a long
date when a burst of sun cast a crisp
shadow across the dial.

" I don't think much of GEOEGE
STEPHENSON after all," I said. " His

beastly clock doesn't know the right
time."

Smithson snorted. Here was a chal-

lenge to the omniscient.

Susdnver. "ALL BIGHT ALL BIGHT!
YEK NEEDN'T KEEP ON SUBBENDEBING."

I BEE YEE,

I went at it bald-headed.
et imputantur," I said.

Pcrcimt

"You may be right, of course," re-

" That 's all right," he said, recover-

ing himself in a moment " All properly
constructed dials have a compensating
table

;
we shall find one no doubt be-

hind the ivy ; there ! I see it, to the

left a compensating table by which

you have to correct the actual record

of the shadow. For example, we are

now in Lat. 55 N. The month is April.
At Greenwich

"

But I wasn't listening. A bright
truth had flashed into my mind, and I

couldn't hold myself back any longer.
" It 's just about an hour slow," I said.
" You don't think that Daylight Saving
has anything to do with it, do you?

"

' ' About twenty-four hours later ons of the

ship's officers saw something bobbing on the
water a few hundred years dead ahead."

New York Evening Post.

America evidently foresees a long war.

THE STRIFE OF TONGUES.
.-i xiujitested by the recent demise of
the inventor of Esperanto.)

As a patriotic Briton
I am naturally smitten

With disgust
When some universal lingo

By a zealous anti-Jingo
Is discussed.

Some there are who hold that

Spanish
In the end is bound to banish

Other tongues ;

Some again regard Slavonic
As a stimulating tonic

For the lungs.

I would sooner bank on Tuscan,

Ay, or even on Etruscan,
Than on Erse

;

But fanatical campaigners,
Gaelic Leaguers and Sinn Feiuers

Find it terse.

Some are moved to have a shy at

Persian, thanks to the liubdiydt,
And its ease ;

But it 's quite another matter
If you 're anxious for to chatter

In Chinese.

To instruct a brainy brat in

Canine or colloquial Latin

May be wise ;

But it 's not an education

As a fruitful speculation
I 'd advise.

French ? All elegance equips it,

But how oft on foreign lips it

Euns awry ;

German, tainted, execrated,
Is for ages relegated

To the sty.

As for brand-new tongues invented

By professors discontented

With the old,

Well, the prospect of a "panto"
Played and sung in Esperanto

Leaves me cold.

" One of the most striking and satisfactory
features of the new restaurant regime is the

disappearance of the bread-basket."

Daily Telegraph.

Or, at any rate, a considerable shrink-

age in its contour.

"If there must be duplication of electric

light installations, the apparati might, at

least, be made uniform. And it would not
be expecting too much if they were made in

some way to harmonise with the telephone
service.

"
Atistralian Paper.

Or even with the Latin Grammar?

"5-Seater Car for Sale; must sell; chauffeur

at the Front ; own body cost over 73. What
offers ? RKCTOE." Times.

These personal details seem to us a

little out of place iii a commercial
transaction.
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John. "Bui WHY MUSTN'T WE IIAVK SEW BREAD ANY MORE?"
Joan. "WHY, DON'T^YOU SEE, BILLY? IF WB EAT YESTEBDAY'S AND aAVB UP TO-DAY'S THERE'LL ALWAYS BE BOMB FOB TO-MOHBOW.

THEN THB GERMANS CAN'T STARVE us."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

IN these days, when everybody has his reminiscences,
there should still be a welcome for so genial a volume as

A Soldier's Memories (JENKINS), into which Major-General
Sir GEORGE YOUNOHUSBAND has gathered his "Recollections

of People, Places and Things." The title truly indicates

the character of the contents, which are exactly what you
would expect from a plain blunt man, who loves his friends,

and equally loves a good story about them, at his own or

their expense, impartially. The anecdotes in the book are

legion, and the actors in them range from troopers to

generals, and beyond. KINO EDWAED, their present

Majesties, Sir DOUGLAS HAIG (" a nice -
looking clean

little boy in an Eton jacket and collar ") all figure in the

author's pictures of the past, which include also a highly
characteristic study of WILLIAM THE FRIGHTFUL, congratu-

lating the " citizens of Salisbury," represented by a hand-
ful of curious urchins, upon their "beautiful and ancient

cathedral." (One can fancy the unspoken addition in the

Imperial mind,
" And what a target for Bertha ! ") Many

of Sir GEORGE'S pages are devoted to stories of the Boer

campaign, that old unhappy far-off thing that seems
somehow, as one looks back to-day, further off than
Waterloo. In fine, a book that all Service folk, and many
besides them, will find a treasure-house of good stories, of

exactly the kind that should be certain of their appeal
now, when we are all, or like to think ourselves, soldiers

in the greatest of England's wars, and inheritors of the

traditions here shown in the making.

A short hour's reading and you will have laid down, with
a sigh for its brevity, a little book that is a very model of

artistry. It is by Mr. E. V. LUCAS, and Outposts of Mercy
is its happy name. But I am not to seek reflected glory

by the praising of a colleague ; simply for the sake of the
cause that he pleads I wish to commend this fascinating
account of the author's visit, in the company of Lord
MONSON, Chief Commissioner, to the stations of the British

Red Cross on the Carso, at Gorizia and among the Carnic and
Julian Alps. Resisting sternly the temptation to embroider
hia theme with the distractions of scene and circumstance

(of course he had to tell us of that dinner at the mess of an

Alpine regiment where he met the man who had discovered
the " Venus of Cyrene "), he keeps as closely as may be to

his main subject, but cannot escape from infusing it with
his own sense of colour and romance and the unconscious

appeal of his personality. One may envy him his rare

experience, yet fully share his pride in the fearless devotion
of the men and women of our race (one can imagine it of

no other) in these perilous and lonely outposts of mercy.
A little paper book, illustrated with little photographs,
and costing just a shilling. The author and his publishers

(METHUEN) are devoting the profits to the British Red
Cross; so you who buy and read it and I don't see

how anybody can refuse may extract a claim to virtue

from an hour of pure delight.

A quiet style, keen powers of observation, and a delightful

assumption of his own unimportance combine to make Mr.
FREDERICK PALMER'S With the New Army on the Somme
(MURRAY) a book that will be read long after the Hun
has returned to the place from which he came. " Those
whose business it was to observe, the six correspondents
. . . went and came always with a sense of incapacity and
sometimes with a feeling that writing was a worthless
business when others were fighting." There we have hia
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apology for doing what obviously seemed to him a second-

best thing ; but much as I like his modesty I can assure

him that no finer tribute has yet been paid to our new

army. Mr. PALMER was the accredited American corre-

spondent at the British Front, and though the days are

happily passed when he was a neutral in name his posi-

tion as an impartial spectator gives him an advantage
denied to the most veracious of our own correspondents.
Our French Allies too may be congratulated, by themselves

as well as by us, on being observed by eyes so shrewd

and friendly.
" No two French soldiers seem quite alike

on the march or when moving about a village on leave.

Each seems three beings one a Frenchman, one a soldier,

a third himself." Anyone who has been in the war-zone

and seen a French regiment resting cannot fail to be struck

by the acuteness of this remark; indeed it provides the

key to what, for an ordinary British mind, is a puzzle. It

is one of Mr. PALMER'S many virtues that, although his main
business was to watch the soldiers and the fighting, he

never forgets the man
his historical record

inside the uniform,

the

This gives to

added interest of a study
in psychology.

The Unspeakable Perk

(HODDER AND STOUGHTON)
and his attendant puppets
are, to put it kindly,
selected from the stock

characters of Lesser Ame-
rican Fiction. There is

the " radiant
"

heroine

from Squeedunkville, Wis.

(or Mass.), the tame Poppa
with the simoleons, the

hero heavily disguised as
i

a worm, and a worm or

so to do the real heavy
worming when the hero's

turn comes to pull off the

grand - stand play (this
doesn't sound like English
but it is really the standard
" line of talk

"
in Lesser

American Fiction). And last but not least there is the
"
fiery

"
Southerner. In real life Southerners are melancholy

men with a tendency to embonpoint and clawhammer coats

of ante-bellum design. But in Lesser American Fiction they
are for some undiscovered reason always "fiery." Tothe fiery

one the heroine "
unconsciously turns

" when the apparent
earmarks of the hero's wormhood are dramatically revealed,

and of course she hands him what she would probably de-

scribe as the "
sister

"
stuff when the gentleman emerges in

his natural colours.

Southerner so fiery.

That is what makes the story-book
Place these complex characters in an

imaginary Carribean Republic, a sort of transpontine Ruri-

tania ; add a revolution fostered by the serpentine diplomats
of a European power ; let the American eagle issue a few

screams, and there you have the environment in which Tlie

Unspeakable Perk lives and moves and has his unreal being.
The keynote of SAMUEL HOPKINS ADAMS' story is what the

Perk person would describe as a want of "
pep." Even the

villains turn out to be comparative gentlemen in the end, the

dirty work being conveniently fastened upon some "
person

or persons unknown." The yarn is well enough to wile away
an hour ; but in these days of burning realities fiction has

lost its bite unless it too is informed with the spirit of reality.

Moulding Loft (METHUEN) are liable to plunge you into

some mental agitation, due to the author's deliberately

baffling method of starting her plot. The hero, for

example, is introduced to us abed, and semi-delirious,

waited upon by a pale and sinister young female whom he

detests. He appears to be in a house strange to him,
which contains also an unpleasant old woman and a queer
little boy whose behaviour is wrop in mystery. Slowly,

perhaps somewhat too sknvly, it is revealed that the hero

has been knocked silly by a large stone dropped upon his

unoffending head by the small boy. But why ? And why
does the child protest his innocence with such apparent

good faith ? Those problems I must leave MARGARET
WESTRUP (Mrs. W. STACEY) to resolve in her own unhurried

way. Of course before long the "
little aversion

"
between

hero and heroine gives place to an emotion more appro-

priate. But there remains an obstacle to their union, one

concerned (also, of course) with the detestable grandmother
and the mysterious small boy. Shall I give you one clue ?

Somebody is mad ; nor is it (as you may at one time have
been tempted to suppose)
either the author orreader.

I
More than this wild horses

i
should not extort from

I me. But I confess to a

; rewarding thrill and a

very grateful relief when
the mystery was finally
cleared up. A good and

interesting book, both for

its plot and for some very
agreeable Cornish scenes,

which would have been
j

even more welcome had
the delectable Duchy not

already engaged the pens
of our novelists more than

enough.

Mrs. "
J. E. BUCKROSE"

is one of those writers

whose work can always
be depended upon. A
pinch of pathos, a soupcon

of sentiment, a spice of humour there you have the recipe,

and a very palatable mixture it makes. The common ele-

ment that pervades the dozen stories which compose War-
Time in Our Street (HODDER AND STOUGHTON), all in the

author's best manner, is the staunch devotion to duty

displayed by her heroines under stress of war. Pangs of

hunger are endured nobly, hard-hearted folk are softened,

lonely women fight and win the battle against depression.
If these pictures of life behind the windows of our village

streets are too couleurde BUCKROSE to be quite true, there is

nevertheless a real quality in them. They are not for the

cynic, but for readers who can appreciate simple tales of

simple people, told without affectation.

The Airman. "I BAY, HAVE YOU SEEN A CIGAEETTE - HOLDER ANYWHERE
ABOUT? I DBOPPED MISE YESTERDAY WHEN I WAS FLYING OVEB THIS
PLACE."

I have to warn you that the early chapters of The

"To shoot well at fixed targets, after the range has bten exactly

registered, as in trench warfare, is one thing, but front and pick up
distances smarly, is quite to trot into action, unlimber and form

action another, and this is where many phophets anticipated our new

Army would be found wanting, but prophecy is becoming a profitless

business in this war." Bath Herald.

Well, why not try proof-reading as a change ?

"The Rector nominated Mr. C. Yells as his warden. Captain

Noyes was appointed sidesman." Provincial Paper.

Otherwise the proceedings seem to have gone off .quietly.
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CHARIVARIA.
WE envy the freshness of America's

experience as a member of the Alliance.

New York will hold its first fin

on June 2nd. ... *'

*

America is anxious to see a settle-

ment of the Irish Question, but there is

no truth in the rumour that we have
cahled to say that we will take on
Mexico if America will take on Ireland.

* *
*

VON IHNK, the KAISKR'S Court archi-

tect, is dead. It is thought that future

alterations to the House of Hohen-
xollern will not reflect, as heretofore,

the Aciii-HiGiiEST's personal taste.
:;: *
*

" Stern measures for King Tino,"

says a contemporary. We have always
felt that that is where the castration
should take place.

* *

The. Daily Chronicle re-

minds us that Downing
Street owes its origin to an
American. There are some

people who never will let

bygones bo bygones.
*

,

*

Whole haystacks are said

to have been eaten in a night

by mice in Victoria, Aus-
tralia. The failure of Mr.
HUGHES to provide a state

cat in eacli rural area may,
it is thought, prove to be
the deciding factor in the

present election campaign.
* *

The Tageblatt points out
that in view of the extreme

goodwill of Germany towards Spain
that country cannot possibly find any
grievance in the torpedoing of her ships.
This assurance of uninterrupted friend-

liness has confirmed the worst fears of

the pessimists in Madrid.
* *

Mr. BALFOUII, it is stated, has invited

President WILSON to play a game of

golf. In the event of a match being
arranged there is a growing desire that

the occasion should be made a half-

holiday throughout the war-area.
* *
*

The Ministry of Shipping, it is stated,

employs only 830 persons. This violent

departure from the recognised Parlia-

mentary rule, that a Minister who can-
not find use for a couple of thousand

employees should resign, has gone far

to undermine the popularity of this

Department. ,,, %'

*'

Owing to the shortage of corn on
which race-horses must be fed, ordinary
handicaps will soon have to be aban-

doned. The idea of putting the horse-

radish to the use for which it was

originally intended doss not seem to

have struck the imagination of trainers.
* *
*

The Director of Women's Service

;ued an appeal for several thou-

sand milkmaids. These must not be

confused with milksops who are being
taken care of by other Department^.

" I have heard more bad music at tem-

perance meetings," says Dr. SALEKIIY,
"than I knew the world could contain."

The temperance people are certainly

having persistent bad luck.

The keenest
V
minds in Germany,

says a Berlin correspondent, are now
seeking to discover the secret of the

Fatherland's world-wide unpopularity.
It is this absurd sensitiveness on the

and unnaturalised,
" continue to eat in

the usual way." This is not true of

the ones wo have hoard.
* *

"WHAT MAKES YOUR -HUSBAND SO CROSS THESE TIMES?"
"HE KEEl'S FRETTING DREADFUL BECAUSE HE'S OVER THE AGE AND

BO HE CAN'T BE A CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTOR."

In view of the excessive ruins of late,

wo are glad to m>t<; that onu organisa-
tion is not to bo caught napping. The
National Lifeboat Institution is fitting
out its boats with a new life-belt.

* *

ThoT\Aisr:n, it ia reported, h:is written
a play. I: only needed this to con-

vince us that he is quite himself :iL'ain.

* *

We also learn that lie is once more on

speaking terms with Count RKVENTLOW.
lie told the COUNT, the other day,

" to

mind his own husin
f *

There were 1,084,289 visitors to the
London Zoological Gardens last year.
It is worthy of note that not one of

them was accepted.

A wood - pigeon shot at

Heytesbury was found to

have in its crop sixty-five

grains of corn enough to

produce half a sack of

wheat. In fairness to the

bird it is only right to say
that it was not aware of this.

* *

Mr. BRACE has lately in-

troduced a Bill in the House
to reduce the number of

jurors at inquests. A fur-

ther improvement would be

to repeal the old techni-

cality which makes it illegal
for a man to give evidence
at his own inquest.

part of onr cultured opponent that is

causing some of her best friends in this

country to lose hope.

A swallow has
**
been seen over the

Hollow Ponds at Epping Forest, but
The Daily Mail is still silent as to

whether Spring has arrived or not.
:;:

"New Laid Eggs," Sir JOHN MILLAIS'

masterpiece, has recently been sold

for 1,155. It is reported that last

December, when it looked as if the egg
might become extinct, a much higher
price was offered for the picture.

* *
:|:

In the absence of other grain, hens
are to be fed upon frostbitten wheat im-

ported from Canada. Poultry-keepers
anticipate that it will result in a greatly
increased number of china eggs being
laid by their stock.V
A correspondent of a morning paper

complains that while the entire nation
is on rations our Germans, naturalised

" I met the prisoner twenty years
ago," said a witness in a Northern

police court last week,
" and I well

remember his face." It is better to

have that sort of memory than that
sort of face. * %

*"

At a rally of five hundred boy scouts
of London, Wolf Cubs greeted Cardinal
BOURNE with the "Great Howl." It is

not known in what way the CABDINAL
had offended the young Cubs.V
Under the new order the police will

not have power to enter the premises
of persons suspected of food hoarding.
Cooks who in the past have been in the
habit of hoarding cold rabbit pie will

have to be dealt with in other ways.V
According to a Billingsgate fish mer-

chant kippers are daily increasing in

price. It is, of course, too much to hope
that they will ever become so dear as
to prohibit their use among comedians
on the music-hall stage.

VOL. CI.II.
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THE POTSDAM ALTRUIST.
[The Frankfurter Zeitung protests against the idea that "the

KAISEB in Germany's gravest times allows anxiety about himself or

his dynasty to have access to his thoughts."]

AMONG the penalties imposed on Kings
Who govern absolutely by divine right,

I am no more affected by the things
That Socialists and other dirty swine \vrita

Than when a pin is thrust

Into a pachyderm's indifferent crust.

But now I deign to answer, even I,

The vilest yet of these revolting sallies,

Whore they allege that when our German sky
Eocks to the air of " Dautschland iiber alles,"

" Und Ich," I add (aside),
" Ich iiber Dcutschland !

"
There the blighters lied.

I 'in not like that. I never use the first

Personal pronoun, like the Monarch Louis,
Who said (in French a tongue I deem accurst),

"
L'dtat, c'est moi." My conscience, clear and dewy,

Tells me that, as a Kaiser,
I am a very poor self-advertiser.

This is a feature of our dynasty ;

And no historian who has ever studied

The traits peculiar to the family tree

On which the Hohenzollern genus budded
In all that noblo list

Has come across a single egoist.

They loved their people better than their throne ;

Lightly they sat on it, dispensing Freedom ;

They never said,
" Your souls are not your own,

But simply there in case your King should need 'em ;

"

They would have thought it odd
To want to be regarded as a god.

Thus have I served my land; and if a wave
Of lurid revolution overswept her,

And I, her loyal and obedient slave,

Were called upon to down my orb and sceptre,
That grace I 'd freely do,

And so, I 'm sure, would LITTLE WILLIE too.====== O. S.

GEMS FROM THE JUNIORS.
THE following articles have been written by a little band

of patriots who, without any hope of gain or self-aggran-
disement, have poured forth of their store of wisdom and

experience for the instruction, comfort and encouragement
of their fellow-countrymen :

THE BRITISH NAVY.

We are all very proud of the Navy. It is the largest in

the world and all the men in it are very brave, and kind too
I expeck. ALFRED THE GBEAT invented it hundreds of

years ago so it has had a long time to practis in. When a
sailer wants to say yes he says Ay, ay, sir, not offen mum
because the captain is always a man. Perhaps some day
he wont be. I have got an uncle who is a captain in the

Navy. He says that in the olden days sailers had such
bad food that it walked about and if it was up the other end
of the table you ony had to whissel and it came down your
end dubble quick. But I don't know if that is true. Any-
how everything is all rite now but this plesant thouhgt
must not stop us sending parsels to the sailers, as you cant
fish up cakes and apples out of the sea and they like them

very much. JOHN BRIGHT (age 9J).

SOLGIERS.

Solgiers wear karki. If you are an offiser the others
salut you if you arn't they don't. People musn't kill

each other unless they have to becos it 's rwong. Solgiors
have to. They have to pollish there buttens as well. It is

there cheef job unless they are offisers. Then they don't
becos they get paid more and let some one else do it for

them. Before the war solgiers were only one kind of

man, now they are all kinds but mostly good. Granpa
is a gcnral so he knows. A frend of fathers is a private,
ho is quite nice but ha mayn't come to dinner when
granpas here. I shall be a solgier when I grow up
praps a genral but Im not sure, I would like to bo some-
one with a sord and a drum. Granpa hasn't got a drum.

DOUGLAS BAYSWATER (age 8).

AMERICA.

America is really the name of a continent but when we
say America we mean the bit of it that used to belong to

us. Americans do not have a king they used to have our

King but they gave him up. It wasn't the King we have
now or perhaps they wouldn't have. So they have someone
called a President who does instead but he doesn't wear a
crown and ho only lasts a short time like the Lord Mare or

a little longer. Besides the President there are men called

millonares, they are normously rich and do insted of princes
and dukes, who they haven't got either but not because

they don't like them but because it is a Republic. Ameri-
cans don't like war but if they have to fight they can do it

all right Father says. MARY GREY (age 10).

OUR ALLIES.

It is with great pleasure that I take up my pen to write
about Our Allies. They are France, Belgium, Russia, Italy,
Serbia, Portugal, Rumania, and America. I think thats
all at present but eight is a good number. To begin with
France. In time of peace the French are a gay and polite

people which is very nice I think. They are noted for

their coffee and for their fashions as both are better than
ours. And all the women can cook. How beautiful it

would bo for England if she could imitate her sister

country in these things ! I can make a cake but not a

very light one. Now let us look at Verdun on the map.
It is a great fortress and the Germans thought they could
take it but I rejoice to say they couldn't as the bravery
and patrioticness of the French troops came in the way.
Belgium is the next on the list. Belgium is a little country
and Germany is a big one so of course the Germans had
the best of it at first but they won't much longer. So it

will bo all right soon if we dont eat too many sweets and

things. Russia, Italy, Serbia, Portugal, Rumania, America
and Montynegro, which I forgot before, are all splendid
countries but space forbids more.

KATHLEEN CHALFONT (age 12).

The German soldiers' opinion of "retirement according
to plan": "Each for himself; and the Devil take the

Hindonburg."
"To fill up the gaps in the ranks trains of Gorman reserves are

being hushed to tho front incessantly." Star.

We don't believe this. The Bosch has long given up the
habit of singing as he goes into battle.

" J. J. (New Brighton) sends us a case of a novel method to keep
out would-bo marauders from the garden. A friend,, of his who has
some expensive ferns planted in a rockery put up tho notice,

' Beware
of the Scolopendriun\s and Polypodiums

'

which, of course, are the
Latin names of garden insects." Pearson's Weekly.

Clearly a case of nature mimicry.
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SELF-PROTECTION.
JOHN BULL. "I'VE INVESTED A MINT OF MONEY IN OTHER LANDS; IT'S TIME I

PUT SOMETHING INTO MY OWN."
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REVIVALS AND REVISIONS.
" IT

"
(as Mr. GOSSE says at the

beginning of his fascinating mono-

graph on SWINBURNE, a work which
we understand has just been crowned

by the Band of Hope) it is now beyond
doubt that Mr. H. B. IUVINU'S drastic

way with Hamlet is to have a far-

reaching effect on
is

all revivals. New
authors can be acted rnoro or less as

they write, or as they happen to be

stronger or weaker than their "
pro-

ducers
"

; but to be revived is hence-

forward to bo revised, and fairly strin-

gently too.

Mr. IRVING has made a clearance of

certain parts of Hamlet which interfere

with the movement of

its story. Actuated by
old-fashioned motives
and writing for a public
that was not yet wholly
lacking in discrimina-

tion, SHAKSPEARE did

his best to make Ham-
let a poetical as well

as a dramatic tragedy.
With this end in view
he accumulated the
mass of rhetoric with
which we are now so

familiar. It has been
Mr. IRVING'S task to

prune this well-meant
but somewhat exces-

sive verbiage so that

the real dramatic stuff

can at last "get over."

But he has done no
more. Any rumour to

the effect that he has
introduced American
songs or dances, or

that a "
joy plank

"

bisects the stalls of the

Savoy, is untrue and deserves the se-

verest denial.

One of Mr. Punch's livest although
middle-aged wires, who has been inter-

viewing the great managers of the

Metropolis and by great he means
those most likely to become revivalists

says that it is the same tale with all.

For example, Mr. FRED TERRY, inter-

viewed at his home near the Zoo, in

his study furnished with the works
of all the greatest writers, from the

Baroness OECZY to HAVELOCK ELLIS,
admitted that it was perfectly true that

he was contemplating a revival of The
Three Musketeers, with certain altera-

tions to bring it into line with modern

made recognisable and friendly. Thus

d'Aftagnan will become an airman,
Arainis a padre with fighting instincts,

Atiios a general, and Porthos an officer

in the A.S.C. A certain amount of

re-writing and adjusting is necessary,
but that will come."

In order to find Mr. GEORGE GROS-

SMITH, of the old firm of Grossmith
and Laurillard, who is now, as all tho

world, and especially Germany, knows,
a conning-tower of strength in the

Navy, it is necessary to visit the North
Sea; but Mr. Punch's middle-aged men
stick at nothing.

"
Yes," said Mr. GHOSSMITH, " we

are doing The Bells. Mr. IRVING has

kindly leased it to us. But wo are not

UNPLEASANT NIGHTMARE OP HANS, THE EX-CINEMA ATTENDANT, AFTER LEARNING
OF THE AMERICAN DECLARATION OF WAR.

taste in warrior heroes.

To -
day," said Mr. TERRY,

" as

you may have noticed, soldiers wear
khaki. Very well then, the musketeers
shall wear khaki. They shall also be

transformed into Englishmen and be

adhering too slavishly to the plot, nor
does he wish us to ; and, in fact, we
have turned the part made so famous

by Mr. IRVING'S father into something
a shade more droll, to suit Mr. LESLIE

HENSON, than whom, I take the liberty
of thinking

"
here the young officer

saluted " no funnier comedian now
walks the boards. We are also chang-
ing the title from The Bells to The

Belles, as being more in keeping with

Gaiety traditions. But I must ask

you to excuse me ;
I fancy Sir DAVID

BKATTY wants me."
But the most interesting case of

revision will be that of The School for
Scandal, because, two managements
being at work upon it, each with some-
what peculiar ideas, the public will

he presented, at the same time, with
versions so unlike as to amount to two
different plays. And this suggests how
valuable is Mr. IRVING'S lead, for it

means that one old play can be mul-

tiplied into as many new plays as the

thoroughly conscientious brains through
which it passes. The two managers who
have cast longing eyes on SHERIDAN'S

comedy are Mr. SEYMOUR HICKS and
Mr. OSCAR ASCHE. Mr. SEYMOUR HICKS
is convinced that there is a new lease

of life for this play if it is taken at

a quicker pace, lie has therefore

arranged an acting version which will

occupy about an hour, with laughs.

By eliminating tho word "sentiment"

alone, which is tediously harped upon,
several minutes are saved. Some of Sir
Peter and Lady Teazle's repetition of the

word "Never" also goes. Tho satirical

conversation in Act I. is much abbrevi-

ated as being out of date,
and the whole piece is re-

dressed in the present
manner. Mr. ASCHE
also is re -

dressing it,

or rather un -
dressing

it. In his opinion what
the play lacks is a touch
of savagery. It is too

sophisticated. He has
therefore kept no more
of the plot than is con-

sistent with a change of

scene to Hawaii, the

fashionable primitive

country of the moment.

By this change, even if

a little of the wit and

spirit evaporate, a cer-

tain force is gained, a

powerful epidermic part
for Miss LILY BBAYTON
as Mrs. Candour (the
new heroine of the

comedy) being not only

possible but natural.

Mr. ASCHE himself will

play Charks Surface,
with the accent on the surface, since

he turns out to be a devotee of sun-

baths and the simple life.

In reply to a cablegram to America,
Sir HERBERT BEEBBOHM THEE sends

the following message :

" Am busy re-

hearsing He Stoops to Cinema; or, The
Mistakes of a Knight."

Food Control.

There is no truth in the rumour that

there is to be a " sauceless
"
day for

our Post-Office employees.

"The Craven Stakes of 500 sobs."

Eren'uiy NCII-S (J.'urtm>wi(ih).

Horse-racing in war-time is rather a

sorry business.

" A LADY giving up her elcctromobile, on
account of tho war, which is in good running
order. . . . "Pall Hall Gazette.

Wo are glad to have this confirmation

of reports from General Headquarters.
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Skinner. "WuAT ABE YOU DOISB ABOUT THE KATIONISG?"
Podmore. "On, WHEN MEALTIME COMES I TIGHTEN MY BELT."

Skinner. "FROM THE OUTSIDE OB THE INSIDE?"

FROM A FULL HEART.
IN days of peace my fellow-men

Rightly regarded me as more like

A Bishop than a Major-Gen.,
And nothing since has made me warlike ;

But when this age-long struggle ends
And I have seen the Allies dish up

The goose of HINDENBURO oh, friends !

I shall out-bish the mildest Bishop.

When the War is over and the KAISER'S out of print,
I'm going to buy some tortoises and watch the beggars sprint';

When the War is over and the sword at last we sheathe,
I 'in going to keep a jelly-fish and listen to it breathe.

I never really longed for gore,
And any taste for red corpuscles

That lingered with me left before

The German troops had entered Brussels.

In early days the Colonel's " 'Shun !

"

Froze me ; and, as the War grew older,

The noise of someone else's gun
Left me considerably colder.

Wlien, the War is over find the battle lias been won,
I'm going to buy a barnacle and take it for a run ;

When the War is over and the (irrmttn Fleet we sink,
I'm going to keep a silk-worm's egg and listen to it think.

The Captains and the Kings depart
It may be so, but not lieutenants

;

Dawn after weary dawn I start

Tho never-ending round of penance ;

One rock amid the welter stands
On which my gaze is fixed intently

An after-life in quiet lands

Lived very lazily and gently.

WJieti the War is over and we 've done tile Belgians proud,
I 'in going to keep a chrysalis and read to it aloud ; .

When the War is over and ice 've finished up tlie show,
I'm going to plant a lemon-pip and listen to it grow.

Oh, I 'm tired of the noise and the turmoil of battle,

And I 'in even upset by the lowing of cattle,

And the clang of the bluebells is death to niy liver,

And the roar of the dandelion gives me a shiver,

And a glacier, in movement, is much too exciting,
And I 'm nervous, when standing on one, of alighting
Give me Peace ;

that is all, that is all that I seek . . .

Say, starting on Saturday week. A . A . M.

Things that Hatter in War-Time.

"Among the audience tlie Duchess of 's slim height uiul long

neck, swathed iu sables, stood out." Evening Standard.

' Mrs. was looking beautiful iu a bottle-green suiting, collared

with skunk, but a little thin, I thought." Daily Sketch.

"King Albert of Belgium made a long aeroplane lliglit, under fire,

over the fighting front. ... ( Serman anti-aircraft guns kept up a sus-

tained fire, but no German airman ventured in the way of the King's

aeog rogartb habtheb habthcb hubtha aeroplane."
Vancouver Daily 1'rocince.

It is rumoured that the Air Board lias already ordered a

number of machines of the new type.
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THE WATCH DOGS.
LX.

MY DEAR CHARLES, Those who
insist that between the Higher Com-
mands on either side there is a tacit

understanding not to disregard each
other's personal comfort and welfare

must now modify their views. Recent
movements show that there is no such

bargain, or else that tho lawless Hun
has broken it. Ho lias attained little

else by his destructiveness save the

discomfort of H.Q. Otherwise the

War progresses as merrily as ever ;

more merrily, perhaps, owing to the

difficulties to be overcome. Soldiers

love difficulties to overcome. That is

their business in life.

It was open to the Camp Com-
mandant, when it became likely that

H.Q. would move, to go sick, to retire

from business, or else, locking his front-

door, shutting his shutters, disconnect-

ing his telephone and confining to their

billets all potential bearers of urgent

messages, to isolate himself from tho

throbbing world around him. Being
a soldier himself, however, he was
undone by his own innate lust for

overcoming difficulties. Ho was seen

hovering about, as good as asking for

the instructions he most dreaded. And
he got them, short and sharp, as all

good military instructions should be.

If I was called upon to move a busy
community from one village to another,
and if the other village was discovered,

upon inquiry, not to be there, I should

ask for ten to twelve months' time to

do it in. The C.C.. asked for a fort-

night, hoping to get ten days ; he got
a week. " It is now the 31st. We
should move to the new place about

the 7th," said the Highest Authority.
" Let it be April 7th." Thus April 7th
became permanently and irrevocably
fixed. For everybody except tho C.C.

and his accomplices the thing was as

good as done.

The ultimatum wont forth at 10 A.M.

at noon on the same day ;
the period of

unrest for the C.C. was well set in.

Every department, learning by instinct

what was forward, forthwith discovered

what it had long suspected, its own
immediate and paramount importance.

Every department appointed a repre-
sentative to go round and see the C.C.

about it, another representative to write

to him about it, and a third to ring him

up on the telephone, and go on ringing
him up on the telephone, about it. The

only departments that kept modestly in

the background were those upon which
the execution of the move fell. The
C.C., noting the queue of representa-
tives at his front-door and the agitation
of his telephone, slipped out by the

back-door, and went to look for the

workers, and, when he'd found them,
he lived with them, night and day,
here, there and everywhere.
Humanity is not constituted for such

close friendships. As time passed the

C.C. and his accomplices found relations

becoming strained. They said things
to each other which afterwards they
regretted. Meanwhile also tho de-

partments with the paramount and
immediate needs grew bitter and rest-

less. Only tho Highest Authorities

remained tranquil.
I "m told it was an A.D.C. who

called attention to the difficulty of

milk supply. This was a popular

suggestion ;
it was just tho sort of

difficulty a soldier loves. In the hare

and arid circumstances of tho new
camp there was no milk supply. "Buy
one/' said tho Highest Authority, and

again tho thing was as good as done,

except for the C.C., who had to think

out a cow, so to speak, with regard
to its purchase, equipment, transport,

housing, maintenance and education.

A man of infinite variety, the arrival of

the cow (in bulk) found the C.C. non-

plussed. He could not even begin to

solve the food question. To him it

seemed there were only two alterna-

tives for the beast : bully beef or ration

allowance at three francs a day in lieu

of rations. The cow, bo was told, was
entitled and likely to refuse both.

We all crowded round the C.C. to

help.
" As to a simple matter like

food," said A. and Q.,
" the Lord will

provide. But as to the more difficult

and complicated matters of estafilish-

meut we will issue your orders." These
ran :

" Reference Cow : (1) This unit

should be shown on your Weekly
Strength Return, with a statement of

all casualties affecting same. Casual-

ties include admission to or evacuation

from hospital ; change of address ;

marriage, and leave to tho United

Kingdom. (2) To be brought 011 tho

proper establishment of H.Q., it should

be shown as ' Officer's Charger, one,'

and should be trained and employed by
you as such. (3) Please report action

taken, and whether by you or by the

Cow."
Even as the C.C. was contemplating

this communication and hearkening to

the cow grumbling away in his front-

garden, his old regiment took occasion

to march through the village and, in

so doing, added insult to injury. Tho

regiment had a mascot ; the mascot
was a goat ; the goat fell out on tho

march and went sick. It did this in

that portion of the C.C.'s front garden
which was not already occupied by the

cow, and its orders from the Colonel,

who was its C.O. and had once been

the Camp Commandant's C.O., were to

remain with the C.C. and upon his

charge till called for. This is all a

very true story, but it 's poor rations
I '11 he getting from tho C.C. during
what remains of this War for divulg-

ing it.

13c anything in the military world you
like, Charles, from a courtly General
to a thrusting Loot in charge of some

overwhelmingly important department
or other, but do not bo a Camp
Commandant. As there is no terrible

complication which may not occur in

the life of such, so there is no bitter

irony which may not follow all. The
oarly afternoon of April 6th found the

C.C. on the site of the new camp, sur-

rounded by confusion and an angry
crowd of experts. There had been
words and more words ; there had

only just not been blows, and all with

regard 'to this wretched and incessant

subject of April 7th. The C.C., never
broad-minded on the point, had become

positively ridiculous and tiresome about
that irrevocable date, April 7th. It

was a dull subject in any case, said

the experts, but in the circumstances
it was inane and cruel to go on insist-

ing on it. R.E., Lorries, Signals and
all their suites, not having boon on
too friendly terms among themselves
these latter days, were fast becoming
united in their intense loathing of the

C.C. and his everlasting and impossible

April 7th.

At this moment tho Highest Au-

thority itself arrived on the scene to

have a loolc at it. He was not in tho

least discontented with what he saw ;

he was inclined to congratulate the
j

exports upon their expedition.
"We shall be hard put to it, Sir,"

said the C.C., "to be ready for to-

morrow."
"To-morrow?" said the Highest ;

Authority.
" Why to-morrow parlicu-

lariy?"
"To-morrow is the 7th, Sir," said

!

the C.C., with sinister emphasis.
" And what about it if it is?

"
asked

the Highest Authority.
"We have to move in here on April i

7th, Sir," said the C.C., with almost an

injured note in his voice.

"Have you?" said the Highest An- !

thority. "Why?"
The experts saluted and moved off,

j

commenting quietly among themselves !

upon tho good sense and magnanimity i

of the Highest Authority. As for that

Camp Commandant
Yours ever, HUSKY.

Food before Clothes.
" EXCHANGE Fawn Costume, slight figure,

good condition, for tvfo broody hens."

The Smallholder.
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THE HEROINE OF THE NEW NOVEL.

"HUT I CANNOT LINGER TIIU8 WITH YOl', hill HM.INALD," SAID
THE RUSTIC BEAUTY ; "I HAVE TO CLEAN THE WU-STY." SUB PAUSED,
AND THEN ALMOST INAVDIBLY, "YOU MAY HELP ME, IF YOU LIKE."

Sin REGINALD VAVASOUR'S HEART LEAPT WITHIN HIM.

AT LAST HE HAD UI8 CHASCE. " IIOW MUCH IS II 1O THE
MAKBLK ARCH '1

" HE ASKKD.

"TUPPENCE," SHB UEl'LIED SOFTLY; AND TUB SIMPLE \VOIiD

RJiSO THROUGH EVEBY FIBRE OF HIS BODY.

DUSK WAS W.SlT.NUING. HIS BACK TYKK WAS ITS.
ASD HE WAS ALONE LOST IS THE WILD MOORLAND. SUDDENLY
A CHEKIlY YOUNG VOICE SMOTE UPON HIS EAK : "WlIAT'3 UP,
OLD CHAl'? CAN I BE ANY USE?"

"OH, I'M SO FEABFULLY 8ORRY !

" SAID A SWEKT YOUSlt

VOICE IN DISTRESSED ACCENTS. AND TUKX HE BECAME AWABE
OF A DAINTY LITTLE FOOT AND ANKI.F, COYLY PBOTBUDiSa FBOM
A BLUE TROUBEB ALMOST AT A LEVEL tVim HIS EYE.
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Captain (newly attacked). "Ea is THERE ANYTHING YOU'D LIKE MK TO GET ON TO, SIB?"
Major (regimental economist). "As, YES! I WISH YOU'D JUST LOOK AFTEB THE BONES AND Durrrixa.'

3n flDemonam.

FRANCIS COWLEY BURNAND,
18361917.

EDITOR OF " PUNCH," 1880 190G.

HAIL and Farewell, dear Brother of the Pen,
Maker of sunshine for the minds of men,
Lord of bright cheer and master of our hearts
What plaint is fit when such a friend departs ?

Not with mere ceremonial words of woe
Come we to mourn you would not have it so ;

But with our memories stored with joyous fun,
Your constant largesse till your life was done,
With quips, that flashed through frequent twists

and bends,

Caught from the common intercourse of friends;
And gay allusions gayer for the zest

Of one who hurt no friend and spared no jest.
What arts were yours that taught you to indite

What all men thought, but only you could write I

That wrung from gloom itself a fleeting smile ;

Eippled with laughter but refrained from guile ;

Led you to prick some bladder of conceit

Or trip intrusive folly's blundering feet,

While wisdom at your call came down to earth,
Unbent awhile and gave a hand to mirth !

You too had pondered mid your jesting strife

The deeper issues of our mortal life;

Guided to God by faith no doubt could dim
You fought your fight and left the rest to Him,
Content to set your heart on things above
And rule your days by laughter and by love.

Eest in our memories ! You are guarded there

By those who knew you as you lived and were.
There rnid our Happy Thoughts you take your stand,
A sun-girt shade, and light that shadow-land.=^_= K- 0. L.

CHILDREN'S TALES FOR GROWN-UPS.
VIII.

SOUR GRAPES.
" I HAVE no doubt," said the fox, after a last futile attempt

to reach them,
" that the grapes are sour ;

" and he went off

slowly down the hill.

At the bottom of the hill a barrel was lying, and the

philosopher was filled with new hope.
" The very thing,"

he said to himself.

He put his shoulder to the barrel and pushed and panted
and panted and pushed till he got it nearly to the top.
But it broke away at the last moment and rolled down the
hill.

He rolled it up again and again porseveringly. He tried

as often as Sisyphus. He tried indeed just once more,
because at last he succeeded and the barrel was placed on
end under the vine.

Joyfully he climbed on the barrel and bit at the fruit.

Then he jumped down with a bark of disgust.
The grapes were sour.

"Mutiny aboard a German U-boat, aided by the devnolariziug
effects of a submarine bomb, made the diver a prize of the British

Admiralty and her crew the willing prisoners of a patrol boat."
Ottawa Evening Journal.

This kind of bomb the demolariser is just what we
want to draw the enemy's teeth.
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THE END OF THE THOUSAND-AND-ONE NIGHTS.
THI: OFFICIAL STOKY-TELLER (to Wilkelm-al-Iiaschid).

" I CAN'T THINK OF ANY FRESH FAIRY
TALES. WOULD YOU LIKE A TRUE ONE NOW?"

(April 30th was the thousand-aud-first day of the War.]
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, April 23r<Z. Any intelligent

foreigner who obtained admission to

the Distinguished Strangers' Gal-

lery in the expectation that on the

feast-day of our national saint and
the birthday of our national poet
he would be privileged to listen to

a series of eloquent speeches upon
patriotism, delivered by our most

accomplished orators, must have
been deeply disappointed. The
one subject that the House of

Commons seems to care about is

food.

The CONTROLLER has hit one
section of the House in its ten-

derest portion. Those Members
who make their mid-day meal off

tea and bread-and-butter think it

very hard that they should be al-

lowed no more bread than others

who take the full luncheon. On
their behalf Mr. LONDON, like The

Carpenter, said, "Give us another
slice." But, despite a slight
facial resemblance to The Walrus,
Colonel LOCKWOOD was inexor-

able.

The late Mr. JUSTIN MCCARTHY
was -once described by his ex-

leader as " a nice old gentleman
for a quiet tea-party." If any-
one had said that a Sunday-
School treat would furnish the

appropriate milieu for that ar-

dent Pacifist, Mr. JOWETT, I

should, until this afternoon, have
been inclined to agree with him.
But it is evident that his ac-

quaintance with Sunday- School
treats is purely academic, for in re-

questing the FOOD CONTROLLER to

remove the ban lately placed upon them
he spoke of the treat as a "

simple
meal, consisting of a bun and tea only."
The italic is our own comment on this

estimate of the capacity of our brave

tea-fighters.

Tuesday, April 24</t. Those Mem-
bers to whom their constituents have

given notice to quit at the next

election, and who have recently been
somewhat depressed by the thought of

the impending loss to the nation of

their valuable services, are plucking up
heart again now that the life of Parlia-

ment is to be once more extended. Mr.

KING, for example, was in his best form
this afternoon. It goes without saying
that his advice to the Board of Agri-
culture to set a good example to the

country by sending their racehorses

out to grass was well received, for any
reference to the Government stud is

equivalent to the " Pass the mustard
"

of the established humourist. His real

success came when Mr. BONAR LAW

denied that Sir GEORGE McCRAE had
been appointed Chief Whip to the

Government. Mr. KING drawled out,
" As The, Times lias stated that this

Hodge. "I'M TO BE QUEEN OF THE MAY."

gentleman was so appointed will its

foreign circulation be stopped?" Then
the laughter came spontaneous and
loud.

VISCOUNT CHAPLIN MAKING NOTES ON THE
FROM THE PEEKS' GALLERY.

Another little joke which tickled the
House was, I suspect, the outcome of

a conspiracy. At least I cannot under-
stand why Mr. OUTHWAITE should have

been so anxious to know the
amount of ginger imported into

this country last year, unless it

was to afford Mr. MACVEAGH an

opportunity of asking, when the

amount, some three thousand
tons, had been announced, "How
is it that the new Government
has got none of it ?

"

There is a growing tendency
on the part of Ministers, when
charged with the conduct of a

Bill, to speak of it as " a poor
thing not mine own." They
imagine, I suppose, that an air

of deprecation, not to say depre-
ciation, is likely to commend the

measure to an audience in which

party -spirit is supposed to be

defunct.

At first it seemed as if Mr.

PROTHERO, in moving the second

reading of the Corn Production

Bill, was going to adopt the

modern attitude of insouciaiicc,

for he spoke of it as "
bristling

with controversial points
"
(as if

it were intended to promote the

growth of quite another kind of

corn), and observed that he him-
self had originally been opposed
to State interference with agricul-
ture. But he soon warmed to his

work, and spoke with all the zeal

of the convert. Among his most

appreciative listeners were the

occupants of the Peers' Gallery
the Duke of MARLBOROUGH, who
has transformed the sword of

Blenheim into a ploughshare,
and Viscount CHAPLIN, to whom the

announcement of State bounties for

wheat-growing seems like the arrival of

the Millennium.
Another ex-Minister of Agriculture

was, to put it mildly, less enthusiastic.

I should be doing Mr. EUNCIMAN little

injustice to say that for the moment
the politician in him rose superior to

the patriot. If after the War the old

party-quarrel? are to bi'eak out again
with all their fatal futility I can

imagine that Liberal wire -
pullers in

the rural districts will be much em-
barrassed by the existence of bounties

which economically they cannot ap-

prove but which politically they dare

not remove. But surely we shall have
learned our lesson badly if the old

strife of Tory and Liberal is to be

revived in all its former virulence and

sterility. Besides there is the Labour

Party to be considered, as Mr. GEORGE
EGBERTS reminded the House in the

best speech he has made since he went
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4 BE A GOOD BOY AND STOP YOUB 'OLLKBIS 1

, AKD I'LL LET TEH SKK THE OLD GENT FALL DBF THE BUS."

on the Treasury Bench. He pointed
out that if high wages and good con-

ditions were to be secured for agri-
cultural workers the prosperity of the

agricultural industry as a whole must
bo ensured ; and he hoped that the

policy of State-aid would not stop there.

No wonder the hard-shell Free Traders
looked glum.

Sir HEDWOETH MEUX must be careful

or ho will jeopardize his reputation as

a humourist. Mr. PARTINGTON having
asked whether the Government would

put down their racehorses, the gallant
Admiral could think of no better jest
than that tho proposal was as futile

as that of the hon. Member's name-
sake, who endeavoured to keep out the
Atlantic with a inop. Shortly after-

wards Mr. YEO asked whether the
Government would consider tho destruc-

tion of cats, with a view, perhaps, to

the suppression of MEUX.
The Corn Production Bill had to run

tho gauntlet of a good many criticisms

during the second day's debate. Tho
unkindest cut of all was delivered by
the SPEAKER. Mr. MOLTEXO had asked
whether Members who were landowners
or fanners might vote on a measure

affecting their financial interests, and
Mr. LOWTHER replied that tho benefits
were " so problematical and so uncer-

tain
"
that he thought they might. Mr.

MOLTENO used his freedom to vote

against tho Second Eeading; but only
a handful of Members followed his ex-

ample. Mr. EUNCIMAN and his friends

decided that abstention was the bettor

part of valour.

Thursday, April ZQth. Major BAIBD
made a modest and candid defence of

the Air Board against its many critics.

Ho did not protend that they were yet
satisfied in the case of so new a
service there could be no finality but
ho claimed that the departments had
worked much more harmoniously since

they were all housed under the hospit-
able roof of the Hotel Cecil, a statement
which Lord HUGH of that ilk subse-

quently endorsed. Major BAIRD, despite
the general mildness of his voice and
demeanour, can deliver a good hard
knock on occasion. He warned the
House against indulging in a certain

class of criticism, on the ground that
there was no surer way of killing an
airman than to destroy his confidence
in tho machine ho was flying ; and ho
assorted that tho "

mastery of tho air"
was a meaningless phrase impossible of

realization. I think Mr. PEMBERTON-
HICKS and Mr. JOYNSON-BILLINQ took
the rebuke to heart, for they were
much less aggressive than usual.

SICK.

DEAR MR. PUNCH, Excuse this tosh,
But I 'vo succumbed to measles (Bosch),
And all my dreary hours are spent
Inside a vast and gloomy tent.

So, as I 'm feeling rather blue,
I thought I "d better write to you.
All known diseases here you "11 find

(This letter's steamed, you needn't

mind) ;

But in my tent there "s only one,
I 'm glad to say, viz., measles (Hun).
The Nurses all are Scotch and stout,
So are the drinks I do without ;

I don't complain of lack of fruit

At least we don't get arrowroot
Nor have I even ever seen a

Single plate of semolina.
So life is not so bad, you see,

Except for chlorine in the tea.

I think that 's all, so now will end,

Hoping this finds you, dearest friend,

Just as it leaves me, in the pink
(My rash is not quite gone, I think).

"Now these precious divisions havo to bo
hurled into tho furnace to avert a veritable

landslide." Sunday Paper.

Tho shortage of men in the German
Army has evidently been exaggerated.
This confirms the evidence from other
sources that they have troops to burn.
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AT THE PLAY.
"HAMLET."

To prepare a very own version of

Hamlet and play it with credit that

is still the blue riband of the Stage.
Mr. H. B. IRVING has fairly won it.

The version seemed to me apt. He
tells us that his main purpose was to

bring out the story as if for those who
had never seen the play before. It is

a rational point of view, and certainly
it seemed a distinct improvement not
to lose sight of Hamlet's adventure to

England, as is commonly the ease, and
to keep the essential sequence of events
and the personality of the Prince con-

stantly before the audience. The justi-
fication of the heroic cuts and

adaptations was that the action

did move faster towards the tragic

end, instead of seeming to drag
rather tiresomely as (bo it con-

fessed) it sometimes does.

Observers contrasting this with
Mr. IKVING'S earlier performance
remarked a gain in depth and
fire and a happier restraint of

mannerism. It was a very notable

and gracious piece of work. He
has the player's first gift, an

arresting personality. His elocu-

tion has distinction. He conveys
the beauty of the words and the

richness of the packed thought
thoughtfully. The complex play
of action and motive the pur-

pose blunted by overmuch think-

ing, the spurs to dull revenge,
the self-contempt, the assumed
antic disposition, at times the real

mental disturbance all this was
set before us with a fine skill

and resource. The " To be or

not to be" soliloquy was masterly
in its sincerity and restraint

;
the

two broken love passages with Ophelia
showed a fine tenderness through the

distraught, bitter mood. An ingenious
turn was given to that difficult change
of weapons in the fencing bout, though
I doubt if the Sword Club would wholly
have approved the technique of the

fencing.
Miss GERTRUDE ELLIOTT'S Ophelia

in the Mad Scene was full of beauty,
sweetness and dignity and we have
so often been bored by our lesser

Ophelias. A very fine performance.
Mr. HOLMAN CLARK was the foolish

prating knave, a Polonius robbed of his

best speech, and the more consistent

therefore. Mr. IRVING is obviously

right in his view that Polonius could

never by any chance have given any
such advice to his truculent son.

One may congratulate the producer
on the courage of his convictions. But
I wonder if the Shakspearean tradition

is really dying. The general quality of

the performance was, it must be con-

fessed, not inspiring. There was little

of the king's divinity hedging Claudius;
the Queen (an always difficult part)
was elaborately unconvincing, though
played by a clover actress; Guildenstem
and awkward Rosencrante deserved any
fate which awaited them in England.
Neither Laertes nor Horatio seemed

THE ADJUTANT ON LEAVE.
"
LEAVE, I 'm afraid," remarked the

Adjutant, standing with his back to the
fire and hitching his bath towel more
securely over his left shoulder,

" can

only be granted now in special circum-
stances."

Flying being prevented for that after-

noon by the weather conditions, we had
iiuthentic. But Mr. TOM EKYNOLDS'

j

been playing hockey, and the Adjutant,
grave-digger had humour and avoided

;

who by virtue of seniority had just had
tedium. Hamlet was the tiling. T. first go at the bathroom, was in a warm

and expansive mood. The rest of us
"A Bcrlm ofhcmi telegram states that the sat about in his quarters awaiting

Kaiser has sent the following telegram to the i

fl ..
(-

i,n 4- ,vn fPY. K11T>nlv *-!.. ,,,.

Crown Prince :

' The troops of all the German tul US
.

** a <-watei supply that W<

tribes under your command, with steel-hard i certainly cease to have anything warm-

our
that would

determination and strongly led, have brought

"OUB SON IS FAT AND SCANT OP BREATH.

(We shouldn't have guessed it, but his own mother ought
to know.)

Hamlet . . . Mil. H. 13. Inviso.

ing or expansive about it by the time it

reached the junior Second Lieu-
tenant.

" The question is," said that

dejected officer, fixing the Adju-
tant with a watchful eye

" the

question is, what are you going
to regard as special circum-
stances ?

"

" You state your circum-
stances t me officially to-mor-

row," said
. the Adjutant cheer-

fully, "and I'll tell you quickly

enough whether they 're special
or not."

" I suppose," suggested the
Stunt Pilot,

" that a wedding
would be a pretty special sort of

circumstance, wouldn't it ?
"

" That depends," replied the

Adjutant.
" Are you thinking of

getting married yourself?
"

The Stunt Pilot said that he
hadn't been, but if there was any
leave going with it ho might think

of it.

" One 'a simply got to get leave

somehow," he complained. "What
about a breach of promise case ?

to failure the great French attempt to break Suppose I manage to get mixed up ill

through on the Aisnc and in Champagne,
j
a breach of promise case, wouldn't that

Also there, again, the infantry had to bear '

the grunt.'
" Northern Wh'uj.

The Imperial euphemism, we suppose,
for the cry of

" Kamerad !

"

The New Rations.

"Joint Hospital Board, ,
14th April,

1917. The above Board require two 1'ro-

bationer Nurses for their Consumption."
Provincial Paper.

A correspondent having observed in

a morning paper the headline,
" Pom-

eranians Surrender!" sends us a sug-

gested contents-bill for The Barking
G.~ette :

GREAT CAPTURE OF POMS!
PEKINESE KREAK OFF RELATIONS.

GREAT DANES NEUTRAL.
RAID BY TERRITORIAL FLYING CORPS

(SKY TEUUIKKS).
ROUT OF DALMATIANS.

FIKLD-GHEYHOUNDS DRIVEN OFF.

do ?
"

" That 's no good," commented the

Junior Officer gloomily.
" You 'd have

to get leave for something else first

before you could manage it."
" And if you did," added the Adjutant

severely,
"
you 'd get leave for rather

longer than you bargained for."

"How about funerals?" put in the

Equipment Officer hopefully.
" Fu-

nerals are a fairly sound stunt, aren't

they?"
"Funerals," observed the Adjutant,

" are played out. If you come to me
to-morrow and talk about dead uncles

and things I shall have all sorts of

inquiries made that will surprise you.
I 've been had before by funerals.

When I was in the Army
"

the

Adjutant talks like this since he was
attached to the Flying Corps

" when
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l',inin-r(t<i luilil-hlily" ). "Hi, MlSSIK, WHAT Hi; YB DOIN 1
IVI TKACL-1IOUSK Ul-.HIXD, AND A LOAD LIKE I1IAI?"

"
Laml-latly." "OH, WELL, YOU SEK, WHEN HI: WAS IK FBOXT JIB WAS ALWAYS TURNING BOUND WBOSO WAY OK, so I JUST PUT

HIM HKII1ND TO HELP UP HILLS, 1,1 KK THE RAILWAY ENGINES."

1 was in the Army there was a fellow

who used to come to the orderly-room
and talk funerals to me until I was
sick of the sight of him. After some
months of it I made him give me a

written list of all his surviving rela-

tions, and then as he killed them off I

used to scratch them out. I caught
him at last on his third grandmother."

" That 's all very nice," said the
Stunt Pilot,

" but the question at

present before the meeting is how are

we poor beggars to get any leave?
"

"
It 's no good blaming mo," returned

tlio Adjutant blandly. "Command
Orders ure Command Orders."
There was a brief silence, and then

the Stunt Pilot lifted up his voice and

spoko eloquently about the 'War Office

and Brass Hats generally. Ho said
that they had hearts of granite and
were strangers to all loving-kindness.
Their days wore spent in idleness in

the .Metropolis (so said the Stunt Pilot),
while he and his fellows drove rotten

'Imsos for hours together over the
beastliest district in Europe. Of an

evening the Ctuitoii and the Piccadilly,
the ]3iug Boys and the Bing Girls, all

the delights of London were ready to

their hands, while poor devils like him-

self, shorn of leave, were condemned to: said, and turned to go. "By the way,
languish in a moth-eaten Mess in the

society of such people as the Adjutant.
Where was the sense in it, where the

justice, and when the deuce were they,

any of them, going to get a chance at

the bath-room ?

The Adjutant
amused pity.

regarded him with

The fact of it is," he observed,
"
you

people have been absolutely spoilt over
leave. When I was in the Infantry we
used to consider three or four days in

six months quite handsome."
The iStunt Pilot, inquired sarcastically

whether he meant three or four days'
work or three or four days' leave.

" I don't mind saying," pursued the

Adjutant, ignoring this sally,
" at the

risk of making myself unpopular, that

personally I think it 's a very good
thing that leave has been cut down.

My own opinion is that in the past
there's been a lot too much leave flying
about. Running up and down to

shall I see you at the orderly-room to-

morrow before you go? What train

are you catching ?
"

The Adjutant hesitated for the frac-

tion of a second.
"
Well, Sir," he said,

" I thought of

taking the 9.5."

"I see," said the C.O. "
Right-o.

You won't be away longer than forty-

eight hours, I suppose ?
"

" Oh, no," said the Adjutant.
" That '11

do well, Sir."

A brief astonished silence followed

the C.O.'s departure, a silence broken

by the excited tones of the Stunt Pilot.

"The 9.5?" he cried. "Are you
going to London 7

"

The Adjutant lit a cigarette with some
deliberation.

"
Only just for forty-eight hours," he

remarked.
"
Forty-eight hours !

"
gasped the in-

dignant Pilot ; then, raising his voice

to surmount the din,
"
Forty - eight

London on leave isn't going to help beat hours' leave in London, and you 've just
the Germans. What we 've got to do

;

been pouring out hot air about
if we want to win this War is to

" " Leave !
"
interrupted the Adjutant,

At this moment the C.O. entered and
i
in pained siu-prise.

" What d' you mean
put down a hockey-stick in the corner, by leave? I 'm going on duty."
"Thanks for the stick, Jervis," he

j
A chorus of derisive laughter greeted
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the announcement. "
Duty ?" echoed

the Stunt Pilot bitterly.
" What duty ?

"

Tho Adjutant took another furl in

his bath-towel.
" If you really must know," ho said

composedly, "I'm going to buy a

vacuum-cleaner for the Mess."
" You infernal old waugler 1

"
cried

the outraged Pilot, when at last he

was able to maSe himself hoard. " Of

course it takes forty -eight hours to

buy a vacuum-cleaner, doesn't it ?
"

" As a matter of fact," said the Adju-
tant solemnly, "my whole experience
of vacuum-cleaners leads me to the con-

viction that you have to look at a great

many of them before you can pick a

really good one." He glanced round

for his clothes. "And now if you
fellows will get on with your baths,

I 'vo got an air mechanic coming in a

minute or two to cut my hair. I expect
I shall be far too busy in~"
town for the next two days ;

to have any time to waste
|

on barbers."

GENERAL POST.
EVERYTHING was just as

usual. I caught my tram
at the corner of the street.

It was the six o'clock car.

I noticed the usual evening
crowd, and they were all as

bored and cross and frigid
as usual.

The old gentleman of the
whiskers was, as usual, read-

ing his evening paper. He
looked personally affronted

'

as I sat down beside him. The elderly
relative as I call her -was opposite
to me. She had her small attache-case
and her knitting as usual, and she made
me feel at a glance that my face bored
her intolerably. For the rest, I saw
the fat paterfamilias, the wish-I-had-a-
motor lady, the pert flapper and all the
crew .who. travel with dejected spirits
to and fro on our suburban lino.

So far all was in order. Then the
conductress came round.

"
Tuppenny," I murmured. " Albe-

marle Boad. ,

" What 's your town ?
"

she asked,

taking a pencil from behind her ear.

"Town? It's AlbemarleEoad I want."
" But what town do you choose for

Post ?
"

she asked. " You 've all got
to have a town, you know. Don't
make it too long. Hurry up ! I 've

got to write you all down, and it's

time to begin."
"
Pontresina," I gasped wildly. That

seemed to be the only town I had ever
heard of.

" And you, Sir ?
"
she was asking the

old gentleman.

"
Macclesfield," he said very de-

cidedly.
The elderly relative was fidgeting to

say hers. I could have guessed it

would be St. Ives.

Tho conductress made her way from
one end to the other.

" All got towns ?
"
she asked. "

You,
Sir ? Pernambuco ? I do wish you 'd

stick to English names. Are you all

ready?" .

She rang the bell.
" Now," she said,

" the gentleman on
the stool has to catch. The Post is

going from Paris to Pontresina."
I rose and looked wildly down the

car. The flapper was beckoning slightly.
Her contemptuous boredom had van-

ished, and she looked a merry child

again. I rushed, stumbled, rocked into

her placo ; she sank with a gasp into

mine.

" TlIE BLOKE WOT PAINTED THAT KNEW 'OW TO DO A BIT O* FOOD
'OARDING, DIDS'T 'E?"

" Pontresina to St. Ives !

"

Breathlessly we changed places ; her
black hat was a little crooked, but she

only laughed.
"I 've lost my knitting, too," she said,

"but I don't mind. This exercise keeps
one so warm these cold days."
The game was in wild progress ; the

car rocked and jolted and the con-
ductress shouted the names.

"General Post 1

"
she called. " Those

inside change places with those out-
side."

That was the most breathlessly ex-

citing moment of the whole game.
There was a solid struggling mass of

humanity on the tram staircase. Those
without were pushing frantically to
come down

; we were shoving to get
up.
The lady called St. Ives was thump-

ing my shoulders.
" Climb up

she said.

Somehow I did it, and
leaned down to catch her
hands and drag her up-
wards. We launched our-

selves breathlessly on to

the furthest seat.

Stout old Macclesfield
was the next. He had lost

his hat and his white hair

was ruffled.

"I'm here," he said.
" Macclesfield for ever !

"

The flapper had scram-
bled up the front staircase

against the rules. She
cast herself down beside

Macclesfield.

the railing,"

.
" York to St. Ives !

"

. It was the paterfamilias who was up
now, and the elderly relative was sign-

ing to him. In a breathless scurry she
was in his .place gasping beside me.
For the first time in her life she spoke
to m'e.

".What an escape!" she said. "There,
he 's caught York, I mean. . I don't
know his proper name. '

It 's odd; isn't

it, we know each other's faces so well
and yet we don't know each other's

names. Now that we have towns for

names it will be far more friendly,
won't it? I always called you Cicero
to myself. Oh, I hardly know why
you looked a little satirical sometimes.
But now you 'ro Pontresina', of course."

" Macclesfield to Pernambuco !

"

"There!" laughed my companion.
" I knew Macclesfield would be caught
ho 's so stately, isn't ho ? But look

how he 's laughing. Do you know I

never thought any of the people in this

car could laugh, or oven smile. I do
think this Society for the Abolition of

Boredom in Public Conveyances is an
excellent thing, don't you?"

" Here I am, old dear," she exclaimed.
" I left York simply jammed in the

wedge. Oh, isn't it fun ? I never

laughed so much. We never can be

serious with each other after this, can
we?"

St. Ives nodded.
.. "I '11 never forget Pontresina climb-

ing the rail," she said. " I used to

think him so haughty ; now
" Albemarle Eoad don't you want

Albemarle Eoad ?
"
the conductress was

asking me. She spoke very loudly.
:
" Pontresina I 'm Pontresina," I

answered.
" This is Albemarle Eoad. If you 're

going on it '11 be another penny," she
insisted.

I rose in bewilderment.

St. Ives was looking at me while she

knitted. .1 raised my hat to her and
smiled. We had been such good friends

all the evening how could I ever forget
it ? But she did not smile ; she only
stared. She seemed to think I was
mad. Macclesfield was reading his Star

just as if he had never hurled himself

on to the top of the 'bus. The flapper
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Hector's Daughter.
" HOW SPLENDID OP JOB JABVIS'S SON TO VOLUNTEER FOB THAT VERY DANOEROUS JOB 1 I 'M SO (3LAD IIE GOI

THB MIUTABY MEDAL."
Mrs. Mullins (not to be outdone). "YES, Miss. AND SIT BOY COULD HAVE GOT IT TOO IP HE'D CARED TO HAVE TAKEN TUB BISK."

waa squinting at herself in a little

pocket-mirror ; she looked contemptu-
ously at me as I passed. Old York
was half asleep. One would think they
had never been rushing about in that

frantic General Post. And we were
all inside the car again.

It was odd !

'TWAS FIFTY YEAES AGO.

(Lines suggested by an old Magazine.)

PUBLISHED the year I went to school

The second of life's seven ages
How fragrant of Victorian rule

Are these forgotten pages !

When meat and fruit were still un-
canned ;

When good CHARLES DICKENS still

was writing ;

And SWINBURNE'S poetry was banned
As rather too exciting.

No murmurs of impending strife

Were heard, no dark suggestions
hinted;

Our novelists still looked on life

Through spectacles rose-tinted ;

And Paris, in those giddy years,
Still laughed at OFFENBACH and

SCHNEIDER,
Blind to the doom of blood and

tears,

With none to warn or guide her.

The index and the authors' names,
Their stories and their lucubrations,

Eecall old literary aims
And faded reputations ;

We wonder at the influence

That SALA'S florid' periods had on
His fellows, and the vogue immensa
Of versatile Miss BEADDON.

And yet I read Aurora Floyd
In youth with rapture quite unholy

Not in the way that I enjoyed
Mince-pies or roly-poly ;

While " G. A. S." appeared to me
Like a Leonid fresh from starland,

Not the young lion that we see

Portrayed in Friendship's Garland.

And there are tinklings of the lute

In orthodox decorous fashion,
But altogether destitute

Of " elemental
"
passion ;

And illustrations which refrain

From all that verges on the shady,
But glorify the whiskered swain,
The lachrymose young lady.

The sirens of the " sixties
" showed

No inkling of our modern Circes,
And swells had not evolved the coda
That guides our precious Percys ;

Woman, in short, was grave or gay,
But not a problem or a riddle,

And maidens still were taught to play
The harp and not the fiddle.

And writers in the main eschewed
All topics tending to disquiet,

All efforts to reorganize
Our dogmas or our diet ;

You could not carp at MENDELSSOHN -

Without creating quite a scandal,
And rag-time on the gramophone
Had not supplanted HANDEL.

Blameless and wholesome in their way,
At times agreeably subacid,

I love these records of a day
Long dead, but calm and placid;

And with a sigh I now replace
This ancient volume of Belgravia

And turn the " latest news
"
to face

Mutans amaris suavia.

A Slump in Marionettes.
"For the first time for centuries the Old

Bailey Sessions were opened on Tuesday with-

out the customary ceremonies connected with
the summoning of a Grand Judy."

Lincclnshire Echo.

"Too proud to fight" has now be-

come " Proud to fight too."

" ' It was between half-past seven and eight,'

said a fireman,
' and as I was off duty I came

out on deck- for a blow. The force of the

explosion threw me along the deck for some

yards.'
"

Daily Paper.
" This is indeed a blow," said the

gallant stoker we don't thick.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

I HAVE the feeling that when Mr. EUDYABD KIPLING called

his new volume A Diversity of Creatures (MACMILLAN) he

was rather taking the word out of my mouth, or the sword
out of my hand, or whatever one does for the confusion

and discomforting of critics. Because it is just the extreme

diversity of the tales herein which, while providing (as

they say) something for all tastes, makes it very hard to

appraise the hook as a whole. In form it follows the

KIPLING convention, endeared to us by so much pleasure, of

sandwiching prose and verse, the poems echoing the idea of

the tale that has preceded them, and themselves likely to

prove for many the most attractive pages of the book. As
for the stories, here we get diversity indeed

;
and not of

theme alone. It is, of course, almost impossible for any-
thing signed by Mr. KIPLING to be wholly commonplace,
but I am bound to

admit that there is at

least one of the collec-

tion (which, pardon me,
I do not mean to name)
that makes a notable

effort in that direction.

Also there are two of

which one can honestly

say that no other pen
could have written
them with anything
like such finished art

The Village that Voted

the Earth was Flat,
which one might call a

fantasia upon Publi-

city, and (to my mind
the best thing in the

volume) My Son's Wife,
an exquisitely humor-
ous and cunning study
in the Influence of

Landed Estate upon a
Modern. If this defi-

nition strikes you as

obscure, read the story
and vou will under-

refugee couple, to whom she opens her home and heart.

A very pretty idea, developed with many dainty and amiable
touches. Perhaps (I set down no dogmatic verdict on the

point) the cynical or impatient may find its sweetness

something too drawn out. On the other hand, there are

many
"
gentle readers," probably a vast majority, to whom

its appeal will prove entirely successful. And as they can
bo trusted to spread its merits in the right quarters there

will be no need for the publishers to shout, either from the

house-top or anywhere else, which (as I suggested above)
is as it should be.

"HENRY, I WISH YOU WOULD WRITE TO THE URBAN COUNCIL AND TELL
THEM TO SEND A DUSTMAN WHO TUBNS HIS TOES 7.Y. OCR HOCK BORDER '8

BEING COMPLETELY KUINED !
"

When \vo are introduced tc Margaret Grenfield, the

heroine of Fetters on the Feet (ARNOLD), she is living with
some Quaker cousins and spending most of her time in

mending stockings. So many people make stockings who
refuse absolutely to mend them that I imagine there must
be something peculiarly unattractive in this work of restor-

ation, and it was a for-

tunate day for Margaret
when the pedantic
young man of the house

proposed to marry her.

After this we discover

that she has both a

history and a will of

her own. She leaves

the Quakers, and goes
as secretary to a lady
who holds eccentric if

broadminded views on

every conceivable sub-

ject, and the change
of atmosphere, however

delightful in various

ways, was too much
for Margaret's peace
of mind. The young
Quaker was an obsti-

nate wpoer and followed

her up, but his chances
of success, which were
never rosy, grew dim-

mer and dimmer as

Margaret, freeing her-

self of shackles, graduyou
stand. For the rest, as I said above, all tastes are catered I ally began to see life as a whole instead of through the eye
for ; so that the rival schools who admire Mr. KIPLING most
as the creator of Plain Tales, or Stalky or Puck, will each
receive encouragement and support ; while, if there be those
who prefer the pot-boiler undisguisable, they too will not
find themselves altogether neglected.

I do wish our publishers would grasp the great truth

that praise of their own wares needs (to say the least of
it)

most careful handling. What they, or some anonymous
admirer, say on the cover of The Worn Doorstep (HODDEE
AND STOUGHTON) is that they should like to shout its merits

from the housetop. Possibly ; but let me protest that it

is for mo, and not for them, to do the shouting, if any ;

which said, I will proceed to admit that the book is one of

considerable charm. It is told in the form of letters (never
to be posted, since they are from a young wife to her soldier-

husband, presumed to have been killed before the opening
of the book). Miss MARGARET SHERWOOD thus reverts to

a convention more popular some few years ago than with
our present-day romanticists. The matter of her tale shows
how the young wife in question found consolation in be-

friending others, especially in the love affairs of a Belgian

of a darning-needle. In the end Mrs. FRED REYNOLDS
tells us that " the day dawned. The whole earth sang and

sparkled in the glad light of it," which is her way of saying
that Margaret had found happiness. But all the same 1

fancy that introspection had become such a habit of this

heroine that she is still likely to have days when the dawn
is grey and no birds sing.

"Ho was also the first officer to make a successful flight from the

deck of a British warship, and ou one occasion he changed an aeroplane

propeller blade whilst flying 2,000ft. above the sea." Evening Paper.

The above extract has been forwarded by the members
of a E.F.C. mess, who are anxious to know what

happened when ho stopped his engine.

" Wanted, for a Farmhouse, Middle-Aged Person to look an Old

Lady ; lifting and light duties." Newcastle Daily Journal.

We doubt if there will be much response. Most middle-

aged persons nowadays prefer to look like flappers.

From a trade prospectus :

" Cubes contain the nourishing proprieties of beef."

We have always been great believers in bovine modesty.
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CHARIVARIA.
ACCORDING to a Home paper, HINDKN-

nrn<; has roquoslcd that all the Royal
Princes shall ho removed from the West
I'Yonl. The original plan of protecting
Their Royal Highnesses hy moving the

further West has been definitely
abandoned. ... +

'"*

The Vossiwlif. Ziilniiij informs us

,hal: the late KISSING was a ' ; veritable

angel of mercy." Tim KAISKK is won-

lering who started Iliis scandal.
* *

" We are back in the days," says
Mi-. I'KKTYMAX,

" \\licu Urn Mercantile

Marine and the Navy were
If these are the oflicial

; that the Press has

3oen clamouring for, the bread

iekrls will ciiino none too

soon.
,,,

...

',

'

Highland sheep-raisers are

said to he feeding their kmlis

ay hand on a niixluie of hot,

milk and whisky. Tho little

la'.ients appear to take kindly
,o the diet, and one or two
liave even been understood to

suggest that it seems rather

a waste of milk.
* if

:'!

The Imperial Government,
wo are informed, repudiates

responsibility for the attack

by one of its airmen on the
Dutch village of Zierik/ee, on
the ground that, notwithstand-

ing repeated warnings to aban-
don the unneutral practice, the

village persisted in looking like

a portion of the Isle of Wight.
* -*

Saluting is said to have been
abolished in the Kussian Army.
Our own military authorities, on the

other hand, declare that it would be
unwise to abolish a practice in which
the inventive genius of the young sol-

dier has so much scope.
* =;-.

Many Germans, says Mr. GERARD,
have food concealed in their wainscot-

ing. But very few of them have any
noticeable quantity behind their dadoes.V
To mark tlm disapproval of a tax on

complimentary theatro tickets several

lifelong supporters of the British drama
have already requested leading man-

to take their names off the free

* *
*

We learn from the Press, among
the things that matter, that for two
years a well-known Wye Valley angler
has been trying to .catch a certain large

trout and at last ho has succeeded in

securing it. We understand that the

trout died with a smilo on his face.

':

We hope it is not due to the dis-

traction of war, but America seems
to be losing her dash. At a baseball

nuileli in Now York the other day only
three of the spectators were injured.

At the Shoreditch Tribunal a linn

appealing for a man stated that he was
"a director, traveller, buyer, manager,
acted U cashier and costs clerk, loaded

I he vans, kept the place clean and made
himself generally useful." It is just

11 that they added the last item,

PATRIOTIC
CONCERT

" NO, DKAB, I 'M AFRAID WE SHAN'T BE AT THE DANCE TO-NIGHT.
POOR HERBERT HAS GOT A TOUCH OP ALLOTMENT FEET."

or people might have thought he was
one of those slackers we hear so much
about. ... j.

News comes from Athens that KING
CONSTANTINE is realising his position
and contemplates abdication in favour

of the CROWN PRINCE GEORGE. It is

not yet known in whose favour the

CROWN PRINCE GEORGE will abdicate.

v
Phenomenal prices were again paid

at CHRISTIE'S last week for pearls. It

is thought that official action will have
to be taken to combat the belief, widely
held in munition-making circles, that

pearls dissolved in champagne are bene-
ficial to the complexion.V
"When wo go to the Front we become

appreciate this generous attempt to

shield his superiors, but cling to our
belief that the worst criminals are still

a good way behind the German lines.

M. TRIEU, the Public Executioner to

the Emperor of AUSTRIA, has just been
married. The bride has promised to

obey him.
.,, +

It is thought probablo that Mexico
will very shortly decide to declare

peace on America.V
Colonel W. F. N. NOEL, of Neweut,

claims that Gloucestershire cheese is

as good as any made in England. He
omits, however, to state whe-
ther these cheeses make good
pets and are fond of children.

# *
#

Paper covered books are fore-

shadowed by the Publishers'

Association, and it is rumoured
that in order to conserve the

paper supply Mr. CHABLEB
GAUVICB has decided that in

future he will not write more
than two novels per week.

We resent the suggestion
that the public is not prepared
to accept

" substitutes." Only
the other day a man rushed
into a London caff, asked if

they had any prussic acid,

and, when told that they never

kept it, remarked, "Very well.

Bring me a pork pie."
# *

Three hundred fishing-rods
have been sent to the Meso-

potamia Field Force. No re-

quest was forwarded for flies.

Dealing with IBSEN'S Ghosts

at the Kingsway Theatre, the

critic of a halfpenny morning paper
refers to it as a "medley of weird

psychopathy and symbolism." Just as

if he were writing for a penny paper.
* *

A woman at West London Police

Court has been sentenced for "mas-

querading as a man." Several con-

scientious objectors are now getting

very nervous on sighting a policeman.
*

..*

Only egg-laying hens will be per-
mitted to survive under the new regu-
lations of the Board of Agriculture.

Villagers who in the past have made a

nice thing out of training hens to get
run over by motor cars will be hard hit.

Now that racing has been prohibited
it is unlikely that the Slate Club Secre-

the worst criminals," writes a German taries' Sprinting Handicaps will be held

soldier taken prisoner at Treseault. We
|

this year.
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STOMACH FOR THE FIGHT.
NOT because my taste for bread

Tended to make me much too stout,

And all the leading doctors said

I should be better far without;
Not that my health may be more rude,

More svelte my rounded stylo of

beauty,
1 sacrifice this staple food

But from a sense of duty !

I "can no other" when I think

Of how the Hun, docile and meek,
Suiters his ravenous maw to shrink,

Ariel only strikes, say, once a week
;

If he for all these months has stood

The sorry fare they feed the brute on,

I hope that I can be as good
A patriot as your Teuton.

Henceforth I spurn the dear delight
That went so well with jam or cheese ;

No turn of mine shall wear the white
Flour of a shameless life of ease ;

Others may pass one loaf in three,

Some rather more than that, and
some less,

But I the only course for me
Go absolutely crumbless.

So, when I quit this mortal strife,

Men on my grave these lines shall

score :

" Much as he loved the Staff of Life

He loved his country even more
;

He needed no compelling ban
;

England, in fact, had but to ask it,

And he surrendered, like a man,
The claims of his bread-basket."

0. S.

DIPLOMATIC NOTES.
THE Latin -American situation re-

mains obscure. According to advices

from Archangel, Paraguay intends to

act, though curiously enough a strange
cloud of silence hangs over recent (and

coming) events in Ecuador. Bolivia

has decided to construct a fleet, despite
the fact that the absence of a seaboard
is being made a reason for sinister

opposition in pro - German circles.

Patagonia has mobilised both her sol-

diers, but her gun is still under repair.

Panagua has declared war on Ger-

many. It is hard to over-estimate the

value of this new adhesion to the Allied

cause. The standing army is well over

six hundred strong, and there is a

small but modern fleet, consisting of

two revenue cutters, one super skiff,

eight canoss (mounted with two pairs
of six-inch oars) and one raft (Bena-
muckee class). The President, in a

moving address to the Panaguan Senate,

declared,
" The world is watching

Panagua; it does not watch in vain."

Senora Hysterica, the first woman

senator, cast the only vote against
war. " I cannot," she sobbed.

Things are moving in Mexico. Gen-
eral CARKANZA has summoned a mass-

meeting of ex-Presidents to consider

the situation, and a counter-demon-
stration by the Brigands' Trade Union

Congress is feared. Even as far north
as Greenland the repercussion may be

felt. Hero, owing to the new regime of

blubber-cards, Eskimo opinion is in a

very nervous state. Indeed, according
to an inspired semi-ofticial utterance

by Prince Bowo, the Siamese Deputy
Vice-Consul at Fez, it is not too much
to say that almost anything may., or

may not, happen in this Arctic quarter.
The outlook in Palestine is dark.

Strict silence is enforced in all public

places, and even whispering is forbidden

at street corners. More than two-thirds

of the population are spies. Relatives

are only allowed to speak to each other

if granted a special licence or talking-
ticket by the Sheikh-ul-Islam, though
there is a special dispensation for

mothers-in-law. The reported mobil-

ization of eighty goats on Mount Tabor
shows pretty clearly which way the

wind is blowing; whilst it is persist-

ently rumoured in Joppa that five

ca:nels were sesn passing through Jeru-

salem yesterday. Suspicious dredging
operations in the Dead Sea are also

reported by a Berne correspondent.
The future is big with presage.

All eyes are fixed on the two great
African Powers which still stand aside

from the maelstrom of war. The

position in Ethiopia is, to say the least

of it, tendentious, and at any moment
the natives may change their skin.

The coronation of the now Empress of

Abyssinia is being followed as usual by
the great Feast of the Blue Umbrella,
at which an important pronouncement
is, I learn, to be made. I hear, more-
over (from a private source in Troncl-

hjem, via Mecca and Amsterdam), that

Wady-ul-Dzjinn, the new Premier, and
a staunch pro-Ally, is expected to speak
with no uncertain voice. Unfortu-

nately serious liquorice riots have
broken out in the capital, and these are

being cunningly used by German agents
to turn popular discontent against the

Allies. Fraulein von Schlimm, a niece

by marriage of the acting Montenegrin
Envoy, is accused of purposely hoard-

ing five hundred sticks of "
Spanish

"

so as to aggravate the crisis. The

usually reliable correspondent of The
Salt Lake Citi/ Morning Pioneer tele-

graphs (via Tomsk) that she only

escaped lynching by distributing her
treasure to the mob.

In a similar way economic issues are

determining the attitude of Thibet.

Prices in Lhassa are rising fabulousl}'.

The new Food Controller is endeavour-

ing to grapple with the situation, and
the yak ration has again been reduced.

It behoves British diplomacy to see

that the ensuing discontent is not

turned into Germauophil currents.

Whero is our Foreign Office? What
is being done? Wo are in the third

year of the War and yet, while the

German Minister is distributing free

arrowroot to the populace, Whitehall
slumbers on. It may be nothing to

our mandarins that a full platoon was
added to the Thibetan field-strength

only last week, and that the Govern-
ment dinghy is already watertight.

Later. Paraguay's attitude is now
defined as one of Stark Neutrality.

Patagonia has increased her army by
fifty per cent. The new recruit promises
to make an excellent fighting unit.

IN A GOOD CAUSE.
Mr. Punch begs to call attention to

a Great Lottery of Paintings, Drawings,
Sculptures, etc., by many of tho chief

British artists of the day and of earlier

schools, which is being organised, by
licence of the Board of Trade, in aid of

the St. Dunstan's Hostels for Blinded
Soldiers and Sailors. These works of

art (including many by Mr. Punch's
artis s) will be exhibited at the Bazaar
which is being held this week at the

Royal Albert Hall in aid of the same

splendid cause. After May 10th they

may be seen at tho Chcnil Galleries.

Tickets for the Lottery (5s.) are to be

obtained from Mr. Kineton Parkes,
The Chenil Galleries, 183A, King's
Road, Chelsea, S.W. The drawing of

the Lottery Prizes will take place on

July 10th at St. Dunstan's Hostel,

Regent's Park.

Mr. Punch also commends to his kind i

readers the claims of " Lamp Day,"
which is to be celebrated in London on

Friday, May llth, and in the suburbs
'

on May 12th, the birthday of FLOREXCK
NIGHTINGALE. The proceeds are to he I

divided between the Women's Service
j

Bureau, which registers and trains
j

women for national employment, and i

the Scottish Women's Hospitals, whose
London units are doing gallant work
with tho Serbian division of the Russian

Army in Roumania. Each of these is

a cause that would have appealed to

the heart of the "
Lady of the Lamp,"

devoted pioneer of Women's Service i

both at home and in the field. Those

who live outside the Metropolitan area
,

are begged to send a little money to the
j

Hon. Treasurer of Lamp Day, Lady
|

COWDKAY, 16, Carlton House Terrace,

S.W. Cheques and Postal Orders to

be crossed " London County and West-
minster Bank, Victoria Branch."
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DONNERWETTEE.
HINDENBUBG. " WHICHEVEB COMES OUT, IT '8 EOTTEN WEATHER EOR ME 1

"
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Lidy (referring to Court Rival). "I WON'T 'ABP OIVE 'EB SOMEFIN'K WHEN I SEE 'ER LEUixis' 'KB BLOOMIN'MY DOCK SUCKLN' SUGAR LIKE BLINKIN' PLCTEBCBATS."
KIDS TO SWANK PAST

TOLD TO THE MARINES.
THIS is the yarn wot Sergeant Wells

O' 'Is Majesty's Marine
Told in the mess 'bout seven bells

'E 's the skipper's servant an' knows a

lot;

An' I don't say it 's true and I don't

say it 's not,
But it easily might 'ave been.

'T\vas in the fust few months o' the

War,
An' the vessel wot I was on

Was layin' a couple of cables from
shore;

[ 'd pulled to the steps in the scullin'

boat

To get some thread for the skipper's
coat

Where the seam of the arm 'ad gone.

' I was driftin' back on the fallin' tide,
And feeling a trifle queer,

iVhen somethin' grated agin the side
;

. sat up straight and I scratched my
'cad

;

There ain't no rocks round 'ere,' I said,
1 It must 'ave bin all that beer.'

" When suddenly close on my starboard

beam,
With scarcely a foot between

(I can see it now like an 'ijjus dream),
Eearin' its 'ead like a pisonous snake
Was a periscope, an' 1 saw the wake
Of a big 'Un submarine;

"An" I knew the ship wos an easy mark,
Like shootin' a sittin' 'en,

For the sky wos bright an' 'er 'nil wos
dark

With the 'ole of 'er broadside showin'
clear

Couldn't 'ave missed, she was layin'
so near,

If 'e 'd got 'er bearin's then.

" I saw 'is cruel little eye
A-swivellin' stem to starn ;

Now, Wells,' I ses,
'

you must do or

die,'

So I crammed my cap a-top o' the slit

And lashed it fast in place with a bit,

Wot I 'd pinched, of the bo'sim's yarn.
' 'E wos blinded, of course, an' 'e sank

like a stone,
Which wos all that the blighter could

do,

Au' I 'urried to speak to the skipper i

alone ;

I found 'im pacin' the quarter-deck,
An' I told 'im the truth in every respec'
The same as I 'in tellin' you.

"
Well, 'e looked me up an' 'e looked

me down
Till I felt my cheeks go warm,

For I knowed there wos somethin' adrift

by 'is frown
;

Then 'e closed 'is jaw with a wicious

snap ;

' WT

here,' ses 'e,
'

is your perishm' cap ?

Do you call that uniform ?
'

" An' so long as Brittanyer is queen of

the sea,

Which is wot she 'as always bin,
You may do your dooty as well as me,
]jut you won't 'ave no credit at all for

the same
Unless you give 'eed to the rules of

the game,
Which is Service Discipline."

Our Polyganiists.
"The bride carried a sheaf o harem lilies

and orchids." Prorincinl J'n/vr.



WAR-TIME IN THE WILD WEST.
POSTMOBTEM PETE APPEARS BEFORE THE LONE GULCH TRIBUNAL TO PLEAD FOR EXEMPTION ON CONSCIENTIOUS GROUNDS.

DOCKING THE DRAMA.
It has been reported that, in view of

the necessity for restricting the con-

sumption of artificial illumiuant, the

authorities propose drastically to cur-

tail the duration of theatrical entertain-

ments. Should this prove to be the

case, we venture to anticipate certain

further regulations that may shortly be

added to those already printed upon
the programmes :

(1) Every possible effort must be

made to reducethetwo-and-a-half hours'

traffic of the stage to one hour-and-a-

lialf. With this purpose it is enacted
that

(2) No reference to any supposed
events prior to the commencement of

the action will bo permitted in the

dialogue. All such particulars as may
be essential to an understanding of the

plot must be legibly printed upon the

programmes.
(3) No performer to take more than

thirty-five seconds in quitting the stage.
Backward looks and doorway pauses for-

bidden (provided always that nothing
in this section. shall apply to the case
of an actor-manager when surrendering
heroine to youthful rival).

(4) All applause, except at the fall

of the curtain, to be instantly sup-

pressed by ushers appointed for that

purpose.

(5) Friend-of-the-Farnily parts to be

restricted to one illustrative anecdote
and one advisory monologue, neither

to exceed three-and-a-half minutes in

delivery.
In addition, the Limelight Control

Committee furnishes us with the fol-

lowing scale of allowances and restric-

tions under a new clause of the Defence
of the Realm Act :

DRAMA. The duration of the employ-
ment of limelight in Drama may be as

follows :

During eviction of heroine into snow-

storm, allowance of one beam for a

reasonable period not to exceed one
minute.
For death of infant - phenomenon,

double-beam lasting two minutes ; sup-

plementary allowance for angelic vision

subsequent to same.
Embrace of hero and heroine at cur-

tain fall, double-beam, two-and-a-half

minutes.

FARCE AND COMEDY. It is regretted
that, in view of the situation, no allow-

ances of limelight can at present be
sanctioned.

MUSICAL PLATS AND REVUES.

Patriotic or Hortatory Songs may be

accompanied by Tour beams, with sup-

plementary allowance for encore verses.

(N.B. In these cases application should
be supported by a recommendation
from the particular Government De-

partment, War Office. Admiralty, or

Ministry of Munitions, extolled in the

proposed ballad.)

Ethiopian Serenades, hitherto given

by the light of (apparently) two full-

moons, must be restricted to one beam,
of reduced candle-power, thus combin-

ing realism with economy.

The Mysteries of Arboriculture.

From an American Nursery Com-

pany's pamphlet :

" Practise thinning in the winter time and
head back ill the summer. A tree can be kept
bearing practically regular crops. Of course,
it is impossible to keep any tree bearing prac-

tically regular crops, but, of course, it i.s im-

possible to keep any tree bearing a full crop

regularly. Wonders can bo done by this
[

system of pruning.

Wo can well believe thi*.

"'Wild Foods of Great Britain,' with 4C

figs. Is. Cd. net."
" Times" Literary Supplement.

With fruit at present prices the figs
alone should be worth the money.
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HINTSTO GROSVENOR HOUSE.
Mr. Punch is not more froo from

correspondents who know how to solve

the food problem than other papers
are.

The following six letters have been
selected with care from some thousand
and three received during the week.
The others are at the service of any
enterprising editor, or Lord DEVOXPORT
can have them if he will send a waggon
to take them away. They should mako

pleasant week-end reading.

AN EXCELLENT SUGGESTION.

SIB, What we plain men want to

know and what wo are entitled to know
is What does Lord DEVONPOKT eat ?

What does Mr. KENNEDY-JONES eat?
What does Mr. ALFRED BUTT eat ? It

would make a vast difference to the

success of the food campaign if each of

these administrators was visible at his

meals, doing himself extremely ill. I

suggest that a prominent shop win-
dow should be taken for each, and they
should have their luncheon and dinner
there in full view of the public.

Yours, etc., COMMON SENSE.

THE POWEK OF BRITISH HUMOUR.

SIR, If the Food Economy posters
were more carefully thought out the
trick would be done. I suggest, for

example, something really pithy and

witty, such as

IT IS NOT ENOUGH
FOH

ONE OB TWO DAYS

TO BE

MEATLESS DAYS.

yon SHOULD SEE

THAT ALL DAYS

ABE

EAT-LESS DAYS.

Something like that would soon drive

the fear of England into the [unprint-
able word] Germans.

Yours, etc., DOWNRIGHT.

To MASTER THE EOLLS.

SIR, My experience is that all rolls

are too big. I personally can get

through a meal comfortably with only
half the fat roll that is automatically
put before me at most of the restaur-

ants. Let Lord DEVONPORT decree a
roll just half the size, and the difference

both in consumption and waste will be
enormous. At a dinner-party which I

attended the other evening, not, Sir,

a hundred miles from your own office,

the excessive size of the rolls was the

subject of much comment. No one
should be given the opportunity of

leaving any bread. It should be doled

out in the smallest doses.

Yours, etc., OBSERVER.

THE USE OF ABUSE.

SIR, The real trouble with the food

economy campaign is that ordinary

people, who perhaps, not unnaturally,
have got into the habit of not believ-

ing the daily papers, do not realise

what their enemy and the chief enemy
of the country at this moment is I

mean the German submarine. In order
to get this fact into their intelligence I

suggest that free classes in objurgation
are at once instituted, in which, instead

of the common "You beast! ""You
brute !

" " You blighter !

"
and so forth,

the necessity of saying nothing but
" You (U) boat !

"
in every dispute or

quarrel is insisted upon. The young
might also be thus instructed.

Yours, etc., FAR SIGHTED.

WRIT SARCASTIC.

SIP, I have an infallible plan for

diminishing the consumption of good
food, at any rate among Members of

the Government, liet them give up
all other forms of nutriment and eat

their own words. The PRIME MINISTER

might begin. I am, Yours, etc.,

ORGANISED OPPOSITION.

"FOOD HOGS" SUPERSEDED.

SIR, I'am told that there are people
so lost to shame that they are still, in

spite of the KING'S Proclamation and
all the other appeals to their patriotism,

eating as usual. I suggest that they
be branded as the "

Alimentary Can-
aille." Yours, etc.,

DISGUSTED.

"Sir G. Cornewall Lewis made the best

speeches in the moist manner."
British Weelcly.

We had always understood till now that

he was one of our dry speakers.

" Mr. R. M'Neill was surprised that the hon.
member should have thought it worth while to

make a point of that sort. Surely he know
the rule '

Qui facit peralium facit perse.'
"

The Times.

The maxim seems to have jammed.

" Mr. Bonar Law replied :

' The Imperial
War Cabinet is both executive and consulta-

tive, its functions being regulated by the nature
of the subject of the Bandman Opera Coy.'

"

The Empire (Calctitta).

As one of the subjects of the Company
(according to its advertised programme)
is a piece entitled "The Eotters," we
feel confident that Mr. BONAR LAW
has been misreported.

TEOOP HOESES.
THROUGH lingering long months idle

They have kept you ready and fit,

All shining from hock to bridle,

All burnished from hoof to bit ;

The set of your silk coat's beauty,
The lie of its lightest hair,

Was an anxious trooper's duty
And a watchful captain's care.

Not the keenest eye could discover

The sign of the sloth on you,
From the last mane-lock laid over
To the last nail tight in the shoe ;

A blast, and your ranks stood ready;
A shout, and your saddles filled

;

A wave, and your troop was ready
To wheel where the leaders willed.

"Fine-drawn and fit to the buckle!"
Was your confident Colonel's pride,

And the faith of the lads "Our luck '11

Come back when the Spring winds

ride;"

And, dropping their quaint oaths drolly,

They dragged their spurs in the mire,
Till the Western Front woke slowly
And they won to their hearts' desire.

They loose you now to the labours

That the needs of the hour reveal,
And you carry the proud old sabres

To cross with a tarnished steel
;

So, steady and keep position
And stout be your hearts to-day,

As you shoulder the old tradition

/
And charge in the ancient way !

W. H. O.

MOEE ZOO NOTES.
EAW sugar, Captain BATHURST states,

cannot be sold on account of the pre-
sence of the sugar louse. It is thought
that Mr. POCOCK, who has so success-

fully brought the Zoo's rations into

conformity with war conditions, might
probably persuade the animal to live on

hemp seed. .

"
Changes in the Zoo's dietary," says

Mr. POCOCK, " were effected without

difficulty." The rumour that the hip-

popotamus demanded a pailful of jam
with its mangel-wurzels, in the belief

that they were some kind of homoeo-

pathic pill, appears to have been
baseless.

In order to assist the many fine speci-
mens of moth in the Insect House, it is

reported that several actor -managers
owning fur coats have offered them a

good home. .

f

The birds of paradise are no longer
fed on beetroot. Since the all-red root

has been denied them they protest

against being called birds of paradise,
and wish to be known simply as

birds."
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Private Sounders (wlwse battalion, having been sent back from the front line for "rest," is compelled to spend the night in the street, its

billets being still occupied by other troops to cheery pal, who breaks into song).
"
'UsH, GINGEU YOU 'LL GIVK THE TOWN A UAD NAMK."

WHITEHALL WHISPERINGS.

(With apologies to the seers of the

Sunday papers.)

A GREAT port was swathed in bunt-

ing last week. I was there, but I must
not say what caused this outburst of

enthusiasm. But even the Censor can

scarcely forbid my hinting that it

was connected with a naval success of

peculiar brilliance which must be sup-

pressed because we wish to keep the

Bosches guessing.

Who was in Switzerland when he
was regularly reported as being in

attendance at War Council meetings ?

Who was actually supposed to have
addressed a public meeting in England
when in reality he was hundreds of

miles away ? I make no statement ;

I merely write the word " Austria."

To those who understand it will be

enough.

Have you noticed that for some weeks
we have had no news from the Port of

Danzig ? I draw no deduction, but do

not be surprised to hear in a few weeks
that the Port of Danzig has ceased to

exist.

There is grave trouble at Scotland

Yard. A Hun Colonel captured at

Arras was found to have in his pocket
a receipted bill from a London hotel

of the previous week's date. It would

surprise you very much if I told you
at which hotel " Mr. Perkins

"
stayed

and what guests he entertained there.

Why did the Liberian envoy call at

the Foreign Office six times last week ?

His explanation, offered to an inquir-

ing Pressman, that he had lost an

umbrella, was naive, to say the least.

I must not betray what I know, but I

may hint that KING FERDINAND of

Bulgaria is famous for the devious

ways in which he carries on negotia-
tions.

A neutral diplomatist of consider-

able importance lias never taken a

holiday since the War began, and has

always told his friends that he will

never leave his post till peace comes.
On an afternoon this week he was seen
with beaming face buying a travelling

rug and two portable trunks at one of

London's largest emporia. I wonder

yes, I wonder.

[The Editor. You are not very spicy
this week.

The Contributor. Nor would you be
if you had been confined to the house
at Peckham Eye with influenza. Better

work next week. I have an appoint-
ment to lunch with a member of the

National Liberal Club and shall get

right to the heart of things.]

Extract from Army Orders at the
Front :

"A C. of E. Chaplain will shortly join the

Heavy Artillery. Please make arrangements
for him to be accommodated in the Heavy
Battery Horse Lines."

The nearest thing that could be got, we
suppose, to a Canon's stall.

"As approved up to date, tho bread ticket

will comprise four squares, each entitling tho
holder to purchase two ounces of bread

; or,

by presenting the whole ticket, two quartern
loavesof 41b.each." Biiminjham Daily Mail.

Mr. Punch, though yielding in pat-
riotism to no one, has already decided
to present the whole ticket.

From a letter by "Retired Diplomat"
on " Maize Bread

"
:

-

"To obtain this result the hard yellow husk
must be separated from the soft white core,
as does the parrot, and the latter alone re-

tained for baking purposes." Evening Paper.

As in these days no means of increas-

ing the supply of food-stuffs should be

neglected, we have much pleasure in

passing on " Retired Diplomat's
"
sug-

gestion to the authorities of the Zoo.

Personally we prefer Cockatoo en cas-

serole.



rrxcii, OH THE LONDJX CHAKIVARI. M\Y'.>, itm.

YOU ARE ASKED

TO REDUCE YOUR

CONSUMPTION OF

\

THE PRICE OF VICTORY.
'\YJ;LL, OLD GIEL, IF WE CANT DO THAT MUCH, WE DON'T DESERVE TO WIN."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

Monday, AjwilSQth. After this week that Blue Books at forty yards would
Newmarket will bo "a blasted heath,"

|

have been tho choice; but, happily,

peace was soon afterwards restored.

Tuesday, May 1st. Some of our

super -
patriots have no luck. Mr.

for all horse-racing is to bo stopped.
Irish Members could hardly believe tho

dreadful news. What are tho hundred
thousand young men who refuse to

fight for their country to

do with their spare time '

Scotch Members, on tho con-

trary, were rather pleased.
Mr. DUNCAN MILLAR, whose
desire to deprive his country-
men of their national beverage
is only equalled by his zeal on ,

m

behalf of their national food, />
~"

rejoiced in the prospect that

fewer oats for high-mettled
racerswould mean more "

par-
ritch" for humble constitu-

ents.

There never was a dock-

yard Memberwhomorefaith-

fully fulfilled the House of

Commons' conception of the

type than Sir CLEMENT KIN-
LOCH - COOKE. In a compar-
atively short Parliamentary
career he must have already
cost the country a pretty

penny in extra pay and pen-
sions to the "mateys" and
" matlows

"
of Devonport.

Latterly he has given tho

Admiralty a rest and has devoted him-

self to strafing the Home Office for

its alleged tenderness to the Conscien-
tious Objectors lodged at Princetown

a race of sturdy beggars, according
to his account, who 'live like fighting-

cocks, do next to no work, get leave

periodically to air their eloquence
at pacifist meetings, and, worst of all,

invade his constituency in their leisure

hours. Mr. SHIBLEYBENN, who repre-
sents the neighbouring borough of

Plymouth, supported this indictment,
and added the amazing detail that

one of the Princetown pacifists was
an ex-pugilist.

Invited to select from the 670 mem-
bers of the House the two men least

likely to engage in personal violence

I should have thought myself safe

in choosing Sir GEORGE GHEENWOOD
and Mr. JOSEPH KING. The former is

so devoted to animals that he would
not turn upon a worm ; the thought
of bloodshed so shocks the latter that

he welcomes any suggestion of peace
however illusory. But, when Mr. KING
described a proposal of Sir GEOKGE'S
as "infected with Prussianism," that

gallant knight promptly invited him
to repeat his language outside the

House
;
and Mr. KING, nothing daunted,

declared his readiness " to meet the

hon. Member where ho likes and with

whatever weapons he likes." If tho I product of Wellington and Cambridge,
i meeting had come off it is believed and a public servant in whom the

Foreign Office had tho utmost confi-

dence. "Foiled again," muttered HICKS
to JOYNSON,

" but a time will come !

"

Like the retired soap-boiler who
always looked in on melting -days,

JOYXSON-HICKS, having discovered that
!
Lord HAHCOURT could not resist the

attraction of the Office of

Works' Vote. He never dis-

played his ability more sig-

nally than in the rapidity
and ease with which he used
as First Commissioner to get
his Estimates through the

House. It was a treat to

hear him poking fun at the

bores, demolishing the cap-
tious and humouring the
serious critics of his admin-
istration. His present succes-

sor goes about his business

in a more stolid way. In

his hands the rapier has
become a ploughshare. At
first the few Members who

v, stayed- to listen found him
Le Jilond (jui nous cnnuie, but
he woke them up later with
the startling announcement
that he can, if he likes, with
a stroke of the pen remove
the ladies' grille, and admit
the fair visitors to a full view
of the House, and, what is

THE PROPOSED DEMOLITION OF THE LADIES' GRILLE
The Si'E.4KKtt and Sir A. MOXD (together). "AFTER YOU, SIR."

the British Vice-Consul at Eiga was
a gentleman with the suspicious name
of WISKEMANN, thought that he had got
hold of a sure thing not the whole
Hidden Hand, perhaps, but certainly
one of the phalanges. And then down
came Lord ROBERT CECIL with the in-

formation that the gentleman in ques-
tion was not only British-horn but was a

THE CHAXCKLLOH OP THE EXCHEQUER
IN WAIT FOU A men 1'iuzr.

more important, admit the House to

a full view of the fair visitors. For the

moment, I gather, ho means to hold

his hand, pending full consideration

of all the changes that such a revolu-

tion may involve. Besides, the SPEAKER

may have to be consulted, although
up to the present he has exhibited no
desire to rush in where angels bless

them ! love to tread.

Wednesday, Hay Ind. Curiosity to

hear Mr. BONAR LAW'S first Budget-
speech caused a full House. The Peers

attended in force, and among the dis-

tinguished strangers was "Dr. JIM," a

man of action who, as a rule, takes little

interest in the men of talk.

The CHANCELLOR OFTHE EXCHEQUER'S
Budget statement was -praised by his

pi'edecessor for its ability and lucidity.

Personally, I thought rapidity was its

most notable characteristic. Unham-
pered by manuscript (save a couple of

sheets of notepaper containing a few of

the principal figures) and relying upon
his exceptional memory, he rattled

through his thousand-million totals at

such a pace that my panting pencil
toiled after him in vain. In seventy-
five minutes by the clock he spoke four

solid columns of Tho Times.

As we have failed to drink ourselves

out of our difficulties, for tho Excise

returns show a steady falling off, we
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A CADET'S DAY.
9 A.M. SAD BAGS. 7 P.M. GLAD BAGS.

are to do our bit towards smoking our-

selves out of them by paying Is. lOd.

a pound more on our tobacco. This

last impost constitutes a real piece of

self-denial on the CHANCELLOU'S part,
for he is much addicted to cigars both

long and strong, somewhat resembling
those which enabled Mr. W. J. TUAVIS
to carry off the Amateur Golf Cham-

pionship to America.

Thursday, May 3rd. The secrets of

the Budget were so well kept that Mr.
LAW himself forgot the most important
of them until to-day. In future it will

be a case of " one ma'h (or woman) one

dog," unless the owner is prepared to

pay on an ascending scale for his extra

pets. In our fight with Germany we
must neglect no precaution however
small. To get the KAISER back to his

kennel we will, if necessary, empty our
own. Doggedness is essential to vic-

tory, but not over-doggedness. Then
let us, in CAIWF.RLEY'S phrase,

"
curtail

the already cur-tailed cur."

A MINISTEEIAL WAIL.

["The most trenchant critics of the Gov-
ernment since its formation have been Mr.
PBINGLE and Mr. HOGGE." British Weekly] .

THE gipsy camping in a dingle
I reckon as a lucky dog ;

He doesn't hear the voice of PKINGLE,
He doesn't hear the snorts of HOGOE.

The moujik crouching in his ingle
Somewhere near Tomsk or Taganrog

I envy ; he is far from PBINGLE
And equally remote from HOGGE.

I find them deadly when they 're single,
But deadlier in the duologue,

When the insufferable PBINGLB
Backs the intolerable HOGGE.

I 'd rather walk for miles on shingle
Or flounder knee-deep in a bog

Than listen to a speech from PBINGLE
Or hearken to the howls of HOGQE.

Their tyrannous exactions mingle
The vices of Kings Stork and Log ;

One day I give the palm to PKINGLB,
The next I offer it to HOGGE.

The style of Mr. Alfred Jingle
Was jumpy, but he did not clog

His sense with woolly words, like

PllINGLE,
With priggish petulance, like HOGGE.

I 'd love to see the Sing Boys bingle,
To go to music-halls incog.,

Instead of being posed by PRIXGLB
And heckled by the hateful HOQGE.

My appetite is gone ; I "
pingle

"

(As Norfolk puts it) with my prog ;

My meals are marred by thoughts of

PBINGLE,

My sleep is massacred by HOGGE.

O patriots, with your nerves a-tingle,
With all your righteous souls agog,

Will none of you demolish PIUNGLE
And utterly extinguish HOGGE ?

* . ^

OP MARGABINE : C'cst magnifiquc,
mais ce n'est pas le beurre.
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THE MUD LARKS.
IN the long long

- ago, Frobisher

and I, assisted by a handful of native

troopers, kept the flag flying at M'Vini.

Wo hoisted it to tho top of a tree

at sun-up, where it remained, languidly

flapping its tatters over leagues of

Central African bush till sun-set, when
we hauled it down again an arduous

life. After we had been at M'Viui

about sis months, had shot everything
worth shooting, and knew one another's

funny stories off by heart, Frobisher

and I grew bored with each other,

hated in fact the sight, sound and

mere propinquity of each other, and,

shutting ourselves up in our separate
huts, communicated only on

occasions of the direct neces-

sity, and then by the curtest

of official notes. Thus a

further three months dragged
on.

Then one red - hot after-

noon came Frobisher's boy
to my wattle-and-dab, bear-

ing a note.

"Visitor approaching from
S.W. got up like a May-
Queen ; think it must be the

KAISEB. Lend me a bottle

of whisky and mount a

guard must impress the

blighter."
I attached my last bottle

of Scotch to the messenger
and sallied forth to mount a

guard, none too easy a job,
as the Army had gone to cele-

brate somebody's birthday
in the neighbouring village.

However, I discovered one

remaining trooper lying in

the shade of a loquat-tree.
He was sick dying, he
assured me; but I persuaded him to

postpone his demise for at least half-

an-hour, requisitioned his physician (tho
local witch doctor) and two camp
followers, and, leaving my cook-boy to

valet them, dashed to my hut to make

my own toilet. A glimpse through the

cane mats five minutes later showed
me that our visitors had arrived.

A fruity German officer in full gala

rig (white gloves and all) was cruising
about on mule-back before our camp,
trying to discover whether it was in-

habited or not. We let him cruise for

a quarter of an hour without taking

any steps to enlighten him. Then, at

a given signal, Frobisher, caparisoned
in every fal-lal he could collect, issued

from his hut, and I turned out the im-

provised guard. A stirring spectacle ;

and it had the desired effect, for the
German afterwards admitted to being

deeply impressed, especially by the

local wizard, who paraded in his pro-
fessional regalia, and, coming to cross-

purposes with his rifle, bayoneted him-

self and wept bitterly. The ceremonies
over and the casualty removed, we
adjourned to Frobisher's ki/a, broached

with real regret we waved him fare-

well.

But not for long. Within a month
wo were surprised by a hail from the

bush, and there was Otto, mule, pyjamas
and all.

the whisky and sat about in solemn "
'Ullo, 'ullo, 'ullo !

"
he carolled,

state, stiff with accoutrements, sodden " 'Ere gomes /.& Sherman invasion !

with perspiration. Our visitor kept the Burn out ze guard !

" He roared with

Bed, White and Black flying on a tree
j

laughter, fell off his palfrey and bawled
over the border, he explained ; this was ; for his batman, who ambled up balanc-

his annual ceremonial call. He sighed
and brushed the sweat from his nose
with the tips of a white glove

" the

weather was warm, nicht ivahr?" I

admitted that we dabbled in flag-flying
ourselves and that the weather was all

ing a square box on his woolly pate.
His mother in Munich had sent him

a case of Lion Brew, Otto explained,
so he had brought it along.
We wassailed deep into that night

and out the other side, and we liked

Friend (to animal painter). "I SAY, OLD CHAP, YOU LOOK A BIT
OFF COLOUR TO-DAY."

Artist. "YES, I AM. I CAN'T DO A STROKE OF WORK."
Friend. " ONE OP YOUR MEATLESS DAYS, IN PACT."

about four pounds in weight). Tongues
lolling, flanks heaving, we discussed the

hut tax, the melon crop, the monkey-nut
market, the nigger and the weather

again.

Suddenly Frobisher sprang up, cast

loose the shackles of bis Sam Browne,
hurled it into a corner, and began tear-

ing at his tunic hooks. I stared at him
in amazement such manners before

visitors ! But our immaculate guest

leapt to his feet with a roar like a freed

lion, and, stripping his white gloves,

flung them after .the Sam Browne,

whereupon a fury of undressing came

upon us. Helmets, belts, tunics, shirts

were piled into the corner, until at

length we stood in our underclothes,

laughing and unashamed. After that

we got on famously, that Teuton and

we, and three days later, when he
swarmed aboard his mule and left for

home (in pyjamas this time) it was

he claimed for it (which effort cost me
|

our Otto more than ever. We had

plenty in common, the same
loneliness, fevers, climate,
and niggers to wrestle with ;

moreover he had been in

England, and liked it ; he
smoked a pipe; he washed.

|

Also, as he privily confided

to us in the young hours of

one morning, he had his

doubts as to the divinity of

the KAISER, and was not

quite convinced that RICHARD
STRAUSS had composed the
music of the spheres.
He was a bad Hun (which

probably accounted for his

presence at tho uttermost,
hottermost edge of the ALL-
HIGHEST'S dominions), but

a good fellow. Anyhow, we
liked him, Frobisher and I ;

liked his bull -mouthed
laughter, his drinking songs
and full-blooded anecdotes,

and, on the occasions of his

frequent visits, put our bore-

dom from us, pretended to

bo on the most affectionate

terms, and even laughed uproariously
at each other's funny stories. Up at

M'Vini, in the long long-ago, the gleam
of pyjamas amongst the loquats, and
" 'Ere gomes ze Sherman invasion !

"

booming through the bush, became a

signal for general good-will.
In tho fulness of time Otto went

home on leave, and, shortly afterwards,
the world blew up.
And now I have met him again, a

sodden, muddy, bloody, shrunken, sad-

dened Otto, limping through a snow-
storm in the custody of a Canadian

Corporal. Ho was the survivor of a

rear-guard, the Canuck explained, and
had "

scrapped like a bag of wild-cats
"

until knocked out by a rifle butt. As
for Otto himself, he hadn't much to

say ;
he looked old, cold, sick and in-

finitely disgusted. He had always been

a poor Hun.

Only once did he show a gleam of
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his ancient form of those old hot,

happy, pyjaiiiii days on the J-!qiial.or.

A rabble of prisoners Jagers, Grena-

diers, I'hlans, what-nots cauio trudg-

ing down the! road, mi unshorn, dis-

hevelled liord of cut-throats, propelled

by a brace of diminutive kilties, who
paused occasionally to treat thorn to

snatches of flings and to hoot trium-

phantly.
Otto regarded his fallen compatriots

with disgusted lack-lustre eyes, then

turning to me with a ghost of his old

smile, "'i'.re gomes' xo Sherman in-

vasion," said ho.

CAUTJONARY TALES FOB
THH ARMY.

n.

(Second -Liciil/'iiii nt Jfiiin/iluri/ Speucc,
irlin iras slii/!tll-i/ iroiindetl through a

liirk of a proper sense of the riijltls

of rank.)

Second-Lieutenant Humphrey Sponco
Had no idea of precedence ;

To him his Colonel was no more
Than any other messroom bore ;

And ho would try to make a pal
Not merely of a General,
But even a horrified non com
He'd greet with "

Tiddly -om- pom-
pom !

"

Although in other ways quite nice,

Ho was perverted by this vice.

For instance, once he had to tea
A private in the A.S.C.,
And asked to meet him Cathcart-Crewc
A Major in the Horse Guards Blue.
Too frequently did it occur

That, when a senior officer

Was with him, he would up and take
Salutes from privates. Why, ho 'd shake
Even Sir DOUGLAS by the hand

Andsay,"Oldchap,you'redoinggrand."

This sort of thing caused some distress

Among the members of his mess.
Ho often took the Colonel's chair

;

Ele often flourished in the air

His water-glass (when wine was scanty),
And shouted, "Cheero, Adjutanty!"
You see, he simply had no sense
Of military precedence.

Ilis regiment wont out to Franco
To help a general advance.
Now in a minute they must hop
Like billy-o across the top.
Amid the din the Colonel said,
It will ho hellish overhead.

Machine-gone will let loose a jet
Of bullets on the parapet;
We '11 meet a hurst of rifle fire,

And, as for shells, I "don't desire
To see in so confined a space
A thicker lot than we shall face.

Now, gentlemen, attend, 1 pray
When we attack, I lead the \\ ay !

"

Dittracted Wife. "Oit, ALFRED THE POTATO-PATCH!'

Now wouldn't anyone concur,

Saying at once,
" With pleasure, Sir !

"

Nor with undisciplined delight
Baulk the good Colonel of his right ?

Not so young Speuce. The moment
came,

And, heedless of the cries of " Shame !

"

He never offered once to wait
Until the Colonel, more sedate,
Had scrambled o'er the parapet,
But got there first and promptly met
A bullet . . . Folk -who arrogate
The privileges of llir, ijreat
Must, tnki' irlnit ills theri'to attach

(The Colonel never got a scratch).

"Kamerad! "

I'.uiv (lirl. 18 months. \\illMirrcmTofcu-
tiivlv to X'xnl hom,\" J)aili/ I'ajicr.

"The Archdeacon of 'Stow thought it was a
(

good maxim not to argue with tho huntsmen ;

while shooting the rabbits, and moved the

previous question." Murniinj Post.

If you want a real argument with a
huntsman (of the ante - bellum type)
you should try shooting a fox.

Consecutive paragraphs from TJie

Continental Daily Mail:
" Mr. Arthur J. Balfour, like President Wil-

son, is an ardent golfer. He has challenged
Mr. Wilson to a match, and the Brcsident
of the United States immediately took him up.
The match will bo played in a few days.

" '

Every able-bodied man and woman found
golfing at the present time should be taken by
tho scruff of the neck and made to do some work
of national importance,' said Mr. Waldie at
the Edinburgh Parir-h Council."

So that 's that.
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SCHOOL.
DURING the past week there has taken place, almost

without our knowledge, a great migration of boys. From
their homes, out on to the roads and railways, has heen

pouring a flood of big boys, middle sized boys, small boys,
old boys, new boys, all tending towards the various schools

where they are supposed to make all the best parts of

human knowledge their own and to live a life of dignified
abstraction from the troubles of the world, in the midst of

their own argot and their own special traditions.

Of the big boys and the middle-sized boys I have little

to say. They are already imbued, if one may say so, with

the influence of their school, and can hold their own with

the masters and their fellow-boys. Much as they enjoy
their holidays, they show no undue reluctance to take up
again the burden of their studies at a place which they will

afterwards consider as having given them some of the hap-

piest days of their lives. Many of them indeed are already
or are in process of becoming the trusted coadjutors of the

headmaster and his colleagues in the work of maintaining

good order and discipline
in the school. They are

monitor s tremendous
word! or prefects or prag-

postors, and their mitis

sapientia, no less than

their muscular strength,
causes them to be feared

and venerated.

Of such awful beings
one must not speak
lightly lost some terrific

fate reserved for scoffers

overtake one. No, my
concern at present is

rather with the little boys

who have gone up for the

first time to their pre-

paratory school, those
forlorn scraps of hu-

manity who are begin-

ning a life entirely new to them in all its details. Hitherto,

except for visits to the seaside with their parents and family,

they have not spent a night away from home. Now they are

separated from their parents and plunged into a world of

perfect strangers. Everything is done to make them at ease

and comfortable in their new surroundings ; the headmaster
is kindness itself, the matron beams on them with smiles

and fortifies them with encouragement; but just at first

the wrench for the little fellows is great. In a day or two,

however, they will begin to acclimatise themselves
;
the

strangeness will begin to wear off ; and having borne up
bravely against their first sense of loneliness in the midst
of a crowd they will gradually become parts of the machine
to the making of which many gentle and sympathising hands
for years past have contributed.

" Schools are not what they were," says one of my
friends. " There is no bullying nowadays and little rough-
ness of any kind. Masters are not looked upon as the

natural enemies of boys. Corporal punishment, except for

the gravest offences, is abolished. Whereas, formerly,
little boys were at once sucked into the vortex of a

Public School, there are now Preparatory Schools, where
Tommie and Dickie and Harry, aged from nine to ten,

learn the business of Public Schooling in a manner suited

to their age and capacity. When we were boys," he con-

tinues,
" these admirable buffer states were so few that

they might almost be said not to exist at all
; they now

flourish everywhere. The path of the little boy is thus

made easier for him.".

"But," I said, "is a little boy, then, never brought to a

sense of his unimportance by being physically, if not

morally, kicked? Is he to pass his life in a condition of

Sybaritic softness?
"

" You need not," he said,
"
worry about that. Softness

makes no appeal to the average English boy."
When therefore, on a day in last week, it happened to

me to take a little boy I happen to know to his Preparatory
School on his first day of his first term there, I did so with

no undue depression. "Be a good boy," I said to him;
" never tell a lie, never push yourself forward, and don't

swank about yourself." It was good advice so far as it

went, but it did not make any great impression on him, for

he only answered,
" Of course," or " Of course I shan't,"

to every item that I put before him. I wonder how many
fathers have recently inculcated these and similar high-toned

principles on their little boys, only to meet with the same
uninterested acquiescence. And even our parting was not

so dejected as it might have been, for by that time
another new boy had
come upon the scene, and
he and mine had been

irresistibly drawn to one

another, and were chat-

ting gaily when it was
time for me to go.

THE CELEBRITY.
THIS is BILLY SMIFF, 'IM WOT REMEMBERS THE TIME WHEN THERE

WASN'T NO WAK.

CHILDEEN'S TALES
FOR GEOWN-UPS.

IX.

THE UNWRITTEN TREATY.
"BE careful," said the

worm to the slug, "there

is one of those nasty birds

over there. What ugly
things they are!

"

" Not half so ugly as

men. Ugh !

"
said the

slug.
" Men are big, not ugly. They don't eat worms."
" But they cut them in two with spades."
"
Only by accident. There is nothing so ugly as a

bloated over-grown bird eating a slender delicate worm."
"
Except," said the slug, "a monstrous man crushing a

tender slug under his clumsy hoofs. Birds I can tolerate.

They are not so
big

as men."
" But they hop quicker and eat more for their size," said

the worm.
" Not slugs, they don't eat slugs. We have a treaty

with the birds, you know."
" Was it signed ?

"
asked the worm.

" There was no need. You see it is a matter of con-

venience. We don't get eaten, a
t
nd the birds don't get

their beaks slimy."
" Convenience is a great thing," said the worm, " but it

isn't everything. Well, good-bye ;
I am going in till the

bird goes."
" And I am staying out till the man comes."
"
Slugs are nasty slimy things," said the thrush,

" but in

these hard times one must eat what one can get," and he

swallowed the slug with a wry face.

Well-Meant.

Extract from a New Zealand school-boy's letter :

" We also had songs, the College song, and the Harrow School song,
for the special benifit (sic) of the Governor, who is an Etonian."
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Ifotor-LatMvJl Officer (itiio lias may Jur full-weed aitkuut result).
" WHAT '8 TIIL; MATTEB?"

Voice from below. "ONE OP THE CYLINDERS is MISSING, SIB."

Commander. " WELL, LOOK SHARP AND FIND THE BALLY THiNa WE WANT TO GET ON."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

I WAS some way into Thoryills ofTreadholt (WARD, LOCK),

thinking what an unusually plausible and imaginative yarn
it was, when I turned back for possible enlightenment,
and found a note to the effect that it was a transcrip-
tion of an Icelandic saga. Those old fellows knew their

business. I am not sagacious enough to guess where
Mr. MAURICE HEWLETT has passed beyond transcription
to creation, but I can tell you that he offers his readers a

very charming and finished piece of work. Boys of all

ages should delight in this record of the fights and wander-

ings and stout diplomacy of the chieftain Thorgllls, who
was destined from his cradle to bo a notable leader of men.
His marriage with Thorey was a romance of as exquisite a

flavour as any that our sophisticated age can show, and its

tragic end wrings the heart with its infinite pathos. By
some singular discretion Mr. HEWLETT has chosen to

eschew the least approach to Wardour-Street idiom, and
this gives the narrative a simplicity, a sanity and a vivid

sense of reality which are extraordinarily more effective

than the goodliest tushery, of which flamboyant art Mr.
HEWLETT is no mean master. I am sure he has chosen
this time a more excellent way. There are transcriptions
and transcriptions. This is brilliantly done.

I cannot help regretting that Miss RHODA BUOUGHTO.V
has not thought fit to publish her total fictional tonnage (if

without disrespect I may employ a metaphor of the moment)
on the title-page of her latest volume. Certainly the tale of

her output must by this time reach impressive dimensions.
And the wonder is that A Thorn in the Flesh (STANLEY
PAUL) betrays absolutely no evidence of staleness. If the

outlook here is a thought less romantic than in certain

novels that drew sighs from my adolescent breast, this is a

change inherent in the theme. For the matter of the

present work is a study in conjugal tedium. Partlienope

(name of ill-omen) was one of those unhappy and devas-

tating beings who go through life fated to bore their nearest

and dearest to the verge of lunacy. So that her marriage
to poor well-meaning Willy Steele had not endured for more
than a matter of weeks before the wretched man fled from
his newly-made nest, with the heart-cry (uttered to Parthe-

nopc's female relatives, themselves too sympathetic to resent

it), "I cannot stand her any longer I" This unfortunate

debacle is very ingeniously contrasted with the courtship of

another couple, immune from the curse ; and the whole

story is as fresh as it is amusing. Perhaps it might have
been told in fewer words ; at times the slender theme seems
a trifle overladen. But probably your true Broughtonians
(who must be reckoned in thousands) would condemn such
a suggestion as heresy ; and, if they be satisfied, as they
certainly will bo, then all is well.

It is a tribute at once to the art of her treatment and the

actuality of her theme that, after reading the delicate little

study of modern romance that ELIZABETH ROBINS PENNELL
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calls The Lovers (HEINEMANN), I cannot determine whether
the clever writer was reproducing or inventing she begins
so convincingly with the statement that it was her first

chapter, itself an article in The Century, describing the life

of The Lovers as she watched it from her window, that

brought about her friendship with the originals, and thus

her knowledge of their further history. Anyhow, true or

not, it is the kind of story that has been going on all round
us in these days of love and heroism. Mrs. PF.NNELL first

lii'giui to watch her pair of amourcnx in their attic, which
was overlooked from her higher window (most readers

could probably make a shrewd guess at its postal district)

in those seemingly so distant years when the young cham-

pions of artistic London used to meet at a certain cafe,

wonderfully clad, to consume vast quantities of milk.

Then came the War ; the boy-husband enlisted, went to

the Front and the end is as we
all have known it many and many
times. In this little book the too

familiar story is given with a re-

straint and absence of striving
after effect that leave me, as I

say, uncertain whether its appeal
is due to art or actuality. But in

either case Mrs. PENNELL has told

it very well.

" Father, what is the difference

between Tories and Eadicals?"
"
Eadicals, my dear, are the in-

famous crew who wish to destroy
all the noble institutions for which
the Tories would give their life-

blood." " And which are you,
Father?" I have inflicted this

ancient (and, I always think,
rather touching) scrap of dialogue

upon you because it exactly illus-

trates my impression of The Soul

of Ulster (HUEST AND BLACKETT).
In other words, this little book,

written as ably and attractively
as you would expect from the

author of The First Seven Divi-

sions, is really less a dispassionate

survey of the Home Eule difficulty
than a piece of special pleading for

the Northern cause. According,
therefore, to your own attitude towards this problem will

be your estimate of Lord ERNEST HAMILTON'S arguments.
To the bigoted (or confirmed) Orangeman they will seem
revelation ;

to the confirmed (or bigoted) Nationalist they
will as clearly seem rubbish. Even I, who admit the

justice of the author's contentions, fancied now and again
(as in the matter of the "

Peep-o'-Day Boys," for example)
that a slightly more generous admission of faults on his

own side would have strengthened the presentation of his

case. One of the most interesting chapters of a quite
short volume is that in which the author explains his

belief, at first rather startling, that the eventual solution

of the vexed question may be provided through the Sinn
Fein movement. That hope, and the reasons for it, are

certainly alone worth the half-crown for which you can
examine them.

FA^I"! LABOURERS
MINIMUM 2SSHILLING5

AW E E l<

A Russian Gentleman (ARNOLD), and I should like to say
that I, who have suffered something from translations out
of the Russian, have very rarely read one which ran with
such plausible smoothness and gave so clear an impression
of a charming original. STEFAN MIHAILOVITCH BAGROFF
was reckoned a good sort and a just if rather uncom-

promising man. His character is drawn with faithful

exactness and praised with simple filial appreciation. The
foibles of this worthy patriarch, such as the dragging of

his wife along the floor when he was excessively annoyed,
so that she went with her head bound for a year there-

after, are excused on the ground of his general decency.
And indeed he was a lovable old boy, and the simple and
unselfconscious artistry with which -the author develops
his character, and that of his daughter-in-law, SOFYA
NIKOLAYEVNA, delights tho jaded literary palate. AKSAKOFF

has a quite singular power of

selecting just the incident, the

phrase, the gesture, the feature

of the landscape which make
you exclaim with a start,

"
Why,

I 'm seeing and hearing all this !

"

It is such a book as an historian of

the modern school would delight
in, more engrossing than fiction of

tho most realistic type. There is

incident in it too as of the de-

generate KUROLYRSSOFF, a cousin-

in-law of MIHAILOVITCH, who used
to flog his serfs, sometimes to

death, for the pleasure of seeing
them suffer; while the opening
pages, describing the trekking of

the family out of far-eastern Oren-

burg into the adjoining province
of Ufa, and the building of the
mill and the dam, are astonishingly
vivid and agreeable.

"SEE THAT, SIR? 'FARM LABOURERS, MINIMUM
TWENTY-FIVE SHILLINGS A WEEK.' NOW, SIR, WOULD
YOU ADVISE ME TO LKAVE MY PRESENT OCCUPATION
AND TAKE UP FAHM-WOBK?"

SKEGE AKSAKOFF, a distinguished Eussian writer of the

first half of the nineteenth century, gave the world a

portrait of his grandfather. It is now translated with
a singular felicity by Mr. J. D. DUFF, under the title,

A Maid o' Dorset (CASSELL) can
be recommended to anyone in

\ need of light refreshment after a
1

;
course of sterner literature. Here

j

we are back again in the world
of small things ; but if

" M. E.

FRANCIS'S
" theme is trivial there

is no denying tho art with which
she handles it. Just a quartette of

characters occupies her rural stage an old grandmother,
wise with the wisdom of years, her granddaughter, a middle-

aged farmer and a young gipsy "dairy-chap." To the horror

of her relations the Maid o' Dorset conceives an infatua-

tion for the gipsy, a clever rogue but no match for the

grandmother. I have met a good many farmers in my
time, but never one so simple-minded as Solomon Blanchard.
It is all very Franciscan, and seems easy enough, but if

you think, for that reason, that you could do it yourself,

you couldn't. Its charm lies in its fragrance, and that is

a quality which is not lightly come by.

Our Helpful Contemporaries.
"The majority of the Russian soldiers are not so naif as, after

having deposed the Tsar, to sot to work for the King of Prussia.

Note. ' Travailler from le Rois des Trusses
'

is the French

colloquial equivalent for 'To work for nothing.'
" Pall Hall Gazette.

Faint Praise.
"Commander Wedgwood said there was, no newspaper in this

country not even tho Daily Mail which had not printed during
the three years of war something to which objection could not be

taken." Daily Paper.
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CHARIVARIA.
Si:v i'.i; vi, factories where counterfeit

bread tickets were printed have

discovered in Berlin. We under-taitd

that the defence will l>e that the tickets

wore only intended to be exchanged for

counterfeit bread.
* *

"Tho enemies' desire," says Kixt;

Lrm\r<i of Havaria, "will he dashed
to pieces against our troops, who are

accustomed to victory." A number of

tho victors who are now eating them-
selves in behind our positions profess
to be absolutely nauseated with it.

Five million four hundred thou-

sand pigs, says Herr BATOCKI,
have "mysteriously disappeared"
in Germany in the last year. The
idea of having tho CROWN PIUXCK'S

f.jo searched does not seem to

have been found feasible.

A festival performance of Ptir-

xi/'iil is to bo given in Charlotten-

burg, to celebrate tho anniversary
of the Battle of Jutland. The pro-

posal to substitute the more topical

opera, 'l'/i?
l<'li/in<j DsutschmtUttt,

has been received without favour.

"With such troops," says the

CIIOWN I'KIXCI:, "we could fetch!

the Devil from Hell." Wo have

always maintained that the (ier-

man military route lay on a direct

line to Potsdam.
* *

A Manchester man writes to say
that he has not heard tho cuckoo
this year. What England hears

to-day Manchester may hear next

month.

A N orfolk lady has left an annuity

', *
*

moved without paying their rates. Th I Allot.mont holders in all parts of tho
inhabitants of the New Cut now accuse country say that their wardens need

Islington residents of losing their nerve, rain very badly, and '/'//.- Dtii/i/ .!/<>'

is going to take th up.
*

It was stated by a defendant at

Wandsworth County Court that his

house was haunted, the IK-!! being
rung several times without any visible

"Ipswich," says a daily paper, "is

fighting a rat playuo hy putting a

penny on the head of every rat cap-
tured in tho borough.'' The arrange-
ment with birds is of course different.

You put salt on their tails and capture human instrumentality. The "Hidden
them afterwards.

* ::

The now restrict ions on the use of

starch will, says Captain BATH r KM,
affect the wearing of starched garments.
It is expected that in tho House c,i I.

THE
WHO COES TIIF.HK ?

" " K KAM BRAD X1T BOCVENIRS."

Hand "
again !

To enjoy gond heahh, says I>r. A.

Krsin-iK in an American journal, we
should occasionally sleep for twelve
hours on end. We confess that we

may bo faddy in these tilings, but
when sleeping we prefer (ho hori-

xontal position.
* *

"One hundred thousand tons of

sugar is wa.sted each year," says
Mrs. PKKL, "

through being left in

the bottom of the teacup." A cor-

respondent points out that if that

amount has ever been left in the

Hi of his teacup it was an

oversight. # +
*

The German people, says the Kiil-

inxi-lir /fcit/iiitj, will not soon forget
what they owe to their future Em-

peror. The CROWN PRINCE, while

thanking them for their kindly in-

tention, privately expressed a wish
that they would not keep rubbing
it in. ^ .

'

According to Tlie Express, every
British theatrical star who plays in

America is regarded as the best

that England has ever sent out.

Until he has heard from Mr.
CHARLES CHAPLIN, Sir HKKHERT
TISKK is holding buck his message,
which, reads, "That is so."

* ;

of seventy pounds for tho support of her
j

Lord SPENSER and Lord HARCOVRT will A workman at a brewery last week
two_favourite cats. Since the announce- join in an impassioned plea that, until fell into a large vat of beer. It is given
mint of this windfall we understand
that the beneficiaries have been over-

whelmed with offers of marriage.

The bascules of the Tower Bridge
were lifted

says a news item.

times last year,
Yet there are those

who pretend that petty crime is on
the decrease. * *

Arundel propose-; to have a house-
to-house collection of bones. The
Borough Engineer is understood to
be completing specifications for a dog-
proof trouser which will be a part of
the collector's uniform.

* *

Tlie Islington Borough Council re-

port that in the Lady l>a\ (juarler only
ten per cent, of the residents had re-

to few men thus to realise the dream
of a lifetime. ^ %

All vendors of comic postcards at

the shortage grows more acute, really
well-dressed men should be allowed to

compromise on stiff dickeys.

Owing to the surveyor receiving in- Llaufairfechan, North Wales, are to

creased powers the work of conscien-
j
be asked by the Town Council to cover

tious objectors on the roads in East them up on Sundays. We understand
Essex has improved. Mr. OUTHWAITE, that comic postcards may be differentt-

we hear, will ask in Parliament whether
,

ated from others by the word "Comic "

under these powers the surveyor has plainly printed on the card.

actually threatened to give one con-
j

scientious objector a good hard slap. The Ddily Uttil has just celebrated

its twenty-first birthday, and the silence

Mexico has
|
of the POET LAUREATE on the matter is

promised to stand by America on
'. being adversely commented upon.

that if she takes this step *$*
The Anarchist, LENIN, says the

We understand that

^ remised
condition

on the side of law and order America
will raise no objection to her having Swedish l)n,jbl<i>l. lias been missing
a revolution now and then just to keep for two days. Even before that he
her hand in. never really seemed to make a hit.
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HEREINAFTERS.
i.

THKKI-: arc people in the world called

tenants. 1 think nothing of them;
Celia thinks nothing of them; jointly
we do not think anything of them.

However, as this is not so much a

grammar as an explanation, I will get
on with it.

For the last two years we have heen

letting our flat. Naturally Celia has

had to do most of the work ; my mili-

tary duties have prevented me from

taking my share of it. I have been so

busy, oft' and on, inspecting my fellow-

soldiers' feet, seeing their boots mended
and imploring them to got their hair

cut that I have had no time for purely
domestic matters. Celia lias let the

flat ;
I have merely allotted the praise

or blame afterwards. I have also, of

course, taken the money.
Our tenants have varied, but they

are all alike in this. They think much
more of their own comfort as tenants

than of our happiness as landlords.

They are always wanting things done
for them. When they want things
done for them, then I am firm. Celia

may be a shade the more businesslike

of the two, but I am the firmer. I am
adamant.
Take the case of Mr. Toots. As the.

wife of an officer proceeding overseas,
Celia let the flat to Mr. Toots at the

nominal rental of practically nothing a

week. I said it was too little when I

heard of it, but it was then too late

Celia had already been referred to here-

inafter as the landlord. When he had
been established some weeks Mr. Toots
wrote to say that he wanted seven differ-

ent kinds of wine-glasses, six of each.

Personally I wanted seven different

kinds of Keating's Powder just then
;

tastes differ. The trouble with Mr.
Toots

'

was that for some reason he

expected Celia to supply the glasses.
Whether he only wanted them during
his tenancy or meant to keep them
afterwards, we never, know. In any
case Celia was businesslike ; she wrote

regretting that she could not supply
them.
But I was firm. I sent a picture-

postcard of the champagne country,
which said quite simply,

" You must
not drink wine during the War. My
husband's milk-glass is in the corner

cupboard."

Again, take the case of Mr. and Mrs.
Winkle. Aftergetting the flat practically

presented to them for a small weekly
bonus, they suggest that they should

only pay half terms during the summer,
as they wish to take the children to the
seaside. Celia was for telegraphing to

say that it was impossible. For my-

self I have just written the following
letter :

" DEAR SIR, Could I consult my
own feelings I would say,

'

Pay no rent

at all during the summer. Further,

why not sub-let the flat to any of your
own friends who can afford to give you
a few guineas a week for it '! Nay
more, let me, have the privilege of paying
your expenses at the Sunny South.

What do you say to the Metropole at

Brighton ?
'

But, alas, I cannot speak
thus

;
there are others to think of. The

King of GREECE, President WILSON,
-Marshal JOFFRE I need say no more.

You understand. Things will have to

go orj as they are, except that the rent

will probably be doubled about July.
Yours admiringly."

This latter is now waiting to go off.

Celia says it is waiting for a stamp.
Personally I don't see the necessity for

a stamp.
II.

There are people in the world called

owners. I think nothing of them; Celia

thinks nothing of them ; jointly we do
not think anything of them. However,
as I said before, this is not a grammar.
For the last two years we have been

renting cottages. Naturally Celia has
had to do most of the work

; the cut

and thrust of a soldier's life has pre-
vented me from taking my share of it.

I have been so busy, off and on, seeing
that my fellow - soldiers have baths,

getting them shaved and entreating
them to send their socks to the wash
that I have had no time for domestic
trifles. Celia has taken the cottage ;

I

have merely allotted the praise or blame
afterwards. I have also, of course, paid
the money.
Our landlords have varied, but they

are all alike in this. They think much
more of their own comfort as landlords

than of our happiness as tenants. They
are always wanting things done for

them. When they want things done
for them, then I am firm. Indeed I

am granite.
Take the case of Mr. Perkins, who

owns our present cottage. Celia bor-

rowed the cottage from Mr. Perkins at

a rental of several thousands a week.
I said it was too much when I heard
of it, but.it was then too late she had

already been referred to hereinafter as

the tenant. As soon as we got in

we began to make it look more like a

cottage ; that is to say, we accidentally

dropped the aspidistra out of the

window, lost the chiffonier, removed
most of the obstacles and entangle-
ments from the drawing-room to the

box-room, and replaced the lace cur-

tains with chintzes. In the same spirit
of altruism we improved the bedrooms.

At the end of a week we bad given
Mr. Perkins a cottage of which any
man might be proud.
But there is no pleasing some people.

A closer examination of the lease, in

the hope that we had over-counted the

noughts in the rental, revealed to us
the following :

" At the expiration of the said ten-

ancy, all furniture and effects will be
delivered up by the tenant in the same
rooms and positions in which they
were found."

Not a word of thanks, you notice,
for the new avenues of beauty which
we had opened out for him

;
no grati-

tude for the great revelation that art

was not bounded by aspidistras nor
comfort by chiffoniers ; nothing but
that old reactionary spirit to which,
if I may speak of lesser things, the
Eussian Revolution was due. Like
Mr. Perkins, the Bourbons learned

nothing and forgot nothing.

Naturally I wrote to Mr. Perkins :

"DEAR Sin, I regret to inform you
that the aspidistra has perished. It

never took kindly to us and started

wilting on the second day. As regards
other objcts d'art once in the drawing-
room, but now seeking the seclusion of

the box-room, we are in a little diffi-

culty. Before letting it go my wife

took the bearing of the marble how-
now from the bamboo what-not and
made it 28 20', quite forgetting, un-

fortunately, that the what-not had also

decided to lie fallow for a season. Con-

sequently, while the direction of the

what-not-how-now line is definitely

fixed, their actual positions remain un-

establisbed. Is it too much to hope
that when the time comes for them to

seek again the purer air of the drawing-
room they will be able to rely upon
the guidance of an old friend like

yourself rather than upon that of two

comparative stvangers
''

Yours anxiously."

in.

Sometimes I wonder what Mr. Per-

kins would say if I suggested paying
half-rent during the winter.

Sometimes Colia wonders what she

will say if she finds that Mrs. Winkle
has re-arranged all her furniture for

her.
" We "might," said Celia, looking at

the two letters,
" send the Perkins one

to Mrs. Winkle and the Winkle one to

Mr. Perkins."

"Why?" I asked.

"Just to show how broad-minded
we are," said Celia. A. A. M.

Economy.
Seen in a Birmingham shop window :

"SECOND & FuuxiTriu:."
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A BAD DREAM.
SPECTRE. "WELL, IF YOU DON'T LIKE THE LOOK OF ME, EAT LESS BREAD."
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ON THE SPY-TRAIL.

Jimmy says he thought there must

be something the matter with Jones

minimus, lie was so gloomy.
lie actually told Jimmy that he

wished ho was in heaven. Jimmy had

to tell him not to say such wicked

things, because sometimes when you
wished things like that they came true,

and then where would Jones minimus
be?

ink. The chimney-sweep told Jimmy ',

far corner of his kennel and nurse his

that lie was travelling the country ! wrath.

sweeping chimneys ; but Jimmy said Jimmy says that bloodhounds have
that they had already had theirs swept,

;

been known to kill a pig in a very short

because a cat got in their dining-room
and Jimmy had put in his bloodhound
to tell it to go out.

time ; but the pig didn't seem to know
this, when Jones minimus and Jimmy
took hold of the kennel and shook out

Jimmy says they looked everywhere
j

Faithful at him. Jimmy says the pi
for the algebra book, but couldn't find

j

just turned ~ ' l ' ""'

it, and they were just giving up in des-
j

round the gan
pair when they heard Jimmy's blood- inquiring into them.

. . _

on its heel and walked
arden sampling things and

hound wrestling with something in his

kennel, and there it was.

Old Faithful had worked half-way
j
they tried to sample each other. Faith-

through the algebra and was busy I ful thought he was chasing the pig,

solving simultaneous equations whilst land the pig thought he was chasm
sitting on the War J x>an.

Jimmy says his bloodhound looked

Jimmy says it takes a lot to make
Jones minimus gloomy, but it turned

out that he had lost the War Loan ;

he had either lost or mislaid it, he told

Jimmy.
It was on a card, and Jones minimus

only wanted another shilling
to make lu.s. 6rf., and then in

live years they gave you one

pound, and it was because of

the compound interest someone
invented.

Jimmy says as they were

talking the milkman came up
and asked if they had seen his

pig. The milkman is always
losing his pig. Jimmy says it

wanders oil' for a walk nearly
j

every day talking to itself and i

going into gardens and relishing ,

things. It is a very good relisher,
'

Jimmy says.

Jimmy says the milkman's pig
is being talked about in home
circles ; but it doesn't seem to

mind, it just goes on its way.
You can always tell the milk-

man's pig by the black spot on
its back.

'

Jimmy says he knows a man *

who is going to shoot the pig
at sight next time.

Jimmy was just telling the
milkman that he ought to put
butter on its feet to make it stay at

!

so disappointed when they took the
|

home, when Jones minimus suddenly ! algebra book from him that Jones
remembered. lie had put the War minimus gave it him back again, as
Loan in his algebra book and left it he said it was no good to him, and
in Jimmy's garden. Jimmy says it was

j perhaps Faithful would find out how to

a good thing they wont back when they !
catch another German spy, or else how-

did, because when he got home he found I to make up the War Loan to 15s. 6(1 .

his bloodhound, Faithful, busy suspect- 1 Jimmy says his bloodhound did enjoy
ing a chimney-sweep of being a spy ;

the algebra, and the way he tackled

he had done it to the chimney-sweep's several pages of harder problems made

Jimmy says that Faithful is a good
sampler too, and when the pig saw him

trousers, Jimmy says.

Jimmy says the chimney-sweep was

doing bayonet exercises with his brush
at Faithful and working his black face

at him.

old Jones minimus's mouth water.

Jimmy says Faithful had finished

the problems and was just beginning to

chew some quadratics when he looked

! up and there was the milkman's pig

Faithful, and they did it in a ring on
the lawn.

Jimmy says he could see they
were both working themselves

up, because the pig went up to a
standard rose-tree and scratched
his back at Jimmy's bloodhound,
whilst Faithful kept smelling
the ground like anything.

J immy says the pig is a sacred
animal to the natives of some

places, but it wasn't to the man
who owned the garden ; he came
out and accused it of being there.

Jimmy told him that if you
placed a pig in the middle of

a lake it always cut its throat

when it tried to swim out. But
the man hadn't got a lake, he
had only got an ornamental

fountain, and the pig had al-

ready scratched that over with
its hack. The pig seemed very

uneasy about its back, Jimmy
says.

Jimmy says the man ottered

Jones minimus a shilling if he
would remove the pig and that

piebald anteater from the garden
in five minutes.

Jimmy says Jones minimus is a

very good pig-remover, and he thinks

it must be a gift with him. Jimmy
says the pig was very much surprised,
at Jones minimus, and it wanted to go
homo and get to bed.

Jimmy says the pig trod on Faithful's

toe as they both squeezed through the

gate together, and Faithful pulled the

pig's ear, and then they both went
down the road, Faithful leading by
about a yard, and looking behind him
with both eyes to make sure the pig-

was following him. Jimmy says his

bloodhound was working beautifully,

Jimmy says the chimney-sweep had calmly standing in the garden next
j

and when the pig stopped to smell one

evidently never seen a prize blood- door, looking at him through the hedge
|

end of a cabbage-stalk which was lying
hound before, because when Jimmy |

and actually munching a piece of coal in the gutter old Faithful, with his

came up he stood on guard, and in a at him. nose to the ground, his ears hanging
frightened whisper said to him,

" What Jimmy says it made his bloodhound slightly forward, and his eyes looking
is it ?

"
chew algebra like anything, and when

|
upwards, crept slowly back and deliber-

Jimmy says the beads of perspiration the pig began flapping his ears at him lately smelt at the other end. It was
stood on the chimney-sweep's face like old Faithful had to go right into the grand, Jimmy says. There they stood
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in silent contest for about five seconds,
each trying to bend the other to his

will, till the pig could stand the strain

no longer, and, breaking away with all

its strength, actually rushed into the

garden of the man who had promised
to shoot it at sight next time.

Jimmy says you might have thought
the pig owned the garden until the
man came out. It rooted up wall-

flowers and bit off tulips and browsed
on some early peas and was making a

regular meatless day of it, and then the
man came rushing out with his gun.
Jimmy says that ho and Jones mini-

mus had to duck down, because the
man was so excited ; he kept rushing
about, talking about things and aiming
his gun at the pig, and the pig kept
running round and round and getting
mixed up with Faithful. Then just as

Jimmy was expecting the giui to go off

the chimney - sweep suddenly came
round some laurels from the back part
of the house, with a bag of soot on his

shoulders, and walked right into the
middle of it all.

Jimmy says the way his bloodhound
had worked it all out made even Jones
minimus gasp. There was the pig
being puzzled at the chimney-sweep's

face ; there was the man with his

double-barrelled gun pointed straight
at the chimney-sweep, and there was
the chimney-sweep, with both hands

up in the air, shouting
" Karnerad !"

I
as hard as ho could.

Jones minimus couldn't get over it.

! To think that Jimmy's bloodhound had
; actually made up the War Loan to

I -Vs. 6</.,.and caught a German spy at

the same time, with nothing more to

|

work with than a pig ! Of course Jimmy !

knew how old Faithful hod done it,

but then he knew what a really prize
bloodhound is capable of. It was the

simultaneous equations, of course.

' Schcinbodon, who in very well known MS n

partisan of the ' Mailed Fisli.'
"

MancliestiT Kctniiuj .Veics.

The very man for a submarine campaign.

' The main goal for which our troops went
was the Opp> switch liuc, a hastily constructed
main goal for which our troops \vciit was the

Oppy switch line, ;i hastily constructed trench
s\siein liy which the Germans have extended
their Hiudcnburg line northwards."

Sunday Paj>ei-.

Some of our contemporary's own lines

seem also to have been rather hastily
constructed.

NATIONAL SERVICE;
OH, THE SINGLE EYE.

GOOD Jones, who saw his duty plain,
Resolved he would not live in vain ;

He bought some land and made a

start,

He gave up literature and art,

He studied books ua what to grow,
He studied Mr. I'KOTHKBO ;

He worked from early dawn till ten,

Then went to town like other men,
And in his ofiice lie would stand

Expatiating on the land.

From five again he worked till eight,

Although it made his dinner late ;

He could, not tear himself away,
He could not leave his native clay.
At last, his energy all spent,
He put his tools away and went,
Took off his. suit of muddy tan,
Became a clean and cultured man,
And settled firmly down to dine
On fish and fowl and meat and wine
And bread as much as he might

need ;

And while lie dined he used to read
What PROTHICHO had said last night,
And felt that he was doing right.
He didn't notice food was short ;

He quite forgot Lord DKVONPORT.
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THE TWO CONSTABLES.
I r happened one evening when my

\vifo was staying away with her mother,
in the dark months of last winter, when
wo were without servants, and I was

glad to have received an invitation

from my neighbour Jones to dinner.

He and his wife welcomed me warmly,
and their rather unintelligent maid had

just brought in the saddle of mutton
a great weakness of mine when we
heard a firm knock on the hall door.

She returned to say that someone
wanted to speak to Mr. Brown imme-

diately. "Who is it?" 1 demanded.
"

I don't know, Sir," said the girl,
" hut

he looks like a policeman."
" I hope nothing has happened to

your wife," said Mrs. J. anxiously.
"Or her mother," added Jones rather

cynically.
The man at the door was certainly a

policeman, and an elderly one, and had

probably been recalled from pension
when the War broke out.

" Good evening, Sir," he said, staring
hard at me. " Are you Mr. Brown "-

I nodded "of Myrtle Villa, next door"
he eyed me suspiciously

" No. 17 ?
"

"Yes, yes," I said impatiently;
" what of it ?

"

" I must ask you for your name and

address, Sir," pulling out his note-book,
" for showing a strong light at the back
of the 'ouse at 8 P.M."

"That's all nonsense," I answered

impatiently ; "the bouse is empty."
" Excuse me, Sir, I saw it myself

from the road at the back and came

straight round," said he with his note-

book ready.
"But it can't be," I said, getting

annoyed.
At this moment a Special came

running down the path. "They're
coining," ho panted.
"Who are?" I asked. "No one's

been invited but myself."
" The engines."
"But 1 haven't ordered any," said I.

" 1 gave the alarm myself," be added

proudly.
Jones's rather unintelligent maid had

been standing by my side the whole
time. " Excuse me, Sir," she said,
" I don't kno*w, but I think there "s

something wrong with your 'ouse the

little room at the back, where you sit

and smoke of an evenin'. There 's been

a big light there for some time a

wobbly one. I don't know, Sir, but I

think the 'ouse is a-fire."
" What ?" I yelled, and dashed aside

the tsvp varieties of constabulary. Yes,
it was all true. The strong light at

the back of the house a wobbly one
was rapidly becoming a glow in the

heavens, as they say in journalese. I

stood and looked at it, staggered for

the moment, when I heard a cheer and
saw the engines coming. I dashed for

my front-door, but found myself forci-

bly dragged back. It was the Special,
who seemed to be having the time of

his life.

" No one allowed to enter a burning
building," said he importantly.
"But I must," I cried;

" there aro

some valuable papers
" No one allowed to enter," he re-

peated firmly he seemed, to have
learned it by heart "except the lire-

men and police."
"
Well, you go in and get them then.

I '11
" '

" Pass along, please," ho said quite

suddenly, as a new phase of his duties

seemed to occur to him, and I found

myself edged back towards the crowd.
Now I bad to have those papers, and

an idea occurred to me, so I stopped.
" I say, how about your dinner? You'll

miss it altogether. I don't want to

keep you. Perhaps if you hurry off at

once
"
Dinner," be cried indignantly, grip-

ping me fiercely by the arm "what is

dinner compared with duty ? Do you
know, man, I 've been doing this bally

Special business for over two years and
never bad a case yet, and now that

1 'vo got a real tire and this is rny
own fire, mind you, my very own
"I thought it was mine," I ventured.
" You talk to me of dinner ! Pass

right along, please;" and I found my-
self back among the crowd, who seemed
to be thoroughly enjoying it.

There was a small cheer just then

as the flames came through the roof.

Of Jones and bis wife I saw nothing,
but supposed they must have sta)

red

on to enjoy their saddle of mutton,
and wondered if they had kept mine
hot for me. I could have kept it hot

in my own house, I reflected rather

miserably.

The fire had been extinguished. As
the crowd dispersed 1 felt a touch on

my shoulder. It was the elderly con-

stable, note-book in hand. " You are

Mr. Brown, Sir, of Myrtle Villa ?" he

inquired patiently.
" I haven't bad

your name and address yet, Sir, for

showing an unguarded light at the roar

of the premises at 8 P.M."

"Plain Cook (good). Wanted for count] y
house

;
six kept." Devon and Ej'ctcr Gazette.

Too many ; sure to spoil the broth.

"The Irish Party cars are placarded with

posters calling on the electors to vote for
'

Unity and Party,' and there are the cryptic
words,

'

Up. M'Kenna.' "
Daily Papa'.

But as the result of the election Mr.
McKKNNA went to a slight discount.

A CHATEAU IN FRANCE.
AUTISTS reared it in courtly ages ;

WATTEAU and FBAGONAKD limned its

walls ;

Powdered lackeys and negro pages
Served the great in its shining halls ;

Minstrels played, in its salons, stately
Minuets for a jewelled king,

And radiant gallants bowed sedately
To lovely Pompadours curtseying.

Pigeons cooed in its dovecots shady ;

Down in the rose-walk fountains

played ;

Many a lovelorn lord and lady
Here in the moonlight sighed and

strayed ;

Hero was beauty and love and laughter,

Splendour and eminence bravely won;
But now two walls and a blackened

rafter

Grimly tell the laic of the Hun.

My lady's chamber is dust and ashes ;

The painted salons are charred witli

fire
;

The dovecot pitted with shrapnel
splashes,

The park a tangle of trench and wire;

Shell-holes yawn in the ferns and
mosses ;

Stripped and torn is tho avenue;
Down in the rose-walk humble crosses

Grow where my lady's roses grew.

Yet in the haunted midnight hours,
When star-shells droop through the

shattered trees,

Steal they back to their ancient bo\\ or:-;,

Beau Brocade and his Belle Mar-

quise ?

Greatly loving and greatly daring

Fancy, perhaps, but the fancy grips,
For ajunior subaltern iroke up swearing

That a gracious lady had kissed his

lips.

Commercial Candour.

From a butcher's advertisement:

"TOUGH & INDIFFERENT MEAT
IS DEAR AT ANY PRICE.

TRY
& Sons

And prove it for yourselves."

"A certain amount of discussion took place,
and it was acknowledged that the number of

horses in training had been exagggerated."

Nevertheless there is certainly one gee
too many.

The Lokalanzeicjer publishes an

appeal for a new German National

Anthem. We understand that fie best

composition that has bce:i sent in up to

the time of going to press begins as

follows :

Who is WILLIAM ? What is be
That all .our swine adore him ?
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ROYAL ACADEMY DEPRESSIONS.

i/li Girl. "Now THEN, MABEL, SOT so MUCH I-OBING OH YOC'M.
HAVE THE HORSES UUMPING INTO THAT RAINBOW."

Old Ltuly (regarding the mannequin), "I DON'T
THINK THAT DKES8 WOULD UKAI.I.V SUIT ME. CniX-
CHIN DOKSN'T BKEM TO CARE ABOUT IT EITHEB."

TlfE MUTUAL ADMIHATION OP THE BRETON ASD THE BlSIIOr.

THE UNHAPPY DINER WHO
HAS BEEN HE1TSED A SECOND
Ml'I.PINO.

Mr. Martin Harvey.
" IT 18 A

FAB, FAB BETTER HAttLfT THAN
ANYONE HAS EVER DOSE."

'///<' WIT/,;. Exi \ si: MI:, (it v'xon, HUT WHEN YOU 'vi: FINISHED
UIMUNQ THE DESPATCHES YOU MIGHT LOOK AND SEE IF THEY 'BE GOING
TO DO ANYTHING ABOUT ML"

.!</.? and the Veteran (to
"YOCNG MAX, WHAT DID \'OV DO IN THE GREAT WAK?"
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OUR MIXED ARMY.
Firstllecru.it. " 'EnE TELL OLD BALD-'BAD TO BUNG THE SALT o\i;i:.'

Second Recruit. "En MIGHT I TROUBLE YOU FOB THE SALT, SIR?"

THE JOLLY BARGEMAN.
1 'VE put the old mare's tail in plaits, now ain't she lookii.'

gay?
With ribbons in 'er mane as well you 'd think it First o'

May ;

For why V we 're under Government, though it ain't just

plain to me
If we 're in the Civil Service or the Admiralitee.

An' it's "Gee-hup, Mabel," oh, we'll do the best we're

able,

For we 're servin' of our country an' we 're 'elpin' 'er to

win ;

An' when the War is over then we '11 all lie down in

clover,

With a drink all together at the "
Navigation Inn

"
!

I brought the news to Missis, an' to 'er these words did

say,
" Just chuck yon old broom-'audle an' a two-three nails

this way,
We 're bound to 'ave a flagstaff for our old red-white-and-

blue,

For since we 're under Government we '11 'ave our ensign
too."

The Navy is the Navy, an' it sails upon the sea ;

The Army is the Army, an' on land it 'as to be ;

There's the land an' there's the water/'an the Cut comes
in between,

And I don't know what you 'd call me if it ain't an 'Orse

Marine.

The Missis sits upon the barge the same 's she used to

sit,

But they '11 'ave 'er in the papers now for doin' of her bit ;

An' I walk upon the tow-path 'ere as proud as anything
If I 'aven't got no uniform I 'm serving of the KING.

An' it's "Gee-hup, Mabel," an' we'll do the host we're
able,

For tli e country's been an' called us, an' we've got to

"e!p to win ;

An' when the War is over, oh, we'll all lie down in clover,
With a drink all together at the "

Navigation Inn."=^^=== - F - S -

THE OPEN DOOR.
Mr. Punch has thought that some of his hospitable

readers might be glad to have the opportunity of giving
the welcome of their houses, in however simple a way,
to Australian soldiers on leave, who would greatly appre-
ciate the chance of seeing something of English home life.

An " Invitation Bureau
"
has been opened at the " Anzac

"

Buffet, 94, Victoria Street, where ffers of entertainment
should be addressed.

"Tlfe Military Representative appealed against the exemption of
William Blake, aged 35, unmarried, a slaughterman in the employ-
ment of Mr. George Bigg, pork butcher. The Military Representative
suggested that Mr. Bigg should slaughter himself. Mr. Rigg stated
that he could not slaughter himself." Carlisle Journal.

Compare The Mikado :

Koko. "
Besides, I don't see how a man could cut off his

own head."

Pooh-Bali. "A man might try."
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HIS LATEST.
THE KAISKR. "THIS IS SORRY WORK FOR A HOHENZOLLERN ; STILL, NECESSITY

KNOWS NO TRADITIONS."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, May 7tJi. The Royal

House has found an unexpected de-

fender in Mr. OUTHWAITE. He alone

has perceived the hidden danger

underlying the recent proposal of the

Lower House of Convocation to re-

store KING CHARLES I. to his old

place in the Church Calendar. This,

he considers, is a direct encouragement
to the persons who seek the restoration

of the Stuart dynasty, and would make
Prince BUPPRECHT of Bavaria heir-

apparent to the British Throne. The
House was relieved to hear from Mr.

BRACK that there was no immediate

danger of this contingency. Indeed,
Prince BUPPRECHT has had so much
trouble already with his prospective

suhjects that he has probably no desire

for their closer acquaintance.
Sir LEO CHIOZZA MONEY is ordin-

arily a chirpy little person, quite able

to take care of himself. But he
was obviously depressed by his in-

ability to furnish a plausible reason

why two food-ships, having arrived

safely in home ports, should have been

sent away undischarged, with the result

that they were torpedoed and their

cargoes lost. The statement that

he was "still inquiring" brought no
comfort to the House of (Short) Com-
mons. Why doesn't the SHIPPING CON-
TROLLER organise a Flying Squadron of

dock-labourers ?

in accordance with the wishes of the

B.F.C. themselves. But Sir IT. DAL-
ZIEL was still dissatisfied. He knew
of a young lieutenant*-ho had brought
down forty enemy machines and been

personally congratulated by the Com-

Mr. BOX.IR LAW (to Mr. M<-KE.\\A). "As
ONE CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHEQUER TO
ANOTHER, WHAT DO YOU DO WHEN YOU'ltE
SEVENTY MILLION POUNDS OVT ?

"

Tuesday, May 8th. The official

reticence regarding the names and

exploits of our airmen was the sub-

ject of much complaint. Mr. MAC-
declared that it was quite

BEAU BRUMMEL BILLING GIVES TIIK '

STARCH " MOVEMENT A GOOD SEND-OFF.

maiider-in-Chief, and yet his name was
|

not published. It is obvious that praise
1 even from Sir DOUGLAS HAIG is not
the same thing as a paragraph in lley-
uolds' Newspaper.
A request for an increased boot-allow-

ance to the Metropolitan Police met with
a dubious reception from Mr. BRACK,
who explained that it would involve

an expenditure of many thousands of

pounds. It is rumoured that the Home
Office is considering the recruitment of

a Bantam Force, with a view to reduc-

ing the acreage of leather required.

Wednesday, May 9th. 11 the CHAN-
CELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER should be

accused of having taken advantage of

his knowledge of the Budget-proposals
to lay in a secret hoard of tobacco he
will have no one to blame but himself.

He solemnly assured the House that

nothing has been brought to his notice

to show that the trade is making undue

profits. It is clear, therefore, that he
has not had occasion to go into a

tobacconist's and ask for his favourite

mixture, only to find that his three-

half-penny tax has sent the price up by
twopence.
By prohibiting the manufacture of

starch the Government has done some-

thing to please Mr. PEMBEKTON-BILLING.

The hon. Member, who has always
affected the "'soft shirts that Sister

Susie sews," is flattered to think that

j

he has set a fashion which must now
become universal. When Captain

|
BATHUUST, falling into his humour,
assured him that even BEAU BRUMMEL
would accept the position with patri-
otic resignation, Mr. BILLING felt that
he had found his true vocation as an
arbiter of taste.

In moving a Vote of Credit for the un-

exampled sum of live hundred millions,

I

Mr. BONAR LAW apologised for a slight
error in his Budget statement. He
had then estimated the expenditure of

the country at live and a half millions

I

a day. Owing to fortuitous circum-

] stances, the amount for the first thirty
-

I
five days of the financial year had
turned out to be seven and a half

millions a day. Mr. McKENNA, con-

scious of some similar lapses in calcu-

lation during his own time at the

Exchequer, handsomely condoned the

mistake. Still one i'ult that it strength- ;

ened the stentorian plea for economy ;

made by Mr. J. A. B. MARRIOTT in .

a maiden speech that would perhaps
|

have been better if it had not been

quite so good. The House is accus-
;

toined to a little hesitation in its
j

novices and does not like to be lectured

even by an Oxford don.

The debate produced a number of

speeches more suitable for the Secret

THE SECKET SESSION".

TF/.YiTO.V. "NO REPORT OF SPEECHES. IT

HARDLY SEEMS WORTH WHILE."

Session that was to follow. Our
enemies will surely be heartened when

they read the criticisms passed by Mr.

GEORGE LAMBERT, an ex-Minister of

the Crown, upon our Naval policy, and
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liy Mr. DILLON on tlic Salonika, Expedi-
tion

;
and they will not understand that

tho one is dominated by the belief that,

no Hoard of Admiralty that docs not

include Lord FISIIMU can possibly be

ut,
;

anil that the other is eon-

genitally unable to believe anything
good (.! British iidininistriitioii in Ire-

land or elsewhere.

For once Mr. I'.ONAK LAW took the

gloves fill to Mr. DII.I.O.V, and told him

plainly that mi lion would l>e

paid to bis criticism if he was himscll

doing something to help in the r

cutiou of the War.

Thin-mini/, HHII K)///. 1 gather from
Mr. Si'KAKKii's report of the Secret

Session that nothing sensational was
revealed. The PIUMI: MIMSTKH'S "en-

couraging account of tho methods

adopted to meet the submarine at-
i

tack
"
was not much more explicit, I i

infer, than tho speech which Lord
Cuit/ox was making simultaneously,]
urbi ct oi'hi, in tbo House, of Lords, or:

Mr. Asyurru would not have observed

again I quote the official report
that "

hardly anything had been said

which could not have been said openly."
That none of the Nationalists should

have addressed the House was perhaps
less duo to their constitutional reticence

than to the depressing elTect of the

South Longford election, where their

nominee was defeated by the Sinn Fein
candidate one McGuiNNisss, and evi-

dently a stout fellow. But it is odd to '

find that the debate was conducted
j

without the assistance of Messrs. BILL-

ING, PHINULE and HOGOE. Their elo-

quent silence was a protest, no doubt,

against the eviction of the reporters.
Mr. CHUHCHILL was probably suffering

equal anguish, but with patriotic self-

sacrifk e he refused to deprive his fellow-

legislators of tho privilege of hearing
once again his views on the conduct of

War. __^____
JILL-OF-ALL-TRADES AND

MISTRESS OF MANY.
I Daily Chronicle, writing on women
-, quotes the tribute of HUTTON, the

in, to a Derbyshire lady who died at

Matkx-k in 1H54 : "She undertakes any kind
of manual labour, as holding the plough,
driving tin' trum, thatching the barn, using
the flail; but her chief avocation is breaking

;it a guinea per week. Slui is fond of
i nd Shakespeare, is a srlf-taught and

cupablr instrumentalist, and supports tl

viol iu Mattock Church."]

Tnor<;n in tho good old-fashioned days
The feminine factotum rarely

Was honoured with a crown of bays
When she hacl won it fairly;

She did emerge at times like one
For manual work a perfect glutton,

Blue-stocking half, half Amaxon,
As chronicled by HUTTON.

;;!'

Mrs. Smith (to Mr. Sn.illi, nhi liatjimt been examined lnj .Iriinj Medical Boanb. " WHAT
DID THE DOCTOR BAY TO YKIt? '

"

Mr. Smith. " 'E SKZ TO MK,
' YOU'VE GOT A STIGMA AN' A CONGENIAL SQUINT.'

"

But now you '11 find her counter-

part
In almost every English village

A mistress of the arduous art

Of scientific tillage,
Who cheerfully resigns the quest
Of all that makes a woman charm-

ing,
And shows an even greater zest

For gardening and farming.

She used to petrify her dons ;

She was a most efficient bowler;
But now she 's baking barley scones
To help the FOOD CONTROLLEK

;

Good Mrs. Becton she devours,
And not the dialogues of PLATO,

And sets above the Cult of Flowers
The Cult of tho Potato.

The studious maid whose classic brow
Was high with conscious pride of

learning
Now grooms the pony, milks the cow,
And takes a hand at churning ;

And one I know, whose music had
Done credit to her educators,

'

Ha.s sold her well-beloved " Strad
"

To purchase incubators !

The object
of this humble lay

Is not' to minimize the glory
Of women of an earlier day
Whose deeds are shrined in story ;

'Tis only to extol the grit
Of clever girls and none work

harder
Who daily do their toilsome "

bit
"

To stock the nation's larder.
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Overburdened Mather. "Gil A MOVE ON, AI.BEUT KKKPIS" THE "OLE BLOOMIN* WOHLD BACK A>>' A WAB ox, TOO!"

ONE OF OUR DIFFICULTIES.
UNDER this title I refer to a lady

whom I will call Mrs. Legion, for there

are many of her all over the country,
bless her conservative old heart. She
lias been in service as cook or cook-

housekeeper most of her life (she is

now getting on in years), and constant

preoccupation with kitchen affairs has
somewhat narrowed her outlook, so
that the circumvention of the butcher,
whose dominant idea (she believes) is

to provide her with indifferent joints,
is more to her than the defeat of

HINDENBUKG
; and so far as she is con-

cerned the main theatre of the War
is neither Europe nor the Atlantic, but
the coal merchant's yard, which dis-

gorges its treasure so grudgingly. Not

only is her first thought for her cook-

ing, in order the transition to her
second thought is automatic that her

j

employer or employers may be comfort-
able ; but it is her last thought too.

With such singleness of purpose to
j

crystallize her, she cannot absorb even
the gravest of warnings ; not from un-

willingness or stupid obstinacy, but from
sheer inability to grasp any novelty.
That her beloved master and mistress

either or both should not have the
best of everything and plenty of it is,

|

at this advanced stage in her career, i

unthinkable.. Even though she read it
j

in print she would disregai-d it, for her
j

attitude to them papers is sceptical ;
'

even Lord NOUTHCLIFFE, witli all his

many voices, dulcet or commanding,
has wooed in vain.

I imagine that the milkman, from
whom she heard of the War and whom

|

she thinks (for his class) a sagacious [

fellow, has warned her against the
[

Press. Anyway she has refused and
!

will, I fancy, never relent to allow any i

extreme idea of food shortage to disturb

her routine.
" Look here, Mrs. Legion," you say,

"really, you know" you don't like, or

you have lost the power, to be too firm

with her after all these years of friend-

liness "really we mustn't have toast

any more."
" Not toast !

"

"
No, not any more. In fact

"
a

light laugh here "I'm going to do
without bread altogether directly."
"Do without bread!" This with;

much more alarmed surprise than if

you had declared your intention of for- 1

swearing clothes.

" Yes ; the Government want us to

eat less bread. In fact we must, you
know

; and toast is particularly waste-

ful, they say."
" There 's no waste in this house, Sir

[or 'M
j

." This with a touch of acerbity,
for Mrs. Legion is not without pride.
" No one can ever accuse me of waste.
I 'iri not vain, but that I will say."

"
No, no," you hasten to reply, "of

course not
;
but things have reached

such a point, you know, that even the
strictest economy and care have got to

be made more strict. That 's all. And
toast lias to be stopped, I 'm afraid."

"
Very well, Sir [or 'M] ,

if you wish
it. But I can't say that I understand
what it all means."
And that evening, which is meatless

and is given up largely to asparagus
(just beginning, thank God!), you cer-

tainly see no toast in the rack, but find

that the tender green faggot reposes on
a slab of it large enotigh to feed several

children.

Mrs. Legion may go to church, but
her real religion is concerned tar more
with her employers' bodies than with
her own soul ; and among the cardinal

tenets of her faith is the necessity for

dinner to be hot. You may have a
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Sergeant Mtijor.
" AIN'T YOU GOT THAT BIVVY BUILT YET, ME LAD? GAWD BLESS MY SOUL, I COULD HA' KMHI;D IT IN HALP THE TIME."

cold lunch, but everything at dinner

must have been cooked especially for

that meal, all circling about the joint,
or n bird, like satellite suns.

How to cleave such a rock of tradi-

tion '? How to bring the old Tory into

lino with the new rules and yet not
break her heart?

"
And, Mrs. Legion," you say, not

_too boldly, and at the end of some
other remark,

" we '11 have yesterday's
li'.n

of mutton for dinner to-night, with

lad."

"Cold mutton for dinner?" she re-

plies ilully.

"Yea now the weather's getting
warmer it's much nicer. It will save
coal too. Just the mutton aud a salad.

No potatoes."
" No potatoes !

"
Surely the skies are

falling, says her accent. You have been

eating mashed potatoes, done with
cream and a dash of beetroot in it,

with cold meat, at lunch, for years.
"
No, no we mustn't eat potatoes

any more. Haven't you heard?"
" I heard something about it, yes.

But aren't we to eat those we 've got ?
"

"No, we must ^ive them away.
Remember, just cold mutton and salad.

And no toast." You are getting more
confidence. " Never toast any more "

another light laugh
" never any

more !

"

And at dinner there are the cold

mutton and salad all right ; but to

your horror you are asked first to eat

a slice of salmon with two boiled pota-
toes.

" Good heavens !

"
you say,

" what 's

this?"
'

Well, Sir [or
!

M] , the fishmonger
called, and as I felt sure the cold meat
couldn't be enough for you . . ."

Summoning all your courage you pro-
test again, adding,

" And another thing,
Mrs. Legion ; you mustn't make any
more pastry. The flour can't be spared.
It's not only bread we've got to be
careful about, but everything made with
flour."

" Then what 's the flour for?
"

" That 's all right. But it 's got to be
saved."

" I don't understand, Sir or 'MJ . I

can't see why it shouldn't be used if we
have it."

" No. The idea is that every one
should go without flour as much as

possible, and then there will be more

and it will last longer. More for other

people."
" My duty is to this house, Sir [or

*M] . But the flour 's so coarse and
brown it 's hardly worth using, anyhow.
I never saw such stuff. It 's a scandal.

But I 'm truly sorry if I 've disappointed
you. All I want to do is my duty."

" You have, Mrs. legion, you have.

You 've been splendid ; but the time has
come now to eat less and to eat more

simply. Is that clear ?
"

"
Well, I hear you right enough, Sir

Tor 'M] ,
but I can't say I understand it.

War or no war, I don't hold with folks

being starved."

And there it breaks off, only, of

course, to begin again.
That is Mrs. Legion ! one of the

hardest nuts that Lord DEVONPOKT lias

to crack. She doesn't hold with Lords

poking their noses into people's kit-

chens, anyway. That's not her idea

of how Lords ought to behave. Ixn-ds

not only ought to be gentlefolk, and
, be fed and waited upon and live in

!
affluent idleness, but super-gentlefolk.

i

But then she doesn't hold with many
! modern thing*. She doesn't (for one)
I hold with the Wa>-.
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AT THE PLAY.
" WANTED A HUSBAND."

You will easily guess that a comedy
(or farce) in which a woman is reduced
to advertising in the Press for a hus-

band belongs to the ante-bellum era,

before the glad eye of the flapper be-

came a permanent feature of the land-

scape. Indeed Mr. CYRIL HARCOURT'S

play might belong to just any year
since the time when women first began
to write those purple tales of passion
that are so bad for the morals of the

servants' hall. It was simply to get

copy for this kind of stuff that Mabel
Vere (most improbably pretty in the

person of Miss GLADYS COOPER) adver-

tised for a husband, for this

post had already been as-

signed to the dullest and
stuffiest of fianc&s. I dare

not think how the theme

might have been treated in

French hands, but Mr. HAR-
COUET is very firm about the

proprieties. My only fear

was that the gallery might
mistake his rather second-
rate people for gentlefolk.
In what kind of club, I

wonder, do members reply
to matrimonial advertise-

ments and make bets about
the result of their applica-
tions? I should be sorry to

think that anybody attri-

butes such conduct to the
habitues of the Athenaeum.

The., types that came to

inspect Mabel Vere were

sufficiently varied. There
was a masterful Colonial

(finally ejected by a lady-
friend, who performed a ju-

jitsu feat which required a

supplanted her in the butler's perfidious
affections.

In the third Act we return to Mabel's

flat and resume her interviews with the

applicants for her hand. This revival

of the situation of the First Act was
a weakness in the construction. The

original fiance a wooden dummy set

up for the purpose of being knocked
down is dismissed, and Captain Cor-

koran, the bold explorer, is appointed
to the vacancy. lie deserved his luck ;

but, if I wish him joy of it, I do so with-

out a pang of envy, for she was much
too good at back-chat for a quiet life,

to say nothing of her taste in literature,

which would want a deal of correction.

Of course Miss GLADYS COOPER made

broad humour of the butler with im-

perturbable restraint, and Miss BAR-
BARA GOTT was as fine and human a
cook as I ever wish to meet in her
native lair. Miss MARGARET FRASER,
a most attractive figure, was a model
for any housemaid on whose damask
cheek the concealment of an unrequited
passion for her master feeds like a worm
i' th' bud. Altogether a really excellent

cast.

The humour of the dialogue was
fresh and well sustained. Here and
there Mr. HARCOUHT permitted him-
self allusive refinements which de-

served a better response, as when Cap-
tain Corkoran, discussing with Mabel
the menu of the dinner that she fails to

cook for him, adapts the

language of SOLOMON and

says,
" Fritter me apples,

for I am sick of love." This
was lost upon an audience

insufficiently familiar with
the works of that great

voluptuary. O'. S.

THE DISCOMFITURE OF A KITCHEN LOTHARIO.

Captain Corkoran MR. MALCOLM CHERRY.
Adams (a. butler) MR. ERNEST HENDHJE.
Mabel Vere Miss GLADYS COOPEH.

very palpable collusion on his part) ;
a

butler ; an Army Officer (with a reputa-
tion for exploring) ; a gay naval thruster,
and an old gentlemanwho ought to have
known better. To most of them she

opposed an air of virgin superciliousness

very disappointing to their justifiable

anticipations; but the butler promised
copy, and she accepted an invitation

to tea in his kitchen. This scene fur-

nished some very excellent and natural

fun, and there was really no need to

introduce, and exploit over and over

again, the hallowed device of a trip-

mat, that last resort of the bank-rapt
farceur. The necessary complications
ensued with the unexpected arrival of

the master (one of the candidates for

the lady's hand, I need not say), who
makes sudden demand for an early
dinner, a thing impossible to execute
with the cook in a fit of hysterics in-

duced by jealousy of the lady who had

her seem much more desirable than
she really was. (I speak of her per-
sonal charm and not of her agreeable
costumes, which are for the pens
of more instructed reviewers. I got

nothing out of a lady near me, whom
I recognised as a dramatic critic by a

question that her neighbour put to her.

"Do you know this frock," she asked,
"or will you have to go behind?")
Apart from the delightful picture
which Miss COOPER always presents
she has a most swift and delicate

feeling for the details of her craft.

She has the confidence that avoids

over-emphasis, and she does her audi-

ence the compliment of assuming that

they have intelligence enough to under-

stand the least of those little nods of

hers that have the true eloquence of an
under-statement. Mr. MALCOLM CHERRY
was at his best and easiest as Captain
Corkoran. Mr. HENDRIE handled the

TASTY DISHES.

(By Mr. Punch's Food

Specialist.)

Mr. Punch considers it

to be his duty at the pre-
sent time to show how an
abundance of excellent and

nourishing food may be ob-

tained from the most un-

likely materials. In doing
this he is aware that he is

merely following the ex-

ample set him by countless

culinary experts, who have
communicated their ideas to

the daily press ;
but Mr.

Punch is not to be deterred

from doing a helpful action

'by any paltry jealousy as to precedence.
His readers, he knows, will be grateful
to him for his generosity.

No. I. FOR GENERAL USE.

Take two Committees it is not

absolutely necessary that they should

meet more than once and, having
added to them a Chairman, stew on a

slow fire until a Secretary emerges.
Turn into an enamelled saucepan and
set to simmer over gas. Then boil up
twice into resolutions and votes of

thanks, and let the whole toast for at

least three hours. Sprinkle with amend-
ments and add salt and pepper to taste.

Then brown with a salamander and
serve up -hot in egg-cups.

No. II. FOR A HOUSEHOLDER IN

STREATHAM OR CAMDEN TOWN.

To half a tennis-lawn add two ounces
of croquet-mallet and three arches of

pergola, and reduce the whole to a fine
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Ili-i-rilil (icilh i:n-ri-i*in
ti /m ////'.

" IK I LETS THE BLIGHTERS GO THE CORPORAL 'LL CUSS ME INTO 'K.M'S. AN' II' I 'OLDS ON TO 'EM
I '1,1, BREAK MY BL1NKIN 1 NECK!"

powder. Drench with still lemonade
and boil into a thick paste. Add two

hundredweight of dandelions and plan-
tains together with at least three pounds
of garden-roller and live yards of wire-

netting carefully grilled. Let this be

roasted and basted for an hour and
then flavoured with vantage. Turn out

into a mould, and serve overhand as

fast as possible, having first shred into

the mixture half a ton of daisies or

buttercups, according to taste.

No. III. BEESTING JELLY FOR
APIAHIANS.

Catch one thousand bees and extract

their stings. Then throw away the

bees and lay the stings gently but

firmly on a mash composed of the

breasts of live Buff Orpington cockerels.

Sift tho whole through a fine cloth and
add the yolks of a hundred poached
<'!,'<,'< Beat up together for an hour
and ten minutes. Flavour with coffee

and dilute with elderberry wine. Allow
the mixture to simmer in a hot oven
and serve with fresh asparagus cut

before breakfast.

NO. IV. PUNTPOLE PlE FOR
RIPARIAN OWNERS.

Chop into small pieces three or four

puntpoles, having first melted down
the metal shoes, and spread thin over
;u many canoe paddles as can be
obtained for the purpose. Immerse
tho whole suddenly in the river and

dry before a quick fire. Add one boat's

rudder and twenty-four dab-chicks, and
season with three yards of grated
swans' necks, six barbel, four dace and
a dozen gudgeon, close time for these
fish being strictly observed. Sprinkle
with cowslips and willow leaves, insert

in a pie-dish and cover with a thick

paste of bulrushes and marsh grass.
Then set to bake for three hours, and
stick four pigeons' claws into the crust.

Picnic baskets from which the salt lias

been omitted may be shredded over the

surface instead of parsley.

Mr. Punch has many more recipes

equally cheap and excellent, and is pre-

pared to disclose them to those of his

readers who may desire to practise a

rigid economy and at tho same time to

enjoy an abundance of good food.

The End of the Story.
" Will tho soldier who assisted the Gentle-

man with a motor cycle and sidecar on the
Downs on Tuesday communicate with him at

Greenbank Cemetery."- Bristol Evening Neu's.

"
Harry Wilson, milkman, of Devonport, has

no connection of any kind with Woodrow Wil-

son, of United States of America."
Auckland Paper,

HARBY is now sorry he wrote.

" The daily rations of tho shirkers arc :

Bread .... 9oz.

(uncooked, including bone)."

Daily Mail.

The conscientious objector doesn't seem
to be having such a soft time after all.

TYRT.EUS.
s

WHEN Sparta's heroes, tired of truce,
The fires of battle woke,

TYRT2EU8 sang them golden lays
And bravely on their marching days
His queenly Muse outspoke.

TYHTJEUS' name 's come down the years
And did deserve to do,

For so he dried men's eyes of tears,

So loosed their hearts from idle fears,

Stouter they thrust their ashen spears,
Their javelins further threw.

In those fair days TYRT^US' song
Was all men had to trust,

But while he hymned the coming fight

They did not wai], "He can't be right,"

They heard and cried,
" He must 1

"

When men of craven soul came in

Which now may Heaven forbid

Then stout TYBT/EUS would begin :

" Mere argument can be no sin,

But whining is ; we 're going to win."
And so, of course, they did.

'

heart has ceased to beat,
But still his measures run,

And still abides the British Press,
Which men must credit, more or less,

To tell how things are done.

So by all bards with hearts of fire

Cheerfully be it sung,
That still our people may not tire

In doing well, but yet aspire ;

Let these renew TYRT^EUS' lyre,
Let others hold their tongue.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.')

A VOLUME called Curious Happmin<is (MILLS AND BOON)
can boast at least a highly attractive, open-aiid-see title; to

which is added, in the present instance, a wrapper-picture
of the most intriguing brand. Perhaps not quite all the

contents of Miss MARTOIUE BOWEN'S book of short stories

fully live up to the promise of its outside (what stories

could ?),
but they have amongst them one, from which both

title and picture are taken, of very unusual and haunting

quality. So, if you should only be able to snatch so much
time from work of National importance as suffices to read

a single tale, begin at the start, and he assured of having
the best. Not that the others are without their attrac-

tions, though one is rather gratuitously revolting. Laid in

the picturesque eighteenth century, they all exhibit Miss

BOWEN'S very pretty gift for costume-drama at its happiest.
The trouble is that, with a volume of such short tales, stories

of situation, one gets too familiar with the method as, for

Miss M. E. F. IBWIN, whoso previous books I remember
to have greatly enjoyed, has produced for her third a story
of much originality and power, called Out of the House

(CONSTABLE). The title may perplex you at lirst. It comes
from the struggles of the heroine to wrench herself free

from encompassing family ties and the tradition of inter-

marriage, in order to join her life to the outside lover who
calls to her. You might; therefore consider it, in some
sense, a story of eugenics, but that its outlook is emotional
rather than scientific. Yet the Pomfrcts, as a result of

family pride and over-specialization, had become a suffi-

ciently queer lot to warrant a normal girl in any violence

of house-breaking to be free of them. Therein of course

lies the cleverness of the book ; it is full of atmosphere, and
the atmosphere is full of dust, Pom/ret dust. You can feel

how heavy to rebellious lungs must have been the air of

the Pom/ret houses, where lived Philip, the intriguing
father, and his sons Anthony (a little mad) and Ovaries

(much more mad, but with at least the instincts of a lunatic

gentleman). It is not, you will guess, precisely a lively

example, in "The Folding Doors," where a lady's husband
j
tale, but the force of it is undeniable. Miss IHWIN has now

more than ever proved herself

a fastidious and careful artist,

with a touch of austerity that

gives weight to a tale so

frankly one of sentiment, and
she will, I hope, continue to

keep her work above the

ordinary level.

and lover had played out their
,

scene before the closed doors

(with an alleged cut finger for

the husband), and I knew only
[

too well in what state the :

flinging open of the doors
j

would reveal the lady herself,
j

But perhaps I am excep-

tionally cursed in this mat-

ter; and, anyhow, a volume
that contains even one story
so good as "The Pond" is

a thing for gratitude and

rejoicing.

I may have been wrong in

turning to a novel for mental
relief ; anyhow, I have just
come through one of the

toughest bouts of relaxation I

can remember, and my only
solace for the slight weariness

j

of such repose is the thought

Lady Customer. BUT ARE YOU sriu; THAT THIS CHAIU
CKNUINB CHARLES II.? IT LOOKS BATHER NEW."
Fake Antique Dealer (off his guard). "I'M SORRY, MADAM, wi:

HAVE NO ItE.iL ANTIQUES IN STOCK. YOU SEE WE CAN'T GET
THE LABOUR."

must be. With such a hail -storm of metaphor and

epigram constantly dissolving in impalpable mist of mere
words has he assaulted The History of an Attraction

(CHATTO AND WINDUS) that the poor thing, atomised,

vaporised and analysed to the bone, lies limp and lifeless

between the covers, with hardly a decent rag of inci-

dent or story to cover it. And there one might perhaps
be content to let it rest, but for the fact that Anita,
the lady of the "Attraction," is worthy of a better fate.

The principal man of the book, who, after much wobbling
consideration, and in spite of his quite fortuitous marriage
with some one else in the meantime, discovers at last that

he does love Anita, is the merest peg on which to hang
endless philosophisings ; and so is his impossible wife

Janet herself, the lady who, after having accepted his

dubious courtship for no particular reason, fortunately
deserts him without any better excuse, thus clearing the

way for a most decorous divorce and readjustment. Neither

is the writer's inner thesis the immoralness of ordinary-

morality, so far as I can make out particularly agreeable ;

but Anita, though far from being the sort of person one

would look to meet in real life, is intriguing after a fashion,

and just possibly repays the hard work needed for the making
of her acquaintance.

The Wane of Uxenden
(ARNOLD) seems to be one of

those novels which may be

classed as worthy in intention

without being exactly happy
in execution. Miss LEGGE has
il desire to warn us all against
the perils of monkeying with

spiritism, and she has chosen
the method of making it tire-

some even to read about.

Well, it is a method cer-

tainly. Uj'ciirleii was a nice

old family, which had come
how much more tired the author, Mr, BASIL CSEIGHTON, down to cutting its timber while a rich Jewish soap-and-

scent-manufacturer sat rubbing his hands on a slice of

the property, waiting for the rest of it to come his way.
Uxenden eventually waned entirely, and without tears so

far as I was concerned. I feel sure Mr. La llaye (nc

Levinstein) would make a better landlord than the old

squire, in spite of the prejudices of the countryside . . . No,
I am afraid it would be stretching a point to promise you any

great entertainment from this well-intentioned but rather"

woolly book. Brother Jenkins, the fraud, of the Society of

Seven, is about the most entertaining of the marionettes.

It

Our Kindly Critics.

is Mr. Wells's great advantage as a preacher that ho has a

prose stylo instinct with life and beauty. Somewhere he speaks of a

cathedral as a '

Great, still place, urgent with beauty
'

;
somewhere

else lie says,
' The necessary elements of religion can be written on a

postcard." Daily Chronicle.

" Callisthenes
" must look to his laurels.

Extract from the letter of a lady who helps in parish
work and is full of agricultural enthusiasm :

"Next week I am going to start digging for the vicar."

Assuming that the reverend gentleman was inadvertently
buried alive, we deprecate this delay.
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! rollers being pnticed along the road by sive in view of the luitiojial needs, and
I a maa with a red flag, tlio alternative course of permitting

Mii. WILLIAM WATSON describes his them to eat all they can grow is hein-

new book of verse, Tin' Man \\'li<> .SVnr, A Sui^s correspondent is informed Eayourably considered.
as "an iutorniittcnt conunentai-y on that "Hindenborg's legs are no longer
the main developments and some of strong enough to support him." The
the collateral phenomena of UK; War." weakness appear* to he gradually <;x-

Peoplo are already asking,
" Why was tending to his arms.

a man like this left out of the Darda- ***
nelle-i Commission '.'

" "The starched collar must go," re-

** marks a contemporary ruefully.
Weeds are a source of great trouble we hope, before a substitute has been

to the amateur gardeiu a con- found for some of those unwashable

temporary, because be is not always necks.

able to recognise thorn. A good plan
is to pull them out of the ground,

they come up again they arc weeds.
* ft

* *

If "Lady conductors," said an Under-

ground Railway ollicial last week,

Mr. MITCMKI., the Mayor of New
York, has forbidden musicians to play
the National \nthems of the Allies in

ragtime. Mr. MITCMKI. is a great
humanitarian and simply hates the

Not, sound of anything in pain.
*..*

The (lerman Society of Actors ami

Singers has forbidden its members to

sing in the United States. Enthu
from the latter country ate planning an

.early trip to Northern I'Yiuiee rather

We hope that Mr. CHAKLKS
COCHHAN is not indisposed, but we
have not noticed a new revue by
him this week.

*

Sulphur from Italy is being dis-

tributed by the Explosives Com-
mittee. This body must not be
confused with the Expletives Com-
mittee, which gets its supply of

sulphur straight from the Front.
* *

The Metropolitan Water Board
is uppealing against waste of water.

It is proposed to provide patriotic
householders with attractive cards

staling that the owner of the pre-
mises in which the card is displayed
is bound in honour not to touch
the stun". ... ...

"

*'"

According to a member of the
Inventions Board, over two thou;

sand solutions of the U-boat prob-
lem have already been received.

Unfortunately this is more than
the number of U-boats available

for experiment, but it is hoped that

"must remember that the seats and. than n itainmcnt in the Sieg-
fried and Wotan line.

FoJlosving so closely upon the
; that a Wallasey woman had
.ered a German coin in a loaf

of bread we were not surprised by
a contemporary headline, "Sey-
mour Hicks in a new Jlole."

> *

Damage to the extent of twenty-
five thousand pounds is said to

have .been caused to the crops in

Australia by mice, and the Aus-
tralian authorities contemplate the

purchase of a mousetrap.

Economist
SELVES SOMETHING.

An Irish Settlement.
" Miss

, who elected to serve four-
t. 'I'll clays' imprisonment rather than pay
a fine for an alleged assault arising out
of a little commotion in Oork, was, on her

from prison, presented with a

gold-mounted umbrella in compensation
for the one she broke ort a policeman's
head.'' Krening Herald (Dublin).

In view of the admission in the

WE MVST ALL DENY 01 R last sentence,
"
alleged

"
is good.

AND TO THINK, DESPITE THE PAPEB
SHOKTAOE, PEOPLE ABE STILL SMOKING Clr,lHK.TTE8." Nc-w York, Friday. An elaborate pro-

gramme of welcome will be escorted to

by strictly limiting the allowance to straps are put there for the use of the the City Hull, \\hich has been prepared. The
one submarine per invention the ques- passengers." We know all about straps

Britisl > Mission has been strikingly decorated

tion may be determined in a manner but we have often wondered whatTit
j

'O' tll

l

<
' occ^ u

",

with i "" l

"'";
rabl<

r
British and

satisfactory to the greatest possible feels like to use one of the seats on the I V,T/ '

Underground.
Wenumber.

Barnes Council for the vacancy of In-

spector of Nuisances three came from
men of military age. It is expected
that the Council will suggest that these

gentlemen should be invited to inspect
the nuisances in front of the British
trenches.

The proprietor of thirteen steam

%*
Of eight applications received by the The police have raided a coining plant

*ar n
^*'u

8ly awaiting a

snapshot of Mr. BALFOUR m his latest

C

in Marylebone. It is becoming more
and more difficult to make money.

* *
*

Under a recent Government order
the importation of wild animals into
Great Britain is forbidden. Allotment i ,

holders throughout the country hope I

*he ave e Cosfc WM alm st 6Xactl
>'

" The vessels are at present under construc-
tion by the Katvashi Dockyard Company,
Limited, of Kobe, and realised from 42 to

4'2 per ton deadweight."
Parerty fiai/ Herald.

* Clireful calcnl tion will show that

the order will he read out to any wire-
worm or potato-moth that attempts

rollers told the Egham Tribunal that
j

to land at our ports.
in two years ho had only been able to!
take one of them out of tbo yard. We A deputation

V
to the FOOD CON-

>t think that he has really tried. TROLLER has demanded that the' allow-
Muc-h might have been done with kind- ance of bread to farm labourers should

forty guineas.

i nil rhubord recipes have come in this

week, KO that the reader who esquired for

recipe for rhubard jelly is supplied with this.

and recipes for other rhubarb dainties as well.''

If John <

Journal (Canada).

were to "dine at
ness and a piece of cheese, while we ho increased to two pounds per bead per Edmonton "

(Canada) he would come
have often seen quite large- steam- day. The amount is considered exces-

'

in for some nice new vegetables.

\ or c: II
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A PLACE OF ARMS.
[Inscribed by a humble member of the

Inner Temple to the Benchers of his Inn.]

I KNEW a garden groen and fair,

Flanking our London river's tide,

And you would think, to breathe its air

And roam its virgin lawns heside,

All shimmering in their velvet fleece,
"
Nothing can hurt this haunt of Peace."

No trespass marred that close retreat;

Privileged were the few that went

Pacing its walks with measured beat

On legal contemplation bent ;

And Inner Templars used to say :

" How well oilr garden looks to-day !

"

But That which changes all has

changed
This guarded pleasaunce, green and

fair,

And soldier-ranks therein have ranged
And trod its beauty hard and bare,

Have trampe^d and tramped its fretted

floor

Learning the discipline of War.

And many a moon of Peace shall climb

Above that mimic Field of Mars
Before the healing touch of Time
With springing green shall hide its

scars ;

But Inner Templars smile and say :

"Our barrack square looks well to-day."

Good was that garden in their eyes,

Lovely its spell of long-ago ;

Now waste and mired its glory lies,

And yet they, hold it dearer so,

Who see beneath tlie wounds it bears

A grace no other garden wears.

For still the memory, never sere,

But fresh as after fallen rain,

Of those who learned their lesson here

And may not ever come again,
Gives to this garden, bruised and

browned,
A greenness as of hallowed ground.

O. S.

RANDOM FLIGHTS.
BY MARCUS MACLEOD.

(With renewed acknowledgments to
" The

Skittish Weekly.")
IT was with inexpressible relief that

I heard of the narrow escape of the

Eev. Urijah Basham. Presiding at a

jumble sale at Sidcup he described how
he had been within an ace of partaking
of rhubarb leaves at luncheon on the

previous day, but, having read in the

morning's paper of their fatal results,

wisely decided to abstain. I need hardly
remind my readers that Mr. Basham
is, after the Rev. JOSEPH HOCKING, per-

haps our greatest preacher - novelist.

The jumble sale was held in the beau-

tiful concert hall of the Sidcup Tem-

perance Congregational Eeed Band.
The Dowager-Lady Bowler, Sir Moses

Pimblett, and the Eev. Chadley Band-

man were amongst those who graced
the function with their presence.

A correspondent has kindly sent

me a copy of The Little, Diddiington
Parish Magazine for April. In it there

is an interesting letter claiming that

the original of Mr. Pickwick was a

benevolent gentleman named Swizzle,

who was temporarily employed as per-

petual curate of Little Diddiington in

the sixties. The evidence on which this

identification is founded seems to rno

somewhat unconvincing, as Pickivick

was published in the year 1836. But

Nature, as it has been finely said, often

borrows from Art, and Fact may simi-

larly be inspired to emulate Fiction.

I promised not to trouble my readers

again with the MyStery of the Man
in .the Iron Mask. But I may be

allowed merely to mention that there is

an excellent study of the subject in The
Methodist Monthly, by my old friend,

Professor Corker. The article, which
runs to nearly seventy pages, does the

utmost credit to this brilliant writer,

who comes to the conclusion that no

satisfactory solution of the mystery has

ever been propounded or ever can be.

But while his examination of the differ-

ent theories is singularly free from bias

he is evidently impressed by the in-

genious view of Dr. Amos Stoot, the

eminent Chicago alienist, that the

masked inmate of the Bastille immured
himself voluntarily in order to investi-

gate the conditions of French prison
life at the time, but, owing to the horfii-

cidal development of his subliminal

consciousness, was detained indefinitely

by the authorities, and during his im-

prisonment wrote the Letters of Juniits.

I have been reading with much en-

joyment, and I hope profit, a book
entitled Behind the Ivory Gate; Being
the Reminiscences of a Dentist, by
Orlando Pullar,.F.B.D.S. Mr. Pullar's

opportunities for studying the psycho-

logy of his clients have baen exceptional,
and he has turned them to rich account
in these fascinating pages. He is, more-

over, as adroit with his pen as with the

instruments of his humane and bene-

volent calling, and has a prelty wit.

Thus he tells us that his villa at Balham
is named "

Tusculum," and that, in view
of the fact that three generations of

Pullars have been dentists, his family
can be said to be of " old extraction."

This pleasant quip I seem to have
heard before ; but, with all deductions,
there are many signs here of a strong

sagacious mind, that brings to bear

on all the jars of daily life the priceless
emollient of moral uplift.

THE MUD LARKS.
NKVEB have I seen a kiltie platoon

wading through the cold porridge of

snow and slush of which our front used

to be composed, but I have said, with

my French friend,
" Mon Dieu, les

currents d'air!" and thank Fate that

I belong to a race which reserves its

national costume for fancy-dress balls.

It is very well for MacAlpino of Ben
Lomond, who has stalked his haggis
and devoured it raw, who beds down on
thistles for preference and grows his

own fur; but it is very hard on Smith
of Peckham, who through no fault of

his own finds himself in a Highland
regiment, trying to make his shirt-tails

do where his trousers did before. But
the real heather-mixture, double-dis-

tilled Scot is a hardy bird witli different

ideas from nous autres as to what is

cold : also as to what is hot. Wit-
ness the trying experience of our Albert

Edward.
Our Albert Edward and a Hun rifle

grenade arrived at the same place at

the same time, intermingled and went
down to the Base to be sifted. In the

course of time came a wire from our

Albeit Edward, saying he had got the

grenade out of his system and was at

that moment at the railhead; were we

going to send him a horse or weren't

we?
Emma was detailed for the job, which

was a mistake, because Emma was not

the mount for a man who had been

softening for five months in hospital.
She had only two speeds in her reper-

toire, a walk which slung you up and
down her back from her ears to her

croup, and a trot which jarred your
teeth loose and rattled the buttons off

your tunic. However, she went to the

railhead and Albert Edward mounted

her, threw tl>e clutch into the first

speed and hammered cut the ten miles

to our camp, arriving smothered in

snow and so stiff we had to lift him
down, so raw it was a mockery to offer

him a chair, and therefore he had to

take his tea off the mantelpiece.
We advised a visit to Sand}'. Sandy

was the hot bath merchant. He lurked

in a dark barn at the end of the village,

and could be found there at anytime of

any day, brooding over the black caul-

drons in which the baths were brewed,
his Tam-o'-shanter drooped over one

eye, steam condensing on his blue nose.

Theoretically the hot baths were free,

but in practice a franc pressed into

Sandy's forepaw was found to have a

strong calorific effect on the water.

So down the village on all fours,

groaning like a Dutch brig in a cross-

sea, went our Albert Edward. He
crawled into the dark barn and, having
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no smaller change, contributed a two-

franc bill to the forepaw and told Sandy
about his awful stiffness. His eloquence
and the double fee broke Sandy's heart.

With great tears in his eyes lie assured

Albert Edward that the utmost re-

sources of his experience and establish-

ment should be mobilised on his (Albert

Edward's) behalf, and ushered him ten-

derly into that hidden chamber, con-

structed of sacking screens, which was

reserved for officers. Albert Edward

peeled his clothes gingerly from him,
and Sandy returned to his cauldrons.

The peeling complete, Albert r
Edward sat in the draughts of the '

inner chamber and waited for the i

tering a showy chestnut mare over

the turf, humming a tune aloud. He
looked very fit and very much in love

with the world. 1 asked him what
he meant by it. He replied that he

couldn't help it; everybody was com-

bining to make him happy ; his C.O.

had fallen down a gun-pit and broken
a leg ;

be had won two hundred francs

from his pet enemy; he had discovered

a jewel of a cook ; and then there was

alwaystheBoche, the perfectly priceless,

absolutely ridiculous, screamingly funny
little Boche. The Boche, properly ex-

way and they thought it was a signal
for some frightfulness or other.

He stood by for half an hour, and
then, as nothing happened, turned in.

Ten minutes later the Infantry rang
up again. More funny business ; three
rockets had gone up.
He stood by for an hour with no

result, then sought his bunk once more,

cursing all men. Confound the Infantry
getting the jumps over a rocket or two!
Confound them two times ! Then a

spark of inspiration glowed within him,

glowed and flamed

bath. The outer chamber was
filled with smoke, and the llames !

were leaping six feet above the
|

cauldrons ;
but every time Albert

Edward holloaed for his bath

Sandy implored another minute's

Finally AlLe"t Edward could

stand the draughts no longer and
ordered Sandy, on pain of court-

martial and death, to bring the

water, hot or not.

Whereupon Sandy 'reluctantly

brought his buckets along, and,

grumbling that neither his experi-
ence nor establishment had had a

fair chance, emptied them into the

tub. Albert Edward stepped in

without further remark and sat

down.
The rest of the story I had from

my groom and countryman, who, !

along with an odd hundred other
j

people, happened to he patronising
the outer chamber tubs at the time.

He told me that suddenly they
heard " a yowl like a man that "s

afther bein' bit be a mad dog," and
over the screen of the inner cham-
ber came our Albert Edward in

his birthday dress. " Took it in

his sthride, Sor, an' coursed three

laps round the bath-house cursin'

the way he 'd wither the Divil," __
LATE AS THIS '

Jitly. If his

exalted poilus got the wind p
over a handful of rockets, how
much more also would the de-

teriorating Boche ?

Gurgling happily, he brushed the
rats off his chest and the beetles of!'

his face, turned over and went to

j
sleep. Next morning he wrote a

1 letter to his "
god-mother

"
in Paris

(" line petite femme, trf.s intclligentc,
vans savez "), and ten days later

her parcels came tumbling in. The
first night (a Monday) he gave a

modest display, red and white
rockets bursting into green stars

every five minutes. Tuesday night
more rockets, with a few Catherine-

wheels thrown in. Wednesday
night, Catherine-wheels and golden

i rain, and so on until the end of

. the week, when they finished up
'

with a grand special attraction

|

and all-star programme, squibs,
Catherine-wheels, Roman candles,
Prince of Wales' feathers, ter-

minating in a blinding, fizzing

barrage of coloured rockets, and
" God bless our Home "

in golden
stars.

" All very pretty," said I,
" but

what were the results ?
"

"
Precisely what I anticipated.

A deserter came over yesterday who
,

was through it all and didn't in-
V erqer (to Mrs, binith. about to wed lor fourth tune}, i , -, , ,, , -,

VERY UNUSUAL INDEED, MRS. SMITH. I CAN'T BE- tend to go through it again.
MEMBER ANY OP THE OTHER THREE BEING QUITE SO

said my groom and countryman ;

" then
he ran out of the door into the
snow an' lay down in it." He likewise

told me that Albert Edward's perform- would be a salad sans the dressing.
ance had caused a profound sensation I inquired as to how the arch-

they humourist had been excelling himself

They
had got the wind up properly, he

i said, hadn't had a wink of sleep for

ploited, was a veritable fount of joy.
j

a week. His officers had scratched

He dreaded the end of the War, he ; themselves bald-headed trying to guess
assured me, for n world without Bodies

j

what it was all about. All ranks stood

among the other bathers, and

inquired of Sandy as to the cause lately.
thereof ; but Sandy shook his Tam-o'-

j

The Captain passaged his chestnut
shanter and couldn't tell them ; hadn't . alongside my bay, chuckled and told

the vaguest idea. The water he had me all about it. It appeared that one

given Albert Edward was hardly scald-
j

wet night he was rung up by the In-

ing, he said ; hardly scalding, with
, fantry to say that the neighbouring

barely one packet of mustard dissolved
j

Hun was up to some funny business,
in it. and would he stand by for a barrage,
Our Albert Edward is still taking his

'

please ?

meals off the mantelpiece.
I met my friend, the French battery Hun putting up ?

commander, yesterday. He was can-
j Oh, a rocket had

What sort of funny business was the

gone up over the

to continuously, up to their waists in

mud, frozen stiff and half drowned,
while mij brave little rogues of poilus,
mark you, slept warm in their dug-
outs, and the only man on duty was
the lad who was touching the fireworks

off. O friend of mine, there is much in-

nocent fun to be got out of the Boche
if you '11 only give him a chance !"

PATLANDER.

"The position of men who were not 41 be-

fore June '24, 1917, and who have since attained

41 is aga-m the subject of much confusion."

We can well believe this.
Dispatch,
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A CURE FOR CURIOSITY.

(An Idealistic Fable.)
Alfonso Kbenezer Scutt
Could novel- keep his. mouth-close shut

;

And when I mention that his

\Yas flexible and loosely hung,
You will begin to understand

Why he was honoured ill our land.

A lucky coup in mining shares

Released him from financial cares,
And though his wife was strangely

plain
A lady of Peruvian strain

She had a handsome revenue
Derived from manganese and glue.
Thus fortified, in Nineteen-Six
Alfonso entered polities,

Ousting from Sludgeport-on-the-Ouso
\ Tory of old-fashioned views.
Alfonso Scutt, though wont to preach
In chapels, rarely made a speech,
But managed very soon to clisnl)

To eminence at Question Time.
Fired by insatiable thirst

For knowledge, from the very first

He launched upon an endless sei

Of quite unnecessary queries,
Till overworked ollicials came
To loathe the mention of his name.
At last their anguish grew so keen
The Premier had to intervene,
And by a tactful master-stroke
Relieved them from Alfonso's yoke.

By way of liberal reward
He made the childless Scutt a lord,
And then despatched him on a Mission
In honorific recognition
Of presents sent for our relief

By a renowned New Guinea Chief.
The natives of those distant parts
Are noted for their generous hearts.

But, spite of protests raised by us,
Continue anthropophagous.
And this, I have no doubt, was why,
When Members wished Lord Scutt

good-bye,
You could not see one humid eye.

* * if if -',:

The moral of this simple strain

I trust is adequately plain.
When people crave for information

Unfit, in war, for publication,

They take a line, from vice or levity,
That 's not conducive to longevity.

AX AFRICAN APPEAL.
THE Baboo must look to his laurels,

for other dusky aspirants to fluent

articulate culture are on the war-

path, and they are by no means to

be underrated. I have seen lately

quite a number of letters from young
studious gentlemen of Ashantee, who,
having acquired a little English, desire

more, and develop a passion for cor-

respondence with English strangers,
whose names they pick up. The fol-

lowing typical example, dated March
9th, 1917, will serve to illustrate the
new habit :

" DEAR SIR, I am with much plea-
sure to indite you about your name
that has come to my hand witli great

joy. On the receipt of this letter, know
that I want to be one of your fellow

friends. You have been reported to me
by a friend of mine of your good atten-

tion and benevolences. My openion of

writing you is to say, I want to take

you as my favourite friend. Every-
thing or news that may be happened
there at your side, I wish you to report
same to me. And I also shall report
same to you satisfaction. Will you be

good enough to agree with me? Then
I hope to get few lines of news from

you being as you consented or dis-

consented. To have a friend at abroad
is something that delights the life. 1

am earnestly requested to hear from

you soon. 1 beg to detain, dear Sir,

Yrs truly, ."

To whom do you think that letter is

addressed ? You would suppose to some

public personage with a reputation for

cordial sympathy with the young and
earnest, such as the CHIEF SCOUT, for

instance. But no, the "Dear Sir" is

in reality a limited liability company,
one of whose circulars, I suppose,
wandered to the Gold Coast.
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THE LAW COURTS THEATRE.
"ROMNEY'S BUM "UN."

LONDON \va3 probably never richer

in comic actors than ab the present

moment, for not only is W. H. BERRY
at the Aclolphi, LESLIE HENSON at the

Gaiety, ARTHUR ROBERTS at the Oxford

singing his old songs, and ROBERT HALE
and GEORGE ROBEY twice daily else-

where, but in the Law Courts Play-
house CHARLES DARLING has been lately

at his very best. Dropping in there

last week, during the psrforrnance of a

new farce, entitled llomney's Kum'Un,
I was again fascinated by the inex-

haustible wit and allusive badinage of

this great little comedian, beside whose

ready gagging GEORGE GRAVES himself

is inarticulate. Had not GEORGE EOBEY
invented for application to himself the

descriptive phrase, "The Prime Minis-

ter of Mirth," it should be at once

affixed to the Law Courts' fun-maker ;

but, since it is too late to use that, let

us think of him as " The Chancellor of

the Exchequer of Mirth."

CHARLES DARLING'S success is the

more remarkable because he keeps so

still. Ho sits in his chair as steadily as

another of his outdistanced rivals, SAM
MAYO (" The Immobile Comedian," as

he is called), remains standing. He has

few gestures ;
he rarely, if ever, sings,

and I have never seen him dance ;
and

yet the way in which he "
gets over

"
is

astonishing. "Laughter holding both

his sides" is the most constant attend-

ant of this theatre.

What is the secret ? Well, first and
foremost it is of course to be sought in

the genius of the actor himself ; but

contributory causes are the accoptivity
of the audience, which is more notice-

able in the Law Courts than in any
other London theatre, and the willing-
ness of his fellow-performers to "feed"

him, as stage-folk have it ; that is

to say, provide him with materials

upon which (again resorting to stage

language) he may "crack his wheezes."
The other day, for example, that ex-

cellent comedian, JOHN SIMON, was
his principal ally in this way, and

nothing could have been better than
the sympathy between the two funny
men. To CHARLES DARLING naturally
fell the fat of the dialogue, but no
one enjoyed the treat more than
JOHN SIMON, in whose dictionary the

word jealousy does not exist. LESLIE
SCOTT also did his best to " fead

"
his

principal, and the results wore a scream.

If the jokes were now and then a

little legal, what did it matter ? Many
of the audience were legal too, and that

there is no better audience the reports
of the farces played here day after day
abundantly prove. They are out for

fun, and therefore in an appreciative
and complaisant mood.
To prove a comedian's genius to the

more reader is a dillicult matter, and
one can never hope to re-embody him
in all his humorous idiosyncracies ; but

quotation comes to one's aid, and in the

caso of such a wit as CHARLES DARLING
it is invaluable. Thus JOHN SIMON,

referring to Mrs. SIDDONS' unwieldi-

ness in her old ago, said that in a

certain part she had to be helped
from her knees by two attendants.

Quick as lightning came the comment,
" When she was younger she was able

to rise on her own merits." Was ever

so exquisitely funny and unexpected a

turn given to the dull word " merits
"

?

Another perfect thing from this divert-

ing piece, followed also by Homeric
cachinnations, was the mock - serious

apophthegm :

" If a cloud is going to

support a lady of substantial propor-
tions, you must make it fairly solid."

I came away with reluctance, filled

with wonder at the want of enterprise
shown by our revue-managers in not

having, long ere now, secured CHARLES
DARLING'S services. If only he con-

tinues to take his art seriously he has
a great future. Meanwhile I am apply-

ing embrocation to my sore sides.

NATURE NOTES.
"The Gloaming,"

North Kensington.
DEAR MR. PUNCH, I wonder if any

of your intelligent readers have noticed

the wonderful adaptability of Nature,
of which I send you the following re-

markable instance : The yellowham-
mer, which we are always told sings,
"A little bit of bread and.no che-e-ese,"
has (unless my ears grossly deceive me)
changed its words this year to "A little

bit of cheese and no bre-e-ead !

" Need
I say more ?

Your obedient servant,
OBSERVATOR.

"Mr. Isaac L., is in Cape Town. We
hope the change will do Mrs. L. good."

Wcrldy Paper.

We trust that no domestic differences

are indicated.

"The bread . . . had been collected from
local hostels and barracks for pigs."

Daily Mail.

Does the writer delicately hesitate to

call a sty a sty, or has the internment

of the food-hog really begun ?

" Lord Robert Cecil conclude.1 :

' There is

a well-known French proverb, Quo ;
mes-

sieurs, les assassins commencement let the

murderers begin.'
"

Daily Neics.

Our contemporary has begun.

REVENTLOW RUMINATES.
I HAVE no wounds to show ; the can-

non's thunder
Does not impair my rest. It 'a just

as well,

for, though I dote on blood, and

thoughts of plunder
Act on my jaded spirit like a spell,

I could not but regard it as a blunder
If Prussia's foremost scribe should

stop a shell.

So, while I sport the usual iron crosses,
No feats of valour pinned them, on

my breast,
But writing up the sanguinary losses

Inflicted by our genius in the West.
The punctual theme of my Imperial

boss is
" Turn on a victory !

"
and I do the

rest.

To praise each spasm of ruthlessness

that passes
Down cringing HOLLWEG'S compro-

mising spine,
Boost the pretensions of the ruling

classes

And hail the Hohenzollerns as divine,
And never hesitate to tell the masses

They are and will continue to be

swine :

These are my task. And there are

compensations
About the job that field-grey heroes

lack.

Although, 'e.g., there is a dearth of

rations,

I 'm not the one that goes without
his whack ;

Nor do the bayonets of inferior nations

Send nervous chills down my retreat-

ing back.

Yet sometimes in the small and early
watches

I think,
" Good Lord ! suppose the

U-boats fail !

Or our Colossus of the purple blotches

Should let the Allies get him by the

tail !

Suppose this war is one of Deutsch-
land's botches,

And Right, not Might, should happen
to prevail!

"

There 'd be a revolution ; nought could

stop it.

Not that I 'd weep if WILHELM had
to go;

But what if Holy Junkerdom should

cop it ?

That would be most unfortunate

and, oh!

Supposing Count REVEXTLOW had to

hop it,

Kultur would never rally from the

blow. ALGOL.
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ROYAL ACADEMY DEPRESSIONS.-II.

"COME ALONG, YOU LITTLE I Ml- 1 I'LL LKAHX YOU TO MAKI-.
FUN OF MY TROUSERS."

THK KTKKNAL KK.V11N1NE.
" THAT 'tr, DO ; DON'T TOODBLE ABODT YOCB HAIB WE 'r.a

NOT LIKELY TO MKKT ANYONE."

"OH, I CAN'T 00 LIKK TI1IB; ONi: SEVKR KNOWS W1IKN A
BUBMAIUNB MAY BOB I! I'."

Tin: FOOD SHORTAGE. AllJUVAL OF THE M1ST-SAUCB BOAT.

Figure on the Seat. "He CALLS THIS THE GARDEN or
MEMORIES,' BUT HE J.-EARLX FORGOT MK."

USHAITY RESULT OF A TOO GENEROUS FRUIT DIET.

NATIONAL ECONOMY.
"NOW 1HEN, MY LADS, KEEP YOUB HEADS BOWS OR WE 'LC, HAVETHK FRAME C&NTHOLLEB AFTEB us."
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'

.

'

'

'

'

Second-Lieutenant Spooner (unnerved by presence of a. General inspecting). "THE COMPANY WILL MOVE TO THE FIGHT IN BOARS.

FORM BOAES 1 FIGHT !

"

ZERO.

("Zero-hour" commonly Imown as "Zero" is the liour

fixed for the opening of an Infantry attack.)

I WOKE at dawn and flung the window wide.

Behind the hedge the lazy river ran
;

The dusky barges idled dowa the tide ;

In the laburnum-tree the birds began ;

And it was May and half the world in flower ;

I saw the sun creep over an Eastward brow,
And thought,

" It may be, this is Zero-hour ;

Somewhere the lads are '

going over
'

now."

Somewhere the guns speak sudden on the height
And build for miles their battlement of fire ;

Somewhere the men that shivered all the night
Peer anxious forth and scramble through the

wire,

Swarm slowly out to where the Maxims bark,
And green and red the panic rockets rise ;

And Hell is loosed, and shyly sings a lark,

And the red sun climbs sadly up the skies.

Now they have won some sepulchred Gavrelle,
Some shattered homes in their own dust con-

cealed ;

Now no Bosch troubles them nor any shell,

But almost quiet holds the thankful field,

While men draw breath, and down the Arras road

Come the slow mules with battle's dreary stores,

And there is time to see the wounded stowed,
And stretcher-squads besiege the doctors' doors.

Then belches Hell anew. And all day long
The afflicted place drifts heavenward in dust ;

All day the shells shriek out their devils' song ;

All day men cling close to the earth's charred crust ;

Till, in the dusk, the Huns come on again,

And, like some sluice, the watchers up the hill

Let loose the guns and flood the soil with slain,

And they go back, but scourge the village still.

I see it all. I see the same brave souls

To-night, to-morrow, though the half be gone,
Deafened and dazed, and hunted frcm their holes,

Helpless and hunger-sick, but holding on.

I shall be happy all the long day here,

But not till night shall they go up the steep,

And, nervous now because the end is near,

Totter at last to quietness and to sleep.

And men who find it easier to forget
In England here, among the daffodils,

That there in France are fields unflowered yet,
And murderous May-days on the unlovely hills

Let them go walking where the land is fair

And watch the breaking of a morn in May,
And think,

" It may be Zero over there,

But here is Peace" and kneel awhile, and pray.

"
Surely one result of the war will bo that civilised races will re-

gard the German as an outcast unfit to associate with or to have deal-

ings with on equal terms. If he is able to say
' tu grogue

' we shall

put ourselves in a false position." Times of India.

For ourselves, we decline to do this. We shall simply
call him another.
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FOE SERVICES BENDERED.
A GERMAN DECOEATION FOB BRITISH STRIKERS.
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

"V7

Oar racing correspondent writes that Mr. LLOYD GKOIIUF. is having some difficulty with his string (Sinn Fein's Beauty GINNELL,
AH and More for Ireland REDMOND, and I'lster CAHSON) for the Irish Grand National.

Monday, May 14th. No longer will

the FIRST SEA LORD be distracted from
his primary duty of strafing the Hun by
the necessity of looking after supplies.
That function will now be discharged

by an hon. and temp. Vice-Admiral, in

the person of Sir ERIC GEDDES, late

hon. and temp. Major-General and
Director of Transportation to the Army
in France, and now Shipbuilder-in-
Chief to the nation. Everyone seemed

pleased, with the notable exception of

Mr. HOGGE, who cannot understand

why all these appointments should be

showered upon Sir ERIC GEDDES, when
there are other able Scotsmen still un-

employed. A late hon. Admiral of the

Fleet, now residing at Potsdam, is be-

lieved to share Mr. HOGGE'S objections.
The hardships endured by the criminal

classes when they are so unfortunate

as to get into prison always strikes a

sympathetic chord in the gentle breast

of Mr. EDMUND HARVEY. His latest

discovery is that they are allowed the

use of writing-paper not more than once
a month

;
and for the rest of the time

have to entrust their literary composi-
tions to the unsympathetic surface of a

slate, with the aid of a probably squeaky
slate-pencil. Could JOHN BUNYAN have
written The Pilgrim's Progress under
such conditions ? The question opens

i up a vista of speculation as to the inllu-
:

ence of environment upon the creative

| faculty ;
and it is not surprising that

j

Mr. BRACE was unable to answer it

I

offhand.

In ordinary times the Financial

j Secretary of the Treasury is the most
1

important Member of the Government
i outside the Cabinet. Under the present

regime he is not a member of the House

|

at all. It is true that Mr. BALDWIN
i takes his place as Parliamentary whip-
ping-boy to the CHANCELLOR OP THE
EXCHEQUER with much grace and good
humour; but that does not satisfy hon.

! Members, who.want a more substantial

i object for their daily castigation. The
debate on this subject revealed a sharp

j

division of opinion between Mr. EDWIN
MONTAGU and Mr. HERBERT SAMUEL.
COUSIN EDWIN, as an ex-Secretary of

the Treasury, did not think the House

|

had suffered any serious loss through
, being unable to cross-examine that

|

official direct. COUSIN HERBERT vyas

: shocked at this revolutionary sentiment

coming from his kinsman. If it were

j
accepted there was no logical reason

why even the Chancellor of the Ex-

chequer should have a seat in the

House.
. Why, indeed, have Ministers

at all ? A row of gramophones, ranged
along the Treasury Bench and supplied

with officially prepared records, would

satisfy all legitimate curiosity.

Tuesday, May 15th. I forget how
many weeks ago it is since Mr. BONAH
LAW announced that the Government
were going to make one more effort to

settle the Irish Question, and that in

due course the PRIME MINISTER would
announce their proposals. Since then
events have conspired to produce suc-

cessive postponements. Mr. LLOYD
GEORGE had to go to France for the
War refuses to stop even though Irish-

men decline to encourage it Mr. RED-
MOND fell ill, Archbishop WALSH in-

dited a postscript, and an election in

South Longford suggested doubts as to

whether Nationalist M.P.'s were really
the Irish nation after all. Nevertheless

there is a plan ; and it is to be com-

municated, but in the first instance to

the leaders of Irish parties only, and

then, if they please, to the Press, and

finally, perhaps, to the House of Com-
mons.

Wc/lne.xday, Man lth. We all want
to help the new Russian Government
in its difficult task, but I doubt if Mr.
SNOWDEN and his pacifist friends have
contributed to that end by inviting the

House of Commons to endorse forth-

with the " no annexation, no indem-
nities

"
declaration of a section of the
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Revolutionaries, and by supporting their

proposal in a series of spooc.hrs which

might bo summed up in the -.

" Peace at any Price." Even tho ( icr

111:111 Cu \\<-i-:u.ou will not ho wholly

pleased, for the debate rovi'alcd that,

apart from tho seven or eight gontlc-
inen wlio follow tho white Hag of thu

.Member for Blackburn, tho House is

absolutely fixed in its determination

to defeat German militarism before

talking of peace.
After the searching analysis to which

the lion. Member's confident statements

were subjected by Lord KouEirr CECIL
and Mr. A. V. WHY-PI-: there was nothing
loft of them but a trace of acid.

So far as I am aware tho Member for

Blackburn has never endangered tho

integrity of his principles by helping
his country in any way to win the War.
In this respect Mr. LEES SMITH, who
seconded the motion, has a less con-

sistent record, for he has worn khaki as

an orderly of tho R.A.M.C. But in his

case service abroad seems only to have
confirmed his peculiar principles, for he
thinks that we ought to return tho

German colonies, and enable the natives

to enjoy once again tho blessings of

Kultitr. If ho ever saw the Hun while

ho was in France it must have been

through a pair of rose-tinted binoculars.

Thursday, May YWi. We are all

:igog to know whether tho PRIME
MINISTER'S oiler of immediate Home
Rule to twenty-six Counties of Ireland
is to bo blessed or banned by tho
Nationalists. This is tho day when
Irish Questions have priority, and the
House hears such important inquiries
as whether Hibernian holiday-makers
will have their excursion-trains restored

to them ; what became of a side of bacon

captured by the police during the Easter

Monday rebellion, and why a certain

magistrate should have been struck

off the Commission of the Peace for

a trifling refusal to take the oath of

allegiance. Are we to go without this

entertainment in the future, or will Mr.
REDMOND refuse to rob Westminster
of its gaiety even for the sake of College
Green ?

If, as I ventured to suggest last

week, the CHANCELLOR OF THE EX-
CHEQUER had laid in a stock of tobacco
before tho Budget he has evidently ex-

hausted it by now, for, on his attention

again being called to the exorbitant

charge of the tobacconists, he no longer
pooh-poohed the matter, but sternly
declared that tho situation was being
closely watched.

Commercial Candour.
"Tho Cur that never fails to give anything

but satisfaction to its owners."

Ailrcrtisrmcnt in "Indian Motor Kfirs."

Amateur (awaitinj hit turn to perform). "A-AKE YOU KEUYOfS, OLD CHAP?"

Infant Prodigy (ditto). "WHAT IS ' NERVOUS '?"

MY AMERICAN COUSINS.
BECAUSE they speak the tongue that 's

mine,
Rich in the treasure that belongs

To them as well as me, and twine
Their heart-strings in our English

songs,
I knew they 'd scorn those German

threats

And sham regrets.

Because their country's name is scrolled

With Liberty's; because her fate,

Like England's own, must be unrolled
In Freedom still, they had to hate

The thought of bowing down before
A Lord of War.

And now they '11 lavish in tiie strife

The gold they 've scorned to love too

well,

And fleets to bring the food that 's life,

And guns of death, and steel and
shell;

Defeat or triumph, stand or fall,

They "11 share their all.

They 're out for business ; now 'a their

Day;
They took their time, but finished

right ;

The heat got slowly comes to stay ;

Patient for peace means firm in fight;
And so their country still shall be

Land of the Free.

"Remarkable scones were witnessed at Kxeter

yesterday at the free distribution of 10,000 Ibs.

of potatoes in 5 Ib. lots. Five thousand people
obtained 5 Ibs. each." Sunday Paper.

This result was obtained by the fore-

thought of the distributors, who had
the potatoes laid out on multiplication-
tables.
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Fanner. "WHAT THE BLANKS ARE YOU DOINU? AND WITH THEM 'CUBES STANDIN' HIDLI.'.'"

Tommy. "CLBANIN 1 ME BUTTONS. 'AVKN'T VOU NKVKIl BEEN A SO1.DIBH?"

THE DOLLS THAT DID THEIR BIT.

" Je vous tends man corbillon : qu'y
mct-on 1

"
asked Jeanne, holding out

her basket towards the first of her dolls

seated ina seini
;
circle before her. Most

of them were quite familiar with the

game, but for the sake of a new-corner
Jeanne had explained that each player
must place in the basket some object
the name of which ended with on, to

rhyme with corbillon. She had an-

nounced that this time the game was
in aid of a cause, and that therefore it

must be played with things and not
with words only.

"Qu'y met -on, Marie?" repeated
Jeanne. "

Rappelez - vous bien que
c'est une quete a 1'intention des petites
filles polonaises internees au camp de

Havelberg !

"
What, Marie had nothing

but her chain necklace, and that did not
end in on '

No, but the links of the
chain did, argued Jeanne. " Donne dm
chainons !

"
she prompted in a whisper.

"
J'y mets des chainons," said Marie in

Jeanne's thinnest voice, and the neck-
lace found its way into the basket.

" Je voits tends mon corbillon : qu'ij
met-on ? A vous, Marthe. 6," ex-

claimed Jeanne, "tu y mets ton chig-
non ? Eh bien, tu sais, n'est-ce pas,
beta, qu'il faut que tu t'y mettes avec !

"

and into the basket she went after a i

lingering caress from Jeanne.

" Jc vous tends mon corbillon: qu'y
iiinl-on ?" It was the turn now of

Yvonne in her bed. "Comment," said

Jeanne, affecting indignation,
"

si tu

n'etais pas si frileuse tu donnerais ton

edredon ?
" And what about the little

poupees polonaises internees, snatched
from their beds and carried off without

any bedclothes at all, let alone an
eiderdown! Presently, "J'y mets mon
edredon," Yvonne was understood to

say, and "
Sage !

"
approved Jeanne.

" Je vous tends mon corbillon : qu'y
met-on ? Jacques, mon pauvre ami, tu

n'as pas de chance, liein ?
"

There
was no help for it ; it was the only
thing he had that rhymed.

"
Imagine

la joiedes petites polonaises internees !

"

she urged, taking the necessary action.
"
J'y mets mon pantalon," piped a dis-

consolate little thread of voice.
" Je vous tends mon cot-billon : qu'y

met-on! A vous, Mikadesse!" Abeam
of pleasure, succeeded 'by a falling of

the countenance, then a look of decision,
ended in a "

Iloup-la !

"
as the Japanese

doll descended into the basket, and was
made to say, "J'y mets une poupee du

Japon!" After all she was an ally of

the little polonaises.
" Je vous tends mon corbillon: qit'i/

met-on / Aliens, les jumeaux ! a vous !

"

Jeanne thought the twins were really
in a plight and that she would have to

help them out with a gift, but, quick

as thought, Castor seized Pollux, say-

ing,
"
J'y mets mon compagnon !

"

and Pollux, divining his intention,

grasped Castor, declaring excitedly,
" Et moi aussi, j'y mets mon compag-
non." And into the basket they leapt

|

together.
"
lls s'entetent a rester in-

f separables," sighed Jeanne ;

"
c'est

1

bien."
' Jc cons tends mon corbillon : qu'y

mct-on 'I

"
Adelaide never had possessed

anything worth giving away, and yet
she seemed to be suggesting that the

contents of the basket did not look

very imposing so far, and would hardly
he enough to go round among so many
little Poles, so Jeanne came to the

rescue with gifts of toys until "J'y
mets ma contribution !

" came jubi-

lantly forth in a voice that forgot to

be Adelaide's.

All had now contributed. Yet Jeanne
had a feeling that somehow it was not

the end of the game. She pondered
gravely for a few moments, then,

placing herself solemnly before the

mirror, she addressed herself :

"
Jeanne, jc vous tends mon corbillon :

qu'y met-on {
"

After a few seconds
she began to see what she ought
to do.

"Qu'y mets-tu, Jeanne '?

"
It would

be rather hard, but she must do it.

Sitting down and turning up the

skirt of her frock, she took each of the
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Officer's Servant (replying to tuh < /v criticism nf ictir-aorn ckargcr). "I 'KARD THE OUVNOR SAY THERE WAS THREB 'UJJDHED
RKKLKKD FOB 'IM BEFORE THB WAR. WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THAT?"

Jock. "WEEL, I'M THENK1X' THERE WAS TWA FOOL8 MKT THAT DAY, AND I DIUNA KEN WHICH O' THEM WAS THE BIGGER."

contributors, kissed and caressed them,
and placed them in her lap. AdelaTilc

only did she except, explaining to the

others,
"
Oui, mes cheris, je garde

Adelaide, car savez-vous bien, c'est elle

f]ui me donno des idees ; je prends tou-

jours conseil avec elle. Alors, n'est ce

pas ?
!

Tlien, carrying the dolls in her

petticoat, she solemnly undid the button
,

let it slip down with the dolls inside,
and placed it resolutely in the basket,

saying :

"
J'y mets mon jupon !

"

What was Adelaide saying? One
must give cheerfully and not regret
the gift ? Siirtoitt il ne faut pas verser

line lannc !

So, hugging her doll, Jeanne returned
to the mirror and added, smiling, "Avec
sa-tis-fac-ti-on !

"

"
I'm-i'ects in English Literature.

III. Looking Kackwurd."
The Athcn,, 11111.

Wo trust tliis is only preliminary to a
further advance.

"Shepherds in Scotland are feeding lambs
with whisky and hot milk. Many titled

landed proprietors arc acting as shepherds."
Da ih/ \fir.t.

Surely our Eadical contemporary does
not mean to suggest

FAIRIES.
THERE are fairies at the bottom of our

garden !

It 's not so very, very far away ;

You pass the gardener's shed and you
just keep straight ahead ;

I do so hope they 've really come to

stay.
There 's a little wood, with moss in it

and beetles,

And a little stream that quietly runs

through ;

You wouldn't think they 'd dare to come

menymaking there

Well, they do.

There are fairies at the bottom of our

garden !

They often have a dance on summer
nights ;

The butterflies and bees make a lovely
little breeze,

And the rabbits stand about and hold
the lights.

Did you know that they could sit upon
the moonbeams

And pick a little star to make a fan,

And dance away up there in the middle
of the air '.'

Well, they can.

There are fairies at the bottom of our

garden !

You cannot think how beautiful they
are;

They all stand up and sing when the

Fairy Queen and King
Come gently floating down upon their

car.

The King is very proud and very hand-
some ;

The Queen now can you guess who
that could be

(She 's a little girl all day, but at night
she steals away) ?

Well it's ME!

" YOUNG Lady Wanted, for few months, as

Companion-Help (seaside) ; fare paid and 6d.

week pocket-money ; or would train Girl as

i Housemaid, same terms. *" Provincial Paper.

,
Such extravagance in \var-timeought

I to be checked.

"SHADY GERMAN TRICK.

In the village of Boisleux-au-Mont the

Germans utilised part of the cemetery to bury
their own dead, but before doing so deliber-

ately .hewed down every tree growing on the

side of the ground wlir-re the French graves
lie." Daily Paper.

Is "shady" quite the right word for

this outrage?
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PEAS AND PLEDGES.
" HAS anything special," I said,

" been happening during

my absence?"
\Vo are tip to our chins in work," said Francesca.

" But is it real work ?
"

" Of course it is. We 've formed a General Committee,
of which everybody's a member, including you, and we've
formed an Executive Committee, of which there are about a

dozen members. And then there are some Sub-Committees."
"
Yes, 1 know. The Executive Committee thinks it 's

going to do all the work, but it 's got to report to the

General Committee, and it'll be a great piece of luck if

the General Committee doesn't

insist on asserting itself by up-

sotting all the decisions of the

Executive Committee."
" Oh, but our General Com-

mittee isn't going to bo like that

at all. There won't be any petty

jealousy about our General Com-
mittee. Besides, the Executive

Committee has power to acfc,

and it doesn't need to report
till the Annual Meeting of the i

General Committee, which is to !

be held a year from now. When
\

that time comes lots of things |

will have happened."
"
That," I said,

"
is one of the

truest things you 've ever said.

Even the War may be over by
that time."

" But if it'isn't we shall all be

living on swedes or pea-soup, or

rice-bread or all three together ;

and we shall have a food con-

troller in every village, and our
Committees won't be wanted.".
"I beg your pardon; they'll

be more wanted than ever to

keep the controller straight and
act as a buffer between him and
the population."

" But they won't know they 're

a buffer, and they won't like it

when some tactless person tells

them. Anyhow, that's a long
way. off, and in the meantime
we 've got the land."

" Who 've got what land ?
"

Our Committee," said Fran-

THE SERVANT PROBLEM.

Lady. "AND WHY DID YOUB LAST MISTRESS "

Applicant (loftily).
" EXCUSE ME', MADAM I

"

Lady. "WELL-^-EB YOUB LAST EMPLOYEB "

Applicant.
" I BEG YOUB PABDON, MADAM !

"

Lady. "WELL, THEN, YOUB LAST EB PBAY WHAT DO you
CALL THOSE IN WHOSE SERVICE .YOU ABE ENGAGED'.1 "

Applicant.
"
CLIENTS, MADAM." [Collapse of interrogator.]

" Wouldn't it be a good thing, at some stage or other, to

plant the peas?
"

"
Yes, it would ;

but you can't do it as simply as all that,

can you? Isn't there something highly agricultural that

you must do first ?
"

" I should chuck 'om in and chance it."
" A nice farmer you 'd make," she said scornfully.

" I 'm

remembering it now. It 's got something to do with
drills."

" Like the Volunteers ?
"

"
No, not a bit like the Volunteers."

"
Well, then, like potatoes.

1 '

"
Yes, more like potatoes, except that they 're peas in

this case."

"How true," I said.
" Yes. And don't forget that

while you were away we formed
a League of Honour in the

village and bound ourselves to

observe the FOOD CONTROLLER'S
rations."

" Am I a member? "

"Yes, we thought you 'd like to

be one, so I gave your name in."

"I think a man must pledge
his own honour. He can't have
it done for him."

" There 's no public ceremony.
You can just pledge yourself
in your mind, and then put a

pledge card in one of the win-
dows."

"I'll have tea first," I said,

"and then I'll chooss the win-

dow, and then I '11 pledge myself
in my mind."

."No, you can do the pledging
now."

" I 've done it, while you were

talking."
"And after all it's only the

old rations according to Lord
DEVONPORT, and we 've been

working under them for some
time now."

" So we have," I said ;

" but
of course the card in the win-
dow makes all the difference."

E. C. L.

cesca,
" have got two acres of land from Mr. Carberry, and

we 're going to grow a crop of peas on it so that everybody
may have pea-soup in case of a pinch."

" But what about the peas ?
"
I said,

sure of those ?
"

" Have you made

" We had a good deal of trouble about them, but we 've

got a firm promise of six bushels."
"
Capital ! But are you quite sure you know how to

bring the land and the peas together?
"

"
Well, I 'm not so much of an expert as I should like to

be, but Mr. Bolton 's a practical farmer, and he 's going to

do all he can for us."
" Will he plough it?"
" It 's been ploughed twice, so he 's undertaken to harrow

it and scarify it doesn't it sound awful ? and then some-

thing else is going to happen to it, but I forget what it 's

called."

Our Modest Contemporaries.
" Had it been intended to make any

new pronouncement of importance the Berlin Government would
have taken steps to circulate the speech by wireless in time for publi-
cation in ' The Star '

yesterday evening." TJio Star.

It is possible that Dr. BETHMANN-HOLLAVEG was misled

by our contemporary's habit of publishing its
" 7.0 Edition"

at 4.30.

From an obituary notice :

"He had studied Eastern religions, and claimed to have been
initiated as a llama of Tibet." Daily Mail.

Or should it be the Grand Lama of Peru ?

"The Food Economy Committee were astounded yesterday at

the secretary's report of a collier's family of six persons who con-

sumed twenty half-quartern loaves in one week, averaging twenty
pounds of bread per person." Sunday Chronicle.

It is not stated whether the astonishment was caused by
the family's appetite or the secretary's arithmetic.
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Fnml Mother (reading). "'OUR CAPTAIS 18 ONE OF THE BKST, AND WE'RE HEADY TO FOLLOW HIM TO It . . I,.' I SUPPOSE HE MEANS
THK HlMHONIiURIi

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clsrks.)

IN the list of heroic young soldier-authors whose gifts
the War has revealed to us cnly to snatch them away, the
name of DONALD HANKUY already holds an honoured place.
It will, therefore, be good news to the many admirers of

.1 tititili'ii! in Anns that a further selection of these hearten-

ing and fine-spirited papers has been prepared under the

title of A Student in Anns Second Series (MELROSE). The
thousands who already know and admire Lieut. HANKEY'H
work will need no introduction to this, which exhibits all

the (jiiulities of courage and sympathy that have given the
former book a world-wide popularity. They, and others,
will however welcome the occasion afforded here of learning

something about the life and personality of the writer,
which they will do both from the short preface contributed

by one who^o identity is hardly disguised under the initials
"

1 1 . M . \ . 1 1 .'and from a couple of papers, autobiographical,
that end the volume. Bugbieans especially will be inter-

ested to read DONALD HANKKY'S recollections of his school-

days, with their tribute to the house-master affectionately
known to so many generations as "Jackey." A book, in

short, that will add to the admiration and regret with which
its author is spoken of in three continents.

He Looki'il in Mi/ Window (CHATTO AND WINDUS), by
ROHKRT HALIFAX, gives the adventures of Ruth Shadd,
decentesfc of dwellers in a incanish street, during her
determined hunt for a husband. It would have been easy
to make all this unlovely in its frankness, but the author

very skilfully (and, I think, very sincerely) avoids this.

Ruth is a fine girl, with character and candour, those too

rare assets, and having pursued, and found wanting, Bert,

the swanker, who hasn't the courage for matrimony; the

polite and fatuously prudent Archie, and Joe, the vege-
tarian, who had such exalted faith in malt, she wjns
a deserved happiness with someone that she had never

even thought of pursuing. Mr. HALIFAX gives me an

impression of almost cinematographic and gramophonic
exactness in his portraiture. George Shadd, Ruth's father,

who worked in the gasworks and was one of the vjery best,

delighted me particularly, with his pathetic little garden,
his battle with the slugs and black-fly, and his fine patience
with Mrs. Shadd, who put her washing before his fire and
her props among his choicest seedlings a difficult woman
indeed. The author writes with humour and sympathy;
and that is the way to write of this brave if narrow life.

It is the first time I have looked in Mr. HALIFAX'S window.
I shall take steps to do so again. 'Tis a nice clean window.

Not even the most confirmed Gallio can avoid caring for

Arthur StantonA Memoir, by the Rt. Hon. G. W. E.
RUSSELL (LONGMANS), when he has once dipped his mind
into the book. It is the record of a singularly beautiful

and beneficent life, lived to the very utmost in the service

of God and man, and ruled by a simple and direct religion
which constantly forced practice up to the exalted level of

precept. Judged by merely worldly standards of achieve-

ment, ARTHUR STANTON'S life could not be considered a

success. He began as curate of St.. Alban's, Holborn, and
as curate of St. Alban's he ended after many years of

enthusiastic devotion to humanity. He was foiled and
thwarted by the great ones of the Church, inhibited in one
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place, suspended in another, and frequently doomed to find

a Bishop or a Chaplain-General set, like a lion, across his

path. But nothing could avail to stop him where he found

a soul that could be saved or misery that could be relieved.

His congregation, drawn from the slums of Holborn, would
have died for him to a man, for they realised with how

great an ardour his life was spent in order that he might

help them. His faith was not a mystery kept apart for

special occasions, but a daily and hourly influence vivifying
his words and directing hi* actions. And no man could

have enjoyed himself more than this true' saint and inter-

preter of God to man. His religion was not one of gloom
and foreboding, but a cheerful and delightful habit of mind
and soul. Tantitm rcliyio potuit suadere honorum. Mr.

RrwsELi, has done his work with great skill and perfect

sympathy, and has produced a book that does honour to

himself and to the beloved friend whom it is his privilege
to commemorate.

once hasten home and do so. But while we are upon
Mr. BLATHWAYT'S dramatic recollections, I must respect-

fully traverse his dictum that some of the acting at the
local pageants of a few years back "

surpassed the very
best I have seen upon the stage." As one who took a

personal part in many of those well-meant revivals, and
dates a relaxed throat from the effort of vociferating history,

up-wind, towards a stand full of ear-straining auditors,
I bow but remain unconvinced.

At the Back of the

The many readers of Punch who took a close interest in

ALEC JOHNSTON'S letters written

Front" and "At the Front"
will be glad to have them in

collected form. The memory of

his gallant end: he was killed

in action after the brilliant cap-
ture of a salient near Ypres, at

the head of his company of

Shropshires is fresh in all our
hearts. A preface to At the

Front (CONSTABLE) contains an

appreciation of his high charac-

ter and soldierly qualities by his

friend and fellow-officer, Captain
INUBAM, R.A.M.C., D.S.O., M.C.,
who a few weeks later was him-
self killed. It is a tine tribute

paid by orie true soldier to

another. These letters of ALEC
JOHNSTON, as their editor re-

minds us,
" were composed in

thp brief interludes Snatched

Although the literary style of Mr. JULIUS M. PRICE, of

The Illustrated London 'News, is too breezy for my taste, I

am glad to have read his Six Months on the Italian Front

(CHAPMAN AND HALL). Possibly he under-estimates our

appreciation of Italy's share in the War's burden, but
his account of the conditions prevailing upon the Italian

front, and of the courage and skill with which they have
been overcome, deserves our undiluted approval. It is

difficult to believe that anyone who is not at least a member
of the Alpine Club can dimly realise the engineering feats

which the Italian soldiers have performed. Mr. PRICE has
been given many opportunities
of observation, and where none

I was given to him he has con-

|

trived to make them for himself.

'.
And the result is a book full of

incident and excitement. I hope
that he will pardon me when I

!

add that my sense of gratitude
i would have been greater if, in

I

addition to the photograph of

j
himself or even instead of it

he had given us a map. For
i
the rest his illustrations are

excellent.

To MARTIN SWAYNK, officer

;

in the R.A.M.C., on his lawful
; occasions or in the intervals of

swatting flies In Mesopotamia
Ex-Journalist. " DON'T YOU THINK THAT COOK HAS i

(HoDDKR AND STOUGHTON), there
STRKBSKD THE ONIONS A LITTLE IN THE 6TEW TO-DAY?" .. .''

OU11 UIXKD AHMY.

from hard fighting and hard fatigues. They never pre-
tended to be more than the gay and cynical banter of one
who brought to the perils of life at the Front an incur-

able habit' of humour. They are typical of that brave

spirit, essentially English, that makes light of the worst
that fate can send."

It must, I should think, be exceedingly difficult to find

a new title in these days for a volume of reminiscences.
Mr. RAYMOND BLATHWAYT seems to have solved the problem
happily enough by calling his contribution to the rapidly-

increasing library of recollections, Through Life and Hound
the World (ALLEN). One way and another, first as a curate

(rightly termed by the publishers
" rather unconventional "),

later as journalist, Mr. BLATHWAYT has contrived to use a

pair of remarkably open eyes with excellent effect. The
result is this fat volume, whose contents, if honesty con-

strains me to call the most of them gossip, are at least

generally entertaining and never ill-natured. Needless to

say, Mr. BLATHWAYT, like the elder Capitlct, can "
tell a tale

such as will please." For myself, out of a goodly store, I

should select for first honours a repartee, new to me, of

Sir HERBERT TRICE (forgive this dropping into rhyme !).
It

tells of a boastful old-time actor, vaunting his triumphs as

Hamlet, when " the audience took fifteen minutes leaving
the theatre." " Was he lame ?

"
If our only HERBERT did

not in fact make this reply, I can only hope that he will at

came some thoughts pleasant
and bitter, and you can see that he has selected the

pleasant and cut out the others, partly because of his

loyalty and humour, and partly, no doubt, in deference to

the prejudices of censorship. And he writes his selection of

printable remarks in a very agreeable and not undistin-

guished idiom, pointing the narrative with reflections sane

and sage enough. He has also made some water-colour

notes (here reproduced in colour) of things seen
;

not

remarkable, but adequate to convey an impression. We
have all lamented the confusions (shall we call them

'.')
of

the medical service, and the trials of our troops in that

blessed region entered through Kurna, the Gate of the

Garden of Eden, in the early days of the Mesopotamian
adventure. The author reports a radical improvement, and
if Eden isn't exactly the name you 'd give to this pest-
ridden country at least the fighting men are now backed

by the devotion and competence of the healing men, and all

goes well for both. To the bulldog might well be added the

retriever as our national emblem. We are some retrievers.

From an article headed " Outlook for Oil
"

:

"It is urged in commercial circles that the Government should
secure men with laboratory experience, plus a complete absence of

practical knowledge, to report on shale deposits." Australian J'aper.

We thought it was only in the Old Country that Govern-
ments had any use for that sort of man.
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MB. WILT, THOKNK declares that a

hotel in Petrograd charged liiin twelve

shillings for four small custards. After

all, the war spirit of Russia, it would

seem, is not wholly dead.
* *

According to officials of the Food

Ministry, "domestic pastry" may still

be baked. Tho idea is that this kind

of pastry tends to decrease the total

number of food consumers.
* *

Allied control officers have discovered

liltivn hundred tons of potatoes hidden
in Athens. The Salonika expedition is

now felt to be justified.
* :

A certain Kingston resident, when out

w. ilking, wears a white band on his hat,

with the words,
" Eat less

I. Do it now." Eye-
wii nesses report that the

immediate rush of pedes-
trians to the tea-rooms to

ss bread is most grati-

fying. ,_,

"TheBritish loaf," accord-

ing to .Mr. KENNEDY JONES,
"

is going to beat the Ger-
mans." If grit can do it,

we agree. ... ...

*
'

" Allotments under culti-

vat ion in Middlesex," says a

weekly paper breathlessly,
"

if placed end to end, would
reach live miles." Of course
it is not thought likely that

they will be. ,
:: +

the right to organise his own defeats

without any assistance

highost-but-one.

from the All-

A London dairyman has been IK

fined for selling water containing a large

percentage of milk.
*

" To tell you the honest truth," said

(.lie Hon. .Jons COLLIER, givingevidenco
in the Romney case,

" wo artists do
not think much of the art critics." It

is this dare-devil attitude which dis-

tinguishes your real genius.
if ",'.

*
Some surprise was recently caused

in Liverpool when the residents learned

from the Cologne Gazette that their

port had been destroyed and all the

inhabitants removed to another town.

They consider that in common fairness

City business houses, it is stated,

are adopting the practice of closing

during the dinner - hour. The old-

fashioned custom of doing business

and dining on alternate days had much
to recommend it.

I

There was no sugar in England when

Crecy and Agincourt were fought, as

Captain BMIH KM' told the House of

Commons recently. How the War
OHico did without its afternoon tea in

those barbarous days it is impossible
to conjecture. :;

. *

The forthcoming Irish Convention is

to be held, it is stated, behind locked

doors. Why not addacharmingelement
of adventure to the affair by entrusting
some thoroughly absent-minded person
with the k V

Lord KSHF.H believes that

j

"our home-coming is not
far distant." Meanwhile it

is cheering to know that

quite a number of our
fellows are getting home
on the HINDENBCRG line.V

"
Walking canes for ladies

with small round beads of

ivory
"

are becoming in-

creasingly popular, declares

a contemporary. We our-

selves would hesitate to

lash the follies of smart

Society in a manner quite
so frank.

Proprietress las customer becomes obstreperous).
OVER THE TOP!"

'NOW THEX, WlLUK,

* *
*

The father of a lad charged with

embezzlement explained that since the

boy was struck on the head with a

cricket ball he could not keep a penny
novel out of his hands. Speculation is

now rife as to the nature of the acci-

dents responsible for the passion that

some people entertain for our more

expensive fiction.
* *

" It is possible," says a contemporary,
" that an invention will one day be

forthcoming which will make a clean

sweep of the submarine." Meanwhile
we must expect him to go on acting
like the dirty sweep he is.

* *

To meet the paper shortage, Austrian
editors have determined to economise by
reducing the daily report of victories.

Le Matin states that at a Grand
Council of War sharp disagreement on
the conduct of operations arose between

the Cologne Gazette ought to have given
them some idea as to where they were

living. ,

*

Itis announced tliat fourGerman Wai-

Correspondents have been decorated
with the Iron Cross of the Second Class.

We have always maintained that the

War Correspondent, like his fighting
brother, is not immune from the perils:
of warfare.

It appears that at

Bath War Hospital a
the

hen

lays an egg every day in a soldier's

locker. Only physical difficulties pre-
vent the large-hearted bird from laying
it in his egg-cup. # ^

*

ZAMBI, a Zulu native, has just died
at the age of a hundred-and-twelve. It

seems that war-worry hastened his end.

* *
Professional Candour.

From a dentist's advertisement :

"TEETH EXTRACTED WITH THE
GREATEST PAINS."

We are not surprised to learn that

the mouth-organ is the favourite in-

strument among the soldiersin a certain

Labour unit. The advantage of this! "WANTED. Good cook-general, for very
instrument is that when carried in the !

small Naval officer's family.'"

pocket it does not spoil the figure like

a 'cello. *
*

Now that the shortage of starch

supplies will compel men '

to wear
soft collars it is understood that Mr.
GEORGE BERNARD Sn.vw, who already
wears them soft, proposes to give up

the KAISKK and HINDKNHUUG. The collars altogether, so as not to be mis-

Marshal, we understand, insisted upon taken for an ordinary man.

Isle of Wight Mercury.

Intending applicants should exercise

caution. A very small Naval officer

may have a very large family.

"5 REWARD. Lost from Ruislip (July

1214), half-persian dark tabby torn cat.

Jfaivow Observer.

And they tell us that a cat has only
nine lives 1
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THE PROPHETIC PRESENT.
"There is no Hindenluirg line."

Inspired Ceniian Press.

BY nature they abhor the light,

But here in this their latest tract

Your parrot Press by oversight
lias deviated into fact

;

If not (at present) strictly true,

It shows a sound anticipation
Born of the fear that 's father to

The allegation.

For, though the boasted "line" of which

No trace occurs on German maps
Eetains the semblance of a ditch,

It has some nasty yawning gaps ;

It bulges here, it wobbles there,

It crumples up with broken hinges,

Keeping no sort of pattern where
Our Push impinges.

When the triumphant word went round
How that your god, disguised as man,

At victory's height was giving ground
According to a well-laid plan,

Here he arranged to draw the line

(As Siegfried's you were told to

hymn it)

And plant Nil ultra for a sign

Meaning the limit.

And now " There 's no such thing,"

they say ;

Well, that implies prophetic sense ;

And, if a British prophet may
Adopt their graphic present tense,

I would remark and so forestall

A truth they '11 never dare to trench
on :

There is no HINDENBUBG at all,

Or none worth mention.

O. S.

WAYS AND MEANS.
I MET her at the usual place, and

she looked much the same as usual
which astonished me rather.

" Now that we 're engaged," I began.
"Oh, but we aren't," said Phyllis.
" Are you by any chance a false

woman?" I asked. "You remember
what you said last night ?

"

" I do, and what I said I stick to.

But that was pleasure, and this is

business."

I looked at her in sudden alarm.
" You 're you 're quite sure you

aren't a widow, Phyllis?
"

"Quite. Why?"
"
Talking of business at a time like

this. It sounds so so experienced."
"
Well, if you. will try to settle our

whole future lives in one short week-
end leave, we must at least be practical.

Anyway, it 's just this. I 'm not going
to be engaged to you until there 's

some prospect of our getting married.
I hate long engagements."

" That means not till after the War,
then," said I disconsolately.

" I 'm 'afraid it does. But when
once the War 's over it won't he long
before you '11 ho able to keep me in the

style to which I 'm accustomed, will

it ?
"

" Years and years, I should think,"
said I, looking at her new hat. " It '11

take at least a pound a day even to

start with."

"Three hundred and sixty-five a

year," said she thoughtfully.
" And an extra one in Leap Year,"

I warned her.
" Did I ever tell you," she asked with

pride,
" that 1 have money of my

own ?
"

"Hurrah!" I shouted. "You dar-

ling ! How splendid !

"

"
Jimmy," she said apprehensively,

"you aren't marrying me for it, are

you ?
"

" How can I tell till I know how
much you 've got ?

"

"
Well, at a pound a day it would

take us to February 19th. You 'd have
to begin from there."

" What an heiress ! Promise you '11

never cast it in my teeth, dear, that

I 've got less than you. I 've got enough
War Loan to take us on to the 23rd
and halfway through the 24th

;
and

Exchequer Bonds and things which
will see us through er to about 7.15

P.M. on March 31st. Then there 's rny

writing."
"
Oh," she said in a surprised tone

" do they pay you for that ? I always
thought you gave them so much a line

to put things in like advertisements,

you know."
" Madam," I answered with dignity,

" when you find yourself, from April 1st

until April 20th, depending each year
upon my pen for the very bread you
eat, perchance you will regret those

wounding words."
"
Well, what else ?

"

I shook my head.
" That 's all," I said. " We don't seem

to have got very far, do we ? Couldn't

you er trim hats, or take in wash-

ing, or something ?
"

" No but you could. I mean, we
haven't counted in your salary yet,
have we ?

"

" What salary ?
"

"
Wel^, whatever they give you for

doing whatever you do. What were

you getting before the War ?
"

"
Oh, nothing much."

"
Yes, but how much ?

"

"
Eeally," I began stiffly.

" If you 're ashamed to say it right out,

just tell me how far it would take us."
" To a"bout the end of September, I

should think."
"
Oh, dear ! Three more months to

go." A frown wrinkled her forehead
;

then her brow cleared. "
Why, of

course we haven't counted in the

holidays." ;

"They aren't usually an asset."
"
Yes, they are if you spend them

with your rich relations. I 've got lots,

but I don't think they 'd like you
much."

" All right," said I shortly ;

"
keep

your beastly relations. I shall go to

Uncle Alfred for October. He loves

me."
" That leaves November and Decem-

ber," she mused. "
Oh, well, there 's

nothing else for it we must quarrel."
"
What, now ?

"

"
No, stupid. Every October 31st,

by letter. Then I '11 go home to mother,
and you '11 stay with Uncle Alfred some
more. I hope he '11 like it."

"
Y-e-s," I said doubtfully.

" That
would do it, of course. But we shan't

see very much of each other that way,
shall we? Still, I suppose . . . Good
Heavens !

"

"What's the matter?"
"
Phyllis, we 've forgotten all about

income-tax. That means about another
two months to account for."

" My dear, how awful !
"

There was a pause while we both

thought deeply.
" Couldn't you ..." we began to-

gether at last, and each waited for the

other to finish.
" Look here," I remarked,

" we 're

both very good at finding things for

the otheV to do. Isn't there anything
we could do together a job for '

re-

spectable married couple,' you know ?
"

"
Why, of course caretaking ! We '11

look after ducal mansions in the silly

season, when everybody 's out of town.
Then we '11 see simply heaps of one
another."

"
Yes," I agreed.

" And then in the

evenings, when you 've scrubbed the

steps and the woodwork and polished
the brass and dusted the rooms and
cleaned the grate and cooked the meals
and tidied the kitchen, and I 've

inspected the gas-meter and fed thu

canary, or whatever it is a he-care-

taker does, we '11 dress ourselves up
and go and sit in the ducal apartments
and pretend we 're

'

quality.'
"

"And impress our relations by asking
them to dinner there," added Phyllis.
" I think it 's a lovely idea. We don't

seem to be going to have much money,
but we shall see life. 1 'm beginning
to be quite glad I listened to you yes-

terday, after all."

An Accommodating Creature.

"A Respectable woman wants situation as

dairymaid, laundress, or fowl."

Cork Constitution.
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THE GREAT UNCONTROLLED.
THE MUTTON. "I HEAR THEY WANT MORE OF US NOW THE MEATLESS DAYS ARE OFF."
THE BEEF. "DON'T YOU WORRY. THANKS TO THE PROFITEERS, PEOPLE CAN'T

AFFORD TO EAT US."
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(lu"i> 'JiviN(,s! \\IIKIU; YEU UOIN'?"
' VK KEN YON THREE Ht'NB I JUST BBOUGHT IN?

:11TH."
WBEL, THEY WANT TO PLAY WHIBT, AS' I 'M QOINU BACK TO THY ASD PICK up

interview the politician solely in order
to obtain his day's extension. But
Hubert insists morbidly that bis \viis a

moral defeat, amounting to utter sup-
pression. He called upon the politician
at (i P.M. to thank him personally.
Again ho could get no further than the

ar\ . who, learning that. Hubert's
train would not depart at all that day,

ieil that the politician would, on
second thoughts, be out for a week.
"Now if 1 really had triumphed,"
saiil Hubert, "I should have got the

iry to put that also in writing,
atid should havo stepped round to the
War Oilier again to demand a further

week's extension on the strength of

it." This, ho\\ever, he did not do.

Yours ever, HENRY.

ithpoi i . I tecettbei lnh. M ci B pre-
\, ;,,;, 11 i;in literature and a box of

TOgetnrian wuisn^es to it Siili- of Work in
ennnei-iioii with the I'niied Methodist Church,
Hinli I'aik. The nifts led to much thought
and iii(|U]i\ ." I

'rijt'tiirifin Mi's.vr

In spite of a uatinal disinclination to

look a gift sausage in the mouth.

A CALL TO THE COW PONIES.
THEY sent us from Coorong and Cooper
The pick of the Wallaby Track

To serve us as gunner and trooper,
To serve us as charger and back ;'

From Budgeribar to Blanchewater

They rifled the runs of the West,
That whatever his fate in the slaughter
A man might ride home on the

best.

Wo dealt with the distant Dominion,
We bought in the far Argentine ;

The worth of our buyers' opinion
Is proved to the hilt in the line ;

The Clydes from the edge of the heather,
The Shires from the heart of the

grass,
And the Punches are pulling together
The guns where the conquerors pass.

So come with us, buckskin and sorrel,
And come with us, skewbald and

bay ;

Your c inntry 's girth-deep in the

quarrel.
Your honour is roped to the fray ;

Where flanks of your comrades are

foaming
'Neatb saddle and trace-chain and

band,
We look for the kings of Wyoming
To speak lor the sage-brush and sand.

W. H. O.

Commercial Candour.

From an Indian trade-circular :

"All our goods are guaranteed made of the
best material and equal to none in the market."

"The approach of tlic storm wan humldm! by
a magnificent display of. for ;i timp, almont
intermittent lightning." Pall Mall Gazette.

Followed, it may be presumed, by well-

nigh interrupted peals of thunder and

nearly occasional downpours of rain.

" One always feels humiliated when one is

stumpi*! about a quite common thing. . . .

AH you could see a little wny iff wa- that they
were very dwarg and very thick, and the

peculiar eoloul bafticd us. ..."
.1 I'mtntnj Diary in "Manchester (nutrdian.''

Stumped we may he by the above, but
humihated^-uever !
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PETHERTON'S PUBLICATIONS.
A GLANCE at a well-known pub-

lisher's window, during a recent visit

to London, provided me with material

for a little possible quiet amusement,
and with this end in view I penned the

following :

DEAB MB. PETHEBTON, When up in

town the other day I was surprised and

delighted to notice in Messrs. Egbert
Arnwell's window two works of yours,
one on Bi-Metallism and the other on

the Differential and Integral Calculus.

Nothing but the prices (-really low ones

for such works) prevented my purchas-

ing a copy of each book at once.

I cannot resist writing to congratu-
late you on the publication of these

volumes, which will, I am sure, add to

the instruction if not to the gaiety of

nations. Of course I knew and have

had the most complete olfactory proofs
that you were a chemist of at least

strong views, but had no idea that

your range of knowledge was so exten-

sive as it apparently is.

With renewed congratulations,
Believe me, yours sincerely,

HENRY J. FOBDYCE.

By the way, what is a calculus?

Could one be obtained in Surbury, or

would it be necessary to order from the

Army and Navy Stores ?

This brought forth :

SIB, I greatly regret that my latest

publications should have caught your

eye, and look on your congratulations
as a studied insult.

I should hardly expect a person of

your (as I imagine) limited intellect to

know anything about the scientific sub-

jects which interest me, but I feel sure

that you are perfectly aware that the

calculus is abstract and not concrete.

Had you tried to convey sincere con-

gratulations to me I could have borne

the infliction with resignation, but I

strongly object to such flippant im-

pertinences as are contained in your
communication.

Faithfully yours,
FBEDEBICK PETHERTON.

I felt this was a good start, and so

put out more bait :

DEAB PETHEBTON (I wrote), Sorry

you couldn't accept my letter in the

spirit, etc.

I 've had such a priceless idea since

I wrote to you last, and it is this. I

propose that we start a Literary Society,
in Surbury. I "m certain the Vicar would

join in. Mr. Charteris, of the Manor,
too would, I feel confident, welcome
the idea. Dr. Stevenson, the only one
to whom I have broached the subject,

got keen at once, and the Gore-Langleys

and others could no doubt be counted

on say a dozen altogether, including

you and myself. I append a short list

of suggested contributions, which will

give spine idea of the range of subjects
which might be tossed into the arena

of debate :

The Binomial Theorem in its

relation to the Body Politic

(yourself).
Cows and their sufferings during

the milk controversy in the news-

papers (Charteris. This might
be published in small quarto).

The attitude of the Manichean
Heresiarch towards the use of

Logarithms (The Vicar).
The effect of excessive Philately on

the cerebral organisms of the

young (Gore-Langley).
The introduction of the art and

practice of Napery among the

Dyaks of Borneo (Miss Eva

Gore-Langley).
With a few additions I think we

should have enough mental food to

keep us going through the summer ;

and I may add that if you were put up
for President of the Society I should

certainly second the motion.

Yours ever, HABBY FOBDYCE.

I notice that your writing has gone
to pieces rather, old man through
writer's cramp, I fear. You say what
looks like "

you are perfectly aware

that the calcalus is asphalt and not

concrete." Of course I do know that

much about it.

My letter kept the ball rolling all

right, for-Petherton replied :

SIB, Have you no sane moments ?

If you have any such, I should be glad
if you would employ the next lucid

interval in setting your affairs straight
and then repairing to the nearest asylum
with a request that they would protect

you against yourself by placing you in

a padded cell. This done and the key
lost, the world, and Surbury in par-

ticular, would be a happier place.
You cannot seriously suggest that

any society for literary discussion could

be formed here or elsewhere which
should include yourself, and even so

you must know that your being a mem-
ber would prevent my joining it.

Has the call for National Service not

reached your ears yet ? You appear to

have plenty of leisure time on your
hands which might be better employed.
Or have you offered yourself and been

rejected on the grounds of mental

deficiency ?

Faithfully yours,
FBEDEBICK PETHEBTON.

I didn't feel called upon to make a

.song about my method of doing my bit,

which, I am glad to say, has the ap-

proval of the authorities ; but I was
anxious to hear Petherton's joints crack

once more, so I wrote :

DEAB FBEDDY, Your letters get
better and better in style as your writing
deteriorates. I am very sorry to gather
from your last that you look coldly on

my scheme. I am sure that those to

whom I have mentioned the idea would
decline to entertain it if it lacked your
active support, so I trust you will' re-

consider the matter.

I am thinking over your asylum stunt.

It would certainly save sowie expense,
and if this terrible War continues much

longer it will, I fear, drive me to such a

refuge; though I trust in that event that

I shall be allowed to choose pleasanter
wall hangings than those you suggest.
I 'in rather fond of light chintzy papers,
aren't you ? They 're so cheerful.

Hoping to hear from you re our little

society at your earliest (" The Surbury
Literary and Scientific Society

"
would

sound well, and would look rather nice

on our note-paper what ?)

I am, yours as ever, HABBY.

Petherton saw red again and bellowed

at me, thus :

SIB, you and your beastly

society. I don't know who is the more
execrable, you or the KAISEB.

Faithfully yours,
FREDERICK PETHEBTON.

Common decency compelled me to

reply, so I wrote :

MY DEAK OLD BOY. You don't know
how grieved I am to hear that you
cannot entertain the scheme.

Of course I can read between the

lines, and know that your heart is in it,

and that it is only the many calls on

your time which prevent your active

co-operation with me in the matter.

Of course, needless to say, your lack of

support has killed what looked like

being a promising scientific bantling

(through stress of emotion I nearly
wrote "bantam," which brings me to

the subject of poultry. How are yours ?

I forgot to ask before).
I hope the question of the S. L. & S. S.

will now be dropped ; it is too painful.
If you insist on continuing the discus-

sion I shall decline to answer the letter,

.so there ! Yours, H.

But Petherton refused to be drawn.

From a Church appeal :

"A recent collection revealed that, of 179

coins put in the plate, 176 were coppers, whilst

not more than 15 people could have contri-

buted anything above one shilling."

The person who took the twelve silver

coins by mistake will, we hope, return

them next Sunday.
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THE SHERWOOD FORESTERS.
I)KI-I' in the greenwood year by year

Bold KOHIN IIocji), a Knightly host,

Has cased (,]]< purse that bulged the

Hi.

And stalked the wraiths of Kutl'ord deer;

And, as the centuries speed away,
1 1 as seen his oak and birk-Iand slu-ink,

Wheie teeming cities on its brink

Crowd in on Sherwood of to-day.

But still each year the outlaw-kin;,',

By Normanton and Perletliorpe spire,

Has watched the beeches' emerald
fire

Flare upward in the leaping spring;

Each heather-time has found his own
Eyrie of rest where, iliggor Tor
Shimmers in purple as before

KINO C<Knt ]>K-LioN held his throne.

And Foresters away "out there,"
Sons of his sons, have surely seen
A figure clad in Lincoln green

Glide by them swiftly, thin as air;

And, yarning in the creepy dark,
I lave told of arrows, cloth-yard long,

Whistling before them clean and

strong,
Of Huns that got them, pierced and

stark ;

How when their line is making good,
In charge or trench, as Sherwoods

can,

Soft-footed, ever in the van,
Stalks the bold ghost of ROBIN HOOD.

THE SECRETS OF HEROISM,
" DON'T talk about heroism," said

ant William Bingley, "until you
know what it is and isn't.

" There were two men in my platoon
over there that I 'd match against any
other two in the British, Allied, or

Enemy armies for the biggest funks on
earth

;
two boys from the same town,

as unlike as cross -bred puppies, but
c.(i\\ ards to the ankles.

"
They were the only two that didn't

volunteer for a listening picket one

nigh!, and I felt so ashamed of them
ilia! I decided to mention it.

" ' You nickel -
plated, glass - lined

table- ornament,' I said to Buggies
when 1 found him alone, ' aren't \<.u

ashamed to form a rear rank alone with
Jenks every time you 're asked to do

anything '.'

'

"
I knev, ihey hated each other, and

I thought 1 'd draw him, but he hadn't
a word for himself.

"'Tell me what you joined for,' I

said more persuasively, for he had been
in the Army over a year. ; You 're the

only man in the company, bar your
friend Jcnks, that turns white at the

'

Aim. Jimm (mupiciouily, to Jonet, who is kept on strict ration*).
" SOMEBODY RAg KATES

FIDO'S ins-

pop of a cork out of a Worcester sauce
bottle.'

" He stroked the bit of hair behind
his right ear and let slip a grin like

the London and Country mail slots at

the G.P.O.
"'I'll tell you, Sergeant,' he said.

' I never had much heart for soldiering,
and I only joined up when I did to

spite the girl that jilted me. She jilted
me for Jenks, and no sooner did she say
the word to him than she talked him
into enlisting too. . . . That 's why
I 'm no good. Every time I remember
1 'm a soldier I think of her laughing
at me, and I feel a fool.'

" '

Well,' said I,
' she must be proud

of you both, for you're the weariest,
wonkiest pair of wash-oxits I ever swore
at.'

"I didn't send for Jenks; I could

guess his excuse. He had obviously
about as much spirit for fighting as

Haggles, and he was just hanging on

and trying not to get hurt before the
War stopped.

" We had a few weeks out of the

trenches after my chat with Buggies,
and one afternoon I came upon them

enjoying a hearty, homely, ten-round

j hit, kick, and scramble in a qniet corner
near their billet. They looked as if

|

they meant it, but they finished up in
'

about ten minutes, hugging each other
in six inches of mud. Buggies got up
first, and while he waited for Jenks he
turned on his Little Tich smile. It

worked ; Jenks smiled too, and the

j

rivals went off together like brothers.
" I said nothing, and forgot them

again clean forgot them, until, a week
later, Jenks came tome in Number Seven
with a yarn about a crater and a sniper,
and might be go and perforate him.

" I had noticed the sniper myself, so
I sent Jenks to chase a broom and

picked my own men for this job that

mattered. I 'd no sooner done it than
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INTENSIVE CULTURE FOR FLAT-DWELLERS.
SOWING EAKLY MUSTARD AND CHESS ON WINTER UNDERCLOTHING.

Euggles marched up and asked to be
made one of the party.

" I just stared at him, and his grin
stretched half an inch each way.

" ' I saw Jenks asking you,' he told

me,
' and I won't be behind Jenks.

Besides, it was me told him of the

sniper.'
" ' It 's a change for you two to be

worrying over snipers,' I said.
" '

Well, you 're not grumbling at

that, are you, Sergeant ?
'

said he.
" ' I am not,' I said. ' And I hope

you'll keep it up until we're relieved."
" ' You watch us,' he answered.
" I did. It was Euggles that put his

bayonet into the machine-gunner that
had knocked out half the company.
He took the last two bullets in his

arm and side ; and it was Jenks that

put himself between Buggies' head and
the revolver that would have made
pulp of it if Jenks hadn't got the hand
that held it. He took the bullet in

his cheek.
" I saw them in the dressing-station

when the shouting was over. Euggles
was laughing at what Jenks's face

would look like when it was out of

bandages. The bullet had taken away
about a third of

.
an ear. Jenks was

cursing because it hurt to laugh back.
" ' Never mind,' I said to him with

a wink at Euggles,
' I warrant there 's

some little girl who won't laugh at

you when you get back home. She
has more to be proud of now than

your face.'
" ' Then you 're wrong, Sergeant,' he

answered quietly.
' She 's changed her

mind. She 's his girl now.'
" I looked at Euggles. He wouldn't

catch my eye, but a blush was work-

ing round towards his neck.
" ' And I 've changed my mind too,"

said Jenks. '

D'you think I 'd have
taken those risks I took to-day if there

was a girl at home worrying over every
casualty list ? A man 's a fool to risk

breaking a heart to try to get a medal.'
" '

Ay, that 's the way you look at

it,' said Euggles, as red as beetroot.
' But I bet the Sergeant 's glad she 's

changed her mind. I never knew your
equal for a clammy coward, Jim, before

she chucked you up.'
" Jenks began to look black. ' There

were two of us, anyway,' he said.

"
'P'r'aps there were,' Euggles agreed

cheerily.
' But what 's the good of

making a show of your soldiering un-

less there 's someone at home looking
on and caring ?

' '

"The National War Savings Committee is

issuing a two-penny cookery book, giving a

host of simple remedies for economical dishes."

Birmingltam Daily Mail.

Some of -them do upset the internal

economy, no doubt.

"St. Quentin Canal, in spite of the damage
reported to have been done to it by the Ger-

mans, will probably still be an important
military obstacle. It is, for instance, when
full of water, over eight feet deep."

Daily News.

When full of beer it becomes absolutely

impassable.

Extract from a regimental notice :

" I am glad to inform you that a Special
Order ; . . guarantees your admission to this

Kogimerit on your release from the Postal

Service. ... If attested and passed into

Class A for Service, you should apply to your
Recruiting Officer, who will post you and for-

ward you here on an A.F. B. 216."

An appropriate and convenient arrange-
ment.
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ERIN TAKES A TURN AT HER OWN HARP.
WITH MR. PUNCH'S SINCERE GOOD WISHES FOR THE SUCCESS OF THE IRISH CONVENTION.
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, Nay 21s<. Mr. MACCALLUM

SCOTT complained that a question of

his relating to the prohibition of
"
dropped scones

" - which Captain
BATHURST, that encyclopaedia of food-

lore, described as falling
" under the

same category as the crumpet
"

had
been addressed to the Ministry of Muni-
tions instead of the Ministry of Food.

It was really a venial error on the

part of the Clerk at the Table, for the

modern scone distinctly suggests a mis-

sile of offence, and is much more like a
"
crump

"
than a crumpet. If HINDEN-

BUBO were acquainted with our London

tea-shops (cowsM/eDEVONroRT) he would
never have imagined that his famous

phrase about "
biting upon granite

"

would have any terrors for the British

recruit.

When the PKIME MINISTER read from

his manuscript the proposed conditions

of the Irish Convention how it must
include representatives not only of poli-
tical parties, but of Churches, trade

unions, commercial and educational

interests, and of Sinn Fein itself
;
and

must be prepared to consider every

variety of proposal that might be

brought before it an Irish colleague

whispered to me,
"
Sure, the Millen-

nium will be over before we get it."

Nothing could have been handsomer
than Mr. REDMOND'S welcome to the

proposal. All he was concerned for, I

gathered, was that his Unionist oppo-
nents should be generously represented.
Ulster, in the person of Sir JOHN LONS-

DALE, made no corresponding advance.

He would submit the proposal to his

constituents, but not apparently with
letters commendatory.

I daresay Mr. WILLIAM O'BRIEN set

out with the honest intention of bless-

ing the Government plan, of which
indeed he claims to be the " onlie

begetter." But the sound of his own
voice in its higher tones painfully

provocative -stimulated him to pro-
ceed to a dramatic indictment of his

former colleagues. I felt sorry for the

prospective Chairman, charged with
the task of attempting to reconcile

these opposites.
Mr. HEALY, cowering beneath the

shelter of his ample hat, as Mr.
O'BRIEN'S arms waved windmill-like

above him, must have felt like Sancho
Panza when the Don was in an extra

iitful mood
;
but he kept silence even

from good words.

The briefest and most helpful speech
of the afternoon came from Sir EDWARD
CARSON, who, while declaring that he
would never desert Ulster, nevertheless

made it plain that Ulster on this occa-

sion should take her place beside the

rest of Ireland. Only Mr. GINNELL
remained obdurate. In his ears the

Convention sounds " the funeral dirge
of the Home Rule Act."

Tuesday, Mai/ 2,
l

2jid. If you should

happen to see of a Sabbath morning
a stream of official motor-cars leaving

IN HAPPY DAYS TO COME.
Non-Politician (in remote country-house, to

n-i/'i mi her miilniglit return from county town}.

"MABEL, YOU'VE BEEN VOTING."

London with freights of the brave and
the fair you may be sure they are going
on some National business. Both the

War Office and the Admiralty keep
log-books, in which are faithfully en-

tered I quote Dr. MACNAMARA "
full

particulars of each journey, the number
and description of passengers carried

and the amount of petrol consumed."

PESSIMIST'S DESIGN FOR COSTUME OF
CHAIRMAN OF IRISH CONVENTION.

Do not therefore jump to the hasty
and erroneous conclusion that the gal-
lant fellows and their charming com-

panions are "
joy-riding ;

'' such a thing
is unknown in Government circles.

The HOME SECRETARY moved the
second reading of the Representation
of the People Bill with a suavity be-

fitting a CAVE of Harmony; and by
the clearness of his exposition very
nearly enabled the House to understand
the mysteries of proportional represen-
tation, though even now I should not
like to have to describe off-hand the
exact working of "the single transfer-

able vote."

The opponents of the Bill were well-

advised in selecting Colonel SANDERS as

their champion. With his jolly round

face, bronzed by the suns of Palestine,
he looks the typical agriculturalist. He
may, as he says, have forgotten in the

trenches all the old tricks of the orator's

trade, but he has learned some useful

new ones, and while delighting the

House with his sporting metaphors
struck some shrewd blows at a mea-
sure which he regards as unfair and

inopportune.
For almost the first time since the

War Lord HUGH CECIL was discovered

in quite his best form. The House

rippled with delight at his refusal to be

forcibly fed with a peptonized concoc-

tion, prepared by the SPEAKER'S Con-
ference in the belief that the Mother of

Parliaments was too old and toothless

to chew her own victuals.
" This Bill

is Benger's Food, and you, Sir, and

your Committee are Bengers."
The SOLICITOR-GENERAL'S solid and

solemn arguments in favour of the Bill

fell a little flat after this sparkling attack.

He should have said, "The noble Lord
reminds me, not for the first time, of

GILBERT'S ' Precocious Infant,' who
' Turned up his nose at his excellent pap

" My friends, it 's a tap
Dat is not worf a rap."

(Now this was remarkably excellent pap).'
"

Wednesday, May 23rd The Russian
officers who adorned the Distinguished

Strangers' Gallery this afternoon must
be a little puzzled by the vagaries of

British politics. They had been in-

formed, no doubt, that the most urgent

problem of the day was caused by
the desire of one of the British Isles

to manage its own affairs. Yet the

first thing they heard at Westminster
was the petition of another of these

Isles that of Man begging release

from the burden of Home Rule and

demanding representation in the Im-

perial Parliament. Perhaps this little

incident will help our visitors to appre-
ciate why Englishmen do not invariably
form a just judgment of events in other

countries Russia, for instance.
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Our Wiit-the-War (lanlrn Xiitjttrb Enthusiast (at the itorm bursts).
" MADAM ! MADAM !

IT'S KEEPING THE RAIN OFF MY ALLOTMENT."
WILL YOU KINDLY PUT DOWN YOUB UMBRELLA?

SONGS OF
FOOD PRODUCTION.

v.

OB, for grapes a-grou-ing
In Ludgate and the Fleet !

Cauliflowers blowing
Down Regent's Street !

Oranges and Lemons
Clustered by St. Clemen's,

And Sea Kale careering past the kerb on

London Wall !

And oh, for private Mushroom beds

rolling down the Matt !

Motor engines, motor engines, do not

wear a bonnet !

You have artificial heat grow some-

thing on it !

Precious artificial heat, costly to

instal ;

Turn it into a hot-bed, growing food

for all !

Must you have a superstructure? Let
it bo a hot-house

Forcing (say) some early peas the only
decent pot-house ;

Oh, if I could only see in walking down
the street

No unpatriotic waste of all that lovely
heat!

Motor loiries for Marrows !

Taxis for Nectarines I

No more coster-barrows,
^But lemon-house, Limousines t

Oh, to see. Tomaties

Skidding by Frascati's !

Grand heads of Celery passing the

Carlton Grill,

And fine forced Strawberries forced up
Denmark Hill !

Hard 's the fight with Nature in our

uncongenial climate,

Cuddling plants and coaxing 'em, and

oh, the weary time it

Takes to get a slender crop we toil the

Summer through ;

England, needing quick returns, is look-

ing now to you !

Food that comas from tropic lands,

needing heat upon it,

You could grow without a thought, if

you 'd doff your bonnet ;

Thousands of you, growing food on

your daily trips,

Helping to economise the tonnage of

our ships.

Oh, to count the numbers

Of Cabbages on the march,

Jostling with Cucumbers
Just at the Marble Arch I

Oh, for Piccadilly's

Capsicums and Chilies !

Oh, for Peckham's Peaches (not the sort

that 's canned),
And oh, for ripe Bananas roaring doirn

the. Strand !

"A reaper and binder was destroyed, also a

foster mother incubator with 43 young chil-

dren." Chester Chronicle.

The paragraph is headed " Fire at a

Farm "
a baby-farm, we fear.

IN A GOOD CAUSE.
ON Sunday, June 10th, Mr. GEORGE

ROBEY is to give a Concert, at 7 P.M., at

the Palladium, in aid of the Metropolitan
and City Police Orphanage, which is in

special need of funds on account of the

losses sustained at the Front among
members of the Police Force.

Mr. GEORGE BOBBY will be assisted

by Miss IRENE VANBRUGH, Miss HKLKN
MAR, Mr. JOHN HASSALL, Mr. HARBY
DEARTH and others, as well as by the

Royal Artillery String Band, the

Canadian Military Choir and the

Metropolitan Police Minstrels.

Tickets are on sale at the National

Sunday League Offices, 34, Red Lion

Square, W.C., and applications for boxes

will be received personally by Mr. ROBKY
at the Hippodrome.

The Domestic Problem Two Extremes.
" WANTED, Housemaid and Kitchenmaid ;

Paying Guests."
" SCULLERY or Between Maid required im-

mediately for Derbyshire ; wages 218."

3Iornittg Post.

" On Wednesday evening a fire broke out in

Mr. J. Elkin's scutch mill at Kilmore, near

Omagh, which resulted in the complete de-

struction of the premises. It is surmised in

the absence of anything which would indicate

the origin of the outbreak that it resulted

from a heated journal." Belfast News Letter.

An unusual quantity of inflammatory
matter has been observed recently in

the Irish Press.
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fast.

THE ARTIST AND THE VILLAGE MAID.
Present.

THE VILLAGE MAID AUD THE AKTTBT.

HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.
(Marshal VON HINDENEVJM ; a Telephone.)

The Telephone. BR-BH-KK-IUI.

The Marshal. Curse the infernal telephone ! A man
doesn't get a moment's peace. Tush, what ain I talking
about? Who wants peace ? If -we were all to he quite
candid there might be

Tlte Telephone. Er-rr.

The Marshal. All right, all right, I 'ni coming. Yes, I 'in

Marshal VON HINDENBUKG. Who are you ? What ? I can't

hear a single word. You really must speak up. Louder
louder still, you fool. What? Oh, I really beg your
Majesty's pardon. I assure you it was impossible to hear

distinctly, but it 's all right now. I thank your Majesty, I

am in my usual good health. Yes. No, not at all. Yes,
I have good hope that we shall now maintain ourselves for

at least two days. Yes, if we are forced to retire we must

say it is according to plan. No, I don't like it either, but
what is to be done ? Their guns are more numerous and
heavier than ours, and weight of metal must tell. Will
I hold the line? Yes, certainly, till your Majesty returns
and graciously resumes the conversation. Oh, you didn't

mean that line ? You meant the Siegfried line, or the
Wotan line, or the Hindenburg line ? Yes, I see, it was
a Wilz, a play of words. Yes, I am sorry I could not at

once see what your Majesty was driving at, but now I see

it is good. I must practise my joking. Ha-ha-ha ! Are

you there? No, he's gone (rings off). (To himself) He
is a queer Emperor who is able to make jokes while his

soldiers are dying by thousands and thousands. It can't

last like this and as for the liindenhurg line, I 'm

perfectly tired to death of the words; and the thing itself

doesn't exist.

The Tcleplione. Rr-rr-rr-rr.

The Marshal. What, again? This is too much who
are you ? Who ? WHO ? General VON KLUCK ? Impos-

: sible. General VON KLUCK '& dead. What not dead ?

i Anyhow, nobody 's heard of him for months. If you 're

really General VON Kujcft I'm afraid we must consider

you to be dead. The EMPEROR won't regard it as very good
taste on your part to come to life again like this. He 's

very unforgiving, you know. You don't care ? But, my
dear dead General VON KLUCK, you must care. What is it

you say you wanted to do? Congratulate me ? What on?

|
My splendid defence of the Hindenburg line ? Now, look
here. As one German General to another do you mean to

tell me you believe in the Hindenburg line? No, of course
: you don't. You thought I believed in it ? Was that what

|

you said ? Come, don't wriggle, though you are a dead
man. Yes, that was what you said. Well, then under-
stand henceforth that there is no Hindeuburg line and
there never was anything of the sort. Why am I retreating
then ? Because I must. That 's the whole secret. Why
did you retreat after your famous oblique march during the
Battle of the Marne ? Because you had to, of course.

There that's enough. I can't waste any more time. What?
Oh, yes, you can congratulate me on anything you like

except that. And now you had better return to the grave
of your reputation and remain tliere (rings off").

The Telt'plionc. Rr-rr-rr-rr.

The Marxkal. To h-11 with the telephone! Who is it

now? What an editor of a newspaper ? That's a little

bit too thick. What is it you want ? To thank God for

that masterpiece of bold cunning, the Hindenburg line ?

Is that what you want ? Well, make haste, for the master-

piece doesn't exist. No, I 'm not joking. I can't joke.
. Enough (rings off).
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\',>iri>,i.-, 11,,-rnit (oil yuardfor the first tinte). "HALT, FKIESD ! WHO GOF.B THEKK?"

THE HOUSE-MASTER.
Font years I spent beneath his rule,

For three of which askance I scanned
him,

And only after leaving school

Came thoroughly to understand him
;

For ho WHS brusque in various ways
That jarred upon the modern mother,

And scouted as a silly crane

The theory of the " elder brother."

Renowned at Cambridge as an oar
And quite distinguished as a

wrangler,
He felt incomparably more

lYide in his exploits as an angler;
lie hold his lishing on the Test
Above the riches of the Speyers,

And there he lured me, as his guest,
. Into the ranks of the "

dry-flyers."

I Id made no fetish of the cane
As owning any special virtue,

But held the discipline of pain,
When rightly earned, would never

hurt you ;

With lapses of the normal brand
I think he dealt most mercifully,

But chastened with a heavy hand
The sneak, the liar and the bully.

We used to criticise his boots,
His simple tastes in food and fiction,

His everlasting homespun suits,

His leisurely old-fashioned diction ;

And yet we had the saving nous
To recognise no worse disaster

Could possibly befall the House
Than the removal of its Master.

For though his voice was deep and gruff,
And rumbled like a motor-lorry,

He showed the true angelic stuff

If any one was sick or sorry ;

So when pneumonia, doubly dread,
Of breath had nearly quite bereft me,

He watched three nights beside my
bed

Until the burning fever left me.

He served three Heads with equal
zeal

And equal absence of ambition
;

He knew his power, and did not feel

The least desire for recognition ;

But shrewd observers, who could trace
Back to their source results far-

reaching,
Saw the true Genius of the Place

Embodied in his life and teaching.

The War's deep waters o'er him rolled

As he beheld Young England giving
Life prodigally, while the old

Lived on without the cause for

living;
And yet he never heaved a sigli

Although his heart was inly riven ;

He only craved one boon to die

In harness, and the boon was given.

Vicarious Parenthood.
" DABKRBA. Yesterday, at 6.55 a.m.

'

Shermiry.' Bamhalapitiya, to Mr. and Mrs.
OK.SV Dabrera a daughter. Grand parents

j doing well. Ceylon^Independent.
I

"Mr. J. II. Minns (Carlisle) charged the

.brewers (A his city with allowing their tenants
to be plaoed under the heel of the Control
Board. ... It was the cloven hoof of the
unseen hand that the trade had to face in
Carlisle." Derby Daily Express.

Mr. MINNS must cheer up. The Trade
has only to wait for

" That auspicious day when the velvet glove
will be stripped for ever from the cloven hoof
of the German Eagle." Lmidon Opinion.

"The fact that a few girls earn abnormal
wages has obscured in the public mind the
the Board to accept the gift a Bill is to be

age girl working 48 hours a week earned only
18s. or 19s. a week." Daily Paper.

This statement should go far to clear

up the obscurity in the public mind.

" Mr. gave one of his popular lectures
i on Alcohol ' and its effects on March the 30th
in the Wesleyan school." TriieliliifAIagatiite.

What exactly did happen on March
; 30th iu the Wesleyan school ?

" WASTED, Smart Workman, aged 80, and
exempt from military service, HS handy man ;

must be steady ; a job for life for careful
man." Cambria Daily Leader.

i

He must be particularly careful to

guard against premature decease.
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EMILY'S MISSION.
IT was all through Emily that I am

to-day the man I am.
We were extraordinarily lucky to get

her ; there was no doubt about that.

Her testimonials or character or refer-

ences or whatever it is that they come
to you with were just the last word.

Even the head of the registry-office,
a frigid thin-lipped lady of some fifty

winters, with an unemotional cold-

mutton eye, was betrayed, in speaking
of Emily, into a momentary lapse from
the studied English of her normal voca-

bulary.
" Madam," she said to my wife,

" I

have known many housemaids, but

never one like this. She is, I assure

you, Madam, absolutely IT."

So we engaged her
;
and ere long

I came to hate her with a hatred

such as I trust I shall never again
cherish for any human being.

In almost every respect she

proved perfection. She was honest,
she was quick, she was clean

;
she

loved darning my socks and iron-

ing my handkerchiefs ; she never

sulked, she never smashed, her hair

never wisped (a thing I loathe in

housemaids). In one point only
she failed, failed more completely
than any servant I have ever
known. She would not make my
shaving-water really hot.

Cursed by nature with an iron-

filings beard and a delicate tender

skin, I was a man for whom it was

impossible to shave with comfort
in anything but absolutely boiling
water. Yet morning after morning
I sprang from my bed to find the
contents of my jug just a little over
or under the tepid mark. There was
no question of re-heating the water
on the gas stove, for I never allowed

myself more than the very minimum
of time for dressing, swallowing my
breakfast and catching my train. It

was torture.

I spoke to Emily about it, mildly at

first, more forcibly as the weeks wore
on, passionately at last. She apologised,
she sighed, she wrung her hands. Once
she wept shed hot scalding tears, tears

I could gladly have shaved in had they
fallen half-an-hour earlier. But it made
no difference ; next morning my water
was as chill as ever. I could not under-
stand it. Every day my wrath grew
blacker, my reproaches more vehement.

Finally an hour came when I said to

my wife,
" One of two things must

happen. Either that girl goes or I grow
a beard."

Mildred shook her head. " We can't

possibly part with her. We should
! never get another servant like her."

"
Very well," I said.

On the morrow I started for my
annual holiday, alone. It was late

summer. I journeyed into the wilds
of Wiltshire. I took two rooms in an
isolated cottage, and on the first night
of my stay, before getting into bed, I

threw my looking-glass out of the

window. Next morning I began. Day
by day I tramped the surrounding
country, avoiding all intercourse with

humanity, and day by day my beard

grew.
I could feel it growing, and the first

scrubbiness of it filled me with rage.
But as time slipped by it became softer

and more pliable, and ceased to irritate

me. Freed, too, from the agony of

shaving, I soon found myself eating my
breakfast in a more equable frame of

mind than I had enjoyed for years. I

began also to notice in my walks all

sorts of things that had not struck me
at first the lark a-twitter in the blue,

the good smell of wet earth after rain,

the pale gold of ripening wheat. And
at last, before ever I saw it, very

gradually I came to love my beard, to

love the warm comfort and cosiness of

it, and to wonder half timidly what it

looked like.

When I left, just before my departure
for the six-miles-distant station, I called

for a looking-glass. They brought me
a piece of the one I had cast away. It

was very small, but it served my pur-

pose. 1 gazed and heaved a sigh of

rapturous content, a

from my very heart,

short and thick, its

sigh that came

My beard was
colour

glorious brown, with golden lights here
and there where the sunbeams danced
in some lighter cluster of its curling
strands. A beard that a king might
wear.

I have never shaved again. Every
morning now, while untold millions of

my suffering fellows are groaning be-

neath their razors, I steal an extra
fifteen minutes from the day and lie

and laugh inside my beard.
" And what of Emily?

"
you ask.

Almost immediately after my return
she left us. She gave no reason. She
was not unhappy, she said. She wished
to make a change, that was all. To
this day my wife cannot account for

her departure. But I know why
she went. Emily was a patriot
with a purpose. A month after she

parted from us I received a letter

from her :

" DEAR SIR, May I ask you to

take into consideration the fact

that by having ceased to shave you
will in future be effecting a slight

economy in your daily expenditure?
Might I also suggest to you that

during the remainder of the War
you should make a voluntary con-

tribution to the national exchequer
of every shilling saved under this

head? The total sum will not
be large, but everything counts.

Yours is, if I may be allowed to

say so, the finest beard I have
been instrumental in producing
during my two and a half years'

experience in domestic service. I

am now hard at work on my sixth

case, which is approaching its

crisis.

Apologising for any temporary
inconvenience I may have caused

you, I am, Yours faithfully,
EMILY JOHNSON,

Foundress and President of the

Housemaids' Society for the

Promotion of Patriotic Beards.

I never showed the letter to my wife,

but I have acted on Emily's suggestion.
I often think of her still, her whole soul

afire with her patriotic mission, flitting,

the very flower of housemaids, from
home to home, lingering but a little

while in each, in each content for that

little while to be loathed and stormed
at by an exasperated shaver, whom
she transforms into a happy bearded

contributor to her fund.

Another Impending Apology.
" This terrible fire roused hundreds of people

from their beds, and a great crowd gathered
in the adjoining streets

; but Sub-divisional

Inspector Stock and Inspector Ping were on
the spot within a few months after receiving

deep ,

the call." Westminster and Pimlico Neics.
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Cowman (to nfw recruit, Women'! Land Army).
BEE YOU IN TIIAT TilEBB RIO."

'YOU GET BEHIND THAT THERE WATER-BUTT. MEBBE COWS WOS'l COME IN IF TKBY

THE FIFTEEN TRIDGES.
ONCE upon a time there was a flour-

ishing covey of fifteen : Pa Tridge, Ma
Tridge, and thirteen little Tridges, all

brown and speckled and very chirpy.

They had been born in a hollow under
some big leaves beside a hedge, and

they now moved about the earth, push-

ing their way through the grass, all

keeping close together when they could,
and setting up no end of a piping when

they couldn't and thought they were
lost.

It was a large family from our point
of view, and larger perhaps than a pru-
dent French partridge would approve,
but the world is wide, and there are no
butcher's or baker's or tailor's or dress-

maker's bills to pay for little birds. All

that a Pa and Ma Tridge have to do
after fledging is complete is to look

out for cats and hawks and foxes, to

beware of the foot of clumsy cattle, and
to administer correction and advice.

Above all there are no school bills,

made so doubly ridiculous among our-

selves by German measles and other

epidemics during which no learning is

imparted, but for which, education-

alists being a wily crew, no rebate is

offered.

There being so little to be done for

their young, it is no wonder, in a

didactic and over-articulate world, that

parent Tridges take almost too kindly
to sententiousness ; and young Tridges,

being so numerous as to constitute a

public meeting in themselves, are speci-

ally liable to admonishment.
It was therefore that, strolling aim-

lessly amid the herbage or the young
wheat with their audience all about

them, Pa and Ma Tridge got into a

habit of counsel which threatened to

become so chronic that there was a

danger of its dulling their sensibility to

the approach of September the first.

" Never," Pa Tridge would say,
" criti-

cise anyone or anything on hearsay.
See for yourself and then make up
your own mind; but don't hurry to

put it into words."
" Tell the truth as often as possible,"

Pa Tridge would say.
" It is not only

better citizenship to do so, but it makes

things easier for yourself in the long
run."

"
Always bear in mind," Ma Tridge

would say,
" that after one has married

one's cook she ceases to cook."
" Never tell anyone," Pa Tridge would

say,
" who it was you saw in the spinney

with Mr. Jay or Mrs. Woodpecker."

"Indeed," he would add, "you might
make a note that the world would not

come to a miserable end if everyone
was born dumb "

but he was very

glad not to be dumb himself.
" Even though you should get on

intimate terms with a pheasant," Ma
Tridge would say,

" don't brag about it."

"
Forgive, but don't forget," Pa Tridge

would say.
" Eemember," Pa Tridge would say,

"
that, though it may be wiser to say

No, most of the fun and all the adven-
ture of the world have come from saying
Yes."

"Bear in mind," Ma Tridge would

say but that is more than enough of

the tiresome old bores.

And after each piece of advice the

little Tridges would all say,
"
Eight-O I

"

And then one night these being

English Tridges in an English early
summer a terrible frost set in which
lasted long enough to kill the whole

covey, partly by cold and partly by
starvation, so that all the good counsels

were wasted.

But on the chance that one or two of

them may be applicable to human life

I have jotted them down here. One
never knows which is grain and which
chaff until afterwards.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

WE have had many studies of the War, in various aspects,
from our own army. Now in My -75 (HEINEMANN) there

comes a record of the impressions of a French gunner
during tho first year of fighting. It is a book of which I

should find it difficult to speak tot) highly. PAUL LINTIER,
the writer, had, it is clear, a gift for recording things seen

with quite unusual sharpness of effect. His word-pictures
of the mobilisation, tho departure for the Front, and the

fighting from the Marne to the Aisne (where he was wounded
and sent home) carry one along with a suspense and interest

and quite personal emotion that are a tribute to their

artistry. His death (the short preface tolls us that, having
returned to the Front, lie was killed in action in March, 1916)
has certainly robbed France of one who should have made
a notable figure in her literature. The style, very distinc-

tive, shows poetic feeling and a rare and boaut iful tenderness

of thought, mingled with an acceptance of the brutality of

life and war that is
i

seen in the vivid de-

scriptions of incidents

that our own gentler
writers would have left

untold. The horror of

some of these passages
makes the book (I

should warn you) not
one for shaken nerves.

But there can be no

question of its very un-
usual interest, nor of

the skill with which its

translator, who should

surely be acknowledged
upon the title-page, has

preserved the vitality
and appeal of the

original.

The author of Helen

ofFour Gates (JENKINS)
has chosen to hide her

I wonder if Mr. (or Mrs. or Miss) E. K. WEEKES would
understand me if I put my verdict upon The Massarcen

Affair (ARNOLD) into the form of a suggestion that in future
its author would be well advised to keep quiet, Not with

any meaning that he or she should desist from the pursuit
of fiction

;
on the contrary, there are aspects of The

Massarcen Affair that are more than promising vigorous
and unconventional characters, a gift of lively talk, and so
on. But all this only operates so long as the tale remains
in the calm waters of tho ordinary ; later, when it puts
forth upon the sea of melodrama, I am sorry to record that
this promising vessel comes as near shipwreck as makes no
difference. To drop metaphor, the group of persons sur-

rounding the unhappily
- wedded Anthony Massarcen

Claudia, who attempts to rescue him and his two boys,
the boys themselves, and the clerical family whose fortunes
are affected by their proximity to the Maisarccus all these
are well and credibly drawn. But when we arrive at the
fanatic wife of Anthony, in her Welsh castle, surrounded by
rocks and blow-holes, and finally to that last great scene,

where (if I followed
; events accurately) she
trusses her ex-husband

j

like a fowl, and trundle-,

him in a wheel-barrow
to the pyre of sacrifice,

not the best will in the

world could keep me
convinced or even de-

corously thrilled. So I

will content myself with

repeating my advice to

a clever writer in future

to ride imagination on

the curb, and leave you
to endorse this or not

as taste suggests.

Tommy (who has made a find in a German dug-out). "Now, ALBERT, AREN'T
YOU GLAD YOU CAME? WHY, THESE CIGARS IN LONDON WOULD COST YOU CLOSE
ON A TANNER APIECE."

1 am seriously think-

; ing of chaining Grand
Fleet Days (HODDEB
AND STOUGHTON) to

my bookcase, for it is

written by the author

identity and call herself simply
" An Ex-Mill Girl." I of In the Northern Mists, a book which has destroyed

am sufficiently sorry for this to hope that, if the story the morality of my friends. Be assured that I ana not
meets, with the success that I should certainly predict i formulating any grave charge against the anonymous
for it, a lady of such unusual gifts may allow us to know Chaplain of the Fleet who has provided us with these

her name. Of these gifts I have no doubt whatever. As a two delightful volumes
;
I merely wish to say that nothing

tale Helen of Four Gates is crude, unnatural, melodramatic; can prevent people from purloining the first, and that

but the power (brutality, if you prefer) of its telling takes

away the critical breath. Whether in real life anyone could
have nursed a lifelong hatred as old Mason did (personally
I cherish the belief that hatred is too evanescent an emotion
for a life-tenancy of the human mind ; but I may be wrong);
whether he would have bribed a casual tramp to marry and
torment the reputed daughter who was the object of his

loathing, or whether Day and Helen herself would actually
so have played into his hands, are all rather questionable
problems. Far more real, human and moving is the wild

passion of Helen for Martin, whom (again quest onably as
to truth) her enemies frighten away from her. A grim
story, you begin to observe, but one altogether worth reading.
To compare things small (as yet) with great, I might call

it a lineal descendant of Wuthering Heights, both in setting
and treatment. There is indeed more than a hint of the
BRONTE touch about the Ex-Mill Girl. For that and other

drastic measures will have to be taken if I am to retain the

second. In these dialogues and sketches I do not find

quite so much spontaneity as in the first volume ; once or

twice it is even possible to imagine that the author, after

taking pen in hand, was a little perplexed to find a subject
to write about. But that is the beginning and the end
of my complaint. Once again we have a broad-minded
humour and the revelation of a most attractive personality.
Above all we see* our Grand Fleet as it is ; and, if the

grumblers would only read and soundly digest what our

Chaplain has to say their question would be,
" What is our

Navy not doing '?

"

"The sight wa wonderful. From the grand lodge entrance to the

lake-side quite 3,000 blue-breeched khaki-coated men and nurses lined

one side of the long drive." Mnnchi"itcr Scaling Xeics.

It must indeed have been a wonderful sight. Neverthe-

things I send her (whoever she is) my felicitations and good less we hope that nurses generally will stick to their

wishes.
j
traditional uniform.
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CHARIVARIA.
IT is rumoured that the Press cam-

paign against young men of military

ago engaged in Government ollices is

causing some of them many sleepless

days. *
*

A correspondent writes to an even-

ing paper to say that by his ther-

mometer the recent heat was a record

for the year. We suppose it is due to

the example of the Censor in the matter
of the Folkestone raid that

nobody appears to ho able to

keep a secret.
# J;

;-

" A movement is on foot,"

says a contemporary,
" to pre-

sent the Italian nation with a
monument to Sn.\Ksrr.ARE,to be
erected in Home." The alterna-

tive of despatching Mr. GEORGE
BEKNABD SHAW to become a

naturalized Italian does not

appear to have been so well

received. ... +1

1

Lord COWDBAY recently pre-
sided at a lecture on "

Flying
after the War." Most people
will be content to wait till it

comes by again.
v- :-

*
Mr. KENNEDY JONES has de-

clared that beer is a food. This
should have a salutary effect on
those who have hitherto mis-

takenly regarded it as a pigment.
* *
*

An artist has been arrested

under the Defence of the Eealrn

Act for sketching on the East
Coast without permission. It

is dangerous in these times to

be caught mapping.
* *
*

A. contemporary complains
that German officers at a South
of England Prisoners' Camp are

being driven to the dentist in

motor cars. We also hold the opinion
that these reprisals do more harm than

good. ^
A controversy has recently been

raging on the question of whether
trousers will survive the War. The
better opinion seems to be that a few

exceptionally stout pairs at present in
their infancy may bo still extant when
peace is actually declared.

* *

The sudden and dramatic conclusion
of the BOMNKY case was a great disap-
pointment to many theatrical experts.

They had predicted that it would run
for at least as short a period as most of

the other recent West-End revues.

The want of co-ordination between
oar Ministries becomes daily more
marked. It is an offence to keep a

stray dog more than three days, but, on
the other hand, a sausage roll may bo

kept any length of time provided it is

i up at both ends.
* .*

The report comes from a German
source that the resignation of Count
TISZA was procured by Marshal VON
I ri.NDRXBUiio. It is a curious comment-

ary on the fickleness of the multitude

Sir HKKIJKUT TUKK has arrive" I in

England, and, according to The. AV/r

York Telcijrujili, Mr. CHARLES CHAPLIN
is now demanding a higher price for

liis work.

PUNCH
HARD ENO

AND ., MONEY
WILL Be RETURUtO

:S *

A strange case is reported from

Northumberland, where a man who
was taken ill last wivk admitted that

he had not been eating rhubarb tops.

With reference to the complaint of

an allotment-holder that cats cause
more damage than the pea
weevil, a correspondent sends
the following hint as to the

1 treatment of cats on the allot-
1 ment : "These should be sprayed
with a good shot-gun and planted
out in soft soil."

: *
"!

Leading provision-merchants
state that there will soon be

cheese-queues outside the gro-
cers' shops. One enterprising
firm of multiple shop grocers is

said to have already engaged a

troupe of performing cheeses to

keep the customers amused

daring the long wait.

New Combination Head-gear for

Troops.
"Service dress caps in wear and

those in stock will be used up and
worn side by side with the soft caps."

Army Council Instruction No. 824.

"To a school in Battcrsea to-day
the High Commissioner for New

' Zealand presented an Australian flag
! sent by the school-children of Dune-
din." Evening News.

! The children of Dunedin seem

j

to have accepted in a very excel-

|

lent spirit the annexation of New
Zealand by Australia, of which
this is the first news to reach us.

that the KAISER isn't even mentioned
as having taken a hand in the matter.

* *
*

A branch of the Pan-German League
has decided that Germany must not
conclude peace until the whole of the
British Empire is annexed by the
KAISER. It is the sincere hope of the
ALL-HIGHEST that the British Empire
will understand that in this matter his

hand has been forced.
* *
*

Dealing with the United States Navy,
an American journalist says that every
recruit must learn to stand squarely on
his own feet. The attention of Mr.
CHARLES CHAPLIN has already been
drawn to this passage.

" The Germans wore absolutely dis-

mayed at the promptness of President
Wilson's rupture of relations. Then
followed an amazing attempt to brow-

beat Mr. Gerard into singing a revised version
of the Prusso-American Treaty of 1799."
Planters' and Commercial Gazelle (Mauritius).

Happily Mr. GERARD refused to oblige.

" The annual report of the Kncckenmuller
Lunatic Asylum at Stettin states that a num-
ber of lunatics have been called up for military
service at the front, adding : The asylums
are proud that their inmates are allowed to

servo the Fatherland.' It appears, however,
that the results arc not always satisfactory."

The Times.

We have heard of no complaints on
our side.

"
Meat, particularly mutton, is (says

' The
Times') likely to remain dead this week-end."

Lancashire Daily Post.

But if the hot weather continues
I
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LITTLE WILLIE'S OPINION OF FATHER.
["How long the conflict may last lies in God's hand ;

it is not our
business to ask questions about it. ... It is not the Prussian w:iy to

praise oneself. ... It is now a matter of holding out, however long
it lasts." Extract from Speech by the KAISEH, delivered near Arras.]

I FEAR that Father 's lost his nerve.
As I peruse his last oration

I seem to miss the good old verve,

The tone of lofty exaltation,
The swelling note of triumph (Siey)
That often carried half a league.

The drum on whose resounding hide
He brought to bear such weight and gristle

Has now been scrapped and laid aside

In favour of the penny whistle,
On which he plays so very small
You hardly hear the thing at all.

No more wo mark the clarion shout
"Go where the winds of victory whirl you !

"

His eagle organ, petering out,
Whines like a sick and muted curlew;

A plaintive dirge supplants the paaan
That used to rock the empyrean.

Poor Father must have changed a lot.

He had a habit (now he 'a shed it)

Of patronising
" Unser Gott,"

And going shares in all the credit ;

To-day he wears a humbler air,

And leaves to Heaven the whole affair.

He 's modified his sanguine view
About the foes he meant to batter;

He talks no more of barging through ;

He frankly owns it 's just a matter
Of hanging on and sitting tight,

Possibly through the Ewigkeit.

"-I never speak in boastful vein ;

No Prussian does," he tells the Army.
It really looks as if his brain

Is going
"
gugga," which is barmy ;

He 's done some talking through his hat,
But never quite such tosh as that.

How to correct the sad decline

Which takes this form of futile prattle?
That pious feat might yet be mine

If I could only win a battle
;

Cases are known of mental crocks
Bestored by sharp and staggering shocks.======= 0. S.

HOT WEATHER CORRESPONDENCE.

(In the manner of various contemporaries.)
ANIMAL LABOUB.

Corelli Parade, Stratford-on-Avon.
DEAR SIR, I seem to have read somewhere of the

extreme sagacity and intelligence shown by the baboons
of South Africa, some of whom, as well as I remember, are

employed as porters and, I think, station-masters on the

railways in the interior of Cape Colony. My gardener
and coachman having both been called up, it has occurred
to me that I might iind efficient substitutes for them in

these excellent animals.

Perhaps you or some of your readers would kindly inform
me what it would cost to import two trustworthy baboons,
also what would be a fair wage to give them ; whether they
would come under the provisions of the National Insurance

Act, and whether they are vegetarians or carnivorous?

Any other information bearing on their tastes and habits
would be gratefully received by

Yours faithfully, (MRS.) AMANDA BLEEK.

[You should communicate with the Director of the

Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park. We believe that
baboons can be booked at special rates. Possibly they
might be allowed to work their passage over as stokers?
As regards wages, payment in kind is generally preferred
to money. The baboon is a vegetarian but no bigot, and
will eat mutton chops without protest. The great American
nature historian, WARD, tells us that we should not give
tlio elephant tobacco, but lays no embargo on its being
offered to baboons. They are addicted to spirituous
liquors, and on the whole it is best to get them to take
the pledge. A valued correspondent of ours, Canon
Pliibbs, onco had a tame gorilla which invariably accom-

panied Mrs. Pliibbs at Penny Readings ; but this interesting
animal died suddenly from a surfeit of 'mushrooms, and
Canon Phibbs has also joined the majority. ED. Daily
Swallow.]

POODLES ON THE LAND.

Kimono Cottage, Camberley.
DEAR Sin, Poodles have from time immemorial been

employed to hunt for and dig out truffles in France. May
I suggest to all owners of dogs of this highly intelligent
breed that they should use them (1) for digging in gardens
and allotments ; (2) in place of caddies on golf links ? May
I add that poodles ought not to be shaved with a safety-
razor, but should he trimmed by a topiary expert ?

I am, Sir,

,
Yours faithfully, MAISIE MIMRAM.

[We are most grateful to our correspondent for her
information and the humane suggestion with which it is

coupled. Truffle-hunting is indeed a noble sport.
ED. Daily Scoop.]

" KILL THAT FLY."

Limcjuice Villa, Leighton Buzzard.
DEAE SID, As a dead set is being made against dogs

by some uncompromising food economists, may I point
out on behalf of our four-footed friends what admirable
service they render the community by the destruction of

flies? My Irish terrier, Patsy, spends half his time catch-

ing blue-bottles indeed, my husband, who is of a mathe-
matical turn, estimates that he accounts for several hundreds

every day. Faithfully yours, VERAX.

[Patsy has indeed deserved well of the commonwealth.
Some official recognition is clearly called for, preferably
a special collar unstarched, of course recording his

services. ED. Weekly Simpleton.]

How TO PROVIDE FOB POMS.

Mazaivattee Mansions, Matlock.

DEAR SIR, I have had since 1912 a Pomeranian dog
of good pedigree. Wishing to give him a chance, I changed
his name from Fritz to Jock, hut he refuses to answer to

the new title. As it is impossible to deport him to his

native land, I think of presenting him to a German Prisoners'

Camp in the neighbourhood, but before doing so should be

glad of your advice. Yours anxiously, PUZZLED.

[The problem is a difficult one, but we sso no reason for

vetoing our correspondent's generous proposal. The posi-
tion of neutral dogs is also puzzling. Only the other dfty "we

heard of a Great Dane who could not be taught to "die for

the King
"

doubtless on conscientious grounds. The feel-

ings of the mites in a Dutch cheese, again, ought to be

considered. ED. Conscience.]
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PLAYING SMALLER.
'

THE KAISEB MAKES A CHANGE OF INSTRUMENT.
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THE MUD LARKS.
I
moans the country will be cleared of I Theuopleasantness spread,fortwenty-

; its explosiVe matter and I shall ho able four horn's later came a chit for our

WHEN we have finished slaying for to spend my declining years in Park
the day, have stropped our gory sabres,

hung our horses up to dry and are sit-

ting about after mess, girths slackened

and pipes aglow, it is a favourite pas-
time of ours to discuss what we are

going to do after the War.

William, our mess president and trans-

port oilicer, says frankly,
"
Nothing."

Three years' continuous struggle to

keep the mess going in whiskey and
soda and the officers' kit down to two
hundred and fifty pounds per officer has
made an old man of him, once so full

of bright quips and conundrums. The
moment HINDENBURO chucks up the

sponge off goes William to Chelsea

Hospital, there to spend the autumn
of his days pitching
the yarn and display-

ing his honourable
scars gained in many a

bloody battle in the

rnule lines.

So much for William.
The Skipper, who is as

sensitive to climate as

a lily of the hot-house,

prattles lovingly during
the summer months of

selling ice-creams to the

Eskimos, and during
the winter months of

peddling roast chest-

nuts in Timbuctoo.
MacTavish and the

Babe propose, under
the euphonious noms
de commerce of Vava-
seur and Montmorency,
to open pawn - shops
among ex - munition-

workers, and thereby accumulate old

masters, grand pianos and diamond
tiaras to export to the United States.

For myself I have another plan.
There is a certain historic wood up

north through which bullets whine,
shells rumble and no bird sings. After

the War I am going to float a company,
purchase that wood and turn it into a

pleasure-resort for the accommodation
of tourists.

There will be an entrance fee of ten

francs, and everything else will be extra.

Tea in the dug-out ten francs.

Trips through trenches, accompanied
by trained guides reciting selected

passages from the outpourings of our

special correspondents ten francs.

At night grand S.O.S. rocket and Very
light display ten francs. While for

a further twenty francs the tourist

will be allowed to pick up as many
souvenirs in the way of rolls of barbed

wire, dud bombs and blind crumps as

he can stagger away with. By this

Lane, or, anyway, Tooting.
Our Albert Edward has not been

making any plans as to his future

lately, but just now it looks very much
as if his future will bo spent in gaol.
It happened this way. He had been

up forward doing some O. Pipping.
While he was there he made friends

with a battery and persuaded the poor
fools into doing some shooting under

Albert Edward, saying if he had nothing
hotter to do would he drop in and swop
yarns with the General at noon that

clay ? Our Albert Edward made his

will, pulled on his parade boots, drank
half a bottle of brandy neat, kissed us
farewell and rode off to his doom. As
he passed the borders of the camp The

O'Murphy uncorked himself from a

drain, and, seeing his boon-companion
faring forth a-horse, abandoned the rat-

bis direction. He says it is great fun ! strafe and trotted after him.

sitting up in your O. Pip, a pipe in your
teeth, a telescope clapped to your blind

eye, removing any parts of the land-

scape that you take a dislike to.
" I don't care for that tree at

A 29.b.5.8"," you say to the telephone.

or two explaining The
Two years ago we were

A word

O'Murphy.
camped at one end of a certain damp
dark gully up north. Thither came a

party of big marines and a small Irish

terrier, bringing with them a long naval

gun, which they cov-

ered witli a camouflage
of sackcloth and ashes
and let off at intervals.

Whenever the long gun
was about to fire the

small dog went mad,
bounced about behind
the gun - trail like an
indiarubber ball, in an

ecstasy of expectation.
When the great gun
boomed he shrieked

with joy and shot away
up the gully looking for

the rabbit. The poor
little dog's hunt up and
down the gully for the

rabbit that never had
been was one of the

most pathetic sights 1

ever saw. That fo

many big men with

such an enormous gun
"It's altogether too crooked (or too should miss the rabbit every time was

straight). Off with its head !" and, hey gradually killing him with disgust and

presto ! the offending herb is not. Or, exasperation.

we '11 have

Our Albert

morning he

village.
" One village

another, am
yards this

world-wide

FORCE OF HABIT.
Fanner. "IF YOU'VE FINISHED PLOUGHIN' THIS 'EKE FIELD WHAT 'HE YOU

SOEATCHIN' ABOUT WITH THAT STICK?"

G 3 War-worker (formerly humorous artist). "OH, JUST SIGNING MY XAMI:."

C 39.d.7.4" is quite absurd ;
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Tummy (reporting himself to Seryrnnt after search for lost bayonet]. "Au'VK Kol'SD ME BAGGINET."

Sergeant.
" Wur.UK WAS IT?" Tommy. "ON THE TOP O 1 MA GOON."

had insisted on coining with us there

was nothing further to be said, so we
christened him " The O'Murphy," at-

tached him to the strengtli for rations

and discipline, and for two years he has
shaved our joys and sorrows, our billets

and bully-beef, up and down the land of

Soinowheres.

But it was with our Albert Edward
he got particularly chummy. They had
the same dislike of felines and the same
taste in biscuits. Thus when Albert

Kdward rode by, ears drooping, tail

tucked in (so to speak), en route to the

shambles, The O'Murphy saw clearly
that here was the time to prove his

friendship, and trfttted along behind.

On arriving at II.Q. the comrades shook

paws and licked each other good-bye.
Then Albert Edward stumbled within

and The O'Murphy hung about out-

side saucing the brass-collared Staff

dogs and waiting to gather up \\liat

fragments remained of his chum's

body after the General had done with
it. His interview witli the General
our Albert Kdward prefers not to de-

scribe ; it was too painful, too humiliat-

ing, lie says. That a man of the
General's high position, advanced age
and venerable appearance could lose

his self-control to such a degree was a

terrible revelation to Albert Edward.
" Let us draw a veil over that episode,"
he said.

But what happened later on he did

consent to tell us. When the General
had burst all his blood vessels, and
Albert Edward was congratulating him-

self that the worst was over, the old man
suddenly grabbed a Manual of Military
Law off his desk, hurled it into a corner

and dived under a table, whence issued

scuffling sounds, grunts and squeals.
" See that?

" came the voice of the Gen-
eral from under the table. " Of all con-

founded impudence! did you seethat?"
Albert Edward made noises in the

negative. "A rat, by golly!" boomed
the venerable warrior,

"
big as a calf,

came out of his hole and stood staring
at me. Damn his impudence ! I cut off

his retreat with the manual and he's

somewhere about here now. Flank

him, will you?
"

As Albert Edward moved to a llank

there came sounds of another violent

scuffle under the table, followed by a

glad whoop from the General, who
emerged rumpled but triumphant.

"
Up-ended the waste-paper basket

on him," he panted, dusting his knees

|

with a handkerchief. " And now, me
lad, what now, eh ?

"

" Fetch a dog, Sir," answered Albert

Edward, mindful of his friend The

O'Murphy. The General sneered,
"
Dog

he blowed ! What "s the matter with

the old-fashioned cat '? I 've got a plain

tabby with me that has written standard

works on ratting." He lifted up his

voice and bawled to his orderly to bring
one Pussums. " Had the old tabby for

years, me lad," he continued ;

"
brought

it from home carry it round with me
everywhere ; and I don't have any rat

troubles. Orderly!
" Fellers come out here witli St.

Bernard dogs, shot-guns, poison, l>ear-

traps and fishing-nets and never get
a wink of sleep for the rats, while one
common cat like my old Pussums
would Oh, where is that con-

founded feller'.'
"

He strode to the door and flung it

open, admitting, not an orderly but The

O'Murphy, who nodded pleasantly to

him and trotted across the room, tail

twinkling, love-light shining in his eyes,
! and deposited at Albert Edward's feet

his offering, a large dead tabby cat.

Albert Edward remembers no more.

He had swooned. PATLANDER.
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NOT WISELY BUT TOO WELL.
CHAPTER I.

" I WISH you would speak to Cook

yourself about it," said my wife rather

nervously.
" The whole thing depends

upon her, and everyone says the chief

difficulty is to get one's servants into

line."

"It seems hardly my department,"
said I.

" No," my wife admitted,
" but 1

believe it would impress her. She is

not in the least impressed by me."

I saw at once I should have to do it
;

you can't run away from a thing like

that without impairing your position
as the head of the house. But I

dreaded it. I have always been afraid

of her, and I knew that if she began to

argue I should be expected to take

what my wife calls a firm line, and

that is always most uncomfortable. I

wanted to have her up to my study, so

that I should have the moral support
of encyclopaedias and things that she

doesn't understand ;
but my wife was

convinced that I ought to mark the im-

portance of the occasion by presenting

myself in the kitchen. I hadn't been

down that stair for months and months.

All this happened weeks ago, when the

DEVONPORT rations were proposed. . . .

I took my stand with my back to the

fire, conscious of a listening kitchen-

maid behind the scullery door, and after

asking if the range continued to give
satisfaction I opened on the general

question of submarines. But Cook
had the better of me there. I had

forgotten that she has a son on a sub-

marine. I spoke of the serious position
of the country, and Cook cheerfully
assented. (For her part she often said

to Jane that we were goin' 'eadlong into

trouble.) I spoke, in general terms, of

economy, and found we were in com-

plete agreement. (" Only last night I

says to Jane,
' Waste not, want not

'

must be our motter.") Then I an-

nounced the amount of the DEVONPOET
rations and repeated them twice mcst

impressively. Cook appeared to he

going through a number of swift pro-
fessional calculations. (" Six times four

is twenty-four, and six times two-and-

three-quarters is m m in in

carry one is sixteen and a- half, but

syrup might do for the batter.") Well,

Sir, she would try. She would keep
a book,

" and every hounce that came
into this bouse be it rabbit or be it

liver shall be put down."
I was so pleased with her attitude

that I allowed myself to be carried

away rather, and we agreed before the

conference ended that we would try to

improve upon Lord DEVONPOKT if it

was possible. Cook, as I left her,

impressed me as an heroic figure, facing
a grim future with a high neart.

" You did it beautifully, dear," said

my wife as I came out. She also had

been listening behind the other door.

CHAPTER II.

Weeks passed. My only desire was
to dismiss the whole question from my
mind. Like LLOYD GEORGE in the

House of Commons I had appeared
and made my statement, and I was
content to leave the whole matter to

my wife. I do not mean to say that I

did not observe sundry innovations in

the food supply. Funny-looking scones

came Up that tasted rather of pea-soup ;

some of the meat dishes had a sort of

padded-out aspect, and it was diflicult

to get quite away from oat-meal. But
I had no cause to complain. It is only
in the last ten days that the situation

has become grave. Barer and barer is

the board. I have even had to make

suggestions. I proposed that bacon,
for instance, might be allowed to re-

appear on Sundays. Very well, said

my wife patiently, she would see

what she could do. I wondered if

buttered toast had been finally ban-

ished for the Duration. She hoped
not. But I gave up that policy, for I

found that whenever I recovered some
such fugitive from our table some-

thing else was certain to disappear.

My eyes were opened to it at last. I

saw that the establishment was going

rapidly downhill. And I could get no

real satisfaction from my wife. She
would make vague promises of reform;

she would undertake to do her best
;

and she would begin to talk brightly
about something else.

And then I wanted to ask the Harri-

sons to lunch. That brought on the

crisis, for I formulated a minimum
demand of a leg of mutton or a pair
of fowls.

" I don't see how it 's possible,

dear," said my wife.
" I am so

sorry."
" You are keeping something back

from me," said I. "Tell me, whose is

the ' Hidden Hand '

that is running
this blockade?

"

" It 's Cook."

"Oh, Cook."
"
Yes, ever since you gave her that

awful slanging about patriotism she

has been grinding me down more
and more. She 's always plotting
and scheming and telling me that

she must keep the book down for the

good of the country. I can see that

Jane isn't getting sufficient nourish-

ment. If I were to propose a pair
of fowls for lunch I know that she

would say it was her duty to remind
me that we were a beleaguered city.

And yet I don't want to discourage
her. . . ."

" That 's very awkward," said I.
" What in the world are we to do
about the Harrisons ?

"

" I know," said my wife suddenly.
"Ask them on Saturday. Cook's go-

ing to Plymouth for the week-end to

see her son."

"Oh, good," said I. "And we will

have a blow-out."
" And we won't put it down in the

book."
"
No, not a hounce of it."

So that is what we are going to do
about the Harrisons. But it doesn't

touch the larger question. Our prob-
lem, you will see, is very different

from that of other people, and my wife

smiles a pale wan smile when she

hears her friends endlessly discussing

ways and means of keeping within

Lord DEVONPORT'S rations. What we
want is to discover a means of getting
back to that lavish and generous stan-

dard of living. Bis.

CHARADE OF THE RELUCTANT
ECONOMIST.

UNCONSCIOUS that tho times are strange.
Enthroned in cushioned ease and

quiet,

~My first foresees not any change
In his luxurious canine diet.

While I, his master and his lord,

A hearty breakfast-eater reckoned,
No longer at my frugal board

Enjoy the pleasures of my second.

Controllers ! I detest the tribe
;

Freedom I hold in deep devotion ;

Why should they want to circumscribe

My powers of rapid locomotion ?

My wliolc I can no longer buy,
'Tis useless to attempt to beg it ;

And whether it be wet or dry
Three times in four I have to leg it.

"In the Commons this afternoon Mrs.

Maepherson said recent fighting in Southern
Palestine had resulted in the capture of a

Turkish advanced position."

Nottiju/ham Evening Post.

The lady seems, without waiting for

the Franchise Bill, to have captured an

advanced position herself.

" Good Bed room and sitting room, bath, h.

and c., in lovely secluded garden, Hants."

Very proper. Baths should always be

taken in seclusion.

"Deland is a church-going community,
with Baptist, Presbyterian, two Methodists,

Christian, Episcopalian and Roman Catholic

churches." 'American Paper.

We are so glad the Christians were not

forgotten.
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IT'S THE SAME MAN.
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SIDELIGHTS ON THE GREAT FOOD PROBLEM.
GOVERNMENT OFFICIAL ASCERTAINING WHETHER FOOD GIVEN TO FOWLS is FIT FOB HUMAN CONSUMPTION.

VICARIOUS REPRISALS.
I NEVER countenanced the Hun in any sort of way
He always does what isn't done and won't learn how to

play-
But never have I felt estranged quite as I do to-day.

Till now I 've strafed him like the rest, as natural and

right,
But now my spirit is obsessed by bitter private spite ;

And if he wants to know the cause no mail came up
to-night.

The sun must plod his weary course, the long night wax
and wane,

To-day's strong rumours lose their force for others as

insane,
The ration cart crawl up once more before we hope again.

Who is to blame what man can guess ? I do not want to

know,
The U-Boats or the Q.M.S., the Censor or the snow
It cannot modify the fact that warps my nature so.

Although I may not vent my spleen upon the stricken

Mess,
Where fancies of what might have been add gall to bitter-

ness,
I mean to cause some sentient thing confusion and distress.

And who so handy as the Hun ? I know what I will do,
1 will prevent to-morrow's sun with avid zeal and new,

Betaking me to some O. Pip that gives a charming view ;

Each Teuton nose that dares to lift above the tunnelled

ground
Shall be saluted with its swift and dedicated round,
Till all the burrows of the Bosch with panic shall

resound.

And by this wrath it shall be known when there is like

delay,'
Till far beyond my trembling zone pale Hun to Hun shall

say,
" It 's no use crying Kamerad he 's had no mail to-day !

"

Unchained.
" FIGHTING IN PORTUGUESE EAST AFRICA.

The gorgonzola column also fought a vigorous action, inflicting

great losses on the rebels." Evening Chronicle.

" The standard ship now being built in British shipyards to make
good the loss of tonnage due to submarine warfare, is of about 8,000

tons, and all the ships already laid down are of identical pattern.

Eight thousand tons seems to have been hit upon as a middle size

between 6,000 and 10,000 tons." Pearson's Weekly.

A very good hit too.

From an Indian cinema advertisement :

" ' The Marble Heart ' from '

King Baggot
'

: A splendid drama
dealing with the loves of a young sculptor whose daydreams partake of

an astral separation from his own self, and carry him to the scenes of

the times in which his 3 statues were living persons. We are intro-

duced to old Greece, and meet Diagones ; Georges ;
Philideas and

live over again the old times." Civil and Military Gazette (Lalwrc).

But with a lot of nice new friends.
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AGAINST TYRANNY.
EUSSIA (dra wing her sword again in the common cause). "IF I CAN'T KEEP FAITH WITH THE

FEIENDS OF FKEEDOM. HOW AM I FIT TO BE FREE?"
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Short. "WE MUST WAIT TILL THE BOYS COME MARCHING HOME, AND THEN THE PROFITS 'LL GO UP."

Codlin. "On, WILL THEY? MEBBE THAT BOMBIN"LL HAVE MADE 'EM PB.ETTY TIDY SHOTS."

WHO SHALL DECIDE?

(An echo of the Romncy cause ccJebre.)

IN view of the attacks on their hon-

ourable calling by Sir THOMAS JACKSON
and others, in The Times and elsewhere,
the Art critics of London called a public

meeting to consolidate their position.
The Chair was taken by Sir WILLIAM
EICHMOND, who was supported by Mr.

HUMPHRY WARD, Mr. A. S. TEMPLE,
and numerous other gentlemen who
know a Romney when they see it, or

who earn an honest livelihood by dis-

tributing adjectives, good or bad, among
painters.

Sir WILLIAM EICHMOND, referring to

a recent lawsuit, said that it was mon-
strous that careful conclusions based

upon a long life of study should be

upset by the production of a pencil
sketch, and he called for the removal
of Mr. Justice DARLING from the Bench.
Art criticism was not a mere matter of

caprice, as people were now pretending,
but an exact science. If a qualified

man, not only a theorist but a practical

craftsman, after years of preparation,
stated that a picture was by such and
such a painter, it was by him. The
more fact that someone named Ox IAS

HUMPHRY had made a small sketch

resembling a large oil painting proved
nothing. (Loud cheers.) The speaker
said that he was glad to hear thosp
sounds. But he would go further. The
conclusion of the recent case was de-

scribed as dramatic. He had a far

more dramatic possibility up his sleeve.

Suppose it should be discovered as it

might be, nothing being impossible

suppose it should be discovered that

EOMNEY chose to paint some of his

pictures under the pseudonym of OZIAS
HUMPHRY. What then? (Terrific sen-

sation.) They had all heard of the

SHAKSPEARE-BACON controversy. The
EoMNEY-HuMPHRY controversy might
be destined to eclipse that. (Profound
excitement.) He, the speaker, person-

ally was not prepared to let the matter
rest where it did. His honour as an
Art critic was at stake.

An even greater sensation was caused
at this juncture by a rush of cold air

in the hall, followed by the appearance
of a ghostly shape, which announced
itself to be the shade of OZIAS HUM-
PHRY himself. If anyone doubted his

identity or suggested that he did not

j

paint his own pictures he should take

very prompt action indeed. The art

of haunting was by no means extinct.

(Here the Chairman hurriedly left the

room.) The shade, continuing, caused
some consternation by stating that the

picture which had led to litigation the

other day was by no means the only
supposed Eomney that he had painted.
He could name several in collections

within a mile or two of the spot where
he was then standing. (At this point
Mr. HUMPHUY WARD swooned and was
carried out by Mr. EGBERTS.)

Mr. A. S. TEMPLE remarked that no
doubt the shade of OZIAS HUMPHRY
attended that meeting in all good faith,

but for his part he thought that he
would have shown better taste had he

kept away. In fact everyone would be

i happier if OZIAS HUMPHRY had never
' existed. It was not Art critics that

should be pitched into, but painters
whose styles resembled each other.

They were the real nuisance. It was
the duty of artists to be distinctive, and
it was the duty of Art critics to keep
them so. No doubt, as SHAKSPEARE
knew, there was a certain humour to be

extracted from men who were exactly
alike, such as the two Dromios, but
when painters painted alike there was
no fun in it at all.

Mr. JOHN SMITH testified to the fact

that he had no interest in a picture
unless he knew who painted it

;
and
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even then ho was not interested unless

the name of the painter was a familiar

one. If Art critics provided these names,

it was obviously desirable that their

services should he retained ;
but it was

confusing if the Art critics disagreed

among themselves. All he asked was

that when they thus disagreed they
should all equally fix on well-known

names, even though they were different

ones. Names such as REYNOLDS,
GAINSBOROUGH, LEADER and GOETZE
were well known and inspired confi-

dence. Strange names merely irri-

tated. In visiting the Royal Academy,
for example, he personally always

bought a catalogue and confined his

attention to the pictures of the more
famous artists. In this way be ensured

a pleasant afternoon. If there was still

any doubt as to the merit of a picture,

he inquired the price and was guided

by the size of that.

Sir FREDERICK WEDMORE said that

to decry the value of Art criticism was
absurd. It was only through the efforts

of their literary henchmen that some

painters could be known at all. The
better the picture the more"words ought
to be written about it, at so much a

word. It was impossible to over-esti-

mate the importance of fitting every
brush-mark with the adequate epithet.
He himself had devoted a long life to

this task and he intended to continue

doing so. (Loud cheers.)
The Editors of the Sketch and Taller,

speaking in unison, said that not only
was there too much talk about pic-

tures, but there were far too many
pictures. Artists ought not to be en-

couraged in the way they are. The
world was never so happy as in the

interval between the loss of the
" Monna Lisa" and its recovery. We
should apply our enthusiasm to the

stage to actors and, above all, to

actresses.

The Editors of The Daily Mirror and
The Daily Sketch, also speaking in uni-

son, said they agreed to a large extent

with the last speakers. It would not

really matter if every painting disap-

peared, so long as the camera remained.

One living photographer was better

than a thousand dead Masters.

Sir CLAUDE PHILLIPS asked how the

Masters would ever have been called

Masters had it not been for the critics.

Painters merely painted and left it

there ; it was the critics who decided

whether or not they should be immortal,
and whether their pictures should be

worth tens or thousands. *
Mr. MARION SPIELMANK said that no

one would deny that the contemplation
of pictures, even those of Saints or

Holy Families, had given enormous

pleasure. But why? Not because the

The "Nut" of the Regiment (reading Army order re dress). "BY JOVE, MAJOU, THIS 18

SERIOUS! SHIRTS, COLLARS AND TIES HAVE GOT TO BE THE SAME COLOUR AS UNIFORM.
IT JOLLY WELL MEANS THAT WE 'LL HAVE TO GET A HEW UNIFORM EVERY TIME WE HAVE
A COLLAR WASHED."

crowds that flocked to the galleries

really cared for them, but because gifted
writers had for centuries been setting

up hypnotic suggestions that in this

way was pleasure to be obtained. He
had often seen men and women stand-

ing before a canvas of REMBRANDT,

hating the grubby muddle of it in their

hearts, but adoring it in their beads

all because some well-known critic had
told them to. Their pleasure, however,
was real, and therefore it should, in a

world of sadness, be encouraged, and

consequently Art critics should be en-

couraged.
Mr. ROGER FRY here rose to point

out that the test of a picture is not the

pleasure which it imparts, as the last

speaker seemed to think, but tbe pain.
The sooner the public got that fact into

its thick head the better would it be for

those artists who were not so clay-
souled as to allow stuffy conventions to

interfere with the development of their

personality.
Mr. D. W. GRIFFITH said that he had

never heard so much talk about pictures,
with so little reference to himself. It

was he who invented " The Birth of a

Nation
" and "

Intolerance," and be
was the Picture King, and as such he

wished to tell them that the best Art

critic in the world couldn't hold a

candle to a very ordinary Press agent.

(Uproar, during which the meeting
broke up.)
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MEDITATIONS OF MARCUS O'REILLY.

THE GREAT DOG FICIHT.

NEXT to the beauty of its girls my
little Western home is noted for two

things the ferocity of its dogs and its

bountiful provision for assuaging an

attack of thirst. For the latter there

are fifteen houses, ten of which have

licences and the rest back-doors. We
are by birth a temperate people, but

there is much salt in the air.

Our dogs are very like ourselves, as

peaceable and well-conducted as can be,

except when some rascal takes up their

challenge and makes faces at them or

trails a tail of too much pretension and

too suddenly in their neighbourhood.
Then the fur is apt to fly.

" What a degrading spectacle a dog-

fight is !

"
Moriarty, who takes up the

collection in church and has thus a

semi-ecclesiastical status in life,

which shows itself in his speech,
said this to me only last evening.
There were about a hundred of

us trying to hide this degrad-

ing spectacle from the police
and other innocent people, and

Moriarty had just lost three-

aud-sixpeuce 011 Casey's dog.
" A degrading spectacle indeed,"
said I.

" If Casey's dog had
held out two minutes longer he
had the other dog beat. I am
disappointed in Casey's dog."
It icas degrading, and I am glad
I had only half-a-crown on it.

So I paid up to our collector of

rates and taxes and came home.
This little incident made me

think of Billy O'Brien, our next-

door neighbour. Billy had one

will ho only one dog in the Ballybun jmal
at his heels to show me Mulligan's

census." I had my doubts, as I know
jletter

and discuss his wrongs, before

the local dog, which would have the he went round to talk dog with the

hide off an elephant if it barked. But writer. His shortest way to Mulligan's

Billy O'Brien is a stranger, or as we say was through my back-yard. Elixir,

"transplanter" in our part of Ireland, 'without anybody's permission, at once

his grandfather being the first of his
j

started to break his way through in

branch to transplant himself here, and order to tell Mulligan's dog to his face

he did not then know much about the i
what he thought of him. He had

higher education of dog, though he is
'

hardly set a paw in it when an infuri-

an ai I mirable inspector of schools. lated ball of fur lit somewhere out of

But he thought he did, and lie had '

space on to his back, cursing and
an educational theory which was all spitting and tearing the hair out in

his own. He claimed that a dog is
j

slathers. This new enemy was my
what ho eats, and he simply spent

j

wife's tortoise-shell kitten Emmelino,

pounds on that dog's education. In a
;
whose existence I had for the moment

month or two Elixir, . which was the forgotten, but who owns that backyard
dog's name, could swallow curries with-

out winking which would bring tears to

the eyes of an Oriental Potentate, and
he would howl if ho was given water
without Worcester Sauce.

and whose permission had not been
asked.

What was left of Elixir let a yell out
of it like a foghorn and bolted. It

returned twenty-four hours later with
its tail between its legs, a con-

vinced pacifist. The disgusted
O'Brien at once changed its

name to Bertrand Eussell, after

some philosopher who palliates
German methods of warfare,
and gave it to a tinker.

O'Brien lias abandoned
theories about dogs and is now
trying to encourage hygiene in

our midst, and Mulligan is sleep-

ing better than ever.

Diner (i-Jioking). "QUICK! WATKB! CUL.MBIXMK THROAT.''

War Waiter. "AH, SIB, IP ONLY THE WELL-TO-DO win i. n

LF.AVF. HKF.AD FOB THK LESS FOKTUNATK."

An Unusual Recommendation.
"Governess (Nursery), 40, seasick,

one pupil, usual subjects, about MO.''

Melbourne -tr..

From a Cadets' examination :

"
y. What is a Roster?

A. A Roster is a soldier who
passion in life, and that was the rearing O'Brien's theorymay have been right,

of a dog that could whip any combi-
;
or else it was only his dog's liver that was

nation in the vicinity. i wrong, for very soon Elixir would keep

Billy said life wasn't worth living if i us up half the night shouting offensive

he could not walk in the streets with-

out some neighbour's dog beating his.

Billy had failed hitherto, and this is not

surprising to one who knows the dogs
of Ballybun. They are Irish terriers

to a dog, and all of them living in-

stances of the doctrine of the survival

of the fittest. The air of Ballybun is

bad for a dog with a weak chest who
thinks he has a strong one. Billy

experimented with many breeds and
had many glimpses of success, but a

Ballybun dog always put an end to his

experiments.
Last year Billy thought he had

achieved his aim at last. When he re-

turned from tlfe sea-side he brought
with him a powerful dog of unknown
breed and of the most colossal ugliness.
He confided to me that he would not let

him out on the street until his education

was complete,"and then,"said he, "there

epithets across our wall at Mulligan's

dog, who hurled them back at him.

Mulligan, who is a light sleeper, was
much annoyed, and wrote O'Brien eight

pages about it. He mentioned that he

was a member of the Society for the

Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, and

frequently gets drunk or rowdy. Not
what could be called a steady man."

From a Publishers' advertisement :

' Wild Foods of Great Britain : Where to

46 figs.Find them and How to Cook them.
Post free Is. 9d."

The figs alone are worth the money.

' '

Leytonstone's best effort was by a wounded
soldier, who at great risk of pneumonia
gallantly rescued a number of women from a

that it was positive cruelty to keep tramcar that couldn't swim." Daily Sketch.

these two animals separated a moment The attention of the L.C.C. is respect-

longer than was absolutely necessary,
j
fully called to this deficiency on the

He said that his conscientious ohjec-
j part of its vehicle,

tions to betting were well known and

life-long, but that even they would not

stand in the way of his wife's putting a

fiver on their dog Stanislaus. He added
position" as a one-ton yawl returning with a

a few remarks about O'Brien's grand- load of kippers." Mr. K. Ashmead-Bartlett in

father, the "transplanter"; but what
\

" The Simdfiij Times."

annoyed the owner of Elixir most was Inquiries as to the locality of the kipper

Mulligan's remark that he had not seen fishing-grounds should be addressed to

1 A vessel of 30.000 tons may be sunk, but

the dog, but heard it was some new
kind of German pug.

Billy came in with the libelled ani- fried whitings.

our contemporary. We ourselves hear

that it is in the neighbourhood of the
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-nil motor-launch). "I SAY, CAN YOU TELL ME EXACTLY WHERE I AM?"
CiiiiniKiiiili i- of destroyer. "YES, DEAR OLD THING. YOU'RE IN THE NORTH SEA."

TO SMITH IN MESOPOTAMY.
MASTER OF ARTS, how is it with you now '?

Our spires stand up against the saffron dawn
And Isis breaks in silver at the prow
Of many a skiff, and by each dewy lawn

Purple and gold the lull flag-lilies stand ;

And SHELLEY sleeps above his empty tomb
Hard by the staircase where you had your room,
And all the scented lilacs are in bloom,

But you are far from this our fairy-land.

Your heavy wheel disturbs tha ancient dust
Of empires dead ere Oxford saw the light.

Those flics that form a halo round your crust

And crawl into your sleeping-bag at night
Their grandsires drank the blood of NADIII SHAH,
And tapped the sacred veins of SULEYMAN ;

There Hashed dread Tmovit's whistling yataghan,
And soothed the tiger ear of GENUHIZ KHAN

The cream of Tartary's battle-drunk "
Heiyah !

"

And yonder, mid the colour and the cries

Of mosque and minaret and thronged bazaars
And fringed palm-trees dark against the skies

Jl via \ u, KASCIIID walked beneath the stars

And hoard the million tongues of old Baghdad,
Till out of Basrah, as the dawn took wing,
Came up the laden camels, string on string ;

But now there is not left them anything
Of all the wealth and wisdom that they had.

Somehow I cannot sei> \<m, lean and browned,

Chasing the swart OMimnli through the scrub

Or hauling railroad tics ami " s!eol mild round
"

Sunk in the sands of Irak to the hub,

Heaping coarse oaths on Mesopotamy ;

But rather strewn in gentlemanly ease
In some cool scrdab or beneath the trees'

That fringe the river-bank you hug your knees
And watch the garish East go chattering by.

And at your side some wise old priest reclines

And weaves a tale of dead and glorious days
When MAMUN reigned ; expounds the heavenly signs
Whose movements fix the span of mortal days ;

Touches on Afreets and the ways of Djinns ;

Through his embroidered tale real heroes pass,
EUSTUM the bold and BAHRAM the wild ass,

Who never dreamed of using poisoned gas
Or spread barbed wire before the foemau's shins.

I think I hear you saying,
" Not so much-

Of waving palm-trees and the flight of years ;

It "s evident that you are out of touch
With war as managed by the Engineers.

Hot blasts of sherki are our daily treat.

And toasted sandhills full of Johnny Turk
And almost anything that looks like work,
And thirst and flies and marches that would irk

A cast-iron soldier with asbestos feet."

Know, then, the thought was fathered by the wish
We oldsters feel, that-you and everyone

Who through the heat and flies conspire to dish

The "Drang nach Osten" of the beastly Hun
Shall win their strenuous virtue's modest wage.
And if at Nishapur and Babylon
The cup runs dry. we'll till it later on,
And here where Cherwell soothes the fretful don

In flowing sherbet pledge- our easeful sage. ALGOL.
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APPROPRIATOR OF TUBERS.
AT a time when not a potato was to

be found in all Kensington, the Food
Controller decided to form the Potato

Appropriations Department. I was put
at its head and received my orders direct

from that supreme official.

Up to the moment of being called

upon to take up this important post I

was a Captain on the Staff of an Artil-

lery Headquarters, and my ignorance of

the finer points of the potato was -pro-

found. It was therefore with some trepi-

dation that I proceeded to hold a lengthy
consultation with the Controller' on
the subject of the organisation and

general duties of my department. -My
official title, I was told, was Appvo-

priator of Tubers. I was further in-

formed that, until the department got
into the swing of routine, it had better

work under the direct supervision of

the Food Controller. I agreed.
I was then taken into the Con-

troller's confidence with regard to a

certain matter, and it was suggested
that I should see to it.

I demurred on the ground that I did

not yet feel myself a sufficient authority
on the potato to carry out this parti-
cular duty ; but the Controller .over-

came my objection by sending . for a

Mrs. Marrow, an expert on the Potato

Utilisation Board. She appeared, a

plump middle-aged lady, attired appro-

priately in a costume of workmanlike

simplicity.
Thus reinforced, I ordered the car

and drove to Whitechapel. At the end
of a street whose gutters were full of

vegetable garbage I stopped, and, de-

scending, beckoned imperiously to an

adjacent policeman.
" On duty for the Food Controller,

constable," I said. "Take. me to the

nearest greengrocer, please."
He saluted respectfully and led the

way to. where a long queue, armed with
a varied assortment of baskets and bags,
waited impatiently and clamoured. A
hush fell on our approach. Two more

policemen who now appeared on the

scene constituted themselves my re-

tinue. Through a lane opened in the

throng I made a stately entrance, Mrs.
Marrow and the police bringing up the

rear. I was confronted by a large

flabby individual, who grasped a cab-

bage in one hand and a number of

mangel-wurzels in the other.
" Good morning, Sir," I remarked

courteously but firmly.
" You are the

proprietor of this shop, I presume ?
"

His reply left no room for doubt.
" I am the A.T.," I said impressively,

indicating the red brassard of office

presented to me by the Food Con-
troller.

" In case you do not know what

that means, I am the Appropriator
of Tubers. A tuber, Sir, is a potato.
Now it has been brought to the notice

of my chief, the Food Controller, that

certain vendors of vegetables are seek-

ing to defraud the public by selling as

potatoes a totally different kind of vege-
table disguised with colouring matter

and rubbed with earth."

I paused to allow this weighty an-

nouncement to sink in. My audience

gaped. I continued
"
Acting on orders received from the

Controller I am making a series of

surprise inspections with a view to dis-

covering the guilty parties, who will be

proceeded against under section A, sub-

section 2, paragraph 1,769 of Part III.

of King's Eegs. I mean, the Defence
of the Realm Act. I particularly wish

you to understand," I went on ruth-

lessly, nipping an indignant protest in

the bud,
" that I do not for a moment

allege,^ suggest or insinuate that you
specifically are one of these potato-
swindlers ; nevertheless I have my
duty to do, and I must ask you here

and now to lay out your entire stock

for inspection."
The flabby individual wiped bis fore-

head and signed to a trembling assist-

ant.
- " Get 'em art," he said. " Fer Gawd's
sake, get 'em art !

"

Six bushel baskets of the precious

vegetables were brought and laid in a

row at my feet.
"
Perhaps, Madam," I said, turning

to Mrs. Marrow, "
you will be so kind

as to inspect these ah, tubers. Mrs.

Marrow," I explained to the green-

grocer, "the famous tuber expert."
In silence Mrs. Marrow began to over-

haul the contents of the baskets, every
now and then picking out a particularly
choice specimen, which she added to an

accumulating pile on the floor.
" Aha ! Suspects !

"
I exclaimed

grimly.
" I shall take all these to the

laboratory at the Food Controller's

Headquarters, where Mrs. Marrow will

submit each tuber to a meticulous test

in order to satisfy herself as to its bona

fides. You will be gratified to hear

that, should your potatoes prove to

be all they seem, the Controller will

issue you a blue card, registering you
as a certified vendor of Government-
tested potatoes. This you may place
in your window for the information of

your customers. If the test proves

unsatisfactory
"

I paused. In the

deathly silence the heavy breathing of

Mrs. Marrow was distinctly audible
"
you will hear further," I concluded.

"
Weigh these suspects."

They turned the scale at eighteen

pounds.
" Since in any case the potatoes will

be rendered unfit for consumption by
the rigorous process through which

they will he passed, I am empowered
by the Food Controller to compen-
sate you in advance, at a rate not ex-

ceeding sevenpence per pound, out of

the special appropriation funds, this

sum to be returned in the event of the

test proving unsatisfactory."
So saying I handed him ten-and-

sixpence. The basket was carried out

to the car by one of the guardians of

law and order. Then I headed for

Kensington.
The Food Controller met us breath

lessly at tlie door.
" Oh, what darlings !

"
she exclaimed.

" Do you think they will last out the

master's leave?
"

"
They 've jolly well got to," declared

the master promptly.
" There are

limits, Elsie, to the elasticity of con-

science. Besides, my ability to main-
tain a flow of official phraseology is

exhausted."

The Food Controller kissed me very

sweetly. It was cheap at ten -and -

sixpence.

TUEKISH MUSIC.

[According to " a distinguished neutral "

there is a great demand in Constantinople

just now for pianos.]

OF all occasions to unfaithful scoffers

Given by Turkey in this year of

. grace,
The unexpected homage that she offers

To the piano holds the foremost place.

For Turkish music, vide GROVE and

others,

Meant in the past the cymbals and

big drum,
And piccolo, a group which wholly

smothers
All other instruments and strikes

them dumb.

Compared with this barbaric combina-
tion

The tinkling of the keys, so soft and

clear,

Is lacking in explosive concentration,
And yet there's more in them than

meets the ear.

At least, one reason for this revolution

Is plain; the keyboard, though its

tones are cold,

Viewed as a means of rapid
" execution

"

Endears itself to Turks both Young
and Old.

"M. Bratiano, Rumanian Prime Minister

and Minister for Foreign Affairs, has returned

to Bukarest from Petrograd." The Times.

The force of habit, we presume. How
surprised the German Governor must
have been to see him.
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AT THE EXHIBITION OF THE "FORERUNNERS' SOCIETY.'
Artist. "I BATHER LIKE THAT." Super-Critic.

" LAH ! PnETTY-niETTY ! CHOCOLATE Box !

'

HEXAMETERS.
I HAVE been examining a book by the POET LAUREATE, in

which that learned and painstaking man puts forward for

general acceptance a new theory and a new practice of

metre in English poetry. It seems that our verse is

accentual, whereas it ought to be quantitative or it may
be the other way about ; my brain is in such a whirl with
it all that I can't be certain which is right, but I am sure
that one of them is, and so I leave you to take your choice.

Failing that, you can buy Dr. BRIDGES' book, which is

entitled Ibant Obscuri (Oxford University Press), and
thus expresses my inmost convictions about our great
official poet and his followers. We are henceforth to

write hexameters in English on an entirely new plan, of

which the result is that they lose all likeness to any hexa-
meters previously encountered on the slopes of Parnassus
or anywhere else and become something so blind and

staggering and dreadfully amorphous that the whole mind
of the reader rises up in revolt against them. v

That, at any rate, is my condition at this moment after

going through a course of them. I notice that the reviewers
have been a little shy of these hexametric efforts. They
have mostly described them as "interesting experiments"
and have applauded Dr. BRIDGES for his adventurous

industry and his careful scholarship, and thereafter they
have skirmished on the outskirts and have shown a dis-

inclination to come to grips with the LAUREATE on the

main question whether these hexameters are a success or
a failure. Now I have no hesitation whatever in admitting
my metrical ignorance and at the same time in denounc-

ing as a fiasco the experiment of Dr. BRIDGES. I have

spent some time in struggling with his hexameters ; I

have attempted to track his dactyls to their lair; I have
followed up what I took to be his spondees, and I am
thankful to say that I have managed to survive.

Let me now give some examples, not composed, it is

true, by the LAURKATK, but by myself. This is not an
unfair proceeding, for it will serve to show the effect of

Ibant Obscuri on a mind not too obtuse. I promise that
the rules shall be observed. There shall be six feet in

each line, dactyls or spondees, and the fifth foot shall be a

dactyl and the sixth a spondee or a trochee. Are you
ready ? Go ! ,

Apollo now came forth his course through the sky to fulfil ;

In other words it was morning and most people got out of bed ;

And fathers of families munched and grumbled at their break-

fasts,

Denouncing their bacon and not to be mollified with their
Coffee or tea, as the case might be, and the housewives reproved

thun.

Saying twas impossible to control them with such an example.

Beyond the above I cannot go, but I must add that the
lines are of the most perfect metrical lucidity and the

purest melody when compared with some written by the
LAUREATE in Ibant Obscuri.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.}

MR. H. G. WELLS also among the New Theologians is

not an entirely unexpected event. We have all had inti-

mation in his later writings of the coming of some such
thesis as God, The Invisible King (CASSELL). I can see

the deans making mincemeat of the rash author. All 's

well if they '11 eat some of the meat. And they may. At
least this is no super-subtle modernist divine dealing out

old coins surreptitiously stamped with a new image and

superscription, but a plain blunt heretic who knows his

mind (or, rather, mood). But it is a reverent, indeed, I

dare to say, a noble book. The sanely and securely
orthodox may read it with profit if with shock. It should

brace their faith, and will rob them of nothing but a too-

ready doubt that so forthright a house-breaker may be a

builder in his own way. There is indeed more faith in

these honest denials than in half the assents of the con-

formists. Just because it is not a subtle book it should

not be "
dangerous." It is romantic, rather

; inspired, you
might loosely say. The Index Expuryatorius will of course

list it when they learn

of it
;
but foolishly,

because while the

philosophy, the cos-

mology, the meta-

physics may be ad-

vanced (so advanced
as to be called hasty
and apt to run into

the theological bar-

rages), the religion,
the mysticism, the

"conviction of sin,"

the vision of the in-

visibles, the percep-
tion of the imponder-
ables, are positive,

vivid, sincere, passion-
ate in phrasing and in

intention. Sincere as

Mr. WELLS is always
sincere ; sincere rather than stable, patient, learned and so

forth. I rather wonder that he insists so much on his finite
God. The postulate hardly touches his real thesis. And I

find it easier to believe that there may be some things behind
"this round world" that Mr. WELLS cannot fully understand
because he (the author) is finite and busy than accept
what seems a contradiction in terms to no particular end.

The author of Grand Chain (NISBET) is profoundly aware
that man is not the master of his fate (though he may be
the captain of his soul, which is quite a different matter),
and that the claim so universally put forward, that the

leopard can change his spots, is simply an excuse for

criticising the superficial pigmentation of other leopards.
Dermod Randall, Miss G. B. STERN'S hero, is certainly not
the master of his fate, which is inexorably moulded by the
belief of his relatives, ascendant and descendant, that he
must inherit the vices of his father, a particularly pard-like

specimen, and may be expected at any minute to come out
in spots himself. As a matter of fact his only failings
were a young heart and a sense of humour; btat, as these

qualities were as out of place in the Randall family as a

hornpipe at a funeral, Dermod lives under a perpetual cloud
of unmerited suspicion. How he is compressed into a life

groove, of which an ineffably turgid respectability provides
the chronic atmosphere, is the theme of Grand Chain. And

because the author possesses a wonderfully delicate gift of

satire and a power of character delineation that never gets
out of hand, she has written a novel deserving of more praise
than the usual reviewer, all too timid of superlatives, may
venture to give. Comparisons in criticism are dangerous,
but Miss STEKN'S philosophy strongly calls to mind BUTLER'S

I

The Way of All Flesh. At least there is the same mordant
and rather hopeless analysis of the power for evil in a too

j complicated world of impeccable people with no sense of

I

humour. And in Der)iiod's case the effect is heightened by

I

the feeling that if he had really been the irresponsible

j

creature ho was suspected of being he would have come
I much nearer to controlling his own destinies. He sowed
a decent regard for his obligations, and reaped a perfect
whirlwind of well-to-do respectability. Grand Chain is a

really remarkable novel, and no discriminating reader will

overlook it.

Was it not Mr. ALBERT CHEVALIER who used to sing
some hortatory lyrics upon the inadvisability of intro-

ducing your donah to a pal? Something of this sort,

mutatis mutandis in the matter of sex, might stand

as the moral of That
Red-headed Girl(JEN-

KINS). Because no
sooner had Julia, the

heroine, got herself

engaged to Dick than
the arrival of auburn-
tressed Sheila so daz-

zled the youth that

in less time than it

takes to write he had
called the engagement
off and prepared to

marry the new-comer.

However, to square
matters, Sheila now
jilted him

; where -

upon he fled back to

Julia (meanwhile,
though he knew it

not, legatee of twelve

thousand a year) and promptly married her. Which was

entirely satisfactory, save from the view-point of Miss
LOUISE HEILGERS, who was left with her hero and heroine

united and the whole affair at an end before she had

passed Chapter XII. Here however intervened a very

touching instance of filial piety. Springing to the rescue

of her author, and with no other possible motive or excuse

than that of helping Miss HEILGERS towards a publishable
six-bobs-worth, the resourceful Julia determined to think

that Dick had married her for the money of whose exist-

ence he was palpably unaware. He, on his part, not

to be outdone, played up to the situation thus created with

a lunatic behaviour that gave it the support it wanted. 1

need not, of course, insult your intelligence with any indi-

I
cation of the end. A happy, flagrantly artificial little

comedy of manners, as exhibited by the characters in polite

pre-war fiction, and nowhere else.

DKAW FOB THIS. MY DEAB?"

Intensive Warfare in Palestine.
" On a front of fourteen yards, this position extends by a series of

redoubts and trenches eleven miles south-east of Gaza."
Isle of Man Times.

"Lord Dcvonport . . . hoped their Lordships would realise that

the stable necessaries of life had been brought under Government
control." Belfast Ncics-Lctter.

They do realise it. You should hear their language about oats.
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CHARIVARIA.
COUNT Tisxv has declared his inten-

tion of going to the Front for tho dura-

tion of the War. Ho denies, however,
that he caught the idea from Mr. WIN-
STON Cm KriuL-r..

* *

Tho Germans announced that Chcrisy

nasty rumour is also laid to rest by
the declaration that tho notices which
deal with "Enquiries for Lost Children

"

and are prominently displayed in the
Gardens were actually in vogue before

the rationing system was introduced.

Paper is one of the principal foods

of "Chips," tho pet goat of Suinmer-
vvas impregnable. In view of the fact

j
down Camp. In view of the increasing

that tho place has since been captured I value of this commodity an attempt is
I. _. i 1 _ ,- I f

'

i I 1 ! . - . /.. 1 i. . 1 . CM .. T~\-. , I i 1 _"!_*._ .1.1 ! 1 i _

by the British it is felt that Sir DOUGLAS
II u<; could not have read the German
announcement.

v #
t

Owners of babies are asked to hang
out flags from their bouses during the

forthcoming Baby Week at Croydon.
Parents who liavo only a little Bunting
should hang that out instead.

A parrot owned by a lady at

Ipswich is said to make "
poll

scratchers
"

for herself out of

small pieces of soft wood. In

justice to the bird it must be
slated that she has frequently

expressed a desire to be allowed
to do war-work, but has been

discouraged.

A Battersea fitter has been
committed for trial for break-

ing into a Kingston jewel-
ler's and stealing goods worth
.W,:i.-)0. There is really no
excuse for this sort of thing,
as the public have been re-

peatedly asked by the Govern-
ment not to go in for expen-
sive jewellery.

* *

An Eastbourne coal merchant told

the tribunal that a substitute sent to

him was " too dirty to cart coals."

The department has apologised for the
mistake and explained that it was

thought the man was required to de-

liver milk. ... ^"

*

According to the Berliner Tat/eblatt,

twenty-nine houses in Oberreuth have
been burned down and a villager aged
ninety-seven years has been arrested.
The veteran, it appears, puts down his

sudden crime to the baneful influence
of the cinema. ... +

One of the latest Army Orders per-
mits tho wearing of leather buttons in

place of brass. Our readers should not
be too ready to assume that this will

have any effect on the existing moat-

pie shortage. # .,.

*"

Recently published statistics of the

Zoological Gardens show a marked de-
crease of mortality among the inmates
since they were placed on rations. A

to be made to encourage the animal to

accept caviare instead.
*
*

"Quite good results in tho sterilisa-

tion of polluted drinking water," says
The liritixh Mi'tltr.tl jonrmtl, "have
been obtained by the use of sulphon-
dichloraminobenzoie." It appears that

you just mention this name to tho

germs (stopping for lunch in the middle)

Curate (to old parishioner troubled with insomnia}. "HAVE YOU
TRIED COUNTING SHEEP JUMPING OVER A STILE ?

"

Old Lady.
"
AH, THAT '8 WORSE THAN USELESS, SlR. IT SETS

IMF. WOBKYIN' ABOUT THEM BUTCHERS WITH THEIR ONE-AND-TEN-
PENCE A POUND FOR MUTTON."

and the

death.

little beggars are scared to

In a recent message to General LUD-
ENDORFF, the KAISKR refers to the Ger-
man defence as being

"
mainly in your

hands." And only last April they were

professing to find it in HINUENBURG'S
feet.

'*

It is not yet compulsory under the
new Order, but as a "precaution it is

advisable for the owner of a cheese to

have his full name and address written
on the collar. #

*

The gentleman who advertised last

week in a contemporary the loss of

two pet dogs will be greatly interested
in a little book just published, en-
titled How to Keep Dogs.

:'.-

" It is the most extraordinary case I

ever heard of," said the Chairman of

the Middlesex Appeal Tribunal, in the
case of a one-eyed man passed for

general service. The case is not unique,

however, for a one-eyed man named
NKI.SO^ is recorded as having
some general service in the early part
of the nineteenth century.

* *

Brazil has entered the War and '

many is row able to shoot in almost

any direction without any appreciable
risk of hitting a friend.

::: *
*

A five-months-old boy having been
called up at Hull, the in< >k the

baby to the recruiting office, where we
are told the military were satisfied that

a mistake had been made.

The author of an article in The Daily
Mail stated recently that nine readers

of that paper had sent him poems.
This of course is only to be expected of

a newspaper which advocates reprisals.V
According to the Vossische

Zi'iluiuj washing soap is un-
obtainable in Berlin. Even
eaiing soap, it is rumoured,
can be obtained only at pro-

\ hibitive prices.V
Before the Law Society Tri-

bunal, Mr. JACOB EPSTEIN, the

sculptor, was stated to have

passed the medical test. On
the other hand Mr. EPSTEIN'S
Venus is still regarded as

medically unfit.
* *

A Devon lady who has just
celebrated her one hundredth

birthday declares that to drink

plenty of water daily is the
secret of good health. This is

a great triumph for the milk trade.

THE BEST CAME THE FAIRIES PLAY.

THE best game the fairies play,
The best game of all,

Is sliding down steeples
You know they 're very tall.

You fly to the weathercock
And when you hear it crow

You fold your wings and clutch your
things,

And then you let go !

They have a million other games ;

Cloud-catching 's one :

And mud-mixing after rain

Is heaps and heaps of fun ;

But when you go and stay with
them

Never mind the rest ;

Take my advice they 're very nice,
But steeple-sliding 's best !

"Homo wanted for tabby Persian Cat, 3

years old (neutral)." Scotch Paper.

Why doesn't it join the Allies?

VOL. GUI.
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A SHORT WAY WITH SUBMARINES.

"A SHOUT way with submarines?"
said Bill; "oh, yes, we've got one all

right; but," he added regretfully, "I
don't know as I 'm at liberty to tell

you. Wot I 'm thinkin' about is this

'ere Defence o' the Kealm Act see?

Why, there was a feller I know got ten

days' cells for just tellin' a young wo-
man where 'er sweet'eart's ship was."

It was the last day of Bill's "leaf,"

of which he had spent the greater part

warding off the attacks of old acquaint-
ances bent upon finding out something
interesting about the Navy. Of course

during his absence Bill had written

home regularly, but his letters had
been models of discretion and confined

to matters of the strictest personal
interest. Since his return quite a

number of temporary coldnesses had
arisen as a result of his obstinate reti-

cence, and the retired station-master,
after several attacks both in front and
flank had ignominiously failed, flew

into a rage and said he didn't believe

there was any Navy left to tell about,
the Germans having sunk it all at the

Battle of Jutland.

Bill said they might 'ave done, he

really didn't know, not to be certain.

But now, with his bundle handker-
chief beside him, just having another
drink on his way to the station, Bill

really seemed to be relenting a little.

The customers of the "Malt House"
all leaned forward attentively to listen.

" It 's all among friends, Bill," said

the landlord encouragingly,
"

it won't

go no further, you can rest easy about
that."

" I 've 'eard tell as it 's this 'ere

Mr. Macaroni," began the baker, who
took in a twopenny paper every day,
and gave himself well-informed airs in

consequence.
" If you 'd ever been properly eddi-

cated," said Bill, wiping his mouth on
the back of his hand,

"
you 'd know as

the best discoveries 'ave been made by
haccident, same as when the feller in-

vented the steam-engine along of an

apple tumblin' on 'is 'ead. That 's 'ow
it is with this 'ere submarine business,
an' no macaroni about it an' no cheese

neither.
" Sailormen gets a deal o' presents

sent 'em nowadays, rangin' from wrist-

watches an' cottage-pianners to woolly
'ug-me-tights in double sennit. But
the best present we ever 'ad well, I '11

tell you.
" An old lady as was aunt or god-

mother or something o' the sort to our

Navigatin' Lootenant sent him a pre-
sent of an extra large tin of peppermint
'umbugs. Real 'ot uns, they was, and

big well, I believe you ! I 've 'ad a deal

o' peppermints in my time, but this

'ere consignment from the Navigator's

great-aunt fairly put the lid on. You 'd

ha' thought all 'ands was requirin'
dental treatment the day the Navigator
shared 'em out, an' when the steersman
come off duty, 'e give the course to the

feller relievin' the wheel as if 'e 'd got
an 'ot potato in 'is mouth.

"
Well, the peppermints was in full

blast an' the ship smellin' like a bloom -

in' sweet factory when the look-out

reported a submarine on our port bow.
O' course we was all cleared for haction,
an' beginnin" to feel our Iron Crosses
burnin' 'oles in our jumpers, when we
begun to see as there was something
funny about 'er.

"
Naturally we was lookin' for 'er

to submerge but not she ! There she

sat, waitin' for us, an' all 'er crew was

pushin' an' fightin' to get their 'eads

out of 'er conning tower. We was right
on top of 'er in two twos, and all as we
'ad to do was to pick up the officers and
crew as if they was a lot o' wasps as

'ad been drinkin' beer, an' tow the sub-

marine which was in fust-rate goin'

order, not a month out o' Kiel dockyard
'ome to a port as I 'm not at liberty

to mention."
"But 'ow?

"
began the baker.

" I thought as I 'd made ifmiddlin'

plain," said Bill severely,
" but seein'

as some folks wants winders lettin"

into their 'eads I suppose I 'd better

make it plainer. I daresay you 've

'eard as they 're very short o' sweet-

stuff in Germany."
" I 'ave," said the baker triumphantly,

" I read it in my paper."
"
Well," said Bill,

" there was a wind
settin' good and strong from us towards
the submarine, an' when one of 'em as

'appened to be takin' the air at the time

got a sniff of us 'e just couldn't leave

off sniffin'. Then 'e passed the word
down to the others, an' the hodour of

the peppermints was that powerful it

knocked 'em all of a 'eap, the same as

food on an empty stummick. See?
That 's the real reason o' the sugar

shortage. There's 'arf-a-dozen factories

workin' night an' day on Admiralty
contracts, turnin' out nothin' at all

only peppermint 'umbugs.
"
Simple, ain't it ?

"
Bill concluded,

as he paid^for
his beer and reached for

his bundle. "
Anyway, it does as well

as anything else to tell a lot o' folks as

can't let a decent sailorman spend 'is

bit o' leaf in peace an' quietness with-

out tryin' to get to know what 'e 's got
nt> business to tell 'em nor them to find

OUt." ===^^===== s

"Concrete holds its own in the construc-

tion of our houses, our public buildings, our
brides . . ." New Zealand Paper.

This ought to cement the affections.

THE FUNERAL OF M. DE BLANCHET.
" NEVER let your husband have a

grievance," said Madame Marcot, stir-

ring the lump of sugar that she had

brought with her to put into her cup of

tea.
" It destroys the happiness of the

most admirable households. Have you
heard of the distressing case of the

de Blanchets -Victor de Blanchet and
his wife?

"

We had not.

"Very dear friends of mine," said

Madame Marcot vivaciously, delighted
at the chance of an uninterrupted
innings,

" and belonging to a family
of the most distinguished. They were
a truly devoted couple, and had never
been apart during the whole of their

married life. As for him, he was an
excellent fellow. If he had a fault, it

was only that perhaps he was a little

near ;
but still, a good fault, is it not ?

When he was called to the Front his

wife was desolated, simply desolated.

And then, poor M. de Blanchet not

the figure for a soldier of a rotundity,
Mesdames !

" And Madame Marcot
lifted her eyes heavenwards, struck

speechless for a moment at the thought
of M. de Blanchet's outline. " How-
ever, like all good Frenchmen, he made
no fuss, but went off to do his duty.
He wrote to his wife every day, and
she wrote to him.

" All at once his letters ceased, and

then, after a long delay, came the

official notice,
'

Missing.' Imagine the

suspense, the anxiety ! For weeks she
continued to hope against hope, but at

last she heard that his body had been
found. It had been recognised by the

clothes, the identity disc (or whatever

you call it), and the stoutness, for, alas,

the unfortunate gentleman's head had
been nearly blown away by a shell

and was quite unrecognisable. Poor
Madame de Blanchet's grief was ter-

rible to witness when they brought her

his sad clothing, with the embroidered
initials upon it worked by her own
hand. One thing she insisted on, and
that was that his body should be buried

at A
,
in the family vault of the

de Blanchets, who, as I have said

before, are very distinguished people.
" This meant endless red tape, as you

may imagine, and endless correspond-
ence with the authorities, and delays
and vexations, but finally she got her

wish, and the funeral was the most

magnificent ever witnessed in that part
of the world. You should have seen

the 'faire part,'
"
said Madame Marcot,

alluding to the black-bordered mourn-

ing intimations sent out in France,

inscribed with the names of every
individual member of the family con-

cerned, from the greatest down to
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COMMON IDEALS.
BRITISH FOOD PKOFITKEK (to German ditto). "ALAS! MY POOR BROTHER. YOU SHOULD HAVE

BEEN AN ENGLISHMAN. ENGLAND IS A FREE COUNTRY."
[The Berlin Vossische Zeitung states that about four thousand cases of profiteering are dealt with monthly in Germany.]
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the most insignificant and obscure.
" Several pages, I assure you ;

ami

everybody came. The cortege was a

mile long. M". 1'Abbe Colaix officiated;

there was a full choral mass ; and she

got her second cousin once removed,
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THE PERSONAL EQUATION.

Wn.vr HID VH !> i IN mi: <;KKAT \V.\u, GUAXDPA?"
Tina- IOJO.

-WHAT DID I DO, MV LAD? I HELPED TO IIELIKVF. MAI-'

THE MUSINGS OF MARCUS MULL.

(/;;
the manner ofcm illustrious Mentor.)

i.

1 NOTED in last week's issue the per-
sistence of the strange story that Mr.

GLADSTONE, in his wrath at his reduced

majority in Midlothian, broke chairs

when the news arrived. I was careful

to add that, as the result of searching

investigation, 1 was in a position to

state that Mr. GLADSTONE never did

any such thing. Still I cannot alto-

gether regret having alluded to the

story in view of the interesting letters

on the subject which have reached

me from a number of esteemed cor-

respondents.
II.

an eminent Dundonian divine,

who wishes to remain anonymous, re-

marks, it is a melancholy fact that men
of genius have often been piv.no to

violent ebullitions of temper. He re-

calls the sad case of MILTON, who,
while he was dictating his .\ n'opai/iticd,

threw an ink-horn at his daughter,
" to

the complete denigration of her habili-

ments," as he himself described it. Yet
Mu,'ION was a man of high character

and replete with moral uplift. I re-

member that inv old master, Professor

Cawkcr of Aberdeen, once told me that

as a child he was liable to fits of freak -

ishness, in one of which ho secreted

himself under the table during a dinner-

party at his father's house and sewed
the dresses of the ladies together. The
result, when they rose to leave the

room, was disastrous in the extreme.

But Professor Cawker, as I need hardly
remind my readers, was a genial and
noble-hearted man. I presented him
on his marriage with a set of garnet
studs. Ever after when I dined at his

house he wore them. Nothing was
ever said between us, but we both knew,
and I shall never forget.

in.

My old friend, Lemmens Porter,

whose name I deeply regret not to

have read in the Honours List, reminds
me of the painful story of SWINIII KM:,

who, in a fit of temper, hurled two

poached eggs at GKOIKIK MKUKDITII
for speaking disrespectfully of VICTOR
HUGO. The incident is suppressed in

Mr. GOSSE'S tactful lif<, but Mr. Porter

had it direct from MKKKMITH, whose
bath-chair he frequently pulled at Dork-

ing. HwiNitrKNK was, I regret to say,

pagan in his views, but, unlike some

pagans, he was incapable of adhering
to the golden mean. AIUSTOTLE, I feel

certain, would never have condescended

to the use of such a missile, and it is

beyond
"
imagination's widest stretch

"

to picture, say, the late Dr. JOSEPH
COOK, of Boston, the present Lord

ABERDEEN, or the Eev. Dr. Donald
McGuffin acting in such a wild and

tempestuous manner.

IV.

Still we must admit the existence of

high temper even in men of high souls,

high aims and high achievements.

Everyone may improve his temper.
We cannot all emulate the patience of

JOB, but we can at least set before us

the noble example of Professor Cawker,
who redeemed the angular exuberance
of his youth by the mellow and mollify-

ing kindliness of his maturity. Even
if Mr. GLADSTONE did break chairs, we
should not lightly condemn him. You
cannot make omelettes without break-

ing eggs. Besides, chairs cannot re-

taliate. MARCUS MULL.

A Cynical Headline.

"NK\V BRITISH BLOW. BIRTH I >.\ V
HONOURS LIST."

Daily Mirror.

We congratulate our contemporary on
its terseness.' The Times took nearly
a column to say the same thing.
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BALLADE OF INCIPIENT LUNACY.

Scene. A Battalion "Orderly
" Boom

in France during a period of "Rest."
Runners arrive breathlessly from all

directions bearing illegible chits, and
tear off in the same directions with

illegible answers or no answer at all.

Motor-bicycles snort up to the door
and arrogant despatch-riders enter with

enormous envelopes containing leagues
of correspondence, orders, minutes, cir-

culars, maps, signals, lists, schedules,
summaries and all sorts. The tables

are stacked with papers ; the floor is

littered with papers ; papers fly through
the air. Two type-writers click with

maddening insistence in one corner.

A signaller buzzes tenaciously at the

telephone, talking in a strange lan-

guage apparently to himself, as he
never seems to be connected with any-
one else. A stream of miscellaneous

persons quarter -masters, chaplains,

generals, batmen, D.A.D.O.S.'s, ser-

geant-majors, staff - officers, buglers,

Maires, officers just arriving, officers

just going away, gas experts, bomb-

ing experts, interpreters, doctors

drifts in, wastes time, and drifts out

again.
Clerks scribble ceaselessly, rolls and

nominal rolls, nominal lists and lists.

By the time they have finished one list

it is long out-of-date. Then they start

the next. Everything happens at the

same time; nobody has time to finish

a sentence. Only a military mind, with
a very limited descriptive vocabulary
and a chronic habit of self-deception,
would call the place orderly.
The Adjutant speaks, hoarsely ; while

he speaks he writes about something
quite different. In the middle of each
sentence his pipe goes out ; at the end
of each sentence he lights a match. He
may or may not light his pipe ; anyhow
he speaks :

" Where is that list of Wesleyans I

made?
And what are all those people on the

stair ?

Is that my pencil? Well, they can't

be paid.
Tell the Marines we have no forms

to spare.
I cannot get these Ration States to

square.
The Brigadier is coming round, they say.
The Colonel wants a man to cut his

hair.

I think I must be going mad to-day.

"These silly questions! I shall tell

Brigade
This office is now closing for repair.

They want to know what Mr. Johnstone

weighed,
And if the Armourer is dark, or fair ?

I do not know ;
I cannot say I care.

Tell that Interpreter to go away.
Where is my signal-pad ? I left it

there.

I think I must be going mad to-day.
"
Perhaps I should appear upon parade.
Where is my pencil? Ring up Cap-

tain Eyre ;

Say I regret our tools have been mislaid.

These companies would make Sir

DOUGLAS swear.
A is the worst. Oh, damn, is this

the Maire ?

I 'm sorry, Monsieur jc suis di'sole

But no one 's pinched your miserable

chair.

I think I must bo going mad to-day.

ENVOI.
"
Prince, I perceive what CAIN'S tempta-

tions were,
And how attractive it must be to slay.

O Lord, the General ! This is hard to

hear.

I think I must be going mad to-day."

THE MUD LARKS.
IF there is one man in France whom

I do not envy it is the G.H.Q. Weather

Prophet. I can picture the unfortunate
wizard sitting in his bureau, gazing
into a crystal, Old Moore's Almanack
in one hand, a piece of seaweed in the

other, trying to guess what tricks the

weather will be up to next.

For there is nothing this climate

cannot do. As a quick-change artist

it stands sanspareil (French) and nulli

secundus (Latin).
And now it seems to have mislaid

the Spring altogether. Summer has
come at one stride. Yesterday the

staff-cars smothered one with mud as

they whirled past ; to-day they choke
one with dust. Yesterday the authori-

ties were issuing precautions against
frostbite ; to-day they are issuing pre-
cautions against sunstroke. Neverthe-
less we are not complaining. It will

take a lot of sunshine to kill us
; we

like it, and we don't mind saying so.

The B.E.F. has cast from it its mitts

and jerkins and whale-oil, emerged from
its subterranean burrows into the open,
and in every wood a mushroom town
of bivouacs has sprung up over-night.
Here and there amateur gardeners
have planted flower-beds before their

tents ; one of my corporals is nursing
some radishes in an ammunition-box
and talks crop prospects by the hour.

My troop-sergeant found two palm-
plants in the ruins of a chateau glass-
house, and now has them standing
sentry at his bivouac entrance. He
sits between them after evening stables,

smoking his pipe and fancying him-
self back in Zanzibar ; he expects the

coker-nuts along about August, he tells

me.
Summer has come, and on every

slope graze herds of winter-worn gun-
liorses and transport mules. The new
grass has gone to the heads of the
latter and they make continuous ex-

hibitions of themselves, gambolling
about like ungainly lambkins and roar-

ing with unholy laughter. Summer
has come, and my groom and country-
man has started to whistle again, sure

sign that Winter is over, for it is only
during the Summer that ho reconciles

himself to the War. War, he admits,
serves very well as a light gentlemanly
diversion for the idle months, but with
the first yellow leaf he grows restless

and hints indirectly that both ourselves

and the horses would be much better

employed in the really serious business

of showing the little foxes some sport
back in our own green isle. "That

Paddy," says he, slapping the hay
with a hay wisp, "he wishes he was
back in the county Kildare, he does

so, the dear knows. Pegeen, too,
if she would be hearin' the houn's
shoutin' out on her from the kennels

beyond in Jigginstown she 'd dhrop
down dead wid the pleasure wid'in

her, an' that's the thrue woivl," says
he, presenting the chestnut lady with
a grimy army biscuit. " Och musha,
the poor foolish cratures," he says and

sighs.

However, Summer has arrived, and

by the sound of his cheery whistle

at early stables shrilling
"
Flannigan's

Wedding," I understand that the horses

are settling down once more and we
can proceed with the battle.

If my groom and countryman is not
an advocate of war as a winter sport
our Mr. MacTavish, on the other hand,
is of the directly opposite opinion.
" War," he murmured dreamily to me
yesterday as we lay on our backs be-

neath a spreading parasol of apple-
blossom and watched our tro'op-horses

making pigs of themselves in the young
clover " war ! don't mention the word
to me. Maidenhead, Canatler, cushions,

cigarettes, only girl in the world doing
all the heavy paddle-work that 's the

game in the good ole summertime.
Call round again about October and
I '11 attend to your old war." It is for-

tunate that these gentlemen do not
adorn any higher positions than those

of private soldier and second-lieutenant,

else, between them, they would stop
the War altogether and we should all

be out of jobs. PATLANDEH.

Commercial Candour.
" & Co.

The Leading Jewellery House.
Grand Assortment of Cut Glass."

Advt. in Chinese Paper.
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THE ROAD TO RUIN.
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SIDELIGHTS ON THE GREAT FOOD PROBLEM.
THE SOCIETY FOB THE DISCOVERY OF NEW WAK FOODS TEST THEIB LATEST DISH.

PICCADILLY.

shops, stately palaces, bustle and breeze,
The whirring of wheels and the murmur of trees ;

By night or by day, whether noisy or stilly,
Whatever my mood is I love Piccadilly.

Thus carolled FRED LOCKER, just sixty years back,
In a year ('57) when the outlook was black,
And even to-day the war-weariest Willie
Recovers his spirits in dear Piccadilly.

We haven't the belles with their Gainsborough hats,
Or the Regency bucks with their wondrous cravats, .'

But now that the weather no longer is chilly
There 's much to enchant us in New Piccadilly.

As I sit in my club and partake of my " ration
"

No longer I 'm vexed by the follies of fashion ;

The dandified Johnnies so precious and silly
You seek them in vain in the New Piccadilly.

The men are alert and upstanding and fit,

They 've most of them clone or they 're doing their bit
With the eye of a hawk and the stride of a gillie

They add a new lustre to Old Piccadilly.

And the crippled but gay-hearted heroes in blue
Are a far finer product than wicked " old Q,"
Who ought to have lived in a prison on skilly
Instead of a palace in mid Piccadilly.

The women are splendid, so quiet and strong,
As with resolute purpose they hurry along

Excepting the flappers, who chatter as shrilly
As parrots let loose to distract Piccadilly.

Thus I muse as I watch with a reverent eye
The New Generation sweep steadily by,
And judge, him an ass or a born Silly Billy
Who 'd barter the New for the Old Piccadilly.

A Clearance.

"WANTED. Lady shortly leaving the Colony is desirous of recom-

mending her baby and wash Amahs, also Houseboy."
South China learning Post.

"
Though the King's birthday was officially celebrated yesterday,

there were no official celebrations." Daily Express.

It seems to have been a case of unconscious celebration.

" We shall want a name for the American ' Tommies ' when they
come

;
but do not call them ' Yankees.' They none of them like it.""

Daily News.

As a term of distinction and endearment Mr. Punch sug-
gests "Sammies" after their uncle.

"
Petrograd.

The local Committee of the Soldiers' and Workmen's Delegates
announces that it will take into its hands effective power at Cronstadt.
and that it will not recognise the Provisional Government, and will
remove all Government representatives.
This fateful decision was adopted by 21 votes to 40, with eight

abstentions." Provincial Paper.

The trouble in Eussia just now is the tyranny of the minority.
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A WORD OF ILL OMEN.
CROWN PBINCE (to KAISER, drafting his next speech). "FOR GOTT'S SAKE, FATHER, BE CAREFUL

THIS TIME, AND DON'T CALL THE AMERICAN ARMY 'CONTEMPTIBLE." 1
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Tuesday, June 5th. In listless and

dejected mood the House of Commons
res -ombled after its all-.too-bricf recess.

Members collectively missed theirMAUK,
for Colonel LocKwood, the only popular
Food Controller in history, had been

summoned upstairs and left the

Kitchen Committee to its fate.

The shower of Privy Councillor-

ships, baronetcies and knight-
hoods which had simultaneously
descended upon the faithful Com-
mons afforded little compensa-
tion for this irreparable loss ; and
even the sight of the ATTORNEY -

GENERAL'S immaculate spats ap-

pearing over the edge of the

Table was insufficient to dispel
the prevailing gloom.

Mr. PEMr.EiiTON-BiLLiNG made
a gallant effort to galvanize his

colleagues into life. Remember-

ing that it was an air-raid that

got him into the House some

people will never forgive the Ger-
mans for this he seldom allows

a similar incident to pass without

endeavouring to improve the oc-

casion. As his policy of " two
bombs to one" failed to intrigue
Mr. BONAK LAW he sought to

move the adjournment, but when
the Question was put only five Mem-

'

bers, instead of the necessary forty, rose

in its support.
If Sir H. DALZIEL has his way, and

the consumer is allowed to purchase
his sugar unrefined, the British break-

fast will become a most exciting meal.

Lice, beetles and, on one occasion, a live

lizard have been found in the bags

arriving from Cuba. Even with meat
at its present price, Captain BATHUKST
doubts whether sucli additions to our

dietary would be really welcome.
In the pre- historic times before

August, 1914, thePOSTMASTEE-GEN K i! \ i ,

was wont to give on the Vote for his

department a long and discursive ac-

count of its multifarious activities, and
to enliven the figures with anecdotes
and even with jokes. Mr. ILLINGWORTH
knows a better way. With deliberate

monotony he reeled off his statistics to

a steadily diminishing audience. Only
once did he evoke a sign of animation.

He has abolished the absurd rule that

the person presenting a five-pound note

at a post-office should be required to

endorse it ; and, in defending this

momentous change, he remarked that

he himself had endorsed many such

notes,
" but never with my own name."

For a moment Members were startled

by this cynical admission of something
which seemed to their half-awakened

intelligence very like a confession of

forgery. But the POSTMASTER-GENERAL In the course of the debate on the

soon put them to sleep again, and by Representation of the People Bill, Sir

nine o'clock had got his vote safely

through.

Wednesday, June (\th. Nothing short
of a revolution, it was supposed, would
cause Whitehall to empty its precious

pigeon-holes, in which so many millions

FBEDEBICK BANBUUY explained that

ho resigned his membership of the

IJI-EAKER'S Conference because he found
that he and his party were expected to

give up everything and to get nothing
in the Liberals on the

very short -

COLONEL LOCKWOOD'S FAUKWELL TO THE KITCHKX ON HIS
ELEVATION* TO THE Ul'l'ER HOUSE.

of pious aspirations and abortive com-

plaints sleep their last sleep. But the

return. If so

Conference wore

sighted, for a little concession

then would have saved them a

lot of trouble now. What Sir

FREDERICK does not know about
the art of Parliamentary obstruc-

tion is not worth knowing, and
he evidently means to use his

knowledge for all it is worth.

He even succeeded a rare tri-

umph in drafting an instruction

to the Committee which passed
the SPEAKER'S scrutiny and took
a good hour to debate. In vain

Sir GEORGE CAVE and Mr. LONG
reminded the House that it had

already approved the main prin-

ciples of the Bill. You can't ride

a cock-horse when BANBURY'S
cross.

Another old hand at the game
is Lord HUGH CECIL. His par-
ticular grievance against the Bill

is, I fancy, that it alters the

character of his constituency,
and, should it pass, will oblige

older officials probably regard as almost

indecent, that already a vast quantity
of material has gone to the pulping-

to extensions of the franchise.

CLAUD HAMILTON must have

him to appeal for the votes of callow

young Bachelors with horrid 'Radical

War has penetrated even here, and notions instead of being able to re-

Mr. BALDWIN was able to announce, pose in confidence upon the support
with a cheerfulness that some of the of a solid phalanx of clerical M.A.'s.

He possesses also an hereditary anti-

pathy
Lord

thought himself back in 1867, listening
to Lord CRANUORNE attacking the Re-
form Bill wherewith DIZZY dished the

Whigs. Lord HUGH, like his father, is

a master of gibes and flouts and jeers,
and used most of the weapons from a

well-stocked armoury in an endeavour
to drill a fatal hole in the Bill.

At one moment he chaffed the

HOME SECRETARY for seeking to turn

the House into a Trappist monastery,
where Ministers alone might talk and
Members must obey ; at the next he was

reminding the House, on a proposal to

raise the age of voters, that a great

many of the persons who took part in

the massacre of St. Bartholomew were
under twenty-two years of age. But

though Members listened and laughed
they refused, for the most part, to vote

with him. The Bill came almost un-

scathed through the first day of its

ordeal in Committee.

Thursday, June 1th. If all the hun-
dred and sixty-eight Questions on the

Order Paper had been fully answered
the German Government would Ixave

Mr. Wixxrux Cm m-nii-i. (ttith ci/e on flu-

Air lluanl).
" ANY UNIFORM SUITS ME, THANK

von."
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THE COMFORTER.
Lance-Corporal (in charge offootsore Tommy who has fallen out on the march}.

" You ' VE NOTHING TO CHOUSE ABOUT. You 'BE GKTTIN'
YOUB OWN BACK FROM THE GOVEIINMEST. AlN'T YOU WEABIN 1 OUT THEIB BLINKIN' BOOTS?"

learned quite a number of things that

it is most anxious to know, for the

Pacifist group were full of curiosity

regarding the war-aims of the Allies.

Several of the most searching inquiries
had to be met by such discouraging

formula as "I have nothing to add to

my previous reply," or "The matter is

still under consideration."

Mr. SNOWDEN, however, learned from
the HOME SECRETARY that the Govern-

ment, the House and the Country were
in full sympathy with the war-policy
laid down by the French Government,
and that we were prepared to go on

fighting until it was achieved. Here is

something for his colleagues to tell the

Stockholm Conference, if they can get
there.

For some occult reason the word
"cheese" always excites Parliamentary
merriment. Mr. GEORGE ROBERTS'S an-

nouncement that the Board of Trade
had made arrangements by which a

quantity of this commodity would be
available for public use next week was

greeted with the customary laughter.

Upon Army requirements, he added,
would depend the quantity to be "

re-

leased." Colonel YATE was perturbed
by this Gorgonzolaesque phrase, and

anxiously inquired to what species of

cheese it referred.

CAUTIONAEY TALES FOB
THE ARMY.

in.

(Private Whidden, who ate his Iron
Rations and came to an untimely end.)

Private Tom Whidden had a passion
For eating of his iron ration

A thing, you know, which isn't done

(Except, just now and then, for fun),
Because there is a rule about it

And decent people rarely flout it.

But Tom was greedy and each day
He 'd put a tin or two away,
Though duty told him, clear and plain,
To keep them safe as brewers' grain,
For eating as a last resort

When eatables were running short.

His Corporal said,
" My lad, don't do

it!"

His Sergeant groaned," I "m sure you '11

rue it !

"

But still he never stopped. At last

His Captain heard and stood aghast . . .

Then he said sternly,
" Private Whidden,

Really, you know, this is forbidden.
Some day, Sir, if you will devour
Your ration thus from hour to hour,
You '11 find yourself in No Man's Land
With neither bite nor sup at hand.

Yes, when it is your proper fare,

Your iron ration won't be there ;

Then in your hour of bitter need
You will be sorry for your greed."

He ceased. But Private Thomas
Whidden,

Being thus seriously chidden,
Said simply (with a Devon burr),
" Law bless us ! do 'ee zay zo, Zur ?

"

Then with an uncontrolled passion
He went and ate his iron ration.

So, since he chose, from day to-day,

Persistently to disobey,
As you 'd expect, the man is dead,

Though not the way his Captain said.

The fate of starving out of hand,
Or nearly so, in No Man's Land
Alas ! it never came in question.
He died of chronic indigestion.

With or without a medium.
"William Henry Gadd, said to have left

Middlesex in 1812 for South America, or any-
one acquainted with his whereabouts, will

oblige by communicating at first opportunity
with H.M. Consul-Ueneral, 25 de Mayo 611,
this city." The Standard (Buenos Aires).

A correspondent informs us that the
male gasworker is familiarly known as
"
Cokey," and asks us whether the ladies

who have recently entered the business

ought to be described as " Cokettes."
We think it very probable.
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British Officer (interrupting carousal in Bosch dug-out). "TiME, GENTLEMEN, PLEASE!'

THE GOD-MAKERS.
THE financial success of Mr. H. G.

WELLS' punctuality and enterprise in

looking into the vexed question of the

Deity, even in war time, has had the

usual effect, and many literary men
are feverishly pursuing similar studies.

In due course some of these will no
doubt take practical shape. Mean-
while it has seemed desirable for a
Punch man to make a few inquiries

among our leading philosophers and
readers of the future with regard to

the same engrossing topic. For Eng-
land will ever be the wonder and des-

pair of other nations in its capacity,
no matter with what seriousness its

hands are filled, for pursuing contro-

versial distractions.

To run Mr. ARNOLD BENNETT to

earth was no easy matter, for in these

days he is behind every scene, and no

statesman, however new, can get along
without his counsel or correction. But,
since to the good Punch man difficul-

ties exist only as obstacles of which
the circumvention acts as intellectual

cocktails or stimuli, the task was
accomplished. Mr. BENNETT agreed
that the book of the other famous
Essex fictionist was a meritorious and

ingenious work, but he found it far

from exhaustive. The idea of God, he

held, still needed handling in a capable
efficient way. What was wrong with

religion was, he said, its mystery ;
if

only it could be pruned of nonsense
and made practical for the man in the

street, it. might become really useful.

He personally had not yet thought
finally on the subject of God, having
just now more tasks on hand (including
a new play and universal supervision)
than he could count on the Five Fingers,
but directly he had time he meant to

attend to the matter and polish it off.

It was a case where his intervention

was clearly called for, since omniscience
could be handled only by omniscience.
The Punch man has, however, to

admit himself beaten in the matter of

Sir OLIVER LODGE. On inquiring at

Birmingham University ho \Vas told

that the illustrious Principal was absent,
no one knew where, hut it was believed

that he was visiting the higher slopes
of Mount Sinai. All that the Punch
man could obtain was one of the black

velvet skull-caps which the seer wears,
but, as it refused to give up any of

its secrets, he must confess to failure

at any rate until Sir OLIVEB returns.

Being in Brummagem (as itfhas been

wittily called), the Punch man bethought
him of the Rev. B. J. CAMPBELL, once
the very darling of the new gods in

fact the arch neo-theologian. But Mr.

CAMPBELL, erstwhile so articulate and
confident, had nothing to say. All he
could do was to lock himself for safety
in his church and look through the

keyhole with his beautiful troubled
wistful orbs.

Mr. G. K. CHESTERTON loomed up
[

to a dizzy height amid a cloud of new
witnesses. Greeting the Punch man,
he laid aside his proofs.

" I was just deleting the abusive

epithet 'Lloyd' from all the references

to the PREMIER," he said, "but I have
a moment for you. I find a moment
sufficient time for the assumption of

any conviction however lifelong."
The Punch man asked if he had read

the Dunmow evangel.
" I have read Mr. WELLS'S book,

God, the Invisible 3f<ui, with the

greatest interest," said Mr. CHESTER-
TON.

The Punch man ventured to correct

him. "
God, the Invisible King," he

interposed.
"
Very likely," replied the anti-Mar-

coni Colossus. " But what 's in a title

anyway ? Books should not have titles
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at all, but bo numbered, like a com-
, Op. 1, Oj). '2, and

so on."
" Whether or not the opping comes,

some of tliem," Mild tho Punch man,
eertain to bo skipped."

The giant was visibly annoyed.
" You 'i 'e not playing tlio game," lie

said. " It's I who ought to have said

that. Not you. You Y<: only the inter-

viewer. You'll lieiti-r give it to me
anyw;i\ ."

"And what,'' tlie 1'uncli man asked,
" are your views respecting (lod ?

"

"
I consider," he said instantly, "that

an honest god 's the -noblest work of

man."
"1 felt sure you would," tho I'liii'-li

man replied.
"

I n fact, 1 had a bet on it."

The Rev. Sir \Yn.i. IAM I'OIIF.KTSON

Niroi.i., I'.diior of The Hrititih II

said that for many years his paper had

supported Providence, to, ho believed,

their mutual advantage, and it would
Continue to do so. He personally re-

cognised no need for change. Still, no
one welcomed honest analysis more

warmly than himself, and he had read
Mr. \\'I:I,LS'S masterpiece with all his

habitual avidity and delight.
The 1'uncli man, passing on to the

office of Tlic Times, craved permission
the Editor, through smoked glass

if necessary. Having complied with a

thousand formalities he was at last

ushered into the presence. The great
man was engaged in selecting the
various types in which to-morrow's
letters were to be set up big for the
\\hales and minion for the minnows.
" I can give you just two minutes," he
said, without looking up. "These are
strenuous ti

, I should say days.
Self-advertisement we leave to tho
lower branches of the family."

" All I want to know," said the Punch
man, "is what is your idea of (lod''

The feeling is very general that God
should be more clearly defined and, if

possible, personified. One of your own
Republican correspondents, who not

only got large type but a nasty leader,
lias said so. How do you yourself

lim ?
"

" I have a god of my own," said the

Editor, watch in hand, "and I see him

very distinctly. Powerfully built, with
a boyish face and a wealth of fairish

hair over one side of the noble brow.
Aloof but vigilant. Restive but deter-

mined. Quick to praise but quicker to

blame. Adaptive, volcanic, relentless
and terribly immanent terribly. That
is my god. A king, no doubt, but"
here lie sighed

"
by no means in-

visible. Good day."
Nothing but the absence of Mr.

FHANK HAHKIS in what is not only his

spiritual but his actual home, America,

Officer (superintending party that it trying to extinguish a fire at French farm).
" GOOD

HEAVENS, COBPOBAI,, WHAT ABE YOU DOING UP THERE?"
Irish Corporal.

"
I 'M WATCHIN 1 THE 8TBAW DOESN'T CATCH A-F1RE, SOB."

Officer. "WELL, TAKE CASE. Is IT AN EASY PLACE TO GET OITT OP?"
Corporal. "Ii is THAT. You MIGHT GO THROUGH THE FLOOB AXNYWHEBE, Son."

prevents the publication of his defini-

tive and epoch-making views on this

suggestive theme.
Meanwhile things go on much as

More Substitution.

From a Stores circular :

" Members who like a very delicately Smoked
Bacon or Iliun will appreciate tho valuable
new line recently added to our Stock, namely :

MILD CURED SALMON."

"From Switzerland comes a report of a
noiseless machine gun, operated by electricity."

1'orkshirc Ki-cnimj I'ust.

Another invention gone wrong.

New Lights on Ancient History.
" Senor Aladro Castriota, the wealthy wine

merchant of Xerxes." Daily Ncirs.

HEKODOTUS omits this detail.

"Mrs. thoroughly recommends her
Russian Nursery Governess ; speaks fluent

French, German
;
will answer any question."

Daily Paper.
There are a lot of questions we should
like to ask her about Russia.

" The jury found the prisoner guilty of man-
slaughter, and was sentenced to 18 months'
hard labour." Provincial Paper.
No wonder there is a scarcity of jury-

j

men.
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AT THE PLAY.
" SHEILA."

Mark Holdsworth, a bachelor of mid-

dle age, is bored with commercial suc-

cess and seeks a diversion. He would
like to have a son. And his attractive

typist, Sheila, strikes his fancy as a

suitable medium. On her side the girl

(obviously recognisable by her inno-

cence as a pre-war flapper) is sick of

drudgery, longs very simply for the

joys of life, as she imagines them,

meaning freedom and pretty dresses

and money to spend and piles of invita-

tion cards, and so forth. His proposal
of marriage, practically the first word
he has ever said to her outside their

business relations, seems to her too

good to be true. There is no question
of a grand passion, not even a question
of every-day romance. It is just a fair

exchange, though she is too young to

appreciate the man's motives and is

content with the pride of being his

choice and the prospects of the won-
derful life that opens before her.

Three months later (they are married
and in theirdifferent ways havegrown to

care for one another) we find her discon-

tented. Her social blunders and the atti-

tude of his people have set her on edge,
and we are further to understand that

she is not very responsive to the strength
of his feelings for her. A bad shock
comes when she hears, through a jeal-
ous woman-friend of his bachelor days,
that he has married her for the sake of

a son. This poisons for her the memory
of their first union and she refuses to

be his wife again.
An old obligation, entered into before

his marriage, compels hiril to go abroad
on business where she cannot accom-

pany him. He does not know that she
is to have a child, and in his absence
she keeps the knowledge from him.
Her boy is born and dies. The news,

reaching Holdsworth through a brother,

brings him home, and husband and wife

are reconciled. Such is the plot, told

crudely enough.
Now, if Miss SOWEHBY meant de-

liberately to create a woman who
does not really know what she wants
a creature of moods without assignable
motives then I am not ashamed of

failing to understand her SJieila, since

her Sheila did not understand herself.

But if she is designed to illustrate the

eternal feminine (always supposing
that there is such a thing) then I pro-
test that her chief claim to be repre-
sentative of her sex is her unreason-
ableness. Of course I should never

pretend to say of a woman in drama or

fiction that she has not been drawn
true to nature. To know one man is,

in most essentials, to know all men ;

to know fifty women (though this may
be a liberal education) does not advance

you very far in knowledge of a sex that

has never been standardized.

When we first meet Sheila her idea

of happiness is to spend an evening (in-

nocent of escort) at the picture-palace ;

take this from her and her heart threat-

ens to break. Three short months and
she has developed to the point of break-

ing off relations with a husband who
has given her all the picture-palaces
she wanted, but has also committed the

unpardonable indecency of marrying
her with the object of getting a son !

Here, if she approves the attitude of

her heroine, I am tempted to argue, in

my dull way, with the charming author

THE VICE OF INCONSTANCY.
Sheila. "BEFORE YOU MARRIED ME YOU

WEREN'T NEARLY so NICE TO ME. IT'S
HORRID OF YOU TO CHANGE."

Mark Holdiwyrth , MR. C. AUBREY SMITH.

SJieila '. Miss PAY COMPTON.

of Sheila. You must always remember
that there was no love not even court-

ship before this betrothal. The girl
was swept off her feet by the honour
done to her and by the chance of seeing
"
life

"
as she had never hoped to see

it. : The man, on his side, wanted a son.

Was his object so very contemptible in

comparison with hers '? Women marry
by the myriad for the mere sake of

having children, and nobody blames
them. Indeed, we call it, very rever-

entially, the maternal instinct. Well,
what is the matter with the paternal
instinct ?

However, I am not going to set my
opinion up against Miss SOWEHBY'S.
Where I can follow her I find so much
clear insight and observation that I

must needs have faith in her good
judgment where I cannot understand.

This arrangement still leaves me free to

prefer her in her less serious moments.
Here she is irresistible with that deli-

cate humour of hers that is always in

the picture and never has to resort to

the device of manufactured epigram.
There is true artistry in her lightest
touch. Her people are not galvanised
puppets ; they simply draw their breath
and there they are. And she has the

particular quality of charm that makes

you yield your heart to her, even when
your head remains your own.
How much she owes to Miss FAY

COMPTON'S interpretation of Sheila she
would be the first to make generous
acknowledgment. It was an astonish-

ingly sensitive performance. Miss
COMPTON can be eloquent with a single
word or none at all. By a turn of her

eyes or lips she can make you free of

her inarticulate thoughts. I must go
again just to hear her say "Yes," and

give that sigh of content at the end of

the First Act.

Mr. AUBREY SMITH as Mark Holds-
worth had a much easier task, and did

it with his habitual ease. Mr. WILLIAM
FARREN a very welcome return was

perfect as ever in a good grumpy part.
It was strange to see the gentle Miss
STELLA CAMPBELL playing the unsym-
pathetic character of a jealous and
rather cruel woman ; but she took to it

quite kindly. Mr. LANCE LISTER, as

the boy Geoffrey, who kept intervening
in the most sportsmanlike way on
the weaker -side and adjusting some

very awkward complications with the

gayest and most resolute tact, was

extraordinarily good. Admirable, too,
were Miss JOYCE CAREY as a shop-
girl friend of Sheila's boarding-house
p3riod, and Mr. HENRY OSCAR as her

"fate," whose line was shirts. The
scene in which these two encounter
the superior relatives of Sheila's hus-

band abounded in good fun, kept well

within the limits of comedy. It was a

pure joy to hear Miss Hooker's garrulous
efforts to carry off the situation with

aggressive gentility ;
but even more

fascinating was the abashed silence of

her young man, broken only when he
blurted out the word "

shirts," and

gave the show away.
The whole cast was excellent, and

Sir GEORGE ALEXANDER must be feli-

citated on a very clever production.
But it is to author and heroine that I

beg to offer the best of my gratitude
for a most refreshing evening. O. S.

" You will find that the men most likely to

get off the note are those who never really got
on to it." Musical Times.

The real question is how those who
never got on to the note contrive to

get off it.
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Mother (reading paper). "I SEE A BAKER'S BEES FINED TEN POUNDS FOB SELLING BREAD LESS THAN TWELVE HOURS OLD."

Alan (who now goes to school by train joining in). "OH, THINK! AND HE MIGHT HAVE PULLED THE CORD AND STOPPED THE TRAIN
TWICK FOR THAT !

"

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerics.)

WHEN I first read the title of Secret Bread (HEINEMANN)
my idea was well, what would anyone naturally think but
that here was a romance of food-hoarding, a tale of running
the potato blockade and the final discovery of a hidden
cellar full of fresh rolls ? But of course I was quite wrong.
The name has nothing to do with food, other than mental ;

it stands for the sustaining idea (whatever it is) that each one
of us keeps locked in his heart as the motive of his existence.

With Ishmael liuan, the hero of Miss F. TENNYSON JESSE'S

novel, this hidden motive was love of the old farm-house
hall of Gloom, and a wish to hand it on, richer, to his son.

Ishmael inherited Gloom himself because, though the

youngest of a large family, he was the only one born in

wedlock. Hence the second theme of the story, the jeal-

ousy between Islnnael and Archelaus, the elder illegitimate
brother. How, through the long lives of both, this enmity
is kept up, and the frightful vengeance that ends it, make
an absorbing and powerful story. The pictures of Cornish
farm-life also are admirably done though I feel bound to

repeat my conviction that the time is at hand when, for

their own interest, our novelists will have to proclaim what
one might call a close time for pilchards. Still, Miss JESSE
lias written an unusually clever book, full of vigour and

passion, of which the interest never flags throughout the
live-hundred-odd closely-printed pages that carry its pro-
tagonists from the early sixties almost to the present day.
No small achievement.

Mrs. SKRINE has collected some charming fragrant papers
from various distinguished sources concerning the ever-

recurring phenomenon of The Devout Lady (CONSTABLE), in

order to inspire one JOAN, a V.A.D. heroine of the new
order. I guess JOAN, of whom only a faint glimpse is

vouchsafed, must be a nice person the author's affection-

ate interest in her is sufficient proof of that. I suppose we
all know our Little Gidding out of SHORTHOUSE'S John

Inglesant. Mrs. SKRINE deprecates the Inglesantian view and
offers us a stricter portrait of MARY COLLET. "Madam"
THORNTON, Yorkshire Eoyalist dame in the stormy days
of the Irish Rebellion and the Second JAMES'S Sight to

St. Germain, is another portrait in the gallery ; then there 's

PATTY MORE, HANNAH'S less famous practical sister, of

Barleywood and the Cheddar Cliff collieries ; and a modern

great lady of a lowly cottage, in receipt of an old-age pension
and still alive in some dear corner of England the best

sketch of the series, because drawn from life and not from
documents. If the author has a fault it is her detached

allusiveness, her flattering but mystifying assumption that

one can follow all her references, and her rather mannered
idiom :

" He proved a kind husband, but sadly a tiresome."

These, however, be trifles. Bead this pleasant book, I beg
you, and send it on to your own Joan.

I have read with deep interest and appreciation and
with a mournful pleasure the Letters of Arthur George
Heath (BLACKWELL, Oxford). It is the record, in a series

of letters mostly written to his parents, of the short fight-

ing life of a singularly brave and devoted man. There
is in addition a beautiful memoir by Professor GILBERT
MURRAY, whose privilege it was to be ARTHUR HEATH'S
friend. HEATH was not vowed to fighting from his boy-
hood onward. He was a brilliant scholar and afterwards a
fellow of New College, Oxford. The photograph of him
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shows a very delicate and refined face, and his letters bear

out the warrant of his face and prove that it was a true

index to his character. Until the great summons came
one might have set him down as destined to lead a quiet

a Treasury official a being who in popular conception is

compounded of red-tape and sealing-wax and spends his

life in spoiling the Ship of State by saving halfpennyworths
of tar it is not a dry-as-dust treatise on the art of scientific

life amid the congenial surroundings of Oxford, but we '

parsimony, but a lively plea for wise expenditure. Mr.

know now that the real stuff of him was strong and HIGGS is no believer in the dictum that the best thing to

stern. He joined the army a day or two after the out- do with national resources is to leave them to fructify in

break of war, being assured that our cause was just and the pockets of the taxpayers
" doubtful soil," in his

one that deserved to be fought for. He had no illusions

as to the risk he ran, but that didn't weigh with him for a

moment. On July llth, 1915, he writes to his mother
from the W'estern Front :

" Will you at least try, if I am
killed, not to let the things I have loved cause you pain,
but rather to get increased enjoyment from the Sussex

Downs or from Janie (his youngest sister) singing Folk

Songs, because I have found such joy in them, and in that

way the joy I have found can continue to live?" Beautiful

words these, and typical of the man who gave utterance

to them. The end came to him on October 8th, his

twenty - eighth birthday.
His battalion of the Royal
West Kent Regiment was

engaged in making a series

of bombing attacks. In one
j

of these ARTHUR HEATH
was shot through the neck
and fell.

" He spoke once,"
Professor MURRAY tells us,
" to say,

' Don't trouble

about me,' and died almost

immediately." His Platoon i

Sergeant wrote to his
|

parents,
" A braver man .

never existed," and with i

that epitaph we may leave

him.

The scenes of A Sheaf of
Bluebells (HUTCHINSON) are

laid in Normandy, where

they speak the French lan-

guage. But the Baroness
ORCZY does not take ad-

vantage of this local habit,

and is careful not to put
too heavy a strain upon i

THE ARTS IN WAR-TIME.
First Tommy (watching artist engaged in protective colouring). "MAR-

VELLOUS, AIN'T IT, BERT, 'ow TALENT WILL OUT, EVEN IN THE MOST
ADWERSE CIRCUMSTANCES?"
Second Tommy. "Yus. WOT / LIKES BEST is THE EXPRESSION ON

THE DAWO."

opinion ;
nor is he afraid that heavy taxation will kill the

goose with the golden eggs. It may be " one of those

depraved birds which eat their own eggs, in which case, if

its eggs cannot be trapped, killing is all it is fit for." The
author is full of well-thought-out suggestions for saving
waste and increasing efficiency in our national administra-

tion. The introduction of labour-saving machinery, the

elimination of superfluous officials, the reduction of the

necessary drudgery which too often blights the initiative

and breaks the hearts of our young civil servants all

these and many other reforms are advocated in Mr. HIGGS'S

j

most entertaining pages.
1 1 cordially commend them
! to the attention of everyone
who takes an intelligent
interest in public affairs,

not excluding Cabinet'
Ministers, Members of

Parliament, and political

i journalists.

Though already we have
so portentous an array of

books jostling each other

upon the warshelf, there

must be many people who
will gladly find the little

space into which they may
slip a slender volume called

A General's Letters to His
Son on Obtaining His Com-
mission (CASSELL). So slen-

der indeed is the book that

by the time you have read

the disproportionate title

you seem to be about half-

way through it. But here

is certainly a case of infinite

the intelligence of those who do not enjoy the gift of
'

riches in a little room. The anonymous writer is deserving

tongues. "Ma tante,"
" Man cousin," "Enfin"- these are of every praise for the mingled restraint and force of his

well within the range of all of us. Indeed, though I shrink method ; you feel that, were the name less outworn, he

from boasting, I could easily have borne it if she had tried might well have signed himself " One Who Knows," for

mo o liff.lo liirrlmv " ~\fn iniito " fri Tnef.anno rfr*f. rnf.J-iov rira/>fmol >vTmrlorif*o ennnrla in pvpv\7 lirtry fTrpfl.tfiSif'. rnprihme a little higher. "Ma tante," for instance, got rather

upon my nerves before the heroine had finished with it.

The plot (early nineteenth century) is concerned with one

Bonnay de Manrel, a soldier and admirer of NAPOLEON, and
in consequence anathema to most of his own family. The

practical experience sounds in every line. Greatest merit

of all, the letters contrive to handle even the most delicate

matters without a hint of preaching. But no words of

mine could, in this association, add anything to the tribute

paid in a brief preface by so qualified a critic as General

heroine was betrothed to Ronnay's half-brother, as"elegant |

Sir H. L. SMITH-DOHIUEN :

" If young officers will only
and royalist as Ronnay was uncouth and Napoleonic. It i study these letters carefully, and shape . their conduct

is a tale of love and intrigue for idle hours, the kind of i accordingly, they need have no fear of proving unworthy
thing that the Baroness does well; and, though she has of His Majesty's Commission." This is high praise, but

done better before in this vein, you will not lack for excite-

ment here ; and possibly, as I did, you will sometimes smile
when strictly speaking you ought to have been serious.

"
Economy, I hate the word !

"
said a much-harassed

housekeeper recently : echoing, I fear, the sentiments of the

great majority of the British people. Nevertheless, let no
one be deterred by a somewhat forbidding title from read-

well deserved. Personally, my chief regret is that so

valuable a collection of advice should have delayed its

appearance so long: there would have been use and to

spare for it these three years past.

" The Admiralty announce that several raids were carried out by
naval aircraft from Dunkirk in the course of the night of May 21-

June 1, the objectives being Ostend, Zeebrugge and Bruges. Many
bombs were dropped on the objectives with good results."

ing Mr. HENRY HIGGS'S National Economy : An Outline of\ Cork Constitution.

Public Administration (MACMILLAN). Although written by |

The Huns must have found it a very long night.
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CHARIVARIA.
A MAN who purchased sandwiches at

a railway restaurant and aftorward-

threw tlicni into the road was lined live

shillings at (irimsby Police Court last

the, artist to say that In: was not aware We wisli to deny the foolish rnmoi.r

that his quite innocent title would l"ad that when he arrived in London from

to this.

The Natii n.il Service stall' at St.

Knnin's Hotel, Westminster, has heen

his American tour and was asked if bo
had had a good vo\,ig<', he remarked,

onm. All the litlli!

Mister Congressmen .gathered around,

Week. His explanation that he did I reduced by half. It is now expected and it suited your I'ncle Dudley very
not know they might injure tin; road that the unemployed half will volunteer nit-el \ and some more. Yep

' "

National S:-r\ ice.

*...* All old lady ntly lined two
too Berlin announces that all through- pounds for putting out crumbs for

lines in Germany are running. The birds. Had the bread-crumbs been put

was not accepted by the Court.

We cannot help thinking that

much fuss has been made about

to stop Messrs. KAMSAV MACIIONAI.H case ol I he 1 1 i\i>i.Nnru<; Line Beerns to outside, instead of inside, the birds, no

and JOWKTT from leaving Kn;Jaed. lie infections.

So far as we can gather they did not

threaten to return to this country after-

wards. * *

" Xo cheese," says The l^rcnnii/ AV/c.v,
' has quite the bite of Cheddar.

'

At

the same time, unless it wags its tail

to >how that it is friendly, we feel thatA North of Kngland man, obviously
wishing to ap]>ear unusual,

still persists in the stupid

story that be did not hear

the Messines explosion.

Wo can think of no liner

example of the humility of

true greatness than KING
COXSTAX-I INK'S decision to

abdicate. -

There were forty thousand
fewer paupers in 1

(JH> than
in 1915, according to figures

recently published. The dif-

ference is iicc-iimted for by
the number of revue-writers

who have resumed their agri-
cultural occupations.

* *

In a small town in Aus-

tralia, says a news item, over

two tons of mice were killed

in two days. For some un-

known reason, which perhaps
the Censor can explain, the

name of the cat is withheld.
* *

"Eliminate the middleman,"demands
a contemporary. It might provea sim- Triplets

pier al'lair, after all, than the present last week.

system of suppressing the inner man.
1
: ^

Mr. GI.\M.;I,L, M.P., is responsible
for the statement that "bringing an
action against the police in Ireland isjmitlee of courting couples occupying

oil'cnee,
;

committed.
would have In en

. "Yr.s, BIT WHAT'S TII:: roixr OF \vnn i:\v\siiixn

THK THKK TllCNKS? "

Amtili'iir dttrtlfiii'r. "I CAN'T SAY FOR CF.HTAIN ;
BUT I TIHXK

Till'. II1KA IS TO KKKP THK HATS FUOM KNOCKIXI! THKIIi HKADS
IN TI:I: IMIIK."

1

every cheese with a bite like that would
be much safer if muzzled.

were born in

The father

Manchester
is going on as

well as can be expected.

Complaint lias been made by a

member of the Hounslow Burial Com-

like bringing one against. Satan in hell."

The chief obstacle in the latter case is

of course the total absence of learned
counsel in that locality.

The K.usKii, it appears, has lost no
time in commiserating with his troops
on their magnificent victory at Me-,-

sines.

seats in the cemetery. The killjoy !

* *

Wo can only suppose it was the hot

weather that tempted a newsagent
pondent to ask whether Lord

NoBTHOXJFFB had gone to America on
"
sail or return."

"̂

:

Mr. B.\r,FOUH, we are told, while stay-

ing at Washington, visited eleven public
The title which Mr. JOHN HASSALL buildings and interviewed nine repre-

wroto under one of his sketches sug- sentalive Americans on one clay. There

being elected anI the words for n song which has
now been written. It is only fair to

is some talk of bis

honorary American.

Newspapers in (ierm.uiy may now
Id only to subscribers for one

month or more. A similar measure for

Kngland is opposed on "le

ground that it would be most
inadvisable to check the prac-
tice at present in vogue among
patriotic supporters of the

Coalition Government of buy-
ing Tin' Morning Poti and Tke
l>n /// \i'irs on alternate days.

Mobbing for eels is being

pursued with much enthusi-

asm on the Norfolk Broads.

Two-bobbing for haddocks in

Kensington is sport enough
for most of us.

* *

Large numbers of the Ger-
man prisoners taken at M en-

gines wore new boots and new
uniforms. Other improve-
ments included a less ragged
rendering of the well-known

recitation,
" Kamerad !

"

Asked what bait could he
used for coarse fish, the late

FooD-CoxTROLLKK suggested one" made
from bran, with a limited quantity of

oatmeal." The correspondent has now-

written to inquire whether the fish
"

have been officially informed of tin

new diet. ...
,

*

Four shillings a hundredweight is

being paid for old omnibus tickets, but
there are still a few people who use

these vehicles for pleasure, without any
motive of gain.

Suspended Animation.

LAUNDRY. flirl to hang up and inuko
useful." I.ii-ei-ptwl Kclio.

"For mysulf. 1 have very good reasons for

not beiug in khaki. 1 live on a farm near the

Grand Falls of the St. John River. Those
falls are second to Niagara in si?c and splen-
dour, and attract visitors from all over the

country." Canadian 1'aper.

He must have told tho recruiting-
officer that he was subject to cataract.

voi .cut.
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T. M. G.

r\:;i:wKLL, my CONSTANTINO ! A guardian navy
Facilitates your exit on tho blue ;

For Greece has been this long while in the gravy
And he that put her there was plainly you ;

" TINO Mr.sT (Jo!" was writ for all to sea,

Or, briefly,
" T. M. G."

Whither, dear Sir, do you propose to sally?
To Switzerland's recuperative air,

To sip condensed milk in a private chalet

Or pluck the lissom chamois from his lair,

Or on the summit of a neutral Alp
Recline your crownloss scalp ?

Or did you ask from him you love so dearly
A royal haven fenced from rudo alarms,

Even though WILLIAM should ressrve you merely
A bedroom at " The Hohenzollern Arms,"

Having for poor relations on the loose

No sort of further use ?

Beware ! 1 gather ho might clasp his TINO

Only too warmly to his heaving chest,

Saying, "O how reward such merits?" We know !

Thou shalt command an Army in the West !

Yes, thou shalt bear upon the British Front
The pick of all tho brunt."

Frankly, if I were you, I wouldn't chance it.

Fighting has never really been your forte ;

Witness Larissa, and your rapid transit,

Chivied by slow foot-sloggers of the Porte
;

Far better make for Denmark o'er the foam
;

There is no place like home.

Try some ancestral palace, well-appointed ;

For choice the one where Hamlet nursed his spite,
Who found the times had grown a bit disjointed
And he was not the man to put 'ein right ;

And there consult on that enchanted shore
The ghosts of Elsinore. O. S.

LESSONS OF THE WAR.
i.

(Acting upon instructions received from the 3rd Self-help
Division the dtli, Self-Jielp Urirjadi issues its orders for
a Raid.)
9TH SELF-HELP BRIGADE OPERATION ORDER No. 49.

August 1st, 1920.

Eef. Maps LONDON -^Joo slloet 27d S.W. and (Special) -^
(BROADMEAD).
1. The 9th Self-help Brigade will carry out a Eaid upon

BROADMEAD HOUSE, BKOADMEAD SQUARE, W., on the night
of 12/13 August.

2. The Eaid will be carried out by the BILL SIKES and
BOBIN HOOD Battalions. The CHARLIE PEACE Bn. will be
in close support, and the DICK TUHPIN Bn. in reserve.

3. The four sides of the house will be attacked simul*

taneously, the BILL SIKES Bn. attacking with one Coy.
each on the North and West, and tho BOBIN HOOD on the
South and East.

4. The noise of entry will be covered by a barrage cf

street cries and taxi whistles. "
Q." will arrange.

5. Zero hour will be notified later.

6. The grounds and approaches will be reconnoitred

thoroughly and as many friends as possible made in the

neighbourhood. Every opportunity of reconnoitring the

house itself, either through friendship or by substitution

for legitimate plumbers, window-cleaners, piano-tuners,
etc., will ho taken.

7. The Brigades on the Eight and Left will co-operate

by starting a street light and a .small fire respectively at

some convenient distance from tho scens of operations.
8. At Zero minus one hour, a cordon of outposts will be

established at a radius of 500 yards from the house, with

strong points at the street corners. "
Q." will arrange for

a supply of liedging-gloves.
9. The general scheme of approach will be on the lines

as laid down in the "
Self-help Corps Standard Formation

of Attack" (OK 340/CV/429).
10. Commanding Oflicers will submit a detailed scheme

for tho attack (with sketch maps) not later than 4 P.M. on

August 6th.

11. Mopping-up parties will bo detailed to deal with all

dug-outs known to be occupied. Prisoners will not bo

taken, but undue roughness is to be discouraged as likely
to bring discredit upon the service. Steps will be taken,

however, to ensure the immediate, if temporary, silence

of the obstreperous. O.C. Chloroform will arrange.
12. Tho Dog emplacement at G 36 A 0.8 will be dealt

with by the Brigade Dog-fancier.
13. Brigade Cooks will be detailed in specified areas to

act a3 decoys for Policemen.
14. All information as to tho plans, intentions, appear-

ance, habits and dispositions of inhabitants will bo found
in Appendix I. Some good interior photographs of the
house have been obtained by Corps photographers acting
as window-cleaners.

15. As foreshadowed in the Self-help Corps Intelligence

Summary of June 29th most of tho family will be away
at tho seaside by the date fixed for the Eaid.

16. A teetotal Guard will be placed over all cellars.

17. Advanced Eeport Centre will be at G 25 D 93 (" The
Peck and Jackdaw ").

18. A site for a forward dump will be chosen pre-

ferably on the BAYSWATEU-BKOADMEAD Eoad. " Q
"

will

arrange.
19. Practice Eaids will be carried out upon a model of

the objective which will bo erectod at the dep6t.
20. Parties detailed for Glass-cutting, Safe-opening, etc.,

etc., will draw the necessary tools from the Main Dump
at K 25 A on the 12th inst. "Q" will arrange.

21. Dress: Fighting Order with Eubber Soles.

22. A non-committal hot meal (without onions) will- bo
served to all before starting.

" Q
"

will arrange.
23. Eesults of tho Eaid will be collected and dumped at

Advanced Brigade dump at G 36 A. "Q" will arrange
for necessary transport. Distribution of proceeds will ho

made in accordance with G.E.O. 15. " G "
Staff will

arrange.
24. Please acknowledge. Issued at 5.15 P.M.

Copies to

Diary I.

Diary II., etc., etc.

" Detroit aldermen yesterday adopted a resolution asking for tho
freedom of Ireland from British rule.

It is addressed to the president and was introduced by AMorman
Walsh.
Other Irish patriots eager for the freedom of Erin who did sign

the resolution were Jacob Guthard, William H. C. Ilinkle, Joseph H.
Bahorski, Joseph A. Miotke, Anthony Nowc, Herman Zink, Charles

linum, Charles A. Kocher, Oscar A. Dodt, John C. Bleil, Ralph G.

Mittcr, Alexander Dill, John A. Kronk, Herman Schultz, Albert G.
Kunz, Frederick W. Wendell and Oscar Riopelle."

Detroit Free Press.

Your true Irish patriot doesn't mind what country ho
comes from.
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HOIST WITH HIS OWN PETARD.
MR. RAMSAY MACDONALD (Champion of Independent Labour).

" OF COURSE I 'M ALL FOR PEACEFUL
PICKETING ON PRINCIPLE. BUT IT MUST BE APPLIED TO THE PROPER PARTIES."
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BLANCHE'S LETTERS.
WAR FEVER.

Park Lane.

DEAREST DAPHNE, Juno ffarring-

ton's wedding to the Oldcastles' boy,
Portcullis, the other day, was

quite the best done of the

Allotment Weddings that are

having a little vogue just now.

Juno's white satin gown was
embroidered with mustard and

cress and spring onions in their

natural colours, her veil was

kept in place by a coronal of

lettuce leaves, and, instead of a

Prayer - Book or a posy, she

carried a little ivory-and-silver

spade. The effect was abso-

lutely ! The 'maids had on

Olga's latest in Allotment Wed-

ding frocks, carried out in po-
tato-brown charmeuse and cab-

bage-green chiffon ;
also they 'd

garden-hats, tied under the chin

with ribbon-grass and with a

big cluster of radishes at the

left side, and each of them car-

ried a bunch of small salad and
a darling little crystal-and-silver

watering-pot (Portcullis's gifts).

The Duke of Southlands gave
his daughter away, and Juno
insisted on his wearing a smock-
frock .and carrying a trowel, and

just as the dear Bishop said,
" Who giveth this woman '?

"

the poor old darling dropped his

trowel with a crash and rather

spoilt things.
The wedding-cake was a great

big war loaf stuck with flags.

Juno cut it in old-fashioned style
with Portcullis's sword. While
we were doing ourselves well

with war-bread and margarine,
boiled eggs and plenty of cham-

pagne, the Controller of Wed-

ding Breakfasts blew in
(it 's a

new post, and he's two hundred
and fifty able-bodied young as-

sistants). He was curious to see

what we were having, and cau-

tioned us against throwing any
rice after our bride and 'groom.
"But how absurd, you ricky

person !

"
chipped in Popsy,

Lady Ramsgate, who, of course,
is Juno's great-aunt.

" We never throw
rice at our wedding-people ! That 's only
done by the outlying tribes of bar-

barians." It was a pity she attracted

his notice, for he was down on her

directly for having on a toque almost

entirely made of young turnips and
carrots. He said it was "an infrac-

tion of rule 150, cap. 4,500 of the

Safety of the Empire Act, forbidding

the use of the people's food for per- patch (my Allotment toilette is finished

sonal adornment."
j

off by a pair of enthralling little hob-
The Allotment expression, which is I nailed boots !

)
and I 'm holding a rake

the correct one now, is a look of inter-
1

and a hoe and a digging-fork in one
est and expectation, because what one's hand and a garden-hose in the other;

planted is coming up. Some people . there 's a wheel-barrow beside me, and
rather spoil their Allotment expression

'

I 'ru looking at the potato-plants with
the true Allotment smile,

by a puzzled look. Et pourquoi ? My
dear, they 've quite forgotten what they
planted, and, though they pretend they
know exactly what it is that 's coming
up, they really haven't the slightest !

My last photo is considered to show
the Allotment expression in utter per-
fection. (It 's been in People of Position,

May/air Murmurs, and several other

weeklies.) I 'in standing in my potato-

my
dearest. I sent a copy of this

picky to Norty, and under it I

wrote those famous last words
of some celebrated French-
man (I forget whether it was
MOLIEBE or MIRABBAU or NAPO-

LEON) :

" Jc vais chcrcher un
grand pent-fire I

"

Wee-Wee is frightfully wor-
ried about Bo-Bo being so

overworked. He used to be at

the head of the Department for

Telling People What to Do, and
he and his five hundred assis-

tants were worked half dead
;

and now he 's at the head of a
still newer department, the one
for Telling People What They 're

Not to Do, and, though he's

eight hundred clerks to help

|

him, Wee-Wee says the strain

I

is too great for words. He goes
to Whitehall at ten every day

|

and comes back at three ! And
then he has the Long-Ago treat-

ment that 's being used so much
now for war-frayed nerves. The

;

idea is to get people as far away
' from the present as poss. So

]

when Bo-Bo comes in from
Whitehall he lies down on a

fearful oldworm -eaten oak settle

in a dim room hung with moth-
eaten tapestry, and Wee-Wee
reads CHAUCER to him, and

sings ghastly little folk-songs,

accompanying herself on a thing
called a crwth (it's a tre-

mendously primitive sort of

harp, but I can't believe that

even a crwthviaa meant to make
such a horrible noise as Wee-
Wee makes on it!). Myself, I

don't consider Bo-Bo a bit the

better for the Long-Ago treat-

ment, and there 's certainly a

wild look in his eyes that \vasn't

there before !

M'amic, would you like to

hear the simply odious storyette
of Somebody's Cousin? Well,

so you shall. Somebody is by way of

being an intimate foe of mine, and

Somebody's Cousin lias long been a

thorn in the flesh and a shaking of the

head to his people. Before the War lie

belonged to the League for Taking

Everything Lying Down, the Fellow-

ship for Preventing People from Stand-

ing up against Foreign Aggression, and
the Brotherhood for Giving up All
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'

'77

Itn-iuit. -EXCUSE ME, SIR, I FEEL GRKATJ.Y KXHAI STBD BY THIS EXERCISE.''

Instructor. "DO YOU, DEARIE? WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO PLAY AT? KlES-lN-THE-RINO?"

Our Advantages to Aliens. He was of

military ago, and when war came, after

giving vent to some completely detest-

able sentiments, he crossed to the U.S.
and naturalised himself there, con-

stantly attacking the country that was

unlucky enough to produce him.
When the U.S. came in, ho shed his

citizenship in a hurry, (led to South
America, and naturalised himself in a

republic that had sworn by all its gods
to keep out of the War <J tout prix.
This republic, however, changed its

mind later and followed its big northern
brother into the War, et roilt'i ! Some-

body's Cousin was at a loose end again.
Ho afterwards naturalised himself in

half-a-do/en small far-away nations
that all finally came in, and thai,

clti'rif, he drifted down to the islands

of the South Pacific (the favourite ocean
of his sort!) and had himself made an

Ollyoola. (The Ollyoolas are a tribe

that lias iii-cfr in all it*
/>,i:<t history

been known to go to war). He was
made an Ollyoola with all the native

dancing and shrieking and so on,
and ho wore the correct Ollyoola dress

(;i tew shells and his hair trained on
sticks to stand straight up).

And now comes the point of this

storyette : Only a few weeks after

! Somebody's Cousin had become a full-

blooded Ollyoola (I think that 's the

proper phrase), the Ollyoolas suddenly
fell out with the Patti-Tattis (on the
next island) and went to war, for abso-

lutely the first time, with a ferocity, my
Daphne, that seems to have lieen sav-

ing up through all their centuries of

peacefulness !

Nothing 's been heard since of Some-

body's Cousin !

Ever thine, BLANCHE.

"AlUMKN'S ORDEAL IN THK NORTH
SKA.

FIVE DAYS ON A PIKCI: OK C.'HOCOLATI:.''

Continental Daily Mail.

Eather a precarious perch.

"'GiB.' SHELLS FALL IN MOROCCO.
MADRID. Near Algeciras 20shtl!s fell from

tlic latteries of Gibraltar. There were no
victims, and no damage was caused. The
authorities at Gibraltar have given satisfactory
explanation*.

n
Kcrnimj L'apcr.

Still, we should like to know the nature
of the explosive that blew Algeciras
across the Straits.

KINSMEN AND NAMESAKES.
AN official circular, commenting on

the presentation at the Scala, in film

form, of The Crisis, by Mr. WINSTON
CHURCHILL, the American novelist, adds
the interesting statement,

" the author
is of course a distant cousin of the

Right Hon. Winston Churchill, M.P."
This sounds a little ungracious. Why"
of course distant

"
? But perhaps

the gifted novelist shares the opinion
held by Lord BEKESFOHD of the poli-
tician who did not write The Crisis,
but is always trying to make one.

From the account of a military

wedding in The West London Press :

"The bridegroom was wearing a simple
draped gown of lavender-blue crepe georgette,
with a mushroom-shaped hat in the -.uur

shade, wreathed with small coloured flowers
and draped with a blue lace veil."

Some mufti !

"When the Lord Provost ruled that the
mater was iiot urgent, the Labourist* created

something of a scene.
"

Gla-tgmo Citizen.

Quite justifiably, in view of the immin-
ence of "

Baby Week."
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THE DISSUADERS.
FOR many years ever since the first

piece of chalk was applied to the first

wall and advertising began its bom-
bastic career the advertiser's tendency
has been to commend his wares, if not

to excess, at any rate with no want of

generosity. Everyone must have noticed

it. But war changes many things
besides Cabinets, and if the paper
famine is to continue there will shortly
be a totally novel kind of advertising to

be seen, where dissuasion holds the

highest place. For unless something
happens those journals which have

already done much to reduce circula-

tion will have to do more and actually

decry themselves. Such counsels as

those which follow may before long
meet the eyes, and, it is possible, in-

fluence the minds, of the great B.P. :

THE PROPRIETORS OF

THE TIMES

Urge you to spend your monay
elsewhere.

THE TIMES

may have the best foreign correspond-
ence, the latest news, the greatest

variety of letters (in types of all sizes),
the funniest dramatic criticisms, the

sternest leading articles, and the only
newspaper proprietor now acting as a

plenipotentiary in America
;

BUT
you arc implored not to buy it.

Remember its virtues for future use,
when skies are brighter, but disregard

them to-day.

We appeal to the great-hearted Public
to make a real effort and refrain from

buying

THE OBSERVER.

Sunday may be only half a Sunday
without it

;

But indulge in a little self-sacrifice.

Not only cat loss bread
But

Read less GARVIN.

DOWN SPECTATORS !

Give

THE SPECTATOR
A WIDE BERTH.

There are reasons why it must be pub-
lished regularly

But there are no reasons why you
should buy it.

There is no better, saner, or soberer
Critic of Life; but what of it ?

We print all the latest Canine and
Feline news

;
but never mind.

If you won't, as seems probable, down
your glass, down your Spectator.

HELP TO WIN THE WAB

BY XOT BUYING

THE DAILY CHRONICLE.

Whatever Sixpenny weekly you buy
don't let it be

THE NATION.
Owing to its persecution by the present

'

incapable Government Tlie Nation is >

achieving an embarrassing popularity.

Please forgot it.

Let your only
NATION

Be your determi-

Nation

NOT TO BUY IT.

THE PP.OPHIETORS OF

THE STAR
urge you not to buy it any more until
the War is over and paper is cheap again.

Buy The Evening News instead.

DON'T BUY
THE SPHERE.

IT is ONLY SEVENPENCE A WEEK,
BUT DON'T BUY IT.

It is full of Pictures of the War, but

you can do without them. It has

punctual literaryjudgments of astound-

ing finality by
" C. K. S.," but they

can wait.

Do anything in reason, but don't buy
Tlie Sphere.

The depreciation, you observe, is not

always quite whole-heartedly done. But
it must be remembered that the habit
of self-praise cannot be broken down in

a minute, and this is only a beginning.

PAN PIPES.

IN the green spaces of the listening trees

Pan sits at ease,

Watching with lazy eyes
*

Little blue butterflies

That flicker sidelong in the fitful breeze
;

While on his pipe he plays
Quaint trills, and roundelays
With dropping cadences ;

And shy red squirrels rub against his

knees.

And, thro" the city's tumult and the beat
Of hurrying feet,

Those whom the god loves hear
Pan's pipe, insistent, clear ;

Echoes of elfin laughter, high and
sweet

;

Catch in the sparrows' cries

Those tinkling melodies
That sing where brooklets meat,

And the wood's glamour colours the

grey street.

A LOCAL FOOD-CONTROLLER.
" No partner for you this evening,

Sir," said the Inspector.
" Mr. Tibbits

has just telephoned through that he
has rheumatism badly again."

I know Tibbits' rheumatism. I also

know he plays off his heat in the
club billiard handicap to-night. I can

imagine him writhing round the table.

Still I remember the first rule of the
force under no circumstances give
another policeman away.

"You'll have to take Dartmouth
Street by yourself, Sir,'' continues the

Inspector.
"What's it like?"
"Bit of a street market. All right

just tact and keep them moving."
I reach Dartmouth Street. It is a

thronged smelly thoroughfare. I pass
along modestly, hoping that every one
will ignore me.
But a gentleman who is selling fish

detects me and calls "
'Ere, Boss, move

this ole geeser on."
" What 's the trouble ?

"
I inquire.

The old geeser turns rapidly on me.
" 'Ere 'o 's gone and sold me two 'errings
for tuppence 'alfpenny which was that

salt my 'usband went near mad, what
with the pubs bein' shut all afternoon,
an" now 'e 's popped the fender jus' to

get rid of 'is thirst."
" I told you to soak 'em in three

waters," says the fishmonger,
" 'Ow much beer is my 'usband to

soak 'imself in tell me that '?

"

It is time for tact. I whisper in the

lady's ear,
" Come along don't argue

with a man like that. He's beneath

you."
She comes away. I am triumphant.

But she turns round and cries,
" This

gentleman as is a gentleman says I

ain't to lower meself by talkiiv to a

'ound like you."
I move on. I doubt if the fishmonger

will be pleased by the lady's representa-
tion of my few words, and I make a

mental note to keep away from his stall.

All at once another lady, who for some
obscure reason is carrying a bucket,

grips me by the arm.
" I 'm goin' to 'ave the law on my

side, I am," she declares emphatically,
"an' then I'll smash "is bloomin'.fice

in."

I am swayed towards a fruit-stall.
" Look at them," says the irate lady,

holding out three potatoes. "Rotten
at thrippence a pound. My 'usband

'e 'd 'ave set abaht me if I 'd give 'im

them for 'is dinner."

The fruiterer takes a lofty moral
standard. " I sold yer them fer seed

pertaters, I did. If yer 'usband eats

them 'e 's worse than a Un."
" Seed pertaters, was they? Where
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Htuyc Manaijcr. "Tiu: KLKPHANT 's PUTTING up A VEBY SPIRITED PERFORMANCE TO-NIGHT.''

r. "Yussin. You BEE, THE NEW HIND-LEGS is A DISCHARGED SOLDIER, AND THE FRONT LEGS is AX OUT-AND-OUT PACIFIST."

\\ as I to grow 'eui ? In a mug on the

mantelpiece?
"

" 'Ow was I ter know yer 'adn't a
'lotment?

"

" You '11 need no 'lotment. It's a

comct'ry you '11 waut when my 'usband
knows you 'vo called 'im a Un."

"Now, now," I interpose tactfully.
"
Perhaps you can exchange them,

then you '11 have the lady for a regular
customer."

" I don't want the blighter fer a reglar
customer," says the fruiterer.

Three potatoes whirl past me at the
fruiterer. The lady with the bucket

departs rapidly.
" Leuime get at "er," cries the irate

fruiterer.
" You wouldn't hit a woman," I pro-

test.

"Wouldn't I?" says the infuriated

fruiterer.

I interpose verbally.
" You '11 get

everything stolen," I say, "from your
stall if you leave it."

"
I '11 leave you in charge."

" I 'm needed down my beat," I reply,
and stalk on instantly, leaving a sadly
disillusioned man behind me.

I reach a queue outside a grocer's
shop.
"There now," says a stout lady,

'er in charge."

The queue all speak at once.
" She 's a 'oarder, she is. Got 'arf-a-

pound o' sugar already in 'er basket
and only "erself and 'er 'usband at

'ome, while I got five kids."

A lady down the queue caps this

with seven kids, and in the distance a

lady in a fur cap claims ten, and is at

once engaged by her neighbours in a
j

bitter controversy as to whether three in*

France should count in sugar buying, i

All the time the hoarder stands with
nose in the air, the picture of lofty
indifference.

Tact- tact I remember the In-

spector's advice.

"Excuse me, Madam," I say, "but
in these times we all have to make
sacrifices. You already have sugar.
Some of your friends have none. Under
the circumstances

Slowly the lady turns a withering
eye on me. " I '11 move nowhere no'ow
for nobody."
A lady in the background suggests

that the female should be boiled in a

sugar-sack. A more humane person
expresses the hope that she will be
bombed that night.

"
But, Madam, consider your friends,"

I proceed.
" Don't you call that lot my friends !

I 'm 'ere fer a pound of marge, and get

it I will if all the bloomin' speshuls
come 'oo 're doin' reglar coppers outer

jobs."
Public opinion in the queue takes a

sudden turn. One lady remarks that
these speshuls are that interfering.
Another alleges that she has no doubt
I have sacks of sugar at home.

I remember the Inspector's counsel
about moving on, and move myself on.

There is one man in England who
proclaims himself absolutely unfitted to

till the Food-Controller's position.
I am that modest person.

Broody.
" WHIST DRIVE. A sitting of eggs was

given by Mrs.- for the lady or gentleman
sitting the greatest number of times consecu-

tively." Worcester Daily Times.

" In Captain--'s boat all the men survived
,

although full of water." New Zealand Pap.-r.

In the interests of temperance we pro-
test against

"
although."

TROOPS MI'TINV.

Petrograd, Saturday.
The Minister of War has given orders to

disband the regiments, and to bring the officers

and men responsible before a court-marital."
East Anglian Daily Times.

That 's right. Let their wives talk to

them.
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"I'LL LEABN YER TO CALL ME 'LITTLE WlLLIB. 1 Mr FAKVE-R DON'T ABF KNOW 'OW TO KILL GEEMANS. AN' I'LL SHOW YEIt WIIBSE

UK CITS IT FROM !
"

OPEN WARFARE.

MEN said,
" At last ! at last the open battle !

Now shall we fight unfettered o'er the plain,
No more in catacombs be cooped like cattle,

Nor travel always in a devious drain !

"

They were in ecstasies. But I was damping ;

1 like a trench, I have no lives to spare ;

And in those catacombs, however cramping,
You did at least know vaguely where you were.

Ah, happy days in deep well-ordered alleys,

Where, after dining, probably with wine,
One felt indifferent to hostile sallies,

And with a pipe meandered round the line ;

You trudged along a trench until it ended ;

It led at least to some familiar spot ;

It might not be the place that you 'd intended,
But then you might as well be there as not.

But what a wilderness we now inhabit

Since this confounded "
open

"
strife prevails !

It may be good ;
I do not wish to crab it,

But you should hear the language it entails,

Should see this waste of wide uncharted craters

Where it is vain to seek the companies,
Seeing the shell-holes are as like as taters

And no one knows where anybody is.

Oft in the darkness, palpitant and blowing,
Have I set out and lost the hang of things,

And ever thought,
" Where can the guide be going?

"

But trusted long and rambled on in rings,

For ever climbing up some miry summit,
And halting there to curse the contrite guide,

For ever then descending like a plummet
Into a chasm on the other side.

Oft have I sat and wept, or sought to study
With hopeless gaze the uninstructive stars,

Hopeless because the very skies were muddy ;

I only saw a red malicious Mars ;

Or pulled my little compass out and pondered,
And set it sadly on my shrapnel hat,

Which, I suppose, was why the needle wandered,

Only, of course, I never thought of that.

And then perhaps some 5'9's start dropping,
As if there weren't sufficient holes about ;

I flounder on, hysterical and sopping,
And come by chance to where I started out,

And say once more, while I have no objection
To other people going to Berlin,

Give me a trench, a nice revetted section,

And let me stay there till the Bosch gives in I

A Judge Speaks Out.
"
Regarding the assertions that the appellant introduced politics into

his sermons, it would be a bad day for this country when in a political

controversy when a clergyman could conceive cases in which some

high ideal was involved in a political controversy when a clergyman
could honestly and reasonably preach about it." Yorkshire Post.

We have always felt that something like this needed

saying.
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COMFORT IN EXILE.
IMPERIAL BROTHER-IN-LAW. " AFTER ALL, MY DEAR TINO, YOU ARE SOMETHING BETTKK

THAN A KING; YOU ARE A FIELD-MARSHAL IN MY ARMY! YOU SHALL PRESENTLY
HAVE A COMMAND ON THE WESTERN FRONT."

TINO (without enthusiasm). "THANK; YOU VERY MUCH."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, June llth. I am told that

it was WILLIE KEDMOND'S ambition to

be the Father of the House ; indeed, that

by some arithmetical process peculiar
to himself he claimed, although only
elected in ft!83, to be already entitled

to that venerable honour.

In reality he was the Eternal Boy,
from the far-off time when it was his

nightly delight with youthful exuber-

ance to cheek Mr. Speaker BRAND
until the moment of his glorious death

in Flanders, whither he had gone at an

age when most of his compeers were

content to play the critic in a snug
corner of the smoking-room.

Personal affection combined with

admiration for his gallantry to inspire
the speeches in which the PRIME

MINISTER, Mr. ASQUITH and Sir ED-
WARD CARSON enshrined the most re-

markable tribute ever paid to a private
Member.

Sir GEORGE GREENWOOD'S affection

for the animal creation is commonly
supposed to be such that he would
not countenance the slaughter of the

meanest thing that crawls not even
those miserable creatures who hold

that SHAKSPEARE'S plays were written

by SHAKSPEABK. It was therefore with

pained regret that I heard him attempt-

ing to support his objection to the

activities of sparrow-clubs by the argu-
ment that, if the birds were destroyed,

large numbers of grubs and cater-

pillars would be left alive. After this

I shall not be surprised to hear that he
has been summoned by the E.S.P.C.A.

for brutality to a slug.
What I most admire in the CHIEF

SECRETARY FOR IRELAND is his wonder-
ful self-restraint. When Mr. GINNELL

stridently inquired whether to insti-

tute legal process against the police in

Ireland was not like bringing an action

against Satan in hell, the ordinary
man would have been tempted to reply :

"The hon. Member probablyhas sources

of information not accessible to me."
Mr. DUKE contented himself with mildly

suggesting that the hon. Member should
"
apply his own intelligence to that

matter." Perhaps, however, he meant
much the same thing.

Half the sitting was taken up with

discussing whether Messrs. JOWETT and
RAMSAY MACDONALD should be given

passpoi'ts to Russia. Mr. BONAR LAW
clinched the matter by saying that the

Russian Government wanted them.

Well, de gustibus, etc.

Tuesday, June 12th. Perhaps the

most wonderful revelation of the War
has been the adaptability of the British

working-man. Mr. CATHCART WASON
called attention to the case of a pro-

fessional gardener \vlio, having been
recruited for home service, had first

been turned into a bricklayer's assist-

ant, then into an assistant-dresser, and

finally into a munition-maker. For
some time the Ministry of Munitions
seems to have been loth to part with

IN RE AN ACTION AGAINST SATAN.

(MR. II. E. DUKE, K.C.)

the services of this Admirable Crich-

ton, but having learned from the Board
of Agriculture that there was a short-

age of food it has now consented to

restore him to his original vocation.

It will be a thousand pities if Captain
BATHURST should persist in leaving the

HEAVY WORK FOB THE BOUNDARY
COMMISSIONERS.

MB. EUGENE WASON TO BE SWEPT AWAY.

department of the FOOD-CONTROLLER.
If he could only keep down food-prices
as effectively as he does irrelevant

I
questioners he would be worth his

weight in "
Bradburys." His latest

victim is Mr. PENNEFATHEH, who has

I developed a keen curiosity on the sub-

ject of potatoes. Did not the Govern-
ment think that the high price would
cause premature "lifting"? Were they
aware that potatoes could be used
for making rubber - substitutes and
cement

;
and would they assure the

House that there would be an abund-
ance of them for the next twelve
months ? Captain BATHURST declined
to figure in the role of prophet, and,
for the rest, remarked that the hon.
Member appeared to have an insati-

able appetite for crambc repetita. Mr.
PENNEPATHKR is understood to be still

searching the Encyclopaedia to discover

the properties of this vegetable, with
the view of putting a few posers on the

subject to Captain BATHURST (or his

successor) next week.
As the friends of Proportional Repre-

sentation are wont to refer to their

little pet by the affectionate diminutive
of "

P.R.," they can hardly he sur-

prised that its appearance should lead

to combats recalling in intensity the

palmy days of the Prize Ring. It was

designed that the Front Bench should
be content to perform the function of

judicious bottle-holder, and leave the

issue to be fought out by the rest of the

House. But Sir F. E. SMITH, like the

Irishman who inquired,
" Is this a

private fight, or may anyone join in?"
could not refrain from trailing his coat,

and quickly found a doughty opponent
in Mr. HAYES FISHER. The House so

much enjoyed the unusual freedom of

the fight that it would probably be

going on still but for that spoil-sport,
the HOME SECRETARY, who begged
Members to come to a decision. By
149 votes to 141 " P. R." was " down
and out."

Mr. EUGENE WASON entered an anti-

cipatory protest against the possibility
that Scotland might be deprived of

some of her seventy-two Members. " I

myself," lie said, "represent two whole

counties, Clackmannan and Kinross,
and I have a bit of Stirling and Perth
and West Fife, and I am told I am to

he swept out of existence." Gazing at

his ample proportions the House felt

that the Boundary Commissioners will

have their work cut out for them.

Wednesday, June 13th. Considering
that barely three hours before the House
met the "Fort of London" had been
drenched with the "

ghastly dew of

aerial navies
" Members showed them-

selves most uncommon calm. They
exhibited, however, a little extra in-

terest when any prominent personage
entered the House, showing that he at

least had escaped the bombs, and were
too busy comparing notes regarding
their personal experiences to ask many
Supplementary Questions.
Even Mr. BONAR LAW'S announce-
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Officer. "AND WHAT DID YOU BAY TO PRIVATE SMITH?" II 'iHtcst (u-Jio had discovered prisoner ;

farmer). "I TOLD HIM TO STOP IMMEDIATELY AND PUT THE MILK BACK."
jKh

rcent that KING CONSTANTINE had
abdicated the throne of Greece passed
almost without remark ; except that Mr.
SWIFT MACNEILL anxiously inquired
whether TINO, having received the

Order of the Boot, would be allowed

to retain that of the Bath.
The mystery of Lord NORTHCLIFFE'S

visit to the United States has been
cleared up. Certain journals, believed

to enjoy his confidence, had described
him as " Mr. Balfour's successor."

Certain other journals, whose con-

fidence he does not enjoy, had declined

to believe this. The fact, as stated by
Mr. BONAR LAW, is that "

it is hoped
that Lord NORTHCLIFFE will be able

to carry on the work begun by Mr.
BALFOUR as head of the British Mission
in America." He is expected

" to co-

ordinate and supervise the work of all

the Departmental Missions." It was

interesting to learn that his Lordship
" will have the right of communicating
direct with the PRIME MINISTER" a

thing which of course he has never
done before.

Thursday, June lith. Mr. KEATING,
having made the remarkable discovery
that the War has injured the prosperity

of Irish seaside resorts, demanded the

restoration of excursion trains and
season tickets. Mr. GEORGE ROBERTS

stoutly supported the Irish Railway
Executive Committee in its refusal to

encourage pleasure-traffic. His decision

CAPTAIN BATHUKST EEFUSES TO BE
A POTATO PROPHET.

received the involuntary support of Mr.

MACVEAGH, who attempted to back up
his colleague by the singular argument
that the existing trains in Ireland ran

half-empty.
The Lords spent the best part of a

sunny afternoon in discussing whether
or not the South - Eastern Railway
should be allowed to bolster up the

Charing Cross railway bridge. In vain

Lord CUEZON, flying in the face of his

Ministerial colleague, the PRESIDENT
OF THE BOARD OF TRADE, urged the

claims of Art ; in vain he assured the

House that when WORDSWORTH wrote
of the view from Westminster,

" Earth
has not anything to show more fair,"

he was not thinking of that maroon-
coloured monstrosity. The majority of

their lordships, understanding that the

proposal had something to do with
"
strengthening the piers," declined to

reject it.

We have received a copy of The

Glasgow Weekly Herald, dated "
May

56, 1917." Trust a Scot to make a

good thing go as far as possible.

"Great jubilation prevailed amongst the

people at finding the children alive, and con-

gratulations were extended to their parents
that their little ones were not lost in the cavi-

ties and chasms of Knocknatubber Mountain,
though straying thereon for upwards of 25

years." Nfnagh Guardian.

The young
"
Rips

"
1
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National Scn'irc Pcktnteer (latg crack Ktliard player), "MAHKHB, HAND MK -TUK IIKST."

"IN PRIZE."
A snir was built in Glasgow, and oh, sho looked a daisy

(Just the way that some ships do !

)

An" the only thing against 'er was she allus steered so crazy
(An' it 's true, my Johnny Bowline, true

!)

They sent 'er out in ballast to Oregon for lumber,
An' before she dropped 'er pilot she all but lost 'er number.

They sold 'er into Norway because she steered so funny,
An' she nearly went to glory before they drawed the money.

They sold 'er out o' Norway they sold 'er into Chile,
An' Chile got a bargain because she steered so silly.

They chartered 'er to Germans with a bunch o' greasers
forrard ;

Old shellbacks wouldn't touch 'er because she steered so
'orrid.

She set a course for Bremen with contraband inside 'er,

An' she might 'ave got there some time if a cruiser 'adn't

spied 'er.

She nearly drowned the boarders because she cut. such

capers,
But they found she was a German through inspectin' of 'er

papers.

So they put a crew aboard 'er, which was both right an'

lawful,
An' the prize crew 'ad a picnic, because she steered so

awful.

But they brought 'er into. Kirk wall, an' then they said,
" Lord lumme,

If I ever see an 'ooker as steered so kind o' rummy !

"

But she '11 fetch 'er price at auction, for oh, she looks a daisy
(Just the way that some ships do

!)

An' the chap as tops the biddin' won't know she steers so

crazy
(But it 's true, my Johnny Bowline, true

!)
C. F. S.

TO MR. BALFOUR ON HIS RETURN.

I

Oun hearts go out with all our ships that plough the

deadly sea,
But the ship that brought us safely back the only ARTHUR B.

! Was freighted with good wishes in a very high degree.

i There are heaps of politicians who can hustle and can shriek,

|

And some, though very strong in lung, in brains are very
weak,

,

But A. J. B.'s equipment is admittedly unique.

. His manners are delightful, and the workings of his mind
Have never shown the slightest trace of self-esteem behind ;

Nor has he had at any time a private axe to grind.

For forty years and upwards he has graced the public scene
Without becoming sterilized or stiffened by routine;
He still retains his freshness and his brain is just as keen.

I

His credit was not shipwrecked on the fatal Irish reef
;

;
He has always been a loyal and a sympathetic chief ;

1

And he has also written The Foundations of Belief.

As leader of the Mission to our cousins and Allies,
We learn with satisfaction, but without the least surprise,
That he proved the very cynosure of Transatlantic eyes.

For the special brand of statesman plus aristocratic sage,
Like the model king-philosopher described in PLATO'S page,
Is uncommonly attractive in a democratic age.

Must Go!" was once the cry of those who
deemed him slack,

But now there 's not a single scribe of that unruly pack
Who is not glad in every sense that BALFOUR has come

back.

And as for his " successor
"

the Napoleonic peer
Whose functions are restricted to a purely business sphere-
We must try to bear his absence in a spirit of good cheer.
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THE INFANTICIDE.
FROM an economic point of view it

was inexcusable. I can only hope that

the affair will never reach the ear of

Lin' now Foon-CoNTuoi.T,Ki. Tho chief

culprit was undoubtedly Joan minor
I only hccamc an accomplice after the

fact and I can scarcely believe, that

even a Food-Controller could be very

angry with .loan minor. For one thing
she really in so very minor. And then

there's her manner; in face oE it se-

verity, as I have found, is out of the

Question. F.ven .loan major, who has

been known to rout our charlady in

single combat, finds it irresistible. In-

deed when T taxed her with having
a hand in the crime slio. secured an

acquittal on the plea of duress.

Ever since .loan minor arrived at

years of understanding the weeks pre-

ceding the great day have been fraught
with a mystery in which I have no
share. Earnest conversations which
break oil guiltily the moment I enter

the room ;
strained whisperings and

now and again little uncontrollable

giggles of ecstatic anticipation from
Joan minor these are the signs that I

have learned to look for, and, being
well versed in my part, to ignore with a

sublime unconsciousness which should

make my fortune in a melodrama of

stage asides. And then, on the morning
of my birthday, the solemn ceremonial
of revelation, I would come in to break-

fast, to find a parcel lying by my
plate. At iirst 1 would not see it. In

a tense and unnatural silence Joan
minor would follow me with her eyes
while I opened the window a few inches,
closed it again, stroked the cat and

generally behaved as though sitting
down at table was the last thing I in-

tended. Then, when I did take my place,
"The post is early to-day," I would

say, pushing the parcel carelessly on
one side as I took up the paper, while

Joan minor hid her face in Joan major's
blouse lest her feelings should betray
her into premature speech. And at

last I would open it, and my amaze-
ment and delight would know no
bounds. There was very little acting
needed for that. It is no small thing
to be spirited back to the age when

birthdays really matter.

And so this year it was with a feel-

ing of having been cheated that I left

the house for the office, where, in com-

pany with other old fogies and girl

clerks, I do my unambitious bit towards

downing the Hun. The premonitory
symptoms had seemed to me unusually
acute, but the morning had brought
no parcel. My years weighed on my
shoulders again, and I am afraid I was
more than a little tart with my typist.

Official of Lady War-workers' Bureau. "WHAT BOUT OF WORK DO YOU FEEL FITTED FOB?"

Applicant. "I DON'T QUITE KNOW, BUT I WANT TO WEAB THEBB CLOTHES."

I was kept late for dinner, and when
I entered the room I found Joan minor

sitting in her place, her eyes bright
with expectation. Beside my place
was a covered muffin dish. There
was no dallying with the pleasure this

time, for I had suddenly become young
again, and could- not have waited had
I tried. I lifted the cover, and there,
about the size of a well-nourished pea,

lay the first-fruit of Joau minor's pecu-
liar and personal allotment, prepared,

Elan
ted and dug by Joan minor's own

ands, a veritable and unmistakable

potato.

Our Official Pessimists.

From an Admiralty notice :

" It is to be particularly noted that entries

arc only being made for 12 years' service, and
not for duration of war." Evening Paper.

" Summoned at Barry for having driven a
horse whilst drunk, Antonio Millonas was
stated to have narrowly missed a policeman
and two children.'' Western Mail.

We are all in favour of prohibition for

horses.

IN A GOOD CAUSE.
THE Newport Market Army Train-

j
ing School, Greencoat Place, West-
minster, which has for over fifty years
been training homeless and destitute

boys to become soldiers of the KINO,
and has sent over two thousand into

the Army, is in great need of funds.
Mr. Punch cordially supports the ap-
peal of the President of the School,
II.R.H. the Duke of CONNAUOHT, who
"
sincerely hopes the public will gener-

ously support an Institution that has
for so many years quietly and unobtru-

sively furnished a Christian home and
education to poor and outcast lads, and
has supplied the Army with so many
good and gallant soldiers."

Donations and inquiries should be

addressed to the Secretary, the Rev.
H. A. WILSON, 20, Great Peter Street,

Westminster, S.W. 1.

A Credit to the Commonwealth.

"COCKATOO, Australian
, splendid talker. does

not swear." Neiccastle Evening Chronicle.
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THE HAT AND THE VISIT.
" Francosca," I said, "does my hat really look all right ?

"

When I put this momentous question we were in a train,

heing bound on a visit to Frederick at his preparatory
school. A sudden doubt had just assailed me as to my
presentability. Should I, as a father, be looked upon as a

credit or a disgrace to my son ? Francesca took some time

before she answered my question. Then she spoke.
" Your hat," she said,

"
is well enough."

"I see what it is," I said; "you think I ought to have
worn a top-hat. There are still occasions when a top-hat

may, nay, must bo worn
;
and this, you think, is one of

them. There are solemnities and venerations that only a

top-hat can inspire in the naturally irreverent mind of

youth. A father in any other hat is a ridiculously youthful

object and has no business to inflict himself on his son.

of both sexes. I once stayed with a bishop, and I never
heard anybody attempt to make a mockery of his gaiters."

" But they were his own. He couldn't be a bishop
without them."

" That fact doesn't render them immune from laughter.

My present hat, for instance, is my own, and yet you have
been laughing at it ever since I called your attention to it."

" Not at all ;
I have been admiring it. I said it was well

enough, and so it is. What more can you want ?
"

"I only hope," I said, "that Frederick will think so too.

It would be too painful to dash the cup of half-holiday joy
from a boy's lips by wearing an inappropriate hat."

" You 're too nervous altogether about the impression
you 're going to make on Frederick. Take example by me.
I 've got a hat on."

" You have," I said fervently.
" It has grazed my face

more than once."

Officer. "BUT suEELY, THOMPSON, IP THESE MUD-BILLKTS
JRK ALL ALIKE YOU OUGHT TO REMEMBER WHERE YOU PUT
MY HOUSE "

Batman. "HERE HE is, Sm.

Very well. I would not for worlds spoil Frederick's half-

holiday by shaming him in the eyes of his schoolfellows."
" What do you propose to do about it, then ? You can't

alter your hat now."
" No," I said,

" I can't
;
but I can get out of the train at

the next station and go home and leave you in your com-

parative spickness and your relative spanness to spend your
afternoon with the boy. Or, stay, there must be a shop in

Belfield where top-hats can be bought. It is a cathedral

city and possesses dignitaries of the Church who still wear

top-hats, and
" But those are special top-hats. You couldn't go to

Frederick in a bishop's hat, now could you ?
"

"No-o-o," I said doubtfully, "perhaps I couldn't. But

suppose I wore the gaiters too wouldn't that make it

all right ?
"

"I should like," she said, "to see Frederick's face on

perceiving the new bishop."
"
Francesca," I said,

"
you talk as if no boys ever had

bishops for their fathers. Let me assure you, on the con-

trary, that there are many bishops who have large families

" It is feeding," she said, "on your damask cheek. But
I 'm quite calm in spite of it."

"But then," I said, "you never knew Eowell."
"No. Who was he?"
"Eowell," I said, "was a schoolfellow of mine, and he

had a father.
"

" Marvellous ! And a mother too, I suppose."
"
Yes," I said,

" but she doesn't come into the story.
Eowell's father had a passion, it appears, for riding, and
one dreadful afternoon, when we were playing cricket, he
rode into the cricket-field. He was wearing trousers, and
his trousers had rucked iip to his knees. It was a terrific

sight, and, though we all pretended not to see and were

very sorry for young Eowell, he fdt the blow most keenly.
I hope my hat won't be like Eowell's father's trousers."

" It isn't a bit like them yet," said Francesca. B. C. L.

" FIREMAN wanted
; consuming under 50 tons

; wages 30s."

Under the present system of rationing, this demand for

moderation does not seem excessive.
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Inspecting Officer.
" IT 'S NO USK YOUB TELLING ME YOU HAVEN'T GOT ANY POTATOES ABOUT THE PLACE. If YOU HOLD THE END OP

THIS TAPE I'LL VEBY SOON TELL YOU 1IOW MANY YOU HAVE HEBE."
Farmer. " YE 'LL BE A MAIN CLEVER LITTLE FELLOW, THEN. THEY WAS TUBMUTS WHEN I PUT 'EM IN LAST BACK ESD."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

IT is my deliberate verdict that Mr. E. F. BENSON is (as

my old nurse used to express it)
" in league with Somebody

lie oughtn't." I hope, however, that he will understand
this for the extorted compliment that it is, and not magic
tne into something unpleasant, or (more probably) write

another book to prove to my own dissatisfaction that I am
everything I least wish to be. That indeed is the gravamen
of my charge : the diabolic ingenuity with which he makes
not so much our pleasant vices as our little almost-virtues
into whips to scourge us with. All this has been wrung
from me by the perusal of Mr. Teddy (FisHEn UNWIN).
Even now 1 can't make up my mind whether I like it or
not. The first half, which might be called a satire on the

folly of being forty and not realising it, depressed me pro-

foundly. I need not perhaps enlarge upon the reason.

Later, Mr. BENSON made a very clever return upon the

theme; and, with a touch of real beauty, brought solace to

poor Mr. Teddy and consolation to the middle-aged reader.
1 need give you only a slight indication of the plot, which
is simplicity itself. Into the self-contained little com-

munity of a provincial society, where to have once been

young is to retain a courtesy title to perpetual youth, there
ai-lives suddenly the genuine article, a boy and girl still in
the springtime of life, by contrast with whom the preserved
immaturity of Mr. Teddy and his partner, Miss Daisy, is

shown for an artificial substitute. Baldly stated, the thesis
sounds cynical and a little cruel ; actually, however, you
will here find Mr. BENSON in a kindlier rnood than he some-
times consents to indulge. Redisplays, indeed, more than

a little fondness for his disillusioned hero ; the fine spirit
with which Mr. Teddy faces at last the inevitable is a sure

proof of the author's sympathy.

You will hardly have traversed the passages of our under-

ground railway system without being hurriedly aware in

passing of a picture in reds and browns, representing a

faun-like figure piping to an audience of three rather self-

conscious rabbits. This pleasing group does not portray
an actual scene from Autumn (LANE), but is rather to be
taken as symbolic of the atmosphere of Miss MURIEL
HINE'S latest book. The faun, I imagine, stands for Hollo,
the middle-aged lover of the country, into whose happy life

other, more human, loves break with such devastation.

What the rabbits mean is a more difficult problem. I jest ;

but as a matter of fact I should he the first to admit that

Miss HINE has written a story that, despite a certain

crudity of colouring, is both unconventional and alive. The
attitude of the characters towards their parents, for example,
is at least original. Deirdre, the heroine, frankly despised her

mother, to whom she owed a marriage with the man whom
she hated. The gift of a country cottage enabled her to

escape from him to rabbits (figurative) and the simpler
life. There, however, she fell in with Hollo, who loved her
at sight, and whose daughter, Hyacinth, adored her father,
but quite blandly deceived him about her own amorous
adventures. A pretty tangle, you observe, and I am not
sure that I can wholly acquit the author of some cowardice
in her manner of cutting it. But undoubtedly Autumn
remains a story to read, and remember.

Since Mr. H. PERRY ROBINSON'S name must be familiar
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to most of us by now as that of one of the very select com- 1 In deciding to add to what one may call the fiction of

pany of journalists who monopolise seats at the Front, one Metropolitan Adventures, whereof The New Arabian Nights
naturally turns with interest from his daily despatches to a '

may be regarded as both the model and the prototype, the
sustained narrative. His account of last year's battle of the author of The London Nii/Jits of Bel-size (LANE) has under-

Somme, which he names The Turning Point (HEINEMAXN), taken a task which is both easy and difficult easy because
is as lively and vigorous a 1'ecital as can well be imagined! a sophisticated style and a lively imagination are the only
of events hardly the less thrilling because already well-

j

essential qualifications, and difficult because it involves
known. Although he disclaims expert knowledge of strate-

1 competition with a perfect galaxy of distinguished authors,

gies, lie is at least uncommonly well qualified to appraise i There is always room for more of it, however, and, if

the things he saw. " Before July, 1916, our Army," he says, Mr. VEKNON RENPALT, disappoints us, it is not merely
1 '

1 nl...I.'_j" 1 I *1 11 I I 1 1 . _. 1 1 1 -r-r

because the standard has been set unusually high. His

style is smooth and assured, and, though somewhat lacking
in humour, his touch is light and pleasing. He begins

" was like a small boy hoping to grow up and be big enough
to lick a bully some day. Told to attack him before he felt

sure of his own strength, the small boy would not have
been sorry to wait

Verdun and ;

with steadily increasing skill and confidence the attack was which is everything that this sort of fiction requires.
made, and day after day fresh units proved themselves I Here unfortunately the matter ends. Belsize, who promises

-

to wait a bit longer, but the pressure against! well and interests us in his principal character so that we
d against the Russians had to be relieved, and so look forward with zest to the adventures of a personality
ilv mnrfiaSino skill mid ennfulancfl i,lir> n.(,t,!i.r.k was which is fivp.rvthim.' that t.liia snrf-. nf finf.inn ronmrau

more than a match for the

enemy." The result was a

series of victories Mametz,
Contalmaison, Pozieres, Guil-

lemont, Thiepval, Beaumont-
Hamel and the writer is able

to associate with each im-
mortal name the regiments
there engaged, all heroes, for

"there were no stragglers."
Indeed, if there is a weakness
in the book it is that the

insistent recording of the in-

dividual heroism of different

battalions tends to become mo-
notonous. But what a fault!

It is a monotony of British

valour crowned by a monotony
of British triumph.

so much, has no adventures
wortli the name. It is true

that he rescues the Prince of

Miiujmlia, runs to earth a

i gang of highly-educated and
aesthetic criminals, and does

other things that wo properly
expect such men to do. But
there is no excitement about

,
his methods. Not to put too

fine a point on it, the author
of Belsize lacks the true ima-

gination that makes the un-

real seem real a very different

thing from the imagination
which merely clothes realities

in a garment of mystery. Not-

withstanding this defect, The
London Nights of Belsize

should wile away an hour or

so very pleasantly.A point that will hardly
avoid your notice in the plot
of In the Night (LONGMANS),
by Mr. R. GORELL, BABNES

(now Lord GORELL), is the

exiguous part played in its

elucidation by the Great

Investigator, who (as usual)

happens to be on the spot
and able to place his services

at the disposal of the local _
authorities. It is, I suppose, due to the Sherlockian ! upon it. Captain DOLBEY was in the Mons retreat and

If A Regimental Surgeon in

\ War and. Primm (MURRAY)
does not create so profound
an impression as it would
have done two years ago,

NOT MUCH TO the reason must be that our

capacity for disgust at Jlun-
Voice from alove. "PLEASE WOULD YOU TIIBOW OVER oun nish cruelty is ^exhausted by

LITTLE BOY'S ZEPPELIN?" ..
J
, -s

Delighted Patriot (after three dayx' riliscnn-\.

FEAK FROM U-BOATS IF WE CAN GROW FOOD AT THIS RATE !

'

the demands already made

tradition that these unhappy persons, the local detec- 1 assisted at what he calls "the Miracle of the Marne,"
tives, must always be supplemented by a superior and

j

and in writing of these events he shows a real know-

high-handed expert. I think, from his preface, that the I ledge of both friend and foe. Taken prisoner under cir-

author does not quite share my own taste in such cumstances entirely creditable to himself, he saw the in-

matters, since he promises that his Investigator shall side of German prison-camps, and suffered the indignities

keep no secrets and observe nothing withheld from the and horrors for which these places have so justly become

eye of the reader. So faithful is the author to this under-
j

infamous. His experiences are described witli an almost

tak'ng that he practically keeps his expert hanging about judicial calmness. In one case of childish revenge I trust

with the unenlightened crowd, while another character, in that the sufferers were sustained by a sense of humour.

light-hearted amateur enthusiasm, does all the work. But
of course, in a tale of this kind, the only thing that really
matters is the one question of spotting the criminal, or

When the picture of a "Prussian family having its morning
hate" appeared, the prisoners were punished by having their

deck-chairs confiscated. Mr. Punch, while deeply regret-
w"ho killed Cock Robin. Naturally I am not going to

j

ting this vicarious expiation of his offence, cannot help

spoil your fun over this by any officious whisperings. As
j

deriving some solace from the thought that he succeeded

you probably know, the one safe rule in such matters is to ; in penetrating the hide of these Teuton pachyderms. When,
concentrate upon Cccsar's wife ; and even in repeating this for a change, Captain DOLBEY received a kindness from

antique maxim I may have betrayed too much. Forget it, German hands he acknowledges it frankly. He also makes
and you may find what happened In the Night a sufficiently j

one or two suggestions which I sincerely hope will be con-

intriguing problem to provide a pleasant bedtime entertain- ' sidered by those who are in a position to deal with them,

ment that will leave your subsequent repose unimpaired. Altogether an illuminating book.
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CHARIVARIA.
Tun favourite reading of the Sultan

of TUKKEY is said to be criminal litera-

ture. A gift-book in the shape of a

new Life of the KAISKH is about to be

despatched to him.
*

KING Ar.KXANDKH of Greece origin-

ally proclaimed that ho would "

out his father's sacred mandate'." But
when it was pointed out to

him that, if this was really his

desire, an opportunity of fol-

lowing in his father's footsteps
would doubtless be granted
him, he tried again.

During the last air raid wo
are told that the employ >

of one large firm started sing-

ing "Dixie Land." We feel,

however, that to combat the

enemy's nil-craft much sterner

measures must he adopted.
* *

"The Huns' diet is low,"

says a correspondent of 1'lic

liiiil// Mail. But then their

tastes are low too.
* *

ii

Writing of the recent Trentino offen-

sive, Mr. HAMILTON FYFK says that

several Austrian forts captured by the
Italians were built of solid ice. It is

time that London had some defences
of this character.

* *

The arrival of ex-KiNG TINO at Lugu-
brioso, on the Swiss -Italian frontier,
has been duly noted.

'* :

days. People with highly-strung con-

sciences very rarely enjoy this natural

and easy slumber.

The American scientist who claims

to have invented a substitute for tobacco

cannot have followed the movement of

the age. We have boon able to obtain

any cigars in thiscountry for years.

An applicant who sa ;d he had six

"
AY, POOR OLD BEN 's BOOINED BY THE WAB.

WOS ABOUT ABOVE-SEJ PIRATES !

"

children has been given six months'

exemption. A member of the Tribunal
remarked that the exemption would
mean one month for each child. This

great discovery proved too much for

the poor fellow, who is said to have

collapsed immediately.

yA new ship is being fitted out for

Captain AMUNDSEN, who is to proceed
shortly with an Arctic exploration

The LORD MAYOR of Lon-
don has decided in future to

warn the City of impending
air mills. Kinging the dinner-
bell at the Mansion House.it
is thought, is the best way
of making City men take to

their covers.
# *

A new epidemic, of which
"
bodily swellings

"
are the

first symptom, is reported by
the Gorman papers. And
just when the previous epi-
demic of head-swellings was beginning
to subside.

TITLE AND HALF-TITLE PAGES.
With a view to economy of paper, the title and

half-title pages of the Volume which is completed
with the present issue are not being delivered with

copies of Punch as hitherto ; they will however be
sent free, by post, upon receipt of a. request.
Those readers who have their Volumes bound at

the Punch Office, or by other binders in the official

binding-cases, -will not need to apply for copies of
the title and half-title pages, as these will be bound
in by the Punch Office or supplied direct to other
binders along with the cases.

Special "storm troops
" men picked

for their youth, vigour and darii

carry out counter-attacks are now a

feature of the Gorman Armies. Even
our ordinary British soldiers, who are

constantly compelled to take
bravo fellows prisoners, bear witness
to the ferocity of their appearance.

Taxes on watering-places, it is an-

nounced, will be a feature of the new
French Budget. It is feared

that this will bear hardly on
breweries and dairies.

* *

We are not permitted to pub-
lish the name of the Foreign
Oiliee (illicial who strolled into

a Piccadilly Bar last week and
ordered a Clam-Martinic cock-

tail.

According to a report of the

National Physical Laboratory
the Tower of London is moving
towards the Thames. The hot
weather is thought to have

something to do with it.

* *

The Board of Agriculture
advises the killing of all old cocks and
hens. Lively competition between the

railway refreshment rooms and the tyre
factories should ensure a satisfactory

price. f #

The High Court at the Hague has
ordered a new trial in the case of the
Editor of the Telegraaf, who was sen-

tenced for referring to " a group of

rascals in the centre of Europe." The

rascality of the persons in

question is nosv deemed to

be proved beyond the shadow
of a doubt.

* <-

*

A Marylebone boy, arrested for for-

gery, told the police that he had made
two complete 1 notes out of paper
bags. Is this the paper-bag cookery
of which we have heard so much?

A market gardener told the Enfield
Tribunal that a conscientious objector
whom he had employed was found

asleep at his work oil two successive

party. In case he should discover any
new land, arrangements have been
made to hold a flag

- day for the in-

habitants, if any.
* *

Judging by the latest reports the
Stockholm Conference is like the gun
that they didn't know was loaded.

* *

Because his wife accused him of not

loving her, a farmer of Husavik, Mani-
toba, assaulted her with a pen-knife
just to show that he did.

* *

The announcement that

there will be no more Sunday
music at the Zoo has been
received with satisfaction by
the more conservative resi-

dents, who have always com-

plained that the presence of

a band tended to reduce the

place to the level of a mere
circus.

A well-known inn at Effingham hav-

ing changed its name from the Bliicher

to the Sir Douglas Haig, it is further

suggested that the name of the village
should be changed to Bitlingham.

How to Cure a Wound.
"A wounded soldier jumped or fell from

a, passing S.E.R. Bed Cross train between

Swanley Junction and Bromley to-day. The
train was running at about twenty miles an
hour. When picked up the man was found to

be uninjured." Evening Paper.

VOL. CI.II.
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ALGY.

ALGY, it must be admitted, is no

Adonis, but at least there is something
in his great round pudding- face and
his cheery idiotic smile which gives
one the impression o a warm and

optimistic nature.

Algy is humble and not ambitious ;

but for all that he is doing his bit, just
as you and I are doing. He never goes
on strike, and if he had any money,
which he never does have, I know he

would invest it in War Loan. Above
all he is not a food-hog ;

not for him
the forbidden potato or the millionaire's

beer no ! Against all luxuries Algy
has resolutely steeled his voluminous

tummy. He has turned into the strict-

est of teetotalers, and, though a glass
of Scotch may bring a wistful look into

his eyes, yet he remains captain of his

soul, unbroken as ST. ANTHONY.
His job is war-work of the steeliest

order, such as very few men would care

to undertake. All for the cause he

stands, day after day, with a little band
of comrades, facing uncomplainingly
the most terrible buffetings, so that

men may learn from him how to strike

terror into the heart of the Hun.
Needless to remark, he is beloved by

all the Tommies who inflict such pain

upon the region of his gaudy blue

waistcoat ; he never seems to care and
never grouses, but beams down on
them undaunted with that quaint old

grin of his.

'Twas a great and solemn day when
we installed him. Conspicuous by his

horrible suit of reach-me-downs, sup-

ported on one side by the sergeant-

major, on the other by the sergeant,
he was led gently but firmly out of

his billet and initiated into his honour-

able task.

Algy has but one grievance. He
wants badly to sport a few golden

stripes on his cuff. He is modest and
does not push himself forward, but as

he has several times been severely
wounded he thinks it only fair that he
should receive the coveted distinction.

But the authorities will not grant his

simple request because, they say, he
has shed no blood.

He has outlived all his compeers;
lesser men may succumb but Algy
goes on. One day, I suppose, he will

meet the common fate ;
but may

that sorry day be far ahead. For we
could ill spare our Algy our dear old

bayonet dummy !

" INDIAN WAR LOAN. The amount applied
for in Rangoon yesterday was Rs. 00,000,

making the progressive total Rs. 00,00,000."

Rangoon Times.

Nothing to boast about.

THE BAN ON EACING.
DEAH MB. PUNCH, In this bitter

controversy I hopo that a few moderate
and impartial words from one, like my-
self, who sees clearly both sides of the

question, may not bo out of place. In

any case I feel it is incumbent upon
mo to do all I can to avert the dire con-

sequences of the frightful catastrophe
that has fallen upon us thi'ough the

mad act of an insensate War Cabinet.

I can only say that if this is to bo our

spirit we are indeed defeated. Where
is our devotion to manly sports, so

potent in the moulding of our National

character '! What has become of our

immemorial Right to Look On ? Where
is our boasted liberty, deprived as we
are now to be of a chance to find the

winner ? What did WELLINGTON say of

Waterloo ? and MAULBOUOUGH of Blen-

heim ? and BOTTOJILEY of the Battle

of the Somme ? By what perversity
of reasoning are we thus to asphyxiate
the best instincts of our race '?

We are said to be fighting for all that

we hold sacred. Yet there is nothing
that is held more sacred in every cot-

tage home throughout the land than the

Preservation of our Bloodstock. Let us

not deceive ourselves. It is our supre-

macy in Bloodstock alone that makes

possible the governess car, the milk

van, the brewer's dray, the very plough
itself. These are fundamental facts.

Ifc has been suggested that, in order

to avoid the assembling of frivolous

crowds in war-time, races might be run

in private. But that is quite impracti-
cable. Only on the public 'racecourse

can the lofty virtues of our British

Bloodstock be displayed. The exciting

presence of the crowd is absolutely es-

sential to tune up its nerve and temper.

Already our Bloodstock has suffered

cruelly from gaps in the Grand Stand.

Then again there are some who actu-

ally complain that petrol is consumed
in large quantities by those attending
race meetings. Are we to put new
heart into our enemies by letting it be

known that we are short of petrol?
And finally there are some who so

little understand the qualities of the

Thoroughbred as to suggest that gam-
bling should be stopped in war-time.

The horse, unlike the Cabinet, is intelli-

gent. Can he be expected to exhibit his

priceless qualities of speed and stamina
if no one puts his money up ?

I need say no more. Such flippant

legislation is bad enough at any time ;

during the Armageddon period it is

little short of treason. One wonders
when our Government will begin to

realise that we are at war.

I am, Yours helpfully, as usual,
STATISTICIAN.

THE DIARY OF A CO-ORDINATOR.
June 17th. Flew in an aeroplane to

Los Angeles and correlated the indus-

trial functions of the East and West.
Returned to the White House for

dinner, and co-ordinated grape juice
with lemonade and Perrier.

June 18th. Breakfasted with HEARST
and co-ordinated him for half-an-hour

with the editor of New York Life, a

task needing the highest diplomatic

qualities. Flew to Harvard and de-

livered lecture on Mr. BALFOUR'S The-

ology as correlated with his style in

golf. A great reception. Despatched
report by wireless to London, Paris and

Petrograd. Returned to New York in

the afternoon and co-ordinated UPTON
SINCLAIR, Colonel ROOSEVELT, TUMULTY
and CHAKLES DANA GIBSON.

June 1.9th. In the morning dictated

articles for the Novoe Vremya, Matin and
Corriere delta Sera, emphasizing the

need of co-oporative cosmopolitan co-

ordination. Flew to Chicago to deliver

supplementary lecture to that given by
ARTHUR BALFOUB on ARISTOTLE. Took
for my subject

" Aerial Trade Routes,
as co-ordinated with Terra-firm a Routes
for Motor-lorries." Enthusiastic recep-
tion. Co-ordinative cold collation at

9 P.M. at Philadelphia with GOMPERS,
ROCKEFELLER, Mrs. ATHERTON and
BILLY SUNDAY.

June 20th. Dictated article on the

New Diplomacy for The New York
Journal. In the afternoon co-oi'dinated

the tenets of Shin-Toism, Christian

Science and Mormonism. A heavy
day.

June 21s<. Much annoyed by report
of CURZON'S extraordinary speech in the

House of Lords. Called at the White
House and the British Embassy to

put matters right, and sent wireless

to CUHZON :

"
Nothing

' succeeds
'

like

success."

' ' ' Another medical certificate, Sir ; you
can't read them,' remarked a solicitor to the

chairman at the Devon Appeal Tribunal (Exeter

Panel), as he sought to decipher the hand-

-si aqi IJIIM. '3u;iJi()g ^unua^nairj o 1

) popuinj

uoaq pui{ oitiogiijao B X^p sqi tit X[snoiA

-ojj; -s^uouinaop osoq? jo ouo uo SUI^UM
resourceful military representative, however,

thought he might succeed, and made the at-

tempt." Exeter Express and Echo.

Standing on his head, we suppose.

Extract from a report of a sermon

by Father BERNARD VAUGHAN :

"
They might as well go on to one of the

main lines and attempt to stop one of the

engines gorging from Euston to Edinburgh."
Express and Eclw (Exeter).

Perhaps it would be wiser to refer the

matter to the FOOD-CONTKOLLER.
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A GOOD RIDDANCE.
[The KING has done a popular act in abolishing the German titles held by members of His Majesty's family.]
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]ilucjacket (on iorjx-ila-liuiit tliul ha* only just nooiiied collisiuii. icith a, neutral steamer). "I KMAV YOU LOVE ME, ALFONSO, BUT TUEIIE 's

BUSKIN' KKED TO TRY AND KISS MB EVEKY TIME \VK MEET."

JUST SAILORS.

Betty, having made an excellent

breakfast, thank you, slipped iioin hei 1

chair and sidled round the table to me.
Her father's guests are, naturally and
without exception, Betty's slaves, to do
with as she deems best. To her they
are known, regardless of age, either by
their Christian names or as " Mr. er."

I had enjoyed the privilege of her ac-

quaintance for five years, but was still

included in the second category.

Betty has an appealing eye, freckles,

and most fascinating red-gold hair, and
on the morning of which I write, after

preparing the attack with the first, she

gently massaged my face with the
second and third, the while insinuating
into my own a small hand not innocent
of marmalade. Betty is seven or there-

abouts. " Mr. er," who said,
" what

shall we be to-day ?
"

" Let us," I replied hastily,
"
pretend

to be not quite at our best this morn-

ing, and have a quiet time in the deck-

chairs on the lawn." Betty very natur-

ally paid no regard whatever to this

cowardly suggestion.
"I'm not quite sure," she said, "if

\ve will be pirates or soldiers or just
sailors. AiYhat do you think?

"

Pirates sounded rather strenuous for

so hot a day. Soldiers, I felt sure, in-

volved my becoming a German prisoner
and parading the garden paths with

my arms up, crying
" Kamerad !

"
while

Betty, gun in hand, shepherded and

prodded me from behind. Just sailors,

on the other baud, smacked of gentle

sculling exercise in the dinghy on the

lake, so 1 said,
" Let 's be just sailors."

But a sailor's life, as interpreted by
Betty, is no rest cure. On land it

includes an exaggerated rolling gait
itself somewhat fatiguing and inter-

vals of active participation in that

most exacting dance, the hornpipe, to

one's own whistling accompaniment.
At odd moments, also, it appears that

the best sailors double briskly to such
melodies as "

Tipperary
"
and "Keep

the Home Fires Burning."
It was only when we arrived by the

lake-side that Betty observed my gutn-
boots ; instantly a return to the house
in search of Daddy's nautical footgear
was necessitated. This, though gener-
ous in dimensions, was finally induced
to remain in position on Betty's small

feet, her own boots being, of course,
retained.

The dinghy was launched and, after

a little preliminary wading in the gum-
boots, the crew embarked. Betty's
future profession will, I am sure, be
that of quick-change artist. In less

than ten minutes she had risen from

cabin-boy to skipper, cid ordinary sea-

man, A.B., bo'sun and various grades
of mate. My rank, which had at the

outset been (hat of admiral, as speedily
declined, until I was merely the donkey-
engine greaser, whose duties appeared

to include that of helmsman (Betty is

not yet an adept with two sculls).
Our vessel also changed its character

with lightning rapidity. It was in

turn a ferry-boat imitation of pas-

sengers descending the gangway by
rhythmical patting of hand on thwart

;

a hospital ship chased by a submarine
cormorant's neck and head naturally

mistaken for periscope; a destroyer

attacking a submarine said cormorant

kindly obliging with quick diving act

when approached ;
a food-ship laden

with bananas represented by rushes

culled from the banks ; and a smuggler
running cargoes of French wine con-

tained in an elderly empty bottle dis-

covered in the mud above high-water
mark. It was breathless work.

The disaster occurred when Betty,

against my maturer judgment, insisted

upon the exploration on foot of a man-

grove swamp on the shore of a canni-

bal-infested South Sea island. The
immediate cause was a suddenly de-

veloped attachment on the part of one
of Daddy's sea-boots to the mud on
the lake-side. The twain refused to

ho parted, and the youthful explorer
measured her length in the mire.

Generously overlooking my careless-

ness in not wswning her that we were

traversing a quicksand, Betty, rather

shaken, very muddy and with a sus-

picion of tears in her voice, hound me
by a blood-curdling nautical oath not

to breathe a word of the mishap to
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Miiiiiiny, Daddy or Mis- Watt, her

governess.
The i>ie<lge having

given, l!ett\. the otiending boots dis-

:. ii, fl to h own room i>y

the Id'

It \VHS then twel\e o'clock, Hinl in

the hour thai remained before luncheon

I was fertile in for Hetty's ab-

iroin the scene : in fuel . the

sity for concealing tiic calamity <|inte

marred what should have l>L-en a time

of well-earned relaxation.

At last \\e sat do\vn to the midday
meal, and the member* of the house-

I'.-aii to relate tlieir morning's
adventures. Finally some tllOUghtleSB

ffl said,
"
We'd, Bett\, and what

mischief have you been up to?"

Hetty, quite recouped and with a

radiant Miiile, replied, "Oh, Mr. el-

and I had a scrumptious time on the

lakfl. \Ve were sailors just Bailors

and did all sorts of lovely things, didn't

we, Mr. er '!

"

I agreed, and Hetty went on to her

peroration :

II And at the very end Mr. - er was a

tiger and 1 was a little small hoy, and

he jumped on me oulof the bushes and

knocked me down in the mud" O

j

! O unjust sailor! . "and Miss

Watt came in us J was changing my
things. It irn.-i splendid, wasn't it

Reggie?"
Perardita ml aslm. I bad won my

promotion to the commissioned ranks

of the Christian names.

WIMMIN.
J>KIIINI> wi' the sowin'.

An' rent-day to meet.

For first time o' knowin'

John Bttckbain was beat :

Torpedoed an' swimmin'
An' fairly done in.

When someone said,
" Wimmiii

Would suit ye at Lynn."

Dal Midwooi!, at Muteham,
Who runs by old rules,

Said, "John, don't 'ee touch 'em-

A pa'sol o' fules

Aye dubbin' an' Irimmin'

Wi' powder an' pin :

No, don't 'ee have winimin,

John Jiuckluim, at Lynn."

Well, hack wi' the sowin',

An' rent-day to meet,
1 hud to get {Join'

Or owii 1 were beat.

The bunks needed trimmin' ;

The roots wasn't in :

'Twas either take \vimniiii

Or walk out o' Lynn.

They cuirie. They was pn
An' white o' the hand,

l!ut good-heart an' gritty
An' ehockful o' sand :

Mi.i. (irrrii tn Mn. Jonrx (irko is i/u,iuy at mi u-i-ujiluiir). "illi WolU> !

CAUE TOR OXK OF I7/f.W FLVINO THINGS TO SK'lTLi; ON ME."

Wi' energy brinunin'

Higlit up to the chin

An' that sort o' \\iunniu

Was welcome at Lynn.

At ploughin' they 're able,

Or drainin' a feu,

They '11 muck out a stable

As well as the men.
Their praises I 'm hyrnnin',

For whore would ha' bin,

If it weren't for the wimmin,
John Buckbam, at Lynn '.'

\V. II. O.

Tin' Cain. QO\ i- iKctl \\hrtr-

\v.i>liiT> Vu whiti'ii platc-foi'ius of points froui

whii.-li stri'ots linua-h \vlik-h \\ill be compelled
i ml of next week, before the c.iiumence-

t the y;iz lanterns ilern .>< take place."

J-:<jijl>tian Gazette.

The Sphinx has been requested to fur-

nish an explanation.

Our Indomitables.

THi; 1 XCil.ISH GIRL.
STANDING IN \\riMss.Hox wmioti A

CJrivEit.

!{i:-,c
, sixty-seven, road, South

Tottenham, u young girl, was u witness in a

London connty court when the boom of guns
and detonation of bombs were heard."

Ihiily 1'aper.

Our English girls to-day are only as old

as they' feel.

Mrs. A. Thomson writes :\ \ij}orous pro-

ti'.-t. against the carelessness \\ith which the

YV.F.L. resolution urging the Prime Minister

to make Woman Suffrage an integral part nf

the Hill, was acknowledged on his l>ehalf. The

acknowledgment was as follov

I am directed by the I'niur Minister to

acknowledge- the receipt of the resolution

which you have forwanled on the subject of

the formation of n Maternity IVjurtinont
in

the now Ministry of Health.'"" The Vote.

But was it carelessness, or humour'.'
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HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.

(Ilcrr Schultze and Hcrr Miillcr, privates in a Prussian

regiment of Infantry.)

Schultze. Leave will soon be over now and we shall have
to go back to the fighting.

Hi filler. Yes
;

it is not a very cheerful prospfcct.
Schultze. No ;

that is a very true saying. And, what is

more, there seems no possible end to this War, though
(dropping liis voice and looking round) we all hate it from
the bottom of our hearts.

Miiller. Yes, we all hate it. Indeed the hatred between
me and the War gets worse and worse every day. I don't
care who hears me.

S-hidtze. Don't be too bold; one never knows who may-
be listening.

Miiller. It is to become mad.

Why did we ever let the ALL-
HIGHEST MAJESTY begin such a

war? We were all so comfort-

able, and then suddenly the

Austrian ARCHDUKE gets himself

murdered and, piff-paff, we Ger-
mans must go to war against
Russia and France and England.
I am very sorry for the AMCH-
DUKE, but there were other

Archdukes to supply his place,
and even if there had not been
I do not think he himself was
worth the four millions of killed,

wounded and prisoners whom
we have lost since the guns
began to go off.

Schultze. It is terrible to think
of. And the sausages get worse
and worse, and the beer costs

more and more and is not like

beer at all.

Miiller. And the English have

good guns and plenty of them,
and know colossally well how
to use them ; and they have
millions of men more than we
have

;
and their soldiers are

brave almost as brave as our
own soldiers. They have cer-

tainly won some victories, it

seems.

Schultze. So it seems ;
but our

Generals have not told us much about it.

Miiller. And we all thought they had only
temptible little army.

Schultze. Yes, that was what the ALL-HIGHEST said.

Miiller. The ALL-HIGHEST has also said several times
that our soldiers would be back in their homes before the
leaves fell from the trees, and here are you and I doomed
to go away from our homes in the third year of the war.
It would be better, I think, if the ALL-HIGHEST did not

always speak so much and tried honestly to bring us a

good solid peace.
Schultze (irith a deep sigh). Peace? I do not think we

shall ever have peace again. And the winning of victories

seems to push it always further away from us. At that

rate what is the use of victories ?

Miiller. Then you don't believe that the U-boats can
starve England into surrender?

Schultze. Certainly I don't. Do you know anyone that
does believe in that fairy story? All that the U-boats

have really effected up to the present has been to bring in

America on the side of our enemies.
Miiller. That doesn't matter. The Americans have no

army.
Schultze. Wasn't that what we said about the English?

You yourself said it as loudly as anyone else at the

beginning.
Miiller. The fact is this War has gone on too long. A

war for six weeks, that one can endure ; but when it goes
on for years

Schultze. Yes, that is not so pleasant, though the KAISER
is always talking about hacking through and having an
iron fist and being a wall of steel and other things of

that sort.

Miiller. Oh, he! I'm tired to death of his speeches and
his prancing about. Again I

say I don't care who hears me.
We have done enough for glory ;

isn't there something we can do
for peace ?

Schultze. No, nothing and

you know it. It is more likely
we shall end in prison if we talk

like this.

"I WAKN YOU, SIR! THE DISCOURTESY OF THIS BANK is
BEYOND ALL LIMITS. OSE WOBD MOKE AND I I WITHDRAW
MY OVERDRAFT."

"NAVAL APPOINTMENTS.
EOYAL NAVAL BESEKVK.

Mr. J. B. MACDONALD entered as

Skipper (temp.)" The Times.

If this is how the Government

hopes to get the Member for

Leicester to Petrograd there is

still the difficulty of enlisting a

crew (temp.)

" Successful raids were carried out

by us during the night east of Lagni-
court (two or three metres south of

Bullecourt)."

Evening Times and Echo.

For the sake of precision wo
could have wished that the

measurement had been worked
out to inches.

a con-

" Thousands on foot and in every
kind of vehicle visited the grisly relic.

A Sunday school teacher marched the

girls of her class to the place. Some
80ft. of her nose-end is stuck aslant
in the air." Daily Mail.

Not every woman is so well-equipped for showing con-

tempt of the enemy.

"Wanted, Coachman - Chauffeur, 'Over-land' Car (Protestant),
over military age." Londonderry Sentinel.

Whatever its religion a car of this age must be almost

past praying for.

"The sort of women who literally make ducks and drakes of

their duty as the family administrator." Spectator.

Having regard to the high price of poultry might not the

new Food-Controller get theso women to explain how they
do it ? .

The Buffer's Vindication.

I haven't fought, I haven't dug, I 've worn no special caps,
Too little has my country, sure, had from me

;

But I 've never talked of "
strafe-ing

"
anyone for any lapse,

And I 've never called a fighting man a "
Tommy."
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Old Kulilii-.r (trying to "aifini; the Ifail "i.
"
WELL, SIB, 1 CAN'T XKITHEB EAT, SLEEP NOB DUINK, Sn:."

if.O. (in a spatm of t nthusiasm) . "MY GOOD MAN! THE ARMY WANTS A BATTALION LIKE YOU I"

THE WATCH DOGS.
I, XII.

MY MI-IAH Cn.uti.KS, I've become so

artful these days in disguising identi-

ties under assumed mimes that I 'm

handed if 1 can remember myself -\\ liieli

of my people is which. Still I daresay
your own memory isn't too good, so

we '11 call him Koss this time, and trust

to luck that Unit is what wo called him
last time. 1 le is that one of my friends

and fellow-sinners who was plugging
along nicely at the Bar in 1914, and
\va, just about to take silk, when ho

changed his mind, came to France and

got mixed up in what, he calls " this

vulgar brawl on the Continent." Alter

nearly three years of systematic war-
fare in tlifi -eeond line he has at last

achieved the rank of full lieutenant,
which is not so had for a growing lad

of forty-five; and is running one of

those complicated but fascinating side-

slmws. which, to oblige Their I-Aigim-

cies, we have to label Queer Trades,
and leave at that.

Whether his department is or is not

making history it is certainly ono which I

calls for a vast amount of special know-

ledge in \tspcrsonncl. Ross, having been
at the Bar, knows nothing and knows
that he knows nothing, but is able to

pretend to know just enough to keep
his end up with Thos. J. Brown, who,

disguised as a corporal, really runs the

business. '' Our Mr. Brown," as Ross
calls him, is one of those nice old gen-
tlemen who wear large spectacles and
cultivate specialist knowledge on the in-

tensive system. Owing to his infalli

bility in all details and upon all occa-

sions he was much sought after in peace
time by the larger commercial houses.

When War broke out our Mr. Brown
disdained peace. He made at once for

the Front ; but his aged legs, though
encased in quite the most remarkable

pnttees in France, were found to be
less reliable than his head, and he was
held up on his way to the trenches and
diverted to the stool of Ross's office.

He began by putting some searching
and dreadfully intelligent questions to

Ross ; dissatisfied with Ross's answers,
he concentrated his mind on the busi-

ness for twenty-four consecutive hours,
at the end of which period he was the

: master of it in more senses than one.
'

Since that time Ross has ensured the

'efficient running of his office by keep-

l

ing out of it when it is busy. When
i for appearance' sake he has to be there

!
he does as his Mr. Brown tells him,
and never wastes the latter's time by
arguing.

In the Army, all fleas have bigger
fleas upon their backs to bite 'em.

Were this not so somebody would have
to act upon his own responsibility, and

that, as you will admit, woukl make war
an impossibility. Accordingly in every

department there is a scries of authori-

ties, starting with "other ranks" at

! the bottom, proceeding in an ascending
i
scale of dignity and worth, and -dis-

appearing through a cloud of Generals
into an infinite of which no man
knoweth the nature. Thus, with Ross's

business (to take the tail end of it) the

|

letter which the Corporal writes the

i Lieutenant signs on behalf of the

|
Major. It is when the Major wants

! to do something more active that

trouble arises. Let us take an in-

cidental matter of administrative detail
1 for example, setting it forth, as all mili-
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Miss DAISY DIMPLE, aim FAVOfitni:, EKLLS 1XAGS.

tary matters should be set forth, in

paragraphs, separately numbered :

1. Lt. Eoss possessed a bicycle,

motor, one. No. 54321 L/Cpl. Burt

possessed feet, two, only. Eoss had no

occasion, ability or disposition to ride

a motor bicycle. No. 54321 could
neither do his business nor enjoy life

afoot. Accordingly, No. 54321 rode the

bicycle, while, for the purposes of what
is known to better people than ourselves

as Establishment, Eoss owned it. But
that was in the good old days, before

Traffic and Police and all the Others
interested themselves.

2. The first thing Traffic did was
to say that all owners of motor bi-

cycles must own cards, and produce
them when demanded. That was easy:
No. 54321 got the card. Then Police

issued some vague but menacing litera-

ture with regard to the fate of people
who stole other people's property or

failed to stick to their own. There was
no difficulty about this ; Eoss publicly
fathered the thing.

3. Traffic, issuing new cards, said

next that all owners of cards must also

own bicycles. Eealising the quandary,
Eoss was for saying he wouldn't play
any more, but would declare a separate

peace. His Mr. Brown however got
up a long and intricate correspondence,
at the end of which Eoss was still

owner and No. 51321 was still rider;
both had cards, and all the authorities

had, unknowingly, made themselves

parties to the fraud.

Suddenly the Major declared his in-

tention of putting the whole of Boss's
establishment (including bicycle) on
what he called a satisfactory basis by
a series of orders which he proposed to

draft himself. Eoss, always ready to

be put on a satisfactory basis by any-
body, took note of the draft, and laid it

before his Mr. Brown. The latter was
aghast, and proved, by infallible rea-

sons, the fatal results which would
follow if the matter was stirred up.
Eoss made a careful note of the rea-

sons, and laid them before the Major.
The Major explained gently that disci-

pline was discipline. And so Eoss
went to and fro between the two, until

the Major said,
"
Eeally, Eoss!" and

his Mr. Brown said,
" I 'm very sorry,

Sir, but there it is
;

" and yet Eoss
couldn't sack his Major, and he couldn't

break away from his Mr. Brown.
He was between the Devil and the

Deep Sea. What was he to do about
it ? Well, he just told the Deep Sea to

keep calm a little longer, and went and
waited outside the Devil's Mess. Ho
saluted and asked the Devil if ho 'd care
to come for a walk, and, the latter con-

senting, he led him to the Deep Sea.

Then, when the Devil himself had boon
introduced to the Deep Sea itself, Eoss

slipped off and left them in his office

to fix it up between themselves.

Eoss dined with the Major that night,
and the latter said he wasn't feeling at

all well. The way Boss's Mr. Brown
had licked his thumb and the lightning

speed with which he had turned up
exactly the right correspondenca, office

minute or Eoutine Order, had nearly
given the Major heart disease. Besides,
he'd lost the argument. "I was too

heavily handicapped from the start,"
said he,

"
by not being in a position

to lick my thumb or to stick my pencil
behind my ear."

It was a good idea to introduce the

Major and Mr. Brown, wasn't it,

Charles ? The Major says he was the

first to suggest it, and Eoss is careful

to leave the credit with the Major, be-

cause he is sure that the idea really

originated in the fertile and masterful
brain of his Mr. Brown.

Yours ever, HENKY.

Another Impending Apology.
From a South African Parish Maga-

zine :

"Many thanks to the Rev. and the
Rev. for coining to St. during the

past month. Tho Rector went off to Clifton

and Park Town, and enjoyed the change
almost as much as the congregation."

" A bird flew into Willesdcn Court yesterday
and perched above the magistrate's head.
Alderman Pinkham :

' It 's not often we
'

get the bird
' on the bench.' "

But the "Beak" is there all the time.
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THE JUDGMENT OF PAKIS: LATEST INVERSION.
CONSEKVATIVISM. ~\ -DON'T FOEGET. DEAE LADY, WHEN THE TIME COMES, THAT IT

LIBERALISM . .
-

j. WHQ GAYE 'yOU THE APPLE."
LiABOUll . J
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Motiiltiii, June IQlh. Arising out of

the dethronement of TINO a cloud-burst

of questions descended upon Lord
ROUEUT CECIL, who took refuge under

a wide-spreading umbrella of oflicinl

ignonuice. -Mr. LYNCH was annexed
because his question whether the Allies

would oppose the foundation of a Greek

Republic was dismissed as "
hypo-

thetical," but Lord ROBERT assured

him that there was "nothing abusive"

in the epithet. But is that so? Suppose
he were to describe Mr. LYNCH as a
"
hypothetical statesman

"
?

A detailed history of a Canterbury
lamb, from its purchase in New Zealand
;ii fi:V/. a pound to its sale to the British

butcher at lOirf., was given by Mr.

GEORGE ROBERTS. lie threw no light,

however, on the problem why it should

double in price before reaching the con-

sumer. This is engaging the anxious

consideration of Lord BHONDPA, who
declares that there is no adequate eco-

nomic reason why Little Mary should

have only a little lamb.
In the House of Commons as in a

music-hall you can always get a laugh
by referring to "the lodger." Whether
the lodger, who is considered quite good
enough to vote for a mere Member
of Parliament, should also be allowed

a voice in the election of really im-

portant people like town councillors

was the theme of animated discussion.

It ended ultimately in the lodger's

favour, with the proviso that the apart-
ments he occupies should be unfur-

nished. On such niceties does the

British Constitution depend.
Tuesday, June V-Jth. Mr. BAI.FOUR

received a warm welcome from all

sections of the House on making his

first appearance after his return from
America. Even the ranks of Tus-

cany, on the Irish benches, could not

forbear to cheer their old opponent.
Besides securing American gold for

his country, he has transferred some
American bronze to his own complex-
ion, and has, if anything, sharpened
his faculty for skilful evasion and polite

repartee by his encounters with Trans-

atlantic journalists.
In the course of the daily cate-

chism on the subject of air-raids Mr.

MACMASTER inquired,
" Why is it that

Paris appears to be practically immune,
while London is not ?

" The answer

came, not from the Front Bench, but

from the Chair, and was delivered in a

tone so low that even the Official Re-

porter failed to catch it. That is a pity,

because it furnishes a useful hint foi

Ministers. In future, when posed with

futile or embarrassing questions about

the War, let them follow the SPEAKER'S

example, and simply say,
" You must

ask the KAISKI; !

"

In a perfectly free division, in which
Ministers and ex-Ministers were mixed

up together in both Lobbies, woman's

THE BETTKK PART OF VALOUR.
Sirl'ri'ilrrirk Xmitli. WHAT'S Tin: GOOD OF

STULL;(.U.IN<, '.'"

right to be registered as a Parliamentary
elector was affirmed by 385 votes to 55.

Some capital speeches were made on
both sides, but if anv of them turned a

Literary Dame (ai bouJisiall). "HAVE VOL
ANV HOOKS BY THAT JUSIN'U VOlNd XOV1-XIST,
LORD HUGH CECIL? '

vote it was probably the cynical admis-

sion of the ATTORNEY-GENERAL that he

was as much opposed to female suffrage

as ever, but meant to vote for it because

it was bound to come. This probably
had an even greater effect upon the

average Member, who is not an idealist,

than the nutshell novelette in which
Lord HUGH CECIL lightly outlined the

possible future of the female politician.

'\Vednesduij, June 2Qtli. Military

metaphors come naturally to the Duke
of MAHLBOHOUOH. Yet 1 cannot think

he was happily inspired when, in re-

minding the farmers of their duty to put
more land under the plough, he com-

pared the compulsory powers of the
Board of Agriculture to a sword in its

scabbard, and hoped there would be no

necessity to rattle it. Everybody knows
that the sword in question is a converted

ploughshare, and that it rests with the,

War Oftice to turn it hack again.
Last night fifty-live Members resisted

Votes for Women. l>v this afternoon

twenty-five of them had so far changed
their minds as to protest against the

limitation of the privilege to women
over thirty. Major ROWLAND HINT,
convinced that women would soon vole

themselves into the House, expressed
a naive preference for "

young 'uns."

Thursday, June 'list. During Sir

EDWARD GREY'S long tenure of the

Foreign Secretaryship he rarely visited

the House of Commons more than
twice a week. Until his voyage to the

United States, Mr. BALFOUR was even

less attentive to his Parliamentary
duties and left most of the "

donkey-
work

"
if one may so describe the

business of answering the questions
of curious Members to Lord ROHERT
CECIL. Since his return Mr. BALFOUR
has developed a new /est for this pas-
time, and to-day for the third time
in succession appeared in his place.

Everybody is pleased to see him there,

except perhaps the curious Members
aforesaid, who find him even more chary
of information than his deputy. Had
not the PRESIDENT of the United States

said something about Alsace-Lorraine'.'

ventured Corporal LEES-SMITH. Mr.

BALFOUR, fresh from the White House,

blandly replied,
" I do not propose to

discuss President WILSON'S Notes."

The notion, prevalent at the begin-

ning of the War, that every German
waiter was an emissary of the KAISKU,

only awaiting
" The Day

" when he

should return to take a full revenge for

meagre gratuities, still subsists in cer-

i tain minds. Mr. BROOKES was mani-

festly disappointed when Dr. MAC-
NAMARA assured him that the aeronaut

captured in the recent raid was not, as

ho supposed, one of these returned

Ganymedes, but was making his lirs:

appearance on English soil.

"A small fiix' at a variety theatre burnt

f-ome drosses all up. but the rovue went on as

usual." Herrow'.t H'o/vc.s/c/- /ninial.

No need to worry over little things
like that.
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s
'

; _.i'^X A\=JV / Hr-.j'/'JTsIS

Long-suffering Sergeant.
"

\Vi-: C,OT ANOTHER AUF-HOUR TO GO YET. / DON'T KNOW WHAT TO DO WIIII YEU."
Itookio (suggeitivcly). "TiiKiu:'s SUMJ: TREES OVEU IHI:HK, SEHGEANT."

Sergeant.
"
YES, I KSOW. BUT THERE AIN'T ANY ROPES."

TO FIELD-MARSHAL SIR DOUGLAS HAIG.
19TH, 1917.

Sin, though in dealing with the strong and straight
Of sentiment one cannot he too thrifty,

Still, after reading your despatch tho date
Chimes with your birthday, cetat six-and-lifty

A humble rhymer, though denied by fatq
Possession of the high poetic "giftie,"

May yet express tho hope it won't displease you
To sej yourself as one plain person sees you.
Some call you cold, because you are not prone
To hursts of eloquence or flights of feeling ;

You do not emulate the fretful k.:\\a

Of those who turn from boastfulness to squealing ;

Your temperament, I am obliged to own,
Is not expansive, Celtic, self-revealing ;

But some of us admire you none the less

J or your laconic simple truthfulness.

No doubt you would provide far bettafc" copy
"

To the industrious drivers of the quill
If you wore more emotional and sloppy,
More richly dowered with journalistic skill ;

To make despatches blossom like the poppy
You never have essayed and never will

;

In short, you couldn't earn a pound a week
As a reporter on The Daily Shriek.

I'nsgal in speech, yet more than onco impelled
To utter words of confidence and cheer,

Whereat some dismal publicists rebelled
As premature, ill-founded, insincere

Words none the loss triumphantly upheld
By Victory's verdict, resonantly clear,

Words that inspired misgiving in the foe

Because you do not prophesy you know ;

Steadfast and calm, unmoved by blame or praise,

By local checks or Fortune's strange caprices,
You dedicate laborious nights and days
To shattering the Hun machine to pieces ;

And howsoe'er at times the battle sways
The Army's trust in your command increases ;

Patient in preparation, swift in deed,
We find in you the leader that we need.

"The temperature in Berlin yesterday was 131 degrees Centigrade,
which is the highest temperature since 1848." Daily Dispatch.

Equal to about 268 degrees Fahr. and quite hot enough to

keep the Imperial Potsdam boiling.

"A correspondent who knows a groat deal about the coat trade

says there is going to be great difficulty in obtaining coal during tho

coming winter." Torquay Times.

This will confirm the belief that tho shortage of fuel is

not unassociated with tho vested interests.

" We, on tho other hand, are just as much entitled, under any sane
code of morals, to bombard Herman towns as to shoot German soldiers
on the field." Tiie Globe.

We think, however, that the inhabitants of these Persian
towns might reasonably object to such vicarious reprisals.
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Mr. TKIIKIDDKU SHEPPABD'S The Qitcstof Ledgar Dunstan

(DU<.:KWOHTH) is one of those half-sequels of which, while
it remains true that You Can Start Here, you will get a

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

Orn moorland novelists are of two schools. One of them hotter grip with some previous knowledge of the earlier

depicts the dwellers on these heights as a superior race, story about the same people. Not that your hold upon
using a vocabulary half Biblical, half minor-poetic, in which the present hook will, even then, bo other than slightly
to express the most exalted sentiments; the other draws a

;
precarious. For my own part I seldom met anything so

picture of upland domesticity comparable to that found in: elusive. I freely grant that it is original, thoughtful and
a cage of hyenas. Mr. HALLIWKLL HUTCLIFKK, though he

i provocative, but the effect it produces is rather like that of

is too skilled an artist to overdo the colouring, inclines (1 JaberwocLy upon Alice (" It fills me with ideas, only I

am hound to say) so much towards the former method that don't know what they are!"). At first one seemed in for a
I confess to an uneasy doubt, at times, whether any human

i comedy of disillusion. Ledijur and Mary, united, are met
families could maintain existence on the same plane of svith in the process of living unhappily ever after. This is

nobility as, for example, the Holts in his latest romance, clear enough, human (unfortunately) and amusing. It was,
Lonesome Heights (\\AHD, LOCK). These Holts were a race for one thing, Mary's habit of misquotation that got upon
of farmer-squires, and in the

book you see their develop-
ment through two genera-
tions : the masterful old

man and his twin sous.

This is all the tale ; a simple

enough record, but full cf

the dignity and beauty
which make the reading of

any story by this author
a refreshment to irritated

nerves. Towards the end
some space is devoted to

the fight to -abolish child-

labour in the dale mills ;

there is also a scandal, and
the fastening of blame upon
the wrong brother ; no very

great matter. It is for such

scenes as that of the death

of old Holt, and his last

words to the horse that has

thrown him, that Lonesome

Heiyhts will earn its place
on your library list.

The Dice of the

(HEATH, CRANTON) is not,

as the title suggests, some-

thing rather thrilling in the

way of romantic fiction,

but one of those dispas-
sionate novels in which the

author, through the medium
of his puppets, gently scourges the follies of society.
William ran der Beck, whose fictional house of clay

very obviously clothes the spiritual essence of the author,
Mr. LUCIAN DE ZILWA, returns to his native Colombo with

NEW SPORTS FOR OLD.

SSAIL-STALKISG IN THE SUBURBS.

Ledyar's nerves. "Alas,

poor Garrick!" was one of

her typical lapses. Nor was
Ladi/ar himself more of a

success with Mary, who
found him (and here my
sympathies wont over to

her) lacking in force and
coherence. But as Mar//

eloped with somebody else

at the end of part one she
hadn't my prolonged ex-

perience oiLcdgar's incom-

prehensibility. Nor did the

question of his semi-lunatic
friend worry her, or the
whole problem of what, if

anything, was the motive
of the book. Eventually he
is shown pairing off' with
his earlier love, Winnii' ;

and I am bound to say
that she too has my sym-
pathy. I should sum up
by saying that the analysis
of introspective egotism,
however subtly done, can
make at best only an ex-

asperating story.

In By the Waters of Africa

(RoBEET SCOTT)MissNORMA
LOBIMEB has described her

British East African travels

in a series of letters, in which she shows a very real sense of

style and a delightful assumption of her own unimportance.
To people suffering from the books of travellers who seem
more anxious to air themselves than to give impressions of

a liberal education, to find that the life and thought of i the countries through which they have passed, it will be a

the strange Indo-European bourgeoisie to which he belongs
|
pure relief to find an author who suppresses herself and

by birlh present no alluring features. In point of fact i really gets on with her business. Thanks to her friends,

the ambitions and hypocrisies, pretences and prejudices !
whose kindness she frankly acknowledges, Miss LOKIMEH

of the Cingalese "burgher" with the tell-tale finger-najls was able to see native life under conditions impossible to a

less privileged traveller, and she misses no feature in it that

is either humorous or enlightening. It is a model book of

are merely those of Bristol or Amsterdam evolved under
Colonial conditions. Jack run dry Beck, for example, the

pompous medical ass with a flourishing practice among ,

its kind, valuable up to a certain point and always pleasant
the local nabobs, can be found in every provincial town in

J

to read. Some of the author's adventures might easily

Europe. The, Dice of the Gods has no plot worthy of the have excused a reckless use of notes of exclamation. But

name, but Mr. DE ZILWA has both satire and philosophy only once does she give way to this weakness, and this I

at his command, and a flair for atmosphere. His scenery
and "props" too will be new even to the most hardened
novel-reader. He paints a vivid Oriental background with
which the semi- Western civilization of his characters alter-

nately blends and contrasts rather effectively.

pardon her, for I should always use one myself on the eve

of starting for the Mountains of the Moon.

For the Honeymoon ?

"Lady wauls quiet summer accommodation ;
near bee.-;." Scotsman .
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MR. PUNCH IN RUSSIA.

IN the last Epilogue, where Mr. Punch was described as paying a call upon our brave soldiers in a German
prison-camp, I confessed that I didn't understand how he got there in the body. To-day 1 have to report a far

simpler enterprise. This time he has merely been on a mission to Russia. Anybody can do that, unless the
Sailors' and Firemen's Union mistake him for Mr. BAMSAY MACDOXALD, and no one has yet made this error in

respect of Mr. Punch.
His brilliant mastery of the Russian language is a harder tiling to believe; but, as nothing is said of an

interpreter, I must suppose that he had been quietly and painfully taking lessons in this very difficult tongue.
Anyhow, you must picture him, at some spot not specified, addressing a concourse of enthusiastic Revolutionaries.
I propose to give a brief summary of his speech, from which you will gather that he spoke to them like a
father, and that, while he showed a cordial sympathy with the cause of Russian freedom, he did not hesitate to
deliver himself of some very straight home-truths.

"Friends, Russians, Allies," he began : "I come on behalf of my fellow-countrymen" (you know his touching
way of regarding himself us the medium of the best intelligence to be found in the British Empire) "to convey
their affectionate sympathy with you in your triumph over the tyranny of Tsardom. At first we took the natural
and hopeful view that your Revolution, supported by all that was noblest in all ranks of your society, was the
result of bitter dissatisfaction with the conduct of the \\'ar, and with the -secret and sinister enemy influences
which were at work to ruin your chances in the common tight against Kaiserism.

" Yet it was immediately followed by wholesale desertions from the firing-line and a general disintegration
of military discipline. It seems, then, that we were wrong ; for otherwise it would bo a curious irony that a
movement designed for the better conduct of the War should produce a complete stagnation on your fighting
fronts ; or, to look at it from another point of view, that a Revolution which owed its success to the War, since,
in such a war as this, the Army and the nation are one, should have, for its immediate consequence, an apparent
failure on your part to remember the purpose for which the War is being fought.

"No doubt many motives were at work, and it was perhaps natural that in the joy of ycjur new-found free-

dom you should bo tempted to forget the conditions that had made it possible, and to regard the War as some-

thing outsido and remote, and its importance as small compared with the achievement of internal liberty.
"
Well, we have tried patiently to sea things with your eyes, and now you in your turn must please make

an effort to see them with ours. From the lirst, when we in England took on this War, \ve recognised that
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the country which was bound to get most good out of it was Eussia. For her we hoped that it was to be in
the fullest sense a War of Liberation. Your Allies would win liberty from external menace, but you would also
see the bonds of internal tyranny broken. The TSAR, the littlo father of his people, had a chance, such as falls

to few, of giving to his nation something of the true freedom that we in England know.
" Ho missed his chance. We will not ask why, but he missed it. Yet by other means the War has been

for you a War of Liberation, and, if you break your pledge to see it through, you do not deserve your freedom.

Nay more, you run the risk of losing it ; or, if, through the steadfastness of your sworn Allies, you keep it, then
you keep it at the cost of sacrificing the friendship and sympathy of all free nations who are fighting in the
cause of liberty ; and, on those terms, your own freedom is not worth having.

" Some of you argue that Russia's pledge to her Allies was an Imperialist pledge and that you have the

right to ignore it. Have you forgotten so soon that the prime cause of Russia's entry into this quarrel was that
Austria had threatened to crush a free nation, Serbia, whoso race and faith are yours? Besides, a pledge like
that is still a pledge, though governments may change. Would you have it so that no people, from this time
on, shall trust the word of Russia for fear that a now regime might repudiate it ?

" We have been patient and made allowances. We know that a great nation like yours cannot overthrow
an age-long tyranny without being shaken through every fibre of its being. Time was needed for you to recover

your balance and to resume a sane view of your obligations to others than yourselves. So we have been patient,
and are patient still, though the inaction on your Front and your withdrawal from your part in the common
struggle have made our burden in France far harder to bear.

" If you fail us, we shall no less fight on, we others. ' We shall march prospering not through your
presence.' We shall fight on till the ideals of Kaiserism, your worst enemy, are crushed. America, that great
Republic that loves peace as passionately as you, will take your place, will fill up the gap that you leave in the
ranks of those who fight for freedom. And we shall fight till we get the true peace that we want not the

peace which some of you have advocated, fraternising with the common foe, listening to the specious pleas of

those who shirk the one test of their honesty when they are asked to revolt against a tyranny as least as deadly
as that which you have yourselves overthrown.

" But you will not fail us, I know. Your hearts, as a nation, were once in this War ; heavy as our
sacrifices have been, yours have been heavier still. Why should you change? Why should the birth of your
own freedom be the death of your sympathy with the cause of the freedom of the world? No, you cannot fail

us
; you are too great for that.

"
Forgive me," Mr. Punch concluded,

"
if, in speaking from a full heart, I have allowed myself an excess of

candour. At home they have always been very kind and let me have a charter to say just what I think
;
and

I have been doing it, without much distinction of persons, for seventy-five years and more. If to you, who have
been dumb so long, this seems beyond belief, permit me to offer you, with sincere affection and regard, a visible

proof of my privilege in the shape of my

lie'
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Cartoons.
PARTRIDGE, BER'NARD.
Against Tyranny 369
Also Kan 157
Answer to Peace Talk (An) 9
Blighted Prospects 109
Hreath of Liberty (The) 211
Cancelled 183
Catch of the Season (The) 225
Comfort In Exile 401
Dawn of Doubt (The) 25
Dead Frost (A) 77
End of the Thousand-and-One
Nights (The) 289

Erin takes a Turn at her own
Harp 353

ALLEN, INGLIS.
Adjutant on Leave (The) 292

ANDERSON, Miss E. V. M.
Way not to pay Old Debts (A) 52

BARFIELD, A. 0.
Air-Castles 101

BERKELEY, Capt. B. C.
Jollyiuousc 259

BIRD, Capt. A. W.
Edward 79
Fruit Merchant (The) 214
More Discipline 1
New Danger (A) 108
Over-weight 24
Tragedy of the Sea (A) 131

BLAIKLEY, Miss Editha L.
Gems from the Juniors 282

BLAIK, Miss F. K.
Romance of Rations (A) ........ 150

BRAHMS, Miss M.
National Service 317

BHETHERTON, CYRIL
Hack to the Land 254
Charivaria weekly
Food Question (The) 272
His Master's Voice 10
Oxford Revisited 130
Plot Precautionary (The) 187
Reventlow Ruminates 334
To Smith iu Mesopotamy 373
To Towser 92

BROWN, A. HILTON
Tyrteeus 327

BROWNE, Miss
Forward Minx (A) 113

BROWNLEE, LEIGH D.
Signs of the Times 123

BUYMER, CECIL J.
Two Constables (The) 318

For Services Rendered 337
Greater Need (The) 171

His Latest 321
"
I am the Man " 5*59

Judgment of Paris: Latest In-
version (The) 417

Last Throw (The) 125
Price of Victory ^The) 305
Road to Victory (The) 93

Snowing him under 41
"
Swooping from the West "

.... 257

Victory First 241

Waning of Faith (The) 273
Who Follows? :.. 141
Word of 111 Omen (A) 385

PEGRAM, FRED.
Plain Duty (A) 87

RAVEX-HiLL, L.

Alimentary Intelligence 235
Bad Dream (A) 315

Breaking of the Fetters (The) . . 179
Cannon-Fodder and After .... 267
Central Isolation 167
Common Ideals 379
Donnerwetter 299

Dynastic Amenities 251
Freedom of the Sea (The) 151
Good Riddance (A) 411
Great Uncontrolled (The) 317

Articles.
CHANDLER, Miss BLANCHE W.
Hardships of Billets (The) 82, 122. 215

CHAYTOE, Rev. H. J.
Autre Temps Autres Mceurs . . 237
Fore and Aft 276

CHERBILL, Miss A. L.
Lucid Explanation (A) 64

CLARKE, E. F.
Infantryman (The) 76

COBB, THOMAS
Broken Soldiers (The) 134

GOLEMAN, R.
Most important Thing (The) 268

DARK, RICHARD
Emily's Mission 358

DARLINGTON, W. A.
De Profundis 213
Three Augusts 74

Ways and Means 346

DENNIS, G. P.

Diplomatic Notes 298

DOWN, Capt.
Personal Pars from the Western
Front 50-

DRENNAN, MAX
Meditations of Marcus O'Reilly 372
Kecent Truce (The) 112

DRENNAN, W. ST. G.
On the Spy-Trail 316

Du CANN, C. G. L.
As Others see Us 103

ECKERSLEY, ARTHUR
Choking them off 12
Docking the Drama 301
New Note in Theatrical Adver-

tising (The) 269
Problems for Petrolouses 139
Seasonable Novelties 74

Spoop 238

I'll. i.\s, FRANK.
Fashions in Book-wear 37
Our New Army of Women 78
War's Romances 107

ELLIOT, W. G.
Weighed in the Balance 854

ELLIS, D. C.
Lions at Play 62

FAIUKON, Miss ELEANOR.
Nursery Rhymes ofLondon Town, 11,

26, 79, 106, 121

FISH, W. W. BLAIB.
Cautionary Tales for the Army, 252,

MJ. :W7

Co-operative Advertisements . . 228
Herbs of Grace. 165, 178, 212, 227, 240
Mab Dreams of May 276
Songs of Food Production . . 86, 105,

129, 150, 35S
Wars of the Past 8, 29, 54

Fox-Surra, Miss C.
Admiral Dugout 224
'Bad-work 65
"In Prize" 404
Jolly Bargeman (The) 320
."Let her go!" 205
Short way with Submarines (A) 378
Song of the Mill (The) 155
Tale of a Coincidence (A) 90

FYLEMAN, Miss ROSE.
BestGame the Fairies Play (The) 377
Fairies 311

GARSTIN, CROSIIIE.
Chateau in France (A) 318
Dream Ship (A) 46
Mud Larks (The) 86, 178, 218, 308, 330,

361,382
Regimental Mascot (The) 21

GABVEY, Miss INA.
Blanche's Letters 234,396

GLASGOW, EDWIN.
Personal Triumph (A) 278

Hoist with his own Petard 886
Hypnotist (The) 331
Invaders (The) 191

Playing Smaller 363
Rational Service .4 103
Retort Celestial (The) 135
Humourists (The) 219
Self-Protection 283
Short Way with Tino (A) 19
War-Savings 119
White House Mystery (The) .... 3

TOWNSEND, F. H.
Apple of Discord (The) 61

Bankrupt Bravos (The) 86
Unmade in Germany 71

GLASGOW, MBS. ROBERTSON.
Winged Victory 184

GRAVES, C. L.
At Best 272
Booming of Books (The) 122
Classical America 160
Diary of a Co-ordinator (The) .. 410

Flapper (The) 30
Fritz's Apologia 222
Good old Gothic 97
Hot Weather Correspondence . . 363
House-Master (The) 357
JUlof-all-Tradcs and Mistress of

Many 323
Joy-rider at the Front (The) 182
Maxims of the Months 243
Ministerial Wail (A) 307
Missing Leader (The) 138
Musings of Marcus Mull (The) . . 381
My Watch 162
Piccadillv 384
Purified Prussian (The) 56
Random Flights 330
Smile of Victory (The) 75
Sone of Food-Saving (A) 173
Spiritual Sportsman (The) 14
Strife of Tongues (The) 278
To F.-M. Sir Douglas Haig 419
To Mr. Balfonr on his Return . . 401
To my Godson 193
Topical Tragedy (A) 213
To Stephen Lcacock 114
Travel without Trains 81
'Twas Fifty Years Ago 995
War's Surprises 10

HABBIS, A.
Double Entente 277

HERBERT, A. P.
Ballade of Incipient Lunacy .... 382
Open Warfare 100
Zero 336

HOLMES, W. KEBSLEY.
Apology of a Warrior Minstrel. . 149
Only Steggles (The) 30
Vicarious Reprisals 368
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Articles continued.

ITOWKLL, E. B.
Muscat

IMAGE, MRS.
Eutions

275

weekly

INCE, R. B.
Paper Problem (A)

JAT, THOMAS.
Charivaria

JENKINS, A. L.
Inn o' the Sword (The) .......... 66

LANGLEY, CAPT. P. O.
Watch Dogs (The) .... 4, 7-.?. 1-20, r>4,

192, 236, -286, 348, 415

LKHMANN, B. C.
Fate of Umbrellas (The) ........ 66

Francis Cowley BurnancJ, In
Memoriam .................... 288

From Lord Devonport's Letter-

Bag ............................ 230
German Measles ................ 245
Hat and the Visit (The) ........ 403
Heart-to-Heart Talks ____ 18, 70, 102,

118, 16-2, 185. 250, 356, 414

Helping Lord Devonport ...... 146
Hexameters .................... 375

Peas and Pledges .............. 342

Proper Proportion (A) .......... 266

Recognised (The) ................ 215

Recognition .................... 34

School .......................... 310

Tasty Dishes .................... 3-26

Tipinbanola (The) .............. 98
Ultimus .............. : ........ 13

LETTS, Miss W. M.
General Post .................... 294

LIPBCOMB, W. P.
Lessons of the War ............ 394
Weather-Vanes ................ 136

LOCKER, W. A.
Essence of Parliament ...... weekly

during Session

Louis, EDWARD.
Follow-up Method (The) ........ 44

LUCAS, E. V.
Art of Detachment (The) ........ 128

Compliment (The) .............. 144
Dissuaders (The) ................ 398
Earlier Food Problems ........ 22<)

Ella Reeve ...................... 180

Everlasting Romance (The) 169
Favorite (The) l'J4

Fifteen Tridges (The) 359
First Lines 253

G9d-Makers (The) BBS
Hints to Grosvenor House 302
Italian in England (The) -J41

Law Courts Theatre (The) 334
London's Little Sunbeams 6
Loss (A) -2:!2

M i^'ivin;,'s 4G
Misnomer (A) 270
More News from the Air -277

One of our Difficulties :i-2 1

Our Correspondence College 80
Political Notes .13

Revivals and Revisions '2H1

Solace (The) ir>-2

Taxis and Talk 114

Three Dictators (The) 104
What did Mr. Asquith do? 28
Who shall decide? 370

LAFONE, II. C.
Just Sailors 412

MCCLELLAND, W. E.
Letters from Macedonia. .. .38, 64, 88

McKAY, HERBERT.
Children's Talcs for Grown-ups. .154,

173, 177, Htt, -22-2, -240, 270, 288, 310

MACLEOD, L. E.
Charivaria weekly

MANDERS, MKS.
Old Rhymes for Ration Times. . 221

MABTIN, N. E.
Current Event (A) 260
Extra Special (An) 2
Great Investment (The) 130
Local Food-Controller (A) 398
Whitehall Whisperings 304

MENZIES, G. K.
General (The) 258
Scotland Yet 214

Super-Char (The) 90

MILNE, A. A.
From a Full Heart 285
Gold Braid 181
Hereinafters 314
Miniature (The) 36

MITCHELL, Miss G. M.
"It" 254

MORROW, GEORGE.
Privilege

NAISMITH, J. K. B.
Acting-Bombardier

OGILVIE, W. H.
Jimmy's Little Bit
(.'all to the Cow Ponies (A)
Comrades
First Whip (The)
Song of the Woodland Elves (A)
Top-o'-the-Morniug
Troop Horses
Wimmin

OVI:I:TON, JOHN.
Pan Pipes

PINO, Miss LILIAN G.
Dolls that did their Bit (The) . .

Mon Suldat et mon Cure
Tactics

PLATT, F. W.
To Franco

PLUMBE, G. C.

My Aincririin Cousins
Sherwood Foresters (Tile)

PoS'l I.E'J'IIWAITK. II. A.
Secrets of Heroism (The)

PRESTON-TEWART, A.
Emergency Rations
I

1 leeting Detachment (A)

PrCKIUDGK, \V. H.
Poultice (The)

RIGBY, REGINALD
Petherton and the Pluralist ....

Pe(herton's Donkey
Petherton's Publications

ROBERTS, P. V.
Algy

RQDUIITS, R. H.
Flowerless Future (The)
Seed Potatoes for Patriots

SEAMAN, OWEN
At the Play 96, 1SG, ifil

, 32fi,

Faith and Doubt in the Father-
land

Food of Love (Tho)
Golfer's Protest (The)
Great Sacrifice (The)
Hohenzollern Prospect (The) . .

Little Willie's Opinion of Father

410

Mr. Punch in Russia 421
Place of Arms (A) 330
Potsdam Altruist (The) 282
Prophetic Present (The) 346
School for Statesmen (A) 250
Stomach for the Fight 298
Symposium of the Central Weak-
nesses 234

Tactless Tactics 102
T. M. G 3.04

To Germania 134
To Paris by the " Hindenburg
Line" 190

To the German Military Picture
Department 70

To the Kaiser for his New Year. . 2
Vienna-Bound : A Reverie en
Route 18

William u. the World 118

SHIRLEY, J.

Vision of Blighty (A) 248

SMITH, BERTRAM
Ban on Racing (The) . 410
Hindenburg Line (The) '^li

Little Rift (The) 27
More or Less 150
Not Wisely but too Well 366

SMITH, C. T.
Wobbler (The) 239

STEIN, Capt. E. cle

Sick 291

SWINHOE, R.
Mammal-Saurian War (The) .... 145

THOMAS, R. W.
Infanticide (The) 405
Told to the Marines 300

THOMPSON, PATRICK
Appropriator of Tubers 374

THORP, JOSEPH
At the Play 14, 114, 174, 186, 292

TWEEDDALE, Miss D. M.
Knight-errant (A) 20

WILKES, HENRY E.
Excelsior 270

WILLIAMS, Miss HF.LF.N
Funeral of M. de Blanchet (The) 378

WILLIAMS, E. LL.
Convert (The) 38

WOODWARD, Miss BARBARA
National Sky-scraper (A) 166

Pictures and Sketches.
ABMOUR, MAJOU G. D 12, 31, 83, 99,

1G3, 231, 203, 293, 311, 327, 341,

389,
BATEMAN, H. M. . . 39, 199, 210, 303, 356,
BAUMER, LEWIS . .15, 23, 42, 61, 121, 140,

170, 182, 193, 256, 287, 352, 368,

BELCHER, GEORGE 7, 29, 87, 65, 111,
161, 214, 261, 323, 351, 403,

BIRD, W 10, 64, 173, 201, 208, 278,

312, 344,

BBIGHTWEIX, L. R 52, 223, 246,

BROCK, H. M...47, 53, 94, 104, 129, 136,
200, 220, 247, 279, 285, 343, 370,

BROCK, E. H
BROOK, RICARDO . . 4, 16, 28, 33, 49, 101,

133, 188, 216, 217, 244, 260, 297,

329, 358, 372, 408
COBB, RUTH
COLLER, H
COTTRELL, TOM 98
DOWD, J. H 67, 89
DOWD, LEONABD P
"FouGASSE".. 69, 97, 265, 284, 301, 313.

GHILCHIK, D. L
GRAVE, CHARLES 79, 373, 387,

HARRISON, CHARLES 20, 80, 112, 294,

HART, FRANK 88, 127, 200, 288!

HASELDEN, W. K 14, 96, 114, 174,

26-2, 292, 326.

HEATHCOTE, C. N
HELPS, H
HENRY, THOMAS 117, 310.

131,

371,
407
367

153,
384
416

147,
413

281,
845
406

185,

381,
405
.245

120,

316,
409
236
.137

364
115

116
360
392
412
377
340

18G,
390
..17
396
348

JENNIS, G 13, 139, 176, 228, 252.

LUNT, WlLJIOT
MILLS, A. WALLIS
MORELAND, ARTHUR
MORROW, EDWIN 44, 105, 144,

276, 357

..78, 230

.258, 277

..72, 107

173, 213,

308, 332

MORROW, GEORGE 32, 48, 68, 84, 100,

132, 148, 164, 175, 204, 248, 264,

296, 309, 319, 328, 335, 375, 383,

NORRIS, ARTHUR
PACKER, E. A
PARTRIDGE, BERNARD
I'EGRAM, FRED
TRANCE, BERTRAM 233

RAVEN-HILL, L. . .36, 128, 19G, 197, 206,
271

REYNOLDS, FRANK 8, 21, 40, 56, 81

108, 123, 143, 155, 175, 181, 197,

209, 215, 259, 307, 320

ROUNTREE, HAERY 178

SHEPARD, CAPT. E. H 166, 227

SHEPHEARD, G. E
SHEPPERSON, C. A 5, 24, 45, 76, 92,

124, 156, 174, 187, 190, 253, 272,

336, 359

STAMPA, G. L 26, 43, 73, 145, 159,

201, 221, 237, 249, 275, 291, 300,

339, 380
;

TENNANT, DUDLEY
THOMAS, BERT 55, 95, ICO, 168, 180,

205, 229, 243, 349, 388, 397

THORP, J. H 75

TOWNSEND, F. H. . . 11, 27, 63, 126, 142,

158, 169, 172, 177, 184, 194, 198,

212, 224, 226, 239, 242, 255, 269,

290, 295, 304, 306, 317, 322, 333,

354, 355, 361, 386, 391, 399, 402,

415,

WILSON, DAVID

113,

280,

393,
4-20

.232

..85

...1

.195

342

207,
422

, 91,

203,

101

414
240
.213

110,

325,
365

181,

324,
400
.376

192,
419

,268
152,

202,
274.

338,

403,
418
.189
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MENTIONED IN DESPATCHES.
THE oldest inhabitant sat on a bench

in the sun, the day's newspaper spread
across his knees, and the newest visitor

sat beside him.
" He do be mentioned in despatches,

do our Billy, by Sir DOUGLAS HAIG
himself. If it hadn't a-been for him,
where 'd the Army been? he says. I

knowed him ever since I coine to
these parts, and that weren't yester-

day. He 'd come round that there bend

a-whistling, not sort o' cockahoop, like

some does, but just a cheery sort o'

'Here 1 am again;' and he'd always
stop most anywhere, if so bo as you
held up your hand.

" I 'vo seed ladies with their golf-clubs
runnin' up from the club-house, and
he 'd just sort of whistle to show as he
seed them, and wait for them as perlite
as any gentleman. For it do be power-
ful hot to walk back home with your
golf-cluhs after two rounds ; I was a

caddy, I was, 'fore I went on the line,

so I knows what I 'm telling you.
" It didn't make no difference if they

was champions or duffers what couldn't

cany the burn not if they tried all day.
Or if it were an old woman a-goin' back
from market with all her cabbages and
live ducks and eggs and onions it

were all just the same to little Billy.
Then I mind the day he was took.

George he come up and tells me 'as

they have took Billy because the Army
wants all it can get. 1 was fair knocked
over, and him so little and all.

" Then the Captain, what was the
best golfer here, come back for leave.

" '

Grandpa,' says he, same as he

always call me '

Grandpa,' he says,
' I 've been thinking about Billy all the
time I 've been out, and longing to hear
him whistle again, and now I 'm home
and he 's gone. I shall have to get
back to France again to see him.'

" So he will, Sir, and if Billy was
up right under the German guns

it 'a my belief as Captain would get out
of his trench to go and see him.

" What regiment is Billy in, did you
say, Sir? Why, he got no regiment.
Ain't I been telling you, Sir,

'

Puffing

Billy
'

is what our golfers here call the

little train what used to run six times
a day from the town to the links. Just
see what the paper says, Sir. I don't

be much of a reader, but hark ye to
this: 'I wish also to place on record

here the fact that the successful solu-

tion of the problem of railway trans-

port would have been impossible had it

not been for the patriotism of the rail-

way companies at home. They did not

hesitate to give up their locomotives
and rolling stock.'

"That's 'Putting Billy,' Sir, him
what I 've put the signal down for

hundreds an' hundreds of times. I

miss him powerful bad, but the Army
wanted him, and we 've been and got
some thanks too. I 'm proud to think

my Billy 's in the paper."

Mil.
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THE MELTING-POT.
["The municipality of Rothausen has decided to present to the

collection of metal which is being made in Germany its monument of

Kaiser WILLIAM THE FIRST." licuter.]

HEAVY is Armageddon's price
And loud the call to sacrifice

;

All stuff composed of likely metals -

Door-knockers, hairpins, cans and kettles

Into the War's insatiate melting-pot
Has to be shot.

That was a hard and bitter blow
When first your church-bells had to go
Those saintly, bells that rang carillons

While in the maw of happy millions

Pure joy and gratitude to Heaven thrilled

For babies killed.

It hurt your Christian hearts to melt
A sourca of faith so keenly felt ;

And now (worse sacrilege than that) you
Propose to take yon regal statue,

That godlike effigy, and make a gun
Of WILLIAM ONE !

"What will He say when you reduce
His Relative to cannon-juice ?

Tho prospect must bo pretty rotten

If thus the Never-To-Be-Forgotten
Is treated, like the corpses of your friends,

For useful ends.

I hoar the ALL-HIGHEST mutter,
" Ha !

They 're liquefying Grandpapa !

The nation's needs, that grow acuter,
Count sacred things as so much pewter ;

Even my holy crown may go some day
Down the red way !

"
O. S.

LE SENEGALAIS.
Samedou Kieta sat up in bed with a child's primer open

before him. " M A," he spelled. Then, after an in-

credibly long time of patient puzzling,
" M A MA- Oui,

MA. Y a bon !

"
and embraced the whole ward in one

wide white grin before turning to the next syllable,
"M A N." Once more the puzzled frown on the black

face, once more the whispered hints from neighbouring
bads, once more the triumph of perseverance, "M A N
MAN !

" He was just enjoying his success and chanting
his pidgin -French paean of happiness, "Y a bon! Y a

bori !

" when Sosur Antoinette paused by his bed. " Tres

bien, Sidi," she said,
" mais il faut les mettre ensemble,"

and with her white finger she guided his black one back
k> the first syllable.
Here was difficulty indeed ! He knew all right that

M A N was MAN, but what was M A ? And when,
after intense effort, lie re-discovered that M A spelled
MA, it was only to find that he had forgotten what
M A N spelled. At last the other wounded could con-

tain themselves no longer, and the ward was filled with

laughing shouts of "Marnan!" in which Samedou joined
most happily.

Presently the English nurse passed the negro's bed, and
he at once turned to another branch of learning.

" Good

morning," he said, and, when she smiled back a greeting
to him, he added,

" T'ank you," and looked proudly round
him at his fellow-patients as who should say,

" See how
we understand one another, she and I !

"

During a sojourn of many months in the hospital Samedou

invariably met the sufferings he was called upon to endure
with an uncomplaining fortitude, which might have seemed
due to insensibility had not the staff had ample proof that
his silence was the silence of a fine courago. On one
occasion a set of photographs of the hospital was in pre-

paration, and when the sallc de panszments had to be taken
the photographer decided that the best lay figure for his

mise-en-scene would be a black man, as a striking contrast

to the white raiment of the staff. So Samedou was carried

in on a stretcher and laid upon the table. Unfortunately
the surgeons and nurses were so occupied with the business
of placing things in the best light that no one realised

that the poor Senegalese did not understand the purpose of

the preparations, and when the English nurse was called

Lo take up her position she noticed the hands of Samedon
Kieta clutching the sides of the table and his black eyes
rolling in a sea of white.

She at once ran to the nsarest ward. "Quelqu'un
voudrait bien mo preter une photographic ?" she asked,
and a cloven eager hands offered her the treasured groups of

la fnmille. Taking one at random she returned to Bamedou
and held it be c

ore his eyes.
" Nous aussi," she said,

"
toi,

moi, le Major, rinfirmier."

Samedou looked, and a heavenly relief chased the tension

from his face. "Y a bon," be said happily. "Toi, bon
camarade!

"

When his wounds began to be less painful the problem
was how to keep the Sidi in bed. No one cared to be very
severe with him, so the staff resorted to the usual weak
method of confiscating all his clothes save a shirt, and

hoping for the best. But on? day the English nurse, going
unexpectedly into a distant ward, came upon Samedou
Kieta, simply dressed in a single shirt and a bandage,
visiting the freshly-ai rived wounded and scattering wide

grins around him. At her horrified exclamation he began
ta shrivel away towards the door, ushering himself out

with the propitiatory words, "Good morning. Good night.
T'ank you. Water!

" A most effectual method of disarm-

ing reproof.
Poor Samedou has since passed on to another hospital

for electric treatment, but the staff still treasures his first

and only letter:

"Moi, Samedon Kieta, arrive a 1'autre hopital. Y a bon.

Mais moi, Samedou Kiota, toi pas oublie. Merci, Monsieur
le Major deux galons. Merci, Scour Antoinette. Merci,
Madame 1'Anglaise. Y a bon. Y a bon. Y a bon."

" The Germans have suffered 100,000 casualties in 10 days on the
western front, and their losses will increase rapidly. They must
shorten their lives wherever possible in order to save men."

Ceylon Morning Leader.

In this laudable endeavour they may count upon receiving
the hearty assistance of the Allies.

" YOUNG gentleman (21), good family, strong, healthy, public school,

O.T.C., 'Varsity education, speaks English, French, Spanish perfectly,

engineering training, efficient car driver and mechanic, horseman, is

open to any sporting job connected with war
; willing undertake any

risks ; no salary, but expenses paid."

If the advertiser will apply to the nearest recruiting-station
he will hear of something that will just suit him.

" The inhabitants of the Peak district are in a state of great alarm
at the invasion of a great part of their beautiful country by what
some of them describe as a plague of locusts, and yesterday consider-

able numbers of people visited the district where the hosts are still

advancing. Many from Sheffield and Manchester alighted at Chinley,
Edale, and Hope, among them some eminent etymologists, anxious

to be of assistance in ridding the country of a serious menace to the

field and garden crops." Yorkshire Paper.

It is understood that the etymologists are chiefly concerned

for the roots.
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THE NATION DEMANDS.
ME. PUNCH (to the PRIME MINISTER).

" IF YOU MUST HAVE DIRTY LINEN WASHED IN

PUBLIC DURING THE WAR, FOR GOD'S SAKE, SIR, WASH IT CLEAN."
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Civilian model (posing for latest tear jiieture). "Mi's 1 SAY I'LL BE GLAD WHEN PEACE is DECLARED,
TBENCHES IS FAIR TELLLN* ON ME."

THIS CLEARING HUNS OUT OF

THE ABSENTEE.

(Embodying divers quotations from the -poems of G. K. C.)

METHINKS at last the time has come to speak . . .

Since good old Eussia up and revolnted '

I have been waiting, -week by weary week,
To hear the news the obvious item bruited ;

But now I give it up ;
it will not come ;

Or anyway I can no more be dumb.

Where were you, GILBERT, when the great release

"Freedom in arms, the riding and the routing/'
Demos superbly potting at police,
And actual swords getting an actual outing

Came at the last, the things wherein you shone,
Or let us think you 'd shine in, CHESTERTON ?

You were not there ! Damme, you were 'not there !

Alas for us whose faith refused to doubt you !

" All that lost riot that you did not share
"

Managed, somehow, to get along without you ;

When Russia " went to battle for the creed
"

GILBERT sat tight and did not even bleed!

CHESTERTON ! Dash it all, my dear old chap !

Why, weren't you always eloquent on "
Valmy,"

" Death and the splendour of the scarlet cap '"?

Here were the days you looked upon as palmy.
Just think of all your poems ! Why, good Lord,
There is no word you work so hard as " sword."

We looked to see you there, the stout and staunch,
" Eed flag

"
in one hand and " ten swords

"
in t'other

Saw the strong sword-belt bursting from your paunch
Pitied the foes you 'd fall upon and smother ;

Heard you make droves of pale policemen bleat,

Running amok to "
slay them in the street."

Strong athwart Heav'n ran the high barricades,
And giant Bastilles reeled, impossibly smitten,

And men with broken hands ssvung thunderous blades

In " Russia's wrath
"

just as you 've often written ;

Yea, the terrific tyrants really reeled,

While CHESTERTON sat safe at Beaconsfield.

And yet I understand ;
I don't impute

That only in your poems do you bicker
;

You would abstain, when people revolute,

No more, I 'm sure, than you 'd abstain from liquor ;

And here we have it here 's the reason why:
This teas a revolution that was "dry."

The Eagle's Plume.
" The bride, who is an American by birth, was given away by hoi-

feather." Liverpool Daily 1'uyt.

"
Mr., Mrs. and Miss

,
who were in their bungalow at Sidbav.

hud a lucky escape from the earthquake recently, for no sooner had

they ot out than gpracticully the whole house cao mdown."
Pioneer (Allaltabad).

On this occasion, contrary to the usual rule, Nature appears
to have boon more careful of the individual than of the type.

"You, too. reader, if you have not already visited *s, have a

pleasant, bright happy experience before you. Why not visit this

modern Forum to-morrow '.'

"

" Callisthcnes
"

in the evening papers, June 23c<7.

One of our reasons for not taking this well-meant advice

was that June 24th was a Sunday.

11 Great fires continue in Germany. The latest include gutting
of the Moabit Goods Station in Berlin wherein tanks of petrol,

hydrogen, ct cetera, exploded, resulting in the destruction of a part
of Viliia and the township of Osjory, near the Grodno conflagration
station and a basket factory at Happe." Ceylon Independent.

The effect of this remarkably extensive explosion seems to

have been felt even in Colombo.
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WOMAN AS USUAL.

(Tn the iniiiuii-r of some of <ntr nn'ii

y.s.)

IT was with a real pang that I tore

myself away from the I'Vugality l-'.xlii

bition, where tlio culinary demonstra-
tions wero most enthralling. -Iu.-,t

re leaving, however, I watched ;

wonderfully tasty hash being com
pounded \\ith oddments of rabhit and

banana Hour. It exhaled an aroma
which I hated to leave even for

luncheon at the Fit/.

AT TUB FITZ.

By a strange coincidence I made the

acquaintance of an admirable rabbit

i/onlusk, which was, 1 believe, identical

with that which 1 saw being prepared
at tho Frugality Exhibition. Thus
r\t romcs meet, and the fusion of classes

is happily illustrated in the common
use of the same comestibles.

There are always :i number of people
lunching in the great hotels in these

war-time day-^, and I was glad to see

Lady Allchin, looking remarkably well-

nourished in a mauve Groeco-Koman
dress and Gainsborough hat; Lady
Waterstock, Lord Hilary Sprockett
and Sir Peter Frye-Smith.

YKSTKKDAY'S WEDDING.

Lady Carmilla Dunstable made a

lovely bride at St. Mungo's, Belgravia,

yesterday, on her marriage to Prince
Wurra - Wurra, of Tierra - del - Fuego.
The story of the engagement is wildly
romantic. Lady Carmillawas returning
from Peru, where she had been hunting
armadillos ; tho ship in which she was
travelling was wrecked in the Straits

of Magellan, and she was rescued by
Prince Wurra Wurra, who was casually

cruising about in his catamaran. Her
family were for some time hostile to

the match, but all objections were soon

removed, as the Prince has abjured
cannibalism and is now an uncompro-
mising vegetarian. The bridegroom,
who is a lino-looking man of the pro-

gnathous type, was loudly cheered by
the crowd on leaving tho church.

A CHAKMIXG CONCERT.
All true melomaniacs will rejoice to

hear that the Signora Balmi-Dotti has
decided to give another vocal recital at

the Dorian Hall. Her programme as
usual reflects her catholic and cosmo-

politan taste, for she will sing not only
Welsh and Cornish folk-songs, but
works by PALESTIU.NA, Gasolini, Larra-

naga, Sparafucile, and the young Ameri-
can composer, Ploffskin Jee, so that both
classical and modern masters will be

represented.

Two HECII>KS FOR TKA CAKKS.
The FoOD-CoNTEOLLEB looks askance

5*^, -~^ -

'"^l.
'

^gp&gssgte
'

'<&*
'-Mvi^ia^ -- ;

^ ff^* &^&- .

fes
5"^
^TiVOtk^i --.. ,...

met fmm Hun nil-man's report.
" WK DROPPED BOM us ON A BRITISH FORMATION,

CVl SING TIIK TBOOP8 TO DISI'KIiSK AND KUX ABOCT IN A PANIC-STRICKEN MANNF.H."

at teas in these days, but in hot weather,
when luncheon is reduced to the lowest
common denominator and dinner re-

solves itself into a cold collation in the
cool of the evening, some refreshment
Between our second and third meals is

ndispensable. I accordingly give two

recipes which need no wheaten flour

ind are very quickly made.
Take

half-a-pound of sugar, a quarter
of caviare, a quarter of calipash, a

quarter of millet and six peaches. Beat
tho caviare to a cream and pound the
reaches to a pulp ; then add the sugar
and millet and stir vigorously with a
miiiiton. Put into patty-pans and bake

gently for about thirty minutes in an
electric silo-oven. About thirty cakes
should result

;
but more will materialize

if you increase the ingredients propor-
tionately.
Take two kilowatts of ammoniated

quinine and beat up with one very
large egg a swan's for choice. Add

gradually ten ounces of piperazine, a

pint of Ilarrogato water and inhale

leisurely through a xoetrope.
MKI.ISANDE.

The New Plutocracy.
"Munition Lady want-; to buy Piano and

Wardrobe
;
cash." North Star.

" Goats' cheese is tasty and nourishing and
more easily made than butter

;
and in winter

time the humblest of sheds will suffice for its

nig place." Dai/// Mail.

The cheese should however be carefully
tethered.
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CHARIVARIA.
ACCORDING to an Italian report the

conviction of the master-spy, VON GER-

LACH, was effected by the aid of " the

two most notoriousburglars in Europe."
Another slight for LITTLE WILLIE.

*,*

Eeporting on a Glasgow subway
railway accident, Colonel PRINGLK
advises that " the use of ambiguous
phraseology on telephones should not

bo permitted." Abbreviations now dear

to the London subscriber, such as
" Grrrrrrr-kuk-kuk-ktrk-bbbzzszz are

you ping! phut! grrrrr!" etc., etc.,

will no longer bo allowed.
* *
*

The Sinn Feiners are proposing to

send a mission to the United States

to explain their attitude. An upward
tendency in plate-glass insurance is

already manifesting itself in New York
and elsewhere.

,..
...

'V"

Owing, we understand, to other dis-

tractions, no actress last week obtained

a divorce. ^ *
*

A trade union for funeral workers
has just been formed, the members of

which are pledged to oppose Sunday
burials. It is considered very unlucky
to be buried on a Sunday.

* *

No,
"
Thespian," it is no longer con-

sidered correct to wear a straw hat with
a fur coat. Why not run the lawn-
mower over the astrachan collar?

* *
*

.
A medical correspondent points, out

that wasps, gnats and midges can be

kept at a distance by using preparations
of certain obnoxious plants. There is

also much to be said for the plan of

making a noise like a German.
^ ^t"

The death of the "Old Lady of Char-

ing Cross
"

is announced. The Old

Lady of Threadneedle Street, on the

other hand, is still able to sit up and
take a note or two.

Internal matters are not being neg-
lected by the House of Commons.
Lord RHONDDA on Bread and High
Military Officers on Toast were the

features last week.
* *
*

" What is a copper's
' nark

'

?
"
asked

a Metropolitan magistrate the other

day, just as if he were a High Court

Judge. ^ ,;:

An hotel fire occurred in Brook Street

last week, and we are told that the

guests left the hotel and -hurried into

the street. Nothing is said as to how
this happy idea originated.

Mexico, it appears, has arranged that

future revolutions shall be held between

Satifrday and Monday, the week-end

being selected as the most suitable time

for business men who are assisting
America in war-work.

*.,.*

At a North of England police-court
last week a seven-pound piece of cheese

was alleged to have made away with a

conscientious objector.
* *

We are informed that the lisli landed
in Great Britain in 1916 weighed
8,173,639 hundredweight. The angler
who killed it still sticks to the story
that he thought it was much larger
than this. ... *'

*

Two brass wedding :rings have been
found inside a salmon caught on the

Wye. As the fish looked extremely
worried it is thought that it must have
been leading a double, or even treble,

life.
::; !;:

Some consternation has been caused

among food-profiteers in this country
by a recent dictum of Mr. SCHWAB, the

American millionaire, to the effect that

"Honesty is the best policy."
* #
.*

In connection with the food-economy
campaign a notable example has been
set by the python at the Zoo, who has
'decided to give up his mid-monthly
lunch. ... *'

*

Among the prisoners recently cap-
tured on the Carso is a Major who bears

a remarkable likeness to Marshal VON
HINDENBURG. The unfortunate Major,
it appears, explains that it is no fault

of his, being due to a terrible accident

he had when a boy.
* *
*

A correspondent in Folk Lore, declares

that the hedgehog is, after all, a very
lovable animal. We do not profess to

be expert, but in any comparison with
other animals we imagine that the

hedgehog ought to win on points.
:[: :|:

#
Lord NOHTHCLIPFE has informed the

Washington Bed Cross Committee that

the War has only just begun. The
United States regard it as a happy
coincidence that their entry into the

War synchronises with the initial ope-
rations. ^ ...

#
'

ThePosTMASTER-GENEiiAL has issued

a recommendation that all eggs sent in

parcels to troops should be hard-boiled.

Some difficulty has been experienced, it

is pointed out, in securing prompt de-

livery of portions of uncooked eggs that

may have escaped from the parcels in

which they were confined.

"Two privates in the Royal Welsh
Fusiliers," says a news item, "cannot

speak a word of English, and their

platoon-commander knows no Welsh."

Probably the platoon-sergeant knows
some words that sound sufficiently like

Welsh. * *

The question of transport is officially
stated to be one of the main difficulties

in connection with the beer supply.
This however is questioned by many
patriotic consumers, who affirm that

they are very rarely able to get as much
as they can carry.

* *
*

The appointment of a Riot Controller

for Cork and District is said to be under
consideration. Following the Indian
Government's precedent as exposed in

the Mesopotamia Report, he will con-

duct his official business from the Isle

of Wight.

RUINED RAPTURE.
THROUGH many a busy year of peace

I hoped some day, by way of beano,
To give myself a jaunt in Greece,
Famed land of HOMER (also TINO).

Full oft I dreamed how, blest by Fate,
I 'd loll within some leafy hollow

With Aphrodite tete-a-tete

Or barter back-chat with Apollo.

Around Olympus' foot I 'd roam

(Not being really fond of climbing),
Absorb romance and carry home

Increased facility at rhyming ;

Those hallowed haunts of many a god
That nowadays we only read of

Would give my Pegasus the prod
He not unseldom stood in need of.

That was in Peace. And then the Wai-

Sent me to learn within a hutment
What martial duties held in store

And what a sergeant-major's
" Tut

"

meant ;

Thence to the trenches, thence a rest,

A route-march to a wayside station,

With (every single soldier guessed)
Greece as our " unknown destination."

I saw Olympus wrapped in snow,
The clouds at rest upon its summit,.

But did I thrill or long to throw

My hands athwart tho lyre and
strum it?

Gazing, I felt no soulful throb,

I only felt the body's inner

Cravings and said,
" I '11 bet a bob

It 's bully once again for dinner."

"Ex-King Constantino has bought a mag-
nificent chateau called Chartreuse, situated

near Thun Castle. It belonged to Baron von

Zadlitz, a German officer, who is now in the

field, and has been empty since the beginning
of the war." Evening Paper.

Well, he will be able to fill himself up
on the proceeds.
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Father. "WHAT CLASS DID THEY PUT YOU IN COJIING ACROSS?' Tommy.
" C 6."

HAY FEVER.
THAT is the twenty-seventh time to-day !

What is the use of Nobbs's Nasal Spray ?

What use my aunt's "
unfailing

"
recipes ?

There is no anodyne for this disease

Thirty, I think ! Another hanky, please
A-tish-oo !

The world is gay ; the bee bestrides the rose ;

But I blaspheme and madly blow my nose.
For shame, O^world ! for shame, the heartless bee !

Your sweetest" blooms are misery to me
;

And as for that condemned acacia-tree

A-tish-oo !

Oh, could I roam, contented like the sheep,
In sunlit fields where, as it is, I weep ;

Oh, to be fashioned like the lower classes,
Who simply revel in the longest grasses,
While I sit lachrymose with coloured glasses

A-tish-oo !

Fain would I spend my summers high in air ;

At least there are no privet-hedges there.

But even then I. have no doubt the smell
From slopes celestial of asphodel
Would fill the firmament and give me hell

A-tish-oo !

They tell me 'tis the man of intellect

The baneful seeds especially affect
;

And I that sneeze one million times a year
I ought to have a notable career,

Though, at the price, an earldom would be dear
A-tish-oo !

Gladly, indeed, to some less gifted swain
Would I concede my fine but fatal brain,
Could I like him but sniff the jasmine spray
Or couch unmoved within a mile of hay,
And not explode in this exhausting way

A-tish-oo !

Wanted, a Faith-healer.

DEAR MADAM, We have received your enquiry for

Sergeant , and wish to inform you that he was trans-

ferred to - -
Hospital, suffering from a slightly sceptic

toe. Trusting this information may be of some value,
Yours faithfully,

" It scarcely, seems as if tlie Premiership of Graf Moritz Esterhazy,
with all his Oxford education and the vigour of his thirty-six years,
will be able to bruise the serpent's heel." Observer.

The serpent is so beastly cunning ;
he always sits on it.

" MAKKIAGES. All contemplating Marriage consult Proprietors
Matrimonial Bureau, Melbourne, opposite Old Cemetery. Specially
erected for the purpose.'" The Age (Melbourne).

This recalls the description of a famous football-ground in

Dublin,
"
conveniently situated between the Mater Miseri-

cordise Hospital and Glasnevin Cemetery."

"
Margaret was clinging to Dick's arm as she walked, looking up

adoringly into his handsome, tanned face, with her blue eyes.

A week later Dick led Margaret into Suburban Garden, where he
had wooed and won her so long ago.

Dick's voice was very tender as he looked down into two grey eyes."
Manchester Evening Chronicle.

If Margaret is not careful to be a little more consistent

she will finish with two black eyes.
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THE SAVING OF THE RACE.

[" National Baby Week "
is being celebrated during the current week. The object of the movement is to educate the Mothers

of the Nation in the care of their children's health and their own. Universal sympathy will be felt for a ciuse to whicl

losses in the War have given an added urgency. Those who desire to give practical help towards the cost of the scheme

will kindly address their gifts to the Hon. Treasurer, National Baby Week Council, 6, Holies Street,,0xford Street, W.l.J
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

Monday, June 25tk. Mr. LYNCH is

beginning to pine for the return of

Lord EGBERT CECIL. He does not

quite know what to make of Mr. BAL-

FOUH, who politely represses his honest

endeavours to elucidate the situation

in Greece, and actually declared to-day
that the difficulties of the

Allies would only be increased

by the hon. Member's at-

tempts to deal with them

piecemeal. Mr. LYNCH was
not entirely done with, how-
ever. " Is that reply," he
asked in a "

got
- him - this -

time" manner, "given by
reason of freedom of choice

or ineludible necessity ?
"

"
Sir," replied the apologist of

philosophic doubt with John-
sonian authority, "questions
of freewill and necessity have

perplexed mankind for ages."
The House will be delighted to wel-

come back to its fold Sir ROBERT
HERMAN-HODGE, whose flowing mous-
taches, once described as "the best

definition of infinity," have been, at

intervals, its pride and joy for over

thirty years. But it will have to wait
a while, for strange lapse on the

part of a hero of half-a-dozen con-

tests ! Sir EGBERT had omitted to

bring with him the returning-officer's
certificate. Lord HALSBUKY, delayed
by a similar accident on his first ap-

pearance in the House forty years ago,

systematically turned out the contents
of seemingly endless pockets and event-

ually discovered the missing document
in his hat.

At this crisis in Ireland's affairs you
might suppose that all good Nationalists

would remain in their country, doing
their best to make the Convention a

success. Mr. DILLON prefers to attack

the Government at Westminster, be-

cause it proposes to set up a Conference
to consider the future composition and

powers of the Second Chamber. Was
it not, he asked, a breach of privilege to

do this without the express consent of

the House of Commons ? The SPEAKER

thought not, and referred his questioner
to the preamble of the Parliament Act
of 1911, in which such action was dis-

tinctly contemplated. Mr. DILLON,
thus suddenly transported to the dear
dead days before the War, when he was

hand-iu-glove with the present PRIME
MINISTER, considers that Mr. LOWTHER
is open to censure for possessing a

memory of such indecent length and

accuracy.

Tuesday, June 26i/i. A gentle crea-

ture at ordinary times, Lord STRACHIE
has been roused to unexpected ferocity

by the German air-raids, and advocates
a policy of unmitigated reprisals upon
th,e enemy's cities. Had his appeal
been successful he would have been
recorded in history as the mildest-

mannered man that ever bombed a

German baby. But Lord DERBY would
have none of it. British aeroplanes
of which, like every nation engaged in

TJ1E RIVALS.
MR. BRACE. SIR ROBKRT HERMAN-HODCE.

the War, we have none too many
shall only be employed in bombing
when some distinctly military object is

to be achieved.

'After much consultation with the

military authorities the Government
has decided that to issue general warn-

ings on the occasion of an air-raid

would tend to do more harm than

A FIRM CHIN IN ANNIE'S DEFENCE.
COMMANDER WKDGWOOD.

good ; and the LORD MAYOR (teste

Mr. CATHCART WASON) has announced
that he will not ring the great bell of

St. Paul's. The DEAN and Chapter,
while regretting that Sir WILLIAM
DUNN should be deprived of a health-

giving exercise, had, as a point of fact,

declined to countenance his contem-

plated invasion of their belfry.
Commander WEDGWOOD, I am sorry

to observe, has almost exhausted the

store of commonsense that he brought
back with him from the trenches at

Gallipoli. Otherwise ho would hardly
have championed the cause of Mrs.
ANNIE BESANT, upon whose activities

the Government of Madras have im-

posed certain salutary restrictions.

What India wants, I understand, is

less Besant and more Eice.

Now that young soldiers

are to have votes as a reward
for fighting there is logically
a strong argument for taking

away the franchise from those

who have refused to fight.
It was well expressed by Mr.
EONALD McNEiLLand others,

but, apart from the objec-
tions urged on high religious

grounds by Lord HUGH
CECIL, the Government was

probably right in resisting
the proposal. Parliament
made a mistake in ever giving
a statutory exemption to

the conscientious objector. The most
that person could claim was that he
should not be called upon to take other

people's lives
;
he had no right to be

excused from risking his own. But

having deliberately provided a loophole
it is hardly fair for Parliament to inflict

a penalty upon those who creep through
it. And so the House thought, for it

rejected the proposal by a two-to-one

majority.

Wednesday, Jane 27th. There is a

general impression that membership of

the House of Commons is in itself a

sufficient excuse for the avoidance of

military service. This, it appears, is

erroneous. Only those are exempt
whom a Medical Board has declared

unfit for general service ; and even

these, according to Mr. FOHSTER, may
now be re-examined. This ought to

prove a great comfort to certain poten-
tial heroes.

Thursday, June 28i/(. Mr. JOSEPH
KING'S chief concern at the moment is

to get Lord HARDINGE removed from
the Foreign Office, where he suspects
him of concocting the devastating an-

swers with which Mr. BALFOUR re-

presses impertinent curiosity. Accord-

ingly he raked up the old story of Lord
HARDINGE'S letter to Sir G. BUCHANAN,
and inquired what action the FOREIGN
SECRETARY proposed to take. Mr. BAL-

\

FOUR proposed to take no action. The
letter was a private communication,
which would never have been heard of

but for its capture by a German sub-

marine. Even Mr. KING'S own corre-

spondence, he suggested, could hardly
be so dull that everything in it would
bear publication.

Mr. KING justly resented this im-

putation. Dull ? Why, only this week
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'DOES GOD MAKE LIONS, MOTIIEU?" BUT ISN'T HE FRIGHTENED TO?"

his letter-bag brought him news of the

great reception accorded in Petrograd
to one TROTSKY, on his release from in-

ternment ; and would the HOME SECBE-
TABY be more careful, please, about

interning alien friends without trial?

Sir GEORGK CAVE was sorry, but he had
never heard of TROTSKY. There was a

certain KAUTSKY, who had been in-

terned by the Germans. Perhaps Mr.
KINO would address himself to them.
The MINISTEU OF MUNITIONS bad a

good audience for bis review of the

wonderful work of his department.
Who could refuse the chance of listen-

ing to ADDISON on Steel? I cannot

honestly say that the result of this com-
bination was quite so sparkling as it

should have been, for the orator stuck

closely to his manuscript and allowed
himself few flights of fancy. But the
facts spoke for themselves, and. the
House readily endorsed the verdict

already given by Vimy Eidgo and
Messines.

"You remember that lachrymose elegiac
of Tom Moore, The Exile's Lament,

' I 'm sitting on the stile, Mary,
NY hero we sat side by side.'

"

Canadian Courier.

No, frankly, we don't. But we seem
to have a dim recollection that Lady
DUFFEIUN wrote something very like it.

A RESOLUTION.
1 "LL tell you what I mean to do
When these our wars shall cease to

rage:
I '11 go where Summer skies are blue
And Spring enjoys her heritage ;

I shall not work for fame or wage,
But wear a large black silk cravat,
A velvet coat that 's grey with age

Beneath a high -crowned broad-

brimmed hat.

I '11 journey to some Tuscan town
And rent a palace for a song,

And all the walls I '11 whitewash down
Some day when I am feeling strong ;

And there I '11 pass my days among
My books, and, when my reading palls
And Summer days are overlong,

I '11 daub up frescoes on the walls.

The world may go her divers ways
The while I draw or write or smoke,

Happy to live laborious days
There among simple painter folk ;

To wed the olive and the oak,
Most patiently to woo the Muse,
And wear a great big Tuscan cloak

To guard against the heavy dows.

Between the olive and the vine
I '11 make heroic mock of Mars,

And drink at even golden wine

Kept cool in terra-cotta jars ;

And afterwards harangue the stars

In little gems of fervid speech,
And smoke impossible cigars

Which cost at least three soldi each.

Let more ambitious spirits spin
The web of life for weal or woe,

Whilst' I above my violin

Shall sit and watch the vale below
All crimson in the afterglow ;

And when the patient stars grow bright
I '11 draw across the strings my bow

Till CHOPIN ushers in the night.

Such things as these I mean to do
When Peace once more resumes her

sway ;

To walk barefooted through the dew
And while the sunlit hours away, ,

If haply I may find some gay
Conceit to light a sombre mind,
As gracious as a Summer day,

As wayward as an April wind.

A Legitimate Inference.
" FOUND, Brown Dog, very clever begging,

great pet, believed property clergyman."
Belfast Evening Telejraph.

"The Molahiz of the district ordered to
arrest the criminals and hand them to the

Dilitary Authorities for trial has been able to
seize the materials stolen. Enquiry is still

going on." Egyptian Mail.

The authorities seem to be living up to

their title.
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THE TWO MISSING NUMBERS.
A CONTBAST.

I.

MY friend X. is normally the mildest

of men. His temper is under perfect

control; and in his favourite part of

the angels' advocate he finds palliations
and makes allowances for all those de-

fections in the servants of the public
which goad men to fury and which,

was leaving,
"

if I 'd only taken his

number !

"

n.

The same night a miracle happened.
It was very late, and the debris of a
little charity performance at an as-

sembly-room had to he cleared away.
The last guests had gone in this or

that conveyance, or on our best friends

in war-time, the feet and that hunt
for a taxi, which has now taken the

we got to the other end insisted on

carrying some of the bundles up three

flights of stairs, and had no objection to

make when asked to wait a little longer
and go on elsewhere.

All this time I was, I need hardly
say, in a dream. Could it be true?
Could it ?

And when he was at last paid off he
said both "Good night" and "Thank
you," although it was I in whonrgrati-

since the War came in to supply in- place of all other sport, was being pro- tude should have thus vocally burned,

competence with a cloak and a pretext,
j

secuted with more or less energy by a
; Perhaps it did

;
I was too dazed to

have been exasperatingly on the in-

crease. Thus, serene and considerate,

has X. gone his uncomplaining way for

years.
But yesterday I found him on the

kerb in the Strand inarticulate and

purple with rage. His face was hardly

recognisable, so distorted were those

policeman, a loafer and two or three

amateurs, all of whom returned at

intervals while the packing-up win in

remember.
How- 1 wish I had taken his number,

that all the world might know it and

progress, to say how hopeless tha case look for it, assured of a gentleman on
was and how independent the men the box !

had become.
One passing cab I hailed myself, but

j

So you see there are both kinds of

he did no more than laugh a loud laugh taxi-drivers still only the bad ones are

ordinarily placid features. His eyes
'

of mere incivility and ironically remark, more difficult to get hold of.

were fixed on a receding i

taxi.

Fearing that he might
be ill I took his arm

;
but

he flung himself free.
" Don't touch me," he

said; "I can't bear it."

Having reached a point in

life when tact is second

nature, I waited silently
near him until the storm
should have passed.

His eyes were still fixed.

After a short time he
recovered sufficiently to

turn to me and explain.
" I could have killed

that fellow," he said.
" What fellow ?

"

" That taxi-driver. He
went by slowly with his flag up and
wouldn't look at me. I hailed him,
and I know he heard, but he wouldn't
look at me. Now I don't mind when
they point, or make any kind of sign
that they don't want to be hired, or

say that they have no petrol, even if

I don't believe it
;

but when they
won't turn their heads or pay any
attention whatever I could kill them.

" SMART GIRL, THAT NEW GOVERNESS GOT ME TO LOOK AT THE
TAPESTKY WHILE SHE PINCHED MY BREAD !

"

Caveat Emptor.
" LEOPARD for Sale. A full

grown animal, about G feet.

Purchaser will have to'make
liis own arrangements for re-

moval."
The Statesman (India).

This species of animal be-

ing notoriously unable of

its own accord to change
its spot.

" There are ninety million
tons o tea in bond in the
United Kingdom. This is

sufh'cient to supply our needs
for about fifteen weeks."

Greenock Telegraph.

May we suggest that our

contemporary should
spare a few tons for the

" Ter-morrer !

"
signifying, as I under-

i staffs of other journals ?

stood it, that nothing on earth should
interfere with his homeward journey

j

"One Royal Family Member, who has
that night, since he had done enough

' rendered services to 4 big states as also the

and was tired, but that on the succeed- i

Government (and yet in service) and obtained

T , T .-n -i i !
a great deal of experience is entirely willing

ing day, if I still required his services, i to ae^t a taMa r,ost either of . r,n

he was at my disposal.
The various bags and parcels being

now all ready, we waited patiently in

the hall, and from time to time received

j

to accept a respectable post either of a Com-
panion or a Household Controller or A.D.G."

Can this be TINO ?

Indian Paper.

And there 's such a lot of them like reports as to the progress of the chase,
that. I swear," he went on, begin- At last, when things seemed really

ning to go purple again "I swear i hopeless, a taxi arrived, driven by a

that, if I had had a revolver just now, i young man in spectacles, which were, I ! opportunity of hiscussing the question?"
I should have shot him. When one am convinced, part of a disguise cover-
man hails another, the man who is ing one of the noblest personalities in

" Mr. Herbert Samuel asked if the Govern-
ment would give an undertaking that nothing
would be done to expend public money in

this connection before the House had had the

hailed must give some kind of an indi-

cation. It 's only human. Society
would fall to pieces if we all behaved
like that chap. It 's awful, awful ! If

I 'd only thought of taking his number
I 'd run him in, and I 'd carry it to the

House of Lords if necessary. Such
men ugh !

"

He broke down, smothered by right-
eous anger.

" Good heavens !

"
he exclaimed as I

the land some Haroun al Raschid,
filled with pity for lost Londoners, who
is devoting his life to redressing the

Fie, fie, Mr. SAMUEL.
Provincial Paper.

" It is the new magistrates who have broken
the ice, and the supporters of both camps are

curiously watching to see if they will now find

wrongs inflicted upon poor humanity ; themselves in hot water." Liverpool Echo.

by taxi tyrants for he said nothing
j

\Ve thought this sort of thing only
about having no petrol, nothing about

\ happened in the geyser-region.
the lateness of the hour, nothing about
the direction in which we wished to 'HoMi: offered delicate person on small

go, but quietly and efficiently helped farm ; partner pig, poultry, dairy." Observer

to get the things in and on the cab
; i
This ought to cure any delicacy he

and then drove swiftly away, and when '

might start with.
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TO LORD RHONDDA.
] )| \K I 0BD HlKINIlDA, \Yhell YOU

were an unassuming undergraduate at

Gains College, spending your leisuro-

t.imo in an eight- or a pair-oar, and

stirring up the muddy shallows of the

Cain, as you did to some purpose, I

cannot believe that any premonitions
of the heights of colel>rity to wliicli

you would some day attain disturbed

your mind. And yet here you are, a

survivor from the foul and murderous

shattering of tho J^iinittniin, a coal-

owner, a member of tho Government,
a peer, and the Food -Controller of a

whole nation at war.

Your predecessor, Lord DlVOHFOBT,
had no very ha,pp\ e-.perieuoe of the

post you now hold, and I can well

understand that his life during his

tenure of it cannot have been a pleasant
one. Every crank with an infallible

recipe for catching sunbeams in cu-

cumber-frames and turning them into

potatoes, or whatever might be the

fashionable food at the moment; every
grumbler who imagined that every rise

in prices must be entirely due to the

malignity of men and not to the scarcity
of the article ; every politician with a

grudge to satisfy or an axe to grind
all these pounced upon Lord DEVONPOBT
as a victim made ready to their hands,
and gave him a time which can only be

described as a very bad one. Add to

this the mistakes almost necessarily
made by an oflice which was entirely
new and dealt with unexampled con-

ditions, and it is not on the whole

surprising that difficulties were en-

countered and that the right way for

overcoming them was riot always taken.

Indeed there was or there seemed to be
at one time a lively controversy between
Lord DEVONPOKT and Mr. PROTHERO
about the true meaning of the words

:ium and minimum as applied to

prices, and wo were left to infer that

these Latin monsters are virtually in-

distinguishable from one another.

However, all that is now over ;
Lord

EIIONDDA reigns in Lord DEVOXFOBT'S

place and can profit by his experience.
I don't, want to delude you into the
belief that all is plain sailing for you.
You couldn't bo made to believe that
if 1 tried for a month of Sundays, and
I don't mean to spend my time to no

purpose. l$ut 1 think the great body
of tho nation is determined that you
shall have fair play and will support you
through thick and thin in any policy,
no matter how drastic, that you may
recommend to their reason and their

patriotism. This business of food-con-

trolling is new to us as well as to you,
but we are willing to be led, we are
even willing to be driven, and we are

V

Officer (having pulled up recruit for not saluting). "Now TUBS, MY MAS, DON'T TIIKY
TAKE ANY NOTICE OP OFFICEUB IN YOUB BATTALIOS?"

Recruit. " WELL, SIR, IT AIN'T THAT EXACTLY
; BUT I 'VE ALWAYS BEEN ONE, AS YOU

MIGHT SAY, TO KEEP MESELF TO StESELF."

grateful to you for having engaged your
reputation and your skill-and your firm-

ness in the task of leading or driving us.

And if in the course of your duty you
encounter any genuine rascal endea-

vouring to' grind the faces of the poor
or to find his own profit in the misery
of his fellow-men we look to you to

give him short shrift.

I am, my Lord, with all goodwill,

your Lordship's obliged and faithful

Servant,
THE GATE OF HUMILITY.

"WANTED. Second-hand Invalid's Chair

(tired wheels)." Kentish Alacttr//.

Just the thing for a second-hand in-

valid ; even the wheels show a sym-
pathetic fatigue.

"Delirant Beges."
THE KAISEH, prodigal of verbal boons,

Congratulates his brave Bayreuth
Dragoons

Upon their prowess, which, he tells

them, yields

Joy
" to old Fritz up in Elysian fields."

Perhaps ; but what if lie is down below ?

In any case what we should like to

know
Is how his modern namesake, Private

Fritz,

Enjoys the fun of being blown to bits

Because his Emperor has lost his wits.

One of the "Illuminate."
" UNFURNISHED room wanted by elderly

lady with gas connections.''

Montreal Daily Star.
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AT THE PLAY.
THE ROYALTY TRIPLE BILL.

FIRST a quite charming and, what is

not so usual, a quite intelligible fantasy
in mime The Magic Pipe : Pierrot,

faithless mistress, despair, sympathetic
friend, adoring midinette, and so on.

But Mr. JULES DELACEE, who played
his own part, Pierrot, with a fine sin-

cerity and a sense of the great tradition

in this genre, got his effect across to us

with an admirable directness. Miss
PHYLLIS PINSON looking charming in a

in id-Victorian Latin-Quarterly sort of

way (which is a very nice way), danced

seriously, fantastically, delightfully, and
with quite astonishing command of her

technique the sort of thing that nine
infallible managers out of ten who
know what the public wants would
condemn out of hand as impossible.
The intelligent tenth must have been
consoled by the enthusiastic applause
which greeted the little piece. I have
a fancy that mime would go far to

restore sanity and tradition to the

English stage, and every creditable

essay in a delightful art deserves the

fullest support.
It is amusing to see our solemn

Mr. JOHN GALSWORTHY in labour for

three Acts over a rude joke. I frankly
confess I enjoyed the joke. Cisterns (its

theme) have no terrors for me even in

mixed company. But the joke was not
the really serious thing about The Foun-

dations, a play that starts (some years

hence) with a mob of starving people

yelling outside the house dear, stupid,

kindlyLord William Dromondy's house.

Lord William was a god of an infantry

captain in the great War, and his four

footmen particularly James, the first

of them though revolutionaries at

heart, are ready to stand between their

master and any other revolutionaries in

London town. Well, a bomb is found
in the foundations of Lord William's
Park Lane palace, and explodes to em-
barrassed laughter of . shocked stall-

holders in the Third Act.

The plot's nothing, and the main

joke, as I say, nothing to get excited

over. But the whole effect of the tre-

mendous trifle, admirably cast as it

was, was diverting in the extreme.

Of course it is like our Mr. GALS-
WORTHY to assume that things will be as

black as ever a few years hence. 'Tis,

no doubt, what encourages us to keep
our end up in the great War. But we
know the customs of leopards, and can

forgive our pessimist for his creations

(for all the world as if he were a

milliner) of Poulder, Lord William's

butler, rounded pillar of the eternal old

order of things ; of James, revolutionary
but faithful (of course James never

would in fact have kept this absurd

job) ; of a light yellow pressman ; 'of a

feckless, torrentially eloquent plumber,
whose solution of the class war was

loving-kindness and the letting of the

blood of all who were not kind.

Mr. EADIE was a beloved vagabond
of a plumber doing a fine part on his

head, as is his way nowadays. But the

thing is so good that it is perhaps un-

gracious to remind him he could make it

better. Mr. SIDNEY PAXTON'S triumph
with Poulder was his admirable re-

straint rarest of accomplishments
among comic stage butlers. The effect

of everything was heightened by this

excellent economy. It was a lesson in

artistic reticence. An even more notable

feat in the same kind was The Press

The Press (Mr. LAWRENCE HANBAY) invites

Tho Nobility (Mr. DAWSON MILWABD) to give
its views on things in general.

of Mr. LAWRENCE HANRAY. Obviously
he could have collected a good deal

more of the laughter of the house if he
had played less subtly. I should put
it as quite the best piece of playing
in a well-played piece. Mr. DAWSON
MILWARD has made a deserved reputa-
tion as the strong silly ass. He sus-

tained it with something in hand. Mr.
STEPHEN EWART'S James was a quite ex-

cellent performance, not very coherent
and consistent in conception on the
author's part, perhaps, and on that

account all the more difficult. Miss
ESME HUBBAHD gave us pathos skil-

fully reserved in her clever study of an

old, old countrywoman turned trousers-

maker ; and little DINKA STARACE showed

quite astonishing aptitude (or the most
wonderful training) in the part of her

granddaughter. Miss BABS FARREN
also did well with her rather intrusive

part of Lord William's daughter.

Box B, by Mr. COSMO GORDON LENNOX,
just a gay trifle to send us home

easy-minded to bed. Bobby Stroiul,

Zepp-strafer, kisses a pretty (oh, ever
such a pretty !

) widow by mistake.
And continues by arrangement. Miss
IRIS HOEY was really perfectly irre-

sistible something ought to be done
about it. She would have reduced the
whole Flying Corps to dereliction of

duty. Mr. FRANK BAYLY had just that
air of awkward modesty which is so
much more effective than plain swank
as an advertisement of gallantry, and
Miss MURIEL POPE played a programme-
girl with all the skill that an artist thinks
is worth putting into little things.
The bsst evening 'that I've had in

the stalls since the War began ever so

long ago. T.

THERE USED TO BE-
THERE used to be fairies in Germany

I know, for I 've seen them there
In a great cool wood where the tall

trees stood

With their heads high up in the air
;

They scrambled about in the forest

And nobody seemed to mind ;

They were dear little things (tho' they
didn't have wings)

And they smiled and their eyes were
kind.

What, and oh what were they doing
To let things happen like this ?

How could it be? And didn't they
see

That folk were going amiss ?

Were they too busy playing,
Or can they perhaps have slept,

That never they heard an ominous word
That stealthily crept and crept ?

There used to be fairies in Germany
The children will look for them still ;

They will search all about till the sun-

light slips out
And the trees stand frowning and

chill.
" The flowers," they will say,

" have all

vanished,
And where can the fairies be fled

That played in the fern?" The flowers

will return,
But I fear that the fairies are dead.

The Kaiser Lands in England.
"A disturbance of rates (when it tends to

raise them) is never popular. Father Barry
remarked yesterday that Mr. Underbill, as

chairman of the Assessment Committee, was
the most unpopular man in Plymouth except
one, and the other one was the Kaiser."

Western Daily Mercury.

Letter addressed to local Tribunal :

" Dear Sirs, The reason for my exemption
has been removed and I shall be glad to join

your army if there is still a vacancy."
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Lady (<o (7oc(or, ;7io has volunteered to <rea< fter pet). "AND IF YOU FIND YOU CAN'T cruE HIM, DOCTOR, WILL YOO PLEASE PUT HIM
OUT Ob' PAIN? AND OF COURSE YOU MUST CHARGE ME JIST AS FOR AN ORDINARY PATIENT."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Ltanied Clerks.)

I SHOULD like to commend with extraordinarily little

reserve Mr. FIELDING-HALL'S The Way of Peace (Hunax
AND BLACKETT) to the kind of reader that is drawing plans
in his head for a New England. No wonder that in these

great days the impatient idealist rushes forth with his hag
of dreams. The author of The Soul of a People is extreme
but sane an extremist in common sense, say. He stakes

on the fact of human solidarity as the cure for the hitter-

nesses and crookednesses of politics ; declares life and men
to be good, not evil (how right he is

!) ;
wants an England

rescued from the Puritans on the one hand and the mere
musical comedians on the other

;
an England chaste because

freer, less ignorant ; good beer in easeful inns ; the village
or township as the unit of government and of fellowship ;

a return to music and the dance, not as a plasmon-fed high-
brow proposition but as the natural expression of a joy of

life returned ; a clear fount of honour ;
a representative

House of Commons ; justice, respect, common sense and

responsibility instead of charity ; some place other than the

streets for our young men and maidens to make love in ; a

recognition of crime as mainly a social, not an individual,
disease ;

a law simplified and scales of justice not weighted
against the poor ;

and a host of other good and wise and

nearly possible things. Here is not the barren politics of

manipulation but an ideal of living citizenship. I commend
it to all believers in new days and all honourable dis-

gruntlers; not perhaps as a programme but as a tonic.

Do not, please, run away with the idea that The Nursery
(HEINEMANN) presents us with Mr. EDEN PHILLPOTTS" views
on baby culture. The background of his story, the scenes

of which are laid in and around Colchester a year or so ago,
is composed of gardens and oyster-beds. On these he give;
a lot of information, and, as ho could not be pedantic even if

ho tried to be, I browsed pleasantly upon the store of know-

ledge set before me. Also I liked the restraint lie shows in

dealing with the War, and commend his exemplary method
to some of our more blatant novelists. When, however,
I came to the inhabitants of The Nursery I failed to find

in them that rare and delightful quality witli which Mr.
PHILLPOTTS usually succeeds in endowing his characters.

Eeaders of his novels must know by this time that he is

not exactly in love with Mrs. Grnndy, but here he seems to

be insurgent against something, and for the life of me I

don't know quite what it is. Perhaps it is insincerity,
which is a very good thing to be in rebellion against. There
is one very amusing and delightful character, a bibulous

old sinner who defied law and order and almost at the last

gasp ladled out what he considered justice in a most
dramatic manner. His name is William Ambrose, and it is

worth your while to make his disreputable acqaintanco.

One fact at once awakened in me a fellow-feeling for

Mr. BERTRAM SMITH the discovery of his appreciation

(shared by myself, the elder STEVENSON, and other persons
of discernment) for the romantic possibilities of the map.
There is an excellent map in the beginning of Days of

Discovery (CONSTABLE), showing the peculiar domain of

childhood, the garden, in terms that will hardly fail to win

your sympathy. But not in this alone does Mr. SMITH
show that he has the heart of the matter in him ; every

page of these reminiscences of nursery life proclaims a

genuine memory, not a make-believe childhood faked up for

literary ends. Who that has once been young can read
unstirred by envy the chapter on " Devices and Contriv-
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ances," with its entrancing triumph of the chain of mirrors

arranged (during the providential absence of those in

authority) from the night nursery, down two flights of

stairs, to the store-room in the basement ? I know a

reviewer whom nothing but moral cowardice restrained

from testing the possibility of this delightful plan by per-
sonal experiment. Fireworks too Mr. SMITH has remem-
bered them with a proper regard that is, of course, wholly
different from that of those who understand them only in

their pyrotechnic aspect, not as objects loved for themselves

deliberately essayed the impossible. Self-revelation, especi- '.

ally in letters, can hardly ever be made convincing. But

putting this on one side, and accepting these, not as the
letters that would be written from one man to another, but
rather (to speak without irreverence) such as the human
heart might address to its Creator, you will find them full

of interest and encouragement. All sorts and conditions of

men and women are here shown, in their varied reaction to

the great acid that for these three years past has been

biting into the life of the world. The priest, the actor, the

alone, for their shape and feel, and the glamour of weeks profiteer, the society-woman, even the conscientious objec
of hoarding and barter. In short, a real nursery book for the tor, are all touched lightly, tactfully, and with a kindly
study ; not one perhaps that actual children would care for

j

humour that saves the book from its very obvious danger
(quite possibly they might resent it as betrayal), but one
that for the less fortunate will reopen a door of which too

many of us have long lost the key.

of becoming pedantic. In his brief preface Mr. CHAPMAN
has crystallised very happily into a couple of words his

ideal for the British attitude towards the War buoyant
sternness. It is the reflection of that quality in its pages

What I found strangest in the Transactions of Lord that gives this little book its tonic value.

Louis Lewis (MURRAY) is that it is a story, or rather series

of stories, about rogues, in which trickery is invariably

vanquished a refreshing con-

trast to the methods of most
of our romanticists, who are

given to a certain courtier-

like attitude towards the law-

breaker. Certainly that various

artist, Mr. EOLAND PEBTWEE,
has contrived to put together
a highly entertaining collec-

tion of diamond-cut-diamond

yarns, adventure tales that

have the great advantage (for
these days) of being concerned,
not with bloodshed and mys-
terious murders, but with the
wiles of dealers in the spurious
antique and the exploits of

Lord Louis in defeating them.
This Lord Louis is indeed a

very pleasant as well as a

very ingenious gentleman.
From the rotundity of his

conversational periods and a
certain general suavity of de-

meanour I suspect him of

having made a careful study

Angry Customer (wlw has been induced &// an advertisement to

jiiirckase a portrait enlargement). "YOUR ADVERTISEMENT SAYS,
MONEY RETURNED IF NOT SATISFIED.' I'M NOT SATISFIED, AND

I WAST MY MONEY BACK."

The Eureka Portrait Company (placidly). "I'M SORRY YOU
DON'T LIKE IT, MADAM ; BUT IF YOU WILL HEAD THE ADVERTISF.-
MENT CAREFULLY YOU WILL NOTE THAT IT DOES NOT SPECIFY
WHO IS TO BE SATISFIED AND I ASSURE YOU I AM."

Mr. ARNOLD WRIGHT'S main work in Early English
Adventurers in the East (MEL-
EOSE) has been that of making
good. Most of us know some-

thing, at any rate, of the men
who brought our Eastern Em-
pire into actual existence, but
1 tell myself hopefully that

my ignorance of those daring

pioneers, whom Mr. WEIGHT
describes as humble adven-
turers of the seventeentli

century, is not exceptional.
It has now been satisfactorily

removed, and, after reading
this excellently written history
of stirring deeds, I must
believe that even men of learn-

ing will thank him for rescu-

ing many good names from
the oblivion which threatened

them. And Mr. WRIGHT is

not only to be congratulated
on this act of salvage, but also

on the admirable way in which
he has performed it. A re-

! strained style and a temperate
of the methods of his distinguished predecessor in rogue- j judgment are equally at his command. I cannot better

reducing, Prince Florizel of Bohemia. But he is, of course, ! commend his book to Imperialists than by saying that all

none the worse company for that. Once, however, he
j

Little Englanders will detest it.

shocked me badly, when, in perusing an eighteenth-century
MS., he I can hardly bring myself to quote the passage !

he "moistened his finger and turned over three pages."
And this of a nobleman and a connoisseur! Oh, Mr.
PERTWEE ! Having said so much, it is only fair that I

should call your special attention to one of the stories,
" The House in Bath," an exquisite little gem of consider-

ably higher art than is usually
"
Exploits of the Event."

associated with such

On internal evidence I had set down Hoot and Branch

(ALLEN AND UNWIN), by B. ALLATINI, as the very clever

first book of a very clever and observant writer of the

(alleged) weaker sex. But

previous novels to her pen

I find the title-page gives two
I still guess a. woman's hand.

And I by no means withdraw the " clever." The characteri-

sation of the various members of the Arenski family the

branches are belter done than the root, old Paul Arenski,

K.C., idealist and orator is uncannily good. There '3 wit

You might perhaps allow yourself to be put off by such a
j

and humour and diversity of gifts. What suggested the

title as Home Truths about the War (ALLEN), because it, i

"
first book

"
idea was an uncertainty of method, a hesi-

or something like it, has so often been used as the prelim-
[

tation between the new realism and the older romanticism,

inary to alarming or disagreeable statements that we have In both moods the author is successful, but the joints show

something clumsily. This, however, is technical merely.
I commend the book to all who are interested, approvingly

together would be to miss a very original and inspiring i or critically, in the Jew. A dramatic theme runs through
little book. Let me say at once that Mr. CHAPMAN (whom the book, the ethical question as to whether a man may be

you may know as the energetic and popular chaplain of the
[ justified in killing, at her passionate request, a woman

Savoy; also as already, under a pseudonym, an author) has
j dearly loved who is slowly dying of a terrible disease.

grown excusably suspicious. But to avoid on this account
the letters that the Eev. HUGH CHAPMAN has here brought
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that the con-

4'iing sen-

imderstaiid that the \Var Ollice will you find them they are likely to be
CHARIVARIA. mobilise him as special corps as soon poisonous. If they have been already

IT is more dangerous to bo a baby as they can think of a sufficiently
com- gathoro-1 they v,.ve probably edible.

in London than a soldier in France," prchcnsive title for him. \
said Mr-,. II. 11. liivixci at the National *-* It is now admit!

Week Inhibition. The samedis- Several milkmen have reduced their scientious objectors

ability namely, middle-age has pro- prices from sixpence to livep"nre. Other tenee at. l)art moor are allowed to have
vented us from taking up either of these good results from the timely rams are , week-ends occasionally. This conces-

perilous n'llrs. . ^ expected. + o, it appears, had to be granted as
.-ral of them threatened to leave the

L.C.C. tram -tickets, says a news A miner, lined one pound for wasting place. *

item, are now thinner. Ot her means of
,
bread, was said to have tlnown bib;

increasing tho space available for pas- 'dinner a mutton chop, onion sauce. The pessimists who maintain that

sengers are also under consideration. and two slices of bread on the lire this will be a long war are feeling pretty
*...*

|
because he could not have potatoes.

[
cheap just now. An American scientific

Over one thousand penny dreadfuls
'

There is a strong feeling that the I journal decl: the world can only
were found in the possession
of a boy of sixteen who was
sentenced to three months'

imprisonment for theft. The I

commonplace nature of the

sentence has disgusted the lad.
i

-:-.*

The report that Mr. CH.VRLES |

CiiAi'hix had signed a contract

to serve in the British Army
at Is. 1<7. a day is denied.

.

As an outcome of Baby Week
the Anti-Comforter League has

been formed. The suggestion
that Mr. lloctii-:, M.P., would
make an admirable first Presi-

dent has not been followed up.

Humanitarians who have
been urging the Government
not to stain its bands with the

more painful forms of reprisal,
have received a nasty shock. A
derman spy has been arrested

in London !

The rubber cushions of bil-

liard tables are now being
taken by the German military
authorities. Meanwhile the _

enemy Press continues to take its cue
from HIXDF.NIH-HC.

* *
*

A notorious Petrograd anarchist is

reported to bo ill, and has been ordered
to take a complete rest by his doctor.

He has therefore decided not to throw

any bombs for awhile at least.
: *
*

Further evidence of the F
talent for adopting Western ideas and

improving on them comes irom China,
where the i;x-F,Mi'i:i;oi; lisr.vx Trxc;

has celebrated Baby Week by issuing
a decroo announcing his return to the

Throne. ,. +'

*

"The only plumber, electrician, hot-

water-ntter, gas-fitter, bell-hanger, /inc-

worker, blacksmith and locksmith we
have left" such was an employer's
description of a C 1 workman. We

last another
\e;u |,

fifteen million

V
*

Roughly speaking, says a

weekly paper, there is a police-
man for every sixteen square
miles. This gives them plenty
of room to turn round in.

* V

It is reported that ex-Kixd
i- A N T i N o is to receive

20,000 a year unemployment
benefit. . ...

*

We have heard so little of

the Hidden Hand this past
week or so that we are tempted

J

to ask whether it is suffering
'

from writer's cramp.
* *

It is reported that three

large jam factories have been
commandeered by the Mili-

tary. A soldier writes to ask
whether it is proposed to in-

clude jam in the list of field

punishments.

THK KOI'.

Looker-on. "WHAT ARK you tioi.Mi TO HAVI: NEXT, CLAI;
ELECTRIC SHAMPOO OB PAl'E XIAMCl B

Censor should prohibit publication of

these glaring cases of hardship on the

ground that they are likely to encour-

age the Germans to prolong the War.

'"*'"

I ,-irge quantities of food have been
carrier! off by a burglar from several

houses in thoHeathtield district. Know-
ing our War bread, wo are confident that

it di:l not give in without a struggle.
* *

.

We are sorry to find The (Unlia

making playful reference to the many
postponements of certain music-hall

. Mr. Justice DAUMNO will agree
that those things cannot be postponed
too often. + ,.

*"
" How can I distinguish poisonous

from edible fungi ?
"
asks a correspon-

dent of Tlic Daily Mail. The most

satisfactory test is to look for them. If

"Justices cannot guarantee
results to litigants in advance,"
said the Willesden magistrate

recently. Not without trespassing on
the privileges of the Bar.

:;: *

Asa demonstration of allegiance to

their country's cause the Apaches of

Northern America are to hold a great
"Devil Dance" in Arizona. It only
needed this to convince us that all was
well with America.

A Mask of wine of the year A.n. 17,
found in a Homau tomb in Bavaria, is

said to be the oldest extant vintage.
It antedates Sir FUKDKUICK BAXBUBY'S
brand of Toryism by several years.

" Mr*. . who lui* jn-t i>iiu>r<vl her 192nd

year, reads without glasnos. writes to her

grandchildren fighting abroad, and knits
an id, 's for King George's Military Hospital."

Daily Kf/iiTxn (hulilin).

Those grandchildren must be getting
a little old for active service.
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TI1MO IN EXILE.

[As indicated on another page, TINO'S actual opinion of his Imperial
brother-in-law is probably not too amiable

;
but it has to be disguised

in his letters, which are liable to be censored by his wife.]

THANK you, dear WILLIAM, I am fairly well.

The climate suits me and the simple life

No diplomats to spoil the scenery's spell,
And only faintest echoes of the strife;

The Alps are mirrored in a lake of blue
;

Over my straw-crowned poll tho blue skies laugh ;

A waterfall (no charge) completes a view

Equal to any German oleograph.

There are no bugle blares to make mo jump,
But just the jodler calling to his kino

;

A few good Teuton toadies, loud and 'plump,
More than suffice me in the Icvte line ;

And, when poor ALEXANDER, there in Greece,
Writes of your "agents" rounded up and sacked,

I am content with privacy and peace,

Having, at worst, retained my head intact.

SOPHIE and I have thought of you a lot

(We have so very few distractions here
;

We chat about the weather, which is hot,
And then we turn to talk of your career) ;

For rumour says this bloody war will last

Until the Hohenzollerns get the boot;
And through my brain the bright idea lias passed
That you had better do an early scoot.

Were it not wise, dear WILLIAM, ere the day
When Revolution goes for crowns and things,

To cut your loss bstimes and come this way
And start a coterie of Exiled Kings ?

You might (the choice of safe retreats is poor)
Do worse than join me in this happy land,

And spend your last phase, careless, if obscure,
With your devoted TINO hand-in-hand. O. S.

MONSIEUR JOSEPH.
ON the day that I left hospital, with a month's sick leave

in hand, I went to dine at my favourite Soho restaurant,
the Mazarin, which I always liked because it proviled an
excellent .meal for an extremely modest sum. But this

evening my steps turned towards the old place because
I wanted a word with Monsieur Joseph, the bead-waiter.

I found him the same genial soul as ever, though a

shade stouter perhaps and greyer at the temples, and I

flatter myself that it was with a smile of genuine pleasure
that he led me to my old table in a corner of the room.
When the crowd of diners had thinned he came to me for

a chat.
" It is indeed a pleasure to see M'sieur after so long a

time," said he,
"

for, alas, there are so many others of our
old clients who will not ever return."

I told him that I too was glad to be sitting in tho com-

parative quiet of the Mazarin, and asked him how he
fared.

Joseph smiled. "I 'ave a surprise for M'sieur," he said
"
yes, a great surprise. There are ten, fifteen years

that I work in thees place, and in four more weeks Ic

patron will retire and I become the proprietor. Oh, it is

bee-utiful," he continued, clasping his hands rapturously,
" to think that in so leetle time I, who came to London a

poor waiter, shall be patron of one of its finest restaurants."
I offered him my warmest congratulations. If ever a

man deserved success it was he, and it was good to^ee the
look of pleasure on his face as I told him so.

" And now," said I presently,
" I also have a surprise for

you, Joseph."
Ho laughed.

" Eh bien, M'sieur, it is your turn to take

my breath away."
" My last billet in France, before being wounded," I told

him,
" was in a Picardy village called Flechinelle."

He raised his hands. " Mon Dieu," he cried,
"

it is my
own village !

"

"More than that," I continued, "for nearly six weeks I

lodged just behind the church, in a whitewashed cottage
with a stock of oranges, pipes and boot-laces for sale in the
window."

" It is my mother's shop !

"
ho exclaimed breathlessly.

I nodded my head, and then proceeded to give him
tho hundred-and-ohe messages that I had received from the
little old lady as soon as she discovered that I knew her son.

" It is so long since I 'ave seen "or," said Monsieur

Joseph, blowing his nose violently.
" So 'ard I work in

London these ten, fifteen years that only once have I gone
'orhe since my father died."

Then I told him how bent and old his mother was, and
how lonesome she had seemed all by herself in tho cottage,
and as I spoke of the shop which she still kept going in

her front-room the tears fairly rained down his face.
"
But, M'sieur," said he,

" that which you tell me is

indeed strange; for those letters which she writes to me
week by week are always gay, and it 'as seemed to me
that rny mother was well content."

Then he struck his fist on the table. " I 'ave it," he said.
" She shall come to live 'ere with mo in Londres. All that

she desires shall be 'ers, for am I not a rich man ?
"

I shook my head. " She would never leave her village

now," I told him. " And I know well that she desires

nothing in the world except to sec you again."
Then as I rose to go,

" Good night, M'sieur," said Joseph
a little sadly.

" Bo very sure that there is always a wel-

come for you "ere."

The next time that I dined at tho Mazarin .was some
four weeks later, on tho eve of my return to the Front. A
strange waiter showed me to my place, and Joseph was
nowhere to be seen. Indeed a wholly different air seemed
to pervade tho place since my last visit. Presently I

beckoned to a waiter whom I recognised as having served

under the old regime. "Where is Monsieur Joseph?" I

asked him.
" Where indeed, Sir !

"
the man replied.

" It is all so

strange. One clay it is arranged that he shall take over

the restaurant and its staff, and on the next ho come to say
'

Good-bye
'

to us all, and then leave for France. Oh, it

is drole. So good a business man to lose the chance that

comes once only in a life ! He is too old to fight. Yet
who knows ? Maybe he heard of something better out

there ..."
As the man spoke the gold-and-white walls of the

restaurant faded, the clatter of plates and dishes died

away, and I was back again in a tiny village shop in

Picardy. Across the counter, packed with its curious

stock, I saw Monsieur Joseph, with shirt-sleeves rolled up,

gravely handing a stick of chocolate to a child, and taking
its sou in return. In the diminutive kitchen behind sat a

little white-haired old lady with such a look of content on
her face as I have rarely seen.

Then suddenly I found myself back again in the London
restaurant.

"
Yes," I said to the waiter,

"
it is possible, as you say,

that Monsieur Joseph heard of something better in France."
And raising my glass I drank a silent toast.
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Vi,

THE TUBER'S REPARTEE.
GERMAN PIRATE. "GOTT STRAFE ENGLAND!"
BRITISH POTATO. "TUBER UBER ALLES!"
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Crowd. " WOULD YER LIKE TO GO TO HOKSPITAL ?
" " SHALL I GET YER A DROP OP BRANDY ?

" " DID YER SLIP ON THE BANANA-PEEL ?
"

"DID YEH FALL?" "ARE YEB HURT, SlB?" "SHALL I FETCH A DOCTOR?" "
Is THAT YOUB HAT, SIR?"

Ex-Cabinet Minister. " THE ANSWERS TO ONE, TWO, FIVE AND six ARE IN THE NEGATIVE ; TO THREE, FOUR AND SEVEN IN THE
AFFIRMATIVE."

THE MUD LARKS.
You have all seen it in the latest

V.C. list "The Reverend Paul Grayne,
Chaplain to the Forces, for conspicuous

bravery and gallant example in the face

of desperate circumstances."

You have all pictured him, the beau-

ideal of muscular Christian, the Fight-

ing Parson, eighteen hands high, ter-

rific in wind and limb, with a golden
mane and a Greek profile; a Pekinese
in the drawing-room, a bull-dog in the

arena; a soupcon of Saint FRANCIS
with a dash of JOHN L. SULLIVAN and
all that.

But we who have met heroes know
that they are very seldom of the type
which achieves the immortality of the

picture post-card.
The stalwart with pearly teeth, lilac

eyes and curly lashes is C3 at Lloyd's

(Sir FRANCIS), and may be hoard twice

daily at the Frivolity singing,
" My

Goo-goo Girl from Honolulu" to en-

tranced flappers; while the lad who
has Fritzie D. Hun backed on the

ropes, clinching for time, is usually

gifted with bow legs, freckles, a dented

proboscis and a coiffure after the man-
ner of a wire-haired terrier.

The Reverend Paul Grayne, V.C.,

sometime curate of Thorpington Parva,
in the county of Hampshire, was no

exception to this rule. ^Esthetically
he was a blot on the landscape ; among
all the heroes I have met 1 never saw

anything less heroically moulded.
He stood about five feet nought and

tipped the beam at seven stone nothing.
He had a mild chinless face and his

long beaky nose, round large spectacles,
and trick of cocking his head sideways
when conversing, gave him the appear-
ance of an intelligent little dicky-bird.

I remember very well the occasion of

our first meeting. I was in my troop
lines one afternoon, blackguarding a

farrier, when a loud nicker sounded on
the road and a black cob, bearing a

feebly protesting padre upon his fat

|
back, trotted through the gate, up to

the lines and began to swop How d'y'

j

do's with my hairies. The little Padre
cocked his head on one side and oozed

apologies from every pore.
He hadn't meant to intrude, he

twittered ; Peter had brought him
;

it

was Peter's fault
;

Peter was very ec-

centric.

Peter, I gathered, was the fat cob,

who by this time had butted into the

lines and was tearing at a hay net as if

' he hadn't had a meal for years.

His alleged master looked at me
hopeless, helpless. What was he to do ?

"
Well, since Peter is evidently stopping

to tea with my horses," said I, "the

only thing you can do is to come to tea

with us." So I lifted him down and

bore him off to the cow-shed inhabited

by our mess at the time and regaled
him on chlorinated Mazawattee, mar-
malade and dog biscuit. An hour later,

Peter willing, he left us.

We saw a lot 'of the Padre after that.

Peter, it appeared, had taken quite a

fancy to us and frequently brought
him round to meals. The Padre had no
word of say in the matter. He con-

fessed that, when he embarked upon
Peter in the morning, he had not the

vaguest idea where mid-day would find

him. Nothing but the black cob's for-

tunate rule of going home to supper
saved the Padre from being posted as

a deserter.

He had an uneasy feeling that Peter

would one day suddenly sicken of the

war and that he would find himself in

Paris or on the Riviera. We had an un-

easy feeling that Peter would one day de-

velop a curiosity as to the Bosch horse

rations, and stroll across the line, and
we should lose the Padre, a thing we
could ill afford to do, for by this time
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hi' li.nl I ii ken us under his wing spiritu-

ally and bodily. On Sundays ho would

appear in. our inidsl dragging a folding
harmonium and hold Church Parade,

leading the hymns in liis twittering
bird-like voice.

Then the spinster ladies of his ( >Id

h of Thnrpington Purva gave him
a Ford car, and with this he scoured

for provisions and threaded

liis tin buggy in and out of columns of

dusts' infantry and clattering amniuui-

(ion liinhera, spectacles gloaming, cap

slightly awry, while his hat man (a

wag) perched precariously a-top of a

rocking pile of biscuit tins, cigarette
and boxes of tinned fruit, and

shouted after the fashion of railway

porters,
"
By your leave ! Fags for

the lirin' line, \\iiy for the Woodbine

Express."
J3ut if wo saw a lot of the Padre it

was the Anlrims who looked upon him
as their special property. They were
lino infantry, of the type which gets
most of the work and none of the Press

notices, a hard - bitten, unregenerate
crowd, who cared not a whit whether

Belgium bled or not, but loved fighting
for its own sake and put their faith in

bayonet and butt. And wherever these

Antrims went thither went the Padre

also, his harmonium and his Wood-
bines. I have a story that, when they
were in a certain part of the line where
the trenches were only thirty yards
apart (so close indeed that the oppos-

ing forces greeted each other by their

first names and borrowed one another's

wiring tools), the Padre dragged the

harmonium into the front line and held

service there, and the Germans over the

way joined lustily in the hymns. He
kept the men of the Antrims going .on

canteen delicacies and their officers in

a constant bubble of joy. He swallowed
their tall stories without a gulp ; they
pulled one leg and he offered the other

;

he fell headlong into every silly trap

they set for him. Also they achieved

merit in other messes by peddling yarns
of his wonderful innocence and his

incredible absent-mindedness.
" Came to me yesterday, the Dicky

Bird did," one of them would r<

" wanted advice about that fat fraud

of big, Peter. ' He 's got an abrasion
on the knob of his right-hand front

paw,' says he. '

Dicky Bird,' sa3's I,
' that is no way to describe the ana-

tomy of a horse after all the teaching
I 'vo given you.'

' I am so forgetful
and horsey terms are so confusing,' he

moans. 'Oh, I recollect now his

starboard ankle !

'

The dear babe !

"

In the course of time the Antrims
went into the Push, but on this occa-

sion they refused to take the Padre
with them, explaining that Pushes were

Old Lady. "AND WHAT REGIMENT ABB you IN?''

The Sub. "7TH BLANKSHIBES. BUT I'M ATTACHED TO THE 9TH WESSEX."

Old Lady.
" REALLY ! Now DO TELL ME WHX OFFICERS GET BO FOND OF BEOIMENTS

WHICH AREN'T THEIB OWN.''

noisy affairs with messy accidents

happening in even the best regulated
battalions.

The Padre was up at midnight to see

them go, his spectacles misty. They
went over the bags at dawn, reached

their objective in twenty minutes and
scratched themselves in. The Pad.re

rejoined them ten minutes later, very

badly winded, but bringing a case of

Woodbines along with him.

My friend Patrick grabbed him by
the leg and dragged him into a shell-

hole. Nothing but an inherent respect
for his cloth restrained Patrick from

giving the Dicky Bird the spanking of

his life. At 8 A.M. the Hun countered

heavily and hove the Antrims out.

Patrick retreated in good order, leading
the Padre by an ear. The Antrims sat

down, licked their cuts, puffed some of

the Woodbines, then went back and

pitchforked the Bosch in his tender

spots. The Bosch collected fresh help
and bobbed up again. Business con-

tinued brisk all day, and when night
fell the Antrims were left masters of

the position.
At 1 A.M. they were relieved by the

Eutland Rifles, and a dog weary bat-

tered remnant of the battalion crawled

back to camp in a sunken road a mile

in the rear. One or two found bivouacs

left by the Rut-lands, but the majority

dropped where they halted. My friend

Patrick found a bivouac, wormed into
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it and went to sleep. The next thing
he remembers was the roof of his

abode caving in with the weight of

two men struggling violently. Patrick

extricated himself somehow and rolled

out into the grey dawn to find the

sunken road filled with grey figures, in

among the bivouacs and shell holes,

stabbing at the sleeping Antrims. Here
and there men wore locked together,

struggling tootli and claw ; the air was
vibrant with a ghastly pandemonium
of grunts and shrieks ;

the sunken

road ran like a slaughter-house gutter.

There was only one thing to do, and

that was to get out, so Patrick did so,

driving before him what men he could

collect.

A man staggered past him, blowing
like a walrus. It was the Padre's bat-

man, and ho had his master tucked

under one arm, in his underclothes,

kicking feebly.
Patrick halted his men beyond the

hill crest, and there the Colonel joined

him, trotting on his stockinged feet.

Other officers arrived, herding men.

"They must have rushed the Ents.,

Sir," Patrick panted; "must be after

those guns just behind us." "
They '11

get 'em too," said the Colonel grimly.
" We can't stop 'em," said the Senior

Captain.
" If we counter at once we

might give the Loamshires time to

come up they 're in support, Sir but

but, if they attack us, they'll get
those guns run right over us."

The Colonel nodded. " Man, I know,
I know ;

but look at 'em
"

he pointed
to the pathetic remnant of his battalion

lying out behind the crest "
they 're

dropping asleep where they lie they 're

beat to a finish not another kick left

in "em."

He sat down and buried his face in

his hands. The redoubtable Antrims
had come to the end.

Suddenly came a shout from the

Senior Captain, "Good Lord, what's
that fellow after? Who the devil is

it?"

They all turned and saw a tiny figure,
clad only in underclothes, marching
deliberately over the ridge towards the

Germans.
"Who is it?" the Colonel repeated.

"
Beggin' your pardon, the Reverend,

Sir," said the Padre's batman as he
strode past the group of officers.

" 'E

give me the slip, Sir. Gawd knows wot
'e 's up to now." He lifted up his voice

and wailed after his master,
"
'Ere, you.

come back this minute, Sir. You '11 get

yourself in trouble again. Do you 'ear

me, Sir?" But the Padre apparently
did not hear him, for he plodded steadily
on his way. The batman gave a sob of

despair and broke into a double.

The Colonel sprang to his feet, "Hey,

stop him, somebody,! Those swine '11

shoot him in a second child murder!"
Two subalterns ran forward,,followed

by a trio of N.C.O.'s. All along the

line men lifted their weary heads from

the ground and saw the tiny figure on
the ridge silhouetted against the red

east.
" Do 's that blinkin' fool?

"

"The Padre."
"Wot 's 'edoin'of?"
" Gawd knows."
A^ man rose to his knees, from his

knees to his feet, and stumbled for-

ward, mumbling,
" 'E give me a packet

of fags when I was broke." " Me
too," growled another, and followed

his chum. "
They '11 shoot 'im in a

minute," a voice shouted, suddenly

frightened.
"
'Ere, this ain't war, this

is blasted ba'hy-killin'."
In another five seconds the whole line

was up and jogging forward at a lurch-

ing double. "And a little child shall

lead them," murmured the Colonel

happily, as he put his best foot for-

wards ; a miracle had happened, and
his dear ruffians would go down in

glory.
But as they topped the hill crest

came the shrill of a whistle from the

opposite ridge, and there was half a

battalion of the Rutlands back casting
for the enemy that had broken through
their posts. With wild yells both

parties charged downwards into the

sunken road.

When the tumult and shouting had
died Patrick went in quest of the little

Padre.

He discovered him sitting on the

wreck of his bivouac of the night; he
was clasping some small article to his

bosom, and the look in his face was
that of a man who had found his

heart's desire.

Patrick sat himself down on a box
of bombs, and looked humbly at the

Reverend Paul. It is an awful thing
for a man suddenly to find he has
been entertaining a hero unawares.

"
Oh, Dicky Bird, Dicky Bird, why

did you do it ?
"
he inquired softly.

The Padre cocked his head on one
side and commenced to ooze apologies
from every pore.

" Oh dear you know how absurdly
absent-minded I am

; well, I suddenly
remembered I had left my teeth

behind." PATLANDEK.

"At Nottingham on Saturday the damages
ranging from 7 10s. to 3 were ordered to be

paid by a number of miners for absenteeism.
It was stated that, although absolved from

military obligations by reason of their occupa-
tion, there had been glaring neglect of respon-

sibility, some men having lost three ships a
week." Western Morning News.

These mines are very tricky things.

THE AS.

THE French, always so quick to give

things names and so liberal about it

that, to the embarrassment and un-

doing of the unhappy foreigner, they
sometimes invent fifty names for one

thing have added so many words to

the vocabulary since August, 1914, that

a glossary, and perhaps more than one,
has been published to enshrine thorn.

Without the assistance of this glossary
it is almost impossible to read some of

the numerous novels of poilu life.

So far as I am aware the latest crea-

tion is the infinitesimal word "
as," or

rather, it is a case of adaptation. Yes-

terday "as des carreaux" (to give the

full form) stood simply for ace of dia-

monds. To-day all France, with that

swift assimilation which has ever been
one of its many mysteries, knows its

new meaning and applies it.

And what is this new "as"? I

gather, without having had the advan-

tage of cross-examining a French sol-

dier, that an " as
"

is an obscure hero,

one of the men, and they are by no
means rare, who do wonderful things
but do not get into the papers or

receive medals or any mention in des-

patches. We all know that many of

the finest deeds performed in war

escape recognition. One does not

want to suggest that V.C.'s and
D.S.O.'s and Military Crosses and all

the other desirable tokens of valour

are conferred wrongly. Nothing of

the kind. They are nobly deserved.

But probably there never was a re-

cipient of the V.C. or the D.S.O. or the

Military Cross whp could not and did

not wish to tell his Sovereign, when
the coveted honour was being pinned
to liis breast, of some other soldier

not less worthy than himself of being
decorated, whose deed of gallantry was

performed under less noticeable con-

ditions. The performer of such a deed

is an "" as
" and it is his luck to be a

not public hero. But why ace of dia-

monds? That I cannot explain.
The " as

"
can be found in every

branch of the Army, and he is recog-
nised as one by his comrades, even

although the world at large is ignorant.

Perhaps we shall find a word for his

British correlative, who must be nu-

merically very strong too. The letter A
alone might do it, signifying anony-
mous. ." Voila, un as !

"
says the French

soldier, indicating one of these brave

modest fellows who chances to be pass-

ing.
" You see that chap," one of our

soldiers would say ;

" he 's an A."

All that I know of the " as
"

I have

gathered from the French satirical

paper, a child of the War, La Ba'ionette.

This paper comes out every week and de-
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"Ow D'YKR LIKE BKINO PUT ON TRANSPORT WORK, MATE?"
' BLIMEY ! WHAT THE DOOCE MADE ME TELL 'EM I 'D ONCE DHUV A D*ONKEY !

"

votes itself, as its forerunner, L'Assiette i

an Bcurrc, used to do, to one theme at a

time, ono phase or facet of the struggle,

usually in the army, hut also in civil life,

where changes due to tlio V.'ar steadily
occur. In the number dedicated to the

glory of the "as" 1 find recorded an
incident of the French Army so moving
that 1 want to tell it here, very freely,
in English. It was,' says the writer,

before the attack at Carency, and lie

vouches for the accuracy of his report,
for he was himself present. In the

little village of Camblain-l'Ahhe a regi-

ment was assembled, and to them spoke
their Captain. The scene was the yard
of a farm. 1 know so well what it was
like. The great manure beap in the

middle r the carts under cover, with per-

haps one or two American reapers and
binders among t hem ; fowls pecking here
and there ; a thin predatory dog nosing
about

;
a cart-horse peering from his

stable and now and then scraping his

hoofs ;
a very wide woman at the

dwelling-house door ;- the old farmer in

blue linen looking on ; and there, drawn

up, listening to their Captain, row on
row of blue-coated men, all bard-bitten,

weary, all rather cynical, all weather-

stained and frayed, and all ready to go
on for ever.

This is what the Captain said a

tall thin man of abo.ut thirty, speaking

calmly and naturally as though he was

reading a book. " I have just seen the

Colonel," he said; "be has been in

conference with the Commandant, and
this is what has been settled. In a

day or two it is up to us to attack.

You know the place and what it all

menus. At such and such an hour
we shall begin. Very well. Now this

is what will happen. I shall be the

first to leave the trench and go over

the top, and I shall be killed at once.

So far so good. I have arranged with

the two lieutenants for the elder of

them to take my place. He also will

almost certainly be killed. Then the

younger will lead, and after him the

sergeants in turn, according to their

ago, beginning with the oldest who
was with me at Saida before the War.
\\ h;it will be left by the time you have
reached the point I cannot say, but

you must be prepared for trouble, as

there is a lot of ground to cover, under
fire. But you will take the point and
hold it. Fall out."

That captain was an "as."

Domestic Intelligence.

"Owing to doctor's orders Mrs. has

-liliged to cancel all her engagements
during Baby Week." Morning Paper.

I STOOD AGAINST THE WINDOW.

I STOOD against the window
And looked between the bars,

And there were strings of fairies

Hanging from the stars ;

Everywhere and everywhere
In shining swinging chains,

Like rainbows spun from moonlight
And twisted into skeins.

They kept on swinging, swinging,

They flung themselves so high
They caught upon the pointed moon
And hung across the sky ;

And when I woke next morning
There still were crowds and crowds

In beautiful bright bundles
All sleeping on the clouds.

From a constable's evidence :

In his attempt to arrest her she threw
herself on the ground and tried to smack his

face." Weekly Hif^alch.

The long arm of the law resents such

presumptuous rivalry.

"ALL KINDS OF DKV1LS MADE TO
ORDER.

&
,
SHEFFIELD.''
The Ironmonger.

This looks uncommonly like an offer

to trade with the enemy.
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Wife (to warrior, whose politeness to the waitress has been duly noted).
" HUM ! You SEEM TO 'AYE COME BACK 'ALF FRENCH.

THE GIPSY SOLDIER.

THE gipsy wife came to my door with pegs and brooms to

sell

They make by many a roadside fire and many a greenwood
dell,

With bee-skeps and with baskets wove of osier, rush and

sedge,
And withies from the river-beds and brambles from the

hedge.

With her stately grace, like PHARAOH'S queen (for all her

broken shoon),
You 'd marvel one so tall and proud should ever ask a boon,

But "
living 's dear for us poor folk

"
and "

money can't be

had,"
And "her man's in Mespolania" and "times is cruel bad!"

Yes, times is cruel bad, we know, and passing strange also,

And it's strange as anything I've heard that gipsy men
should go

To lands through which their forbears trcd from some
unknown abode

The way that ended long ago upon the Portsmouth Eoad.

I wonder if the Eastern skies and Eastern odours seem
Familiar to that gipsy man, as memories of a dream ;

Does Tigris' flow stir ancient dreams from immemorial rest

Ere ever gipsy poached the trout of Itclien and of Test ?

Does something in him seem to know those red and arid

lands

Where dust of ancient cities sleeps beneath the drifted sands ?

Do Kurdish girls with lustrous eyes beneath their drooping
lids

And Eastern babes look strangely like the Missis and the

kids?

I wonder if the waving palms, when desert winds do blow,

In their dry rustling seem to sing a song he used to know ;

Or does he' only curse the heat and wish that he were laid

Beneath the spread of EUPUS' oaks or Harewood's beechen

shade?

Well, luck be with the gipsy man and lead him safely home
To the old familiar caravan and ways he used to roam,

And bring him as it brought his sires from their far first

abode
To where the gipsy camp-fires burn along the Portsmouth

Eoad. C. F. S.

"The Premier's principal speech was made in St. Andrew's Hall,

where he was presanted with the Freedam of the City."

Liverpool Post and Mercury.

Which he promptly passed on to the enemy.

" Skilled non-workers all over the Union _have
for some time been

in great demand, and enough of them are not available at the present

time." Rand Daily Mail.

There are still a few that the old country could spare.

" RHODE Island Red, 200 year old pullets, laying, 5s. each."

Notttngham Guardian.

We fancy it must have been one of these veterans that

we met at dinner the other night.
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THE BKUSILOFF HUG.
THE KAISEU. "I'M ALL FOR FRATERNISATION, BUT I CALL THIS OVERDOING IT."
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for ho was ignorant of the refusal of

the Allies to allow Greece to set up
a republic, although Mr. KING, with

his superior sources of information,

knows all about it.

ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

Monday, July 2nd. On 'the Finance

Bill Mr. BONAB LAW exhibited a con-

ciliatory disposition ; and, indignantly

disclaiming the character of a kill-

joy, made several welcome conces-

sions to the taxpayer. The late

increase in the tobacco duty is to

be halved, so that the modest
smoker may hope to fill his pipe
for a penny loss per ounce. This

hope, of course, is dependent upon
the decision of the all -

powerful
Trust.

The Entertainments Tax also is

to be modified, chiefly in its higher

regions. Intimately connected with i

this question is the case of the

"deadhead," argued with the zeal
j

that is according to knowledge by j

that eminent playwright, Mr. HEM-
MEUDE, who knows all about tho

free-list and its services in "en-

abling the management to keep the

house properly dressed
"

this re-

fers, of course, to the front of the

house during the doubtful first

weeks of a new play.
Mr. HOGGE was iirhis place again.

It had been reported that, conse-

quent upon a hasty pledge to remain
in Liverpool until his candidate was
returned, he was now doomed for

ever to wander an unquiet sprite

~upon the banks of Mersey. But
he has wisely determined that

Parliament must not suffer to

please his private whim.

Tuesday, July 3rd, The House of

Lords was crowded to hear Lord HAR-
DINGE'S comments upon the Mesopo-
tamia Eeport. Even those critics in

the Commons who had declared
that a civil servant should not take

advantage of his position as a peer
to make a personal explanation
would, I think, have had no reason
to complain of its character. H
object was not to defend himself,
but to call attention to the splendid
services that India had rendered to

the Empire during the War in other
fields than Mesopotamia. In his

own phrase,
" India was bled abso-

lutely white during the first few
weeks of the War."
When the report comes up for

formal discussion Lord QUEZON will

doubtless have something to say,
and will say it in vigorous fashion.

To-day, with the air and mien of a

highly respectable undertaker, he
contented himself with acknowledging '. pride in the Peers' Gallery "added the

HARDINGE'S contribution and signature "STANLEY" to a roll which

deprecated further debate.
,

has rarely been without that name
Lord ROBERT CECIL, safely back from since " the Rupert of debate

"
signed

his travels, does not appear to have it there close on a hundred years ago.

At the close of Questions a stalwart

young man in khaki advanced to the

Table, and, amid the cheers of the Mem-
bers and to the obvious delight of Lord
DERBY, who sat beaming with parental

PAKKNTAL PRIDE.

LORD DERBY.

some lively speeches to-day. Major
HAMILTON did not see why farmers
should escape the" tax, and instanced
the case of a potato-grower who had
made ten thousand pounds out of a

couple of hundred acres. Several

Members connected with the ship-

ping interest protested against the
tax. Mr. LEIF-JONES implied that

it was more disastrous than the

U-boats, and Mr. HOUSTON loudly
protested at being represented as a

harpy.
By these complaints Mr. BONAH

LAW was absolutely unmoved, and
for very good reason. He had him-
self a few thousands invested in

shipping, and, as he was getting
aboub fifty psr csnt., instead of the

modest five per cent, which he had

anticipated, he had come to the con-
clusion that even under present con-

ditions the trade was doing pretty
well. After this confession of an

involuntary profiteer the tax was

agreed to. But the farmers, with
next year's Budget in view, are pray-

ing that the conscientious CHAN-
CELLOR will not invest his surplus

profits in land.

Wednesday, July itli. We all

know the ex-poacher-turned-game-
:eeper. The converse process has
taken place in the case of Lord

PORTSMOUTH, who, when he ceased

to be a Minister of the Crown, be-

came a bitter critic of successive

Administrations. His complaints
of our blockade policy were frigidly

acknowledged by Lord MILNER and

hotly resented by Lord LANSDOWNE,
upon whom Lord PORTSMOUTH'S ruddy
beard always has a provocative effect.

It is all very well to talk of being
ruthless to neutrals, but if we had

adopted the noble lord's policy

early in the War would the Union
Jack and the Stars and Stripes be

to-day floating side by side all over

London ?

Mr. LYNCH'S latest suggestion for

the furtherance of his Republican

propaganda is that the COMMIS-
SIONER OF WORKS should remove
from the streets all statues of de-

ceased monarchs, and replace them

by those of great leaders of thought.
Sir ALFRED MONO absolutelyrefused,

The worst kings sometimes make
the best statues, and he is not pre-

pared to sacrifice JAMES II. from the

Admiralty even to put Mr. LYNCH
himself on the vacant pedestal.
" P. R." came up smiling for another

round, and, having secured the services

on this occasion of Mr. ASQUITH as

judicious bottle-holder, was expected
to make a good fight of it. The EX-

kept himself up to date in the interval, Excess profits provided the theme for PREMIER scouted the notion that the
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Gunner (home on leave). "WAITER, MY NEIGHBOUR'S EFFORTS WITH HIS SOOP (BV THE WAY, I'M RUBE HE OUGHT TO BE INTERNED)
ARE MOBE THAN I CAN BEAR. WOULD YOU OBLIGE ME BY ASKING THE BAND TO PUT UP A BARBAGE?"

now plan of voting would fill the

House with freaks and faddists, a

class from which, he hinted, it is

not, even under present conditions,

entirely immune. But the majority
evidently felt' that there could not
bo much amiss with a system which
had returned such wise and patri-
otic persons as themselves to Par-

liament, and they outed P. E. by 201
to 169.

Thursday, July 5th. It is hardly
surprising that the Government has
decided not to proceed at present with
its great scheme of nationalizing the

liquor-traffic. The announcement that,
in order to meet the requirements of

the harvest-season, the brewers should
be allowed to increase the output of

beer by one-third, brought a swarm of

hornets about the CHANCELLOR'S head.
Mr. LiEiF-JoNF.s (irreverently known as

"Tea-leaf JONES") was horrified at the

thought that more grain and sugar
should bo diverted to this pernicious

liquid ; Mr. DEVLIN and other cham-

pions of the trade were almost equally
annoyed because the harvest-beer was
to be of a lower specific gravity. The
storm of "

supplementaries
"

showed
no sign of abating, until the SPEAKER,
who rarely fails to find the appropriate
phrase, remarked upon

" This thirst

for information," and so dissolved the
House in laughter.

THE WEARY WATCHER.
['

' Almost exactly a month ago on May 30th
I advised my readers to 'Watch Karolyi,'

and now I emphasize the advice." " The Club-
man " in The Evening Standard, July '2nd.}

SINCE very early in the War
My Mentors in the Press

Have never failed in warning me,

By way of S.O.S.,
To keep my eye on So-and-So

In times of storm and stress.

I think that WINSTON was the first

Commended to my gaze,
But very soon I found my eyes

Tired by the limelight's blaze

Incapable of following
His strange and devious ways.

I watched the PRESIDENT and thought
(Unjustly) he was canting;

I watched our late PRIME MINISTER
When furious scribes were ranting,

And vigilantly bent my looks
On HARDEN and on BRANTINO.

I watched JONESCU, also JONES

(Great KENNEDY) and HUGHES';
I sought illumination from

BILLING'S momentous views ;

I watched Freemasons, Socialists,
And Salonica Jews.

And lately with emotions which
Transcend the power of rhymes

I 've scanned with reverential eye
Those highly-favoured climes

Ennobled by the presence of

The ruler of the T.x=*s.

I 've glued my eye on seer and sage,
On Mecca's brave Sherif ;

I 've fastened it on what's-his-name,
The famed Albanian chief,

Till, wearying of the watcher's task,

At length I crave relief.

So when I 'm bidden at this stage
To start the game anew

And keep KAROLYI constantly
And carefully in view,

I think I 'm wholly justified
In answering,

" Nah Poo !

"

An Equivocal Compliment.
"
Dundee," said one of its leading citizens

at the luncheon,
" will stand by Mr. Churchill

to the last letter." Daily Chronicle.

Evidently
"

1
"

itself would not sever

Mr. CHURCHILL'S connection with his

old friends.

" $20 buys a horse, good in his wind, if sold

at once." Canadian-Paper.

Better not wait for his second wind.

"Coow wanted, first week in August, for

Lads Brigade Camp, 120 Lads ; must be used
to Field kitchens."

Manchester Evening Chronicle.

It looks like being
" bad for the coow."
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and restless. She needn't have been-

(iKMS FROM THE JUNIORS. AT THE PLAY. Loyalty would have carried her through
WAR WORK. "MRS. POMKROY'S REPUTATION." la d idler play, to say nothing of her

\Y\i: WORK is what wimmen do when < CANDOUR (subacid virtue) compels ! charming looks and her queenly way
their arnt enuff men. Or men do it

' me to set down that there was nothing
'

of wearing a beautiful gown. Mr.

too sometimes if they are rather old very notable or novel about the mani- LOWNK, as the baronet, made effective

and weak and cant be soldiers, but it eolation, by Messrs. HOIJACM ANNKSLEY

is mostly wimmen. Some war work

you get paid for but some you dont.

It just depens whether you are rich

and do V A D or poor and do muni-

sions and things. V A D means sorne-

VACHKLL and THOMAS Coin?, of the

comedy of needless complications en-

titled Mrs. Pomeroy's Reputation. The
occasion was chiefly notable for the

return of Miss VIOLET VANBIIUGH to
.

tiling but I forget what. My brother
j

active service and tlio welcome she was

you cant beleive

no one talks of

says it means Very Active Damsles bu!

him, and anyway
damsles nowydays

besept in potry. If you are a V A D
you have to do as your told just like

a soldier but Daddy says they dont do

it always, and Mummy says its because

they all know a better way
than the other persons. But
then they dont cost anything
so the hospitle people dont

mind much. If you do muni-

sions or are a bus conductor

you do get paid so you maynfc
talk so much or you would get
sent away. If Idident have to

go to scool I would love to ho

a bus conductor and go rides

for nothing.
PHYLLIS BLAKE (age 10).

MY FAVBIT HERO.

A Hero is a man you agmire
teribly much or he can be in

a book. It is rather dificult to

say who is my favrit Hero.

There are such a lot of them.
Some are lord French genrel
Maud King Albert and the

VCs. When I was litle I use
to think the man who fed the

Lions at the zoo was the most

given by her splendidly loyal followin

gjr (jranvillo Pome.i'aii, childless head
of an odious family, has designs on,

and for, the son of "his brother's pretty

play with a quite impossible part in

ney

a quite futile situation, and held the

reflector up to the best Mayfair Cock-
with "

Georijhi.ir explains." He
n't apologise; we know it's true

to life ! The piece of acting that most
cheered me was Mr. GRAHAME HER-
INGTON as the philanderer's manser-
vant a very tactful and observant

widow, he suspecting
fit and proper person

performance. Mr. FRANK ESMOND, the

philanderer, seemed ill at ease (partly
her to be no I art but partly nature, I judged, perhaps
to bring up a unjustly). Miss LETTICE FAIRFAX as

young Pomcroy. And indeed three the little goose was what I believe is

known as adequate. T.

The Food Shortage.
Letter received by a school-

teacher:
"Dear Miss, Will you please

lot Sam out about 20 minutes to 12
o'clock. His Grauma is undergoing
an operation this morning and I

want Sam for dinner.
Yours truly, Mrs. ."

LETTICE AND IMPROMPTU DRESSING.
Lattice Miss LETTICE FAIRFAX.

Georgino. Miss VIOLET VASBUUGII.

Vincent Dumpier MB. FBAXK ESMOND.

bravest man in the wurld but that was
ever so long ago before the War. I

dont no very much about King Albert

and the Others so I wont rite about
them. I will rite about lord French.
I agmire him most awfuly. I saw him
once. He was coming from the camp

short months after her husband's death

she played bridge, bought a kimono
and an expensive carpet, and, it is said,

even flirted. Why such recklessness ?

Well, she discovered a stray daughter
of her sainted husband. The irregular
mother died, and of course solid Mrs.

From a report of the British

Music Convention :

" ' How the British piano can raise

the trade to Imperil dignity
' was

t'.ie subject of an address."

Scotsman.

We hope the British piano
will resist the temptation.

"Portobello's dressing boxes for

lady bathers are practically ready.
There are fifteen boxes at tho-Baud
Stand enclosure, very much re-

sembling ballot boxes in size, shape,
and material."

Edinburgh Eccniny Dispatch.

were my Brother was and he smiled
, Pomcroy with the bubble reputation did

at me quite on perpose. But he doesent the handsome thing, and shut hermouth
no me realy and praps that wont show until the fatal moment in the Third Act,
he is a Hero. But he is one all the
same becos he had only a weeny litle

Army at the Begining of the war and
he helped them to hold tite until more
Men came. Or the Germans would
have wun. He was only sir then now
he is a lord.

MOLLY PEITCHARD (age 7|).

"Berlin declares that the Russians have

begun an offensive which extends from the

Upper Stokhod to Stanislau, a distance of over
125 metres." Daily Telegraph.

Never believe what Berlin says.

when it all came out.

wherein she discovered
Whereby and
that the phil-

andering Vincent Dampier could trust

where the solemn Maurice Randall
could not. As a side issue the blame-
less baronet had a little goose to wife,

who went to Dampier's Maidenhead

bungalow and fell into the river. Elabo-
rate lies to explain quite simple situ-

ation to fool anxious to believe the

worst. Moral : Never lie to save a

little goose.
Miss VIOLET VANBKUGH was patently

nervous with her part, a little jerky

A happy thought to prepare the new
voters for taking the plunge.

"The members of the Cabinet occupied

specially reserved seats in the choir and lee-

tern, whore also the Lord Mayor was seated."

Scotsman.

A little hard on the eagle.

From a cinema advertisement :

" Actual Scenes of our Local Charming
Cheddar Valley and the Beautiful West of

England Coast Scenery, also predicting those

Glorious Sunset Scenes that made Sir Alfred

Turner ' famous.'
" West Country 1'upcr.

The General will be pleased.

"To-day the weather has cleared, but the

record according to a correspondent who,
signing himself the 'oldest inhabitant,' has

recently written to the press, stating that in

1178 there was snow on Simla on 14th April,
has now been easily beaten."

Rangoon Times,

The oldest inhabitant, however, is still

undefeated.
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MY CUTHBERT.
FOB montlis I lnul been chasing Cutli

bert. I had a store of withering phrase-;

burning to he poured over his unmen-
tionable head. Last Tuesday my oppor-

tunity arrivcil.

A stranger was sitting comfortably
in a deck-chair watching the \

courts at tho tennis club. His keen
bron/od faco and bis obviously athletic

body, clothed in white flannel, brought
back to mo the far clays when tho sharp
clean crack in the adjoining Hold told

of a loose one which hail been got

away square.
I looked at him again and thought

how glad he must bo to get into mufti

for a few days. 1 tell you this to show
how unprejudiced I was. Tho only
other signs of life were tho two super-

aborigines who inhabit tho croquet

patch and detest all other mankind.
1 approached one of them warily and
asked a question. He regarded me with
a bilious and suspicious eye.

"
Nothing whatever to do with the

Army," he snapped, and a Prussian-
blue opponent Wts smacked off into an
arid and hoopless waste.

" Ah !

"
I exclaimed,

" then he 's

only a rabbit after all."

The old thing gave me an unfriendly
glance and then missed his hoop badly.
I strolled across and sat down beside

the newcomer. He smiled at me in

a' frank and disarming manner.
" What do you think of our courts ?

"

I said by way of a start.

"Top-hole," he replied ;

" I 'm looking
forward to some jolly games on "em."
His obvious disregard of perspective

annoyed me. In our village, tennis is

now played for hygienic reasons only.
"

I 'm afraid wo can't offer you much
of a game," I said. " You see there 's

a war on, and but perhaps I _can fix

up a single for you after tea with old

Patterby. I believe he was very hot
stuff in the seventies."

" That 's very good of you. I expect
he '11 knock my head oil'

;
I 'm no use

at the game yet."
lie spoke as though an endless and

blissful period of practice was in front
of him.
"I suppose you'll be going back

soon '.'

"

" Hack where '.'

"

" I mean your leave will ba up."
" Oh. I 'in out of a job just now."
So it was genuine blatant indiffer-

ence. 1 looked round for something
with which to slay him.
"I wonder," he said thoughtfully,

"if I shall ever iind my tennis legs
again."
"Have you lost them?" I asked

sarcastically.

"OLE BILL SEZ 'E 'AUDLY NEVEII SEES 'is Missus NAU."
"OH! 'OW'S THAT, THEN?"
"Cos SHE'S ALL MORNIN' AN' ARTKHXOON ix A SUOAB CUE, AND 'E'S ALL KVENIX'

A BEER CUE."

"I'm afraid so er that is, of

course, only one of them really."

"Only one of them?" I repeated
vaguely.

"
Yes, Fritzie got it at Jutland ; but

these new mark gadgets are top-hole.
I can nearly dance the fox-trot with
mine already."
He stretched out the gadget in ques-

tion and patted it affectionately.
The ensuing moment I count as the

worst one I have ever known. I had

forgotten the Navy. My only excuse

is that nowadays, owing to its urgent
and unadvertised affairs, we seldom
have an opportunity in our village of

meeting the Senior Service. But I feel

convinced that the irascible Methuselah
on the croquet ground was purposely
and maliciously guilty of sitjtprcssio
vcri. ____________

"Wanted, good Man. to cut, make, and
trim specials." Yorkshire I'npcr.

In Yorkshire the new policeman's lot

doesn't seem to be a very happy one.
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HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.

(The German Citon^x PKIXCE and Ex-King COXSTANTINE.)
Cron-n Prince. My poor old TINO, you are certainly not

looking yourself. Have a drink ?

Tino. No, thank you. I really don't foel up to it.

('. P. But that's the moment of all others when you
ought to take one. It 's good stuff too bubbly wine out

of the cellar of one of my French chateaux. Come, I '11

pour you out a glass.
Tino. Well, if I must I must (drinks). Yes, there 's no

fault to be found with it.

C. P. You 're looking better already. Now you can tell

me all about it.

Tino (bitterly). Oh, there's not much to tell, except that

I was lured on by the promise of hejp, and when the crisis

came there was no help, and so I had to go.
C. P. (humming an air). And so, and so

He had, be bad to go.
Tino. I beg your par-

don.

C. P. Sorry, old man,
but the words fitted into

the tune so nicely I really
couldn't resist trying it.

Fire ahead.

Tino. I said, I think,
that I was promised help.

C. P. Yes, you said

that all right.
Tino. And I added

that there was no help
when the trouble came.

C. P. You said "cri-

sis," not "
trouble," but

we won't insist on a trifle

like that. Who was the

rascal who broke his

promise and refused to

help you ?

Tino. You know well

enough that it was your
most gracious father.

C.P. What! The
ALL-HIGHEST ! The INMOSTLY BELOVED ! The BEYOND-
ALL-POWERFUL ! Was it really he ? And you believed

him, did you ? What a cunning old fox it is, to be sure.

Tino. You permit yourself to speak very lightly of the

AUGUSTINE, who also happens to be your father.

C. P. To tell you the truth, I don't take him as seriously
as he takes 'himself. Nobody could.

Tino. After what has happened I certainly shall not

again. It 's entirely owing to him that I "ve lost my king-
dom and that the hateful VENIZELOS is back in Athens
and that ALEXANDER is seated oh my throne. If your
beloved father had only left me alone I should have worried

through all right.
C. P. I always tell him he tries to do too much, but he 's

so infatuated with being an Emperor that there 's no hold-

ing him. You know he's absolutely convinced that he and
the Almighty are on special terms of partnership.

Tino. 1 've done a bit myself in that line and I know it

doesn't pay.
C. P. I daresay I shall do it when my time comes.
Tino. If it ever comes.
C. P. If it depended on me alone things would go all

right. I 'm told the people like me, and even the Socialists

swear by me.
Tino. How can you believe such nonsense ? I tried to

act on that principle and here I am. And poor Russian

NICKIE has bad an even worse fall all through believing
he had the people on his side.

C. P. Well, but I know they 're all fond of me ;
but my

All-Highest One may get knocked out before I get my
chance, and may carry me down with him.

Tino. Well, wo must try to bear up, even if he should

go the way NICKIE has gone. In the meantime the War
doesn't look particularly promising, does it ?

C. P. It certainly doesn't ; and the Americans will be

at our throats directly. Do you know, I never thought

very much of HINDENBURG.
Tino. I suppose you know someone who is younger and

could do it much better.

"The difference between the classical Arabic and the colloquial is

far greater than that between the Greek of Cicero and the Greek of,

let us say, M. Gounaris." The Near East.

Of course there is also the difference of accent. CICERO

spoke Gresk with a slight
Roman accent and M.
GbuNAius speaks it with
a strong German one.

"Two van-loads of shrapnel
bullets were stopped by de-

tectives in Prospect Street,
Rotherhithe."

Morning Paper.

Tough fellows, these de-

tectives. Stopping a

single bullet would put
most men out' of action.

SOMEWHERE UP NORTH.
Naval Officer (to native). "CAN you TELL ME WHERE THE GOLF COURSE is?"

Native. "Ton 'RE ON THE FIRST GHEES THE NOO. TON'S THE FLAG OWEH
THE BACK O' THAT STANE."

" Wanted, Cottage or two

Dpuble-bedded Rooms, in

country river, '20-30 miles
from Birmingham, first fort-

night of August."
'Daily Post (Birmingham).

So convenient for friends

to drop in.

" If the latest air raid does

not make the British bull-dog
show his talons in a way that

we have up till now wished he might never do, well nothing will."

Berwick Journal.

With his new pedal equipment the British bull-dog should

give the German eagle pause.

We are asked to state that a recently published work on
Beds and Hunts (METHUEN) is not a companion-volume
to Minor Horrors of War.

TO THE MEN WHO HAVE DIED FOR ENGLAND.
ALL ye who fought since England was a name,
Because Her soil was holy in your eyes ;

Who heard Her summons and confessed Her claim,
Who flung against a world's time-hallow'd lies

The truth of English freedom fain to give
Those last lone moments, careless of your pain,

Knowing that only so must England live

And win, by sacrifice, the right to reign
Be glad, that still the spur of your bequest

Urges your heirs the_ir threefold way along
The way of Toil that cravoth not for rest,

Clear Honour, and stark Will to punish wrong !

The seed ye sow'd God quicken'd with His Breath ;

The crop hath ripen'd lo, there is no death !
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Tin: LINKS HKING DEVOTED TO ALLOTMENTS, Ma. AND MBS. BuNKEB-BnowNE PRACTISE APPROACH SHOTS, WITH THE IDEA OP FILLING
THKIB BASKKT WITH POTATOES AT THE SAME TIME.

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerics.)

Marmadiike (HEINESIANN) has this peculiarity, that the
title role is by no means its most important or interesting
character. Indeed it might with more propriety have been
called Mtin-inn, since hers is not only the central figure in

the plot, but emphatically the one over which Mrs. F. A.
STKKI, lias expended most care and affection. Moreover
the untimely death of HarmSduke leaves Marrion to carry
on the story for several chapters practically single-handed.
I am bgund to say, however, that at no stage did she get
much help from her colleagues, all of whom the gouty
old father and his intriguing wife, the faithful servant,
oven debonair Marmaditke himself beau a certain air of

familiarity. But if frequent usage has something lessened
their vitality, Marrion is a living and credible human being,
whether as daughter of a supposed valet, adoring from afar
the gay young ensign, or as the unacknowledged wife of

i link f and mother of his child, or later as an army
nurse amid the horrors of Crimean mismanagement. Later
still, when the long arm of coincidence (making a greater
stivtrh than I should have expected under Mrs. STEEL'S

direction) brought Marrion to the bedside of her parent in
a hospital tent, and converted her into a Polish princess,
I lost a little of my whole-hearted belief in her actuality.
There are really two parts to the tale the Scotch court-

ship, with its intrigues, frustrated elopements, et hoc genus
omnc ; and the scenes, very graphically written, of active
service at Varna and Inkerman. I will not pretend that

the two parts are specially coherent ; but at least Mrs. STKEI,
has given us some exceedingly interesting pictures of u

period that our novelists have, on the whole, unaccountably
neglected.

The Experiments of Ganymede Dunn (HUTCHINSON) is

like to command a wide audience. Its appeal will equally
be to the lovers of Irish scenes, to those who affect stories

about horses and hunting, and to the countless myriads
who are fond of imagining what they would do with an

unexpected legacy. It was this last that happened to

Ganymede, who was left seventeen thousand pounds by an
aunt called Juno (the names of this family are not the least

demand that Miss DOROTHEA CONYERS makes upon your
credulity). My mention of horses and Ireland shows you
what he does with his money, and where. It does not,

however, indicate the result, which is a happy variant

upon what is usual in such cases. You know already, I

imagine, the special qualities to be looked for in a tale by
Miss CONYERS chief among them a rather baffling inability
to lie a straight course. If I may borrow a metaphor from
her own favourite theme, she is for ever dashing off on
some alluring cross-scent. More important, fortunately,
than this is the enjoyment which she clearly has in

writing her stories and passes briskly on to the reader.
There's a fine tang of the open-air about them, and a
smell of saddle-leather, that many persons will consider
well worth all the intricacies of your problem-novelists. I
had the idea that her honest vulgar little legatee and his

speculations as a horse-breeder might make a good subject
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for a character-comedian ; but I suppose the late LORD I Mr. WILL IUWIN'S war-book naturally divides itself into

GEOBGE SANOEB is the only man who could have produced two parts, since he was lucky enough to get near the

the right equine cast. !
Front both about Verdun during the gngreat attack, and with
the Alpini fighting on "the roof of Armageddon." To these

Oriental commits suicide

before he has completed |

Ins fjrisly task ;
but it was

obviously impossible for

anyone in the book to live

happily ever after so long
as he remained alive. Just

how Mr. HARRIS BURLAND
and the villainous fig-

ment of his lively ima-

gination perform these

deeds of dastard-do is not
for me to reveal. The
publishers modestly claim
that in the school of

\VILKIE COLLINS this

author has few rivals. As
regards complexity of plot
the claim is scarcely sub-

stantiated by the volume
before me ; but if blood-
shed be the food of fiction

Mr. BUKLAND may slay oil,

secure in his pre-eminence.

The Rev.

mer, hero
Frank
of Mr.

[Owing to a scarcity of literary matter at the Front, our soldiers are
sometimes reduced to telling each other tales.]

Private Jones. "AND SHE SAYS, 'OH! WOT BLINKIN' GREAT EYES YOD
'AVE, GRANDMOTHER!' AND THE WOLF, 'K SAYS, 'ALL THE BETTER TEK

P . BEE YEB WIV, MY DEAR.'"

EICHAED MARSH'S The Deacon's

Daughter (LONG), was the youthful, "good
-
looking and

eloquent Congregationalist minister of the very local
town of Brasted, and the ladies of his flock adored him.
So earnestly indeed did they adore him that, after he
had preached a stirring series of sermons on the evils of

gambling, they decided to subscribe and send him for a

holiday to Monte Carlo. On his return he was to preach
another course of sermons, which "would rouse the national
conscience and, with God's blessing, the conscience of all

Europe." Possibly you can guess what happened to him
;

I did, and I am not a good guesser. The Rev. Frank had
never been out of England, and he found Monte Carlo in-
habited by ladies who made him blush. He could not
understand their bold ways, so different from the manner of
the Brasted maidens. One of them laid especial siege to
him and assured him that he had "la veinc." At first
1 am inclined to believe that he thought she was talking
of something varicose, but when he understood what she
meant he was at her mercy. In short he tried his luck,
to the dismay of his conscience but with prodigious benefit
to his pocket. His
excellent irony.

return to Brasted is described with

able,' complete with mysterious drugs, one ; wives, mis-
j

journalist, must have been sorely tempted to produce,

understood, Mark I, one; husbands, unsympathetic (for Indeed he has little to offer us that has not been common

purposes of assassination only), one; ingenues, Mark II, ; property of the Correspondents for long enough, and several

one; heroes, one; squires, brutal, one; murders of sorts, of his descriptions (his picture of a glacier, for one), given

three; ditto, attempted, several. The inscrutable one is with a rather irritatingly childlike air of new discovery, can-

responsible for all the murders. Only the merest accident, not escape the charge of commonplace. But his reflections,

it seems, prevents him from disposing of the few fortunate
j

for once in a way the better half of experience, more than

characters who survive to the concluding chapters of the i make good this defect. His essay on Paris, for instance

story. He narrowly misses the misunderstood wife (now "the city of unshed tears
"

is something more than inter-

a widow, thanks to his kind offices), and his failure to bag j esting, and his analysis of the cause of the successes of the

the hero and ingenue (together with a handful of sub- 1 French army, in the face of initial defects of material, even

sidiary characters) is only a matter of minutes. There is
j

better. The author of Westward Ho!, considering the

almost a false note about the last chapter, in which the ' Spanish and English navies of ELIX.ABKTH'S time, found pre-

cisely the same contrasted
elements of autocracy and
brotherliness producing
just those results that we
find respectively in the

German and French forces

of to-day on the one
hand a mechanical per-
fection of command, on
the other an informed

equality which, somehow,
does not make against

efficiency whilst fostering

individuality. Mr. IRWIN

hardly refers to our own
Army ;

but one is thank-
ful to remember that dis-

cipline by consent, one of

the virtues of true demo-

cracy, is not the exclusive

tradition of our French
allies.

A London Posy (MILLS
AND BOON) is a story with

!

at least an original setting.
So far as I know, Miss SOPHIE COLE is the first novelist

to group her characters about an actual London house

preserved as a memorial to former inhabitants. The
house in question is that in Gough Square, where Dr.

JOHNSON lived, and two of the chief characters ace George
Constant, the curator, and his sister, to whom the shrine

is the most precious object in life (" housemaid to a

ghost," one of the other personages rather prettily calls

her). It therefore may well be that to ardent devotees of

the great lexicographer this story of what might have

happened in his house to-day will make a stronger appeal
than was the case with me, who (to speak frankly) found
it a trifle dull. It might be said, though perhaps unkindly,
that Miss COLE looks at life through such feminine eyes
that all her characters, male and female, are types of perfect,
womanhood. In Denis Laurie, the gentle essayist and

recluse, one might expect to find some feminine attributes ;

but even the bolder and badder lots, whose task it is to

supply the melodramatic relief, struck me as oddly unvirile.

But this is only a personal view. Others, as I say, may
find this very gentle story of mild loves and two deserted

wives a refreshing contrast to the truths, so much stranger
and more lurid than any fiction, by which we are surrounded.
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CHARIVARIA.
IT is reported that the Kinperor of

CHINA has joined the J5oy Scoot move-
ment. % +

Some explanation of the KAISEU'S

anxiety for peace and the ( i HUMAN

faction by several dogs, who have now
promised to cut out postmen from their

menu.

When the Middlesex Sessions were
about to commence, a boll warning
people of the air raid was sounded, ami
the Justices immediately advised people

shelter. No notice was taken

suggestion made by several

.SV/Vmv prisoners who expressed the view that

*

In view of the fact that the animals

at the Zoological Gardens are on war
rations, the U.S. P.O. A. especially re-

CHANCELLOR'S statement in the Reich-
,
to take

stag has just come to hand. It ap- : of the

pears from 'L'ltc llnxtnii Clin\

Mini itor that Mr. CHAHLIK CHAPLIN is
|

the safest place was the street.

al)out to join the Army on the side of

the Allies. * ,
t

'

A baker has been fined ton shillings
for selling War bread which
was overweight, thereby un-

necessarily endangering the lives

of his customers.
# *

Cigars in Germany are now
being made of cabbage or hay
flavoured with strawberry leaves.

Another march is thus stolen on
Jiritish manufacturers, most of

whom still cling obstinately to

the superstition that a slight
flavour of tobacco is necessary.

* -.

" How pathetic it is to see

six small farmers sending six

small carts with six small con-

signments along the same road
to the same station twice a

day," said Lord SELUOHNI: at

the Agricultural Organisation

Society. Almost as pathetic as

seeing six fat middlemen mak-

ing six fat profits before the
stuff reaches the consumer.

: *

We four that some of our

Metropolitan magistrates are!

losing their dash. At a police
court last week a man who
pretended to foretell the future

was lined two pounds, and the

magistrate forgot to ask the

prisoner to prophesy how much he was
going to be fined.

* =:-.

*
Adequate arrangements are being

made, says Sir CECIL H. SMITH, to pro-
tect the National Gallery from air-raids.

The intention, it is thought, is to dis-

guise it as a moving picture palace.
* *

u-rili:i: "I AM SAD AT HKART, DEAR .GRETCHEN.
DKSPITE MY WEAK SIGHT THEY HAVE FOB BOMB REASON
DRAFTED ME INTO THE SHOCK TROOPS."

over ordinary people when it comes to

thinking out things.

At the St. 1'aiieras Tribunal last

week an applicant said his only re-

maining partner had been ill in bed for

some weeks, and the Chairman of the
Tribunal promptly remarked, "Obvi-

ously a sleeping partner." This joke
bafl I 11 duly noted by a well-known
revue manager, and as soon as a cast
has been engaged an entirely new and

topical review will bo written round it.

_''
*

The policy of air reprisals advocated

by a section of the Press has found
i much support. Indeed one
'

prominent pacifist has even
threatened to put out his tongue
at the next covey of enemy
aeroplanes which visits this

country. . ...

The raspberry crop in Scot-
land is to l)e taken over by
Lord EHONDDA. The rumour
that it is to be used for Army
jam has had a most demoralis-

ing effect upon the market in

imported tomatoes.
* '.!

Mysteriously, in the night, a

pile of shells representing
thirteen thousand eggs was de-

posited on a common outside

|

Munich. This evidence of at

least one citizen's return to the

pre-war breakfast has given
rise in some quarters to hopes
of an early peace.

* *

It must have been something
more than carelessness that

! caused an evening contemporary
to announce in a recent edition :

,

" Since the commencement of

I

the War three solicitors have
become brigandiers."

quest very stout people not to cause

annoyance to the tigers by parading
up and down in front of their cages.

During the last air raid the windows
of one house were blown outwards, the

plaster and ceilings fell, and doors were
thrown off their hinges, and yet the

occupant a woman experienced sur-
A great impetus has been given to

j

prise on hearing that the house had
the teaching of singing since it has ; been struck by a bomb. She was under
been pointed out that at the Guildhall
School of Music a woman went on

singing until the enemy aeroplanes
driven away from London.

'':' 1f

*
Certain ineatstuffa unlit for human

the impression that a new bus route
had been opened.

* *

"Candidates for the diplomatic ser-

vice," says Lord ROBERT CECIL,
" will

after the War be largely drawn from
consumption may now be used in the persons of talent." It is not known
manufacture of dog biscuits. The news
has been received with much satis-

who first thought of this, but it just

It is reported that two Leicestershire
farm labourers have brought up twenty-
nine children between them. It is hoped
that the news will not cause any allot-

ment enthusiasts to abandon their

holdings. ^ ...

*'

Another hotel has been command-
eered by the National Service Depart-
ment. The task of preparing lists of

men and women who would be willing
to perform National Service if they were
not already engaged in it is assuming
colossal proportions.

A Chinese butcher's reply to a com-

plaint of short weight :

"Butcher said he had gave to your coolie

with full weight and expecting your coolie
shows what a pull politicians have fall down some of them on the road.

(i.in.
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LESSONS OF THE WAR.
n.

(The Opliir Gold Pantomime Syndicate
ia.iues its Preliminary Instructions

for the Production of its Annual

Pantomime.)

PUELIMINARY INSTRUCTIONS.

O.G.P.S. 42/B/26.
November 20th, 1919.

1. General Outline.

It is the intention of the Ophir
Gold Pantomime Syndicate to

attack and capture the Public

Favour on the night of the 26/27
December, 1919.

As foreshadowed in the preliminary
Press Notices (which will be

issued later) the production will

outstrip all previous productions
both in wit and splendour.

The Preliminary Bombardment will

be carried out by Press Agents
of all calibres.

The General Scheme will be as laid

down in the West-End Managers'
Standard Formation of Panto-
mimes.

Zero time will probably be at 7 P.M.

If the operation is successful it will

be repeated daily until further

(fortnight's) notice, and every en-

deavour will be made to exploit
the success to the full.

2. Advertisements.

No opportunity for advertisement will

be neglected.
Advance Agents will reconnoitre the

ground thoroughly and secure the

best hoardings available.

The Leading Lady will lose her

jewels not later than 4 P.M. on
December 22nd. "

Q." will ar-

range for the necessary publicity.

3. Chorus.

Will consist of One Section Blondes
and Brunettes, One Section Pe-
tites and One Section " Stunners

"

(see Standard Formation, para.

3a). Category "B" will be 'at
the back. Category

" B "
of last

year's Chorus will be transferred

to the Pantomime Employment
Company.

4. Scenery.
The S.E. (Scenic Engineers) will co-

operate by improvising new scen-

ery out of last year's production
as far as possible.

5. Discipline.

The stage-manager will be responsible
for the strictest discipline being
maintained during performances,
and will put up a barrage of in-

vective at the slightest signs of

slackness.

6. Intelligence.

Ground observers will be sent out to

note the effect of the comedians'

gags upon the audience. They
will report any impropriety at

once to the Manager, who will

at once take steps to improve
upon it.

7. Police.

Special Mounted Police will assist the

doorkeeper to collect all stragglers
at the Stage Door and will cause

them to be returned to their pa-
ternal units (if their credentials

are not satisfactory).

8. Dressing-rooms.

Disputes over dressing-rooms will

be arranged between the artistes

concerned.

9. Artistes.

The Fairy Queen will be specially

employed to create a diversion

while the Palace Scene is being
set behind.

The Demon King will put a few
heavies across in the Grotto
Scene.

The Eight Aerial Girlies (under the

direction of the O.C. Flying Corps
de Ballet) will make a personal
reconnaissance of the front rows
of the Stalls in "The Fairies'

Bower" Scene.

The eyes of the Chorus will be worn
in the "alert" position during

performances.

10. Principals.
Artistes will submit for approval not

later than the 10th December the

details of their songs and dances.

Comedians will also submit their

"gags" and comic scenes for blue-

pencilling. This is merely a mat-
ter of form and the strictest

secrecy as to their real inten-

tions will be preserved in order

that the principle of "
springing

it on one another
"

should be

maintained.

If twenty people are found in the bar

during a comedian's turn he is

liable to summary dismissal.

Cross-talk Machine Fun Fire will be
under direction of O.C. Gags.

11. Music.

Choruses and incidentals will bo

original. That is to say, they
will be taken from last year's
MSS. and the crotchets moved

up one space and the quavers
down one space.

12. Rehearsals.

A hot meal will be served after mid-

night rehearsals and taxis will be

provided for those who care to

pay for them. "Q
"
will arrange.

13. The Audience.

Hostile retaliation is not anticipated,
but arrangements will be made to

deal summarily with any counter-

attack. O.C. Chuckers-Out will

arrange.

14. Organisation.

The goodwill and earnest co-opera-
tion of all are solicited to achieve
the success which will be advan-

tageous to all, especially to the

philanthropic Directors, who are

poor men and cannot really
afford it.

Copies to : Issued at 4 p. jr.

All Concerned.

(Signed) Etc., etc., etc.

HAVE YOU WATCHED THE FAIRIES?

HAVE you watched the fairies when the
rain is done

Spreading out their little wings to dry
them in the sun ?

I have, I have ! Isn't it fun ?

Have you heard the fairies all among
the limes

Singing little fairy tunes to little fairy

rhymes ?

I have, I have, lots and lots of times.

Have you seen the fairies dancing in

the air

And dashing off behind the stars to tidy

up their hair?

I have, I have ;
I 've been there !

War the Bejuvenator.
"Roar-Admiral Sims ... is 59 years old

and will be 58 next October."

Saturday Kreniny Post.

" Miss played the other works men-
tioned also, but while Miss can play these

better than most by far she brings the

rarest of fresh-air feeling into her playing of

Bach's ' Si Sic Omnes.' "
Daily Telegraph.

What we want to hear is OFFENBACH'S
Mens sana in corpore sano.

" A personal experience in a large office not

1,000 miles from where the bombs fell. Not a

sign of panic ; hardly even of alarm."
The Globe.

We have heard of places not even 100
miles away where equal intrepidity
was displayed.

"UNIVERSITY OP BRISTOL CONTINGENT O.T.C.

Recruiting Suitable candidates for admis-
sion should be under the age of 7 years and 9

months, except in the case of former members
of a junior contingent."

Bristol Evening News.

The result of Baby Week at Bristol.

General VON BLUME says America's

intervention is no more than "a straw."

But which straw ? The last ?
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THE DEMOCRATIC TURN.
LITTLE WILLIE. "THIS MAY BE FUN FOR FATHER, BUT IT WON'T SUIT ME."
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ljrolld Producer. "WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THAT FOE A XEW POTATO?"
Friend. "Ii's NOT A NEW POTATO. YOU'VE SHOWN IT TO ME THBEE TIMES ALREADY."

PHILIP.

Philip is the morose but rather dressy
foreigner who resides in a cage on the
verandah. Miss Eopes, who owns him
and ought to know, says he is a Grey
Cardinal, but neither his voracious

appetite for caterpillars nor his grue-
some manner of assimilating them are
in the least dignified or ecclesiastical.

It takes the unremitting efforts of Miss

Eopes and the entire available strength
of convalescent officers (after deducting,
the players of bridge, the stalkers of

rabbits and the jig-saw squad) to sup-
ply Philip with a square meal.

Eecently a caterpillar famine began
to make itself felt in the parts of the

garden near the house, and the en-

thusiasm of the collectors evaporated
at the prospect of searching farther

afield.

Ansell was the first to cry off.

"I'm sorry, Miss Eopes," he said

firmly,
" but I have an instinctive anti-

pathy to reptiles."
"
They aren't they 're insects."

" In that case," he replied still more

firmly, "the shrieks of the little crea-

tures when Philip gets 'em rend my

heartstrings. I don't think the doctor
would approve."
Haynes suggested that Philip's be-

haviour savoured of unpatriotisna, and
that the one thing needful was the
immediate appointment of a caterpillar
controller. Miss Eopes countered this

by electing herself to the post, and

declaring that the supply was adequate
to meet all demands, as soon as the

regrettable strike of transport-workers
was settled.

" Don't you think," I said,
" that

it would be very much nicer for Philip
if he were allowed to forage for him-

self? We had a bullfinch once who
spent his days in the garden and always
came back to the cage at night."
This apposite though untrue anecdote

obviously impressed the lady, but she
decided that Philip was too precious to

be made the subject of experiment.
The transport-workers then returned
to their labours, under protest.
However, a day or two later Fate !

played into our hands. Miss Eopes
herself inadvertently left the cage door

open, and Philip escaped. The entire

establishment devoted the day to his

pursuit, without success ; but in the

evening the truant, dissipated and dis-

tended, lurched into his cage of his own
accord and went instantly to sleep.

Encouraged by his return and by the

regular habits of my hypothetical bull-

finch, Miss Eopes let him out again
next day. This time he did not come
back.

"
Probably he 's sleeping it off some-

where," said Haynes cheerfully.
" He '11

be back to-morrow."
However he wasn't. Miss Eopes

had his description posted up in the

village, and next day a telephone mes-

sage informed us that a suspicious
red-headed character answering to the

specification was loitering near the
"
Waggon and Horses," and was being

kept under observation. Miss Eopes
and Haynes went off to arrest him, but

hardly had they disappeared down the

drive when Philip in person appeared
on the lawn.

This gave our handy man, James, his

chance. James simply loves to make
himself useful. If anybody wants any-

thing done he can always rely on James
to do it by a more complicated method
and with more trouble to himself than
the ordinary man could conceive. His
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education is generally understood to

havo consisted of an exhaustive study
of tlio

" HoW-To-Make
" column in tlio

Oirn I'll per, completed l>y a short

course of domestic engineering under

Mr. \V. HI:ATII Homxsox.
\\'e first knew that ho had under-

taken the caae when we heard his voice

exeii odly telling us not to move. Natur-

ally we all turned to look at him. He
had got a butterfly not from some-

where and was lying flat on liis tummy
and whistling seductively an alleged
imitation of .Philip's usual remark.

Philip, about thirty yards away, was

eyeing him with contempt.

Suddenly James gathered his limbs

beneath him, sprang up, galloped ten

yards and flung himself down again,

panting loudly. Philip, surprised and

alarmed, took refuge in a tree, where-

upon James abandoned the stalk (blam-

ing us for having frightened Philip

away) and retired to think of another

scheme.
Soon ho reappeared with some pieces

of bamboo and a square yard of white

calico, sat down solemnly ill the veran-

dah .and began to sew.
" Is it a white Hag? Are you going

to parley with him, or what?" asked

Ansell.

"Trap," replied James shortly.
We watched with silent interest while

he got more and more entangled in his

contrivance.
" I hope Philip '11 know bow to work

the machine," said I,
" because I 'm

sure I shouldn't."

At last it was finished, and James
took it out and set it. He disguised it

(rather thinly) with half-a-dozen oak
leaves and baited it with a lot of cater-

pillars, and retired behind a tree with
the end of a long piece of string in his

hand.
" When Philip walks up to the trap,"

he explained, "he starts eating the

caterpillars. I pull the string, and he
is caught in the calico. It 's called a

bow-net."
He waited patiently for an hour-and-

a-half, except for a short break while he
rounded up the caterpillars, who, not

knowing the rules, had walked away.
Then we took the luncheon interval

;

scores, James (in play) ; Philip 0.
" I don't see," said Ansell soon after

the resumption, "why poor old James
should do all the work. Let 's all help."

\\o began by posting an appeal in

prominent spots about the grounds :

PHILIP If this should meet the

eye of. Return to your sorrowing
family, when all will be forgotten and

forgiven and no questions asked.

Next we festooned the estate with

helpful notices, such as "This way to

the Trap tesr
1 "

and "
Caterpillar Buffet

c/S^*SJ

Manager of Labour Exchange (to man whom lie has sent to a job for
" an intelligent

labourer to assist the demonstrator of tanks; one who can hold his tongue about the work").
"WELL, MIKE, HOW'S EVERYTHING OOISO?"

Mike (confidentially).
"
FAITH, BUT THEY 'RE A DEAD FAILUBE, SORR. WHY, i ;

WEEKS I 'VE BEEN ON THIM TANKS AND NIVEB WAN HAS BIZ OFF THE OUOUND YET."

first turn to Left." One of the pea-
cocks was observed to be reading this

last with great interest, so we added a
few more notices for the special benefit

of unauthorised food-hogs :

" Free List

Suspended until Further Notice," and
Eat Less Worm."
At tea-time Philip was still holding

coldly aloof. But while we were in-

doors Bennett, the gardener, caught
him by some simple artifice beneath
James's notice. I found him putting
the truant back in his cage.

" Don't do that, Bennett," I said.

Put him in Mr. James's trap. He's
had a lot of trouble making that trap,
and it 's a pity to waste it."

Bennett grinned a toothless grin at

me and did some dialect, which I under-

stood to mean that I might do as I

liked, but that he (BennettJ was not

going to catch no more birds for us.

Hardly had I put Philip in the trap
when James emerged.

.^"Good Lord!" he shouted, "it's

done it ! He 's in !

"

He dashed on to the lawn, wild with

joy. Probably it was the first time

any of bis devices had succeeded.
" Aha, my beauty," he cried, slipping

his hand under the calico. "We've
got you safe, have we?"
We had not. There was a flash of

red and grey, and the outraged Philip,
minus a tail feather, sought the sanc-

tuary of the woods.
He is still absent without leave at

the time of writing.
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FURTHER REMINISCENCES.

(With acl-noicMgmcnts to Mr. GEORGE
It. SIMS).

WF, coino now to the beginning of

the sixties. I well remember, early in

the summer of one of them, Gentleman
Dick we called him this because his

father had boon a tramp, and, although
he scarcely justified the maternal strain

(his mother had been a washerwoman),
lie was certainly to all appearances
his father's son rushing in to tell me
that "Blue Satin," the prize bull bitch

belonging to the proprietor of that well-

known tavern public
- houses were

scarcely known in those days "The
Seven Sisters," had given birth to a

son.

This was an opportunity too good to

be missed, and in spite of the bitter

cold I hurried off with Gentleman Dick,
who already had acquired no small

reputation for his dexterity in hanging
on to the backs of cabs, and ultimately
secured " Albert the Good." If I had
to christen a pup now I should natur-

ally call him "Jellicoe the Bravo."
" Albert the Good "

scarcely lived up to

his name and eventually I had to get
rid of him. He bit a piece out of a

constable's leg. Sir J B , the

presiding magistrate at Bow Street, was
most charming about it however, and

gave me a seat on the bench during the

constable's evidence.

I remember it especially because it

was the day following this I was in at

the death, when Ebenezer Smith, the

Mayfair murderer, came to his end.

He made an excellent breakfast of ham
and eggs just before his execution, the

Governor was good enough to tell me,
and was collected enough even to

grumble at the age of one of the eggs.
D L

,
the famous comedian,

was very funny always about his eggs.
I remember he had an idea that if you
whistled to the hen before the egg was
laid the result tasted better when you
ate it. He wanted me to write a comic

song for him on these lines, but the
idea never came to anything. I was

very busy at the time collecting royal-
ties. The thousandth performance of

The Merry Murderers had just taken

place, and at last I felt free to shako
the dust of the City from my feet and
devote myself to literature.

It was just about this time that Jim
Peters became the idol of England
through knocking out the Black Bully

a coloured bruiser with an immense
capacity for eating beef in a couple of

rounds. Peters was one of the best of

fellows when he wasn't drunk, and
could wink one eye in a manner I have
never seen equalled by that later idol

of the British public, M L .

Alas ! poor Peters from fat purses
fell to thin times. He petered out, in

fact, as far as the Mile End workhouse,
where I discovered him one sad day,
and was ultimately able to get him
married to the lady who sold winkles

on the pavement just outside. Her

previous pitch had been just outside

the Hoxton Theatre, but she told me
she found Mile End more disposed to

her wares. The marriage turned out a

very happy one, I am glad to say, and
it pleased me to think that Jim, having
had his wink, was at least sure of his

winkle.

I remember another old friend of

mine John Madden he made a hit

in that ill-fated play, A Little Bit Off
the Top who had an extraordinary

passion for shell-fish. 1 have often seen

him seated on Southend Pier eating

shrimps out of a paper-bag. By the

way, I ought to add that he always
purchased the shrimps in town and
travelled down with them.
Poor John, he might still be eating

shrimps to-day if ho hadn't caught a
chill throwing off his sable coat during
a rehearsal at the " Lane."

Talking of fur coats, Florence Mont-

gomery, who flourished in the early

eighties, and took the town by storm

singing,
" Let me share your umbrella,"

in tights, had a perfect passion for

them. She had one for every day in

the week, as she laughingly told me
once. She vanished suddenly, and

everybody thought she had eloped with
the Kussian Duke B -

(lie had been

paying her marked attention), but it

turned out afterwards that she had
married a dustman.

I met him casually at one of the

yearly dinners given to this hardwork-

ing body of men a most affable person
he was too and deeply interested in

the chemical properties of manure
and it came out. Some people might
have thought a marriage like this a bit

of a hygienic risk, but Florence always
had a heart of gold.

I have often thought this posses-
sion to bo a particular attribute of the

theatrical profession. Bessie Bean, the

"Cocoa Queen,"possessed it in a marked

degree. I remember we called her the

"Cocoa Queen" because she always
fancied " a drop of something comfort-

ing
"
just before the curtain went up on

the Third Act. Only, unfortunately, it

wasn't cocoa.

Arthur Batchen, manager of the

Fly - by - Night Theatre and one of

the best fellows that ever breathed,
told me once he thought the soda must

get into Bessie's legs. But her dresser

was positive about her instructions

always to forget the soda. So I don't
think it can have been that.

I remember too

[For the continuation of this inter-

esting series of reminiscences see to-

morrow's Evening Cucs.~\

A LOST LEADEE.

(Or, Thoughts on Trek.]
THE men are marching like the best ;

The waggons wind across the lea;
At ten to two we have a rest,

We have a rest at ten to three ;

I ride ahead upon my gee
And try to look serene and gay ;

The whole battalion follows me,
And I believe I 've lost the way.

Full many a high-class thoroughfare
My erring map does not disclose,

While roads that are not really there
The same elaborately shows ;

And whether this is one of those
It needs a clever man to say ;

I am not clever, I suppose,
And I believe I've lost the way.

The soldiers sing about their beer
;

The wretched road goes on and on
;

There ought to be a turning here,
But if there was the thing has

gone;
Like some depressed automaton

I ask at each estaminct
;

They say, "Tout droit," and I say
"Eon,"

But I believe I've lost the way.

I dare not tell the trustful men
;

They think me wonderful and wise ;

But where will be the legend when
They get a shock of such a size ?

And what about our brave Allies ?

They wanted us to fight to-day ;

We were to be a big surprise
And I believe I 've lost the way.

The Dawn of Peace ?

"The Commissioners of H.M. Works, &c.,
are prepared to receive tenders for the supply
of:

(a) Floor polish during a period of six or 12
months from 1st August, l'J17.

(b) Arm chairs." Daily Telegraph.

From an interview with an eminent

playwright regarding a new farce :

"Has my face a war object? Certainly it

has, a very definite though an indirect one."

Liverpool Echo.

If it hadn't been so old a joke, we
should have guessed that the author
has a strong cast in his eye.

"A Chaplain Wanted, for private chapel in

the Highlands. There is plenty of stalking
for a good shot, also there is fishing, shooting,
and golf. A chaplain is wanted who can drive

a motor-car. Terms 1, travelling expanses
are paid, and there are rooms provided."

Daily Telegraph.

Yet there are still people who write to

the newspapers demanding
"
Liberty

for the Church."
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LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT: ITS DISTURBING INFLUENCE.
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Mother. "On, MARY, WHY DO YOU WIPE YOUR MOUTH WITH THE BACK OF YOUK HAND?"

Mary. "'Cos IT'S BO MUCH CLEANEH THAN THE FRONT."

"SHIPS THAT PASS IN THE NIGHT."

I, WHO before these lines appear (or don't)
Must face the Board reviewing my diseases,

Am fluttered, as the sentient soul is wont,

Thinking how rum the case of me and these is ;

We'll come together just because it pleases
Some higher Pow'r and then for ever part,
Not having learnt each other's views on Art,

Nor in our only chat got really heart to heart.

They '11 sound my heart, it "s true, but in a way . . .

Perhaps they '11 ask me if I 've had enteric
;

But can I tell them that I 've writ a play
And have a nephew who is atmospheric ?

Or that my people meant me for a cleric

(But Satan didn't
)
? or even that I shan't

Be left much money by my maiden aunt ?

These are the human links that bind us, but I can't.

Nor can I hope to get behind the mask
That shrouds from me their human cares and graces.

" Is your name William ?
"
I shall want to ask,

And burn to know if this one bets on races,

Or that one has a pretty taste in braces,
Or if a third, who only says, "Just so,"

Beneath his tunic lias a heart aglow
With treasured words of praise dropped by his golfing pro.

We '11 part, we '11 part ! Nor with a soulful cry
Will one strong human citadel surrender.

M.O.'s who dandle babes no less than I

Will leave me cold ; M.O.'s who have a tender

Passion for my own type of sock-suspender
Won't utter it. Though on my heaving breast

They lean their heads, they '11 lean them uncaressed ;

We 11 part, nor overstep the auscultation test.

"AMERICA'S BLOCKADE.

By David G. Pinkney, the well-known chip-owner." Evening News.

A chip of the old blockade.

"Businesses suitable for ex-soldiers: generals and others
; taking 40

wkly, price 35. Call or stamp." The Daily Chronicle.

We can almost hear our Generals stamping.

" It was an extremely difficult thing to effect a hit with anti-aircraft

guns. A 'ricohetting
'

pheasant was nothing to it." Tlic Globe.

We take this remarkable bird to be a sort of bouncing
" rocketer."

Extract from a testimonial sent to a patent-medicine
vendor :

"If you remember I came to you three days after I was bitten by
my cat on the recommendation of a lady friend." Straits Tunes.

We think it was cowardly of the lady to employ an agent.
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THE BUSINESS OF THE MOMENT.
JOHN BULL. " I 'VE LEAENED HOW TO DEAL WITH YOUR ZEPP BROTHER, AND NOW

I'M GOING TO ATTEND TO YOU."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

Monday, July Qth. With tho sound

of Saturday's bombs still in their cars

Members came down to the House pre- ! MINISTER

Thanks to the HOME SECRETARY'S

conciliatory methods there was con-

siderably less tension in the atmosphere
when the time came for

to make his

the PUIMI:

statement.

pared to make things very uncomfort-

able for Ministers. Woe betide them
if they could not explain satisfactorily,

lirst, why the raiders had been able to

get to London at all, and, secondly, why
they had been allowed to depart almost

unscathed. In this atmosphere the

usual badinage of Question-time passed
almost unnoticed. Mr. BALFOUR gave
a neat summary of Germany's pro-

pagandist methods. " In Kussia,

where autocracy has been abolished,

it declares that we are secretly

fostering reaction ;
in Spain, where

there is a constitutional monarchy,
it proclaims that we are aiming
at revolution. Both statements

are untrue; both are absurd."

Not until Mr. BONAR LAW an-

nounced that the PRIME MINISTER
would move the adjournment of

the House and make in Secret

Session a statement regarding the

air-raid was the House really
roused. At once a storm of "

sup-

plementaries
"

broke forth. Mr.
P. BILLING, baulked of his prey

for private sittings are no use to

orators of the flatulent variety
bounced up and down like a Jack-

in -the -Box until the SPEAKER

finally suppressed him with the

words,
" There must be a limit to

this." The Member for East Herts
is presumably "the limit" referred

to.

Fortunately, perhaps, for the

Government the Home Office Vote
was the subject for discussion. This

gave Members an opportunity for

blowing off a lot of preliminary
steam. At one moment an even
more dangerous explosion was
feared. Sir HENRY DALZIEL sud-

denly produced from his capacious coat-

tails a shell which had fallen into his

office during the raid. His neighbours
crowded round to examine it, until his

remark that it was "still unexploded
"

caused a slump in their curiosity.
There was once a statesman who, to

emphasize his argument, flung a dag-
ger upon the floor of the House. For
once the House was thankful that Sir

HENRY DALZIEL bears no resemblance
to BURKE.
To warn or not to warn : that was

the question mainly agitating Mem-
bers. The majority appeared to think
that some system of sound-signals was
desirable

;
others pointed out that many

threatened raids proved abortive, and
that sirens would interfere with busi-

ness, as in the leading case of Ulysses.

When air-raids are about there is retreat.

which Sir COLIN KEPPEL, much abashed
to think that he, the guardian of order,
should have been regarded as even

potentially insubordinate, beat, for the
lirst time in a gallant career, a hasty

nothing he finds handier than a com-

fortable and capacious CAVE.

Tuesday, July 10th. The echoes of

the air-raid had almost died away by
this afternoon. When Mr. BILLING

again tried to move the adjournment,
the SPEAKER put him back in his box

with so firm a hand that his spring

may have been irretrievably injured.

'

WORK OP " GBEATEB NATIONAL IMPORTANCE.'
MB. SPEAKER MISSES A GREAT CHANCE.

It is hoped that the National Service

Department, which recently sent Mr.
LOWTHER a notice informing him that

he was about to be transferred to

Wolverhampton as a labourer at 4s. Wd.
a day,

" on the ground that such em-

ployment is deemed to be of greater
national importance than that on which
he is at present engaged," will now
consent to hold its hand.

When' the House was about to go
into Committee on the Corn Production
Bill a strange thing happened. Before

leaving the Chair the SPEAKER was pro-

ceeding to lop off a few excrescences in

the way of Instructions that appeared
on the Order-paper. Meanwhile the

"SERGEANT -AT- ARMS had advanced to

the Table to remove the Mace. "
Order,

order!
"
exclaimed the SPEAKER, upon

The Government had to withstand a
massed attack by the Free Traders,
who even in war-time have not entirely
shed their prejudices against subsi-

dizing the farmer at the expense of the
rest of the community, although the

object of the subsidies is to ensure the
rest of the community having enough to

eat. Mr. EUNCIMAN and his colleagues
had the temerity to take a division

which ran very much upon the
old party-lines ;

but on this occa-

sion the Nationalists, in the interest

of Irish farmers, were not "
agin'

the Government," but helped it to

secure the comfortable majority
of 84.

Wednesday, July lli/j. In the
matter of the Mesopotamia Report
a large section of the public and
the Press is in the mood of

Sam Wetter,
" Ain't nobody to be

whopped ?
"

Anxious to satisfy
this demand and at the same time
to do justice to the individuals

arraigned, the Government pro-

poses to set up a special tribunal

under the Army (Courts of Inquiry)
Act. That measure, passed to deal

with the strange case of the Bash-
ful Lieutenant and the Lively
Lady, and now to be utilized for

""'
this considerably larger issue, ap-

pears to resemble the elephant's
trunk in its singular adaptability.
But there was a tendency in both
Houses to regard the procedure as

more ingenious than statesmanlike.

Thursday, July 12th. The
HOME SECRETARY announced that

it had been decided to warn the

public in future when an air-raid

was actually imminent, and added
that the exact method would be stated

shortly. I am glad that he did not

accept Sir FRANCIS LOWE'S proposal
to set the telephone-bells ringing all

over London. Think of the language
which would proceed from a hundred
thousand agitated subscribers, deceived

into answering supposed "calls," when

they ought to be making for their dug-
outs.

The gist of a very long speech by
the ATTORNEY -GENERAL was that

the Press had mistaken the Mesopota-
mia Commission for a Hanging Com-
mittee, whereas it much more resembled

a Fishing Expedition. But his new
tribunal found little favour witli the

House, especially when it was dis-

covered that it would have no power to

try the civilians affected. One of them,
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Visitor to country churchyard (seeing elderly gentleman listening hard, presumably to the choir singing in the church). "IT'S VEBV
BEAUTIFUL, ISN'T IT?"

Elderly gentleman (naturalist, listening to the grasshoppers). "AND THK WONDERFUL THING IS THAT THEY- DO IT BY RUBBING THEIB
LEGS TOO ETHER."

Mr. AUSTEN CHAMBERLAIN, announced
j

his resignation much to the regret of
|

Mr. BALFOUB, who has no intention of

following his example or of allowing
Lord HARDINGE to do so. In the end
it was decided that there must be an

entirely new tribunal, which can deal

fairly and, one hopes, finally with
both soldiers and civilians. But it is

now oven betting that the Mesopotamia
laundry -work will outlast the duration
of the War.

" Kx-P.C. and wife will take care of your
ico during holidays or other period ; p.c.

will receive prompt attention."

Sheffield Telegraph.

But what about p.c.'s wife ?

"The bride's going-away dress was a silver

cigarette case." Dover Telegraph.

We don't like this new fashion for

brides. It is too suggestive of "weeds."

" Ale and beer Brew your own, 4J gallons
for Is.

; intoxicative ; no malt
; legal ; two

trade recipes, Is." Cork Examiner.

In England wo do not require to brew
this "

intoxicative
"
with " no malt" for

ourselves. Every public-house sells it.

SlfiENS AND THEIR SUCCESSORS.

[A writer in an evening paper has been

discussing the book that might bo written on
Sirens' Songs.]

WHAT were the songs the Sirens sang
Three thousand years ago or more,

When their silvery voices rose and rang
Over the ocean's wine-dark floor,

And brought a strange peiturbing pang
To the heart of the wisest man of

yore ?

Music and words have passed away,
But a modern rhymer is free to guess

What lent such wizardry to their lay,
What gave it glamour and tender-

ness,

And lured the hardy seaman astray
From the paths of duty and toil and

stress. t

They sang of the Zephyr's scented

breeze,

Of amber eve and star-strewn night,
Of the moan of doves, the murmur of

bees,

Of water trickling from the height,
And all that ministers to our ease
And puts dull carking care to flight.

j They sang of banquets in gorgeous
halls,

Of raiment tinct with saffron dyes ;

i Of ivory towers and crystal walls

And beauty in many a wondrous

guise,
And all that fascinates and enthralls

The saint and the sinner, the fool

and the wise.

Wily Ulysses at heart was sound
At least he was quite a family !

man ;

Ho faced the fatal music, but found
An antidote to the risks ho ran,

For he sealed the ears of his crew, and
bound

Himself to the mast ere the song
began.

But the Siren who sang and slew is now
The fable outworn of an age remote,

And the women to whom to-day we
bow

Have long abjured her sinister note ;

She heals, she helps, she follows the

plough,
And her .song has fairly earned her

the vote.
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WHAT THE KINGFISHER KNEW.

THE wind ruflled the grey water of

the stream under the. old stone bridge.

Ssshhh, Mshhh," whispered the

voung willows,
" what will become of

us ? what will they make of us ?

Ssshhh, ssshhh." But no one replied,

chiefly because no one knew, excepting
the kingfisher, and he was away on a

fishing expedition.
Then one day the woodcutters came

and the sound of their axes rang out

over the meadows by the quiet stream.

A great many of the older willows were
laid low that day, and the young trees

bent and whispered among themselves,
"Ssshhh, ssshhh, what will become of

them ? what will they make of them '?

Ssshhh, ssshhh." This time the king-
fisher answered them, for

he was just back from a

fishing expedition.
"
They will make them

into cricket - bats," he
said

;

" that is what wil-

low-trees are used for."

And he sat and preened
his gay little body in the

sun.
" Sss-shameful ! Sss-

shameful 1

"
whispered

the young willow-trees.
" To cut and maim and
carve us up just for men
and boys to play with.

Sss-shame ! Sss-shame !

If they only used us for

tools to work with or for

swords to fight with, we
shouldn't mind; but just
for sport ! Sss - shame !

Sss-shame !

" And they
trembled and whispered among them-
selves on the edge of the silver stream.
But although the kingfisher hap-

pened to have a very little body he had
a very big mind, and he explained to
the young willow -trees that, even if

cricket might be only a game, yet it

trained boys and men for the Battle of

Life. But the willow-trees were young
and of course they thought they knew
best, so they went on whispering among
themselves,

" Sss-shame ! sss-shame !

"

* * * * :;:

After the War began the kingfisher
used to bring back what news he
could gather on his fishing expeditions."
They are cutting down the oaks in

the lower spinney," he told them one
day.

" I expect they will be used for

building ships." And he preened his
little dazzling body in the sun.

" I wish they would use us for build-

ing ships," whispered the willows. " I
wish they would let us die for our

country. All our brave men and boys
lave gone to fight ; they do not even

need us for cricket-bats now," they

sighed sadly.
" I wish they wore buck

and wanting us to play games with."

And then one day, when the young
j

THE BOAT.
A STUDY IN INDIPFKRENCE.

ONR likes to think of oneself as a
willow-trees had grown older and more

j person of some importance, whose vital

wise, the woodmen catne again to the
j
spark, even in these days when life is

quiet stream.
" What have they come for'?

so cheap, ought to be guarded with
What solicitude. Indeed, to adapt CLOUQH'S

will they do with us?" whispered the phrase, one wants other people and
willow-trees as they shivered and trem- ! especially those whose prosperity is

bled on the reedy margin of the stream. , dependent upon us officiously to keep
The kingfisher was preening his small

j
us alive.

many-hued body in the sun.
" I '11 find out," he said, and flashed

away like a fragment of rainbow gone
astray. Almost by the time the first

This being my not unnatural attitude,

you will understand what a shock I had
when the owner of the boat, who would

expire of starvation if his boats were
stroke of the axe rang out over the

j

not hired, treated me as he has done,

sleeping meadows he was back again.
" You are going to die for your coun-

try," he told them. "
They are using

The boat in question was needed for

an estuary or bay in which sailing is

permitted.

AT OUR BED CROSS SALE.
" MR. JEM WALLOP, A RETIRED HEAVY-WEIGHT CHAMPION, HAS VERY KINDLY

CONSENTED TO GIVE A LESSON IN BOXING TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER."

Since we had decided to

]
take a, holiday on the

I shores of this water it

;

seemed well to secure
! something to navigate ;

and as I detest rowing
it had to be something

;

with sails, petrol being

j

too scarce. The hotel
1

people sent me the name
|

of a man who had sail-
'

ing-boats for hire. 1 cor-

i responded with him, fixed
1

up the price (an cxorbit-

:
ant one), and arranged

j

for the boat to be ready
on Monday afternoon.

On Monday afternoon
it had not arrived. There
was the sea

; there was
the little pier ; there were

plenty of rowing - boats,
but my vessel was

willows to make new limbs for our brave
soldiers and sailors who have lost their
own

; they are using willows to make
new limbs for our brave sailors and
soldiers." Up and down the stream he
darted, spreading the wonderful news

;

and so the willow-trees were comforted.
"
Ssshhh, ssshhh," they whispered." Ssshhh ! ssshhh ! for our brave sol-

ders and sailors, for our dear sailors

and soldiers ssshhh, ssshhh."

where?

Commercial Candour.
" Electric hoist for passenger or goods ; to

lift lOcwt.
; little use." Mancliester Paper.

"CHINESE CRISIS.
DlSTKUST OP THE ICE-PBIjSIDENT."

Times and Mirror (Bristol).
Yefc one would have thought him the

very man to preserve his coolness.

"HAIB REPORTS PROGRESS.

G.H.Q., Tuesday, 11.46a.m."
Star.

It is hoped now that the British com-

mwiiquts will be a little less bald.

After breakfast the next day there
was still no boat, but word came that its

owner had called and would I see him ?
" About the boat," he began.
" Where is it ?

"
I asked.

" She 's moored just round the point
there," he said.

" Why isn't she here ?
"

I asked,

adopting his pronoun. I had forgotten
for the moment that boats belong to

the now enfranchised sex.

"Did you want her so soon?" he

replied.
"It was all arranged for her to be

here yesterday afternoon," I said. " I

have your letter about it."

"Oh, well, she'll bo here directly,"
he answered.

" I should have preferred you to keep
your word," I said stillly.

He made no reply.
" Send for her at once," I said. It

was now half-past ten. " I want to

go out this morning;
"
and he agreed.

The boat arrived at a little after

three an open boat with a mast. No
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itilfiapa (la small Teuton straggling uit/i home lessons). "COME, FEITZ, 18 YOUIl TASK SO DIFFICULT?"
"IT IS INDKED. I HAVE TO LEARN THE NAMES OP .11.1. THE COUNTRIES THAT MISUNDERSTAND TUB AliL-HlGHEST.'

deck ; nowhere to be comfortable, as

the boom swung almost level with the

bulwarks. There was a foot of water
in her.

Her owner arrived while I was noting
these things.
He looked at her with pride.

" She 's

a good boat," he said. " She used to

he :i lifeboat, with tanks in her to keep
her buoyant, but I took them out."

"I was expecting one with a deck,"
I said.

" Deck ? Who wants a deck ?
"
he

answered. " She 's all right. You must

keep baling, that 's all. She would ba
all the better for some white-lead and

paint."
"
Why not give them to her ?

"
I

asked.

He pointed to an island about a mile
distant and a headland half a mile
across the bay.

"
Keep within those

two spots," ho said,
" and you '11 be all

right. It's not safe to take her be-

yond. There might be squalls."
"Bather limited," I suggested.
"There's gnuul water in between,"

he said. "
Deep too in places. Nine

fathoms."
" Where's the man to sail her?" I

asked.

" The man ?
"
he replied.

" Aren't you
going to sail her yourself ? Your letter

said nothing about a man."
" Good heavens !

"
I said,

"
you

surely wouldn't let a total stranger try
to sail a boat here among all these un-
known rocks and currents?

"

From his manner it was plain that
he would, cheerfully.

"
Well, I 've no man to spare," he

said at last.
" But there 's a boy in

the village who could come. He 's not

right in his head quite, but he'll be

handy."
" Does he know the channels ?

"
I

asked.
"
No, I wouldn't say he knew the

channels," he replied,
" but he '11 be

handy."
" Have you any life-belts ?

"
I asked.

" There were some," he said,
" but

they 've gone."
" You 're not very encouraging," I

remarked. "
Surely you don't want

people drowned in your boats ? It

wouldn't do the village or the hotel

any good."
"
No, I suppose not," he assented

thoughtfully; "but no one's going to

be drowned. No one ever has been
drowned in that boat since I 've had

her." He laughed a hearty laugh. "So
that 's all right," he added, and was
gone.

I now know what an invalid feels like

who, after a few weeks in (so to speak)
cotton-wool, is deposited on the door-

step in the sleet.

"
Consequently, if Austria wants to save hor

twin-broth Hungary from a crushing defeat
she must take hor armies from Lcmberg in a
round-about way through most inconvenient
mountain passes."

Judging by this account the Central
Powers seem to be in the soup.

" To ascertain to what extent the children
under their care have lost weight as a result
of the war dietary, the Hculey - on - Thames
Guardians have decided to have them "weighed
periodically. At a certain boarding school all

the boys were found to have lost weight in

some cases to the extent of llllb under the
new food regime." Manchester Guardian.

What did these young giants weigh
before the War ?

" Dr. A is the gifted author of his old

Vicar, the late Dr. Bickerstoth, who after-

wards became Bishop of Exeter. He is also a
son-in-law of the late Bishop."

Church Paper.

And apparently (by marriage) his own
grandfather.
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THE VOTE.

AND now," I said,
" that you 've got your dear vote,

promise to treat it as
what are you going to do with it

' "

"If," said Francesco,, "you'll p

strictly confidential I '11 tell you."
"There you are," I said.

" Unless y_ - ! y u

out of it you take no pleasure in it.

of girls who-

you can make a secret

You 're just like a lot

I 'm not. I 'm not even like one girl. I wish I was."
" I don't. I like your mature intellect. I can't do without

your balanced judgment."
" Thanks ; it 's pleasant to be appreciated as one deserves

And now I '11 toll you what
I'm going to do with my vote.

When the time comes I shall

take it with me into what 's

called a polling-booth, and I

shall demand a piece of paper,
and then yes, then I shall de-

stroy the sanctity of the home
and neglect my children, and,

incidentally, I shall break up
the Empire, and do all the

other dreadful things that you
and the others have been pro-

phesying ;
and I shall do them

simply by making a cross op-

posite the name of the candi-

date who 's got the nicest eyes
and the prettiest moustache.

That 's what I shall do with

my vote. I shall vote with it by
ballot. What else could I do ?

"

" Great Heaven ! Francesca,
how can you be so frivolous ?

Are you aware that politics,

in which you are now to play
a part however humble, are a

serious matter ?
"

.

"I know," she said, "and
that is why they '11 be all the

better for an occasional touch

of lightness. There 's some
Latin quotation about Apollo,,
isn't there, my Public School '

and University man ? Well,
I 'm all for that."

"But," I said, "you don't

know how dangerous it is to

" We ought rather," I said,
" to have two smoking-rooms

to every house, one for me and the likes of me and the other

for the grandmothers."
"
Segregating the sexes again ! Surely if we have mixed

bathing we may have mixed smoking."
1 And mixed voting," I said.
' That is no real concession. We have wrung it from.

Aunt Liz.

Aunt Lie.

Aunt Lie.

Aunt Liz.

you because of the force and reasonableness of our case."
"
Say rather the force and Christabelness of your case."

"
Anyhow, we 've got it."

" And now that you 've got it you don't really care for it."
" We do, we do."
" You don't. It 's not one of the important subjects you

and your friends talk about
after you 've quite definitely

got up to go and said good-
bye to one another."

" What," said Francesca,
" does this man mean '!

"

" He means," I said,
" those

delightful and lingering com-
mittee meetings, when you
have nearly separated and sud-

denly remember all the sub-

jects you have forgotten."
" Now," she said,

"
you are

really funny."
" I 'm a man and can only

do my best."

"That 's the pity of it; but
now you 've got the women to

help you."
" So I have. Well, au revoir

in the polling-booth."
"
Anyhow, a bas the smok-

ing-room." R. C. L.

" Hot pennies and halfpennies
were thrown from the windows at

a West Hartlepool wedding party.
One fell down the back of a school-

boy, burning him, and has been
awarded 5 damages."

Eastern Daily Press.

And did the poor boy get no-

thing ?WAR ECONOMY.
WHERE YBR COIN', TINY?" Tiny. "PICTURES."

'GOT YEK MOSEY?" Tiny. "No."

WHAT YER GOIN' TO DO, THEN?" Tiny. "SHOVE IN."

'ALL EIGHT. MlND YER DON'T GET RUNNED OVER."

be light and humorous at public meetings or in the House
of Commons. A man gets a reputation for that sort of

thing, and then he 's expected to keep it up ; and, anyhow,
it gives him no influence, however funny he inay be. The
other men laugh at him, but distrust him profoundly."
"Pooh!" said Francisca. "That's all very well for

men they have little humour and no wit

"My dear Francesca, how can you venture to fly in the

face of all experience
"

" Men's experience," she said
;

"
it doesn't count. You 've

often said that smoking-room stories are the dullest in the

world."
" How you do dart about," I said,

" from subject to sub-

ject. Just now you were in a polling-booth and now you 're

in a smoking-room."
" And heartily ashamed to be found there stale tobacco

and staler stories. Why have a smoking-room at all when
everybody's grandmother has her own cigarette-case and
her own special brand of cigarettes?

"

"The Lower House of the Con-
vocation of Canterbury has a very
full agenda. Reports of the respec-
tive Joint Committees on the Royal

Letters of Business, Purity of Life and the Revision of the Diction-

ary will be taken into consideration ; and, afterwards, several

begs the War Office to provide some means of protecting, when
necessary, ladies of education working in munition factories ' from
the profane language and swearing of the officials under whom they
work.'" Church Courwr.

The dictionary certainly needs revising if this sort of

language appears in it.

" After doing a few rounds of the field a wha he ' naives '
call a

errific speed, he calf leaped a high wall inoa nohehr field, and, fol-

lowed by a number of men, made sraigh for he cliffs. Fearing
nohing, he animal jumped from the cliff." Daily Dispatch.

It is conjsctured that the unfortunate animal was missing
its"t."

"WANTED Plain Dressmaker, who goes out daily, for altering and

re-making." Irish Paper.

After a few days of this process she may hope to be a

plain dressmaker no longer.
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Mistress (to untler-ganlener, wh-> hat been up to be examined far the Army). "I SUPPOSE, JOHM, YOU TOLD THEM YOU WOULD SOT
BE EKiHTKK.N UNTIL THE END OF THE MONTH?

John. "No USE, MUM. You ONLY GETS CHKKK UP THERE IP YOU SAYS ANYTHING."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

The Condi*! Courtship (LANE) is a story full of good
talk

; by which I do not at all mean brilliant epigram and
verbal fireworks, but direct and genuine conversation, just
so far manipulated by the author that it advances the
business in hand without becoming artificial. I must add,

however, that Miss MADGE MEARS occa5ionally displays
the defects of her qualities, to the extent of sacrificing

syntax to ease, even in passages of pure narrative, with
results that might offend the precisionist. But after all it is

what she has to say that matters most ;
and the story of

The Candid Courtship will hold you amused and curious to

the end. I will not spoil it by re-telling, save to indicate
that (as the title implies) it is about a suitor who, in pro-
posing to the girl of his choice, confessed to her that he had
a past. Not a very lurid past, but quite bad enouglj for the

G.O.H.C., who happened to entertain strong views on sex-

equality. So, as vulgar persons say, the fat was in the fire

more especially when the lady of the past turned up
again, not past at all, but very pleasantly intriguing with
another, and that other own brother to the girl herself.

A pretty complication, and leading up to an admirable
scene of tragi-comedy over a double elopement and a pur-
suit, which you must certainly read. Do not, however, be
led to think that the story is at all farcically treated

;

Miss MEAUS is far too serious an artist to neglect the

graver aspects of her theme. Briefly, an excellently human
and stimulating novel, whoso only drawback is that recent
events have caused the suffrage atmosphere in which it is

set to taste somewhat stale.

Between anarchy and anarchy the history of unhappy

Mexico is spanned for the space of a generation by the
colossal figure of the soldier-president, Diaz (CONSTABLE).
Mr. DAVID HANNAY, writing with exquisite literary work-

manship in the series of biographies entitled collectively
Makers of the Nineteenth Century, presents this typically
"
strong

" man as neither hero nor villain, but as a human
being with human limitations, even more as a Mexican
with the characteristics of a Mexican. Amongst a populace
hopelessly divided by race, untrained in self-government
and cursed with a natural twist for lawlessness only
equalled by its hatred of work, Diaz stands for a tyranny
certainly, but for a unified orderly tyranny, preferable, one

might think, to a myriad petty outlawries. If little of the

country's wealth found its way beyond the narrowest of

circles during his long control, and if certain Indian tribes

were shamefully enslaved a fact which is neither denied
nor condoned still railways and harbours did get them-
selves built and the dictator himself lived a life of uncor-

rupt simplicity. He has been blamed for failure to establish

enduringly the civilisation that Europe thought had been

attained, but on this the author's verdict is an unhesi-

tating acquittal. Only a god could have done better,

he thinks, and, in a series of illuminating analyses of the

material to be moulded he shows how anything more than
a superficial improvement was humanly impossible. Until
that day of absorption in the United States which Mr.
HANNAY considers fortunately inevitable, Mexico has no
chance, he maintains, of even a moderately good govern-
ment except under a firm dictatorship ; and so he renders

no small homage to the man who, all his failures notwith-

standing, did for a time lift his country from the anarchy
to which in his old age it reverted. Sober reading in all

conscience, but for the manner of the writing one can
have nothing but joyous praise.
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CHARIVARIA.
NOT one of the morning papers ad-

vocated tlio appointment of Sir Kmr
GEDDES to bo First Lord of tin; Ad-

miralty. A big
Government.

scoop tliis for the

*. *

really fond of children, although it

might; in timo prove a good house-

gimrd with which to ward off burglars.
*

At the Birmingham Assizes a man

ting rat.hsr frayed at the edges through
constant wear. # +

" Had language is used at Billings-

gate not so much by the porters as by

A shortage of paper yarns is reported
from Germany. The coarser varieties the .Bench,

have apparently all been monopolised
by the Imperial Government.

A foolish rumour is going the rounds
to the effect that a music-hall comedian
has confessed that ho has never made
a joke about the Mess in Mesopotamia.
It is feared that the recent hot weather
has affected the poor fellow.

* '-''

In the absence of the sea-serpent
this year a tope Weighing thirty-nino

pounds has been captured at

Hastings. The fisherman who
caught it declares that if he
had known it was a tope at

the time he would not have
been in such a hurry to sign
the pledge. * *

The Foop - CONTBOLLER is

calling for strict economy in

the use of ice. It is not gen-

erally known that after it has
been warmed a little in front

of the fire the stuff will keep
almost indefinitely.

* *
*

The order prohibiting the

use of enemy languages over
the telephone is said to be

causing some inconvenience.

Several persons intercepted by the

operator in the course of a guttural
conversation have been subsequently
shown to have been talking Swiss.

:;: :;:

A Pittsburg inventor is reported by
Mr. MARCONI to have discovered a
method of bottling light. If he can
bottle anything lighter than the new
Government ale his claim to be a
wi/ard is established.

* *
*

A safe weighing three hundredweight
has been stolen from a branch post-
office in the Gray's Inn Road. It is

believed that in the excitement caused

by an air-raid alarm it was snatched

up by a customer who mistook it for

his hat. ^
*

A man applied at Willesden Police
Court recently for advice as to what
he should do with a loaf of War bread
which was uneatable, as he dared not

destroy it and could not eat it. His
only objection to keeping it as a pet
was a fear that it would never become

has been sent to prison for publishing
j

the buyers," said a witness at a City
a pamphlet entitled "Questions for Par- 1 inquest last week. A purchaser at this

sons." Ho now contemplates a new market declares that the language is

pamphlet entitled " Hack Answers to often provoked by the fish. Only last

week he had a heated argument with a

i
very talkative haddock.

Owing to the fact that the political

'

situation is not quite clear in Germany
the Reichstag has been adjourned. It

is expected also that an attempt will be

made to adjourn the War.
* *

A writer in Emjlish Mechanics de-

clares that a cornet played near cater-

pillars will cause them to drop to the

ground and die. We understand that

the R.S.P.C.A. plead with allotment-

New Hand. " FLIES BEEM PRETTY AWFUL our HERE, CORPORAL.'
Hardened Campaigner. "WOT FLIES?"

England has lost first place in Ger-

many, for America is said to be the
most hated country now. The morn-

ing hate of the German family \\ith

ragtime obbligato must be a terrible

thing. ,

"The National Service Department,"
said Mr. BECK in the House of Com-
mons, "is desirous of remaining where

it is." If we are to believe all

wo read it will take a great
deal to move this department.

" Cod liver oil," says a weekly
paper,

"
is the secret of health .

' '

Smith minor sincerely regrets
that our contemporary has not

I kept the secret.
* *

The Vossisclie Zeitung, refer-

ring to the appointment of Dr.

MICHAELIS, says
" there is no

chance of his clubbing to-

gether with the big indus-

trialists and misguided agita-
tors." So long however as

they are clubbed separately we
shall not grumble.

holders to destroy these pests by a less

gruesome method.
* *

A motor lorry laden with petrol
dashed into the front of a house at

Hazelgrove when the family was not
at home. It is only fair to say that

the driver did not know they were out.
:'.' *
*

The Barcelona- to-Bilbao motor race

has been postponed owing to strikes in

Spain. A few sharp lessons like this

will, we feel certain, have the effect of

discouraging the habit of striking.

Some men,

* *

said a man before the
Swindon Guardians, take up angling
in order to go into the country to enjoy
a smoke. It is not known why the
others do it. * *

The Board of Agriculture point out
that there is an abundant supply of

kippers on the market at reasonable

prices. This will come as a great boon
to music-hall audiences, who find that
the kippers used by comedians are get-

Waste-paper in Westminster, it is

stated, has gone up from 2 10s. to 7
a ton. Why, it is asked, cannot the

Government come to the rescue and

publish the full reports of the Dardan-
elles and Mesopotamia Commissions ?

Boxes of matches with jokes on them,
we are told, are now on sale. Several

correspondents who were charged two-

pence for a box complain that they are

unable to see the joke.

*
'

An Irish newspaper, The Kilkenny
People, has been suppressed for sedi-

tious utterances. People are wonder-

ing what it can possibly have said.
* *

There will be no flag-day on August
26th. # :lt

*

A girl clerk in a Surrey bank has

explained a shortage of a half-penny
in her postage

-
stamps by admitting

that she swallowed one. It is thought
that the extremely low price tempted
her.

VOL. CLIII.
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ON VIMY RIDGE.

To B. S. B., July lith.

ON Vimy Ridge I sit at rest

With Loos and Lens outspread below ;

An A.D.C. the very host

Expounds the panoramic show ;

Lightly I lunch, and never yet
1 fas quite so strong an orchestration

Supplied the music while I ate

My cold collation.

Past Avion through the red-roofed town

There at our feet our white lino runs ;

Fresnoy's defences, smoking brown,

Shudder beneath our shattering guns;

Pop-pop! and Archie's puffs have blurred

Some craft engaged to search the Bosch out

I hold my breath until the bird

Signals a wash-out.

Scarce I believe the vision real,

That hero for life and death they fight;

A "Theatre of War," I feel,

Has set its stage for my delight,

Who occupy, exempt from toll,

This auditorium, green and tufty,

Guest of the Management and sole

Object in mufti.

And now along the fretted ground
Where Canada's "BYNO Boys" stormed their

way,
I go conducted on the round
That GEORGE OP WINDSOR did to-day ;

Immune he trod that zone of lead,

And how should I, who just write verses,

Hope to attract to my poor bead
Their "Perishing Percies"?

Bapaume had nearly been my tomb ;

And greatly flattered I should be

If I could honestly assume
The beastly shell was meant for me

;

But though my modesty would shun
To think this thought (or even say it),

I feel I owe the KAISER one
And hope to pay it. O. S.

HOW TO CURE THE BOSCH.
"Yes, I seen a good bit o' the Bosch, one way and

another, before he got me in the leg," said Corporal

Digweed.
"
Eighteen months I had with 'im spiteful, and

four months with 'im tame. Meaning by that four months

guarding German prisoners."
"And what do you think of him at the end of it?" I

asked.

Digweed leant back with a heavily judicial air.

" Some o' these Peace blighters seem to think he 's a

little angel, basin" their opinion, I suppose, on something I

must 'a' missed during my time out. On the other hand
there 's a tidy few thinks that one German left will spoil
the earth. Now me, I holds they 're both wrong. The
second 's nearer than what the first is, I don't deny. But
a incident what occurred in that Prisoners' Camp set me
thinking that you might make something o' Fritz yet, if

you only had the time and the patience.
" We had a batch of prisoners come in what I saw at

once was a different brand to the usual. There wasn't that

well, that diatressin' lack o' humility that you mostly
finds showin' itself after we 've had them a week or two.

There sesmed about 'em almost a sort o' willingness to

learn that put 'em in a class by themselves. I sez to the

interpreter, 'There's something odd about that. lot. You
find out what it is ;

'

which he does. And what do you
think it was? They u-as convicts. All men in for a long
term, what had served five years and more o' their sentences

and was let out to fight.
"It seemed to me at first the rummiest thing that ever I

see. But I 've thought; it over and thought it over, and
now it 's as clear as day. When the Bosch is kept in a

watertight compaitment for a bit, he gets hack to being
more or less of a human being. His whole trouble's really

through being surrounded by other Bosches. They get
U-llin' each other what a great nation they are, and how
they was born to inherit the earth, and that it 's only fore-

stalling nature a bit to go and take it now, and so on
each going one better than the last. They keep on con-

taminatin' one another till what do you get? Why, me
and you spending our old age a-teaching of 'em humility.

" Now, with these 'ere convicts it was another story.
'Stead o' keep talkin' about German culture and what
rotters all the rest o' the world was, their heads had

plenty o' time to cool while they picked their oakum or

what not resultin' in quite a fairly decent lot o' men, as

I say. Yes, it 's very interesting and instructive. I believe

it's the solution of the question, 'How to cure the Bosch,'
I do. If you could keep 'em all apart from each other for

five years you'd find they'd he quite different. I daresay

they wouldn't mind it so much either."
" If I was a Bosch I should be thankful," I said. "But

wouldn't there be difficulties about this segregation?"
Digweed waved them aside.

"There 's always difficulties," he said. " But you mark

my words, that 's the thing to do. It would help it along,

too, to give 'em the right sort of books and papers to

read. Why, if you worked the thing properly, they might
mostly be cured in two years or two and a half."

I shook my head. "There are some you'll never cure,"
I said.

" There 'd be stubborn cases, I won't deny. And a few

incurables, as you say. But the first thing to do is to

advertise the idea. You make a speech about it, Sir.

When you 're proposing a vote of thanks to a Duchess
for oponin' a bazaar, you bring it up. I 've heard people
before now take that kind of opportunity to bring some-

thing forward what they 'd got on their chest."
" I 'm not likely to get a chance like that," I said

;

" but

I '11 see if I can write an article about it."

Whether Digweed will consider the article worthy of

the subject I cannot say. Perhaps the Editor of Punch
is less fastidious.

FOR OUR SAILORS.

The current week is "Navy Week," and Mr. Punch

begs to urge his kind friends to take their part in the great

organised effort to raise a large sum for the benefit of our

sailors and their families E.N., E.N.E., E.N.V.E., trawlers

and mine-sweepers. The nation owes them all a debt that

can never be paid. The fund is to be administered on the

lines of King Edward's Hospital Fund. An All-American

matinee will be given in this good cause at the Victoria

Palace on Thursday, July 26th, and Trelawny of the Wells

(with Miss IRENE VANBHUGH) at the New Theatre on Friday.
Gifts for the fund may be addressed to Commodore Sir

EICHARD WiLLiAMs-BuLKELEY, Bt., at the offices of "
Navy

Week," 5, Green Street, Leicester Square, W.C. 2.
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Sergeant (to cadet}. "Six BACK, SIB! SIT BACK! THINK WOT A BLLNKIN' FOOL YOU'D LOOK IF 'is 'EAD WAS TO COME ORP!"

THE WATCH DOGS.
LXIII.

MY DEAR CHARLES, I never meant
to give myself away ;

I meant to go on

talking about the old War till the end,

just as if I was taking a leading part in

it, so that you should have still believed

I was doing the bull-dog business with
the best of them. But no, let me be

honest and tell you that I have practi-

cally ceased to be a dog. The only
painful connection I can boast of re-

cently with the War is that, having
cause to travel from place to place in

this country, I was unhappy enough to

strike six meatless days in succession,
which gave me to think that even em-

busquing in France has its drawbacks.
On the seventh day I was accused, by
good people who know not Thomas, of

being (1) a Eussian, (2) an American,

(3) a Belgian, and (4) an Irishman,
which made me feel that these gaudy
colours I have burst into are not so

famous as I supposed ; and on the eighth

day I find myself insulted in twenty-
seven places by an angry mosquito,
whom in the small hours of the morn-

ing I had occasion to rap over the

knuckles and turn out of my billet.

And I 've got a nasty cold, and nobody
loves me or cleans my buttons, and if I

want to go anywhere there are no more

motor cars and they make me pay a

penny for the tram, and my wife doesn't

think I 'in a hero any longer, and little

James is being taught to blush and look

away and start another subject when

anybody says "Dad-dad," and (if you
can believe this) I 've just been made
to pay a franc-and-a-half for a tin of

bully beef.

But you don't sympathise, not a bit

of it ; why should you ? I shouldn't

if I were in your place. I should just
cut off the supply of cigarettes and

shaving -soap, stop wishing me good
luck, and, with haughty contempt, say,
" Call yourself a soldier!

"
Nevertheless,

my friend, whatever I may be, I look

extraordinarily magnificent, so much so

that a short-sighted Major has taken
his pipe out of his mouth as I have
drawn near and has as good as saluted

me. When he saw I was only a Cap-
tain (and a temporary Captain at that)
he tried to cover his mistake

;
but he

didn't deceive me; he didn't need to

take his pipe out of his mouth in order

to scratch his head, did he ?

There is this to be said about being
at war, you never know what is going
to happen to you next. For the most

part this is just as well. Thero is, how-
ever, a decent percentage of pleasant

surprises, which is, I suppose, the only
thing that makes the business tolerable.

No orderly ever came up to the trenches,
when I was in them, but lie gave rise

to the hope that he had orders for me
to come out at once and command in

chief. Some such orderly did arrive at

last, but the instructions he gave me said

nothing about taking over the B.E.F.
Nevertheless orders were orders and I

obeyed. them and came out. Having
a private conversation with Fortune
on the way down the communication
trench, I thanked her very sincerely for

her kindness and said I was so grateful
that I would never ask her for anything
else.

'

But you know human nature as well

as I do
;_

I soon found myself saying
what a hard life it was in an office, and
how one missed the open-air life one
had with one's regiment and the healthy
appetite it gave one. Besides which,
as I pointed out to Fortune, my solid

worth wasn't being recognised as it

should be. " I don't ask for favours,"
I told her. " All I ask is bare justice."

Now, if I 'd been Fortune, Charles, and
a man had spoken to me like that,

after all I 'd done for him, I 'd have had
him marching up that communication
trench again, with a full pack, at five

o'clock in the very next forenoon.

But Fortune, ever kind and forgiving,
did no such thing. She did remonstrate

with me gently of nights, when the
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noiso of tho bombardments was par-

ticularly liorce and prolonged.
" What

ahoufc those poor fellows right np in

front," she said, "who are sitting out

in tho wind and the rain and going

thrmifdi thnl .'

" "
Yes," said I, "what

ahout them '! Can't you do something
for them ? Do you know that this is

I heir fourth night of it in succession,

and the only bit of chango you 've been

ahlo to give them was sleet instead of

lain on tho Sunday?" That used to

put Fortune in tho cart, and sho'd try
and work tho comersation round to

my own caso again. But what with

the wind and the noise and tho down-

pour and tho mud, i was too hot on

theol her subject, and 1 said that K<.r-

tuno ought to ho ashamed of herself,

carrying on liko that; and it was a

disgraceful war and the pol ce ought to

stop it, and 1 'd a very good mind to

write to the papers about it.

Then the next day would ho line and

dry and warm, and it would bo early

closing for the Bosch artillery, and the

infantry would go marching past my
ollieo window, whistling and singing
and behaving as if the whole thing was
a jolly old picnic; and who'd be an

inkslinger in such weather? And For-

tune, modestly intruding, would say to

me casually,
" I think I 've arranged

that rather well, don't you ?
"

"Ah, you've arranged something at

last, have you ?
"

I 'd say, assuming
that she must be thinking about me,
and I 'd open my official envelopes with

an unusual interest, feeling practically
sure that one of them must contain

immediate orders for me the one and

only me to proceed forthwith to Eng-
land and reorganise the War Office,

taking over a couple of six-cylinder
cars and a furnished flat in St. James's
for the purpose.
Poor old Fortune! what could she

say next ? She 'd look at me, more in

sorrow than in anger, and murmur,
" Aren't you forgetting that this is a

war and you are supposed to be fight-

ing it'?" Did I blush for shame?
Not I. As bold as brass I 'd look old

Fortune straight in the face and, with

righteous indignation, would say, "I
know as woll as you do, Ma'am, that it

is a war
;
but there 's no reason why

it shouldn't be a just war." Thinking
it out I have never been quite able to

see what I meant by that, as applied
to my own case. However, I seem to

have said the right thing, and it appears
to have impressed Fortune very con-

siderably, because well, Charles, here
I am.
Yet if there is justice in this world

(and I subsist on the confident hope
and belief that there is not) I know
what the end of it must ho. That con-

Bill. "I DESSAY SOME WOMEB CAN DO MEN'S WORK. I3UT THEY'LL NEVER GIT MEN'S
WAGES."

Joe (much married).
" WOTCHEBMEAN NEVER ? THEY ALWAYS 'AVE!"

founded orderly, turned traitor, will

one day search me out, however far I

may have wandered from the battle-

field meanwhile, and, saluting ironic-

ally, will hand me an envelope marked
" URGENT, SECRET, CONFIDENTIAL, PER-

SONAL, PIUVATE." The contents will

be a piece of news and some orders,
and all that Fortune will have bad to

do with it will be to attach a forward-

ing slip,
" Passed to you, please, for

your information and necessary action."

The news will be that for everyone else

tho War is over, and the infantry and
the rest of them will take over forth-

with my present circumstances, being
free to revel'in the trams and the mos-

quitoes and the nasty colds to their

hearts' delight. The orders will be

that for me the War is about to begin

again in grim earnest, and that to-

morrow at dawn I take over and de-

fend till further notice, and against all

the most noisy and loathsome inven-

tions that man can devise, that sector

of the trenches which extends from the

Swiss frontier to the sea.

\Vhen that day comes I shall be too

busy (taking cover) to have leisure to

write to you. Meanwhile I shall still

be in touch with life from time to time

and will pass on to you such scraps as

come my way. Yours ever, HENRY.

"The ludia Office goes to Mr. Montagu."
Tlui Star.

MAHOMET had to go to the Mountain,
but Mr. MONTAGU is more fortunate.
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OUR MIGHTY PENMEN.
BY A LlTERAiiY EXPERT.

THE House of Boffin announces a

revised edition of Mr. Elbert Pitts's

Final Words on Religion, under tlie title

of Antepenultimate Words on Religion.

As Mr. Pitts observes in his arresting

Preface,
"
Finality, in a time of up-

heaval, is a relative term, and I hope,
at intervals of six months or so, to

publish my penultimate, quasi-ultimate
and paulo-post-ultirnate views on the

vital beliefs which underlie the fantastic

superstructure of dogmatic theology."
The new work will be illustrated with

three portraits of the author by Mr.

Marcellus Thorn, taken at various

stages of the composition of the work.

Mr. Pitts has also completed a now
novel entitled The Bounder of Genius,
and has kindly furnished us with a

brief outline of its contents. The hero,

who starts life as an artificial raspberry-

pip maker and amasses a colossal for-

tune in the Argentine grain trade,

marries a poor seamstress in his strug-

gling days, but deserts her for a brilliant

variety actress, who is in turn deposed

by (1) the daughter of a dean, (2) the

daughter of an earl, and (3) the daughter
of a duke. Ultimately Jasper Dando,
for that is his name, leads a crusade to

Patagonia, where he establishes a new

republic founded on Eugenics, China

tea, and the Prohibition of the Classics.

Mr. Pitts thinks it the finest thing he

has done, and he is fortified in this

conviction by the opinion of Mr. Stoot,

the principal reader of the House of

Boffin.

We are glad to hear that Mr. Hanley
Potter will shortly issue, through the

firm of Bloomer and Guppy, a selection

from the reviews, notices and essays
contributed by him to The Slagville
Gazette. "

They are interesting," says
the author,

" as the expression of a fresh

and unbiassed mind, unfettered by any
respect for established reputations or

orthodox standards." The titles of

some of the articles " The Dulness of

Dante," "The Sloppiness of Scott,"

"George Eliot as Pedant," "Jane
Austen the Prude

"
indicate suffici-

ently the richness of the treat provided
in these stimulating pages.

The Centenary of JANE AUSTEN is to

be celebrated in a thoroughly practical
manner by the House of Hussell. It will

be remembered that, some thirty years

ago, an effort was made to revive the

waning popularity of Sir WALTER SCOTT

by the issue of a series of condensed ver-

sions of his novels, in which redundant

passages, notes and introductions were

removed and the salient features were

compressed in a compact and animated

narrative. In order to render justice

to JANE AUSTEN the process needed is

diametrically opposite. JANE AUSTEN'S

novels are short and singularly lack-

ing in picturesqueness, emotion, colour.

Mr. Hamo Bletherley, who has been

entrusted with the task of infusing
these elements into JANE AUSTEN'S
staid and reticent romances, points out

that her vocabulary was extraordinarily
limited. Her abstinence from dscora-

tive epithets led to results that are bald

and unconvincing. One may look in

vain in her pages for such words as

"arresting," "vital," "momentous" or
" sinister." She never uses "

glimpse,"
"sense" or '" voice

"
as verbs. We

look forward with eager anticipation
to the results of Mr. Bletherley's

courageous experiment.

In this connection we cannot too

heartily congratulate Mr. Jerome Long-
more, the well-known bookman and

literary curio -collector, on his latest

stroke of good luck. It appears that

in a recent pilgrimage to Selborne he

met the only surviving groat-grand-

daughter of Sarah Timmins (char-
woman at Chawton in the years 1810
to 1815), and purchased from her a pair
of bedroom slippers, a pink flannel

dressing-gown and a boa which had

belonged to the great novelist. A full

description of these priceless relics will

shortly appear in The Penman, together
with a life and portrait of Sarah Tim-

mins, who married a pork butcher in

Liphook and died in 1848. One of her

letters establishes the interesting fact

that JANE AUSTEN never ate sausages.

We may add that Mr. Longmore is

not one of those miserly collectors who
brood over their treasures and deny
the sight of them to others. On the

contrary he takes the keenest pleasure
in showing them to his friends, and at

the present time is holding a series of

informal receptions at his charming
villa at Potter's Bar, at which, robed in

JANE AUSTEN'S dressing-gown, wear-

ing her boa and shod in her slippers,
he presents a truly romantic and dis-

tinguished spectacle. We understand

that the Potter's Bar authorities are

favourably considering the proposal
that warnings of air raids in that local-

ity should be given by the appearance
in public of Mr. Longmore in this strik-

ing dress. _____________

"
. .- . Mr. Lloyd George, on whom, by de-

vious paths, has descended the mantle of Lord

Rosebery." Daily Express.

Including the PRIMROSE path, we pre-
sume.

PETHERTON'S PEDIGREE.
A STROKE of luck enabled me to open

an interesting little correspondence
with my genial neighbour, Petherton,
which resulted in one of those delightful

passages-of-arms in which Petherton,
at least, excels.

DEAR MR. PETHERTON (I began), I

have made a discovery which will, I

am sure, interest you, though I am
uncertain whether it will be as pleasing
to you as to myself.

During certain research work at the

Record Office I camo across incontro-

vertible evidence that we are in some

way related through a Petherton in the

early part of the eighteenth century
(tcmpus GEORGE II.) being sufficiently

far-seeing to contract a marriage with
a Fordyce. This Petherton, by name
Edward, lived at Kirkby Lonsdale, and
liis wife, Emily Jane Fordyce, at Dent,
in the same district.

I haven't a family tree by me, but
know the late-lamented Emily Jane by
name. She was part of the issue of

one Henry Fordyce, who is in the

direct line, absolutely non-stop, with-

out changing, from the earliest known
Fordyce to myself.
What a field for speculation is here

opened up ! With your scientific bent

you will grasp the possibilities of the

hereditary influence of my family on

yours, supposing Edward Petherton to

be a direct ancestor of your own. To
me the unexpected result of my re-

searches will give an added interest to

our correspondence, and I await with

eagerness your views as to the value

and interest of my discovery.
Your kinsman,

HENRY J. FORDYCE.

Petherton cried " Tonche
"

at once,

and lunged at me in accordance with

my plan of campaign.
SIR (he spluttered), As a very busy

man I must protest against your at-

tempt to distract my attention by
writing to me on a matter that is of no

importance. That your discovery is of

a somewhat disconcerting nature I will

not deny, but that it is of any particular
value or interest to me is hardly to be

expected, seeing that it relates to a by-

gone century, and any defects acquired

by the Pethertons from such a union

will, I imagine, have been overcome

by now.
The Fordyces were apparently a

more attractive race in the eighteenth
than in the twentieth century. I can

scarcely imagine a present-day Pether-

ton contracting such a misalliance.

A direct ancestor of mine", Edward
Petherton, as I see by the Family Bible

in my possession, was born in 1G99,
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British Tar (confidentially to lady friend}. "SHE'S SUNK ALL HIGHT."

married in 1728, and lived at Kirkby
Lonsdale. His wife's name is not

stated, but I can the more readily be-

lieve that he is the misguided individual

to whom you refer, as he died in 1729,
no doubt as the result of his rash act.

His son, Primus Postumus Petherton,
born, as his second name suggests, after

his father's death, carried on the line.

Any possible virtues or talents my
family may possess are not, I am
certain, from the distaff side of this

union.

Yours faithfully,
FREDERICK PETHERTON.

I made a thrust in tierce :

DEAR COUSIN FRED, What a mine
of information you are! I touch a

spring and out comes Primus Postumus
Petherton. The name conjures up
visions of grey church towers, monu-
mental urns and the eulogies in verse
beloved of Georgian poets. I wonder
whether Possy was a great letter-writer
and kept poultry. By the way, what a
lot of good things begin with a "

P,"
and, talking of poultry, I notice yours
are laying, or should bo. They are cer-

tainly in full song these mornings.
I'm so glad that you 're so glad

that I 'm a relation. When I was at

the Record Office again yesterday I

searched for more information about

my new-found relatives. In fact I dug
up the Petherton allotment thoroughly
and unearthed Priscilla and Anne, both
of CHARLES I.'s time, and Marmaduke
of the Restoration.

I couldn't exhume a complete family
tree, or no doubt I should have found
all these worthies hanging on their

respective branches, though Marma-
duke might have dropped off, as he

appears to have been a bit over-ripe
from what I could gather from the
records.

How are the Food Regulations suit-

ing you ? Judging from your last letter

I 'm afraid you are not taking enough
starch. Of course I know it's gone
up fearfully in price latelv. Personally
I 've taken to wearing soft collars.

Your affectionate Cousin, H. F.

Aren't you pleased that potatoes have
come in again ? (Another good thing
beginning with a P.)

Petherton ground his teeth for a last

bout, and bade me come on.

SIR (he wrote), I 'm glad you 've

taken to soft collars. They will suit

your soft head. As for food, I 'm afraid

you 're not taking enough arsenic. A
slight touch of relationship to my
family has evidently turned your brain.

I cannot say how sorry I am that you

should have discovered the one flaw

in my pedigree.
Yours faithfully,

FREDERICK PETHERTON.

I gave him one last little tweak
under the ribs :

DEAR OLD BOY, Just a hurried line

to say that all is forgiven and forgotten.
The family feud (there must have been

one, I 'm certain) whicli has kept the
Pethertons and the Fordyces apart for

the last couple of centuries is a thing
of the past, now that we two under-
stand each other so thoroughly. I am
only sorry I did not discover the straw-

berry mark on your left arm earlier,

that I might the sooner have sub-

scribed myself
Your long lost P!ARRY.

This either disarmed him or he
threw away his weapon in disgust.

" Other houses huvo a good muny books
which have come down from posterity, mostly
in odd volumes."
" Claudius Clear" in " The British Weekly.'-

Some of those that we bequeath to our
ancestors will be quite as odd.

It is rumoured that during the period
of food - control a well-known Soho
restaurant intends to change its name
to the " Rhondda-vous."
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Busy City-man to his Partner (as one of the new air-raid warnings gets to work). "!F YOU'LL LEAVE ME IN HERE Fort HIE WARNINGS
I'LL CARKY ON WHILE YOU TAKE SHELTER DURING THE RAIDS."

THE LITTLE THINGS.
I USED to be a peaceful chap as didn't ask for trouble,
An 1

as for rows an' iightin', why, I 'd mostly rather not,
But now I 'd charge an army single-'anded at the double,

An' it's all along o' little things I've learned to feel

so 'ot.

It's 'orrid seein' burnin' farms, which I 'ave often seen 'ere,

An' fields all stinks an' shell-'oles, an' the dead among
the flowers,

But the thing I 've 'ated seein' all the bloomin' time I 've

been 'ere

Is the little gardens rooted up the same as might-be ouis

It 's bad to see the chattos -which means castles gone to

ruins,

And big cathedrals knocked to bits as used to look that

fine,

But what puts me in a paddy more than all them sort o'

doin's

Is the little 'ouses all in 'earps the same as might he
mine.

An' when the what 's-it line is bust an' we go rompin'
through it, ..

An' knock the lid off Potsdam an' the KAYSEE off 'is

throne,

Why, what '11 get our monkey up an' give us 'cart to do it ?

Just thinkin' o' them little things as might 'ave been
our own

(An' most of all the little kids as might 'ave been our

own) ! C. F. S.

COIN' BACK.
I 'M goin' back to Blighty and a free-an'-easy life,

But I grant it ain't the Blighty of me pals:

They lakes the Tube to Putney, to the kiddies and the

wife,

Or takes the air on 'Ampstead with their gals ;

My little bit o' Blighty is the 'ighwaj',
With the sweet gorse sme'lin' in the sun ;

And the 'eather 'ot and dry, where a tired man may lie

When the long day 's done.

There's picture-'alls in 'Ammersmith to suit them mates
o' mine ;

There 's beer and 'addock suppers and cigars ;

But.I guoss I'd sooner slog it where there's jest the scent

o' pine
And over'ead an 'eap o' little stars

;

The lights o' Charin' Cross and Piccadilly,
I 'd swop 'em for the silver of the streams,

When the summer moon is lit and the bats begin to flit

And the dark earth dreams.

I "in goin' back to Blighty, to the little lonesome lanes,

The dog-rose and the foxglove and the ferns,

The sleepy country 'orses and the jolty country wains
And the kindly faces every way you turns ;

My little bit o' Blighty is the 'igliway,
\Vith the sweet gorse smellin' in the sun ;

And the 'eather good and deep where a tired man may
sleep
When the long day's done.
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LONG LIVE THE HOUSE OF WINDSOR!
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

Monday, July 16th. In the course

of a discussion on "rope" in War-bread

Mr. THORNE accused the West-End
bakeries of mixing white flour with the
" G.R." variety, and so supplying their

wealthy customers with better bread

than is procurable by his own constitu-

ents. Although no official confirm-

ation of this charge was forthcoming
Mr. THORNE appeared to be convinced

of its accuracy. In his opinion the

Government, following the historic ex-

ample of PHARAOH, should give the

bread to the people and the rope to the

bakers.

It might not be accurate fc> say that

in the matter of beer the Irishman
wants hut little here below, but he cer-

tainly wants that little strong ;
and

being, in spite of a popular impression
to the contrary, a seriously-minded

person, he resents any reduction of his

gravity. Mr. BRIDGEMAN'S gentle re-

minder that no Irish brewer need avail

himself of the new regulations unless

he pleases quite failed to satisfy the

Nationalists that a new item had not
been added to Ireland's catalogue of

grievances.

Tuesday, July Ylth. For some weeks
Mr. GINNELL has been absent from his

place. No one has gone so far as to

suggest that the Roll of the House
should be called in order to bring back
the hon. Member to his Parliamentary
duties. But considerable curiosity was
aroused by his recent statement that

he proposed to make one more appear-
ance at Westminster before retiring

permanently to Ireland to watch over
the growth of the Sinn Fein Republic.

To-day was the day. Ques-
tion 45,

" Mr. Ginnell, to ask
the Prime Minister, &c., &c.,"
was eagerly awaited. There
was no saying that the hon.

Member, if dissatisfied with
the reply, would not hurl the
Mace at the CHANCELLOR OF
THE EXCHEQUER, so as to en-

sure a properly dramatic exit.

At last No. 45 was reached ;

but Mr. GINNELL was not
there to put it. Once more
the Saxon intellect had been
too slow to keep up with the

swift processes of the Celtic

cerebellum. Mr. GINNELL
has on more than one occa-

sion made what his compa-
triots call a "

hojy show "
of

himself
; but he refuses to do

this sort of thing to order.

Mr. HOUSTON is still harp-
ing upon the CHANCELLOR
OP THE EXCHEQUER'S recent

confession of his ship-owning

gains, and laboured hard this afternoon
\ passed in three minutes was not quite

to convince the Committee that ship- borne out; but that was chiefly be-

owners in general were in no sense cause the lion. Member himself occupied

profiteers. lie failed, however, to avert a quarter-of-an-hour in complaining of

the wrath of Mr. DENXISS, who declared the Government's delay in introducing
that if, after what had been revealed, it.

any shipowner was made a peer, ho Wednesday, July 18th. :Sir HENRY
should move to abolish the peerage. DALZIEL has been labouring under the

delusion that the R.N.A.S. and the

R.F.C. are so mortally afraid of tres-

passing upon one another's aerial pre-
serves that the former will not attack

an enemy plane travelling over land,
or the latter over sea. Dr. MACNAMARA
for the Navy, and Mr. MACPHEKSON for

the Army, informed him that there was
no truth in the suggestion ; but Colonel
CLAUDE LOWTHER, remembering that

there were once Two Macs who de-

lighted in spoofing their audiences,
refused to be comforted until categori-

cally assured that between R.N.A.S.
and R.F.C. there is "sufficient cohe-
sion."

This wasBALPOUR's day. Never since

he gave up the Leadership of the Union-
ist Party six years ago has he more

completely dominated the scene. Mr.
BONAR LAW had announced that the

Government had on third thoughts de-

cided not to set up a new tribunal to

try the persons affected by the Mesopo-
tamia Report. The military officers

would be dealt with by the Army Coun-
cil. As for Lord HARDINGE, the Govern-

ment,
" on the representations of the

FOREIGN SECRETARY," had again re-

fused his proffered resignation. If any
Members disapproved, let them pro-

pose a Vote of Censure or move the

adjournment.
It was perhaps fortunate for the

Government that Mr. DILLON accepted
the challenge. During the

War the Member for East-

Mayo has lost such authority
in the House as he once pos-
sessed. Criticism on the con-

duct of the campaign from
one who boasts that he has
never stood upon a recruiting-

platform lacks sincerity. Mr.

BALFOUR, always at his best

when defending a friend, laid

about him lustily, and con-

vinced the majority of the

House, not very friendly at

the outset, that it would be

an act of gross injustice to

remove a great public servant

because the Commission on
whose evidence, without fur-

/ ther inquiry, you could not

^-' hang a cat had reported
- /

;
-. adversely on his conduct in an

entirely different capacity.
To add to the force of this

appeal came Sir HEDWORTH
MEUX'S striking testimonial

THE EMPTY
MB. PUNCH DROPS A SILKNT TEAR AT THE
DEPARTURE OF ONE OF HIS BEST PUPPETS.

This day the KING in Council decreed

that the Royal House should forthwith

abandon all German titles and be
known henceforth as the House of

Windsor. No one will be better pleased
than Mr. SWIFT MACNELLL, who for

months past has been unsparing in his

efforts to purge the Upper House of

enemy peers, and to-night had the

satisfaction of seeing a Bill for that

purpose read a second lime. His pro-

phecy that such a measure .could be

LORD HARDINGE'S CHAMPION.
MR. BALFOUR LETS OUT.
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I have known Lord HABDDKHI
from a boy." After that, small wonder

that the House rejected Mr. DILLON'S

motion by 170 to HI.

Thursday, ///In L9<A. The only thing
that keeps Mi-. UKIIDY at Westminster

is his delight in acting as Chorus to

Major PKKTYMAN NEWMAN. \Vhenever

the lion, and gallant Member asks a

question Mr. HKDDV, in a piping voice

of remarkable carrying power, imme-

diately puts anot her, designed to throw

doubt upon his personal prowess or bis

military capacity. Major NEWMAN bad
i IQuestions on the Paper this after-

noon, and, as be had just announced the

withdrawal of bis valuable support from

a Government so lost to all sense of pro-

priety as to welcome Messrs.Ciiritniiu,

and MoNTAiir to its fold, Mr. KKDDY'S

comments were awaited with pleasur-
able anticipation.

Alas ! for once he was not in his

place. Even when Major NEWMAN
elicited the damning information tbat

some members of the Dublin Metro-

politan Police occasionally employ a

German barber there was no penetra-

ting voici from the back benches to

ask,
" Why doesn't the honourable

Mini her go and shave them himself?"
Mr. JOWETT wants the HOME SECRE-

TARY to withdraw the permission he

gave some time ago "to employ women
on the night-turn in wool-combing."
Several much-married Members are

afraid tbat whatever he may decide the-

objectionable practice will continue.

SCOTLAND FOR EVER.
TIH'.Y came from untamable highlands,
From glens where their fathers were

free,

From misty and mountainous islands

Set fast in the throat of the sea ;

They fought for the honour of Britain ;

They died in defence of the right ;

Their deeds are in history written

In letters of light.

They fell where the Ganges is flowing ;

They lie 'neath the Russian Redan ;

Their dust o'er the desert is blowing
In the whirlwinds of far Kordofan ;

The sons of Glen Orchy and Rannoch

Sleep sound by the slow-moving
Scheldt,

And the bones of the men of Loch
Fannich

Are white on the veldt.

But the Lews and Lochmaben and
(iairloch

Still march to the battle array,
And the fighters from many a fair

loch,

Like their fathers, leap forth to the

fray ;

Hairdresser (with a vine to business to customer, u-7io is getting rapidly laid}.
" THERE

ABE PLENTY OP HAIRDRKSSERS, YOU KNOW, SlB, WHO PBOFESB TO MAKE A WIQ ; BUT,
WHEN YOU'VE GOT IT ON, IT LOOKS NOTHING LIKE A wio AT ALL, SIB."

Red flame tears the darkness asunder
Where the curtain of battle is drawn,

Where the clansmen through death-

cloud and thunder
Go over at dawn.

In the strength of the hills and the

heather,
With the salt of the sea in their blood,

They sweep from the trenches together
With the force of an onrushing flood;

Like the billows that beat upon Moidart i

When gales from the Hebrides blow,
Like a storm on the mountains of

Knoidart

They burst on the foe.

A film-drama :

" It is the story of the poor orphan daughter
of a South American aristocrat. She has be-

come enamoured of a tradesman's son, but mis-

apprehension having arisen, she becomes en-

gnged to a man who apparently is well endowed
with this world's foods."

Leicester Daily Mercury.

In these times, who can wonder at her

choice ?

From an article on the Royal
Lineage :

" After the extinction of the Billing

Family . . . ." Daily Telegraph.

A correspondent, writing upon House
of Commons' notepaper, assures us

that the above passage is a gross

exaggeration.

"CHARLIE D. (Westminster). Wo answer

you in the words of Cassius,
' A plague o'

both your houses.' "Town Topics.

Were not the words those of Mercntio

when he had failed to set up a Business
Government in Verona ?

"Apply weed-killers to garden walks and
drives, using every precaution against domestic
fowls and other bird-eating worms."

Irish Gardeninj.

Very careless of ST. PATRICK to leave

these ornithophagous reptiles at large.

" Wanted, Few Men to travel with Hobby
Horses. Apply Murphy's Stoam Galloping
Horses, Abbeyleix, Queen's Co."

Irish Independent.

Now we understand Mr. GINSELL'S
sudden decision to quit Westminster.
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THE TAP-ROOM.
OUR Reserve Battalion has a billiard-

room, which is well patronised by all

those cheerful souls who have escaped

from France without permanent injury

and resignedly await the second call.

To-night the "
Tap-room

"
is in top

form. A four-handed game of snooker

is in as rapid progress as is reasonably

possible. Every easy-chair is filled with

a would-be player offering gratuitous
advice in order to speed things up. A

voting war-scarred Captain is balanced

on a rickety side-table, offering odds on

the game in a raucous voice. The Mess-

waiter strives to be in three

places at once. Through all,

the players, totally unnerved,

play with a desperate attempt
at concentration.

Suddenly the door opens, and

the Colonel enters, heated and
out of breath. His eye pierces

through the tobacco smoke and

transfixes the unhappy book-

maker. He requests him to

take advantage of his position
to open a window. The players
examine the tips of their cues

in sudden silence. The Colonel

refuses the offer of six vacated

chairs with a slightly impatient

negative and inquires as to the

probable length of the game.
He accepts the obvious untruth
that it has jusfc ended, smiles

j

with satisfaction, and proposes |

to the Adjutant a game of one
hundred up.
The Colonel, after examining

the cues with marked disap-

proval, eventually selects one
of short length and pronounced
weight. He then appropriates
for his sole personal use the

only piece of chalk, demands
the spot ball, places it in posi-

pocket the red from a point of consider-

able vantage, when the Adjutant defer-

entially suggests that ho is about to

play with the wrong ball. The Colonel

immediately strides round the table to

where his command is clinging to the

cushion, lifts the ball to convince him-

self that there is a spot on its surface,

plants it back in a slightly more favour-

able position, and with one thrust of

his cue projects it into open country.
He then leaves the table without await-

ing the result and resumes his pipe.
The Adjutant now compiles a fifteen

break, pauses, notices the Colonel's

inattention, and with typical lack of

Ancient Heroine. " IT 's BEEN A TRY/IN' TIME FOB ME, MRS.
BLOGGS. MY SAVIN'S-BANK BOOK WAS UP IN LUNNON ALL
THROUGH THAT AIR-RAID. "

tion, and endeavours to cast his oppo-
nent's ball into a baulk pocket with

a rapid back-hander. The Adjutant
sprints round the table in pursuit.
The Colonel next addresses his own

ball and propels it violently against the

red, which, taken completely by sur-

prise, bounds with a strong resilience

from the top cushion, courses twice up
and down the table and comes to a

pause in the neighbourhood of .the

middle pocket. The Colonel tests the

elasticity of the cushion with his thumb
and gives way a foot to enable his

opponent to begin a neat break of

twenty-seven.
The Colonel, finding time hanging

heavily on his hands, devotes this period
to filling his pipe from a borrowed

pouch ;
he then tramps determinedly

back to the table and is about to

true discipline pots his opponent's ball

and leaves the others in baulk. A
horrified silence ensues. The Colonel,
without noticing the delicacy of the

situation, playfully slopes his "hipe"
and marches back to the table. The
awful truth is instantly laid bare. The
colour of his face becomes of an imperial
shade. He dumbly fumbles for his

ball, 'which, with a last bid for exemp-
tion, eludes his fingers and rolls under
the table.

Taking advantage of this the Colonel,
with one glance of concentrated hate
in the direction of his opponent, grap^

pies with his choler, and by the time
that his ball is returned under escort,

has partially recovered himself. He is

determined to show to his subalterns

the value of coolness in an emergency.
He places his ball with infinite care and

walks round the table to examine the

position from every point of view. His
next move is to mark out elaborate

angles with the assistance of chalk
marks on the cushions. Having finally
formed all his plans, he encourages his

artillery with a few more rounds of

chalk, approaches the field with studied
and dignified calm, delivers his attack,
and retires to watch the effect from his

O. Pip.
His command, flying desperately

across the open, loses direction, blun-

ders hopelessly into an obstruction on
the flank, retires in confusion, and
makes a blinddespairing dash fora shell-

crater. Missing this by a frac-

tion it loses all interest in life,

wanders pitifully off at an un-
natural angle, runs into the
hostile force of the Adjutant,
and comes finally into contact
with the red.

The Colonel hastens to remark
to the enthusiastic audience that

this cannon only proves the

possibilities of the noble game
when accuracy is achieved. It

is calculated to improve their

marksmanship, to teach them
to grasp an opportunity, to

apply their tactical training,
and to render them cool in the
hour of crisis.

Inspired by this truth he
! attempts to pull off an awk-

j

ward losing hazard. This effort

is ruined by an appalling mis-

I

cue which affects the new cloth.

i The Colonel justly blames the

j
chalk, removes the pet-dog of

j

the battalion from his path
with his foot, and makes for

j

the scoring-board. The volun-

teer marker inadvertently puts
the Colonel's modest score on to

. the large total of the Adjutant.
J At this critical moment an

orderly fortunately arrives with a note
from the Brigade office. The Colonel
secures the missive, tears the envelope
to shreds, runs his eye over the trivial

contents, and curses the War. He then
assumes an air of enormous import-
ance, excuses himself, and stamps out
into the night.

" It may be the bravery of ignorance that
induces us to take this point of view, but the

locality excuses ignorance to some extent,
and the bravery still exists : Ovid has a line

that might be learnt with advantage by our
readers

' Fallikcr augurio, spcs bona saepe sus.'
"

Nigerian Pioneer.

We do not recall this line in OVID
;
but

the locality is notoriously unfavourable

to Latin quotation. As HORACE says,
Hie Niger est ; hunc tit, Romane, cavcto.
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DR. SULUYAN.
IT had been decided that tlierc never

was such a resemblance as is to lie

i u-t.\\een my homely feature

those of a visitor to the same hotel last

year Dr. Sullivan of Wigley Street.

This had become an established fact,

irrefutable like a proposition of Euclid,

and c.no of my new friends, who was

also a friend of the Dr. Sullivan of

Wigley Street who hud so satisfying!^

and minutely anticipated my counte-

nance, made it the. staple of his con-

versation. "Isn't Mr. Blank," be

would say to this and that luihitut of

the smoking room as they dropped in

from the neighbouring farms at night,

"tho very imago of Dr. Sullivan of

Wigley Street, who was here last year ?
"

And they would subject my physiog-

nomy to a searching study and agree

that I was. Perhaps the nose a little

bigger, don't you think? or a shade of

dissimilarity between the chins (he

having, I suppose, only two, confound

him
!),

but taking it all round the like-

ness was extraordinary.
This had been going on for some

time, until I was accustomed, if not

exactly inured, to it, and was really

rather looking forward to tho time

when, on returning to London, I could

trump up a sufficient ailment to call

upon my double in Wigley Street and

scrutinize him with my own eyes. But
last night my friend had something of

a set-back, which may possibly, by

deflecting his conversation to other

topics, give me relief. I hope so.

It happened like this. We were

sitting in the smoking-room as usual,

he and I, when another local acquaint-
ance entered one who, I gathered,
had been away for a few weeks and

whom I had therefore not yet seen, and

who (for this was the really important

thing to my friend) consequently had

not yet seen me.
In course of time the inevitable oc-

curred. " Don't you think," my friend

asked,
" that Mr. Blank is the very

image of Dr. Sullivan of Wigley Street,

who was here last summer? "

"What Dr. Sullivan's that?" the

newcomer inquired.
" Dr. Sullivan of Wigley Street, who

was fishing here last summer. Don't

you remember him ? The very image
of Mr. Blank."
"The only Dr. Sullivan I know," re-

plied the newcomer,
"

is Dr. Sullivan of

Newcastle. lie's a very old man by
now. A very learned man too. He has

a wonderful private museum. He
"
No, no, the Dr. Sullivan I mean was

from Wigley Street a specialist who
took the Manor fishing last summer
and stayed in the hotel."

Officer. "WANT A NEW MESS-TIN, DO YOU? WHEKE '8 YOUR OLD ONE?"

Private. "I HAVEN'T GOT rr, Sin." Officer. "WHY NOT?"

Private.
" PLEASE, SIR, THERE '8 A CHATEAU ON TOP OP IT, SIR."

" Dr. Sullivan of Newcastle is a very
old man much older than Mr. Blank

here, and not a bit like him. He 's a

most interesting personality. He is

the great authority on the South Sea

Islanders. You should see his collection

of Fiji war clubs."
' " But that 's not the Dr. Sullivan I

mean. You must remember him," said

my impresario ;

" we all used to meet

evening after evening, just as we 're

doing now Dr. Sullivan of Wigley
Street, the specialist, a clean-shaven

big man, exactly like Mr. Blank here.

Everyone has noticed the likeness."
" Dr. Sullivan of Newcastle 1m- a

beard," said the newcomer. " And he's

a very old man by now. A great re-

ceptacle of miscellaneous learning. He
showed me once his collection of coins

and medals. He's got coins back to

the Roman Emperors and stories about

every one of them. His collection
"

"
Yes, but

"

" of idols is amazing. You never

saw such comic figures as those natives

worship. There 's nothing he doesn't

collect. He 's got a mummy covered

with blue beads. He 's got skulls from

all over the world, showing different

formations. It 's some years
"

"
Yes, but

"

since I saw him last, and of course

he may be
"

"
Yes, but

"

"dead. But if not he's a. man
worth knowing. If ever you go to New-
castle don't forget about him. But he

must be very old by now. Ho "

At this point I finished my glass and

slipped away to bed. Consulting the

mirror as I undressed, I smiled at the

reflection that confronted me. " You
can sleep well to-night," I said,

" for

there are signs that you are about to

have a rest."
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HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.

(Dr. von BsTSJUJUf-^OLXiifilQ and Horr MICHAELIS.)

MICHAELIS. I have called partly because I desired to

oft'er my most tactful condolences to my distinguished

predecessor in the high office which I hold, and partly

because I thought you might he willing to give me some

hints as to my conduct, for I should like to leave nothing
undone that might make me a successful Chancellor.

Von BsiSJtASS-HoiJjWSOQ. Upon my word you are

even more kind and considerate than I had expected.
Even to exchange a word with a fallen Chancellor is a

sign both of kindness and courage. I wonder how you
could screw yourself up to the pitcli of being so daring.
M. I am glad you think so, for that is how I myself

felt it.

Von B.-H. Well, we will leave your courage out of the

question. It is sufficiently proved by your acceptance of

the Chancellorship. As to such advice as I am able to

give, I must ask you first whether you are ready to have

the boots of the ALL -HIGHEST constantly wiped upon
various parts of your person ?

M. A true Prussian endures that with difficulty.

Von B.-H. But a true Prussian, it seems, can accustom
himself to this form of friendship and confidence as to

many others.

M. What others do you speak of ?

Von B.-H. My worthy MICHAELIS, you really must have

covered your eyes and stopped your ears ever since you
were born, otherwise you could not possibly be so ignor-
ant. Do you not know that if your great and beloved says
a foolish thing or does an indiscreet one it will be your
duty to shoulder the responsibility for it? And you can

easily calculate yourself during how many hours of the day
your back is likely to be without a burden of some sort.

And mind you, you are not to expect to receive any grati-
tude for your toil.

M. But he speaks a kind word now and then, doesn't

he?
Von B.-H. A kind word? Ha-ha. When I think of all

that I have done for that man, the acts I have defended,
the stupidities I have tried to convert into statesmanship,
the tempers I have been the butt of, the childish insults I

have had to tolerate, the theatricalities I have been com-

pelled to treat as if they were the most glorious manifesta-

tions of Imperial splendour when I think of all this and
realise that he and I are both still alive, I marvel at such a

spectacle of human endurance.
M. I must confess you are not very cheerful or very

encouraging.
Von B.-H. I did not set out to cheer you up or to en-

courage you, but I thought it just as well that someone
should tell you the truth.

M. Why aren't you glad then at having dropped your
burden ?

Von B.-H. I own I ought to be, but, as you hint, I am
not. There are ways of doing things, and there is a real

difference in walking quietly through a door and being
kicked out through it with all possible violence.

M. But you have had the Hohenzollern Order pre-
sented to you and the ALL-HIGHEST has written you with
his own gracious hand a letter.

Von B.-H. Verbosa et grandis epistola venit a Capre'is.
As for the Hohenzollern Order I don't care a snap of the

fingers for it. Nor will you when your time comes.
M. I hope that will not be for many years.
Von B.-H. For your sake I hope your time may be short.

In any case I must thank you most warmly for your tact-

ful condolences.

THE REST-RUMOUR.
I KNOW not in what rodent-haunted caverns,

By what rough tongues the tale was first expressed,

By choking fires or in the whispering taverns

With wine and omelette lovingly caressed,
Or what tired soul, o'erladen with a lump
Of bombs and bags which someone had to hump,
Flung down his load indignant at the Dump

And, cursing, cried, "It 's time ice had a rest !
"

And so, maybe, began it. Some sly runner,

Half-hearing, half-imagining, no doubt,

Caught up the word and gave it to a gunner,
And, he embroidering, 'twas noised about
From lip to lip in many a trench's press
Where working-parties struggled to progress
Or else go back, but both without success,

"
Officer says Division 's going out."

It found the Front. It came up with the rations ;

The Corporals carried it from hole to hole ;

And scouts behaved in strange polemic fashions

On what they thought would be their last patrol ;

While Fritz, of course, from whom few things are hid,

Had the romance as soon as any did,

And said, thank William, he would soon be rid

Of yon condemned disturbers of his soul.

Nor were there few confirming little trifles,

For James, rejoining from the Base, had scann'd

Strange waiting infantry with brand-new rifles,

In backward areas, but close at hand
;

And some had marked the D.A.Q.M.G.
Approaching Eailhead in the dusk, and he

(Who, as a fact, was simply on the spree)
Had gone, of course, to view the Promised Land.

And what a land ! Who had not heard its promise?
A land of quietude and no grenades,

Soft beds for officers, fair barns for Tommies,
And rich estaminets and gracious maids,
And half-an-hour from Abbeville by the train,

A land of rivulets and golden grain

(Where it would be impossible to train

And even difficult to have parades) !

Then it appeared the groom of General Harrison
Had news denied to ordinary men,

How the Brigade was going home to garrison
A restful corner of the Lincoln fen ;

But weeks have passed and we are as we were ;

And possibly, when Peace is in the air

And these dear myths have died of sheer despair,

They may come true but not, I think, till then.

Feline Amenities.
" CATS' HAPPY HOLIDAY HOMK. Wired garden, Home comforts,

References." Chnrcli Family Newspaper.

From a notice of
" Three Weeks "

:

"The Queen of Croatia,, one of those convenient operatic Balham
royalties. . . ." Liverpool Daily Post.

Won't Tooting be jealous !

" To one who has been long enough away from the centre of

things almost to forget what it is like, a walk along Pall Mall yester-

day brought some curious reflections. From the Circus to Hyde
Park Corner not a single luxurious private motor-car or horse-drawn

carriage was to be seen. It was not the Pall Mall of old days."
Evening Paper.

No, it seems to have been much more like Piccadilly.
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Truii/i s!:ij> Otjicir.
" ANYTHING I CAN DO FOR YOU, SIR?"

Enterprising American. "I GUESS so. I'M THE CINEMATOGRAPH OPERATOR WHO'S GOING TO TAKE A FILM THE FIBST TIME YOU 'BE

TORPEDOED, AND I 'VE GOT A LETTER FROM YOUR FOLKS INSTRUCTING YOU TO GIVE ME EVERY FACILITY.

A SURPRISE PARTY.

"FivE-AND-THiBTY woundedTommies

coming to tea and one of them coming
to his death, but he doesn't know it,"

moaned Emily, and waved a knife round

her head.

I saw what had happened. All this

bun-baking and cake-making had been

too much for my poor wife. She had

been living in the oven for a week.
" You 're overdone. Lie down and

try to get a little nap before they
come," I said soothingly.

"
Every-

thing 's ready."
" Will he die without a sound, or

will he gurgle ?
"

said Emily, and

brought the knife within an inch of

my nose.
" No one is going to die at our tea-

party, dear," I said, and ducked.

"Not after swallowing that ?" shrieked

Emily, and lunged at mo with the knife

again.
I got it firmly by the handle this

time, and I recognised Emily's special

cake-knife, an instrument wrought to

perfection by long years of service,

sharp as a razor down both sides, with

a flexible tip that slithered round a

basin and scooped up the last morsels

of candied-peel.
But the flexible tip was gone. I

understood Emily's distraught con-

dition. You can replace a diamond

tiara; money won't buy a twenty-

year-old cake-knife.

"Try and bear it, dear," I said.

Emily pointed to the table weighed
down with Madeiras and rocks and

almonds and sultanas and gingers.
" It 's inside one of them," she said.

For the moment I failed to grasp
her meaning. She explained.

" I 've

made six dozen. The knife was all

right when I started ; a little bent,

nothing more. It was when I was

mixing the last that I 'noticed the tip

was missing."
It was a difficult position. There

was no time to submit the cakes to the

X-rays ; the advance party was stream-

ing through the gate.
"Dear fellows! I wonder which

one it will be," said Emily, and clung
round my neck.

I put her on one side. " I '11 manage
it; leave it to me," I said, and went
forward and welcomed our guests. My
mind was working clearly and rapidly,

as it always does in a crisis. When I

had got them seated round the tea-

table,
" My dear friends," I said,

" this

isn't a Christmas party, but my wife

couldn't help indulging in a little

Christmas fun. She's just whispered
to me that she 's put a surprise in one

of the cakes.
"

I know her. It won't

be an ordinary sort of surprise. I

should advise you all to keep a sharp
look-out. There 's a pound

"
(it was

worth a pound to save a hero's throat

from being cut)
" for the man who finds

anything in his cake which hasn't any
business to be there."

Within five minutes two pebbles, a

tin-tack, a chunk of wood and a black-

beetle were on the tablecloth . . .

" Do you know that flutter 's cost

me five pounds, and there wasn't a sign
of your infernal knife after all ?

"
I said

to Emily when they 'd gone.
" I 've just found it under the kitchen

table," said Emily.
" I am thankful."

"
This, company's year ended on the 40th

June, and a good distribution is looked for by
the market." Journal of Commerce.

With such help from the calendar any
company should do well.
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THE SIGNAL SECTION.
You know how the great hunter who

sleeps with his gun at his pillow is

awake in an instant, with all his facul-

ties alert, when the sacred spider breaks

a twig in the jungle ? You remember
how the handsome highwayman, at the

first far clatter of hoofs on the great
North Eoad, is up and out on the

scullery roof of the inn before you
have turned the page, and is deep in

Lonely Copse (wearing the serving-

wench's stomacher) before his first fat

pursuer has said,
"
Open in the name

of the Law," below his window ? Well,

like Jimmy's bloodhound in Punch, I

am very good at that.

But it is a telephone-bell that does it.

You go down seventy-
two steps backwards,
or you hit your head

to a German room,
which smells German,
and you will find my
boudoir, furnished with

sandbags, a shaving
mirror and a telephone.

At eleven o'clock I

lie on the sandbags and,
like the great hunter,
close my eyes immedi-

ately in dreamless sleep.
At five minutes past

eleven the telephone-
bell rings.
That is what I am

good at. I leap to my
feet and say

" Hullo !

"

Utter silence follows,

save (as Mr. BEACH
THOMAS would say) for

the monotonous drone
of the great shells burst-

ing outside.

I repeat my original
remark. " Hullo !

"
I

"Hullo! . . Hullo!"

do you want, Sir ? This is Zed Esses

Pip Ack five, Sir . . ."

" You called me," I say.
He is more hurt than angry at that.

"
Oh, no, Sir. You rang me up, Sir.

This is Zed Esses . . ."

I nip that in the bud by saying
" Hullo !

"
very loud. He realizes that

the game is up.
"
Speak to Division, Sir," he says

curtly, and clicks before I can answer.

A faint far gnat-voice says,
" Is that

Zed Ess ?
"

No," I shout. ' What the
"
Through to Division," says gnat-

voice and clicks me off.- Another
voice carries on the good work. Up-
stairs the shells burst playfully on the

parapet, and under the starlit sky a gas

New Tenant (digging up lawn anil waste ground, to agent). "CAN YOU INFORM
ME WHERE I CAN FIND THE MAN WHO OWNED THIS PLACE BEFORE ME?"

House Agent.
" ER HE 's IN FRANCE."

Tenant. "TjM. WELL,, / HOPE HE COMES SACK SAFELY!"

say brightly,

I shake the microphone. It sounds
as though sand had got into it, and
still there is silence. The minutes creep
on and my voice begins to fail. Outside
in the quiet night a solitary gas-alarm

chirps a few quiet notes to the stars

and is still. I continue to say "Hullo !

"

At eleven-fifteen the operator at the

other end finishes the story of what
he said to her and what she, on the

other hand, said to him, and turns

refreshed to his instrument.

With a dexterous twist of his wrist

he sounds a deafening peal in the bell

at my ear, and says,
" Hullo !

"

I retaliate. When the score is vant-

age out, I put all the red tabs I can
into my voice, and his tone changes.
He is at once the cheerful and willing
artisan, eager to please.

"
Yes, Sir ... Yes, Sir Who

cloud drifts slowly across the fields,

almost hiding the cattle who are graz-

ing peacefully there in the long wet

grass.
At midnight I am through to Division.

"Is that you? "says Division. "There
is a list . . ."

"
Finished, please ?

"
says the opera-

tor so near and loud that I jump.
Division and I are at one here we

are agreed that we have not finished.

Like the Brothers Crosstalk, we say so

simultaneously, using the same swear-

word.
The operator clicks off, baffled.
" That list of men for a bombing

course," says Division.
"
Yes, Sir," I reply brightly, though

my heart sinks.
" You ought to have sent it in at

6 P.M," says Division. "And it has not

yet arrived."

I look at my wrist-watch, but realise

too late that this graceful gesture is

lost on him. " I am sorry, Sir," I reply
with dignity,

" but the delay was inevit-

able. It shall be with you on the break-

fast-table. The difficulty of communi-
cation in this great War . . ."

Division laughs sardonically.
At ten minutes past twelve I go to

bed again, and at twelve-fifteen an

orderly shines an electric torch in my
eyes in order to prevent my reading a
wire which he hands me. It says,
"Eef. your S.C. 1985 please ask PIG
if they have salvaged any German
socks. A. A. A. urgent."

I stand up, and the orderly, com-

pletely unnerved by the sight of a Staff

Captain in undress uniform, releases the
button of his torch and retires under

cover of darkness.

I twirl the handle of

the telephone and lis-

ten. There is silence.

I turn it again with

vigour. For twenty
minutes I behave like

an organ-grinder. To-
wards dawn the bell

rings and I receive an
electric shock.

" Hullo !

"
says the

operator.
I tell him what I

think of him. When
I have finished the sun
is up and the first aero-

plane is dropping its

glad bombs on the dewy
earth below.

I demand PIG. PIG
is a Machine Gun Com-

pany. By breakfast-

time I have discovered

that PIG has salvaged
socks, German, one.

I ring up Division . . .

It is a splendid force, as they used to

say in The Message from Mars it is a

splendid force, the Signal Service.

And men sleeping among the rats in

the front line wake for their coffee and
hot water and envy me my undisturbed

nights.

" The Vienna Die Zcit considers the political
crisis in Germany as one of the chief conse-

quences of the political utterances of English,
American and French statesmen, demanding
the demoralisation of Germany."

Sunday Times.

It seems superfluous.

"It is authoritatively announced that the

American troops fighting in France will very

shortly receive steel helmets, the design of the

helmets being very similar to those worn by
the French and British forces, but bearing, as

insignia, the United States coat of mail."

Daily Graphic.

Head-protection is very necessary, but

isn't this rather overdoing it ?
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Harassed Decorator. "I'M VERY 8OHBY, MOM, I 'AVEN'T BEEN ABLE TO PAPER YODR TWO TOP BEDROOMS. THEY TOOK AWAY MY

LAST MAN A WEEK AGO FOR THE ARMY. SEEMS TO. ME THEY THINK MORE OF THIS 'ERE WAR THAN THEY DO OP PAPER- ANOMQ.

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

MR. HORACE BLEACKLEY, in his Life of John Wilkes

(LANE), the "Father (inter alia) of Radicalism," provides a

vast amount of honest entertainment, and has handled his

vivid twopence-coloured subject with considerable skill.

There is plenty of humour to be extracted from the

vagaries of the friend of liberty. Some of the best of it may
be found in the consideration of this unsuitable parentage
of a solemn creed for WILKES of Medmenham Abbey fame

and The Essay on Women was certainly not reared on cocoa

and flannel waistcoats. To the optimist hopeful of the

progress of mankind the notion of the" patriot buying his

votes at Aylcsbury at the price of five pounds a-piece will

bring consolation. We do things at least a little better now.

In other matters too we have made some slight advance.

WILKES rode unmoved to Tyburn as sheriff to assist at the

hanging of a young girl-wife (with a husband pressed for

the Navy) for the stealing of a few yards of stuff in

Ludgate Hill to buy bread for her starving children.

Those who take pleasure in the playful repetitions of

history may summon a smile for this passage: "The
executive now [1769] held the legislature in complete sub-

jection. The individual politician had lost his independ-
ence, the majority in the House of Commons had become
the humble obedient servant of the Government of the day.
Its members were merely pawns in the political game, and
made every move as the ministerial hand directed them."

As a Government-baiter WILKES could give points to our

HOGGE and PRINGLE. He was much less dull for one good

thing. I wish the code of our fastidious day would permit
me to quote the naughtiest of witty retorts made by the

patriot to his fellow-debauchee, Lord SANDWICH. But alas !

I can only refer the discerning reader to page 69 of an

excellent biography.

The title of In the Wake of the War (LANE) is at least

one of cheery import, doubly welcome in these days when
certain gloomsters seem anxious to assure us, in the manner

of the apple-eater, that there ain't going to be no wake.

Mr. HAROLD HODGE is by no means of this persuasion ; he

says, aptly enough, that if (as all but the cynics believe) the

War is going to leave behind it a changed world the sooner

we begin to arrange our plans for living in it the better.

The particular questions to which he devotes a volume that

(whatever you may think of its conclusions) is both prac-

tical and moderate, are those relating to "
Parliamentary or

Imperial Government." No one can deny that Mr. HODGE
has thought clearly and with insight upon this theme. I

liked the incisive candour of his excuse for daring, as an

amateur, to criticise Parliamentary Government, namely,
that while only a member could know it from within " on

the other hand it is extremely difficult for one who is, or

even has been, within to know it from without." A reflec-

tion that explains much. Mr. HODGE later elaborates this

with some trenchant observations on what is called (more

accurately than many persons suppose) the Game of Party,

showing how the delight in rule-twisting, in scores, and in

the chicane of Procedure came to exercise a wholly dispropor-

tionate spell over the mind of the professional politician.

His remedy, an Imperial council, independent of Parlia-

ment and expressive of the popular will through the refer-

endum, is ably worked out, with a due appreciation of its

!
difficulties.

Mr. SHAN F. BULLOCK'S Irish stories have given me so

much pleasure that I feel myself an ingrate for setting down
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the circumstance that his new novel, Mr. liuby Jumps the

Traces (CHAPMAN AND HALL), has given me very little. But

truth must out.
" Mr. BULLOCK Abjures Ireland

"
might

have been the title, for there is nothing of his own romantic

country, which he knows and loves so well, in it ; but we
have instead a minute study of suburbia and all the mis-

understandings and ambitions and disappointments and high

spirits that make up family life there. Mr, Ruby is a clerk

in the City who, ascending one morning to the box of his

omnibus, "discovered that it was Spring, and, returning
home that evening, found that he was out of tune with

domesticity and in need of an adventure. The next day
therefore he took a ticket to Morocco, telegraphed to his

wife that he was going away on business, and set sail.

Mr. BULLOCK does not convince me that Mr. liuby was the

man to do this ; but never mind, he does it. From Gibraltar

he returns to his shackles, which he really prefers, and the

rest of the book shows how this break-away changes things,
for his wife believes that there was another woman in the

case, and his daughters take courage from his own falli-

bility, and so forth. The history is done with immense

particularity and sympathy,
but the dish has been insuffi-

ciently spiced. Mr. BULLOCK
has, in short, thought more of

the Bubys than of the reader.

Diem discovers that the father has just died, and that Myola,
who has suffered badly from paternal cruelty, is left alone
to bury him. Admirable restraint is shown in the handling
of this rather embarrassing situation. Afterwards Myola
comes to England, and signs of the prentice hand begin to

appear in the author's work. Her picture of English
Society is lacking in distinction, and I was relieved when
Myola took to her heels and returned to the place from
which she came. Still there is undeniable power in this

book and abundant promise of better work to come. Let
me, however, beg Miss MUSGBAVE to eschew trite asides,
and not waste her time and ours in telling us, for example,
that "

regularity is ever the fetish of a good servant, and
the making of one." This kind of thing does not help
much in a novel of which the publishers' opinion and I

agree is that it
" touches the deepest roots of human

feeling."

In Off Shore (PEARSON) the

writer who chooses to be
known as "TAFFRAIL" has
collected a round dozen of

nautical sketches and short

stories all impregnated with
the authentic salt of the sea.

I had occasion recently to

commend in the highest terms
the story of Pincher Martin,
O.D., by "TAFFHAIL," and I

am glad to record that I find

in the present book most of

the qualities (of course on a

smaller scale) which made
the long story of Pincher so

brilliantly successful. I like

all the new stories, but my favourite is
" The Off Chance,"

in which the tables are most skilfully and dramatically
turned on the Germans, and "the poor old Dragonfly"
not only manages to save herself but also brings into port
a German ship which by a wonderful stroke of boldness she
has captured in spite of her own battered and shattered con-

Dissatisfied Bungalow Tenant. "THESE HOLIDAY-MAKERS ARE
BECOMING A PERFECT NUISANCE. THIS IS THE THIRD TIME IN
A FOETNIGHT WE HAVE BEEN OVER-RUN."

dition. This, I say, is my favourite, but there are others that
run it pretty close, for instance "The Hole in the Cliffs,"
where love-making is mingled with adventure and both
have their share in the destruction of a German U-boat.

Nothing could possibly be more satisfactory than " the
awful rending crash of riven steel

"
with which the story

ends.

Myola won the second prize in Messrs. HODDEB AND
STOUGHTON'S "One Thousand Guineas Novel Competition."
I state this bald fact partly as evidence that Miss (I am
guessing) MUSGBAVE'S story has been examined and ap-
proved, and partly because I wondered for some time why
it had failed to gain the highest award. The tale opens in

North New Zealand, among scenes most picturesquely
described and under conditions peculiarly intriguing. The
heroine is found in the wilds by a cousin, Dion Cosivay,
who has come to search for her father and to tell him that
he has succeeded to a great inheritance. On his arrival

Those who know and admire (which is the same thing)
the pleasant Irish stories of the late Miss JANE BARLOW
will turn eagerly to her posthumous novel, just published,

In Mio's Youth (HUTCHINSON).
They will not be disappointed.
The story itself is very simple.
Mio, short for Ilermione, was
an orphaned child, introduced,
rather as a source of income
than an object of love, into

an Irish family
" of limited

means." Just what that phrase
intends, the shifts and con-

trivances that it covers, is

shown by Miss BARLOW in her
! own gently satirical fashion.
: Poor Mio, naturally enough,
did not have much of a time
in such surroundings ; later,

however, there arrived the
destined lover, who is indeed in-

!
dicated with sufficient obvious-

ness for the part from his ear-

liest, very youthful appearance.
As in other books from the
same pen the actual plot is of

less moment than the gallery of Irish portraits that embel-
lish it. Miss BAELOW has done nothing truer than the

just-not-quite-out-at-elbows household of the Quins ;
it is a

picture that has been painted many times, but never with

greater insight, a more sympathetic humour, or fuller

freedom from any yielding to the temptation of farce. It

will add greatly to the regret that so natural a writer

should have told us her last tale.

NOMS DE GUEEEE.
[" Goburg

"
is the name of a common form of loaf.]

THE Eoyal House, determined to disown
Teutonic titles of unlucky omen,

Has added now to kindred names its own
Cognomen.

The East-End with its problems, like the West
Loaves dear, bombs cheap would gladly

"
put

the kybosh
"

On profiteers and on that other pest,
The sky-Bosch.

Thus, in accord, the highest in the land
Join with the proletariat they 've both a

Desire to see brought low the "
Coburg" and

The "Gotha."
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CHARIVARIA.
TIIK Imperial aspirations of KING

FKIUHNANO are discussed by a Frank-

foil paper in an article entitled " What

Bulgaria wants." Significantly enough
llie ground covered is almost identical

with the suhject-mattor of an unpub-
lished article of our own, entitled " What
Bulgaria won't get."

f. ;;:

The cow wliich walked down sixteen

stairs into a cellar at Willesden is said

to have been the victim of a false air-

raid warning. + ^

"In Scotland," says Mr. BAIINKS'S

report on Industrial Uniest,
" the sub-

ject of liquor restrictions was never

mentioned." Some thoughts are too

poignant for utterance.

"V
According to the state-

ment of a German paper
"A Partial Crisis

"
threatens

Austria. One of these days
wo fool sure something
really serious will happen
to that country.

*
jfc

The Medical Officer of the
|j ('.C.estimatosthatinl916

the total water which flowed

under London Bridge was
875.000,000,000 gallons. It

is not known yet what is to

be done about it.V
The Army Council has

forbidden the sale of raflia

in the United Kingdom.
Personally we never eat

the stuff. * ...

Nature Notes : A white

sparrow has been seen in Huntingdon ;

a well-defined solar halo has been
observed in Hertfordshire, and Mr.
WINSTON CHUUCHIH, was noticed the

other day reading The Morniiuj Post.
.;: #

A boy of eighteen told the Stratford

magistrate that he had given up his

job because he only got twenty-five

shillings a week. He will however

full particulars of the warning appeared
next morning in the papers.

A man who obtained two hundred-

weight of sugar from a firm of ship-
brokers has been fined ten pounds at

(ll.-i *gow. Home curiosity exists as to

the number of ships ho had to purchase
in order to secure that, amount of sugar.

* *

A London magistrate has held that

tea and dinner concerts in restaurants

are subject to the entertainment tax.

This decision will come as a great
shock to many people who have always
regarded the music as an anu'sthetic.

* *

The no-tablecloths order has caused

great perturbation among the better-

class hotel-keepers in Berlin. Does

which has always ascribed the last

resting-place of England's patron saint

to the present site of the Mint.
* *

" War bread will keep for a week,"
stated Mr. CI-YNKS for the Ministry of

Food. Of course you can keep it longer
if you are collecting curios.

* *

It is announced that all salaries in

the Gorman Diplomatic Service have
been reduced. Wo always said that

friglitfulness didn't really pay.

German women have been asked
to place their hair at the disposal of

the authorities. If they do not care to

sacrifice their own hair they can just
send along the handful or two which

they collect in the course of waiting in

the butter queue.
*

Hamlet has been rendered

by amateur actors at the

Front, all scenery being dis-

pensed with. If you must

dispense with one or the

other, why not leave out

First ex-Knut. "WOULDN'T CARE TO BE IN BLIGHTY NOW, REG.,
WHEN IT'S BOTTEN FORM TO GO IN FOB FANCY TEAS AND THAT
WHAT?" Second ex-Knut. "HoNKl"

the acting ?V

continue

support.

to give the War his moral

The Austrian E&IPEUOK has told the

representative of The Cologne -Gazette

that he " detests war." If not true
this is certainly a clever invention on
KAKI/S part. * *

*

Wo feel that the public need not
have been so peevish because the ex-

!

the Government, they ask sarcastically,

expect their class of patron to wipe
their mouths on their shirt-cuffs?

$ ''.'.

The chairman of the House of Com-
mons' Tribunal complains that while
cats drink milk as usual they no longer
catch mice. This however may easily
be remedied if the FOOD-CONTROLLER
will meet them halfway on the question
of dilution.

''"*""

The public has been warned by
Scotland Yard against a man calling
himself Sid Smith. We wouldn't do it

ourselves, of course, but we are strongly
opposed to the police interfering in what
is after all purely a matter of personal
taste. ,.

: .,.

""*

The bones of ST. GEORGE have been

perimental siren air-raid warning was discovered near Beersheba in Palestine
not heard by everybody in London,

j by members of our Expeditionary Force.

They seem to overlook the fact that
|
This should dispel the popular delusion

"To assist in the break -

ing-up of grass-land," wo
are told,

" the Board of

Agriculture proposes to allo-

cate a number of horses to

agricultural counties." The
idea of allocating some of

our incurable golfers to this

purpose does not appear to

have suggested itself to our
slow-witted authorities.V

" I have resigned because
there is no further need
for my services," said Mr.

KENNEDY - JONES. Several politicians
are of the opinion that this was not
a valid reason.

An Expansive Smile.

"SIX HUNDRED SQUARE MILES.
BRITISH GBINS SINCE LAST YEAR."

The Statesman (Iiidia).

The Berliner Tageblatt says that

Herr MICHAELIS in the critical passages
measured his words "as carefully as if

they were meat rations." A wise pre-
caution, in view of the likelihood that

he would have to eat them.

From a Cinema advertisement :

" KEEPS YOU ON THE EDGE OF
YOUB SEATS THROUGHOUT THE
FIVE ACTS OF A BTORY THAT
UNTOLDS ITSELF MIDST THE
ROMANTIC PURLOINS OF ITALY
AND ENGLAND." Australian Paper.

We gather that the scene is laid in the
thieves' quarter.

rri.ni
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TO WILLIAM AT THE BACK OF THE CALICIAN FRONT.

ONCB more you follow in Bellona's train,

(Her tniiu de luxe) in search of cheap reclame ;

Once more you flaunt your rearward oriilamme,

A valiant eagle nosing out the slain.

Not to the West, where BUPPRECHT stands at bay,
Hard pushed with hounds of England at his throat,

And WILLIE'S chance grows more and more remote

Of breaking hearts along The Ladies' Way;

But to the East you go, for easier game,
Where traitors to their faith desert the fight,

And better men than yours arc swept in flight

By coward Anarchy that sells her shame.

For hero, by favour of your new allies,

You '11 see recovered all you lost of late,

When, tried in open combat, fair and straight,
Your Huns were flattened out like swatted flies.

Well, make the most of this so timely boom,
For Bussia yet may cut the cancer out

Her heart is big enough and turn about

Clean-limbed and strong and terrible as doom.

But, though she fail us in the final tost,

Not there, not there, my child, the end shall be,

But where, without your option, France and we
Have mada our own arrangements further West.

.

'

O. S.

DUSTBIN.
HE dropped in to tea, quite casually ; forced an entry

through the mud wall of our barn, in fact. No, he wouldn't
sit down expected to be leaving in a few minutes ; but he
didn't mind if he did have a sardine, and helped himself

to the tinful. Yes, a bit of bully, thanks, wouldn't be

amiss ; and a nice piece of coal ; cockchafers very good
too when, as now, in season

; and, for savoury, a little

nibble with a yard of tarred string and an empty card-

board cigarette-box. Thank you very much.
"
Why, the little brute 's a perfect dustbin," said my

mate; and "Dustbin" the puppy was throughout his stay
with us.

For six weeks did Dustbin attached for rations and

discipline accompany us on our sanitary rounds ; set us
a fine example of indiffence to shell fire, even to the extent
of attempting to catch spent shrapnel as it fell ;

and

proved the wettest of wet blankets to the " socials
"

of

the local rats. Then, as happens with sanitary inspectors
in France, there arrived late one afternoon a despatch
requesting the pleasure of my society in five hours' time

at a village some twenty kilos distant as the shell flies.

I found I should have fifteen minutes in which to pack,
four hours for my journey, and forty-five minutes between
the packing and the start in which to find a home for

! Dustbin.
" Take the little dorg off you ?

"
said a Sergeant acquaint-

ance in the D.A.C. "I couldn't, Corp'l. Why, I don't even
know how I'm goin' to take the foal yonder "- he glared

reproachfully at a placid Clydesdale mare and her totter-

ing one-day-old; "and 'ow I'm goin' to take my posh
breeches

I left him hovering despondently over his equipment and
a pile of dirty linen.

We tried the M.G.C. We were on the best of terms and

always had been ; they said so. They apologised in advance
for the insanitary conditions I might find ; inquired after

my health
;
offered me some colTee and generally loved me;

but they couldn't love my dog. The Cook even went so
far as openly to associate my guileless puppy witli a

shortage of dried herrings in the sergeants' mess.

Passing through the B.A.M.C. transport lines I rescued
Dustbin from a hulking native mongrel wearing an identity
disc. I judged the Ambulance would not bo wanting
another dog ;

but there was still hope with the Salvage
Company.
The Salvagier whom I met upon the threshold of the

"
billet

"
(half a limber load of bricks and an angle iron)

was quite sure the Salvage Company couldn't take a dog,
as they had an infant wild boar and two fox cubs num-
bering on their strength; but he thought that he could

plant my prodigy with a friend of his, a bombardier in the
E.G. A., the only other unit within easy distance. We
headed for the E.G.A.

It was just at this point that there occurred one of those
little incidents so dear to the comic draughtsman, but less

popular with " us." A moaning howl, a rushing hissing
sound, a moment of tense and awful silence, a devastating
crash, and the E.G.A. officers' bath-house,

" erected at enor-
mous trouble and expense

"
by a handful of T.U. men and

myself the day before, soared heavenwards with an acre or
two of the surrounding scenery.

"
Yes," said the Salvage

gentleman as he regained his perpendicular,
" as I was

sayin', 'is size is in 'is favour (you 'd better git down ag'in,

Corp'l) 'is size is in 'is favour
;

'e '11 go in a dixie easy, or

evsn in a (there's another bit orf the church) even in a
tin 'at, if you fold 'im up, but I 'm 'fraid the 'eads ain't much
in favour of a dog. Leastways the ole man I 'know was a

member of the Cat Club took a lot o' prizes at the Crys'l
Pala . . .

" I think we 'd better run this little bit, Corp'l," my
guide said suddenly. It was advisable. A sprint along
some two hundred yards of what had once been a road,
with a stone wall (like a slab of gruycre now, alas) upon
our right, and we should once more have the comfortable

feeling one always enjoys in a " hot
"

village when there

are houses upon either hand. A trolley load of rations held

the middle of the road
;
the ration party was, I believe,

in the ditch upon the left ; and a strangled voice exclaimed
after each burst,

" Oh crummy ! I do 'ope they don't 'it the
onions."

We gave our forty-seventh impersonation of a pair of

starfish, and then legged it for the apparent shelter of the

houses. At least I did
; the salvage man, less squeamish,

found a haven in an adjacent cookhouse grease-trap and
dust-shoot. I listened intently, but it was only the falling
of spent shrapnel, not the patter of Dustbin's baby but quite
enormous feet. A stove-pipe belching smoke and savoury
fumes protruded itself through the pavement on my right.

Through the chinks in the gaping slabs there came the

ruddy flicker that bespoke a " home from home" beneath

my feet ;
and then, still listening for signs of Dustbin,

I heard
"Didn't I tell you, Erb, to stop up that extra ventilation

'ole with somethin' ? and now look wot 's blown in. 'Ere,

steady on, ole man ;
that 's got to last four men for three

days."
"Well, I'm ," chimed in another voice, "if the

bloomin' tin ain't empty. Why, I only just opened it

that 's a 'ole Maconochie 'e 's got inside 'im, not countin'

wot you 've just . . . Poor little beggar must be starvin'.

You 're welcome to stop and share our grub, young feller,

but I 've got to go on p'rade wiv that that 's a belt, that

is . . ."

I turned towards the dimly lighted road that led to

[Censored] . Dustbin had found a homo.
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A FATEFUL SESSION.
SITTING HEN. "GO AWAY! DON'T HURRY MK!"
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THE MUDLARKS.
Tun scene is a School of Instruction

at tlio back of the Western Front set in

a valley of green meadows bordered by
files of plumy poplars and tin''

through by a silver ribbon of water.

On tin' I:i/y afternoon breeze, conio

the concerted yells of a bayonet class,

practising frightfulness further do\\n

the valley ;
also the staccato chatter of

Lewis guns punching holes in the near

bill-side.

In the centre of one meadow is a turf

mantye. In the centre of the 1,1

stands the villain of the piece, the

Hiding-Master,
He wears a crown on his sleeve, tight

breeches, jack-boots, vicious spurs and
sable moustachios. His right hand toys
with a long, long whip, his left with

his sable moustachios. He looks like

DIAVOLO, the lion-tamer, about to put
his man-eating chums through hoops
of lire.

His victims, a dozen Infantry officers,

circle slowly round the manege. They
are mounted on disillusioned cavalry
horsey who came out with WELLINGTON
and know a thing or two. Now and

again they wink at the Eiding-Master
hud he winks back at them.

The audience consists of an ancient

Gaul in picturesque blue pants, whose
mttier is to totter round the meadows
brushing Hies off a piebald cow ; the

School Padre, who keeps at long range
so that he may see the sport without

hearing the language, and ten little

gamins, who have been splashing in the

silver stream and are now sitting drying
on the bank like ten little toads.

They come every afternoon, for never
have they seen such fun, never since

the great days before the War when the

circus with the boxing kangaroo and
the educated porks came to town.

Suddenly the Riding -Master clears

his throat. At the sound thereof the
horses cock their ears and their riders

grab handfuls of leather and hair.

li.-M. " Now, gentlemen, mind the
word. Gently away tra-a-a-at." The
horses break into a slow jog-trot and
the cavaliers into a cold perspiration.
The ten little gamins cheer delightedly.
B.-M. " Sit down, sit up, 'ollow yer

backs, keep the hands down backs fore-

most, even pace. Number Two, Sir,

'ollow yer back; don't sit "uncbed up
like you 'd over-ate yourself. Number
Seven, don't throw yerself about in that
drunken manner, you '11 miss the saddle

altogether presently, coming down
can't expect the 'orse to catch you every
time.

" Number Three, don't flap yer hel-

bows like an 'en ; you ain't laid an hegg,
'ave you ?

Inquiring Lady (ninety-ninth question). "AND WHAT ABE YOU IK THE NAVY, MAY I ASK ?"

Tar. "I'M A FLAG-WAGGEB, MABM YES."

Inquiring Lady. "On, BEALLY! AND WHAT DO YOU WAO FLAGS FOB?"

Tar (in a ring-off voice). "MAKIN 1 BEADY FOB THK PEACE CELEBRATIONS."

" 'Ollow yer backs, 'eads up, "eels

down ; four feet from nose to croup.
" Number One, keep yer feet back,

you '11 be kickin" that mare's teeth out,

you will.

"Come down off 'is 'ead, Number
Seven; this ain't a monkey-'ouse.

"
Keep a light an' even feelin' of both

reins, backs of the 'ands foremost, four

feet from nose to croup.
"
Leggo that mare's tail, Number

Seven; you're goin', not comin', and

any'ow that mare likes to keep 'er tail

to "erself. You 'vo upset 'er now, the

tears is fair streamin' down 'er face

'ave a bit of feelin' for a pore dumb
beast.

" 'Ollow yer backs, even pice, grip
with the knees, shorten yer reins, four

feet from nose to croup. Number Eight,
restrain yerself, me lad, restrain yorself,

you ain't shadow-sparrin', you know.
" You too, Number Nine ; if you don't

calm yer action a bit you '11 burst

somethin'.
" Now, remember, a light feelin' of
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Motor Cyclist.
" Do YOU KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT AN AEROPLANE COMING DOWN SOMEWHERE NEAB HERE ?

'

Boy.
"
No, SIR. I 'VE ONLY BEEN SHOOTIN' AT SPARREHS."

the right rein and pressure of the left

leg. Eide wa-a-alk ! Hi' tur-r-rn !

'Alt 'pare to s'mount s'inoimt ! Dis-

mount, 1 said, Number Five; that means

get down. No, don't dismount on the

fiat of yer back, mo lad, it don't look

nice. Try to remember you 're an
hortticer and be more dignified.

" Now listen to me while I enumer-
ate the parts of a norse in language
so simple any bloomin' fool can under-
stand. This '11 be useful to you, for if

you ever 'ave a uorse to deal with and
lie loses one of 'is parts you 11 know 'ow
io indent for a new one.

" The 'orse 'as two ends, a fore-end
so called from its tendency to go first,

and an 'ind-end or rear rank. The
orse is provided with two legs at each

3nd, which can be easily distinguished,
;he fore legs being straight and the 'hid

egs 'avin' kinks in 'em.
" As the 'orse does seventy-five per

cent, of 'is dirty work with 'is 'ind-legs
t is advisable to keep clear of 'era, rail

em off or strap boxing-gloves on 'em.

The legs of the 'orse is very delicate

and liable to crock up, so do not try
:o trim off any unsightly knobs that

nay appear on them with a hand-a:;e

a little of that 'as been known to

spoil a norse for good.
" Next we come to the 'ead. On the

south side of the 'ead we discover the
mouth. The 'orse's mouth was con-
structed for mincing 'is victuals, also

for 'is rider to 'ang on by. As the
'orse does the other forty-five per
cent, of 'is dirty work with 'is mouth
it is advisable to stand clear of that as

well. .In fact, what with his mouth
at one end and 'is 'ind-legs at t 'other,
the middle of the 'orse is about the only
safe spot, and that is why we place the

saddle there. Everything in the Harrny
is done with a reason, gentlemen.

" And now, Number Ten, tell me
what coloured 'orse you are ridin' ?

" A chestnut? No 'e ain't no chest-

nut and never was, no, nor a raspberry
roan neither ; 'e 's a bay. 'Ow often

must I tell you that a chestnut 'orse is

the colour of lager beer, a brown 'orse

the colour of draught ale, and a black
'orse the colour of stout.

"And now, gentlemen, stan' to yer
'orses, 'pare to mount mount !

" There you go, Number Seven, up
one side and down the other. Try to

stop in the saddle for a minute if only
for the view. You '11 get yourself 'urted

one of these days dashing about all

over the 'orse like that; and 'sposing
you was to break your neck, who 'd get !

into trouble ? Me, not you. 'Ave a bit
j

of consideration for other people, please.

"Now mind the word. .Eide ri'

tur-r-rn. Walk march. Tr-a-a-at. Hel-
bows slightly brushing the ribs your
ribs, not the 'orse's, Number Three.

" Shorten yer reins, 'eels down.'eads
up, 'ollow yer backs, four feet from nose
to croup.

" Get off that mare's neck, Number
Seven, and try ridin' in the saddle for a

change; it'll be more comfortable for

everybody.
" You oughter do cowboy stunts for

the rnovin' pictures, Number Six, you
ought really. People would pay money
to see you ride a norse upside down like

that. Got a strain of wild Cossack
blood in you, eh ?

"There you are, now you 've been and
fell off. Nice way to repay me for all

the patience an' learning I 've given
you !

" What are you lyin' there for ? Day-
dreaming ? 1 s'pose you're goin' to

tell me you 're 'urted now ? Be writing
'ome to Mother about it next :

' DEAR
MA, A mad mustang 'as trod en me
stummick. Please send me a gold
stripe. Your loving child, ALGY.'

" Now mind the word. Eide
Can tor!

"

He cracks his whip ; the horses throw

up their heads and break into a canter ;

the cavaliers turn pea-green about the
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tlcsmtt Lii-nt.-nitnt. "('HKKKIO, MARTHA! I'VE GOT ASOTHEB PIP."

Martha. "LAWKS, Sill! I 'OPE IT WON'T HEAR MOKE VISITS TO THE 'OBPITAL.''

chops, let go the reins and clutch

saddle-pommels.
The leading horse, a rakish chestnut,

finding his head free at last and being

heartily fed-up with the whole husiuess,

suddenly holts out of the mancijc and

legs it across the meadow, en route

for stables and tea. His eleven mates
stream in his walce, emptying saddles as

they go.
The ten little ijamins dance ecstati-

cally upon the bunk, waving their shirts

and shrilling ".i n.-rlin ! A Berlin!"
The ancient (Jaul props himself up

against the pie- bald cow and shakes
his ancient head. " C'csi la ijitsrn;"

he croaks.

The deserted Riding- Master damns
his eyes and Messes his soul for a few
moments ;

then sighs resignedly, takes

a cigarette from his cap lining, lights
it and waddles oil' towards the village
and his favourite extnmhirt.

PATLANDER.

"Some of these fish have already found
their way In Leeds, and, it must be .

have not iii' ( wiih. a very cordial reception.
Although tlio fish may lie bought at what
iui;;ht l>e desei il>e<l as an ail rael ive price, they
do not appear likely to move for some time."

Yurkxhire J'aji r.

But if the hot weather continues

SENSES AND SENSIBILITY.

i.

From, Fred Golightly, comedian, to

Sinclair Voyle, dramatic critic.

DEAR VOYLE, I am not one ordin-

arily to take any notice of remarks that

are overheard and reported to me ; but
there are exceptions to every rule and
I am making one now. I was told this

evening by a mutual friend and fellow-

member that at the Buskin Club, after

lunch to-day, in the presence of a num-
ber of men, you said that the trouble

with me was that I had no sense of

humour.
. Considering my standing as a come-

dian, hitherto earning high salaries and

occupying the place I do solely by
virtue of my comic gifts (as the Press

and Public unanimously agree), this

disparagement from a man wielding as

much power as you do is very dam ag-

ing. Managers hearing of it as your
honest opinion might tight shy of me.

I therefore ask you to withdraw the

criticism with as much publicity as it

had when you defamed me by making it.

\Ylry you should have made it at all

I can't imagine, for I have often seen

you laughing in your stall, and we have
been friends for many years.

Believe me, yours sincerely but sor-

rowfully, FRED GOLIGHTLY.

ii.

From Sinclair Voyle, dramatic critic,

to Fred Goliyhtly, comedian.

DEAR GOLIGHTLY, You have been

i misinformed. I didn't say you had no
sense of humour ; I said you had no
sense of honour.
Yours faithfully, SINCLAIR VOVI.E.

HI.

to: Fred Golightly, comedian,
litir Voyle, dramatic critic.

DEAB OLD CHAP, You can't think

how glad 1 am to have your disclaimer.

I disliked having to write to you as I

did, after so many years of good fellow-

ship, but you must admit that I had
some provocation. It is a pretty serious

j

thing for a man in my position to be
'

publicly singled out by a man in yours
as being without a sense of humour.

However, your explanation puts every
-

|

thing right, and all's well that ends

well. Yours as ever, FKED.

"TKACK U:\XKS AND CROOKS."
Krtning Standard.

\
The right hon. Member for Woolwich

; objects. He has nothing whatever to
1 do with Ramsayites.
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JIMMY- KILLED IN ACTION.

HORSES he loved, and laughter, and the

sun,

A song, wide spaces and the open
air;

The trust of all dumb living things he

won,
And never know the luck too good to

share.

His were the simple heart and open
hand",

And honest faults ho never strove to

hide;
Problems of life he could not underst and,

But as a man would wish to die he

died.

Now, though ho will not ride with us

again,
His merry spirit seems our comrade

yet,
Freed from the power of weariness or

pain,

Forbidding us to mourn or to forget.

A LITERAL EPOCH.
THAT there rumpus i' the village laast

Saturday night ? Aye, it were summat
o' a rumpus, begad ! Lor ! there aren't

bin notliin' like it not since the time

when they wuz a-gwain' to burn th'

ould parson's effigy thirty-fower year

ago (but it niver corne off, because 'e

up an' offered to contribute to the ex-

penses 'isself, an' that kind o' took the

wind out on't).
Ye see, Sir, there 's just seven licensed

'ouses i' the village. Disgraceful? Aye,
so 'tis, begad ! on'y seven licensed

'ouses an' I do mind when 'twas

pretty nigh one man one pub, as the

sayin' is. Howsomever, to-day there 's

seven, and some goes to one and some

goes to totherun.

Well, laast Friday night mo an' Tom
Figgures an' Bertie Mayo an' Peter
Led better an' a lot more on us what

goes to Reuben Izod's at The Bell, we
come in to 'ave our drink. And, mind

you, pretty nigh all on us 'ad a-bin

mouldin'-up taters all day, so 's to get
them finished afore the hay ; so us
could do wi' a drop. Aye, aye !

Well, fust thing us knovved no
more 'n a hour or two after Mrs. Izod
was a sayin' to old Peter Ledbetter, as

'er set down a fresh pint for 'n,
" That 's

the laast drop o' beer i' the "ouse," 'er

says.
" Wliaat !

"
says Peter, though there

warn't no call for 'im to voice the

gen'ral sentiments, 'coz you see, Sir,

"e 'd a-got the laast pint an' us 'adn't.
" There 's a nice drop o' cider, though,"

says Mrs. Izod. "
Leastways, when I

says a. nice drop, there's a matter o'

fifteen gallons, I dessay," 'er says.

"
I 'ave drunk cider at a pinch," says

Bertie Mayo, cautious-like,
" and my

ould father, I d' mind, 'e 'd used to drink

it regular."
"
Ah, that 'a did ! an' mine too, and

'is father afore "un," says Tom Fig-

gures ;

" but I reckon 'tisn't what 'twas

in them days."
"Well, you may do as you'm a-

minded 'bout 'avin' it," says Mrs. Izod ;

"but no more ain't beer what 'twas

neethor, come to that."
" You 'in right there, Missus," says

all the rest on us.

An' then Bertie Mayo, 'oo 's allus a

turr'ble far-seeing sort of chap, 'e says,
" Eeekon the trolley 'ull be along fust

thing i' the marnin' from the brewery,
Missus ?

"
An' when Mrs. Izod 'er

says as 'er didn't know, but 'twas to

be 'oped as 'twud, a sort of a blight
settled down on the lot on us, which I

reckon is a pretty fair way o' puttin' it,

for a blight allus goes 'and-in-'and wi'

a drought.
Well, either us finished that evenin'

up on cider or us finished the cider up
that evenin' there warn't much in it

one way or t'other. An' next day
this bit as I 'm a-tollin' you now us

niver 'eard tell on till arterwards, but

I 'm a-tellin" it ycou just as it 'appened
next daay (that were Sat'rday, mind)

there was a turr'ble to-do in the arter-

noon, for there warn't nobbut lim-

onade in the "house when them timber-

haulin' chaps stopped to waater the

cngin'. Well, you may reckon ! . . .

An' then, when us come 'ome from

work, us found the door o' The Bell

shut an' locked, an' " Sold Out
"
wrote

on a piece o' cardboard i' the parlour
winder by Eeuben Izod's second child !

Begad, that was sommut if yeou like!

Us stud there a-gyaupin' an' a-gyaupin',
till at last Peter Ledbetter give a kick

at the door and 'oilers out,
" Whatten a

gammit do 'ee call this 'ere, Eeuben
Izod? 'Tis drink us waants, not tickets

for the Cook'ry Demonstration." (Tur-
r'ble sarcastic 'e do bo sometimes, Peter

Ledbetter).
" I aren't got none," says Reuben

from be'ind the door.

"Well, cider, then," says Bertie Mayo.
" Tall 'ee I aren't got narrun beer,

cider, nor limonade nary a drop.
'Tiddn' no manner o' good for you
chaps to stan' there. You 'd best

toddle along up to The Green Dragon
an' see if Mas'r Holtom 've got any."

Well, bein" as no one iver yet 'eard

tell o' one publican tellin' ye to go
furder a-fild and get sarved by another

publican (savin' as 'twas a drunken
man as 'e wanted to be shut on), us

was struck so dazed-like as us went

along the road wi' never a word. But
us 'adn't got 'alfway theer afore us

met Johnnie Tarplett, Jim Peyton, and
a lot more on "em all comin' along the

road towards we.
" Where be gwain' ?

"
says Johnnie

Tarplett.
" Us be gwain' along to The. Green

Dragon to get a drop o' drink," says
Tom Figgures.
"The Green Dragon's shut 'owever,"

says Johnnie Tarplett.
" Us was a-

gwain' along

"Aye, aye!" us sings out. " So 's

The Bell shut too!"

Well, then us all took and went

along to The Reaper, an' that weru

shut, an' The Dovedale Arms (which is

an oncomfortably superior sort of a

'ouse, dealin' in sperrits) was down to

ginger-wine, an' The Crown and The
Corner Cupboard an' The Ploughman's
Eest was all crowded out an' gettin'
down to the bottom o' the casks.

An' then, when us took an' thowt as

'twould be 'ay-rnakin' next week, an'

dry weather all round, us stuud i' the

road and spak our thowts out.
" Dom the KEYSEB !

"
says Peter

Ledbetter, to gie us a start like.
" Niver knowed sich a thing afore in

all my born days," says Bertie Mayo.
" Niver knowed The Bell shut yet, not

since 'twas first opened six years afore

th 'ould QUEEN come to the throne."

"Eeekon sich a thing niver 'appened
afore i' the history o' Dovedale parish,"

says Johnnie Tarplett.
"Niver since WILL'UM CONQUEROR,"

says Jim Peyton.
" Niver since NOAH 'isself," says Tom

Figgures.
" 'Tis a nepoch, look you," says Peter

Ledbetter. An' though us didn' know
what "a meant no more'n 'a did 'isself,

us were inclined to agree wi'm. Oh,
'tis a Greek word meanin' a stoppage,
is it ? Well, if what you say be trcu\

Peter Ledbetter was right 'owever, an'

them Greeks is at the bottom of all the

trouble, as I said in The Bell five nights

ago my son bein' at Salonika, as you
do know, Sir.

An' arter a bit us all went along
home, all on us tryin" to remember
what us knowed about horne-brewin'.

An' if you gentlefolks doan't get your
washin' done praperly this wik 'tis

along o' the tubs bein' otherwise en-

gaaged. ===^^=^^=== W. B.

Commercial Candour.
" By partial dissembling we aro able to offer

this high-grade Car at a price within the reach

of those desiring the best."

Neic Zealand Herald.

" At Ormskirk rejected army horses.sold by
auction realised 30 to 00. The average was
over :iO." Sunday Chronicle.

We always like to have our sums done

for us.
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If you have a

LIVER.
BEACHVILLE
will make you feel

ABSOLUTELY
ROTTE N!

If you have not,

BEACHVILLE
will give you
cne within

24 HOURS!

DAY
./

f

'

f
.

STATISTICS
show that the

AVERAGE
RAINFALL
SHRIMPINCTON

HIGHER
than that at
any other

\vate
In the United
Kingdom.

fHALKCLIFFE
WO PLA.CE FOR
CHILDREN For BEASTLY

BATHING
from a
BEACH

of
BROKEN
BOTTLES

If this doesn't
put you off i

write to the
Town Clerk
for the Medi-
cal Officer's
report on the
Town Water
Supply.

Children who
do net fall off
the cliffs In.

variably cntch
measlc-s.

Many do both.

'

HOW TO UNBOOM OUR HOLIDAY RESORTS.
[In view of .the official discouragement of railway-travelling something should be done to eradicate from the minds of the public

any favourable impressions created by the
;
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TRIALS OF A CAMOUFLAGE OFFICER.

Flapper. "On, I'VE BEARD SUCH WONDERFUL THINGS ABOUT CAMOUFLAGE MAKING MEN LOOK LIKE GUNS, AND GUNS LIKE cows,

AND ALL THAT SORT OF THING. COULDN'T YOU DO SOME OF YOUR TRICKS HERE?"

THE IISICORRIGIBLES.

HOW AN EXASPERATED ADJUTANT WOULD LIKE TO ADDRESS
THE NEW GUAED.

" GUARD ! for 1 still concede to you the title,

Though well I know that it is not your due,

Being devoid of everything most vital

To the high charge which is imposed on you ;

Listen awhile and, Number Two, be dumb ;

Forbear to scratch the irritable tress ;

No longer masticate the furtive gum ;

And, Private Pitt, stop nibbling at your thumb,
And for a change attend to my address.

"
Day after day I urge the old, old thesis

To reverence well the man of martial note,

Nor treat as mere sartorial caprices
The mystic marks he carries on his coat,

And how to know what everybody is,

The swords, the crowns, the purple-stained cards,

The Brigadiers concealed in Burberries,
And render all those pomps and dignities
Which are, of course, the raison d'etre of guards.

" With what avail? for never a guard is mounted
That does not do some wild abhorrent thing,

Only in hushed low tones to be recounted,
Lest haply hints of it should reach the KING

Dark ugly-tales of sentinels who drank,
Or lost their prisoners while imbibing tea,

Or took great pains to make their minds a blank

Whene'er approached by gentlemen of rank,

And, when reproved, presented arms to me!

" There is no potentate in France or Flanders

You will not heap with insult if you can.

For lo ! a car. It is the Corps Commander's ;

The sentries take no notice of the man,
Or fix him with a not unkindly stare,

And slap their butts in an engaging way,
Or else, too late, in penitent despair

Cry,
'

Guard, turn out !

'

and there is no guard there,

But they are in The Blue Estaminet.

"
Weary I am of worrying and warning ;

For all my toil I get it in the neck ;

I am fed up with it ; and from this morning
I shall not seek to keep your crimes in check ;

Sin as you will I shall but acquiesce ;

Sleep on, O sentinels I shall not curse ;

And so, maybe, from sheer contrariness

Some day a guard may be a slight success ;

At any rate you cannot well do worse."

Light on the Situation.

"FRONT OF CROWN PRINCE EUPPRECHT. At night the firing en-

gagement slackened but little, and near Hellwerden it again roso to

very great intensity." Admiralty, per Wireless Press, July 26th.

Eeaders who shared the doubt of The Times as to the

existence of "Hellwerden" (which doesn't appear in the

maps) will be interested to learn from one of our corre-

spondents, who knows it well, that it exists all right, but

is only visible in the very early morning. The Times of

July 28th bears out this statement.

Our correspondent adds the information that " Hellwer-

den
"

is sometimes spelt Morgendammerung.
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service in the field. Mr. Kisci know fora thousand n year for what tlio Profession
ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT, fact that a gentleman in Francewho had calls " a thinking part." ThonewMin-

Moniltiy, July 23rrf. The country only served in tlio Post-Oiliee had re- istcr of Reconstruction i.s to liave two

awol;o this morning to find itself
'

coiveil it presurnahly for not de-,ei ( ing thousand a your ; and we shall no doubt

threalme ;1 with a first-class political his post; while Major HI-NT could not hear shortly that ho lias begun his la-

crisis and possibly :i (lcner.il Election understand how anyone should have hours by reconstructing another hotel

to follow. Members dwelling tompor
arily on the Wi gtern Trout hud rc-

luctantly torn themselves from their

dug-outs on the receipt of a three-

line whip, and had repaired post-
haste to Westminster,
The trouble! was nominally about

the agricultural labourer and his

minimum wage. Should it lietwent y-

fivc shillings, as set down in IheCorn
Production Bill, or thirty shillings,

Us proposed by Mr. WAHIM.I:, the

Leader of tho Labour Party? Tho
Amendment had tho assent of tho

hard-shell Free-Traders, who were

glad to snatch at any chance of de-

feating tho proposed bounty to the

farmer. They had been further in-

censed by theappointmentof Messrs.

uiu and CHURCHILL to the

Ministry, and hoped perhaps that

some of the extreme Tories would

help them to give the PRIME MINIS-
TEH a good hard knock.

Mr. PROTHEBO made it plain from
tho outset that tho Government
meant to stand or fall by the pro-

posal in the Bill; and most of the

earned it for fighting at homo. " How for the accommodation of his staff.

With tho spirit of expansion per-

vading the Head of thedovernmont,
it is not surprising that tho expen-
diture of tho country continues to

rise. The panting estimators of tho

Treasury toil after it in vain. Mr.
Mi I\I;NNA'H passionate plea for a

limit to our war-expenditure would
have carried moro weight if ho had
shown any sign during his own time
at tho Exchequer of being able to

impose one. As it was, Mr. G. D.
KAIIKH'S interjection,

" Do you want
to limit munitions? "quickly reduced
him to generalities. The House had
to rest content with Mr. BONAB
LAW'S assurance that, though wo
could not go on for ever, we could

go on longer than our enemies.

\\~/'ilnesday, July 25th. In an-

swer to Mr. PEMHEBTOX - BIU.INI;

the UNDER - SECRETABY FOB WAB
stated that since the outbreak of hos-

tilities there had been forty-seven

airship raids and thirty "heavier
than air" raids upon this country,
"
making seventy-eight air-raids in

PAPA MCKENNA LECTURES YOUNO BONAR ON EX- alh
"

.It
is believed that the discrep-frionds of the agricultural labourer

prudently preferred twenty- five shil- TBAVAOANCE. KVEN WHEN SOWING ms WILDEST OATS ancy is explained by Mr. BILLING'S

lings in tho hand to thirty shillings
HE <PAPA) NEVER CAME ANYWHERE NEAR SEVEN unaccountable omission on one OC-

in the bush ; with the result that the
MILLION POUND8 PEB DIEM '

casion to make a speech.
amendment was defeated by 301 to 102.

Mr. HOGGE called attention to the

anomalous position occupied by Dr.

ADDISON. The late Minister for Muni-
tions and future Minister for Recon-
struction is for the moment only an

ordinary Member. Ought he not there-

fore to be re-elected before taking up his

now appointment? Mr. SPEAKER'S

judicious reply, "1 do not appoint
Ministers," left one wondering
what sort of an appearance the

Treasury Bench would present if

he did.

Tuesday, July 24Z/;.. Major
HUNT and Mr. KING, though in

somo respects not unlike one
another each combining a child-

like belief in what they are told

outside tho House with an in-

vincible scepticism in regard to

the information they receive from
Ministers inside are rarely
found hunting in couples. But

they made common cause to-day
over the alleged award of the

Distinguished Service Order to

persons who had never been near
the firing line, and they refused to

accept Mr. MACPHEBSON'S assur-

ance that it was only given for

has this country been attacked ?
"

he
asked indignantly. Air-raids evidently
do not count with this gallant yeoman.

Efficiency, not economy, is the PRIME
MINISTER'S watchword. Sir EDWARD
CABSON as a Member of the War Cabi-

net will have no portfolio, but will

enjoy the not inadequate salary of five

THE SECRET SERVICE IN THE HOl'SK.

Mn. KINO HAS SUSPICIONS OP SOMETHING NEFARIOUS.

He made one to-night of prodigious

length, which brought him into per-
sonal collision with Major ABCHER-
SHEE. Palace Yard was the scene of

tho combat, which ended, as I under-

stand, in ARCHER downing PEMBEBTON
and BILLING sitting on SHEE. Then the

police arrived and swept up the hyphens.
Opinions differ as to Mr. KING'S

latest performance. Some hold
his complaint, that the Govern^
ment had introduced detectives

into the precincts of the House,
to have been perfectly genuine,
an.d point to his phrase,

" I speak
from conviction," as a proof that

he was trying to revenge himself

for personal inconvenience suf-

ered at the hands of the minions
of the law. Others contend that

he knew all the time the real

reason for their presence the

possibility that Sinn Fein emis-

saries would greet Mr. GINNELL'S

impending departure with a dis-

play of fireworks from tbeGallery.

Thursday, July 26th. Mr.
GINNELL put in a belated appear-
ance this afternoon in order to

make a dramatic exit. But the

performance lacked spontaneity.
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Indeed honourable Members.even while

they laughed, were, 1 think, a little

saddened by the sight of this elderly

gentleman's pathetic efforts to play the

mart\ r.

Only twenty Members agreed with

MY. KA.MSAY fflACDONALD in believing,

or affecting to believe, that the recent

resolution of the German Reichstag was
the solemn pronouncement of a sover-

eign people, and that it only requires
the endorsement of the British Gov-
ernment to produce an immediate and

equitable peace. Not much
;

was loft of this pleasant

theory after Mr. ASQUITH
had dealt it a few of his

sledge-hammer blows. " So
far as we know," he said,

"the influence of the Reichs-

tag, not only upon the com-

position but upon the policy
of the German Government,
remains what it has always
been, a practically negligible

quantity."

Any faint hopes that the

pacificists may have cher-

ished of a favourable divi-

sion were destroyed by Mr.
SNOWDEN in a speech whose
character may be judged by
the comment passed on it by
Mr. O'GHADY, just back from

Eussia, that " LENIN had

preached the same doctrine

in Petrograd."

MILITARY AIDES.
LAST year, owing to the pressure of

other engagements, we did not murk
out the tennis-lawn at "

Simnyside."
This your the matter lias been taken

out of our hands by the military

powers.
Nevin was the first to think of it.

" What about a game of tennis ?
"

he suggested one bright morning in

M;iy.
"
Keep us from going to seed."

lawn. Up to this point they were

perfectly amicable.
Then Nevin, who is a thoughtful

person, said suddenly,
" I suppose you

made quite sure that the line of these

posts will cross the centre of the
court?" And then, before Bob could

retort, added,
" Of course you ought to

have made absolutely certain of that.
As it is wo had better leave this and
find the corner irons."

Corner irons that have remained un-

The Rest Cure.

TBIBUNALS PLEASE COPY.
" It is understood that the

French Consul at Loureuco
Marques, M. Savoye, has, owing
to ill-health, asked his Govern-
ment to allow him to return to

Army duties." Cape Times.

"Lady set the fashion of

arriving at the altar with empty
hands. She is the first bride to

have had such an important
wedding without the etceteras
of bouquet or prayerbook, bridesmaids, pages,
or wedding-cake." News of the World.

Far too big a handful.

"150 Tears Ago July 20, 1767.

Reports of the borough treasurer of West
Ham show a loss of 41,000 on the municipal
tramways and a less of 35,000 on the elec-

tricity undertaking."
Northampton Daily Echo.

So the eighteenth century was not so
much behind the present time as we
had been led to believe.

It was his second day of leave after I disturbed for some twenty-four months
have a way of concealing
themselves. At the end of

ten minutes the seekers be-

gan to show signs of im-

patience. Such terms as

"angles," "bases," "centres,''

interspersed with "
futilass,"

"sodamsure,"
"
knowsevery-

thing
"
were cast upon a haz-

ardous brce/e.

Eventually they found
one of the angles. To the

ordinary layman this would
have meant the beginning of

the end. But Captain Rich-
ard Nevin and Second-Lieu-
tenant Robert Simpson are

made of different stuff. They
scorn the easy path. They
have stores of deep know-

ledge to draw upon which

place their calculations be-

yond the ken of ordinary
mortals. After they had made
a searching examination of

the exhumed angle, Bob
pulled out a pencil, prostrated
himself behind it and then

proceeded to gaze ecstatically
over the top..

I moved my chair slightly
south, and pretended to re-

gard the apple-blossom, and
when Nevin went into the
house and brought out some-

thing which dimly resem-
bled a ship's -sextant I had
the extreme presence of

mind not to make any inquiries.

Margery drifted up with a pink duster.

"What ever are they doing?" she
asked.

"Hush!" I whispered; "Bob has

just got the range of a supply train on

Tommy ("mopping up" captured trench).
DOWN THERE?"

IS THEKU ANYONE

Voice from dug out. "JA! JA ! KAMEUAD!"
Tommy. "THEN COME OUT HERE AND FKATEBNISE."

three months in the Ypres salient, so

the change may have been too sudden
for him.
"That's a toppin' notion," echoed

Bob; "let's raid 'old Beetle's' museum
and dig out the posts."
So Captain Richard Nevin, R.E., and : the far side of the rockery, and if Nevin

Second -Lieutenant Robert Simpson,
R.G.A., took the affair into their own
hands.

Having seen the same forces co-
j

operating on previous occasions, I
!

determined to keep clear of them.
" PIANO wanted by a lady to teach little

j
Besides, I am only "old Beetle."

They found the posts in the tool-

shed, and, borne upon the initial

enthusiasm of their venture, began to
sink a sort of winxe on each side of the

One of those player-pianos with the
new knuckle-rapping attachment, we
suppose.

(Nevin is the Crown Prince of Wurt-

emberg) doesn't get the longitude of

Bob's battery in the next minute or so
it 's all up with his day's rations."

Suddenly Bob rose and made some
calculations on an old envelope.
"That means three rounds battery

fire," I said,
" and the Prince loses his

lunch."

Not satisfied with this success, Bob
went indoors and looted the hall of
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three walking-sticks and Margery's
in hiidn.

What 's lie going to do now?''
said Margery, with :i tlio Sllll-

llc walked to the, far end of the

lawn and inano'iivn d in a small circle.

"'I'lio water jackets are boiling," I re-

plied, "and they've run out of cold

: divining with the

shade. Look !

"

I'xili suddenly drove the snnsliado

into the ground. I U a sharp
crack and well, lie found another iron.

Of course he 1 1 iiii to explain to Margery
that it was an absolute, accident and
he only wanted to ^ot a' sighting post,;

but that was mere self-cl'l'aei nient, and
1 said so.

Things bewail to happen quiekly after

this, and it Private .lames Thompson
had not put in an unexpected appear
ance they might have completed I lie

job without any further difference of

opinion.
In the merry days before war was

thrust upon us, .iames Thompson was
an architect of distinction. Obviously
an architect of distinction can reduce
the difficulty of laying out a tennis-

court to an elementary and puerile

absurdity. For half an hour the demon-
stration was carried on in tlio garden,
and, after Private Thompson bail twice
been threatened with arrest for using
insubordinate langnMa to a superior,
it \\as decided to finish the discussion

in my study, assisted by the softening
influence of the Tantalus.

Not for a hundred pounds would I

have ventured into the study'. I picked

up The Gardenia!/ Gazette and en-

d myself in an interesting piece
of scandal about the slug family.

Suddenly Margery appeared at the

double.
" Do you know," I exclaimed ex-

citedly, "it was the wireworm after all."

"Come on," Margery panted irre-

levantly,
" buck up and wo can finish it

before they come out again."
In her hand she held a tape-measure

and an official diagram of a tennis-

court.

Five minutes later the experts emerged
from the house.

"Hullo!" exclaimed Nevin aggres-

sively, "what have you been up to '?

"

"Oh," I replied, flicking over a page
on weed killers," Margery and I thought
wo had better find the remainder of the

tennis-court while you were having a

Margery's gone for a ball of

string, and if Bob fetches the marker
.111 mark the court out now."

Nevin's retort was addressed solely
!o Private James Thompson, who had
in an unfortunate moment given way
to laughter of an unmilitary character.

I

-.

"N (

Enemy Airi-raft '

THE AMATEUR DETECTIVE.

BOYCOTTING THF, BARD.
["Contributors are particularly requested

not to send verses. They are not wanted in

any circumstances and cannot IJQ printed,

acknowledged or returned." British HVc/./i/.

July !<)//.]

I ONCE believed the " Man of Kent
"

To be the Muses' firm supporter
And only less benevolent
To bards than Mr. C. K. SHORTER.

But this untimely cruel blow
Has quite irrevocably shattered

The hopes which till a week ago

My fondest aspirations flattered.

Wounds that are dealt us by our friends

Are faithful, but the name endearing
Of friend is hardly his who lends
And then denies the bard a hearing.

How then, brother songsters, can
You take it lying down, and meekly

Submit to this tyrannic ban
Laid on you by TJie British Weekly /

No, no, you '11 rather emulate
The Minstrel Boy, and we shall find

you
Storming its barred and bolted gate

With reams of lyrics slung behind

you.

"The time is ripn for the authorities to stop
all street traffic and to order all unauthorised

persons to take cover under penalty at the

approach of the air raiders." Dail;/ Pc.pcr.

Personally, as a means of shelter we

prefer the coal-cellar to any penalty.

"Will Mr. Rii.- <]! den; that 660 million

gallons of milk were produced in hvlan.l l.,st

year, of which half wont to the creameries an<l

more to the margarine factories and t> Kny-
land?" Lctli'r in Irinh Paper.

The Irish gallon would appear to be as
elastic as the Irish mile.
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"DIVISIONAL SIGNS."
THK purpose of a Divisional Sign is

to deceive the enemy. Let us suppose
that you belong to the 580th Divi-

sion, B.E.F. You do not put
" 580

"
on

your waggons and your limbers and on

the tin-hats of your Staff. Certainly
not. The enemy would know about

you if you did that. You have a secret

sign, such as tramps chalk on your wall

at home, to let other tramps know that

you are a stingy devil with a dog.
There are many theories as to how
these signs are chosen. One is that a

committee of oflicers sits in camera for

forty-eight hours without food or drink

till it has decided on an arrow or a cat,

or a dandelion, rampant.
Lst us take it that a cat is chosen a

quiet thing in cats crim-

son on a green-and-white
chess-board background.
Forthwith (as adjutants

say) a crimson cat on a

green-and-white chess-

board back - ground is

painted and embroidered
on everything that can be

painted and embroidered
on limbers and waggons
and hand-carts and arm-
bands and the tin-hats

of the Staff. And the

Division goes forth 'as it

were masked, disguised,

just like one of Mr. LE

QUEUX'S diplomatist
heroes at a fancy-dress
ball, wearing a domino.
You perceive the mystery
of it? None of your
naked numbers for us
B.E.F. men. The Divi-

sion marches through a village, and the

dear old Man Who Knows, cropping up
again in the army, says,

" Ha ! A red

cat on a green-and-white chess-board

back-ground? That 's the Seventeenth
Division."

You see it now ? The enemy agent
overhears. The false news is sent

crackling through the ether to Berlin

(wireless, my dear, in the cellar, of

course). The German General Staff

looks up the village on a map, and
sticks into it a flag marked 17. Not
580, mark you. And the General Staff'

frowns, and Majesty pushes the ends
of its moustache into its eyes at the

knowledge that the Seventeenth Divi-

sion is in .

And all the time it is in ! And
the agent pockets his cheque. So wars
are won and lost.

Just conceive the romance of it.

It is heraldry gone mad.

Myself, however, 1 incline to another

theory as to the origin of these symbols.

A Higher Command enters his office.

Higher Commands always enter. The
otlico is hung, like a studio in one of

Mr. GEORGE Monnow's pictures, with

diagrams of circles and triangles and
crosses and straight lines. The Higher
Command, being a man of like passions
with ourselves, has just finished- tinned

Oxfoud marmalade and a cigarette. He
heads for the "IN

"
basket on his desk

and takes from it the " Arrivals and

Departures" paper. "Ha!" says he
to the lady secretary,

" I see* six

new divisions landed yesterday." He
pauses. Outside there is no sound to

be heard save the loud and continuous
crash of the sentry's hand against his

rifle as he salutes the passing A.D.C.'s.
" What about signs ?

"
says the Higher

Command. The lady secretary says

Dugal.
" I BOOT, TAMMAS, THERE 's SOME INFOKMEESHUN THAT MAN LLOYD

GEOKGE HAS GOT THAT WE HAVENA GOT."

He mutters a military oath against
the D.A.D.H.C. Then his face clears.

"
Tigers ?

"
he suggests hopefully.

" We might do a green tiger," she

says reluctantly.
" With yellow stripes !

"
shouts the

H.C.
" On a mauve background," says she,

warming to it.

And so one division is disposed of.

But it is not always so, of course.

After a Hun counter-attack, for in-

stance, the H.C. may gaze morosely on
his geometrical figures and throw off a

little thing in triangles and St. Andrew's
crosses. Or when the moon is at the
full you may have a violet allotted to

you as your symbol. One never knows.

My own divisional sign, for instance, is

an iddy-umpty plain on a field plainer.
We vary the heraldry by
ringing changes on the

colours. On our brigade
arm-band it becomes an

iddy-umpty gules on a

field azure. If I could be

quite sure of the heraldic

slang for puce I would
tell you what it is on our

Army Corps arm-band.
On a waggon it used to be
an iddy-umpty blank on
a field muddy. But ad-

ministrative genius has

changed all that. A rou-

tine order, the cither day,
ordered a pink border to

be painted round it, and
this first simple essay of

the departed Morse goes
now through the villages
of France in a bed of

nothing. She (roods the carburettor of

the typewriter preparatory to thump-
ing out "Eef. attached correspondence"
on it.

The Higher Command stares at the

diagrams on the wall. He is feeling

strangely light-hearted this morning.
He has won five francs at bridge the

night before from the D.A.D.M.O.
A.D.G.S. And mere circles and squares
have somehow lost their savour for

him. He plunges.
" What about a

lion ?
"
he says.

The lady secretary opens the throttle

and plays a few bars on the "
cap."

key.
"A red lion?" says the Higher

Command seductively.
" It has already been done," says the

lady secretary coldly.
" Who by I mean by whom ?

"
in-

quires the H.C. indignantly.
"
By the Deputy Assistant Director

of Higher Commands, when you were
on leave last week," she tells him.

roses.

We wish sometimes
that our conditions were changed as

easily as our signs.

Another Impending Apology.
"The Lord Provost will preside over the

meeting at which Mr. Churchill will speak in

Dundee this afternoon.

Many thousands of people are leaving Dun-
dee for their annual holiday."

Manclifster Daily Dispatch.

" Mr. Alderman Domoney, in remanding at

the Guildhall to-day two boys charged with

theft, said he always liked to deal leniently
with boys so young and to give the ma fresh

start in life." Evening Paper,

Not a word about the pa, you observe ;

yet we daresay he was equally respons-
ible.

From the Orders of a Battalion in

France :

" The undermentioned N.C.O.'s and men
will parade at 10.30 a.m., bringing with them
their gas-helmets and the unexpired portion of

their rations."

It is surmised that this refers to the

cheese-issue.
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Basil, " MUMMY, AREN'T WE EXCEEDING THE SPEED RATIOS?'

BULLINGTON.
IT was in the high midsummer and the sun was shining

strong,
And the lane was rather flinty and the lane was rather

long,
When, up and down the gentle hills beside the stripling

Test,
I chanced to come to Bullington and stayed a while to rest.

It was drowned in peace and quiet, as the river reeds were

drowned
In the water clear as crystal, flowing by with scarce a sound ;

And the air was like a posy with the sweet haymaking
smells,

And the Eoses and Sweet-Williams and Canterbury Bells.

Far away as some strange planet seemed the old world's

dust and din,
And the trout in sun-warmed shallows hardly seemed to stir

a fin,

And there 's never a clock to tell you how the hurrying world

goes on
In the little ivied steeple down in drowsy Bullington.

Small and sleepy there it nestled, seeming far from hasten-

ing Time,
As a teeny-tiny village in some quaint old nursery rhyme,
And a teeny-tiny river by a teeny-tiny weir

Sang a teeny-tiny ditty that I stayed a while to hear :

" Oh the stream runs to the river and the river to the sea,

But the reedy banks of Bullington are good enough for me;

Oh the road runs to the highway and the highway o'er the

down,
But it 's just as good in Bullington as mighty London

town."

Then high above an aeroplane in humming flight went by,

With the droning of its engines filling all the cloudless sky ;

And like the booming of a knell across that perfect day
There came the guns' dull thunder from the ranges far away.

And, while I lay and listened, oh the river's sleepy tune

Seemed to change its rippling music, like the cuckoo's stave

in June,
And the cannon's distant thunder and the engines' warlike

drone
Seemed to mingle with its burthen in a solemn undertone :

" Oh the stream runs to the river, and the river to the sea,

And there 's war on land and water, and there 's work for

you and me ;

And on many a field of glory there are gallant lives laid

down
As well for sleepy Bullington as mighty London Town."

So I roused me from my daydream, for I knew the song

spoke true,

That it isn't time for dreaming while there 's duty still to do;

And I turned into the highroad where it meets the flinty

lane,

And the world of wars and sorrows was about me once

again.
C. F. S.
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REMEMBRANCE.
"
STOI-, Francesca," I cried. "Don't talk; don't budge;

don't blink. Give me time. I 've all but
" What are you up to'?

"
she said.

"There," I said, "you've done it. I had it on the tip of

my tongue, and now it has gone hack for ever into the

limbo of forgotten things, and all because you couldn't keep
silent for the least little fraction of a second."

" My poor dear," she said,
" I am sorry. But why didn't

you tell me you were trying to remember something?
"

"That," I said, "would have been just as fatal to it.

These things are only remembered in an atmosphere of

perfect silence. The mental effort must have room to

develop."
" Don't tell me," she said tragically,

" that I have
checked the development of a mental effort. That would
be too awful."

"
Well," I said,

" that 'a exactly what you have done,
that and nothing less. I feel just as if I 'd tried to go
upstairs where there wasn't a step."

" Or downstairs."

"Yes," I said, "it's equally painful and dislocating."
" But you 're not the only one," she said,

" who 's for-

gotten things. I 've done quite a lot in that line myself.
I 've forgotten the measles and sugar and Lord RHONODA
and the Irish trouble and your Aunt Matilda, and where I

left my pince-nez and what 's become of the letters I

received this morning, and whom I promised to meet where
and when to talk over what. You needn't think you 're

the only forgetter in the world. I can meet you on that
and any other ground."

"But," I said, "the thing you made me forget
"

" I didn't."
" You did."
"
No, for you hadn't remembered it."

"
Well, anyhow I shall put it on to you, and I want you

to realise that it 's not like one of your trivialities
"

" This man," said Francesca, "refers to his Aunt Matilda
and Lord RHONDDA as trivialities."

" It is not," I continued inexorably,
" like one of your

trivialities. It 's a most important thing, and it begins
with a ' B."

" Are you sure of that '?

'

"
Yes, I 'm sure it begins with a ' B '

or perhaps a ' W.'
Yes, I 'm sure it 's a ' W '

now."
"I'm going," said Francesca with enthusiasm, "to coax

that word or thing, or whatever it is, back to the tip of

your tongue and beyond it. So let 's have all you know
about it. Firstly, then, it begins with a ' W.'

"

"
Yes, it begins with a '

W,' and I feel it 's got something
to do with Lord RHONDDA."

" That doesn't help much. So far as I can see, everything
now is more or less nearly connected with Lord RHONDDA."

" But my forgotten thing isn't bread or meat. It 's some-

thing remoter."
" Is it Mr. KENNEDY-JONES ?

"
said Francesca. " He 's

just resigned, you know."
"
No, it 's not Mr. KENNEDY-JONES. How could it be ?

Mr. KENNEDY-JONES doesn't begin with a ' W.'
"

" If I were you, I shouldn't insist too much on that ' W.'
I should keep it in the background, for it 's about ten to one

you '11 find in the end that it doesn't begin with a ' W.' At
any rate we've made two short advances ; we know it isn't

Mr. KENNEDY-JONES, because he doesn't begin with a '

W,'
and we are not very sure that it begins with a ' W.'

"

"
Keep quiet," I said, flushing with anticipation.

" I 'm

getting it ... your last remark has put me on the track.
. . . Silence. . . . Ah ... it's DEVONSHIRE CREAM!

There I've got it at last. I feel an overwhelming desire
for Devonshire cream."

" The sort that begins with a '

Vv'.'
"

"
Well, it 's got a ' V '

in it, anyhow."
"And it isn't Devonshire cream at all. It's really

Cornish cream at least Mary Penruddock says it is."
" Cornish or Devonshire, that 's what I must have, if

Lord RHONDDA'S rules allow it."
" All right, I '11 get you a pot or two if I can. But are

you sure you won't forget it again '.>

"

" If I do," I said,
" I can always remember it by the

w/"
====== =J== R-C.L.

THE CHANGE CURE.
["The o))Iy way to make domestic service popular is for a duehcs;-;

to become a tweeny-maid." tlccnintj Paper.]

IT may be that a modern Menc, Mene
Will force the Duchess to become a tweeny ;

But, ere this democratic transformation
Secures the "old nobility's" salvation,
Some other changes are not less but more
Needful to aid our progress in the War.

For instance, with what rapture were we I lest

If Some-one gave his nimble tongue a rest

And, turning Trappist, stanched the fearsome gus
Of egotistic and thrasonic slush

;

Or if Lord X. eschewed his daily speeches
And took to canning California!! peaches ;

Or if egregious LYNCH could but abstain
From "

ruining along the illimitable inane
"

At Question-time, and try to render PLATO'S

Republic into Erse, or grow potatoes ;

Or if our novelists wrote cheerful books,
Instead of joining those superfluous cooks
Who spoil our daily journalistic broth

By lashing it into a fiery froth. *

Counsels of sheer perfection, you will say,
In times when ev'ry mad dog has his day,
Yet none the less inviting as the theme
Of a millennial visionary's dream.

And as for Duchesses turned tweeny-maids
Or following other unobtrusive trades

There 's nothing very wonderful or new
Or difficult to credit in the view ;

For DICKENS whom I never fail to bless

For solace in these days of storm and stress

Found his best slavey in The Marchioness.

Who invented the name "Sammies"?
"They are 'Sammies' now, and the name probably will stick

along with 'Tommy,'
'

poilu
' and 'Fritz.' . . . The christening

was one of those spontaneous affairs, coming nobody knows how."
Kansas City Star.

Mr. Punch, ever reluctant to take credit to himself, feeK
nevertheless bound to say that the suggestion of the name
" Sammies "

for our American Allies appeared in his

columns as long ago as June 13th. On page 384 of tha!

issue (after quoting The Daily News as having said,
" We

shall want a name for the American 'Tommies' when they
come ; but do not call them ' Yankees

'

; they none of them
like it") he wrote: " As a term of distinction and endear-

ment, Mr. Punch suggests
' Sammies' after their uncle."

"London. House. Bed, breakfast 4s., per week 24s. GJ.
No other meals at present."

This should encourage the FOOD-CONTROLLER.
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Transport Officer. "CONFOUND rr, MAN! WHAT AUE YOU DOINQ? DON'T TEASE THE ANIMALS!"

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

HAXSI, tlio Alsatian caricaturist and patriot, who escaped
a few months before the War, after being condemned by
the German courts to fifteen months' imprisonment for

playing oil' an innocent little joke on four German officers,

and did his share of fighting with the French in the early

part of the War, is the darling of the Boulevards. They
adore his supremo skill in thrusting the irritating lancet of

his humour into bulging excrescences on the flank of that

monstrous pachyderm of Europe, the German. Professor
Kiiatschke (HODDEB AND STOUGHTON), aptly translated by
Professor B. L. CREWE, is a joyous rag. It purports to be the

correspondence of a Hun Professor, full of an egregious

self-sufficiency and humourlessness and greatly solicitous

for the unhappy Alsatian who is ignorant and misguided
enough to prefer the Welsch (i.e. foreign)

" culture-swindle
"

to the glorious paternal Kultur of the German occupation.
And HANSI illustrates his witty text with as witty and

competent a pencil. HANSI has, in effect, the full status of

an Ally all by himself. He adds out of the abundance of

his heart a diary and novel by Knatschke's daughter, Elsa,
full of the artless sentimentality of the German virgin. It

is even better fun than the Professor's part of the business.

Naturally the full flavour of both jokes must be missed

by the outsider. HANSI is the more effective in that he
chuckles quietly, never guffaws and never rails. Fun of

the best.

There is not much left for me to say in praise of Mr. JACK
LONDON'S dog-stories ; and anyhow, if his name on the cover
of Jerry of the Islands (MILLS AND BOON) is not enough, no
persuasion of mine will induce you to read it. Those of us
to whom dogs are merely animals just that will find this

history of an Irish terrier dull enough ; but others who have
in their time given their " heart to a dog to tear

"
will re-

cognise and joyously welcome Mr. LONDON'S sympathetic
understanding of his hero. Jerry's adventurous life as

here told was spent in the Solomon Islands, which is not,
I gather, the most civilized part of the globe. He had
been brought up to dislike niggers, and when he disliked

anyone he did not hesitate to show his feelings and his

teeth. So it is possible that for some tastes he left his

marks a little too frequently; but in the end he thoroughly
justified his inclination to indulge in what looked like un-

provoked attacks upon bare legs. For unless he had kept
his teeth in by constant practice he might never have con-
trived to save his beloved master and mistress from a very
cowardly and crafty attack. Good dog, Jerry !

I admit that the fact of its publishers having branded
The Road to Understanding (CONSTABLE) as " A Pure
Love Story

"
did not increase the hopes with which I opened

it. Let rue however hasten also to admit that half of it

certainly bettered expectation. That was the first half, in

which Burke Denby, the heir to (dollar) millions, romanti-

cally defied his father and married his aunt's nursery
governess, and immediately started to live the reverse of

happy-ever after. All this, the contrast between ideals in a
mansion and love in a jerry-built villa, and the thousand

ways in which Mrs. Denby got upon her husband's nerves and

generally blighted his existence, are told with an excellently
human and sympathetic understanding, upon which I make
my cordial congratulations to Miss ELEANOR H. POHTER.
But because the book, however human, belongs, after all, to

the category of " Best Sellers
"

it appears to have been
found needful to furbish up this excellent matter with an
incredible ending. That Mrs. Denby should retire with
her infant to Europe, in order to educate herself to her
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husband's level, I did not mind. This thing has been done

before now even in real life. But that, on returning after

the lapse of years, she should introduce the now grown-

up daughter, unrecognised, as secretary to her father!
" Somehow . . . you remind me strangely. . . . Tell

mo of your parents."
" My daddy ... I never knew him."

Or words to that effect. It is all there, spoiling a tale

that deserved better.

The voracious novel-reader is apt to hold detective stories

in the same regard that the Scotchman is supposed to

entertain towards whisky some are better than others,

but there are no really bad ones. The Pointing Man
(HUTCHINSON) is better than most, in the first place because
it takes us "east of Suez

"
a pleasant change from the

four -mile radius to which the popular sleuths of fiction

mostly confine their activities; and, secondly, because it

combines a maximum of sinister

mystery with a minimum of actual

bloodshed ; and, lastly, because our

credulity is not strained unduly
either by the superhuman in-

genuity of the hunter or an excess

of diabolical cunning on the part
of the quarry. Otherwise the story

possesses the usual features. There
is the clever young detective, in

whose company we expectantly
scour the bazaars and alleys of

Mangadone in search of a missing
boy. There are Chinamen and

Burmese, opium dens and curio

shops, temples and go-downs. Miss
MAKJORIE DOUIE has more than a

superficial knowledge of her stage

setting, and gets plenty of move-
ment and colour into it. And if

she has elaborated the characters

and inter-play of her Anglo-Bur-
mese colony to an extent that is

not justified either by their con-

nection with the plot or the neces-

sity of mystifying the reader we
must forgive her because she does
it very well so well indeed that

we may hope to see The Pointing
Man, excellent as it is in its way,
succeeded by a contribution to

Anglo-Oriental literature that will do ampler justice to

Miss DOUIE'S unquestionable gifts.

passages, some perhaps a little facile, but, taken together,
quite enough to make this unpretentious little volume a

very agreeable companion for the few moments of leisure
which are all that most of us can get in these strenuous

days.

TALE OP A GREAT OFFENSIVE.
"'E SEZ TO ME, 'YOU'LL GET A THICK EAR !

'

I
SEZ, 'WHO?' 'E SEZ, 'YOU!' I SEZ, 'ME?' 'E SEZ,
' Yus! '

I SEZ, 'Ho!'"

I enjoyed at a pleasant sitting the whole of Mr. FRANK
SWINNERTON'S Nocturne (SECKEB). I don't quite know
(and I don't see how the author can quite know) whether
his portraits of pretty self-willed Jenny and plain love-

hungry Emmy, the daughters of the superannuated iron-

moulder, are true to life, but they are extraordinarily
plausible. Not a word or a mood or a move in the inter-

play of five characters in four hours of a single night, the
two girls and "Pa,"and Alf and Keith, the sailor and
almost gentleman who was Jenny's lover, seemed to me
out of place. The little scene in the cabin of the yacht~~

between Jenny and Keith is a

quite brilliant study in selective

realism. Take the trouble to look
back on the finished chapters and
see how much Mr. SWINNEKTON
has told you in how few strokes,
and you will realise the fine nnd

precise artistry of this attractive

volume. I can see the lights, the
silver and the red glow of the wine

;

and I follow the flashes and pouts
and tearful pride of Jenny, and
Keith's patient, embarrassed, mas-
terful wooing as if I had been

shamefully eavesdropping.

Fool Divine (H ODDER AND
STOUGHTON) stands to some extent
in a position unique among novels
in that its heroine is also its vil-

lainess, or at least the wrecker of

its hero. Nevile del Varna, the lady
in question, is indeed the only
female character in the tale, and
has therefore naturally to work
double tides. What happened was
that young Christopher, a super-
man and hero, dedicate, as a volun-

teer, to the unending warfare of

science against the evil goddess of

Our writers appear willing converts to my own favourite

theory that the public is, like a child, best pleased to hear
the tales that it already knows by heart. The latest ex-

ponent of this is the lady who prefers to be called only
" The Author of An Odd Farmhouse." Her new little

book, Your Unprofitable Servant (WESTALL), is a record of

domestic happenings and impressions during the early

phases of the War. The thing is skilfully done, and in the
result carries you with interest from page to page ; though
(as I hint) the history of those August days, when Barbarism
came forth to battle "and Civilisation regretfully unpacked
its holiday suit-cases, can hardly appeal now with the fresh-1

ness of revelation. Still, the writer brings undeniable gifts
to her more than twice-told tale. She has, for example,
perception and a turn of phrase very pleasant, as when
she speaks of the shops in darkened London conduct-

ing the last hour of business under lowered awnings,
" as

if it were a liaison." There are many such rewarding

the Tropics, yellow fever, met this

more human divinity when on his journey to the scene of

action, and, like a more celebrated predecessor,
" turned

aside to her." Then, naturally enough, when Nevile has

gotten him for her husband and when love of her has caused
him to abandon his project of self-sacrifice, she repays him
with scorn. And as the unhappy Christopher already scorns
himself the rest of the book (till the final chapters) is a
record of deterioration more clever than exactly cheerful.

The moral of it all being, I suppose, that if you are wedded
to an ideal you should beware of taking to yourself a
mortal wife, for that means bigamy. Incidentally the
book contains some wonderfully impressive pictures of

tropical life and of the general beastliness of existence on a
rubber plantation. At the end, as I have indicated, regenera-
tion comes for Christopher though I will not reveal just
how this happens. There is also a subsidiary interest in

the revolutionary affairs of Cuba, which the much-employed
Nevile appears to manage, as a local Joan of Arc, in her

spare moments ;
and altogether the book can be rjcom-

mended as one that will at least take you well away from
the discomforts of here and now.
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CHARIVARIA.
" No amount of War Office approval

will make hens lay," says The Weekly
Dispatch. These continuous efforts to

shako our confidence in the men en-

trusted with the conduct of the War
can only be regarded as deplorable.

* *

A workman in a Northern shell fac-

tory has been fined five pounds for

having his trousers fastened on with
iron nails. Why he abandoned the

usual North Country method of hav-

ing them riveted on him was not

explained. ^ *

CHARLIE CHAPLIN, says a

message from Chicago, has not

joined the U.S. Army. He
excuses himself on the ground
that Mr. PEMBEBTON-BILLINO,
who is much funnier, is not in

khaki. + ,,,

A woman told the Lambeth

magistrate that her husband
had not spoken to her for six

weeks. It is a great tribute

to the humanity of our magis-
trates that the poorer people
should go to them with their

joys as well as their sorrows.
X: *

Cruises on the Thames and

Medway estuaries will only be

permitted on condition that

the owners of pleasure craft

agree to increase the nation's

food supply by catching fish.

Merely feeding them will not
do.

A man who was seen carry-

ing a grandfatherclockthrough
the streets of Willesden has
been arrested. It seems to be

safer, as well as more convenient, to

carry a wrist-watch.
* *

Newhaven, it is stated, is suffering
from a plague of butterflies. All at-

tempts to persuade them to move on
to the Metropole at Brighton have so
far been successfully resisted.

* *

Table-napkins have been forbidden
in Berlin and special ear-protectors
for use at meal-times are said to be

enjoying a brisk sale.
* *

When the fourteen-year-old son of

German parents was charged in a Lon-
don Court with striking his mother
with a boot, the mother admitted that
she had cut the boy's face because he
had called her by an opprobrious Ger-
man name. On the advice of the magis-
trate the family have decided to dis-

continue their subscription to the half-

penny press. t *
*

"I should like to give you a good
licking, but the law won't allow me,"
said Mr. BANKER, K.C., the new magis-
trate for West London, in fining a lad

for cruelty to a horse. The discovery
that even magistrates have to forgo
their simple pleasures in these times
made a profound impression upon the

boy. *

Herr ERZBEROER has expressed a

desire for " half an hour with Mr.
LLOYD GEORGE "

to settle the War.
In view of the heavy demands upon

The Bantam. " AN' I DON'T WANT NONE OP YEB NABSTY LOOKS,
NEITHEB, OB IT'S ME AN' YOU FOB IT."

the PREMIER'S time it is suggested
in Parliamentary circles that MAJOR
ARCHER -SHEE should consent to act

as his substitute.

*~
The idea of giving raid warnings by

the discharge of a couple of Generals
has been unfavourably received by the
Defence authorities.

* *

A German shell which passed through
a Church Army Hut was found to have
been stamped with the initials " C.A."
in its passage through the building.
The clerk, whose duty it is to attend
to matters of this kind, has been repri-
manded for not adding the date.

* *

A small boy at Egham, arrested for

breaking a bottle on the highway, said
that he did it to puncture motor tyres.
If the daily bag included only one Army

motor-car, with nothing better than a

Staff-Colonel as passenger, the enter-

tainment was considered to be well

worth the risk. ^ +
*

" If I saw the last pheasant I would
kill it and eat it," says Lord KIMBEBLET.
Food heg I #

*

We hear that, as a result of Herr
MICHAELIS* disclaimer, the Germans
are about to appoint a Commission to

find out who (if anybody) is carrying
on the War. + ^

*

Women have reinforced the bell-

ringers at Speldhurst, Kent. As no
other explanation is forthcom-

ing, we can only suppose they
are doing it out of malice.V
A man charged at a London

Police Court with being drunk
stated that he had been drink-

ing
" Government ale." It

appears now that the fellow

was an impostor.

***
Another man who wrote a

letter protesting against the
weakness of the official stimu-
lant inadvertently addressed
his letter to the Metropolitan
Water Board.

* *

A correspondent who has

just spent a day in the country
hopes the Commission now
dealing with Unrest will not
overlook one of its principal
causes namely wasps.

There has been a great fall-

ing-off in the number of visitors
to Stratford-on-Avon, and it is

expected that a new and fuller
- Life of the Bard will shortly

be published. , ,

*

A Surrey soldier, writing from The
Garden of Eden, says,

" I think it is a
rotten hole, and I don't blame Adam
for getting thrown out." Still it is

rather late to plead extenuating cir-

cumstances.

"James was remanded at the Thames
Police Court on a charge of stealing nine boxes
of Beecham's pills, valued at 5."

Tlie Times.

So little ? What about those advertise-
ments 1

" I was surprised to hoar of Baron Heyking's
dismissal from his post of Russian Consul-
General in London. I had only been talking
to him the day before and then came his
dismissal by telegram t

"

"
Candide," in " The Sunday Pictorial."

Some of our journalists have a lot to

answer for.
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THE KAISER'S ORIENTAL STUDIES.

A DISTINGUISHED Neutral, who has

just returned from Germany after re-

siding for some time in the neighbour-
hood of Potsdam, informs us that the

KAISKB has been taking a course of

Oriental literature in view of his pro-

posed annexation of India, and has

lately given close attention to the works

of Sir RABINDBANATH TAGOEE. The Dis-

tinguished Neutral has been fortunate

enough to secure the KAISEH'S person-

ally annotated copies of the Indian

poet's Stray Birds and Fruit-Gathering.
From these volumes we have the plea-
sure of reproducing a selection of Sir

RABINDRANATH'S aphorisms and fan-

tasies, accompanied in each case by
the KAISER'S marginal reflections :

" I cannot choose the best. The best

chooses me." R- T.

Very true. I never chose the Deity.
He chose Me. W.

"
Through the sadness of all things

I hear the crooning of the Eternal

Mother." R. T.

Sometimes, too, I hear the groaning
of the Unforgettable Grandfather. W.

* * *
"
Life has become richer by the love

that has been lost." JR. T.

I wish I could feel this about America.
W.

* :,: *

" ' Who draws me forward like fate ?
'

' The Myself striding on my back.'
"

R. T.

That cannot be right. I always said

I didn't want this War. W.

"
Wrong cannot afford defeat, bub

Right can." B. T.

"This ought to console poor old

HlNDENBUHG." W.

"
Listen, my heart, to the whispers

of the world with which it makes love

to you." R. T.

I must pass this on to TIKPITZ. W.

" We come nearest to the great when
we are great in humility." R. T.

Quite right. I always make a point
of acknowledging the assistance of my
Partner. W.

* * *

" I shall stake all I have and when I
lose my last penny I shall stake myself,
and then I think I shall have won

through my utter defeat." R. T.

I don't think. W.

" The noise of the moment scoffs at

the music of the Eternal." R. T.

All the same I could do with some
more big guns. W.

:;: * *
" The Spring with its leaves and

floivers has come into my body." R. T.

I dislike all Spring offensives. W.

"Let me not look for allies on life's

battlefield, but to my own strength."
R. T.

I wonder where Austria would have
been by now if she had taken this

attitude. W.
* * *

"
Wayside grass, love the star, then

your dreams will come out in floivers."
R. T.

That reminds me that I must write

and thank TINO for his letter enclos-

ing a bunch of edelweiss. W.

" My heart has spread its sails for
the shadowy island of Anywhere."

R. T.

Personally I should be content with
the solid island of Great Britain. W.

" Woman, when you move about in

your household service your limbs sing
like a hill stream among its pebbles."

R.T.
I have often noticed this in some of

our Berlin butter queues. W.
-Y- * '.-

" Let my thoughts come to yon, when
I am gone, like the after-glow of sun-

set." R. T.

I doubt if this beautiful thought
would appeal to LITTLE WILLIE. W.

}- :',:

" ' Who is there to take up my duties ?
'

asked the setting sun.
' I shall do what I can, my Master,

said the earthen lamp." R. T.

I shall make LITTLE WILLIE learn

this bit by heart. W.

" The real with its meaning read

ivrong and emphasis misplaced is the

unreal." R. T.

Yes ; it 's very hard on WOLFF'S
Bureau. W.

* : *

" My heart longs to caress this green
world of the sunny day." R. T.

I find it most unfortunate that all

the best places in the sun should be

already occupied. W.
:;: # :[i

" While I was passing in the road I
saiu thy smile from the balcony and I

sang."

"

R. T.

O dreams of the East ! O Baghdad !

W.
* * *

" ' The learned say that your light
will one day be no more,' said the firefly
to the stars. The stars made no an-
swer." R. T.

That 's what I should have done, but
MICHAELIS would keep on talking. W.

* :): *
" God is ashamed when the prospei-ous

boast of His special favour." R. T.

This must be some other god, not
our Gorman one. W.

* * *
" Power takes as ingratitude the

writhings of its victims." R. T.

And quite rightly. That 'a all the
thanks I got when my heart bled for

Louvain. W.
^ % V

" Kicks only raise dust and not crops

from the earth." R. T.

Very sound. Rournania has been
most disappointing. W.

" Timid thoughts, do not be afraid of
me. I am a poet." R. T.

I shall send a copy of my collected

poems to FEBDIK. W.
,

O. S.

WAR AND MY WARDROBE.
As I am not a banker or a, high official

swell,

I never felt a pressing need for dressing
extra well

;

And yet there were occasions, in days
not long remote,

When I assumed the stately garb of

topper and frock-coat.

But war's demands, if you desire to

tread the simple road,

Are somewhat hard to reconcile with

the Decalogue of Mode ;

So I gave away my topper to the man
who winds our clocks,

With a strangely mixed assortment of

collars, ties and socks.

And if I haven't parted from my dear
old silk-faced friend

It isn't out of sentiment all that is at

an end
It's simply that the highest bid, in

cash paid promptly down,
I 've had from any son of SHEM is only

half-a-crown.

' ' The plots cultivated by the men who have
learned in the best school of all experience
stand out clearly among the others. There is

no overcrowing on their land."

Evening News.

The truly great are always modest.

"Wanted, September and October, a com-

fortably Furnished House ;
five bedrooms, in

adjoining counties."

East Anijlian Daily Times.

It sounds a little detached.
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THE COUNTERBLAST.
KAISEB. " HAD A GLORIOUS TIME ON THE EASTERN FRONT."
HINDENBUBG. " A LITTLE LOUDER, ALL-LOUDEST. I CAN'T HEAR YOU FOR THESE

CURSED BRITISH GUNS IN THE WEST."
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"\VlIAT DO YOU MEAN BY THROWING STONES AT THOSE BOYS?"
"IT'S OIIL BIGHT, Sill. WK'llE LKAKNIN' 'KM TO TAKE COVER FOB, AIR RAIDS."

THE MUD LARKS.
OUT here the telephone exists largely

as a vehicle for I\\Q jeux rf'cs/M'/i of the

Brass Lids. It is a one-way affair,

working only from the inside out, for

if you have a trifle of repartee to impart
to the Brazen Ones the apparatus is

either indefinitely engaged, or Na poo
(as the French say). If you are one of

these hulldog lads and are determined
to make the thing talk from the out-

side in, you had better migrate chez

Signals, taking your bed, blankets, beer,

tobacco and the unexpired portion of

next week's ration, and camp at the

telephone orderly's elbow. After, a

day or two it will percolate through to

the varlet's intelligence that you are a

desperate dog in urgent need of some-

thing, and he will bestir himself, and

mayhap in a further two or three days'
time he will wind a crank, pull some

strings, and announce that j
?6u ate

"
on," and you will find yourself in

animated conversation with an in-

spector of cemeteries, a jam expert at

the Base, or the Dalai Lama. If you
want to give back-chat to the Staff

you had best take it there by hand.
A friend of mine by name of Patrick

once got the job of Temporary Assist-

ant Deputy Lance Staff Captain (un-

paid), anil before he tumbled to the one-

way idea liis telephone worked both

ways and gave him a lot of trouble.

People were always calling him up and

asking him questions, which of course
wasn't playing the game at all. Some-
times he never got to bed before 10 P.M.,

answering questions ; often he was up
again at 9 A.M., answering more ques-
tions and such questions !

A sample. On one occasion he rang
up his old battalion. One Jimmy was
then Acting Assistant Vice-Adjutant.
"Hello, wazzermatter ?

"
said Jimmy.

" Staff Captain speaking," said Patrick

sternly.
" Please furnish a return of

all cooks, smoke-helmets, bombs, mules,

Yukon-packs, tin bowlers, grease-traps
and Plymouth Brothers you have in the

field !

"

"
Easy beg pardon, yes, Sir," said

Jimmy and hung up.

Presently the phone buzzed and there

was Jimmy again.
" Excuse me, Sir, but you wanted a

return of various commodities we have
in the field. What field. ?

"

" Oh, the field of Mars, fat-head !

"

Patrick snapped and rang off. A quarter
of an hour later he was called to the

phone once more and the familiar bleat

of Jimmy tickled his ear. " Excuse me,
Sir whose mother ?

"

On the other hand the great Brass
Hat is human and makes u slip, a

clerical error, now and again sufficient

to expose his flank. And then the

humble fighting -man can draw his

drop of blood if he is quick about it.

To this same long-suffering Jimmy
was vouchsafed the heaven-sent oppor-
tunity, and he leapt at it. He got a

chit from H.Q., dated 6/7/17, which
ran thus :

" In reference to 17326 Pte. Hogan
we note that his date of birth is

10/7/17. Please place him in his

proper category."
To which Jimmy replied :

" As according to your showing
17326 Pte. Hogan will not be born for

another four days we are placed in a

position of some difficulty.

Signed
" P.S. What if, when the interest-

ing event occurs, 17326 Pte. Hogan
should be a girl ?

"P.P.S. Or twins?"
Our Albert Edward is just back from

one of those Army finishing schools

where the young subaltern's knowledge
of SHAKESPEARE and the use of the

globes is given a final shampoo before

he is pushed over the top. Albert

Edward's academy was situated in a
small town where schools are main-
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tained by all our brave Allies ; it is an

educational centre. The French school

does the honours of the place and keeps
a tame band, which gives tongue every

Sunday evening in the Grand Place.

Thither repair all the young ladies of

the town to hear the music. Thither

also repair all the young subalterns,

also for the purpose of hearing the

music.

At the end of every performance the

national anthems of all our brave Allies

are played, eacli brave Ally standing

rigidly to attention the while, in com-

pliinent to the others. As we have a

lot of brave Allies these days, all with

long national war-whoops, this

becomes somewhat of a strain.

Onemorning the French band-

master called on the Comman-
dant of the English school.

" Some Americans have ar-

rived," said he. "
They are

naturally as welcome as the

sunshine, but" (he sighed) "it

means yet another national

anthem."
The Commandant sighed and

said he supposed so.

"By the way," said the chef
d'orchestre, "what is the Ameri-
can national anthem ?

"

" ' Yankee Doodle,'
"

replied
the Commandant.
The Chief Instructor said he 'd

always understood it was "Hail,
Columbia."
The Adjutant was of the

opinion that "The Star-Spang-
led Banner

"
filled the bill, while

the Quartermaster cast his vote

for " My country, 'tis of thee."

The chef d'orchestre thrashed
his bosom and rent his coiffure.
" Dieit !

"
he wailed,

" I can't

play all of them figurez-vous 1
"

Without stopping to do any
figuring they heartily agreed
that he couldn't. " Tell you

for Alabam." It speaks volumes for

the discipline of the allied armies that

their young subalterns stood to atten-

tion even through that. PATLANDEK.

THE GENTLEST ART.
PRIVATE Elijah Tiddy looked at his

watch. There was still half-an-hour

to the great moment for which the

battalion had waited so long. Most of

the men had decided to fill up the time

by eating, drinking or sleeping, but

"Dearest Wife," he began. Then at

a shout he hastily drew in his feet as a
man dashed past him with a heavy
burden. " I nearly got it in the neck
a minute ago," he wrote,

" but I 'm all

right, and this is a fine place if it wasn't
for the noise. They never seem to stop
screeching and the smoke is fair awful,
and as soon as you think everything is

quiet another comes. I am quite alone
at this minute, but don't you go for to

worry; they'll bo back soon and then

perhaps I '11 get a bit of something.

in life one was his wife, and the other

the gentle art of letter-writing. At

what," said the Commandant at length,
' write to your music-merchant in Paris

and leave it to him."
The chef d'orchestre said he would,

and did so.

Next Sunday evening, as the concert

drew to a close, the band flung into

;he Marseillaise, and the subalterns of

all nations leapt to attention. They
stood to attention through

" God Save
;he King," through the national an-

;hems of Russia, Italy, Portugal, Ru-
mania, Serbia, Belgium, Montenegro
and Monte Carlo, all our brave Allies.

Then the chef d'orchestre suddenly
sprang upon a stool and waved above
lis head the stripes and stars of our
newest brave Ally, while the band
irashed into the opening strains of
' When de midnight choo-choo starts

Private Tiddy had two other passions It 's pretty hard where I am sitting and
I can't write you much of a letter, what
with the cramp in my legs and the noise

and wondering how soon the

Sergeant will come and tell us
to move up nearer our part of

the line. I can see some of the

line, not our bit, from where I

am sitting. It's shining just

lovely in the sun.

"Dear wife, this isn't a bit

like home, but it still makes me
-think of you at our station buy-
ing me that pencil and all, just
as the train come in. I think
of you all the time wherever I

am, but the noise is something
cruel, and here comes the Ser-

geant to tell us to prepare. I

shan't have time to get a drink
first

; but it don't matter ; I 'd

rather write to you than any-
thing; and this' pad what the
minister gave me is fine. I

keep it in my left breast pocket.
Please tell him it hasn't stopped
a bit of stuff yet, but I am sure
it will soon. Remember me to

everybody. Love and kisses

from your Elijah."
Mrs. Tiddy duly received the

letter and shed proud tears at

the thought of her husband,

obviously on the eve of a great
advance, or even lying out hun-

- gry and wounded in No Man's

(she hovered between the alter-

Sailor (rebuking pessimist),
U-BOATS GETS AWAY. WOT
WITH? FILTERS?"

"O 1 COURSE SOME O' THEM
D'YER THINK WE 'UNT 'KM

all possible and impossible moments
Private Tiddy wrote letters home. To
some men this would have been an

impossible moment -not so to Tiddy,
who, if he hadn't been first a plumber
and then a soldier, would have made
an inimitable journalist.
So he sat down as best he could with

all that he carried, and extracted a letter-

case from an inside pocket. It was a

recent gift from the minister of his

parish, who knew and shared Tiddy's
weakness for the pen, and it filled his

soul with joy. He fingered the thin

sheets of writing-paper lovingly, as

a musician touches the strings, and

thoughtfully sucked the indelible pen-
cil which Mrs. Tiddy had bought for

him as a parting present when she said

good-bye to him at the bookstall.

Land

natives), but still cheery and finding
time and energy to write to his wife.

It was only & too observant neigh-
bour who discovered that the postmark
Was London, S.E. But even she has
not yet decided whether Elijah Tiddy
is of intention the biggest liar in the
East Mudshires, or whether he only
saw Waterloo Station with the eye of

the literary man.

History Plagiarizes from Fiction.
" Mr. Ginnell: Everybody in the House is

excited but myself. Even you, Mr. Speaker,
are excited." Parliamentary Debates.

" ' It 's my opinion, sir,' said Mr. Stiggins
that this meeting is drunk, sir. Brother

Tadgcr, sir you are drunk, sir.'"

Pickwick Papers.
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AN OLD SONG EKSUNG.
" EVKB since the world began
There never was anil never can

Bo sucli a very useful man
As tho railway porter."

So ran tho rhymo that in my youth
I thought perhaps outstripped tho

troth,
But now, when longer in the tooth,

Freely I endorse it.

In calling out a station's namo
Ho is ondoubtedlj to hlarne

For failing, as a ruin, to aim
At clear enunciation ;

But, since tho War, he hasn't struck

Or downed his tools I mean his

truck
And plays the game with patient

pluck
Like a sturdy Briton.

He 's often old and far from strong,
But still he doesn't " make a song"
About his lot, but jogs along

Steadily and bravely.

1 If doesn't greet with surly frowns
Or naughty adjectives and nouns
A tip of just a brace of "browns"

Where he once got sixpence.

But better far than any meed
Of praise embodied in this screed

Is EKIC GEDUKH' boast that he'd
Been a railway porter.

THE TOWER THAT PASSED IN
THE NIGHT.

IT was in the beginning of things,
when the gunners of the new army
were very new indeed, and the 0000th

Battery had just taken up its first

position on the Western Front. As
soon as the guns were satisfactorily

placed the O.C. began a careful survey
of the enemy positions. Slowly he
ran his field-glasses over the seemingly
peaceful landscape, and the first thing
he noticed was a small, deserted, half-

ruined tower with ivy hanging in dark
i nasses down its sides.

" We must have that removed at

once," he said to the Captain.
" It 's

the very place for an observation post.

Probably one of their best. How long
do you think it will take you to get it

down ?
"

"Oh, we ought to do it in an hour,"
was the confident reply.
But the hour passed and the tower

remained just as peaceful, just as suit-

able for an O.P. as ever. The only
change was that many other features

of the adjacent landscape had been
resolved into their component parts.
The battery was disappointed, but

not unduly so. They knew what was

Hetty (afterflash of lightning).
" COUNT QUICKLY, JENNY ! MAKE IT AS FAB AWAY

AS YOU POSSIBLY CAN."

the matter; a couple of hours' work.)
should give them the range, and .

then

But, when evening came and the

tower still stood untouched, 0000th

Battery began to be worried indeed.

A little more of this and they might
as well blow themselves up. They
would be disgraced, a laughing-stock
to the whole Front. After hopeless

arguments and bitter recriminations
]

they turned in with tho intention of
j

beginning again bright and early in

one last stupendous effort.

Great and shattering was their sur-

prise when the dawn showed them no
tower at all, nothing but a heap of

rubble in the midst of desolation. The i

hated O.P. had disappeared in the

night.
0000th Battery rubbed its eyes and

wild surmise ran from man to man.

" An unexploded shell must 'ave

gorn orf in the night."
" A mine may 'ave bin laid under "er,

and somethink 's touched it off, like."

But the real explanation, stranger
still, was supplied later by a letter

dropped from a Taube flying over the

Battery's position. It ran thus :

"
Having noticed with regret that

the enemy objected to the tower in front

of X position, the Ober-Kommando

gave orders to have it removed, in the

interests of the surrounding country."

"Once or twice in the course of his speech
Mr. Macdonald spoke of himself and his

Labour friends as ' we.' ' Who aro " we "
?

'

sharply challenged Mr. Wardlc, reviving a

question familiar in the annals of split parties.
' YSu knof perfectly wel tlilat you are not
inclueddin the "

we,"
' was the retort."

Manchester Guardian.

Pretty crushing, wasn't it ?
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FRAGMENT OF A TRAGEDY.
Dramatis Persona.

A Staff Officer.

A Colonel.

A Captain.
A Herald.

Chorus of Officers' Servants

and Orderlies.

SCENE. Exterior of Battalion Head-

quarters Dug-out.

Leader of Chorus. Ho ! friends, a

stranger cometh ; by his dress

Some nobleman of leisure, I should

guess ;

Come, let us seem to labour, lest he

strafe ;

A soldier ever eye-washes the Staff.

Chorus start work, singing.

Brighter than the queenly rose,

Brighter than the setting sun,

Brighter than old Ginger's nose

The raiment of the gilded one.

The red tab points towards each

breast,

The red band binds his forehead

stern ;

The rainbow ribbons on his chest

Proclaim what fires within him
burn.

Upon his throne amid the din

He sits serene yet sometimes

stoops
To take a kindly interest in

The trousers issued to the troops.

Enter Staff Officer.

Staff Officer. Ho, slaves ! your Colonel

seeking have I come.
L. of C. This is his house, but he is far

from home.

Staff 0. And whither gone ? Reply
without delay.

L. of C. Ask of the Captain. See, he
comes this way.

Enter Captain from dug-out.

Captain. Immaculate stranger, hail!

What lucky chance
Has brought you to this dirty bit of

France ?

Staff 0. Not chance. A conscientious

Brigadier
Has sent me hither.

Captain. And what seek you here ?

Staff 0. I seek your Colonel.

Captain. He is up the line.

'Tis said the foe will soon explode a

mine,
And we must be prepared should he

attack.

Staff 0. I think I will await his

coming back.

Captain. Then chance to me at least

has been most kind ;

Come, let me lead you where a drink

you '11 find.

[They enter dug-out and are
seen relieving their thirst.

Chorus. Beyond the distant bower,
Where skirted men abide

And in an uncouth language
Their skirted children chide ;

Beyond the land of sunshine,
Whore never skies are blue,

There lives a silent people
Who know a thing or two.

All is not gold that glitters,

And strops are rather sad ;

All is not Bass that 's
"
bitters,"

And Gallic beer is bad ;

But out of the misty regions
Where loom the mountains tall

There comes the drink of princes

Whisky, the best of all.

Staff 0. This is my seventh drink, and

yet, alas !

The Colonel comes not.

Captain. Fill another glass.

Staff 0. I will [he does] . The bottle 's

finished, I 'm afraid.

Captain. It does not matter. I drink

lemonade.
L. of C. A doom descends upon this

house, I fear ;

That was the only bottle left us here.

Enter Herald.

Herald. The Colonel comes. Let no
ill-omened word

Escape the barrier of your teeth. I

heard
Men say his temper 's in an awful

state ;

Therefore beware lest some untoward
fate

Befall you ;
and I do not think I '11

wait.

Enter Colonel.

He sees empty whisky-bottle, looks at

Staff Officer, and

[Here the fragment leaves off.

"Turnouts. Odd colour miniature pony,
3Cin. high, used to children, coming 5 years,
and Swiss governess and brown harness

; can
be seen any time, a miniature lot ; 25."

The Bazaar, Exchange and Mart.

It may be right to turn out aliens, but
is not this rather hard on the minia-
ture Swiss Governess ?

From an auctioneer's advertisement :

" Grandfather Clocks, and other Arms and
Armour." Manchester Guardian.

In these days even our oldest clocks

are expected to strike for their country.

" Herr Harden says :

' The aim of our enemies is

Democracy ;

The right of nations to self-government ;

An honest, and not merely a specious,
diminution of arguments.'

"

Provincial Paper.

So far as this last aim is concerned the
German Government appears to agree
with the Allies, for it has just sup-
pressed Herr HAKDEN'S journal.

DAVID.
THE War brought about no more

awful clash of personalities than when
it threw David and myself into the
same dug-out. Myself, I am the normal
man the man who wishes he were
dead when he is called in the morning
and who swears at his servant (1) for

calling him ; (2) for not calling him.

My batman has learnt, after three years
of war, to subdue feet which were in-

tended by nature to be thunderous.
His method of calling me is the result

of careful training. If I am to wake
at 7 A.M. he flings himself flat on his

face outside my dug-out at 6 A.M. and

wriggles snake-like towards my .boots.

He extracts these painlessly from under
last night's salvage dump of tin-hats,

gas-masks and deflated underclothes,
noses out my jacket, detects my Sam
Browne, and in awful silence bears

these to the outer air, where he emits,
like a whale, the breath which he has
been holding for the last ten minutes.
And meanwhile I sleep.
At 6.55 A.M. he brings back boots,

belt and jacket. This time he breathes.

He walks softly, but he walks. He
places the boots down firmly. Ho
begins to make little noises. He purrs
and coughs and scratches his chin, and

very gradually the air of the dug-out
begins to vibrate with life. It is like

Peer Gynt the "
Morning

"
thing on

the gramophone, you know ; he clinks

a toothbrush against a mug, he pours
out water. It is all gradual, crescendo ;

and meanwhile I am awakening. At
7 A.M., not being a perfect artist, he

generally has to drop something; but

by that time I am only pretending to

be asleep, and I growl at him, ask him

why he didn't call me an hour ago, and
then fall asleep again. I get up at

eight o'clock and dress in silence. If

my batman speaks to me I cut myself,
throw the razor at him, and completely
break down. In short, as I say, I am
the normal man.
With David it is otherwise. David

is a big strong man. He blew into my
dug-out late one night and occupied the

other bed an affair of rude beams and
hard wire-netting. He spread himself

there in sleep, and silence fell. At dawn
next morning an awful sound hurled
me out of dreams towards my revolver.

I clutched it in sweating terror, and
stared round the dug-out with my heart

going like a machine-gun. It was not,

however, a Hun counter-attack. It was
David calling for his servant. As the

first ray of the sun lights the Eastern

sky David calls for his servant. His
servant is a North-countryman. Sleep-

ing far off in some noxious haunt,
he hears David's voice and instantly
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Basil. '

MOTHER, I THINK SATAN MUST BE ABOUT."
Basil. "ISN'T IT SATAN THAT MAKES rjs/iy GOOD PEOPLE FEEL BAD?"
Basil. "WELL, I FEEL AS IF I DIDN'T WANT TO OO AND WASH MY FACE."

Mother. "WHY, DEAR? 1

Mother. "YES, DEAH."

begins to speak. His voice comes swell-

ing towards us, talking of boots and
tunics. As bo roadies tbe dug-out door
ho becomes deafening. He and David
have a shouting mate!). He kicks over
a petrol-tin full of water, smashes my
shaving mirror, and sits on my feet

while picking up the bits.

Meanwhile David is standing on his

bed and jodelling, while his batman
shrieks to him that his wife said in her
last letter to him that if he doesn't get a
leaf soon Hie homo '11 be hruk up. Then
David starts slapping soap on to his

face like a bill-sticker witli a paste-
brush. His servant drops a field boot
on to my stomach, trips over an empty
biscuit-tin and is heard grooming a boot
without.

David now strops bis razor. It

is one of those self-binding safety
razors which is all covered with cog-
wheels and steam-gauges and levers
and valves. You feed the strop into it

like paper into a printing-press, and it

eats up the leather as low people eat

spaghetti, making all the time a noise
like a mowing-machine. David loves
that. He whistles gay tunes while it

happens. He whistles while he shaves.

He cannot whistle while brushing his

teeth, hut he brushes his teeth as a man
might wash down a cab in a large yard
with plenty of room.
The moment it is over he whistles

again. Then he does deep breathing at

the door of the dug-out. (Aeroplanes
passing overhead have had narrow es-

capes from being dragged into the dug-
out by sheer power of suction, when
David deep- breathes.) Then he does
muscle exercises. He crooks his finger
and from behind you see a muscle like a
mushroom get up suddenly in the small
of his back, run up his spine and hit

him under the left ear.

Meanwhile he is whistling, and his

batman is making sparks fly out of the

buttons, which he cleans with glass-

paper and gun-cotton just outside the
door.

At eight, when I get carefully out of

bed, David is beginning to don bis shirt.

At nine wo move together towards
breakfast.

I am training David to say
" Rah !

Hah !

"
against the day when he and

General ROOSEVELT meet in a com-
munication trench. I am sure they
will take to each other at once.

SAUCE FOR THE GOOSE.
["The plain truth is that there arc very few

jobs that could not be done by women as well
as they are being done by men." Daily Paper.}

Chloe, in the placid days
Ere the war-clouds gathered,

I was prodigal in praise
Of your charm and winning ways ;

You became a cult, a craze

(Heavens, how I blathered
!) ;

With an ardour undismayed and treacly
I proposed (without success) bi-weekly.

Now, my dear, it 'a up to you
To become the hero ;

Show us how a man should woo
Wiien he wills to win, and do
Teach us how to bill and coo
With our hopes at zero.

Chloe, for a change (it may amuse you),
You propose to me and I 'II refuse yon.

From an auction catalogue :

"PniNCE.ss, Brown Mare, 7 years, 15-3, has
been ridden bya nervous person, good manners,
trained to the High School, Haut-le-Cole."

Haute Ecole manners are usually of the
best and we are glad that Hant-le-Cole,
which we have been unable to find on
the map, provides no exception.
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Becruit. "Ii's NO USE, GUV'NOR.
'OKSE-DBIVEB."

A MISFIT.
I 'ATES AN' DETESTS 'ORSES, AN 1 THEY FAIR LOATHES ME. IT'S A HENGINE-DRIVER I AM NOT

THE INVESTITURE.
BE silent, guns! for Bernard is invested,
And wheresoe'er the slaves of strife are found

Let your grim offices be now arrested,

Nor the hot rifle shoot another round,
Nor the pale flarelights toss,

But for a space all devilry be barred,
While Mars hangs motionless in pleased regard
And the hushed lines look West to Palace Yard,

Where on his breast our KING has pinned the Cross.
- '

*- i'

Oft in the Mess have we rehearsed that moment,
In old French farms have staged the Koyal.Square,

Or in cool caves by Germans made at Beaumont,
Though there indeed we had no space to spare,

So lifelike was it all,

'

And when KING GEOKGE (the Padre 's hard to beat
In that great rdle), surrounded by his suite,

Pinned on the cover of the potted meat,
The very Hippodrome had seemed too small.

Or we would act the homing of our Hector,
Flushed up with pride beneath the ancestral fir,

The cheering rustics and the sweet old Eector

Welcoming back " our brave parishioner ;

"

And since the lad was shy
We made him get some simple phrases pat
To thank them for the Presentation Bat,
While Maud stood near (the Adjutant did that),

So overcome that she could only sigh.

Ah ! Bernard, say our pageants were not wasted,
Not vain the Adjutant's laborious blush !

Was it to Maud this glowing morn you hasted
With yonder bauble in its bed of plush

Or was it that Miss Blake ?

Say not you faced, with ill-concealed dismay,
Your thi'onging townsmen and had nought to say,
Or from your KING stepped tremblingly away

With someone else's Order by mistake !

Surely you shamed us not ! for all that splendour
Can scarce have been more moving to the heart

Than our glad rites, the Princess not so tender

As was myself, who always took that part ;

I cannot think the KING,
Nor gorgeous Lords, nor Officers of State,
Nor seedy people peering through the gate,
Felt half so proud or so affectionate

As those far friends when we arranged the thing.
A. P. H.

Disconcerting News for the Kaiser.

Woman to Vicar :

" Please Sir will you write to our

George in France? 'is number is a 'undred and eleven

million four thousand and six."

"The inmates of buses have changed, too. All classes travel side

by side, the perspiring flower girl, with her heavy basket of roses, the
charwoman clutching her morning purchase of fish, the daintily
dressed lady going out to dinner, &c." The Daily Chronicle.

A very early dinner, apparently ; perhaps with the char-

woman.
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
M.-inlai/, July 30//t. The obiter

dicta dropped by Mr. BONAR LAW
in the course of debate are gradually

furnishing the House with an almost

complete autobiography. To-day it

learned that while, unlike Mr. BALFOUU,
he reads a groat many newspapers he

does not include among them a certain

financial organ which makes a speci-

ality of spy-hunting in high places.
When the National Insurance Scheme

was set on foot there were great com-

plaints because some Friendly Socie-

ties were not allowed to share in its

administration. Possibly the officials

thought them a little too friendly in

their ways. One of them, we learned

to-day, employed an auditor who signed
the return with a mark, like Bill

Stumps ; while another auditor had a

habit of signing it in blank and leaving
the secretary to fill in the figures.

Mr. ASQUITH used to allow his col-

leagues so much freedom of action that

his Administration was nick-named
" the Go-as-you-please Government

"
;

and eventually it went as he did not

please. But 1 cannot recall under his

gentle rule anything quite so free-and-

easy as Mr. HENDERSON'S visit to Paris.

That a member of the War Cabinet

should attend a Conference of French
and Russian Socialists at all is in it-

self a sufficiently remarkable departure
from Ministerial etiquette, but that he

should be accompanied by Mr. RAM-
SAY MACDONALD, whose peculiar views

upon the questions of war and peace
have so recently been repudiated by the

Government and the House of Com-
mons, makes it still more extraordinary.
In the circumstances it was almost

surprising to learn that the complais-
ance of the Government did not

extend to furnishing Mr. MACDONALD
with a war-ship for his journey.
What Mr. BALFOUB, who is respon-

sible for the foreign policy of this coun-

try, thinks about it all one can only
surmise, for he said nothing directly
on the subject in his great speech to-

night a speech which earned him- the

unique tribute of a compliment from
Mr.PRiNGLE. But theFOREIGN SECRE-
TARY'S warning to the House not to try
to anticipate the work of the Peace

Congress may well have been inspired

by apprehensions as to what the ama-
teur diplomatists were saying at that

moment in Paris.

Tuesday, July 31st. An attempt to

obtain further light on the HENDER-
SON-MACDONALD excursion met with
little success. Mr. BONAR LAW pro-
fessed to see nothing unusual in Mr.
HENDERSON'S taking part in a Labour
Conference, and declared, on the some-

what slender ground that only the Allies

were represented, that it was not of an

international character. Mr. HOGGE
essayed to move the adjournment, but

had omitted to have his motion ready.
The result of his hurried effort to draft

one was not satisfactory, forthoSi'KAKKii

RAMSAY MACDONALD IN PAEI8.

"ARC DE TnioMPHE! THE WORD HAS A
SINISTER SOUND."

ruled that it constituted an attack on
Mr. HENDERSON and ought not in

fairness to be moved until the right
hon. gentleman was back in his place.
So the Government escaped for the

moment.

Wearing a jacket suit of Navy blue,

and escorted by Lord EDMUND TALBOT
and Mr. EAWUNSON, the new FIRST

THE "SHEE-BILLING" AUTUMN WEAR FOB
MEMBERS AND POLICEMEN OF THE HOUSE OF
COMMONS.

LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY walked up
the floor to take the Oath. Members
noted with satisfaction the buoyancy
of his step and the firmness of his chin.

If looks go for anything the Navy in

his hands will not relax the bull-dog

grip upon the enemy that it has main-
tained these three years.
Asked whether the Government pro-

posed to institute a prosecution in

regard to the disturbance of the peace
(with alleged profane language) that

recently occurred within the precincts
of the Palace of Westminster, Sir

GEORGE CAVE gravely recited the words
of the statute providing that an offender

in such circumstances was liable to

have his right hand stricken off. All

eyes instinctively turned to see how
Mr. PEMBERTON-BILLINO was taking
it ; but any anxiety that he may have
felt was relieved when the HOME
SECRETARY added that the statute in

question was repealed in 1828.

A question put by Sir HENRY CRAIK
about a Cl recruit included the state-

ment that he was "
suffering from

Addison's disease
"

; and Mr. HOGGE
voiced the general curiosity when he

asked, obviously out of solicitude for

the late Minister of Munitions,
" What

is ADDISON'S disease ?
"

It is believed

that the reply, if one had been given,
would have been " Over-dilution."

Good progress was made with the
Corn Production Bill, and on the vexed

question as to how far allowances
should be reckoned as part of the
minimum wage an amendment was
inserted enabling the Wages Boards to

secure for the labourer a little more in

cash and less in kind.

In the Lords a satisfactory account
of the recent negotiations between
British and German Commissioners
at the Hague was given by Lord
NEWTON. Incidentally he disposed of

the suggestion that there had been

anything in the way of fraterniza-

tion. Both sides had held strictly to

the business in hand, which was the

exchange of prisoners, not of compli-
ments.

Wednesday, August 1st. The Peers
were to have had another field-day, for

Lord SELBORNE had put down a mo-
tion calling attention to the alleged
sab of honours. But, to the relief of

certain of the recently ennobled, who
could not be sure what the Unnatural

History of SELBORNE might contain,
the discussion was postponed.

Three hours' talk over Mr. HEN-
DERSON'S dual personality left the

Commons still vague as to how a

Cabinet Minister becomes a Labour

delegate at will. Perhaps the Channel

passage may have had something to

do with it.
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THE PICTURE POSTCARDS.
A LITTLE family party, with an ac-

quaintance or two added, sat in deck

chairs (at twopence each) at the head

of the pier. Their complexions proved
that there had been sun at Brightbourne
in some strength. Their noses were

already peeling a little, and the ladies

had bright scarlet patches in the V of

their blouses. To supply any defects

in the entertainment provided by the

ocean itself they had brought paper-
covered novels, the two most popular
illustrated dailies and chocolate. The

boy and girl shared Soaring Chips or

some such comic weekly. The father

and his gentleman-friend smoked their

pipes. All were placid and contented,

extending their limbs to receive every
benediction that sun and sea air could

confer.

A little desultory conversation having
occurred " There 's a lady at our

boarding-house," said one of the ac-

quaintances,
" who reads your hand

wonderfully," a languid argument fol-

lowing on palmistry, in which one of

the gentlemen disbelieved, but the other

had had extraordinary experiences of

the accuracy of the science the mother
of the boy and girl suddenly remem-
bered that not yet had postcards been
sent to Auntie and Uncle, Gus and

Beatty, Mr. Brown and Mrs. Yenning.
" We promised, you know," she said

guiltily.
"Better late than never," said the

father's friend jocularly.
" That 's right," said the father.
" Come along," said the gentleman-

friend to the boy and girl,
" we '11 go

and choose the cards. There's a stall

Jose by," and off they started.
" Don't let them see everything," the

prudent mother called out, having some

acquaintance with the physical trend
of the moment in postcard humour,
which has lost nothing in the general
moral enfranchisement brought about

by the War, one of the most notable
achievements of which is the death and
burial of Mrs. Grundy.

" Go on I

"
said the boy, with all the

.aughing scorn of youth.
" We 've seen

them all already."
" You can't keep kids from seeing

ihings nowadays," said the father sen-

jentiously.
"
Bring them up well and

eave the rest to chance, is what I say."
"
Very wise of you," remarked one of

ihe lady-friends.
"
Besides, aren't all

ihings pure to the pure ?
"

Having probably a very distinct

idea as to the purity of many of the

postcards which provide Brightbourne
with its mirth, the father made no re-

ply, but turned his attention to the

deep-water bathers as they dived and
[

swam and climbed on the raft and
tumbled off it. ...

"
Well, let 's see what you 've got,"

said the mother as the foraging party
returned.

" We 've got some beauties," said the

daughter
" real screams, haven't we,

Mr. Gates ?
"

"
Yes, I think we selected the pick

of the bunch," said Mr. Gates com-

placently, speaking as a man of the

world who knows a good thing when
he sees it.

" My husband 's a rare one for fun,"

said his wife.
" A regular connoozer."

" There 's a pretty girl at the post-

RANGE HOTEL"!

ANY PORT IN A STORM.

card place," said the boy.
" Mr. Gates

didn't half get off with her, did you ?
"

Mr. Gates laughed the laugh of tri-

umph.
"She's not bad-looking," he said,

"but not quite my sort. Still

He stroked his moustache.
" Now, Fred," said Mrs. Gates archly,
that '11 do ; let 's see the cards."

"This one," said the girl, "is for

Gus. He 's been called up, you know,
so we got him a military one. You
see that girl the soldier 's squeezing ?

She 's rather like his young lady, you
know, and it says,

' Come down to

Brightbonrne and learn how to carry
on.' Gus '11 show it to her."

The mother agreed that it was well
chosen.

" Where 's Beatty's ?
"
she asked.

" Here 's Beatty's," said the boy ;

" I

chose it. The one with the shrimp on
it. It says,

' At Breezy Brightbourne.

From one giddy young shrimp to

another.' Jolly clever, isn't it ? And
this is for Mr. Hatton, because he 's so
fond of beer. You see there 's a glass
of beer, and it says underneath,

' Come
where the girls are bright and the
tonic 's all right." There was another
one with a bottle called ' The Spirit of

Brightbourne,' but we thought beer
was best."

"What about Uncle?" the mother
asked.

"Oh!" said the girl, "there's a

lovely one for him. Three men on
their hands and knees licking up the

whisky spilt from broken bottles."

"Good Heavens!" said the father,

"you can't send him that."
|

" I think not," said the mother. " If

you sent Uncle that, all the fat would
be in the lire."

" It 's very funny," said the boy.
"
Funny, yes," said the father. " But

funniness can be very dangerous. Good
Heavens !

"
and he mopped his brow,

"you gave me quite a turn."
"
Very well, who shall we give it

to?" the boy asked. "We mustn't
waste it."

" I don't care who has it so long as

it's not your Uncle," said the father.
" And what have you got for your
Aunt Tilly ?

"

" This one," said the girl.
" An old

maid looking under the bed for a man
and hoping she '11 find one."

"
Goodness, Maria !

"
said the father,

" are your children mad ? The idea of

sending such a thing to Tilly !

"

"But she is an old maid," said the

girl.
" Of course she is," said the father.

" That 's the mischief."

"Well, there's rather a good one
where a wife is going through her
husband's trousers and saying,

'

Bright-
bourne 's the place for change,'

"
said

the girl.
" Would that suit ?

"

"Of course not," snapped her father.
" Or the one where the bed is full

of fleas ?
"
the boy suggested.

" No jokes about fleas," said the
father sternly.

"
No, you must change

those for something else. Don't be

funny at all with either your Uncle or

Aunt. We can't run any risks. Send
them local views coloured ones, of

course, but strictly local."
" Mr. Gates helped us," said the boy

meanly.
" Mr. Gates doesn't know all the

facts," said the father.
" He can guess one or two of them,"

said Mr. Gates, jingling his pocket.
" Fred is so quick," said his admiring

wife.
"
Well, and what are the others ?

"

the mother asked. " There 's Mr. Brown
and Mrs. Yenning. Why shouldn't
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Mr. IJrown have the whisky one'.' I 'in

sure ho VI laugh. But you couldn't

send Mrs. Yenning the old maid."
" Wo got this for Mi 1

. Brown," said

the boy.
" The nurse bringing tho

i'al her twins and calling them two

pink forms.'
"

"That's dashed good," said Mr.

Gates,
" don't you think '.'

"

"Very smait," said tho father.

"That's all right. And what about
Mi's. Yenning '.'

"

"
Well," said the girl,

" wo thought
she 'd liko this one a man and a

woman kissing in a tunnel, and he

says tho tunnel cost ten thousand

pounds to make, and she says it's

worl li it, eveiy penny."
"Very good," said tho father; ''I

liko that. Get mo another of those

and 1 '11 send it to a friend of mine in

the, City. And I'll go to tho shop
myself and help you to chooso the

local views for your Uncle and Aunt

Tilly. It 's a case where care is neces-

sary."

THREE DAUGHTERS OF FRANCE.

Chateau, , France.

To M. PUNCH.

CHER MONSIEUR, Shall I write to

you of tho toil, the fatigues which my
sisters and I must endure at the hands
of our country's Allies, without kind-

ling in your breast, that tlame of chiv-

alry which is the common glory of our
two races ? C'est incroyaUe.

Let us then to my complaint.
We lived for many years, my two

sisters and I, in the service of our dear

master, who owned a beautiful chateau
in the North of France.

Our duties were simple to entertain

the guests of M. le Vicomte after din-

ner on those evenings upon which he

gathered his friends around him.
For the rest we lived in the ease

which his kind generosity knew how
to provide. We loved our own par-
ticular boudoir, with its books, its pic-

tures, its comfortable fauteuils and its

soft green cushions.

Oh, Monsieur, it makes me to weep
when I think of my beautiful sisters

the one with her laughing rosy cheeks,
the other pale as ivory, save for one
little black spot, which no man surely
could call a blemish.

Those were happy days. Often we
kissed, my sisters and I, for very joy.
Then it came this terrible War.

M. le Vicomte was called away in the
cause of la bctfe France

;
but we would

not desert our home. One day, we
siiid, it shall be as of old.

And as the months went by it was

whispered that the English would make
of our chateau a house of rest for their

First Actor (ill khaki, to second ditto). "HOLLO, OLD BOY WORKING?"
Second Actor. "YES, OLD CHAP, AND HAIQ HAS BOOKED ME FOB THK AUTUMK TOO."

officers who were recovering themselves
of their wounds. And we were glad,
for we promised ourselves to entertain

our brave Allies. Thus might we too

serve la patrie.

They came. Mon Dieu ! Is it now
a hundred years that we hurry to and
fro in their service ? A House of Eest !

Ma foi ! Morning, noon and night

they come, these countrymen of yours.
Never can we rest. Hither and thither

do they drive us. No longer are our
cushions soft and caressing ; the cloth

upon our table is stained, and see

here is a hole.

Ah, it is cruel! Our beauty is de-

cayed, The cheeks of my poor sister,

that once were so rosy, have lost their

colour and our figures their rounded

grace.
We are loyal, Monsieur, and, though

we are no longer pleasing to look upon,
we do not grudge our service. But we
beg of you, kind M. Punch, to procure

for us a respite from our labours, that

we may recover something of our former
lustre. Thus shall you merit the un-

dying gratitude and your countrymen
regain the devoted services of what
were at one time three of France's

fairest billiard-balls.

Agrfez, cher Monsieur, etc., etc.

The Fatal Embrace.
" There is a good story of how at an election

meeting in Cork a few years ago, when he was
a candidate, one of a crowd of working women
pushed her way into a brake from which he
was addressing a throng in the market square
and suddenly put her arm round his neck and
killed him." Times of India.

"At the Port Elizabeth Town Council

meeting, Mr. Mackay asked could nothing
be done to the seats at Humewood? The
resin was oozing out of them. He had had a

valuable pair of pants completely mined, and
the same thing might happen to any lady."

Soitlli African Paper.

Our trousered Amazons must not be

discouraged.
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"PRISONED, WHEN ARRESTED, CLUNG TO THE RAILINGS."
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"PEISONEB, WHEN ABRESTED, CLCNO 10 THE BAILINGS."
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THE TWELFTH-NEW STYLE.

(Dreamt in a d-ug-out.)

IN my dream it was my first Twelfth

after the ending of the War.

The party moved off in file up the

slope of the moor, Sir Percy on his pony
in front, then the guests with rifles at

the trail, next the bearers and orderlies,

and in the rear the ammunition-limbers

and regimental baggage. A ration-party
would follow later. There was to be no

singing on the march, but pipes were

allowed.

Just as we neared the crest of the

hill, at a notice bearing the legend,

"Keep below," the whole party entered

a deep
"
boyau

"
leading right up to

the trenches in front, from which

branched off various passages to the

gun pits, or butts, as we used to call

them.
Our position was semi-circular in

form and about three-quarters of a

mile long ;
its main strength lay in a

chain of machine-gun emplacements at

intervals of about two hundred yards.
These were, needless to say, all ar-

moured, but it was nevertheless con-

sidered bad form to fire along the line.

Further back there were a couple of

Archies and a battery of eighteen-

pounders.
Our instructions had been as fol-

lows: "At 10 A.M. the artillery will

open on enemy's main positions
with H.E., and at the same time the

Archies will maintain a barrage along
the far side, to keep them from breaking

away to Smithson's moor (a poor sports-

man, Smithson; rises lachrymatories.
All the birds we got off his place last

year actually had tears hi their eyes

still). At 10.15 you will open fire with

machine guns and rifles on anything
under three hundred yards. At 10.30

the firing will stop and you will make

your way to the assembly trenches,

where bombs will be served out. At
10.35 the entire force will advance in

open order. No prisoners will be taken .

' '

My personal instructions were to hold

my position with two men. Hastily

lighting a cigarette and adjusting my
map-case, I was standing-to, when the

telephone bell tinkled. "
Hello," said

Sir Percy's voice,
" all ready ? The

planes are out." I glanced up at the

two 500 h.p. Liddell and Scott mono-

planes, which circled high up over the

moor. " What do they report ?
"

I

asked. " Birds in force at a.2.B.c.d.,

x.y.z.6 and A.b.S.m., and small parties
in and near the Heather Bedoubt.
At 10.30 I left my smoking weapon

and an empty flask, and at 10.35 went
over the top. A little later I brought
down no fewer than seven of the enemy
with one beautifully timed bomb, and

stole a furtive glance at the others.

Nobody had seen me do it. However,
I thought, I shall be able to tell them
about it at least three times to-night.

Meanwhile our bearers were collect-

ing the enemy's dead and finishing
off his wounded. Away to the left

Sir Percy and half-a-do/en more were

gathered round what I took to be the

Heather Eedoubt, and every now and

then a little white puff of smoke broke

from the ground.
" What 's the idea ?

"
I asked over

the telephone.
" Eabbit warren,"

answered Sir Percy.
"
Bombing 'em

out. I always bomb 'em out. Smith-

son uses gas poor sportsman, Smith-

son.*****
I was dozing lazily in the smoking-

room, vaguely wondering if I could tell

them about it a fourth time, when

suddenly the dressing gong went, and
someone shook me roughly by the

shoulder. Outside a voice was shout-

ing,
" Gas !

"

" Poor sportsman, Smithson," I mut-

tered, struggling into my mask.

EXPERIENCES.
THERE are few of my friends whom

I hold in higher respect than the Flad-

worths. Fladworth is a prosperous
accountant, quite in the front rank of

his profession, and for the last three

years an indefatigable War - worker.

His two sons joined up on the day Wai-

was declared ; his three daughters are

all nursing, and for the last two years
their town house has been a convales-

cent home. Mrs. Fladworth is a saint

of hospitality, and their country house
is always full for the week-end with

people who want a rest. And one can

accept this hospitality with a good con-

science because they can afford it. It

does not involve the painful self-sacri-

fice shown by some people, of whom it

has been happily said that, when their

supplies are short, they will insist on

your staying for a meal,
" even if they

have to kill a rabbit with a Christian

name."
The Fladworths are charming hosts,

but they have a weakness a passion
for intellectual games, serious variants,

for the most part, on "
Consequences,''

and a most trying ordeal for persons
who cannot spell or are ignorant ol

history or general information. More-

over, to add to the strain, Fladworth
is always inventing new games,

" so

that all may start fair." This hap-

pened on the occasion of my last visit,

when he introduced the company to
"
Experiences." Every one, having

contributed sixpence to the pool, was

expected to describe the most interest-

ing or exciting event in his or her
.ife. One of the party, who did not

compete, then decided which was the
aest experience, and the winner pocketed
she pool.

I cannot remember all the episodes
recounted, though they were for the

most part serious and impressive. Mrs.
Fladworth had heard Mr. GLADSTONE
read the lessons in church ; Fladworth
bad heard TENNYSON recite " Come into

the Garden, Maud" at a friend's house
in the Isle of Wight ; a young invalid

airman, who was known to have had the

most thrilling adventures, but, after the

manner of his kind, never talked of his

own achievements, told us how fright-
ened he had been by the giant in his

first pantomime. My turn came last,

but I was not in the least helped by
having had the longest time to prepare.
I have a wonderful memory for futili-

ties, and when called on could think of

nothing better than my recollection

of the arrival of Hiaiuatha at the

Channel Islands and the delirium of

the populace.
You can imagine my feelings when

old Mr. Fladworth, at. eighty-four and
rather deaf, who was acting as judge,
awarded me the prize on the ground
that nothing waa more interesting than
the effect of poetry on the masses. I

hadn't the courage to explain that it

was not LONGFELLOW'S poem, but that

terrible tarantellating American tune

which electrified the Channel Islanders

some ten years back. As none of the

company was able or disposed to cor-

rect him there was nothing left for me
to do but to rake in the sixpences.
After all, the total only amounted to

five and sixpence, and I compounded
with my conscience by putting it in

the plate on the following morning.

A Tale of the Horse Marines.

"The crew of the submarine made great
efforts to refloat the vessel, but were unsuccess-

ful. The cavalry advanced towards the spot
and surrounded both the submarine and her

erew, who surrendered." Daily Paper.

" Lord Lambourne, in a farewell address to

his late constituents at Waltham Abbey, said

the honour which had been conferred on him
was not degraded by a farthing of his money.
Licensed victualler, of Queen's Road."

Woodford Times.

Are we to infer that the late Chairman
of the Commons' Kitchen Committee is

now in business
1

on his own account ?

" One of my informants says that he was
awakened by shells passing beside his window
which rushed screaming inland."

Daily Paper.

This was evidently "a magic casement

opening on the foam of perilous seas."

A French window would have shown
more courage.
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"GOOD GRACIOUS, BABY, HFOKK, AKE SOME PEOPLE COMING I GET BACK TO YOUB DRESS1G-ROOM AT OSCB."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

IT was a special duty of the late JOHN P. MACDONALD,
who was cut off in his prime after incautiously adding
to his journalistic labours in Paris the voluntary and too

exacting duties of entertaining the wounded, to emphasize
the Entente Cordiale. Ever since KINO EDWARD laid the

foundation of that understanding between England and

France, it was Mr. MACDONALD'S delight as well as his liveli-

hood to study every facet of it, both in Paris and in London,
and with unfailing humour and spirit, fortified by swift in-

sight, to present each in turn to his readers. The two best

papers in the first volume of the posthumous collection

of his writings are those which describe in vivid kindly
strokes the triumphant impact of the late KING on the

Parisians some fourteen years ago, and the visit, not long
after, of five hundred London school-children to the French

capital. Had Mr. MACDONALD been spared to prepare this

book himself, there is no doubt that he would have subjected
his essays to revision and brought them into a more har-

monious whole ;
but as they stand, gathered together in this

volume, Two Towns One City (GRANT EICHARDS), by the

proud hands of his mother, they have charm and vitality
and the authenticity of first-hand knowledge and lively

sympathy. The War, as we have just been reminded by an

impressive memorial service, has made deep gaps in the

ranks of English journalists, and the loss of JOHN F. MAC-
DONALD'S quick eyes, happy choice of words, and intensely
human apprehensions was far from being the least.

Whether you enjoy The House in Marylebone (DUCK-

WORTH) will depend entirely upon your taste for the society
of a number of hardworking but sentimental " business

girls." For this is the whole matter of Mrs. W. K. CLIF-
KOIIK'S book. I call her girls sentimental, because (for all

that they are supposed to be chiefly concerned with living
their own lives) you will be struck at once with the extent

to which they contrive to mix themselves up with the lives

of any male creatures who venture over the horizon. " Our
little republic," says one of its inmates towards the end of

the book,
"
is firmly feminine and hasn't done much falling

in love." Well, well I suppose this is a question that

turns upon your definition of the word " much ;

"
to me per-

sonally they seldom seemed to be doing, or thinking about,

anything else. Nor could I help reflecting how much fuller

and more vigorous all Mrs. CLIFFORD'S cast would have
tound their existence to-day. Perhaps this feeling explains
a slight impatience which the society of so much struggling

femininity eventually produced in me. Young women still

live in houses in the Marylebone Road ; they still proclaim
republics of hardworking celibacy, and fall briskly in love

with the first eligible bachelor; but their vocations and
their citizenship have both (Iloch der KAISER /) grown out of

all knowledge. So that charming writer, Mrs. CLIFFORD,
must forgive me if I could find only an historical interest,

and no vary robust one at that, in her amiable retrospect.

AGNES and EGERTON CASTLE have certainly been well

advised about their sub-title to The Black Office and other

Chapters of Romance (MURRAY). For that is precisely
what the tales are ; and excellently romantic and thrilling

chapters too, for the most part dated in the decade follow-

ing the great Anglo-French peace of a century ago. Probably
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you couldn't say off-hand what the Black Office was. Let

me whisper. It was, amongst other things, a postal censor-

ship that opened and perused all letters intended to cross

the Channel. With what natural indignation would you,
in July three years ago, have read of such monstrous activi-

ties ! Truly, as the authors say, there is some interest in

the comparison of then and now. Of the other stories, my
own favourites would be "The Resurrectionist" and "The
Smile on the Portrait." The first of these is a haunting
affair of body-snatching, or rather of an early escapade of

the notorious BuRKK.who was asked to supply a red-haired

corpse, and not finding one produced instead a gentleman
who had yet to fulfil the condition precedent to body-
snatching, i.e. who had to be killed first and snatched

afterwards. This is certainly as grim as anything I have
met over the Castellated signature. Beside it,

" The Smile
on the Portrait," the tale of a

jealous husband who becomes
a maniac, is almost soothing.

They had clearly their little wor-
ries even a century ago. The
CASTLES, as everybody knows,
have always had the trick of

adventurous fiction; The Black

Office, etc., proves that their

hands have lost nothing of their

cunning.

One has heard so often of

works of "absorbing interest"

that appeared at " the psycho-
logical moment "

that one feels

a bit squeamish about applying
these phrases even to such a
book as Mr. HARRY DE WINDT'S
Russia as I Know It (CHAP-
MAN AND HALL) ; but honestly
their appropriateness cannot be
denied in view of the author's

peculiar knowledge of the too

mysterious country on which in-

terest just now is so poignantly
concentrated. He has not only
traversed Siberia as few, even
Eussians, have done that is an
old though still thrilling story

but he has ranged at large
over the whole country from Finland to the Crimea (the
only two parts, by the way, which he has made me
thirst to visit), and has gone with his eyes open. In the

present volume, touching only incidentally on his journey-
ings and still less on politics, he has tried to satisfy the
thousand-and-one questioners who, one imagines, have been

plaguing him not a little lately as to those intimate details
that really count in the life of a nation. He tells us for
instance how the Eussians do business and keep out the
cold ; how many of the women you could call pretty, and
how much mutton a Kirghiz can eat. Though some of this
is not new, yet the book has, as a whole, a most vivid fresh-

ness, and, if in the end the main effect is to make one
content to live out of Eussia, that is a tribute to the writer's
frankness. At the least one is able to rejoice in his final

verdict of -unqualified enthusiasm for his hosts, since he
found not merely acquaintances ready to welcome the popu-
lar English, but true and trustworthy friends in all classes
of the community.

Mrs. OLIVER ONIONS has a light puckish humour and a
smooth if over-hasty pen, and I don't think she quite does

her own intelligence (or ours) full justice in Z%e Bridge of
Kisses (HUTCHINSON). I liked her flapper heroine, Joey,
and the naughty nephews, the O.U.2's, and her sapper
lover, The Bridge Builder, who was a confoundedly long
time over his work, by the way, but ultimately came into
his own over his own bridge of kisses, built under a heavy
barrage of needless misunderstandings. But Joey's pip-
squeak shirker fiance, Hilary, was altogether too foolish a

travesty of a man ever to have gained her hand or, having
gained it, to have held it against any real male in or out of
khaki. The fact is that " BERTHA BUCK" can achieve some-

thing better than these meandering methods and this spine-
lessness of characterisation ; and it is distinctly disappoint-
ing to see her content with the curate's egg standard.

It is time that some of our novelists put up a statue to

NAPOLEON for services rendered
to the cause of fiction. In Miss
MAY WYNNE'S A Spy for Napo-
leon (JARROLD) his misdeeds and
those of his minions are made to

serve the purpose of emphasiz-
ing the loyalty of the heroine
to her lover. This lover was
an Englishman of a type suffi-

ciently familiar in novels cold

and masterful, but, for some
reason not apparent to me, ex-

tremely attractive. As he seemed
to be roaming about France with
the object of getting NAPOLEON
out of the way by any means
available, I am not certain that

he was playing the game, even
when we remember that the
rules of it were lax enough at

the beginning of the nineteenth

century. But we are not asked
to weigh carefully the merits of

character. It is just a romance
of incident, in which a hot pace
is set at the start and kept up to

the finish. In short you get a

good run for your money, and
that is all about it.

THE THEORIST.
From a review of a novel :

"Joan is pretty, and Stewart Austen . . . asks her to marry him.
Joan refuses indignantly on the ground that his views and conduct
are opposed to those which as a member of a Suffrage Society she is

pledged to eradicate." The Saturday Westminster.

Why the lady should resent her lover's endorsement of her
own opinions is just one of those things that no fellah

(unless he is a reviewer) can understand.

"Besides being Paul Von Hindenburg's second self, Ludendorff
is the transportation expert of the Central Powers. He was ordered
to go to the industrial cities along the Rhine and the Rhone rivers."

Evening Paper.
It is a pity that the second part of this enterprise had for

geographical reasons to be abandoned, for we understand that

Lyons would have given him a particularly warm reception.

" The Canadian Club gave a luncheon to-day in honour of the Cana-
dian Highlanders, who have been a picturesque feature of the British

recruiting week in New York. . . .

An exciting incident occurred during the luncheon, when two
German waiters were ejected from the room. The Highlanders now
go to Chicago to make a similar demonstration." Morning Paper.

As nothing more has been heard of the matter, it is sup-
posed that the Germans in Chicago prudently refused to

wait for them.
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CHARIVARIA.
At a recent inquest it was stated that in the Soutli African War, but \\as

a doctor had prepared a death certifi- against him in the present campaign.

"!N the heroic days of 1911,"says c.ata while deceased was still alive. The authorities are doing their l,

Count HKVKNTI.OW, ""God gave us <>ur The - it correct behaviour of keep the news from the PHKMIKK.

daily bread am 1 our daily victory." Wo the patient is regarded as a distinct

feel sure that, as regards the provision feather in the medical profession's cap. A man at Tottenham has been fined

of victories, some recognition ought to %* live pounds for feeding a horse with

bo made of the able assistance of the A nephew of Field - Marshal vox i bread. We understand that action was

\\,,i ii Bui Hr-iiKMiciu; has just joined the United taken on the initiative of the H.S. P.O.A.
'* States Navy, but the rumour that upon ***

\Yo read with some surprise that, hearing this HINDHNIU-KG tried to look Tlio German Government is doing

in the motor collision in which ho severe is of course an impossible story, everything possible to curry favour with

The sum of sixty pounds has boon all stocks of soap.
participated recently, Mr. WINSTON
(Iiii'KriULi/s car wax run int'i by an

other coming in the opposite direction, taken from t!io Ransom I /mo Post

is not the Antwerp spirit that the
;
Office, Hull, and burglars are reminded

Munitions Department is waiting for. that withdrawals of money from the

*,* , Post Office cannot in future bo allowed

A movement is on
foot for the presenta-
tion of a suitable testi-

monial to the people of

Dundee for returning
Mr.Cnruc'im.i, to 1'ar

liameiit, after being dis-

tinctly requested not to

do so by a certain morn-

ing paper.
* *

" What shall we do
with the Allotment Har-
vest?

"
asks The Eveii-

iny News. It seems

only too probable that,

unless a national effort

is made to preserve
them, some of the
world's noblest veget-
ables will have to bo

eaten. , .

its people. It lias now commandeered

" Just as a soldier

gives his valour ox
- a

captain of industry his

talent," said Lord CUB- _

ZON, speaking on the sale of titles,

"so a wealthy man gives his wealth,
which is vory often his only assat, for

the banefit of his country." Nothing
like a dulicate compliment or two to

encourage him in the good work.

A lively correspondence has been

filling the columns of a contemporary
1 The Facts about

"NAH, ALL THEM AS IS WILLIN' TO COME ALONG O 1

ME, PLEASE SIGNIFY THE
SAME IS THE USUAL MANNEB. CABBIED UNANIMOUSLY."

under the heading,
Bacon." The discussion seems to have
turned upon the famous line,

" There 's

something rotten from the state of

Denmark." ... ^'

*

Sixpanny ptipjr notos are now being
issued in various parts of Germany. If

you can't (in:! anything to buy with
them you can use thorn to patch the
now paper trousers.

Judging by his recent speech, Herr
vox BETHMANX lloi,i,wi:<; has lost heart
and found a livor.

unless application is first made on the

prescribed form.
^ +
*

Baron SONNINO, the Italian Minister

for Foreign Affairs, was accorded a

truly British welcome on his arrival in

this country. It rained all day.*
* :-.

It appDars from a weekly paper that

the KAISER is fond of nice quiet amuse-
ment. If this is so we cannot under-

stand his refusal to have a Reichstag
fun on lines similar to the British

Parliamant. ^ *
1

*
'

Sir EDWARD CARSON'S physical recrea-

tions, says The Daily Mail, are officially
stated to ba riding, golf and cycling.

Unofficially, we believe, he has oscasion-

ally done some drilling.
* *
*

At a recant pacifist meeting in

Bristol Councillor THOMPSON declared

that ho was with Mr. LLOYD GEORGE

V
A Bennondsey house of amnsemonl

has organised a competition, in which

the competitors have to eat a pudding
witli their hands tied.-

This of course is a groat

improvement on the

modern and more diffi-

cult game of trying to

eat a lump of sugar in

a restaurant with full

use of the hands, and
even legs.V
An official notice in

the British Museum
Library states that

readers will incur little

risk during air raids,

"except from a bomb
that bursts in the
room." It is the ability
to think out things like

this which raises the

official mind so high
above the ordinary.

* *

The German Govern-

ment, says the Gazette

de Lausanne, is estab-

lishing a regular busi-

ness base in Berne. We have no illu-

sions as to the base business that will

be conducted from it.

* *

" When a German travels round the

world," said Dr. MICHAELIS in a lecture

delivered twenty-five years ago,
" he

cannot help being terribly envious of

England." Funnily enough he is as en-

vious as evor, even though the opportu-
nities for travel are no longer available.

* *

When the Folkestone raid syren goes
off, a man told the Dover Council,
it blows your hat off. On the other

hand if it doesn't go off you may not

have anywhere to wear a hat, so what
are you to do ? + +

*

Willosden allotment-holders are com-

plaining of a shortage of male blooms
on their vegetable-marrow plants. This

is the first intimation we have had of

the calling-up of this class.
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THRILLS FROM THE TERMINI.
Mr. Punch, following the example of

liis daily contemporaries, despatched
a representative to some of the great

j

London termini to note the August
exodus from town. The following

thrilling report is to hand :

At Waterton and Paddingloo great
crowds continued to board the limited

number of West-bound and South-west-

bound trains. On being asked why
they were leaving town, those of the

travellers who answered at all said it

was t4ie regular time for their annual

holiday and they wanted a change.

They "were mostly a jolly hearty lot,

happily confident that at some time in

the course of the next forty-eight hours

they would be deposited in some part
of the West or South-west of England.
Those fortunate persons who had

secured seats were sitting down, those

who were unable to get seats were

standing, and, in spite of the congested
state of the carriages and corridors,

almost all were smiling, the exceptions

being those highly-strung and excitable

passengers who had come to blows
over corner seats and windows up or

down. Many of the travellers carried

baskets of food. Your representative,
anxious to report on the quality and

quantity of the provisions carried, ven-

tured to peep into one of the baskets,
and was in consequence involved in

a rather unpleasant affair, being actu-

ally accused of having abstracted a
sandwich !

The engine-driver, questioned as to

whether he liked having passengers on
the engine and whether he considered
it safe for them, was understood to say
that so long as they didn't get in his

way it didn't matter to him, and as to

its being safe for them, he jolly well

didn't care whether it was safe for

them or not. The guard, detained by
the sleeve by your representative, who
inquired how he felt about being almost
crowded out of his brake by passengers,
drew away his sleeve with some violence
and his answer was quite unworthy to

be reported. An elderly but strongly-
built porter, with the luggage of four-

teen families on his truck, and the
fourteen families surrounding him and
all talking at once, was approached by
your representative for a little quiet
chat, but he became so threatening
that it was thought advisable to leave
him alone.

At Ticvoria Station your representa-
tive found a seething mob intent on

getting to those ever popular and

already much overcrowded South-coast

resorts, Paradeville, Shingleton-on-Sea,
Promenade Bay, etc. The eleven-o'clock

"Paradeville fast," due to start in half-

an-hour, was at No. 20 platform. All

sitting and standing room had been

occupied for some hours, and the passen-

gers were enjoying the sport of seeing
the later arrivals running the whole

length of the train and back again iti

the mad hope of (i tiding places. Your

representative managed to get a word
with some of these later arrivals, and
asked them how they liked running up
and down, and whether they were much

disappointed at not finding room ; but
the answers were mostly unsatisfactory
and in some cases uncivil. The booking-
clerk, questioned as to the phraseology
employed by August holiday folk in

asking for their tickets, whether it is

"Third return, please," or "Third re-

turn," or "Third return and look sharp,"
showed by his answer that the ex-

pression
"
please

"
is falling into desue-

tude on these occasions, his exact words

being
" There 's precious little

'

please
'

knocking about, and anyone who has
the cheek to tell me to 'look sharp-' is

jolly well kept waiting till the last!"

Your representative, wishing to report
at first-hand the experience of those

who were travelling thirty in a com-

partment meant to accommodate ten in

the " Paradeville fast," tried to get in

and make a thirty-first, explaining that

it was only for a minute and was with
the object of getting local colour, but
was forcibly expelled, and, falling on
the platform and sustaining some slight

contusions, decided to cease reporting
on August scenes at the great termini
for that day.

TWO DUMB WARRIORS.
I. HYLDEBRAND.

WHEN the Heatherdalo Hussars re-

ceived a two-hours' notice to "trek"

they, of course, dumped their mascot,

Hyldebrand, a six - months - old wild

boar, at the Town Major's. They would
have done the same with a baby or a full-

grown hippopotamus. The harassed

T.M. discovered Hyldebrand in the

next stable to his slightly hysterical
horse the morning after the H.H. had

evacuated, and informed me (his village

Sanitary Inspector) that "as I was
fond of animals

"
(he had seen mo dis-

tributing fly-traps and painting horse-

trough notice-boards) I was henceforth

in sole command of Hyldebrand
until such time as his owners should
reclaim him. A grant of five sous per
diem, had been loft for the piglette's
maintenanc3.

I took charge of Hyldebrand, pro-
vided an old dog-kennel for his shelter,

an older dog-collar for his adornment
and six yards of "flex" for his restrain!.

I further appointed the runner a youth
from Huddersfield, nicknamed " Isin-

glass," in playful sarcastic comment on
his speed second in command. He
was to feed, groom and exercise Hylde-
brand. I would inspect Hyldebrand
twice a week.

Hyldebrand rose fast in village pop-
ularity. One forgot that his parents
had been shot for cattle maiming, body

snatching, breaking into granaries and

defying the gendarmerie on the public
roads. But Hyldy was all docility. He
ate his way through the grant, the
office stationery, and the central tin

dump with the most disarming. w.viVr/r.

He was the spoilt darling of every
mess. The reflected glory which Isin-

glass and myself enjoyed was positively

embarrassing.
But as the summer advanced so

did Hyldebrand. He became (to quolo
his keeper) a " battle pig," with the

head of a pantomime dragon, fore-

quarters of a bison, the hind-legs of a
deer and a back like an heraldic scrub-

bing-brush. In March I had inspected
him as he sat upon my knee. In June
I shook hands with him as he strained

at his tether. In mid-September we
nodcled to each other from opposite
sides of a barbed wire fence. Yet

Isinglass retained the most complete
mastery of his ferocious looking protege,
and beneath his skilful massage Hylde-
brand would throw himself upon the

ground and guggle in a porcine ecstacy.
One sunny afternoon, when there had

come upon the little village street the

inevitable hush which preceded Hylde-
brand's hour for exercise, I espied the

village cripple making for his home
with the celerity of an A 1 man. He
glared reproachfully at me, and, with
an exclamation of " Sacrd sanglicr !

"

vanished in the open doorway of the

local boulangerie, that being nearer than
his cottage. Then came Hyldebrand,
froth on his snout and murder in his

little eyes, and after him Isinglass more
than living up to his equine namesake.
I joined him, and, following Ilyldy in

a cloud of dust, the runner informed
me between gasps that it was "

along of

burning his snout raking for a bully-
beef tin in the insinuator."

A band outside B Mess was nearing
the climax of GRIEG'S "Peer Gynt

"

suite. Hyldebrand just failed to per-

petrate the time-worn gag of jump-
ing through the big drum, but he con-

trived to make that final crashing chord
sound like the last sneeze of a giant

dying of hay-fever. The rest the crowd
saw through a film of dust. Hylde-
brand headed for the turning by the

school, reached it as the gates opened
to release young France, and comedy
would have turned to tragedy but for

the point duty M.P. and his revolver.

There was a note and a parcel for
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Monica (taken in to see her mother and her new sister, who is fretful to nurse). "TAKE HEH AWAY AND BBINQ ONE THAT DOESN'T CRY."

me a day or so after. The note, which
was addressed to and had been opened
by the T.M., stated that Hyldebrand
was being sent for by the Heatherdale
Hussars on the morrow. Outside the

parcel was scrawled, above the initials

of the G.H.<J. officers' cook, a friend of

mine,
" It 's top hole try it with a

drop of sauce." Inside was a cold pork
chop !

II. EKMYNTRUDE.
It so happened in a quiet park of the

line that men were scarce and work
abundant, so it was decided to use
mules to carry the rations further than
usual. All wont well until one night
when friend Fritz changed bis babits
and put some assorted fireworks rather
near the mules.

Now the transport, being human and
moreover unaccustomed to fireworks,
disliked this entertainment. Therefore

they sought what shelter they could.
In a few minutes the Hun repented,
but no mules and no rations could the

transport see. Moreover it began to

rain. So back they went and spoke at

great length of the hundreds of seven-
teen-inch which had blown up all the
mules.

The morning began to come and a
machine gun subaltern, looking at a
black East in search of daylight, so

that he might say, "It is now light ;
I

may go to bed," was somewhat startled.

"For," he said,
" I have received shocks

as the result of too much whisky of

old, but from a split tea and chloride

of lime no ! It must be the pork and
beans." However, he collected eight

puzzled but peaceful mules and handed
them to a still more bewildered adjutant,
who knew not if they were " trench

stores
"
or " articles to be returned to

salvage."
In the meanwhile the Transport

Officer was making inquiries, and he
recovered the eight mules. "All,"he
said, "are back, except Ermyntrudo. I

grieve for Ermyntrude, but still more
for my driver's fate."

Where Ermyntrude spent the day no
one knows. All that is known is of her
conduct the next night. About eleven

o'clock she stepped on a shelter, and,

being a heavy mule, came into the

trench abruptly. This worried but did

not hurt her, and she proceeded down
the trench at a steady trot, bumping
into the traverses. She met a ration

party, and for the first time in their

lives they took refuge over the top, for

Ermyntrude was angry.

Ermyntrude reached the end of the
trench and somehow got out, heading,

by chance, for Germany. That was
her undoing. In a minute or so three

machine-guns began firing, bombs and
rifle shots were heard, and Verey lights
innumerable flared. We never saw

Ermyntmde again. But we heard of

her or rather we read of her for the
German official report w rote h er epitaph ,

thus :

" Near the village of hostile

raiding detachments were repulsed by
our machine-gun fire."

Motto for Allotment-Holders.
"LEI us SPRAY."

" We welcome back to a position he once
filled so well, the Rev. , who is taking on
the pork of the parish for the duration of the
war." Bath anil Wilts Chronicle.

We trust it will agree with him.

" WASTED, a Very Plain Girl, very good
references and photo asked, to care for three
children and do housework." Morniiiy Paper.

You can almost see the green-eyed
monster lurking in the background.
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THE
My friend made no endeavour to went round from group to group of

j

follow these simple questions. He
knew he couldn't succeed and had no

working prisoners, accompanying the

English sergeant in charge of the party

WATCH DOGS.
LOT,

MY DEAR CHARLES, Since I last intention of giving himself away by an and interpreting the latter's orders to

wrote to you I have enjoyed seeing attempt. Advancing towards the In- i the men. So striking was his get-up

again an officer with whom I had many :

terpreter's table and putting his right that all paused to look at him.

curious dealings in the past, and who, hand to his ear, "Pardon, monsieur," Thinking it might please you, my
if half the facts he divulges about him- I he said, "mais je suis un peu sourd,

j

friend showed me an official memo.,
self were true, would ce'rtainly be the depuis mon accident."

wickedest Colonel in the B.E.F., not- ;

Quel accident ?
"

said the Inter-

withstanding that he fought busily in preter; after which my friend did not

the early stages and had the best part
of himself knocked out in so doing.
He has performed many strange duties

since, and the steps he took to qualify

stop talking until. lie was passed out

with a "French, garrulous."
We met quite recently and talked

over tilings in general, telling each

for one of them will, I think, illustrate ! other, in confidence and on tha best
[
the whole of it :

which he had just received from one of

his officers in command of an outlying
detachment, and of course of the odds
and ends of British personnel adhering
thereto: cooks, guards, etc. The memo.
ran as follows, and it repays careful

study and thinking out
;

I give you

for you his wickedness.

It has been found, on experience,
that modesty is out of place when

you are being called upon to state

The

authority, all those exciting details of

the progress of the War which men go
on saying and believing until they are

officially contradicted. Getting down

" To the Commanding Officer, Orderly
Room, Hqrs,

The undermentioned is in my opinion
your qualifications for a post.

knowing, upon being asked
if they possess certain at-

tributes, reply in an im-

mediate affirmative and
add others, just to be on
the safe side. It is felt

that what is really re-

quiredin thisWar is thrust
!

and ingenuity, things
|

which adequately make

up for the absence of any
specialist knowledge. Ac-

cordingly my friend found
himself described as pos-

sessing, among other

things,
"
French, fluent."

It was not until he was
informed that the Official

Interpreter would like to

hear a little of this that he
looked more closely into

the matter and discovered

that he knew no French at all. Undis-
j

the greatest difficulty in believing in

mayed, he spent the two days' interval
j

the War at all, though he is within ear-

before the vivd-voce examination in ! shot of it all the time. His difficulty'

learning some. You might suppose j

is due to the last thing he saw before
that two days is a short time in which

|
he left his office : three men standing

to become so familiar with a strange at his gate, in that attitude of contented

language that you may be able to under- and contemplative leisure which one
stand and answer any question which

;

associates with Saturday afternoons i is cnargeu wicn cue wenare 01 sucn

may be put to you in it. My friend, how- and village pumps, looking at nothing I people, and who very properly desired

to realities, he told me that he has now '

entirely unfitted for the duty to which
i he has been detailed with
this detachment. He
shows no signs of either

intelligence or industry,
and I propose, witli your
approval, to take the neces-

sary steps to get rid of him
forthwith.

A. B. SMITH,
! Capt. i.e. 'B' Detachment,

My friend was much
: concerned to hit lipon ex-

actly the right form of

reply. Eventually -we

agreed :

i

" To Capt. A. B. Smith,
i.e.

' B '

Detachment.

Good-bye.
C. D. JONES,

Lt.-Col.,O.C., etc., etc."

Finally, let me tell you

- "^
Soulful Soldier (carried away l>y. red sunset). "BY JOVE ! LOOK AT THAT !

ISN'T IT GLORIOUS?"
His Tent Mate. " Yus. ANOTHER MUCKIN' 'OT DAY TO-MOBRER."

a disgraceful tale of my same friend,
which does not refer to his present
command, and is, I hope, untrue of him
in any command.
The crowd for which he was then

responsible was suddenly threatened
with inspection by the General who
is charged with the welfare of such

ever, did not let this worry him. He
|

in particular and spitting thoughtfully
learnt by heart a long and detailed narra-

'

as occasion required. One of them was
tive, embracing all the most impressive

j

a British soldier, one a French soldier

idioms and all the most popular slang, and one a German soldier. The whole
the subject of which was an accident

| picture suggested anything but war
;

if

in the
j

there was a war on, which nation was
It was '

fighting against which ? My friend,

which had occurred to him
earlier days of the campaign.
a long and a vivid story, which, once
started, would last indefinitely and
could not be interrupted meanwhile.

however, is somewhat oddly situated

in this respect, since he commands for

the moment a detachment of German
Armed with no other knowledge of prisoners in our back area. Some of

to satisfy himself that they were both
well disciplined and well tended. So
that success might be assured my

the French language than this, my
friend duly presented himself before the

friend had a rehearsal parade. All in-

spections and manoeuvres being com-

pleted, my friend stood the crowd at

ease and thus addressed them :

" All ranks will take the utmost care

to turn themselves out smartly for the

inspection and to make the inspection
a success. As the General passes along

Official Interpreter, greeted him with
i
ticular was remarkable. Dressed in his

a genial salute and waited throughout j impressive overcoat, hatted for all the
his openingspeech, which was in French [world like our Staff and carrying under

them, he tells me, are extraordinarily the lines inspecting you, you will stand
smart. One Prussian N.C.O. in par- ; rigidly to attention, eyes front. You

and contained many inquiries. i
his arm his dapper cane, this N.C.O.

will be asked if you have any com-

plaints to make, and each of you will

have an opportunity of making a com-

plaint in the correct manner.
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" lu making his complaint tlio man
should advance two paces forward,
saluto smartly, stand to attention and

his complaint.
"And, hy J leavens, if anybody does

Yours over, Ul'INKV.

A TRACT FOR GROUSERS.
Ernest and I were seated by the

river. It was very pleasant there, and
it seemed a small thing to us that we
were both still disabled.

" Did you ever say to yourself, when

you were out there, that if ever you
got out of it alive you 'd never grumble
at anything again '.'

"
said Krnest.

My reply was in the allinnative.

We were silent for a while, remorse

weighing heavily upon us.

"The worst case," said Ernest at

length,
" was when I got my com-

mission and came home for my kit."

1 composed myself to listen, piously
determined not to grumble however
tedious 1 might find his recital.

"We'd been near a place called

Ypres," ho began.
" I seem to have heard the name,"

I murmured.
" I hadn't been sleeping really well

for a week we 'd been in the trenches

that time and before that I had lain

somewhat uneasily upon a concrete
floor."

"Yes, concrete is hard, isn't it?"
I said.

" We came out at three in the morn-

ing, and arrived at our billets about
seven. I knew this commission was
on the tapis French word meaning
carpet so I hung round not daring to

turn in. At eleven o'clock I had orders

to push off homo to get my kit. You '11

guess I didn't want asking twice. I

mado my way to the railhead at once
in case of any hitch, and had to wait

some time for a train. It was a goods
train when it came, but it did quite
well and deposited me outside the port
of embarkation about nine o'clock at

night. I walked on into the port and
found the ship that was crossing next

morning. 1 went below in search of

a cabin. There was a French sailor

there to whom I explained my need."
" How ?

"
I asked, for I do not share

Ernest's opinion of his mastery of the
French language, but he ignored this.

"It was dark down there," he went
on,

" too dark for him to see that 1 was
in a private's uniform, so I put on a
bit of side and he took me for an officer."

" A Kreiich otlicer?
"

"
Very likely. Anyway he found me

a beautiful cabin with a lovely couch
in it all covered with plush. You
would have thought I should want

First Artist. "BY GAD! OLD PARSLEY'S SURPASSED HIMSELF. LAMB CUTLBTS, TWO
CHOCOLATE CAKES AND THREE LUMPS OF 8OOAR. llATTLINa GOOD SUBJECT." ,

Second Artist.
" I THOUGHT OF ONE NEARLY AS GOOD, BUT COULDN'T AFFORD THE MODELS."

nothing but to be left to sleep; but no,
I saw that the officer in the next cabin

had a candle, and there was no candle

for me. Instantly my worst instincts

were aroused. I felt I was being put

upon. I demanded a candle. The
sailor declared there wasn't one left."

" You 're sure he understood what

you were asking for ?
"

"
Yes, I know that candle is boogy,

thank you. I argued with him for ten

minutes and then turned in, grumbling.
Queer, wasn't it?

"

"
Yes," I said.

I sat there for a while, thinking ovjer

Ernest's story, which had, it seemed to

me, something of the tract about it.

Later the midges began to attack us.

" Aren't these midges absolutely
I began, and then stopped, remembering
Ernest's tract. It only shows, as I said

to Ernest, that we may learn something
even from the most unlikely people.

"
Wanted, a strong Boy, about 15 years old,

for bottling, &c. The Brewery, Brixham. "

Tlte Western Guardian.

"
Waiter, bring me a bottle of the boy."

"... contest the right of the Spanish
authorities to intern damaged submarines

seeking refuse in neutral ports." Star.

The Spanish authorities are expected
to reply that if that is what the U-boats

,

are after there is no need for them to \

leave home.
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HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.

(Tlic GERMAX Cnowx PjtixcE and Fritz, his Valet.)

The-Crou-n Prince (in bed and yawning). Is that you,
Fritz?

Fritz. Yes, your Royal Highness. What uniform shall

I lay out for his Royal Highness?
The C. P. You can lay out the best I have the one of

the Death's Head Hussars, with all my stars and medals.

I am expecting an important visit.

Fritz (with a meaning smile). If I might venture so far,

I would suggest to his Royal Highness that he should wear
the Trench uniform, which I arranged with the bullet-holes

and the mud-splashes. It creates a greater effect, especially
if the visitor be a lady.
The C. P. Fritz, you dog, how dare you? Very well,

have it your own way and let it bo the Trench uniform.

Fritz. I am only anxious to promote his Royal Highness's
interest in every possible way.

The C. P. 1 know, I know. Only we shall have old

HINDENBUBG growling and grunting and looking as black

as a thundercloud. I cannot imagine what my revered

father sees in that old wooden effigy, whose only idea of

strategy is to retreat from strong positions. That, at any
rate, is not the fashion in which 1 have learnt war. I 'm

thoroughly tired of hearing of all these HINDENUUKG plans,
which come to nothing.

Fritz. Your Royal Highness is, of course, right. But
what I say to myself is that the ALL-HIGHEST, your Royal
Highness's most gracious father, has in all this a deep-laid

design to show conclusively that all these HINDENBUKG
plans mean nothing, so that in the end true skill and merit

may have a chance, and the chief command may bo placed
in the only hands that are fit to exercise it. Oh, yes, I

know what I 'm talking about, and everyone I meet says
the same.

The C. P. I have always felt that that must be so. No
matter, a time will come. By the way, Fritz, have you
packed up the Sevres dinner-service ?

Fritz. I have already packed six from as many different

French and Belgian houses, and have sent them to Berlin,

according to your Royal Highness's directions. Which
does your Royal Highness refer to ?

The C. P. I mean the one with the simple pattern of

pink flowers and the coat-of-arms.

Fritz. Yes, that I have packed like the rest and have
sent off.

The C. P. And the silver dishes and the lace ?

Fritz. Yes, they have all gone.
The C. P. Good. And the clocks ?

Fritz. Yes, I did in every case what your Royal Highness
ordered me to do.

The C. P. And you packed them, I hope, with the

greatest care ?

Fritz. I did
; nothing, I am certain, will suffer damage.

The C. P. Excellent. War is, no doubt, a rough and
brutal affair, but at least it cannot be said that wo
Prussians do not behave like gentlemen.

Fritz. Your Royal Highness speaks, as always, the plain
truth. How different from the degenerate French and the
intolerable English.

The C. P. Yes, Fritz
; and now you can go. Stay ; there

was something I wanted to ask you. Dear me, I am
losing my memory. Ah ! I have it. How is my offensive

getting on ? Has any news come in from the Chemin des
Dames ?

Fritz. Your Royal Highness's offensive has not advanced
to any great extent. The French last night recaptured all

their positions and even penetrated into ours.

The C. P. Did they ? How very annoying. Somebody
bungled, of course. Well, well, I shall have to put it right
when I have time. Have you finished laying out my
uniform ? Yes. Then you can go.

THE HUMILIATION OF THE PALFREY.
WHF.KE is she now, the pride of the battalion,
That ambled always at the Colonel's side,

A fair white steed, like some majestic galleon
Which takes deliberate the harbour tide,

So soft, so slow, she scarcely seems to stir?

And that, indeed, was very true of her
Who was till late, so kind her character,

The only horse the Adjutant could ride.

Ever she led the regiment on its journeys,
And held sweet converse with the Colonel's gee :

Of knights, no doubt, and old heroic tourneys,
And how she bare great ladies o'er the lea ;

And on high hill-sides, when the men felt dead,
Far up the height they viewed her at the head,
A star of hope, and shook themselves, and said,

" If she can do it, dammit, so can we !

"

But where is now my Adjutantial palfrey ?

In front no longer but in rear to-day,
Behind the bicycles, and not at all free

To be familiar with the General's gray,
She walks in shame with all those misanthropes,
The sad pack-animals who have no hopes
But must by men be led about on ropes,

Condemned till death to carry S.A.A.,

And bombs, and beef, and officers' valises
;

And I at eve have marked my wistful mare

By thronging dumps where cursing never ceases
And rations come, for oft she brings them there,

Patient, aloof
;
and when the shrapnel dropp'd

And the young mules complained and kicked and

hopp'd,
She only stood unmoved, with one leg propp'd,

As if she heard it not or did not care
;

Or heard, maybe, but hoped to get a Blighty ;

For on her past she lately seemed to brood
And dreamed herself once more among the mighty,
By grooms beloved and reverently shoed ;

But now she has no standing in the corps,
And Death itself would hardly be a bore,
Save that, although she carries me no more,

'Tis something still to carry up my food.==^==== A. P. H.

The War-Note in Examinations.

Extract from Smith Minor's Scripture paper :

"And when Jephthah saw his daughter coming to meet him he
\vas very much upset. But he had to keep to his vow, so he gave her
two months' leave and then he killed her."

Quoting a European statesman, saying the war would be won by the
last 500,000 bushels of what, Mr. Hoover said." New York Times.

We trust Mr. HOOVER will hurry up with his peroration.

"I feel that I might claim almost a special kinship with Baron
Sonnino, because I believe his mother was a Welsh lady."

"
Weekly Dispatch" Report of Premier's Speech.

"Baron Sonnino, by the way, who is of half-Scottish extraction,

speaks Knglish perfectly. How many of the master minds at our

Foreign Office speak Italian perfectly ?
"

"
Weeldy Dispatch

"
Secret History of tJie WeeJi.

But in fairness to the "master minds
"

it should be remem-
bered that few of them have the advantage of a Scotch
father and a Welsh mother.
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Hospital Wardmaid (wlio has sliawn Hie new matron into her room),
"
WELL, I MUST .SAY I HOPE YOU 'VE COMB TO STAY. You 'LL, BE

E SIXTH MATRON I'VE TRAINED."

AT THE PLAY. .

"THE BETTER 'OLE."

I MUST congratulate Mr. CHARLES
COCHRAN on his courage in trans-

forming the Oxford Music-hall into a

home of " the legitimate," and still

more on his good fortune in securing
for the initiation of his new venture
the play which Captain BRUCE BAIRNS-
FATIIKR and Captain ARTHUR ELIOT
have written round the adventures of
" Old Bill." In form ifc resembles a

n-riie, but I prefer to call it a play,
because it possesses a plot, distinct if

slight an encumbrance banned by
most revue producers ; and because it

contains an abundance of honest spon-
taneous fun. The authors start with
the advantage, if it be an advantage,
that the principal characters are already
familiar to the audience through the
medium of Captain BAIRNSFATHKR'S

popular drawings : but they have not
been content with reproducing their

well-known, now almost hackneyed,
adventures, but have added many others
which are new and yet

" come into the

picture."
Their greatest piece of luck was in

finding a comedian exactly fitted to

till the part of the humble hero. Mr.
ARTHUR BOUHCHIKR as Old Bill is

absolutely
"

it." His make-up is per-
fect

; he might have stepped out of the

drawing, or sat for it, whichever you
please. But, much more than that, he
seems to have exactly realised the sort

of man Old Bill probably is in real life

slow-speaking and stolid in manner,
yet with a vein of common - sense

underlying his apparent stupidity ;

much addicted to beer and other liquids,
but not brutalized thereby ; and, while
often grousing and grumbling, never-
theless possessed almost unconsciously
of a strong sense of duty and an un-
daunted determination to see it through.
It is a tribute to the essential truthful-

ness of Captain BAIRNSFATHEK'S con-

ception and Mr. BOURCHIER'S acting
that one comes away from The Better
'Ole feeling that there must be thou-
sands of Old Bills at the Front fighting
for our freedom.

Admirable work is done, too, by
Mr. TOM WOOTTWELL as Bert, the in-

corrigible amorist, for whom each new
girl is

" the only girl," and who has i

an apparently inexhaustible supply of

identity-discs to leave with them as
" sooveneers

"
; and by Mr. SINCLAIR

COTTER as Alf, the cynical humourist
" Where were you eddicated, Eton

or Harrod's?" is one of his best mots
who spends most of his time in wrest-

ling with an automatic cigar-lighter. I

think it would be only poetical justice
if in the concluding scene, when Old
Bill comes into his own, the authors
were for once to allow Alf to succeed
in lighting his "fag."

Of the many ladies who add charm
to the entertainment I can only men-
tion Miss EDMEE DORMEUIL, who as

Victoire has an important share in the

plot and saves Old Bill's life; Miss
GOODIE REEVE, who sings some capital

songs; and Miss PEGGY DORAN, who
looks bewitching as an officer of the

Woman Workers' Corps. The music,

arranged by Mr. HERMAN DAREWSKI, is

catchy and not uncomfortably original :

and the scenery, designed by Captain
BAIKXSFATHER, gives one, I should say,
as good an idea of the trenches as

one can get without going there. In
fine I would parody Old Hill and say,
" If you knows of a better show, go
to it !

"
L.
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Perfect stranger (to Jones, ivho has not forgotten Willie's birthday).
" AIN'T YOU ASHAMED TO oo PATTING THESE DAYS?"

TO A MODERN MUSE.
O Metaphasia, peertess maid,
How can I fitly sing

The priceless decorative aid

To dialogue you bring, .

Enabling serious folk, whose brains

Are commonplace and crude,

To soar to unimagined planes
Of sweet ineptitude.

Changed by your magic, common-
sense

Nonsensical appears,
And stars of sober influence

Shoot madly from their spheres.
You lure us from the beaten track,

From minding P.'s and Q.'s,

To paths where white is always black

And pies resemble pews.

Strange beasts, more strange than

the giraffe,
You conjure up to view,

The flue-box and the forking-calf,
Unknown at any Zoo ;

And new vocations you unfold,

Wonder on wonder heaping,

Hell-banging for the over-bold,

And toffee-cavern keeping.

With you we hatch the pasty snipe,
And all undaunted face

Huge fish of unfamiliar type

Bush-pike and bubble-dace ;

Oi, fired by hopes of lyric fame,

We deviate from prose,
And make it our especial aim

Bun-sonnets to compose.

I wonder did the ancients prove

Eesponsive to your spell,

Or, riveted to Eeason's groove,

Against your charms rebel.

And yet some senator obese,
- In Rome long years ago,

May have misnamed a masterpiece
De Gallo bellico.

We know there were heroic men
Ere AGAMEMNON'S days,

Who passed forgotten from our ken,

Lacking a poet's praise ;

But, though great Metaphasiarchs
Have doubtless flourished sooner,

I 'm sure their raciest remarks
Have been eclipsed by S#**fc*r.

The Limit.
"The daily cost of the war has shown an

alarming tendency to mount, and has gone
beyond the 700 millions which some folk

thought must be the limit a few months ago."
Sussex Daily Neios.

" Junior Assistant wanted to Grocer)-, Spirit
and Provision business ; send copy references

and salary expected." Irish Paper.

Quite a promising idea for getting more

capital into a business.

'

INVENTIONS.
"AMONGST a number of now inven

tions," says the Frankfischer Ttuj-

u-acht, '^is an imitation of the smell ol

Limburger cheese." This has caused

some alarm and not a little interest in

this country, as the following extracts

will show :

"Berlin Resident" states that lie

lias too long been fed up with imitation

meals, and for weeks past has had no-

thing to eat but holes from Limburger.

"Cynic" remarks that it is impos-
sible for the German scientists to de-

feat the WOLFF wireless at inventions.

Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL is anxious

to know whether they have yet dis-

covered a substitute for The M&ning
Post.
'

The Times Greenwich correspondent
wires :

" If they have invented a method

whereby a news report will make a

noise like
' Passed by Censor

'

will they
wire terms?"

Inscription on a French picture post-
card :

" Une locomotive abandonee devant Thiepval.
One locomotive a profligate woman forepart

Thiepval."

Smith minor is avenged.
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"fc <?&+ 1
fjfajfrlcAvfoe'.^

THE REAL VOICE OF LABOUR,
TOMMY. " SO YOU 'RE GOING TO STOCKHOLM TO TALK TO FRITZ, ARE YOU ? WELL,

I'M GOING BACK TO FRANCE TO FIGHT HIM."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
MoinJtiit, . 1 uijimt fith. This being

Bank Holiday and the first fine day
after a week's downpour, Members for

the most part stayed away from West-
minster. Some, it is charitably sup-

posed, have gone to look after their

allotments. Others, it is believed, have
been kept away by a different reason.

The taxicah-drivers, men constitution-

ally averse from extortion, have refused

to enter the railway-station yards so

long as the companies persist in exact-

ing from "them a whole penny for the

privilege. Consequently some of our

week-ending legislators are reported to

be interned at Waterloo and" Padding-
ton, sitting disconsolately upon their

portmanteaux. As an appeal to the

Board of Trade elicited nothing more
from Mr. G. ROHKRTS than a disclaimer

of personal responsibility, it is expected
that redress will be sought from the

Taxi-cabinet.

Mr. HENDERSON'S dual personality
continues to arouse curiosity. There
was some justification for Mr. KING'S

inquiry whether he went to Petrograd
as a Ministerial Jekyll or a Labourist

Hyde. Mr. BONAB LAW assured the
House that on this occasion at least

Mr. HENDERSON went purely as a Cabi-

net Minister, guiltless of any duplicity.
Mr. PROTHEKO enlivened the discus-

sion on the Corn Production Bill by
a new clause providing that where a
farmer failed to destroy the rabbits on
his land the Board of Agriculture should
have power to do it for him and recover
the expenses incurred. Sir JOHN SPEAR
expected that in some cases the rabbits
secured would more than defray the
cost of the capture, and declared that
unless the farmer was allowed to keep
the rabbits the Government
would be guilty of "profiteer-

ing." As other agricultural
Members appeared to share
this view, Mr. PROTHEHO, most .

obliging ot Ministers, agreed
to alter the word " cost

"
to

"net cost." I hope no litigious
farmer will seek to evade his

liabilities on the ground that,
as the Act only says

" net cost,"
he need not pay for the ferrets.

Tuesday, August 7th. Those

peers who were supposed to be

shaking in their shoes at the

thought of Lord SELBOHNE'S

impending revelations as to the
means by which they acquired
their honours might have

spared their tremors. He
opened his bag to-day, but no
cat jumped out, not even the
smallest kitten. If he had

given a single concrete exam-

ple of a peer who, having notoriously
no public services at his back, must bo

presumed to have purchased his title,

he would have created some effect.

But the admission that all his informa-
tioa on the subject was confidential cut

the ground from under his feet; and
:

needless to say none of the Peers whom

THE FOUNT OF HONOUR AT YVOHK.
LORD CCBZON CAK HARDLY BELIEVE IT.

he hypothetically accused of buying
their coronets responded to his appeal

'

by standing forth in a white sheet and

making open confession of his crime.
Lord SELBORNE was one of three

heirs to peerages who a generation ago
banded themselves together to resist

elevation to the House of Lords.
Another of them is Lord CURZON, who
answered him to-night, and whose con-

tempt for the Chamber which he now

WINSTON'S GIFT TO HIS NEW PRIVATE SECRETARY

MR. MACCALLUM SCOTT.

adorns seems to have grown with the

years that ho has spent in it. Heading
between the lilies of his speech a cynic
could only infer that the t'ppcr House,
as at present constituted, is such a
useless and superfluous assembly that
it does not much matter who gets into

it or by what venal ladder he climbs.

The only peers who ventured to get
to close quarters with the scandal \\vru

Lord KNUTSFORD, who told a moving
tale of how a potential baronet diverted

25,000 from the London Hospital to

a certain party fund, and thereby
achieved his purpose; and Lord SALIS-

BURY, who declared from his knowledge
of Prime Ministers that they were
sick of administering the system of

which Lord CURZON was so ostenta-

tiously ignorant.

Many reasons have been assigned
for Mr. CHUHCHILE'S reinclusion in the

Ministry, but I am inclined to think
that the real one has only just bean
discovered. Mr. MACCALLUM SCOTT is

one of the most pertinacious inquisitors
of the Treasury Bench ; he is also a

whole-souled admirer of the Member
for DUNDEE, and has written a book
in eulogy of his achievements by sea

and land. Mr. CHURCHILL has rewarded
this devotion by appointing Mr. SCOTT
his private secretary, and, as it is con-

trary to Parliamentary etiquette for a
Member holding this position to interro-

gate other Ministers, has thereby con-

ferred a distinct benefit upon his new
colleagues. Mr. LLOYD GEORGE is now
reported to be on the look-out for other
statesmen in whom Mr. HOGGE and
Mr. PRIXGLE repose a similar trust,

but so far without success ;
and it is

thought that his only chance is to

make Mr. PRINGLE an Under-Secretary
on condition that he takes Mr. HOGGE

as his dine damnce, or vice

versd.

Wednesday, August 8th.

Lord BURNHAM shocked some
of the more ancient peers by
his skittish references to the

coming Conference on the
Second Chamber. When he

expressed the hope that Lord
CuitzoM would make an ex-

plicit statement, on the ground
that their Lordships' House
was in no need of a soporific,
I fully expected one of the oc-

cupants of the mausoleum to

rise and reprove him in the

words of Dr. JOHNSON, "Sir,
in order to be facetious it is

not necessary to be indecent."

The advent of the feminine

lawyer was rendered a little

nearer when her champions
successfully held up a Bill pro-
moted by the IncorporatedLaw
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Society until the Government under-

took to find time for the discussion of a

measure enabling women to become
solicitors. Already Shylock is trem-

bling at the prospect.

Thursday, Autjnst 9th. When the

House on two successive occasions

rejected Proportional Eepresentation
it was generally thought that nothing
more would be heard of the other pro-

posals for securing minority representa-
tion. To-night, however, after a brisk

debate, the "Alternative vote
"
in three-

cornered contests was saved in a free

division by a single vote ; and it was
further decided that " P.B." itself

should be adopted at University elec-

tions, despite the unanimous opposition
of the University Representatives.

"Well, it's a courtesy title," I said,
" but really in these hard times we have
reduced economy to such a fine art

that I thought a wall-paper with body
in it might help matters."

" 1 think I catch the idea," said the

marquis.
"
Something that would

make you feel more satisfied after

dinner than you otherwise would feel,

as it were."
" My dear Sir," I said,

"
you have

hit it exactly. Yours is a sympathetic
nature. How readily you have divined

my thoughts! No doubt you too are

suffering."
He sighed almost audibly.

" How
is the room furnished ?

"
he said.

"
Leading features," I said, "a Welsh

dresser, rush-bottomed chairs, gate-

legged table, bookcases

THE CHOICE.
THE bright August sun-

certainly made the dining-
room paper look dingy. It

was a plain, self-coloured

paper, but we were rather

attached to it, and didn't

like the idea of a change.
But there seemed no help

! for it, so I arranged to leave

my office early on Friday
afternoon, meet Alison at

the Marble Arch tube station

and go with her to choose a

new paper.
When we reached the wall-

paperer's lair we were ushered
by an immaculate personage
into a room that looked more
like the dining-room of a pri-
vate house than a part of

business premises.
"
Perhaps," I said, in an awed

whisper, "you don't care to have any-
thing to do with such trifling things as

er wall-paper ?
"

" Indeed we do," said the nobleman.
"Most important things, wall-papers.
Where did you want it for?

"

" For a room in my house, of course,"
I said. " Not for the garden."

" Oh, not for the garden. And what
sort of house is yours ?

"
he asked.

" A very nice house," I said.
" I meant what was the style of the

house Jacobean, Georgian ?
"

" Brixtonian rococo outwardly," I

said,
" as far as I can judge ; but very

snug inside. No doubt you could show
us something we should like which
would also satisfy your sense of pro-
priety."

" I think it might be managed," he
said, waving his hand towards two or

three giant books of patterns.
" What we want," I said,

"
is some-

thing meaty."
"Ah, for the dining-room," he said.

First dangerous Mule (to second ditto).
HER, MATE SHE'LL KICK YKU."

DON'T YOU GO NEAH

" Saxe-blue carpet," said Alison.

"A most important detail," Lord

Bayswater said. " Don't you think

something of a chintzy nature would
. . . etc."

Both Alison and I agreed that a

prescription of that kind might possibly
. . . etc.

I don't know what is comprised
under the term chintzy, but it appeared
to be a comprehensive one, for the

nobleman descanted on the merits of

the following patterns among others :

(1) Cockatoos on trees, cockatooing.

(2) Pheasants on trees, eating black-

berries.

(3) Other birds on trees, doing no-

thing in particular.

(4) Eoses, in full bloom, half bloom,

fading, falling.

(5) Forget-me-nots in bunches, ready
for sale.

(6) Grapes doing whatever it is that

grapes do.

(7) Other flowers and fruits, also

acting after the manner of their kind.

.Many other patterns were shown us
and we spent an hour or two looking
at them. Our host tried hard to push
the cockatoos on to us. His idea was
that the pattern would act as wall-

paper and pictures combined. Alison's

idea was that there would be too many
portraits of cockatoos round the room,

I and I maintained that the wretched
;
birds looked so realistic that I should

j
certainly feel I ought to be giving them
some food, and this would of course

; hardly assist my idea. The noes had it.

In the end we came away with four

patterns (fruits and flowers) and a

promise to let Lord Bayswater know
which one we preferred. One of them
I chose really to show my tailor, as

it was a top-hole scheme for a winter
waistcoat.

Alison and I spent the

evening hanging the patterns

up one after the other on one
wall of the dining-room, and
tried to paper the rest of the

walls in the mind's eye, but
at eleven o'clock we knocked
off for the night and went
to bed with headaches.

I fancy Alison must have
had a disturbed night. As
1 was leaving the house after

breakfast she said,
" Have

you made up your mind
about those patterns ?

"

"
No, I haven't," I said.

" I 'in going to leave it to

you. Choose which you like."
" I 've chosen," she said

with an air of finality.
"
Well," said Alison, when

I reached home that evening,
'
"

it 's up."
1 "Up?" I said. "The new paper,
I already ?

"

" Come and see," Alison said.
" By Jove, how well it looks !

"
I

said. " You 've chosen well. There 's

something familiar about it, though it

looks almost new."
"
Yes," said Alison,

" Ellen and I

'.

cleaned it all over with bread-crumbs."
" Poor Lord Bayswater," I said.

"But you've done the right thing.

Wall-paper as usual during the War."

" The annual agricultural returns show that
the increased area in England and Wales of

(.urn and potatoes for the present harvest
amount to no less than 347,0000 acres. This
result exceeds all expectations."

Bradford Daily Arytts.

We can \vell believe it.

From a sale advertisement :

" LACK DKPT.
Ladies' Overalls and Breeches for the farm,

garden, or home use, reduced in Price."

Daily Paper.
Cooler and cooler.
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Aiiyry Lady (on being told that Fida's favourite biscuits are now unobtainable). "NOTHING BUT THESE! REALLY, THIS WAR is
GETTING BEYOND A JOKE !

"

"SKILLY."
Union to "Skilly" being taken on

the regimental strength, our canteen
was the paradise of a battalion of mice,
from whose nightly raids nothing was
sacred. But from the clay "Skilly"'
enlisted the marauders became less

and less obtrusive. And "
Skilly

"

grow sleok.

Then came a time of scarcity. Mice

fought shy of the canteen, and "Skilly"
visibly suffered front lack of nourish-
ment. A sergeant's wife provided
welcome hospitality ; but no sooner
was "

Skilly
"

billeted outside the can-
treti ihan the plague returned, and so
she was recalled urgently to active

service. Again was the enemy routed;
1m; again came the wiltlng-time of

dire want. Virtue, however, did not

go unrewarded a second time. "
Skilly

"

had earned honourable mention, and
< 'ntations to the proper quarters

resulted in an order that she should
he rationed so long as she remained on
canteen duty.

With times of ease came time for

love. In due course "
Skilly

"
presented

an absentee and unidentifiable spouse
with five bouncing baby kittens.

Throughout their extreme infancy the

family throve ; but the tims came when
the devoted mother was no longer able

to supply sufficient nutriment for five

lusty youngsters. Clearly something
must be done, and the canteen sergeant
was the man to do it. He sent in a

proper formal application to the
'

regimental powers, requesting that

I

increased feline rations be ordered as

:

" subsistence for Canteen Skilly and

family of five."

Time passed, and let this be read
and remembered by all carping critics

! who accuse our army of want of method

j

and business sense in due course
the application was returned, properly
entered, checked, signed and counter-

(

signed. The verdict run thus: "Appli-
cation on behalf of Canteen Skilly
refused, as apparently she married off

the strength of the regiment."

" No youth should be regarded educationally
as a finished article at 1 years of age."

Yorkshire Post.

Mr. FISHKR will be pleased.

"
A MERRY HEART COES ALL THE DAY."

I JOGGED along the footpath way
And leant against the stile ;

" A merry heart goes all the day,"
Stoutly I sang the old refrain ;

My own heart mocked me back again,
" Yet tire you in a mile !

"

Well may I tire, that stand alone
And turn a wistful glance

On each remembered tree and stone,
Familiar landmarks of a road
Where once so light of heart I

strode

With one who sleeps in Franco.

Heavily on the stile I lean,

Not as we leant of yore,
To drink the beauty of the scene,

Glory of green and blue and gold,
Shadow and gleam ou wood and wold
That he will see no more.

Then came from somewhere far afield

A song of thrush unseen,
And suddenly there stood revealed

(Oh heart so merry, song so true !
)

A day when we shall walk, we two,
Where other worlds are green.
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THE REVIEWS FOE

(A specimen article for the use of those

editors who have come to the realis-

ation that the contents of onr heavier

periodicals never change. All that is

needed is the insertion of the right

month and the survey can be used as

a serial.)

IN The Umteenth Century and For-

ever, which is, as usual, alert and

interesting, the place of honour is

given to an article by Sir Vincent

Stodge, M.P., on "
Proportional Repre-

sentation in New Patagonia." Sir

Vincent's argument may or may not

convince, but it is succinctly stated.

Sir ERNEST CASSEL writes usefully on

"Economy for Cottagers," and Lord

Sopwith, in a paper on " Air Raids and

Glowworms," shows how important
it is that on dark nights there should

be some compulsory extinction of the

light of these dangerous and, he fears,

pro
- German, insects. Mr. HARRY

DE WINDT describes " Galicia as I

Knew It," and there are suggestive

papers on " The Probable Course of

History for the next Three Centuries,"

by the Dean of LINCOLN ;

" Potatoes as

Food," by Sir WALTER RALEIGH; and
"Hair in Relation to Eminence," by
Dr. SALEEBY, in which all the strong
men in history famous for their locks,

from SAMSON to Mr. LLOYD GEORGE,
are passed in review. An excellent

number, full of mental nutriment, is

brought to a close by a symposium of

Bishops on the petrol restrictions.

By a strange coincidence The Short-

sightly also has a valuable paper on
"
Proportional Representation," by Mr.

and Mrs. C. N. WILLIAMSON, who thus

make their bow for the first time among
what might be called our thinking
novelists, their effort being in some

degree balanced by an essay in the

same number from so inveterate a poli-
tician as Mr. J. M. HOGGE, M.P., on
the " Wit and Humour of WILLIAM LE
QUEUX." There is also an anonymous
article of great power on

" Conscientious

Objectors as Food for Racehorses,"
which should cause discussion, both

by reason of its arguments and also

through the secret of its authorship,
which to the initiated is only of course

a secret de Polichinelle. For the rest

we content ourselves with drawing
attention to " The Small Holding," by
Lord PIRRIE

;

" Women and Tobacco,"

by the Manager of the Piccadilly Hotel ;

" Feud Control," by Mr. PHILIP SNOW-
DEN, M.P. ;

" Russia as I knew it," by
Mr. HAHKY DE WINDT ; and

" The Spirit
of Ireland," by Sir JOHN POWER.

Lord CURZON'S well-reasoned appeal to

Labour to relinquish its attitude of

criticism and trust the powers that be.

Other notable articles deal with the

possible effect of woman's franchise on

lie cult of Pekinese spaniels, the case

pro and con. for a tunnel under St.

Gleorge's Channel, and the philosophy
of E. PHILLIPS OPPENHEIM. Mr. HARRY
DE WINDT writes of " Serbia as 1 Knew
It." A spirited attack on the MINISTER
of MUNITIONS by the Editor of The

Morning Post brings an excellent num-
ber to a close.

Backwood's is, as usual, strong in the

martial element, and is further proof
that in the present conflict there is no ex-

cluding rivalry between pen and sword,
but plenty of room for both. The arti-

cle wittily entitled "
Mess-up-otamia

"

should 1x3 read by everyone who is not

tired of that theme. The trenchant

author of " Reflections without Ran-
cour" displays his customary vigilance
as a censor of betes noires, not sparing
the whip even when some of the animals

are dead.

In the ever iconoclastic and live

Gnashing All Review Mr. Smacksy is,

as usual, at his most vigorous. Among
the statesmen who come in for his

attacks are Mr. ASQUITH and Lord

HALDANE, both of whom are probably

by now quite inured to his blows.

Nothing could be more amusing than

the renewed play which is made with

the phrase,
"
spiritual home." Mr.

Smacksy has also something to say to

members of what might be called his

own Party. Other articles deal with
" The Psychology of the Pacifist,"

a trenchant exposure; "The Teeth of

American Presidents," which contains

a number of curious statistics ;

" The
Film and the Future," by Viscount

CHAPLIN ; "The Honours List," in which
the anonymous writer makes the re-

volutionary suggestion that the KING'S

birthday should in future be marked

by the withdrawal of old titles instead

of the conferring of new. Mr. HARRY
DE WINDT describes "Roumania as I

Knew It
"

;
"A Suggestion for the

Settlement of the Irish Problem
"

is

offered by Mr. GINNELL, M.P. ; and
Mr. C. B. COCHRAN utters a disin-

terested plea for " The Small Theatre."

The Peremptory Review opens with

The Jinglish Review, also famous
for the activity of its fighting editor,

has no fewer than four articles from

his pen, of which the least negligible
is perhaps that of

" The Partition ol

Europe after the War." The others

deal with " The Real Germany,'
"
Sunday Journalism as a Work

Asset," and " HORATIO BOTTOMLEI

he Prophet." Other contributions in

a varied number include a series of

votive verses to Mr. EDWARD MARSH,
.B., by a band of Georgian poets, on

;he occasion of his resumption of his

duties as private secretary to Mr.
WINSTON CHURCHILL. A charming
study of leprosy, translated from the
Russian of Lugubriski, brings the
number to a close.

LONDON PRIDE.
UPON a lily-laden tide,

Where galleons rocked with sails blown
wide

And white swans gleamed, there was
a city

Whose citizens called " London Pride"
The flower that some call

" None-so-

Pretty."

It grow beside the frowning tower,

By RALEGH'S walk and BOLEYN'S
bower,

As frail as joy, as sweet as pity ;

And "London Pride" they called that

flower

Which country folk call
" None-so-

Pretty."

When London lads made holiday
In dewy hours o' th' month o' May,
And looted it with Moll and Kitty,

Among the maypole garlands gay
Be sure they plaited "None-so-

Pretty."

When London lads in battle bent
Their bows beside the bows of Kent

('Tis told in many a gallant ditty)
Their caps were tufted as they went
With " London Pride

"
or " None-so-

Pretty."

Oh, London is what London was,
And mighty food for pride she has ;

Her saints are wise, her sinners witty,
And Picard clay and Flemish grass

Are sweet with stars of " None-so-

Pretty."

"Sammies."

A propos of the note in our issue of

August 1st, a Correspondent suggests
that the Americans might go into

action to the tune of " Tommy make
room for, your Uncle."

" A Leghorn pullet, belonging to Mrs. (I. U.

Bell, of Coxhoe, Durham, h;is laid an egg

3J ox. in weight, 7J in. in diameter, and GJ in.

in circumference." Scotch

Most interesting and novel, but very

disconcerting to the mathematicians.

"The procession was headed by the choristers

and songmen, and included the surplus clergy
and the Very Rev. the Dean."

York.iliire Herald.

No support here, you will note, for

the recent suggestion that Deans are

superfluous.
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DUELLING EXTRAORDINARY.
THE contemplated single-stick en-

counter between Colonel ABCHER-SHEL
and Mr. PKMHEBTON-BILLING recalls to

miud a ludicrous alTair which actually

happened some years ago in a foreigi:

city which I will here call Killemalivo

Mr. Alec McTavish, a Briton many
years resident in that fair capital am'

editor of the only English newspaper
had taken up stout verbal cudgels on
behalf of the Americans, who had been

viciously attacked in the columns of a
local "

daily." The United States ol

the North, in its capacity of "special'
to the entire American continent, comes
in for plenty of abuse when a new re-

volution is about to be perpetrated.
The sU'ife had waxed fast and furious

and eventually had taken on a personal
tone, the editor of La Muera accusing
the editor of the English paper of being
" that lowest of all living things-
Texan." It will be remembered that
in times gone by the State of Texas
decided to desert its Latin parents and
roost under the shadow of the eagle's

wing, thereby earning for itself pros-

perity and an evil reputation in certain

quarters.
McTavish's editorial reply was a gem

of satire and displayed an intimate

knowledge of the antecedents of the
rival editor.

At that time duelling was still preva-
lent, and it was not many days before
the editorial sanctum of The Tribune
was honoured by the visit of two officers

in full-dress uniform.
The eventual outcome of their visit

was that Mr. McTavish found himself

pledged to fight a duel with a man who
was, among other things, a first-class

pistol shot and exceptionally expert
with the "

fiorette," all of which
McTavish was not.

The affair looked particularly un-

pleasant to McTavish, who was short,

fat, and by no means young. But
the dignity of the foreign population
as represented by the editor of The
Killemalivo Tribune must of necessity
be upheld.
Faced by this quite unusual difficulty,

McTavish bethought him of his old and
tried friend, General O'Flynnone, an
Irish-American of many years' residence
in the Latin Americas. No one seemed
to know his real name, and the title of

General had come to him from his last

place.
The General was delighted at the

turn of events, agreed to be McTavish's
second, and promised to get him through
the affair with a whole skin and no loss
of honour.
As the challenged party McTavish

had choice of weapons, which was the

crux of the situation, as the Genera

pointed out.

Among the Killemalivo aristocracy
the favourite weapons were the duel-

ling pistol and the "
florette," or rapier

The "
pelado," or lower orders, preferred

the "lingua de vaca," which means
literally "cow's tongue," a nasty-look-

ing knife of no mean proportions.
As O'Flynnone explained, the due'

would have to be fought with "
killing

weapons"; nothing else would satisfy
the bloodthirsty editor. Meanwhile he
would think on the matter, and he
advised McTavish to do likewise.

The following were the most un-

pleasant days of his life, as McTavisl
confessed afterwards. He was not a
"conscientious objector," but he had
no pressing wish to exterminate his

opponent, as that would have necessi-

tated a sudden and forcible exile from
the land of his adoption ; still less did

he fancy an early demise in the interests

of his paper.
Meanwhile the General visited the

rival editor's seconds and arranged for

a meeting in his own rooms to discuss
final conditions.

O'Flynnone'srooms contained, among
other tilings, a collection of curious and
ancient weapons. The walls were de-

corated with all sorts and conditions of

strange and barbarous instruments of

slaughter; Zulu assegais, Afghan knives
and Burmese swords hung in savage
array.
The meeting took place on the follow-

ing Sunday afternoon. The officers

greeted the General agreeably enough,
but saluted McTavish with the stiffness

that the occasion called for.
"
Well, Sefiores," commenced the

ueneral, after depositing his visitors in

bhe most comfortable chairs,
" to busi-

ness. Mr. McTavish, as you will admit,
:ias the choice of weapons."
The officers nodded assent.
" This gentleman," continued O'Flyn-

none,
" comes of that most noble and

warlike race the Scotch. Fiercest of

ighters, although they do not some-
times look it, the warriors of Scotland
alone among all nations withstood the

ravages of the conquering English. I

'eel sorry, very sorry for the 'caballero
'

whom you have the honour to repre-
sent."

The pause which followed was most
mpressive. The General's air was sug-
gestive of dire things, as with dramatic
suddenness he produced from beneath
;he sideboard two enormous double-

edged battle-axes, which careful polish-
ng had made to shine as new.
"
These," said he,

" are the weapons
which Mr. McTavish has chosen

weapons of men, such as they use in his
own country," he continued, brandish-

ing one of them savagely.
" And the

fight will be on barebacked horses, for
such is the custom of the Scotch.'

1

The duel did not occur.

THE GAME OF HIS LIFE.
I MET the mercurial Gosling at the

club a few days ago. As I hadn't seen
him for some time I asked if he had
been on a holiday.

"
Yes," he said,

"down at Shinglestrand. Golfing? No
-yes. I did play one game, the first

since the War, and rather a remarkable

game it was. I 'm a member of the golf-
club there, and was down at the club-
house one morning looking at the papers
when a fat middle-aged man, about my
age, asked me if I cared for a game. 1

didn't, but in a spirit of self-sacrifice

said that I should be very glad.
' I

think I ought to tell you,' he went on,
' that I don't care about playing with a

18-handicap man, and that I always
like to have a sovereign on the match.'
Now I never was much of a player

-

too erratic, I suppose. My handicap
has gone up from 12 to 18, and the
last time I played it \vas about 24.

But, exasperated by his swank, I sud-

denly found myself saying,
' My handi-

cap is 12.' '

Very well,' replied the
fat man, ' I '11 give you 4 strokes.'

We went out to the first tee, and
after he had made a moderate shot
I hit the drive of my life. My second
landed on the green and I ran down
a long putt this for a 4-bogey hole,

j

I 'm not going to bore you with details,
j

I won the second and third holes, and I

then the fat man went to pieces. I
\

never wanted any of my strokes and
j

downed him by 5 and 3. As we re- i

entered the club-house my partner, who j

bad become strangely silent, walked up I

io the board which gives the list of I

bandicaps and looked at them. There
was my name with 18 opposite it.

' I

thought you said your handicap was
12,' he observed. '

Well,' I answered,
'

it

wasn't more than that this morning.'
The fat man was very angry. He said
ne would report me to the committee,
and he did. But the secretary (who
lappens to be my brother) played up
nobly. He communicated with the

secretary of the fat man's club, whom
le happened to know, and, having found
out that the fat man's handicap was not
] but 12, he wrote to him to say that in

view of the fact that ' the lies had been

iqually bad on both sides
'

the commit-
;eo did not propose to take any action.

The fat man got no change out of my
Brother and I kept my sovereign."

The Globe Trotters.

"Mr. and Mrs.
,
of Knysna, are on a

issit to Knysna." South African Paper.
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Tm: MAYOR AND CORPORATION OF SPABKLINGTOX-ON--SEA SOLEMNLY TOUCHING WOOD ON THE OCCASION OF THEIR SENDING OUT TO
Till: I'nESS A NOTICK THAT THKIH TOWN HAS NEVER SUFFERED FROM ENEMY AIR-RAIDS.

V.A.D.
TIIKHK 's an angel in our ward as keeps a-flittin' to and fro
With fifty eyes upon \T wherever she may go ;

She 's as pretty as a picture and as bright as mercury,
And she wears the cap and apron of a V.A.D.

Tho Matron she is gracious and the Sister she is kind,
But they wasn't born just yesterday and lets you know

their mind
;

The M.O. and the Padre is as thoughtful as can be,
But they ain't so good to look at as our Y.A.D.

She's a honourable miss because 'er father is a dook,
But, Lord, you 'd never guess it and it ain't no good to look
.For 'el- portrait, iu the illustrated papers, for you see
She ain't an advertiser, not our V.A.D.

Not like them that wash a tea-cup in an orficer's canteen
And then "

Engaged in War Work "
in the weekly Press is

seen ;

She's on the trot from morn to night and busy as a bee,
And there 's 'eaps of wounded Tommies bless that V.A.D.

She's the lightest 'and at dressin's and she polishes the
iloor,

She feeds Bill Smith who'll never never use 'is 'ands no
more ;

And we 're all of us supporters of the harristocracy
'Cos our weary days are lightened by that V.A.D.

And when the War is over, some knight or belted earl,
What 's survived from killin' Germans, will take 'er"for 'is

girl ;

They '11 go and see the pictures and then 'ave shrimps and
tea;

'E 's a lucky man as gets 'er and don't I wish 'twas me!

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)
IN \/> Man's L/tud (UOHDKR AND STOUGHTON) is revealed

a breadth of vision which may astonish some of us who
have been inclined to regard SAPPER as merely a talented

story-teller. Among the writers on the War I place him
first, for the simple reason that I like him best ; and I urn
not at all sure that I should like him any better if he cured
himself of his cardinal fault. With his tongue in his clvk
he dashes away from his story to give us either a long or
short digression ; no more confirmed digressionist ever put
pen to paper, and the wonderful tiling is that these wanton
excursions are worth following. True he often apologises
for them, but I do not think that we need take these apologies
seriously. This hook is divided into four parts,

" The Way
to the Land," " The Land," " Seed Time," and "

Harvest,"
and in " Seed Time," at any rate, we have a series of chapters
which require not only to be read but to be thought over.
But whether he is out for fun, as in "

Bendigo Jones His
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Tree," or for pathos, as in "Morphia," he pbtains his effects

without the smallest appearance of effort. And I reserve

a special word of praise for " My Lady of the Jasmine,"

and commend it to the notice of those pessimists who
hold that only the French and the Americans can write a

good short story. Thank the powers that bo for SAPPEE.

The Loom of Youth (GRANT EICHAUDS) is yet another

school story, but with a difference, the difference being,

partly at least, that it is written by one who has so lately

ceased to belong himself to the life described that his

account must carry an authority altogether unusual. Here,

one feels, is that strange and so-soon-forgotten country
revealed for us from within, and by a native denizen. For

this alone Mr. ALEC WAUGH'S book merits the epithet

remarkable; indeed, considered as the work of "a lad of

seventeen," its vitality, discre-

tion and general maturity of

tone seem little short of amaz-

ing. Eealism is the note of it.

The modern schoolboy, as Mr.

WAUGH paints him, employs,
for example, a vocabulary whose

frequency and freedom may
possibly startle the parental
reader. Apart from this one

might call the book an indict-

ment of hero-worship, as hero-

ism is understood in a society
where (still !)

athletic eminence
|

places its possessor above all i

laws. This in itself is so old an
]

educational problem that it is

interesting to find it handled
afresh in a study of ultra-

modern boyhood. The actual

matter of the tale, individual

character in its reaction to

system, is naturally common
to most school stories ; but

even here Mr. WAUGH has

contrived to give an ending
both cjriginal and sincere. Pro-

phecv is dangerous ; but from
a writer who has proved so

brilliantly that, for once, jeun-
esse pent, one seems justified
in hoping that enlarged ex-

sympathy for Berlin basexl on nothing better than a super-
ficial resemblance between the histories of Piedmont and

Prussia, and a record of nominal alliance with powers whose

respect for paper treaties was always fairly apparent. All

the same, in reading Mr. W. KAY WALLACE'S essay in

recent history, Greater Italy (CONSTABLE), a volume which
4 cannot too strongly commend for its admirable way of

telling these and similar things, I am struck most of all by
the super-incumbent mass of Germanism that had to be
burst asunder before the true Italy broke free. The story
of that liberation is romance of an amazing order, for in it

one sees the very soul of a great and ancient people
struggling ta renewal of life. It is more than good to

have such an ally, it is an inspiration.

Allotment Trijtper.
WANT WEEDING."

perience will result in work of the highest quality.

Quite a host of moral reflections, none of them very
original, flock to one's mind in considering by what devious

ways our Italian allies came to range themselves on the*

side of that freedom which they have always loved as well

and bravely as any of the rest of us. For instance a very
stale reflection one sees Germany overdoing her own
cleverness and under-rating that of her neighbours this

more especially in her arrogant dominance of Italy's com-
merce ; further, one notices the Hun's Belgian brutalities

costing him dear in a quarter least expected ;
and again one

realises Italy's decision as a thing mainly dependent, in

spite of all Germany's taking little ways, on a righteous
hatred of Austria a consideration which brings one sur-

prisingly near to gratitude towards the big-bully Govern-
ment of Vienna. Our southern ally's loyalty to her

beautiful "unredeemed" provinces, and her claim, which
all right-minded Englishmen (I include myself) most heartily

endorse, to dominate the historically Italian waters of the

Adriatic, happily proved too strong for a machine-made

If you wish to complete your knowledge of the working
of our new armies and learn

something of the business of

the A.S.C. you can do so with-

out being bored in L. of C.

(CONSTABLE), by Captain JAMES
AGATE. The author is one of

that bright band of Mancunians
which The Manchester Guardian
has attached to its august
fringes. He writes of the busi-

ness in hand, the vagaries of

stores and indents and mere
men and brass hats, on this and
the other side of the Channel,

! all with a very light and en-
:

gaging pen, and then spreads
himself on any old far-off thing
that interests him, such as the

; theatre, perhaps a little self-

: consciously and with,a pleasant
air of swagger most forgivable
and, indeed, enjoyable. His
chief preoccupation is with art

and letters, it is clear
; but,

turning from them to the hand-

ling of urgent things and diffi-

cult men, he faces the business

manfully. Of the men in parti-
cular he has illuminating things
to say, redounding to their

]

credit and, by implication, to
'

his. To those who appreciate

THIS HEUE NOHTH SEA DON'T HALF

form in penwork this book may be safely recommended.

The Welcome.
"Mr. P. H.

,
the newly co-opted member of the Hampstead

Board of Guardians, attended his first meeting of the Board on

Thursday, and lost his umbrella." Ilampslead and Hiyhyate E.rpress.

"BEET COMMISSION CONCLUDES BUSINESS.

Petrograd, July 9. Except for a few final conferences with tho

members of the Russian Government, the work here of -the Boot
Commission virtually has been concluded."

The Daily Gleaner (Jamaica).

How headlines jump to conclusions ! The Hon. ELIHU
ROOT is, we feel confident, anything but beet.

From a Parish Magazine :

" BOY SCOUTS. The troop held their annual sports on Saturday. . .

The burden of arrangements for all fell upon the Scoutmaster

(Rev. ),
and showed how great is the need for him to have some

capable assistants."

Still, was it quite tactful to say so ?
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A POULTItY-FANCIKE, HEARING THAT DEFENCES AT THE FRONT ARE SOMETIMES DISGUISED AS HEN-HOUSES, DETERMINED TO

REVEHBK THE PROCESS. BEING A BIT OF AN ARTIST HE DISGUISED HIS HEN-HOUSE Bit GIVING IT A WARLIKE APPEARANCE. THE KNEM?
WAS STHK.'KKN WITH PANIC.

CHARIVARIA.
EIGHTY-EIGHT policemen were bitten

by dogs in 1913, but only forty-four in

1915, says The Daily Mail, and quotes
a policeman as saying that "

dogs are

not half so vicious as they used to be."

The true explanation is that policemen
no longer taste as good as in the old

rabbit-pie days. * #

Eecent heavy rain and the absence
of sunshine have, it is stated, caused
corn in Essex to sprout in the ear.

This idea of portable allotments is

iippealing very strongly to busy City
men.

Feeling about the Stockholm Con-
ference is changing a little, and several

people suggest that Mr. B.VMSAY MAC-
DONALD might be sent as a reprisal.

* *
*

Sixty-seven children were recently
lost on one day at New Brighton. The
fact that they were all restored to their

parents before nightfall speaks well for

the honesty of the general public.
* #

The German authorities have further

restricted the foods to be supplied to

dogs, and German scientists are now
trying to grow dachshunds with a

shorter span. ^ ,,.

" We have a Coal Controller, but
where is the coal?" plaintively asks a

contemporary. There is no satisfying
the jaundiced Press.

* *

A well-dressed female baby a montll
old has been found under the seat of

a first-class compartment in a train

on the Chertsey line. Several mothers

have written to congratulate her upon
her courageous and unconventional

protest against the fifty per cent, in-

crease in railway fares.
* *

A Glasgow woman has been fined a

guinea for trying to enlist in the Irish

Guards. Only the Scottish Courts carry

pride of race to these absurd lengths.

''"*

It is announced that the recent in-

crease in the price of bacon was sanc-

tioned by the FOOD CONTROLLER. The
news has given great satisfaction to

law-abiding consumers, who bitterly
resented the unauthorised increases

(upon which this is a further increase)
that were made under the old rigime.

* *

A dress made from banana skins is

now being exhibited in London. It is,

we believe, a n&glig& costume, the sort

of thing one can slip on at any time.

" If you had let the boy eat it, it would
have punished him a great deal more
than I can," said the North London

magistrate to a man who was prose-

cuting a boy for stealing an unripe

pear. It is a splendid tribute to the

humanity of our stipendiary magis-
trates that the heroic offer of the boy
to accept the greater punishment was

promptly refused.
* *
*

A workman afc Kinlochleven, Argyll-
shire, found a live crab in a pocket of

sand at a depth of more than ten feet.

On being taken to the police-station
and shown the "All Clear" notice the

cautious crustacean consented to go
straight home. # $

*

Afc a flower-day sale at Grimsby one

thousand pounds was paid by a local

shipowner for a blue periwinkle. In

recognition of his generosity no charge
was made for the pin.

*. *

A Vienna telegram states that the

Emperor KARL has handed the Grand
Cross of St. Stephen to the GERMAN
CHANCELLOR. The latter quite rightly

protests that HerrBETHMANN-HoLLWEO
is the real culprit.

* *

From Scotland comes the news that

an inmate of a workhouse has received

an income-tax form to fill in. This is

considered to be but a foretaste of the

time when all income-tax papers will

have to be addressed to the workhouses.
* .*

In a Gloucester meadow, Lieutenant
JAGGAUD has picked a mushroom weigh-
ing ten ounces and measuring twenty-
seven inches in circumference. Eye-
witnesses describe the gallant officer's

enveloping movement as a really bril-

liant piece of single-handed work.
* *

The Prussian Military Press Bureau,,

among its other fantasies, has dis-

covered with horror that Calais has
been leased to England for ninety-nine

years. Our own information is that

the situation is really worse than that,

the lease being granted alternatively
for ninety-nine years

" or the duration

of the War." * *
*

An official statement points out that

the work of the National Service De-

partment is continuing without inter-

ruption pending the appointment of a

new Director-General. It appears that

the members of the staff have expressed
a desire to die in harness.

VOL. CLIII.
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IDYLLS OF THE KING OF PRUSSIA.

A FKAGMENT.

So spake Sir GERARD (U.S.A.) and ceased.

Then answered WILLIAM, talking through his hat:

" When first the heathen rose against our realm,

That haunt of peace where all day long occurred

The cooing of innumerable doves,

1 hailed my knighthood where I sat in hall

At high Potsdam the Palace, and they came;

And all the rafters rang with rousing Hoclix.

So to my feet they drew and kissed my hoots

And laid their inaily lists in mine and swave

To reverence their Kaiser as their God

And rice, rersd ; to uphold the Faith

Approved hy me as Champion of the Church ;

To ride abroad redressing Belgium's wrongs;
To honour treaties like a virgin's troth ;

To serve as model in the nations' eyes

Of strength with sweetness wed ;
to hack their way

Without superfluous violence ;
to spare

The best cathedrals lest my heart should bleed,

Nor butcher babes and women, or at least

No more than needful in a word, behave

Like Prussian oflicers, the ilower of men.

I bade them take ensample from their Lord

Of perfect manners, wearing on their helms

The bouquet of a blameless Junkerhood,

And be a law of culture to themselves,

Though other laws, not made in Germany,
Should perish, being scrapped. For so I deemed

That this our Order of the Table Bound
Should mould its Christian pattern on the inheres,

Itself unchanged 'amid a world new-made,
And men should say, in that fair after-time,

'The old Ord^t'stieketh, yielding place to none.'"

So he. Whereat that other held his peace,

Seeming, for courtesy, to yield assent.

But, as within the lists at Camelot

Some temporary knight mislays his seat

And falls, and, falling, lets his morion loose,

And lights upon his head, and all the spot
Swells like a pumpkin, and he hides the bulge
Beneath his gauntlet lest it cause remark

And curious comment so behind his hand

Sir GERARD'S cheek, that had his tongue inside,

Swelled like a pumpkin .... O. S.

THE STOCKING OF PRIVATE PARKS.

As I cauie out on to the convalescents' verandah my
brother James looked up from his paper.

" Did I ever tell you about a certain Private Parks'?
"
he

asked. "He was with me in Flanders in the early days.

He came out with a draft and lasted about -two months.

Bather a curious type. Very superstitious. If a shell

narrowly missed him he must have a small piece to put
in his pocket. If while standing on a duck-board he hap-

pened to be immune while his pals were being knocked out

he would carry it about with him all day if possible. On
one occasion he was very nearly shot for insubordination,

because he would go out into No-man's-land after a flower

which he thought would help him.
" Not that his superstition was purely selfish. Once,

when he had had two particularly close shaves during the

day, he insisted upon sleeping outside the barn where we
were billeted.

' 1 'm absolutely certain to have a third close

shave,' he said,
' and if I 'm in the billet someone will get it.'

"The Corporal let him lie down in the farmyard, but a

little later he crept up the road about fifty yards to make

tilings more certain."
" And I suppose the barn was hit and he escaped '?

"
I put

in, feeling that I had heard this story before.
" You don't know Private Parks," said James. " About

two o'clock in the morning a shell fell on the road not

ten yards from him. Bits of it must have made a pattern
all round him, but not one hit him, and when he 'd picked
himself out of the ditch he went back to the billet, knowing
all was then safe.

" Then one day when we were in the front line there came

up with the mail a parcel for Private Parks. I was near

when he opened it. When he saw the contents he gave a

sigh and a curious resigned expression came over his face.

" ' What 's she sent you ?
'

I asked.
" ' It 's from my old aunt, Sir,' he said. ' It 's a stocking.'

'Only one?' 'Yes,' lie said with great solemnity. 'The

other one's been pinched?' I asked. '

No, Sir. The parcel's I

not been opened. It simply means that I shall lose a leg i

to-day,' he added. He wasn't panicked at all. But, as to

(assuring him, I might as well have argued with a tank.
' We 'd had a very quiet time, but that evening the Hun

put over a pretty stiff bombardment. We stood to, but we
ill thought it was only a little extra evening hate, except
Private Parks. He kept saying,

'

They 're coming across,' i

till we told him not to get the wind up. But he hadn't got

the wind up. Only he knew they were coming.
" And they did come. Just after it was dark they made

a biggish raid and got into our front trench a little to our

right. We started bombing inwards, but the slope of the

ground was awkward, and they seemed to be having the

best of the fun.

Then Parks jumped up on to the parapet with a pail |

of bombs and ran along. He fairly got among them, and i

by the time he was hit in the right leg they were mostly i

casualties or prisoners. I saw him on the stretcher going
back. He was in some pain, but he smiled, and said,

' One i

stocking will be enough now, Sir.'
"

"
Very extraordinary," I began, but James stopped me.

" I haven't finished," he said.
" When about three months

later 1 went down to Southmouth Convalescent Camp,
almost the first man I saw was Private Parks. He was

still on crutches, but he had two legs. I greeted him, and

then I couldn't resist saying,
' What about the stocking ?

'

" ' I '11 tell you, Sir,' he said.
' For a week after I was

wounded it was a toss up whether they took the leg off

or not. Then a parcel arrived for me. It was the other

stocking. My aunt had discovered that she had left it

out. That evening the surgeon decided that they need not

amputate. I knew they wouldn't, of course, as soon as I

received tho parcel.'
"

James had really finished this time, and after a moment's

reflection 1 said,
" I wonder if that 's true."

" Do you flatter me ?
"

he asked.
" I don't know about that. Not with intent," I said,

"
though it would really be more to your credit if you 'd

made it up."
" As a matter of fact," said James,

" I did make it up.

It was suggested to me by the heading to a letter in this

paper
' The Stocking of Private Parks,' though that

appears to be upon quite a different subject. Something

agricultural, I gather."

"By a comparison of the wet and dry bulb registrations the dew

point'and the humility of the atmosphere is determined."

Jiiinbury dnanlidn,

In the first week of August, at any rate, the atmosphere
had no reason to swank.
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AMERICAN EAGLE (to German Peace Doves). "GO AWAY; I'M BUSY."
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Chatty Waiter (to visitor growing stouter ev

THE GENTLEMAN YOU WEBB WHEN YOU CAME. 1

twing stouter every day). "I'M SUBE, SlB, YOUB STAY HEBE IS DOING YOU GOOD. WHY, YOU 'BE TWICE
rc-vr vrttr ''M(.~ "

A LETTER FROM NEW YORK.
DEAR ,

We got here safely,

with the usual submarine scares en

route, but apparently no real danger.
Vessels going westward from England
are not much the U-boats' concern,
nor are the U's, I guess, particularly
keen on wasting torpedoes on passenger

ships. What they want to sink is the

goods.

Anyway, we got hero safely. It is

all very wonderful and novel, and the

interest in the War is unmistakable ;

but what I want to tell you about is

an experience that I have had in the

house of one of the leading picture
collectors here and the art treasures

of America are gradually but surely

becoming terrific. If some measure is

not passed to prevent export, England
will soon have nothing left, except in

the public galleries. Of course, for a

while, America can't be so rich as if

she had not come into the War, but she
will bo richer than we can ever be for

a good many years, while the steel

people who make the implements of

destruction at Bethlehem will be richest

of all. What my man makes I cannot

say, but he is a king of sorts, even if

not actually a Bethlehem boss, and the

Medici are not in it ! I have intro-

ductions to all the most famous col-

lectors, but, hearing of his splendours,
I went to him first.

Well, I sent on my credentials, and
was invited to call and inspect the

Plutocrat's walls. You never saw any-

thing like them ! And he refers to his

collection only as a " modest nucleus."

He has agents all over the world to

discover when the possessors of certain

unique works are nearing the rocks.

Then he offers to buy. As his wealth
is unlimited, and sooner or later all the

nobility and gentry of England, France,

Italy and Russia will be in Queer Street,

his collection cannot but grow and
become more and more amazing. He
even had the cheek to send the Trustees

of the National Gallery a blank cheque
asking them to fill it up as they wished
whenever they were ready to part
with TITIAN'S "Bacchus and Ariadne."

Though he calls himself a patriot,

directly the War is done he will make
overtures to Germany. There is a

Vermeer in Berlin on which he has

set his heart, and another in Dresden.
I could fill reams in telling you what

he has. But I confine myself to one

picture only, which he keeps in a
room by itself. I am not so foolish as

to pretend to know anything, but to

my eyes this picture was nothing
whatever but the Louvre's " Monna
Lisa."

That being of course impossible,
" What a wonderful copy !

"
I said.

"You may indeed say so," replied

my host.

I looked at it more closely, even

applying a pocket magnifying-glass.
" There was not a contemporary

duplicate?" I inquired.
" Could LEO-

NABDO have painted two?"
The Chowder King, or whatever lie is

called, smiled inscrutably.
" No doubt

he could," he said. "But perhaps," he

continued,
"
you have not seen the

Louvre picture since it was- put back
after the theft ?"

" Not to examine it closely," I re-

plied.
He laughed softly and led the way

to the door.

Now what I want to know is, is it

possible that ?

This terrible thought has been haunt-

ing me day and night.
I have asked many Americans to tell

me about this collector and his methods,
but I can get no exact information.

But it seems to be agreed that he
would stick at nothing to get a coveted
work beneath his roof. If I have

many more such shocks as he gave me
I shall give up paint altogether and

specialise in photography or the three-

colour process.

Anyway, it is God's own country, and
I will tell you my further adventures
as I have them. To-morrow I am to

attend a reception at the White House
to hear ELLA WHEELER WILCOX recite

an Ode at tbe PBESIDENT.

Yours, X. Y. Z.
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THE MUD LARKS.
Time NIGHT.

SCENE. A shell-pitted plain and a cav-

alry regiment under canvas thereon.

It Is not yet "Lights out," and on the

right hand the semi-transparent tents

and bivouacs glow like giant Chinese

lanterns inhabited by shadow figures.
From an Officers' mess tent comes the

tinkle of a gramophone, rendering
classics from "Keep Smiling." In a,

liiroiutc an opi/osition mouth-organ
saws at '-The Bosary." On the left

hand is a dark mass of horses, pick-
eted in parallel lines. They lounge,

hips drooping, heads low, in a pleas-
ant after-dinner doze. TJic

(i mi ril lolls against a post,
lantern at his feet, droning
a fitful accompaniment to

the distant mouth-organ.
" The hours I spent iciv tlicc,

dear 'eart, are Stan' still,

Ginger like a string of

2)earls ter me ec . . . Grrr,

Nellie, stop kickin' !
"

The

range of desolate Jtills in the

background is flickering with

gun-flashes and grumbling
with drum-fire the Bosch

evensong.
A bay horse (shifting his

weightfrom one leg to tJiaotlier).

Somebody 's catching it in the

neck to-night.
A chestnut. Yep. Now if

this was 1914, with that racket

loose, we 'd he standing to.

A gunpack horse. Why ?

Chestnut. Wind tip, sonny.

Why, in 1914 our saddles grew
into our backs like the ivy and
the oak. In 1914

ite ;
wore her mane in plaits and a star-

j you 'd hear him a mile away. Yc 've

spangled bearing-rein and surcingle to , no more idea of a straight line, Monty
improve her rig-u-ai'e; did pretty par- avic, than a crab wid dhrink taken.

lour tricks to the strains of the banjo
and psaltery. N'est-ce pas, cherie ?

Skewbald. Well, what if I did?

There 's scores of circus-gals is puffect

lydies. I don't require none of your
familiarity any'ow, Mister.

Bay. Beg pardon. Excuse my bluff

soldierly ways ; but nevertheless take

your nose out of my hay-net, please.
.1 Canadian dun. Gee! quit weavin'

about like that, Tubby. Can't you let

Monty. Sorry, but the flies were

giving me gyp.
Canadian dun. Flies ? Say, but you

greenhorns make me smile. Why, out
West we got flies that

Iron-grey. Och sure wo 've heard all

about thim. 'Tis as big as bull-dogs

they are
; ivery time they bite you you

lose a limb. Many a time the traveller

has observed thim flyin' away wid a
foal in their jaws, the rapparees ! F" all

A black horse. Oh, dry up
about 1914, old soldier : tell us

about the Battle of Hastings
and how you came to let WILLIAM'S

a guy get some sleep. I '11 hand you a that I do be remarkin' that whin one
cold rebuff in the ribs in a minute, of the effete European variety is afther

Wazzer matter with you, anyhow? ticklin' you in the short hairs you step

very free an' flippant, Johnny
acushla.

.1 brown horse. Say, Monty,
old top, any news? You 've got
a pal at G.H.Q., haven't you?

Monty. Oh, yes, my young
brother. He 's got a job on
HAIG'S personal Staff now,
wears a red brow-band and
all that ahem ! Of course he
tells me a thing or two when
we meet, but in the strictest

confidence, you understand.

Brown. Quite; but did he

say anything about the end of

the War ?

Monty. Well, not precisely,
that is not exactly, excepting
that he says that it 's pretty
certain now that it er well,

that it will end.

Brown. That 's good news.

Thanks, Monty.
Monty. Not a bit, old thing.

Don't mention it.

Iron-grei/. 'Tis a great com-
fort to us to know that the

War will ind, if not in our day,

annyway some time.

Canadian dun. You bet.

Mr. Green. "Ii DOESN'T SEEJI TO ME TO LOOK QUITE UHIHT."

Artist (engaged solely on account of shortage of labour).
" WELL,

SIR, THE PANEL WAS A BIT ON THE LONG SIDE, BUT I THOUGHT
I 'D SPUN THE LETTERING OUT VEKY NICE."

__

own Mounted Blunderbusses run all

over you.
A bay horse. Yes, and how you gave

the field ten stone and a beating in the

retreat to Corunna. What are your
personal recollections of NAPOLEON,
Rufus ?

Chestnut. You blinkin' conscripts,

you!
Black. Shiss ! no bad language, Rufus
ladies present.
Chestnut. Ladies, huh. Behave nice

and ladylike when they catch sight of

the nosebags, don't they ?

A skewbald mare. Well, wegotta stand

up for our rights.
Chestnut. S'truth you do, tooth and

Tubby. Had a bad dream.
| Gee, I wish it was all over an' I was

Black. Don't wonder, the wav you I home in the foothills with the brown
over-eat yourself. ! wool and pink prairie roses underfoot

Bay. Ever know a Quartermaster's I and the Chinook layin' my mane
horse that didn't ? He 's the onlv one

!
over.

that gets the chance.

Skewbald. And the Officers' chargers.
Voice from over the u~ay. Well, we

need it, don't we ? We do all the bally
head-work.

Iron-grey. Faith, but the County
Cork would suit me completely ; a

roomy loose-box wid straw litter an'

a leak-proof roof.

Tubby. Yes, with full meals coming
Bay. Hearken even unto the Hon- regularly,

curable .Montmorency. Hello, Monty A bay mare. I 've got a two-year-old
there! Never mind about the bally j

in Devon I'd tike to see again,
head-work, but next time you're out Monty. I've no quarrel with Leices-

troop
-
leading try to steer a course tershire myself.

somewhat approaching the straight.
You had the line opening and shutting
like a concertina this morning.

hoof. What were you in civil life,
|

An iron-grey. Begob, and that 's the

Baby ? A Suffragette ?
|

holy truth ! I thought my ribs was
Skewbald. No, I wasn't, so there. goin' ivery minnut, an' me man was

Bay. No, she was a footlights favour-
\
cursin" undher his breath the way

Gunpack horse. Garn ! Wot abaht

good old London ?

Chestnut. Steady, Alf, what are you
grousing about ? You never had a full

meal in your life until Lord DERBY

pulled you out of that coster barrow
and pushed you into the Army.
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Tubby. A full meal in the Army
help!
Brmcn. Listen to our living skeleton.

Do you chaps remember that afternoon

he had to himself in an oat-field up
Plug Htieet way? When the grooms
found him ho was lying on his hack,

legs in the air, blown up like a poisoned

pup.
"
Blimy," says one lad to t'other,

" 'ere 's one of our observation bladders

dm 'Dn 'as brought down."
Chestnut. I heard the Officer boy

telling the Troop Sergeant that ho 'd

buy a hay-stack some day and try to

burst you, Tubby. The Sergeant bet

him a month's pay it couldn't be done.

Tubby. Just because I 've got a

healthy appetite
Brotcn. Healthy appetites aren't be-

ing worn this season, Sir bad form.

How are the politicians' park hacks to

ho kept sleek if Hie troop-horse don't

tighten his girth a bit? Be patriotic,
old dear ;

eat less oats.

Chestnut. That Mess gramophone
must lie reel-hot by now. It's been

running continuous since First Post. I

suppose somebody's mamma lias sent

him a bottle of ginger-pop, and they 're

seeing life while the bubbles last.

Mon 1
1/. Yes, and I suppose my young

gentleman will bo parading to-morrow

morning with a camouflage tunic over

his pyjamas, looking to me to pull him

through squadron drill.

Iron-grey. God save us, thin !

.1 Mexican roan. Bitcitan nochca !

Gwnpack horse. Hish ! Orderly
Officer. 'B 'B in the Fourth Troop lines

nah ; you can 'ear 'im cursin' as he

trips over the heel shackles.

Monty. Hush, you fellows. Orderly
Ofiicer. Bong swar.

: if * if if

Once more lieads and hips droop. They
jtose in attitudes of sleep like a dormi-

tory of Kiiutll boi/s on the approach of
d prefect. The line Guard comes to

life, seizes his lantern and commences
to inarch up and doirn as if salvation

depended on hia <jc-tting in so nwny
laps to tlie hour. From the guard-
tent a trumpet trails, "Lights out."

PATLANDEK.

HYMN FOE HIGH PLACES.
IN darkened days of strife and fear,

When far from home and hold,

I do essay my soul to cheer

As did wise men of old ;

When folk do go in doleful guise
And are for life afraid,

I to the hills will lift mine eyes
From whence doth coine mine

aid.

I shall my soul a temple make
Where hills stand up on high ;

Thither my sadness shall I take

And comfort there descry ;

For every good and noble mount
This message doth extend

That evil men must render count
And evil days must end.

For, sooth, it is a kingly sight
To see God's mountain tall

That vanquisheth each lesser height
As great hearts vanquish small ;

Stand up, stand up, ye holy hills,

As saints and seraphs do,
That ye may bear these present ills

And lead men safely through.

Let high and low repair and go
To where great hills endure ;

Let strong and weak be there to

seek

Their comfort and their cure ;

And for all hills in fair array
Now thanks and blessings give,

And, bearing healthful hearts away,
Home go and stoutly live.

"Classical Master for endurance of. war
wanted." Scotsman.

Humane letters are very sustaining.

JIABCHIJJQ ON 1

The council of the Chippewa tribe of North
American Indians, by a two to one majority,
have accorded the suffrage to their squaws."

The Vote.

As SHAKSPEARE was on the point of

saying,
"
Suffrage is the badge of all

our tribe."
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THE SPOIL-SPORT.
["The Town Clerk of Colwyn Bay informs

us that the fish caught there the other day by
two youths was a dogfish and not a shark, as

reported, and that its size was much over-

estimated." Manclicstcr Guardian.']

GALLANT youths of Colwyn Bay,
With what unmitigated rapture

Did I peruse but yesterday
The story of your famous capture !

Alone ye did it, or at least

'Twas next to being single-handed;
No other helped to catch the beast,
No strength but yours the monster

landed.

But now comes in the cold Town
Clerk,

Who has meticulously stated

It was a dogfish not a shark
In size much overestimated.'

vSo ye intrepid striplings, who
Made all your school-fellows feel

humble,
Are mulcted of your honours due

By an officious Cambrian Bumble.

But, though your generous hearts be

sore,

Take comfort : all the true patri-
cians

Of intellect have been at war
With frigid, rigid statisticians.

1 too have suffered from the rule

Of sceptics, icily pedantic,
Who blighted, ere I went to school,

My dreams when they were most
romantic.

For once, when swinging on a gate,
With hands that doubtless daubed

it jammily,
I saw a lion, sure as fate,

And fled indoors to tell the family.

But when I told them, all agog,
My aunt, a lean and acid spinster,

Snapped out " the doctor's yellow
dog";

And nothing I could say convinced
her.

" 'Twas ever thus from childhood's
hour

"

Since HOMER, HANNIBAL or STRONG-
BOW,

Men of outstanding mental power
Are charged with drawing of the

long bow.

Great travellers not your GRANTS
or SPEKES

Who lived with dwarfs, or tamed
gorillas,

Or scaled imaginary peaks
Upon the backs of pink chin-

chillas,

Or in some languorous lagoon
Bestrode the awe-inspiring turtle,

Or in the Mountains of the Moon
Saw rocs athwart the zenith

hurtle

All, all have had their fame aspersed

By rude Town Clerks or senior

wranglers ;

But those who have been treated

worst
Are the hei'oic tribe of anglers.

THE NEW GOLF.
" LRT 's go and play the new golf,"

said James.
Now as I understand it there are

four kinds of golf. First, the ordinary
golf, as played by all people who are

not quite right in their heads ; second,
the ideal golf, to be played by me (but
not till I get to heaven) on a bowling-
green with a croquet-mallet, the holes

being sixty -six feet apart and both

cutting-in and going-through strictly

prohibited; third, the absurd golf, as

played by James in pre-war days on
his private nine-hole course

;
and fourth,

it seemed, the new golf, such as James
would be liable to create during a re-

covery from shell-shock.

James is one of those people who,
possessing what Country Life would
call one of the lesser country-houses of

England, has an indeterminate bit of

ground beyond the garden, called, ac-

cording to choice of costume, "the rock-

garden,"
" the home-farm," " the grouse

moor," or " no rubbish may be shot
here." James calls his own particular
nettle-bed (or slag heap)

" the golf-
course."

When anyone went to stay with

James, he was adjured to "
bring-your-

golf-clubs-old-man-as-I-can-give-you-a-

bit-of-a-game-on- my- own-course- only-
a-nine-hole-one-you-understand." And
when James went far more willingly

to stay opposite the Germans, until

an interesting visit was short-circuited

by shell-shock, he showed himself so

wonderfully at home in dug-outs and
shell-holes and mine-craters, so com-

pletely undisturbed by the weariful lack
of any green on the ceurse over which
his battalion was playing, that he rose
from Second-Lieutenant to Lieutenant
with almost unheard-of celerity in the

space of two years and nine months.
And now the absurd figure-of-eight
nine-hole course, the third hole of which
was also the seventh, and the first the

ninth, had been complicated into.a war

kitchen-garden, and James, bored with

ordinary difficulties and discomforts,
had evolved the new golf.
"Come on," said he, burning with

the zeal of a martyr - burner,
" I '11

show you the ground."
" Can't I see it by standing up in the

hammock? "
I protested.

We approached the dark demesne,
which was now pretty decently clothed
with potatoes, artichokes, rhubarb, rasp-

berry-canes, marrows and even cucum-
ber-frames. In the midst was a large
open cask which filled itself by a pipe
from a former six-inch water-hazard.
Here James began to propound the

mysteries.
"The game," he said, "is a mixture

of the old golf, tiddleyvvinks, ludo and
the race game."

" Not spillikins ?
"

I protested.
" A

gamo I rather fancy myself at."
" For your information, please," con-

tinued James in his kindliest military
manner,

" I may remark that a mashie
is the club mostly used except when
it is necessary to keep low between,
say, two clumps of potatoes."

" So as not to rouse the wireworms,"
I nodded. "Yes goon."

" The conditions of the game are

governed by the necessity of paying
due respect to the vegetable hazards.
There is only one hole on the course."

"If you remember," I said,
" I told

you long ago that that was all there

was room for, but you would persist in

making it nine."
" The hole," said James, "

is the
water-butt. You have to get into that.

By the way, your balls are floaters, I

hope?"
"
Only six of 'em," I said. " How-

ever, I dare say you won't mind if I

grub up a few potatoes to carry on
with afterwards. So we hole out in the
water-butt ? That 's the tiddleywinks
part of it, I suppose? Go on."
"There are various penalties," he

explained.
" If you get among the

potatoes, you add ten to your strokes

and start again at the tee. If you are

bunkered in the raspberries, you lift

out
"

"
Step back three paces out of sight

and pick one over your left shoulder ?
"

I inquired hopefully. "I shall often

find myself in the raspberry hazard."
"And if," concluded James sternly,

"
you are so clumsy as not to avoid the

cucumber-frames
"
Say no more," I begged.

" I under-
stand. I shall ask for the time-table,
shake hands, thank you for a most de-

lightful visit, and express my regrets
that any little co>itretemps should have
arisen to hasten my departure."

"
you add fifty to your strokes.

Five for the marrows and the rhubarb
in each case returning to the tee."

'And the artichokes," I asked, sur-

veying a thick forest of them guarding
the right flank of the water-butt
" what is their market value ?

"

"No penalty," said James grimly,

"except staying there till you get out."
" One last piece of information.

What is bogey for this hole?
"

"About two hundred, I think," said

James
;

" but no doubt you '11 lower it."
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\fOfOr. -\VlIV HAVI-; YOU PUT THAT CLOTH OVER HIS HEAD?"

Private Mike 0'Flanagan (harassed by restive hone). "So A3 HE WOS'T KSOW HE'S BEING UBOOMJCD, SOBR."

" I don't know," I replied.
" That 's

about my usual at the old game." And
therewith I made my tee, drove and went
into the garden to cut a cabbage loaf.

.. .-. -;

After hoeing the vegetables with a

mashie for a hot two hours, I fought

my way out of the rhubarb on all fours,

with a golf-ball between my teeth, and
then strode doggedly back to the tee

and drove into the virgin artichoke

forest. While I toyed there with the

sub-soil, the unwearied James went to

earth among the marrows. Hastily I

heeled my ball into the ground (to be

retrieved by James months later and
announced as a curious scientific result

of growing artichokes on a golf course),
uttered a cry of triumph, and strolled

out into the open.
" A hundred and seventy-nine. My

game, I think," 1 announced.
James extricated himself and walked

with me to the but!.

"Hullo!" I said, "it's sunk. Thought
it was a floater. It ought to be for a

half-crown bull.''

" You mustn't lose it," said Jarnes
i

suspiciously.
" We '11 let off the water

and get it out."
'

Xo, no," I protested.
" It 's not

one that I really valued. Oh, very
well," I added indifferently, feeling in

my pocket for a non-floater.

James stooped to open the tap, and
I popped the new ball in unobtrusively.

It floated. And the next instant

James stood up and saw it.

After that of course there was no-

thing left to do but to ask for the time-

table, shake hands, thank James for a

most delightful visit, and express my
regrets that any little contretemps . . .

\V. B.

" 's new Pattern Books of

WALLPAPERS
will be sent on loan free of charge.

N.B. 's use adhesive paste, which IKI-.

boon expressly prepared to conform with the

Food Controller's regulations."
Advt. in Evening Paper.

So it is no use waylaying the paper-

hanger on the chance of getting a free

meal.

ANSWER TO COREESPONDENT.
"
Anti-lieprisal." If you are out

walking, and enemy aeroplanes are

dropping bombs on your side of the

street, it is advisable to cross over to

the other side. Never shake your um-
brella at the enemy 'planes. A taxi-

driver might think you were signalling
to him. .

Some of our street urchins are quite

bucking up in their education. The
other day a small boy called out to

a Frenchman, "
Pourquoi n'etes-vous

pas en bleu ? Slackeur !
"

'Unique Old-Wojld Cottage (big), about
30 min. door to West End, yet rural seclusion ;

frequent express trains, last 12 p.m. ; nothing
like it so close town ; suit antique lover."

Obserrrr.

This should make a beautiful retreat for

an elderly Lotliario's declining years.

" The Basement Tea Boom is near the Boot

Dcpt. ,
where Afternoon Teas at moderate prices

are obtainable." Advt. in Evening Paper.

Very a propos des bottes.
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Governess. "WELL, MOLLIE, WHAT ABE LITTLE GIKLS MADE OF?"
Governess. "AND WHAT ABE LITTLE BOYS MADE OP?"

TOLD BOBBIE THAT YESTEBDAY, AND HE COULD HARDLY BELIEVE IT."

Mollie. " ' SUGAU AND SPICE AND ALL THAT'S NICE.'"

Mottle. "'SNIPS AND SNAILS AND PUPPY DOGS' TAILS.' I

THE BOMBER GIPSY.
COME, let me tell the oft-told tale again
Of that strange Tyneside grenadier we had,

Whom none could quell or decently constrain,
For he was turbulent and sometimes bad,

Yet, stout of heart, he dearly loved to fight,
And spoke his fellows on a gusty night
In some high harn, where, huddled in the straw,

They watched the cheap wicks gutter on the

shelf,

How he was irked with discipline and law,
And would fare forth to hattle by himself,

This said, he left them and returned no more ;

But whispers passed from Vimy to Verdun,
Where'er the fields ran thickliest with gore,

Of some stray bomber that belonged to none,
But none more fierce or flung a fairer bomb,
Who ran unscathed the gamut of the Sornme
And followed Freyberg up the Beaucourt mile
With uncouth cries and streaming muddy hair

;

But after, when they sought his name and style
And would have honoured him he was not there.

But most he loved to lie upon Lorette
And, couched on cornflowers, gaze across the lines

At Vimy's heights we had not Vimy yet
Pale Souchez's bones and Lens among the mines,

The tall pit-towers and dusky heaps of slag,

Until, like eagles on the mountain-crag
By strangers stirred, with hoarse indignant shrieks

Gunners emerged from some deep-delved lair

To chasa the intruder from their sacred peaks
And cast him down to Ablain St. Nazaire.

And rumour said he roamed the rearward ways
In quiet seasons when no battle brewed

;

The transport, homing through the evening haze,
Had seen and carried him, and given him food

;

And he would leave them at Bethune canteen
Or some hot drinking-house at Noeux-les-Mines,
Where he would sit with wine and eggs and bread

Till the swart minions of the A.P.M.
Stole in and called for him, but found him fled

Out at the back. He was too much for them.

Too much. And surely thou shalt e'er be so ;

No hungry discipline shall starve thy soul ;

Shalt freely foot it where the poppies blow,
Shalt fight unfettered when the cannon roll,

And haply, Wanderer, when the hosts go home,
'

Thou only still in Aveluy shalt roam,

Haunting the crumbled windmill at Gavrelle
And fling thy bombs across the silent lea,

Drink with shy peasants at St. Catherine's Well
And in the dusk go home with them to tea.

A. P. H.
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THE 'KNIGHTLY MANNER. 1

BELGIUM. "AS LONG AS THERE IS MOTION IN MY BODY,
AND LIFE TO GIVE ME WORDS, I'LL CRY FOR JUSTICE!"

KAISER. "JUSTICE SHALL NEVER HEAR YOU. I AM JUSTICE!"
Bjs.ir.uo.fr .<XD FI.ETCHEK, Yalentinian, III. 1.

["There is no longer any international law." Tim A".<JS-E to Mr. GERARD.]
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, Augu&t 13//t. In a certain

political club there used, before th

War, to bo a popular pick-ine-up com-

pounded of a little whisky, a little

Angostura and a good deal of soda-

wator, and known after its inventor as
" a Henderson." In one respect the

speech explaining his resignation which
the right hon. Member for Barnard
Castle delivered this afternoon resem-

bled this eponymous beverage, for it

was decidedly effervescent. Bufc the

other ingredients were wrongly appor-
tioned too much of the bitters and not

enough of the mellowing spirit.
His initial mistake was not realising

in time that, as Mr. ASQUITH put it,

a man cannot permanently divide him-
self into watertight compartments. As
member of the War Cabinet and Secre-

tary of the Labour Party, ho seems to

have resembled one of those twin salad-

bottles from which oil and vinegar can
be dispensed alternately but not to-

gether. The attempt to combine the

two functions could only end, as it

began, in a double fiasco.

It is fortunate for the Ministry of

Munitions that it possesses a spokes-
man so bland and imperturbable as Sir

WORTHINGTON EVANS. In Successive

answers he informed the House that

near Birmingham the Ministry was

evicting 130 allotment holders on the

eve of their harvest, in order to build

a new factory ; and that simultaneously
it was abandoning in the West of

England the site of another gigantic

factory, on which a cool million had

already been spent. Coming from
almost any other Minister this amaz-

ing example of how not to do it would
have raised a storm of supplemental
inquiries, if not a motion for the

adjournment. But the House accepted
Sir WORTHINGTON'S calm and matter-
of-fact narration as quietly as if it were
the last word in efficiency and co-

ordination.

I was a little premature last week in

assuming that Mr. MACCALLUM SCOTT
had been silenced by his appointment
as Mr. CHURCHILL'S private secretary.
A long question to the Board of Trade,
on the subject of horse-hides, followed

by a series of supplementaries delivered
with his customary emphasis, showed
that he is not yet resigned to his

muzzle. He is not, however, entirely
oblivious of the customary etiquette in

this matter, for he recited his catechism
from the third bench behind Ministers,
and only when it was over descended
to the second bench, where private
secretaries most do congregate.

Tuesday, August ltli. Mr. KING
has a legitimate grievance against the

Government spokesmen. Two Nation-

alist Members having been allowed to

go to the United States to collect funds

for their party, he asked yesterday
whether ho too would be permitted to

proceed abroad on a similar mission.

Mr. BONAU LAW, with his habitual

courtesy, replied that he, personally,
would not offer any objection. But
this afternoon, on putting an almost

identical question to Lord ROHKUT
CECIL, Mr. KING was informed, with a

touch of brusquerie.ih&b
" there are some

people to whom wo should not think of

granting a passport." He cannot re-

concile these replies, which seem to him
to afford convincing proof that the

Government does not know its own
mind.
The Ministry of Munitions, in order

to cater for the spiritual needs of the

THE DOUBLE FIASCO.
Ma. HENDEBSOH.

new population at Gretna, has simul-

taneously provided sites for the Church
of Scotland, the Church of England, the
Roman Catholics and the Congrega-
tionalists. The local blacksmith is said

to be aggrieved by all this ecclesiastical

rivalry.
The HOME SECRETARY has deter-

mined to put a stop to the practice of

whistling for taxicabs in London. It

is suggested that he would confer a
still greater boon on his fellow-towns-
men if he would provide a few more
taxis for them not to whistle for.

Mr. PETO complained once more of

the refusal of the War Office to employ
"
manipulative surgeons

"
in the Army,

and called in aid the testimony of

Mr. HODGE, the Minister of Labour, as

a proof of Mr. BARKER'S miraculous

powers. Sir WATSON CHEYNE, the
newest Member of the House, pointed
out that unfortunately all bone-setters

were not BARKERS; and, fortified by
this expert opinion, Mr. MACPHERSON

declined to say more than that private
soldiers might go to these unconven-
tional practitioners at their own risk.

\Vrilnesday, August 15th. Taking
the view that a Corn Production Bill

was intended to produce corn, Lord
CHAPLIN made an effort to secure that

the bounties should be paid in accord-

ance with the crops harvested and
not upon the acreage sown. But the

Government, unwilling to risk a quarrel
with the other House at this late period
of the Sesson, declined to accept the

amendment. The bounties therefore

will fall, like the rain, upon good and
bad land alike, though in the interests

of the general taxpayer I trust not

quite so heavily.
To take down the Ladies' Grille, Sir

ALFRED MONO informed the House,
would only cost a matter of five pounds.
All the same I think there was some

disappointment in certain quarters, in-

cluding the gilded cage itself, that this

momentous question should be disposed
of without debate. Several sparkling
orations, teeming with wit and persi-

flage, were nipped in the bud. A score

of ungallant fellows, including several

whom I should have diagnosed as

ladies' men, opposed the removal, but

they were outnumbered eight to one.

Mr. WALTER LONG introduced a Bill

to enable the Government to prospect
for oil in the United Kingdom. If this

should necessitate the appointment of

a Controller of Bores he will find abund-
ance of work.

Contrary to expectation Mr. CHUR-
CHILL succeeded in piloting the Muni-
tions of War Bill through its remaining
stages in "double-quick time. Its pro-

gress was facilitated by his willingness
to abolish the leaving-certificate, which
a workman hitherto had to procure
before changing one job for another.

Having had unequalled experience in

this respect he is convinced that the

leaving-certificate is a useless formality.

Thursday, Aitgust 16. Owing to the
House meeting at noon the usual time-
limit for Questions did not apply.
Messrs. PRINGLE and HOGGE were

especially active. With a meaning
glance in their direction the HOME
SECRETARY, replying to a complaint of

Mr. GULLAND that the representation
of the Northern Kingdom would not
be increased by the Representation of

the People Bill, observed that he saw
no sufficient reason for extending the
number of Scottish Members.

Food-stocks going up, thanks to the

energy of the farmers and the economy
of consumers ; German submarines

going down, thanks to the Navy ;

Russia recovering herself ; Britain and
France advancing hand-in-hand on the

Western Front, and our enemies fumb-
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THE UPPER PICTURE INDICATES WHAT GOES ON BEHIND THE LADIES' UUILLE IN THE
IMAGINATION OF THE HOUSE. THE LOWER PICTURE INDICATES THE GRIM REALITY.

ling for peace that was the gist of the

message with which the PRIME MIMISTEB

sped the partingCornmons. But, fearing

perhaps that he might have made them
unduly optimistic, he concluded with a

warning that not until next year could
we expect to reap the fruits of our
labours.

An attempt by Messrs. MACDONALD
and SXOWDEN to keep the Stockholm
fires burning quickly fizzled out. Mr.
ELLIS GRIFFITHS mocked at the claim
of those elegant doctrinaires to speak
for British Labour, and Mr. BONAB LAW
told them frankly that the Government
had no intention of letting them go to

Stockholm to chat with our enemies.

"Neu prop!us tectis taxum pine."

Vergil: Georg.IV. 47.

Do not signal for a taxi near houses.

War Economy.
" The Federated Chamber of Court Dress-

makers of Paris has informed the Government
that for the winter season 1917-18 the length
employed for woollen costumes will not exceed
4iin." Yorkshire Evening Neics.

From the report of a motoring acci-

dent :

" The car pulled up in about a year and a
half." Kcntisli Mercury.

Quicker than the War, anyhow.

From an article headed " Exclusive
War Information

"
:

" Vertical parallel Lines that do not look so

an optical Illusion almost as curious as that
which makes Soldiers invisible when dressed
in Combinations of bright Colours."

Popular Science Siftinys.

We do not think our contemporary
ought to give away military secrets

like this.

POLITICAL PICK-ME-UPS.
RECENT revelations as to the way

in which our leading Statesmen keep
themselves fit have been almost entirely
concerned with their physical recrea-
tions. Further investigations make it

clear that they owe their fitness quite
as much to diet, to alternating one
form of brain-work with another or to
the consolations of music.
Thus Mr. BALFOUR, who has little

time for golf nowadays, finds his most
refreshing recreation in reading the

speeches of Lord NORTHCLIFFE, co-ordi-

nating them with those 'of BURKE and
PERICLES, and setting them to music
in the style of HANDEL, his favourite

composer.
Lord KHONDDA finds his chief solace

in gratifying his literary tastes. In

philosophy he is at present a convinced
Rationalist. He is devoted to the

study of BACON, but not averse from
the lighter sort of fiction, having a

special preference for cheerful stories

published in a cereal form.
The PRIME MINISTER, it may not be

generally known, recruits his energies

by frequent perusal of the plays of

SHAKSPEARE. At present he is con-

ducting a correspondence with Sir

SIDNEY LEE and Professor GOLLANCZ
on the esoteric significance of Labour's
Lore 's Lost,

Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL is a vora-

cious novel-reader of catholic tastes.

Just now he is revelling in Called Back
and The House on the Marsh, which
are being read aloud to him by his

private secretary.
Mr. ARTHUR PONSONBY, M.P., the

Democratic Controller, is a confirmed

fruitarian, and attributes his robust
health to a diet of Morella cherries and
Carlsbad plums, washed down with
Stockholm tar-water.

Mr. JOHN BURNS, who happily de-

scribes himself as " a dormant volcano,"
has of late found an agreeable stimu-

lant in the performance of solos on the

muted first violin.

Lastly, Mr. LEO MAXSE keeps him-
self keyed up to concert pitch by coin-

ing new nicknames for Lord HALDANE.
The list already extends to four figures.

" Khartum has the reputation of being a

very hot place this time of year. But last

Juno must have been fairly damp if the

meteorological statistics published by the

Sudan Times '

are correct. The rainfall

during this month amounted to no less than
33.6 kilometres. No wonder a man I know
there wrote to say the other day that some-
times the rain is too heavy for him to go on

sleeping on the roof, and this in spite of a

waterproof sheet. A life-belt would probably
be more useful." Egyptian Mail.

Only NOAH'S Ark would really meet
the case.
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First Tommy. "WHAT ARE YEB GOING TO DO WITH IT?"
Second Tommy {with tiny priiotier). "Fix IT ON THE BONNET OP THE GENERAL'S MOTOR-CAB."

MATILDA
(From our Adjutant's Diary).

THE depot has decided that Matilda
is a notable puppy. I could not tell

you her particular make, but our motor

cyclist artificer described her as a
" 1917 model ;

well upholstered but
weak in the chassis and unreliable in

the differential on hairpin bends ; in

fact, built for comfort and not speed."
Matilda became a celebrity all in one

day. The C.O. wrote the following
chit to her master :

" O.G. ' A '

Company. If your dog
must stroll into my orderly-room, will

you please see that she is kept reason-

ably clean '? Please take necessary
action, initial and return."

Matilda was bathed and sent back
for inspection to the C.O., with a chit

from O.C. " A "
Company, pointing out

that, as he couldn't initial her, he had

put his ofticc stamp on her tummy and

hoped it wouldn't rub off.

The C.O. pronounced Matilda to be

morlerately clean. As she was con-

ducting the trumpeter hack to "A"
Company she fell into a vat of by-pro-
ducts near the. mess hut. She couldn't

be washed again, as the Quartermaster
had already written three scathing chits

about the previous use of dep6t disin-

fectant. Matilda spent the night licking
herself clean in the detention cell.

The staff of " A "
Company loved

Matilda in spite of the fact that her
conduct was prejudicial to good order
and military discipline, and that she

constantly used abusive language to

her superiors. Even the Company Ser-

geant-Major loved her. He might have
loved her still, but . . . and that 's the

story.
Brown was the dep6t nuisance. He

had a conduct sheet Jilled up in red and
black, and his entries would have been
even more numerous if he had not

possessed a great gift of cunning. He
had had several passages of arms with
the C.S.M. of "A" Company and had

emerged unscathed more than once.

On the occasion of this story Brown
was being tried for using abusive

language to a superior officer, to wit,
the said C.S.M. The abusive language
consisted of one very striking epithet.
The charge was read over to Brown,
and the C.S.M. was called upon to

give evidence. He stepped smartly

forward. Matilda loitered between his

legs . . . and then, I regret to say, the
C.S.M. applied the same epithet to

Matilda that Brown had applied to him.
The case was reluctantly dismissed,

and Matilda is out of favour with the
C.S.M.

" It was my first experience of a sandstorm,
and I can tell you that the sensation was a
most terrible one. With the aid of my assist-

ants I got of! the camel, which immediately
stretched itself in the sand, and moistening
ni) handkerchief pushed it across my face."

Sydney Herald (N.S.W.).

Wise and dexterous creature ! We
presume it drew the moisture from its

internal reservoir.

"The second cook, who is an American
citizen, managed when the Germans ordered
the lifeboats to be given up to hide one under
his raincoat." Western Matt.

One of the collapsible sort, no doubt.

" Some very daring entrances were forced

into these fortresses. One single soldier not

directly concerned with the attack found 20
bottles of champagne in one, drank a glu---; or

two, and went forward to seek for others.

Squeezing into one he discovered a German
officer in bed." Daily Mail.

It must have been a bantam who
thought of this ingenious ruse.
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THE NORTH ATLANTIC TRADE.
As I was walking beside the docks I met a pal o' mine
I sailed with once on the Colonies run in Thomson's Blue

Star Lino
;

Said I,
" What cheer what brings you here ?

" "
Why,

'aven't you "card?" he said ;

" I 'in under the Windsor 'ouse-flag now in the North
Atlantic trade.

We sweep a bit an' we fight a bit an' that 's what we
like the best

But a towin' job or a salvage job, they all go in with the

rest
;

When we aren't too busy upsettin' old Fritz an' 'is fright-
fulness blockade,

A bit of all sorts don't come amiss in the North Atlantic

trade."

" And how does old Atlantic look ?
" " Oh, round an'

about the same ;

'E "asn't seemed to alter a lot since I "ve been in the game ;

'E 's about as big as 'e always was, an' 'e "s pretty well just
as wet

(Or, if there 's some parts anyway dry, well, I 'aven't struck

none yet !),

There 's the same old bust-up, same old mess, when a green
sea breaks inboard,

An' the equinoctials roarin' by the same as they 've always
roared,

An' the West Wind playin' the same old larks 'e 's been at

since the world was made
They" 've a peach of a time, 'ave sailormen, in the North

Atlantic trade."

" And who 's your skipper, and what is he like ?
" "

Oh,
well, if you want to know,

I 'm sailin' under a hard-case mate as I sailed with years
ago;

'E 's big an' bucko an' full o' beans, the same as 'e used
to be t

When I knowed 'im last in the windbag days when first I

followed the sea.

'E was worth two men at the lee fore brace, an' three at

the bunt of a sail;

'E 'd a voice you could 'ear to the royal-yards in the teeth
of a Cape 'Orn gale ;

But now 'e 's a full-blown lootenant an' wears the twisted

braid,
Commandin' one of 'is Majesty's ships in the North Atlantic

trade."

" And what is the ship you 're sailin' in ?
" "

Oh, she 's a
bit of a terror

She ain't no bloomin' levvyathan, an' that 's no fatal error !

She scoops the seas like a gravy-spoon when the gales are

up an' blowin',
But Fritz 'e loves 'er above a bit when 'or fightin' fangs

are showin'.
The liners go their stately way an' the cruisers take their

ease,

But where would they be if it wasn't for us, with the water

up to our knees ?

We 're wadin' when their soles are wet, we 're swimmin'
i when they wade,
For I tell you small craft gets it a treat in the North

Atlantic trade !

"

" And what is the port you 're plying to ?
" " When the

last long trick is done
There '11 some come back to the old 'ome port 'ere 's 'opin'

I '11 be one ;

But some 'ave made a new landfall, an' sighted another

shore,
An' it ain't no use to watch for thorn, for they won't come

'ome no more.
There ain't no 'arbour dues to pay when once they 're

over the bar,

Moored bow an' stern in a quiet berth where the lost three-

deckers are,

An' there 's NELSON 'oldin' 'is one 'and out an' welcomin'
them that 's made

The roads o' Glory an' the port of Death in the North
Atlantic trade !

"
C. F. S.

SELF-DENIAL.
" AND what," I said,

" did you do during the Great War,
Francesca ?

"

" In the first place I fine you a sum not exceeding one
hundred pounds for asking me such a question. In the
second place I retort upon you by telling you that one of

the things you 're going to do during the Great War is to

give up marmalade."
" What ! Give up the thing which lends to breakfast its

one and only distinction ? Never."
"
That," she said,

" sounds very brave
;
but what are you

going to do if there isn't any marmalade to be obtained for

love or money ?
"

"
Mine," I said,

" has always been the sort you get for

money. I have not hitherto met the amatory variety ; but
if it 's really marmalade I 'rn prepared to have a go at it."

" And that," she said,
"
is very kind of you, but it 's

quite useless. For the moment there 's no marmadale of

any kind to be had."
" None of the dark-brown variety ?

"

" No."
" Or the sort that looks like golden jelly ?

"

" Not a scrap."
" Or the old-fashioned but admirable kind ? The ex-

cellent substitute for butter at breakfast?
"

" That must go like the rest. It has been a substitute

for the last time."
"
Impossible," I said. "

Everything is now a substitute
for something else. Marmalade started being a substitute

long ago, and it isn't fair to stop it and let the other things
go on."

"
Well," she said,

" what are you going to do about it ?

If you can't get Seville oranges how are you going to get
Seville orange marmalade ?

"

"Oh, that 'sit, is it?"
"
Yes, that 's it," more or less. And now let 's have your

remedy."
" You needn't think," I said,

" that I 'm going to take it

lying down. I shall go up to London and defy Lord EHONDDA
to his face. I shall write pro-marmalade letters to various

newspapers. I shall form a Marmalade League, with
branches in all the constituencies so as to bring political

pressure to bear. I shall head a deputation to the PRIME
MINISTER. I shall get Mr. KING or Mr. HOGGE or Mr.
PRINGLE, or all three of them, to ask questions in the
House of Commons. In short I shall exhaust all the usual
devices for giving the Government a thoroughly uncomfort-
able time."

" In short you will do your patriotic best to help your
country through its difliculties and to put the interest of

the nation above your own convenience."
"
Francesca," I said,

"
you must not be too serious. I

was but attempting a jest."
" This is no time for jests. I can't bear even to think of

your joining the Brigade of Grousers who are always gird-
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ing at the Government. I won't stand

your being a girder. So make up your
mind to that."

"Very well," I said, "I will endeavour
not to be a girder; but you simply must

get me a pot or two of marmalade."
" And allow the KAISER to win the

War? Not if I know it. Besides, I

don't like marmalade."
" There you are," I said. " You

don't like marmalade few women do
and so you 're going to make a virtue

for yourself by forcing me to give it

up. My dear, you 've given the whole
show away."

" Don't juggle with words," she said,

speaking with a dreadful calm. " I may
be able to get a pot or two say at the

outside a dozen pots. Well, if I manage
it I will inform you

"

"
Yes," I said eagerly.

" If I manage it," she repeated,
"
you

shall know of it, and you shall make
your self-denial complete and effica-

cious."
" I don't like the way in which this

sentence is turning out."
" You shall have a pot in front of

you at breakfast, and you shan't touch
a shred of it."

"
Francesca," I said,

"
you 're a

tyrant. But no, you wouldn't be mean
enough to do it before the children
too."

"Perhaps, as a concession, I would
allow you a little marmalade in a

pudding at luncheon."
"But I don't like marmalade in a

pudding at luncheon. I like it on toast

at breakfast."

"But you're not going to have it on
toast at breakfast."

"
Well," I said,

" I shall conduct re-

prisals. For every time you don't allow
me to have any I shall destroy some-

thing you like a blouse or a hat. If

I 'm to give up the essence of Dundee or Paisley you shall
at least give up hats."

" But the marmalade will remain."

"Yes, and the hats will all perish. That's where I
come in."

" Don't buoy yourself up with that notion," she said.

"OH, CONSTABLE, I CAN'T^BET A TAXI. THEY ALL SAY IT'STHEIB DINXEB-HOUB. Is
IT AMY GOOD MY WAITING?"

"I CAN'T SAT, Miss. IP YOU WAS os THE
AFORE THKIB TBA-HOUB BEGINS."

SPOT YOU ItKHT BE ABLE TO CATCH ONE

" You '11 have to pay for the new ones or owe."
E. C. L.

Commercial Candour.

From a tailor's advertisement :

" HAVE YOU ANY BLUE SEBOES ?

YES ! WE HAVE (BEQD.) IN STOCK.
THE SOIT TO OBDEB . . 63/-

Will last about another month."
Southern Daily Echo.

Quotation from an article in the Frankfurter Zeitung in

praise of sandals :

"When people saunter through the town without hats who still

wears a hat? why should they not go without stockings?
"

Times.

Well, the explanation may be that while the German head
is hot the German feet are cold.

MR. PUNCH'S "SPORPOT."
Two Summers ago Mr. Punch gave an account of the

Sporpot (or Spaerpot, meaning a savings-box), a familiar
institution which our little guests from Belgium brought
over with them to England. The idea was taken up by
certain schools in South Africa, and a competition was
started to see which of them could fill the biggest Sporpot
to make a fund for helping to restore the homes of Belgian
exiles. This year the Eunice High School for Girls at

Bloemfontein comes out first, and the second honours fall

to the St. Andrew's Preparatory School for Boys at Gra-
hamstown. The total sum of thirty-two pounds collected

by the competing schools has been forwarded to and re-

ceived by the author of the Punch article and will be used

by him for the purpose desired.

Mr. Punch begs to offer his congratulations to the
winners and his best thanks to all who have contributed so

generously from their personal savings to the needs of the
children of our Ally.

A Tough Proposition.
" Ducks (15) For Sale, 7 years old ; 4s. each." Staffordshire Sentinel.
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WHISPER, AND I SHALL HEAR.

THERE'S nothing like a newspaper
for spreading disease. You wake up hi

tlic morning, feeling iit to do a day's

digging on your allotment ; you come
down to your breakfast singing a

Ehonddalay and eat more than your
allowance. Then you open the news-

paper, glance at the latest accession to

the ranks of the Allied Powers, and

suddenly,
"
Plop !

"
you find there is a

newdisease raging, and before yon know
where you are you discover that you
have got it badly.
That is how I discovered that I was

the possessor of a heart mur-
mur. By putting my hand on

the spot under which I had
been taught, and still believed,

my heart to be, I felt rather

than heard a distinct burbling.
I went to the telephone and

fixed up an appointment with

a specialist.
" It 's only a murmur now,"

I said when I reached the con-

sulting-room,
"
only a mere

whisper, but

The doctor tapped me vigor-

ously. Being very absent-

minded I said,
" Come in,"

the first time.
" You were rejected for this,

I suppose?" he said.
"
No, cow-hocked or spav-

ined, I forget which," I said.
" This hadn't started then."

The rite was quite a lengthy
one, and at the conclusion the

heartsmith said,
" M yes,

there is a slight murmuring,
certainly."
He wrote me out a prescrip-

tion, and I felt the murmur
myself distinctly when parting
with three of the greater Brad-

burys and three shillings.
On the way home I ran into

Beatrice.
"
Well, old thing," she said,

" what 's

the matter ? I saw you coming out of

Dr. Cox's."

"Yes," I said. "I 'vegot a heart mur-
mur. I don't know what the poor thing 's

been trying to say, but it 's been mur-

muring like anything all the morning."
"
Perhaps you 're in love," she sug-

gested.
"
By Jove, I never thought of that.

I wonder," I said,
"

if it 's anything to

do with you. If this were not such a

public place you might like to put your
head against my top left-hand waist-

coat pocket and listen. Perhaps it's

saying something about you."
" Have you taken to writing poetry

" Now I come to think of it," I said,
" I did feel a bit broody the other day,
and hatched a line or two, but I can't

say for certain that I had you in my
rnind. The lines ran like this :

"
Oh, glorious female, like a goddess decked,
No wonder that we crawl on bended Unco '

" Rotten," said Beatrice. " You
couldn't have been thinking of me.

I'm not a female."
1 You have the right plumage for the

hen-bird," I said,

me was ' decked.'

of three rhymes,
and ' stiff-necked.'

those by any chance ?
"

'

However, what did

I could only think
;

wrecked,'
' flecked

'

You 're not any of

the amount of food that was going her

way,
" but my heart seems to have

stopped murmuring altogether."
" Has it ?

"
she said. "

Oddly enough,
mine 's begun."

" Your luncheon has overstrained

you," I said.

I had a letter from Beatrice the next

morning.
DEAR JIMMY (sho wrote), You were

wrong. Mine was a real murmur. It 's

been coming on for some time, but not
on your account. It 's murmuring for

Basil Fludger. He 's on leave, and we
fixed things up last Tuesday. I didn't

tell you when I met you, because I was
1 afraid you wouldn't want to

take me to lunch, and I did

enjoy it.

Yours ever, BEATRICE.
If my heart gets really noisy

I do hope it won't shout for

Beatrice. It would be so use-

less.

"Let us go hence, my heart;
she will not hear

"
(tin-inhume).

"HEARD THE LATEST RUMOUR UP FROM THE BACK, GEORGE?
WAR'S GOING TO BE OVER NEXT WEEK."
"Ho. WELL, I HOPE IT DON'T UFSET MY GOING ON LEAVE

NEXT TUESDAY."

about me ?
"
she said,

a sign.'

" That 's always

"There's 'circumspect,' suggested
Beatrice.

" Ah ! Come and have lunch," 1

said, "and we'll talk it over. .Some

place where I can hold your hand and

really find out if you are the cause of

it all."
" Do you think I ought to ?

"
she said.

" Good heavens ! Of course you
ought," I said. " It 's most important.

My heart 's only murmuring now, but

it may start shouting soon, and a silly

ass I shall look walking about in the

street with a heart yelling
' Beatrice

'

at the top of its voice."

As regards meat and drink I consider

that Beatrice overdid it for a war-
time lunch. She didn't give me any
time to hold her hand, she was so busy.

"It's curious," I said, as I watched

CIGAEISTICS.

["According to an enterprising
American scientist man's char-

acter can be told from the way he
smokes a cigar." Weekly Paper.]

FOR instance, a man who
snatches a cigar from some-

body else's mouth and smokes
it himself may be assumed to

be of a grasping disposition.

The man who while smoking
a cigar burns his finger is a

man of few words and quick
of action. Plumbers never

burn their fingers like that.

The man who smokes his

cigar right through without

removing it from his mouth is

a deep thinker. Lord NORTH-
CLIFFE always smokes one

cigar right through before

deciding what England really wants,
and two when he has to decide which
Cabinet Minister must go.

The man who accepts a cigar from a

friend, lights it, sniffs and drops it be-

hind his chair has no character worth

mentioning.

Mem. for Agriculturists.

Protect the birds and the insects will

be in their crops. Destroy the birds and

the crops will be in the insects.

"S. P. (Lincoln). Humming-birds don't

hum with their mouths. The humming is

the vibration of their wings while flying for

the same reason that a blue-bottle or an

aeroplane hums." Pearson's Weekly.

So it is not the pilot rubbing his feet

together, as we had been taught to

believe.
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(,/.. "BY JOVK, THKIIE 'S A NICE QUIET-LOOKING GIRL JUST COME IN.

-HAVKN'T THE FOGGIEST. MUST BE PRE-WAK."

WONDEK WHO SHE IS."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
3/r. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

The Safety Candle (CASBELL) might have been called, but

for the fact that the title has been used already, A Comedy
of Age. For this is what it is only perhaps less a coinedy
than a tragedy. Agnes Tempest was called the Safety
Candle, for the ingenious reason that, though attractive,

she burnt nobody's wings. Returning as a middle-aging
widow, after an unhappy wifehood in Africa, she meets on
the boat two persons, Captain Brengwyn, a young man,
and a girl-mother calling herself Antonina Pisa. Hence
the tears. Branijwyn she marries, doubtfully, halt-defiantly,

despite the difference in years between them ; Antonina is

taken as a companion and very soon developes into a
sick-nurse. 1'or in the space between the ship-board
engagement and the wedding a railway accident changes
poor Aijnes from a still beautiful and active woman to a
nerve ridden

.
invalid. But in spite of this she and

Brangicyn marry ; and (with the much too attractive

Antonina always in evidence) you can guess the result.

One odd point ; you will hardly get any distance into

Miss E. S. STEVENS' exceedingly well-written story without

being struck by its resemblance to one of Mr. HICHENS"
romances. The relative positions of the members of the

triangle, middle-aged wife, young husband, and girl are

exactly those of The Call of the Blood ; while the Sicilian

setting is identical. But this of course is by no means to

accuse Miss STEVENS of plagiarism ; her development of

the situation, and especially the tragedy that resolves it, is

both original and convincing. The end indeed took me

; wholly unawares, since as a hardened novel-reader I had

\ naturally been expecting but read it, and see if you also are
'

not startled by a refreshing departure from the conventional.

If there still linger in the remoter parts of Cromarty or
'

the Balls Pond Eoad certain unsophisticated persons who
I believe that the stage is one long glad symposium of

wine, woman and song they will be interested to know that

j

Mr. KEBLE HOWARD has written his latest novel, The Gay Life
! (.JOHN LANE), with the express object or so he says of dis-

illusioning them. He has no use for the cynic who declared

j

that there are three sexes, men, women and actors. His

i Thespians are gay because they are happy, and happy becauso

: (though poor) they are virtuous. The crowning ambition

: of their lives of honest toil is not unlimited silk-stockings
!
and champagne suppers, but the combined and unqualified

'

approval of Mr. GBANVILLE BARKER and Miss HORNIMAN.
I fear the Philistines will not be much impressed with

Mr. KEBLE HOWARD'S championship. In the first place
he selects for his heroine a girl of what used to be known
as the " lower orders." Yet it is more than doubtful if the

lower orders have ever done anything for Mr. KEBLE HOWARD
except open his cab-doors and bring his washing home on

Saturday night. Otherwise he would not make his East
End of London heroine talk an argot of which fifty

j
per cent, is pure East Side Noo York. True, "the curtain

"

I
finds her in New York in the arms of a faithful and acrobatic

;
American, so perhaps it doesn't matter much. Meanwhile

]

she has become the idol of the Manchester School, en-
I joyed an unsuccessful season in partnership with the late
; Sir HERBERT BEERBOHM TREE, and signed a contract with
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the SCHUBERTS to tour the States, and all without any

apparent diminution of the guileless flow of "
Whitechapel

"

with which she won the hearts of her first employers. It-

is courageous of Mr. HOWARD to place on record his

apparent belief that a total absence of the three "E's" and

any numher of " h's
"
cannot debar a strong minded daughter

of the slums from the higher rungs of the histrionic ladder.

When a warm-hearted and law-abiding gentleman, who
has kept open-house for many guests, suddenly discovers

that these guests have plotted against him, have read his

private correspondence, have caused explosions in his

garden, have attacked his neighbours from the vantage-

ground of his house, and altogether have behaved as if he

didn't exist, he is not unlikely to be both shocked and

angry, and to denounce to the world the crew of traitors

and assassins who have im-

posed on his kindness and

hospitality. This is what hap-

pened to Uncle Sam at the

hands of the German conspi-
rators for whom he had un-

consciously provided a base of

operations. A full account of

the doings of this poisonous

gang is given in The German

S/M/ in America (HUTCHINSON),
by JOHN PRICE JONES, a mem-
ber of the staff of the New
York Sun. It is not easy for

anyone, least of all for a good
American, to refrain from in-

dignation at the baseness of

the rogues who thus battened

for many months on the

United States and their peo-

ple. The book is soberly and

clearly written, and is com-
mended by Mr. EOOSBVELT
in a Foreword, to which are

added another Foreword by
the Author, and an Intro-

duction by Mr. EOGEB B.

WOOD, formerly U.S. Assis-

tant-Attorney in New York.

ochial events follow upon his arrival. The scene shifts to

Naples, and we meet a villaful of men and women, all of

them admirably original and human. Not for a great while

have I read a story so unforced and appealing. It is

indeed a sad thought that this graceful pen will give us

nothing more of its quality.

When you hear the title or see the cover of The Heel of
tie Hun (HoDDER AND STOUGHTON) your blood may begin
to curdle and your flesh to creep. Be assured. When I

think of some of the war-books vouchsafed to us Mr. J. P.

WHITAKBB'S is almost tame, and I venture to say that it

might be read out loud at a party of sock-knitters without a

stitch being dropped. Mr. WIIITAKEB was in Eoubaix and,

presumably because he was believed to be an American, was
allowed considerable freedom. So, before he escaped into

Holland, he saw some things
which were not for British

eyes, and he tells us about
them with a staidness alto-

gether unusual in this kind

of book. Although he forgets
to mention the fact, his articles

have already appeared in The

Times, and I can see no parti-
cular reason why they should

have been gathered together in

this brief volume. Anyhow,
I must believe that the Hun's
heel fell less heavily on Mr.
WHITAKEB than upon most

people who have had the mis-

fortune to be introduced to it.

With whatever sharpness of

criticism I had approached
Ma'am (HUTCHINSON), the edge of it would have been
turned by the statement upon the fly-leaf that the author,
M. BERESFORD EYLEY, died while the novel was still in

manuscript, and that it has been revised for the press by
her friend, Mr. B. V. LUCAS. As things are, having before

nae only the pleasant task of praise, I am the more sorry
that I cannot increase that pleasure by telling the writer

how much I have enjoyed a wholly admirable story. She
had above everything the rare art of writing about homely
and familiar matters unboringly. Ma'am (a not too happy
title) begins in a dull parish, where its heroine is the newly-
wedded wife of the curate. You will have read no more
than the opening pages (descriptive of the terrible Sunday
evening supper which the pair took at the Vicarage a

supper of cold meat and a ground-rice mould, whereat four

jaded and parish-worn persons lacerated one another's

nerves) before you will have realised gratefully that the

story and its characters are going to be alive with a

very refreshing and unpuppetlike vitality. Eventually, of

course, more happens than Vicarage suppers. An old lover

of Griselda (Mrs. Curate) turns up, and many most unpar-

Sarber. "MY TONIC 'AIR - RESTORER is TO THE BALD 'BAD
WHAT THE BENEFICENT SPRAY IS TO THE BLIGHTED TOOBER."

An author who can choose
so fascinating a title as Tlic

Way of the Air (HEINEMANN)
certainly has much in his

favour, and this not only
because of the more or less

temporary connection between
aeronautics and victory, but
because just lately we have
all been talking large and
free about peace-time develop-
ments of the craft in the near

future. Personally I have

already arranged to take my
wife's mother for a short week-end in the Holy Land
in the Spring of 1920 ; and a forty-eight hours' mail service

to Bombay is an event of to-morrow. Thus, if Mr. EDGAR
C. MIDDLETON'S hook fails to secure general appreciation,
he must place the blame elsewhere than with his subject,
and it is a fact that by some repetitions and contradictions,

as well as by a tendency to let one down at what should

be the critical point of his yarns, he has done something to

alienate a public such as myself entirely predisposed in

his favour. It remains to say, all the same, that this little

volume is in the main a sincere and obviously well-informed

account of the doings of the men of our air services, full of

incident and achievement utterly beyond belief an unbeliev-

ably short time ago. In the pages he devotes to prophecy
an irresistible temptation he is on controversial ground,

and his apparent preference for the "gas-bag" as the

principal craft of the future will certainly not find general

acceptance. Much more to my liking is his suggestion
that duck chasing and shooting from an aeroplane it has

already been done at least once may become a recognised

sport.
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CHARIVARIA.
GERMANY is a bankrupt concern, says

ferred by pedestrians, who realise that cheaply done admit that the notice \\ as

they make only a slight indentation in too short to enable the belligerents to

'/'/// Daily Mail. \ denial is expected heavy car.

every hour from Men- Mi< IIAKI.IS, who'
is Germany's Official Deceiver.

the person as compared with the really

: ':

*

" Whatever else may happen," says

call for tenders. V
In a Brixton tramway car the other

morning Mr. LI.OMI GKORGK, it is an-

a contemporary,
" the final decision as n<.:maed, had to borrow coppers from a

Much sympathy is felt in Germany to S'ockholm rusts with the Govern- companion to pay his fare. The most
for Admiral vox TmriTZ, whoso pro- ment." Our contemporary is far too popular explanation is that he had

i cure in Switzerland is off. His mod . \. few months ago the final spent all his money in buying the latest

medical adviser has advised him to decision would have rested with the editions of the evening par
take a long sea voyage, but failed to stunt Press,

couple with the advice a few particulars
on how to carry it out.

.: *
*

Patrons of the royal theatres in Ger-

many who pay in gold can now obtain

two scats for the price of one. This is deserve this,

not the inducement it might seem to

be. The Gorman who used to buy one
ticket and occupy tsvo

seats is almost extinct.
* *

A chicken with four legs

and four wings is reported
from Soberton. Did it

come from any other place
we should receive the story
with suspicion.

* *

" Now Labour troubles

are brewing," declares The

Krcnintj Xeirs. The chief

Labour trouble, however,
seems to be not brewing.

* *

One sportsman, says a

news item, has landed

seventy-seven pounds of

bream at Wrexham. It

may have been sport, but
it has all the earmarks of

honest toil.

* *
*

A man charged with

Portsmouth is to have three M.l'.s,

we read, under the Proportional Rep-
resentation scheme, though it is not
known what Portsmouth has done t6

* ,*

Something like a panic was caused

According to the Acton magistrate,
under new instructions boys over four-

teen must pay their own fines or go to

prison, parents paying the fines for

those below that age. This class legis-
lation is bitterly resented by some of

our younger wage-earners, who intend
to insist upon their right to pay for

their own amusements.

A HINT.

Unsuccessful Competitor at the Allotment-holders' Show. '

I AIN'T MAKING
ANY COMPLAINT, Mil. SMITH, HUT W'EN THE FUST PRIZE FOB ONIONS GOES
TO THK JUDGE'S BROTHEB-IN-LAW AND THE FUST PRIZE FOB MABBERS TO
'IS WIFE'S GRANDFATHER, IT MAKES YER THINK A BIT, THAT'S ALL."

People living next door
to a post-office where bur-

glars blew open the safe

_
I
thought it was an air raid

v5 and went into the cellar.
' A suggestion that sig-

nals, clearly distinguish-
able from those used in air

raids, should be used on
these occasions, is under
consideration in the right

quarter. # ^
*

The FOOD CONTROLLER
has advised the Liverpool

Corporation that vegetable
marrows are not fruit.

There is a growing belief

among jam manufacturers
that Lord RHONDDA'S busi-

ness ability has been over-

rated.

smoking in a munitions factory told
j

in the City the other day when the
[

the court he was trying to cure the
I
news got round that no mention of

toothache. A fine was imposed, the
Bench pointing out that the man was
lucky not to have lost the tooth alto-

gether. * *
*

As a means of preserving the memory
of hero M.P.s, Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL

Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL appeared in

a Morning Post leader.
* *

A postwoman charged at Old Street

Police Court admitted that she had
swallowed a postal order and a pound
Treasury note. Some women have a

suggests a name-plate on the back of I remarkable objection to using the ordin-

the seats they had in the House. We
j ary purse.

understand that Mr. GINNELL resolutely
refuses to have such a plate on the
back of his old seat.

Honour where honour is duo. A man

A woodworm in the timbering of

Westminster Hall has been attacked
with a gas-spray by the Board of

Works. The little fellow put up a
named KITE told the Willesden magis- gallant fight and died bravely defend
trate that he had joined the Royal Fly- : ing his third line trenches against a

ing Corps, and the magistrate refrained
j

from being funny.
* if

Light cars are now becoming very
popular, says The Autocar. We under-
stand that they have always been pre-

vastly superior force.

The Vienna Neiie Freie Prcsse says

CALLING A CAB.
[" But how to get a cab without whistling
that is the problem." Evening Netvs.]

A VERY good plan is to purchase a

camp-stool and sit down in the Strand
When

nots

until a taxicab breaks down.

you are sure that the driver

looking step inside.

Taxi-drivers are human, and if caught
young can be made so tame that they
will take fares by the hand.

An excellent plan is to make a noise

like a road under repair. But be care-
ful that the driver does not make a
noise like a cab going over a human
body.

The essential thing is to interest the

driver in your personal affairs. If you
see a car rushing along stand in the

that so far 18,000,000,000 has been road. When the cab pulls up, ask the

spent on the War. But even those who driver if he would like to see your
contend that it might have been more

, cigarette pictures.
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A HEAD CASE.

WE were discussing that much dis-

cussed question, whether it is better

to bo wounded in the leg or in tlio

ami, when young Spilbury butted in.

" I don't know about le^s and anus,"
h '

said, "but I know there are certain

advantages in having your head bound

up." Spilbury's own head \\iis bound

up, and we all said at once that of

course the head was much tho worst

place in which to be wounded.
"It may be," said Spilbury. "But

what I said was that there are certain

advantages in having your head bound

up. That 's not quite the same thing
as being wounded in the head. For

instance, I wasn't wounded in the

head. 1 was wounded in the jaw. But

they can't bandage the jaw without

bandaging the bead, which I have
found lias certain advantages."

" I can't see where they come in,"

said Cotterell,
"
except so far as per-

sonal appearance goes, of course. I

won't say that that nun-like head-dress

doesn't become you. You look almost
handsome in it."

" It is extremely polite of you to say
so," said Spilbury, "but I was not

thinking of that. I was thinking of

Dulcie."

There was silence for a space, and
then Cotterell said,

" If you do not
mention her other name, you may tell

us about Dulcie."

"I became acquainted with Dulcie,"

Spilbury began, "or the lady I will

call Dulcie for that is not actually her
name while we were quartered at a

camp somewhere in England. Friend-

ships ripen quickly in war-time. I was

signalling officer, and perhaps I sig-
nalled to Dulcie rather more than I

meant. I won't say I was wholly
blameless in the matter."

" I shouldn't," said I.

"I won't," said Spilbury. "After
I went out we corresponded. But after

a little I began to see I had perhaps
over-estimated my affection for Dulcie.

At the time I was wounded I had owed
her a letter for some time, I remember.
When I got back to England I did not
let Dulcie know at once, but after a
while she heard where I was in hospital
and came to see 1110. In the meantime
I had met Daphne."

" This is a highly discreditable story,"
said Cotterell. " I am sorry I allowed

you to tell it."
" I won't finish it, then," said Spil-

bury complacently.
"
Yes, you must finish it now."

"
Well, I didn't quite know what to

do about it. I had felt when we were
somewhere in England that Dulcie

brought out all that was best in me.

I found now that Daphne brought out

still more."
" She must have been a clever girl,"

I said.
" She was," said Spilbury,

" but I

saw that if they both tried at once they
might bring out almost too much. I

had to act quickly, for Duleic was

already by my bedside."
" '

Well, Keggie,'
"
she said.

" I looked at her kindly but firmly.
" '

I think there is some mistake,' I

said. ' I don't remember having met

you.' Then i pointed to my bandaged
head, and added, '1 may have forgotten.

My memory isn't very good.'
"
Well, she chatted abit about general

subjects, and then departed. I don't

mind saying 1 felt rather a worm. Also
1 wasn't quite sure that Dulcie couldn't

bring out more that was good in mo
than Daphne, after all. So I thought
about it a bit, and then wrote and said

I 'd remembered her now, and would
she come again to see me? She wrote
back aid said she would, and I must

congratulate her as she was just en-

gaged to be married. That was a rotten

day, I remember, because in the after-

noon Daphne came and said that she
was engaged to be married too. A per-
fect epidemic. But that 's beside the

point."
" The point was, if I remember

rightly," said Cotterell,
" that it 's a

great advantage to have your head

bandaged. Have you quite proved it ?
"

"
No," said Spilbury thoughtfully.

"Now you mention it, 1 hardly think
I have. But if my story acts as an

example and a warning I shall be
satisfied."

So as an example and a warning
(though of what or to whom is not too

clear) I have recorded it.

MUSICAL MURMURINGS.
(By our Orchestral Expert.)

THE full programme for the season
of Promenade Concerts which opened
last Saturday is, as usual, a most inter-

esting document, and we are of course

glad to see that our gallant Allies are

so well represented. But it is the
function of the critic to criticise, and
we may be permitted to express a mild

regret that our native school, though
by no means excluded, does not make
so good a show as its energy and talents

would seem to warrant. Our native

composers are especially noticeable for

their wide range of themes, for the Celtic

and Gaelic glamour which they infuse

into their treatment of them, and for

their realistic titles. We have drawn

up a list of instrumental works which
illustrate these characteristics, but
which are unfortunately conspicuous

by their absence from Sir HENUY
WOOD'S scheme. As, however, it is

subject to alteration wo are not without
the hope that some of them may yet
be included in the list of works to be
heard at the Queen's Hall in the next

six weeks.

SYMPHONIC VARIATIONS. "Father's lost his

collar-stud." JIans llalfliuni.

KELTIC KOKONACH. " Wirrusthrnc.''

Seuinas Mncdtlunrbiclch.

FUNKRAL MARCH OK A CONSCIENTIOUS OBJEC-
TOR. Nelson Wellington.

SIAMESE LULLABY for Sixteen Trombones.

Quantock de Danville.

FANTASIA. "Wardour Struct."

Yokeling Vfoullces.

MANX MEDITATION for Revolving Orchestra.

"Laxey Wheel." Bradila Qucllyn.

OVERTURE. "Glasgow Fair."

Taliskcr McUsquebaujU.
CAMBRIAN " SNEEZE "

for Full Orchestra.
Taliesin Jones.

ORCHESTRA Musixcs ox IRISH KAII.WAY
STATIONS. Dermod MacCatlunhaoil.

(a) Stillorgan. (b) Dundrum. (c) Bray.
BUUBLIKGS PROM BUTE. Diarmid Dimriddii'.

DiTiiYRAMBicODE. " The Belles of Barinouth."
Ivor Jenkins.

VALSE FAKTASTIQUE.. "Synthetic Rubber."
Marcellus Thorn.

CHEMIN DES DAMES.
IN silks and satins the ladies went
Where the breezes sighed and the

poplars bent,

Taking the air of a Sunday morn
Midst the red of poppies and gold of

corn

Flowery ladies in gold brocades,
W.th negro pages and serving-maids,
In scarlet coach or in gilt sedan,
With brooch and buckle and tlounce

and fan,

Patch and powder and trailing scent,

Under the trees the ladies went

Lovely ladies that gleamed and glowed,
As they took the air on the Ladies' Eoad.

Boom of thunder and lightning flash

The torn earth rocks to the barrage
crash

;

The bullets whine and the bullets sing
From the mad machine-guns chattering ;

j

Black smoke rolling across the mud,
Trenches plastered with flesh and

blood

The blue ranks lock with the ranks of

gray.
Stab and stagger and sob and sway :

Tho living cringe from the shrapnel
bursts-,

The dying moan of their burning thirsts,

Moan and die in the gulping slough
Where are the butterfly ladies now ?

PAT-LANDER.

"No ycrsons were injured and no house.-

\vere bit by the bombs." Sunday Pictrri il.

But they harked horrid.
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A LIFE OF PLEASURE.
"
MOTHER, NURSE PUT ME RIGHT rxro THE VERT COLDEST PART OF THE SEA."

THE BROWN CART-HORSE.
"BRAIN-FAG! That's wot we 'orses

are suffering from. Ah ! there 's bin

a deal o' queer things 'appen since they
women started on the farm ! I shan't

never forgot the first time one of them
females come into my stall. The roan

pony, wot 's got sentimental thro' being

everlasting driven in the governess-cart,
sez she was a pretty young woman. I

never noticed nothing 'bout 'er 'cept the

pink rose in 'er button-'ole. I never
'eard tell of a farm 'and with a pink
rose in 'is shirt before. Maybe such

carryings on is all right for they grooms
an' tcerridge-'orses, but it ain't 'ardly
decent for a respectable farm 'orse.

So when this 'ere woman come along
I up ami 'as a grab at it. D'ye think

she 'd 'it me ? I never 'ad such a shock
in me life, not since I went backwards
when the coal-cart tipped ! Lor, lurame !

if she didn't catch 'old of me round the

neck an' kiss me! 'Oh, you darlin' !

'

sin- said,
' did you want me rose then,

ducky ?
'

I 'm a brown 'orse, hut I tell

you I blushed chestnut that morning.
'Course the roan pony next door started

giggling, and then she 'ad to go and
kiss 'im, and that settled 'is little game.

"
Well, then'she come along with the

collar. I need 'ardly tell you 'ow often

she tried to fix it on the wrong way
round. There I 'ad to stand with 'er

shoving the blooming thing till I

thought my 'ead would 'are dropped
orf. Being a female, it took 'er some
time before she thought of putting the

big end of the collar up first, but when
j

she did I just took and put me 'ead !

thro' and nipped orf 'er rose. ' If that
!

don't fetch you,' I sez,
' nothink will.'

If that woman 'ad clouted me on the
'ead then, I'd 'ave loved 'er; 'stead o'

which she calls out to 'er pal 'oo was
mucking round cleaning out the stalls

with a broom-'andle,
'

May !

'

she sez.
'

Oli, do look !

'

she sez,
' this 'ere dear

'orse,' she sez,
'

'as bin and ate my
rose !

'

"
Well, when we done all the kissing

and that, she led me out of the stall,

and I promise you I was a sight ! My
bridle was over one eye and my girths

'anging loose. Maybe that was my
own fault

; when she started to pull in

the straps 'course I blew meself out,
same as any 'orse would, just to give
'er something to pull on. ' Oh dear !

'

says the female. ' Poor 'orse, this 'ere

girth 's too tight !

'

Any'ow, when we
did get to the 'ayfield she "ad to fetch

a man to put me into the rake. Well,
'e told her 'ow to go on, and we moves
orf. That wasn't 'arf a journey ! Wot
with 'er pulling one way an' pulling
another, I got fair mazed. Arter a bit

I stopped.
' 'Ave it your own way

then,' I se/. Next minute I 'card 'er

calling out like a train whistle to the

bailiff, 'oo was passing.
' Smith !

'

she

sez,
' this pore 'orse is tired !

' And
Smith sez,

' Tired !

'

'e sez ;

'
'e 's lazy !

'

And witli that 'e fetched me one. 'All

right, my girl,
'

I thinks ;

'

you wait a
bit.'

" This 'ere field run past a railway, and

when Smith 'ad gone I seen one of the

signals on the line go down. ' That 's

the ticket !

'

I sez, and when the train

come by I up and shook me 'ead. The
woman didn't say nothing, so I gives a

'op with all me feet at once. Still she
don't say nothing, and I couldn't feel

'er on the reins, so I done a few side

steps. And then she spoke, and this is

wot she sez :
' Oh !

'

she sez,
'

please
don't !

'

and started crying.
"There's no vice about mo, and when

she begun 'er game I stopped mine.
You 'd 'ardly believe it, but that 'ere

woman got down orf that 'ere rake and
she come round to my 'ead and,

' Pore

darling,' she sez, 'was you frightened
of the train then ?

' Me ! wot 's 'ad me
life in the London docks till I come
'aying 'long of the War.

" Ah ! I reckon the roan pony 'a

right. You can't 'ave the larst word
with females!

"

"For sale A larga stone gentleman's dia-
mond ring, set in a solid gold band."

Cork Examiner.

The National Museum should not fail

to secure this remarkable relic of the
Paleolithic Age.

From a report of Mr. HENDERSON'S

speech on Stockholm :

"The Prime Minister has been in favour

again. NVliat \v;is a virtue in May ought of this
conference once, and he may be so not to be a
crime for us in August." Daily Dispatch.

The Stockholm atmosphere appears to
be fatal to clearness of statement.
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SUAYITEE IN MODO.
PROFOUND stillness reigned in the

wardroom of H.M.S. Sinister, broken

only by the low tones of the Paymaster
j

lunch and they
and the First Lieutenant disputing over

j

stuffed owls."

the question of proportional representa-

What do you think of the ship?" when all the glasses had been filled,

tion and by the snores of the Junior

Watchkeeper, stretched inelegantly on

the sofa. Tlio rest of the occupants
were in the coma induced by all-night

coaling. Into this haven of quiet burst

the ship's Doctor in a state of exagger-
ated despair. He groaned and, sinking
into a chair, mopped his forehead osten-

tatiously. The disputants
ceased their discussion and
watched him intently as

though be were some per-

forming animal.

"Gentlemen," said the

Paymaster presently in tones

of sepulchral gloom,
" the

neophyte of ^EscuLAi'ius,
to whose care the inscrut-

able wisdom of Providence

has entrusted our lives, is

being excruciatingly funny.
Number One says it is belated

remorse for the gallant ser-

vants of His Majesty whom
he has consigned to an un-

timely grave."
"Poor jesting fool," said

his victim, "little he knows
that even now Heaven has

prepared a punishment fitted

even to his crimes. I have
seen it nay, I have spoken
with it."

"
Suppose," intervened the

Commander, " that you post-

pone this contest of wits and
let us have your news."

"
Certainly, Sir," acqui-

esced the Doctor. "It
'

Pay's
new assistant. He 's . . ."

the Doctor paused in search

of adequate expression,
" he 's here.

He is, I fancy, at this moment slapping
the skipper on the back and asking
him to have a drink. He called me
' old socks.'

"
The Doctor shuddered.

"Then he eaid he expected this was
some mess ; Naval messes were always
hot stuff. He wanted to spin me yarns
of his infant excesses, but I choked him

he asked cheerfully.
"Eotten slow lot," replied the A.P. ;

" I tried to mako things hum a bit at

all sat looking like

'

Ah, you '11 find it different this

evening after the Commander has gone.
Bad form to tell smoking-room yarns
while lie 's here."

I call on Number One for a song."
Amid vociferous applause the First

Lieutenant, clasping a huge tumbler of

ginger-beer, rose unsteadily. Without
the semblance of a note anywhere he

proceeded to bawl " A frog he would

a-wooing go." A priina donna at the
zenith of her fame might have envied
his reception. The Junior Watchkeeper

Meanwhile the First Lieutenant , broke half the glasses in the trans-

visited the Commander in his cabin.

"Very well," said the latter on part-

ing; "only mind, no unnecessary vio-

lence." yarn.

Jack (n'Jta lias been bowled liij a, ball ichitli kejit very ?oic).
" BLOOJUK' U-BOAT TACTICS !

"

ports of his enthusiasm. " Come along,
Doc," said the singer as soon as he
could make himself heard ;

"
give us a

With the assistance of his

neighbours the Doctor placed
one foot on his chair and the
other on the table. "

Say,

you fellows," he said thickly,

"jolly litl' yarn Goblylocks
an" Three Bears."

Overcome, apparently, by
tender recollections he was
silent, and fixed the walnuts
wit.h a dreamy stare.

" Go on, Doc. !

" " Goldi-

locks, Goldilocks." " The
Doc," said the Paymaster,
" was always a devil for the

girls."
"
Pay," remonstrated the

First Lieutenant sorrowfully,
" that 's the third half-penny
for swearing this year. You
moan that the Doctor has

always evinced a marked par-

tiality for the society of the

gentler sex."

Punctuated at the more

exciting points with breath-

less exclamations of horror
and amazement from his

audience, the Doctor's ren-

dering of the story proved
an overwhelming success. As
he painted in vivid periods
the scene where Goldilocks

was discovered bv all three
" I understand, Sir.

be necessary."

I hope it won't bears asleep in the little bear's bed,
! the First Lieutenant broke down com-

The Assistant Paymaster had no
j
pletely and had to be patted and

cause to complain of lack of hilarity at soothed into a more tranquil frame of

dinner. The most trivial remark was
j

mind before the story could proceed,

greeted with roars of merriment. When i Then there was a
spell

of musical

the KING'S health had been drunk the
i chairs, the First Engineer obliging at

Commander pleaded letters and left
j

the piano, and afterwards giving a

the ward-room. Instantly a perfect
off by telling him he ought to report to , babel arose. Everyone seemed to be
the skipper. You '11 have to look after asking everyone else to have a drink.

tuneful West-Country folk-song at the

Doctor's request. The Junior Watch-

keeper, declaring his inability to re-

him, Pay. That will give you some The newcomer selected a large whisky, member anything, read half a column
honest work for a change."

It must be confessed that at lunch
the newcomer justified the Doctor's
worst forebodings. Afterwards the

FirstLieutenantand the Paymaster had
an earnest colloquy. Then the latter

sought his new assistant
; he found

him gloomily turning over the pages
of a six-months-old illustrated paper.

Wilkes," said the First Lieutenant,
j

from the " Situations Vacant
"

portion
" one large whisky, one dozen soda, one of Tke Tiin.es, and amid the ensuing
dozen ginger-beer and t\vo large bottles i applause slipped quietly from the room
of lime-juice."

"Large bottles, you blighter:" he
iu obedience to an unspoken signal
from the First Lieutenant. After the

yelled after the back of the astonished
;

Second Engineerhadgivenanexhibition
marine who went out to fulfil this re- of what he asserted to be an Eskimo
markable order.

"Now," said the Junior Watchkeeper,

tribal dance, the First Lieutenant ad-

dressed the Assistant Paymaster.
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from nj (ilurimj ijriii-. iliijiii i lliiinlrt"). "AIN'T TEB GOING To 'AVr -I:T?"

" Now then, young fellow, it is your
(urn. D' you want to give us a yarn ?

"

But the hoy had learned his lesson.
"
I 'm afraid I don't know any yarns

that would interest you, Sir," he said.
" If yon don't mind I think I '11 turn
in."

'

The First Lieutenant smiled on him
with the mature wisdom of twenty-
seven summers. "

Quite right, my lad.

By the way, you might look in at the

bath-room on the way to your cabin
and tell the Junior \Vatchkeeper that
we shan't want the hath that he is

filling from the cold tup. I'm very
glad wo shan't."

" Now is the opportunity for carrying out
ion of a Select Committee in

1!K)H tlwl then; should be a common gallery
f."

1 men and \w>mcn." The Vote.

A sort of Mixed Grille, in fact.

" Wanted. I'|ip 'id of two; wages
30 ; 5 mukis ; two ladies in family:

country place." Daily Paper.

\\ ho said our upper classes are not

fueling the War ?

"Beguiled. .

rj maU
Ij

Furnished
. Bathroom and good private

girls' school within easy walk essential.''

There is nothing so invigorating as a
little walk before one's hath.

SEIII'EB EADEM.
A nnsoNKii, Gunner Grogan, E.,

To-day will be brought up to mo
For impudence and sloth ;

ReveillA only made him sneer;

Aroused, lie lipped a Bombardier

(And very natural lioth).

And I shall counter, witli disdain,
His feeble efforts to explain
Or justify such deeds.

It will he funny if I fail

To twist young Gunner Grogan's tail,

That being what he needs.

I know he isn't really bad ;

Myself, I rather like the lad.

(And loathe that Bombardier !
)

Beneath his buttons none too bright
May lurk the spirit of a knight
A thwarted cavalier.

For some who fought at Crecj, too,

Snored on or scoffed when trumpets
blew,

And presently were caught;
And when the clanking N.C.O.'s
Came round to prod them. I suppose
They up and spoke their thought.

Then they were for it
; up they went

Paraded by the Prince's tout,

While he, to meet the crime,
Recalled the nastiest words he knew,
And learned the worst that he could do
From " K. R." of the time.

And yet such criminals as those

|

Did England proud with English bows
As schoolboys have to read ;

;

And Gunner Grogan would to-day

j

Prove every bit as stout as they
Should there arise the need.

[

But just as heroes of Romance,
Who dodged parades with half a chance,
Were strafed and mighty hard

So likewise Gunner Grogan, E.,

Employed in making history,
Will do a.n extra guard.

" We are informed by the Kight Hon. the
Jjord Itayor of Bristol that his Lordship .still

has a supply of famous iu<>n eonneeted with
the great war, und will be pleased to supply
them to applicants."

Krening Times tuul Echo (Bristol).

Will the PRIME MIMSTKU please note?

"A conference of the Ministers of depart-
ment); concerned will take place in London to

arrange measures for their execution."

Daily Clu-unicle.

Anticipated comment from The Mourn-

ing Toast :
" And quite time, too."

"Lord Lawrence, once Viceroy of India,
said,

'

Notwithstanding all that English
people have done to benefit India, the mis-
sionaries have done more than all other agonies
combined.'

"
Multii/ Triltine.

in the East have a lot to

put up with.
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A LETTER FROM THE FRONT
ON A PUKELY DOMESTIC MATTHK.

MY DF.AU WIFE, Yours to hand of

the 10th inst., and contents, re son,

noted. I observe that you are for the

moment satisfied with his progress, and

that you feel yourself in a position to be

able to see your way to inform me that

ho is beginning to have and expivss
ideas of his own on all subjects. He
shows himself a fine fellow, and you
have every reason to be as happy as it

is possible to bo in wartime.

By the same post arrived the now
uniform from Dover Street, London, W.
You will be glad to hear that Messrs.

Blenkinson have done us proud, manag-
ing to carry out your many suggestions
without departing from regulation.

They make a line fellow of me, neat

but not gaudy, striking in appearance
without being offensive to the eye.
Once more they too have shown
themselves fine follows. "We are all

fine fellows
; my dear, you are posi-

tively surrounded on all sides by fine

fellows, and it would look as if, given

peace, we are all together going to be

as happy as the day is long.
So I thought at first blush

;
but are we

so sure ? The separate ingredients are

excellent
;
there couldn't be a better

son than Robert or better tailors than
Messrs. Blenkinson. But how will they
blend ? Mind you, I 'm not daring to

doubt the courtesy and tact of a single
Blenkinson

;
but these views which son

Eobert is beginning to form, where will

they lead him . . . and us . . . and the

Blenkinsons ? Again, I 'm not sug-

gesting that Eobert will ever go to such

lengths in view-forming as to dare to

attack such an anciently and honourably
established firm as Messrs. Blenkinson

;

indeed, I could almost wish it might
fall out that way, and that they and I

might continue, without intervention,

upon our present terms of mutual
esteem and entire satisfaction. If things
stand so well between us, while I am
but young, claiming no higher rank or

standing than that of Captain (Temp.),
how much more must we flourish

when I have risen to those heights to

which we know I am bound to reach
in my full maturity ? Against such an
alliance even the youthful and vigorous
Eobert would hurl himself and his

criticisms in vain. No, I foresee a

danger more subtle and formidable
than that.

Some of the very first views that

Eobert forms will be on the subject of

clothes. His very desire to be perfectly
dressed will take him to Blenkinsons',

and, when he has spent two hours

trying on the very latest, his desire to

get me, at any rate, passably dressed

will induce him to say to Mr. Blenkinson,
senior :

" I say, can't you do something
to stop the governor wearing clothes

like (hat ?
"

Blenkinson, having long anticipated
and dreaded this, will at once hasten

round to the back with the tape-

measure; but Eobert will catch him
when he comes round again and say,
" I shouldn't have believed that you
would ever consent to make such clothes

as he insists on wearing."
Blenkinson perforce will smile that

deferential and conciliatory smile of

his, which seems to say :

" We entirely

agree with you, Sir, but it isn't for us

to say so."

Eobert, blown out with conceit, upon
being tacitly corroborated by Blenkin-

sons in a matter of taste, will pur-
sue the subject mercilessly, until his

victim is forced into some definite

statement. Looking round to sec that
lie cannot possibly be overheard, Blen-

kinson,, senior, will be led by his too

perfect courtesy to commit himself.
"
Well, Sir," he will murmur, " we have

on one or two occasions dared to hint

that his cut was rather out of date, and
would he permit ns to alter it in some
small particulars ? But Sir Eeginald

"

(or shall we make it
" the General

"
?)

"
prefers, quite rightly, of course, to

decide these things for himself."
" '

Quite rightly
'

be blowed," Eoberfc

will retort.
" We know and he doesn't.

Can't you make him understand ? You
can sometimes get him to be reasonable,
if you.stick to him long enough."

Blenkinson will be quite unable to

let his old and honoured customer go
entirely undefended or unexcuscd on so

grave an issue. " We fancy, Sir, that

the General
"

(or shall we say
" His

Lordship
"

?)
" understands just as well

as we do, Sir, but . . ."
" But what?" Eobert would exclaim,

a little exasperated to hear it suggested
in his presence that I understand any-
thing.

Mr. Blenkinson, senior.'will rub his

chin, wondering very much whether he
is justified in allowing himself to go
so far as to hint at the truth in this

instance. "But er well, Sir," will

be extracted from him at last,
" we

gather er we gather, Sir er'm her

Ladyship insists."

I see Eobert's face clear and I hear

him say in quite a different tone,
"
Oh,

I '11 soon manage mother for you."
And off he trots home, and in a week
or less I have to adopt his ridicu-

lously ugly, obviously impracticable I

and damnably uncomfortable fashions '

tight trousers and high collars, no
doubt.

Yes, that 's where Eobert, and you,
with your Eobert, are leading me, con-

found you both. It wjll bo as bad as
that

; confound you both.
" Don't speak like that, even in

jest," you'll say brazenly.
"But damme, Mary
" And I certainly will not have my

namecoupled with that sort of language,
please."

I shall appeal to Eobert to bear
evidence that I am the injured party,
and not you. Eobert of course will

stand by you, and you, worthless worn an
that you are, will sink your identity
and sacrifice your soul and stand by
TIGHT TROUSEBS AND HIGH COLLARS.
And I shall get rod in the face (and

at the back of the neck).
And in the end I shall have to make

good by taking you all out to the most

expensive dinner, theatre and supper
possible very nice for you two, no
doubt, but what about me in those
infernal trousers and collars ?

It will right itself in the end, for I

cannot believe your reason will per-

manently forsake you, even for that

precious nut of a Eobert. Eventually
we shall prefer, unanimously you and

I, to slink about the back streets, clothed

in our own ideas, rather than pro-
menade the fashionable parts clothed

in Eobert's.

Do you say to yourself that that

supreme test, the sacrifice of Piccadilly,
Bond Street and the Park, is too much?
Don't cry, darling ; it will never be as

bad as that. And why? Because,

according to that incredibly stupid

young man, Eobert, Piccadilly, Bond
Street and the Park will then be the

back streets, in which no decent people,

except out-of-date, old-fashioned fogeys
like ourselves, would ever consent to be

seen. So it is really myself who is still

alone. Yours, E.

LOVELY WOMAN.
IF the casual gods send inquiring

strangers into my camp, let them (the

intruders) be civil, please, or at least

be male. Citizens I can at once wave

away with a regretful nescio vos ; foot-

officers are decently reserved in their

thirst for knowledge of an essentially
Secret Service ; but officers' wives

I was growing to like the Eoyal
Gapshiro Cyclists (H.D.), my neigh-
bours in the next field, until last Friday,
when they perpetrated their Grand
Athletic Tournament. Quite early in

the day twos and threes of subalterns,

with here and there a company com-

mander, dribbled across with a diffident

wish to be shown round the guns, and
round we went. By the ninth tour I

was wearying fast of the cicerone act,

and hoping they would not mistake my
dutiful reticence -for stuffiness. They
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J-
'

lit-cruit. "Kxcisr. ME, Sin, BUT IIAVK THK GKKMAXS TUB SAME METHODS IN BAYOSKT-IIOHTISO AS WK HAM:?''
Instructor. "Lr.T's HOPE so. IT'S YOUB ONLY CHANCE."

had n uuli! me free of a mess that has
its points. Then, towards tea-time, She
came. The Major, who brought, intro-

duced Her, apologised (not for bringing
Her) and withdrew. He was due to

start the Throe- Legged Obstacle Relay.
She, on the other hand, was .50 in-

terested, and irould I, etc.'.' Would I:

uot!

"Lovely woman !

"

thought I. "Fit
soil for a romantic seed ! Faivwdl
reserve and half-told truth !

"
I then

proceeded to describe unto her things
unatlempted yet in Field, Garrison, or

High Angle Ballistics. Her first ques-
tion (pointing to the recoil-controlling

gear of No. 2 gun), whether both barrels

lirt'd at once, gave me a cue price-
i ud not to bo missed. My imagin-

ation held good for full fifteen minutes,
and by the time we were ambling back
to the fence 1 hail got on to our now
sensitive electrical plant for registering
the sound, height, range, speed and
direction of hostile aircraft. The fluent

;

ease of it intoxicated, and I was lucky
not to mar the whole by working in

something crude and trite about the'

pilot's rial

She departed, smiling radiant thanks,

and I thought no more of it until this

nuiriiing, when Post Orderly handed
me the following note :

" DEAR SIB, It was too kind of you
to tell me all about your guns the other

day, and it was too bad of me to let

you. I ought to have mentioned that

my husband is the Colonel Strokes, of

the High Angle Ordnance Council.
One of his favourite remarks is that
the one woman of his acquaintance
who knows more about artillery than a
cow does of mathematics is

"
Very sincerely yours,

" EVELYN STKOKKS.
"

I'.S. Do you by any chance write ?
"

Commercial Candour.

From a company's report :

"Interim dividend on tho Ordinary
for half-year ended July 31, 1917, at the nite
of 10 per cent, per annum, le-is hironie tax.''

Krcninrj Paper.

" \ twelve-vrar-old boy was at Aberavon on
Thursday scut to a reformatory school for live

ili> \v:is charged with stealingM
;-, rows from an allotment."

Mail.

CRICKET.
THEHH is no truth in the rumour that

spectacular cricket is to be resumed.
It is perfectly true that a section of

the public who are devoted to watch-

ing the game and cannot understand

why, because the nations happen to be
at war, this favourite summer recre-

ation should be denied them, have
been agitating for the Government to

arrange with the War Office to release

all first-class cricketers now in the

Forces, so* that they may be free to

play matches at home. It is also

true that the Government, having re-

fused to do this, subsequently, in view
of the arguments urged by a deputation
of cricket enthusiasts, agreed to do so,

since it has always set its face against

any pedantic rigidity of purpose. But
none 'the less no such matches will' be

played, for the simple reason that the
cricketers themselves refuse to come
back until their job is finished.

It is supposed that he intended to

reduce them to decimals.

"Boors. Save nearly 50% buying Factory
direct." Ncu-s of the World.

On second thoughts we think we shall

continue buying one pair at a time.
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Little Girl (as distinguished admiral enters). "BE QUIET, FIDO, YOU BILLY DOG THAT'S NOT THE POSTMAN."

THE BALLAD OF JONES'S BLIGHTY.

THERE are some men who dwell for years
Within the battle's hem,

Almost impervious, it appears,
To shot or stratagem ;

Some well-intentioned sprite contrives

By hook or crook to save their lives

(It also keeps them from their wives),
And Jones was one of them.

The hugest bolts of Messrs. KRUPP
Hissed harmless through his hair ;

The Bosch might blow his billet up,
But he would bo elsewhere ;

And if with soul -destroying thud
A monstrous Minnie hit the mud,
The thing was sure to be a" dud

If only Jones was there.

Men envied him his scatheless skin, '

But lie deplored the fact,

And day by day, from sheer chagrin,
He did some dangerous act

;

He slew innumerable Huns,
He captured towns, he captured guns ;

His friends went home with Blighty
ones,

But he remained intact.

We had a horse of antique shape,
Mild and of mellowed age,

And, after some unique escape,
Which made him mad with rage,

On this grave steed Jones rode away . . .

They bore him back at break of day,
And Jones is now with Mrs. J.

The convalescent stage.

The world observed the chance was
droll

That sent so mild a hack
To smite the invulnerable soul

Whom WILLIAM could not whack ;

But spiteful folk remarked, of course,

He must have used terrific force

Before he got that wretched horse

To throw him off its back.

A.P.H.

Another Impending Apology.

"Many coolies of the savage tribes from the

hilly places, who have been enlisted for tho
labour corps, were seen passing this town by
train lately. Some had too few clothes. Our
late Chief Secretary, the Hon'ble Mr.

,

was seen among them." Times of Assam.

"All can sympathise with Mr. and his

teetotal party in deploring the excesses of

'liquor' of any description, and the vice,
want and misery it brings in its course. But
we cannot for a single moment listen to their

selfish and pitiful beatings, when wo know
that if their methods were carried out through
the land it would people our beloved country
with a virile race of effete degenerates."

Provincial Paper.

"Virile" is good, and should encourage
the teetotalers to proceed with their

"beatings."

German Cavalry in (and out of) Action.
" '

Polybe,' writing in tho Figaro, estimates

the German losses at 20,000 horse de combat
on the first day of the battle." Local Paper.

"Following the Franco-German war an epi-

demic of smallpox raged throughout Europe,
which was not checked until Jenner's famous
vaccination discovery." Liverpool Echo.

It is sad to think that JENNEH'S dis-

covery, made in 1796, should have

remained dormant till after 1870.

" Mr. Gerard's reminiscences have caused

much perturbation in German Court circles."

Daily Paper.

Little scraps of paper,
Little drops of ink

Make the KAISEK caper
And the Nations think.

" A money prize offered to boys at Barcombe,
Suxxes, for killing cabbage butterflies resulted

in over 4,000 insects being destroyed. The

winner, Victor King, accounted for 1,395."

Liverpool EcJia.

We congratulate him on his Suxxes.

"One now thing ho [Mr. HENDKKSOX] dis-

closed was that in his pervious statement that

carried the Conference to the Stockholm vote,

&c." Daily Mail.

As "pervious," according to WEBSTER,
means "

capable of being seen through,"
we think the printer is to be congratu-
lated.
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Member of Committee (interviewing candidate for training forfarm war',;}. "AND ABE YOU FOXD OF ANIMALS HORSES AND COWS?'
CirnilliJale. "WELL, NO NOT VERY."

Member of Committee. "BUT I'M AFBAID THAT'S BATHER NECESSARY. "

Candidate (brightly resolute). "OH, BUT I SHOULD TRY NOT TO THINK ABOrr THEM."

AN IDEAL MEDICAL BOARD.
(A Dream of the Future.)

I WAS duo to go in front of the local

Medical Board next morning, and I was
seeking distraction in the evening paper.

Suddenly my eye was caught by the
headlines announcing the transfer of

recruiting arrangements from the Mili-

tary to the Civil authorities. This

promised to be interesting.
All at once the room grew misty,

and when the atmosphere cleared again
I found myself in the open street.

Before me was a palatial building with
the words " Medical Board "

carved on
a marble slab over the main entrance.

I entered, and was immediately con-
fronted by a liveried janitor who bowed

obsequiously.
" 1 have come to be medically ex-

amined," I explained.
"
Yes, Sir," he replied.

" Will you
be good enough to wait one moment,
Sir, while I settle with your taxi-driver,
and then I will take you to the waiting-
room, Sir."

"I have no taxi," I said. "I just
walked."

An expression of concern passed
across his face.

"Oh, you shouldn't have done that,
Sir. The Authorities don't like it.

There is a special fund for such ex-

penses, you know, Sir. Will you please
come this way, Sir?"

I followed him along the corridor,
and was shown into a luxurious apart-
ment overlooking a pleasant garden.
The janitor placed an easy chair in

position for me, handed me a copy of

Punch, and brought me a glass of wine
and some biscuits.

" Now, Sir, if you will give me your
papers I will send them up to the
Board."

I handed the packet to him, and he
left the room.
A few minutes later a message-girl

entered.
" Are you Mr. Smith ?

"
she inquired.

I confessed that I was, upon which
she handed me a sealed envelope. I

opened it, and found a letter and a

cheque for five pounds. The letter ran
as follows :

"
SIB, The above-named Medical

Board regrets its inability to examine

you to-day. As you are no doubt
! aware, it is contrary to its rule to

i
examine more than three persons in

1 one day, and an unusually difficult

j

case, held over from yesterday, has

upset all its arrangements.
"The Board would consider it a

! favour if you could make it convenient
to call again to-morrow morning at

the same time.
" The enclosed cheque is intended to

compensate you for the unnecessary
trouble to which you have been put.

" Your obedient Servants
"

Punctually at the time appointed I

again entered the building, and was
met by the same janitor.

" The Board is quite ready for you,
Sir," he said.

" Will you please ascend
to the dressing-room, Sir?

"

He committed me to the care of a

lift-girl, who conveyed me to the second

storey. Here I was handed over to a
smart valet, who assisted me to un-
dress in a comfortable little apartment
replete with every convenience.

Having donned a warm dressing-
gown, I was conducted to the Board
Room, where i found a dozen of our
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linijihii,?!: "\VHEIU-: HAVE YOU BEKS '!" Old Operative.

Employer. "WHAT, IN u\ TIME?" Old Operative.

"AviMj MI: 'AIU OUT.''

WELL, IT GHKW IN YOUR TIME.'

greatest Specialists assembled. The
President shook hands and greeted me
effusively. Then I passed in turn from
one Doctor to another, each making,
with the utmost delicacy and con-

sideration, a thorough examination of

that part of my anatomy on which he
was an acknowledged export.
When this was over I was invited to

retire to the dressing-room and resume

my garments while the Board held a

protracted consultation on my case.

On returning to the Board Room I was
provided with a seat, and the President
addressed me.

"
Well, Mr. Smith, we can find

nothing constitutionally wrong 'with

you. But tell me, have you ever had

any serious illness ?
"

I shook my head. I had
been abnormally healthy.
"Think carefully," he urged. '-We

don't want to pass you as fit if we can

help it."

ill ways

Ho seemed so anxious that I felt

ashamed to disappoint him.

"Well," I replied, "the only tiling 1

can call to mind is that, according to my
mother, I had a severe teething rash
when I was ten months old."

As I uttered these words the faces of

all became suddenly grave.
"That is quite enough, Mr. Smith,"

said the President. " You are given
total exemption. You should never
have been brought here at all, but I

am sure you will realise that in times
of national emergency mistakes of this

nature are bound to occur. If you will

apply to the Cashier on your way out
he will give you a draft for twenty j

pounds, to reimburse you in some small

way for the loss of your valuable time.
:

Good-bye !

"

He held out his hand, but before I

could grasp it a mist again enveloped
me, from which I emerged upon the
dreadful facts of life.

SONGS OF FOOD PEODUCTION.
VI.

BALLAD OF THE POTATO.

ABOVE three hundred years ago
To Britain's shores there came

An immigrant of lineage low
Sol Tuberose his name.

He settled down in mean estate,

Despised on every side,
Until at last he waxed great,
Grew rich and multiplied.

Now none so popular as he
;

To every house he goes,
At every table he must be
The great Sol Tuberose !

In time of war he proves his worth,
He helps us everywhere ;

There 's nothing on (or in) this earth
That can with him compare.

Not the great LLOYD could save the
land

Except for mighty Sol
;

For he is Bread's twin-brother and
lie gives us Alcohol

;

Not such as (ills the toper's turn,

But such as fills the shell

Such as will be in days to come
Heat, light, and pow'r as well.

Yes, in the spacious days to come
We '11 bless Sol Tuberose,

When all our motor engines hum
On what the farmer grows.

Then cultivate him all you can,
With him and his stand well in

;

There's one that is a Nobleman,
There 's one Sir John Llewellyn.

There's one that is a British Qtif.cn,

There 's one a dwarf, Ashleaf,
There 's one that is a plain Colleen,

There 's one an Arran Chief.

He '11 serve us if we do him well

(Last year he failed our foes).

Oh, who can all the praises tell

Of good Sol Tuberose ! W. B.

The Revenant.

"CAPTAIN STANLEY WILSON'S
RETURN HOME.

CHF.KBFUL AND WELL AFTER LONG INTEB-
.MEXT." Yorkshire Post.

"
Gentleman, 30, offers 10/- weekly, own

laundry, and help with children, refined

country home. No needlework." The Lady.
Slacker !

Letter sent by a soldier's wife to the

Army Pay Department:
"I am sending you my marafjo soil i

and six children there were seven but won
died Yon only sent six back her name was

fanny and was baptised on a half sheet of

paper by the reverend Thomas."
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Officer (onlein-c). "So YOU 'ier. STIU, ALIVI:, I'KTKK.''

Peter. "Yi.s, SIR AN' I'M COIN' TO BBE ANOTIIKK CHRISTMAS, Sin. You SEE, SIB, I'VE ALWAYS NOTICED THAT WHEN I LIVE
THROUGH THK MONTH OP AUGUST I LIVE OUT THE WIIOLK YEAR."

H Centenary.
JOHN LEECH.

Horn Au<inxt )th, 1817.

I.-TO OUR GlUOATKSr CONTHIHUTOR.

JOHN LEECH, a hundred years ago,
When you wore horn and after,

There shone a sort of kindly glow
Of airy fun and laughter ;

It was a sound that seemed to sing,
A universal humming

That made the echoing rafters ring
And so proclaimed your coming.

It was not noted at the time :

1 was not there to note it,

But now I set it down in rhyme
That other men may quote it

\n<l still maintain the thing is true,
I )i'fying Wisdom's strictures,

And lose all doubt by looking through
A book of LEECH'K pictures.

You drew our English country-folk
As many others s;i\v them

The simple life, the simple joke,
I5u( only you could draw them ;

The warp and woof of country joys
lu green and pleasant places;

The mischievous and merry boys,
The girls with shining faces.

The Squiros, the Centaurs of the chase
And all the chase's patrons,

Each in his own, his ordered pi

The comfortable matrons

These were your stuff, and these your
skill

Consigned to future ages,
And caught and set them down at will

In Mr. Punch's pages.

Besides, you bound us to your praise
With many strong indentures

By limning Mr. Briggs, his ways
And countless misadventures.

For these and many a hundred more,
Far as our voice can reach, Sir,

We send it out from shore to.shore,
And bless your name, JoHN:LjiECH,

Sir. E. C. L.

II. HISTORIAN AND PROPHET.

A HUNDRED years ago to the very
day was JOHN LEECH born. Mr. Punch
came into the world on July 17th, 1841,
and was thus twenty four years younger.
But in spite of any disparity in age the
two great men were made for each
other. JOHN LEECH without Mr. Punch
would still have spread delight, for did

he not illustrate those Haiidley Cross

novels which his friend THACKF.KAY
said he would rather have written than

any of his own books? But to think
ni Mr. Punch without JOHN LEECH is.

as the Irishman said, unthinkable.
From the third volume, when I,

got really into his stride, until his

ited early death in 1864, LEECH'S

genius ua.s at the service of his young
friend : his quick perceptive kindly eyes

j

ever vigilant for humorous incident,

I his ears alert for humorous sayings,

j

and his hand translating all into pic-
i torial drama and by a sure aad benign

|

instinct seizing always upon the hap-
i piest moment.

His three monumental volumes-called

Pictures of Life and Character consti-

tute a truer history of the English
people in the middle of the last century
than any author could have composed :

history made gay with laughter, but

history none the less. And this leaves

out -of account altogether the artist's

j

work as a cartoonist, where he often

i exceeded the duty of the historian,

j

and not only recorded the course of

events but actually influenced it.

To influence -the course of events

was however far from being this simple
gentleman's ambition. What he chiefly
wished was to enable others to share his

|

own enjoyment in the fun and foibles

of a world in which it is better to be
1

cheerful than sad, and, in the process
of passing on his amusement, to earn a

i sufficient livelihood to enable him to pay
his way and now and then be free to

follow the hounds.
All these praises ho would probably

'

wish unsaid, so modest and unassum-

ing was lie. Let us therefore stop and

merely draw attention to the two pages
I of his drawings which follow, each of

which shows JOHN LKKCH in the light

J

of a prop!
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ANTICIPATIONS BY JOHN LEECH.

ONE OF THE RIGHT SORT.
Grandmamma. "WHAT CAN YOU WANT, ARTHUR, TO GO BACK TO SCHOOL so

PARTICULARLY ON MONDAY FOB? I THOUGHT YOU WERE GOING TO STAY WITH
US TILL THE END OP THE WEEK !

"

Arthur. "WHY, YOU SEE, GBAN'MA WE ABE GOING TO ELECT OFFICERS FOE
oun RIFLE CORPS ON MONDAY, AND I DON'T LIKE TO BE OUT OP IT !

"

["Punch," June 30, 1SGO.

OUR SPECIALS
Special's Wife. "CONTRARY TO REGULA-

TIONS, INDEED I FIDDLESTICKS ! I MUST
JKSIST, FREDERICK, UPON YOUR TAKING
THIS HOT BRANDY-AND-WATEE. I SHALL BB
HAVING YOU LAID UP NEXT, AND NOT FIT
FOR ANYTHING." ["Punch," April 22, 1848.

CURIOUS ECHO AT A RAILWAY STATION.
Traveller. " PORTER ! PORTER 1

"

Echo. "DON'T YOU WISH YOU MAY GET HIM?"
[" Punch," October 19, 1S61.

THE RIGHT MEN IN THE RIGHT PLACE;
VIZ., A CLUB WINDOW.

Old General Muddle. " WHAT I SAY, IS IS EH ? WHAT ?

BY JOVE I WHAT THE DOOCE SHOULD CIVILIANS KNOW ABOUT
KH? WHAT AHEM! MILITARY AFFAIRS I AFFAIRS! EH?"
Colonel Splutter. "HAH! THE PRESS, SIR! BY JOVE, THE

PRESS IS THE CURSE OF THE COUNTRY, AND WILL BE THE
BUIN OP THE ARMY ! BY JOVE, I 'D HANG ALL LITTERY MEN
HANG 'EM, SIR I

"
["Punch," February 27, 1858.

*. * \ \ ,

WELL INTENDED, NO DOUBT.
Quaker to British, Lion. "

THERE, FRIEND I Now.
LET ME PUT AWAY THOSE DANGEROUS VANITIES !

"

["Punch," November SO, 1S52.

A DISTRESSED AGRICULTURIST.
Landlord. "WELL, MR. SPRINGWHEAT, ACCORDING TO THE PAPERS, THERE

SEEMS TO BE A PROBABILITY OF A CESSATION OF HOSTILITIES."
Tenant (who strongly approves of War prices). "GOODNESS, GRACIOUS! WHY,

YOU DON'T MEAN TO SAY THAT THERE'S ANY H.IKGEK OF PEACE !"

["Punch," February 2, 1856.
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ANTICIPATIONS BY JOHN LEECH.
V

THE PARLIAMENTARY FEMALE.
i'ltttn-r i>f tlir Ki,i///. "COICB, I<::\!:; WE SO SELDOM GO OUT TOGETHER NOW
CAN'T you TAKE 08 ALL TO THE PLAY TO-NIGHT?"
Mistress of tin' llnnxr mnl ^^ . 1' .

" HOW YOU TALK, CHARLES ! DON'T YOU SEE
THAT I AM TOO lU'SY '.' I HAVE A COMMITTEE TO-MORROW MORNING, AND I H\\
MY SPEECH ON Till: (.RF.AT CROCHET QUESTION TO PREPARE FOR THK EVENT

I" Punch's Almanark" f>

AN ASTONISHING REQUEST.
/oilli// huh/ (In n/il f/rutl. "HAVE Vor KTCII

A THING AS' A Ll'ciFEK ABOCT YOU, FOR I'vi: 1.111

MY CIOAR-I.KillTS AT HOME?"
["PunrJi," Aiijuit 20, 1S57.

NOT VERY LIKELY.
Mistress. "WELL, I'M SURE! AND PRAY WHO is THAT?"
Cook. "On, IF vor n. i:\si:. 'M. IT'S ONLY MYCOCSIN WHO HAS CALLED

JUST TO SHOW ME HOW TO BOIL A POTATO." [" Punch," August 31, 1850. OUR SPECIALS.
Special Constable. "Now MIND, YOU KNOW IF I

KILL YOU, IT'S NOTHING; BUT IF YOU KILL ME, BY
JINGO, IT'S MUKDEH." ["Punch," April 22, 184S.

A PEACE CONFERENCE.
Flora. "On, I AM so OLAD DEAR HARRIET THERE is A

CHANCE OF PEACE I AM MAKING THESE SLIPPERS AGAINST
DEAR ALFRED COMES BACK !

"

Cousin Tom. "H.\ii, WKI.L! I AIN'T QUITE so ANXIOUS ABOUT
PEACE FOR, YOU SEE, SINCE THOSE SOLDIER CHAPS HAVE BEEN
ABROAD, WE CIVILIANS HAVE HAD IT PRETTY MUCH OUR OWN
WAY WITH THE cuiii.s '. ["Punch," March 22, 1856.

~̂~\^ N v
v.'/:..

^-^ -^;-:A\VV~-
. W^:.-^c

HOME AMUSEMENTS.
GRAND PEACE DEMONSTRATION IN OUR NURSERY '.

["Pun**," May 24, 1856.
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A BALLAD OF EELS.

["Lord Desborough has just been reminding
us of the neglected source of food supply that

we have in the eels of our rivers and pouds.
He stated,

' The food value of an eel is remark-

able. In food value one pound of eels is tetter

than a loin of beef. . . . The greatest eel-

breeding establishment in the world is at Co-

macchio, on the Adriatic. This eel nursery is

a gigantic swamp of 140 miles in circumference.

It h:is been in existence for centuries, and in

the sixteenth century it yielded an annual

revenue of 1,200 to the Pope.'
"

Liverpool Daily Pos<.]

WHEN lowering clouds refuse to lift

And spread depression far and wide,

And when the need of strenuous thrift

Is loudly preached on every side,

What boundless gratitude one feels

To DESBOUOUOH, inspiring chief,

For telling us :

" One pound of eels

Is better than a loin of beef
"

!

Of old, Popes made eel-breeding pay
(At least Lord DESBOROUGII says

they did),
And cleared per annum in this way
Twelve hundred jingling, tingling

quid.
In fact my brain in anguish reels

To think we never took a leaf

Out of tire book which taught that

eels

Are better than prime cuts of beef.

In youth, fastidiously inclined,

I own with shame that I eschewed,
Like most of my unthinking kind,

This luscious and nutritious food ;

But now that DESBOROUGH reveals

Its value, with profound belief

I sing with him :

" One pound of eels

Is better than a loin of beef."

I chant it loudly in my bath,
I chant it when the sun is high,

And when the moon pursues her

path
Noctarnbulating through the sky.

And when the bill of fare at meals
Is more than usually brief,

Again I sing :

" One pound of eels

Is better than a loin of beef."

It is a charm that never fails

When friends accost me in the street

And utter agonizing wails

About the price of butcher's meat.
"
Cheerup," I tell them, "creels on creels

Are hastening to your relief ;

Cheer up, my friends, one pound of

eels

Is better than a loin of beef."

Then all ye fearful folk, dismayed
By threatened shortage of supplies,

Let not your anxious hearts be swayed
By croakers or their dismal cries

;

But, from Penzanco to Galashiels,
From Abertillery to Crieff,

Remember that "one pound of eels

Is better than a loin of beef."

But these arc only pleasant dreams

Unless, to realise our hopes,

Proprietors of ponds and streams

Re-stock them, like the early Popes.

Then, though we still run short of keels

And corn be leaner in the sheaf,

We shall at least have endless eels,

Unnumbered super-loins of beef.

AT THE PLAY.
" BILLETED."

No wonder the Royalty Management,
realising how resolutely determined the

public was to have nothing to do with

anything so witty and workmanlike as

The Foundations of Mr. GALSWORTHY,
have for their new bill declined upon
the pleasantly trivial comedy of errors

and tarradiddles, Billeted.

Betty Taradine is billeting at her

BILLETING AND COOING.
(The happy ending.)

Captain Ity in ill . . MR. DENNIS EADIE.

Betty Taradine , . Miss Inis HOEY.

pretty manor-house a nice vague
Colonel. The Vicar's sister disapproves,
because Betty is a grass-widow, and

Penelope, the all-but-napper, an insuf-

ficient chaperone. She expresses her

disapproval with a hardy insolence

which must be rare with vicars' sisters

in these emancipated times. Naturally
when you have a great deal of palaver
about Betty's husband having deserted

her two years ago after a serious tiff,

and no word spoken or written since,

you rightly guess ihat the expected
new Adjutant, Captain llymill, will be

none other than the missing man. But

you probably don't guess that Betty,
to spoof the Church and keep the

Colonel, has decided to kill her husband

by faked telegram. So you have a dis-

tinctly intriguing theme, which Miss
TENNYSON JESSE and Captain HAHWOOD
handle with very considerable adroit-

ness and embroider with many really

sparkling and laughter-compelling lines.

I should like to ask the pleasant
authors some questions. How is it

that the infinitely susceptible Colonel,
who loves Penelope, but is so overcome

by the pseudo-sorrowing Betty that lie

is afraid of "saying so much more than
he means," and appeals to his invalu-

able Adjutant for help how is it he
survived a bachelor till fifty? And
how did Betty, with her abysmal
ignorance of pass-book lore, manage to

postpone her financial catastrophe for

two whole years? And how do they
suppose so popular and personable a

man as Taradine could come hack to

England under an assumed name with-

out a number of highly inconvenient

questions being asked ? More seriously,
1 would ask if they really expect us to

believe in the reconciliation on so deep
a note of this nice butterfly and this

callous husband, who never intended,
but for the War, to come back from his

big-game shooting, and who took no

pains to arrange suitable guidance
(there was a lawyer vaguely mentioned,
but he seems to have been singularly

unobtrusive) for the obviously incompe-
tent spouse whom he professes still to

love? I am afraid it will not do. The
one real point of weakness in the pre-
sentation was that Mr. EADIE could

not modulate from the key of agreeable

flippancy in which the comedy as a

whole was set into that of the solemnly
sentimental coda. Thus was the artis-

tic unity of a pleasant trifle destroyed.
Mr. DAWSON MILWAKD'S clever care-

ful method made the Colonel a very
live and plausible figure. Some of

his intimate touches were exceedingly
adroit. Theauthors deserve a fair share

of the credit. Indeed there was through-
out a suggestion of clever characterisa-

tion conspicuously above the average
of this genre. Penelope was an excel-

lently developed part, rendered with un-

expectedly mature skill by Miss STELLA
JESSE. The Vicar promised at first to

be a new type, but the authors seemed
to have lost interest in him half-way,
and not even Mr. LAWRENCE HANRAY'S
skill and restraint could quite save him.
I rate Mr. EADIE as an actor too high
to be much amused by him in obviously

j

EADIE parts. "A man's reach must
exceed his grasp." I think it just to

Miss HOEY to say that she seemed a

little handicapped by efforts of memory,
a condition which will duly disap-

pear and leave her charm to assert

itself. Mr. GEORGE HOWARD was quite
admirable as a Scots bank manager ;

Miss BLANCHE STANLEY, a really sound
combination of essential good- nature

and wounded dignity as a cook on the

verge of giving notice. Miss GERTRUDE
STEKROLL tackled a vicaress of the Mid-

Victorian era (authors' responsibility

this) with a courage which deserves

both praise and sympathy. T.
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THE OPTIMIST.
"IF TUIS IS THK RIGHT VILLAGE TURN WE 'BE ALL RIGHT. THE IN6TBUCTION8 18 CLEAR ' GO PAST THE POST-OFFICE AND SHARP TO

Till: LEFT AFOUE YOU COME TO THE CHURCH.'"

THE AIRMAN.
Jack loves dreadnoughts, Peggy loves trains,

But I know what I love aeroplanes.

Jack will sail the high seas if he can stick it ;

Peggy 'II he the girl in blue who asks to see your ticket ;

But I will steer my aeroplane over London town
And loop the loop till Nurse cries out, "Lor", Master Jim,

come down !

"

Jack will he an admiral if he isn't sick
;

Peggy '11 take the tickets and punch them with a click
;

lint I will make a splendid hum up there in the blue;
I '11 look down on London town, I '11 look down on you.

Jack will hunt for U-boats and sink the beasts by scores;

Peggy '11 have a perfect life, slamming carriage doors ;

But I shall join the R.F.C. and Nurse herself will shout,
"There's Master Flight-Commander Jim has put them

Huns to rout."

A well-l:mwu Liverpool shipowner and philanthropist is giving
70,000 100 for eaeh year of his life to various charitable and

philanthropic objects." Scotsman.

He might almost have lived in the time of the Patriarchs,
but we gather that he preferred the days of the profits.

11 it was impossible to detect the existence of underground
works until their occup.mts opened fire. At one such spot a, white

hag was displayed, an<l when our men eh.mly approached a burst of
lire met them." /.':/,' .tii,/lntn Daily Times.

Thu enemy is evidently up to his old trick taking cover
behind women.

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By .Ifr. Punch's Staff of Learnsd Clerks.)

I FOKK.SEI-; the appearance, during the next few years, of

many regimental handbooks that will record the history at

this present visibly and gloriously in the making. One
such has already reached me, a second edition of A Brief
History of the King's Royal Rifle Corps (WARREN), compiled
and edited by Lieut.-General Sir EDWARD HUTTON, K.C.B.
It is a book to bo bought and treasured by many to whom
the record of a fine and famous regiment has become in

these last years doubly precious. The moment of its

appearance is indeed excellently opportune, from the fact

that, in the first place, the K.R.R. was recruited from our
brothers across the Atlantic, the 60th Royal Americans

(as they were then) having been raised, in 1756, from the

colonists in the Eastern States, with a view to retrieving
the recent disaster to General BHADDOCK'S troops, and to

provide a force that could meet the French and Indians

upon equal terms. Thus the Regiment, which its historian

modestly calls a typical unit of the British Army, is in its

origin another link between the two great English-speaking
allies of to-day. It has a record, certainly second to none,
from Quebec to Ypres one that splendidly bears out the

words, themselves ringing like steel, of its motto, Celer ct

Aiulax. I should add that all profits from the sale of the
book will go to " The Ladies' Guild of tho King's Royal
Rille Corps." Friends past and present will no doubt see

to it that these profits are considerable.

In The Immortal Gamble (A. AND C. BLACK), by A. T.

STK.WAHT and C. .1. I'KSHU.L, the Acting Commander and
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Chaplain of H.M.S. Cormcallis describe the part taken by
their ship and its gallant complement in tho bombardment
of G illipoli and the subsequent landings down to the final

evacuation. The account is clear, concise, unemotional

and uneuntroviTsial. As a glimpse rather than a survey
of the Dardanelles campaign it strengthens our faith in the

spirit of the race without hopelessly undermining our con-

fidence in its intelligence. Beyond the fact that it records

deeds of brave men the book lias no mission, and its cheerful

detachment might not, in the absence of sterner chronicles,

be salutary. But as long^as thero are enough Commissions
to publish scathing reports on this or that phase of national

ineptitude it is not the publishers' business to provide cath-

artics for the fatted soul of a self-satisfied people. As the

passing of time obliterates the

futilities and burnishes the hero-

isms of the noblest and most forlorn

adventure in the history of the race,

The Immortal Gamble will find a

just place among the simple chron-

icles of courage which the War is

storing up for the inspiration of the

generations to come.

I fancy that of late the cinema
has somewhat departed from its

j

life-long preoccupation with the !

cow-boy, otherwise, I should have
little hesitation in predicting a great
future on the film for Naomi of the

Mountains (CASSELL). For this

very stirring drama of the wilder

West is so packed with what I can't

resist calling
" reelism

"
that it is

almost impossible to think of it

otherwise than in terms of the
screen. It is concerned with the

wooing, by two contrasted suitors,
of Naomi, herself more or less a
child of nature, who dwelt in the

back - of - beyond with her old,

fanatic and extremely unpleasant
father. But, though the action is

of the breathless type that we
have come to expect from such a

setting, there is far more character
and serious observation than you
would be prepared to find. Mr.
CHRISTOPHER CULLEY has drawn
a real woman, and at least two
human and well-observed men. I will not give you in

detail the varied course of Naomi's romance, which ends
in a perfect orgy of battle, with sheriffs and shooting,
redskins and revolvers in short, all the effects that Mr.
HAWTREY not long ago so successfully illustrated on the

stage. To sum up, I should describe "Naomi of the Moun-
tains as molodrama with a difference the difference

residing in its clever character-drawing and some touches
of genuine emotion which lift it above the ordinary. And
this from one to whom the Wild West in fiction has long
been a weariness is something more than tepid praise.

Sir CHARLES WALDSTEIN, author of the thoughtful Aristo-

democracy, is a thinker with an internationalist mind. But

pray don't think he 's not a whole-hogger about tho War.
In What Germany is Fighting For (LONGMANS) he analyses
the Germans' statement of their war-aims and does good
service by presenting an excellent translation, with com-
ment and epilogue, of the famous manifesto of " The Six

Associations," and the "Independent Committee for a Ger-

man Peace." It is an insolent, humourless, immoral docu-

ment. Anything like it published in England would be

laughed out of court by Englishmen. It is difficult to keep
one's temper when one reads all this nauseating stuff about

the little German lamb being threatened by the wolf,

England (or Russia or France, as best suits the current

paragraph), and Germany's fine solicitude for the freedom
of the seas. It is no disrespect to Sir CHARLES WALDSTF.IN
that his acute and dispassionate comment is not so forcible

an argument to hold us unflinchingly to the essence of our
task as any page of the manifesto itself. The German, with
all his craft, has an almost unlimited capacity for giving
himself away. It would seem that, after all, humour is

the best gift of the gods. . . . Our
commentator ends with an epi-

gram to the general effect that
" until they adopt, in common with

us, the ideal of the Gentleman,
in contradistinction to that of the

Superman," we must continue to

strafe them in war or peace. His
book constitutes an important
War document.

OUR HISTORICAL MUSEUM.
FANCY PORTRAIT OF THE LAST BLOWER OP THE LAST

WHISTLE FOR A LONDON CAB, AUGUST 21ST, 1917.

If I had been compelled to nom-
inate an author to write a book
called The Gossip Shop (HODDER
AND STOUGHTON) I should have
selected Mrs. J. E. BUCKKOSE
without a moment's hesitation.

So I ought to he happy. Any-
thing more soothing to tired nerves
than tlie tittle - tattle of these

Wendlebury old ladies it is im-

possible to imagine. And to add
to tlie* lullaby we are given an
ancient cab-horse called Griselda,
who with a flick of her tail seems
to render the atmosphere even
more calm and serene. Then there

is a love-story which, in spite of

misunderstandings, is never really

perturbing, and as a spice a

fortune telling lady who in such

respectable society is as near to

being naughty as doesn't matter.

Small beer ? Perhaps. But if you
want to get away from the War
and rumours of it, I advise you to

take a draught of this tranquillizing potion.

From a Booksellers' Catalogue :

" PLUTARCH : His Life, his Parallel Lives, and his Morals.

So spicy a story is surely cheap at the price.

3/G."

"The cause of the explosion is unknown, but it is assumed
that some combustible matter was among the coal." Daily Dispatch.

It is only fair to soms of the coal merchants to say that

they take great pains to reduce this danger to a minimum.

The Fishes' Feast.
"
Sugar cargoes amounting to over 40,000 tons have been put down

by mines and submarines." Daily Paper.

FULL many a cube of Sparkling Loaf agleam
The dark unfathom'd caves of ocean bear;

Full many a sack of Crystals melts astream
And wastes its sweetness on the fishes there.
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CHARIVARIA.
'I'm: KAISI.U lias ;u::tin visited the

High Seas Fleet in security at \\il-

helmshaven. Knthusiastic applause

greeted the brief speech in which he

urged them " to stick to it."

There is no truth in the rumour that

one of the recently escaped Huns got

away disguised as Mr. HAMSAY M \c-

DONALD. * *

Some commotion was caused in the

Sl.rand last week when a policeman
accused a man of whistling for a taxi-

cab. Later, however, the police-

man accepted the gentleman's

plea that ho was not whistling,

but that was his natural face.

From the latest reports from

Dover wo gather that this year
the Channel has decided to swim
Great Britain.

As a result of the excessive

rain a nigger troupe at Margate
were seen to pale visibly.

* *

Fortunately for the Ameri-
cans there is one man who will

stand by them in their hour of

trouble. According to a Spanish
news message Mr. JACK JOHN-
SON has decided not to return to

America. * *

Owing to the scarcity of

matches we understand that

many smokers now adopt the

plan of waiting for the fire-

engine to turn out and then

proceed to the conflagration to

get a light. s
. ..

;'

*'

A catfish has been caught at _

a few other people to join the GHD9BB

family at their mid-day meal.

KING GONBTANTINK, says a despatch,
has rented an expensive villa over-

looking Lake /urich. Just the thing
for tin ex pensive monarch.

* *

We ar iv|tiestod to say that the

man named Smith, charged at How
Police Court the other day, is in no

way connected witli the other Mr.

Smiths. * *
*

\t a vegetable show at Godalming,
dead butterflies were exhibited

lop
bill

Doctor. "Youa THROAT is IN A VERY BAD STATE. HAVE
YOU EVEB TRIED CAROLING WITH BALT WATER?"

Skipper. "Yus, I'VE BEEN TORPEDOED BIX TIMES."

Hastings. It died worth a lady's gold
bracelet and a small pocket-knife.

~'f *

The Norwegian explorer, EOALD AM-
UNDSEN, is preparing for a trip to the

North Pole in 1918. Additional interest

now attaches to this spot as being the

only territory whose neutrality the Ger-
mans have omitted to violate.

* *

Russian tea .is being sold in London
at 12s. Id. a pound. It is remarkable

by children. It is understood that the

pacifists are protesting against this

encouragement of the martial spirit

among the young.

Considerable annoyance has been
caused in Government circles by the

announcement that " at last the War
Office has been aroused." Officials

there, however, deny the accusation.
* "*

The CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER

flying the Argentine flag must always
be torpedoed by accident.

.,

Mammoth marrows have been re-

ported from several districts, and it is

now rumoured that Sir Uorm.As HAM
is busy developing a giant squash.

* *

An ollieial report states that there

are three hundred and forty-three ice-

cream shops in Wandswoi th. Un-

fortunately this is not the only indica-

tion of an early winter.
* *

A potato closely resembling the Ger-
man CROWN L'UINCK has be:!n dug up

at Reading. This is very good
for a beginning, but our am:

potato-growers must produce a

HINDKNHCRU if we are to win
the War.

*

A woman walked into a sho
at Cuckfield and settled a

sent to her twenty-four years
ago, but it is not stated whether
she was really able to obtain

,
any sugar. + +

The R.8.P.C.A. grows more
and more alert. A man who
hid three and a half pounds of

stolen margarine in his horse's

nose-bag has just been fined five

pounds. ,

"
Dogs,"says the Acton magis-

trate,
" are not allowed to bite

people they dislike." All the
same there have been times
when we have felt that it would
have been an act of supereroga-
tion to explain to the postman
that our dog was really attached
to him. + .

*

A taxi-cab driver has been
fined two pounds for using abusive

language to a policeman. Only his

explanation, that he thought he was
addressing a fare, saved him from a
heavier penalty.

A War Bargain.
" BRIGHTON. A small General for Sale

through old age. No reasonable offer refused."

West Sussex Gazette.

that, with the country in its present has received four hundred pounds from

disorganised condition, the Russian an anonymous donor towards the cost

merchants can still hold their own with- of the War. The donor, it appears,
out the assistance of a Food Controller.

|

omitted to specify which part of the
War he would like to pay for.

A room for quick luncheons, not to

cost more than Is. 3d., has been opened
in Northumberland Avenue for busy

Germany has at last addressed a

reply to the Argentine Republic, point-

"An enormous burden of detail is thus
taken off the shareholders of the Munitions
Minister." Liverpool Daily Post.

This will strengthen the belief that Mr.
CHURCHILL is not a man but a syndicate.

Government officials. It is hoped ing out that strict orders have been

eventually to provide room to enable
i
issued to U-boat commanders that ships

" From that successful German campaign
sprang the United Terrific Peoples the Modern
German Empire." Nigerian I'ioneer.

The author wrote " Teutonic Peoples,"
but the native compositor thought he
knew better and perhaps he did.

vor.. run.
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ONE STAR.
OCCASION-ALLY I receive letters from

friends whom 1 have not seen lately

addressed to Lieutenant M and

apologising prettily inside in case I am

by now a colonel ;
in drawing-rooms

1 am sometimes called "
Captain-er";

and up at the Fort the other day a

sentry of the Royal Defenc3 Corps,

wearing the Cre9y medal, mistook me
for a Major, and presented crossbows to

me. This is all wrong. As Mr. GAKVIN
well points out, it is important that

we should not have a false perspective
of the War. Let me, then, make it per-

fectly plain I am a Second Lieutenant.

When I first became a Second Lieu-

tenant I was rather proud. I was a

Second Lieutenant "on probation." On

my right sleeve I wore a single star.

So: #
(on probation, of course).

On my left sleeve I wore another star.

So: *
(also on probation).

They were good stars, none better in

the service ;
and as we didn't like the

sound of " on probation
"
Celia put a

few stitches in them to make them
more permanent. This proved effective.

Six months later I had a very pleasant
note from the KING telling me that the

days of probation were now over, and

making it clear that he and I were
friends.

I was now a real Second Lieutenant.

On my right sleeve I had a single star.

Thus : .,
"TT

(not on probation).
On my left sleeve I also had a single
star. In this manner :

X-

This star also was now a fixed one.

From that time forward my thoughts
dwelt naturally on promotion. There
were exalted persons in the regiment
called Lieutenants. They had two
stars on each sleeve. So :

# -X-

I decided to become a Lieutenant.
Promotion in our regiment was diffi-

cult. After giving the matter every
consideration I came to the conclusion
that the only way to win my second
star was to save the Colonel's life. I

used to follow him about affectionately
in the hope that he would fall into the
sea. He was a big strong man and a

powerful swimmer, but once in the

water it would not be difficult to cling
round his neck and give an impression
that I was rescuing him. However,
he refused to fall in. I fancy that he
wore somebody's Military Soles which

prevent slipping.
Years rolled on. I used to look at

my stars sometimes, one on each sleeve;

they seemed very lonely. At times

they came close together ;
but at other

times, as, for instance, when I was

semaphoring, they were very far apart.
To prevent these occasional separations
Celia took them off my sleeves and put
them on my shoulders. One on each
shoulder. So : .,

A

And so:

#
There they stayed.
And more years rolled on.

One day Celia came to me in great
excitement.

" Have you seen this in the papsr
about promotion?" she said eagerly.
"No; what is it?" I asked. "Are

they making more generals?
"

" I don't know about generals ;
it 's

Second Lieutenants being Lieutenants."
" You 're joking on a very grave sub-

ject," I said seriously. "You can't

expect to win the War if you go on
like that."

"
Well, you read it," she said, handing

me the paper.
" It 's a committee of

Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL'S."
I took the paper with a trembling

hand, and read. She was right ! If

the paper was to be believed, all Second
Lieutenants were to become Lieutenants
after eighteen years' service. At last

my chance had come.
" My dear, this is wonderful," I said.

" In another fifteen years we shall be

nearly there. You might buy tsvo

more stars this afternoon and practise

sewing them on, in order to be ready.
You mustn't be taken by surprise when
the actual moment comes."

" But you 're a Lieutenant now" she

said,
"

if that 's true. It says that
' after eighteen months

I snatched up the paper again. Good
Heavens! it was eighteen months not

years.
"Then I am a Lieutenant," I said.

We had a bottle of champagne for

dinner that night, and Celia got the

paper and read it aloud to my tunic.

And just for practice she took the two
stars off my other tunic and sewed
them on this one thus :

* # -x- *
And we had a very happy evening.
" I suppose it will be a few days

before it 's officially announced," I said.
"
Bother, I suppose it will," said

Celia, and very reluctantly she took
one star off each shoulder, leaving the
matter so :

* *
And the months rolled on.

And I am still a Second Lieutenant . . .

I do not complain ; indeed I am even
rather proud of it. If I am not gain-

ing on my original one star, at least I

am keeping pace with it. I might so

easily have been a corporal by now.
But I should like to have seen a little

more notice taken of me in the Gazette.
I scan it every day, hoping for some
such announcement as this :

" Second LieutenantM- to remain
a Second Lieutenant."
Or this :

" Second Lieutenant M- to be

seconded and to retain liis present rank

of Second Lieutenant."
Or even this :

"Second Lieutenant M-- relin-

quishes the rank of Acting' Second
Lieutenant on ceasing to command a
Battalion, and reverts to the rank of
Second Lieutenant."

Failing this, I have thought some-
times of making an announcement in

the Personal Column of The Times :

" Second Lieutenant M-- regrets
that his duties as a Second Lieutenant

prevent him from replying personally
to the many kind inquiries he has

received, and begs to take this oppor-
tunity of announcing that he still

retains a star on each shoulder. Both
j

doing well."

But '

perhaps that is unnecessary
now. 1 think that by this time I have

macjf it clear just how many stars I

possess.
One on the right shoulder. So :

#
And one on the left shoulder. So :

That is all. A. A. M.

THE FOUNTAIN.
UPON the terrace where I play
A little fountain sings all day

A tiny tune :

It leaps and prances in the air

I saw a little fairy there

This afternoon.

The jumping fountain never stops
He sat upon the highest drops

And bobbed about.

His legs were waving in the sun,
He seemed to think it splendid fun,

I heard him shout.

The spaTrows watched him from a

tree,

A robin bustled up to see

Along the path :

I thought my wishing-bone would

break,
I wished so much that I could take

A fairy bath. R. F.

"LIBRARY NOTES.
Mr. Buttling Sees It Thru, H. G. Wells."

Citronelle Call (Alabama, U.S.A.).

Rumours that Mr. WELLS is a convert

to the " nu speling
"
may now be safely

contradicted.
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THE MUD LARKS.
a foot-slogging Lieutenant, foot-slogged
into our midst one day, borrowed a

I AM living at present in one of those
j

watched battalion after battalion inarch hole from a local rabbit, and took

villages in which the retreating Hun
j

into it and bo halted and dismissed. Half
l up his residence therein. Now this

puzzle a guinea-pig to render itself in-

conspicuous in our village, yet 1 have

has left no stone unturned. With I an hour later there is not a soul to bo

characteristic thoroughness he fired it seen. They have all gone to ground.

My groom and countryman went in

search of wherewithal to build a shelter
first, then blew it up, and lias been

shelling it ever since. What with one

thing and another, it is in an advanced

mud-pushing Todd had a cousin in

the same division, one of those highly
trained specialists who trickles about the

country shedding coils of barbed wire
for the horses. He saw a respectable

:

and calling them "dumps" a sapper,
in short. One afternoon the sapping
Todd, finding some old sheets of corru-

gated iron that he had neglected to

dump, sent them over to his gravel-

state of dilapidation ; in fact, if it were '

plank sticking out of a heap of debris,

not that one has the map's word for it,
]

laid hold on it and pulled. Then to

and a notice perched on a heap of brick-
; quote him verbatim " there came a

dust saying that the Town Major may be great roarin' from in undernath of it,

found within, the casual wayfarer might
j

Sor, an' a black divil of an infantryman grinding cousin with his love and the

imagine himself in the Sahara, Kalahari, shoved his head up through the bricks [request of a loan of a dozen of soda.

an' drew down sivin curses on me for The earth-pounding Todd came out ofor the south end of Kingsway.
Some of these French towns are very

difficult to recognise as such ; only the

trained detective can do it. A certain

Irish Eegimcnt was presented with the

job of capturing one. The i

scheme was roughly this.

They were to climb the

parapet at 5.25 A.M. and
rush a quarry some one
hundred yards distant.

After half - an - hour's

breather they were to go
on to some machine-gun
emplacements, dispose of

these, wait a further

twenty minutes, and then

take the town. Distance

barely one thousand yards
in all. Promptly at zero

the whole field spilled
over the bags, as the field

spills over the big double

at Punchestown, paused
at the quarry only long

enough to change feet on
the top, and charged yell-

ingatthe machineguns. Thenbeingstill
full of fun a,nd-joie de vivre, and having
no officers loft to hamper their fine flow-

ing style, they ducked through their own
barrage and raced all out for the final

objective. Twenty minutes later, two
miles further on, one perspiring private
turned to his panting chum, " For the

love of God, Mike, aren't we getting in

the near of this damn town yet ?
"

I have a vast respect for HINDENBURG

(a man who can drink the mixtures he
does, and still sit up and smile sunnily
into the jaws of a camera ten times a

day, is worthy of anybody's veneration),
but if he thought that by blowing these

poor little French villages into small

smithereens he would deprive theB.E.F.
of headcover and cause it to catch cold

and trot home to mother, he will have to

sit up late and do some more thinking.
For Atkins of to-day is a knowing bird

;

he can make a little go the whole dis-

tance and conjure plenty out of nothing-
ness. As for cover, two bricks and his

shrapnel

pavilion.

hat make a very passable

pullin' the roof off his house. Then his hole, gazed on the corrugated iron

he 's afther throwin' a bomb at me, Sor,
' and saw visions, dreamed dreams. He

so I came away. Ye wouldn't be know- ' handed the hole back to the labbit and
in' where to put your fut down in this I set to work to evolve a bungalow. 13y

1 evening it was complete.
'

He crawled within and

j

went to sleep, slept like
'

a drugged dormouse. At
10 P.M. a squadron of

the Shetland Ponies (for
the purpose of deceiving
the enemy all names in

this article are entirely

fictitious) made our vil-

lage. It was drizzling at

the time, and the Field

Officer in charge was get-

ting most of it in the neck.

He howled for his batman,
and told the varlet that

if there wasn't a drizzle-

proof bivouac ready to

enfold him by the time he
had put the ponies to bye-

byes there would be no
i leave for ten years. The

batman scratched his head, then slid

softly away into the night. By the

time the ponies were tilting the last

drops out of their nosebags the faithful

servant had scratched together a few
sheets of corrugated, and piled them
into a rough shelter. The Major wrig-
gled beneath it and was presently put-

ting up a barrage of snores terrible to

hear. At midnight a battalion of the

Loamshire Light Infantry trudged into

the village. It was raining in solid

chunks, and the Colonel Commanding
looked like Victoria Falls and felt like

a submarine. He gave expression to

his sentiments in a series of splutter-

ing bellows. His batman trembled and
faded into the darkness d pas de loup.

By the time the old gentleman had
halted his command and cursed them

"good night
"

his resourceful retainer

without his knowledge ;
and what is I had found a sheet or two of corrugated

iron somewhere and assembled them

First unhappy Passenger. "OH, I SAY, CAX'T WE GO BACK NOW?"
Boatman. "Nor YET, Sin. THE GENTLEMAN IN THE BOWS INSISTS ON

'AVING 'IS BrxPENNOETH."

place, Sor, for the dhread of treadin' in

the belly of an officer an' him aslape."
Some people have the bungalow mania

and build them bijoux maisonettes out
of biscuit tins, sacking and what-not,
but the majority go to ground. I am
one of the majority ;

I go to ground
like a badger, for experience has taught
me that a dug-out cramped, damp,
dark though it maybe cannot be stolen

from you while you sleep ;
that is to

say, thieves cannot come along in the

middle of the night, dig it up bodily by
the roots and cart it away in a G.S.

waggon without you, the occupant,

being aware that some irregularity is

occurring to the home. On the other

hand, in this country, where the warrior,

when he falls on sleep suffers a sort

of temporary death, bungalows can be

easily purloined from round about him

more, frequently are.

For instance, a cortain bungalow
in our village was stolen as fre-

quently as three times in one night.
Goodness knows it would'! This was the way of it. One Todd,

into some sort of bivouac for the recep-
tion of his lord. His lord fell inside,

kicked off his boots and slept instantly,

slept like a wintering bear.
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Sergeant (in rliurijr. of tiie raw material). "Now, NUMBEn Two, WE'LL HAVE THAT MOVEMENT ONCE AGAIU.
TIMI: -NKCK LIKI: A SWAN, FKET I.IKE A FAIIIY."

DON'T POKGET THIS

At '2 \. M. three Canadian privates blun-

dered against our village and tripped
over it. They had lost their way, wore
mud from hoofs to horns, dead beat,
soaked to the skin, chilled to the hone,
fed up to the back teeth. They were
not going any further, neither were

they going to be deluged to death if

there was any cover to be had any-
where. They nosed about, and soon dis-

<1 a few sheets of corrugated iron,

bore them privily hence and weathered !

the night out under some logs further ;

down the valley. My batman trod I

rue underfoot at seven no\b morning.
'

"Goiu'to be blinkin' murder done in 1

this camp presently, Sir," he announced

cheerfully.
" Three officers went to

'

sleep in hi \-\ies larst night, but some-
souvenired 'eui since an' they 're

all lyin' bout in the hopcn now, Sir.

Their blokes daresent wake 'em an'

the noos. All very 'asty-tem-

pered gents so I 'm told. The Colonel
is pertiekler mu -tard. There '11 be some
liv^li l;uv; on the Roll of Honour when
'e comes to."

I turned out and took a look at the
scene of impending tragedy. The three

unconscious officers on threa camp-
beds were lying out hi the middle of

a sea of mud like three lone islets.

Their shuddering subordinates were

taking cover at long range, whispering
among themselves and crouching in

attitudes of dreadful expectancy like

men awaiting the explosion of a mine
or the cracking of Doom. As explosions
of those dimensions are liable to be

impartial in their attentions I took
horse and rode afield. But according
to my batman, who braved it out, the

Lieutenant woke up first, exploded
noisily and detonated the Field Officer

who in turn detonated the Colonel. In
the words of my batman "

They went
orf one, two, three, Sir, for orl the
world like a machine gun, a neighteen-
pounder and an How-Pop-pop ! VVhizz-

biuig! Boom! very'eavy cas-u-alities,
Sir." PATLANDER.

" A man who was looking at some sheep
under i \v the flash pass close to him
with simultaneous thuuder, the sheep being
unharmed. Still one or two complained of

their legs feeling numb."
Parochial Mat/mine.

Who said Baalamb ?

" There is no saying how Kinglake's history
might have otherwise read had not a round
shot put a premature cud to Korniloff's career
at the Malakof! whence M'Mahon was to send
his famous message,

'

J'y, j'resle.'
"

Manchester Evening Chronicle.

There is no saying how anybody's his-

tory will read if time-honoured sayings
may be treated like this.

"We are inclined to attribute the form as
well as the substance of the Note to the aloof-
ness from the practical affairs of the outside
world which seems to exist in the Vatican."

The POPE may or may not be behind
the times, but as our contemporary
signed the Papal Peace Note,

" fiKKB-
DICTUS XVI." it is plain that The
Times is ahead of the POPE.

Extract from a letter recently re-

ceived by a manufacturing firm :

" \Vo arc pleased to be able to inform you
that wo have seen the Munitions Area delusion
officer at

,
and he has informed us that

ho would not hesitate to grant Protection
Certificates for these men."

Wo sympathise too much with Labour
to care to see it labouring under a
delusion officer.
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HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.

(Hen-
Herr M. Good morning, my clear Marshal. 1 am glad

wo have been able to arrange a meeting, for there are

certain points I wish to settle with you.
I'd;; H. I am, as always, at your Excellency's service;

only I beg that the interview may not be prolonged beyond
what is strictly needful. Time presses, and much remains
to he done everywhere.

// IT M. But 1 have the commands of the ALL-HIGHEST
to speak with you on some weighty matters. Ho himself.

as you know, has several speeches to make to-day.
Von II. Oh, those speeches! How well 1 know them.

I could almost make them myself if I wanted to make
speeches, which, God bo thanked, I do not need to do.

II,
: rr M. No, indeed. Your reputation rests on founda-

tions firmer than speeches.
\\>>i H. You. yourself, Excellency, have lately discovered

how fallacious a thing is a speech, even where the speaker
honestly tries to do his best to please everybody.
Hcrr M. You are very kind, my dear Marshal, to speak

thus of my humble effort. The result of it has certainly
disappointed me.

Von. II. What was it that LEDEHOUR said of it? Did
he not describe it as " a political hocus-pocus

"
? Such

men ought to be at once taken out and shot. But wo
Prussians have always been too gentle in our methods.
Heir M. We have. It is perhaps our only fault

;
but

this time we must see that we correct it. In any case, to

be so misunderstood is most painful, especially when one
has employed all one's tact.

Von. H. Ah, tact. That is what you are celebrated for,

is it not ?

Herr M. His IMPERIAL MAJESTY has more than onco
been graciously pleased to compliment me upon it. And
he, if anyone, is a judge of tact, is he not ?

Von II. I have not myself any knowledge of it, so I

cannot say for certain. Does it perhaps mean what you do
when you entirely forget in one speech what you have said
or omitted to say in a previous speech ?

Hcrr M. (aside). The old fellow is not, after all, so thick-
skulled as I thought him. (Aland) I will not ask you to
discuss this subject any more, but will proceed to lay before

you the commands of His MAJESTY.
Von H. I shall be glad to hear them.
Herr M. Well, then, to cut the matter as short as

possible, His MAJESTY insists that there shall be a victory
on the Western Front.

Von H. A victory ?

Herr M. Yes, a victory. A real one, mind, not a made-up
affair like the capture of Langemarck, which, though it

was certainly captured, was not captured by us, but by the
accursed English. May Heaven destroy them !

Von II. But it was by His MAJESTY'S orders that we
announced the capture of Langemarck.
Herr M. I know

;
but he is graciously pleased to forget

that, and to desire a genuine victory now.
Von H. Tell him I cannot promise. We have done our

best at Verdun, at Lens and at Ypres, but we have had to

retreat everywhere. Our turn may come another time,
but, as I say, I cannot promise.
Hcrr M. Please go on doing your best. It is so annoying

and temper-spoiling for His MAJESTY to make so many
speeches of a fiery kind, and never to have a victory at
least not a real one for which Berlin can hang out flags.
Besides, if we don't get a victory how shall we ever get a

good German peace'? And peace we must have, and that

very soon.

Von II. Don't talk to me of peace. War is my business,'
not peace ; and if I am to carry on war there must bo no
interference. If the ALL-HIGHEST does not like that, lot

him take the chief command himself.
Herr M. God forbid !

LINES TO A HUN AIEMAN,
WHO AROUSED THE DETACHMEXT ON A CHILLY MORNING,

AT 2.30 A.M.

On, come again, hut at another time
;

Choose some more fitting moment to appear,
For even in fair Gallia's sunny clime
The dawns are chilly at this time of year.

I did not go to bed till one last night,
I was on guard, and, pacing up and down,

Gazed often on the sky where every light
Flamed like a gem in Night's imperial crown

;

And when the clamant rattle's hideous sound
Roused me from sleep, in a far distant land

My spirit moved and trod familiar ground,
Where a Young Hopeful sat at my right hand.

There was a spotless cloth upon the hoard,
Thin bread-and-butter was upon me pressed,

And China tea in a frail cup was poured
Then I rushed forth inadequately dressed.

Lo ! the poor Sergeant in a shrunken shirt,
His manly limbs exposed to morning's dew,

His massive feet all paddling in the dirt

Such sights should move the heart of even you.

The worthy Corporal, sage in looks and speeches,
Holds up his trousers with a trembling hand

;

Lucky for him he slumbered in his breeches
The most clothed man of all our shivering band.

The wretched gunners cluster on the gun,
Clasping the clammy breech and slippery shells ;

If 'tis a joke they do not see the fun
And damn you to the worst of DANTE'S hells.

And Sub-Lieutenant Blank, that martial man,
Shows his pyjamas to a startled world,

And shivers in the foremost of our van
The while our H.E. shells are upwards hurled.

You vanish, not ten centimes worth the worse
For all our noise, so far as we can tell

;

The blest " Stand easy
"
comes ; with many a curse

We hurry to the tents named after Bell.*

In two brief hours we must arise and shine!

willow-waly ! Would I were at home
Where leisurely I breakfasted at nine
And warm and fed wont officeward to roam !

So come again, but at another time,

Say after breakfast or some hour like that,
Or I will strafe you with a viler rhyme

1 will, by Jove ! or eat my shell-proof hat.

* On second thoughts I don't believe they are named after anyone,
but "Bell" rhymes comfortably with "tell," so it may stand.

" The Rev. T. P. officiated in the church yesterday for the first

time sines his return from a four months' spell of work in connection
with the Y.1I.C.A. Huns in France." Provincial Paper.

We congratulate him upon his discovery of this hitherto
unknown tribe.
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GLIMPSES OF THE FUTURE.
Maid. "MR. JONES, Sin HIM WOT KILLED SEVENTEEN GEIIMANS IN ONE TRENCH WITH HIB OWN 'ANDS 'AS CALLED FOR THE GAS

ACCOUNT, SIR."

THE LITTLE MATCH-GIRL.

(With apologies to the shade of HANS
ANDEKSEN.)

IT was late on a bitterly cold showery
evening of Autumn. A poor little girl
was wandering in the cold wet streets.

She wore a hat on her head and on
her feet she wore boots. ANDERSEN
sent her out without a hat and in

boots five sizes too large for her. But
as a member of the Children's Welfare

League I do not consider that right.
She carried a quantity of matches (ten
boxes to be exact) in her old apron.
Nobody had bought any of her matches
during the whole long day. And since
the Summer-time Act was still in force
it was even longer than it would have
been in ANDERSEN'S time.
The streets through which she passed

were deserted. No sounds, not even
the reassuring shrieks of taxi- whistles,
were to be heard, for it costs you forty :

shillings now (or is it five pounds ?
)
to

engage a taxi by whistle, and people
'

simply can't afford it. Clearly she
would do no business in the byways,
so she struck into a main thoroughfare.
At once she was besieged by buyers.

They guessed she .was the little match-

girl because she struck a match from
time to time just to show that they
worked. Also she liked to see the
blaze. She would not have selected

this branch of war-work had she not
been naturally fond of matches.

They crowded round her, asking
eagerly,

" How much a box ?
" Now

her mother had told her to sell them at

a shilling a box. But the little girl
had hoard much talk of war-profits,
and since nobody had given her any
she thought she might as well earn
some. So she asked five shillings a

box. And since these were the last

matches seen in England it was not

long before she had sold all the ten

boxes (including the one containing the
burnt ends of the matches she had
struck to attract custom).
The little girl then went to the nearest

post-office and purchased two pounds'
worth of War Loan. The ten shillings
which remained she took home to her

mother, and since the good woman did

not understand the principles of profit-

eering she was well pleased.
But alas for the little girl ! one of

her customers, doubting the honesty of

her intentions, had informed the police-
man. She was subsequently taken into

custody, and the magistrate is now
faced with the problem as to whether
she is a good little girl in that she put
money into War Loan, or a bad little girl
in that she followed the example of the

profiteers. _^_______
Our Helpful Press.

From a recipe for jam :

" Add the fruit and boil 40 minutes. Glucose
and sugar in equal parts c:in be used if sugar
is unobtainable." Daily Sketch.

"To lease or rent a fine family residence,

healthy locality, one mile from Mandevillc

fully furnished with good accommodation for

a large family standing on ten acres of good
grazing land with many fruit trees has two
large tanks, recently occupied by judge Recce."

Daily Gleaner (Jamaica).

Anything for coolness.

Extract from a ineech by Mr. BROMLEY
on the eight-hours' day :

"They had endeavoured after long weary
waiting to bring to fruition in due time what
had been the first plauk in their programme
for thirteen years." Morning Paper.

But the plank, as might be expected, has,
as fruit-growers say,

" run to wood."
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l (asked to review V.A.D. Corps, anil not wishing to spring an order on them). "Now, I 'M GOING TO ASK YOU LADIES TO FORM FOURS."

THE PASSING OF THE COD'S HEAD.
(A Romance of Chisicick Mall.)

IT was because the dustman did not come ;

It was because our cat was overfed,

And, gorged with some superior pabulum,
Declined to touch the cod's disgusting head ;

It was because the weather was too warm
To hide the horror in the refuse-bin,

And too intense the perfume of its form,

My wife commanded me to do the sin,

To take and cast it in the twinkling Thames -

A practice which the neighbourhood condemns.

So on the midnight, with a strong cigar
And scented handkerchief, I tiptoed near,

But felt the exotic fragrance from afar
;

I thought of ARTHUR and Sir BEDIVERK :

And it seemed best to leave it on the plate,
So strode I back and told my curious spouse

" 1 heard the high tide lap along the Eyot,
And the wild water at the barge's bows."

She said,
" O treacherous ! O heart of clay !

Go back and throw the smelly thing away."

Thereat I seized it, and with guilty shoon
Stole out indignant to the water's marge;

Its eyes like emeralds caught the affronted moon ;

The stars conspired to make the thing look- large ;

Surely all Chiswick would perceive my shame !

I clutched the indecency and whirled it round
And Hung it from me like a torch in flame,
And a great wailing swept across the sound,

As though the deep were calling hack its kith.

I said, "It will go down to Hammersmith.

" It will go down beyond the Chelsea flats,

And hang with barges under Battersea,
Will press past Wapping with decaying cats,

And the dead dog shall bear it company ;

Small bathing boys shall feel its clammy prod,
And think some jellyfish has fled the surge;

And so 'twill win to where the tribe of cod
In its own ooze intones a fitting dirge,

And after that some false and impious fish

Will likely have it for a breakfast dish."

The morning dawned. The title- had stripped the
shore

;

And that foul shape I fancied so remote

Lay stark below, just opposite next-door !

Who would have said a cod's head could not
float ?

No more my neighbour in his garden sits ;

My callers now regard the view with groans ;

For tides may roll and rot the fleshly bits,

But what shall mortify those ageless bones ?

How shall I bear to hear my grandsons say,
" Look at the fish that grand-dad threw away

"
?======= A. P. H.

From a South African produce-merchant's letter :

" As so many of our clients were disappointed last year . . . we are

taking time by the fetlock and offering you this excellent quality
seed now."

To be sure of stopping Father Time you must collar low.
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LIBERATORS.
VENIZELOS to KERENSKY. "DO NOT DESPAIR. I TOO WENT THROUGH SUFFERING

BEFORE ACHIEVING UNITY."
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WAR-TIME WALKS.

(\\'itli apologies to a contemporary for cutting the ground

from under its feet, and to our readers for omitting certain

names in deference to the Censor.)

OWING to the War one must save money and spend
as little as possible on hires when rambling for pleasure.
The following itinerary will be found quite an inexpensive
one, though offering plenty of interest. Take the train

to . Leave the station by the exit on the south side,

and turn to the right under the railway bridge, taking
the path by the stream till you come to a bridge which
crosses it.

Do not cross the stream, however, but turn sharply to

the right (opposite a rather pretentious-looking house) for

two hundred yards or so, when you will como to a park.
A little before entering the park you will see, lying not far

from the road on the left, a remarkable old monastery
church, much restored. This contains some fine old

painted glass, some tombs and monumental inscriptions
which are worth a visit if time will allow.

There is a right of way through the park up to the house,
which belongs to the Earl of C , but is not of great
architectural interest. Bear to the right in front of the

house, along a path which skirts the wall of the private

grounds. At the end of the wall a gateway leads into

the high road, and a walk of under two miles will bring
you to the, at one time, pretty village of K , which
has, however, grown rapidly into a thriving town. Be-
fore reaching the parish church there is^i hostelry on the

right-hand side of the road where an excellent tea may
be obtained (so far as the food regulations will allow).
On leaving the inn, turn through a gateway at the side

of it, which gives on to a straight and rather uninteresting
road, which has been considerably built upon and is more
or less private, though a right of way has been preserved
through it. A glimpse of a large mansion, chiefly of the
17th century, and now in the possession of the \V s,

maybe obtained through the trees on the r'ght of the road.

When you come to the main road (at the far end of this

semi-private road) turn to the right, and just where the

gibbet used to stand, so it is said, in the good old days,
there is a sharp left-angled turn which leads to the village
of E . Keep straight on, however, for a mile or two
(notice the fine old timbered houses on the right of the

footpath opposite the old boundary-post), and then turn to

the right by the church, rebuilt in the 17th century on the
site of an older and finer one, whose spire was at one time
a noted landmark.
A walk through the churchyard to the church porch

brings you to the brow of a hill. Descend this to the
cross-roads at the bottom, but, instead of turning to either

hand, keep to the narrow road in front till you come to a

gateway on the left. This leads to a house which formerly
belonged to the Knights Templars, but which passed into
the hands of the L s and is still in their possession.
There is an interesting chapel in the grounds, containing
the tombs of some of the former owners, whose deeds were
more warlike, though probably less numerous, than those
of the present occupants.
From here an easy walk up the Strand will bring

you to the starting point, Charing Cross Embankment
Station, where you can take the train again ; but if you
are fit and between the ages of forty-one and fifty, you
can continue the walk till you reach the nearest liecruit-

ing Office. ==^^^==^===
"
Happy Home offered slight Mental Youth or otherwise." Times.

A chance for one of our slim conscientious objectors.

LINES ON RE-READING "BLEAK HOUSE."
THERE was a time when, posing as a purist,

I thought it fine to criticise and crab

CHARLES DICKENS as a crude caricaturist,
Who laid his colours on too thick and slab,

Who was a sort of sentimental tourist

And made life lurid when it should be drab ;

In short I branded as a brilliant dauber
The man who gave us Pecksniff and Micawber.

True, there are blots like spots upon the sun
And genius, lavish of imagination,

In sheer profusion always has outrun
The bounds of strict artistic concentration ;

But when detraction's worst is said and done,
How much remains for fervent admiration,

How much that never palls or wounds or sickens

(Unlike some moderns) in great generous DICKENS !

And iu Bleak House, the culminating story
That marks the zenith of his swift career,

All the great qualities that won him glory,
As writer and reformer too, appear :

Righteous resentment of abuses hoary,
Of pomp and cant, self-centred, insincere;

And burning sympathy that glows unchecked
For those who sit in darkness and neglect.

Who, if his heart be not of steel or stone,
Can read unmoved of Charley or of Jo ;

Of dear Miss Flite, who, though her wits be flown,
Has kept a soul as pure as driven snow

;

Of the fierce " man from Shropshire
"
overthrown

By Law's delays; of Caddy's inky woe;
Or of the alternating fits and fluster

That harass the unhappy slavey, Glister ?

And there are scores of characters so vivid

They make us friends or enemies for life :

Hortense, half-tamed she-wolf, with envy livid ;

The patient Snagsby and his shrewish wife
;

The amorous trii/>]>/j, who poor Esther chivvied ;

Tempestuous Boythorn, revelling in strife;

Skimpole, the honey- tongued artistic cadger ;

And that tremendous woman, Mrs. Badger.

No wonder then that, when we- seek awhile
Eelief and respite from War's strident chorus,

Few books more swiftly charm us to a smile,
Few books more truly hearten and restore us

Than his, whose art was potent to beguile
Thousands of weary souls who came before us

No wonder, when the Huns, who ban our fiction,

Were fain to free him from their malediction.

"WHAT PEOPLE SAY.
One of the collectors for the Hospital Sunday fund seems to

aave got more than either he or the committee desired.

On approaching a house he was received by a dog which persisted
in leaving its compliments on one of his legs.

Happily the injury, though treated by a chemist, was not serious."

Provincial Paper.

People ought not to say these things about chemists.

"ESCAPED GERMAN FLYING MEN.
One of the men is Lieut. Josef Plink. He has a gunshot wound in

the palm of the loft hand. The second is Orbum Alexander von
Schutz, with side-whispers. Both speak very little English."

SoutJiern Echo.

But VON SCHUTZ'S sotto-voce rendering of the " Hymn of

Hate
"

is immense.
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AT THE PLAY.
"Tmo IN\IM;;I,K FOB."

Mit. II. I!. |K\IN<> lias elected to play
villain in a now mystery play by Mr.

\Y.u,Ti:i: HACK KIT. lv;sential elements

of the business as follows: Obstinate

old millstone of a shipbuilder, lirnialii/,

who simply will not give up shipbuild-

Ing for aeroplane making (andnowonder
in these days !

) ; nephew Str/ilii'i:, with

an unwholesome hankering after power
and a complete inability to seo the

obvious ; nephew II mill, lieutenant lately

gazetted, \vitli much more wholesome
and intelligent hankering after lli'ii-u

J!r<i/it</:y ; Clerk, mouldy, faithful, one

who discovers deficit in the Wesi African

ledger to the extent of ten thousand

pounds.
The false entries arc in the hand of

lliii/li, but S/i'plirn's sinister eye and

shocking suit of solemn black promptly
give him away to the audience, while

with a gorgeous fatuity ho gives himself

away to his uncle by writing out his

brother's resignation of the King's Com- :

mission (in itself an odd thing to do) in
j

the very hand ho had so adroitly prac-
j

tised in order to manipulate the ledger, j

Whereupon, at Bransliy's dictation, !

Stephen writes a full confession, leaving
the house in an acutely disgruntled
frame of mind. The old man puts the

confession quite naturally (the firm is

like that) between the leaves of hia David

Copperficld, and dies of heart failure.

So Stephen is again up on Hugh at

the turn. Indeed -in the six months
that have elapsed between Acts I. and II.

many things have happened, and neg-
lected to happen. Stephen has become

by common report a great man, pillar
of the house of Bransby, which now
makes aeroplanes like anything. He
has been too busy getting power even
to look into his uncle's papers (though
executor), or to have the West African

ledger taken back to the office, or,

queerest of all, to discover and destroy
that damning confession. However,
having got bis power, ho now proceeds
to consolidate it by trying to find the

missing document.
On the same day Helen arrives un-

expectedly, urged thereto by a vague
impression inspired by her dead father

that Hugh's innocence will be esta-

blished by something found in the
fateful room ; also Hugh, who bad
enlisted and now comes back from
France a sergeant, with the same idea
in his head and from the same source.
As wo had all seen the paper's hiding-,

place I found it a little difficult to be

impressed by the elaborate efforts, un-

conscionably long drawn out, of the

departed spirit to disclose the matter
to Helen and Hmjh ; while the masterly

TrrvL "v ..\ \ \

Setvant (on liearitig air-raid warning). "I SHALL BTAXD HEKK is THE MIDDLE .OF THE
'ALL, MUM, so THAT IF A BOMB COMES is AT THE FRONT - DOOR WE CAS GO 'OUT AT
THE BACK."

inactivity of Stephen, who was trying
to find his document by pure reason

(mere looking for it would not occur to

his Napoleonic brain), confirmed the

opinion I had earlier formed of that

solemn ass. However, his invisible

foe does contrive to get his message
through to the lovers and smash up
Stephen and his bubble of power.

I can't help being surprised that

Mr. H. B. IHVINO should have been
satisfied with so impossible a character

as Stephen Prycle, though I need not
add that he made most effective play
with the terror of an evil conscience
haunted by the vengeful dead, throwing
away his consonants rather recklessly
in the process and receiving the

plaudits of an enthusiastic audience.

I grant Mr. HACKETT freely his

effects of eeriness and his sound judg-
ment in manipulating his ghost without

materialising him ; and congratulate
him particularly on the part of the

vague American lady, most capably
performed by Miss MARION LORNE.

Miss FAY COMPTON made a pretty
lover and plausible clairvoyante. Mr.
SYDNEY VALKSTISE'S portrait was (yes!)

masterly ; and Mr. TOM REYNOLDS is

excellent as the confidential clerk. Mr.
HOLMAN CLARK struck me (without

surprise) as slightly bored with his part
of a Doctor who lost his patient in the
first Act and remained as a convenient

peg for the plot. His adroit method
ensures smooth playing and pulls a cast

together. T.
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PLAYING THE GAME.
AFTER we had finally arranged the

cricket match Convalescents -versus

the Village for the benefit of the

Serbian Eelief Fund, we remembered

that early in the year the cricket-field

had been selected for the site of the

village potato-patch, and my favourite

end of the pitch the one without the

cross-furrow was now in full blossom.

As the cricket-field is the only level

piece of ground in the district, the

cricket committee began to lose its

grip upon the situation, and were only
saved from ignominious failure by the

'

enterprise of the British Army, in this

case represented by Sergeant -Major

Kippy, D.C.M., who was recovering
in the best of spirits from his third

blighty one.
|

" 'Ow about the Colonel's back
j

gardin?" he suggested. "There's -

a lovely bit o' turf there."

We remembered the perfect and

spacious lawn, scarcely less level

than a billiard -table, and, even

with the Colonel busy on the East

Coast, the committee were unani-

mously adverse to the suggestion.
But Kippy, born within hail of a

Kentish cricket-field, was not to

be denied, and, after all, one cannot

haggle about a mere garden with

someone who was with the first

battalions over the Messines Eidge.
Thus the affair was taken out of

our hands, and when the day
arrived we pitched the stumps
where Kippy, giving due con-

sideration to the Colonel's foliage,

thought the light was most advan-

tageous.

" We got to 'ave fresh rules," Kippy
continued. "

Anyone breaking a winder
'as to retire, mend the winder, and 'is

side loses ten runs." Only a super
mind could in the time have framed a

punishment so convincingly deterrent.

The scoop shot from the pergola end

At 6.50, with ten minutes to play,
the Convalescents, who had shown great
form, required only twelve runs to win
the match. Kippy and Gunner Toady
shared the batting. A pretty glance to

leg for two by the Gunner was all that

could bo taken out of the penultimate
was ruled out in a sentence, and we over, and Kippy at the pergola end

were treated to a masterly and Jesso- ; faced Mark Styles, the postman, to take

plan demonstration of how to got an off the first ball of the last over. Two
ball past square-leg.
But no completely efficient form of

organisation can be encompassed in an

hour, nor can man legislate for the

unknown factor.

In this case Kippy was not aware

that, on the far side of the shrubbery,

against an ancient sun-bathed wall,

stood the greenhouse which sheltered

Colonel's prize grapes. And so

Batik Cashier (gazing at golden orb of day). "IT'S A
REAL HOLIDAY TO WATCH TUESE SUNSETS AFTER ALL
THE TAPER MONEY."

The Village won the toss, and old
j

Jim Butcher, playing this time from

Tom Pratt took guard and proceeded
to dig himself in by making what he

termed his " block-hole." I visualised

the choleric blue eye of the Colonel

and shuddered.

For a time matters proceeded un-

eventfully. Then, at the fall of the

fourth wicket, the game suddenly de-

veloped, Jim Butcher, batting at the

pergola end, giving us an exhibition of

his famous scoop shot, which landed

full pitch through the drawing-room
window. It was a cr.tastrophe of such

dimensions that even the boldest spirit popler an' can'

quailed before it, and the Colonel's
[

I 've sent off tl

butler, batting at the other end, im-

mediately dissociated himself from the

proceedings and bolted from the field.

Kippy, as befitted a warrior of parts, will be 'ere as soon as they know wot 's

the rockery end, brought off the double

event and caused another new clause

to be added to the local rules. With

thirty-seven to his credit and still unde-

feated he was making history in the

village, though it must be admitted

that no one was ever less anxious to

retain the post of honour, and when
the gardener laid out the damaged fruit

nothing short of Kippy's appeal would
have persuaded him to continue his

innings.
: Wot, retire jest when you 're gcttin'

t do no more 'arm an'

the 'ole brigade of scouts

ter spread the noos,
'

Jessop thirty, not

out, an' 'arf the Colonel's winders na-

pooed.' Wy, the ole blinkin' county

singles were run, and then Kippy
placed one nicely into the herbaceous
border for four. The next one nearly got
him, and then, with the seven o'clock

delivery, as it were, the postman tossed

up a half-volley on the leg side. For-

gotten were the rules, the windows and
all else. Kippy jumped out and, with

every muscle he could bring into action,

hit it straight through the plate-glass

panel of the billiard-room door.

For five petrified seconds we gazed
at the wreckage, and then the door

opened and the Colonel walked

briskly into the garden. Anything
else a bomb or an earthquake-
might merely have created curi-

osity, but this was different.

Quite unostentatiously I vacated

my position at fine leg and merged
myself with the slips, who, together
with point and cover, were bearing
a course towards the labyrinthine

ways of the kitchen-garden. After

vainly searching for an imaginary
ball and finding that we were not

actually attacked from the rear,

we ventured at length to return.

Kippy and the Colonel were con-

versing on the centre of the well-

worn pitch. The Colonel was
I speaking.
I "... Lose ten runs and the

match ! I never heard such infernal

nonsense. That shot was worth six

runs on any ground. I shall insist on

revising the rules."

At the same time I noticed that

Kippy was holding a red -and -white

box, and the Colonel was with diffi-

culty thrusting something through the

inadequate slit.

It looked like a piece of paper.

was the first to recover.

"Ere," he exclaimed,
' we carn't

'ave this ;
wot do you think the Colonel

will say ?
"

I do not suppose there was anyone
who had not thought of it.

gom' on." Kippy leant forward con-

fidentially,
" An' them Serbian boxes

'as got ter be filled some'ow." It was
an irresistible argument, and Jim
Butcher continued his innings under

slightly restricted conditions.

The Huns at Home.
"In the final figure, all the dancers make

bows and curtseys to the Emperor and

Empress, who are either standing or sitting at

this time on the throne."

Mr. (!i'i:.n:ii'n description of a Court Ball.

Two ch.iefs with but a single chair to

stand on. And yet they call Germany
undemocratic !

" J[. Painleve's resemblance to M. Briund

(the former Premier) is string."

Liverpool Daily Post.

Whereas the tie between British Min-

isters is generally tape (red).
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PRESERVING THEIR PROSPECTS.
lil'i'll KI'ai'I''d ''>'

''""

Appeal Tribunal t-> a man ulm applied
nil tin- j;ri'!:nd lll.lt if In' Im-d long enough ho
would inherit f200,OOO.J

"
Tlii' M iil-County Ailrrr-

tiscr," July 3()//(.

Martin Slim, 25, single, categoried
A 1, applied for exemption to the Hamp-
shire Tribunal on the ground that if he

were required to do military service he
would lose a substantial fortune. Appli-
cant explained that be was engaged in

an enterprise which involved the plant

ing of 200 acres of young cork-trees.

The trees would bo ready for cutting in

about 1945, by which time it wa
mated the demand for cork legs would
enable him to realise a handsome profit
on the sale of the bark. Total exemp-
tion was granted, the chairman of the
Tribunal congratulating the young man
on his patriotic foresight.

" The Snobington Mercury," Augustlth.

Among the recent applicants to the

Snobington Appeal Tribunal was the
Hon. Geoffrey de Knute. Solicitor for

the applicant stated that his client, who
was already giving all his time to the

organisation of hat-trimming competi-
tions for wounded soldiers and other
work of national importance, desired

exemption for the reason that he ex-

pected shortly to succeed to the Earl-
dom of Swankshire. There were, he

explained, three brothers who stood
between his client and the title, all over

military age. It was expected, how-
ever, that the age limit would before

long be substantially raised, in which
case there was every reason to believe
that his client, if exempted from mili-

tary service, might outlive his relatives.

After some consultation the chairman
stated that ten years' exemption would
be granted.

" The Mornimj Xi-im," August lith.

Sol. Strunski, 18, single, passed for

General Service, applied for exemption
yesterday before the Birdcage Walk
Tribunal. Applicant's mother, who was
observed to he wearing several large
diamond rings and a sable jacket, in-

formed the Tribunal that applicant was
her sole support ; that he had been

engaged until recently upon a contract
for supplying the Army Ordnance De-
partment with antimacassars, but that,
as the result of false charges made
against him by persons connected with
the police force, the War Office had re-

moved his name from its list of eligible
contractors, with the result that he was
now out of work. He had, however,
been offered the secretaryship of the
Russian branch of the No-Conscription

Farmer. "YOU'LL NOT BE FEELING OIDDY, Sl'BB?"

Il.F.C. Officer (on leave). "NOT TILL WE REACH TEN THOUSAND FEET."

Fellowship. It was- a great chance
[or him, she explained, but he would
lose it if he were called up. The Tri-

bunal expressed its sympathy with
Mrs. Strunski, and stated that the War,
important as it might be, could not be
allowed to mar the future of such an
able youth. Total exemption.

' The Purrsiceet Record," August
At the Purrsweet Tribunal, Messrs.

Prongingham and Co., proprietors of

he popular multiple grocery establish-

ments, applied for exemption for their

local branch manager, William Dudd
(28, B 1). The chairman of the Tri-

bunal, Sir George Prongingham, stated
that he had had some doubts as to

whether his position as president of

Prongingham , Ltd., did not require

,

him to leave the disposition of this case
' to his colleagues. They had persuaded
him to a contrary view, and certainly
his patriotism could not be questioned.
His son Reginald had been serving

I gallantly in the Army Pay Department
since the outbreak of war, and he him-
self had been consulted by the Govern-
ment on several occasions. In deciding
the case of the applicant, William Dudd,
he felt no bias of any kind, and the Tri-

bunal's decision to grant total exemp-
tion was made wholly out of regard

j

to the young man's prospects, and not
in the interest of Prongingham's, Ltd.

'

(Cheers.) ALGOL.
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THE CONVERT.
THI-.RI-: were three of us a soldier, o, flaneur and myself,

who am neither but would like to be either. We were talking

about the strange appearance a phenomenon of the day
of French wine in German bottles, and this led to the re-

expression of my life-long surprise that bottles should exist

in such numbers as they do bottles everywhere, all over

the world, with wine and beer in them, and no one under

any obligation to save and return them.
"
Well," said the soldier (who may or may not have known

that I was one of those writing fellows),
" that has never

struck me as odd. Of course there are lots of bottles.

Bottles are necessary. But what beats me is the number
of books. New books and old books, books in shops and books

on stalls, and books in houses ; and on top of all that

libraries. That's rum, if you like. I most cordially hope,"
he added,

" that there are more bottles than books in the

world."
" I don't care how many there are of either," said the

flaneur ;

" but I know this another book 's badly wanted."

"Oh, come off it," said the enemy of authorship.
" How

can another book be needed ? Have you ever seen the

British Museum Eeading Eoom ? It 's simply awful. It 's

a kind of disease. I was taken there once by an aunt
when I was _a boy, and it has haunted me ever since.

Books by the' million all round the room, and the desks

crowded with people writing new ones. Men and women.
Mixed writing, you know. Terrible !

"

" All that may be true," said the flaneur,
" but the fact

remains that another book is still needed."
"
Impossible," said the soldier,

" unless it 's a cheque-book.
There I 'm with you."

"
No, a book a real book. Small, I admit, but real.

And I believe I can make you agree with me. I 'm full

of it, because I discovered the need of it only this last

week-end."
"
Well, what is it to be called?

"
the sceptic asked.

" I think a good title would be, Have I Put Everything
in ?

"

" Sounds like a manual of bayonet exercise," said the

soldier, and he made imaginary lunges at imaginary Huns.

"Very well then, to prevent ambiguity call it Have I

Left Anything out ? The sub-title would be ' A Guide to

Packing,' or ' The Week-Ender's Friend.'
"

" Ah !

"
said the other, beginning to be interested.

"With such a book," the flaneur continued, "you could

never, as I did on Saturday, arrive at a house without

any pyjamas, because you would find pyjamas in the list,

and directly you came to them you would shove them in.

That would be the special merit of the book that you
would get, out of wardrobes and drawers and off the

dressing-table, the things it mentioned as you read them
and shove them in."

"You would hold the book in the left hand," said the

soldier, with almost as much excitement as though he were
the author, "and pack with the right. That 's the way."

"
Yes, that 's the way. It would be only a little book

like a vest-pocket diary but it would be priceless. It,

would be divided into sections covering the different kinds
of visit to be paid week-end, week, fortnight, and so on.

Then the kind of place seaside, river, shooting, hunting,
and so on. Foreign travel might come in as well."

"
Yes," said the soldier,

"
lists of things for Egypt, India,

Nairobi."

"That's it," said the flaneur. "And there would be
some unexpected things too. I guess you could help me
there with all your wide experience."
"A corkscrew, of course," said the soldier.

" I said unexpected things," said the flaneur reprovingly,
" such as well, such as a screw-driver for eye-glasses

-

most useful. And a.carriage key. And
His pause was my opportunity.

" I '11 tell you another

thing," I said, "something for which I'd have given a

sovereign in that gale last week when I was at the seaside

window-wedges. Never again shall I travel without
window-wedges."

"
By Jove !

"
said the soldier,

" that 's an idea. Put down
window-wedges at once. It 's a great book this," he wont
QII.

" And needed I should jolly well say so. You ought
to compile it at once before any of us has time to go
away again. Personally I don't know how I 'vo lived with-
out it. Why, just talking about it makes me feel quite a

literary character."

"Let me see," I said sweetly, "what do you call this

monumental work? Oh yes, I remember Are There Am/
Important Omissions fi'um my Saturday-to^Monday Equip-
ment ?

"

" Rubbish !

"
said the soldier. " The title is Have I Put

Everything in ?
"

BY THE CANAL IN FLANDERS.
BY the canal in Flanders I watched a barge's prow
Creep slowly past the poplar-trees; and there I made a vow
That when these wars are over and I am home at last

However much I travel I shall not travel fast.

Horses and cars and yachts and planes : I 'vo no more use
for such ;

For in three years of war's alarms I "ve hurried far too much ;

And now I dream of something sure, silent and slow and

large ;

So when the War is over why, I mean to buy a barge.

A gilded barge I '11 surely have, the same as Egypt's Queen,
And it will be the finest barge that ever you have seen ;

With polished mast of stout pitch pine, tipped with a ball

of gold,
And two green trees in two white tubs placed just abaft

the hold.

So when past Pangbourne's verdant meads, by Clieveden's

mossy stems,
You see a barge all white-and-gold come gliding down the

Thames,
With tow-rope spun from coloured silks and snow-white

horses three,

Which stop beside your river house you '11 know the

bargee 's me.

I '11 moor my craft beside your lawn ; so up and make good
cheer !

Pluck me your greenest salads! Draw me your coolest

beer!

For I intend to lunch with you and talk an hour or more
Of how we used to hustle in the good old days of war.

The ^Vicar of a country parish was letting his house to

a locum tenens, and sent him a telegram,
" Servants will be

left if desired." Promptly came back the reply,
" Am

bringing my own sermons." And now each is wondering
what sort of man the other is.

"
Young Man to help weigh and clean widows at chemist's shop."

Sheffield Daily Telegraph.

To any young man who should be inclined to apply we
commend the advice of Mr. Wetter, senior,

"
Sammy,

beware of the vidders."
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AN ADAMLESS EDEN.
Tin- Si'iiti-,1 Lailtj. "THE GREAT CHARM OF THIS PLACE IS ITS ABSOLUTE LONELINESS. DAY AFTER DAY ONE HAS THESE LOVELY SANDS

AM) SKA AND BOCKS AND SKY ALL TO ONESELF."
The Other. "REALLY. AND HAVE YOU BEEN HEBE LONG?" Seated Lady.

" SINCE THE BEGINNING OF THE WEEK."
Tin- Other. "AND ABE YOU GOING TO STAY IN THIS DELIGHTFUL PLACE MUCH LONGER ?"

Seated Laily. "ANOTHER TEN DAW UNLESS MY LANDLADY WILL LET ME OFF THE LAST WEEK."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Liarnsd Gbrks.)

IN The Irish on the Somme (-HODDER AND STOUGHTON)
Mr. MICHAEL MACDONAGH continues tlio story which he

began in The Irish at the Front. He gives us more
accounts of tho heroism of his fellow-countrymen in the

titanic hattles that have thrilled the minds of men all the
world over. Ho writes with a justifiable enthusiasm of

tl'o deeds of these gallant Irishmen. The book stirs the
blood like the sound of a trumpet. In a war which has

produced so many glorious actians the Irish are second to

none. Even those who do not agree in every point with
Mr. JOHN REDMOND will admit ungrudgingly that he makes

good the claims he puts forward in his introduction to

Mr. MACDONAGH'S book. He tells us that from Ireland

173,772 Irishmen are serving in the Army and Navy, and
that in addition at least 159,000 of the Irish race have

joined the colours in Great Britain no mean record.

Mr. MACDONACIH is as proud of the glory of the Ulstermen
as of that of Nationalist Ireland. He dedicates his book to

the carum cttjtut of Major WILLIE REDMOND.

Mr. E. B. OSHORN, who has written The Maid with Winjs,
ninl i>tiii-r Fantasies Grave to Gay (LvNE), will perhaps not

altogether thank 1113 for saying that among the Othtr

Fantasies I throughout preferred the grave to the gay.
The Maid with Wings itself is a beautiful little piece of

imagination the vision of the Maid of Francs comforting
an English boy during his last moments out in No Man's
Land. The thing is well and delicately done, with a
reserve that may encourage the judicious to hope for good
work in the future from a pen that is (I fancy) as yet
somewhat new. On the other hand, I must confess that

the Gaiety left me (though this, of course, may be an
isolated experience) with sides unshaken. " Callisthenes
at Cambridge," for example, is but little removed from the
article that, to my certain knowledge, has padded school
and 'Varsity magazines since such began to be. Still, I

liked the plea for Protection against foreign imports in

literature and art by way of helping tho native producer,
though even here some condensation would, I thought,
have sharpened the point. But, after all, reviewers are

dull dogs to move to laughter (as no doubt Mr. OSBOBN
will now agree), so I hope he will rest content with my
genuine appreciation of his graver passages, and will be

encouraged to give us something more ambitious and less

open to the suspicion of book-making.

The Letters of a Soldier : 1914-1915 (CONSTABLE) are
letters to a mother ; letters also of an artist, and full of an

exquisite sensibility, a fine candour. I can best give you
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an impression of the charming personality of this young
French soldier (who survived his iirst great battle, to bo

reported missing after the counter-attack, since when no

news of him has reached his friends), by quoting little sen-

tences of his, and if you don't want to know more of him

after reading them then nothing I can say will be of any
use :

" The true death would be to live in a conquered

country, above all for me, whose art would perish ... If

you could only see the confidence of the little forest

animals, such as the field-mice ! They were as pretty as a

Japanese print, with the inside of their ears like a rosy
shell . . . How is it possible to think of Schumann as a

barbarian ? . . . I am happy to have felt myself responsive
to all these blows, and my hope lies in the thought that

. . Spinoza is a most
We are in billets after

they will have forged my soul

valuable aid in the trenches

the great battle, and this time I saw it all. I did my duty ;

I knew that by the feeling of my men for me.

best are dead. We gained \

our object . . . I send you
my whole love. Whatever
comes to pass, life has

had its beauty." And then

no more.

But the !

praiso.

I can read Miss MARY WEBB'S studies of the peasant
mind with great pleasure, but at the same time I am
doubtful whether she is as successful in Gone to Earth

(CONSTABLE) as she was in her first novel, The Golden
Arrow. My difficulty and I hope it will not be yours
was to believe in the power of Hazel Woodus to make very
dissimilar men lose their hearts and heads. That Jack

lieddin, a dare-devil farmer with love for any sort of a
chase in his blood, should pursue her to the bitter end is

intelligible enough, but why Edward Marston, a rather
anaemic minister, married her and then forgave her

escapades with lieddin has me bothered. I can admire
Edward's forgiving spirit, but cannot altogether pity him
when his methodical congregation said straight and dis-

agreeable things. In fact my total inability to see Hazel as

Edward saw her somewhat detracted from my enjoyment of

her history. That being said the rest is, thank goodness,

The Fanner, "Dox'T YOU KNOW, YOU LITTLE THIEF, I COULD GET YOU
TEN YEABS IN JAIL FUK STEALIN 1 MY APPLES?"
The Soy.

" EXCUSE ME, SIR, BUT YOU ABE ABSOLUTELY MISINFORMED. I

SHOULD COME UNDEB THE FlBST OFFENDEBS ACT."

If Mr. HABOLD LAKE'S
account of the British

forces in Macedonia is sup-

posed to supply an answer
to a not unnatural query
as to what they are doing
there, I am afraid one must
take it that in fact they are

doing nothing in particu-
lar. An intelligent British

public believes that at least

they are immobilising im-

portant enemy forces and

perhaps accomplishing
several other useful things
as well, but the writer,who
has actually been In Sal-

onica tcith Our Army
(MELBOSE), frankly lays
aside high considerations

of policy and, seeing it all in desperately foreshortened

perspective, knows only that he and his fellows, having
volunteered to fight, are being called on instead to endure a

purgatorial routine of dust and dulness, mosquitoes, malaria

and night marches, and the grilling away of useless days in

the society of flies and lizards, with only, as a very occa-

sional treat, the smallest glimpse of anything resembling
a Front. And all this is in a country so desolated by
centuries of war that in spite of obvious natural fertility it

is a sullen treeless desert a desert of blight and thistles,

as profitless to our men as their periodically deferred anti-

cipations of a grand advance. A book that sets out to record

vacuity can hardly be crammed with thrilling literature,

and I am not going to pretend that Mr. LAKE has achieved

the impossible. All the same one found points for in-

stance, his desire that someone (apparently England for

choice
!)

should colonise Macedonia ; and his most right
and appropriate plea for fairer recognition of those who
have sacrificed their health in the national service. A
man, he holds, who is to suffer all his life from malarial

fever has done his bit no less than plenty who bear the
honourable insignia of the wounded in battle and the snout

of a mosquito may be as valorously encountered as the

bayonet of a Hun. And so say all of us. -

Miss WEBB is a careful and sincere workman,
who, whether you believe

or disbelieve in her charac-

;
ters, writes with such real

compassion for suffering
that she cannot fail to en-

,

list your sympathy. Ad-

ditionally her vein is orig-

inal, and she only needs a
little more experience to

make a great success of it.

Presumably the eleven
stories in The Loosing of
the Lion's Whelps (MILLS
AND BOON) are published
for the first time, as we
are not given any notice

to the contrary, and I can

imagine that Mr. JOHN
OXENHAM'Smany admirers
will derive considerable

pleasure from them. Mr.
OXENHAM'S weak points
are that sometimes he fails

to distinguish between real

pathos and sticky senti-

mentality, and that when
he tries his hand at telling a practical joke he does not know
when to stop. There are, however, stories in this volume
which deserve unqualified praise. The shortest,

" How
Half a Man Died," is the best; indeed, it is a real gem.
But " The Missing K.C.'s

"
has a genuine thrill in it ; and,

in a very different manner, " A By -Product
"

is proof enough
that the author can get his effects all the more readily
when he keeps his own feelings under the strictest control.

Mr. OXENHAM'S XI. has weak points in it, but on the whole
it is a good side. ====^=^==

Another Impending Apology.
"John Kelly, Aughanduff, while going to Dernaseer was attacked

on the road by a bull belonging to Thomas Kelly, and knocked down
and had three ribs broken. He was attended by Dr.

,
and we

think such dangerous animals should not be allowed to wander at

large." Irish Paper.

"J. A.M. required for St. Mark's Girls' School, Dublin." Irish Times.

A case for the FOOD CONTROLLER.

From a letter on " How we are to be Governed
"

:

'Are we in future to see the party whips put on to decide whether
a 1C in. gun is to be 50 or 60 calibres?

We don't think.

The think is unthinkable."
The Time*.
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CHARIVARIA.
TIIK Colni/in <;<! '.I'lte is of the opinion

that the American troops, \vhen they
arrive in ]''raiice, will IKS hampered by
theirignorance of I IK; \ arious languages.
But wo under fcftnd that the Americans
can shoot in any language.

* *

A weekly periodical is giving away a

bicycle every other week. Meanwhile

/I'd/ill continues to give
a\va\ a Iviiser every day.

* *
*

"I decline to have anything to do

with the War," said a Conscientious

Objector to a North of Ktijjland n

trato, "and I resent this interference

with my liberty." Indeed he is said lo

be so much annoyed thai, he intends

sending I he War Olliee a jolly sn:;i>|i\

r about it. ... #

CIIAUI.IK CHAPLIN, says a
;

writer, is coining to Kngland in the

Autumn. This disposes of the sugges-
tion that arrungf'iiirnts were being
iiindi- for England to be taken over
to him. ... ...

'

:?

'

Incidentally we notice that CHAIU.II:

CHAPLIN lias become a naturalised

American, with, wo presume, permis-
sion to use the rank of Honorary
Britisher.

*
'

Before a Northern Tribunal an appli-
cant stated that he was engaged in

the completion of an invention which
would enable dumb people to speak
or signal with perfection. He was
advised, however, to concentrate for

a while on making certain Germans
say

" Kamerad."
^'

*

An Isle of Wight man has succeeded
in growing a vegetable marrow which

weighs forty-three pounds. To avoid
its being mistaken for the island be
lias scratched bis name and address
on it. . +"

*

Those in search of a tactless present
will bear in mind that .Mr. MAUK HAM-
norixi has written a book entitled
" How to Play the Piano."

* ;;

The great ilagstatf at Kew Gardens,
which weighs is ions and is 215 feet

long, is not to ho erected until after the
War. This has come as a great con-
solation to certain people who bad
feared the two events would clash.

In Mid Cheshire there is a scarcity
of partridges, but there is plenty of

other game in Derbyshire. The Mid-
Cheshire birds are of the opinion that
this cannot bo too strongly advertised.

Thirteen years after it was posted at

Watford a postcard bus just reached an

Kaling lady inviting her to tea, and of

course she rightly protested that the

tea was cold. ^

An estate near (ioolo has been pur-
chased for 118,000, the pun-
having decided not to carry out his

first intention of investing that amount
in a couple of boxes of mate'

* *

Herr Ku/nr;ni;i:ic is known among
his friends as "The Singing Socialist."

P6 afraid however that if be wants

peace he will have to whistle for it.

* *

The Provisional Government in Rus-

sia, according to The Eveniiiij

COMFORTING THOUGHT
When there are no taxis on your return from

your holidays :

"OUR TRUE STRENGTH IS TO KNOW OUR
OWN WEAKNESS." ClI.1Kr.KS ElXGSLEY.

has "
always regarded an international

debate on the questions of war and pease
as useful." But our Government, not

being exactly provisional, prefers to go
on giving the enemy beans.

THE END OF AN EPISODE.
I WRITE this in the beginning of a

minor tragedy ; if indeed the severance
of any long, helpful and sympathetic
association can ever bo so lightly
named. For that is precisely what
our intercourse has been these many
weeks past ; one of nervous and quickly
roused irritation on my part, of swift
and gentle ministration on bis.

At least once a clay we have met
during that period (and occasionally,

though rarely, more often), usually in

those before-breakfast hours when the

temper of normal man is most exacting
and uncertain. But his temper never

varied
;
the perfection of it was ind i

among his finest qualities. Morning
after morning, throughout a time that,

full of di

and disappointment, would bis soothing
and infinitely gentle touch recall me to

content. That stroking caress of his
a thing indescribable: one before

which the black '-liadows left by the
hours of night se<-

,,lly to dis-

and vanish.
And now the lon^ . lung

dreaded has begun t< I fe, too,
is turning against me many
others of his fellows have done in the

past. Who knows the reason '.> What
continued roughness on my part has
at last worn out even him? But- for

some days now there hn mis-

reading the fatal symptoms increasing
irritability on the one side, harshness

turning to blunt indifference on the
other. And this morning came the

unforgivable offence, tbe cut din
That settles it

; to-morrow, with a
still smarting regret, I unwrap a new
razor-blade.

THE WHOLE HOG.
[" Victorian love-making was at best a sloppy

business . . . modern maidens have little use
for half measures . . . Primitive ideas are

beginning to assert themselves." Daily Paper.

Betty, when you were in your teens
And shielded from sensation,

Despite a lack of ways and means
In various appropriate scenes

1 sighed my adoration.
You did not smile upon my suit ;

Pallid I grew and pensive ;

My disappointment was acute,
Life seemed a worthless thing and

mute,
I moped, then tuned my laggard lute
And launched a new offensive.

Thus you were wooed in former days
When maids were won by waiting ;

The modern lover finds it pays
To imitate tbe forceful ways
Of prehistoric mating.

Man is more primitive (a snub
Has no effect), so if you

Should still refuse a certain " sub."
He will not pine or spurn his grub,
But, seizing the ancestral club,

Into submission biff you.

Making the Best of Both Worlds.
"As honorary organist at Wesleyan

Church he has established a sound and com-
pact business as wholesale grocer and Italian
warehouseman." Pnn-incial Paper.

' Maid (superior) wanted for lady, gentle-
man, small flat, strong girl, able to assist lady
with rheumatism." Olasgmu Herald.

If we hear of a small flat girl we will
send her along ; but tin's shaped figure
is rather out of fashion iust now.

VOL. i-I.UI.
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THE SUPER-PIPE.
\YiiK\ .lackson first joined the jolly

old B.K.F. ho smoked a pipe. Ho
carried it anyhow. Loose in his pocket,
mind you. A pipe-howl at his pocket's
brim a simple pipe-bowl was to him,
and it was nothing mare. Of course no

decent B.E.F. mess could stand that.

.lack -on was told that a pipe was
(in;ithr;n,i maranatha, which is Greek

for no ban.

"What will I smoke then?" said

,'lackson, who was no Englishman.
We waited for the Intelligence Oflicor

to reply. We knew him. Tlio Intelli-

gence Oflicor said nothing. He drow

something from his pocket. It was a

parcel wrapped in c!oth-of-gold. He
removed the cloth-of-gold and there

was discovered a casket, which ho

unlocked with a key attached to his

identity disc. Inside the casket was a

padlocked box, which he opened with

a key attached by gold wire to his

advance pay-book. Inside the box was
a roll of silk. To cut it all short, ho
unwound puttee after puttse of careful

wrapping till he readied a chamois-
leather chrysalis, which ho handled
with extreme reverence, and from this

he draw something with gentle fingers,
and set it on the table-cloth before the

i goggle-eyed Jackson.
" A pipe," said Jackson.
There was a shriek of horror. The

Intelligence Officer fainted. Hera was
wanton sacrilege.

"Man," said the iron-nerved Bomb-
ing Officer, "it's a Brownhill."
"What's a Brownhill?" asked

Jackson.

We gasped. How could we begin to

tell him of that West End shrine from
which issue these lacquered symbols of

a New Eeligion ?

The Intelligence Officer was reviving.
We looked to him.

"The prophet Brownhill," he said,
" was once a tobacconist an ordinary
tobacconist who sold pipes."
We shuddered.

"He discovered one day that man
wants more than msre pipes. He
wants a a super-pipe, something to

reverence and er look after, you
know, as well as to smoke. So he
invented the Brownhill. It is an

affaire de caur an affair of art,"
translated the I.O. proudly.

" It is as

glossy as a chestnut in its native

setting, and you can buy furniture

polish from the prophet Brownhill
which will keep it always so. It has
its year, like a famous vintage, it has a

silver wind-pipe, and it costs anything
up to fifty guineas."

" D' you smoke it ?
"

asked Jackson,

brutally.

We gave him up. In awful silence

each of us produced his wrappings and
his caskets, extracted the shining briar,

smeared it with cosmetics, and polisho I

ifc more reverently than a peace-time
Guardsman polishes his buttons when
warned for duty next day at " Buck."

And Jackson smoked his pipe in

secret. He would take no leaf from
the book of the Sassenachs.

And the War went on.

Jackson went on leave. To his deep
disgust ho had to wait a few hours in

London on his way to more civilised

parts, and fate led him idling to

Brownhill's. He ilattened his Celtic

nose on the window and stared fascin-

ated at the array of super-pipes dis-

played there. After a furtive glance
along the street ho crept into the tom-

plo. A white-coated priest met him.
" I I 'm wantin' a a pipe," said

Jackson. Ho saw the priest reel and
turn pale to the lips.

" I should say
a a Brownhill," he added hastily.
The other man gulped, steadied himself
with an effort, and gave a ghastly smile.

If you had walked into a temple at

Thibet and planked down sixpence and
asked for an idol wrapped up in brown

paper you could not have done a more
dreadful thing than Jackson had done ;

but the priest forgave him and pro-
duced in silence a trayful of Brownhills.

Then was Jackson like unto ELIA'S

little Chinese boy with " the crackling."
He touched a briar and was converted.

He stroked them as though they were

kittens, bought ton of them, a pound
of polish, fifty silver wind-pipes and a
bale of chamois-leather. The priest
took a deep breath.

"You are a full-blooded man, Sir,"

said he,
"

if you will excuse me saying
so, and you should smoke in your new
Brownhills a mixture which has a pro-

portion of Latakia to Virginian of one
to nineteen a small percentage of

glycerine and cucumber being added
because you have red hair, and the whole
submitted to a pressure of eighteen
hundred foot-pounds to the square
millimetre, under violet rays. This
will be known as ' Your Mixture,'
Number 56785/Y. and will be supplied
to no one else on earth, except under

penalty of death."
" I will take a ton," said Jackson

with glazing eyes.
, This was a man after the priest's own
heart. He took another deep breath
and dived into the strong-room. He
returned under the escort of ten armed
men, each of them chained by the wrist

to an iron box, which he unlocked with

difficulty. Inside the iron box was a

thing which Jackson a few months

ago would have called a pipe. He
knew better now. In awful silence
the priest lifted it from its satin bed.
"
This," he whispered,

" was once
smoked by Brownhill himself."

Jackson put out a hand to take it.

The priest ho-itated, then laid it gently
on his customer's palm.
And Jackson dropped it.

Jackson has never boon heard of

since. =====
TFIE FAIRIES HAVE NEVER A

PENNY TO SPEND.
THE fairies have never a penny to spend,
They haven't a tiling put by,

But theirs is the dower of bird and of

flower,
And theirs are the earth and the sky.

And though you should live in a palace
of gold

Or sleep in a drijd-up ditch,
You could never be poor as the fairies

are,

And never as rich.

Since ever and over the world began
They have danced like a ribbon of

flame,

They have sung their song through the
centuries long,

And yet it is never the same.
And though you be foolish or though

you be wise,
With hair of silver or gold,

You could never be young as the fairies

are

And never as old. R. F.

Kara Avis.

From a cigarette-card :

" REED WAKULEU.

Acrocephalus slrcperus.

This bird is found in nearly every part of

the British Islands. It builds a nest about a
foot off the ground in the reed beds, and i-i

formed of grass, horse hair and sometimes
feathers."

From a list of medallists of the new
Order of the British Empire :

" G. P. Hamlet. For courage in persisting
with clangorous work, with a certainty of

suffering from poisoning as a result."

Just like his illustrious namesake.

"Melbourne, Friday.
The House of Representatives to-day passed

the second reading of the War Times Profits

Tax Assessment Bill. The tax will be 50 per
cent, for the year ending June 30, 1911G1, and
75 per cent, for afterwards. Router."

Aberdeen Paper.

Well, well, we need not worry.

"What is being fought out is a long-drawn
battle for the important shipping port of

Trieste, with the whole of the railway and road
communications of the Iberian Peninsula."

The I'eoplc.

Rather a shock for Madrid.
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THE REVERSE OF THE MEDAL.
OPTIMISTIC GERMAN (reading paper).

" THIS IS KOLOSSAL! OUR IRRESISTIBLE AIRMEN HAVE
AGAIN, FOR THE TWENTIETH TIME, DESTROYED LONDON."

GLOOMY DITTO. "THAT BEING SO, LET'S HOPE THEY'LL STOP THOSE CURSED BRITISH
AIRMEN FliOM BOMBING OUR LINES EVERY DAY AND NIGHT."
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as it may sound, among all the millions

A STUDY IN SYMMETRY. of countenances witli two eyes, a nose

THE following story, however im- in the middle and a mouth below it,

probable it may seem to you, is true. some difference exists in each. That

Once upon a time there was an artist is, as I say, among contemporaries : in

with historical leanings not unassoci- the world at this moment in which I

ated with the desire for pelf pelf being, am speaking. But," he continued,

even to idealists, what petrol is to a warming to his subject, for, as you
car. The blend brought him one day will have already gathered, he was
to Portsmouth, where the Victory lies,

' not one of the taciturn brush-brother-

with the honourable purpose of paint- | hood, "after the lapse of years I see no

ing a picture of that famous ship with

NELSON on board. What the ADMIRAL
was doing I cannot say most probably

dying but the artist's intention was
to make the work as attractive

as might be and thus draw a

little profit from the wave of

naval enthusiasm which was
then passing over the country;
for not only was the picture
itself to be saleable, but repro-
ductions were to be made of it.

Permission having been ob-

tained from the authorities,

the artist boarded the Victory,
set up his easel on her deck

and settled down to his task,

the monotony of which was

pleasantly alleviated by the

chatter of the old salts who
guard the ship and act as

guides to the tourists who !

visit her. All of these estimable

men not only possessing views
on art, but having come by
now to the firm belief that

they had fought with NEL-
SON, their criticisms were not ;

too easily combated and the
'

artist hadn't a tedious moment.
Thus, paintirig, conversing and !

learning (as one can learn only
'

from a trained imparter of in-
1

formation), three or four days
passed quickly away and the

picture was done.

So far there has beennothing
has there ? to strain cre-

dulity. No.
come is, in fact, upon us.

On the evening of the last day, as
ihe artist was sitting at early dinner
with a friend before catching the

reason why nature should not begin

precisely to reproduce physiognomies
and so save herself the trouble of for

ever diversifying them. That being so

KITES AND ANNOY THE GOTHAS !

'

But a time will

But I have no doubt that a duplicate
exists, and no matter who is the owner
of it, even were he an archbishop, I

should not hesitate to go up and ask
him to sit to me."

(For the benefit of any feminine reader
of this veracious history 1 should say
that the repetition which she has just
noticed is not an accident, but has been

carefully set down. It is an attempt to

give verisimilitude to the conversa-
tion because men always say things
like that twice.)
The friend again remarked that the

painter's resolve did him infinite credit,
and the two started for the

station, still conversing on the
same theme.
On entering their carriage

the first thing to take their

attention was a quiet little

man in black, who was the
absolute double of the hero of

Trafalgar.
"Good gracious!" whis-

pered the painter excitedly,
"do you see that? There's
the very man. The likeness

to NELSON is astonishing. I

never saw anytiling like it.

I don't care who he is, I

must tackle him. It 's the
most extraordinary chance
that ever occurred."

Assuming his most silky
and deferential manner for,

though clearly not an arch-

bishop, unless in mufti, this

might yet be a person of im-

portance the painter ap-

proached the stranger and
tendered a card.

" I trust, Sir, that you will

excuse me," he began,
" for

the liberty I am taking, but
[ am an artist and I happen
to be engaged on a picture
of NELSON on the Victory. I

have all the accessories and
forth, but what I very

and surely the hypothesis is not too
| seriously need is a brief sitting from

far-fetched" here his friend said,
"
No, some gentleman with a likeness to the

not at all oh no !

"
"why," the artist great little Admiral. Such, Sir, as

OUR RESTRICTED COAST AMVSKMEXTS.
Vendor. " ALI> THE OFFICIAL 'OLIDAY FUX. FLY THK PATRIOTIC

so

continued,
" should there not he at yourself. It may be news to you it

London train, his remarks turned (as
j

this moment, more than a century later, probably is but you, Sir, if I may
an artist's sometimes will) upon the some one whose resemblance to NELSON say so, are so like the famous and
work upon which he had just been

engaged. He expressed satisfaction

with it in the main, but could not, he

said, help feeling that its chances of

jecoming a real success would be

sensibly increased if he could find as

A model for the central figure some one
whose resemblance to NELSON was
noticeable.

" There are, of course," he went on,
at the same time that is to say,

imong contemporaries no two faces

is exact ? He would not be necessarily

say
immortal warrior as almost to take

It is astonishing,
I would it be

a naval man probably, indeed, not, ! one's breath away.
for NELSON'S face was not characteristic wonderful ! Might
of the sea but whoever he was, even

!
could you would you, Sir, be so very

if he were an archbishop, I," said the ! kind as to allow me to paint you? I

painter firmly,
" should not hesitate to

go up to him and ask him to sit to me."
The friend agreed that this was a

very proper attitude and that it be-

tokened true sincerity of purpose.
"NELSON'S face," the painter con-

tinued,
" was an uncommon one. So

would, of course, make every effort not
to inconvenience you I would arrange
so that your time should be mine."
"Of course I will, guvnor," said

the man. " I 'm a professional model
and I 've been sitting for NELSON for

years. Why, I 've been doing it for an
exactly alike. That is an axiom. Strange

-

large and so mobile a mouth is rare. !

artist this very afternoon."
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riiytical Drill Instructor (to weak-kneed recruit).
" NAH THEN ! IF YOU 'BE A-UOINO TEB JUMP Ji .w .'

A LOST LAND.

(To GERMANY.)
A CHILDHOOD land of mountain ways,
Whore earthy gnomes and forest fays,
Kind foolish giants, gentle bears,

Sport with the peasant as he fares

Affrighted through the forest glades,
And load sweet wistful little maids
Lost in the woods, forlorn, alone,
To princely lovers and a throne.

* * * :|: *

liaunled land of gorge and glen,
All me ! the dreams, the dreams of men !

A learned land of wise old books
And men with meditative looks,
Who move in quaint red-gabled towns
And sit in gravely-folded gowns,
Divining in deep-laden speech
The world's supremo arcana each
A homely god to listening Youth

T to tear the veil of Truth
;

* * *
Mild votaries of book and pen
Alas, the dreams, the dreams of men !

A music land, whose life is wrought
In movements of melodious thought;
In symphony, groat wave on wave
Or fugue, elusive, swift, and grave ;

A singing land, whose lyric rhymes
Float on the air like village chimes :

Music and Verse the deepest part
Of a whole nation's thinking heart !

'

'. :'.: :',: :\:

Oh land of Now, oh land of Then !

Dear God ! the dreams, the dreams of

men !

Slave nation in a land of hate,
Where are the things that made you

great ?

Chilil-hearted once oh, deep defiled,
Dare you look now upon a child ?

Your lore a hideous mask wherein

Self-worship hides its monstrous sin :

Music and verse, divinely wed
How can these live where love is dead ?

* * * !: :.:

Oh depths beneath sweet human ken,
God help the dreams, thedreains of men !

"The Ulus.sington Papers are included with
all their atmosphere of distinguished High

Hint for Horticulturists.

"Mr.
, undertaker, of Tomuka, has

improved his plant by the purchase of a new
hrarse." Tirnaru Herald (New Zealand).

Among them are some interesting
letters he was ever her staunch

friend from the early 'thirties to the late

'forties, when his son had risen and her's
how brilliant I had set." Saturday l:

And up to the present we had been
under the impression that both these

distinguished persons were childless.

" Mr. hopes shortly to be seen again in
revue in the Wet End." Pall Mall Gazette.

Or, as the CEXHOR would put it,
" some-

where in England."

Daily Mail (Ordinary Edition), 3 Sept-
ember, 1917 :

" Lord Ualsbury is 92 to-day."
Times (Late War Edition), 3 September,

1917 :
" The Earl of Halsbury is 94 to-day."

Yet, from personal observation, one
would never believe that the EX-LORD
CHANCELLOR was ageing so rapidly.

From " German Official
"

:

" With the use of numerous tank.-, and aero-

planes, flying at a low altitude, the English
infantry soon after advanced to the attack on
this front." Kvening Paper.

Now that the enemy has given away
the secret of our new weapon the
CENSOH might let us know more of our

flying Tanks.

" Prisoner then seized her round the throat
with both hands and hit her on the head with
a steel case-opener." Daily Pajtfr.

Which, presumably, he carried in his
teeth.
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THE SUNFLOWER.
" HAVK you," said Francesca, "seen our sunflowers

lately ?
"

Yes," I said,
" I 'vo kept an eye on them occasionally.

It 'a a l>it cliflicult, by the \v;iy, not to sea them, isn't if.''

"
\YV11,

1
'

she said, "perhaps they are rather striking."
'

Striking !

"
I said.

" I neve" 1>. .rd a more inadequate
word. I call them simply overwhelming tiie steam-rollers

of the vegetable world. Look at their groat yellow open
faces."

" I never," said Francesca,
" saw a steam-roller with a

face. You're mixing your metaphors."
"And," I said, "I shall go on mixing them as long as

you grow sunflowers. It 's the very least a ma:i can do by
way of protest."

" I don't know why you should want to protest. The
seed makes very good chicken-food."

"
Yes, I know," I said,

" that 'a what you always said."

"And I bet," sho said, "you've repeated it. When
you 've met the tame Generals and Colonels at your club,

and they 've boasted to you about their potatoes, I know

you 've countered them with the story of how you 've turned

the whole of your lawn into a bed of sunflowers calculated

to drive the most obstinate lien into laying two eggs a day,
rain or shine."

" I admit," I said,
" that I may have mentioned the

matter casually, but I never thought the things were going
to be like this. When I first knew them and talked about

them they were tender little shoots of green just modestly
showing above the ground, and now they 're a forest

primeval. The murmuring pines and the hemlock aren't

in it with this impenetrable jungle liberally blotched with

yellow, this so-called sunflower patch."
" What would you call it," she said,

"
if you didn't call

it sunflower ?
"

" I should call it a beast of prey," I said. " A sunflower

seems to me to be more like a tiger than anything else."
" It was a steam-roller about a minute ago."
"
Yes," I said,

"
it was a tigerish steam-roller."

" How interesting," she said. " I have not met one quite
like that."

"That," I said, "is because your eye isn't properly

poetical. It 's blocked with chicken-food and other utili-

tarian objects."
" I must," she said,

" consult an oculist. Perhaps he will

give me glasses which will unblock my eye and make me
see tigers in the garden."
"No," I said, "you will have to do it for yourself. For

such an eye as yours even the best oculists are unavailing."
" I might," she said,

"
improve if I read poetry at home.

Has any poet written about sunflowers ?
"

"
Yes," i said,

" BLAKE did. He was quite mad, and he
wrote a poem to a sunflower : 'Ah! Sunflower! W7

eary of

time.' That 's how it begins."
"
Weary of time !

"
she said scornfully.

" That 's no good
to me. I 'm weary of having no time at all to myself."
"That shows," I said, "that you're not a sunflower."

"Thank heaven for that," she said. "It's enough to

have four children to look after five including yourself."
" My dear Francesca," I said,

" how charming you are

to count me as a child ! I shall really begin to feel as if

there were golden threads among the silver."

"Tut-tut," she said, "you're not so grey as all that."
"
Yes, I am," I said,

"
quite as grey as all that and much

greyer; only we don't talk about it."

" But we do talk about sunflowers," she said,
" don't we ?

"

" If you 11 promise to have the beastly glaring things

dug up
"

"Not," she said,
" before we've extracted from them

their last pip of chicken-food."
"
Well, anyhow," I said, "as soon as possible. If you'll

promise to do that I '11 promise never to mention them

again."
"But you'll lose your reputation with the Generals and

Colonels."
" I don't mind that," I said,

"
if I can only rid the garden

of their detested presence."
" My golden-threaded boy," said Francesca,

"
it shall be

as you desire." s
11. C. L.

CONSTABLE JINKS.

Oi'H village policeman is tall and well-grown,
He stands six feet two and ho weighs sixteen stone;
His gait is majestic, his visage serene,
And his boots are the biggest that ever I 've seen.

Fame sealed his renown with a definite stamp
When two German waiters escaped from a camp.
Unaided he captured those runaway Huns
Who had lived for a week on three half-penny buns.

When a derelict porpoise was cast on the shore
Our village policeman was much to the fore;

Ho measured the beast from its tip to its tail,

And blandly pronounced it
" an undersized whale."

When a small boy was flying his kite on the links

It was promptly impounded by Constable Jinks,
Who astutely remaiked that it might have been seen

By the vigilant crew of a Hun submarine.

It is sometimes alleged that great valour he showed
When ho chased a mad cow for three miles on the road ;

But there 's also another account of the hunt
With a four-legged pursuer, a biped in front.

If your house has been robbed and his counsel you seek
He 's sure to look in in the course of the week,
When his massive appearance will comfort your cook,

Though he fails in the bringing of culprits to book.

His obiter dicta on life and the law
Set our ribald young folk in a frequent guffaw ;

But the elders repose an implicit belief

In so splendid a product of beer and of beef.

He 's the strongest and solidest man in the place,

Nothing short of mad cattle can quicken his pace;
His moustache would do credit to any dragoon,
And his voice is as deep as a double bassoon.

His complexion is perfect, his uniform neat,

He rivets all eyes as he stalks down the street;
And I doubt if his critics will ever complain
Of his being a little deficient in brain.

'

For he 's more than a man
;

lie 's a part of the map ;

His going would cause a deplorable gap ;

And the village would suffer as heavy a slump
As it would from the loss of the old parish pump.

A Happy Juxtaposition.

"CHEAPEB MATCHES.
|

FRESH LIGHT o:< THE KAISEII'S PLOTS."

Daily Mirror.

From the report of a Eoyal investiture :

"The first officer to mount the dais was Major ,
who wore

the broad-brimmed slouch hat of the Austrian Infantry."
North China Dally News.

A souvenir, of course.
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IN WHICH TIIK SUI'l'IA' IS i;v NO MEANS EQUAL TO

THF. DKMAND.

SUPPLY AND DEMAND.
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f/lli jfij I

Mutlicr (to maid, wlw lias offered, Marjorie somt jam). "On NO, THANK YOU, NOT WITH THE FI/;.ST PIECE."

Marjorio. "I3UT, MUMMY, I HAVE GIVEN UP HAVING A flllST PIECE NOW WAB ECONOMY."

THE TRENCH CODE.
AH ! with what awe, what infantile impatience,
We eyed the artifice when issued out,

And racked our brains about the Regulations,
And tried to think wo had them free from doubt !

As Rome's old Fathers, reverently leaning
In secret cellars o'er the Sibyl's strain,

Beyond the fact that several pars
Had something vague to do with Mars,

Failed, as a rule, to find the smallest meaning,
But told the plebs the oracle was plain.

So did- we study it, ourselves deceiving,
In hope to say,

" We have no rations here,"

Or,
"
Please, Brigade, this regiment wants relieving,"

And "Thank you for the bombs but why no beer ?
'

And wondered always, with a hint of presage,
Since never word emerged as it was planned,

If it was Hermes, Lord of Craft,

Compiled the code, or someone daft,

So that no mortal could compose a message
Which anybody else could understand.

Too soon the Staff, to spoil our tiny slumbers,

Or, as they said, to certify our skill,

Sent us a screed, all signs and magic numbers,
And what it signified is mystery still.

We flung them back a message yet more mazy
To say we weren't unravelling their own,

And marked it urgent, and designed
That it should reach them while they dined.

All night they toiled, till half the crowd were crazy
And bade us breathe its burthen o'er the 'phone.

But now they want it back and it is inissinij !

And shall one patriot heart withhold a throb ?

For four high officers have been here, hissing,
And plainly panicky about their job.

I know they think some dark, deluded bandit

Has gone and given it to KAISEII Bn.i,.

But though I'm grieved the General 's cross,
I have no qualms about the loss

If clover men like us can't understand it,

I don't suppose the Wilhelmstrasse will !

A. P. II.

Spread of the Temperance Movement.

"I, J. A. H. DC la Bore, of Woolsevy Rectory, Morchard Bishop,
Devon, desire to Alter my Surname to De la Fontaine." Times.

"WANTED
end August in Swiss family (2 persons) living in villa near Lausanne

NUUSEKY'S MAID
able to saw, iron attend at table and take entire care of he.ilthy

baby 10 months old Good Knglish accent serious references."

La Tribune de Lausanne.

We are glad to hear that the baby has a good English
acc3iit ;

he will be able to employ it with effect when the

Nursery's Maid begins to saw and iron him.

" In the eases in which the surgeon his obliged to vast empty a

bone so that offers then itself difficulties therapeutical* not little

because of pus and consequent}- becauses of impossibility of trans-

plantations, plastics, plombages ece., the A. propose to go on the bone
with specials inesion.s, not on the surface when the bone is most super-
ficial, but from the surface in which are aboundiugs and easily
cessible wet tissue, removing the margin of the bone's cavity and

mathing in mode as, by cause of repaidis process, this tissue by hem-
selves adhere to a ground of cavity apd full it." La Clinica Chintryica.

That makes it perfectly clear.
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AYANTI, SAYOIA!
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A DAUGHTER OF THE BACK STEPPES.

(Russia may not yet be quite sufficiently herself to be the

martial ally that we could desire, but she still continues

to send us the most delightful fiction. Mr. PUNCH is

privileged in being able to offer his readers the opening of

a ni'ir and fascinating story translated from the Russian

of Ghastlikoff.)

I was born in the year 18 ,
and I have never ceased to

regret it. I lived with my grandmother. She was called

Natasha. I do not know why. She had a large mole on

her left cheek. Often she would embrace me with tears

and lament over me, crying,
" My little sad one, my little

lonely one !

"
Yet I was not sad ;

I had too many griefs.

Nor was I lonely, for I had no playmates.
Often my grandmother told me I was ugly. I had no

mirror, so I believed her. When I was sixteen a man I

met in the street went mad for love of me and cut his

throat. For the first time in niy life I wondered if my
grandmother always spoke the truth. I went home and

wept, but when she asked me why I could not toll her.

Our house was quite dark. It had three rooms leading
in and out of one another, and no windows. There was
not much fresh air. Every morning my grandmother went
out to buy otchkza and pickled onions. The man who sold

them was very old. He had a cast in each eye. He
inquired of my grandmother if she would allow him to be

my husband, but she refused. His name I do not

remember.
Our neighbours were very pleasant people, kindly and

simple. There was a half-witted youth called Krop. He
used to fill his mouth with large brass-headed nails. I did

not dare to go near him, for he always tried to bite my
arms. One day I learned that he had died. My grand-
mother bought me black silk mittens to wear at his funeral.

I was very proud, and ran out into the road to show them
to the other children. But in my haste I split them across

from seam to seam, and my grandmother whipped me and

put me to bed.

My grandmother's chief friend was a woman who sold

toasted cheese. It was her custom to bring round the

delicacy on a small hand-cart and sell to the children for a

few kopecks. This woman was reputed to be very rich.

She was not beautiful, for she had no teeth, and had hair

on her face. The first time I saw her I ran into the house
and hid behind the large barrel of butter-milk. My grand-
mother took me by the ear and led me to her friend.

" This is Ilonoka," she said. " She is a good girl."
I remember that I cried very loud.

Afterwards my grandmother told me that perhaps the

woman would leave me all her money. Next time she
came I wished to speak to her, but unfortunately I had a

quinsy. When the woman eventually died it was dis-

covered that she had been destitute for a long time. She
left her hand-cart by will to my grandmother, and in her

disappointment my grandmother beat me over the head
with it. Soon afterwards my hair began to come out, and

my grandmother said it was time I found a husband.

Accordingly she went next door, where lived a woman
with five sons. They were all out except one, and he had
a sore leg. She brought him to me, and I cried very
bitterly. He also. His name was Ivan, and I wished it

had been Peter.

The next day we were betrothed, and all our friends came
to eat the feast that my grandmother provided. A school-

fellow of mine, a very beautiful girl, was angry because I

had a husband and not she. She scratched my face, and
the blood ran on to my dress. Our friends congratulated
us, and when they had gone my grandmother said it had been

a great success. She and I finished what was left of the

feast and went to bed. I remember that my feet were

very cold, and when I fell asleep I dreamed that my
betrothed's name was Peter. When I awoke I cried very
loud, and my grandmother slapped my cheeks.

Shortly afterwards she died, and I went to live with my
uncle, who was a pawnbroker in Moscow.

THE LONG-FACED CHUMS.
WHEN ALEXANDER won the world he knew not bombs nor

guns,
His simple forms of frightfulness were quite unlike the

Huns' ;

'Twas not by barking mortars that the pushful C.KNAR
scored ;

He trusted close formations and the silent stabbing sword.

When ROLAND'S rearguard turned at bay, and from the

furious press
The scuppered Paladin sent forth his famous S.O.S.,
Scared Roncesvalles rang loud with war, as misty legends

tell,

But echo's ear was spared the shriek and crash of bursting
shell.

So could you meet the shades of those whose prowess made
Romance,

You 'd find them only puzzled by your tales of stunts in

France ;

You'd have to cut the business out, and be content to chat
Of rations, grub, and officers such odds and ends as that,

Unless you chanced to entertain some true rough-rider's

ghost,
Who galloped after HANNIBAL, or with" the Parthian host,

Some curled Assyrian prince who pranced, bareback, along
a frieze

Or one of RUPERT'S beaux sabreurs a horseman whom
you please.

With chosen spirits such as those your talk need never end
If you are worthy of your spurs and count a horse your

friend.

Just ask them "Did you clip trace-high?" or "Did .you
chaff your hay ?

"

Or boast about the gee you ride, and they '11 have lots to say.

Cut out the talk of battle's din, of whizz-bangs and of

crumps,
Of bombs and gas and hand-grenades, of mines and blazing

dumps ;

If you would wake their sympathy and warm their hearts

indeed

Describe a Squadron watering, and then the fuss at "Feed !

"

That lively bustle has a charm to wake a mummy's ear

Who, ere the Pyramids were planned, was mustered
charioteer ;

And many a horseman's spirit thrills by Lethe's drowsy
brink

When in a strange, familiar dream his Troop comes down
to drink !

From " The Story of the Haldane Missions
"

:

"The Kaiser laughingly remarked that ho had better have the higli
(hair (in which the Kaiser usually sat at his council meetings).
He also gave Lord Haldaue an Imperial cigar. . . . While discussing
the naval question, the Kaiser took a copy of the new Naval Bill out
of his pocket and handed it to Lord Haldane, who transferred it to

his pcckot without looking at it.'' Daily Chronicle.

He probably thought it was another of the Imperial cigars.
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Qrocfr liniil (ii'Iio has treated three preceding cnstomtn to (a) "We ain't got no suyar;" (I) "We have none, Madam;" and (c) "No
stiyar in this shop" to buy). "Bu OFF. WK 'VE GOT NO SUOAH!"

Boy. "I DIDN'T ASK FOB NO 6UOAR. I WANT A PENNOIITH O* SODA AN 1 THAT'S TAKES THE BLOOMING SWANK OUT OP YOU, AIN'T IT?"

A STRAIGHT TALK WITH L.G.

(I'.r, i-ijone lias rieirs as to how to irin

the War, but not all are vocal, or
.S/M/V me *'//? vociferous. If Mr.
LLOYD GEORGE reads all the papers
(us their Editors of course expect him
to do) he cannot have missed quite
a number of powerful articles in the

following manner. And even if he
should miss one or two it would not

matter, because there is always an-
otJicr in preparation.)
I 'VE always said that the PREMIER

shouldn't bo bothered with Parliament.
Of course I 've said too that our old
friend Demos, the new god, should
have a say in affairs

; but that 's an

inconsistency that doesn't count in the

least, does it ?

Now then, Mr. PREMIER, you've got
the chance of your lifetime. I always
said you were a lucky devil in fact, I

met the Welshman that wasn't.
Yen see, Parliament 's in recess, and

all its trivial overpaid Members are

playing golf and things. You 've got
absolutely a free hand if only you '11 take
it. It 's quite easy and bound to succeed.
You 'vo only got to do as I tell you.
For instance, you want to buck up

HAIG and the people at the Front.
It 's no use them telling you they know
best, being on the spot. That 's only
bluff, old man. Don't take any notice

of them, but just order a big general
offensive ; and before you can say Jack
Robinson we '11 have the Huns behind
the Ehino.
And do tell the Navy to get a move

on. I 'm glad to see my articles have
made you change the heads at the

Admiralty ;
and of course that 's all

very well so far as it goes. But it

doesn't go far enough. Have a chat
n-ilh UKATTT about it. Get him to

root the Huns out. He can bom-
bard Ostend and Zeebrugge and all

those funny little places in two-twos.
Tell KING ALBERT not to mind. We '11

easily slap up new towns for him after

the War, built on the speedy American

principle.
Then about that aerial offensive.

There 's really boon quite enough talk

about it. We want some action, Mr.
PREMIER. Isn't it time it came off?

Think what a bombardment of Cologne
(taking care of the cathedral, of course),
Frankfurt, Berlin, Essen and Hamburg
would do, not to mention other places
that I could if I had an atlas.

And about those pacifists. Just clap
the whole lot in gaol. That 's the best

place for them. I won't object in the

least, even though I am the apostle of

freedom.

Then there are lots and lots of other

things you might do. You might
deliver a reasoned manifesto to the
Russian people and buck them up a
bit. That won't do anybody any harm,
and it 'II be yetting on trith the War,

my little Welshman.
Well, there are a few points for you

to go on with. You've got the brains
to think of more, otherwise 1 wouldn't
have helped to put you where you are

to-day. But remember that if you don't

do these tilings Demos is waiting round
the corner for you.
Demos is a good dog a patient

animal. But there 's an end even to

his patience. Growl, Demos, and show
you 're not afraid of Welsh men !

("Grrr !" Good dog! Good
dog!)
Now then, old boy, I 've shown you

the way. It 's up to you !

Another powerful article on these lines will

appear next week.

[But not in Punch. ED.]
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Caller at the office of the Inventions Board. "'DURING WAR
PREPAHE FOE PEACE 1 THAT MUST BE OUR MOTTO I AND MY
SPECIAL PATENT SHELL-CASE IS THE VERY THING. A SHKJ.L-
CASE TO-DAY

-AND A BLANC-MANGE MOULD TO-MOJlllOV.V

THE ONLY OTHER TOPIC.
" I SHOT a marrow into the I

mean I cut a marrow two feet seven
inches long yesterday," said the man
in the corner seat.

" What did it weigh ?
" we asked

anxiously. After two months of them

potatoes had somewhat palled. We
were growing rather tired of marrows,
but we waited eagerly for his answer.

"
Twenty-six pounds nine and three-

quarter ounces."

Disappointment again. Our hopes
were dashed to the ground. Some ob-

scure individual, according to the local

press, had produced from his humble

cottage garden a marrow weighing
thirty

- four pounds, and the thing
rankled.

" Mine was a scraggy specimen, more
like an Indian club than a marrow."

"Crossed in love, perhaps," said

Dalton.
" What your marrow wanted was

nourishment," said the Authority. "A
piece of worsted round its neck, with
one end dipped in a jar of water."

" Excuse rne," said Jones,
" the very

latest is to insert a tube in the stalk.

and the flavour is greatly improved if

you add a little sugar to the water.

Almost like a melon."
" Do you take a card out for each

marrow, or one for each plant '?

"
asked

Dalton.

The quiet man opposite put his paper
clown. He was a new-comer in the

district. We liked him, although he
had no sense of humour and did not

appreciate Dalton' s jokes. He appeared

to be intarested only in the startling
and the odd.

"That reminds me," lie said, "of a

most extraordinary experience I had a

few days ago. Of course you all know
Enderhy?"
None of us knew Enderby, but we

did not like to say so. The quiet man's

anxiety was painful. We felt he could

not go on with his story unless someone
knew Enclerby.

" He has a little place round at the

back of the Common quite a nice little

place." Freath that was the quiet
man's name looked at us reproach-

fully.
" I think I know Enclerby," said

Dalton. " Isn't he a heavily-built man
about fifty, with a grey moustache?

"

"
Yes, yes," said Fr.eath eagerly.

" And a curious wart on his left cheek.

Well, I dined with him the other night.
His boy was there, home for the holi-

days. Very clever boy; his special

study is the biology of plants. They
gave me a very good dinner ;

I didn't

notice very much what I was eating,
but I did when the maid helped me to

marrow. It was a deep crimson colour.

I tasted it somewhat nervously, for I

felt they were all watching me. It had
the taste of the most exquisite fruit,

and the flavour I am afraid you won't
believe me was that of the finest port
that I ever drank. ' How did you
manage this, Arthur ?

'

said Enderby.
'

Grape -
juice," said Arthur. 'Those

foreign black grapes are very cheap
just now, so I mixed some with the

water that I was feeding the marrows
on.' I can't explain it to you ; all I

know is that I had a second helping.
I am afraid you don't believe it," said

Freath uneasily.
We assured him that we did, but we

did not say it with conviction.

"Enderby called round to see me a
few days afterwards," continued Freath,
" and I walked back with him. As we
went along he told me that a relative

was staying with them an uncle. The
first night, again they had marrow
for dinner. This time its flavour was
not port but whisky Scotch whisky.
The old gentleman was delighted with
Arthur and his experiments. Although
an abstainer he had three helpings.
This was very pleasing to Enderby, as

[the unclo was a man of considerable

wealth. But lie was not at all satisfied

with his son's explanations, and he

thought he recognised the whisky.
Although an abstainer while the War
is on, Enderby keeps a very good cellar,

and when he came to look into things
he found that Arthur had been pump-
ing his finest '60 port and old matured
Scotch whisky into the vegetable mar-
rows. Now what do you think of

that ?
"

We thought it very strange and we
said so.

" But the strangest part has yet to

come. Of course they had to keep it

quiet bottle it up, so to speak, from
the old gentleman, and let the marrows
down gradually. But when the mar-
rows were once more on a temperance
ri'tjime the most extraordinary thing

happened." The train was running
into Finsbury Park. Freath rose and
collected his tilings.
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\Ye stared at liini, fascinated.
" Knderbv look mo into the garden

B it. lie said it hud been going
on for the last week. From all direc-

tions, rioting across the (lower-beds,

the lawn, down the paths, the marrows
were growing towards the wine-cellar

at the rate of twelve feet a day."
.ith hastily left the carriage and

jumped into the Broad Street train.

While we wore discussing the story
the voice of authority spoke :

" The
whole thing 's a tissue of falsehood.

There's no such man as Knderby."
' But Dalton knows him," wo said.
"

I don't know Knderby," said Dalton.

"liut 1 wanted to hear the story."

AT THE PLAY.
"Tni': PACIFISTS."

As a rea ;on;t!>le jusquahoutist I have
sonic misgivings ahoufc Mr. HENRY
Airniri: JONESS farce -

parable, The
Ists. Assume Market Pcwburifs

afflictions to have been as stated : an
intolerable stalwart cad of a butcher

fencing in the best part of the common,
assaulting people's grandmothers, shut-

ting them up in coal-cellars and eating
their crumpets, kissing their wives in

the market square and proposing to

abduet them to seaside resorts, and
so bold to do him violence and

make him stop it; the police being ill

or absent, the Mayor and his friend,

chief victim of the butcher's aggression,

unwilling on account of principles to

do anything but talk and get up leagues
d with the trouble in general, and

in a final ecstasy of disapproval to write
a strong letter; only uncle Belcher, a

truculent old sea-dog with a natural
lust for whisky and blood, organising
an opposition, valiantly hiring a notable

pugilist to deal with the butcher, and

becoming desperately anxious lest the
matter should be peaceably settled be-

cause the basher, having been engaged,
mitxt find something to bash or there
will lie trouble. Well, if we must have

forged for us the sword of a three-Act

It', we should like it with one edge,
wo.

Mr. JONES was evidently bursting
with the desire to give some irritating
people a very hard knock witness the
Barbed dedication with which the nor-

mally peaceful theatre-announcement
columns have bristled some little time

past; ;md 1 think I dare say that we
were interested in his first Act. He
did really work out his analogies with
some skill. But we soon came to feel

thai he was essentially doing something
between (logging a dead horse, so far as
we wore concerned, and shooting a

sitting rabbit. I suspect too that we
realised I lie issues were too tragic for

<&

Sergeant (to Private Hinipkiiis arriving lito days late). "WELL, SlMPKIN'S, SO YOU'VE
TURNED OP, HAVE YOU?"

/kins. "YES, SERGEANT. Bui'YOU ABE LUCKY TO GET ME. WHAT WITH DOMESTIC
TBOUBLE AND ALL THAT DELUGE OF BAIN I NEARLY MADE A SEI'ABATE PEACE."

this kind of buffoonery. The tribute of

our applause was a tribute of loyalty to

one who has often deserved well of the

republic, and partly the desire to show
that our hearts were in the right place.
I don't see The Pacifists as a pamphlet
making many converts. As a kick on
the shins it has points.

I confess the thing that pleased me
most was a gay little piece of bur-

lesque by Mr. ARTHUB CHESNEY as the
red-haired shop assistant who was not

a pacifist. Mr. CHARLES GLENNEY so

horoughly enjoyed the robustious sea-

captain that we had to enjoy it too a
sound notion of entertainment, that.

Mr. SEBASTIAN SMITH played chief rab-

bit with considerable skill and point ;

Mr. LENNOX PAWLE amused with his

plump dundrearyed mayor; Mr. SAM

LIVESEY'S offensive was, I am sure, as
Hunuish as its author could possibly
have desired. Miss ELLIS JEFFREYS ap-

peared in the first Act as a very plausible
imitation of a prominent tradesman's
wife in an eighth-rate provincial town,
with some quite excellent moments.
But she was evidently labouring under
severe strain, and I amused myself by
speculating how long she would keep
out of a really well-cut skirt and a

sophisticated air of Mayfair. Just an
Act. And surely she is mistaken in

thinking that an effect of extreme agita-
tion is best conveyed by very rapid quasi-

cinematographic progression up and
down the stage? But I saw no reason
to complain of the bold bad butcher's
taste in the matter of a subject for

abduction. T.
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BUCEPHALUS AND THE ROAD-HOGS.

WHI--S Miss Hopes asked at breakfast how many of us

would iiko to watch (ho very last cricket-match of the

dale, practically tin* entire hospital held up

nd and it was found that the two cars could not

is all. It was therefore settled that Haynes
.aid he knew the moves) should drive Ansell and me

over in tho gbvernets-carfc.
Jt was also settled thai the crew of the governess-cart

should have an early cold lunch and start an hour before

.us (it w;is calculated) we should all arrive at the

cricket-ground fairly well together. This did not take

Havnes' driving into account. Wo started from the door

a: a very satisfactory pace, probably because Bucephalus,

tho fat pony, objected to the enthusiasm of our Bend-off,

When we reached tho road ho dropped into an amble BO

gentle that wo decided that he bad really been running

away in the drive. Next, taking advantage of an almost

imperceptible upward slope, he began to walk. Haynes
clucked at him and flapped tho reins, but this had no effect

beyond steering Bucephalus into the left-hand ditch.

" I thought you said you knew the moves," remarked

Anseil.
"
Surely this is wrong ?

"

" Tho bally beast 'a lopsided," said Haynes with heat.

" One side of his mouth 's hard and the other soft."

"The difficulty being," I suggested as we lurched across

the road into the other ditch,
" to discover which is

which. . . . Now you 're straight. We 'd better trot.

It 's only a one-day match."

Haynes used the ancient whip, which had. as much
effect as tickling a rhinoceros with a feather.

"Goad him with a penknife," suggested Ansell unfeel-

ingly.
" There must be some way," said Haynes.

" Because

they do trot, you know."
"
Speaking as one ignorant amateur to another," I asked,

"isn't the right thing to pull gently on the reins and

then slacken ? You go on doing it till the animal gets your

meaning. Try it."

Haynes tried it, and Bucephalus stopped dead. Repe-
tition of the treatment simply produced a tendency to

back.

"For heaven's sake don't lose any of the ground wo 've

gained," said Ansell. " Let 's get on, if only at a walk."
" We shall have to tow him," decided Haynes. He got

out and hauled at the bridle, but Bucephalus refused to

budge.
"
This," said Ansell, becoming suddenly business-like,

"
is where the Boy Hero modestly but firmly takes charge.

Jump in."

He picked up the reins and, though he apparently did

nothing in particular with them, Bucephalus came to life

at once and broke into a lumbering trot.
" You silly chump, why didn't you say you could drive ?

"

asked Haynes.
"
Nobody asked me," said the Boy Hero modestly,

" and
I was shy."
At the time when we had been scheduled to> reach the

cricket-ground we had still a mile to go along a narrow

leafy road, hardly more than a lane. The cars were over-

due, and Haynes, whose haughty spirit could not brook
the idea of being passed by jeering plutocrats, propounded
a scheme.

"They can't pass us unless we go into the ditch," he

explained.
" So when they come we '11 pretend to be

asleep, take up the middle of the road, and simply ignore
them. We 11 get there first, after all."

A moment later we heard the Luzz of engines. I took

a hurried glance round and saw tho sunlight on brasswork

as the car came round a distant corner.
" It 's them," I said.

Tho reins dropped slackly on Buoepbalus's buck and ho

slowed to a walk. Inside the governess-cart all was som-

nolent peace. Behind us the car was already beginning

to make remarks on one of those abusive press-tbe-button

horns. "You FOOL! You FOOT,! Get OUT o' the way!
Get OUT o' the way !

"
it said. Then we heard the car slow

down and pandemonium broke loose. Tho born was

reinforced by an ordinary hooter, a whistle, several human

voices and, lastly, an exhaust siren. I stole a glance at

Ansell and found that ho was having a good deal of surrep-

titious trouble in restraining our fiery steed from doing a

second bolt.

"I say," whispered Haynes in sudden agitation, "lias

Miss Eopes an exhaust siren?
"

"No, she hasn't," Ansell replied in tones of horror.

We've held up tho wrong car." He Icokcd r.Mind.

Good Lord !

"
ho added softly and pulled Bucepha'us ii.to

the ditch. In the car, with a grinning Tommy at the

wheel, sat two apoplectic generals and a highly explosive

brigade-major. They came alongside, and 1 should never

be allowed to repeat what they said to us. It seemed that

by delaying them we had been hindering the day's work

of the entire Home Forces. We were given to understand

that it was only the blue bands on our arms which saved us

from being court-marfialled on the spot and shot by the

grinning Tommy at dawn. Then they passed on.

When our cars did appear a minute or two later we

pulled meekly into tho ditch to let them pass, and could

find no better answer to tho jeers of their occupants than

a wan sickly smile apiece.

THE TEST OF TYPE.

(Suggested by these adjacent paragraphs in a daily paper.}

"A London angler, Mr. ,

has caught a roach of 21b. lax.

in the Lark at JUrton Mills, the

largest fish of its kind kimlirl

from this Suffolk stream for

sjine years."

'

Maj . . For conspicuous gallantry
and resource. He rallied his men
when tho left flank was seriously
threatened, and by his energy and
fine example paved the situation.
Hr subsequently commanded his
battalion with great ability. He
has displayed marked gallantry in

every action in which -he has taken

part."

THOUGH in these times monopolized by Mars
There 's not a day that passes but one reads

Sandwiched between unprofitable
"
pars

"

And other wholly negligible screeds

Of decorations, crosses, medals, bars,

Bestowed for valiant and heroic deeds ;

Over these records we must often pass
Unless we 've got a magnifying-glass !

But if some member of a fishing club

In London or the provinces, renowned
For prowess with the lob-worm or tho grub,

Should land a roach of more than half a pound,
Then in the leading papers of tho hub

Full space for that achievement will be found,

And clearest type and unaffected rapture
Will signalize the epoch-making capture !

The moral of the episode is plain :

If soldiers wish to petrify the nation,

Let them when leave permits no more disdain

To join a Roach or Perch Association,

Cull giant gooseberries, and strive to gain
Prizes for Blind-fold Pig Delineation.

Thus only not by cross or golden stripe
Will they achieve the honour of big type.
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REPRISALS.
Comjictitur (in international contest), "Tn% BLTGriTER'S BIT ME." Referee. "WELL, AIN'T YKU GOT KO TEETH OF YKR OWN? Box OS."

SHAKSPEABE AND THE WAR.
[Since the entry of the United States all the English-speaking

peoples are in alliance for freedom.]

I THINK our SHAKSPEAHE, gone this many a year
To some rich haven where the poets throng
And Ruler of Ten Cities wrought in song

And spired with rhythmic music, high and clear,

Still finds his England something close and dear,

Rejoicing when her justice baffles wrong
And willing her to wrestle and be strong.

I think he bides by England and is near.

And, in the purpose of his Overlord,
His weaving spirit, still in cloudless youth

\Vith minstrelsy made perfect, throws a cord
That rings the continents in its magic reach
To gather all who share his English speech

In one firm warrior bond of troth and truth.

"Let Laws and Learning . . ."

"I should add that Viscount Harberton sees a chanco for his own
order in the circumstance that, while the poor man's child is driven
to M'liiul by the inspector, the rich man can ' boot the spy out,'
and so confer on his children the priceless boon of complete
illiteracy. Shall we live to see a House of Lords that makes its

mark? "
Observer,

Some of them, we believe, are under the impression that

they have done so already.

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

UNLESS you can share with me the sad immunity of the

forties, I must despair of translating for you the emotion
raised in my antique soul by the wrapper of a new RIDER
HAGGARD story bearing the picture of a Zulu and thediscovery
inside that Quatennain is come again! The tale that has
so excited me is called, a little ominously, Finished (WARD,
LOCK), and I could have better loved a cheerier title. The
matter is, to begin with, an affair of a shady doctor, of
I.D.B. and an abduction ; none of it, I admit, any too

absorbing. But about halfway through the author, as

though sharing my own views upon this part of the plot,

exchanges (so to speak) the Shady for the Black, and

transports us all to 2ululand. And if you need reminding
of what H. R. H. can do with that delectable country,
I can only say I am sorry for you. Incidentally there are
some stirring scenes from certain pages of history that the

glare of these later days has rather faded Isandhlwana
and Rorke's Drift among them ; as well as the human
drama of the feud between CUTEWAYO (terror of my
nursery !)

and the witch-doctor Zikali. Whether the old
careless rapture is altogether recovered is another matter ;

at least the jolly unpronounceable names are still there, and
the picturesque speech. Most of the names, that is; Allan
of course, and others, but I for one should have welcomed
rare Umslopogaas or however he is rightly spelt and
Curtis, for personal reasons my favourite of the gallant
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company that have so often kept secret rendezvous with possibility of a similar confidence in the workshop. That

me behind the unliftoil lid of a desk at preparation time,
j

confidence must, and can, wo dare to believe, eventually be

\nd now have we really oome at long last to Finished 1 established. But the men don't go over the top to put

I can only hope that Sir II. RIDER IlA<u;.u:n doesn't money in the Colonel's pocket, and little good is done by

Im,.ln it exploiting these loose analogies and putting on a too easy
air of optimism in the face of desperately serious and

Mrs. HI-MPHKY \\'Aitn may be numbered amongst the complex problems. But enough of fault-finding, which_is
most indefatigable of women war- workers. She has now a poor reward for the serious and generous labours of public-

followed up her former success in England's Eiforl with
; spirited men and women. After all, what one reader calls

a volume carrying on the story of our part in" the War timidity of outlook another may care to praise as prudence.

under the title of Ttrtu-th the (lout (MI-HHAY).
written in the form of a series of le;

'

ta

The book , Hero you will find an abundance of safe analysis, wise

addressed
|

comment and constructive suggestion from a galaxy of

ta ex-President KOOSKYF.I.T, as the onlie begetter both of it
!
accredited authorities.^

and iis predecessor. It is further equipped with a pro!';;

by the hand of this ame able and clear-sighted gentleman, In the early chapters of Mr. WJLI.IAM HEWLETT'S new

the chief drawback of which (from my reviewing point of story, The Plot-Maker (DUCKWORTH), we are introduced to

view) is that it covers so well the whole ground of apprecia- a popular and highly successful novelist, named Coultlianl

tion as to leave me nothing more to acid.
" Mrs. Ward

,

Henderson, in tli emotional crisis produced by a sudden

writes nobly on a noble theme" voild tout ! Her theme,
' doubt as to whether his output of best-sellers represented

anything in theas I have hinted, is

a further exposition
of Britain's war acti-

vities as these have

developed since the

former hook was

published. In its

course Mrs. WARD
gives us some vivid

experiences of her
j

own as a visitor to
j

the Western Front:

tilings seen and
heard, well calcu-

lated (were this

needed) to stiffen

the resolution of

the great people to

whom her letters are

really written. Eng-
land's Effort was, I

understand, trans-

lated into many
tongues (with re-

sults that can hardly
fail of being enorm-

ously valuable) ; To-

SKfexp*

Eastern Potentate (rusticating). "You HAVE No IDKA, MY DEAR FRIEND, HOW
SOOTHING IT IS TO ME TO GET AWAY FROM THE LUXURIOUS AND ARTIFICIAL LIFE OF
THE COUBT AND TO SPEND MY WEEK-ENDS IN QUIET RETIREMENT HEBE IN THE COUNTRY,
WHERE A FRIEND MAY DROP IN FOR POT LUCK AND TAKE US IN THE ROUGH."

Ill

least approaching
actuality. You will

admit a tragic situa-

tion. He meets it

by the determina-

;

tion that his next
hook shall be a

veritable slice of life,

and to this end he
selects and finances

an eligible young
|

man for the pur-
: pose, of vicariously
! experiencing those
lemotions, from
;

which age and other

j

causes debar the

chronicler ; in other
:

words, ho hires a
] hero. The worst of

this excellent idea

is that it can hardly
be said to originate
either with Mr. Hen-
derson or Mr. HEW-

j LETT, that credit be-

Mr. WILLIAM HABBUTT DAWsoN.in his After War Problems

(ALLEN AND UNWIN), covers, under the four headings, Empire
and Citizenship, Natural Efficiency, Social Reform, and
National Finance and Taxation, bewilderingly wide ground,
and drives a perhaps rather mandarinish team of contri-

butors. Lord HALDANE, for instance, is no longer in the
real van of educational endeavour, and is it wholly insigni-
ficant that his chapter on Education appears in the section

icards the Goal should certainly receive the same treatment,
| longing (I fancy) to the late HERBERT FLOWEKDEW in a too-

of which it is well worthy. little-appreciated masterpiece of sensational burlesque called

The Realist. However, Tlie Plot-Maker, once set going,

develops admirably enough on lines entirely its own. The
so-much an-hour hero turns out an engaging young gentle-

man, but a wofully poor protagonist. The situation where

(in the midst of whirling events) he makes the startling

discovery that he himself has been in some way switched
on to the part of villain is one that you can appreciate only
at first hand. Certainly if you want (as who does not in

these days ?
)
an anesthetic of agreeable nonsense The Plot-

headed National Efficiency rather than in that of Social i Maker is a medium that I can cordially recommend : one
Reform? It ought not to be difficult to give, in the light
of these last years, a wider interpretation to Patriotism
than that expressed by Lord MEATH on lines familiar to his

public. Sir WILLIAM CHANCE has seon no new sign in the
skies in relation to the problem of poverty. Sir BENJAMIN
BROWNE, whose death all those interested in the settlement
of the Capital- Labour quarrel must deplore, as for all his

uncompromising individualism he brought to it a rare
breadth of view, says much that is of real value, but does
not refrain from appealing to the fact that the mutual con-
fidence of man and officer in battle is a proof of the

obvious advantage being that you need not try to believe a

single word of it.

History Repeats Itself.

From a publisher's list :

" Shells as evidence of the Migrations of Early Culture."

And modern Kultur spreads itself in just the same old way.

"
Ludy Required to Share Rome with another."

Staffordxhi IY Sentinel.

But what about the King of ITALY, not to mention the Porn ?
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"I am
claret 1 an

tlio

elderly

* *

father of sweeps,

employer to

cle-

the

West Kent Tribunal. He afterwards '

admitted, however, tliat the secret cor-
i

not been brought to his notice.

CHARIVARIA.
THEHK is no truth in tho report that

one of the most telling lines in tho

.\iitinnal Anthem is to be revised so as

to read " Confound their Scandiknavish

tricks."
t

(i rave fears are expressed in certain

quarters that the Stockholm Conference
has been "

spniios ccrxenkt."
* :

Someone has stolen tho clock from Raided by many as a work of national

St. Winefride's Church, Wimbledon, importance. The Tribunal have gener-
\\o hope that the culprit has responded I ously arranged for him to storm a few
to the universal appeals in the news- barns in Flanders,

papers which urged him to put the

clock back on Sunday last.

them with a flail still retains many ad-
'

verse during a sixteen-day spell in tho

herents in the slow-moving countryside. trenches. The introduction of some
counter-irritant into our public school

curriculum is now thought to be inevit-

able. .

'*

The crew of the U-boat interned at

respondence of Count LuxntiRQ had Cadi/, says a Madrid correspondent,
have been allowed to land on giving
their word of honour not to leave

Acting, explained an applicant to the Spain during the continuance of the

House of Commons' Tribunal, is re-
j

War. Tho mystery of how the word
of honour came into their possession
is not explained.

An Englishwoman living
East Iras a servant-girl who,
when told about the War,
remarked, " What war ?

"

Another snub for the KAISER.
* :;:

" A Vegetarian
"
writes to

accuse Lord RHONDDA of re-

ducing the price of meat on

purpose. '

*
"

Tube fares are to be raised.

An alternative project of issu-

ing special tickets, entitling
the holder to standing room,
was reluctantly abandoned.

*...*

The Thames, says a con-

temporary, has come into its

own again as a holiday re-

sort. Many riparian owners,
on the other hand, are com-

plaining that it has come
into theirs. ...

in the

* v

Sixty-eight thousand persons, it is

stated, have visited tho maze at

Hampton Court this season. Others

* *

JHL

"YOU ON GUARD TO-NIGHT, NOBBY?" "NAW."
"WOT YER BIN AN' WASHED YEB FACE FOR, THEN?"

A trades union of undertakers' mutes have been content to stay at home
has been formed. Their first act, it is

believed, will be to strike for a fifty-

year life. * *
*

We have been asked to explain that

the Second Division in which Mr.
E. D. MOREL is now serving is not the
one that fought at the battle of Mons.

* *
*

Two escaped German prisoners have
been arrested at Wokingham by a local

grocer. The report that he charged
twopence each for delivery is without
foundation. + ...

At Leith Hill, in Surrey, trees are

being felled by a number of unescaped
German prisoners.

:|; #

" Beans running to seed," says an
informative daily paper,

" should be

picked and the small beans extracted."
But the old custom of lying in wait for

and study the sugar regulations.
* *

The admission fee to a concert re-

cently held for the benefit of the Soutli-

wark Military Hospital was one egg.
None of the gate money, it seems,
reached the performers.

* *

According to the Town Crier of Dover,
who has just retired after fifty years'
service, town crying isn't what it was
before the War. People will listen to
the bombs instead of attending to the

properly constituted official.

A "
History of the Russian Revolu-

tion
"

has been published. The pen
may not be mightier than the sword

to-day, but it manages to keep ahead
of it. * *

*

A private in one of the London regi-

Further evidence of tho success of

tho U-boat starvation campaign has
been thoughtlessly afforded the Gorman
Press by a London newspaper which
has announced that burglars are now

using practically nothing but
, skeleton keys.

***
No one has yet found any-

thing that will conquer the

wire - worm, says Professor
J. R. DTJNSTAN. We feel that
the Professor is unduly pessi-
mistic. Has lie tried the
effect of writing a letter to

The Daily Mail about it ?
* *

Things appear to be settling
down in Mexico. Last week

only one hundred of General
CARRANZA'S men were anni-

hilated by bandits.
* *

The Berlin authorities have

ordereda"Shavelessday." As
a measure of frightfulness this

is doomed to failare against
an Army like ours with tanks
which will eat their way

through all sorts of entanglements.
*

Because an officer omitted to salute

him, Field-Marshal VON HINDENHURG
stopped his car and said,

" I am HINDEN-
BURO." We understand that the officer

accepted the explanation.
* *

" There is a scarcity of violins," siys
The Evening News. Some papers never
know how to keep a secret.

* *

Lundy Island lias just been purchased
by Mr. AUGUSTUS CHRISTIE, of North
Devon. We are relieved to know it is

still on the side of the Allies.
* *

A grocer at Coalville, Leicestershire,

riding a motor-bicycle without lights,
is said to have offered two and a half

pounds of sugar to a policeman to say
nothing about it. Fortunately the

constable, when he came out of his
ments has translated two hundred and

'

faint, remembered the number of the
them on the return journeyand stunning :

fifty lines of Paradise Lost into Latin bicycle, and the man was summoned.

VOL. CI.ML
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OFFICIAL RECTITUDE.
SWEDEN ON THE LUXHURG INCIDENT.

WE cannot think that we 're to blame.

'We took the very natural view
That one who bore a German name
Would be as open as the blue ;

Would bathe in sunlight, like a lark,

So different from the worm or weevil,

Those crawling things that love the dark

Because their deeds are evil.

We thought his cables just referred

To harmless matters such as crops,
The timber-market's latest word,
The local fashions in the shops,

To German trade and German bands,
And how in Argentine and Sweden

And all that 's left of neutral lands

To build a German Eden.

True he employed a secret code,
But who would guess at guile in that?

Unless he used the cryptic mode
He couldn't be a diplomat ;

He wished (we thought) to be discreet,

Telling his friends how frail and fair is

The exotic feminine you meet
In bounteous Buenos Aires.

Why, then, should mud be thrown so

hard
At Stockholm's faith ? She merely
meant

To show a neighbourly regard
Towards a nice belligerent ;

For peaceful massage she was made ;

Aloof from martial animosities,
She yearns with fingers gloved in suede
To temper war's callosities.

Such courtesy (one would have said)
Amid the waste of savage strife

Tends to maintain what else were
dead

The sweet amenities of life ;

And seeking ends so pure, so good,
So innocent, it does surprise her

To be so much misunderstood

By all except the KAISER. 0. S.

The Prudent Orator.
"The Premier was accompanied by Mrs.

Lloyd George and his laughter."
Irish Daily Telegraph.

" Our new nippers are beginning to squeeze
to some tune in France and Belgium."

Liverpool Daily Post.

Try a little oil.

We print (with shame and the con-
sciousness of turpitude) the following
letter :

"Bed 56, E Block, 11/9/1917.DEAK Sin, This morning I was reading
your edition dated September 5, 1917. In the
Charivaris

'

I saw an article in which you
proclaimed the North Pole to be the only
territory that has not had its neutrality vio-
lated by the Huns. I beg to draw your atten-
tion to the South Pole.

I remain, yours sincerely,
A WOUNDED TOMMY."

WASHOUT.
WE had hardly settled down to Mes

when an orderly, armed with a bu'

slip, shot through the door, narrowl

missed colliding with the soup, an

pulled up by Grigson's chair. Grigso
is our Flight Commander one of tlios

rugged and impenetrable individual

who seem impervious to any kind o

shock. ThCre is a legend that on on
occasion four machine - gun bullet

actually hit him and bounced off, whicl

gave the imitative Hun the idea o

armour-plating his machines.

Grigson took the slip and read, slowlj
and paraphrastically : "Night opera
tions. A machine will be detailed to leave

the ground at 10.30 pip einma and
three fresh eggs on the raihvay-statioi
at . At the special request of tin

G.O.C.E.F.C., Lieutenant Maude, tin

well-known strafer, will oblige. Co
operation by B and C Flights."

Lieutenant Maude, commonly known
by a loose avsociation of ideas as

Toddles, buried a heightened complexion
in a plate of now tepid soup. Someone
having pulled him out and wiped him
down, he was understood to remark
that he would have preferred longei
notice, as it had been his intention that

night to achieve a decisive victory in

the Flight ping-pong tournament.

"Oh, but, Toddles," came a voice,
" think how pleased old Fritz will be to
see you. You '11 miss the garden party,
but you '11 be in nice time for the fire-

works -Verey lights and flaming onion
and pretty searchlights. Don't you love

searchlights, Toddles ?
"

Toddles stretched out an ominous
hand towards the siphon, and was
only deterred from his fell intention by
the entry of the C.O.

"Oh, Grigson," said the C.O. plea-

santly, "the Wing have just rung
through to say they want that raid done
at once, so you might get your man up
toute suite."

Toddles was exactly halfway througl
his fish.

Now, though Toddles has never to

my knowledge appeared before the C.O.
at dead of night attired in pink silk

pyjamas, begging with tears in his eyes
to be allowed to perform those duties
which the dawn would in any case

impose upon him (this practice is not

really very common in the E.F.C.), he
is a thoroughly sound and conscientious
little beggar. And, making allowances
for the fallibility of human inventions,
and the fact that two other young
gentlemen were also engaged in the con-

genial task of making structural altera-
tions to the railway station at

,

Toddles comes out of the affair with an
untarnished reputation.

Whether it was that his more fasti

dious taste in architecture detained him
I do not know, but it was fully ten
minutes after the others had landec
before we who were watching on th

aerodrome became aware that Toddles
was coming homo to roost. The usua

signals were exchanged, and Toddles
finished up a graceful descent by making
violent contact with the ground, bounc-

ing seven times and knocking over two
flares before finally coming to rest
His machine appeared to be leaning on
its left elbow in a slightly intoxicated
condition.

"Bust the V strut," said Toddles

cheerfully. We assured him that one
would hardly notice it. Grigson mean-
while had been examining the under

carriage with scientific care, and turned
to ask him how he had got on.

"Bong," said Toddles, beaming;
"absolutely bong. They spotted us,
but Archie was off colour."

" Did you see your pills burst ?
"

Toddles beamed more emphatically
;han ever. " One in what I took to he
the station yard, one right on the line,
and one O.K. ammunitipn truck ; ter-

rific explosion nearly upset me. Three
perfectly good shots."
So far Toddles' account agreed very

fairly with the two we already had.
" Didn't have any trouble with the

elease gear, I suppose ?
"
said Grigson.

'

Nasty thing that. I 've known it jam
jeforo now."
"
Well," answered Toddles,

"
it did

stick a bit, but I just yanked it over
ind it worked."

"
Splendid !

"
said Grigson brightly.

' A nice bit of work, and very thought-
ul of you to bring ho:no such jolly
>ouvenirs."

" Look here," replied Toddles with
varmth,

" who the devil are you getting
it ?

"Nothing; oh, nothing at all."

Grigson moved away towards the
Mess. "

By the way," he said,
"
you 're

[uite certain they were your own shots?
should have a good look at that -under

arri'age if I were you."
We all went down on hantls and

knees. Lying placidly in the rack with
n air of well-merited ease born of the
onsciousness that they had, without

ny effort of their own, avoided a

atiguing duty, were three large bombs.
" Er ah hum," said Toddles.
Now then, Sergeant, hurry up and
et this machine back into the shed !

"

And the Sergeant's face was the best
oke of all.

"Man, handy at vice, bean in motor repair
lop." Daily Chronicle.

till, it must not be assumed that life

a garage is necessarily fatal to virtue.
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PERFECT INNOCENCE.
CONSTABLE WOODROW WILSON. "THAT'S A VERY MISCHIEVOUS THING TO DO."

SWEDEN. "PLEASE, SIR, I DIDN'T KNOW IT WAS LOADED."
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THE WATCH DOGS.
LXV.

MY DEAB ClIAKLES, I feel SO111O

hesitation in passing tlio following

story on to you, less from the fear of

what it will divulge to the enemy than

from the fear of what it may divulge to

our own people. As far as the enemy
is concerned bo it stated boldly that

it would have been unthinkable. But
{

talked pleasantly to his ris-d- cin. The
if it had arisen the train would cer- Corporal, a trifle abashed at first,

tainly have stopped for good ; probably listened deferentially, but as the good
the world would have come to an end. food enlivened him he ceased to be

As it was, what did happen ? Let me
say at once that both the Corporal and

erosity which was entirely delightful;
the Corporal's was pecuniary gener-

osity, the Commandant's generosity of

the train was going to Paris and " I
"

j

spirit.

got into it at Amiens. Yes, HIXDEN- : both were true to type.

liiTitu, there is a place called Paris and Quick though the French

there is a place called Amiong. Now i- 1-- < c "- -1 <~<~

what are you going to do about it '.' As

far as our own people are concerned it

abashed and became cordial. From
cordial he became affable, from affable

the Commandant behaved wit.h a gen- , affectionate, and from affectionate he

passed to that degree of friendship in

which you lean across the dinner-table,

tap a man on the shoulder and call

This was as it should be, and
;

him "old pal." Finally, he insisted

upon the Commandant cracking with
are at the ' him a bottle of champagne. 1 give

uptake, it took the good Commandant the Commandant full marks for not

just a little while to settle down to the persisting iu. his refusal.

odd position. This was not the size
j

A draught or two of champagne lias,

is asked of them that, if ever they come \

and shape and manner of man with as you may bo aware, the effect of

to read it, they may not inquire too I whom he was used to take his meals. ! developing to an extreme any friendly

closely as to who "I"

may be.

It is a long train

and there is only one

dining-car. Those
who don't get into the

car at Amiens don't

dine ;
there is accord-

ingly some competi-
tion, especially on the

part of the military
lenient, of which the

majority is proceed-

ing to Paris oil leave

and doesn't propose to

start its outing by go-

ing without its dinner.

3uly the very fit or

;he very cunning sur-

vive. Having got in

myself among the lat-

;er category I was not

surprised to see,

among the former
category, a large and

powerful Canadian

Corporal.
If he can afford to pay for his dinner

there is no reason, I suppose, why even
a corporal should not dine. If he can

manage to snaffle a seat in the car there
is certainly no reason why a French
Commandant should not dine. There
is every reason, I imagine, for railway

I

companies to furnish their dining-cars
with those little tables for two which

bring it about that a pair of passen-
gers, who have never seen each other

j

before and have not elected to meet on
I this occasion, find themselves together,
I for a period, on the terms of the most
complete and homely intimacy. Lastly,
the attendant had every reason to put
ths Corporal and the Commandant to
dine together, for there was nowhere
else to put either of them.
What would have happened if this

had taken place ten years ago, and the
French Commandant had been an
English Major? The situation, of

course, simply could not have arisen ;

Skipper i if Drifter (idtn hu.t 1,,-t-n jinni 1/iirty-fife shillings fur limini/ a pitir of
binoculars). "PUOI'ER JUSTICE I CALLS IT; MY HROTHER-IN-LAW LOSES HIS WHOLE
BLINKING DRIFTER AND YOU DON'T FINK 'IM A BLOOMING CENT."

feelings you may at

the moment happen
to possess . . .

The trainchanced to

stop just after dinner
was finished, and the

Commandant, seizing
his opportunity, hur-

riedly paid his bill and

got into another car-

riage. My ris-ii-ri.i

also left the car,

though I must confess
that 1 had not stood
}ii/n so much as a

glass of beer. I and
the Canadian Cor-

poral were left facing
each other, and the

position was such I hat
I couldn't avoid his

eye. I had no feel-

ings with regard to

him, but I simply
could not smile at

him, since I do not

like champagne. So
As an officer one feels one's respon- I suppose I must have frowned at him

;

sibilities on these public occasions, and anyhow, lie came along and sat down
I felt I ought to intervene and to do

[

at my table in order to explain at

something to rearrange the general
position. But at the start I caught
the Corporal's eye, and there was in it

just sat still and did nothing.
The awkward pause was over before

the soup was finished. Bough good-
nature and subtle good sense soon com-
bined to eliminate arbitrary distinc-

tions. The Commandant won the first

credit by starting a conversation
;

it

was really the only thing to do. Had
the Commandant and I been opposite
each other we should probably have
dined in polite silence. But the Cor-

poral was one of those red-faced burly
people with whom you have, if you are
close to them, either to laugh or fight.
The Commandant was not inwardly

afraid; he was innately polite. He

for not being drunk.

interested mo deeply.

This, I admit,
" When we get

to Parry," said he,
" we shall be met by

Military Police, and they will ask to see

our papers. And if my papers weren't
in order and if I wasn't in order myself
I should be put under arrest and sent

back again. And I don't mean to be

sent back, and I have all my papers in

order and I 'in in order myself." And,
dash it all, the fellow was right, and
when we got to the Gare du Nord there

were the Military Police as large as

life, and clearly there was no avoiding
them.

At first I didn't quite know what to

length that he was not drunk.

He wasn't drunk, and I had never
said ho was, and I was not in the least

such a convincing look of " Whatever interested in his theme, until he got to
I may do I mean awfully well," that I the point of what his main reason was
.mi..-. i. ~i I II ,1-1 r,T i 1 _

'
.. If . I 1

*
. T 1 mi ' T 1 I
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do alxnit it', but a little thought decided

rao. " There are your M.P.," I said to

the Corporal, as we trooped slowly out

of the dining-car.
" I 'm afraid i '11

have to ask you to come along with me
and interview one of them." Giving
him no time to argue, I led him straight
to the Police Sergeant and insisted

upon this case being dealt with before

all others. " I must ask you, Sergeant,
to make this man produce his papers.
I have reason to doubt whether he is

in order."

The Corporal began to expostulate,
hut the Sergeant adopted the none-of-

thiit-I-know- all -about -your -sort atti-

tude which is so admirable in these

officials. The Corporal produced some

papers and tendered them indignantly.
The Police Sergeant remained impas-
sively unconvinced, but gave me one
Her! ing look, as if he wondered whether
I had put him on to a good thing.
"There are papers and papers," said I,

as if I too knew all about the busi-
" Let us see if they are in order.'

'

instinct had already told

him that the papers were quite in order,
and ho was all for cutting the business

short and getting out of it as quickly
as he could. But I insisted upon the

most minute examination and would
not give in and admit my mistake
until the Sergeant practically ordered

us both off the station.

Having given the Sergeant to under-

stand that lie was to blame for the

Corporal's papers being in order, I

allowed myself to be passed on. The

Corporal followed me; he wanted an

explanation. When we got outside the

station I let him catch me up, because

I thought he was entitled to one.
" Will you allow me to ask why you

did that, Sir ?
"

he said very indig-

nantly but not rudely.
" You knew

that I had my papers, Sir, and that

they were in order."

"Yes," I said. "But I knew that

my own weren't."

His cheeks suffused with the most

jovial red I have ever seen.
" In the very strictest confidence,

Corporal," I said, "1 haven't any
papers."

I didn't know that a human laugh
could be so loud. On the whole I

!

think it was a good thing that we had

I arrived in Paris after closing time, since

otherwise, in spite of my dislike of the

stuff, I "m sure that three more bottles

of the most expensive brand would

have been cracked. I should have had
to stand one ; he would have positively
insisted on standing two.

Yours ever, HENHY.

A Siga of the Times.
" YOUNG LADY Wants post as Housekpi-p-r

to working man." Halifaj: Evening Courier.

" Planers (large letters) Wanted, for machine
tool work ; good bonus

;
war work ; peniiain'iit

job." Daily Dispatch.

Pessimist 1

"WHAT DISABLED SOLDI EUS SHOULD KNOW.
That there is no such word as ' imossible '

ill his dictionary.'' Canadian 1'aiw.

Correct.

"
il . Polychromads, Green Charg^ d'Aflaircs,

has left London for the Hague."
Sunday Times.

It is an unfortunate colour, but with a

name like that he can always try one

of the others.

" The cauker of indiscipline and the wine of

liberty have shaken the Russian Army to its

foundations."
"Times" Russian Correspondent.

While the tide of new life that was
kindled by the torch of revolution seems

destined to crumble into dust.
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THE TRIUMPHAL PROGRESS.
TiiF.UK are few phases of the War

subsidiary phases, side-issues, margin-
alia more interesting, I think, than the

! return of the Datives: the triumphant

progress, through their old haunts and

among their old friends, of the youths,

recently civilians, but now tried and
1 warriors : lately so urban and

hesitating and immature, but now so

seasoned and confident and of the

world. And particularly I have in mind
the return of the soldier to his house

of business, and his triumphant pro-

gress through the various departments,

gathering admiration and homage and

even wonder. I am not sure that

wonder does not come first, so striking
can the metamorphosis be.

|

When he left he was often only a

I boy. Very likely rather a young terror

I in his way : shy before elders, but a

desperate wag with his contemporaries
He had a habit of whistling during oflice

hours
;
he took too long for dinner, anc

was much given to descending the stairs

four at a time and shaking the premises
blurring the copying-book and under-

stamping the letters. When sent to

the bank, a few yards distant, he wai

absent for an hour. Cigarettes and
late hours may have given him a touch
of pastiness.

To-day, what a change! Tall, well-

set-up and bronzed, he is a model oi

health and strength. His eyes meet
all our eyes frankly; he has done

nothing to be ashamed of: there is no

unposted letter in his pocket, no con-

sciousness of a muddled telephone
message in his head. To be on the
dreaded carpet of the manager's room
was once an ordeal ; to-day he can drop
cigarette-ash on it and turn never a
hair.

" Oh yes," he says,
" he has been

under fire. Knows it backwards.
Knows the difference in sound between
all the shells. So far he 's been very
lucky, but, Heavens ! the pals he 's lost !

Terrible things happen, but one gets
numbed apathetic, you know.

" What does it feel like to go over
the top ? The first time it 's a rotten

feeling, but you get used to that too.

War teaches you what you can get used
to, by George it does! He wouldn't
have believed it, but there

"

And so on. All coming quite natur-

ally and simply ; no swank, no false

modesty.
" This is his first leave since he went

to France, and he thought he must
come to see the firm first of all. Sad
about poor old Parkins, wasn't it ?

Killed directly. And Smithers' leg
that was bad too. Eum to see such a
lot of girls all over the place, doing the

boys' jobs. Well, well, it's a strangi

world, and who would have thought al

tbis his conversation on
In the great clerks' room

this was going to happen'
Such

carpet.
where there are now so many girls, lie

is a shade more of a dog. The brave

you know, can't be wholly unconscious

of the fair, and as I pass through ]

catch the same words, but spoken witl

a slightly more heroic ring.
"
Lord, yes, you get used even to

going over the top. A rotten feeling
the first time, but you get used to it

That 's one of the rum things aboul

war, it teaches you what you can gel

used to. You get apathetic, you know
That's the word apathetic: used to

anything. Standing for hours in water

up to

rats."
your knees.

(Here
squeals.)

" It

them. " Eats

Sleeping among
some pretty feminine
is a fact," he swears to

running over you hall

the night, and now and then a shell

bursting close by."

Standing at his own old desk as he

talks, he looks even taller and stronger
than before by way of contrast, I

suppose, and as I pass out I wonder if

he will ever be able to bring himself to

resume it.

Having occasion, a little while later,

to go downstairs among the warehouse-

men, where female labour has not yet
penetrated. I hear him again, and notice

that his language has become more
free. Safely underground he extends
himself a little.

" Over the top ?
"
he is saying.

"
Yes,

three blinking times. What does it

feel like the first time ? Well
"
and

he tells them how it feels, in a way
that I can't reproduce here, but vivid

as lightning compared with his upstairs
manner. And still he remains the clean

forthright youth who sees his duty a
dead sure thing, and does it, even though
he may be perplexed now and then.

" So long !

"
they say, old men-friends

and new girl-acquaintances crowding
round him as at last he tears himself

away (and watching him from the
distance I am inclined to think that,
if he gets through, he will come back
to us after all).

" So long !

"
they say.

"Take care of yourself."
" You bet !

"
he replies.

" But the

question is, Shall I be allowed to ?

What price the Hun ?
" And with a

" So long, all !

"
he is gone.

All over London, in the big towns
all over Great Britain, are these trium-

phant progresses going on.

"Wanted, a good Private Wash
; gocd dry-

ng place." High Peak News:

We respect the advertiser's dislike of

publicity.

"JONG."
(Lines suggested by an Australian abor-

iginal placename commonly known
by its last syllable.)

FINE names are found upon the map
Kanturk and Chirk and Cong,

Grogtown and Giggleswick and Shap,
Chowbent and Chittagong ;

But other places, less renowned,
In richer euphony abound
Than the familiar throng;

For instance, there is Beeyah-byyah-
bunniga-nelliga-jong.

In childhood's days I took delight
In LEAH'S immortal Dong,

Whose nose was luminously bright,
Who sang a silvery song.

Ho did not terrify the birds

With strange and unpropitious words
Of double-edged oniony ;

I 'in sure he hailed fromBecyah-byyah-
bunniga-nelliga-jong.

Prince Giglio's bag, the fairy's gift,

Helped him to right the wrong,
Encouraged diligence and thrift,

And ." opened with a pong ;

"

But though its magic powers were

great
It could not quite ejaculate
A word so proud and strong

And beautiful as Beeyah-byyah-
bunniga-nelliga-jong.

I crave no marble pleasure-dome,
No forks with golden prong ;

Like HORACE, in a frugal home
I 'd gladly rub along,
ontented with the humblest cot

Or shack or hut, if it had got
A name like Billabong,

Or, better still, like Beeyah-byyah-
bunniga-nelliga-jong.

Sweet is the music of the spheres,

Majestic is Mong Blong,
And bland the beverage that cheers,

Called Sirupy Souchong ;

But sweeter, more inspiring far

Than tea or peak or tuneful star

I deem it to belong
To such a place as Beeyah-byyah-

bunniga-nelliga-jong.

Our Stylists.
' It is the desire of the Management that

nothing of an objectionable character shall

ippear on the stage or in the auditorium, and
hey ask the co-operation of the audience in

.uppressing same by apprising them of any-
hing that may escape their notice."
From a provincial Hippodrome programme,

From the evidence in a juvenile

arceny case :

"The Father: Devils seem to be getting
nto everyone nowadays, not only in boys, but
n human beings."

Devon and Exeter Gazette.

delicate distinction.
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A MIXED LETTER-BAG.

(Prompt,,! /-//
"
Tlu-ifl;/ Colleen's" letter

in " The Timf*
"

of ,s- /'timber 12.)

CRUELTY TO YKGKTAHLES.

SIR, May I be allowed to protest
with all the vigour at my command
against, the revolting suggestion that,

with the view of making cakes from

potatoes they should he first boiled in

their skins. I admit that this is better

than that they should be boiled without

them, but that is all. The potato is

notoriously a sensitive plant. Person-

ally 1 regard it more in the light of an

emblem than a vegetable. That it is

not necessary as an article of food can

be conclusively proved from the teach-

ing of history, for, as a famous poet

happily puts it

' In ancient and heroic <i.

Ths d.iyi of Scipios and Ool
Tlir Wi'^turu world pursued its v.a\s

Triumphant!} wiih"ut potatoes."

If, however, the shortage of cereals

demands that potatoes should be used
as a substitute for wheat, I suggest
that, instead of being subjected to the

harhn rous troatinent described above,

they should be grunted a painless death

by chloroform or some other aiut'sthetic.

I am, Sir, yours truly,
POTATOPHIL.

EHIN'.S INCUBUS.

Sin,- A great deal of fuss is being
made over [rish potato-cakes. \Vliy
Irish'.' The tradition that the potato;
is the Irish national vegetable is a

hoary fallacy that needs to be exploded \

once and for all. It is nothing of the

sort. The potato was introduced into the

: British Isles by Sir WALTEU RALEIGH,
a truculent Elizabethan imperialist of

the worst type, transplanted into Ire-

land by the English garrison, and fos-

tered by them for the impoverishment
'

of the Irish physique. The delibera-

tions of Ihe National Convention now
sitting in Dublin will be doomed to

j

disaster unless they insist, as the first
!

plank of their programme, on the elim- !

ination of this ill-omened root. If

ST. PATRICK had only lived a few cen-

turies later lie would have treated ihe

potato as he did the frogs and snakes.

1 am, Sir, Yours rebelliously,
Sn\\i: L-'INX.

A DAXGEKOUS DISH.

Sin, May I put in a mild caveat

against excessive indulgence in potato-
cakes, based on an experience in my
undergraduate days at Trinity Col-

lege, Cambridge, when WHKWKI.L was
Master? One Sunday I was invited to

supper at the MASTER'S, and a dish of

potato-cakes formed part of the colla-

tion. \Yiii:vvi:r,r.. was a man of robust

physique and hearty appetite, and I

rioted that he ate no fewer than thirteen,

considerably more than half the total.

Whether it was owing to the unlucky
number or the richness of the cakes I

cannot say, but the fact remains that

the MASTKH was seriously indisposed on
j

the following clay and unable to deliver '

a lecture on the Stoic Philosophy, to

which I had greatly looked forward. I

cannot help thinking that PYTHAHUK \s.

who enjoined his disciples to " abstain

from beans," would, if he were now
alive, IMS inclined to revise that cryptic

precept and bid us " abstain from pota-
toes," or, at any rate, from over-indul-

genee in hot potato-cakes.
I tun, Sir, Yours faithfully,

CANTAB.

WANTED A NEW NAME.

SIB, If a thing is to make a success

a good name is indispensable. The

potato has been handicapped for cen-

turies by its ridiculous name, which is

almost as cumbrous as "cauliflower"

and even more unsightly to the eye.
It is futile to talk of a "tuber" since

that means a hump or bump or truffle.

No, if you are to get people to cat

potato-cakes you must devise a more

dignified and attractive name; and it
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" HULLO! WHERE'S BABY? I THOUGHT HE WAS WITH YOU.".
" So HE is, AUNTIE ; BUT HE THOUGHT YOU WEEK COMING TO FETCH HIM IN, so HE 's OVER THERE, CAMMYFLAGIXG HIMSELF WITH

TOWEL."

would be good policy (ox the FOOD
CONTROLLER to offer a large prize for

the best suggestion, Mr. EUSTACE
MILES, Mr. EDMUND GOSSE and Mr.
HALL CAINE to act as adjudicators.

I am, Sir, Yours obediently,
EARTH-APPLE.

THOROUGHNESS.
IT is generally agreed that the Wai-

has given women great chances, and
that women for the most part have
taken them. Where they have not,
but have preferred frivolity, it is not

always their own fault, but the result

of outside pressure. Such a paragraph,
for example, as the following, by "Lady
Di," in The Sunday Evening Telegram,
is hardly a clarion call to efficiency :

" This recurrence of night raids

has made business brisk in the lin-

gerie salons, especially among flatland

dwellers, for it 's quite the thing now
to have coffee and cake parties after

a raid, with brandy neat in liqueur
glasses for those whose nerves have
been shaken. And such parties do

give chances for the exhibition of those

dainty garments that usually you have
to admire all by yourself. Which re-

minds me. Don't forget an anklet and
a wristlet of black velvet the wristlet

on the right and the anklet on the

left !

"

Since "Lady Di" is out for making
the most of every opportunity, and
since even she might forget something,
I am minded to help her, two heads

being often better than one. Air raids

are not the only unforseen perils.

Surely some such paragraph as this

would be useful and indicate zeal :

The escape of German prisoners being
of almost daily occurrence, it would be
well for all women who wish never
to be taken unawares to be prepared
to look their best should one of these
creatures meet them. For nothing is

lost by looking nice ; indeed it is one's

duty to be smart, lest dowdiness should

give him. the impression that England
really is suffering from the War. A
costume which I have designed to be
seen in by escaping German prisoners
is a "

simple
"

one-piece (not peace)
frock which, when built by a real

artist, can be so intriguing. Of ninon,
for choice, with a Duvetyn hat. Carry
la gold purse and lift the skirt high
, enough to show the finest silk stockings.

THE CROSSBILLS.
A NORTHERN pinewood once we knew,
My dear, when younger by some

lustres,

Where little painted crossbills flew

And pecked among the fir-cone

clusters
;

They hobnobbed and sidlud

In coats all aflame,
While young Autumn idled,

And we did the same.

|
They 're cutting down the wood, I hear,
To make it into war material,

And, where the crossbills came, this year
Their firs are lying most funereal ;

There's steam saw-mills hum-

ming
And engines at haul,

A new Winter coining
And more trees to fall.

Ah, well, let 's hope when Peace at length
Is here, and when our young planta-

tions

In days unborn have got the strength
And pride of ancient generations,

The red birds shall show there
From tree to dark tree,

If two folk should go there

As friendly as we !
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KUSSIA FIRST.
Eussu (to the Spirit of Revolution). "THROW DOWN THAT TORCH AND COME AND

FIGHT FOR ME AGAINST THE ENEMY OF LIBERTY."
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\VHAT AUK vou WAITING FOB? WE ABE BEADY FOB YOU TO BEGIN."

YES, MADAM. WK AUE JUBT TU.NIXG UP."
'

2Y.V/.VG I-P ! WHY, I ENGAGED YOU TWO MONTHS AGO !

"

BELLAIRS ON MAN-POWER.
MR. BELLAIBS, it will be remembered,

was tbe first to discover tbe possibilities

of proving (by figures) the dwindling
, reserves of hostile man-power. His

\ estimates, based upon pure reason,

personal experience and some two tons

of figures, have been carefully revised

and brought to date, more especially
for the benefit of those busy people
who canuot take a holiday by the sea,

but like to solace themselves at home
with a weekly immersion in Mud and
Water.

Germany.
Here Mr. BELLAIBS is the first to

admit a slight inaccuracy in his previous
calculations. Germany has now eight
men, instead of four, on the Western
Front. It would appear from these

numbers that the enemy attaches

greater importance to defending his

line on this Front than on any other.

Russia.

There are five (and one in reserve)
on the Russian Front. The Russian
retreat is explained to be duo to art-

fully inculcated Christian Science (made
in Germany), which has persuaded the

i

Russian:; to entertain the belief that

they are being heavily attacked.

Austria.

Austria is reputed on her last legs

(three altogether). Her one man and
a boy are lighting with the nonchalance
of despair to resist the Allied pressure.
Good news may be expected from this

Front shortly.

Bulgaria..

The warfare of attrition has never
shown such excellent results as in the

case of Bulgaria. Her army of trained

goats is now the only barrier to the

vengeance of the Serbs.

Turkey.

According to the latest report the

Turkish Army has lost its rifle. It is

hoped that every advantage will be
taken of our momentary superior arma-
ment.

China.
As a last resort Germany is send-

ing her remaining Hun to attack the

Chinese. What they can hope to

achieve by so prodigal a waste of
" cannon-fodder

"
is difficult to see.

Rumania.
There is no news on the Rumanian

Front. It is thought that there is

nobody there.

Palestine.

In Palestine both sides have with-

drawn their troops and the battle is

proceeding without them.

When one realises that against these

weakening and ever decreasing forces

our Allies will still have a reserve of

80,000,000 by the Spring of 1925, it is

impossible to take an otherwise than

optimistic view of the situation.

Intensive Rainfall.

"CuMBEBLAMD and WESTMORELAND. After

a ten weeks' drought we have had three weeks'

ruin every day." Daily I'apcr.

"Officer's c:imp kit wanted, in good condi-

tion, Sam Browne belt (5 ft. 1), haversack,
j

<tc." Scotsman.

In readiness for this hero's arrival at

the Front the communication-trenches

are being specially widened.

"I \VIS1I-
THAT it were possible to get fry ing-pans that

would stand LEVEL when one is cooking in

them." Home Chat.

It is so awkward to be tilted out of the

frying-pan into the fire.
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THE GREAT OFFENCE.
As everybody knows, a Gurkha is

first of all a rilleman, but apart from his

rifle (wliich to a hill-man is both meat

and raiment) there are two other trea-

sures very dear to the little man's heart.

Those are his kukri and his umbrella

symbols of war and peace; and,

although ho knows the weapon proper
to each state and can dispense (none

better) with superfluities, there must
have houu many times in France
when the absence of his umbrella has

c.-uised him a bitter nostalgia.
" Battle

is blessed by Allah and no man tires
'

thereof," but trenchesaro of the Shaitan,
and from the same malevolent one

comes the ever-raging hursiit, the piti-

less drenching rain, that falls where a

man may not strip.

With his kukri ho did wonders out

there on stilly nights, when he wrig-

gled "over the top," gripping its good
blade in his teeth. Then No Man's
Land became a jungle and the Bosch a

beast whose dispatch was swift and
sure under his cunning wrist. Dawn
would find him squatting in the corner!

of his dug-out sleeping as one who!
has sweet dreams dreams maybe of

;

counting the decapitated before an ad-
j

miring crowd in his native city, him- !

self again the dapper young dog of

Darrapore.
No kilted Jock goes with more swag- :

ger down Princes Street than Johnny ,

Gurkha down the bazaar of Darrapore, !

particularly in the evening, when he doffs
khaki for the mufti suit of his clan

the spotless white snorts, coat of black

sateen, little cocked cap and brightly
bordered stockings a mode de rigueur
that would be robbed of its final cachet

\

without the black umbrella, tucked well

up under the arm.
A splendid warrior ; in private life a

bit of a Don Juan, perhaps ; but his

womenfolk bear him no grudge on this

score, liking themselves to sail easy
through matrimonial seas.

When I returned to the depot a

month ago there were tales, but, as our
old Subadar - Major observed, "Wai-

brought little disturbances. The mis-

chief was unfortunate, perhaps, but not

irremediable," and, as the Subadar had
himself been on service in China for a

matter of three years, he knew what he !

was talking about.

As for the tales, well, I was reminded
of them a few days ago on making
a tour of the lines to see that quarters

|

were clean and habitable for the next
batch of invalids. There would be

j

hospital for some, for others the sunny
'

little married quarters, and round there
'

wives were bustling with glee, making j

no secret of their late coquetries, but
!

C.O. (to sentry). "Do you KNOW THE DEFENCE SCHEME FOB THIS SECTOR OF THE
LINE, MY MAN?" Tommy. "YES, SIK."

C.O. "WELL, WHAT IS IT, THEN?" Tommy.
" To STAY 'EBE AN' FIGHT LIKE 'ELL."

manifestly glad of the return of their

former lords.

Brass pots were being scoured in the

doorways ; babies sprawled in the sun ;

a smell of cooking sweetmeats filled the

air ; a band of small urchins in the

roadway, wearing the sham accoutre-

ments of war, was prancing blithely to

the song of "
Lang-taraf-Tippalaerlee,"

and as their leader pulled up to give
me a grave and perfect salute I recog-
nised the son of old Bahadur Eai.

Now Bahadur Eai would be return-

ing, and, as I recalled the man, I won-
dered how he would take the news of

Bibi, his capricious wife, for I had
heard (unofficially) that she had no in-

tention of leaving the lines of the 2nd

Battalion, or the dashing young Naik
Indrase. This might be a bit awkward,
I mused, remembering the tough little

chap who had been so popular with us

all by reason of being the best shikari

in the regiment. His incorrigible love

of sport may have made the defaulter's

sheet ugly (and there 's no denying that
" Absent with leave

"
does not lead to

quick promotion) ; but that was in the

good old days. Now he was returning
covered with glory, and I was sorry
about Bibi.

The train arrived at noon with what
our travelled Babu calls the "

blissies."

They were nearly all marked " P.D."
;
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and I liopo it may be given to mo to
|

" Wo '11 have that again too some

look us cheerful when my turn comes day. Great things are done in Viliiyat,

where I go when peace comes. And
see

, you? You have done well, Bahadur."

the prins on their brown puckered faces
[

" Well enough," he admitted with a

and hear their husky contented salaams trace of pride, Then, after a pause.
..*-. , , rni T T" _ji_-l* !_-

to ho Permanently Disabled.

It was worth a week's pay tc

as they were lifted from the train. ."The 2nd Battalion starts on service

Blankets, top-coats, pillows, and other

items belonging to the State were gaily

abandoned, but every man clung with

tenacity to his tunic and his water-

bottle, for was there not a collection of

trophies in those bulging pockets and

sea-water in those battered bottles ?

Ke.il salt sea-water, for the taste and

enlightenment of incredulous elders.

Outside the station the usual crowd
,

had gathered, where it dis-

ported itself like a herd of

wild elephants. Veteran

bandsmen played the regi-

mental march; casual min-

strels blew conches or

banged tom-toms; and when
at last the ambulance wag-
gons moved off, drawn by
oxen that wore blue bead

necklaces, and marigolds
over their ears, one had the

proud satisfaction of feeling
that the most perfect organ-
isation in the world could
not have given our fine

fellows a reception more
after their own hearts.

When we reached the

parade
- ground the scene

was still merry and bright,
for there Gurkha ladies

were massed in their many-
coloured saris, chattering
for all the world like the

parrakeets they resembled.

Dogs barked ; pet names
were squealed ; old men
waved their staffs ; children

clung to the waggons and whooped, and
when the cortege finally turned into the

hospital compound and I cantered back
to the lines I wondered what a London
bobby would have made of the hetero-

geneous traffic that littered the Darra-

pore Eoad. I had to sit tight in office

to get level with work that evening, and
the mess bugle was dwelling malici-

ously on its top note when at last I

put down my pen.
Then the door opened and with a

to-morrow, Sahib'.'"
" Yes. A few men will be left at the

depot not those of any use."
" And Naik Indrase, does he go ?"

"No. The Colonel-Sahib put his

name down long ago for station

duty."
"Then I desire leave, your Honour.

I want to .visit 2nd Battalion lines."
" Ah ! Put it off a hit," I urged

"About Bibi? Yes. But he will

give her up," I said confidently.
" Bibi ? He can keep Bibi.

was ever swift with her tongue
liked not the ways of shikaris. Yes, he
can keep Bibi," added Bahadur Rai

without bitterness,

and here the little

almost to a scream of indignation
" that was not the icorst. The Naik
must be beaten, and irrll l>eaten, for

l)e took, not Bibi alone he took my
umbrella !"

She
and

"But, Sahib "-

man's voice rose

PROPAGANDA FRICHTFULNESS.

([; i* reported that the Ccnuan Minister

" YOU'VE COT SO-l/K EOCKKUY HEBE, DAD, SINCE I LEFT."
"HCSH! NOT A WOED. IT 'S COAL, 3IY BOY, WHITEWASHED ! CELLAR '

FULL UP."

toPat(tyoni(t,*>ith \

ance of the Hired i.ih

d'Affaires, lias caused^ the

following Proclamation, to

be distributed, nli>u</ inth a
translation into tlie cernacu-

lir, among (he natives; al-

/<;/'".'/ that it rtjiroduces a

l.-i'jlri c<i/iipi>.si'il In/ the ALL-
7 /;.'..-'/ A,ST and (harped from
a (icnnan itcroplune occr the

London district.)
THIS is a know-making

to my Britiseh l.'ndorthanes

addressed. Jio it known
that from to-day on the
Britisch Empire my Empire
is, and all Britisch lien,
Fraus and Childer are Ger-
mans. The folgende are

now rules:

(1) I make all Laws
alone and nobody with me
interfere must.

(2) When a Man or Frau
or Child a mile from me
laughs it is as when into

my All -Highest Face ge-
laughed is and the Strafe

confederate mysterious air the orderly
announced Bahadur Eai. (Heavens !)" And the Sahib ?

"
the Bahadur was

asking in swift Nepalese after a wealth

weakly.
" It 's rough getting across

'

shall the Death be.

the nullah, and with that crutch

There was silence. "Your son?"
I began irrelevantly.

" My sou does well and grows fast,

Allah be praised. Later he will come
to the hills to learn the ways of a gun.
Even now he has the heart of a lion,"
added the proud father with a return

(3) Who me sees shall flat on the

Earth fall and shall him there until I

my gracious Hand wave keep.

(4) The German Spmche shall the

Britiseh Folk's Sprache be and every

Englisch Man who German not spree h

kann shall with a by-Proelamation-to-
he-declared- Strafe gestrafed be.

of the old twinkle in his eyes. "But (5) German at the Table Manners
of this other matter. Perhaps the i shall by all Britisch Childer gelernt be.

Sahib has heard what the Naik has
done? "

"
Yes," I admitted reluctantly.

" I

visited your house this morning. All

was in order, and I gave instructions

'True.

sadly.

But the shooting?
"
he added

"It is already repaired," interrupted

of salutations was over. " Can but one
j

about the roof, which
arm do all this?

"
waving towards my

bulging files.
" One does not want two hands to

write with, you know, Bahadur."

(6) Everyone shall German Soldiers

salute. If any one misses this to do

shall the Soldier the Eight have him

through the body with a sword to run.

(7) Only German Cigars and Tabak
shall gesmokt be.

(8) The Newspapers shall every
the old fellow quickly, "and my mother, i day print an Artikel me for my good
has arranged all things well within. I Heart, my Genius and my Condescen-
But the Naik, Sahib. It is necessar^
that I should beat him. The Sahib
has heard

"

siou praising.

(9) It shall a Picture of me in every
House be.
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AN OPEN-AIR VARIETY ENTERTAINMENT AT THE FRONT
WITH "OCCASIONAL MI sic BV THE AXTI-AIBCBAFT SECTION.

"

AT THE PLAY.
"Tin: YKLI.OW TICKET."

IF ili'. MICHAEL MOUTOX doesn't

iniiiil my not taking his original play
too seriously I don't mind telling him
how much I enjoyed it. It is quite u

neat example of the shocker an agree-
ahlo form of entertainment for I ho

simple and the jailed. The chief pro-

perties are a yellow ticket and a hat-

pin. Both belong to the innocent and
heauiiful -lewi-ih heroine. Ann/i Mirnl.

It appears that she wanted to leave

the pale to go to see her dying father

in Petersburg, and the police, who will

have their grim joke against a Jewess,
offer her "the most powerful passport
in Russia

"
the yellow ticket of Rahab.

She accept;} it desperately, and, to es-

cape its horrible obligations, enters an

English family as governess, under an
assumed name. Here the head of the
sinister Okhrj.na(Secret Police Bureau),
a sleek red-haired sensualist, Baron

^te.pnn Andri'iifjj', and a chivalrous but
tactless .Kngli-<h journalist,,1 uihui Itolfe,
become acquainted with her. The lat-

ter wishes to marry her ; the former's

intentions are strictly dishonourable,
and with the aid of his ubiquitous

secret policemen he persecutes her,

using his power to set her free from
the attentions of his detestable minions
for bargaining purposes in a perfectly
Hunnish manner. Discreet servants,
locked doors, champagne, a perfectly

priceless dressing jacket, a sliding

panel disclosing a luxuriously appointed
bedroom all these resources are at

his disposal.
But he reckons without her hatpin,

which in the course of his deplorably

abrupt attempts at seduction she pushes
adroitly into his heart, and next day
well-informed St. Petersburg winks dis-

creetly when it learns that the Baron
has died after an operation for appen-
dicitis.

How that nice young man, Julian,
is more than a match for the forth-

right methods of the Okhraua is for

you to go and find out.

Mr. AU.AN AYNESWOKTH'S finished

skill was reinforced by a quite admir-

able make-up, though only a policeman
of very melodrama could have missed
that brilliant pate as it shone balefully
over the inadequate chair in which he
sat concealed while his subordinate
was bullying the hapless Anna. Also
I doubt whether so stout a ruffian would

have succumbed so promptly to such

a simple pin-prick. But perhaps tiie

I surprise, annoyance and keen dis-

appointment broke his soldierly heart.

I Anyway, living or dying, the Baron
was a clever and plausible performance.
You know Mr. WONTNF.B'S loose-

limbed ease of manner and agreeable
voice. He was rather a stock and
stockish hero as he left the author's

hands, but Mr. WONTNER put life and

feeling into him. Miss GLADYS COOPER
reached no heights or depths of passion,
but took a pleasant middle way, and

certainly gets more out of herself than
once seemed likely. I should like to

commend to her the excellent doctrine

of the "dominant mood." She was,
for instance, just a little too detached in

the recital of that story when playing
for time by the bad Baron's fireside.

Mr. SYDNEY VALENTINE, having
happily come by an early death in

another theatre, is able to present us

a lifelike portrait of a really remorseless

! policeman in our third Act, condemning
! folk to Siberia with all the arbitrary

despatch of the lied Qtteen.

On the whole, then, distinctly good of

j

its kind transpontine matter with the

St. James's form. T.
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OUR SOUVENIR UNIT.

"No," said the Canadian slowly,
"
organization isn't

everything. Up to a certain point it 's necessary, but there

imi>t lie a latitude. Give mo scope for initiative every time.

"Take an instance. You know our regiments have

runners, men who go to and fro carrying orders and making
; along the lino. In the regiment I'm telling you

about the runners were two smart chapsdrummers they

were Itefriv the War and not having too much work with

their errands they ran a few side lines of their own, such

as shaving and hair-cutting, cobbling and the like. But of

all their side lines souvenir-selling was the most profitable.

In their capacity of runners they could go where they liked

and accompany any of the attacking parties, so they had

good chances for souvenirs.
" One evening they went over into D Company's trench

and said, 'Say, you fellows, anybody want souvenirs?

Bert 's ordered an attack for daybreak. A, B, and C

Companies carry it out. You 're not going. I expect

we shall be doing a nice line in tin hats. Any orders ?

Helmet for you ? Eight, that '11 be twenty francs, cash on

delivery. Bosch rifle? Yes, if we get any, fifty francs.

Bandoliers, same price. What 's that ? Iron Cross ? Oh,
not likely 1 But we '11 do our best. A hundred francs if

we deliver the goods.'
"
Well, the next day the attack was made, and at one

end of a Bosch trench there was some pretty hand-to-hand

work. An old Rittmeister held it, his breast covered with

decorations, and he just wouldn't give in. Of course, so long
as he stuck it the other Bosches did too, and there was

nothing doing in the Kamerad line. They fought like fury.
So did our men, but we were slightly outnumbered, and it

soon began to be evident that we should have to retire if

we didn't get reinforcements. But, just when things were

looking hopeless, over the top of the parapet leaped the

two runners, unarmed but irresistible. With blazing eyes

they flung themselves on that old Bittmeister, and while

one of them downed him with a blow under the chin we
heard the voice of the other uplifted in a new slogan :

' Give

over, will you, old turnip-bead ! You 've got the goods,
and, by Sam Hill, we mean to have 'em !' And with one
hand he held the prisoner down while with the other

he tore the Iron Cross from his tunic.
" After the Bosch officer's fall our men made short work

of the rest, but the runners didn't wait for victory. There
was a muttered counting of the spoils :

' Six helmets for

D Company. Two Bosch rifles. One bandolier. And
the Iron Cross. That 's the lot. We 'd better git.' And
they got." _________^__-

" The two British Colossuses, The Tribune says, opened fire with
their 300 five-millimetres guns." The Post (Thindee.)

This is the first we have heard of the new naval pea-shooter.

" The war aims to which Germany and Austria must give assent
must be expressed in unequivocal language and based on the principles
of jujsjtjicjejjjjji." Evening Echo (CorA:).'

We are not quite sure whether our spirited contemporary
refers to justice or ju-jitsu ; but, either way, it means to

give the Huns a knock-out.

" For British and Oversea soldiers and sailors who visit Paris a club
is to be opened at the Hotel Moderne, Place de la Republique.
The British Ambassador, Sir Douglas Haig, Sir John Jellicoe, and

Sir 'William Robertson have become patrons of the club, which will

provide them with comfortable quarters and meals at reasonable prices,

supply guides, and generally fulfil a useful purpose."
Evening Standard.

But surely the British Ambassador has already fairly com-
fortable quarters in the Rue Faubourg St. Houore.

SMALL CRAFT.
WHKN DHAKE sailed out from Devon to break King

PHILIP'S pride,
He had great ships at his bidding and little ones beside ;

It'iTi'iii'/e was there, and Lion, and others known to fame,

And likewise he had small craft, which hadn't any name.

Small craft small craft, to harry and to flout 'em !

Small craft small craft, you cannot do without 'em !

Their deeds are unrecorded, their names are never seen,

But we know that there were small craft, because there

must have been.

When NELSON was blockading for three long years and

more,
With many a bluff first-rater and oaken seventy-four,
To share the fun and fighting, the good chance and the bad,

Oh, he had also small craft, because he must have had.

Upon the skirts of battle, from Sluys to Trafalgar,
We know that there were small craft, because there

always are
;

Yacht, sweeper, sloop and drifter, to-day as yesterday,
The big ships fight the battles, but the small craft clear the

way.

They scout before the squadrons when mighty fleets engage;

They glean War's dreadful harvest when the light has
ceased to rage ;

Too great they count no hazard, no task beyond their

power,
And merchantmen bless small craft a hundred times an

hour.

In Admirals' despatches their names are seldom heard
;

They justify their being by more than written word ;

In battle, toil and tempest and dangers manifold
The doughty deeds of small craft will never all be told.

Scant ease and scantier leisure they take no heed of

these,

For men lie hard in small craft when storm is on the seas ;

A long watch and a weary, from dawn to set of sun
The men who serve in small craft, their work is never done.

And if, as chance may have it, some bitter day they lie

Out-classed, out-gunned, out-numbered, with nought to do
but die,

When the last gun 's out of action, good-bye to ship and
crew,

But men die hard in small craft, as they will always do.

Oh, death comes once to each man, and the game it pays
for all,

And duty is but duty in great ship and in small,
And it will not vex their slumbers or make less sweet their

rest,

Though there 's never a big black headline for small craft

going west.

Great ships and mighty captains to these their meed of

praise
For patience, skill and daring and loud victorious days ;

To every man his portion, as is both right and fair,

But oh ! forget not small craft, for they have done their

share.

Small craft small craft, from Scapa Flow to Dover,
Small craft small craft, all the wide world over,
At risk of war and shipwreck, torpedo, mine and shell,
All honour be to small craft, for oh, they 've earned it well !

C. F. S.
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TRIALS OF A CAMOUFLAGE OFFICER
WHEN AN INSPECTING GENERAL MISTAKES A DISGUISED TBENCH FOB SOLID GROUND.

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(13y Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

THE opening paragraph ot Mr. JEFFEBY FABNOL'S latest

novel, The Definite Object (Low, MARSTON), informs us that

in the writing of books two things are essential : to know
" when and where to leave off ... and where to begin."

Perhaps without churlishness I might add a third, and

suggest that it is equally important to know where to

make your market. Mr. FABNOL, very wisely, plumps for

America ;
and the new story is a thing of millionaires,

crooks, graft and the like. But don't go supposing for

one moment that these regrettable surroundings have in

tlio smallest degree impaired the exquisite and waxen
bloom of our author's sympathetic characters. Far from it.

Of the young and oh-so-good-looking millionaire (weary of

pleasures and palaces, too weary even to dismiss his

preposterous and farcical butler lacking, in effect, the

definite object) ; of the heroine's young brother, crook in

embryo, but reclaimable by influence of hero
;
and of the

peach-like leading lady herself, I can only say that each is

worthy of the rest, and all of a creator who must surely

(I like to think) have laughed more than once behind his

hand during the progress of their creation. I expect by
now that I have as good as told you the plot young
brother caught burgling hero's flat; hero, intrigued by
mention of sister, doffing his society trappings, following
his captive to crook-land, bashing the wicked inhabitants

with his heroic fists, and finally, of course, wedding the

sister. So there you are ! No, I am wrong. The wedding

is not absolute finality, since the heroine (for family pride,

she said, because her brother had tried to shoot her

husband ; but, as this reason is manifestly idiotic, I must

suppose her to be acting on a hint from Mr. FABNOL'S

publishers) decreed their union to be in name alone.

Which provides for the extra chapters.

Have you ever imagined yourself plunged (bodily, not

mentally) into the midst of a story by some particular
author? If, for example, you could get inside the covers

of a Mrs. ALFBED SIDGWICK novel, what would you expect
to find ? Probably a largo and pleasantly impecunious

family, with one special daughter who combines great

practical sense with rare personal charm. You would

certainly not be startled to find her brought into contact

with persons of greater social importance than her own ;

and you would be excusably disappointed if she did not

end by securing the most eligible young male in the cast.

I feel bound to add that a perusal of Anne Luhcorth

(METHUEN) has left me with these convictions more firmly
established than ever. The Lulworth household, from the

twins to the practical mother, is Sidgvvickian to its core,

though perhaps one can't but regret that the Great

Unmasking has for ever robbed them of the society of

those fat and seemingly kindly Teutons who used to pro-
vide such good contrast. The Lulworths lived at Putney,
and never had quite enough money for the varied calls of

clothes and education and sausages for breakfast. Then
Anne went on a visit to ever such a delightful big house in

Cornwall, and there met the only son . . . But then came
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the War and ho was reported missing, so Anne stayed on

indefinitely with his widowed mother ; and the unpleasant
thenest-of-kiu (Mrs. SIDGWICK never can wholly resist

temptation of burlesquing her villains) refused to believe

that she had ever been engaged to Victor, and indeed went

on indulging their low-comedy spleen till the great moment,

so long and confidently expected, when But really I

suppose I needn't say what happens then. Sidgwickiana,

in short, seasonable at all times, and sufficient for any
number of persons.

Mrs. A. M. DIXON began her work in October, 1915, as

manager of one of the Cantines des Dames Anglaises estab-

lished in France under the aegis of the London Committee

of the French Red Cross. She remained until the beginning
of July in the following year, and in The Canteeners (MUBB&Yj
she gives an account of her experiences at Troyes, Heri-

court and Le Bourget, where she and her helpers ministered

to an almost unceasing stream of tired-out French soldiers.

There is something remarkably fresh and attractive about

this story. It does not aim at fine writing, but its very

simplicity, which is that of

letters written to an inti-

mate friend, carries a reader

along through a succession

of incidents keenly observed

and sympathetically noted

in the scanty leisure of a

very busy life. That she

succeeded as she did is a

high tribute to her kindness

and tact as well as to her

organising capacity. I can-

not forbear quoting from the

letter of a grateful poilu :

" DEAR Miss, I am arrived

yesterday -very much fati-

guated. After 36 o'clocks of

train we have made 15 kms.
You can think then that

has been very dur for us, be-

cause in the train we don't

sleep many . . . We go to

tranchees six o'clocks a day and all the four days we go the

night. I don't see other things to say you for the moment.
Don't make attention of my mistakes, please." The book
is well illustrated with photographs. I recommend it both
on account of its intrinsic merits and because the author's

profits are to be given to the London Committee of the
French Red Cross.

When a penniless but oh, so ladylike "companion
"
goes

to the Savoy in answer to a " with a view to matrimony
"

advertisement, what more natural than that the party of
the first part should prove to be not a genteel widower
in the haberdashery business, but a handsome super-burglar
of immense wealth and all the more refined virtues. True,
he burgles, but his manly willingness to reform in order
to please the lady shows that his heart was always in the
right place, wherever his fingers might be. Then again
the actual pillage occurs "

off," as they say, and the gentle-
manly burglar, while not "occupied in burgling," walks
the stage a perfect Sir George Alexander of respectability.Do I hear you, gentle reader, exclaiming, like the Scots-
man when he first saw a hippopotamus,

" Hoots ! There 's

nae sic a animal !

"
It is simply your ignorance. The

joint authors of This Woman to this Man (METHUEN) have
selected him as the hero of their latest novel, so there
he is. His combined annexation of the penniless beauty's

"Auntie Madge" (who writes the weekly letter to the darling kiddies in

"Mummy's Own Magazine").
" NOISY LITTLE BEASTS! I SHALL NEVER

DO AN! DECENT WORK IN Tills ATMOSPHERE."

hand and her titled relatives' objets d'art, her discovery
that the splendid fellow she has idolised it must be

admitted, without any indiscreet investigation of his past
is a thief, and their final reconciliation in the rude but

honest atmosphere of a New Mexico cattle ranch, are all

included in the modest half-crown's worth that C. N. and
A. M. WILLIAMSON put forward as their latest effort. And
nowadays you can't buy much of anything for half-a-crown.

With commendable idealism Mr. SIDNEY PATERNOSTER
considers The Great Gift (LANE) to be Love, and brings a
certain seriousness to bear upon his theme. Hugh Stand7s/;.,

ex-newsboy, is at the age of twenty-five partner of an

important shipping firm, as well as large holder in a book-

selling business, which, in his leisure, he has so successfully
run that it is

" floated with a capital of 100,000 and over-
subscribed

"
(incidentally rejoice, ye novelists

!).
At forty-

six he is the whole shipping iirm and a Cabinet Minister to
boot. I would ask Mr. PATERNOSTER if such a man, who
has, ex hypothesi, been so busy that he needs the sight of
an out-of-work being tended and caressed by his faithful

"
wife in a London Park to

suggest to him that there
exists such a thing as Love,
with a capital L

; needs
also a later conversation
with the same out-of-work
to convince him that there
is really something the
matter with the industrial

system (and wouldn't it be
a good idea to do some-

thing about it now one is

a Cabinet Minister ?) I

ask Mr. PATERNOSTER, I

say, if this is the sort of

man to take it all so sweetly
when the girl of his choice

prefers his cousin and se-

cretary to him ? I think
not. Our author has woven
his story without any re-

ference to the play of cir-

cumstance upon his characters. I arn afraid he has shirked
the difficult labour of artistic plausibility, and I leave it to
moralists to decide whether his excellent intentions and
sentiments redeem this aesthetic offence.

Weird o' the Pool (MURRAY) may be described as a sub-
terranean book. I mean that its characters are frequently
to be found in secret passages and caves and places unknown
to law-abiding citizens. The scenes of this story of incident
are laid in Scotland at the beginning of last century, and
Mr. ALEXANDER STUART makes things move at such a pace
that for a hundred pages or so I could not keep up with
him. Then two kind ladies had a conversation, and the
confusion which had invaded my mind was suddenly and

completely cleared away. The pace after this dispersal
is as brisk as ever, but it is quite easy to keep up with
it. All the same, I cannot help thinking that Mr. STUART
has overcrowded his canvas, and that his tale would be
the better for the removal of a few of his plotters and

counter-plotters from it. I have never yet said a good
word for a synopsis, but I do not mind admitting that I

could put up with one here.

Suggested by the Kaiser-Tsar Revelations.

Willy-Nilly. Willingly or unwillingly.

Willy-Nikky. Of malice aforethought.
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not to be confused with bully AKMOUH
which has long hecn used to line the

inside of the troops.

Mr. WALTKU
New York, has sent

andra's Field Force

:

'

HOWARD O'BltlKN, of

* *
*

CHARIVAR1A.
TIIUEK bandits have been executed

in Mexico without a proper trial or

sentence. This, we understand, renders

the executions null and void.
* *

The campaign against the cabbage
butterfly in this country has reached have decided to write and ask him if ineut getting the best of a bargain,
such an alarming stage that cautious

;

he lias such a thing as a cigarette

to Queen Alex-

Fund 1,719,000

cigarettes. Several British small boys

precedent, the view being that no farmer
should be satisfied about anything.

" My hopes of fortune have been dis-

pelled by unremunerative Government
contracts," said a contractor at the

Liverpool Bankruptcy Court. It is

good to read for once of the Govern-

butterflics are

couples.

now going about in
! picture to spare.

After spending a one-pound Treasury

"What is a bun?" asked the
Willesden magistrate last woi.-k

; which
Doctors in many parts of London only shows that with a little practice

are said to be raising their fees. They

The Miinchcner Neueste Nuchrichten
accuses the United States of having

note on cakes, chocolates, fish and chips, should remember that there is such a

biscuits, apples, bananas, damsons, thing as curing the goose that lays the

cigarettes, toffee, five bottles of ginger ] golden eggs.
"
pop

"
and a tin of salmon, a Chatham

boy told a policeman that he was not

feeling well. It was thought to bo due
to something the boy
had been eating.

jff

Incidentally the boy
desires us to point out

that the trouble was not

that he had too much
to eat but that there

was not quite enough
boy to go round.

* *

"I read all English
books," says Dr. HARD-
ING in The New York

Times,
" because they

are all equally good."
This looks dangerously
like a studied slight to

Mr. H. G. WELLS.
* *

We understand that,

owing to the paper
shortage, future expos-
ures of German intrigues will only be
announced on alternate davs.

* *

At the Kingston Bed Cross Exhibi-
tion a potato was shown bearing a
remarkable likeness to the German
CHOWN PRINCE. By a curious coin-

cidence a report lias recently been
received that somewhere in Germany
they have a Crown Prince who bears an

extraordinary resemblance to a potato.

Mystery still attaches to the author-

ship of The Book of Artemas, but we
have authority for saying that Lord
SYDENHAM does not remember having
written it.

magistrates will get into the way of

doing these things almost as well

High Court judges.

M
* *
*

"
I 'M COMING TO YOU WITH 'ABF A TOS IN A MINUTE, SO DOJj'l FRET YOUR-

SELF, OLE PEJ1ISCOPE."

At Noatli Fair, the other day, a
soldier just home from the Front en-
tered a lions' den. The lions bore up
bravely. ,,.

...

* .

The question of body armour for the

troops, it is stated, is still under con-
sideration bv the authorities. This is

The Frankfurter^, .-lares that

"the Germany that President Wilson-
wants to talk peace with will only be

a Germany beaten to

its knees." Our own
opinion is that it will

be a Germany beaten
to a frazzle.

* *
*

There appears to be a

great demand for small

second - hand yachts.
The fact is connected,
in well-informed circles,

with the report that

The Daili/ Mail- con-

templates taking up the

anti - submarine ques-
tion. * *

*

Some solicitors have
been helping to run
the gas works of a cer-

tain Corporation during
a strike. While com-

mending this action,

we can conceive ofstolen the cipher key of the LUXBUIIQ
,
we admit that

despatches. It is this sort of thing nothing more likely to undermine the
that is gradually convincing Germany

'

resolute patriotism of the man in the
that it is beneath her dignity to fight ; street than a gas bill furnished by
with a nation like America.

A fine porpoise

porting itself in

* *
*
has been seen dis-

the

solicitor.

Women are formally warned by the
Thames near

'

Ministry of Munitions against using
Hampton Court. It is just as well to T.N.T. as a means of acquiring auburn
know that such things can be seen hair. Any important object striking the
almost as well with Government ale

;
head a chimney-pot or a bomb from

'

an enemy aeroplane would be almost
certain to cause an explosion, with

possible injury to the scalp.

as with the stronger brews.
*

.

*

Another statue has been stolen from

Berlin, but Londoners need not be
envious. Quite a lot of Americans
will be in this country shortly, and it is

hoped that their well-known propensity
for souvenir -

collecting may yet be
diverted into useful channels.V
The Midland Dairy Farmers' Asso-

ciation have expressed themselves as

satisfied with the prices fixed for Winter

German Thoroughness Again.
"TO HOLD POTATO CROP.

NEW GERMAN FOOD DICTATOR WILL CONSUME
ALL FOOD."

Victoria Daily Times.

" An intelligent postal service has delivered

those addressed to 1,000, Upper Grosvenor

Street, W. 1, to the Ministry of Good at

nor House." Daily llfail.

milk. In other agricultural quarters This is the first we have heard of this

this action is regarded as a dangerous Ministry.

VOL. cr.in.
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TO THE POTSDAM PACIFIST.

Now for the fourth time since you broke your word,
'

And started hacking through, the seasons cycle

Brin "s Autumn on; the goose, devoted bird

Prepares her shrift against the mass of MICHAEL;

Karth takes the dead leaves' stain,

And Peace, that hardy annual, sprouts again.

Yet why should you support the Papal Chair

In fostering this recurrent apparition ?

Never (we gather) were your hopes more fair,

Your moral in a more superb condition ;

Never did Victory's goal

Seem more adjacent to your sanguine soul.

HINDENI unc, holds your British foes in baulk

Prior to trampling them to pulp like vermin ;

Russia is at your mercy you can walk

Through her to-morrow if you so determine;

There is no France to fight

Your gallant WILLIE'S blade has " bled her white."

In England (as exposed by trusty spies)

We are reduced to starve on dog and thistles ;

London, with all her forts, in ashes lies;

Through Soarboro's breached redoubts the sea-wind

whistles:

And Margate, quite unmanned,
Would cause no trouble if you cared to land.

Bouraania is your granary, whence you draw

For loyal turns a constant cornucopia;

Belgium, quiescent under Culture's law,

Serves as a type of Teutonised Utopia;

And, as for U.S.A.,

They're scheduled to arrive behind The Day.

Why, then, this talk of Peace? The victor's meed
Lies underneath your nose why not continue ?

Because humanity makes your bosom bleed;

So, though you have a giant's strength within you,
Your gentle heart would shrink

To use it like a giant I don't think. 0. S.

MISTAKEN CHARITY.
SLIP was riding a big chestnut mare down the street and

humming an accompaniment to the tune she was playing
with her bit. He pulled up when ho saw me and, still

humming, sat looking down at me.
" Stables in ten minutes," I said. " You 're heading the

wrong way."
" A dispensation, my lad," he replied.

" I 'm taking Miss

Spangles up on the hill to get her warm 'tis a nipping
and an eager air."

A man was coming across the road towards us. He was
incredibly old and stiff and the dirt of many weeks was
upon him. He stood before us and held out a battered

yachting cap.
"
M'sieur," he said plaintively.

Miss Spangles cocked an ear and began to derange the
surface of the road with a shapely foreleg. She was bored.

"Tell him," said Slip, "that I am poorer even than he
is ; that this beautiful horse which he admires so much is

the property of the King of ENGLAND, and that rny clothes
are not yet paid for."

I passed this on.
"
M'sieur," said the old man, holding the yachting cap a

little nearer.
" Give him a piece of money to buy soap with," said

Slip.
" Come up, Topsy," and he trotted slowly on.

I gave the old man something for soap and went my way.
That night at dinner the Mandril, who loves argument

better than life, said d propos of nothing that any man who

gave to a beggar was a public menace and little better

than a felon. He was delighted to find every, man's hand

against him.

RUSKIN," said Slip, "decrees that not only should one

give to beggars, but that one should give kindly and deliber-

ately and not as though the coin were red-hot."

The Mandril threw himself wildly into the argument.
He told us dreadful stories of beggars and their ways of

advertisements he had seen in which the advertisers under-

took to supply beggars with emaciated children at so much

per day. Children with visible sores were in great demand,
he said ; nothing like a child to charm money from the

pockets of passers-by, etc., etc. Presently ho grew tired

and changed the subject as rapidly as he had started it.

It was at lunch a few days later that the Mess waiter

came in with a worried look on his face.

There is a man at tho door, Sir," he said. " Me and

Burler can't make out what he wants, but ho won't go

away, not no'ow."

What 's he like ?
"
I asked.

Oh, he's old, Sir, and none too clean, and he's got a

sack with him."

Stop," said Slip.
" Now, Taller, think carefully before

vou answer rny next question. Does he wear a yachting

cap ?
"

Yes, Sir," said Tailer,
" that 's it, Sir, 'e do wear a sort

of sea 'at, Sir."

This is very terrible," said Slip.
" Are we his sole

means of support ? However " and ho drew a clean

plate towards him and put a franc on it. The plate went

slowly round the table and everyone subscribad. Stephen,
who was immersed in a book on Mayflies, put in ten francs

under the impression that he was subscribing towards the

rent of the Mess. The Mandril appeared to have quite

forgotten his dislike of beggars.
Tailer took the plate out and returned with it empty.

" He 's gone, Sir," he said.

"I'm glad for your sake, dear Mandril, that you have

fallen in with our views," said Slip.

".What!" shouted the Mandril. "I quite forgot. A
beggar! the wretched impostor." He rushed to the win-

dow. An old man had rounded tho corner of the house

and was crossing tho road on his way to a small cafe

opposite.
"He's going to drink it," screamed the Mandril; "bat-

tery will fire a salvo;" and he seized two oranges from the

sideboard. The first was a perfect shot and hit the target
between the shoulder-blades, and the second burst with

fearful force against the wall of the cafe. The victim turned

and looked about him in a dazed fashion and then dis-

appeared.
That night I received a note from Monsieur Le Roux,

hardware merchant and incidentally our landlord, thanking
me for sixteen francs seventy-five centimes paid in advance

to his workman, and asking me to name a day on which he

could call to mend our broken stovo.

"It is not a little pathetic to observe that a year agD, and even

two years ago, T/ia Daily Mail was urging the Government then

in power to introduce compulsory rations. Thus on November 13,

1910, we said :

' Ministers should at once prepare tho organisation
for a system of bread tickets. It took the diligent Germans six

months to get their system into action, and it will take our . . .

officials quite as long. They ought to bo getting to work on it now,
not putting it off.' "Daily Mail.

We dare not guess what was the suppressed adjective that

The Daily Mail applied to " our officials."
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OUE UNEMPLOYED.
WAR OFFICE BRASS HAT (to Volunteer,

" A "
Class).

" AND MIND YOU, IF YOU DON'T FULFIL
YOUR OBLIGATIONS YOU'LL BE COURT-MARTIALLED 1

"

MR. PUNCH. "THAT WON'T WORRY HIM. HIS TROUBLE IS THAT, WHEN HE DOES
FULFIL HIS OBLIGATIONS, YOU MAKE SO LITTLE USE OF HIM."
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SUGAR CONTROL.
Goon evening, Sir," said Lord

minion (the man who does

his dirty work), moistening his lips

with a bit of pencil.
" You were allo-

the victim's wake, ready to close the

secret panel behind him and leave him

to a lingering death.

My wife slid open the trap, turning
with a triumphant smile as she did so,

and I saw at once that the death of

cated one hundredweight of sugar for anyone shut up inside would be a lot

jam-making in respect of your soft more lingering than I had imagine:!,

fruit, I believe ?" for the place seemed full of jam. 1

" How did YOU cuess ?
"

I said.
" I was surprised.How did you guess

say, do tell me when the War's going

surprised
Can I be going to eat all that ?

"
I

to end. Just between ourselves, you
'

thought ;
and life seemed suddenly a

]jnow ." very beautiful thing.

'This being the case," he went on

(evidently trying to change the subject

The inspector ran a hungry eye over

it all, and if he had tried to clamber

no \\ ar Office secrets "to be got "out I inside for a closer inspection I should

of him, you notice),
" I must request

j

not have given him the quick push I

you to show me your fruit-trees and
:

had planned. I should have held him

also your jam cupboard."
'

back by his coat. My own way of

" The latter," I said for he had testing the amount of jam which my
called just after tea "

is
j"

rather full at present, but

doing nicely, thanks. As

you observe, however, we
think it wiser not to try to

close the bottom button of

the door."

"Perhaps your wife

suggested the man tenta-

tively.
" My wife does her best,

of course. She often says,
'

Dearest, a third pot of tea

if you like, but I 'm sure a

third cup of jam wouldn't

be good for you.' By the

way, don't you want to see

the tea-orchard too ? The
Cox's Orange Pekoes have
done frightfully well this

year the new blend, you
know ; or should I say
hybrid?"
At this moment my wife appeared, |

wife had made was not for the likes of

UNDER THE OEEENWOOD THEE.
Chorus. "HERE SHALL HE SEE

NO ENEMY
BUT WINTER AND BOUGH WEATHER."

looking particularly charming in a
mousseiine de sole aux fines lierbes

anglice, a sprigged muslin. I seized

her hand and led her aside.
" Lord RHONDDA'S myrmidon is upon

us !

"
I hissed. " 'Tis for your hus-

band's life, child. Hold the minion of

the law in check attract him
;
fasci-

nate him
; play him that little thing on

the piano you know, ' Tum-ti-tum '-

while I slope off to the secret chamber,
where my ancestor lay hid before I

mean after the Battle of Worcester.

By the way, I hope it's been dusted

lately? Hush! if he sees us hold
secret parlance I 'm lost."

"Alas!" said my wife, "the secret

him.
"About a hundred-and-fifty pounds,"

he said at last.
" Just a little over," nodded my wife.
" I tell you," I whispered,

" this chap
knows everything." Then aloud, i' I

say, Sir, if you wouldn't mind putting
me on to something for the Cotsall

Selling Plate. Simply," I added hastily,
" in the national interest, of course.

Keeping up the breed of horses."

The inspector changed the subject

again.
" You were allocated one hun-

dredweight of sugar, I believe, Ma'am,"
he said.

"Oh, yes," replied my wife. 'But

you see some of our jam is still sticking
chamber is where we keep the jam." to the trees. Perhaps this gentleman

She smiled subtly at me and then would like to see the orchard, Wen-
winningly at the inspector as she turned
towards him.

"
Step this way, please," she con-

tinued.

I caught the idea at once and, bless-

ing the quick wit of woman, followed in

ceslaus," she added, turning to me.

(Of course, you know, mv Christian
name isn't really Wenceslaus, but we
authors enjoy so little privacy nowa-

days that I must really be allowed to

leave it at that.)

So I took the inspector off to see the

orchard, pausing on the way at the

strawberry bed.

"This," I explained, "was to have
made up quite fifty pounds of our allo-

cation, but 1 'm afraid the crop failed

this year. So that must account for

any little discrepancy in the weight of

fruit." I was very firm about this.
" Strawberries have done well enough

elsewhere," said Nemesis suspiciously.
" I 'in surprised that yours should have
failed."

" When I say
'

failed,'
"

I explained,
" I mean ' failed to get as far as the

preserving pan.' I always retain an

option on eating the crop fresh."

The inspector frowned and was going
to make a note of this, so I tried to

distract his attention.
" Do you know," I said,

"a short time ago people
persisted in mistaking me
for a brother of the Duke
of Cotsall?"

" Why ?
"

he asked
rather rudely.

" Because of the straw-

berry mark on my upper
lip. Ah, I think this is

the orchard. There was
a wealth of bloom here
when I put in my appli-
cation."

"
Applications were not

made till the fruit was
on the trees," said Lord
RHONDDA'S minion,
sharply. "Ah, there's a
nice lot of plums."

This seemed more satis-

factory.

"Yes, isn't there?" I

said enthusiastically.
" Now I 'm sure

this makes up the amount all right."
"Plums are stone fruit," he observed

stonily,
" and you were allocated one

hundredweight of sugar for your soft

fruit, I believe ?
"

One really gets very tired of people
who go on harping on the same thing
over and over again.
"What about raspberries?" I in-

quired.
" Soft fruit, of course," said the

inspector.
"But they contain stones," I urged.

"
Nasty little things wot gits into the

'oilers of your teeth somethink cruel, as

cook says. Really, the Government

ought to give us more careful instruc-

tions. And what about the apples ?

Are pips stones ?
"

"
Apples are not used for jam-mak-

ing," he retorted.

"What!" I exclaimed. "Tell that

to the to the Army in general ! Plum-

and-apple jam, my dear Sir ! And that

reminds me : a jam composed of half
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Ttixi -tlriotr (u-ho hat forced laily-tlrieer o tu tlie p<ioeinent). "Now, THUS, IV YOU WANT TO LOOK IM TUB SHOP WINDOWS WHY DOS'T
YOU IAKK A 1)AY OFF?"

stono and half soft fruit how do we
stand in respect to that ?

"

"
Well, Sir," said the inspector,

closing his notebook grudgingly,
" I

don't think we need go into that. I

think you've got just about the re-

quisite amount of soft fruit for the

one hundredweight of sugar which, I

believe, you were allocated."
" There 's still the rose garden," I

said,
"

if you 're not satisfied."
" Been turning that into an orchard,

have you ?
"
he asked. "

Very patriotic,
I 'in sure."

"
Well, I don't know," I said.

" My
wife wants to make pot-pourri as usual,

hut what I say is, in these days and
with all that sugar it would surely be
more patriotic (as you say) to make
flews de Nice."

" It would be more patriotic per-

haps," observed Lord RHONDDA'S
minion sententiously,

" not to make

jam at all."
" Ah !

"
I said. " Have a glass of

beer before you go." W. 13.

Headline in The Yorkshire Daily

"KAISER'S 1904 PLOTS."
No doubt there were quite as many as

that, but we should like to know how
our contemporary arrives at the exact

number.

AN EXTRAORDINAEY DAY.

1. A Staff Officer came back from
the line without having had a narrow

escape.
2. A General visited the line and ex-

pressed unqualified approval of every-

thing he saw.
3. A Quartermaster-Sergeant put all

the contents of the rum-jar into the tea.

4. A sniper fired at a Hun and re-

ported a miss.

5. A bombing-party threw bombs
into a sap without reporting

" shrieks

and groans were heard, and it is thought
that many casualties were inflicted."

6. A Sergeant-Major complimented
a new squad of recruits.

7. Somebody read an Intelligence

Summary.
8. A very high official fired the first

shot to open the new rifle-range and
failed to hit the bull.

NOTE. (a) The Marker was not

court-martialled for spreading alarm
and despondency in His Majesty's
forces; but

(b) The quality of mercy was fear-

fully strained.

y. A bombing-class came back from

practice without a single casualty.
10. A Subaltern got leave on com-

passionate grounds. He wanted to be

married.

11. A Corps Commander was punc-
tual at an inspection. And

12. It did not rain on the day of the
offensive.

Truly an extraordinary day. Shall

we ever live to see it, I wonder ?

More Sex Problems.

"For Sale. Dark red Shorthorn Bulls, from
two years downwards, bred to milk for thirty

years." Fanners' Weekly.
"For Sale by Auction, one Mare Colt.'

1

Kent and Susw Courier.
" Then again the cockerel is a summer layer."

Irish farming World".

" Sir Godfrey Baring, the sitting Liberal

member, is not standing again."
Kreninij 1'apei'.

If he 's not going to sit or stand, he '11

have to take it lying down.

A Venetian boy-scout on the Lido
Had sighted a hostile torpedo,

So he cried,
" Don't suppoge

You can blow up the Doge ;

You must just do without him as

we do."

"\\'KBT OF ENGLAND. To be Sold, a per-
fect gentleman's* Residence, in faultless con-

dition and all modern improvements and a

pedigree Stock Farm of 150 acres adjoining,
with possession." Daily Paper.

We hope the pedigree of the perfect

gentleman is included as well as that

of the stock farm.
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PETHERTON AND THE RAG AUCTION.

A I.KTTKU I received last Friday gave
me one of those welcome excuses to gel

into closer touch with my neighbour
Petherton, than our daily proximitj

might seem to connote. I wrote to

him thus :

DEAR MB. PETHERTON, Miss Gore-

Langley has written to me to say that

she is getting up a Hag Auction on be-

half of the Belgian Relief Fund, and not

knowing you personally, and having

probably heard that I am connected by
ties of kinship with you, she asked me
to approach you on the subject of any
old clothes you may have to spare in

such a cause.

Of course I 'in not suggesting you
should allow yourself to be denuded
in the cause (like Lady GODIVA), but I

daresay you have some odds and ends
stowed away that you would contri-

bute ;
for instance, that delightful old

topper that you were wont to go to

church in before the War, and that used
to cause a titter among the choir

can't you get the moths to let you have
it ? Neckties, again. Where are the
tartans of -71 ? Surely there may be
some bonny stragglers left in your tie-

bins. And who fears to talk of '98 and
its fancy waistcoats ? All rancour about
them has passed away, and if you have

any ring-straked or spotted survivors,
no doubt they would fetch something in

a good cause. I hope you will see what
you can do for

Yours very truly,
HENRY J. FOKDYCE.

a little grafting on to the remains of

those I am now wearing, the result

should be something really serviceable.

I don't mind confessing to you that I

simply can't bring my mind to buying

T.W., that I once got from the laundry
by mistake; they are much too large
for me, but should fit you nicely
There 's a footbath too. It leaks a bit

but your scientific knowledge will en-

any r.ow wearing apparel just now. able you to put it right. It 's a granc
I 'd like the bowler too. It should help
to keep the birds from my vegetables,
and incidentally the wolf from the

door. And seein" it fluttering in the

breeze you would have a continua

reminder of your own salad days.

Surely the priceless family portrait
in the Oxford oak frame got into the

parcel by mistake. I am expecting to

acquire that for a song, as it cannot be
of interest except to one of the family
and I should be glad to number it

among my heirlooms.

Miss G.-L. is awfully braced with
the haul, and asked me to thank you,
which is one of my objects in writing
this. Yours sincerely,

HARRY FORDYCE.

Petherton was breathing hard by
this time, and let drive with :

Petherton's reply was brief. He
wrote :

SIR, Had Miss Gore-Langley chosen
a better channel for the conveyance of
her wishes I should have been only too

pleased to do what I could to help. As
it is, I do not care to have anything to
do with the affair.

Yours faithfully,
FREDERICK PETHERTON.

But he was better than his word, as
I soon discovered. So I wrote :

DEAB PETHERTON, I have had such
a treat to-day. I took one or two
things across to Miss Gore-Langley,
who was unpacking your noble con-
tributions when I arrived. Talk about

family histories; your parcel spoke
volumes.

I was frightfully interested in that
brown bowler with the flat brim, and
those jam-pot collars. Parting with
them must have been such sweet
sorrow.

I feel like bidding for some of your
things, among which I also noted an
elegantly-worked pair of braces. With

SIB, It is like your confounded im-

pertinence to overhaul the few things
I sent to Miss Gore-Langley, and had
I known that you would have had the

opportunity of seeing what my wife
insisted on sending I should certainly
not have permitted their despatch.

I have already told you what I think
of your ridiculous claims to kinship
ivith my family, and shall undoubtedly
;ry to thwart any impudent attempts
you may make to acquire my discarded

selongings. The photograph you men-
tion was of course accidentally in-

cluded in the parcel, and I am sending
for it. Yours faithfully,

FREDERICK PETHERTON.

. In the cause of charity I rushed over
to the Dower House, and pointed out to

Miss Gore-Langley how she might
swell the proceeds of the sale. I then
wrote thus to Petherton :

DEAR OLD MAN, Thanks for your
jolly letter. I 'm sorry to tell you that
Miss G.-L. holds very strong views on
the subject of charitable donations, and
you will have to go and bid for any-
thing you want back. I 'm very keen
on that photograph, if only for the sake
of your pose and the elastic-side boots

you affected at that period. Everyone
here is quite excited at the idea of

having Cousin Fred's portrait among ! The Morning ~Posi.
the family likenesses in the dining-
room, and its particular place on the
wall is practically decided upon."

shall probably let the braces go if

necessary, but I shall contest the owner-

ship of the bowler up to a point.

thing to have in the house, in case of a
sudden rush of blood to the head.

Cheerio !

Yours ever, HARRY.

Petherton simply replied :

SIR, It is, I know, absolutely use
less to make an appeal to you, and I

shall simply outbid you for the portrait
if possible ; if not, 1 shall adopt other
measures to prevent your enjoying your
ill-mannered triumph.
Yours faithfully, F. PETHERTON.
The Auction was held last Wednes-

day. I didn't attend it, but got Miss
Gore-Langley to run up the price of
the portrait as far as seemed safe, on
my behalf, which resulted in Mrs.
Petherton getting it for 5 15s. I got
the hat, but Mrs. Petherton outbid my
agent for the braces.

DEAR FREDDY (I wrote), Wasn't it a

roaring success the Auction, I mean?
I didn't manage to attend, but have
heard glowing accounts from its pro-
moter.

The most insignificant things, I

hear, went for big prices ; one patriotic
lady, I'm told, even going to 5 15s. for
a faded photograph of a veteran in the
clothes of a most uninteresting sartorial

period. It was in a cheap wooden
frame, of a pattern that is quite out
of the movement. Fancy, 5 15s. !

Did you buy anything ?

In haste, Yours, H.
If you have any stout safety-pins,

lend me a couple, old boy. I failed to
secure the braces. They fetched Is. 9d.,
which was greatly in excess of their
intrinsic value.

There has been no reply from Peth-
srton to date.

Journalistic Candour.
"Mr. Wells has no master in controversy

with ordinary mortals, but I would seriously
warn him that arguing with the '

Morning
Post
of the brain.

Diarist

leads after a certain point to softening

The Westminster Gazette."

We have always taken a painful inter-

est in The Westminster s quarrels with

Why not have your revenge by buy-
ing one or two of my things ? There is

a choice pair of cotton socks, marked

"In 1914-15 there was for the first time a
surplus of cereals of about 27,475 tons produced
in Egypt." Times.

For the first time ? Shade of JOSEPH !

" A Young Lady is desirous of CHANGE.
wholesale and retail military experience,
knowledge of practical." Daily Telegraph.

Now, then, HAIG.

Has
Also
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DOING THEIR BIT.

BEASTS KOYAL.
i.

QUEEN HATSHEPSU'S APE.

B.C. 1491.

Now from the land of Punt the galleys
come,

UATSHKPSU'S, sent by Atnen-Ra and
her

To bring from God's own land the

gold and myrrh,
The ivory, the incense and the gum ;

The greyhound, anxious-eyed, with
ear of silk,

The little ape, with whiskers white
as milk,

And the enamelled peacock come with
them.

The little ape sits on HATSREPSU'S chair,
And with a solemn and ironic eye

He sees TAHUTMES strap the balsamed
hail

Unto his royal chin and wonders why ;

He sees the stewards and chamberlains
bow down,

Mays with the asp upon HATSHKPSU'S
crown,

And thinks, "A goodly land, this land

of Kliem !"

Tlio little ape sits on HATSHEPSU'S knee
While the great lotus-fans move to

and fro ;

Outside along the Nile the galleys go
And the Pho3nician rowers seek the sea ;

Outside the masons carve TAHUTMES'
chin,

Tipped with the beard of Ra, and lo,

within

The ape, derisive and ineffable.

The little ape from Punt sits there

beside

TAHUTMES and HATSHEPSU on their

throne,

Dissembling courteously his inward

pride
When the great men of Egypt, one

by one.
Their oiled and shaven heads before

him bend,
And thinking,

" I was born unto this

end ;

I am the King they honour. It is

well."

THE CLINCHOPHONE.
["WANTED. Loud gramophone (second-

hand) for reprisals." Adrt. in" The Times."]

IT is just to meet such pressing
demands as this that the Gramophobia
Company have introduced their remark-
able instrument or weapon, described
as The Clinchophone. No home is

complete without it.

It is supplied with little oil bath,
B.S.A. fittings and kick start.

A child can set it in motion, but

nothing on earth will stop it until its

object is achieved and there is peace
with honour.

Installed in a neighbourhood bristling
with pianos, amateur singers, gramo-
phones, and other grind boxes it saves

its cost in doctors' bills.

It is fatal at fifty yards, and there

has been nothing like it since the
" Tanks." It can do almost every-

thing except stop before its time.

Read the following testimonials :

" GENTLEMEN, While the grand
piano next door was playing last even-

ing I pressed the button of The Clincho-

phone. The piano immediately sat

back on its haunches, gibbered and
then fell on the player."

" DEAR SIR, At the first trial of my
new Glinchophone my neighbour's
gramophone rushed out of the house
and has not been heard of since."

" SAVED "
says :

" Last night the
basso profondo two doors away started

singing,
' Rocked in the Cradle of the

Deep.' He sang two bars and then
crawled round to my house on his

hands and knees and collapsed on the

doorstep with the word ' Kamerad !

'

on
his lips." =======

Our Stylists.
"The look from his eyes, the ashen colour

of his face, the passion in his voice, mute
though it was, frightened and bewildered her."

Story in " Home Notes.''
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"DEARIE MB, KOW, I SHOULDN'T HA 1 THOUGHT THE! DIVES YOU ENOUGH MONEY IS THE ARMY TO FILL ALL THEM THERE

UTTLE PURSES." __

PATROLS.
THE Scout Officer soliloquises:

" The lights begin to leap along the lines,

Leap up and hang and swoop and sputter out ;

A hullet hits a wiring-post and whines ;

I wish to Heaven that I was not a Scout !

Time was (in Dorsetshire) I loved the trade;
Far other is this battle in the waste,

Wherein, each night, though not of course afraid,

I wriggle round with ill-concealed distaste,

"Where who can say what menace is not nigh,
What ambushed foe, what unexploded crump,

And the glad worm, aspiring to the sky,

Emerges suddenly and makes you jump.

Where either all is still, so still one feels

That something huge must presently explode,
And back, far back, is heard the noise of wheels

From Prussian waggons on the Douai road ;

And flares shoot upward with a startling hiss

And fall, and flame intolerably close,

So that it seems no living man could miss
How huge my head must look, iny legs how gross !-

Or the live air is full of droning hums
And cracking whips and whispering snakes of fire,

And a loud buzz of conversation comes
From Simpson's party putting out some wire.

Or else as when some soloist is done

And the bushed orchestra may now begin
A sudden rage inflames the placid Hun
And scouts lie naked in a world of din.

The sullen bomb dissolves in singing shapes ;

. The whizz-bang jostles it too fast to flee
;

Machine-guns chatter like demented apes

And, goodness, can it all be meant for me ?

It can and is. And such are small affairs

Compared with Tompkins and his Lewis gun,
Or eager folk who play about with flares,

And, like as not, mistake me for a Hun ;

Compared with when some gunner, having dined,

To show his guest the glories of his art
'

Poops off a round or two,' which burst behind,

But fail to drown the beating of my heart

Sweet to all soldiers is the rearward view ;

To infanteers how grand the gunners' case 1

And I suppose men pine at G.H.Q.
For the rich ease of people at the Base.

To me is sweet this mean and noisome ditch,

When on my belly I must issue out

Into the night, inscrutable as pitch
I wish to Heaven that I ivas not a Scout !

"

_^=_=___ A. P. H.

" Good Donkey for Sale : musical." LoutJi Adrertissr.

Sings
" The Vicar of Bray."
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THE INSEPARABLE.
THE KAISER (to his People). "DO NOT LISTEN TO THOSE WHO WOULD SOW DISSENSION

BETWEEN US. I WILL NEVER DESERT YOU."
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AFTER THE INSPECTION.
Orderly (to Colonel). "CAN I GET YOU A TAXI, SIB?" Colonel. "YES, PLEASE, DEAB."

A LONDON MYSTERY SOLVED.
EVERYONE must have observed a

phenomenon of the London streets
I

which becomes continually more notice-

able. And not only must they have
observed it, but have suffered from it.

At one time the omnibuses, which
are rapidly becoming the only means
of street transport for human beings,
had regular stopping-places at the

corners of streets, at Piccadilly Circus,
at Oxford Circus, and so forth.

The corner was the accepted spot ;

the crowds gathered there, and the

omnibus, stopping there, emptied and
refilled. But there has been a gradual
tendency towards the abandonment of

the corners, causing the omnibuses to

pull up farther and farther from them,
so that it seems almost as if a time may
come when, instead of Piccadilly Circus,
for example, the stopping-place for

west -bound omnibuses w 11 be St.

James's church. . .

Everyone, as I say, must have noticed

this change in traffic habits, and most

people believe that police regulations
are at the bottom of it.

But 1 know better ; and the reason

why I know better is a little conversa-
tion I have had witli a driver.

It was during one of the linest

efforts towards depressing dampness
that even this Summer lias put up, and
the driver dripped. A great crowd of

miserable mortals awaited his omnibus
at a certain recognised halt, all des-

perately anxious for a seat or even

standing room ; but these he dis-

regarded and carefully urged the vehicle

on for another twenty yards.
While the wretched people were run-

ning along the pavement to begin their

struggle for a place, I asked him why
he had put them to all that trouble.

"I suppose it's the police," I suid,

to make it easier for him.
" Not as I know of," lie replied.
" But why not stop where the public

expect you to ?
"
I asked.

" Why ?
"

lie inquired.
"
Well, it would be more reasonable,

more helpful," I suggested.
" Who wants to help or be reason-

able?
"
he replied.

" Here, look at me.
I 'm driving this bus for hours and
hours every day. I 'm cold and wet.

I 'm putting on the brakes from morn-

ing to night, saving people's silly lives,

until I 'm sick of the sight of them.
If you was to drive a motor bus in

London you 'd want a little amusement
now and then, too."

" So it 's just for entertainment that

i you dodge about over the stopping-

j

places and keep changing them?" I

I

asked.
"
Yes," he replied.

Another Impending Apology.
" I was sorry to hoar that Lady Diana had

met with a nasty motor accident
;

but had

escaped with only slight injuries."
Mrs. Gossip in "Tlie Daily Sketch."

"STOP-PRESS NEWS.
GERMAN OFFICIAL.

Also ran: Julian, The Vizier, Siller and
Pennant." Manchester Evening Chronicle.

It is not often that the German official

communiques admit defeat.

"The Poor's Piece appears to b^ a sort of

No Man's Land, and ever since the extinction

of Vestrydom has boon within the parochial
administrative parvenu of the Urban District

Council." Essex Paper.

Who is this municipal upstart ?

"A SIGNIFICANT STEP.

The Evening Post's Washington correspon-
dent states: 'Mr. Lloyd George's speech at

Glasgow is a significant step in the process of

winning the war by liplomatic strategy."

Si/dney Daily Telegraph.

There 's many a slip 'twixt the dip and
the lip; but "liplomatic" is not a bad

word.
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THE MUD LARKS.
NOBODY out here seems exactly in-

fatuated with the politicians nowadays.
The Front Tronclies have about as

much use for tho Front Benches as a

big-game hunter for mosquitoes. The

bayonet professor indicates his row of

dummies and says to his lads, "Just

imagine they are Cabinet Mini

go!" and in a clock-tick the In

are raining shreds of sacking and par-
ticles of straw. Tho demon bomber
fancies some prominent Parliament-

arian is lurking in the opposite sap,

grits his teeth, and gets an extra five

yards into his bowling.
But I am not entirely of the vulgar

opinion. The finished politician may
not be a subject for odes, but a politi-
cal education is a great asset to any
man. Our Mess President, William,
once assisted a friend to lose a parlia-

mentary election, and his experience
has been invaluable to us. The moment
we are tired of fighting and want billets,

the Squadron sits down where it is and
tho Skipper passes the word along for

William. William dusts his boots,

adjusts his tie and heads for the most

prepossessing farm in sight. Arrived

there he takes off bis hat to the dog,

pats the pig, asks the cow after the

calf, salutes the farmer, curtseys to the

farmeress, then turning to the inevit-

able baby, exclaims in tho language of

the country, "Mong Jew, kell jolly ong-
fong'," (Gosh, what a topping kid

!),

and bending tenderly over it imprints
a lingering kiss upon its indiarubber.
features and wins the freedom of the

farm. The Mess may make use of the
kitchen ; the spare bed is at the Skip-
per's disposal ; the cow will move up
and make room for the First Mate ; the

pig will be only too happy to welcome
the Subalterns to its modest abode.

Ordinary billeting officers stand no
chance against our William and his

political education. "That fellow," I

heard one disgruntled competitor re-

mark of him,
" would hug the Devil

for a knob of coke." Once only did he
meet his match, and a battle of Titans
resulted.

In pursuit of his business he entered
a certain farm-house, to find the baby
already in possession of another officer,

a heavy red creature with a monocle,
who was rocking the infant's cradle

seventy-five revolutions per minute and

making dulcet noises on a moustache
comb.

William's heart fell to his field boots ;

he recognised the red creature's mark-

ings immediately. This was another

politician ; no bloodless victory would
be his ; fur would fly first, powder
burn Wow !

Old Lady from the Country. "I'VE ASKKD FOUR PORTERS, AND THEY ALL TELL MB
DIFFERENT."

Porter. "WHAT C.VN YER EXPECT, Missus, IF YER ASKS FOUR DIFFERENT PORTERS?"

The red person must have tumbled
to William as well, for he increased the

revolutions to one hundred and forty

per minute and broke into a shrill

lullaby of his own impromptu composi-
tion :

" Go -to sleep, Mummy's liddle Did-uma ;

Go to sleep, Daddy's liddle Thiiig-me-jig."

Nevertheless this did not baffle our
William. He approached from a flank,

deftly twitched the infant out of its

cradle by the scruff of its neck, and com-
menced to plaster it with tender kisses.

However the red man tailed it as it

went past and hung on, kissing any
bits he could reach. When the mother

reappeared they were worrying the

baby between them as a couple of

hound puppies worry the hind leg of a
cub. She beat them faithfully with a

broom and hove both of them out into

the wide wet world, and we all slept in

a bog that night, and William was
i
much abused and loathed. But that

was his only failure.

If getting billets is William's job,

getting rid of them is the Babe's affair.

William, like myself, has far too great
a mastery of the patois to handle
delicate situations with success. For

instance, when the farmer approaches
me with tidings that my troopers have
burnt two ploughshares and a crowbar
and my troop horses have masticated
a brick wall I engage him in palaver,
with the result that we eventually part,
I under the impression that the inci-

dent is closed, and he under the impres-
sion that I have promised to buy him
a new farm. This leads to all sorts of

international complications.
The Babe, on the other hand, regards

a knowledge of French as immoral and

only knows enough of it to order him-
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self a drink. He- is also gifted with n I The Babe turned up at breakfast

slight stutter, which under tlie stress of this morning wearing only half a mous-

a foreign languid'' b KJomea chronic. So tache. lie said a goat had browsed oft

when we evacuate a billet William fur- the other half while he slept. The poor
nishes the Babe with enough money to beast lias been having iits of giggles

compensate the fanner for all damages ever since a moustache must he very
we have not com milted, and then ci't;u-.'s

himself. Donning a bright smile the

I'.iilic approaches t he farmer and presses
the lucre into bis honest palm.

"
Hi," says the worthy fellow, "what

is this, then '.' One hundred francs !

Where is the seventy-four francs, six

centimes for the fleas your dog stole?

ticklish to digest.

Yesterday BfaoTavish, while engaged
in taking his tub in the open, noticed

that his bath-water was mysteriously
sinking lower and lower. Turning round
to investigate the cause of the phenom-
enon lie beheld a gentle milch privily

sucking it up behind his back. There
The two hundred francs, three centimes

]
was a strong flavour of Coal Tar soap

for the indigestion your rations gave
mv pig-' The eight thousand and

ninety-nine francs, five centimes insur-

in the caff an lait to-day.
This morning at dawn 1 was aroused

ance money I should have collected i Blinking
if your brigands had not

stopped my barn from burn-

ing ? and all the other little

damages, three million, eight
hundred thousand and forty-
four francs, one centime in

all where is it, heiu '!

"

"Ec-c-coutez une mo-

ment," the Babe begins,
"Jer p-p-poovay expliquay
tut tut tut tut sh - sli-

shiss -"
says he, loosening

his stammer at rapid fire,

popping and hissing, rush-

ing and hitching like a red-

hot machine-gun with a

siphon attachment. In live

minutes the farmer is white
in the face and imploring
the Babe to let by-gones be

by-gones.
" N-n-not a b-bit

of it, old t-top," says the
Babe. " Jer p - p - poovav
exp-p-pliquay b-b-bub-bub-
bub

"
and away it goes

by a cold foot pawing at face.

Albert

again like a combined steam- _
and shower.- batl

THE REDUCED TRAIN SERVICE AT SLOWURAVE.
NO NEED TO IDLE YOUR TIME AWAY. JUST GET A SHEET OF

THE RUST OFF O 1 THiOM

THE TWO LETTERS.
I HAD as usual two letters to write

There are always two and often twenty
but this morning there were two only
One was to my old friend, A., who hac

just gone into
bankruptcy; the othei

was to my young friend, B., whose
sporting efforts in France have won
him very rapid promotion. He was
just bringing his new captain's stars to

England on a few days' leave.
A. is a somewhat austere and melan-

choly man
; B. is just as different as

you can imagine.
I wrote thus. First to A. :

" MY DEAR MAN, I am sorry to hear

your bad news. The times are suffi-

ciently depressing without such a blow
1 as this having to fall on

| you. I am certain that you

j

don't deserve such treat-

ment, and you have all my
sympathy. As for the dis-

grace there is none. You
are simply a victim of the
War. It" there is anything
I can do to cheer you up,
let me know.

I am, yours, etc., ."

To B. I wrote thus:

"DEAB OLD TOP, This
is the best news I have
heard for a long time. I

always knew you would

bring it off soon ; but I

wasn't prepared for any-
thing quite so sudden.
There is, of course, only
one thing to do when a
man fulfils his destiny in

this way. The custom is

immemorial, and, war or no
war, we must crack a bottle.

to stand more than twenty minutes of will show boysey pretty picture."

Brushing aside the coverlet of fowl I

followed him tip-toe across the dewy
mead to the tarpaulin which he and
MacTavish call " home."

flap and

this. A quarter-of-an-hour usually sees
liim bolting and barring himself into
the cellar, with the Babe blowing him
kisses of fond farewell through the
'

yhle. Albert Edward lifted a
\\ o are billeted on a farm at the

! signed me to peep within. It was, as
present moment. The Skipper occu-

j

he had promised, a pretty picture,
pies the best bed

; the rest of us are
j

At the foot of our MacTavish's mat-
doing the al fresco touch in tents and tress, under a spare blanket lifted from
bivouacs scattered about the surround-

'

that warrior in his sleep, lay a lar^e
; landscape. We are on very inti-

j
pink pig. Both were occupied in

mate terms with the genial farmyard peaceful and stertorous repose
folk .

Every morning I awake to find
|

" Heads of Angels, by Sir JOSHUA
lalf-a-dozen hens and their gentleman- REYNOLDS," breathed Albert Edward
nend roosting along my anatomy.

' '

Dne of the hens laid an egg in my ear
|

ihis morning. William says she mis-
took it for her nest, but I take it the
len, as an 'honest bird, was merely-
paying rent for the roost.

n my ear.
'

PATHNDER

Commercial Candour.
"1913 Touring Ford, iu splendid condition,

fitted with new coils, para.fin vaporiser; has
i
been little use." Irish Time*.

this must be celebrated.

I am, yours, etc., ."

So far it is a somewhat feeble narra-

tive, nor has it any point beyond the
circumstance that I posted the letters
in the wrong envelopes.

What to do with our Critics.

"The Ministry of Munitions has for dis-
Mil approximately 75 TONS WEEKLY of

I'KKSH MUD." Adi-t. in "The Engineer."

'

"In consequence of the epidemic at the

Royal Naval College, Osbonie, in the spring of
this year, it has been decided to reduce the
niimho.r of cadets at the College from 500 to
300. This reduction will not affect the num-
bers to be entered, as a larger number of
cadets will be accommodated at Dartmouth
Colliery.'' Scotsman.

Where they will be trained, we sup-
pose, as mine-sweepers.
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TRIALS OF A CAMOUFLAGE OFFICER.
Sergeant-Major. "BEG PARDON, SIR, I WAS TO ASK YOU IF YOU'D STEP UP TO THE BATTERY, SIR."

Camouflage Officer. "WHAT'S THE MATTER?"

Hi-r</rant-\fnjor. "IT'S THOSE TAINTED ORAS8 SCREENS, SIR. THE MULES HAVE EATEN THEM."

"GOG."
(To the Author of

"
Jong," Punch,

September 19th.)

O SINGEB sublime of Beeyah-byyah-
bunniga-nelliga-jong,

It isn't envy, the green and yellow,
That makes me take up my lyre, old

fellow,

And burst with a tierce cacophonous
bellow

Across the path of your song.
I want to propose another name,
Unknown to you and unknown to

fame ;

It is like the sound of a hand-sawn

log
Or the hostile bark of a husky dog :

Chagogagog-munchogagog-
chabun-agungamog !

This cracker of jaws is a lake, I "m told,

A lake in the U.S.A.,
And first the Indians, the red sort,

owned it,

But later to Uncle Sam they loaned it,

Who afterwards made no bones, but
boned it

In the fine Autolycus way ;

And though it wasn't a matter vital

He kept with the lake its rasping title,

Which recalls the croak of an amorous

frog
Or a siren heard in an ocean fog :

Chagogagog-munchogagog-
chabun-agungamog !

The Butterfly.
"Two thousand cabbage butterflies have

been captured by Huntingdon school-children,
but more stern measures for their capture
must be introduced."Evening Paper.

In order to capture the cabbage butter-

fly the first thing to do is to interest

the creature by giving it a cabbage-leaf
to play with. Then take the kitchen-

chopper in the right hand, lift it high
and bring it down with a crash on the
third vertebra. Few butterflies repeat

any offence after this is severed.

The Invincible Argentine.
" There is a most useful Navy, including two

or throe super-Dreadnoughts, and the best-

l)il racehorses in the world." Irish Tintes.

" Further instructions as regards the allow-

ance to householders which have increased in

size will be issued later. The issue of tern-

cards is under consideration."
Food Control Xoticcin" Liverpool Daily Pest."

" Who have increased in size
"
would

be better grammar and just as good
sense.

A Lesson for the National Service

Department.
Words under a picture in The Daily

Mati :

"Chiropodists are attending to the feet of

America's new army, aud dentists are paying
attention to the teeth."

Whereas in the British Army it might so

easily have been the other way round.

Our Stylists Again.
From The Tatler on the subject of

the little Stork, which is the badge of

Capt. Guynemer's squadron :

' What emblem could, indeed, be more
appropriate as well as beautiful as the bird

which is the symbol of Alsace ?
"

Jam" Wanted, Girls, age 18 to 2-2, for

Jars." Sfancltester Evening Chronicle.

As a substitute for sugar, we presume ;

but wouldn't " Sweet Seventeen
"

be

even more suitable ?

" In almost every part of Rngland and Wales
then- are now some 200,000 women who are

doing a real national work on the land." 3fr.

I'ROTHBKO'X letter in "
Tlie Daily Telegraph."

If there are 200,000 women in almost

every part of England there can't be
much chance for the men, particularly
the single men.
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THE WAR DOG.

Nr.vKii confuse the " War dog
"
with tho "

dog of War."

Tlie War dog is a direct product of the War, but you

never vet met him collecting for a hospital, or succouring

the wounded, or assisting the police, or hauling a mitrail-

leuse if he could help it. Yet the War dog worships the

\iinv: it represents a square meal and a "cushy" bed.

The new draft takes him for a mascot ;
but the old hand

knows him better. A shameless blend of petty larceny,

mi'iidacity, fleas, gourmand ism, dirt and unequalled

plausibility.
You meet the War dog on some endless road. He will

probably be wearing round his neck a piece of dirty card

analogous to the eye patch and drooping Inverness cape

of some mendicants nearer home a "property" in fact,

and put there by himself, the writer is convinced, although

he has not yet actually caught tho War dog dressing for

the part. The War dog on the road has "spotted" you

long before you have seen him, and he has marked you for

his own. You become conscious of a piteous whine just

behind you and, turning, see the War dog, his eyes filled

with tears of entreaty, crawling towards you on his stomach.

He advances inch by inch, and on being encouraged with

comfortable words of invitation the parasite wriggles his

lean body (it
is trained to look lean actually it is well

padded with stolen food from officers' kitchens) up to your

feet, and, selecting a puddle in token of his deep humility,

rolls upon his back and smiles tearfully up at you from

between his grimy fore-paws. Then the game goes forward

merrily as per schedule.

Of course you take him back to camp and give him your
last piece of Blighty cake. You introduce your protege

always crawling on his stomach to the cook; swear to

the dog's immaculate conduct; beg a trifle of straw, from

the transport, and in short see him comfortably settled for

the night.
The War dog has you now well beneath his paws. He

joins the Mess and listens with an ill-concealed grin as

each in turn boasts of tho rat-catching powers of his dog at

home. Then the War dog retreats hurriedly as a mouse

appears ; and you, his victim, apologise for him and explain
how he has been shaken by adversity and what a noble

creature a few days of good food and kind treatment will

make of him. The rest is simple. The War dog (with his

court) invades your bed and home parcels, and brings you
into disrepute with all and sundry especially the Cook and

Quarter. He is fought and soundly thrashed by the regi-
mental mascot (halt his size), and the battalion wit

composes limericks about you and your pet.
Then suddenly your War dog disappears. You are just

beginning to live him down having moved into another
area when you espy him from the street, the centre of a

noisy group in a not too reputable wine-shop. But the

War dog never recognises you. He has finished with you
grown tired of you, in fact (he rarely

" works
"
the same

victim for more than three weeks). You and your battalion

are to him as it were a bone picked clean
;
and you depart

with a prayer that he may die a stray's death at the hands
of the Military Police.

One month travelling snugly in a G.S. waggon (you
never catch him marching like an honest mascot), the

next "
swinging the lead

"
in some warm dug-out there

are few moves on the board of the great War game that he
does not know. He will patronise a score of regiments in

three months ; travel from one end of the Western Front
to the other and back again, taking care never to attempt to

renew an old acquaintance. Occasionally he makes the
mistake of running across a mitrailleuse battery with its

dog-teams needing reinforcements, or tries to billet himself

on a military pigeon-loft and meets a violent death. But
whatever fortune may bring him we can confidently assert

that he is much too fly to chance his luck across the

border and into the land where the sausage-machines guard
the secret of perpetual motion.

IN WILD WALES.
DWARFING the town that to tho hillside clings
On terraced slopes, the castle, nobly planned

And noble in its ruined greatness, flings
Its double challenge to the sea and land.

Oh, if the ancient spirit of the place
Could win free utterance in articulate tones,

What tales to hearten and inspire and brace

Would issue from these grey and lichened stones !

Once manned and held by paladin and peer,
Now tenanted by jackdaws, bats and owls,

Save when the casual tourist through its drear

And grass-grown courts disconsolately prowls.

Once famous as the scene of Border fights,
Now watching, in the greatest war of all, .

Old men, with their bilingual acolytes,

Beating, outside its gates, a little ball
;

While on the crumbling battlements on high,
Where mail-clad men-at-arms kept watch and ward,

Adventurous sheep amaze the curious eye
Instead of grazing on the level sward.

But though such incongruities may jar
The sense of fitness in a mind fastidious,

Modernity has wholly failed to mar
The face of Nature here, or make it hideous.

Inland the amphitheatre of hills

Sweeps round with Snowdon as their central crest,

And murmurs of innumerable rills

.Blend with the heaving of the ocean's breast.

Already Autumn's fiery finger laid

On heath and marsh and woodland far and wide
In all their gorgeous pageantry has arrayed
The tranquil beauties of the countryside.

Here every prospect pleases, and the spot,

Unspoilt, unvulgarised by man, remains,
Thanks largely to a System which has not

Accelerated or improved its trains.

Yet even here, amid untroubled ways,
Far from the city's fevered, tainted breath,

Yon distant plume of yellow smoke betrays
The ceaseless labours of the mills of death.

"William Arthur Fletcher, ship's apprentice, of South Shields,
was remanded for a week on a charge of being absent from his

ship. His captain alleged that he had found Fletcher asleep on the

bridge." Daily Dispatch.

It must have been his mind that was absent.

"At St. Peter's, Vere Street, where he is going to preach from
the 30th of this month to the end of this year, the Bev. R. J. Camp-
bell will speak from the pulpit of Frederick Denison Maurice, like

himself a convert to the Church of England ... To hoar him was
an experience never forgotten." Guardian.

And this although MAURICE rarely preached for more than

one month on end.
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MANNERS IN MACEDONIA.
LADIES FIHST.

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

I CAN'T help thinking that Gyp, the central figure in

Mr. JOHN GALSWORTHY'S new story, Beyond (HEINEMANN),
was unhappy in her encounters with the opposite sex. But
if memory serves me this is an experience familiar to

Mr. GALSWORTHY'S heroines. Men were always wanting
to kiss Gyp, or to marry her, or both, and after a time

kept going off and repeating the process with somebody
else ; so that one can't fairly bo astonished if towards the

end of the book her outlook had bscome rather cynical.
The character who might have preserved her estimate of

mankind in general, and the best and most sympathetically
drawn figure in the book, is Gyp's perfectly delightful old

father, who throughout the conspicuous failure of her two

unions, legitimate and other, retained his fine and chivalrous

regard and unfailing care for a daughter who might well

have been a thorn in the flesh of a conventional parent.
But the relations of these two were never conventional.

Gyp had been herself a love-child, and the knowledge of

this is shown very clearly in its influence upon their

mutual attitude. As for her own affairs, these were, first

to her father's unbounded astonishment marriage with
a temperamental violinist, who ran rapidly down the scale

from adoration of his own wife to intrigue with another's;

second, clandestine relations with a man of her own race and

breed, who loved her to idolatry, and within a few months
was found embracing his cousin. Poor Gyp ! I jest ; but you
will need no telling that for sincerity and beauty of writing
here is a book that you cannot afford to miss. Sometimes
I am a little uncertain what Mr. GALSWORTHY is driving
at, but I never fail to admire his drive.

Unless Mr. S. P. B. MAIS learns to curb his enthusiasms
and to rid himself of certain prejudices he will be wantonly
seeking trouble, liebelllon (GRANT RICHARDS) is in some

respects a more thoughtful and promising book than Inter-

lude, but it is marred by what can only be called the same
narrow point of view. With everybody and everything
modern Mr. MAIS shows an ardent sympathy, but if he is

ever to give a comprehensive picture of life he must con-

trive to ba more patient with the old-fashioned. Here his

strong personality obtrudes itself too often, and he is in-

clined to forget that he is a novelist and not 'a preacher. I

could imagine him throwing off a fine comminatory sermon
from the text,

" Cursed" be he who does not admire the genius
of Mr. COMPTON MACKENZIE." This homily is drawn from
me with reluctance, because in the main I am a strong
believer in Mr. MAIS, and (with his connivance) have every
intention of retaining that attitude. With all its faults

Rebellion remains gloriously distinct from the rubbish-heap
of fiction by virtue of its intense sincerity and its frequent
flashes of fine descriptive writing. The question of sex

dominates it, and those of us who still think that such

problems are merely sustenance for the prurient-minded

may cast it impatiently aside. But others who like to watch
a clever man feeling his way towards the light, and

regard a novel as neither a bait nor a bauble, can be confi-

dently advised to read it. They may be irritated, but they
will be intrigued.

On the cover of One Woman's Hero (METHUEN) you will

read that " This book has been designed to cheer and

strengthen those for whom, from bereaTement owing to

the War, the days and nights are sometimes only a pro-
cession of sad and torturing visions." Which of course
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disarms criticism, other than what, may he expressed in a to Harrogate (where a very pretty piece of philandering

question whether a book less exclusively preoccupied by ensued), do not amount to much when seriously considered,

the War might not more surely have attained this end. i but it is one of Mrs. BARNES-GRUNDY'S strong points that

But again, of course, maybe it wouldn't. The tale (for all
'

you cannot take her seriously. I am on her side all the

our pretendings) is not yet written that can actually bring time when she is giving me light comedy, but when she

oblivion to bereavement, so perhaps the next best thing is ; leaves that vein and bathes her heroine in tears I cannot

topical chatter of the bright and unsentimental kind with conjure up any real sympathy. I never for a moment
doubted that Charmian's lover, though reported as having
" died from wounds," would turn up again. I am afraid the
War is responsible for a great deal of rather obvious fiction.

topical .

which Miss SYBIL CAMPBELL LETHBRIDOE has tilled her

entertaining pages. Chatter is the only term for it, though
it is quite good of its style ;

the form being a series of

letters written to a friend by the young wife of a soldier at

the front. Her neighbours, their households and dinners

and affectations and courage, are what she writes about ;

especially do I commend her handling of the " Let us

Forget and Forgive
"

tribe. To all such (and most of us

know at least one) I should suggest the posting of a copy of

One Woman's Hero, with the page turned down (an act

permissible in so good a cause) at the report of the

Miss MARIE HARRISON has investigated the condition of

Ireland, and in Dawn in Ireland (MELROSE) she presents
the results of her studies. The book is inspired by a great
deal of the right kind of enthusiasm, and the advice given
is so excellent as to arouse the fear that it will not be taken.
Yet Miss HARRISON is justified of her endeavours. She
shows how often the English governors of Ireland have

annihilation of one of these well-intentioned but infuriating failed, in spite of the best intentions, only because they
philosophers. The combined logic and equity of this suggest applied their remedy too late and thus, to their own great
that the Government might do worse than commandeer surprise, wasted the generosity of which they were perhaps
the services of Miss LETHBRIDGE as a dinner-table pro- 1 too conscious. According to Miss HARRISON the gom-
pagandist.

I think BEATRICE GRIM-
SHAW tortures overmuch her

tough bronzed Australian

hero, who " could fight his

weight in wild eats," and
her beautiful slender hero-

ine,
"
daughter of castles,

descendant of crusaders."

First the twain fall desper-

ately in love, and Editli,

the Catholic, discovers Ben
to be an innocent divorce.

Marriage impossible, they !

part. But it is apparently !

quite in order for her to

marry, without loving, a

;ocoa king who drinks
j

anything but cocoa ;
which 1

done, to add to the bitterness

THE LAST VISITOE AND THE NATIONAL ANTHEM.

cup
is reported dead. Whereafter the king in a drunken fit

poisons himself, and the widow, fearing to be suspect, llies

with her big Pen to his secret Nobody's Island (HuRST AND

BLACKETT), off the New Guinea coast, where they live com-

'ortably
off ambergris. Eventually tracked down by the

dead king's brother, who allows himself to be persuaded of

Edith's innocence on what seems to me the most inadequate
evidence, the lovers, after protracted mental agonies and

Dhysical dangers, are about to enjoy deserved peace when
Ben's wife turns up again, necessitating further separation ;

ill finally Edith, with a handsome babe and the news that
ifter all Ben's first wife wasn't a wife at all, finds her way
>ack to Nobody's Island. Now that does seem to be
rather overdoing it. But I hasten to credit the writer
with a very happy gift of description, which brings the

Papuan forests and mountains (or something plausibly like

,hem) vividly before the reader, while the characters,

ncluding a boy villain ingenuously bizarre, are amusing
mppets capably manipulated.

Mrs. BAHNES-GRUNDY possesses a wonderful supply of

sprightly humour. Her Mad Month (HUTCHINSON) is funny
vithout being flippant, and although the heroine is very
naughty she is never naughty enough to shock her creator's

unhyphened namesake. Perhaps Cluirmiaji's exploits in es-

caping from a severe grandmother, and going unchaperoned

beenman is the curse of

Ireland, the serpent whose

presence, if only he can
be reduced to being an

absentee, warrants us in

regarding Ireland as a pos-
silileEden. Miss HABHISON
will please to take the pre-

ceding sentence as proving
my entire sympathy with
Irish modes of thought and

expression and, generally,
with Ireland. Against the

gombeener (who is a shop-
keeper running his business
on the long-credit system)
she invokes a vision of the

blessings of co-operation.
One of her heroes is Sir

HORACE PLUNKETT, and,
indeed, the work of the Irish Agricultural Organisation
Society, over which he has presided, has been an unmixed
benefit to Ireland. I heartily endorse Miss HARRISON'S hope
that " at no distant period all will be well with Ireland."
Her book should certainly help towards this result.

Captain VERB SHORTT fell at Loos in September of 1915,
and left twelve chapters of a story, The Hod of the Snake

(LANE), which his sister has finished and very capably
finished

; helped by the recollection of many intimate con-
versations about the plot and its development. It tells

how young Charlie Shandross, bidding his preposterous
soldier uncle be hanged, shook the stale dust of Ballybar
off his feet, served three years in the C.M.B., and so pre-

pared himself for the deadly adventure of the rod of the

snake, the image of the ape, the Haytian attache and the
sinister priestess of Voodoo rites Paris its setting. I won't

spoil your pleasure by giving the details away; I will only
say it is all very splendidly incredible, but not unplausible,
and the authors do take pains with their puzzles, as where
the hero and his party find the secret spring of the panel in

the vault by the blood tracks of their enemy, who has been

thoughtfully wounded in the hand. A small point but

significant ; too many writers in this kind being given to

whisking their favourites out of danger in the most arbitary
manner. A good railway book, of the sort you can con-

fidently pass on to the soldiers' hospitals after reading it.
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CHARIVARIA.
Tnp.BE is no truth in the rumour that

the Imperial Government is trying to

secure from KINO ALFONSO an agreu-
ment tliat German prisoners shall not

escape on Sundays or in batches of

mure than fifty at a time.
* *

"Far hotter another year of war,"

said the Bishop of LONDON in a recent

sermon,
" thai: to leave it to the baby

in the cradle to do it over again." Too
much importance should not ho

|

attached to these ill-judged re-

flections on the younger mem-
bers of the Stall'.

*
*

In Berlin a crowd of people;

attempted to do some injury to

an officer on the paltry excuse
that ho ordered the execution of

thirty people for alleged espio-

nage. The Gorman people hav
always been a little jealous of

the privileges of the military.

Captain N. BEKNIERS, who
has just returned to Quebec, re-

ports that the Eskimos had not

lieard of the War. We should

be the last to worry Lord
NOUTHCLIFKE at present, but it

certainly looks as if the Circula-

tion Manager of The Daily Mail
has been slacking.

* *
. *

We really think more care

should be taken by the authori-

ties to see that, while waging
war on the Continent, they
do not forget the defence of

those at home. The fact that

Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL and
Mr. HORATIO BOTTOMLEY were

away in France at the same '<

time looks like gross careless-
j

ness.

to an evening paper to say that he has known why lie did it, but wo gather
grown a vegetable marrow which weighs that CIIAIU.IK CIMITJN is now \\onder-

forty-three pounds. There is some talk ing whether he was wise, after all, in

of his being elected an Honorary Angler.

A Grimsby lady who has just cele-

brated her hundredth birthday states

that she has never visited a cinema
theatre. Wo felt sure there must be
an explanation somewhere.

# *

It seems a pity that the Willesden
Health Committee should have troubled

becoming a naturalised American.
* *

The wave of crime still sweeps the

country. On top of the 30,000 jewel
robbery comes the MOWS that a man
has been charged with breaking into a

London tobacconist's shop and stealing
a box of matches value i<?. (price I A</.

j.

A letter has just readied a City
oHico addressed to the tenants
who occupied the premises
twenty years ago. Fortunately
such cases of loitering on the

part of our postmen are ex-

!y rare.

*

An infuriated bull lias been
killed in High Street, Tonbridge,
after wrecking several shop win-
dows. It is thought that the
animal had misread the direc-

tions on its sugar card.

A number of people have com-
plained that they could hear

nothing of the recent air-raids

over London, owing to the noise
of the firing being drowned by
the admonitory activities of the

police. .

Our Centripetists.

"JIvs. Eckstein and Miss Eckstein
have returned to London from Scot-
hiinl, and they are leaving London
immediately for London." Brighton
Standard and Fashionable Visitors'
lAtt.

THE BULLDOG BKEED.
Company Commander (making sure of hit men lie/ore the

slww). "NOW, WHKX WE OO OVKB TUB TOP TO-MORBOW, YOU
ALL KNOW WHAT YOU'RE TO MAKE FOB?"
Chorus of Tommies. "Yuss, SIR."

C.C. "WHAT IS IT, THEN?"
Ghana. "THEY GERMANS, SIR."

" Next to the field of M'ars we
must pay homage to the forge
of Vulcan," said the KAISKB in

a recent speech. A stout fellow, this
j

to pass a resolution about the decreasing
'

price at 60s.

"The Irish farmers are confident
that the Food Controller's declared
intention to fix the price of cattle at

Gs.per cwt. for next January will not
be carried into effect. They believe
thut Lord Rhondda muNt realise the

necessity of making a substantial in-
crease on this figure."

Saturday Herald (Dublin).

Lord EHONDDA, we understand,
has already met the Irish farmers
more than halfway by fixing the

Vulcan, but as a forger not really in

the ALL-HIOHEST'S class.
* *

Taxicabs are to be entitled to charge
a shilling for the first mile. The bus
fare for the remainder of the distance
will be the same as heretofore.

It is stated that fifty per cent, of the

sugar forms have been tilled in wrong.
On tho other hand a number of our

youthful hedonists are complaining that
as far as sugar is concerned their forms
have never been anywhere near filled in.V
A Wood Green gentleman has written

birth-rate. When we remember air-

raids' and the shortage of sugar it is

only natural that people should show a

disinclination to be born just now!
* *
*

" I don't care how soon a General
Election comes," says Mr. JOHN DILLON,
M.P. It is this dare-devil spirit which

"The Apia Blacksmiths, Ltd., will under-
take contracts for the building of houses, with
or without material." Samoa Times.

" And gives to airy nothing
A local habitation." Shakapcare.

Taking Our Pleasures Sadly.
A correspondent informs us that the

has made so many Irishmen what they :

playbill of IBSEN'S Ghosts at the Pavi-
are. The recruiting officer has no terrors lion Theatre bears the following words :

for them. * +
" Mr. Neville Chamberlain says, It
is essential there should be provided

HENBY ELIONSKY, of New York, has l amusements and recreations which can
succeeded in swimming seven miles

(

take people for an hour or so out of
with his legs tied to a chair and with : themselves and return them to their

heavy boots and clothing. It is not
;

work refreshed and reinvigorated.'
"

VOL. cr.m.
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SOCIETY NOTES.

By The Hanger-on.

A IK-RAIDS AND OTHER DIVERSIONS.

A ri'.oMisiNO young poet of my acquaintance, who in the

midst of war's obsessions still finds time and taste for the

exercise of his art (he is in a Government office), has

allowed me to see the opening couplet of what I understand

to be a very ambitious poem. It runs as follows :

"Though overhead the Gothas buzz,

Stands London where it did? It does."

Many Rood judges of poetry to whom I have quoted these

fines think them very clever.

A witty friend of mine tells me that he is thinking of

bringing out a handy and up-to-date edition of the Alman-

ach M Llotha, special attention being paid to the changes

of the Moon.

Society is always on the look-out for some new distrac-

tion from the tedium of War. The latest vogue with smart

people is to get up little air-raid parties for the Tube, to be

followed by auction or a small boy-and-girl dance. Sections

of tunnel or platform can be engaged beforehand by arrange-

ment with the Constabulary.

I hear that my friend, ARTHUR BOURCHIEB, continues to

draw crowds to the Oxford. I was dining the other day
with a young and brilliant officer, who has seen two months'

active service in the A.S.C. and won golden opinions at the

Base, and he assured me that there is no " Better 'Ole
"

than the Oxford during an air-raid.

Now that London is part of the Front, with a barrage of

its own, one has to be careful to censor one's correspond-
ence. It is advisable not to mention your actual address,

but just to write " Somewhere in the West-End. B.S.F."

(British Sedentary Force).

The Winter season has begun exceptionally early. Last

Sunday at Church Parade I saw Lady
" Nibs

"
Tattenham,

looking the very image of her latest photograph in The

Prattler, where she appears with her pet Pekie over the

legend,
"
Deeply interested in War-work."

A gallant Contemptible has been complaining to me that

the Press shows no sense of proportion In the space that it

allots to air-raids. Our casualties from that source, he said,

are never one-tenth as heavy as those in France on^days
when G.H.Q. reports "Everything quiet on the Western
Front." I naturally disagreed with his attitude. Nothing,
I told him, is more likely to discourage the Hun than to

see column after column in our papers proving that these
visitations leave us totally unmoved. Besides it must be

very comforting to our troops in the trenches to learn in

detail how their dear ones at home are sharing the perils
of the other fronts. In any case nobody who knows our
Press would doubt the purity of their motive in reporting
as many air-raid horrors as the Censor permits.

A propos of the Patriotic Press, no praise can be too

high for some of our society weeklies. They have set their
faces like flint against any serious reference to the War.
When I see them going imperturbably along the old pre-
war lines, snapping smart people at the races or in the Row,
or reproducing the devastating beauty of a revue chorus, I

know that they have their withers unwrung and their heart
in the right place. I always have one of these papers on
my table to bo taken as a corrective after the daily casualty
lists.

A striking feature of the Photographic Press is to be seen

in the revival of the vie intime of popular idols of the stage.

The human life of our great actors and actresses as revealed

in some simple rustic villcggiatura has always had a fasci-

nation for a public that does not enjoy the privilege of their

private friendship. And in these strenuous War-days it is

well to bring home to the theatre-goer how necessary is

domestic repose for those who are doing their courageous
bit to keep the nation from dwelling on the inconveniences

of Armageddon. _

One of the most profound after-the-war questions that

is agitating the mind of the Government is what eventually
to do with the miles of wooden and concrete villages that

have sprung up all over London like JONAH'S mushroom. I

hear a rumour that the House of Commons tea-terrace will

shortly be commandeered for the erection of yet another

block of buildings to accommodate yet another Ministry
the Ministry of Demobilization of Temporary Departmental
Hutments. O. S.

THE TUBE HOTELS, LTD.
[Mr. Punch has been fortunate enough to secure in advance a

prospectus of the enterprising managements.]

THE CENTRAL LONDON RAILWAY
offers splendid night accommodation in its magnificently

appointed stations. Every modern convenience. Luxurious
lifts conducted by the Company's own liveried attendants

convey guests to the dormitories. Constant supply of

fresh ozone. Reduced terms to season ticket holders.

HOTEL EMBANKMENT.
All lines converge to this Hotel, which is therefore the

most central in London. Frequent trains convey visitors

direct to their beds. For the convenience of patrons

arriving above ground or by District, the Directors have
installed a superb moving staircase, thereby obviating the

inconvenience of crowded lifts.

The platforms and passages are tastefully decorated with
coloured pictures by the leading firms.

Visitors are respectfully requested not to sleep on the

moving staircase. .

II6TEL PICCADILLY CIRCUS.
IN THE HEART OF FASHIONABLE LONDON.

This Hotel, which is one of the deepest in London, is

composed of four magnificent platforms and nearly a mile

of finely tessellated corridors. Electric light. Constant

temperature of sixty-five degrees Fahrenheit: Excellent

catering under the control of the Automatic Machine Com-

pany. Reduced terms during moonless nights.

HOTEL HAMPSTEAD TUBE.

Situated in a commanding position, underlooking the

Heath, this hotel is positively the deepest in London.
The Management has decided to extend the accommodation

during one week in each month by offering beds on the

steps of the staircase. No one has ever been known to

walk either up or down this staircase, and patrons are

therefore assured of an uninterrupted night's repose.

Extremely moderate terms are quoted for the higher flights.

THE GILLESPIE ARMS.
Ensure an undisturbed night's sleep by putting up at the

Gillospie Road Station Family and Commercial Hotel.

Large numbers of trains pass this station without stopping,
and residents are comparatively free from the annoyance
caused by the arrival and departure of passengers.

Special terms for Aliens, who are requested to bring their

own mattresses.
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A PLACE IN THE MOON.
HANS. "HOW BEAUTIFUL A MOON, MY LOVE, FOR SHOWING UP ENGLAND TO OUR

GALLANT AIRMEN!"
GHETCHEN. "YES, DEAREST, BUT MAY IT NOT SHOW UP THE FATHERLAND TO THE

BRUTAL ENEMY ONE OF THESE NIGHTS?"
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CODES.
IT began like the noise of rushing

water, and for a moment the Brigade

Major hoped that somebody had taken

it upon himself to wash the orderly.

The noise, however, was followed by a

succession of thumps which put an end

to this pretty flight of fancy. Aghast
he surveyed the scene before him.

Close to the Brigade Headquarters'

dug-out was an old French dump of

conceivable kind of explosive

-Oh!" piped the B.M.
shook the receiver out of

"
Yes, yes, we know all about that.

Don't say it definitely, but give us an

idea. \\'liere is all this noise '.'

"

"Here!
as a crump
his hand.

" Send it in code at once. The G.O.C.

is strafing horribly to know."

To encode a massage which may be

your last words on earth is not the easi-

est of tasks. It has no romance about

Who would relish an obituary such
' He died like a hero, .his last words

j

it, Well, I don't care. We want to

every conceivable Kinti 01 explosive i as : ne uieu IIKO a neiu, jus iu.su uuius know what all this noise is about."

made up into every known form of > being
' XB35/067K '"? " It 's the dump. It 's m-moved."

projectile. No longer was it a picture
j

To the ramping of the continuous " Moved ? Moved where ? Give the

of Still Life. The Sleeping Beauty was crump the B.M. scraped away the dirt < map reference."

awake indeed. The Prince had come i and stuff that had fallen from the i

"
Map reference ?

" mimnured the

The G.O.C. said something which

impelled the entire Divisional Staff to

the telephone, where they all grabbed
for the receiver.

" What the devil is this code mes-

sage ? We can't understand it. You 've

sent in something about the dump at

your Brigade Headquarters."
" All !

"
said the B.M. meaningly," there is not a dump at Brigade Head-

quarters now."

in the form of a common
whizz-bang.
As he looked (and ducked)

a flock of aerial torpedoes, pro-

pelled by the explosion of one

of their number, rose and scat-

tered as if at the approach of

a hostile sportsman. Another

explosion blew what seemed to '

be a million rockets six/ling
into the air.

The store was on fire !

The Brigade Major retired.

Everybody was in the Signal .

dug-out (Signals build
deepj

and strong). Secretly the clerks i

were praying for the disinteg- 1

ration of the typewriter and|
the total destruction of the

overwhelming mass of paper
(paper warfare had been terrible

of late). The Staff Captain and
j

the O.C. Gum Boots, who had
been approaching the Head-

quarters, were already half a

mile down the road and still

going strong.
The Division rang up. One

need hardly have mentioned
that. In times of stress the higher throbbing walls of his
formations rarely fail.

|

fished out the Code-Book.

Flapper (shyly).
" COULD YOU TELL ME WHAT A STAMP STOCK

ON AT THA'f ANGLE MEANS IN THE LANGUAGE OP POSTAGE-
STAMPS ?

"

B.M. "
Oh, my sacred aunt,

what fools ... I 'm sorry
"

i (he smiled at them through
his teeth)

" I can't give you
the m-miip reference, but I can

give you the area roughly."
"
Barmy !

"
was the word he

heard spoken to a bystander
at the other end.

" Look here, old man," they
' said kindly,

" we know you 're

all very tired and worried, but

just try to think a moment.
Never mind dumps now. You
can't be making all that noise

moving a dump what ?
"

(Specimen of Divisional joke

very rare.)
" Tell us, is the

Bosch shelling ?
"

" No. They 've stopped."
"Good. Then it 'sail over ?

J>

" No. It 's still going on."
" But you just said that it

had stopped."
"
Yes, it has. But the dump

hasn't. It keeps m-moving."
"Poor old bird," they said,

" his nerve 's gone at last. All

right," they shouted,
" don't

I you worry. The storernan will

dug-out and look after the dump. You go to bed
Hurriedly

" What 's going on ?
"
they asked.

j

he turned over the pages to " Ammum-
The Brigade Major was just going

to say, when suddenly he remembered.
That very morning he had been severely
strafed for speaking of important things
over the telephone when so near the

i enemy.
" Had he not read the Divi-

sional G 245/348/24 of the 29th inst. ?

What was the good of issuing orders
to defeat the efficiency of the Bosch
listening apparatus if they were not

obeyed ?
"

etc., etc.

-True, it was conceivable that
without the aid of a delicate listening
apparatus the Bosch was cognisant of

an explosion that made his whole front
line quiver ; still orders is orders. So
the Brigade-Major swallowed hard.

tion
"
and read clown the set phrases

and their code equivalents. Four times
he relit the candle. There seemed

nothing under this heading applicable
to the situation. Send up was
one, but that had already been done.

and have a good sleep."
" Have a g-good sleep !

"
muttered

the B.M., "that 's just like the Divis
Oh !

" and he sat down as a torpedo
flopped into his bedroom a few doors

away and made a hole of it.

Then be sat up. The storeman of the

Brigade dump was not two hundred
"
Am/is/are/running short of

" was yards away from the active one. The
another, but it was doubtful if the Divi-

1 poor fellow was to have gone on leave
sion would see the real meaning of it. that night. Presently it occurred to him"
"Ah, here we are," he muttered, | that, instead of trying to decide who

relighting the caudle for the fifth time, should have the reversion of the store-
even "

Dumps." Alas, there was nothing to
[

man's leave, it would be better to go and

convey the situation very clearly even
[

see if there really was a vacancy. Fif-

"C-can't tell you
Your G 245/348/24 .

over the wires.

under this heading. Finally he picked
out the nearest he could find and sent
it over the wires.

This is what they decoded to the

expectant G.O.C. of the Division : "Ad-
vanced ammunition depot lias moved."

teen boxes of melinite delayed him but
a moment. With melinite you know the

worst at once; it doesn't hang round
like boxes of ammunition, for instance.

He called a clerk
'

and together they
raced over to the storeman's dug-out.
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r/ic CoJon{' Daughter.
" WHAT A WONCBRFUI. VOICE ASD WHAT A PEBFJCCT ARTIST 1

"

Tlus Colonel. "Dos'i THINK MUCH OP HIM! HE'S GOT A POCKET

" Jock !

"
cried the clerk. " Are ye

there, Jock?"
"Is he quite dead?" said the B.M.,

making up his mind to use his leave

warrant for himself.
"
No, Sir, he 's very deaf, that 's why

he 's a storeman. Jo-ock ! !

"

' Hello 1

" came from the ground.
' Are ye all right, Jock ?

"

' Na. There 's an awfu' to-do here."
' What 's wrong then ?

"

Ma candle keeps going oot."
' Arc ye all right, though, Jock?"
'Na."
'

Well, what 's up with ye?"
' I told ye. Ma candle keeps going

oot. What's up yon?"
* ":

'. :; *

When the B.M. got back he found a

one-sided war in progress on the tele-

phone. The G.O.C. had heated up the
wires to red-heat.

"Is that you, Nessel? Where the
devil have you been? This noise is

still going on. Tell me what it is. No-
dam-nonsense-now. Let 's have it."

" If you want to know and you don't
mind the Bosch hearing what I say,
Sir, the dump, the French dump, has
b-blown itself to b-blazes."

" Why the devil couldn't you say so

before?
"

Every dog has his day. With a full

and fatuous smile the Brigade-Major
picked up a paper and began :

" Refer-

ence your G. 245/348/24 of the 29th
inst. It says that

"

Somebody must have taken a bone

away from a dog at the other end. He
growled horribly.

From an account f the Ministerial

crisis in Sweden :

"Two imperialist minstrels, however, Von
Melsted and Lengquist, did quite enough
mischief." Daily Mail.

Members of the pro-German band, no
doubt.

Mr. Punch desires to record his

thanks to the innumerable correspon-
dents who -have drawn his attention

to the statement in The Daily Chronicle
that among the German officers who
escaped and were afterwards recaptured
was " Von Thelan, a lieutenant in the

lyiiifj corps." The existence of this

unit in the German Army has, as most
of them point out, been long suspected,
but never officially confirmed till now.

TIPS FOR NON-TIPPERS.
[" If taxi-cab fares are increased it will put

a stop to tipping." Evening Paper.]

ONLY really robust men should
refuse to tip the taxi-driver. Many a

City man has set out in the morning
intent on giving no tips and has not
been heard of afterwards.

To enable timid men to avoid a tip,
the police are providing taxi-drivers

with antiseptic mouthpieces, through
which their words may be sterilised.

If the driver insists on a tip do not
threaten to take his number. Just
take it and run. If you haven't time
for both, just run.

"ALL- WOOL Black Cashmere Stockings,
winter weight. 1/11} and 2/G per yard."

Adct. in Scotch Paper.

We had always thought hosiery was
sold by the foot.

"On the estate of the late Hon. Lionel

\Vnlrond, Uffculme, Devon, Robert Jame.;, 97,
is felling for the purpose of aeroplane con-
struction aspen trees which he helped to plant
80 years ago." Tlie Times.

Three cheers for Mr. ROBERT JAMKS!
" For he 's a jolly good feller !

"
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BEASTS ROYAL.
ii.

B.C. -16.C.ESAR'S GIIIAFFE.

FROM Egypt, Africa and Gaul

(LKSAII his Roman triumph brings :

Dark queens and ruddy-bearded kings,

And scowling Britons led in thrall,

And elephants vvitli silver rings ;

But oh, more excellent than all,

This pensive beast, this mottled beast,

From the marshes of the East.

Patres conscripti, hail him now
Divine ! Through Rome his triumph

rolls ;

Oysters in barrels, pearls in bowls,

Chariots and horsemen, moving slow

Where purple garlands droop on poles.

Patres conscripti, crown his brow,

Who brought us from the golden East

This uniuiagined peerless beast!

Never has C^SAR made our foes

Weep more than he has made us

laugh ;

IIo who divides the world in half

With the long shadow of his nose,

And bridges oceans with his staff,

Brings now, with pomp of vine and rose,

This wondering and wondrous beast

From the subjugated East.

In bronze and basalt let us raise

The bust of CAESAR ; he has done

Great things for Rome ;
but here is

one
Above the rest, o'ertopping praise.
The elephants and kings are gone,

But still the roaring tumult sways
Much for the Conqueror of the East,

More for the incomparable beast.

AN INVOLUNTARY RAID.
LIFE in a convalescent; hospital for

officers is not one continuous round of

gaiety, but it has its incidents for all

that.

The other day Sister took Haynes,
Ansell and myself to have tea with
some people in the neighbouring village
of Little Budford. We were waiting in

the hall for the car when Seymour
came along. Seymour is an adjutant
when he is not at home, and he likes

to see things done with proper military

precision.
"
Here," he said,

"
you can't go off

casually like that. Fall in, tea-party."
We fell in, and he went to the smok-

ing-room and woke Major Stanley.
"Party for tea ready for inspection,

Sir," he reported.
"Who? What? Where? "asked the

Major confusedly. "Good Lord, you
young idiot, what a scare you gave me!
Thought I was back in France for a
moment. Where's this party paraded ?

"

. "Hout in the 'all, Sir." Seymour

led him to where we were standing at

ease.
"
Party !

" he roared.
" Shunsu-

were !

" We gave two convulsive jerks.
" Smarten up there, smarten HUP ! Get

a move on ! This ain't a waxwork.

Slumsuwere! . . . Shun!! Parly pre-

sent, Sir."

The Major inspected us.

" I don't like this smear, Sergeant,"

he said, pointing to Ansell's upper lip.

Seymour examined the feature in

question.
" It don't appear to be dirt, Sir.

Some sort o' growth, I think. You

try sand-papering it, me lad, an' you '11

find it come orf all right."

"Very good, Sergeant," answered

Ansell solemnly.
The Major proceeded to Ilaynes, and

eyed him with disfavour.
" We can't do nothing with this man,

Sir," said Seymour deprecatingly.
" 'Is

legs is that bandy."
" What do you mean, Private Ilaynes,

by appearing on ceremonial parade
with a pair of bandy legs?"

"It wasn't my fault, Sir. 'Strewth,

it wasn't. They got wet, Sir, an' I

went an' dried 'em at the cook'ouse

fire, Sir, an' they got warped, Sir."
"
Well," said the Major, "don't bring

'em on parade again. Tell your Q.M.S.
I say you 're to have a new pair."

"
Very good, Sir."

The Major passed on to me, and sur-

veyed my left arm more in anger than
in sorrow.

" Why has this man got his blue

band fastened on with pins ?
"

he

demanded. " Why isn't it sewn on ?

Why hasn't he fastened it on with
elastic ? D' you hear me ? Are you
deaf? Why isn't it sewn on? Why
don't you speak ?

"

"Please, Sir . . ."
" Don't answer me back ! Sergeant,

take this man's name. He is insolent.

Take his name for insolence. You are

insolent, Sir. You 're a disgrace to the

Army. You 're a ..."
" If you 've quite finished with my

squad, Major," put in Sister in a quiet
voice from the door,

" the car is here,
and we're late already. I shall have
to push a bit."

I promptly made for the seat beside

the driver, explaining that I wanted to

see the speedometer burst. Sister

does a good many things, and does
most of them well

;
but her particular

accomplishment is her motor-driving.
After my experiences in different cars

at the Front especially those driven

by Frenchmen I thought at first that

motoring had no new thrills to offer

me; but when Sister takes corners I

still clutch at anything handy.
Surrey began to stream past us. The

landscape was extremely beautiful, but

only the more distant parts of it were
visible except as a mere blur. After

five or six miles we turned into a long
straight stretch of road.

" The Hepworths live somewhere

along this," said Sister. "There's a

lovely sunken garden just in front of

the house which I want you to notice.

Hallo ! here we are ;
I thought it was

further on."

The car whizzed round and through
a drive gateway half hidden in trees.

When I opened my eyes again I looked
for the sunken garden ;

but except for

a few very prim-looking flower-beds the

grounds in front of the house consisted

entirely of a lawn, round which the

drive took a broad circular sweep.
" It must be the wrong house," said

Sister, and without pausing an instant

in our centrifugal career we rushed
round the complete circle and dis-

appeared through the gate as suddenly
as we had come. As we passed the

house I had a fleeting glimpse of an

old, hard-featured and furious female
face glaring at us from, one of the

windows.
On the road we stopped the car so

as to regain some measure of gravity
before presenting ourselves at our real

destination next house but were still

rather hysterical when we arrived.
" You '11 hear more of this," said our

hostess, when we had reported our
raid.

" Old Miss Mendip lives there

a regular tartar; all kinds of views;
writes to the papers."

:;: :;: *

In a subsequent issue of the local

weekly we found the following :

To the Editor of
" The Inshot Times,

Great and Little Budford Chron-
icle and Home Counties Advertiser."

SIR, Even in u-ar-time, when one
cannot call our souls our own, we may
surely expect the privacy of individuals

and the rights of property to receive

some respect. An Englishman's home
is still his castle, though the debased
morals and decayed manners of modern

Society (?) seem to blind its members to

the fact.

I wish to give publicity in your pages
to a disgraceful outrage of which I have
been made the victim. On Tuesday
last I was rudely awakened from my
afternoon rest by the sound of a large
motor-car. As I did not expect visitors

I proceeded to the window in order to

discover to what the intrusion might
be due. What was my astonishment to

discover that the vehicle contained a

party of ion? perfect strangers. Three of

them, I regret to state, were wounded
officers ; they were being driven by one
of the modern games-playing cigarette-
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Orderly Officer. "How MANY HORSES ARE IIERK, PICKET?"

Picket (a little fed-up). "ER HORSE LINE, 'SHUN! FROM THE RIGHT NUMBER !!"

smoking young women to whom the

old-fashioned word "/<///" seems so

ttngvtarty inapplicable. Their -ole

object in entering appeared to be ilir

perpetration of a senseless practical

joke, for titter careering round my garden
at a pace which I can only describe as

unwomanly, they went off by the way
they had come.

My goxdenor, who witnessed the in-

cident, tells me that on reaching the

road they stopped the vehicle and cele-

brated the success of their inane efforts

by xhriekiiiti with that unrestrained
mil th which jars so painfully on refined

ears.

(.'an notlihiii be done'.'

I am, Sir, Yours faithfully,
LYDIA

r LotJijf, Lilt!/' Ijmlford.

The Food Shortage in Germany.
' \\hilo the horse cloeuvrcs wore

il, the Kaiser, dr."

At the Ini])erial table, it will be observed,

they put the horse before the airtc.

lie lirld M'Vi'fal Court appointments, in-

eluclm<< tin isr i'f KVeprr of the Privy Pi;
I

I'm' I'riiicc." The Star.

Ifc is not every Keeper of the Privy
Purse who thus inaiuiges to double the
initial capital.

THE P.-P.-D.

HKXIIY is in the War Office, where
he takes a hand in the Direction of

Military Aeronautics. To meet him

yon might almost think that Military
Aeronautics was a one-man show. He
has, at any rate in the eyes of the lay-
man, an encyclopaedic knowledge of

' aircraft and all appertaining thereto.

I
When he is out for a walk on Sun-

1 day with his wife and daughter, and a
i British aeroplane passes over them with

]

the usual fascinating roar, Henry is very
superior. Mummy (who is of coarse

clay) and Betty (aged li, and coarser

still) are frankly excited every time.
" Look at the pretty airship !

"
says

Mummy.
" Oo-ah !

"
says Betty.

"
15. E. 4 X.," snaps Henry, without

looking at it.

Or rather this is what Henry used
to do; hut now things are different.

It was Betty who, so to speak, brought
him down to earth again. He had great
ambitions for Betty, whom he fondly
believed to be possessed of intelligence
above the lot of woman, and he always
laboured prodigiously to advance her
education. Betty took to it philoso-

phically, however, and refused to be
burned ; and Henry almost despaired

of getting her beyond two syllables.
The "Common Objects of the Farm-

yard
"
were rapidly assimilated, and all

the world of mechanical traction was

comprehended in the generic
"
puff-

puff." But Henry wouldn't be satisfied

with this very creditable repertoire.
" Out of respect for her father, if for no
other reason," he would insist,

" she
iiMtst learn to say

'

aeroplane.
' "

"How ridiculous!" said Mummy,
who always called them "airships,"
to annoy Henry ;

" and anyhow it 's

no use going on at her ; she never will

say tilings to order. If you '11 only
leave her alone for a bit she '11 probably
say it, and then your sordid ambition
will be gratified."
But Henry cared for none of these

things, and when Sunday came, and
with it Sunday's promenade and Sun-

day's aeroplane, he wont at it as hard
as ever.

"
Say

'

air-ye-play,'
"
he commanded,

as the pram was brought to a stand-

still and the droning monster passed
overhead.

Betty gazed raptly at the entrancing
thing. Then suddenly she raised a fat

hand and pointed.
" Oo-ah !

"
she said,

"puft'-puff-dicky !

"

': ': ; *

And nowadays Henry's omniscience
is decently obscured under a capacious
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Lady. "WELL, MRS. GUBBINS, WHAT is THE WEATHER GOING TO BE TO-DAY?"
Charwoman. "On, I DON'T KNOW, MUM. I'M NOT MUCH OF A WEATHEHCOCK."

|

bushel. If you meet an aeroplane when
I you are walking with him and ask

humbly for his verdict thereon, in the

expectation of an explosion of clipped
technical jargon, he will stop and study
its outline with great attention, and
will eventually inform you, to your
respectful mystification, that it is a
" P.-P.-D." Thereafter he will chuckle
most unofficially.

More Sex Problems.

"Wanted, a Blue Bull (Nilgai or Rojh).
Apply, stating sex, ago, height and price."

Pioneer.

From a German communique :

" On the eastern bank of the Meuse desper-
ate fishing continues."

Edinburgh Evening Paper.
And the Bosch has caught more than
he bargained for.

From the 'report of the meeting, in

London, of the Executive Committee
of the National Farmers' Union :

"Farmers had hundreds of acres of grass
which they were willing to turn into meat,
but were prevented from doing so."

Mr. Punch thinks that the difficulty
might be overcome if the meat were
turned into the grass.

THE H. Q. TOUCH.
COMMAND Headquarters (who, of course,
Ride us as Cockneys ride a horse
I mean, without considering
The animal ; the ride 's the thing)
On Army Form I cannot think

Precisely which ; the form was pink
Instructed Captain So-and-so,
With certain other ranks, to go
And at a given hour report,
With rifles, such-and-such a sort,

So many rounds of S.A.A.
Per man', and so much oats and hay
Per horse (as specified and charged
On War Establishments, enlarged,
Eevised and issued as amended) ;

And here the said instruction ended,
"
Signed, Eustace Blank, G.S.0.3,

For D.A.Q.A.M.A.G."
The reason why the form was thus

Truncated was alas for us !

That Major Blank, a hasty man,
Neglected his accustomed plan
And failed, in short, to P.T.O.,
So never told us where to go.

We drafted a polite reply :

" Your such a number, Fourth July ;

Instructions touching destination

Requested, please, for information."

And Captain So-and-So and men
Donned and inspected kits.

And then
Command Headquarters went and

wired : .

" The draft in question not required.
When any draft is wanted you
Will hear precisely what to do ;

No error ever passes through
This office. You will therefore not
In future tell us what is what ;

WE know ;
and WE are on the spot.

The G.O.C.-in-C. is much
Displeased."

The old Headquarters' touch.

Our Spoilt Pets.

"Cottage, suitable for pigs and poultry."

Binningltain Daily Mail.

"SUSAN'S PUDDING. This is a super-excel-
lent pudding, and, as times go, the cost of the
material used is not excessive. Required :

One cup each of flour, breadcrumbs, raisins

(stoned and chopped), currants (washed and

dried), also a teacupful of baking powder. . . .

If served only on occasion a special occasion

the most scrupulously careful housewife
should not be troubled by uneasy sensations."

Bristol Times and Mirror.

We should after a teacupful of baking-

powder.
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THE BELGIAN "MENACE."
KAISER. "IF I GEANT YOU MY GRACIOUS PARDON, WILL YOU PROMISE NOT TO

TERRORISE ME AGAIN?"
["Belgium would be required to give a guarantee that any such menace as that which threatened Germany in 1!

in future bo excluded." German Foreign Secretary to Papal Nuncio at Munich.]
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RAID JOTTINGS.
A GOOD deal of dissatisfaction is ex-

There was no air raid over London
on Wednesday the 26th. The sudden

noise (which happily produced no panic)

. il with the state of the cellars to in His Majesty's Theatre was merely

which people have been invited during
j

Miss LILY BKAYTON dropping the clothes
"

the raids.
"
Surely," writes one of our

J

she was not wearing.

correspondents, "it is a scandal that,

at this time in the world's history, A CONSTANT HAIOKR writes-: " It is

some cellars should bo totally destitute i understood that the German airmen's

of wine. That there should be no coal ' motto borrowed, without acknowledg-
in the coal-cellars is understandable ! ment, from the dental profession is

enough ;
but to ask tho timid public

' We spare no panes.'
"

into empty wine-cellars is a travesty
of hospitality."

Every effort will be made when the
j

new novel, Secret Bread, should be re-

House reassembles to provide separate
j

named Air- raided Bread.

cellars for the SPEAKKU and Mr. Picir-

BILLING.

Mr. JIMMY WILDE, the Welsh boxer,

LETTERS OF A GENERAL TO HIS SON

(On obtaining a Junior Staff appoint-

ment}.
MY DEAR BOY, We both congratu-

late you heartily on your appointment.
Acting on your suggestion, I have hinted
to your mother that her anxieties for

your safety may be considerably les-

sened in consequence. You will, of

course, continue to address letters likely
to cause her any apprehension to my
club. On entering this new phase of

In view of recent events Miss TENNY-
;

vour career vou will not take it amiss

SON JESSE is considering whether her
\

lf Ioflel" vou a few words of practical
advice :

1. Do not neglect your advantages.
Always visit the line with a double

Mr. CHARLES COCHRAN is very anxious
that it should he known that not a

single bomb hit him,. Had any of

it has been widely announced, had a I them done so, the consequences might
marvellous escape from an

j

air-bomb. The little chain-
' pion (for once not in a

j

j position to hit back) was ;

j
standing in the door of his

i hotel when the projectile

j
dropped, and blew him

i along the passage, but in-

I
flicted no injuries. The
world will therefore hear
from Mr. WILDE again,
whose future antagonists
should view with a shudder
this inability of the Gothas
to knock him out.

Mr. WILDE is, however,
not alone in hisgood fortune.

From all the bombarded
parts, and from some others,
come news of remarkable

pieces of good luck, due almost or

wholly to the fact that the bombs fell

GOOD KEWS, LADS; WE'VE GOT A CHANGE FEB TEA TO-NIGHT."

WHAT is IT?" -ROUND BISCUITS INSTEAD o' SQUAEE ONES."
u F^ ,

.

' inclined to criticise.

mission, one for the right of the line

and one for tho left and see which

they are shelling.
2. If they are strafing all along the

line, inspect Transport.
3. Cultivate the detached

manner when dealing with
all but the very senior. This
will give you what is called

'

distinction. Charm will

come later.

4. What you don't know,
guess. If wrong, guess again.

5. Always put off on to

others what you cannot do

yourself.
6. What little you do, do

well -and see that it gets
talked about. Medals are

going round, and you may
as well have them as any-
body else.

7. Belong to a good Mess
i

and invite people who are

on spots where our correspondents
were not standing, although they might
easily have been there had they not
been elsewhere. The similarity of their

experience is indeed most striking.
* * :|:

Mr. HAROLD BEGBIE, for example,
who disapproves of soldiers laughing,
happened to be in the country on the

night of the 24th. Had he 'been in
town he might, in a melancholy reverie
caused by the incorrigible light-hearted-
ness of his fellow-countrymen, have
wandered bang into the danger zone.

have been very serious. This happy i
8. When rung up on a subject of which

immunity being his, he wishes it also
j you know nothing, learn to conduct

to be known that his various and the conversation so that you abstract

meritorious theatres are doing even
more astonishing business than ever.

Mr. COCHRAN, however, together with
other theatrical managers, has a danger-

the necessary enlightenment from the

questioner himself (while appearing to

be perfectly conversant with what he is

talking about), and, if possible, get him
to suggest the answer to his own con-

ous rival. The raids are threatening undrum. In other words, bluff as in

to ruin the matinees now so prevalent
by setting up counter-attractions. The
thousands of people (not only errand-

boys) who now stand all day to watch
the workmen mend a hole in the road-

way caused by a bomb would otherwise,
but for this engrossing and never tedious

spectacle, be in this theatre or that.

Mr. HALL CAINE telegraphs from the
Isle of Man that no bombs having fallen

No one can be too thankful that he
did not.

* * *

Sir HENBY WOOD'S project to play
TCHAIKOVSKY'S ." 1812

"
in such perfect there he remains intact,

time that the audience will have the

pleasure of hearing our anti-aircraft
men supply the big-gun effects, although
laudable, is, it is feared, doomed to
failure.

The Ideal Lodger.
"
Wanted, two Single Rooms, in private or

boarding house
; social arrangements for con-

stant absence." Australian Paper.

poker (which I trust you don't play).

These are just a few little hints
that have occurred to me. Your own
good sense will guide you as to the
rest. Everybody at home is taking a
tremendous interest in the War, I 'm

glad to say. Hardly a day passes but
I am asked at least a dozen times when
it is going to be over.

Your affectionate Father, etc., etc.

From an order recently issued at the
Front :

"Great care must always be exercised- in

tethering horses to trees, as they arc apt to

bark, and thereby destroy the trees."

Wow, wow !
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THE PERFECT LIFE.

"YES, GAFFKK. MB AN' MY OLE WOMAN 'EBB 'AVE LIVED TOOETHEB THESE FORTY YEAH, AN-' NEVER 'AD A QUARREL FORTY YEAR,

MIND YER, AN' NEVER BIN BEFORK THE MAGISTRATE !

"

SIGNS OF INNS.

THE Herald lives in cloister grey ;

He lives by clerkly rules;

He dreams in coats and colours gay,
In argent, or and yules ;

He blazons knightly shield and banner
In dim monastic hall,

And in a grave and reverend manner
He earns his bread withal.

Were I a herald fair and fit

So featly for to limn

As though I 'd learnt the lore of ifc

Among the seraphim,
I 'd leave the schools to clerkly people
And walk, as dawn begins,

From steeple unto distant steeple,
And paint the signs of inns.

The Dragon, as I 'd sea him, is

A loving beast and long,
And oh, the Goat and Compasses,

'Twould fill my soul with song ;

The Bell, The Bull, The Rosa and
Rummer,

Such themes should like me still

At Yule, or when the heart of Summer
Lies blue on vale and hill.

Let others' blazonry find place

Supported, scrolled with gold,
A glowing dignity and grace
On honoured walls and old ;

And let it likewise be attended

In stately circumstance
With mottos writ o' Latin splendid
Or courtly words of France ;

But I would paint The Golden Tun
And others to my mind,

And mellow them in rain and sun,

And hang them on the wind ;

And I would say, "My handcraft creak-

ing
On this autumnal gale

Unto all wayfarers is speaking
In praise of rest and ale."

Then bless the man who puts a sign
Above his wide door's beam,

And bless the hop-root, fruit and

vine,

For still I dream my dream,

Where, as the flushing East turns

pinker
And tardy day begins,

I take the road like any tinker

And paint the signs of inns.

"INSTANT DEMAND FOE WARNINGS.
MAYORS OF LONDON MOVING."

Evening Netcs.

They ought to set a better example.

"Certain people scorn to have misread the

statement last week that flour would be re-

duced Is. IJd. that flour would bo reduced to

Is. IJd. but that that that flour would be

reduced to Is. 11J<J.' but that amount or some-

where about it would be taken ofl the former

price." Bossandale Free Press.

There ought to be no misunderstand-

ing after this.

"At such close quarters were attackers and
attacked that to have used grenades would

manifestly have been equally dangerous to

both. So, after a brief pause to collect the

means, our men began to pelt the Huns with

bottles filled with water. Apparently the

enemy thought this was some new form of
'

frightfulness,' for they speedily threw down
their arms and tossed up their hands."

Daily Telegraph.

Our contemporary, while rightly ap-

plauding the resourcefulness of our

bombers, might have given the Ger-

mans credit for their remarkable feat

of acrobacy.
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FOR SERVICES RENDERED.
IP over, in a railing mood, I liavc

unjustly aspersed the Army; if, by
reason of deferred pay, over-diluted

stew, or leave adjourned, I have accused

the Towers That Bo of a step-motherly
indifference to my \\elfare, I hereby
withdraw unreservedly all such asper-

I was transferred to Class W.P., Army services' badge was delivered per regis-
1 {('serve. 1 made various- conjectures

j

tered post, and I confessed the fact both

as to the meaning of " W," and so did : on the usual green slip and on the form
Cinderella. On the whole we favoured

Warrior," but perhaps we were wrong.
At all events, the interpretation of " P "

was clearly set forth by another docu-

ment, which explained that I was en-

titled to a pension of eight shillings

of receipt which was enclosed. Hence-
forth I was able to appear in public
with an outward and visible sign of the

ferocity which underlies my demeanour,
and my most lurid tales had a sub-
stantial witness.

sions and accusations. Tor since my and threepence per week so long as I| Two months went by, during which

discharge tokens of kindly interest ami ivinainod among the happy W.P.'s.
j

the O. ic Records made no further

affection have readied me in such rapid ;

There was also an identity certificate,
'

additions to our postbag. There are

succession that I am kept wondering ;

whereon some clergyman, magistrate mornings when your friends appear to

what the next will bo. With a quarter or policeman must attest that 1 was have forgotten you, when a Levitical

! of a million men in his cure (as I sup- alive when I brought it to him, and a postman bangs your neighbour's gate

pose, since my number was 256801),
j

form of receipt for all the papers in the
| mockingly and forthwith crosses the

my fatherly Record Officer has yet; batch. I signed it according to instrue- street. On such mornings our thoughts
time for frequent correspondence with tions and returned it to Headquarters,

j
may have turned to Records with a

The identity certificate went back to i certain yearning ;
but mainly we felt

a specified address, where it set in * his care like the air about us, and had
crocks" like me. lie registers aJl

his letters ; lie makes his instructions so

plain that a very suck-

ling might understand

them ; lie lakes every

precaution lest, in the

press of business, I

should be overlooked.

I had been at home
about a week when
his first communica-
tion arrived an un-

expected windfall pur-

porting to represent
:

the balance of my pay
and allowances. The
method of computa-
tion would probably
have transcended my
intelligence if it had
been indicated ; but

!

there was no attempt i

at explanation, nor did
I desire it. I stamped j

and signed the receipt

ME!
! BOOST.

Lady farm-help, being shown her new duties, tiotices fowls Imving dust-bath. " DEAR
I EXPECT THEY'LL WANT WASHING EVERY NIGHT BEFORE T -

I'D NO IDEA FOWLS WERE SUCH DIRTY THrNOS.'
I PUT THEM TO

no need that it should
materialise in idle cor-

respondence.
At last my term of

probation came to an
end. In response to

1

a note from Records

(with form for receipt)
I returned iny Trans-

i
fer Certificate and re-

! ceived in its place my
final Discharge Papers
with a form for re-

ceipt. At the same
time I heard that the

Commissioners were
in earnest consulta-
tion as to the continu-

ance of my pension.
Thus goodness and

loving-kindness have
followed me ever since

- I handed in the uni-t 1 'illform according to unmistakable direc- motion machinery by which my pension
|

form. To this day I am the subject of
tions, and returned it to Headquarters, paper was presently delivered to me anxious consideration. Not a week agoA fewdays later certain arrears of Separ-
ation Allowance came to hand arrears
whose existence our own unaided saga-

j
city would never have revealed. Guided

; by an illustrative diagram we signed
the receipt in due form and returned
it. Before we had ceased congratulat-
ing ourselves on these accessions, yet
another instalment of pay was delivered,
with form of receipt as in the previous
case.

the

ease of our dream

grasp, but the well

,_ . week ago
accompanied by a form of receipt. This the early post brought me my charac-

paper was covered with mystic circles,
j

tor. Imagine the incessant parental
whose meaning I discovered when I

]

watchfulness of an authority which
presented myself at the post-office, can testify concerning one two hun-
They were apparently intended to ap- dred and fifty thousandth of its charge
pease the presiding divinity by gratify- that he is "a good soldier, willing
ing her passion for stamping things. |

and industrious, honest, sober, trust-
She hit my paper accurately in four of
its rings, and then, with a pleased smile,
handed me thirty-three shillings.*_. 1*1 -i- -i\\ e -were almost convinced that

j

Meanwhile Records had stirred up a
country cottage and the leisured

|

benevolent neighbour to call upon me.
of our (TTA&nnfl \vprp \vtfliin r\m* ! TTo Krtl^^^l *-~ ; i.: jwere

ran

worthy and well-conducted." Think of

the kindly interest which prompted the
O. i/'c Records to insert a form of receipt

" to guard against impersonation."
My character might have got into base

within our : He belonged to an organisation for
j

hands
; some unworthy person might

dry at that assisting discharged soldiers; he was 'have gone about professing to possess

my bondage on the strength of a hare

possibility.
After a brief interval, Records re-

turned to the charge with a bulky
envelope containing matter of great
interest. One of the enclosures certi-
fied that, for the term of three months,

gaged upon work of national impor- ;

alone
; but the form of receipt would

tance and could not claim his help. , baffle him. I cannot explain how
, but

Nevertheless she thanked the gentle- , Records knows.
man and placed the incident to the! What is yet in store for me the future
credit of the Powers That Be. hides ; but this I know : while EnglandNo acknowledgment was required for

'

endures and Records continues to record,
this visit; but a week later my war

,
I shall not walk alone.
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Aunty (wiihiug til be sympathetic). "I'M OLAD TO HEAR YOU'VE GOT YOUR SEA-LEGS, JACK, AND I HOPE YOUR FEIEND 18 GETTING

ON EQUALLY WELL AND HAS GOT 1118 TRKNCH-FEET."

PURE ENGLISH.
[A writer in Tlie Daily Krpreas has been

discussing the questions where and by whom
the purest Knglish is spoken and written, and

pronounces strongly in favour of Kast Anglia,

FITZGERALD, BOUBOW and Mr. COSBAD.]

ONCE more 'tis discussed

What guides we should trust

If we wish to write prose to perfection;
Is it BORROW or "

FITZ,"
The Times or Tit Bits !

And how should we make our selection ?

Once on NEWMAN and FROUDE
We were hidden to brood

If we aimed at distinction and purity ;

And, when we escaped
From their influence, aped

Gr.ORGE MEREDITH'S vivid obscurity.

The remarkable style
Of old THOMAS CAKLYLE

Found many a lover and hater ;

And precious young men
Who made play with the pen

Were devoted disciples of I'ATEK.

But these idols we've burned

And have latterly learned

That "distinction" 's an utter delusion
;

For if you would aim
At a popular fame

You must cultivate "vim" or effusion.

JOSEPH CONRAD (a Pole)
Some place on the whole

At the top of the tree for his diction ;

But his style, I opine,
Is a little too fine

For the average reader of fiction.

If you can't be a WELLS,
Or aspire to Miss DELL'S

Impassioned and fervid variety,
You still may attain

To CHARLES GABVICE'S strain

And leaven Romance with propriety.

For democracy shies

At the artist who tries

To express himself subtly or darkly ;

And the man in the street

In a fair plebiscite
Would probably crown Mrs. BARCLAY.

From a report of the British Cotton-

growing Association :

" The negotiations with the Government for

the development of the irritation scheme for

the Gezira plain are still under consideration."

The Field.

We trust we shall hear no more of this

vexatious project.

A lodging-house keeper at Whithy
Saw a couple of Zeppelins flit by ;

Though she felt a sharp sting,
It's a curious thing

That she never knew whicli she was
hit by.

"War conditions have given occasion in

Germany for the study of an oedema disease

(swelling) unknown in peace times. Among
the civil population it has been generally
located in the feet and legs, and in more than
one-half of the cases studied some degree of

Extract from a sermon : facial swelling was present." Daily Paper.
"We meet here to-day under circumstances

j Tin's last symptom is especially notice-
which are not ordinary We seem to hear
the sound of a gong in the tops of the mul-

berry trees.'
"

Tlic Record.

This must be some air-raid warning by
the rural police.

1 On the roads near by
' a Verdun '

signposts

able in the case of tlie KAISER.

"Prior to the meeting [of the Irish Conven-

tion] in Cork tho members of the secretariat

attended in Sir Horace Plunkett's private

room, and presented him with a solid ivory
chairman's mantle." Dublin Evening Mail.

have been replaced by new ones reading \
,

, , . , ., , ., n
Gloricux Verdun.' The name of Frauce'her- I

^tlt \\e are glad t

might well be altered to -Glorieux
|
ceedmgs were quite orderly, and that

the Chairman did not need this pro-

;

tective garment.

self

France.'" Canadian 1'ajn-r.

: France !
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GOING BACK.
11 IN these days," I began, but Francesca interrupted me.

" When anyone starts like that," she said,
" I know he 's

going to make the War an excuse for doing something

rather more paltry than usual."
" '

Paltry
'

is not," I said,
" a very nice word."

" I '11 take the phrase back and substitute
' rather less

noble and generous.'
"

"Yes, I like that better. I'll pass it in that form as

your comment on what you haven't yet allowed me to say."

"Quick," she said; "what was it? Don't leave me in

suspense."
" In these days," I said,

" one mustn't spend too much
on railway companies."

"
True," she said. " I 'm with you there in these or any

other days."
"And therefore," I continued, "it will be quite enough

if one of us accompanies Frederick, our lively ten-year-old,

to begin his second term at school. There is no necessity

whatever for both of us to go with him."

"Hear, hear!" said Francesca; "your idea is better

than I thought. I will go with Frederick and you can

stay at home and look after the girls."
" No," I said firmly,

" I will take Frederick, and you must

remain behind and keep an eye on Muriel, Nina and Alice."
" No," she said.
"
Yes," I said ;

" my eye 's not good enough for the job ;

it hasn't been trained for it. I should be sure to mislay
one of the girls, and then you 'd never forgive yourself for

having put upon me a burden greater than I could bear.

Besides," I added, "goings back to'school are in the man's

department, with football, cricket, boxing and things of that

kind."
" And what," she said scornfully,

" are you graciously

pleased to leave in my department ?
"

"
Oh, I thought you knew. I leave to you table-

manners, tidiness (that 's a tough one), hand-washing
(that 's a tougher), reading aloud from KIPLING and tucking
him up in bed." ,

"
Quite a good list, if by no means a complete one ; but

in these days one mustn't be too critical. Anyhow it proves
that I must take the boy back to school."

" It proves just the contrary."
"
No," she said,

"
it proves what ought to be there by

leaving it out."
"
That," I said,

"
is a record even for you, Francesca."

"
Well, it 's logical anyway. How, for instance, could

you talk to the Matron ? You 'd be utterly lost before you 'd

been at it for half a minute."
" Don't you worry about that," I said. " I have accom-

plishments of which you don't seem to be aware, and one
of them is talking to Matrons at preparatory schools."

"
Anyhow, you 're not going to have a chance of showing

it off this time, because I am going to take the boy back to

school. That 's final."

It was, and in due time Francesca took the boy back.
Her account of the farewell moments was not without a
certain amount of pathos, several other mothers and their

boys being involved in the valedictory scene. Four or five

days afterwards, however, we received the following letter,
which put to flight any idea that Frederick might be

pining:
" I am very happy this term, and I am getting on fairly

well in my work. I like football much better than cricket.
I have three or four times just not got a goal, once it was
when I kicked into goal the goal-keeper (3 st. 4 Ib.

!)
rushed

out and kicked it away, and once when we were playing
Blues and Eeds, and I was on the Blue side, and I man-

aged by good luck to get through a crowd of shouting Eeda
and followed it up amidst shouts from the Blues and shot

it to the Bed goal ; but the goalkeeper (a different one)
came out and hit it away, at which I twisted my knee and

collapsed (not with pain, because it wa'sn't anything, but

with anger and desparation I
)
Am I to learn boxing this

term ? I am sorry to hear the hens are not behaving well."

I should like to have seen the bold goalkeeper of 3 st. 4 Ib.

It is a proud weight. E. C. L.

YESTERDAY IN OXFOED STEEET.
YESTERDAY in Oxford Street, oh, what d'you think, my dears ?

I had the most exciting time I 've had for years and years ;

The buildings looked so straight and tall, the sky was blue

between,
And, riding on a motor-bus, I saw the fairy queen !

Sitting there upon the rail and bobbing up and down,
The sun was shining on her wings and on her golden crown ;

And looking at the shops she was, the pretty silks and lace

She seemed to think that Oxford Street was quite a lovely

place.

And once she turned and looked at me and waved her little

i hand, -

But I could only stare and stare, oh, would she understand ?

I simply couldn't speak at all, I simply couldn't stir,

And all the rest of Oxford Street was just a shining blur.

Then suddenly she shook her wings a bird had fluttered

by
And down into the street she looked and up into the sky,
And perching on the railing on a tiny fairy toe

She flashed away so quickly that I hardly saw her go.

I never saw her any more, although I looked all day ;

Perhaps she only, came to peep and never meant to stay ;

But oh, my dears, just think of it, just think what luck

for me
That she should come to Oxford Street and I be there

to see I

' "

E. F.

Light on the Situation.

"Dr. Michaelis is the trusted no-hold-out until their plans of

annexation have been carried out, and they always receive a gracious
telegram in reply. So he who cares to hear knows what the hour is

striking." Egyptian Mail.

Journalistic Humility.
" Two years ago The Daily Mail begged our sluggish authorities to

study the question of daylight air-raids as well as night attacks.

We pointed out their risk ;
wo asked that the best means of meeting

them should be considered and the best method of warning the public

investigated. The result was that nothing was done." Daily Mail.

"Of old was it written that they who taketh up the sword shall

perish by the sword, and the written word reinaineth."

The Daily Mirror.

But it hath been a little damaged in the interval.

" It may be estimated the Germans opposing our troops represented
an average concentration of more than four men to every yard of front."

Liverpool Echo.

Never could it have been done with four pre-war Germans !

" Up to July 26 1,559 lists had been issued officially of German
casualties. Each list contained 19,802 pages of three columns per

page, and each column contained between 80 and 90 names of dead,

wounded, and missing officers and men a total of nearly 6,000,000."

Daily Sketch.

We trust our spirited contemporary has not joined the

Hide-the-Truth Press, for we make the sum approximately
7,872,186,090.
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Old Gentleman (to father of conscientious objector).
" BUT SUPPOSING A GKKMAX WAS GOING FOB YOUB sos WITH A BAYONKT

WOULDN'T HE GO FOB THE GERMAN?"
Father of 0.0. "Ay! I DOUBT HE'D SAY SUMMAT. 'E's GOT A SHARP TONGUE WHEN 'E'S VEXED."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

I THINK I prefer Mr. WELLS'S recent essay in the Newest-

Theology to this too concrete illustration of The Soul of a

Bishop (CASSELL). It 's not that I object to the irreverence

of stripping a poor tired bishop of cassock and gaiters,

pursuing him to a sleepless bed and cinematographing all

his physical twistings and turnings, his moral misgivings,
his torturing doubts. I owe too much to Mr. WELLS'
irreverences to mind that sort of thing ; and I must say
that, for a man who can't have had very much to do with
the episcopacy <in his busy life, he does manage to give a

confoundedly plausible atmosphere to the whole setting.
There are two letters from an older bishop to Dr. Scrope,
the one, yieldingly tolerant, to dissuade him from resigna-
tion, the other, written after the accomplished fact, with
touches of exquisitely restrained yet palpable malice, which
strike me as masterly projections. Mr. WELLS also con-

trives a wonderful impressiveness in certain passages of the

bishop's three visions. But I can't, even after careful re-

reading, see the point of making the bishop's enlightenment

depend upon a mysterious drug. This has an effect of

impishness. There is nothing in Dr. Scrape's development
that might not have taken place without this fantastic

assistance ... I suppose the general suggestion of this

rather wayward and hasty but conspicuously sincere book

is, that if only an occasional bishop would secede it would
make it easier for the plain man to listen to the rest. And
there may be something in this.

To those who are in love with Mr. W. J. LOCKE'S incur-

able romanticism or who have a taste for heroines that
"
stiffen in a sudden stroke of passion looking for the instant

electrically beautiful," let me commend The Bed Planet

(LANE). As a matter of fact Betty, the heroine, is quite a

dear, and the narrator, Major Meredyth, a maimed hero of

the Boer War, who looks at this one from the tragic angle
of an invalid chair, is, apart from a habit of petulant and
not very profound grousing at Governments in The Daily
Rail manner, a sport who thoroughly deserves the reward
of poor widowed Betty's hand on the last page but one.

Perhaps he does not show a very ready understanding of

the phenomenon of physical cowardice in the case of a

brother-officer, though later he makes amends. But I take

it that it was Mr. LOCKE'S idea to present a very ordinary
decent sort with the common man's prejudices and frank

distrust of subtleties. A sinister mystery of love, death
and blackmail runs, a turbid undercurrent, through the

story. The publisher's pathetic apology for the drab grey

paper on which, in the interests of War Economy, the book
is printed, makes one wonder how the other publishers who
still issue books in black and white manage to live.

Of the literary reputations that the War has, so to

speak, dug* in, I suppose none to be more firmly consoli-

dated than that of Mr. PATRICK MACGILL. The newest of

his several battle-books is The Brown Brethren (JENKINS),
a .title derived from the campaigning colour that has
amended a popular quotation till it should now read " the

"thin brown line of heroes." I can hardly tell you any-
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understand, vexed with sex instincts of the type of the
modern novel, and so in a large measure she failed, even

though she sacrificed strength, happiness and even her
own love-story in the effort to keep them straight. The
tale is set out with every circumstance of sordid misery, in

which the spiritual beauty of the heroine is meant to shine,

thing about Mr. MACUILT/S new book that you have not

probably road or said for yourself of the previous volumes.

For my own part, if the War is to he written about at all

(a question concerning which I preserve an open mind), I

suv let it be, as here, the real thing, and the hotter and

stronger the bettor. There is rough humour in these

sketches of soldier types, and just enough story to thread
|

and undeniably does shine with real strength and purity.
them together; but it is the fighting that counts. Certain The successive deaths of the mother and step-mother, the

chapters, for example that about Benncr's struggle with

the Hun sniper, seem to leave one bruised and breathless

as from personal conflict. Mr. MACGILL writes about war
as he knows it, horribly, in a way that carries conviction

like a charge of bayonets, and with an entire disregard of

the sensibilities of the stay-at-home reader. For all which

reasons The Brown Brethren and their French friends are

assured of the success that they certainly deserve,

wishing them the best of it !

Here 's

In The Sentence of the Court (WARD, LOCK) Mr. FRED
M. WHITE contrives efi'ect-

vely to entangle our inter-

est in one of those webs of

'acile intrigue from which
the reader escapes only at

the last line of the last page,

muttering iit he lays the

volume down and observes

with concern that it is 2.30

A.M., "What rot!" The
title of the story is mis-

leading. There is no Court,
and nobody is sentenced,

though the eminent special-
ist of Harley Street who
essays the rdle of- villain

richly deserves to be. How-
ever, as he is left a bankrupt,
discredited in his practice
and detached from the hero-

ine whom he had sworn to

appropriate, it would per-

haps be straining a point
to cavil at his remaining at

large. The idea upon which
the story is based, and which
enables the author to clothe
his characters and their ac-

sbabby London lodgings, the fall of Veronica, the selfish-

ness of Beat's boy-friend, and the loathsome trade of her
lover these, and more horrors and lapses beside, are all

taxed for the general effect in so able and vivid a fashion
that the authoress succeeds to admiration in making her
readers nearly as uncomfortable as her characters, long
before the climax is reached. The end comes rather less

wretchedly than could have been expected, but even so

surely this is genius partly run to seed. The greatest
tragedies are not written in these minor keys. Beat,
woman and heroine, is sb admirable that one fain would

know her apart from all this

unredeemed welter of

and selfishness.

sex

tions with bewildering mystery, is essentially good and,
j

reported by photograph as depre
I believe, new, though far be it from me to do either Mr. political considerations have mar
WHITE or the reader the disservice of saying what it is.

Suffice that we are introduced to some quite charming
people, as well as two extremely unpleasant ones, and if the
web of mystery is held together in places by a somewhat
generous share of obtuseness on the part of the persons
concerned it is not for us to complain, since we become
aware of the defect only after the affair is over.

Apart from the greater complaint that I do not like her
subject, which probably is entirely my own fault, I have
nothing but praise for Mrs. STANLEY WRENCH'S latest volume,
Beat (DUCKWORTH), except as regards her amazing fondness
for drooping the corners of her characters' mouths, gener-
ally either "

wistfully
"
or "

sullenly." It only made one
annoyed when Beatrix's unpleasant sisters developed the
trick, but when poor little Beat herself was affected that
way, in spite of the magnificent courage with which she
faced the burden of deputy-motherhood, it made one miser-
able as well. The task she had undertaken was a pro-
digious one, for the sisters she had to rear were, you must

I confess I should have

thought that the fictional

possibilities of being as like

as two peas to Eoyalty were

fairly exhausted. But ap-

parently Mr. EDGAR JEPSON
does not share this view

;

and it is only fair to admit
that in The Professional
Prince (HUTCHINSON) he
has contrived to give a
novel twist to the already
well laboured theme. Prince
Richard (precise nationality

unstated) was so bored with
the common round of his

exalted duties that, hearing
of a convenient double, he

engages him, at four hun-
dred a year and pickings,
to represent him at dull

functions, and incidentally
to pay the requisite atten-

tions to the young woman,
jressingly plain, whom

marked as the Prince's
When later one of the characters points out to

His Highness that this conduct showed some lapse from
the finer ideals of taste, I am bound to say that I could
find no words of contradiction. However the originality
arrives when John Stuart, the deputy, instead of falling in

love with the bride-elect in Euritanian fashion, develops a
marked liking for the prosaic side of his job, and insists

upon lecturing his supposed relations upon the political
crisis of the moment. Capital fun this. When the fiancee
in her turn proved wholly different from the photograph I

permitted myself to hope that we were in for a double

masquerade but this was to expect too much. Still,

Mr. JEPSON has handled his wildly-preposterous plot with

great verve ; and even if the central situation is one that
has been often encountered before, this only proves again
that HOPE springs eternal. . . . But I wish he had avoided
the War. ==_==____

" Where my Caravan has Bested."

"Wanted, modern Detached Villa Residence, inside tram lines."

Northern Whig.

Manager of Automatic Dreadnought Pianofortissimo Company (enthu-
siastically to Literary Gentleman who has written a moving appeal to the

public in favour of the Company's goods).
" MY DEAR SIR, THIS is MAG-

NIFICENT. IT ALMOST MAKES ME DECIDE TO BUY ONE OF THE THINGS
FOK MYSELF."

political

fiancee.
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CHARIVARIA.
" OF cotirse I cannot be in France and

America at the same time," said Colonel

ROOKKVKLT to a New York interviewer.

The EX-PRESIDENT is a very capable
man and we can only conclude that he

lias not lioon really trying.
*

" The Church of to-morrow is not to

be built up of prodigal sons," said a

speaker at the Congregational Confer-

ence. Fatted calves will, however, con-

tinue to be a feature in Episcopal circles.
* *

A Berlin coal merchant has been

suspended from business for being rude

to customers. It is obvious that the

Prussian aristocracy will not abandon
its prerogatives without a struggle.

''

Ilcrr BATOCKI, Germany's first Food
Dictator, is now on active service on
(lie Western 1'Yont, where his remarks
about the comparative dulness of the

proceedings arc a source of constant
irritation to the Higher Command.

'- *
*

It is rumoured that the Carnegie
Medal for Gallantry is to be awarded to

the New York gentleman who has pur-
chased Mr. EPSTEIN'S " Venus."

We understand that an enterprising
firm of publishers is now negotiating
for the production of a book written

by
" The German Prisoner Who Did

Not Escape." ^ ^
*

Four conscientious objectors at New-
haven have complained that their food

had seen Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL at the

Front, to add, "I have Taken Risks."
* *

Six little boa-constrictors have been
born in the Zoological Gardens. A

message has been despatched to Sir

ARTHUR YAIT, urging the advisability
of bis addressing them at an early date.

* *

To record the effect of meals on the

physical condition of children, Le\ii."

Council is erecting weighing machines
in the feeding centres. Several altruistic

youngsters, we are informed, have gal-

lantly volunteered to demonstrate the

effects of over-eating without regard
to the consequences.

* *

An allotment holder in Cambridge-
shire has

The lack of food control

in Ireland daily grows
more scandalous. A lid-

fast constable has arrested

a woman who was chew-

ing four five-pound notes,

and had already swallowed
one. ... .

'*

An alien who was fined

at Feltham police court

embraced' his solicitor and
kissed him on the cheek.
Son HI curiosity exists as to

whether the act was in-

tended as a reprisal.
* *

The English Hymnal,
says a morning' paper,
" contains forty English
Traditional Melodies and
three Welsh tunes." This

-i- . CLOSING DAY."
attempt to sow dissension i

found a soveregn on a

potato root. To its credit,

however, it must be said

that the potato was pro-

ceeding in the direction

of the Local War Savings
Association at the rate of

several inches a day.
- V

We are pleased to say
that theWimbledon gentle-
man who last week was in-

advertently given a pound
of sugar in mistake for tea

is going on as well as can

btf'expected, though- he is

still only allowed to see

near relations.

The Grouser. "Ji'ST oun ROTTEN LUCK TO ABHIVE 'ERE os EARLY-

among the Allies can surely be traced
to some enemy source.

* *

Mr. GEORGE MOORE, the novelist,
declares that ROBERT Louis STEVENSON
"was without merit for tale-telling."
But how does Mr. GEORGE MOORE
know? # o.

*
n"

" Is Pheasant Shooting Dangerous?
"

asks a weekly paper headline. We
understand that many pheasants are of

the opinion that it has its risks.
* *

Only a little care is needed in the

cooking of the marrow, says Mrs. MUDIE
COOKE. But in eating it great caution
should be taken not to swallow the
marrow whole. .

s ^'

*

An applicant at the House of Com-
mons' Appeal Tribunal stated that he
had been wrongly described as a Mem-
ber of Parliament. It is not known
who first started the scandal.

often contains sandy substances. It

seems a pity that the authorities cannot
find some better way of getting a little

grit into these poor fellows.V
General SUKHOMLINOFP has appealed

from his sentence of imprisonment for

life. Some people don't know what

gratitude is.
:;

.
;::

It is good to find that people exercise

care in time of crisis. Told that enemy
aircraft were on their way to London a
dear old lady immediately rushed into

her house and bolted tlie door.
* *
*

Owing to a shortage of red paint,
several London 'buses are being painted
brown. Pedestrians who have only
been knocked down by red -

painted
'buses will of course now be able to

start all over again.
* *

We think it was in bad taste for Mr.

BOTTOMLEY, just after saying that he

Commercial Candour.
"ANTIQUES. All Lovers of

tho Genuine Antiques should
not fail to see one of the best-

selected Stocks of Genuine An-

tique Furniture, &c., including
'

Stuart, Charles II., Tudor,
Jacobean Queen Anne, Chippendale, Sheraton,

Ucpplewhite, Adams, and Georgian periods.
FREBII GOODS EVERY DAY."

Provincial Paper.

A new German Opera that we look for-

ward to seeing : Die Gothadammeruiiy.

"A man just under military age, with seven,

children, is ordered to join up."
Weekly Dispatch.

Such precocious parentage must be

discouraged.

" HELSINOFORS, Sept. 28. The Governor-
General of Finland has ordered seals to be
affixed to the doors of the Diet." Times.

This seems superfluous. Seale have

always been attached to a Fin Diet.

" A party of the Russians in their natural
costumes have come to Portland to ply their

trade as metal workers. They make a pictur-

esque group, which a Press writer will try to

describe to-morrow morning."
Portland Daily Press (U.S A.).

We trust that he did not dwell unduly
upon the scantiness of their attire.

VOL. ri.m.
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MODEL DIALOGUES FOR AIR-RAIDS.

JUL^^^
o be oblig;it

A. BK.U-TH-TI- weather for the time of year!

B A perfect spell, indeed, of halcyon calm,

Most grateful here in Town, and, what is more,

A priceless gift to our brave lads in France,*

Whose need is sorer, being sick of mud.

A. They have our first thoughts ever, and, if Heaven

Had" not onougli good weather to go round,

Gladly I 'd sacrifice this present boon

And welcome howling blizzards, hail and flood,

So they, out there, might still be warm and dry.

II.

C. Have you observed the alien in our midst,

How strangely numerous he seems to-day,

Swarming like migrant swallows from the East ?

D. I take it they would fain elude the net

Spread by Conscription's hands to haul them in.

All day they lurk in cover Houndsditch way,

Dodging the copper, and emerge at night

To snatch a breath of Occidental air

And drink the ozone of our Underground.

III.

E. How glorious is the Milky Way just now !

F. True. In addition to the regular stars

I saw a number flash and disappear.
E. I too. A heavenly portent, let us hope,

Presaging triumph to our British arms.

IV.

G. Methought 1 heard yestreen a loudish noise

Closely resembling the report of guns.
H. Ay, you conjectured right. Those sounds arose

From anti-aircraft guns engaged in practice

Against the unlikely advent of the Hun.
One must be ready in a war like this

To face the most remote contingencies.
G. Something descended on the next back-yard,

. Spoiling a dozen of my neighbour's tubers.

//. No doubt a live shell mixed among the blank ;

Such oversights from time to time, occur

Even in Potsdam, where the casual sausage
Perishes freely in a feu ae joie.

V.

J. We missed you badly at our board last night.
K. The loss was mine. I could not get a cab.

Whistling, as you 're aware, ia banned by law,
And when I went in person on the quest
The streets were void of taxis.

J. And to what
Do you attribute this unusual dearth ?

K. The general rush to Halls of Mirth and Song,
Never so popular. The War goes well,
And London's millions needs must find a way
To vent their exaltation else they burst.

J. But could you not have travelled by the Tube ?

K. I did essay the Tube, but found it stuffed.

The atmosphere was solid as a cheese,
And I was loath to penetrate the crowd
Lest it should shove me from behind upon
The electric rail.

J. Can you account for that ?

K. I should ascribe it to the harvest moon,
That wakes romance in Metropolitan breasts,

Drawing our young war-workers out of town
To seek the glamour of the country lanes

Under the silvery beams to lovers dear. 0. S.

FORCE OF HABIT.

THE fact that George had been eighteen months in

Gallipoli, Egypt and France, without leave home till now,
should have warned me. As it was I merely found myself

gasping
" Shell-shock !

"

We were walking in a crowded thoroughfare, and George
was giving all the officers he met the cheeriest of "Good
mornings." It took people in two ways. Those on leave,

blushing to think they had so far forgotten their B.E.F.
habits as to pass a brother-officer without some recogni-
tion, replied hastily by murmuring the conventional " How
are you?" into some innocent civilian's face some yards
behind us. Mere stay-at-homes, on the other hand, sur-

prised into believing that they ought to know him, stopped
and became quite effusive. As far as I can remember George
accepted three invitations to dinner from total strangers
rather than explain, and I was included in one of them.
We were for the play that night and I foresaw difficulties

at the public telephone, and George's first remark of
"
Hullo, hullo, is that Signals ? Put me through to His

Majesty's," confirmed my apprehensions.
Half-an-hour of this kind^of thing produced in mo a

strong desire for p3ace and seclusion. A taxi would have
solved my difficulty (had I been able to solve the taxi

difficulty first), but George himself anticipated me by
suddenly holding up a private car and asking for a lift. I

could have smiled at this further lapse had not the owner,
a detestable club acquaintance whom I had been trying
to keep at a distance for years, been the driver. He was

delighted, and I was borne away conscious of twenty years'
work undone by a single stroke.

Peace and seclusion at the club afforded no relief how-
ever. George was really very trying at tea. He accused

the bread because the crust had not a hairy exterior

(generally accumulated by its conveyance in a blanket or

sandbag). Ho ridiculed the sugar ration I don't believe

he has ever been short in his life
;
and the resources of the

place were unequal to the task of providing tea of sufficient

strength to admit of the spoon being stood upright in it a

consistency to which, he said, he had grown accustomed.

When I left him he was bullying the hall-porter of the

club for a soft-nosed pencil ; ink, he explained, being an
abomination.

I also saw .him pay 2J<7. for a Daily Mail.

* * >
i

-.- -: * * *

I got a letter from George just before he went back. He
patronized me delightfully -seemed more than half a

Colonial already. He said he was glad to have seen us all

again, but was equally glad to be getting back, as he was

beginning to feel a little homesick. He hinted we were dull

dogs and treated people we didn't know like strangers.
Didn't we ever cheer up ? He became very unjust, I

thought, when he said that France was at war, but that

we had only an Army and Navy.
Incidentally I had to pay twopence on the letter, the

postman insisting that George's neat signature in the

bottom left-hand corner of the envelope was an insufficient

substitute for a penny stamp.

"The raiders came in three suctions." Evening News.

So that was what blocked the Tubes.
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THE LETTER AND THE SPIRIT.

TIIIME MINISTER. "YOU YOUNG EASCAL! I NEVEE SAID THAT."
NEWSBOY. "WELL, I'LL LAY YEE MEANT IT."
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/. '-ANY miiDS, but?" Officer (freshfrom France). "YES. THBEE CRASHED; TWO DOWN OUT OF CONTROL."

THE WATCH DOGS.
LXVI.

Mv UEAU GHAULES, Here is a war,

producing great men, and here am I

writing to you from time to time about

it and never mentioning one of .them.
I have touched upon Commanding
Officers, Brigadiers, Divisional, Corps,
even Army Commanders ; I have gone

;

so far as to mention the GOUMANDEK-IN-
; CHiEFonee and I have mentioned myself
very many times. But the really great
men I have omitted. I mean the really,

really great men, without whom the

War could not possibly go on, and with

whom, I am often led to suppose, the
decision remains as to what day Peace
shall be declared. Take the A.M.L.O.
at for example.
Now, Charles, be it understood that

I am not saying anything for or against
the trade of Assisting Military Landing
Officers ;

I have no feeling with regard
to it one way or the other. For all I

know it may require a technical know-

ledge so profound that any man who
can master it is already half-way on
the road to greatness. On the other

hand, it may require no technical know-

ledge at all, and, the whole of a Mili-

tary Landing Officer's duties being
limited to watching other people work-

ing, the Assistant Military Landing
Officer's task may consist of nothing

more complicated than watching the

Military Landing Officer watching the

military land. If this is so, the work

may be so simple that, once a man has

satisfied the very rigid social test to lie

passed by all aspirants to so distin-

guished a position, he must simply be

a silly ass if he doesn't automatically
become a great man, after a walk or

two up and down the quay. I repeat,
I know nothing whatever of the call-

ing of A.M.L.O., and I could not tell

you without inquiry whether it is an
ancient and honourable profession or

an unscrupulous trade very jealously
watched by the Law. I have some
friends in it and I have many friends

out of it, and the former should not be

inflated with conceit cor the latter un-

duly depressed when 1 pronounce the

deliberate opinion that the best known
and greatest thing in the B.E.F. is

without doubt the A.M.L.O. at .

Though it is months since I cast

eyes on him, I can see him now, stand-

ing self-confidently on his own private

quay, with the most chic of Virginian

cigarettes smouldering between his

aristocratic lips and the very latest

and most elegant of Bond Street Khaki
Neckwear distinguishing liim from
the mixed crowd about him. Every
one else is distraught ;

even matured

Generals, used to the simple and irre-

sponsible task of commanding troops

I

in action, are a little unnerved by the

\
difficulties and intricacies of embarking

;

oneself militarily. Ho on whom all

the responsibility rests remains aloof.

A smile, half cynical, plays across his

proud face. He knows he has but to

flick the ash from his cigarette and the

Army will spring to attention and the

Navy will get feverishly to work. He
has but to express consent by the in-

clination of his head and sirens will

blow, turbine engines will operate as

I

they would never operate for anybody
else, thousands of tons of shipping
will rearrange itself, and even the sea

will Ixscome less obstreperous and more

circumspect in its demeanour, adjust-

ing, if need be, its tides to suit his

wishes.

I take it my condition is typical
when I am "

proceeding
"

(one will

never come and go again in our time
;

|

one will always proceed) when I am
proceeding to the U.K. The whole

thing is too good to believe, and I don't

believe it till I have some written and

omnipotent instructions in my pocket
and am actually moving towards the

sea. The youngest and keenest school-

boy returning home for his holidays
is a calm, collected, impassionate and
even dismal man of the world com-

pared to me. I see little and am im-

pressed by nothing ; all things and
men are assumed to be good, and none
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Olil Luilij. "Is 'JlllS Till: IU.SI I.T OF A BOMB, CONSTABLE?"
t'oitxtalle (fed uf). "Bi.Egs you, NO, MA'AM. THE GENT THAT LIVES HKKE'S GOT HAY PKVEB."

of them is given the opportunity of

proving itself to be the contrary. As
for the A.M.L.O. at. any other port but

this one, I remark nothing about him

except his princely generosity in letting
me have an embarcation card. He is

just one more good fellow in the long
series of good fellows who have author-

ised my move, i am borne out to sea

in a dream a dream of England and
all that England means to us, 1)6 that;
a wife or a reasonable breakfast at a,

reasonable hour. Not until i am on

my way back does it occur to me that !

landing and transport officers have
\

identities, und by that time I have lost

all interest in transport and landing
and officers and identities and every- i

thing else.

At the port of
, however, it is

very different. I may arrive on tho
|

(juay i:i a iiretiui, but I 'in at once out
|

of it when I have caught sight of
j

Greatness sitting iu its little hut with
the ticket window iinnly closed until 1

the arrival of the hour before which he i

has disposed that it shall not open, j

Thoughts of home are gone; I can
j

think of nothing but Him. When at!

last I have obtained his gracious, if
i

reluctant, consent to my obeying the

instructions I have, and have got on to

the boat, I deposit my goods hurriedly,

anywhere, and tight for a position by
the bulwark nearest the quay, from
which I may gaze at his august Excel-

lency for the few remaining hours dur-

ing which it is given us to linger in or

near our well-beloved France.
How came it about, I ask myself,

that the Bight Man got to be in the

Right Place? It cannot have been

merely fortuitous that ho was not

thrust away into some such obscure

job as the command of an Expedition-

ary Force or the control of the counsels

of the Imperial General Staff. It must
have been the deliberate choice of a

wise chooser ; Major-General Military

Landing himself, tho SECRETARY OF
STATE FOR WAU on his own, even His
MAJESTY in person ? Or was a plebi-
scite taken through the length and
breadth of the British Isles when I

was elsewhere, and did Britain, thrilled

to the core, clamour for him unani-

mously ?

I watch him keep a perturbed and
restless Major from the line waiting
while he finishes his light

- hearted

badinage with a subordinate. It is

altogether magnificent in its sheer

sangfroid. Why is it that STich a one
is labelled merely A.M.L.O., "when he

should obviously be the M.L.O.? He
has his subordinate, happily insignifi-
cant and obsequiously proud to serve.

Let the subordinate be thea.m.l.o., and
let It, Itself, be openly acknowledged
to be It, Itself. .

By the way, where is his M.L.O. ?

Has anybody ever seen him ? J haven't.

Does he exist ? . . . Has he been got
rid of?

There is a convenient crevice between
the quay and the boat with a convenient

number of feet of water at the bottom
of it. Is the M.L.O. down there, and
is the " A.M.L.O.

"
brassard but the

modesty of true greatness ?

If the M.L.O. has been thrown down
there, who threw him ?

Was it my idol, the A.M.L.O., in

a moment of exasperation with his

M.L.O.?
Or was it the M.L.O., in a moment

of exasperation with my idol, the

A.M.L.O. ? Yours ever, HEXBY.

" Naval Officer's (Miueaweeping) Wife would
be grateful for the opportunity of purchasing
a Baby's Layette of good quality at a TCTV

reasonable price." Horniny Post.

Our congratulations to the mine sweep-

t ing wife upon having captured a Baby
'

Mine.
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BEASTS ROYAL.
in.

DUKE WILLIAM'S FALCON. A.D. 1065.

UPON a marsh beside the sea,

With hawk and hound and vassals three,

Eode \Yir,LiAM, Duke of NOHMANDY,

The hc-ir of Kover ROLLO ;

And OM- i- as his falcon How

h ho :

" -Mark well, by St..MACLOU,

For where she hovers hasten you,

And where she falls I follow."

She rose into the misty sky,

A hrooding menace hid on high,

Ere she dipped earthward suddenly
As dips the silver swallow ;

Then, spurring through the rushes

grey,
Cried WILLIAM,

"
Sirs, away, away I

For where she hovers is the prey,

And where she falls I follow."

Her marbled plume with crimson dight r

Seaward she soared, and bent her flight

Above the ridge of foaming white

Along the harbour hollow ;

Then, looking grimly toward the strait,

Said WILLIAM, "Truly, soon or late,

There where she hovers is my fate,

And where she falls I follow."

THE CAVE-DWELLERS.
" IF you please, ma'am, that funny-

looking gentleman with the long hair

has brought his jug for some more
water. And could you oblige him with

a little pepper?"
"
Certainly not," said my wife. " The

man's a nuisance. He is not even

respectable looks like a gipsy or a

disreputable artist. I '11 speak to him

myself." And she flounced out of the

room.
I felt almost sorry for the man ;

hut

really the thing was overdone when,
not content with overcrowding our vil-

lage, these London people took to living
in dug-outs on the common.

Matilda rushed back into the room
with a metal jug in her hand.

" Oscar ! It 's old Sheffield plate, and'

there 's a coat-of-arms on it. Turn up
the heraldry book

;
look in the index

for ' bears.' Perhaps they 're somebody
after all."

Matilda is a second cousin once
removed of the Drewitts one of the
best baronetcies in England and nat-

urally we take an interest in Heraldry.
"Yes, here it is. A cave-bear ram-

pant ! Oscar, it 's the crest of the

Cave-Canems, one of the oldest families

in Britain, if not the very oldest ! Poor

things, I feel so sorry for them. Per-

haps I might offer him some vege-
tables."

" And to think of their having to

live in a cave again after all these cen-

turies," said my wife when she returned.

" Isn't it pathetic ? Oscar, don't you
think we ought to call on them ?

'

Wo agreed that it was our duty to

call on the distinguished cave-dwellers.

But what ought wo to wear? They
dressed very simply ;

I had seen him

in an old tweed suit and a soft felt hat.

"And his wife," Matilda said, "is

positively dowdy. But that proves they
are somebody. Only the very best

people can afford to wear shabby clothes

in these times."

Wo decided that in our case it was

necessary to recognise the polite usages
of society. So my wife wore her foliage

green silk, and I my ordinary Sabbath

attire.

A fragrant odour of vegetables cook-

ing led us eventually to the little mound
amidst the gorse where our aristocratic

visitors were temporarily residing.

There was some difficulty at first in

attracting their attention, but this I

overcame by tying our visiting-cards to

a piece of string and dangling it down
the tunnel that served as an entrance.

After. coughing several times I had a

bite, and the cave-man showed himself.
" Hallo !

"
I heard him say, laughing,

"
it 's the kind Philistines who gave us

the vegetables." Then aloud,
" Come

in. Mind the steps."
I damaged my hat slightly against

the roof, and I am afraid Matilda's

dress suffered a little, but we managed
to enter their dug-out. The place was

faintly lighted by a sort of window

overlooking the third hole of the de-

serted golf course. Our host intro-

duced his wife.
" We were not really nervous," said

the lady,
" but a fragment of shell

came through the studio window and

destroyed a number of my husband's

pictures. He is a painter of the Neo-

Impressiouistic School."
" What a shame !

"
said Matilda,

taking up a canvas. "
May I look ?

Oh ! how pretty."
" My worst enemy has never called

my work that," said the artist.
" Per-

haps you would appreciate it better if

you held it the other way up."
It is at a moment like this that my

wife shines.
" I should like to see it in a better

light," she said. " But how interesting !

Everyone paints now - a - days even

Royalty. My cousin, Sir Ethelwyn
Drewitt, has done some charming
water-colours of the family estates.

Perhaps you know him ?
"

Our host shook his head.
" A very old family, like your own,"

said Matilda. " Our ancestors probably
knew each other in the days of Stone-

henge. I, of course, recognised the

coat-of-arms on your plate."
"I am afraid you are in error," said

the artist.
" My name is Pitts. And

I don't go back beyond my grandfather,

who, honest man, kept a grocer's shop
in Dulwich. The jug you 've been

admiring I bought in the Caledonian

Cattle Market for fifteen shillings."
Matilda swooned. The air was cer-

tainly very close down there.

THE WAR-DREAM.
I WISH I did not dream of France
And spend my nights in mortal dread

On miry Hats where whizz-bangs dance
And star-shells hover o'er my head,

And sometimes wake my anxious spouse
By making shrill excited rows
Because it seems a hundred "hows"

Are barraging the bed.

I never fight with tigers now
Or know the old nocturnal mares;

The house on fire, the frantic cow,
The cut-throat coming up the stairs

Would be a treat
;
I almost miss

That feeling of paralysis
With which one climbed a precipice

Or ran away from bears.

Nor do I dream the pleasant days
That sometimes soothe the worst of

wars,
Of omelettes and estaminets
And smiling maids at cottage-doors;

But in a vague unbounded waste
For ever hide with futile haste

From 5'9's precisely placed,
And all the time it pours.

Yet, if I showed colossal phlegm
Or kept enormous crowds at bay,

And sometimes won the D.C.M.,
It might inspire me for the fray ;

But, looking back, I do not seem
To recollect a single dream
In which I did not simply scream

And try to run away.

And when I wake with flesh that creeps
The only solace I can see

Is thinking, if the Prussian sleeps,

What hideous visions his must be!

Can all my dreams of gas and guns
Be half as rotten as the Hun's ?

I like to think his blackest ones

Are when he dreams of me.
A.P.H.

" Street lamp-posts in Chiswick are all being

painted white by female labour." Times.

The authorities were afraid, we under-

stand, that if males were employed
they would paint the town red.

"Four groups of raiders tried to attack

London on Saturday night. If there wore

eight in each group, this meant thirty-two
Gothas." Evening Standard.

In view of the many loose and in-

acciOate assertions regarding the air-

raids, it is agreeable to meet with a

statement that may be unreservedly

accepted.
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Lodger (who lias nnu>brr<:j hit lump* of sugar u-ith leatlpenril). "OH, MBS. JABVI8, I AM UNAP.LK TO FIND M.MHKI:-, :'., 7 ASD IS."

Tin; DOOR.
ONCE upon a time there was a sitting-

room, in which, when everyone had

gone to bed, the furniture, after its

habit, used to talk. All furniture talks,

although the only pieces with voices that

we human beings can hear arc clocks

and wicker-chairs. Everyone has heard
a little of the conversation of wicker-

chairs, which usually turn upon the
last person to be seated in them ; but
other furniture is more self-coutred.

On the night with which we are now
concerned the first remark was made
by the clock, who stated with a clarity

only equalled by his brevity that it was
one. An hour later he would probably
be twice as voluble.

It was normally the signal for an
outburst of comment and confidence;
but let me first say that the house in

which this sitting-room was situated

belonged to an elderly gentleman and
his wife, each conspicuous for peaceable
kindliness. Neither would hurt a fly,

but sinca they hud grandsons lighting
for England, honour and the world, it

chanced that they were the incongruous
possessors of quite a number of war
relics, \\liich included an inkstand
made of :i steel shell-top, copper shell-

binding and cartridge-cases; a Turkish
j

dud nom Gallipoli to serve as a door-
,

stop ; a pencil-case made of an Austrian '

cartridge from the Carso ;
a cigarette-

lighter made of English cartridge-cases;
and several shell-cases transformed into

vases for flowers. One of these at this

moment contained some very beautiful

late sweet peas, and the old gentleman
had made a pleasant little joke, after

dinner, about sweet peace blossoming
in such a strange environment, and
would probably make it again the next
time they had guests.
You may be sure that, with the

arrival of these souvenirs from such

exciting parts, the conversation of the

room became more interesting, although
it may be that some of the stay-at-
homes began after a while to feel a

little out in the raid. What was an

ordinary table to say when in com-

petition with a -75 shell-case from the

Battle of the Mame, or a mere Jubilee

wedding-present against an inkstand

composed of articles of destruction from

Vimy Ridge, which had an irritating

way of making the most of both its

existences reaping in two fields by
remarking, after a thrilling story of

bloodshed,
" But that 's all behind me

now. My iiesv destiny ia to prove the

pen mightier than the sword "? Even
though the Jubilee wedding - present
eamo from Bond Street, and had once
been picked up and set down again by
<
(
>i-KE\ ALEXANDRA, what availed that ? !

The souvenir held the floor.

Gradually the other occupants of the
room had come to let the souvenirs

uninterruptedly exchange war impres-
sions and speculate us to how long
it would last a, problem as to which

they were not more exactly informed
than many a human wiseacre. Under
cover of this kind of talk, which in apt
to become noisy, the humdrum of the

others, the chairs and the table and
the mantelpiece, and the pacific orna-

ments, and the mirror, could chat in

their own mild way: the wicker-chair,
for example, could wonder for the

thousandth time how long it would
be before the young Captain sat in it

once more; and the mirror could re-

mark that that would !* a happy
moment indeed when once again it

held the reflections of the Lieutenant
and his fiancff, who was one of the

prettiest girls in the world.
" Do you think so ?

"
the knob of the

brass fender would inquire. "To me
she seemed too fat and her mouth was

very wide."

"But that's a fault," the tongs
would reply,

" that you find with

every one."

To return to the night of which I

want particularly to speak, no sooner
had the clock made his monosyllabic
utterance than "I am probably unique,"
the Vimy Bidgo inkstand said.

" How?" the cigarette -lighter shin-ply
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Sutler (the family having come down to the kitchen during an air-raid).
I CAN'T STAND is BKAVADO."

'YSTEEIA WITHIN REASON I DON'T OBJECT TO. Btl WHAT

inquired, uniqueness - being one of his

own chief claims to distinction.

"Strange," said the inkstand, "the

blacksmith who made me was not blown
to pieces. The usual thing is for the

shell to be a live one, and no sooner

does the blacksmith handle it than he

and the soldiers who brought it and
several onlookers go to .glory. The

papers are full of such incidents. But
in my case no. I remember," the ink-

stand was continuing
"
Oh, give us a rest," said the shell

door-stop. "If you knew how tired I

was of hearing about the.War, when
there's nothing to do for ever but stop
in this stuffy room. And to me it's

particularly galling, because I never

exploded at all. I
,
failed. For all

the good we are any more, we we
warriors we might as well be mouldy
old fossils like the home-grown things
in this room, who know of war or excite-

ment absolutely nothing."
" That 's where you "re wrong," said

a quiet voice.
" Who 's speaking?" the shell asked.

"I am," said 'the door. "You're

quite right about yourselves you Wai-
souvenirs. You "ve done. You can still

brag a bit, but that 's all. You 're out
of it. Whereas I I'm in it still. I
can make people run for their lives."

" How ?
"
asked the inkstand.

"Because whenever I bang," said the

door,
"
they think I 'rn an air-raid."

CUSS-CONTEOL.
I FOUND myself, some time ago,

Growing too fond of cuss-words, so

I made a .vow to curb my passions
And put my angry tongue on rations.

As no Controller yet exists

To frame these necessary lists,

I had myself to pick and choose
The words that I could safely use.

Four verbs found favour in my sight,

Viz., "drat" and "dash" and "blow"
and "

blight
"

;

While "blithering" and "blinkin'
"
wore

My only adjectival pair.

I freely own that " dash
" and " drat

"

At times sound lamentably flat ;

And "
blight

"
and " blow

"
don't some-

how seem

Quito adequate to every theme.

When you are wishful to be withering
"lis hard to be confined to " blither-

ing,'
And to express explosive thinkin'

One longs for some relief from
"
blinkin'."

Still Mr. BALFOUE, so I hear,
Seldom goes further than " dear !

"

While moments of annoyance draw
" Bother

"
at worst from BONAB LAW.

Hence, if our leaders in their style
I Are able to suppress their bile,

And practise noble moderation
In comment and in objurgation,

Why should not I, a doggerel bard,
All futile expletives discard,
And discipline my restive soul

Witli salutary cuss-control?

Errare est Diabolicum.

From the Indian author of an Anglo-
vernacular text-book :

" As the book had to go through the press in

haste I am sorry to write to you that there are

some printers' devils, especially in English
spelling."

" Nelson himself being a Suckling on his

mother's side." Observer.

We cannot know too much about the

early history of our heroes.

"Captain William Redmond, sou of Mr.
John Kedmond, has been awarded the D.S.O.
He was commanding in a fierce fight and

was blown out of a shell hole, sustaining a

sprained knee and ankle. He rallied his men,
and by promptly forming a defensive flank

saved his part of the line." Daily Express.

This must have been in Sir WALTER
SCOTT'S proleptic mind when he wrote

(in Eokeby) :

"
Young Eedmond, soil'd with smoke

and blood,

Cheering his mates with heart and
hand

Still to make good their desperate
stand."
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A BIRTHDAY GREETING FOR HINDENBURG.
F.-M. SIB DOUGLAS HAIQ (sings). "O I'LL TAK' THE HIGH ROAD

AN' YE'LL TAK 1 THE LOW ROAD
[The enemy has been fighting desperately to prevent us from occupying the ridges above the Ypres-Menin road, and so

forcing him to face the winter on the low ground.]
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INFORMATION TO THE ENEMY.
Wife. "I CALL II SIMPLY SCANDALOUS THAT THE 1'APEKS SHOULD BIO ALLOWF.D TO PUBLISH THE BATKS WHEN TIIK MOON IS FULL.

OSWALD AND CO.
WE live in a fortress on the crest of

a hill overlooking a little .Irish town, a

centre of the pig and potheen industries.

The fortress was, according to tradition,

built hy BRIAN Bone, renovated by Sir

WALTER BALEIGH (the tobacconist, not

the professor) and brought up to date

by OLIVBB CROMWELL. It has dun-

geons (for keeping the butter cool),

loop-holes (through which to pour hot

porridge on invaders), an oubliette (for

bores) and a portcullis.
In spite of these conveniences our

fortress is past its prime and a modern

burglar would treat it as a joke. It is

so weak in its joints that when the

wind blows it shakes like a jelly, and
we have to shave with safety-razor*.

In a small villa opposite lives Freddy,
j

our married subaltern, and Mrs. Freddy, j

On a patch of turf up a neighbouring ;

lane Oswald and Co. took up their resi-

dence this summer.
The troopers called him Oswald for

some unknown reason, but I doubt if

that was his baptismal name, and I

doubt if lie was ever baptized.
Oswald was a tallbouy grix/le-1 child

of the Open.
Years ago he would have been dis-

missed briefly as a tramp, but we know
better now ; we have read our Georgian
poets and we know that such folk do not

perambulate the country stealing fowls

and firing ricks from any dislike of

settled labour, but because they have
heard the call of far horizons, belles

c'oili's and great spaces.
The Co. consisted of a woolly donkey

which carried Oswald's portmanteau
when he trekked, and a hairy dog
which provided him with company
and conversation.

The donkey browsed, unfettered,
about the roadside, taking the weather
as it came; but Oswald and the dog, j

degenerates, sheltered under a wigwam \

of saplings and old sacks.

The wigwam being four feet long
j

and Oswald six, ho had to telescope
j

like a tortoise to get fully under cover ;

j

sometimes he forgot his feet and left
;

them outside all night in the dew, but,

as he had no boots to spoil, this didn't

matter much.
Not having any business to attend

to he lay abed very late. Our troopers,

riding at case en route to the drill

grounds, would toss their lighted cigar-
ette-ends at the protruding bare feet.

A grizzled head telescoping out of the

other end of the wigwam and a husky

voice calling down celestial fury upon
them, would signalise a hit.

The Adjutant was for having Oswald
moved on

;
we should be missing things

presently, he warned saddle-blankets,

rifles, horses, perhaps the portcullis.

However, the O.C. would have none of

it
;
he maintained that this constant

menace at our gates kept the sentries

on the qui vivc and accustomed them
to practically Active Service conditions.

So all the summer the wigwam
remained on the turf-patch and the

sentries on the qui rice.

How Oswald existed is a mystery
probably on manna, for he toiled not

neither span, and if he stole for a living
it was not from us.

He spent his mornings in bed, his

afternoons reclining on the bank behind

his residence, puffing at his dudheen and

watching our recruits going through
the hoops with the amused contempt
that a gentleman of leisure naturally
feels for the working classes.

At the end of September, Freddy,
the Benedick, finding himself in the

orderly-room and forgetting what had

brought him there, applied for leave

as a matter of habit, and, walking out

again, promptly forgot all about it.

Freddy is given that way. Apparently
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tlio Orderly Room was
finding

time

heavy on tlicir hands tliat morning, for

inachinery was set in motion, and in

due course the aslonished Freddy dis-

covered himself with permission to go
to bla/es for seven days and a warrant

to London in his pocket.
He capered whooping home to his

villa, told Mrs. Freddy to pack her

toothbrush and come along, and the

mail bore them hence. Next day tlu>

weather broke, the sky turned upside
down and emptied itself upon us, the

parade ground squelched if you trod

on it, the gutters failed to cope with

the rush of business, and the roads ran

in spate.
The post-orderly, splashing hack to

barracks, reported the disappearance
of Oswald and < >

We determined that they must have
been washed out to sea and pictured
them astride tho wigwam in a beam-
roll off Kinsale, keeping a watchful eye
for U-boats.

We had seven days of unrelieved

downpour. On the morning of the

eighth, Freddy nnd wife returned from

leave, and, opening tho front door of the

villa which they discovered they had

forgotten to lock in the delirium of

their departure stepped within. At
the same moment, Oswald, the hairy
dog and the woolly donkey hoard the

call of the great spaces, and, opening
the hack door of the villa, stepped with-

out and departed for haunts unknown.

Freddy in a high state of excitement,

came over to the Mess and told us all

about it.

He himself had been all for slaying
Oswald on the spot, he said, but Mrs.

Freddy wouldn't hear of it.

" She says he hasn't stolen any-
thing," Freddy explained.

" She says
he was only stai/iny with us, in a
manner of speaking, and was quite

right to take his poor old dog and

donkey under cover during that rotten,

weather, she says so that 's the end
of it."

But it wasn't tho end of it ; Freddy
had reckoned without his other O.C.
Here was a heaven-sent' opportunity
of training the men under practically
Active Service conditions, scouring the

country after real game Ho ! toot the

clarion, belt tho drum ! Boot and
saddle ! Hark away 1

So now we are out scouring the

country for Oswald and Co., one hun-
dred men and horses, caparisoned like

Christmas-trees, soaked to the skin, fed

to the teeth. And Oswald and Co.
where are they '? We cannot guess, and
we are very very tired of practically
Active Service conditions.

Oyez, Oyez, Oyez ! Anyone finding
three children of tho Open answering

Earnest Lady.
" OF COURSE I UNDERSTAND KEN MUST DRINK WHILE oonta SUCH HOT

AND HEAVY WORK. BUT MUST IT BE BEER? CAN'T THEY DRINK WATER?"
Mechanic. "

YES, LADY, THEY CAX DEINK WATER, BUT (confidentially) rr MAKES 'EM so
GIDDY."

to the description of our friends tho

enemy, and returning them, dead or

alive, to our little fortress, will be hand-

somely and gratefully rewarded.

PATLANDER.

"Boy, to heat at hearth and to strike

occasionally." Slieffield Daily Telegraph.

A case for the N.S.P.C.C.

Appended to a quotation from The
Globe on German intrigues with the
Vatican :

"[NOTE: The above is obviously from the

pen of Mr. L. J. Maxse, tho editor of the
National Review, who, as recently announced,
has become associated with tho editorial

direction of tho Pope.]
"

Manchester Evening Chronicle.

In pursuance of this arrangement His
Holiness will in future take the style
of Pontifex Maxsemus.

Journalistic Candour.

"M. Kerensky has announced that all

leaders of tho revolt will be tried by court-

martial, and has indicated that a determined
cud will bo put to the present state of affairs

by the most drastic means. Add Russian

Pudge matter. utikwtStdheto "

Adelaide Register.

We have lately read a good deal of
" Eussian Fudge matter."

" PROMENADE CONCERTS, QUEEN'S TTtr.r..

Sir Henry J. Wood, Conductor.

Mondays Wagner. ? ? ?

Tuesdays Russian. oymfwypo
Wednesdays Symphony, cmfwypcmfwvfg

Thursdays Popular. cmfwypcmfwycppwf
Fridays Beethoven. cinfwypcmfwyy
Saturdays Popular. cmfwypcmf

"

The Star.

A sporting effort to reproduce the effect

of the barrage obbligato.



Footpad. "I HEAR A CYCLIST COMING. I'LL Vl'SET

HIS BIKE, AND THEN "

BUT IT WAS Mn. TUBER-CAI.NE, THE ALLOTMENT ENTHUSIAST,

1 UOM HIS LABOURS.

TO AN INFANT GNU.

Thomas (that may not be thine actual name

But it will serve as well as any other),

There be coarse souls to whom all flesh is game,
Who do not hail thee as a new-born brother

But merely as a thing at which to aim

Their fratricidal guns ; they simply smother

The sense, which I for one cannot eschew,

Of soul relationship 'twixt man and gnu.

'Tis not, O surely not, for such as these

Those baby limbs are flung in lightsome capers ;

Those puny bleatings were not meant to please

Facetious writers for the daily papers ;

Let baser beasts inspire the obvious wheeze,

Wombats and wart-hogs, tortoises and tapirs ;

These lack the subtle spell thy presence flings

About the spirit tuned to higher things.

Well could I picture thee, a dusky sprite,

With Dryad hoofs on Thraciaii ledges drumming,
When day is slipping from the arms of night

And all the hushed leaves whisper,
" Pan is coming !

And thou before him, leaping with delight,

Stirring all birds to song, all bees to humming
And buds to blossoming but lo! at hand

A tablet reads,
" C. Gnu. Nyassaland."

Thus they 've described thy formidable sire,

A whiskered person with a chronic liver.

I feed him biscuits to appease his ire ;

He eats the gift but fain would bite the giver.

His eye is red with reminiscent fire,

His thoughts are by the great Zambesi Eiver

Where hides the hippopotam, huge as sin,

And slinking leopards with the dappled skin.

No couches of the nymph and Basstyid,
Or thymy meadows such as Simois glasses,

Lured his exulting feet, my jocund kid,

But veldt and kloof and waving jungle grasses,

Where lurk the python with unwinking lid,

And the lean lion, growling, as he passes,

His futile wrath against the hoarse baboons

That drape the rocks in chattering platoons.

Free of the waste he snuffed the breeze at morn,

The fleet-foot peer of sassaby and kudu ;

The hunting leopard feared his bristling horn,

The foul hyaena voted him a hoodoo ;

Browsing on tender grass and camel-thorn

He roamed the plains, as all right-minded gnu do :

But now he eats the bun of discontent

That once was lord of half a continent.

And thou, my child, to whom harsh fate has dealt

A captive's birthright thou wilt never scamper
With winged feet across the windy veldt,

Where are no crowds to stare nor bars to hamper ;

Thou wilt not ring upon the rhino's pelt

In wanton sport. But there why put a damper
On thy young spirits by recounting what

Africa is but Regent's Park is not.

It would but grieve thee, and, moreover, I

Note that thy young attention 's growing looser.

A piece of cake ? lie ! my Thomas, fie !

The keeper said,
" Please not to feed the gnu, Sir."

And yet it seems a shame to pass thee by
Without some slight confectionery douceur ;

So here 's a bun ;
and let this thought obtrude :

What matter freedom while there 's lots of food !

Pro-Germanism in Kensington.

"At St. Mary Abbot's, in Kensington, the organist played Imnns

for two hours during the Sunday raid, in which the eongregat

joined." Daily Mirror.

The rumour that in consequence of the recent invasion

of a popular sea-coast resort by denizens of the East End

the local authorities have decided to change its name to

"
Brightchapel" is at present without foundation..
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TRIALS OF A CAMOUFLAGE OFFICER.
C. Officer. "Now THEN, WHAT'S THE Jir.Axrxo OP THIS?"

G. Painter. "I WAS TELMXO 'JM 'K DIDN'T KNOW xoTHiNTr ABOUT CAMEKFLARGF:, Sin, AND 'E SAYS, 'Ho, DOH'T I? I 'ix soox snow
YEB. I'LL MAKH YEB SO '3 YEB OWX MOTUKB WON'T KNOW YKIt'; AN' 'E UPS WITH TUB PAINT-BUCKET ALL OVKB ME, SlI:."

L 'A GENT PR VOCATE UR.
A SHORT while ago the following

advertisement appeared in the " 1'er-

sonal
" column of The Times :

"Artist (38), literary, travelled, mentally
isolated, would appreciate brilliant, interest-

ing correspondents ;
writers' anonymity ob-

served."

Now thereby hang many tales (none
of I hem m'cr--.;mly trite). Here is ouo
of them.
The Colonel of the Blank - blank

Bhmkshires exclaimed (us ;i!l proper
Colonels are expected to do),

" llu !

"

Carefully marking with a hluo pencil a

small paragraph on the front page of

The 'Times, ho threw it on the table

among the attentive Mess and snorted.
" Eta ! A Cuthbert - - a, genuine

shirker! I think some of you might
oblige the gentleman."
Then he stepped outside and went

into the seventh edition of his impres-
sionist sketch, "1'armyard of n French
l''arm," with lots of BBB pencil for the

manure heap. lie was a young C.O.
and new to the regiment.
The -Mess "carried on'' the coin

tion.

"I'll write to the blighter," bhoulcd

the Junior Sub. "I'll bo uu awf'ily
'

interesting correspondent.'
"

"And a brilliant cue?
"
queried the

Major.
" A Yerey brilliant one, Sir,'' asserted

the Sub., giving a sample.
" This sort of slacker," said tho

Senior Captain bitterly, as with infinite

toil he scraped the last of the glaze
from tho inside of the marmalade pot,
"

is the sort that doesn't realise that

there 's a war on."

"Don't you make any mistake," said

the Major, "lie knows, poor devil!

I 'm going to write to him and suy,
' When I think of the incessant strain

of the trench warfare carried on with

inadequate support by you civilians of

military age against the repeated brutal

attacks of tribunals, I marvel at the

indomitable pluck you display. In your
place I should simply jack it up, plead
ill-health and get into the Army."

"I've gofe an idea," said the Junior
Sub. joyously.

" Consolidate it quickly," said the

Adjutant,
" and prepare to receive

counter-attacks. Yes ?
"

"I'ye never yet been allowod to ex-

phiiu wij side of that confounded affair

of tho ruvi'inifiiis. 1'il tell it all to

Cuthbert. He '11 sympathise with me.
I '11 tell him all that the C.O. said and all

that I should have liked to say to the
C.O. To pour out one's troubles into

a travelled literary bosom what) a

relief !

"

" That 's rather an idea," said the

Senior Captain.
' I nurse a private

grief of my own beneath a camouflage
of of persiflage. I think I shall ask
Cuthlwrt's opinion, as an artist, of a
brother artist wbo himself does per-

fectly unrecognisable sketches of farm-

yards" he waved a golden -
synip

spoou towards the Colonel and the

manure heap
" and yet demands a

t'mnieking and altogether contemptible
realism in the matter of trench maps.
Pass the honey, please."

" It seems to me," said the Major
reflectively as he rose from table,

" that
'

Artist, 33, literary, travelled, mentally
isolated' (one) is going to be buried
beneath .the weight of the .world's

grievances or the grievances of this

battalion, at any rate."

"It's the same thing," ol>served the

Senior Captain gloomily.
" Isn't there

any preserved ginger? Ijord, what a

Mess 1

"

Weary Williams, a time-expired
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Second Lieutenant a ticket-of-leave

man, as it were, without a ticket-of-

leave who had once commanded the

remnants of two companies with honour

but not with acknowledgment, poise
a fountain -

pen, inquiring casuallj
" What was it the C.O. said about tl

destruction of Ypres? Ah, yes" (an
he began to write),

" a Brobilingnayia
act of brachyccplialic brutality. . .

At breakfast about a week later th

Colonel seemed to be enjoying hi

immense pile of correspondence s

heartily that many of the Mess, com

paratively letterless as they were
directed glances of injured interest to

wards him of rather deeper interes

than was warranted by military discip
line or civilian breeding (which are, o

course, the same virtue in differen

forms).
Then, presently, as he put down on

letter and opened another, the Majo
was seen to stiffen and the Junior Sub
to wilt. The attention of the tabli

became as fixed and frigid as that o
the midnight sentry at a loophole. Tin
Colonel toyed happily with anothei
letter (while the Senior Captain made
a careful census of the grounds at the
bottom of his coffee-cup), took the

range of the manure-heap outside the
window from the angles of the table

legs, rose, and departed with his cor-

respondence, summoning Williams to
follow him.

Outside the Weary One waited re-

spectfully for the Colonel to speak." So you saw through my camou-
flage ?

"
said the latter thoughtfully.

"
Yes, Sir."

" How did you do it ?
"

"
Well, Sir, to mention only the

internal evidence an ' Artist
' "

Williams waved his hand expressively
towards the manure-heap; '"thirty-
three

'

one of the youngest C.O.'s in
the Army, I believe ?

" He bowed
politely.

" Ha !

"
said the Colonel.

_

" '

Literary
'

I remember your stop-
ping Captain Jones's leave for a split
infinitive in a ration return. ' Tra-
velled

'

you have travelled in Turkey,
I think, Sir?"
The Colonel, who had been blown

out of a trench at Krithia, nodded
shortly.
" '

Mentally isolated'I 'm afraid, Sir,
our Mess doesn't afford very much for
a mind like yours to bite on. I'm
afraid, too, that such correspondence
as as mine, for instance can hardly
be called either brilliant or interesting,"
"I don't know," said the Colonel.

"That was a very good bit about the
destruction of Ypres. What was it?

Ha, yes A Brobdingnagian act
"

"
of brachyceplialic brutality, Si

But that was not original."
" If you can't bo original your

self," said the Colonel kindly,
" the nex

best thing is to quote from those wh
can."

" That 's what I thought, Sir."
" Ha ! Well, of course the writers

anonymity must be observed that 's

point of honour. Still, I think, Wii

Hams I have been asked to recom
mend an intelligent officer for a stal

appointment that if I were to nam
you I should not go far wrong. And
er if you are ever asked for an opinion
of the destruction of Ypres

" I shall remember to give the refer

ence, Sir. Thank you, Sir." W. B.

A TROPICAL TRAGEDY.
ON the tesselated slopes

Of the Isle of Tapioca,
Where the azure antelopes
Haunt the valley of Avoca,

Dwelt the maid Opoponax,
Only child of Brex Koax,
Far renowned in song and saga,

Ruler of ten million blacks,

Emperor of Larranaga.

She could play the loud jarnboon
With a fervour corybantic ;

She could hurl the macaroon
Far into the mid-Atlantic ;

More self-helpful than a SMILES,
She could ride on crocodiles,
Catch the fleetest flying-fishes ;

She could cook, like EUSTACE MILES
Wondrous vegetarian dishes.

In the cool of eventide,

Gracefully festooned with myrtle,
In her sampan she would glide

Forth to spear the snapping turtle
;

And her voice was blinding sweet,
Piercing as the parrakeet,

Fruity as old Manzanilla,
With a soupQon of the bleat

Of the African gorilla.

Eligible swains in shoals,
Victims to her fascination,

Toasted her in flowing bowls
Far beyond all computation ;

There was valorous Hupu,
Xingalong and Timbalu,
And the peerless Popocotl,

Who had gained a triple blue
For his prowess with the bottle.

But Opoponax, whose mind
Soared above her native tutors,

Imperturbably declined
All these brave and dusky suitors,

Finally she hailed a tramp
And, contriving to decamp
To the shores of Patagonia,

Finding them too chill and damp,
Perished of acute pneumonia.

In an even darker doom
Tapioca's greatness ended,

For her father to the tomb
By swift leaps and bounds de-

scended
;

Xingalong and Timbalu
Both wore slaughtered by Hupu,
Who was slain by Popocotl,

Who himself soon after slew
With an empty whisky bottle.

Every tale, we often hear,

Ought to have a wholesome moral
;

And this truth is just as clear
In the laud of palm and coral

;

For this tragedy in tones
Louder than a megaphone's
Warns us that two things are

risky,
If you dwell in torrid zones

Change of climate, love of whisky.

What to do with, our Spare Teeth.
From the window of an emporium of

ivory articles :

"CUSTOMERS' OWN TUSKS MOUNTED."

"Daily morning housework; wanted at

once, temporarily respectable person."
Middlesex County Times.

Everything is temporary in war-time.

From a drapery firm's advertise-
ment :

' Wo are the hub-bub of the Universe."

A distinct infringement of the KAISEB'S

prerogative.

' The pilot of the Sopwith single-seater
aeroplane dropped his bombs and made off

safely through a hail of anti-aircraft shells,
jut not before his observer had been wounded
n the arm." Daily Express.

ft is inferred that the observer, in
default of other accommodation, was
seated upon the pilot's knee.

" Many an Englishman who disliked hunt-
ng or shooting in July, 1914, would have
heerfully pressed a button if he could thereby
till.100,000 Germans of military ago in July
1915." The English Review.

3ut then, of course, there is no close
ime for Germans.

1 ' We were pleased to meet here lately Captain
, B.E., who has been in Franco since

icar a couple of years and has seen consider-
ble service in H.M. forces. Ho left last week
n route for la bello Francaise. We wish the
allant officer all future military success."

Scotch Paper.

Our best wishes for the lady, too.

We have sunk more German submarines
han ever before. The Admiralty has begun
o see its way to reduce the danger to propor-
ons, normal and negotiable, like other
angers. If that is done within the next
nonths the British flee will have gained the
lost memorable, though the least evident,
ictory in all its annals." Observer.

3ood old insect! But what an odd
vay to spell it.
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A CONSIDERATE FOE.
"IS IT SAFE NOW, MlSTEIt?" " YES IT WAS ALL CLEAR AT 9.20."

4 GOOD os 'EM ! JEST OAVE MY OLE MAN TIME TO GIT 'is FINAL."

OUR BOOKIMG-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

MR. STEPHEN MCKENMA, with the blushing honours of

Sonia still fresh upon him, has now turned his pen to a

tale of farcical adventure, the result being Ninety-Six
Hours' Leave (METHUEN), and I could find it in my heart

to regret it. Because, to speak frankly, the present volume
will do little to add to the reputation so deservedly won by
the other. It is a tangle of complications, which, since they
have nothing solid to rest upon, begin by baffling, and end

by boring, the reader who strives to keep pace with them.
A young officer, wishful to dine at a smart hotel and

having no appropriate clothes, is struck with the idea of

pretending to be a foreign royalty, and thus incapable of

sartorial indiscretion. And, as all sorts of assassins and
undesirable aliens happened to be waiting about to kill the

man whose style he borrowed, you can make a fair guess at

the subsequent action. There is much dialogue, most of it

sparkling, though even here I have to report criticism from
a young friend to whom I introduced the story. Ho said,
"
People don't talk like that really." Which happens to

be undeniably true. Thus, while giving Mr. McKsNNA
credit for an active invention and some really witty turns

of phrase, I fear I must repeat my warning that as a

farceur he is below his best form.

The clever lady who elects to call herself " RICHARDDEHAN "

has already secured a deserved reputation as a writer of

short stories. Her new book, Under the Hermes (HEINE-
MANN), gives us a further selection of tales of various lengths,

from one that is not quite a novel to others that are as

brief as ten pages. The themes and settings are equally
varied ;

but all or almost all show the writer at her best

in the vigorous, swift and exciting development of some
dramatic situation. The exception, I may say at once, is

the title-tale, to my mind a stilted and in a double sense

obviously
" studio piece," quite unworthy of its position

at the opening of so attractive a volume, where indeed it

might easily discourage a questing reader. " Mr. DEHAN "

is far more fairly represented by such brilliant little minia-

tures of historical romance as (to select three at random)
"A Speaking Likeness," "A Game of Faro" and "The
Vengeance of the Cherry Stone

"
slight sketches ranging

from France of the Revolution to mediteval Bologna, but
each most effective in its vivid colouring and well-handled

climax. Since one of these has lingered for many years in

my recollection from some else-forgotten magazine, I suspect
that most of the tales in the volume may be making a

second appearance. If so, it is in every way deserved.

Trench Pictures from France (MELROSE) is by the late

Major WILLIAM REDMOND, M.P., and The Ways of War
(CONSTABLE) is by the late Professor T. M. KETTLE, M.P.
Both these books are memorials raised to their authors by
the pious zeal of relations and friends who thought it shame
that so much nobility of purpose and generous ardour
should go unrecorded in a tribute more permanent than
the fleeting memories of contemporary survivors. Both
WILLIE REDMOND and TOM KETTLE were Irishmen and
members of the Nationalist Party and were to that extent

foes of the British Government ; yet, when they were
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compelled to look the Prussian menace in the face, neither failed when trying to deal with contemporary events I

the older man nor the younger hesitated for a moment, cannot be too thankful that this novel is laid in a period

Each, though there were many reasons that might have
;
before the Germans became an uncivilised nation. Olive,

pleaded against such a course,
"
joined up

"
in an Irish

j

the heroine, a delightful girl, is the supposititious child of

regiment, each in duo time went to France and each made Sir James \\~enboi-ough, whose wife, in his absence and

the supreme sacrifice, falling with his face to the foe.
:

without his knowledge, secured her as a substitute for

Neither doubted for a moment that he was serving the
,
their own child, who died at its birth. The secret is

cause of Ireland in fighting against Prussianism and all
j

disclosed by an unscrupulous minx, who uses the know-

that it implies. Their enthusiastic approval" of the justice I ledge she lias obtained to push her way into the Wenborough
of our cause should be to us a great assurance. I knew ! household. Men are not Madame ALBANESI'S strongest
them both and can say with the most complete sincerity i points, but in Roderick Guyo and Michael Wenborouyh we
that I never knew two men better loved by all who had to

j

have well-contrasted characters, and the worst that can be

book consists of a series of sketches of the War contributed and sound workmanship; it deserves a more distinctive label,

by him to The Daily Chronicle. They are written with
j

great charm and, even in the gloomiest surroundings, reflect
j

When the lean brown hero with the hawk lip extends an

the sunny nature of the man. There is a most appro- arm of steel from the six-cylinder Eolls-Eoyce in which he
ciative biographical memoir by E. M. SMITH-DAMFIEH, and

j

is lounging and snatches the beautiful mannequin from

in an appendix will be found the memorable and splendid ;
between the very jaws of an omnibus, we realise that we are

speech delivered by WILLIE EEDMOND in the Housa of !
in the presence of Romance in its purest form. A spin in the

Park and a cosy dinner
in a Soho restaurant
are quite sufficient to

convince hero and hero-

ine that they are eacli

other's own. Some
novelists would let it

go at that, but not Mr.
ARTHUR APPLIN, who
has only got to chap-
ter II. and wishes to

give us value for our
, money. What's to
' come is, as SHAKSPEARE
'

t

says, still unsure, but

apparently the heroine,
\vlio has gone to break

! the happy news to a
1

poor but respectable
|

aunt in Devonshire, is

! met at the country

Commons on March 7th

of this year a true

salutation in view of

death. KETTLE'S book

is in the main a reprint
of articles that reveal a

brilliant and versatile

mind. Mrs. KETTLE
contributes a very in-

teresting and sympa- ,

thetic account of her
'

gallant husband's life.

It would have been

impossible for such a

man not to have hated

the German tyranny.

Mr. STACY AUMONIED
takes for his theme the

development of a clever I

" H
> YOU AWFUL BOY YOU'VE L.EFT THE TACKS IN THE ROAD, AND NOW THE

ti n a TANK'LL GET A PUNCTURE. "

neurotic,.Arthur Gaffyn, L

who stands, in relation to normal life and normal feelings,
Just Outside (METHUEN) a common modern type, perhaps a

commoner type in all ages than the obvious records show.
The author handles with real subtlety the phases of Arthur's

station by a chauffeur, who calls her "
Lady Alice "and

waves her towards a large Limousine. She knows she isn't

Lady Alice and has no car to meet her, but she hops in

nevertheless. She doesn't know where she is going, but

marriage with a woman much older than himself, a marriage i

she is on her way. There is a smash, and when the
in which the hunger of the woman for love was a greater heroine comes to she is being called Lady Alice in an
factor than the not deeply stirred passion of the man. Then, ancestral castle. Everything has been obliterated from
with the appearance of the destined mate, beauty and youth her memory, including her own identity and that of the
and desire carry the day against duty, but neither callously hero, and the author can now make a fresh start. If 3-011
nor flippantly. The insight and sympathy displayed in the wish to know how it all ends you must get The Woman
analysis of motive are remarkable. The author has a real

j

Who Was Not (WARD, LOCK), but there is no compelling
gift for portraiture. In particular he touches in his minor reason why 3'ou should.
folk with extraordinarily deft denning lines. Perhaps in

|

general there is a little hesitancy in craftsmanship, a slight
Air-Raid Fashions at Manchester,

quavering between the fashionable modern realism and an
j

"Monday commences the final week of Sir Thomas Beeclwin's

older romanticism. But the seriousness of his artistic I KKASON OF NIGHTY PROMENADE CONCERTS."

intention, the solidity of his work (which is by no means I
Manchester City Press.

to say stodginess, quite the contrary) will commend " WEXKLEYDALE BLUE-FACED SHEEP-BREEDERS' SHOW."
Mr. AUMONIER to all who care to listen to people who have
the one thing necessary, something to say ; and the other ! We cannot conceive why these breeders should look blue

thing desirable, a pleasant way of saying it. with prices at their present height.

In its quiet unobtrusive way When Michael Came to Town
(HUTCHINSON) is a most excellent specimen of Madame
ALBANESI'S art.

War-time Frugality.
" Before an interested and applauding public on the verandah of the

, ,,. !
Club-house Mrs. MacDonald, who had also provided tea, distributed

if wai is, to be heard m it, and the cu]?s and other insignia o V1-j.tory to the cceMM competitors."when I think how completely some of our novelists have Standard (Buenos Aires).
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CHARIVARIA.
, aboriginal priest
Throne lias liccn

TUB mutiny of the German sailors at the flesh of tigers, wolves, leopards, Ac.,
* - 4 I "**_ 1 1 Tl ' 1

now claiming the as "the well-known inventor and phil-

accustomed to eat anthropist." He still invents (his latest

Kiel is now explained. They preferred

death to another speech from the

K.HSKH.
*

A Constantinople poet has translated

the plays of HII \KSIM: \KK into Turkish.

The rendering is said to be faithful to

the text, and it is assumed that a keen

appreciation of Turkey's military ne-

cessities alone accounts for his reference

to the " Swan of Avon
"
as the " Bulbul

of Potsdam." * ...

*

The use of flour as an ingredient of

sausages is now forbidden. Young
sausages which have
hitherto been fed on
bread and milk must
either be broken to

bones or killed for the

table. ... *'

*

An optimist writes to

express the hope that

by this elimination of

flour the dreadful secret

of the sausage may be
at last revealed.

* *

The German Govern-
ment has created a Pulp
Commission. We have

always said they would
be reduced to it in time.

* *

The King of SIAM'S

royal yacht has been
turned intoacargoboat.

Reports that the Sacred
White Elephant has
been commandeered for

use as a floating dock
are still unconfirmed.

* *
:;:

For giving corn to pheasants a fine

of ten pounds has been inflicted on a

merchant of New York (Lines.) The
removal en bloc of this village from
the mouth of the Hudson river to its

present site should finally convince the

sceptics of the magnitude of America's

war effort. ... ...
"

*'

The Vacant Land Cultivation Society
offers a prize of ten shillings for the

heaviest potato. Some of our most
notorious potato-tellers are expected to

compete. ... ^

The provision of steel helmets for the

Metropolitan Police is all right so far

as it goes, but the Force is still asking

why it cannot be furnished with some

protection for its other extremities.

also the human heart. It is, however,

only fair to our own restaurateurs to

state that, though China is alleged to

be on the eve of war, there is as yet no

food-control in that country.
* *

An unusual scarcity of wasps is re-

ported from various parts of the country.

Nothing is being done about it.

* '" :

A calf has been sold for two thousand

seven hundred guineas in Aberdeen-

is a gas-thrower, reported by the Der-

luii-r T,i</i-l,[(itt to be "a veritable mon-
ster ,

of destruction"), but has dropped
the other job.

*'

A swallow-tail buitcrfly which es-

caped from the Zoo has been re-captured
at Eastbourne. When caught it gave
the policeman to understand that it

would go quietly.

Two men, we read,

two hours to chisel a

took twenty-
hole through

shire. The plucky purchaser is under- the three-foot flint concrete roof of the

stood to have had for some time past London Opera House. The report that

a craving for a veal cutlet. they did this

The Wit. "An, NOW YOU 'BE FOB IT, ALBEBT?"
Tractor-Driver. "Wor'8 THE MATTEB?"
The Wit. "WHY, YOU'VE BEEN AND GONE AND COME ON PABADE WITHOUT

YOUB SPURS."

to avoid the Entertain-

ment Tax has now been
contradicted.

"The American
Winston Churchill,"

says T'M Daily Express,
" has to plod through
life without a middle
name." We all have
our little cross to bear.

Even the MINISTER OF
MUNITIONS has to plod

through life with the

knowledge that there is

another Wi n s t o n
Churchill loose about
the world.

*
*

It is proposed that

Parliament shall sit

,

from 10 A.M-. to 5 P.M.,

instead of from 3 to

1

11 P.M. We do not care

j

for this crude attempt
to mix business with

politics. $ ,

A new form of frightfulness is evi-

dently being practised upon their guards

by our interned Huns. " Some of

them," says a contemporary, "purchase
a hundred cigars with a portion of the

one pound a day which is the miserable

maximum they may spend on luxuries."
* *
*

'

People who speak of suicide seldom
do anything desperate," says a well- 1 little tots.

The Boundary Com-
' mission Report advo-

cates the creation of thirty- one new
M.P.'s. It will be a bitter disappoint-
ment for those who were sanguine

enough to hope that Redistribution

would spell Reform.
* .:

.;:

The Government has commandeered
all stocks of rum. The rigours of war,
it seems, must be suffered even by our

known mental expert. So that the

KAISER'S threat to fight England to

the death may be taken for what it is

worth. * *

From China it is reported that an

An extraordinary meeting of German

Reichstag Members has arrived at the

decision that the Germans cannot hope
for victory in the field. We see noth-

ing extraordinary in this.

Professor BERGEN was once described

"The bridegroom, 6 ft. 35 ins. in height,
was wearing the full-dress uniform of a captain
in the Army." Great Yarmouth Independent.

lie would need it all.

Headline to a description of a recent

push :

" VONDERFUL RESULTS."
Evening Paper.

The "Hidden Hand" in the composing-
room?
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THE INNOCENTS ABROAD.

r-Stedfastness and righteousness are the qualities which the

,;;, p.,,,,1, value in the highest degree, and winch have brought

oodwid honourable reputation in the whole world. \\hen we

nUkc exp 'rim. 'iits in lies and deception, intrigue and low cunning,

we suffer boneless and brutal failure. Our lies are coarse and im-

probable, our ambiguity is pitiful simplicity. The history of the

roVes this bv a hundred examples. When our enemies poured

all' these things upon us like a hailstorm, and we convinced ourselves

,f the effectiveness of such tactics, we tried to imitate them. But

these tactics will not fit the German. We are rough but mora ,
we

are credulous but honest." llerr Bssmtmo, vi "Deutsche 1 olitili. ]

Ix F.den bowers, so fair to see,

There dwelt, when sin was yet to be,

A guileless Serpent up a tree,

Sniffing the virgin breezes ;

Till EVE (the huzzy!), one fine day,.

With evil purpose came his way,
And led that simple worm astray

By low and wicked wheezes'.

A Wolf there was, quite sweet and good,

Till in his path Red Riding-Hood
Went camouflaging through the wood

A brazen little terror ;

Large teeth she had and bulgy eyes
And told the most amazing lies,

And taught him, in a flowery guise,

The downward route to error.

Of Fritz's nature, fresh as morn,
Pure as a babe that 's just been born, .

Clean as a poodle lately-shorn,
These are symbolic samples ;

The Wolf unversed in specious vice,

The Serpent with a taste as nice

As anything in Paradise

Debauched by bad examples.

England seduced us. 'Neath her spell,

Mistress of lies, wo fell and fell

Into the poisoned sink, or well,

Of faked and fabulous rumour;
And there, as we were bound to do,

We failed, because we loved the True,
And loathed the False as alien to

Our artless German humour.

I speak as one who ought to know ;

Myself I tried a trick or so

In U.S.A. and had to go,

Looking absurdly silly ;

And now against us, big with fate,

That Hemisphere has thrown its weight,
Both North and South (though, up to date

We haven't heard from Chili).

Laughter we 've earned a noble shame !

Built to achieve a higher aim,
We honest Huns can't play the game

Of shifty propaganders ;

Henceforth we 'd better all get back
On to the straight and righteous track

And help our HINDENBURG to hack

(If not too late) through Flanders.

O.S.

"Red heels were much' in evidence, both Lady D and Lady
C aSected them, and they were to be seen in other unexpcctcc
places .

"
Observer .

Certainly their use as ornaments in the small of the back

surprised us a good deal.

THE CARP AT MIRAMEL.
[In the following article all actual names, personal, geographical

and regimental, have been duly camouflaged.]

THE carp that live in the moat of the Chateau do Miramcl

v
the zone of the armies in France) are of an age and

ugliness incredible and of a superlative cynicism. One of

,hem local tradition pointed to a one-eyed old reprobate
with a yellow face is the richer these hundred years past

jy an English peeress's diamond ring.

From the. bottom of the moat one world-war is like

another, and none of them very different from peace. It

is but a row of grinning red healthy faces over the coping
and a shower of bread and biscuit.

When the nightmare of BONAPARTE was ended in the

Autumn of 1815, the 22nd K.B. Lancers, commanded by
an English peer, billeted themselves in and around the

Chateau de Miramel. The English peer, finding time hang
heavy on his hands, or my lady's letters proving insistent,

sent for her to come out to him at Miramel. You could

do that sort of homely thing in 1815.

So my lady comes to Miramel, and the very first day, as she

leans out or window in the round tower, mishandles her

diamond ring (gift of my lord) and drops it into the moat.

Her host, the good Comte de Miramel, dredged and drained,
but no trace of the diamond ring was ever found. But old

Cyclops, the carp, grinned horribly.
In due course my lord and lady went home to the Isle of

Fogs, and thence they sent their portraits to their host as

a souvenir of their stay. Here indeed the portraits still

hang, very graceful in the style of the period. And to the

appreciative visitor Madame de Miramel (of to-day) shows
a missive of thanks, written in indifferent bad French, in

which my lady refers sorrowfully to " ma bague diamant&e."

Once again the 22nd K.E. Lancers are billeted in

Miramel. The other day I noticed on a worn stone pillar

at the great door the following half-obliterated words :

"ED- WYNN, pikeman of the dashing 22nd King's Ryol ridgemet
of lanciers. Sept. 1815

"
;

and freshly scratched above the inscription :

"Better at piking than at speliug.
22" d K.R. Lancers. JAS. BABNET. Sept. 1917."

The old carp seems to be right, and one war is very like

another. There is no radical change in the orthography
of the 22nd King's Royal Lancers, and some-one else's wall

is still the medium for self-expression.
Old Cyclops must be throwing his mind back a hundred

years or so. There is a rain of bread and biscuits into the

moat and a ring of red grinning faces above the coping.

Yesterday I threw a disused safety-razor blade over the old

scoundrel's nose. And " Bless my soul !

"
he said, as he

lazily bolted it, '! there hasn't teen such a year for, minnows
since 1815."

But Armageddon 1917 holds surprises even for those

who live at the bottom of a moat. For very early this

morning a bauble fell into the meat that Cyclops" himself

couldn't digest. The old cynic was found floating, scarred

belly upwards, on the surface of the water.

The mess-waiter took char-go of the post-mortem. Like

the Duke of Plaza Toro, he "likes an interment" and rarely
misses a last rite. A keen fisherman, he had little difficulty

in extracting an exhibit for the Court's inspection, which

he unhesitatingly pronounced to be a diamond ring in an

advanced state of decomposition.
The mess-cook, on the other hand, identified the relic as

the stopping, recently mislaid, from one of his back teeth.

In any case there seems little room for doubt that a

Hun airman has avenged the long-dead lady.
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ENIGMA.
POLICEMAN (on duty at St. Stephen's).

" STAND ASIDE, PLEASE."

MB. PUNCH. "WHAT'S HAPPENING?"
POLICEMAN. "PARLIAMENT REASSEMBLING."
MB. PUNCH. " WHY ?

"
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Ex-Bus-driver (in difficulties in the roadless zone).
" 'ERE 's OLE PICCADILLY UP AGIN PAIR IN THE 'IGHTH OP THE SEASON."

THE MUD LARKS.
ALL the world has marvelled at " the

irrepressible good humour "
of old

Atkins. Every distinguished tripper
who comes Cook's-touring to the Front
for a couple of days devotes at least a

chapter of his resultant book to it.

" How in thunder does Thomas do it ?
"

they ask. " What the mischief does he
find to laugh at ?

"
Listen.

Years ago, when the well-known War
was young, a great man sat in his

sanctum exercising his grey matter.
He said to himself,

" There is a war
on. Men, amounting to several, will

be prised loose from comfortable sur-

roundings and condemned to get on
with it for the term of their unnatural
lives. They will be shelled, gassed,
mined and bombed, smothered in mud,
worked to the bone, bored stiff and
scared silly. Fatigues will be unend-

ing, rations short, rum diluted, reliefs

late and leave nil. Their girls will for-

sake them for diamond-studded inuni-

tioneers. Their wives will write saying,
' Little Jimmie has the mumps ; and
what about the rent ? You aren't spend-
ing all of five bob a week on yourself,
are you ?

'

This is but a tithe (or else
a tittle) of the things that will occur
to them, and their sunny natures will
sour and sicken if something isn't done
about it."

The great man sat up all night chew-

ing penholders and pondering on the

problem. The BIG IDEA came with the
end of the eighth penholder.
He sprang to his feet, fires of inspira-

tion flashing from his eyes, and boomed,
" Let there be Funny Cuts !

"
then

went to bed. Next morning he created
" I." (which stands for Intelligence),

carefully selected his Staff, arrayed
them in tabs of appropriate hue, and

Our Adjutant had a telephone call

not long ago.
"
Army speaking," said a

voice. " Will you send somebody over
to Rataplan and see if there is a Town
Major there ?

"

The Adjutant said he would, and a
N.C.O. was despatched forthwith. He re-

turned later, reporting no symptoms of

one, so the Adjutant rang up Exchange
and asked to be hooked on to Army

at Rataplan," said the
You astound me, Fair

told them to go the limit. And they Headquarters.
" Which branch ?" Ex-

have been going it faithfully ever since.
'^- " T n "

What the Marines are to the Senior

Service, "I." is to us. Should a Sub-
altern come in with the yarn that the

spook of HINDENBCHG accosted him at

Bloody Corner and offered him a cigar,
or a balloon cherub buttonhole you
with the story of a Bosch tank fitted

with rubber tyres, C-springs and hot
and cold water, that he has seen climb-

ing trees behind St. Quentin, we retort,
"
Oh, go and tell it to '

I.'
" and then sit

back and see what the inspired official

organ of the green tabs will make of it.

A hint is as good as a wink to them,
a nudge ample. Under the genius of

these imaginative artists the most
trivial incident burgeons forth into a
LE QUEUX spell-binder, and the whole
British Army, mustering about its

Sergeant-Majors, gets selected cameos
read to it every morning at roll-call,

laughs brokenly into the jaws of dawn
and continues chuckling to itself all

day. Now you know.

change inquired.
"
Why, really I don't

know forgot to ask," the Adjutant
confessed. " I '11 have a try at ' A.'

"

"
Hello," said " A." " There is no

Town Major
Adjutant.

"

Unknown," said "A."; "butwhatabout
it, anyway ?" The Adjutant apologised
and asked Exchange for "Q." depart-
ment. "

Hello," said "
Q."

" There is

no Town Major at Rataplan," said the

Adjutant.
"
Sorry, old thing, whoever

you are," said "Q.," "but we don't

stock 'em. Rations, iron ; perspirators,
box

; oil, whale, delivered with prompti-
tude and civility, but NOT Town Majors

sorry." The Adjutant
1

sighed and
consulted with Exchange as to who
possibly could have rung him up.

Exchange couldn't guess unless it

was " I." no harm in trying, anyhow.
"Hello!" said "I." "There is no

Town Major at Rataplan," the Adjutant
droned somewhat wearily.

" Wha-t !

"

"I." exclaimed, suddenly interested.
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"
Say it again, clearer.

" EAT-A-PLAN
No TOWN MA-JOU," the Adjutant

repeated. There was a pause ; then

he heard the somebody give off an

awed " Good Lord !

"
and drop the

receiver. Next morning in Fimny Cuts

(the organ of Intelligence) we learned

that "
Corps Headquarters was heavily

shelled last night. The Town Major
is missing. This is evidence that the

enemy has brought long-range guns
into the opposite sector." Followed
masses of information as to the prob-
able make of the guns, the size of

shell they preferred, the life-story of

the Battery Commander, his favourite

"flower and author.

The Bosch, always on the alert to

snaffle the paying devices of an opposi-
tion firm, now has his "I." staff and

Funny Cuts as well. From time to

time we capture a copy and read this

sort of thing :

" From agonised screeches heard by
one of our intrepid airmen while pa-

trolling over the enemy's lines yester-

day, it is evident that the brutal and
relentless British are bayonetting their

prisoners."
A Highland Division, whose star

pipers were holding a dirge and lament

contest on that date, are now ticking
off the hours to the next offensive.

The Antrims had a cordon bleu by the

name of Michael O'Callagan. He was
a sturdy rogue, having retreated all the

way from Mons, and subsequently ad-

vanced all the way back to the Yser

with a huge stock-pot on his back,

from which he had furnished mysteri-
ous stews to all comers, at all hours,

under any conditions. For this, and
for the fact that he could cook under

water, and would turn out hot meals

when other chefs were committing
suicide, much was forgiven him, but

he was prone to look upon the vin

when it was rouge and was habitually
coated an inch thick with a varnish of

soot and pot-black. One morning he

calmly hove himself over the parapet
and, in spite of the earnest attentions

of Hun snipers, remained there long

enough to collect sufficient debris to

boil his dixies. Next day the Bosch

Funny Cuts flared forth scareheads :

" SAVAGES ON THE SOMME.

The desperate and unprincipled Brit-

ish are employing black cannibal Zulus

in the defence of their system. Yes-

terday one of them, a chief of incredi-

bly depraved appearance, was observed

scouting in the open."
The communique ended with a trea-

tise on the Zulu, its black man-eating
habits, and an exhortation to " our old

Brandenburgers
"
not to be dismayed.

PATLANDER.

More Sex Problems.

From a stock-auction report :

"THE BULL CALVES.
THE BULL CAI.VKS."

Glasgow Herald.

Notwithstanding the repetition of this

statement we find great difficulty in

believing it.

"SOLDIERS' CHRISTMAS GIFTS.

POSTING DATES FOB EGYPT AND SALONIKA."
Times.

It sounds a little like consigning coa1

to Newcastle.

"Am RAIDS. Peaceful country rectory,

Hampshire, well out of danger zone, can

receive three or four paying guests. Large
garden, beautiful scenery, high, bracing.

Simple life. 10 each weekly." Tlie Times.

This enterprising parson seems to have

borrowed his recipe for tlie simple life

from GRAY'S Elegy :

Along the cool sequester'd vale of life

They kept the noiseless tenner of their way
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BEA-STS ROYAL.
IV.

KING HENRY'S STAG-HOUND. A.D. 153G

TEN puffs upon my master's toes, .

And twenty on his sleeves,

Upon his lint a Tudor rose

Set round with silver leaves ;

But never a hunting-spear,
And never a vowel-spur ;

Who is this that he calls his Dear ?

I think I will hark at her.

The Windsor groves were fresh and

green,

Dangling with Summer dew,

When my master rode with his Spanish

queen, ,

And the huntsm:n cried,
" Halloo !

'

New never a horn is heard,

And never the lances stir ;

Who is this that he calls his Bird ?

I think I will follow her.

To-night my master walks alone

In the pleached pathway dim,
And the thick moss reddens on the

stone

Where she used to walk with him.
When will he shout for the glove
And the spear of the verderer ?

Where is she gone whom he called

his Love?
For I cannot follow her.

SECOND CHILDHOOD.
I MUST make a confession to some-

one. I have wasted raw material which
is a substitute for something else indis-

pensable for defeating the Hun, and

probably traitor is the right name for

me. Let me explain.
Somewhere in Nutshire there is a

place called Cotterham. It is one of

those little villages which somehow
nobody expects to meet nowadays out-
side the pages of a KATE GREENAWAY
painting book. There is the village

green, with its pond and geese and

absurdly pretty cottages with gardens
full of red bergamot and lads'-love, and
a little school where the children are
still taught to curtsey and pull their
forelocks when the Squire goes by.
And beyond the Green, at the end of

Plough Lane and after you have crossed

Leg-o'-Mutton Common, you come to
Down Wood, and if you 'don't meet
Little Eed Biding-Hood on the way or
come on Snow White and her seven
dwarfs, that is only because you must
have taken the wrong turning after you
came through the kissing-gate at the
bottom of Lovers' Lane. I am a native
of Cotterham, and in my more reflective

moments I wonder why such an idyllic

place should have produced anything
so unromantic as myself, His Majesty's
Deputy Assistant Acting Inspector for

All Sorts of Unexpected Explosives.
Cotterham still has a large place in my
affections, and it gave me a consider-

able shock the other day to get a letter

from the Squire, who is an old friend,

asking mo down for a week-end, and

adding,
" You can do a little profes-

sional job for me too. You really will

be interested to see what splendid work
is being done here in your line of fire.

The output is some of the best in the

district. But there has been trouble

lately and the leaders of the two biggest
shifts were found to have appropriated
a substantial part of the output to

their own uses. I shall rely on you
to straighten things out and suggest
the right penalties."

So they were even making munitions
in Coiterham. I conjured Up visions

of interminable rows of huts, of thou-

sands of overalled workers swamping
Plough Lane, trampling the Green

brown, scaring the geese, obliterating
the immemorial shape of Leg-o'-Mutton
Common by a mushroom township,

laying Down Wood low, and coming
to me with some miserable tale of

petty pilfering for my adjustment. I

must own I got out of the train at

Muddlehampstead and into the station

fly feeling distinctly low-spirited. It

was some consolation to find that the

railway still stopped seven miles short

of my village, though I reflected gloomily
that the place itself was doubtless a

network of light railways by. this time.

We bowled along in stately fashion up
Plough Lane and past Halfpenny Cross
to the Manor House with its thatched
roof and Virginia-creeper all over the

porch. The Squire carried me off at

once for the professional part of my
visit, but we fell to talking of fishing,
which had been good, and cubbing,
which had been bad, and were on to

Leg-o'-Mutton Common before I re-

membered to speak of munitions.

"Not much sign of war here," I

said with a relieved sigh.
" I was

afraid they 'd have spoilt the dear old

lieath for a certainty. Only don't say
;t "s Down Wood they 've gone to, for

ihat 'd be more than I could stand. I

ihought there were fairies there long
after I ought to have been a hard-

leaded young man of six, and if they 've

gone and desecrated that wood with
'actories

"

The Squire smiled.
" I don't think I should worry.

Amongst all your Unexpected Explo-
sives do you happen to condescend to

lave heard of the gentle horse-chestnut
and the school-children that collect

;honi ? Here are the two delinquents
[ wrote to you about, and we 've

caught them in the act. Just look at

;hem wasting the precious things."

Two small boys were playing at

conkers, two small boys with very
earnest faces and grubby clothes which
never figured in KATE GREENAWAY'S

pictures, wasting precious material
which five-and-thirty other scholars

were diligently collecting and stuffing
into sacks. I ought to have given
them a lecture on patriotism the army
behind the Army. But we each of us

keep one childish passion untamed,
even if we are unromantic old bachelors,
and I, His Majesty's Deputy Assistant

Acting Inspector for All Sorts of Unex-

pected Explosives and his very loyal

subject, who have lived for nearly
half-a-century of Octobers in London
town I borrowed the bigger conker
and systematically and in deadly
earnest I fought and defeated the other
small boy.

They say that treason never suc-

ceeds
;
so perhaps I can't be a traitor

after all. ===^=====,

THE UNDISMAYED.
IN a world of insecurity and change

it is good to have one bedrock certainty
upon which the mind can rest. Thrones
totter and fall; Commanders-in-chief
are superseded ; Admirals of the High
Fleet are displaced ;

in politics leaders

come and go and reputations pass ;
in

ordinary life a thousand mutations are

visible. But amid all this flux there

remains mercifully one resolute piece
of routine that nothing can alter.

Whatever may be happening elsewhere
in the world mutinies in the German
Navy, revolutions in Eussia, advances
in France, advances in Flanders
Leicester Square keeps its head. Arma-

geddon may be turning the world upside
down, but it cannot cause those old

antagonists, STEVENSON and EEECE, to

cease their perpetual contest ; and if

the War lasts another ten years you
will read in The Times of October 17th,

1927, a paragraph to the effect that

"at the close of play yesterday in the

billiard match of 16,000 points up be-

tween Stevenson and Eeece, at the

Grand Hall, Leicester Square, the

scores were : Eeece (in play), 4,676 ;

Stevenson, 2,837." .

Not Cannibals after all.
' The first contingent of the American troops

brought food for six months, and hence the
fears of the peasants in, France lest they
should be eaten up are groundless."

Adelaide Advertiser.

'' If the public continue to spend the samo
sum of money on bread at 9d. as they did

when it was Is., it is easy to see that the con-

sumption will rise by a quarter or 25 per
cent." Glasgow Evening News.

We are always timid about questioning
a Scotsman's arithmetic, but we make
;he increase a third, or 33^- per cent.
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CROSS-TALK WITH PETHERTON.

Tether-ton and I have just emerged
from another bombardment. Certain

correspondence in The Surbury Gazette

and North Herts Courier gave me a

welcome excuse for firing what 1 may
term a sighting shot. I wrote to my
genial neighbour as follows :

DEAU MK. I'KTHKKTON, No doubt

you have seen the recent letters in I lie

local paper anent the remains of the old

Cross, which are at once an ornament

to Castle Street, Hurhury, and a stand-

ing menace to the peace of mind of the

local antiquarians.
I am exceedingly interested in the

matter myself and feel that the views

of one who, I am sure, adds a wide

knowledge of archeology to the long
list of his accomplishments, would be

both interesting and instructive to my-
self and (if you would allow your views

to be published) to our little com-

munity in general.
If therefore you will write and let

mo know your opinion on the matter I

shall take it as a friendly and cousinly
a- /tic certain eighteenth-century docu-

ments in the Record Ollice) act.

Yours sincerely,
HENRY J. FOBDYCE.

Petherton replied with a whizz-bang
as thus :

SIR, I have read the idiotic corre-

spondence to which you refer, and am
informed that you are the author of

the screed which appeared in last

Saturday's issue of the paper. If my
informant is correct as to the author-

ship of the letter I can only say it is a

pity that, with apparently no know-

ledge of the subject, you should venture

into print. Anyone enjoying the least

acquaintance with the rudiments of

English history would be perfectly
aware that the remains have no con-

nection with QUEEN ELEANOR what-

ever. The whereabouts of all the

crosses put up to her memory are

quite well known to archaeologists.
Yours faithfully,

FREDERICK PETHERTON.

I replied with light artillery :

DEAR PETHERTON, Yours re the late

Mrs. EDWARD PI/ANTAGENET to hand.

Though not a professed archaeologist
I do know something of the ruin in

question, having several times examined
it and having heard, perhaps, most, if

not all, the various theories concerning
it. I have been here a good deal

longer than you have, I believe, and
cannot think that you know more of

the subject than I.

Have you read Wycherley's treatise

on the Eleanor Crosses ? [I invented |

He (connoiaeur of wines). "WE STAYED SEVERAL DAYS AT AS INN IN A LITTLE

GLOUCESTERSHIRE VILLAGE, AS WE POUND THEY HAD SUCH AN EXCELLENT CELLAR."

She. "REALLY! I HAD NO IDEA THE RAIDERS HAD GOT BO PAR WEST AS THAT."

this monograph for the purpose of in-

ducing Petherton to reload.] If not,

why not ? Perhaps you would like to

dispute the existence of a castle on the

site where the Castle Farm now stands,

and where such shameless profiteering
is carried on in eggs and butter ?

By the way, how is your poultry ? I

notice that your seizieme siecle rooster

wants his tail remodelling. Perhaps

you are not worrying about new plum-

age for him till after the War, though
it seems like carrying patriotism to

absurd lengths.
Yours sincerely,

HENRY J. FOBDYCE.
I hope you will allow your letter to

be published in The Gazette.

In reply to this Petherton discharged
with :

SIR, I am not concerned with the

I castle, which may or may not have

existed in Surbury, nor am I interested

in your friend's monograph on Eleanor

Crosses. Other people besides your-
self have the impudence to rush into

print on matters of which they are

sublimely ignorant.

Perhaps I had better inform you that

EDWARD I. reigned at the end of the

thirteenth and the beginning of the four-

teenth centuries (1272-1307), not in the

fifteenth, and a very slight knowledge of

architecture would convince you that

the Surbury relics are not earlier than

the fifteenth century.

Trusting you will not commit any
further absurdities, though I am not too

sanguine,
I am, Yours faithfully,

FBEDEBICK PETHKBTON.

My views are not for publication. ]
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Excitable Laily (describing to wounded Tommies the appearance of a bomb-hole on the London Front. "You COULD HAVE BUMED A
HORSE IN IT. YOU NEVER SAW SUCH A THING IN YOUB LIFE !

"

prefer not to be mixed up in such a

symposium.
It was evident that my neighbour's

weapon was beginning to get heated,
so 1 flicked him with some more light

artillery to draw him on, and loosed

off with :

DEAR OLD MAN, What a historian

you are! You have JOHN EICHAKD
GREEN beaten to his knees, FROUDE
and GARDINER out

of_ sight, and even
the authoress of. the'immortal Little

Arthur could not have placed EDDY I.

with greater chronological exactitude.

In fact there seems to be no subject on
which you cannot write informatively,
which makes me sorry that you will

not join in the literary fray in the
local paper, as it deprives the natives
of a great treat.

But there is a but, my dear Fred
I cannot admit your claim to superior
knowledge of the Surbury relics. He-
member, I have grown up with them
as it were. Yours ever,

HARRY FORDYCE.

SIR (exploded Petherton), What
senseless drivel you write on the least

provocation ! Whether you grew up
with the Surbury relics or not, you
have certainly decayed with them.

Every stone that 's left of that con-

founded ruin (probably only a simple

market-cross) proclaims the date of its

birth. Even the broken finial and the

two crockets lying on the ground ex-

pose your ignorance. Eleanor Cross,
bah !

Yours flly., F. PETHERTON.

I thought it was time to emerge from

my literary camouflage and let off a

heavy howitzer; which I did, with the

following :

DEAR FREDDY, I am afraid you have

got hold of the wrong end of the stick

and laid an egg in a mare's nest. [These
mixed metaphors were designed to

tease him into a further barrage.] I

did not write, and I do not remember
saying that I had written, the letter to

the paper which seems to have given
you as much pleasure as it has given
me. I had no hand in the symposium,
but the way you have brought your
CHESTERFIELD battery into action has
been so masterly that I, for one, can
never regret that you were misinformed.
I believe the particular letter to The
Gazette was written by one of the staff,

a native of the place, who probably
carved his name on the base in his

youth, and has felt a personal interest
in the Cross ever since. I hope with
this new light on the affair you will

' favour me with your further views on

history and archaeology.
Yours ever, HARRY.

How lovely the blackberries are look-

ing after the rain !

But I couldn't draw Petherton's fire

again, for his gun had been knocked

out by this direct hit.

Sugar Control.

Thanks to the new sugar regulations
we now expect half a pound of sugar

per head per week instead of half a

pound of sugar per head per-haps.

"HOGS STILL SOARING."
Headline in Canadian Paper.

The shortage of petrol seems to have
driven them from the roads.

"Sir John Hare declares that there is no
truth in the statement that he is saying

' '

to the stage." Bournemouth Echo.

Personally, we never believed that he

would be guilty of such language.

" The only thing which will actually bring
peace is an army of occupation standing on its

own flat feet, either in Germany or on the
German frontier." Weekly Dispatch.

But why this preference for the flat-

footed ? Are not the hammer-toed to

have a chance ?
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THE DANCE OF DEATH.
TIIK KAISEII. "STOP! STOP 1 I'M TIRED."
DEATH. "I STARTED AT YOUR BIDDING;- I STOP WHEN I CHOOSE."
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Officer. "I SAY LOOK HERE. I TOLD YOU TO GO TO PADDINGTON, AND YOU 'BE GOING IS THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION."
Taxi-Driver. " ORL RIGHT ORL RIGHT ! You 'HE LUCKY TO GET A CAB AT ALL, INSTEAD OP GRUMBLIN' ABAHT WHERE YER WANTS

TER GO TO !"

THE NEW MRS. MARKHAM.
CONVERSATION ON CHAPTER LX.

Mary. I wish, Mamma, that there

were not so many shocking stories in

history.
Mrs. M. History is, indeed, a sad

catalogue of human miseries, and one
is glad to turn aside from the horrors
of war to the amenities of private life.

Shall I tell you something of the do-

mestic habits of the English in the

early twentieth century ?

Mary. Oh do, Mamma ; I shall like

that very -much.
Mrs. M. The nobility and the well-

to-do classes no longer lived shut up
in gloomy castles, but made a point of

spending most of their time in public.

They never took their meals at home,
but habitually frequented large build-

ings called restaurants, fitted up with

sumptuous and semi-Sultanic splen-
dour. In these halls, while the guests
sat at a number of tables, they were
entertained by minstrels and singers.
It was even said that they acquired
the habit of eating and drinking in
time to the music. They were waited

upon for the most part by foreigners,
who spoke broken English, and what
with the babel of tongues, the din of

the music and the constant popping of

corks, for alcohol had not yet been

prohibited, the scene beggared de-

scription.
Richard. Well, I am sure I would

rather dine in our neat little dining-
room, with our silent wireless waiter,
than partake of the most extravagant
repasts in those sumptuous halls.

George. I must just ask you, Mamma,
about one thing that has all along
puzzled me very much. What was the
House of Lords about all this time
that they let the House of Commons
govern the country and have their own
way in everything ?

Mrs. M. I am afraid, my dear George,
that you are animated by a somewhat

reactionary bias in favour of feudalism,
which in your own best interests you
would do well to curb. It is enough
to say that some of the peers supported
the House of Commons, and the ma-

jority were too timid to make any
stand against the numbers and violence
of the other House. Nowadays, thanks
to the wide diffusion of peerages and
the fact that they are conferred far

more freely on persons of advanced

political views, this lack of independ-
ence has largely been eliminated.

Bichard. I am sure we must all

thank you for the trouble you took to

explain about Free Trade and Protec-

tion; but if you are not too tired will

you kindly tell us something about the
learned and clever men who lived at

this time ?

Mrs. M. You know, my dear boy,
that I am always happy to impart
information, and am pleased to have
such attentive listeners. The authoress
of your favourite poems, Mary, lived in

this reign. I mean Mrs. ELLA WHEELER
WILCOX. The Eev. H. G. WELLS, the

famous theologian who abolished the
Latin and Greek grammars ; the Bar-
oness Corkscrew to call her by the
name under which she was ultimately
elevated to the peerage who wrote so

many beautiful historical romances that

she quite superseded SirWALTER SCOTT
;

Sir JOHN OXENHAM, one of England's
greatest poets ;

and Lord HALL-CAINE,
author of Isle of Man Power, were

commanding figures in this period.
Bichard. Oh, Mamma, did not Lord

HALL-CAINE discover the North Pole ?

Mrs. M. Not that I am aware of, my
dear boy, though it is quite possible.
But you are probably confusing him
with the Arctic explorer, Dr. KANE.

Among the scientific men I must men-
tion Sir WILLIAM ROBERTSON NICOLL,
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tho great Scots agriculturist who first

applied intensive culture to tho kail-

yard ;
General BELLOC, tho illustrious

topographer, and HAROLD BEG HI K, who
discovered and popularixed Sir OLIVEU

LODC;I:.

llirlnird. Ah, Mamma, I know enough
about tho Georgians to feel sure that

you have left out a great many tilings.

You have never told us about tho

Marquis of NOUTHCLIFFE'S discovery of

America, his introduction of the potato
to that Continent, and his building of

tho Yellow House in the Yellowstone

Park.

George. And you have not fully satis-

fied our curiosity about Sir GEORGE

BOBEY, Baronet, Lord LAUDER, Sir

CHARLES CHAPLIN and other great
Loaders of English Society.
Mrs. M. True, my dear, but you

must read their lives in the Dictionary

of National Biography, for here is the

tea, and I must leave off.

ALLIEAP ASEAS.

IT would bo interesting to know
more of this great Persian ruler, but

history being reticent our chance has

gone, unless it should be the good
fortune of some member of Sir STANLEY
MAUDE'S expedition, rummaging in the

archives of Baghdad, to come upon
new facts. Meanwhile I offer the

name as a terse and snappy one for

a Persian kitten, such as I saw the

other day convert several shillings'-

worth of my aunt's Berlin wool (as it

is still, I believe, called, in spite of

The Daily Mail) into sheer scrap.

Knitting however is not what it was
in the early days of the War and the

tragedy led to no bloodshed, my aunt,

who has evidently an emulative ad-

miration for Sir ISAAC NEWTON, merely
shaking her finger. But self-control

among women must be on the increase,

for in a hotel the other day I overheard

a coffee-room conversation in which
two cases were instanced of supreme
heroism under agonising conditions

one being when a butler (an old and
honoured, butler too, who had never

misconducted himself before) fainted

while carrying round the after-dinner

coffee and poured most of it over the

ample shoulders of a dowager. This

lady not only disregarded the pain and
the damp, but assisted in bringing the

butler to. The Distinguished Service

Order has been given for less than that.

It was either in this hotel or another
that I met the Naval officer among
whose duties is the granting or re-

fusing of permits to amateur photo-

graphers in districts where "Dora" does
not wish for enemy cameras. Among
the requirements of the form which

J-H.DOWD
Vague Tommy (writing letter).

Tommy. "WOT MONTH?"
'WOT DAY 18 IT?"

Chorus. "OCTOBEB."

Chorus. "THE FOURTEENTH."

Tommy. "Wai

has to be filled up is one asking the

applicant, in the interests of identifica-

tion, to specify any peculiar skin marks.

One lady, with a conscientiousness not

excelled by the actor who blacked him-

self all over to play Othello, stated that

she had only an appendicitis scar.

But I am digressing. Where was I ?

Oh yes, we were discussing that great
Persian, Allirap Asras. Those author-

ities who think that he was a prede-
cessor of BAHRAM, the hunter, are

wrong, for there was never any Persian

of the name at all. I am sorry to

have deceived you, but you must blame
not me but a certain domestic remedy.
If one bright cart, drawn by a mettled

steed and dispensing this medicinal

beverage at a penny a glass, will insist

upon being outsido Westminster Abbey
and another at the top of Cockspur
Street every working day of the week
for ever and ever, how can one help
sooner or later spelling its staple pro-
duct backwards and embroidering a

little on the result ?

But what I want to know is who
drinks sarsaparilla, anyway ?

"What fine fellows wo might have been
had wo lived in those bygone times. We too,

perhaps, would have influenced history and
our names might have been inscribed in the

book of immorality." New Ireland.

We understand now why they call it

Sin-Fain.
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LAMENTABLE LARCENY IN A BOARDING-HOUSE.

A DECLARATION OF WAR.
THIS is the yarn that M'Larty told by the brazier fire,

Where over the mud-filled trenches the star shells blaze

and expire
A yarn he swore was a true one ; but Mac was an awful

liar :

"
'Way up in the wild North Country, a couple of years ago

I hauled Hank out of a snowdrift it was maybe thirty
'

below,'

And I packed him along to my shanty and I took and
thawed him with snow.

" He was stiff as a cold-store bullock, I might have left

him for dead,
But I packed him along, as I 've told you, and melted him

out instead,
And I rolled him up in my blankets and put him to sleep

in my bed.

" So he dwelt in my humble shanty while the wintry gales
did roar,

While the blizzards howled in the passes and the timber

wolves at the door,
And he slept in my bunk at night-time while I stretched

out on the floor.

"He watched me frying my bacon and he said that the
smell was grand ;

He watched me bucking the stove-wood, but he never lent

me a hand,
And he played on my concertina the airs of his native land.

" And one month grew into two months and two months

grew into three,

And there he was sitting and smiling like a blooming Old
Man of the Sea,

Eating my pork and beans up and necking rny whisky
and tea.

"You say,
' Why didn't I shift him? '

For the life o' me
I dunno ;

I suppose there's something inside me that can't tell a
fellow to go

I hauled by the heels from a snowdrift at maybe thirty
below.' .

" But at last, when the snows were going a-nd the blue

Spring skies were pale,
Out after bear in the valley I met a chap on the trail

A chap coming up from the city, who stopped and told

me a tale

" A tale of a red war raging all over the land and sea,

And when he was through I was laughing, for the joke of

it seemed to be
That Hank was a goldarn German and Hank was rooming

with me !

" So off I hiked to the shanty, and never a word I said,
I floated in like a cyclone, I yanked him out of my bed,
And I grabbed the concertina and smashed it over his head.

" 1 shook him up for a minute, I stood him down on the

floor,

I grabbed the scruff of his trousers and ran him along to

the door,
And I said, 'This here, if you get me, is a Declaration of

War!'

"And I gave him a hoist with my gum-boot, a kind of a
lift with my toe

;

But you can't give a fellow a hiding, as anyone sure must
know,

When you hauled him out of a snowdrift at maybe thirty
below.'" C. F. S.

"

A Good Day's Work.
"He left Flanders on leave at one o'clock yesterday morning and

was in London after fourteen months' fighting before sundown."

Daily News.

"Why can't we find macliics for long-distance raids since Germans
can?" Evening Ncics.

Personally, if distance is required, we prefer a brassie.

We can only assume that the iron club is chosen in conse-

quence of the number of bad lies there are about.

On the German Naval mutiny:
"They may be divided into two camps. One holds that it is not an

affair to which too much importance can be attached : the other that

it is an affair to which one cannot attach too much importance."
Star.

\Ve cannot help feeling that these two factions might safely
be accommodated in the same camp.
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A LONG-SIGHTED PATRIOT.
Aunt Susie (tfhosc cUuritij begins it* far ai~])Oisible from home). "HAVE YOU FOCUD OUT WHETHER THEY WEAB KNITTED SOCKS

AHCKNTIXA?"

AT THE PLAY.
" ONE HOUR OF LIFE."

IN Captain DESMOND COKE'S extrava-

ganza a group of philantliropists adopt
the time-honoured procedure of ROBIN
HOOD and his Greenwood Company,
robbing Dives on system to pay Laz-

arus. Their economics are sounder than
their sociology, which is of the crudest.

They specialize in jewellery useless,

barbaric and generally vulgar survivals

which they extract from shopand safe,

and sell in Amsterdam, distributing the

proceeds to various deserving charitable

agencies. In this particular crowded
hour of life the leader of the group, a
fanatical prig with hypnotic eyes, ab-

ducts the beautiful Lady Fenton, with
ten thousand pounds' worth of stuff

upon her, from one of the least am-
bitious of Soho restaurants.

How came she there, thus bedizened?

Well, her husband, eccentric peer with
a priceless collection of snuffboxes and
a chronic deficiency of humour, had

arranged the little dinner to effect a re-

conciliation', away from the prying eyes
of their set. It was not a success. She
felt that she sparkled too much, was

piqued, and dismissed her lord. Enter

the hypnotic prig, who adroitly conveys
her to his headquarters, preaches to

her and converts her to the point of

surrendering her jewels without a pang,
and offering to assist in the lifting of

the snuffboxes. I can't say more with-

out endangering the effect of Captain
COKE'S ingenious shifts and spoofs.
The author seemed to me to tempt

Providence by placing his perfervid

philanthropist and his serious doctrines

against a background of burlesque.
But he succeeded in entertaining his

audience. Miss LILLAH MCCARTHY,
looking her very best as Lady Fenton,
and Mr. COWLEY WRIGHT, looking quite

plausible as. the irresistible chief of the

General Charities Distribution Bureau,
shared the chief honours of the evening.

T.

" The views expressed by Mr. Roosevelt are

crystallising everywhere, and are bearing ex-

cellent fruit." Daily Paper.

How does he get his sugar?

" Two million troubles are now standing to

Kosluvsky's account in i'etrograd banks."

llanqitikei Advocate (N.Z.).

We knew conditions were very trying in

Russia, but had no idea any one man
had such a burden as this.

RHYMES FOR THE TIMES.

THERE was a false Pasha named BOLO,
Who sank in iniquity so low
That the dirtiest work
Of the Hun and the Turk

Never made him ejaculate Nolo !

There was a stout fellow called YAPP,
A great Red Triangular chap ;

Now he 's working still harder
To stock the State larder,

And never has time for a nap.

The manners and customs of Clare

Have long been admittedly
"
quare,"

But the tolerance shown
To sedition full-blown

Is enough to make CADBURY swear.

Politicians unstable and vague
May well take example from HAIO,
Who talks to the Huns
In the voice of his guns

Till they dread him far worse than the

plague.

Renowned for her fine macaroni,
And also for Signer MARCONI,
Now Italy sends,
To enrapture her friends,

(And to finish these rhymes), the Cap-
roni.
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MISSING.
1 He was last scan going over the parapet into the German trenches."

WHAT did you find after war's fierce alarms,

When tho kind earth gave you a resting place,

And comforting night gathered you in her arms,

With light dew falling on your upturned face '?

Did your heart beat, remembering what had been ?

Did you still hear around you, as you lay,

The wings of airmen sweeping by unseen,
The thunder of the guns at close of day ?

All nature stoops to guard your lonely bed ;

Sunshine and rain fall with their calming breath ;

You need no pall, so young and newly dead,

Where the Lost Legion triumphs over death.

When with the morrow's dawn the bugle blew,

For the first time it summoned you in vain ;

The Last Post does not sound for such as you ;

But God's Eeveille wakens you again.

SUGAR.
" Francesca," I said,

"
you must be very deeply occupied ;

for ten minutes I have not heard your silvery voice."
" I am attempting," she said,

" to fill up our sugar form."
" Is it a tremendous struggle ?

"

"
Yes," she said,

"
it is a regular brain-smasher."

" Give me the paper, and let me have a go at it."

With a haggard face, but without a word, she handed
me the buff form, and sat silently while I read the various

explanations and directions.
"
Francesca," I said,

"
you are doing wrong. It says

that the form must be filled up and signed by a responsible
member of the household.- Now you can say that you're
brilliant or amiable or handsome or powerful or domineer-

ing, but can you honestly say you 're responsible? No, you
can't. So I shall keep this form and fill it up myself in

due time, and leave you to look after the hens or talk to

the gardener."
"
Anybody,", she said,

" who can wring a smile from
a gardener, as I have this morning, is entitled to be con-
sidered responsible. Infirm of purpose! hand me the paper."
"Very well," I said,

"
you can have the paper; only

remember that, if we get fined a thousand pounds for trans-

gressing the Defence of the Eealm Act, you mustn't ask
me for the money. You must pay it yourself."

11 1 '11 chance that," she said, as I handed back the paper.
"Now then, we shan't be long. Which of these 'two
addresses shall we have?

"

" How do you mean ?
"

"
Why, they tell you to fill in the address in capital

letters, and then they give you two to pick 'from. One is

1000, Upper Grosvenor Street, W. 1
" It is a longer street than I had supposed."" And the other," she continued,

"
is 17, Church Lane,

Middlewich, Cheshire."
" Let it be Middlewich," I said. " Since boyhood's hour

I have dreamt of living in Middlewich. As for the other,
I simply couldn't live in a street of a thousand houses.
Could you ?

"

"
No," she said,

" I couldn't. We '11 be Middlewichians.
. There, it's done. Capital letters and all."

'Don't slack off," I said. "Fill it all up now that

you 've got started."
" I suppose I 'd better begin with myself."
"Yes," I said, "you may have that privilege. Put it

down quick : Carlyon, Francesea ; age blank, because they

don't want ages over eighteen ;
F for female, and Married

Woman for occupation. Then treat me in the same way,
putting M for F, and 2nd Lieutenant of Volunteers instead

of Married Woman."
" Why shouldn't I put Married Man as your occupation ?

"

"
Simply because it isn't done. It 's a splendid occupation,

but it isn't recognised as such in formal documents."
" Another injustice to women. I shall enter you as

Married Man."
"Enter me as anything you like," I said, "only let's

get on with the job."

"Very well; you're down as Married Man."
'.' Now get on with the children. Muriel first. What

about her?
"

" But she 's away having her education finished."
"
Yes," I said,

" but she '11 be back for the holidays, and
she'll want her sugar then, like the rest of us. And
Frederick is away at his school, probably getting much
better sugar than we are. He '11 be wanting his ration in

the holidays. You 'd better put a note about that."
" A note ?

"
she said. " There 's no room for notes on

this form. All they want is a bald statement. And that 's

just what they can't get. They '11 have to take it with the
hair on. I 'm cramming in about the holidays, and I hope
Lord EHONDDA will be pleased with all the information he's

getting about our family."

"Keep going," I said; "you've still got the servants to

do."
"
Yes, but the kitchenmaid 's gone, and I haven't engaged

another one yet."
"Don't, let that worry you," I said. "Writedown

' Kitchenmaid about to be engaged. Name will be supplied
later."

"
.

" You "re quite brilliant to-day. There, that 's finished,
thank Heaven."

" Not yet. You 've got to address it to the Local Food
Office."

" But I haven't the remotest where the Local Food
Office is. It can't have been there more than a short time,

anyhow."
" Hurrah !

"
I said, looking over her shoulder at the

document. " It says if you are in doubt as to the name of

the district of your Local Food Office you are to inquire
of any policeman or special constable."

"That's all very well," she said, "but how are we to

find a policeman in this remote and peaceful place ? I 've

never seen one. Have you ?
"

"
Yes," I said,

" I think I saw one last year on a bicycle."
"
Well, he 's probably arrived somewhere else by this

time. He 's no good to us."
" No, but we might find a special constable."
" I '11 tell you what," she said,

" old Glumgold is a special
constable. I heard him complaining bitterly of having
been hauled out of bed during the last air-raid on London.
' No nigher to we nor forty mile,' he said it was. He 's sure

to be among the cabbages. Be a dear and dash out and
ask him."

So I found Glumgold in among the cabbages and asked
him where the Local Food Office was, and he said he 'd be

gingered if he knew, he or his old woman either ; and that

was the question they was a-going to arst of us, because

to-day was the last day for sending in. So I advised him
to chance it with Nebsbury, which happens to be eight
miles off and possesses a High Street ;

and then I went
back to Francesca and told her that Glumgold advised

Nebsbury which was cowardly, but one can't spend a life-

time over a fiddle-headed document like that. Anyhow,
we folded it up and posted it, and we 've heard nothing
since. E. C. L.
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ECHOES OF THE AIR-RAIDS.
Pint Souvenir-hunter.

" FOUND ANYFINK, 'ERB?"

Second ditto. "No; BUT THAT'LL BE ALL BIGHT. THEY 'BE 80BE TO COME AGAIN TEKMORREB SIGHT.'

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

No*r for a great while have I met a story at once so mov-

ing and 80 simply made as Summer (MACMILLAN). Of

course at this time the art of EDITH WHARTON is no new

discovery ;
but to my thinking she has never done better

work than this tale of a New England village, and the

wakening to love of the girl who was drowsing away her

youth there. It is all, as I say, so simple, and written with

such apparent economy of effort, that only afterwards does

the amazing cleverness of Mrs. WHARTON'S method impress
itself upon the reader. Charity Rayall was a waif, of worse

than ambiguous parentage, brought up in a community
where her passionate and violently sensitive nature was

stifled. Two men loved her dour middle-aged Lawyer
Royall, whose house she kept, and Lucius Harncy, the

young visitor from the city, the fairy-prince of poor Charity's

one great romance, through whom came tragedy. You see

already the whole stark simplicity of the theme. What I

cannot convey to you is that secret of Mrs. WHARTON'S that

enables her by some exquisitely right word or phrase so to

illuminate a scene that you see it as though by an inspira-

tion of your own, and feel that thus and thus did the thing
in fact happen. There are episodes in Summer for ex-

ample the Fourth of July firework evening, or the wildly
macabre scene of the night funeral on the mountain that

seem to me to come as near perfection in their telling as

anything I am over likely to read, and when you have en-

joyed them for yourself I fancy you will bo inclined to join

me in very sincere gratitude for work of such rare quality.

Those who admired (which is the same as saying those

who read) that excellent book, The Retreat from Mons, will

be glad to hear that its author, Major A. CORBETT-SMITH,

has now continued his record in a further volume, called

The Marne and After (CABSELL). In it you will find all

thosA qualities, a sane and soldier-like common-sense, an

entire absence of gush, and a saving humour in the midst

of horrors, which made the earlier instalment memorable.

Above all else I have been impressed by the first of these

characteristics. Major CORBETT-SMITH writes from the view-

point of one to whom even this ghastliest of wars is part of

the day's work. That he sees its human and hideous sides

by no means impairs this quiet professional outlook. I

recall one phrase in his chapter on the secret agents of the

enemy :
" At the Aisne German spies were a regular

plague" just as one might speak of wasps or weather

which somehow conveyed to me very vividly the secret of

our original little army's disproportionate influence in the

early weeks of the War. The operations which we call the

actual Battle of the Marne (surely fated to be the most

fought-again engagement in history) are here very clearly

described, with illustrative plans; while one other chapter,

called suggestively
" Kultur," may be commended to those

super-philosophers amongst us who are already beginning
an attempt to belittle the foul record of calculated crime that

must for at least a generation place Germany outside the

pale of civilization. For this grim chapter alone I should

like to see Major CORBETT-SMITH'S otherwise cheery volume

scattered broadcast over the country.

June (METHUEN) is saturated with the simple sentiment-

ality in which American authors excel. I do not know
whether British novelists could write this sort of book

successfully if they would, but I do know that they don't

Miss EDITH BARNARD DELANO, however, succeeds in getting

considerable charm into her story, and if it leaves rather a

sweeter taste in the mouth than some of us relish there are

others who like their fiction to be strong^/ sugared. June
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an orphan child, was looked after by nigger servants, and The Puppet, by JANE HARDING (UNWIN), is not with-

by ono, Mummy, in particular. She possessed a house and
[

out merit, but the faults of the beginner are present in

a" valley ; and a young man prospecting in the latter met

with an accident and was discovered by the child. Hence
manifold. The heroine tells her story in the first person
a difficult method of handling fiction at the best and in

complications, and the removal of June from her homo to
j

the result we find a young lady of no 'particular education

be educated with some cousins. Then poverty, hard times

and plenty of pluck. But the clouds began to lift when
June discovered that an emerald cross of hers was worth

four thousand dollars ;
and finally the sun burst forth

when, through the agency of the accidental young man,
her property was found to be very valuable, and she more
valuable still to the young man. It sounds ingenuous,
doesn't it ? But not nearly so easy to write as it seems,

for to produce anything as artless as June is an art in itself.

In The Book of the Happy Warrior (LONGMANS) a chivalrous

modern knight holds up to our youngsters the patterns of

an older chivalry to teach them courage, clean fighting and
devoted service. Sir HENRY NEWBOLT claims that the

tradition of the public schools is the direct survival of the

mediaeval training for knighthood, and incidentally defends

flannelled and muddied youth from hasty aspersions. ROLAND
and his OLIVER,
EICHARD LION-HEART,
EDWARD the Black
Prince and CHANDOS,
DU GUESCLIN and BAY-

ARD, if they revisited

this tortured earth,

would be dismayed by
the procedure and the

chilling impersonality
of modern war. Per-

haps in the glorious

single combats of the

Flying Corps they
might recognise some
faint semblance of their

ancient method. Sir

HENRY, rightly from his

point of view, chooses
to ignore the wholesale Chairman at Farmers' Ordinary. "Now, GENTLEMEN, FILL UP YOUB

horrors of to-day's war-
BOXES 10 THE VEBY OOOD HEALTH OF THE CATEREU."

fare and to emphasize the ideal of fighting service as a fine

discipline and proof of manly worth. He shows an obvious,
honest, aristocratic bias, but he does not forget another side
of the matter, as a fragment of an imaginary conversation
between a young lord and a squire present at the great

or apparent attainments holding forth in the stilted diction
of a rather prosy early-Victorian Archbishop. The effect

of unreality produced goes far to spoil a plot which is

wound and unwound with considerable skill. Miss HARD-
ING will write a good novel yet, but she must learn to
make her characters act the parts she assigns to them.

We all must be writing books about the War. It is natural

enough to suppose one's own share of war-work is worthy of

record, and indeed, when we come to think of it, the historian
of the future will get his complete picture of the time only
when he realises how every scrap of the national energy was
absorbed in the one master purpose. That being so it is

arguable that Mr. WARD MUIR was thinking far ahead in

compiling his hospital reminiscences, Observations of an
Orderly (SIMPKIN). One hastens to make it clear that the
last thing intended or desired is to disparage the usefulness or

the stark self-sacrifice of

the men who are serv-

ing in menial capacities
in our war hospitals,
but to tell the truth this

account of sculleries

and laundry - baskets,

polishing paste and

nigger minstrels, bath-
i rooms and pillow-slips,
has not much intrinsic

j

interest about it, nor

[

are the author's general
reflections very differ-

{

enfc from what one
could supply oneself

without much effort.

His notes on war slang
are about the best thing
in the volume, and I

liked the story of the
blinded soldiers feeling anything in the world but mournful
or pathetic who played pranks on the Tube escalator ; but
on the whole this is a book which will be of considerable
interest only to the writer's fellow-labourers. They, beyond
any doubt, will be glad to read this history of their

tourney at St.Inglebert's between the Gentlemen of England familiar rounds and common tasks.
and of France pleasantly shows. The Englishmen were
worsted and took their defeat in a fine sporting spirit.

" How
is it we 're beaten ? We always win the battles, don't we ?

"

asks the boy.
" The archers win them for us," says the

Squire. Quite a characteristic little touch of subaltern

modesty ! One thought occurs to me especially. It is

unthinkable that a book like this should appear in the

Germany of to-day. It will be worth your while giving
it to your boy to find out why.

Since the practice of writing first novels is becoming
increasingly popular with young authors it was inevitable
that a " First Novel Library" should find its way on to the
market. Whether the classification is to be construed as
an appeal for forbearance for the shortcomings of the

neophyte, or as a warning which a considerate publisher
feels is due to the public, is not for me to say. But the policy
of charging six shillings for these maiden efforts all that
is required of us for the mature masterpieces of our MAURICE
HEWLKTTS and ARNOLD BENNETTS is open to question.

Wanted, a Tortoise-Shell (LANE) would have made an
excellent short story, but to pursue its farcical develop-
ments through three hundred pages requires a considerable
amount of perseverance. The scene of Mr. PETER BLUN-
DELL'S book is laid in tropical Jallagar, where the British
Eesident was keener on cats than on his duties. A male
tortoise-shell was what he fanatically and almost feroci-

ously desired, and to obtain it he was ready to barter his

daughter to one Kamp, who is tersely described as " a fat

Swede." I conceived a strong distaste for this large and
perspiring man, and can congratulate Mr. BLUNDELL on
having created a character odious enough to linger in the

memory. For the rest there are some gleams of real fun
where a beach-comber tries to palm off a dyed cat as the

long-deferred tortoise-shell, and the exit of this animal from
a world too covetous to hold it is thoroughly sound farce.

But on the whole I failed to get many of those quiet gurgles
of delight which are the best tribute one can pay to a funny
man's work.
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THOSK who think that people in

high positions live a life of case and
comfort received a rudo shock last

week. It is said that, while visiting

the Royal Enfiuld Works canteen, the

Duke of CONNAUGHT drank two glasses
of Government ale.

* ''

Britons have no monopoly of pluck,
it seems. Last week a Basuto soldier

attached to a labour battalion offered

the LOUD M AYOU'S coachman a cigarette.

Two German bankers, formerly of

London, have been arrested in New
York as dangerous aliens. Neither of

thorn is a member of our Privy Council.
* *

It is understood that the

Spanish Government has
addressed a note to the

Allies explaining that all

possible precautions will

have been taken against the

forthcoming escape of U23.

Attempts to destroy livestock destined

for the Allies are being inve-li^atnl,

says| a New York paper. Only a few

days ago, it will 1)0 remembered, a cer-

tain Legation discovered that it--

had been tampered with.

v
It is announced that the War Office

has taken over " the greater part
"

of

the new London County Hall. Our
casualties were insignificant.

* *

We are sorry .to say that Mr. CHARLIE
HAWTUKY'S latest success, The $<ir//i,/

Grace, is not dedicated to Sir AHTHUH
YAPP. , *

*

There is no foundation for the report
that the recent postponement of the

production of Cash on Delivery at the

The PKEMIKH has received

the magnificent gold casket

containing the freedom of

the City of London con-

ferred on him last April.
A momentary excitement
was caused by the rumour
that the Corporation had
thrown off all restraint and
filled it with tea.

* *

A Brigadier-General has
been fined for shooting game
on Sunday in Hampshire.
Sir DOUGLAS HAIG, we un-

derstand, has generously arranged to

close down the War on the first Wed-

nesday in every month, in order that

the Higher Command may assist in

supplying the hospitals with game.
* *

Seven lunatics have escaped from a
South Wales Asylum. It is assumed
that they got away by disguising them-
selves as German prisoners.
' v *

It has been decided that Counsel may
appear before the High Court dressed
as Special Constables. It seems almost
certain that this news was withheld
from Sir JOHN SIMON until he had

definitely consented to join Sir DOUGLAS
HAIG'S Staff. f ...

Two million pounds of jam per week,
" the greater part strawberry," are

being, it is stated, delivered to the Army.
Only the fact that the Army Service

Corps' labels all happen to be "plum
and apple

"
prevents the stuff being

distributed to our brave troops.

Sympathetic Pa$>er-by.
BROTHER?"

WHAT'S THE MATTES WITH YOUB LITTLE

The Sister. "
PLEASE, Miss, 'E 's WOBRYIN' ABOUT EUBSIA."

Palace was due to the. fact that a new
joke was alleged to have been let loose
in Mr. Justice DARLING'S court.

* *

Extravagant funerals have been con-
demned by Sir JOHN PAGET at the Law
Society Appeal Tribunal, and under-
takers are complaining that in conse-

quence many of their best customers
have decided to postpone their inter-

ment till better times.
* *

" Cats should be brought inside the
house during air-raids," says the Feline
Defence League. When left on the
roof they are liable to be mistaken for

"aerial torpedoes. * *
#

According to the Cologne Gazette
German soldiers on the Western Front
have formed " Wilheltn Clubs," the
members of which are compelled on
oath to undertake the work of gaining
information about the British lines.

We understand that the terms for life-

membership are most moderate.

A German prisoner named BOLDT
has escaped from Leigh internment

camp. It is stated that he would
have experienced no additional diffi-

culty in escaping if he had been called

by any other namr-.

" Wo want no patched-up peace,"
says Mr. KAMNAY MAI-DONALD. But if

saults upon pacifist meetings con-
tinue we feel sure there will be some

patched-up peucemongers.
*

Twopenny dinners are the speciality
at a Northern munition works' canteen.

We have long been used to twopenny
meals, but of course much more was

charged for them.
-.;: *

There appears to be no truth in the

report that a burglar has
been fined for infringing
the Defence of the Realm

Regulations by using an
unshaded lantern.

# *

An application is to be

made to the LOED CHAN-
CELLOR for a County Court
for the Hendon district,

though a contemporary re-

marks that it is doubtful

whether there is sufficient

work to be done there. But

surely this is just the sort

of case that could be met by
a little judicious advertising.

* *

Parliament is to be asked
to pass a vote of thanks
to the Naval and Military
Forces of the Crown. And
it is thought that the latter

will reciprocate by thanking Parliament
for giving them such a jolly little war.

Much concern has been caused by the

announcement that bees are entirely
without winter stocks. We have plea-
sure in recording a gallant but un-

availing attempt to remedy the situation

on the part of two dear old ladies, who
thought the paper said " socks."

BMmcb's IRoll of Tbonour.

We regret to hear that Captain
E. G. V. KNOX, Lincolnshire Regiment,
has been wounded. The many friends

of " Evoe
"

will wish him a speedy and

complete recovery.

"Batches of one of its regiments were in

such a harry to get out of the Yprcs front

when relieved by the 92nd Regiment that

they left without giving the newcomers infor-

Jioqi jo }8?s aif) jo aui( am ^noqe uoiiutn

s3jm!n." Scots Paper.

The line seems to have been seriously

disorganised in consequence.

VOL. CI.III.
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PRATT'S TOURS OF THE FRONT.

THE LAST WORD IN SENSATION.

BY special arrangement Pratt's are

able to offer their patrons unique op-

portunities
of witnessing the stirring

events of the Great Struggle.

Don't miss it; you may never see

another Wiir.

Gome and see Tommy at work and

P
C
>

orne and be shelled a. genuine

thrill ! Same as during London's Air-

raids, but less danger.
At the conclusion of the Tour patrons

will be presented with a Handsome

Medal as a souvenir of their exploits.

,-t * * * *

The following is a list of Tours that

Pratt's offer you :

PRATT'S TOUBS OF THE BACK.

(One week.)

Very cheap. Very safe. Headquarters
at the historic town of Amiens.

Itinerary includes : Battlefields of the

Somme and Ancre, Bapaume, Arras,

Yirny Eidge, Ypres, etc. Guides will

take parties round the old British Front

lines. The German Defence System
will be explained by harmless Huns

actually taken at those places.

Special Attractions.

Lantern Lecture by Captain Crump at

Thiepval Chateau. Recherche Suppers
at Serre Sucrerie.

* * ff # *

PRATT'S TOURS OF TRENCHES.

(Four days.)

See the real thing. Live it yourself.
Dine in a dugout. Drink rum as the

Tommy drinks it. See Staff Officers

at work (if
it can be arranged).

Restrictions.

I. Loud laughing and talking is dis-

couraged.
II. Sunshades and umbrellas must

not be put up when in the front line.

III. Don't talk to the man at the

periscope.
Gas Warning.

In case of gas put on the respir-

ator; otherwise breathe out continu-

ously.

Special 'Attraction.

Official Photographers in attendance

during Christmas week.
If possible visitors will be given the

opportunity of witnessing a practice

barrage on the Enemy's front line.

Back seats (in ammunition dumps)
two guineas. Front seals (firing line)

sixpence.
Terms inclusive for the four days,

twenty guineas. Good food. Sugar
ad lib. All reasonable precautions
taken. Casualties amongst visitors up

1 to the present, one sick (sugar satura-

tion).*****
PRATT'S BRIEF TOURS FOR BUSY

PEOPLE.

(Saturday to Monday.)

Very short. Very moderate terms.

Five guineas each tour or three for

twelve and a-half. Bring the boy.

Special Attraction.

Magnificent Switchback Railway up
and down the Messines Mine Craters.

Spot where Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL
lost his little Horn burg hat under fire

will be shown.
:|: # # *

THK YPRES CARNIVAL.

(Three days.)

All the fun of the fair. Souvenirs

supplied while you wait.

Splendid Side-show Features.

I. How our lads keep fit. Regimen-
sports. Rivet your sides and see

ross-roads for visitors to witness the

etting-up of guns, ammunition, etc.,

fter the attack. Please don't feed the

men as they go by or ask the Gunners
uestions.

(b) Breakfast in Boschland. Lunch
a a Listening Post. Supper in a Sap-
Lead.

(c) A Special Narrow-gauge Railway
will take Visitors to the newly-acquired
orward area (not obligatory). This

iart of the programme is liable to

ariation.

Terms, fifty guineas. An Insurance

Agent is always in attendance. Casual-

ies up to the present, one Conscientious

Objector missing, believed joined up.*****
Bombardments arranged at the

shortest notice. For five pounds you
:an fire a 15-inch. Write for Free

Booklet and apply for all particulars to

Watt's Agency, London, Paris, etc., etc.

tal

the Bread and Jam Race.

II. Obstacle Race. Lorry versus

Staff Car (with French carts, traffic

control and G.S. wagons as obstacles).

Very amusing. Language real.

For Hie Youngsters.

Pick-a-back rides on the TJighland

Light Elephantry.

Accommodation.

Bedrooms (en pension)
Ground floor One guinea.
First floor (below) . . . Three guineas.
Second floor (very safe) Ten guineas.

:|: $ * * *

PHATT'S " BATTLE "
TOUR.

Extraordinary offer. Thrills guaran-
teed.

By special arrangement Pratt's are

enabled to offer their patrons a first-

class view of the British Weekly Push
" Somewhere in France (or Flanders).'

Attention is called to the following

specially attractive items (there may
be others) :

1. View of Preliminary Bombardmen

from an absolutely proof 12-inch O.P
The surrounding country and the ob

jectives of the next attack will be

explained by a specially trained Staf

Officer.

2. The Battle.

Visitors are earnestly requested
be in time, as space in the Observa
tion Post is limited and late arrival

cause a great deal of discomfort to al'

Ladies are respectfully requested
remove their hats.

3. The Aftermath,

(a) Special Shelters are erected a

VISITORS.

WHEN I was very ill in bed
The fairies came to visit me ;

They danced and played around my
head,

Though other people couldn't see.

Across the end a railing goes
With bars and balls and twisted rings,

And there they jiggled on their toes

And did the wonderfullest things.

They balanced on the golden balls,

They jumped about from bar to bar,

And then they fluttered to the walls

Where coloured birds and roses are.

I watched them darting in and out,

I watched them gaily climb and cling,

While all the roses moved about

And all the birds began to sing.

And when it was no longer light

I felt them up my pillows creep,

And there they sat and sang all night
I heard them singing in my sleep.

R. F.

Another Sex Problem.

"From Lord Bosebery's herd at Mentmore
Mr. Ross got a show cow of the Lady Dorothj

family, giving every appearance of being

great milker and a tip-top bull calf."

Aberdeen Free Press.

From a German communique :

"Our naval forces had encounters with

Russian destroyers and gungoats north o

Oesel." Westminster Gazette.

The Russian reply to the ewe-boats

we suppose.

"Kugelmann, Ludwig.of Canterbury Road

Canterbury, grocer, has adopted the name o

Love Wisdom Power." Australian Paper.

Who said the Germans had no sens

of humour?
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BUEGLAR BILL.
THE POTSDAM PINCHEB. "SURELY YOU AIN'T ASKIN' ME TO GIVE UP MY SWAG ABTEE

ALL THE TROUBLE I'VE HAD GETTIN' IT, AN' ALL THE VALIBLE BLOOD I'VE SPILT."
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THE MUD LARKS.

THE Babe went to England on leave.

Not that this was any new experience
for him ;

he usually pulled it off about

The A.P.M. didn't know anything which was still behaving as such,
about France or its little shops, and and the Babe got a room. He re-

didn't intend to investigate; at any
rate not

there.

while
You

thero was a
will return

war on
to the

once a quarter influence, and that sort Front to-morrow," said he. The Babe
,1 11*1 i e i _ 111

of thing, you know. He went down to

the coast in a carriage containing seven-

teen other men, but he got a fat sleepy
on, and was passably
He crossed over in a

wobbly boat packed from cellar to attic

with Red Tabs invalided with shell

youth to sit

comfortable.

Tabs
Tabs

with trench fever,

with brain -
fag ;

grasped his hand from him and shook
it warmly.

" Thank you -thank you,
Sir," lie gushed; "I didn't want to

come, but they made me. I 'm from

Fiji ; have no friends here, and London
is somehow so different from Suva it

makes my head ache. I am broke and
couldn't afford leave, anyway. Thank

you, Sir thank you."

shock, Blue
and Green
Mechanical Transporters in

spurs and stocks, jam merchants
in revolvers and bowie-knives,

Military Police festooned with

2>ickelliaubes, and here and there

a furtive fighting man who had

got away by mistake, and would
be recalled as soon as he landed.

The leave train rolled into

Victoria late in the afternoon.

Cab touts buzzed about the

Babe, but he would have none
of them

;
be would go afoot the

better to seo the sights of the

village a leisurely sentimental

pilgrimage. He had not covered

one hundred yards when a ducky
little thing pranced up to him,

squeaking,
" Where are your

gloves, Sir?" "I always put
"em in cold storage during sum-
mer along with my muff and

boa, dear," the Babe replied

pleasantly.
"
Moreover, my

mother doesn't like me to talk

to strangers in the streets, so ta-

ta." The little creature blushed
like a tea-rose and stamped its

little hoof. " Insolence !

"
it

squeaked.
" You you go back

to France by the next boat !

"

and the Babe perceived to his
horror that he had been witty to
an Assistant Provost-Marshal !

He flung himself down on his knees, I "Ahem in that case I will revoke and

OUT OF BEACH.
"JUST ASK DR. JONES TO RUN BOUND TO MY PLACE EIGHT

AWAY. OUR COOK'S FALLEN DOWNSTAIRS, BROKE HER LEG;
THE HOUSEMAID'S GOT CHICKEN-POX; AND MY TWO BOYS
HAVE BEEN KNOCKED DOWN BY A TAXI."
"I'M J.ORRY, SIR, BUT THE DOCTOR WAS BLOWN UP IN

YESTERDAY'S AIR-RAID AND HE WON'T BE DOWN FOR A WEEK."

licking the A.P.M.'s boots and crying
in a loud voice that he would be good
and never do it again.
The A.P.M. pardoned the Babe (he

wanted to save the polish on his boots)
on condition that he immediately pur-
chased a pair of gloves of the official

cut and hue. The Babe did so forth-

with and continued on his way. He
had not continued ten yards when

mained in that room all the evening,
beneath the bed, having his meals

pushed in to him under the door. A
prowling A.P.M. sniffed at the keyhole
but did not investigate further, which
was fortunate for the Babe, who had
no regulation pyjamas.
Next morning, crouched on the bot-

tom boards of another taxi, he was
taken to his tailor, poured himself into
the faithful fellow's hands, and only
departed when guaranteed to be abso-

lutely A.P.M.-proof. He went to the
"Bolero" for lunch, ordered
some oysters for a start, polished
thorn off and bade the waiter
trot up the consommt. The
waiter shook his head,

" Can't
be done, Sir. Subaltern gents
are only allowed three and six-

penceworth of food and you 've

already had that, Sir. If wo
' was to servo you with a crumb
i more, we 'd bo persecuted under
the Trading with the Enemy

;
Act, Sir. There's an A.P.M.

sitting in the corner this very
moment, Sir, his eyeglass fixed

on your every mouthful very
suspicious-like

" Good Lord !

"
said the Babe,

and bolted. He bolted as far

as the next restaurant, had a

three-and-sixpenny cntrte. there,
went on to another for sweets,
and yet another for coffee and

trimmings. These short bursts
i between courses kept his ap-
I petite wonderfully alive.

That afternoon lie ran acros.s
a lady friend in Bond Street, '.' a
War Toiler enormously inter-

ested in the War "
(see the cur-

rent number of Social Snaps).
She had been at Yvonne's trying
on her gauze for the Boccaccio
Tableaux in aid of the Armenians

needed some relaxation. So she
my decision," said the A.P.M. "

Buy engaged the Babe for the play, to be
yourself an officially

- sanctioned cap
and carry on."

The Babe bought one with alacrity ;

then, having tasted enough of the dan-

gers of the streets for one afternoon,
took a taxi, and, lying in the bottom

followed by supper with herself and
her civilian husband. The play (a War-
drama) gave the Babe a fine hunger,
but the Commissionaire (apparently
a Major-General) who does odd jobs
outside the Blitz took exception to

well out of sight, sped to his old him. " Can't go in, Sir." "Why not?"
hotel. When he reached his old hotel : the Babe inquired; "my friends have

_ he found it had changed during
u: ~ -'- ' '---* ' ''''

another A.P.M. tripped him up. "That absence, and was now headquavt
cap is a disgrace, Sir !

"
he barked. " I

j

of the Director of Bones and Drippii
know it, Sir," the Babe admitted,

' and
I 'rn awfully sorry about it ; but that
hole in it only arrived last night
shrapnel, you know and I haven't
had time to buy another yet. I don't
cate for the style they sell in those
little French shops do you ?

"

gone in." "Yessir, but no hol'ticers

iers
j

are allowed to obtain nourishment

Dripping.
]

after 10 P.M. under Defence of the
He abused the taxi-driver, who said he Eealm Act, footnote (a) to para. 14004."
was sorry, but there was no telling He leaned forward and whispered be-
these days ;

a hotel was a hotel one ! hind his glove, "There's a Hay Pee Hem
moment, and the next it was some- under the portico watching your move-
thing entirely different. Motion pic- ments, Sir." The Babe needed no fur-

tures weren't in it, he said. ther warning ; he dived into his friends'

Finally they discovered a hotel Limousine and burrowed under the rug.
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BRIGHTON.
Tomtni/ (/<> ulirii Visitor about to run up to Town for the day). "Tms is THE VICTORIA PORTION, OLD SFOBTSKI.

LONDON URIDGEOVITCH."
HIGHER UP FOB

Sometime later the door of the car

was opened cautiously and the moon-
face of the Major-General inserted itself

through the crack. " Hall clear for the

moment, Sir ; the Hay Pee Hem 'as
|

gorn orf dahn the street, chasin' a

young lioflicer in low shoes. 'Ere,

tyke this
;
I 'm a hold soldier meself."

He thrust a damp banana in the Bahe's
hand and closed the door softly.

Next morning the Babe dug up an old

suit of 1914 "civies" and put them on.

A woman in the Tube called him "Cutli-

bert
"

and informed him gratuitously
that her husband, twice the Babe's age,
had volunteered the moment Conscrip-
tion was declared and had been fighting

bravely in the Army Clothing Depart-
ment ever since. Further she sup-

posed the Babe's father was in Parlia-

ment and that he was a Conscientious

Objector. In Hyde Park one urchin

addressed him as "
Daddy

"
and asked

him what he was doing in the Great
War ; another gambolled round and
round him making noises like a rabbit.

In Knightsbridgo a Military Policeman
wanted to arrest him as a deserter. The
Babe hailed a taxi and, cowering on the

floor, fled hack to his hotel and changed
into uniform again.
That night, strolling homewards in

the dark immersed in thought, ho in-

advertently took a pipe out of his

pocket and lit it. An A.P.M. who had
been sleuthing him for half-a-mile leapt

upon him, snatched the pipe and two
or three teeth out of his mouth and
returned him to France by the next
boat.

# * * * *

His groom, beaming welcome, met
him at the railhead with the horses.

"
Hello, old thing, cheerio and all the

restof it," Huntsman whinnied lovingly.
Miss Muffet rubbed her velvet muzzle

against his pocket.
"
Brought a lump

of sugar for a little girl ?
"
she rumbled.

He mounted her and headed across

country, Miss Muffet pig-jumping and

capering to show what excellent spirits
she enjoyed.
Two brigades of infantry were under

canvas in Mud Gully, their cook iires

winking like red eyes. The guards
clicked to attention and slapped their

butts as the Babe went by. A subaltern

bobbed out of a tent and shouted to

him to stop to tea.
" We've got cake,"

he lured-, but the Babe went on.

A red-hat cantered across the stubble

before him waving a friendly crop,

"Pip" Vibart the A.P.M. homing to

H.Q.
"
Evening, boy !

"
he holloaed ;

"come up and Bridge to-morrow night,"
and swept on over the hillside. A flight

!
of aeroplanes, like flies in the amber of

[
sunset, droned overhead en route for

Hunland. The Babe waved his official

cap at them :

" Good hunting, old dears."

They had just started feeding up in

the regimental lines when he arrived ;

the excited neighing of five hundred
horses was music to his ears. His
brother subalterns hailed his return

with loud and exuberant noises, made

disparaging remarks about the smart-
ness of his clothes, sat on him all over
the floor and rumpled him. On sight-

ing the Babe, The O'Murphy went mad
and careered round the table wriggling
like an Oriental dancer, uttering shrill

yelps of delight ; presently he bounced
out of the window, to enter some minutes
later by the same route, and lay the

offering of a freshly slain rat at his

best beloved's feet.

At this moment the skipper came in

plastered thick with the mud of the

line, nodded cheerfully to his junior
sub and instantaneously fell upon the

buttered toast.
" Have a good time, Son?

"
he mum-

bled. " How 's merrie England ?
"

" Oh, England 's all right, Sir," said

the Babe, tickling The O'Murphy's up-
turned tummy

"
quite all right ; but

it 's jolly to be home again among one's

ain folk." PATLANDER.
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BEASTS ROYAL.
v.

KING Louis' PEACOCK. A.D. 1678.

THE paven terrace of Versailles

\Yith tub and orange-tree,

And Diiui's fountain tossed awry,
Were planned and made for me ;

Since no one half so well as I

Could grace their symmetry,
Nor teach admiring man
The genuine pavane.

I know that when KING Louis wears

A Roman kilt and casque
His smile hides many secret tears

In ballet and in masque,
Since to outshine my pomp appears

So desperate a task,

And royal robes look pale
Beside my noble tail.

\Vitli turquoise and with malachite,

With bronze and purple pied,

I march before him like the night
In all its starry pride ;

LULLI may twang and MOLIERE write

His pastime to provide,
But seldom laughs the KING
So much as when I sing.

His fiddles brown and pipes of brass

May LULLI now forsake,

While I make music on the grass
Before the storm-clouds break ;

He stops his ears and cries " Alas !

"

Because he cannot make
"With all his fiddlers fine

A melody like mine.

LE BRUN is watching me, I know,
His palette on his thumb,

To catch the glory and the glow
That dazzle as I come ;

So be it but let MOLIERE go,
And LULLI crack his drum

;

They do but waste their time ;

Minstrel I am, and mime.

Men say the KING is like the sun,
And from his wig they spin

The golden webs that, one by one,
Draw Spain and Flanders in

;

He will grow proud ere they have
done,

A most egregious sin,

And one to which my mind
Has never yet declined.

Queer Cattle.
" Of the 117 sheep sold at the Sunderland

Mart, yesterday, there was a very large per-
centage of heifers and bullocks."

Newcastle Daily Journal.

News from the Russian Front : Pop
goes the Oesel.

" Chauffeur Gardener wanted, titled gentle-
man."- Glasgow Herald.

We have often mistaken a taxi-driver
for a lord.

PRESENCE OF MIND.
THE train came to one of those

sudden stops in which the hush caused

by the contrast between the rattle of

the wheels and their silence is almost

painful. During these pauses one is

conscious of conversation in neighbour-

ing compartments, without however

hearing any distinct words.

There were several of us, strangers
to each other, who hitherto had been

minding our own business, but under
the stress of this untoward thing be-

came companionable.
A man at each window craned his

body out, but withdrew it without in-

formation.
" I hope," said another,

" there 's not
an accident."

" I have always heard," said a fourth,
" that in a railway accident presence
of mind is not so valuable as absence
of body

"
getting off this ancient

pleasantry as though it were his own.
The motionlessness of the train was

so absolute as to be disconcerting ; also

a scandal. The business of trains,

between stations, is to get on. We
had paid our money, not for undue

toppages, but for movement in the

direction of our various goals ;
and it

was infamous.

Somebody said something of the kind.

"Better be held up now," said a

sententious man, " than be killed for

want of prudence."
No one was prepared to deny this,

but we resented its truth and availed

ourselves of a true-born free Briton's

right to doubt the wisdom of those in

authority. We all, in short, looked as

though we knew better than engine-
driver, signalman or guard. That is

our metier.

Some moments, which, as in all

delays on the line, seemed like hours,

passed and nothing happened. Looking
aut I saw heads and shoulders protrud-
ing from every window, with curiosity
stamped on all their curves.

"
They should tell us what 's the

matter," said an impatient man.
"That's one of the stupid things in

England no one ever tells you what 's

wrong. No tact in this country no
imagination."
We all agreed. No imagination. It

was the national curse.

"And yet," said another man with
a smile,

" we get there."
" Ah ! that 's our luck," said the im-

patient man. " We have luck far

aeyond our deserts." He was very
cross about it.

Again the iirst man to speak hoped
it was not an accident

; and again the
second man, fearing that someone
night have missed it, repeated the

old jest about presence of mind and
absence of body.

"Talking of presence of mind," said

a man who had not yet spoken, emerg-
ing from his book,

" an odd thing hap-
pened to me not so very long ago
since the War and, as it chances,

happened in a railway carriage too
as it might bo in this. It is a story
against a friend of mine, and I hope
he 's wiser now, but I '11 tell it to you."
We had not asked for his story but

we made ourselves up to listen.
" It was during the early days of

the War," he said, "before some of us
had learned better, and my friend and
I were travelling to the North. He is

a very good fellow, but a little hasty,
and a little too much disposed to think

everyone wrong but himself. Opposite
us was a man hidden behind a news-

paper, all that was visible of him being
a huge pair of legs in knickerbockers,
between which was a bag of golf-clubs.

"My friend at that time was not only
suspicious of everyone's patriotism but
a deadly foe of golf. He even went so
far as to call it Scotch croquet and
other contemptuous names. I saw him

watching the clubs and the paper and

speculating on the ago of the man,
whose legs were, I admit, noticeably
young, and he drew my attention to

him too by nudges and whispers.
Obviously this was a shirker.

"For a while my friend contented
himself with half-suppressed snorts

and other signs of disapproval, but at

last he could hold himself in no longer.

Leaning forward he tapped the man
smartly on the knee, with the question,
' Why aren't you in khaki?' It was an

inquiry, you will remember, that was

being much put at the time before

compulsion came in.
" We all there were two or three

other people in the compartment felt

that this was going too far
;
and I

knew it only too well when the man
lowered his paper to see what was

happening and revealed an elderly face

with a grey beard absolutely out of

keeping with those vigorous legs.
" To my intense relief, however, he

seemed to have been too much en-

grossed by his paper to have heard.

At any rate he asked my friend to

repeat his remark..
" Here, you will agree, was, if ever,

an opening for what we call presence
of mind.

" My friend, like myself, had been so

taken aback by the apparition of more
than middle age which confronted him
when the paper was lowered that for

the moment he could say nothing ; the
other passengers were in an ecstasy of

anticipation ;
the man himself, a for-

midable antagonist if he became nasty,
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waited for the reply with a non-com-

mittal expression which might conceal

pugnacity and might genuinely have

resulted from not hearing :md desiring

to hoar.
" And then occurred one of the most

admirable instances of resourcefulness

in history. 'With an effort of self-col-

lection and a readiness for which I

shall always honour him, my friend

said, speaking with precise clearness,
'

I beg your pardon, Sir, but, mistaking

you for a golfing friend of mine at

Babbacombe, 1 asked you why you
were not in Torquay. I oll'ur my
apologies.'
"At these words the golfer bowed

and resumed his paper, the other pas-

sengers ceased for the' moment to have

the faintest interest in a life which

was nothing but Dead Sea fruit, and

my friend uttered a sigh of relief U lie

registered a vow never to bo u meddle-

some idiot again. But he looked years
older." ___^______.

THE NEW MRS. MARKHAM.
u.

CONVERSATION ON CHAPTER IV.

(ii'tirf/e. I must ask you, Mamma,
before we talk of anything else, whether
Withsak and Alldane were beheaded ?

Mrs. M. No ; you will be relieved to

hear that, although ALFRED was greatly
incensed against them and had resolved

to proceed to the enforcement of the

extreme penalty, they were rescued by
the intervention of the Archbishop of

CANTERBURY and afterwards granted a

free pardon on condition of abstaining
from all participation in public life.

This magnanimity on the part of

ALFRED is all the more praiseworthy
as many people firmly believed that

these two princes had attempted to

poison him, and that they were respon-
sible for all the calamities which had
befallen England from the invasion of

JULIUS C.KSAR, and which were des-

tined to befall her till the end of time.

Indeed a writer in an old saga, known
as the Blackblood Saga, went so far as

to maintain that the English climate

had been permanently ruined by the

incantations of Prince Alldane. Un-
doubtedly bis name was an unfortunate
one at the time, but, to judge by the
old portraits I showed you, neither of

these princes looked capable of such

atrocities, and Prince Alldane was de-

scribed as being the essence of rotundity.
liicliard. Did not ALFRED invent the

quartern loaf ?

Mrs, M. Yes
;

before his time the

nobles lived exclusively on cake and

venison, while the peasantry subsisted

on herbs and a substance named woad,
which was most injurious to their

UIMCENSORED NEWS FROM FRANCE.
Visitor. "AND is TOUR BROTHER STILL IN FRANCE?"
Visitor. "AND WHAT PART OP FRANCE IS HE IN?"

Little Girl. "HE BAYS HK'S IN THE PINK."

Littlf Girl. YKS."

digestions. ALFRED, who among his

many accomplishments was an expert
baker, himself gave instructions to the

wives of the poor, supplied them with

flour, the grinding of which was carried

out in mills of his own devising, and
insisted that all loaves should be made
of a certain quality and size, with re-

sults most beneficial to the physique of

his subjects. The story of his quarrel
with the woman who would insist on

baking cakes illustrates the difficulties

he encountered in effecting his reforms.

Mary. Was not ALFRED called "
Eng-

land's Darling
"

?

Mrs. M. Yes, my dear, and no wonder.
Before his time there were no proper
newspapers, the few issued being of

high price and written in an elaborate

style which only appealed to the highly

educated. ALFRED changed all this, and
insisted that they should be written in a

"simple, sensuous and passionate stylo."
This was one of the causes of his falling
out with Withsak, who supported the

old-fashioned methods, while ALFRED
was in favour of simplicity and brevity.
You will find all this related in the

work of Leo Maximus, a learned writer,

the friend and admirer of ALFRED and
author of his Life.

Georye. How much I should like to

read it.

Mrs. M. You would find in it some

inspiring and interesting particulars of

ALFRED'S conversations and private life.

Mary. How many things ALFRED
did ! I cannot think no ,v he found time

for them all.

.Vj-.s. M. He found time by never
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Mother (to curate). "AND DO YOU REALLY PRAY FOR YOUR ENEMIES?"

Curate. "Aso WHAT DO YOU SAY IN YOUR PRAYER, MY CHILD?"

Ethel (overhearing). "I DO, MCMMY."
Ethel. "I PBAY THAT THEY MAY EE BEATEN.'

wasting it. One-third of his time he

devoted to religious exercises and to

study, another third to sleep and neces-

sary refreshment, and the other to the

affairs of his kingdom. The benefits

he bestowed on his country were so

great and various that even to this day
we hardly comprehend them fully, and
some ungrateful people refuse to regard
them as benefits at all.

Richard. How sad ! But thanks to

you, dear Mamma, we know better.

When Papa comes in to tea I will ask

him when he thinks I shall be old

enough to read all the books that have
ever been written about KING ALFRED.
I want to know everything about him.

II Flauto Magico.
" The Lord Mayor formally declared the

aerodrome opened, and turned on the flute

diverting the waters of the Cardinal Wolsey
river underground." Evening News.

From an interview with Lord ROBERT
CECIL, as reported by The Manchester
Guardian :

" It is literally true of the British soldier

that he is tanspeur et tans rapproche."

This perhaps explains some recent
reflections on the linguistic accomplish-
ments of our Foreign Office.

MARIANA IN WAR-TIME.
THIS tedious and important Wai-

Has altered much that went before,

But did you hear about the change
At Mariana's Moated Grange?
You air of you will recollect

The gross condition of neglect
In.which the place appeared to be,

And Mariana's apathy,
Her idleness, her want of tone,

Her well, her absence of backbone.

Her relatives, no doubt, had tried

To single out the brighter side,

Had scolded her about the moss
And only made her extra cross.

But when the War had really come
At once the place began to burn,
And Mariana, bless her heart !

She threw herself into the part
Of cooking for the V.A.D.
And wholly lost her lethargy.
She sent her gardeners off pell-mell

(They hadn't kept the gardens well),
And got a lady-gardener in

Who didn't cost her half the tin,

And who, before she 'd been a day,
Had scraped the blackest moss away.
She put a jolly little boat
For wounded soldiers on the moat ;

Her relatives were bound to own
How practical the girl had grown.

She often said,
" I feel more cheery,

I doubt if I can stick this dreary
Old grange again when peace is rife ;

You really couldn't call it life."

'Biit something infinitely more
Than just a European War
Would have been requisite to part
Romance from Mariana's heart ;

Once more she felt within her stir

The dawn of une affaire de coeitr ;

In other words, I must confess

She found her thoughts were centred

less

On that young man who never came
And more on Captain What 's-his-

name,
Who 'd left his other leg in France

And was a model of romance.

The wedding was a pretty thing ;

I sent the "
Idylls of the King,"

Well bound. And Mariana wrote

A most appreciative note.

They live in London now, I 'm told ;

The Moated Grange is let (or sold) ;

I only hope they '11 manage so

That TENNYSON need never know.

Vergiiiana.

For a certain German Admiral on

being booted :

"
Ite, Capellce."
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HEEE TO-DAY AND GONE TO-MOKKOW.
CHORUS OF KAISEB WILHELM'S EX-CHANCELLORS (from below).

" COMING DOWN, MICHAELIS ?
"
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
October IGth. To Mr.

brutality tlie terms of his motion do not alone that soar above
"

are almost as

make quite clear. Perhaps he has not much cut off from the inferior beings

yet made up his own mind on the . below them as they were before Sir

various Members. The CHANCELLOR way in which he concealed its existence

OF THK KxeiiKyrKU would say that the: when explaining the Indian Govern-

Punch's blunt inquiry, "Why?" in
'

subject. i
ALFRED MONO came to the rescue of

last week's cartoon different answers I feel sure that Mr. MONTAGU has a Beauty in thrall. He is rather dis-

would, I suppose, be returned by sense of humour, and I admired the
J appointed at getting so little change

>,.,Ka,-j The CHANCELLOR way in which he concealed its existence
j

out of his "
fiver."

Wednesday, October llth. The latest

recruit to what JOHN KNOX would have
called the " monstrous regiment of

Ministers
"

is Mr. WARDLE, latelv

He
promising debut. Mr. HOGGE

National
"
party, ! to say that Mrs. BESANT had under-

j professed to be anxious as to the future

of Parliament was neces- ment's release of Mrs. BESANT. As he

read on unmoved.
Mr. KENNEDY JONES, taking up the ' under

of the North-Eastern Railway, which,
according to him, had lent all its " genii

"

to tho Admiralty. Mr. WAUDLE, quick
to note the classical accuracy of the

plural,

sary in order that ho might obtain a , read tho VICEROY'S reference to " the

further Vote of Credit from the repre- '< tranquillizing effect of Mr. MONTAGU'S

sentatives of the taxpayers. Brigadier- approaching visit
"

the House rippled
j

Chairman of the Labour Party.
General PAGE CROFT, inventor and with laughter ; and when he proceeded

j

made a promising debut. Mr. E

C.-in-C. of the new
who has already attached to himself a : taken to use her influence to secure

following not inferior numerically to " a calm atmosphere for my visit," the

the little band which, under Lord RAN- I ripple became a wave. But with the

DOLPHCHURCHiLLinthe eighties, struck stoicism of the unchanging East he

terror into the hearts of the Front

Benches, longs to prove that, under his

brilliant leadership, Lord

DTNCANNON, Sir RICHARD
COOPER and Major ROW-
LAND HUNT will emulate
the early prowess of Sir

JOHN GOHST, Sir HENRY
DHUMMOND - WOLFF and
Mr. ARTHUR BALFOUR.
But a word to the gal-

lant General : he will do
little until he has secured
a corner-seat. By hook or

by crook Mr. HOUSTON,
"the Pirate King," must
l)e induced or compelled
to surrender his coign of

vantage to the new gen-
eralissimo, who will then
be able alternately to pour
a broadside into the Gov-
ernment or to enfilade the
ex-Ministers who aid and
abet them.
Then there are those humanized

IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE RE-OPENING OF THE CAMPAIGN ON OCTOBER
16TH A CERTAIN LIVELINESS WAS OBSERVED ON THE HIBERNIAN FRONT.

notes of interrogation like Mr. KING,
Mr. HOGGE and Mr. PEMBERTON BIL-
LING. They would like Parliament to

be in permanent session in order that
the world might have the daily benefit
of their searching investigations. Mr.
KING has not yet quite run into his
best form. He had only six Questions
on the Paper, and actually asked only
live of them a concession which so

paralysed the MINISTER OF *RECON-
STHUCTION, to whom the missing Ques-
tion was addressed, that, when asked
where his department was located, he
had to confess that he did not know the

precise number, but it was somewhere

assured him that he need be
no apprehensions "there are

still some genii left."
'

Ireland is to have the
extended franchise con-
ferred by the Representa-
tion of the People Bill,
but not the accompanying
redistribution of seats.

The Chairman suggested
that Sir JOHN LONSDALE,
who wanted to do away
with the anomaly, should
move a supplementary
schedule embodying his

own ideas of how Ireland
should be redistributed.

Unfortunately for one
would have liked to see
how much was left for the
other three provinces after

lie had designed an Ulster

commensurate with his

notion of its relative im-

portance the hon. Bar-

in Queen Anne's Gate.

Eclipsed in Ireland by the more
spectacular attractions of Sinn Fein,
the Nationalists' only hope of recover-

ing their lost popularity is to kick up
the dust of St. Stephen's. Accordingly
Mr. REDMOND gave notice of yet another
Vote of Censure on the Irish Executive,
hut whether for its slackness or its

r6le of the newsboy in a recent cartoon, I
onet demurred to this tempting pro-

invited the Government to give the
[
posal, and thought it was a matter for

Germans the monosyllabic equivalent
for a very warm time. Mr. BONAH LAW
declined to commit himself to the actual

term, but announced the intention to
set up a new Air Ministry, and to "em-
ploy our machines over German towns
so far as military needs render us free

to take such action."

To return to Mr. Punch's question," Why ?
"

I think the answer most
Members would make would be,

" Be-
cause we wanted to see what the
Ladies' Gallery would look like without
the grille." It must be confessed that
those who cherished visions of a dull

assembly made glorious by flashing
eyes, white arms, and brilliant dresses
were disappointed.

" Stone walls do not a prison make,
Nor iron bars a cage,"

wrote LOVELACE. Well, the iron bars

have gone, but the stone walls remain,
and make, if not a prison, something
very like a purdah; and the "angels

the Government.
Some very pleasant badinage between

Lord HUGH CECIL and the HOME SEC-
RETARY as to the relative merits of the
words "dwell" and "reside" for the

purpose of defining a voter's qualifica-
tion was followed by an exhaustive and

exhausting lecture by Major CHAPPLE
on how to tabulate the alternative votes
in a three-cornered election. His object
was to demonstrate that under the
Government scheme the man whom
the majority of the voters might desire

would infallibly be rejected, while by a

plan of his own, which he had tried

successfully on a couple of wounded
soldiers, the best man invariably won.

Thursday, October 18th. The most

obliging of men, Sir ALFREDMONO never-

theless draws the line when he is asked
to look a gift horse in the mouth. His

predecessor at the Office of Works

having offered a site for a statue of

President LINCOLN, it is not for him
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TURN AGAIN."
Instructor (to recruit, who on the command, "Left turn," has made a men of it). "Now THEN, WHITTINGTON, 'AVE ANOTHER SHOT."

to challenge the artistic merit of the

sculpture, which has been picturesquely
described as " a tramp with the colic."

It is thought that the American donors,
after an exhaustive study of our out-

door monuments, have been anxious to

conform to British standards of taste.

The "Nationals" are beginning to

move. Their General elicited from the
Government a promise to introduce a
Vote of Thanks to His Majesty's Forces ;

though it is possible that this would
have been done without his interven-

tion. His lieutenants were less success-

ful. Sir EICHARD COOPER could not

persuade Mr. BONAR L.\w to publish
the official report on the loss of the

Hampshire, and is now more than ever
convinced that K. OF K. is languish-
ing in a German prison-camp ; while
the HOME SECRETARY intimated that

he required no instruction from Major
ROWLAND HUNT in the business of

suppressing seditious literature.

After all, Ireland is to be redistributed.

Unless the success of the Convention
renders the task superfluous, the Gov-
ernment will appoint a Boundary Com-
mission as an act of simple justice.
Needless to say the announcement was

received with frenzied abuse by all the

Nationalist factions. Abstract justice,
it seems, is the very last thing that

Ireland wants.

GADGETS AND STUNTS.
DEAR MR. PUNCH, Aware as you

must be of a deplorable confusion now
prevailing in the public mind as to

the true inwardness of the expressions
"gadget" and "stunt," you will agree,
I am sure, that the moment has come
for a clear and authoritative ruling on
this vexed point. At a time when the

pundits of the Oxford Dictionary are

coldly aloof, like GALLIC, and the Army
Council, though often approached,
studiously reserve their decision, it

rests with you Mr. Punch, as Arbiter
of National Opinion, to give judgment.
What notion, then, of "

gadget
"
and

" stunt
"

is gained by the young
subaltern of to-day as he joins his

regiment and shakes down to the fun-

damental facts of life and death ? He
finds himself harassed by no end of

devilish enemy stunts, to stultify which
a fatherly all-wise War Office has given
him an infinity of gadgets. For every

stunt an appropriate countering gadget.
Does the foe strafe him with a gas-

bombing stunt ? " Ha, ha !

"
laughs

he, and dons that unlovely but priceless

gadget, his box-respirator. But by no
means all gadgets have just one peculiar
stunt to counter ; such a definition

would exclude, for instance, the height-

gauge on a plane, which is emphatically,
wholly and eternally a gadget of gadgets.
Moreover, gadgets are small things.
The airman's "

joystick
"

is a gadget ;

the tank is not. Now are these views

sound, Sir, or is it permissible, as one

authority does, to describe persons as

"gadgets"?
One final word. A nervous subaltern

recently appeared before his Adjutant
and called the Wurzel - Flummery
Electro - Dynamical Apparatus, Mark
II.,

"
this sky-plotter stunt." " Great

Heavens !

"
gasped the Adjutant,

" what
is the Service coming to ? Stunt ?

Gadget, man, gadget !

"
Three days

later the hapless boy found himself de-

sired to resign on the grounds of "
gross

ignorance of military terminology."
I am, dear Mr. Punch,

Yours solemnly,
ARCHIBALD.
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TRIALS OF A CAMOUFLAGE OFFICER.
HAVING CAMOUFLAGED SOME COAST DEFENCES HE GOES TO SEA 1Q OBSERVE THE EFFECT.

HEART-TO-HEART TALKS.

(The GERMAN KAISER, the Tsar of BULGARIA, and the

Sultan of TURKEY.)

The Tsar. You must admit that Sofia is a most agreeable

place. Where else could you find such genuine and over-

whelming enthusiasm for the War and our alliance '?

The Kaiser. I don't know. It didn't seem to me exactly
violent ;

hut then, of course, you know your people better

than I do, and it may be

The Sultan. Umph.
The Tsar. I know just what you are going to say, MEHMED.

You feel, as we do, that the voice of the People is the true

guide for a ruler. You feel that too, don't you, WILHELM ?

The Kaiser. I have never hesitated to say so. It is on
such sentiments that the greatness of our Imperial House
is based.

The Sultan. Umph.
The Tsar. There I knew you would agree with us.

You heard, WILHELM '? MEHMED agrees with us.

The Kaiser. That is, of course, immensely gratifying.
The Tsar. We will at once publish an announcement in

all our newspapers. It will declare that the three Sovereigns,
after a perfectly frank interchange of views, found no sub-

ject on which there was even the shadow of a disagreement
between them, and are resolved in the closest alliance to

continue the War against the aggressive designs of the

Entente Powers until a satisfactory peace is secured. How
does that suit you, WILHELM ?

The, Kaiser. 'Very well. Only you must put in that bit

about my being actuated by the highest and most dis-

interested motives.

The Tsar. That applies to all of us.

The Sultan. Umph.
The Tsar. Again he agrees. Isn't it wonderful '.' I 've

never met a more accommodating ally. It 's a real pleasure
to work with him. Now then, we're all quite sure, aren't

we, that we really want to go on with the War, and that

we utterly reject all peace-talk ?

The Kaiser. Utterly but if they come and sue to us for

peace we might graciously consider their offer.

The Tsar. That means nothing, of course, so there 's no

harm in putting it in. At any rate it will please the POPE.

We 're quite sure, then, that we want to go on with the

War ? Of course I 'm heart and soul for going on with it

to the last gasp, but I cannot help pointing out that at

present Bulgaria has got all she wants, and my people are

very fond of peace.
The Sultan. Umph.
The Tsar. He knows that is so. He 's very fond of peace

himself. You see he hasn't had much luck in the War,
have you, MEHMED ?

The Sultan. The English
The Tsar. Quite true ; the English are an accursed race.

The Sultan. The English have a lot of

The Kaiser. A lot of vices ? I should think they have.

The Sultan (persisting). The English have a lot of men
and guns.

The Tsar. Well done, old friend ; you 've got it off your
I chest at last. I hope you 're happy now. But, as to this
'

peace of ours, can't something be done ? I always say it 's

a great thing to know when to stop. So it might be as well

to talk about peace, even if your talk means nothing. In

any case, I tell you frankly, I want peace.
The Kaiser. FERDINAND !

The Tsar. Oh, it 's no use to glare at me like that. If it

comes to glaring I can do a bit in that line myself.

The Sultan. The Americans

The Ts
61

}
(
tofJethe>:)- Oh '

cul'

se the Americans !
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l'<ix/li'!liii-iiitr \kfcnly <ij>i-fciiitit'r of hum of Gotlia oi-crh<-<nl). "LISTEN, AGATHA! EXACTLY B FLAT."
iimirucy of his ear.]

[Strikes note to cilabliih

STANZAS ON TEA SHORTAGE.
Mr. M. ( iiilKVK, writing from "The Whins," Chalfont St. Peter, in

'I'/ir l>i"ly Mail of the 12th inst., suggests herb-teas to meet the short-

age, as boiii" far the most healthful substitutes. "They can also,"
lie says,

" bo blended and arranged to suit the gastric idiosyncrasies
of the individual consumer. A few of them are agrimony, comfrey,
dandelion, camomile, woodruff, marjoram, hyssop, sage, horehound,
tansy, thyme, rosemary, stinging-nettle and raspberry."]

ALTHOUGH, when luxuries must be resigned,
Such as cigars or even breakfast bacon,

My hitherto "unconquerable mind"
Its philosophic pose lias not forsaken,

By one impending sacrifice I find

My stock of fortitude severely shaken
1 mean the dismal prospect of our losing
The genial cup that cheers without bemusing.

Blest liquor ! dear to literary men,
Which Georgian writers used to drink like fishes,

When cocoa had not swum into their ken
And coffeo failed to satisfy all wishes ;

When tea was served to inonarchs of the pen,
Like JOHNSON and his coterie, in "

dishes,"
And came exclusively from far Cathay
See "China's fragrant herb

"
in WOBDSWORTH'S lay.

Beer prompted CALVERLEY'S immortal rhymes,
Extolling it as utterly eupeptic ;

But on that point, in these exacting times,
The weight of evidence supports the sceptic ;

Beer is not suitable for torrid climes

Or if your tendency is cataleptic ;

But tea in moderation, freshly brewed,
Was never by Sir ANDHEW CLAKK tabooed.

We know for certain that the GBAND OLD MAN
Drank tea at midnight with complete impunity,

At least he long outlived the Psalmist's span
And from ill-health enjoyed a fine immunity ;

Besides, robust Antipodeans can
And do drink tea at every opportunity ;

While only Stoics nowadays contrive

To shun the cup that gilds the hour of five.

But war is war, and when we have to face

Shortage in tea as well as bread and boots

'Tis well to teach us how we may replace
The foreign brew by native substitutes,

Extracted from a vegetable base
In various wholesome plants and herbs and fruits,

"
Arranged and blended," very much like teas,

To suit our "
gastric idiosyncrasies."

It is a list for future use to file,

Including woodruff, marjoram and sage,

Thyme, agrimony, hyssop, camomile

(A name writ painfully on childhood's page),

Tansy, the jaded palate to beguile,

Horehound, laryngeal troubles to assuage,
And, for a cup ere mounting to the stirrup,
The stinging-nettle's stimulating syrup.

And yet I cannot, though I gladly would,

Forget the Babylonian monarch's cry,
" It may be wholesome, but it is not good,"
When grass became his only food supply ;

Such weakness ought, of course, to be withstood,
But oh, it wrings the teardrop from my eye

To think of Polly putting on the kettle

To brew my daily dose of stinging-nettle!
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AT THE PLAY.
"DEAR BRUTUS."

THERE are great ways of borrowing, as

EMERSON said, and in his now Fantasy
Sir JAMES BARBIE has given us a very

charming variation on A Midsummer

Xiijht's Dream (with echoes of Peter

Pan and The Admirable
Crichton).

Certainly- 1 got far more fun out of his

deluded lovers in the Magic Wood than

I ever extracted from the comedy of

errors which occurred between the

ladies and gentlemen of the Court of

Theseus.

In Dear Brutus the contrast between
real life and the life of Magic-
land is sharply accentuated by the

fact that there is not a separate
set of characters for each ;

the

same men and women figure in

both, making abrupt transitions

from one to the other and back

again. We have a house party of

actual humans (not too obtru-

sively actual), most of whom, in-

cluding the butler, imagine that if

they could have a Second Chance
in life they would not make such
a mess of it as they did with the

First. One of them thinks he
would never have taken to drink
and lost his self-respect and his

wife's love if he had only had a

child
; one that he would not

have become a pilferer if he had
stuck to 'the City; others that

they would have done better to

have married Somebody .Else.

Well, they are all whisked off into

the Magic Wood, and there they
get their Second Chance. . The
pilferer becomes a successful

tradesman in a large and quest-
ionable way ; the tippler finds

himself sober and attended by the

daughter of his heart's desire
;

various married folk get re-sorted;
and so forth.

The moral purpose (if any) of the

author, as conveyed to us through the
mouth of the leading humourist of the

party, is to show that a man's nature
would remain the same even if he got
a Second Chance. Unfortunately but
what can you expect in the realm of

Magic ? the scheme does not work out
with any logical consistency. It is true
that the philanderer and the pilfering
butler show little promise of making
anything out of their Second Chance ;

but, on the other hand, the childless

tippler seems to have undergone reform-
ation and recovered his wife's regard ;

and, if I rightly interpreted certain
delicate indications, they propose to
have a pearl of a daughter later on.
Also the dainty and supercilious Lady
Caroline, who in the Wood becomes

enamoured of the butler-turned-pluto-
crat (of. Titania and Bottom) and

subsequently returns to her sniffi-

ness, cannot be said to have lost

much by failing to utilise her Second

Chance.

However, one might never have
troubled about Sir JAMES'S logic if he
had not declared his moral purpose in

set terms. I suppose he had to explain
his title, which was sufficiently obscure.

It comes', as Mr. SOTHERN kindly in-

formed us, from the lines :

The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars,
But in ourselves."

Brutus, in -fact, is the famous general

IN AND OUT OF THE WOOD.
Mr. Purdie . . . . . . , MB. SAM SOTHERN.
Mr. Coade MB. NOBMAN FORBES.
Mr. Dearth MB. GERALD DU MAUBIEB.

to whom certain things were caviare.
He is the typical man in the audience,
to whom Sir JAMES says :

"
You, too,

Brutus
;
I 'rn talking at you."

Happily (for my taste, anyhow) the
humour of the play dominates its senti-

ment. And where the sentiment of the
child Margaret threatens to overstrain
itselfwe had always the healthy antidote
of Mr. Du MAURIER'S practical methods
to correct its tendency to cloy. He was
extraordinarily good both as himself
and, for a rare change, as somebody
quite different. Miss FAITH CELLI as
his daughter a sort of Peter Pan girl
who does grow up, far too tall was
delightful in the true BARHIE manner.
It was a pity but that was not her
fault that she had to end her long and
difficult scene on rather a false note.
I am almost certain that no child (out-

side a BARRIE play), who is left alone
in a Magic Wood, scared out of her
life, would cry aloud,

"
Daddy, daddy,

I don't want to be a Might-have-been."
The sentiment of the words was, of

course, part of the scheme, but it was
not for her to say them.

Mr. NORMAN FORBES, in the Wood,
was an elderly piping faun and per-
formed with astonishing agility a sword-
dance over a stick crossed with his
whistle. Elsewhere as Mr. Coade he

played very engagingly the part of the

only character who had made such good
use of his First Chance that he really
didn't need a Second. Both in name

and nature he brought to mind
the late Mr. CHOATE, who gallantly
declared that if he had not been
what he was he would have liked
to be his wife's second husband.
And no wonder that Mr. Coade
wanted nothing better than to

remain attached to so adorable a
creature as his wife, played with
a delightful homeliness by Miss
MAUDE MILLETT, who has lost

nothing of that charm to which,
with Mr. Coade, we retain the
most faithful devotion.

Mr. WILL WEST was admirable
as a Crichton gone wrong ; and
Mr. SOTHERN, as the philanderer
Purdie, took all his Chances of

humour, and they were many,
with the greatest aplomb. They
included some very pleasant
satire on stage manners. I have

only to mention the names of

Miss HILDA MOORE, Miss JESSIE

BATEMAN, Miss Doms LYTTON and
Miss LYDIA BILBROOKE for you to

understand how excellent a cast
it \vas, both for wit and grace.

Finally, Mr. ARTHUR HATHER-
TON, as Lob, the host of the party,
a kind of hoary old Puck who
had a penchant for filling his

every Midsummer Eve withhouse

people who wanted a Second Chance,
interpreted Sir JAMES'S whimsical fancy
to the very top of freakishness.

I hope, but doubtfully, that there are

enough Dear Brutuses in London (so

many aliens" have lately fled) to do

justice to BARRIE at his best. 0. S.

Le Mot Juste.
" Tea is very scarce and that to Irish folks,

who like' it black and strong, with always
' one more for the pot,' is a source of damen-
tation." Liverpool Daily Post and Mercury.

"Another Army Order provides that an
officer while undergoing instruction in flying
shall receive continuous flying pay at the "rate
of 4s. a day in addition from the public-houses
of the town." Provincial Paper.

Very generous of them
; but what will

the Board of Liquor Control say ?
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Vicar. "AND WHAT WERE YOUK SENSATIONS WHEN TOO WERE STRUCK 1"

Wounded Tommy.
" WELL, re WAS LIKE WHEN THE MISSIS COPS TEB BE'IND THB EAB WITH A FLAT-IRON rot/

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerics.)

I HAVE often pitied the lot of the costume novelist, faced

with the increasing difficulty of providing fresh and unworn

trappings for his characters. Therefore with all the more
warmth do I congratulate those seasoned adventurers,
AGNES and EGEBTON CASTLE, on their acumen in discovering
such a setting as that of Wolf-lure (CASSELL). The name
alone should be worth many editions. Nor do the contents
in any sort belie it. This remote country of Guyenne, a
hundred years ago, with its forests and caves and subter-

ranean lakes, with, moreover, its rival wolf-masters, Eoyal
and Imperial, and its wild band of coiners, is the very
stage for any hazardous and romantic exploit. It should
be added at once that the authors have taken full advantage
of these possibilities. From the moment when the wander-

ing English youth who tells the tale wakes on the hillside

to find himself contemplated by a lovely maiden and a

gigantic wolf-hound, the adventure dashes from thrill to

thrill unpausing. One protest however I must utter. The
conduct of the young and lovely heroine (as above) and her

single-minded devotion to her lover may be true to nature,
but somewhat alienated my own sympathies, already given
to the first-person-singular English lad who also adored
her, and whom both she and her chosen mate treated

abominably. To my thinking, unrequited devotion has no
business in a tale of this sort. Realistic pathos may have
its Dobbin or Tom Pinch, but the wild and whirling episodes
of tushery demand the satisfactory finish hallowed by
custom. With this reservation only I can call Wolf-lure

about the best adventure-novel that the present season has

produced.

Since the opening pages of Calvary Alley (HODDEB AND

STOUGHTON) are concerned with choir-boys and a cathedral

and a rose-window, things to which one gives, without
sufficient reason, an association exclusively of the Old

World, I was a little startled, as the action proceeded, by
the mention of cops and dimes and trolly-cars. Of course

this only meant that I had forgotten, ungratefully, the

country in which any story by ALICE HEGAN BICE might
be expected to be laid. Anyhow, Calvary Alley proves an
admirable entertainment, a tale of a girl's expanding
fortunes, from the grim slum that gives its name to the

book, through many varied experiences of reform schools,
a bottling factory and membership of the ballet, up to the

haven of matrimony. Through them all, Nance, the

heroine, carries a very human and engaging personality,
so that one is made to see the young woman who is clasped
to the heroic breast on the last page as the logical develop-
ment of the ragged urchin stamping her bare foot into the
soft cement of Calvary Alley on the first. Moreover
wonder of wonders for transatlantic fiction ! the author is

able to write about children, and the contrasted lives of rich

and poor city dwellers, without lapsing into sentimentality
si sic omnes I But either American bishops are strangely

different from the English variety, or Mrs. EICE, following
Mr. WELLS'S example, has permitted herself an episcopal

burlesque. In either case the resulting portrait is hardly
worthy of an otherwise admirably-drawn collection of

original characters.
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Christine (MAC.MILI-AN) contains a very illuminating pic- ]

have for such purposes, without letting you feel afterwards

ture of Germany in the months immediately preceding the
;

that it was wasted. And as a hospital present the col-

War; but I am perplexed and a little provoked by the lection could hardly be beaten,

way i" which it is presented. The book opens with a

pathetic foreword, signed by Miss ALICE CHOLMONDELEY,

in which we read :

" My daughter Christine, who wrote me
j

th

Miss MARIOHIK BOWEN'S historical romances usually have
ie merit of swift movement, and that is precise^ the

uality I miss in The Third Estate (METHUEN). It does

_li. You will not need

am publishing the letters just as they came to me, leaving to be told that Miss BOWEN has saturated herself con-

tliese letters, died at a "hospital in Stuttgart on the morn-
j

quality

ing of August 8th, 1914, of acute double pneumonia. ... [
|

not march at least not^ quick enough.

out nothing. . . . The war killed Christine, just as surely

as if she had been a soldier in the trendies. I never

s;iw her again. I had a telegram saying she was dead.

scientiously in her period an intensely interesting period
too and has contrived her atmosphere most competently
and plausibly. But for all that I couldn't make myself

tried to go to Stuttgart, but was turned back at the
j greatly interested in the bold bad Marquis DE SAUCEY

frontier." Then follows a Publishers' note to the effect in those anxious two years before " the Terror," with

,<>me personal names have been altered. After this

one is naturally surprised to find the book advertised as

a "new novel." All I can say is that, if Miss CHOLMON-
DELEY'S preface is true, her book is not a novel, and that,

his insufferable pride, his incredible elegance, his fantastic

ideas of love and his idiotic marriage, the negotiations for

which, with the resulting complications, take up so largo
a space in a lengthy book. It gives one the impression of

if it is untrue, I do not think the foreword is fair or in good ] being written not "
according to plan

"
but out of a random

taste. My opinion, for what it is worth, is that Miss CHOL- i fancy, with so hurried a pen that not merely have irrelevant

MONDELEY was herself in Germany during the summer of i incidents, absurdities of diction, and indubitable longueurs
1914, and has chosen this way of telling us what she saw

j

escaped excision, but such lapses from the King's fail-

undoubtedly the work
j English as " save you and I

"
and " I shoot with my own

of someone who knows

Germany and the inhabi-

tants thereof. And for this

excellent reason Christine

should not be missed by
anyone who wants to know
in what a state of militant

anticipation the Germans
were living. The strongest

searchlight has been thrown
over the Hun, from the

habitues of a middle-class

boarding-house to members
of the Junker breed. Whe-
ther these letters ought to

be classed as fiction or not

they contain facts, and as

they are written in a style
at once vivid and engaging my advice to you is to read

them and not worry too much about the foreword.

USING PETROL FOR PLEASURE.
JOY-EIDERS CAUGHT BED-HANDED.

hand he who refuses." Even
a popular author indeed,

especially a popular author
owes us more considera-

tion than that.

The Fortunes of Richard

Mahony (HEINEMANN) is one
of those pleasant books in

which the hero prospers.
True, the process as here
shown is very gradual ; so

much so that the four hun-
dred odd pages of the pre-
sent volume only take us
as far as " End of Book
One." Clearly, therefore,
Mr. H. H. KICHARDSOX has

more to follow; and, as one should call no hero fortunate till

his author has ceased writing, it is as yet too early for a final

pronouncement upon Richard Mahony. My own honest

impression at this stage would be that he is in some danger
of outgrowing his strength. This pathological phrase comes
the more aptly since Richard's fortune, though begun in the

goldfields, was not derived from digging, but from the practice
of medicine, and from a lucky speculation in mining stock (I

when he is, as here, in communicative mood. He has a
j

liked especially the description of the day when the shares
baker's dozen of excellent tales to tell, most of them with a : sold at fifty-three, and Richard " went about feeling a little

fine thrill, out of which he gets the greatest possible effect,
|

more than human "). The end of the whole matter, at least

largely by the use of a crisp and unemotional style that i the end for the present, is that, with his wife, and what he
can get together from the remains of the mining coup, and
the sale of a somewhat damaged practice, Richard sets forth

for England. Obviously more turns of fortune are in store

there for him and Mary and that queer character, his one-
Before now I have been ensnared to disappointment by i time inseparable, Purely. That 1 anticipate their future

precisely this title. But Mr. MASON'S House holds no
j

with much interest is a genuine tribute to the humanity
deception; it genuinely does terrify; and when at the I in which Mr. RICHARDSON has clothed his cast. Richard
climax of its history the two persons concerned see the

J

Mahony, in short, is a real man, whose fortunes take a
door swing slowly inwards, and " the white fog billowed

| genuine hold upon one's attention ; though I repeat that
into the room,"Awhile

"
Glyn felt the hair stir and move

!
I could wish his author had told them less wordily, and

in one glaring instance with a greater respect for the
decencies of medical reticence.

The Four Corners of the World (HODDER AND STOUGHTON)
is emphatically what I should call a fireside book. On
these chill Autumn evenings, with the rain or the dead
leaves or the shrapnel whirling by outside, you could have
few more agreeable companions than Mr. A. E. \V. MASON,

lets the sensational happenings go their own way to the
nerves of the reader. As an example of how to make the
most of a good theme, I commend to you the story pleas-

antly, if not very originally, named
" The House of Terror."

upon his scalp," I doubt not that you will almost cer-

tainly partake of some measure of his emotion. Naturally,
in a mixed bag such as this, one can't complain if the

quality of the contents varies. Not all the tales reach the
level of "The House of Terror"; but in every one there is

enough artistry to occupy any spare half-hour you may

Long-Distance Medical Treatment.
"A telephone massage was received last night by the Scotland

Yard authorities." Bristol Times and Mirror.
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CHARIVARIA.
Tin: Ministry of Food lias informed

the Twickenham Food Control Com
mitteo that a doughnut is not a bun.

Local unrest has been almostcompletely

allayed liy tliis prompt and fearless de-

cision. *
*

Many London grocers are asking
customers to hand in orders on Mon-

day to ensure delivery within a week.

In justice to a much-abused State

department it must be pointed out

that telegrams an' frequently delivered

within that period without, any absurd

restriction as to the day of handing in.

:|-.

^

*

No more hotels in London, says Sir

ALKHKD Moxi>, are to be taken over at

present by the Govern-

ment, which since the War
began lias commandeered

nearly three hundred build-

ings. We understand, how-

over, that a really specta-
cular offensive is being

prepared for the Spring.

Several parties of Ger-
mans who escaped from
internment camps have
been recaptured with coni-

parative ease. It is sup-

posed that their gentle
natures could no longei
bear the spectacle of the

sacrifices that the simple
Uriton is enduring in order

that they may be well fed.
# *
*

The Globe has just pub-
lished an article entitled

hearted boys have already indicated

that it will hurt them more than their

parents. ,.

A female defendant at a London

police court last week was given the

choice of prison or marriage, and pre-
ferred to get married. How like a

woman I * *

A correspondent protests against the

high prices paid for old postage-stamps
at a recent sale, and points out that

stamps can be obtained at one penny
each at most post-offices, all ready for

use. * *

A North of England lady last week '

climbed to the top of the chimney-
stack of a largo munition works and

mi T-I
- \ir u WANTED. APPLY,The End of the World.

Our rosy contemporary is far too pessi-

mistic, wo feel. Mr. CHURCHILL'S ap-

pointment as Minister of the Air has
not yet been officially announced.

*
i

v

Tho Vossische Zeitimy reports that

the KAISER refuses to accept the resig-
nation of Admiral VON CAPELLE. The
career of Germany's Naval chief seems
to be dogged by persistent bad luck.

* *

Another scoop for The Daily Tele-
' " On October 14, 1066, at nine

A.M.," said a recent issue,
" the Battle

of Hastings commenced."
* *

"We fear that our allotment-holders

are losing their dash. Tho pumpkin
grown at Burwash Place, which mea-
sured six feet in circumference, is still

a pumpkin and not a potato.
* -:-.

Tho Grimsby magistrates have de-

cided not to birch hoys in the future,

but to fine their parents. Several soft-

the method of giving warnings at night
it will probably bo by gun fire. To
distinguish this lire from the regular

barrage it is ingeniously suggested that
tin! guns employed for the latter pur-

pose shall ho painted blue, or some
other distinctive colour.

;; *

It is reported that Sinn Fein's

second-best war-cry,
"
Up the KAISF.U,"

is causing some irritation in tho Wil-

helmstrasse, where it is freely admitted
that the KAISKK is already far higher
up than the circumstances justify.

.:

The Lambeth magistrate recently
referred to the case of a boy of fifteen

who is paying income-tax. Friends of

the youth have since been beard to say
that there is such a thing as carrying

tho spirit of reckless bra-

vado too far.

" Farm work is proceed-

ingslowly,"saysa Midland

correspondent of the Food
Production Department.
Those who recall the im-

petuous abandon of the pre-
war agriculturist may well

ask whether Boloism has
not been work at again.

* *

Railway fares in Ger-

many have been doubled ;

but it is doubtful if this

transparent artifice will

prevent the KAISER from

going about the place

making speeches to his

troops on all the fronts.

It is announced that

promotion in the U.S. ser-

affixed a silver coin in the masonry.
|

vices will be based solely on fitness,

without regard to seniority. These are

the sort of revolutionists who would
cover up grave defects in army organisa-
tion by the meretricious expedient of

winning the War.

THE AIR-RAID. SEASON.
THE RESULT OF A LITTLE CNASSUMISQ ADVERTISEMENT :

STREET, W."
( 1 MAILMAN

The lady is thought to be nervous of

pickpockets. :
.

: #'

*

A contemporary wit declares that

nothing gives him more pleasure than

to see golfers at dinner. He loves to

watch them doing the, soup course,

using one iron all the way round.

There is no truth in the rumour that

during a recent air-raid a man was

caught on the roof of a certain Govern-
ment building in Whitehall signalling
to the Germans where not to drop their

bombs.
.,. #

:

It should be added that the practice
of giving air-raid warnings by notice

published in the following morning's

papers lias been abandoned only after

the most exhaustive tests.
# *
*

The Home Office announces that

while it has not definitely decided upon

Inquiries, says The Pall Mall Gazette,
disclose a wide -spread habit among
customers of bribing the assistants in

grocery shops. The custom among
profiteers of giving them their cast-off

motor cars probably acted as the thin

end of the wedge.

A dear old lady writes that she is no
;

longer nervous about air-raids, now
that her neighbourhood has been pro-
vided with an anticraft airgun.

Food Economy in Ireland.
"
Gloves, stockings, boots and shoes betoken

the energy and mivl of tho day, something
I desirable, and a very economical dish

of this kind can be made by making . . ."

Belfast Evening Telegraph.
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ZEPP-FLIGHTING IN THE
To J. M.

HAUTES ALPES.

RECALL, dear John, a certain day
Back in the times of long ago

A stuffy old estaminet

Under the great peaks fledged with snow;

The Spring that set our hearts rejoicing

As up the serried mountains' bar

We climbed our tortuous way Rolls-Roycing
From Gap to Col Bayard.

Little we dreamed, though that high air

Quickens Imagination's flight,

What monstrous bird and very rare

Would in these parts some day alight;

How, like a roc of Arab fable,

A Zepp en route from London town,

Trying to find its German "-stable,

Would here come blundering down.

The swallows you remember ? yes ?

Northward, just then, were heading straight ;

No hint they dropped by which to guess
That other fowl's erratic fate;

An inner sense supplied their vision ;

Not one of them contused his scalp

Or lost his feathers in collision

Bumping against an Alp.

But they, the Zepp-birds, flopped and barged
From Luneville to Valescure

(Where we of old have often charged
The bunkers of the C&te d'Azur) ;

And half a brace so strange and far a

Course to the South it had to shape
Is still expected in Sahara

Or possibly the Cape.

In happier autumns you and I

(You by your art and I by luck)
Have pulled the pheasant off the sky
Or flogged to death the flighting duck;

But never yet how few the chances
Of pouching so superb a swag

Have we achieved a feat like France's

Immortal gas-bag bag. 0. S.

PURPLE PATCHES FROM LORD YORICK'S CREAT BOOK.

(Special Bevieiv.)

Lord Yorick's Reminiscences, just published by the house
of Hussell, abound in genial anecdote, in which the "

per-
sonal note

"
is' lightly and gracefully struck, in welcome

contrast to the stodgy political memoirs with which we
have been surfeited of late. We append some extracts,
culled at random from these jocund pages :

THE SHAH'S ROMANCE.
" I don't suppose it is a State secret but if it is there

can be no harm in divulging the fact that there was some
thought of a marriage in the '

eighties
'

between the Shah
of PERSIA and the lovely Miss Malory, the lineal descendant
of the famous author of the Arthurian epic. Mr. GLADSTONE,
Mme. DE NOVIKOFP and the Archbishop of CANTERBURY
were prime movers in the negotiations. But the SHAH'S
table manners and his obstinate refusal to be converted to
the doctrines of the Anglican Church, on which Miss Malory
insisted, proved an insurmountable obstacle, and the arrange-
ment, which might have been fraught with inestimable

advantages to Persia, came to nought. Miss Malory after-

wards became Lady Yorick."

PRACTICAL JOKING AT OXFORD IN THE " SIXTIES."

"Jimmy Greene, afterwards Lord Havering, whose rooms
were just below mine, suffered a good deal from practical

jokers. One day I was chatting with Reggie Wragge when
we heard loud cries for help just below us. We rushed
down and found Jimmy in the bath, struggling with a large

conger-eel which had been introduced by some of his friends.

I held on to the monster's tail, while Wragge severed its

head with a carving-knife. Poor Jimmy, who was always
nervous and not very 'strong in his intellects,' was much
upset, and was shortly afterwards ploughed for the seventh
time in Smalls. He afterwards went into diplomacy, but
died young."

MRS. MANGOLD'S COMPLEXION.
" At one of these dances at Yorick Castle Mrs. Mangold,

afterwards Lady Eootham, was staying with us. She was
a very handsome woman, with a wonderful complexion, so

brilliant, indeed, that some sceptics believed it to be arti-

ficial. A plot was accordingly hatched to solve the

problem, and during a set of Kitchen Lancers a syphon
of soda-water was cleverly squirted full in her face, but
the colour remained fast. Mrs. Mangold, I am sorry to

say, failed to see the point of the joke, and fled to her

room, pursued as far as the staircase by a score or more
of cheering sportsmen."

THE ORDEAL OF LADY VERBENA SOPER.
" Mr. GOSCHKN, as he then was, was entertaining a larga

party to dinner at Whitehall. He was at the time First Lord !

of the Admiralty, and an awkward waiter upset an ice-pud- I

ding down the back of Lady Verbena Sopor, sister of Lady
1 Loofah

'

Soper and daughter of the Earl of Latherham.
The poor lady cried out,

' I 'in scalded !

'

but our host,
with great presence of mind, dashed out, returning with
a bundle of blankets and a can of hot water, which he

promptly poured on to the ice-pudding. The sufferer was
then wrapped up in the blankets and carried off to bed.

The waiter was of course sacked on the spot, but was
saved from prosecution at the express request of his victim
and assisted to emigrate to America, where 1 believe he
did well on an orange farm in Florida."

IN A GOOD CAUSE.
THERE is no War-charity known to Mr. Punch that does

better work or more quietly than that which is a'dminis-

tered by the Children's Aid Committee, who provide homes
in country cottages and farm-houses for children, most
of them motherless, of our soldiers and sailors, visit them
from time to time and watch over their needs. Here
in these homes their fathers, who are kept informed of

their children's welfare during their absence, come to see

them when on leave from the Front, and find them gently
cared for. Since the War began homes have been provided
for over two thousand four hundred children. A certain

grant in aid is allowed by the London War Pensions

Committee, who have learned to depend upon the Children's
Aid Committee in their difficulties about children, but for

the most part this work relies upon voluntary help, and
without advertisement. Of the money that came into the

Committee's hands last year only about two per cent, was

paid away for salaries and office expenses.
More than a year ago Mr. Punch appealed on behalf of

this labour of love, and now he bogs his readers to renew
the generous response which they made at that tinje. Gifts

of money and clothing, and offers of hospitality, will be

gratefully acknowledged by Miss MAXWELL LYTE, Hon.
Treasurer of the Children's Aid Committee, 50, South
Molton Street, London, W.
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VIVE LA CHASSE!
[With Mr. Punch's compliments to our gallant Allies on their bag ol Zepps.]
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STRONGER THAN HERSELF.
IK an assortment of nieces, totalling

nine in all but two of them, being still,

in Sir \Y.U.TKU'S phrase, composed of
" that species of pink dough which is

called a fine infant" do not count

I think that my favourites arc Enid

and Hannah. Enid being the daughter
of a brother of mine, and Hanuah of a

sister, they are cousins. They are also

collaborators in literature and joint
editors of a magazine for family con-

sumption entitled The Attic Salt-Cellar.

The word " Attic
"

refers to the situa-

tion of the editorial office, which is up
a very perilous ladder, and " salt-cellar"

was a suggestion of my own, which,

though adopted, is not yet understood.

During the search for pseudonyms
for the staff the pseudonym
essential in home jour-

nalism, and the easiest

way of securing it is

to turn one's name
round we came upon
the astonishing dis-

covery that Hanuah
is exactly the same
whether you spell it

backwards or forwards.

Hannah therefore calls

herself, again at my
suggestion, "Pal,"
which is short for

"palindrome." We
also discovered, to her
intense delight, that

Enid, when reversed,
makes "Dine" a

pleasant word but a
3Oor pseudonym. She
therefore calls herself,

Crawley, a young farmer and
j

Enid had not only read the feuilletons

the one that the Lady Lily loves, in the picture papers but had been to

l-'anny Starlight, a poor relation and
the Lady Lily's very closest friend.

Webb, the Lady Lily's maid.

Such were the characters when the

story began, and at the end of the first

instalment the author, with very great

ingenuity or perhaps with only a

light-hearted disregard of probability-
got the whole bunch of them on a liner

going to America. The last sentence

described the vessel gliding away from
the dock, with the characters loaning
over the side waving good-bye. Even
Jack Crawley, the young farmer, was
there ; but he was not waving with the

others, because he did not want anyone
to know that ho knew the Lady Lily,
or was on board at all. Lord Eustace

tho Movies too. But no matter what
had influenced her, the story promised
well.

Judge then my surprise when on

is an was on one side of the Lady Lily as

opening the next number of The Attic
Halt-Cellar I found that the instal-

ment of the serial consisted only of the

following :

THE PRAIRIE LILY.

CHAPTEU II.

All went merrily on the good ship
Astarte until the evening of the third

day out, when it ran into another and
larger ship and was sunk with all hands.
No one was saved.

after her pet flower,
"
Marigold."

Between them Pal and Marigold do
all the work. There is room for an
epigram if you happen to have one
about you, or even an ode, but they
can get along without outside contri-
butions. Enid does most of the writing
and Hannah copies it out.

So much for prelude to the story of
*J_ *

1 TT l -1,1,

THK END.
"
But, my dear," 1 said,

"
you can't

write novels like that."
" Why not, Uncle

Dick ?
"
Enid asked.

"Because it 's not

playing the game," I

said. " After arousing
everyone's interest and

exciting us with the
first chapter, you can't

stop it all like this."

"But it happened,"
she replied.

"
Ships

often sink, Uncle Dick,
and this one sank."

"Well, that's all

right," I said, "but,

my dear child, why
drown everyone? Why
not let your own people
be saved? Not the Duke
and Duchess, perhaps,
but the others. Think

_ of all those jolly things
she waved, and Mr. Ploot on the other, I that were going to happen in Texas,

DO TELL ME, UNCLE, ALL ABOUT THIS PERSIFLAGE YOU PUT OS YOUR TKNTtf."

and they were, of course, consumed
with jealousy of each other.

Having read the first instalment,
with the author's eye fixed embarrass-

ingly upon me, and the author giggling
as she watched, I said that it was very
interesting ; as indeed it was. I went
on to ask what part of America they11* -ii * -,Enid's serial. Having observed that all were all going to, and how it would

the most popular periodicals have serial

stories she decided that she must write
one too. It was called "The Prairie

Lily," and began splendidly. I give
the list of characters at the head of
the first instalment :

The Duke of Week, an angry father
and member of the House of Lords.

The Duchess of Week, his wife, once
famous for her beauty.

Lady Lily, their daughter, aged nine-
teen and very lovely.

Mr. Ploot, an American millionaire
who loves the Lady Lily.

Lord Eustace Vavasour, 'the Lady
Lily's cousin, who loves her.

end, and so on ; and Enid sketched the

probable course of events, which in-

cluded a duel for Lord Eustace and
Mr. Ploot (who turned out to be not
a millionaire at all, but a gentleman
thief) and a very exciting time for the

Lady Lily on a ranche in Texas, whither
she had followed Jack Crawley, who
was to become famous throughout the
States as " The Cowboy King." I for-

get about the Duke and Duchess, but
a lover was to be found on the ranche
for Fanny Starlight; and Bed Indians
were to carry oft' Webb, who was to be
rescued by the Cowboy King; and so
on. There wore, in short, signs that

and the duel, and

"Yes, I know," she replied sadly.
"It's horrid to have to give them up,
but I couldn't help it. The ship would
sink and no one was saved. I shall

have to begin another."

There 's a conscience for you ! There 's

realism ! Enid should go far.

I have been wondering if there are

any other writers of serial stories whose
readers would not suffer if similar visi-

tations of inevitability came to them.

Another Impending Apology.
'SOME or THE FREAKS FOUND IN NATURE

Doo MOTHERS TUEKEYS
IKISII PEEBESS IN KHAKI."

Toronto Utar Weekly.

"Attracted by anti-aircraft guns the Zep-
peliu bounded upwards." Daily Chronicle.

That was in France. In England the

lack of firing (according to our pusil-
lanimous critics) was positively repul-
sive.
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Tommy.
" 'ANUS UP, ALL OP YEH. I'M GOix' ON LEAVE TERMOHRER. AIN'T GOT so TIME TO WASTE."

OUR INNOCENT SUBALTERNS.
THE leave-boat had come into port

and there was tho usual jam around
the gangways. Oil the quay at the foot

of ono of them was a weary-looking
officer performing the ungrateful task

of detailing officers for tours of duty
with the troops. He had squares of

white cardboard in his hand, and here

and there, as the officers trooped down
the gangway, he picked out a young
and inoffensive-looking subaltern and

subpoenaed him.
I chanced to notice a young and rosy-

cheeked second-lieutenant, innocent of

the ways of this rude world, and I

knew he was doomed.
As he passed out on to the wharf I

saw him receive one of those white

cards; he was also told to report
to the corporal at the end of the

quay.
I saw him slip behind a truck, \vlu-rc

he left his hag and haversack, his

gloves and his cane, and when ho re-

appeared on tho fur side he had on his

rain-coat, without stars. Ho had also

altered the angle of his cap.
He waited near the foot of the other

gangway, which was unguarded. 1

drew nearer to see what he would do.

Presently down the plank came an

oldish man a lieutenant with a heavy

moustache and two African ribbons.

My young friend stepped forward.
" You are detailed for duty." I heard

him say.
" You will report to the

N.C.O. at the end of the quay." His
intonation was a model for the Staff

College.
"Curse the thing! I knew I should

be nabbed for duty," I heard the veteran

growl as he strode off with the white

card . . .

I met the young man later at the

Hotel , where hd had had the

foresight to wire for a room. As I had
failed to do this, I was glad to avail

myself of his kind offer to share his

accommodation . A fter such hospitality
I could not refuse him a lift in my car,

as wo were both bound for the same

part of the country.
I did not learn until afterwards that

a preliminary chat with my chauffeur

had preceded his hospitable advances.

Whenever anybody tells me that our

subalterns of to-day lack savoir faire
or that they are deficient in tactical

initiative, I tell him that he lies.

"A Ijiichclor, 38, wishes meet Protestant,
bom 4th Sept., 1899, or 17th, 18th Sept.. l.ssc,.

plain looks ; poverty no barrier
;
view matri-

mony."- -The Ai/c (Melbourne).

For so broad-minded a man he seems

curiously fastidious about dates.

HUMOURS OF THE WAR OFFICE.

THE EXCHANGE.

Captain A. and Captain B.,

Tho one was in F, tho other in V,,

Tho one was rheumatic and shrank
from wet feet,

The other had sunstroke and dreaded

the heat.

" If we could exchange," wrote B. to A.,
" We should both keep fitter (the doctors

say),"
And, A. agreeing, they humbly prayed
The great War Office to lend its aid.

In less than a month they got replies,

A letter to each of the self-same size ;

A.'s was: "Yes, you'll exchange with

B.";
B.'s was: "No, you'll remain in ]'.."

Our Modest Publicists.

"I felt it to ho my duty to say that and
I said it; and, of course, nobody t< ok any
notice." Mr. Robert Itlatclifoxl. lit

" Tin-

Chronicle.''

, Thursday.
Several hours' violent cannonading was

heard iri the Skageraek.
Norwegian torpedoes proceeded thither to

investigate."
Tomcoomba ClmmHe (Quecinlaiul).

Intelligent creatures, they poke tl.cir

noses into everything.
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I ; EASTS ROYAL.
VI.

KIM; t;i;t.iii.i:'s DAL >i vrux. A.I). li-U:).

Yi:u.o\v wheels and red wheels, and

wheels that squeak and roar,

Big buttons, Ju-own wigs, and many
capes of butT .-. .

toad's hound for Sussex, inncoacli-

and-four;

And. when the long whips crock,

Running at tlie back

j t lie ssvift Dalmatian, whose spots

arc seven-score.

YVhite dust and grey dust, fleeting tree

and tower,

Brass horns and copper horns, blow-

ing loud and bluff . . .

Someone's bound for Sussex, at eleven

miles an hour ;

And, when the long horns blow,

From the wheels below

1 larks the swift Dalmatian, tongued
like an apple-flower.

Big domes and little domes, donkey-
carts that jog,

High stocks and low pumps and

admirable snuff . . .

Someone strolls at Brighton, not very
much incog. ;

And, panting on the grass,
In his collar bossed with brass,

Lies the swift .Dalmatian, the KING'S

plum-pudding dog.

CAMOUFLAGE CONVERSATION.
IT came as a shock to the Brigade

Major that the brigade on bis left had
omitted to let him know the time of

: their projected raid that night. It

|

came as a shock all the more because

I
it was the General himself who first

noticed the omission, and it is a golden
rule for Brigade Majors that they should

always be the first to think of things.
"
Ring 'em up and ask," said the

General. "
Don't, of course, mention

the word ' raid
'

on the telephone. Call
it um ah, oh, call it anything you
like so long as they understand what

you mean."
At times, to the casual eavesdropper,

strange things must appear to be going
on in the Britisli lines. It must be a
matter of surprise, to such a one, that !

the British troops can think it worth
their while to inform each other at

midnight that "Two Emperors of
j

Pongo have become attached to Annie
j

Laurie." Nor would it appear that

any military object would be served in
j

passing on the chatty piece of informa-
i

tion that " there will be no party for
Windsor to-morrow." This habifc of

calling things and places as they most
emphatically are not is but a conces-
sion, of course, to the habits of the

!

infamous Hun, who rightly or wrongly
is supposed to overhear everything one

says within a mile of the line.

Thinking in the vernacular proper
to people who keep the little know-

ledge they have to themselves, the

Brigade Major grasped the hated tele-

phone in the left hand and prepared
to say a few words (also in the vor-

j

nacular) to his fellow Staff Officer a
'

niilo away.
"Hullo!" Br-rr Crick crick. "Hullo,

Signals! Give me S-Salmon."
" Salmon ? You 'ro through, Sir,"

boomed a voice apparently within a

foot of his ear.
" OO !

" An earsplitting crack was
followed by a mosquito-like voice sing-

ing in the wilderness.

"Hullo!"
"Hullo!"
"This is Pike."
" This is Possum. H-hullo, Pike !

"

"
Hullo, Possum !

"

" I say, look here,theGeneral w-wants
to know "

(here ho paused to throw a

dark hidden meaning into the word)
" what time it is."

" What time it is?"

"Yes, what time it is! It. Yes,
what time it is" repeated fortissimo
ad lib.

" Eleven thirty-five."
"Eleven thirty-five? Why, it's on

now, I don't hear anything on the

Front'."'
"
No, you wouldn't."

"Why not?"
" Because it 's all quiet."
" But you said s something was on ?

"

"No, I didn't. You asked me what
time it was and I told you.""
Swallowing hard several times, Pos-

sum girded up his loins, so to speak,

gripped the telephone firmly in the

right hand this time, and jumped oil

again. His "Hullo" sent a thrill

through even the Bosch listening ap-

paratus in the next sector.
" Hullo ! L-look here, Pike, we

want to know what time it is."
" Eleven thir
" No, no, it it !

"

" What ?
"

"It! You Imon; what I mean. Damit,
what can I call it ? Ob er, sports ;

what time is your liigh jump?" he
added, nodding and winking know-
ingly.

"
Well, what time's the circus?

When do you start for Berlin ?
"

" I say, Possum, are you all right,
old chap ?

"
said a voice full of concern.

A crop of full-bodied beads appeared
on the Brigade Major's brow. His

right hand was paralysed by the un-

ceasing grip of the receiver. There
j

was a strained look in his eyes as of a
|

man watching for the ration-party.
"
S-something," he said, calmly and

j

surely mastering his fate -"s-some-

thing is happening to-night."
" You 're a cheery sort of bloke,

aren't you ?
"

" Good God, are you cracked or what ?

There 's a
"
Careful, careful !

"
called the General

from his comfortable chair in the other
room.

" O-oh !

"
sang the mosquito voice,

" now I know what you mean. ' You
want to know what time our er ha !

ha ! you know the er don't you?
"

"The ha! ha! yes" they leered

frightfully at each other
;

it was a
horrible spectacle. No one would think

that Possum had so much latent evil

in him.
" We sent you the time mid-day."
"
Well, we haven't had it. C-can

you give me any indication, w-without

actually s-saying it, you know ?
"

" Well now," said tlio mosquito,
"You know how many years' service

I've got? Multiply by two and add
the map square of this headquarters."

"
Well, look here," it sang again,

"
you remember the number of the

billet where I had dinner with you
three weeks ago ? Well, halve that

and add two."
"Half nine and add two" (aside:

"These midnight mathematics will bo

tlie death of me ah! that 's between
six and seven ? "). Aloud: " But that 's

daylight."
"
No, it isn't. Which dinner are you

thinking of?
"

With the sweat pouring down his

face, both hands now clasping the

telephone his right being completely
numbed he called upon the gods to

witness the foolishness of mortals.

Suddenly a hideous cackle of mosquito-
laughter filtered through and, by some
diabolical contrivance of the signals,
the tiny voice swelled into a bellow

close to his car.
" If you really want to know, old

Possum," it said,
" the raid took place

two hours ago!
"

"I hope," said Possum, much re-

lieved, but speaking with concentrated

venom,
" I h-hopo you may be strafed

with boiling Are you there?"

Being assured that he was he slapped
his receiver twice, and, much gratified
at the unprintable expression of the

twice-stunned-one at the other end,
went to tell the General who, he

found, had gone to bed and was fast

asleep.

"The customary oats were administered to

the new Judge." Perthshire Constitutional.

There had been some fear, we under-

stand, that owing to the food shortage
he would have to be content with
thistles.
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TUB OLD FORMULA.
Private Brown lay upon his pillows

thoughtfully sucking the now pencil

given him by his mate in the next bed.

Propped against the cradle that covered

his shattered knee \\as a pad, to which

a sheet of paper had been fixed, and he

was about to write a letter to his wife.

It was plainly to be an effort, for

apart from the fact that ho was never

a scholar there was the, added uncer-

tainty of his long disused right hand
to be reckoned with ;

but at last he

grasped the pencil with all the linn-

ness he could muster and began:
"DKAH WIKK, I got your letter

about .Jim he ought to gone loiig ;i^<>,

shirking 1 calls it. This hospital is

very nice and when yon come down
from London youll see all the flowers

and the gramophone which is a fail-

treat. My wounds is slow and I often

gets cramp."
No sooner was the fatal word written

than the fingers of his right hand began
to stiffen, the pencil fell upon the bed,

then rolled dejectedly to the Moor, where
the writer said it might stay for all he

oared.
" You must let me finish the letter,"

said I, when his hand had been rubbed
and tucked away in a warm mitten.

" Thank you, Miss ; I was getting on

nicely, and there's not much more to

say," he returned ruefully, scanning the

wavering lines before him.
"
Well, shall I go on for a bit and

lot you wind up," said I, unscrewing
my pen and taking the pad on my
knee.

" Me telling you what to put like ?
"

he asked with a look of pleased relief.

"That 's it. Just say what you would
write down yourself."
He cleared his throat.

"Di-iAu WIKK," he resumed, "the
wounds is ... awful, not letting me write

at all. Tlie one in my back is as long
as your arm, and they says it will heal

quicker than the one in my knee, which
has two tubes in which they squirts

strong-;smelling stuff through. The
foot is a pretty sight, as big as half a

melon, and I doubts ever being able to

put it to the ground again, though they
says I shall. I gets very stiff at nights
and the pain sometimes is cruel, but

they gives mo a prick with the morphia
needle then which makes me dream

something beautiful. . . ."

There was a pause while he indulged
in a smiling reverie.

"
Perhaps we have said enough about

your pains,' I ventured, when, return-

ing from his visions, he puckered his

brows in fresh thought.
" Your wife

might he frightened if
"

Stout Lady (dumwtfaf the lest thing to do in an air-raiii). "\VKi.r., I ALWAYS Ki'NS

ABOUT MKSELF. YOU SEE, AS MY 'USBAND SEZ, AN' VEBY REASONABLE TOO, A MOV1N'
TAROIT 18 MORE DIFFICULT TO 'IT."

" Not her," he interrupted proudly.
" She 's a rare good nurse herself, and
it would take more than that to turn

her up."
I shook my pen ; he shifted his head

a little and continued :

" DEAR WIFE, If you could see iny
shoulder dressed of a morning you
would laugh. They cuts out little

pieces of lint like a picture puzzle to

(it the places, and I 've got a regular

map of Blighty all down my arm; but

that 's not so bad as my back, which I

cannot see and which the wound is as

long
"

I blotted the sheet and turned over,

and Private Brown eyed the space left

for further cheerful communications.
" Shall I leave this for you to finish ?

"

I suggested, thinking of tender mes-

sages difficult to dictate. "-Your fingers

may be better after tea, or perhaps to-

morrow morning."
"That's all right, Miss. There's

nothing more to put except my name,
if you '11 just say,

"
Good-bye, dear wife,

hoping this finds you well as it leaves

me at present."

Fair Warning.
"A POPULAR CONCERT

WILL BE HELL IN THE
POBTEODS HALL,

On Friday, 2nd November."
Scotch Pajicr.

.CURRAGH MEET1NC.
Judca E. M. Quirko
Elfterion M. Wing
Tut Ttldddddrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr aY
Tut Tut J. Pi ni's

I'roiincial 1'aper.

From which it is to be inferred

The angry printer backed the third.
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"WELL, UPON MY WORD! AFTER ALL THE TROUBLE I HAD TO GET A QUARTER OF A POUND OF BUTTER, THE COOK'S SENT UP
MARGARINE. I SHOULD HATE THE MAIDS TO GO SHORT, BUT I DO THINK WE OUGHT TO SHARK THINGS."

THE ULTIMATE OUTRAGE.
I HAD a favourite shirt for many moons,
Soft, silken, soothing and of tenderest tone,

Gossamer-light withal. The Suhs., my peers,
Envied the garment, ransacking the land

To find a shirt its equal all in vain.

For, when we tired of shooting at the Hun
And other Batteries clamoured for their share
And \ve resigned positions at the front

To" dally for a space behind the line,

To shed my war-worn vesture I was wont
The G.S. boots, the puttees and the pants
That mock at cut and mar the neatest leg,
The battle-jacket with its elbows patched
And bands of leather round its hard-used cuffs,

And, worst of all, the fuggy flannel shirt,

Rough and uncouth, that suffocates the soul ;

And in their stead I donned habiliments
Cadets might dream of surges with a waist,
And breeches cut by Blank (you know the man,
Or dare not say you don't), long lustrous boots,
And gloves canary-lmed, bright primrose ties

Undimmed by shadows of Sir FRANCIS LLOYD
And, like a happy mood, I wore the shirt.

It was a woven breeze, a melody
Constrained by seams from melting in the air,

A summer perfume tethered to a stud,
The cool of evening cut to lit my form
And I shall wear it now no more, no more !

There came a day we took it to be washed,
I and my batman, after due debate.
A little cottage stood hard by the road
Whose one small window said, in manuscript,

"
Wasching for soldiers and for officers,"

And there we: left my shirt with anxious fears

And fond injunctions to the Belgian dame.
So it was washed. I marked it as I passed
Waving svelte arms beneath the Idnflly sun
As if it semaphored to its own shade
That answered from the grass. I saw it fill

And plunge against its bonds methought it yearned
To join its tameless kin, the airy clouds.

And as I saw it so, I sang aloud,
" To-morrow I shall wear thee! Haste, O Tims !

"

Fond, futile dream ! That very afternoon,
Her washing taken in and folded up
(My shirt, my shirt I mourn for, with the rest),
The frugal creature locked and left her cot

To cut a cabbage from a neighbour's field.

Then, without warning, from the empurpled sky,
Swift with grim dreadful purpose, swooped a shell

(Perishing Percy was the name he bore

Amongst the irreverent soldiery), ah me !

And where the cottage stood there gaped a gulf ;

The jewel and the casket vanished both.

Were there no other humble homes but that

For the vile Hun to fire at ? Did some spy,
In bitter jealousy, betray my shirt ?

What boots it to lament ? The shirt is gone.
It was not meant for such an one as I,

A plain rough gunner with one only pip.
No doubt 'twas destined for some lofty soul

Who in a deck-chair lolls, and marks the map
And says,

" Push here," while I and all my kind
Scrabble and slaughter in the appointed slough.
But I, presumptuous, wore it, till the gods
Called for my laundry with a thunderbolt.
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

Monday, October 22nd The fact

that a couple of German raiders con-

trived to slip through the North Sea

patrol the other night was made the ex-

cuse for an attack upon the Admiralty.

Sir ERIC GEDDES came down specially

to assure the House that if it viewed

things
" in the right perspective

"
it

would realise that such isolated incidents

were unavoidable. Members

ally were convinced, I

think, by the sight
of the FIRST LOUD'S

bulldog j
a w, even

more than by his

words, that the Navy
would not loose its

grip on the enemy's
throat.

If " darkness and

composure
"

are, as

wo have been told, the

best antidotes to an

air-raid, where would

you be more likely to

find them than in a

CAVE? The HOME
SECRETARY'S explana-
tion did not, of course,

satisfy "P. B." ini-

tials now standing for
" Pull Baker

"
who,

in a voice of extra

raucosity, caused by
his al -fresco oratory
in East Islington, de-

manded that protec-
tion should be afforded

to ballot-boxes. But
he and Mr. JOYNSON-
HicKsand Mr. DILLON
whose sudden soli-

citude for the inhabi-

tants of London was

gently chaffed by Mr.
CHAMBERLAIN were

deservedly trounced

by Mr. BONAK LAW,
who declared that if

their craven squeal-

gener-

newspapers. lu one of them he appears
to have stated that Mr. ASQUITH'S con-

dition of health was so precarious that

there was little likelihood of his resum-

ing an active part iu politics. It was

pleasant, therefore, to see the ex-Premier

in his place again, and able to contribute

to the Irish debate a speech showing no

conspicuous failure either of intellect or

verbal felicity.

Both Mr. EEDMOND and Mr. DUKE
had drawn a very gloomy picture of

Mr. Duke. "HERE, I SAY-

Mr. Bedmond. " SURE AN'

ings were typical he should despair of

victory.
Who says that the removal of the

grille has had no effect upon politics ?

Exposed to the unimpeded gaze of the
ladies in the Gallery the House decided
with great promptitude that the female
voter should not be called upon to state
her exact age, but need only furnish a

statutory declaration that she was over

thirty.

Tuesday, October 23n?. So far as I

know, the duties of a Junior Lord of the

Treasury have never been exactly de-
fined. Apparently those of Mr. PRATT
include the compilation of a "London
Letter," to be sent to certain favoured

Meanwhile the Sinn Feiuers have
refused to take part iu it. And not a

single Nationalist Member dared to

denounce them to-night. Mr. T. M.
HEALY even gave them his blessing, for

whatever that may be worth.

Wednesday, October 21th. The
strange case of Mrs. BESANT and Mr.
MONTAGU was brought before the Upper
Ilouse by Lord SYDENHAM, who hoped
the Government were not going to make
concessions to the noisy people who

wanted to set up a
little oligarchy in

India. The speeches
of Lord ISLINGTON and
Lord CUKZON did not

entirely remove the

impression that the

Government are a
little afraid of Mrs.
BESANT and herpower
of "creating an atmo-

sphere" by the emis-
sion of "hot air." Ap-
parently there is room
for only one orator in

India at a time, for it

was expressly stated

that Mr. MONTAGU,
who got back into

office shortly after the

delivery of what Lord
LANSDOWNB charac-

terised as an " intem-

perate
"

speech on
Indian affairs, has

given an undertaking
not to make any
speech at all during
his progress through
the Peninsula.

Thursday, October

25i/;. Irish Members
have first cut at the

Question-time cake on

Thursdays, and em-

ploy their opportunity
to advertise their nat-

ional grievances. Mr.

O'LEABY, for example,
drew a moving pic-

ture of a poor old man occupying a

single room, and dependent for his

subsistence on the grazing of a hypo-
thetical cow ; he had been refused

a pension by a hard-hearted Board.
the latter ascribed it to the rebellious

j

Translated into prosaic English by the

speeches and actions of Mr. DE VALEUA CHIEF SECRETARY it resolved itself into

and the other hillside orators whom for the case of a farmer who had deliber-

some inscrutable reason he leaves at
j
ately divested himself of his property

I "M SOKRY, BUT THE GINTLEMAN BEHIND PUSHED ME."

present-day Ireland the former, of

course, attributing it entirely to the

ineptitudes of the "Castle," and being
careful to say little or nothing to hurt

the feelings of the Sinn Feiners, while

large.
I hope Mr. ASQUITH was justified in

assuming that the Sinn Fein excesses

were only an expression of the "rhe-

torical and contingent belligerency
"

always present in Ireland, and that

in spite of them the Convention would
make all things right.

in the hope of "
wangling

"
live shillings

a week out of the Treasury.

According to Mr. BYRNE the Lord

Mayor of DUBLIN* has been grossly in-

sulted by a high Irish official, who
must be made to apologise or resign.

Again Mr. DUKE was unreceptive. He
had seen the LORD MAYOR, who dis-
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THE UNSEEN HAND.
Sill. "A FELLEB IN THIS HEBE PAPER BAYS AS WE AIS'T FIGHTING THE GEIIMAN FEOP1.K."

Gus. "INDEED I DOES THE BLINKIS' IDIOT SAY WHO WE'VE BEEN UP AGAINST ALL THIS T1MK?"

claimed any responsibility for his

self-constituted champion. Mr. BYRNE
should now be known as " the cuckoo

in the mare's nest."

An attack upon the Petroleum Boyal-
ties was led by Mr. ADAMSON, the new
Chairman of the Labour Party, who was

cordially congratulated by the COLONIAL
SECRETARY on his appointment. Mr.

LONG might have been a shade less

enthusiastic if he had foreseen the

sequel. His assurance that there was

"nothing behind the Bill" was only
too true. There was not even a majority
behind it; for the hostile amendment
was carried by 44 votes to 35, and the

LLOYD GEORGE Administration sus-

tained its first defeat.
"
Nasty slippery

stuff, oil," muttered the Government

"Wanted, at onco, three Slack Carters;
constant employment." Lancaster Observer.

Wo fear that intending applicants may
be put off by the conditions.

" WHERE MY CARAVAN HAS
BESTED in A flat."

Advt. in Provincial Paper.

And, in the recent weather, a very good
place for it.

WAR-TIME TAGS FROM "JULIUS C/ESAR."

A "TAKE COVER" CONSTABLE TO A
-SPECIAL." , rllabout|

And drive away the vulgar from the

streets ;

So do you too, where you perceive
them thick." Act I. Sc. 1.

A WISE MAN.

"Good night, then, Casca: this dis-

turbed sky
Is not to walk in." Act I. Sc. 3.

A EASH MAN.
" For my part, I have walked about

the streets . . .

Even in the aim and very flash of it."

Act I. Sc. 3.

To A MUNITION STRIKER.
" But wherefore art not in thy shop

to-day?" Act I. Sc. 1.

To A LADY CLEBK.
" Is this a holiday ?

What dost thou with thy best ap-

parel on ?
"

Act I. Sc. 1.

To LORD EHONDDA

(icith a wheat and potato War-loaf).
"Till then, my noble friend, chew

upon this." Act I. Sc. 2.

The Translator sees through it.

Announcement by a French pub-
lisher:

"Vient do paraltrc :
' M. Britliug com-

mence a voir clair.'
"

"MUSICAL INBTHUMKNTS.

A Largo Quantity of Old Bricks for Sale."

Dublin Evening Herald.

Do not shoot the pianist. Throw a

brick at him instead.

Eegarding a certain judge :

" Hence so many reversals by the Court of

Appeal that suitors were often more unoasy if

they lost their case before him than if they
won it." Irish Times.

We assume that they were Irishmen.

"Elderly Lady Requires Post, as com-

panion, Secretary or any position of trust,

would keep clergyman's wife in Parish, etc."

Church Family Newspaper.

But the difficulty with the parson s

wife in some parishes, we are told, is

just the reverse of this.

" Duck and drake (wild) wanted ; must be

tame." Scotsman.

We dislike this frivolity in a serious

paper.
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OUR YOUNG VETERANS.
Grandfather. "Jusi HAD A TOPPING BIT OP NEWS, OLD DEAB. GERALD'S WANGLED

50LUTELY WCELSSS, OLD THING. ALWAYS THOUGHT THAT CHILD WAS

THE MUD LARKS.
Albert Edward and I are on detach-

ment just now. I can't mention what
job we are on because HINDEXBUKG is

listening. He watches every move
made by Albert Edward and me and
disposes his forces

accordingly. Now
and again he forestalls us, now and
again he don't. On the former occa-
sions he rings up LUDENBORFF, and
they make a night of it with beer and
song ; on the latter he pushes the bell

violently for the old German god.
The spot Albert Edward and I in-

habit just now is very interesting-
things happen all round us. There is
a tame balloon tied by a string to the
back garden, an ammunition column
on either flank and an infantry battalion
camped in front. Aeroplanes buzz over-
head in flocks and there is a regulartank service past the door. One wayand another our present location fairly
teems with life ; Albert Edward says it
reminds him of London. To heighten
the

similarity we get bombed every
night.

Promptly after Mess the song of the

j

bomb-bird is heard. The searchlights
j

stab and slash about the sky like tin

j

swords in a stage duel ;. presently they
i pick up the bomb-bird a glittering
flake of tinsel and the racket begins.

j

Archibalds pop, machine guns chatter,
rifles crack, and here and there some
optimistic sportsman browns the Milky
Way with a revolver. As Sir I. NEW-

(

TON'S law of gravity is still in force

j

and all that goes up must come down
again, it is advisable to wear a parasol
on one's walks abroad.
In view of the heavy lead-fall Albert

Edward and I decided to have a dug-

j

out. We dug down six inches and

j

struck water in massed formation. I

j
poked a finger into the water and licked
it.

"
Tastes odd," said I,

"
brackish or

salt or something."
"We've uncorked the blooming At-

lantic, that 's what," said Albert Ed-
ward

;

" cork it up again quickly or it '11

bob up and swamp us." That done,
we looked about for something that
would stand digging into. The only
thing we could find was a molehill, so
we delved our way into that. Wo
are residing in it now, Albert Edward,

Maurice and I. We have called it

"Mpn liepos," and stuck up a notice

saying we are inside, otherwise visitors
would walk over it and miss us.
The chief drawback to " Man Bepos

"

is Maurice. Maurice is the proprietor
by priority, a mole by nature. Our
advent has more or less driven him
into the hinterland of his home and he
is most unpleasant about it. He sits
in the basement and sulks by day,
issuing at night to scrabble about
among our boots, falling over things
and keeping us awake. If we say"Boo! Shoo!" or any harsh word to
him he doubles up the backstairs to
the attic and kicks earth over our faces
at three-minute intervals all night.

Albert Edward says he is annoyed
about the rent, but 1 call that absurd.
Maurice is perfectly aware that there
is a war on, and to demand rent from
soldiers who are defending his mole-
hill with their lives is the most ridicu-
lous proposition I ever heard of. As I
said before, the situation is most un-
pleasant, but I don't see what we can
do about it, for digging out Maurice
means digging down " Mon Repos,"
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and tliero 's no sense in that. Albert

Kdward bad a tbeory tliat the mole is

a carnivorous animal, so be smeared a

worm with carbolic tootb-pusto and
left it lying about. It lay about for

days. Albert now admits his theory
was wrong; tlio mole is a vegetarian,
be says; he was confusing it with
trout. He is in the throes of inventing
an explosive potato for Maurice on the

lines of a percussion grenade, but in

the moanwhile that gentleman remains
in complete mastery of the situation.

The balloon attached to our back

garden is very tamo. Every morning
its keepers load it forth from its abode

by strings, tie it to a longer string and
lot it go. All day it remains aloft,

tugging gently at its leash and keeping
an eye on the War. In the evening
the keepers appear once more, haul it

down and lead it home for the night.
It reminds me for all the world of a

huge docile elephant being bossed about

by the mahout's infant family. I always
feel like giving the gentle creature a

bun.

Now and again the Bosch birds

come over disguised as clouds and spit
mouthfuls of red-hot tracer-bullets at

it, and then the observers hop out.

One of them "hopped out" into my
horse-lines last week. That is to say
his parachute caught in a tree and be

hung swinging, like a giant pendulum,
over my horses' backs until we lifted

him down. He came into "MonBepos"
to have bits of tree picked out of him.
This was the sixth plunge overboard
he had done in ten days, he told us.

Sometimes he plunged into the most

embarrassing situations. On one oc-

casion he dropped clean through a
bivouac roof into a hot bath containing
a Lieutenant - Colonel, who punched
him with a sponge and threw soap at

him. On another he came fluttering
down from the blue into the midst of

a labour company of Chinese coolies,
who immediately fell on their faces,

worshipping him as some heavenly
being, and later cut off all his buttons
as holy relics. An eventful life.

P.VTLANDEIt.

A Precocious Infant.

"Will any kind lady adopt nice healthy
baby girl, 6 weeks old, good parentage ; seen
Loudoii." Times.

"The King has given 100 to the Victoria
Station free buffet for sailors and soldiers."

Tlte Times.

In the days of RICHARD I. it was a com-
moner who furnished the King in this

respect. Vide Sir WALTER SCOTT'S

Iruulioe, vol. ii., chap. 9 :
"
Truly,

friend," said the Friar, clenching bis

huge fist,
" I will bestow a bullet on

thee."

/

Prisoner (on hia dignity}. "BUT YOU VOS NOT KNOW VOT I AM. I AM A SERGEANT-MAJOR
IN DER PRUSSIAN GUARD."

Tommy. "WELL, WOT ABAHT IT? I'M A PRIVATE IN TUB WEST RENTS."

EHYMES OF THE TIMES.
THERE was an old man with otitis

Who was told it was chronic arthritis;
On the sixth operation,
Without hesitation

They said that he died of phlebitis.

A school just assembled for Prep.
Were warned of an imminent Zepp,
But they said,

" What a lark 1

Now we 're all in the dark
So we shan't have to learn any Rep."

Mr. BHEX, with the forename of TWELLS,
Against all the bishops rebels,
And so fiercely upbraids
Their remarks on air-raids

That he rouses the envy of WELLS.

The American miracle, FORD,

By pacificists once was adored ;

Now their fury he raises

By winning the praises
Of England's great super-war- lord.

"Wanted a Fair of Lady's Hiding
black or brown, size of foot 4, diain. of calf

14 inches." Statesman (Calcutta).

Great Diana 1

"WANTED Lato Model, 5-passeuger Me-
Laughlin, Hudson, Paige, or Cadillac car, in

exchange for 5-crypt family do luxe section,
value $1,500, in Forest Lawn Mausoleum."

Toronto Daily Star.

With some difficulty we refrain from

reviving the old joke about tht rjuick
and the dead.
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THE NEW MRS. MARKHAM.
in.

CONVERSATION ON CHAPTER LXX.

Mart/. Do tell us something more

Mamma, about the Great Rebcllior

and how it began.
Mrs. M. Well, my dear, you musl

know that in the previous reign it hac

been tho fashion for middle-aged ant:

elderly people to behave and dress as il

they were still juvenile. Mothers neg-

lected their daughters and went to balls

and theatres every night, whore they
were conspicuous for their extravagant
attire and strange conversation. They
would not allow their daughters to

smoke, or, if they did, provided them
with tho cheapest cigarettes. Fathers

of even advanced years wore knicker-

bocker suits on all occasions and spent
most of their time playing a game
called golf. This at last provoked a

violent reaction, and the Great Rebel-

lion was the consequence. Although
there was no bloodshed many distress-

ing scenes were enacted and something
like a Reign of Terror prevailed for

several years.
Richard. Oh, Mamma, please go on

Mrs. M. Parents trembled at the

sight of their children, and fathers,

even when they were sixty years old,

stood bareheaded before their sons and
did not dare to speak without permis-
sion. Mothers never sat down in the

presence of their grown-up daughters,
but stood in respectful silence at the

further end of the room, and were only
allowed to smoke in the kitchen.

George. That cannot have been very
good for the cooking.
Mrs. M. The daughters of the family

were seldom educated at home, and
when they returned to their father's

roof their parents were only admitted
into the presence of their children

during short and stated periods.

Mary. And when did the English
begin to grow kinder to their parents ?

Mrs. M. I really cannot say. Per-

haps a climax was reached in tho Baby
Suffrage Act ; but after that matters

began to improve, and the Married
Persons Amusements Act showed a
more tolerant spirit towards the elderly.
But even so lately as when my mother
was a child young people were often

exceedingly harsh with their parents,
and she has told me how on one occasion
she locked up her mother for several
hours in the coal-cellar for playing a

mouth-organ in tho bathroom without

permission.
liichard. Pray, Mamma, did the

English speak Irish then, as they do
now?

Mrs. M. Compulsory Irish was intro-

duced under ALFRED as a concession

to Ireland for the services rendered by
that kingdom to art and literature and

the neutrality which it observed during

England's wars. There was a certain

amount of opposition, but it was soon

overcome by ALFRED'S wisely insisting
on the newspapers being printed in

both languages. Since then the varia-

tions in dialect and pronunciation whicl

prevailed in different districts of Eng-
land have largely disappeared, and from

Land's End to John o' Groat's the

bilingual system is now securely estab-

lished, though my mother told me that

as a child she once met an old man in

Northumberland who could only speak
a few words of Irish, and had been

deprived of his vote in consequence.
Richard. What were the Thirty-Nine

Articles ? I don't think I over heard
of them before.

Mrs. M. When you are of a proper
age to understand them they shall be

explained to you. They contained the

doctrines of the Church of England, but

were abolished by Archbishop WELLS,
who substituted seventy-eight of his

own. But as Mary is looking tired I

will now conclude our conversation.

THE MOTH PERIL.
[" Fruit growers are warned to be on their

juard against the wingless moth, for lime-

washing the trees is almost useless."

Evening Paper.]

IF the brute ignores the notice,
"
Keep

off the trees," order him away in a sharp
voice.

Sulphuric acid is a most deadly anti-

dote ; but only the best should be used.

If the moth be held over the bottle for

;en minutes it will show signs of col-

apse and offer to go quietly.

This pest abhors heat. A good plan
s to heat the garden - roller in the
dtchen fire to a white heat and push
it up the tree.

A gramophone in full song is also

useful. After a few minutes the moth
will come out of its dug-out with an
abstracted expression on its face, and
ommit suicide by jumping into the
mouth of the trumpet.

A Comforting Thought for use on
War-Time Railways.

" To travel hopefully is a better thing than
:o arrive." R. L. STEVENSON.

From a parish" magazine :

; 'I know 'the war' still continues but
hese do not explain everything. The large
vater tank at the schools is for sale price
5 10s. Tho sermons and as far as possible
he music and hymns on 21st (Trafalgar Day)
vill bear on tho work of our incomparable
x'avy."

.t is believed in the village that the
mrson is suffering from a rush of

Jumble Sales to tho head.

HERBS OF GRACE.
SWEET WOODKUFF.

VII.

NOT for the world that we know,
But the lovelier world that we dream

of

Dost thou, Sweet Woodruff, grow ;

Not of this world is the theme of

The scent diffused

From thy bright leaves bruised ;

Not in this world hast thou part or lot,

Save to tell of the dream one, forgot,

forgot.

Sweet Woodruff, thine is the scent
Of a world that was wise and lowly,

Singing with sane content,

Simple and clean and holy,

Merry and kind
As an April wind,

Happier far for the dawn's good gold
Than the chinking chaffer-stuff hard

and cold.

Thine is the odour of praise
In the loved little country churches

;

Thine are the ancient wave
Which the new Gold Age besmirches

;

Cordials, wine
And posies are thine,

Tho adze-cut beams with thy bunches

fraught,
And the kist-laid linen by maidens

wrought.

Clean bodies, kind hearts, sweet

souls,

Delight and delighted endeavour,
A spirit that chants and trolls,

A world that doth ne'er dissever

The body's hire

And the heart's desire ;

Ah, bright leaves bruised and brown
leaves dry,

Odours that bid this world go by.
W. B.

" Once or twice Mr. Dickens has taken tho

place of circuit judge when the King's Bench
roll has been repleted." Evening Paper.

This, of course, was before the War.
Our judges never over-eat themselves

nowadays.

From a list of current prices :

" BraziT nuts Is. 2d., Barcelona nuts lOd.

perlb.; demons IJd." Derbyshire Advertiser.

No mention being made of the place of

origin of tho last-named, it looks very
much as if there had been some trading
with the enemy.

What America says to-day
" Feminist circles are greatly interested in

the announcement made by Dr. Sargeant, of

Harvard University, that women make as

good soldiers as men." Sunday Pictorial.

Canada does to-morrow
"Tho Canadian Government has issued a

proclamation calling up ... childless widows
Between the ages of 20 and 34 comprised in

"lass 1 of the Military Service Act."
Yorkshire Evening Pa}>er.
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Mike (in bath-chair). "Din YE SAY WE'LL BE TURNING BACK, DENNIS?
BIT FUBTHEB."

SURE THE EXERCISE WILL BE DOIKQ US GOOD IF WE OO A

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of^Learned Clerks.)

THE numerous members of the public who like to take

their printer's ink with something more than a grain of

sea-salt will welcome Sea-Spray and Spindrift (PEARSON),
by their tried and trusted friend, TAFFRAIL, the creator

of Pincher Martin, O.D. TAFFUAIL, it must be admitted,
has a dashing briny way with him. lie doesn't wait to

describe sunsets and storm-clouds, but plunges at once into

the thick of things. Consequently his stories go with a

swing and a rush, for which the reader is duly grateful
that is, if he is a discerning reader. Of the present collec-

tion most were written some time ago and have no reference

to the War. Such, for instance, is "The Escape of the

Speedwell," a capital story of the year 1805, which may
serve to remind us that even in the glorious days of NELSON
ho English Channel was not always a healthy place for

British shipping. "The Channel," says TAFFBAIL," swarmed
with the enemy's privateers. . . . Even the merchant-ships
in the home-coming convoys, protected though they were

1

by men-of-war, were not safe from capture, while the hostile

lingers would often approach the English coast in broad

laylight and harry the hapless fishing craft within a mile
or two of the shore." Yet there does not appear to have
been a panic, nor was anyone's blood demanded. Autres

'mips autres mceitrs. In "The Gun-Runners" the author
lescribes a shady enterprise undertaken successfully by a
British crew

;
but nothing comes amiss to TAFFUAIL, and he

does it with equal zest.
" The Inner Patrol

"
and " The Luck

of the Tavy
"
more than redress the balance to the side of

virtue and sound warfare. Both stories are excellent.

Among the minor results following the entry of America
into the War has been the release from bondage of several

'

diplomatic pens, whose owners would, under less happy
circumstances, have been prevented from telling the world

many stories of great interest. Here, for example, is the late

Special Agent and Minister Plenipotentiary of the United

States, Mr. LEWIS EINSTEIN, writing of his experiences
Inside Constantinople, April- September, 1915 (MURRAY).
This is a diary kept by the Minister during the period
covered by the Dardanelles Expedition. As such you will

hardly expect it to be agreeable reading, but its tragic
interest is undeniable. Mr. EINSTEIN, as a sympathetic
neutral, saw everything, and his comrcents are entirely out-

spoken. We know the Dardanelles story well enough by
now from our own side; here for the first time one may
see in full detail just how near it came to victory. It is a

history of chances neglected, of adverse fate and heroism

frustrated, such as no Englishman can read unmoved. But
the book has also a further value in the light it throws

I upon the Armenian massacres and the complicity of

Germany therein. "
Though in later years German official-

dom may seek to disclaim responsibility, the broad fact

remains of German military direction at Constantinople . . .

during the brief period in which took place the virtual

extermination of the Armenian race in Asia Minor." It is
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one more stain upon a dishonoured shield, not to be for-

gotten in the final reckoning.

I never met a story more aptly named than Mrs. BELLOC-

LOWNDKS' Love and Hatred (CHAPMAN AND HALL). Oliver

Tropcnell worshipped Laura Pavcly, who returned this

attachment, despite the fact that she was already married

to Godfrey. Godfrey, for his part, loved Katty Winslow,

a young widow, who flirted equally with him, witli Oliver,

and with Laura's undesirable brother, Gilbert. So much
for the tender passion. As for the other emotion, Oliver

naturally hated Godfrey; so did Gilbert. Laura also

came to share their sentiment. By the time things had

readied this climax the moment was obviously ripe for the

a son of the people whose qualifications for the post of

villain were none too convincing, and there all manner
of unpleasant things were by way of happening to them,
when enter the despairing husband with the dashing
scarlet one at his side et voila tout. The last few chapters
come nearly or even quite up to the mark, but as for most
of the rest, I advise you to take them as read.

In .1 Certain Star (HODDEK AND STOUGHTON) Miss PHYLLIS
BOTTOME achieves the difficult feat of treating a love con-
ceived in a romantic vein without declining upon sentiment-

ality, and seasons her descriptions, which are shrewdly,
sometimes delicately, observed, with quite a pretty wit.

commend it as a sound, unpretentious, honestly- written

disappearance of the much detested one, in order that the rest
j

book. Sir Julian Verity, a baronet with brains and a very
of the tale might keep you guessing which of the three had I difficult temper, falls a captive to Marian's proud and corn-

(so to speak) belled the cat.

Followers of Mrs. LOWNDES
will indeed have been anti-

cipating poor Godfrey's de-

mise for some time, and

may perhaps think that she

takes a trifle too long over

her arrangements for the

event. They will almost

certainly share my view
;hat the explanation of the

mystery is far too involved

and unintelligible. I shall,

of course, not anticipate
;his for you. It has been
said that the works of

HOMER were not written

>y HOMER himself, but by
another man of the same
name. This may, or may
not, give you a clue to the
murder of Godfrey Pavely.

'. wish the crime were more

vorthy of such an artist in

creeps as Mrs. LOWNDES has

proved herself to be.

Patriot Golfer (seeing British aeroplane and not u-aniiiig to take any
risks).

" FORE I

"

The test of the second

water, as sellers of tea

assure us, provides proof
if a quality for which one
must go to the right market. _!

Jaroness ORCZY has not feared to put her most famous
>roduct, The Scarlet Pimpernel, to a similar trral.

Whether the result of this renewed dilution is entirely
atisfactory I leave you to judge, but certainly at least

omething of the well-known and popular aroma of

polling beauty. Then, just
before the War flames up,
secret service claims him,
and he returns from a

dangerous mission irretriev-

ably crippled. Marian fails

him. True, she disdains to

be released, but out of pride
not out of love. It is little

grey suppressed Stella, (her

light has been hidden under
the dull bushel of a Town
Clerk's office) who comes
into her kingdom and wins
back an ultra-sensitive des-

pairing man to the joy of

living and working and the
fine humility of being de-

pendent instead of master-
ful. There are so many
Julians and there 's need
of so many Stellas these
sad days that it is well to

have such wholesome doc-

trine stated with so cour-

ageous an optimism.

There is a sentence on

page 149 of A Castle to Let

(CASSELL) which, though
not for its style, I feel con-

strained to quote :

" It

was a glorious day, the sunshine poured through the

green boughs, and the moss made cradles in which
most people went to sleep with their novels." Well,

given a warm day and a comfortable resting-place,
this book by Mrs. BAILLIE BEYNOLDS would do excel-

omantic
artificiality clings about the pages of her latest lently well either to sleep or keep awake with, according

tory, Lord Tony's Wife (HODDER AND STOUGHTON), while ! to your mood. The scene of it is laid in Transylvania,
t the bottom of the cup there is not a little dash of the where a rich young Englishwoman took an old castle for
Id strong flavour. On the other hand, though it may be the summer. Incidentally I have learned something about
hat one's appetite grows less lusty, it does seem that in

|

the inhabitants of Transylvania, but apart from that I
ill the earlier chapters there is some undue proportion of know now exactly what a novel for the holidays should
bin and rather tepid preparation for episodes quite clearly contain. Its ingredients are many and rather wonderful,
n the way, so that in the end even the masterly vigour of but Mrs. EEYNOLDS is a deft mixer, and her skill in
he much advertised Pimpernel, in full panoply of inane managing no fewer than three love-affairs without getting
lughter and unguessed disguise, failed to astound and them and you into a tangle is little short of miraculous.

tagger me as much as I could have wished. Lord Tony Then we are given plenty of legends, mysteries and dreams,
vas a healthy youngEnglishman with no particular qualities just intriguing enough to produce an eerie atmosphere,
ailing for comment, and his wife an equally charming young but not sufficiently exciting to cause palpitations of the

< reuch heroine. After having escaped to England from heart. Need I add that the tenant of the castle married
he writer's beloved Eeign of Terror, the lady and her

;

the owner of it ? As she was both human and sporting,
,risto father were comfortably decoyed back to France by |

it worries me to think that she may now be interned.
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CHARIVARIA.
No sooner had the Berliner Twjeblatt

pointed out that " Di1

. MICH AKI.IS \\;is

a good Chancellor as Chancellors go"
than he went. ... ...

The Daily Mail is very cross with a

neutral country for holding up their

Hgomcnt, s:iys SirGEOUGE CAVK. 1'liry STKOKUWALD said,
" \Vo wont to war

were not even arrested and then' re- at the side of the Kaiser, and the All

leaded. Highest will return from war with

us." If we may ho permitted to say
Wo trii.il there is no truth in the anything, wo expect ho will he leading

rumour that the Air .Ministry Hill has by at K:a-;t a couple of lengths.

gone to a better pigeon 'ole.

Commercial Candour.

From a Native Tender for Works:
In last wo hope to he f,n..ur<-<l with your

No information has reached the

correspondent's copy. If persisted in, Government, it was stated in the House
this sort of thing might get us mixed of Commons recently, that toasted

up in a war. bread is being used as a substitute for ">'d,>rs, in th execution of which we "will

tea. The misapprehension appears to
"c lcct ?othin.

that can callse
>'
ou

. r-r. , , .
rr

i i -i i inconvenience.
A Ilighgate man has been fined forty have been caused by an unguarded

shillings for feeding a horse kept solely j

admission of certain tea merchants that

for pleasure upon oats. His plea, that

the animal did nob generate sufficient

power on coal-gas, left the Bench quite
cold.

they have the public on toast.

Wo felt sure that the statement de-
I

claring that Mr. CHI;IU:HJ..L had in a
I recent speech referred to " my Govern-

A ratcatcher has
been granted three

pounds of sugar a

week until Christ-

mas by a rural Food
Control Committee,
whom he informed
that rats would not

look at poison with-

out sugar. The rats'

lack of patriotism in

refusing to forego
their poison in these

times of necessity is

the subject of unfa-

vourable comment.
* *

41

There is no foun-
j

dation for the report
'

that a prominent
manufacturer identi-

fied with tho Liberal

Party has been
offered a baronetcy
if he will contribute five pounds of I ment

"
would be contradicted. The

"In tho past quarter there were 19 births

(6 males :iiid 13 females), comprising 10
between 1 and 65 years, and 9 65 and up-
wards." Htaitingdon$hire Post.

The method of dodging the Military
Service Acts adopted by these elderly

i
infants strikes i

distinctly unpatri-
otic.

Film Producer (to cinema artist hesitating on the threshold).
" YOU'D SOONER SOT, EH?

WHAT DO voc THINK I GOT YOU EXEMPTED FOB?"

sugar to the party funds.
=r ''.'-

Jj!

No confirmation is to hand of the

report that CommanderBELLAIHS.M. P.,

has been spitrlos versnubt.
* *

" Why can't the Navy have a Bairns-

father?" asks The Weekly Disjtitfrh.

This habit of carping at the Senior

Service is being carried to abominable

lengths. :
, *
*

Charged with failing to report him-

self, a man who lived on Hackney
Marshes stated that he did not know
there was a war on, and that nobody
had told him anything about it. A

slight to The Morning Post would have
been too marked.

* *
*

In a case at Bow Police Court it was
stated that it took fifteen policemen
and an ambulance to remove a prisoner
to the police-station. It is supposed
that the fellow did not want to go.

* *

Too much importance must not be

attached to the report emanating from

German sources that CountREVENTLOW
has been appointed Honorary Colonel

to the Imperial Fraternisers Battalion.
* *
*

According to The Evening Neivs

gang of thieves are "
working

"
the

prospectus of The Times' History of thej West End billiard saloons. So far no
Wai: has been despatched to him by
express messenger.

'

:;;

"

Efforts of the Industrial Workers
of the World to establish themselves in

this country have received no encour-

billiard tables have been actually stolen,

but a sharp look-out is being kept on

men leaving the saloons with bulgy

pockets. ^ ...

Looking Ahead.
" Comfortable Home

for young lady as pay-
ing guest ; every con-

'K ; near Ceme-
tery." Local Paper.

"Nothing which hap-
pens in Russia . . .

can alter tho bare fact

that Germany is in

rrtremis I am not
sure that articula mortis
wouldn't be the correct

term." John Bull.

We, on the other

hand, are quite sure
it wouldn't.

" ' Is it fresh, salt,

Danish, or what?' one
of the shop assistants

was asked.
'Don't know,' he replied, as he wiped the

perspiration from his brow, and into the heap
of butter with his pats." Evening Paper.

The vogue of margarine isnow explained .

"Servant (general), lady, two gentlemen;
no starch. Scotsman.

We are glad to see that mistresses are

taking a firm line against the prevailing
stiffness of manners below stairs.

"Of 9,048 houses in Newport only 6,130
are occupied by one family."

The Western Mail.

If full advantage were taken of the

housing accommodation it appears that

Newport would contain almost two

nowadays.
" GERMAN OFFICIAL.

"
Only a slight gain near Poelcapelle, 300

inches deep by 1,200 inches wide, remains to

the enemy." Nottingham Evening Post.

But by this time the Germans have
discovered that, when they give him an

\ddressing a Berlin meeting Herr ! inch, Sir DOUGLAS HAIG takes an ell.
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MORE TALK WITH GERMAN PEACEMONGERS.

(Including an incidental reference to Mr. II. G. WELLS.)

[The writer has received a pontifical brochure by Mr. WELLS,

reprinted from The Paila Jfmt, ,-old by the International 1-ree Trade

I |rae and entitled "A Keas<m:ible Man's Peace," in which the follow-

tairMMaee occurs: "The conditions of peace can now be stated in

general terms that we ;is a.-.-rptablo to a reasonable man in Berlin as

tlicv are to A reasonable man in Paris or London or Potrograd. . . .

\Vhv then does the wast,- and killing go on ? Why is not the Peaoo

Conference sitting now? Manifestly because a small minority of

people in positions of p<vi;lmr advantage, in positions of trust ami

authority, prevent or delay it* assembling."]

Wiii:>; with another winter's horror Hearing

Once more you send along the old, old dove

And frame with bloody lips that hide their leering

A canticle of love ;

It has no doubt a most seductive cadence,

But we who look for argument by fact

We miss conciliation's artful aidance,

Wo note a want of tact.

Your words are redolent of pious unction ;

Your deeds, your infamies, by sea and shore,

Go gaily on without the least compunction
Just as they went before.

We are not caught with olive-buds for baiting;

Something is needed just a shade less crude,

Something, for instance, faintly indicating
The penitential mood.

While still the stain is on your hands extended

We '11 hold no commerce with your frigid spells,

Even though such a move were recommended

By Mr. II. G. WELLS.

Rather, without a break, like Mr. Britling

(Though the brave wooden sword his author drew
Seems to have undergone a certain whittling),

We mean to " see it through." 0. S.

THE GREAT MAN.
WHAT am I doing, Dickie ? Well, I '11 tell you. I "in

one of those subalterns you hear of sometimes. You know
the kind of things they do ? They look after their men and
ask themselves every day in the line (as per printed in-

'

structions), "Am I offensive enough?" In trenches they
: are ever to the fore, bombing, patrolling, raiding, wiring
!
and inspecting gas helmets. Working-parties under heavy
fire are as, meat and drink, rum and biscuits to them.
Once every nine months, and when all Staff officers have
had three goes, they get leave in order to give excuse for

the appointment of A.P.M.'s. There are thousands of us,
and we are supposed to run the War. These are the things
which I am sure (if you get newspapers in Ceylon) jump
into your mind the moment I mention the word subaltern,
and I may as well tell you that in associating me with any
one of these deeds at the present time you are entirely
wrong.

I sit in a room, an office papered with maps in all degrees
of nakedness, from the newest and purest to those woad-
stained veterans called objective maps. In this room,
where regimental officers tread lightly, speak softly and
creep away, awed and impotent HE sits.

" HE "
is a

G.S.O.3, or General Staff Officer, third grade. He it is

who looks after the welfare of some hundred thousand

troops (when everybody else is out). I am attached to him
not personally, be it understood, but officially. I am

there to learn how he does it (whatever it is). High hopes,

never realised, are held out to me that if I am good and

look after the office during mealtimes I shall have a job of

my very own one day possibly two days.
And he is very good to me. He rarely addresses me

directly, except when short of matches, but be often gives

me an insight into things by talking to himself aloud. He
does this partly to teach me the reasoning processes by
which he arrives at the momentous decisions expected of a

G.S.O.3, and partly because he values my intelligent con-

sideration.

This morning, for instance, furnished a typically brilliant

example of our co-operation.
" I wonder," he said (and

as he spoke I broke off from my daily duties of writing to

Her)
" I wonder what about these Flares ? Division say

they want two thousand red and white changing to green
oh no, it 's the other lot ; no, that is right I don't think

they can want two thousand possibly. We might give them
half for practice purposes, or say five hundred. Still, if

they say they want two thousand I suppose they do
;
but

then there 's the question of what we 've got in hand. All

right, let them have tkcm."

That was one of the questions I helped to settle.

"Heavens!" be went on, "five hundred men for digging
cable trenches ! No, no, I don't think. They had five

hundred only the other night no, they didn't ;
it was the

other fellows no, that was the night before no, I was

right as usual. One has so many things to think of.

Well, they can't have them, that's certain; it can't be

important yes, it is, though, if things were to yes, yes
we 'II let tliem have them."

You will note that he said " we." Co-operation again.
I assure you I glowed with pleasure to think I had been

of so much assistance.

I had hardly got back to my letter \vhen we started

off again.
" Well that 's my morning's work done no, it isn't

yes, no, by Jove, there 's a code word for No. 237 Filtra-

tion Unit to be thought out. No, I shan't, they really
can't want one, they 're too far back still they might
come up to filter something near enough to want one no

I tvon't, it 's sheer waste still, I suppose one ought to

be prepared oh, yes, give them one give them the

word ' strafe
'

; nobody 's got that. Bong ! That 's all for

to-day."
And now you know what part I play in the Great War,

Dickie. Yours, JACK.

P.S. Just off for my morning's exercise sharpening the

Corps Commander's pencils.

A "PUNCH" COT.
SOME time ago Mr. Punch made an appeal on behalf of

the East London Hospital for Children at Shadtfell. He
has now received a letter from the Chairman, which says :

"By a unanimous resolution the Board of Management
have desired me to send you an expression of their most

grateful thanks for your help, which, it is no exaggeration
to say, has saved the Hospital from disaster." He adds

that the Board " would like to give a more practical proof
of their gratitude," and proposes, as " an abiding memorial,"

to set aside a Cot in the Hospital, to be called " The Punch
Cot."

It gives Mr. Punch a very sincere pleasure to convey to

those who so generously responded to his appeal this expres-
sion of the Board's gratitude, and he begs them also to

accept his own.
The sum so far contributed by Mr. Punch and his friends

amounts to 3,505.
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INTERLUDE.
ST. PATRICK. "THAT'S NOT THE WAY I DEALT WITH POISONOUS REPTILES. WHAT'S

THE GOOD OF TRYING TO CHARM IT?"
MR. LLOYD GEORGE. "I'M NOT TRYING TO CHARM IT. I'M JUST FILLING IN THE

TIME."
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THE
emerged a few months later with a

RECORDER.
[slight limp, a discharge certificate and

\, the concluding se^ion of the tfoteuni a piece of coloured ribbon on his waist-

: ion Conference in Sheilield, Councillor

II,
,,| Sonthport, said it was desirable

that even town should make a voice record

of every soldier who returned home from the

wars, describing his experience in fighting..

It would In' a valuable record for future

uionsof the family to kun\v what their

iiniv-t"r did in the Great War.]

IN an Expeditionary Force whose

piece
coat. Having expressed his opinion
on hospital life, he returned to his

native town.
His first shock was when ho was met

at the station by the local band and

conducted up the Station Koad and

He was too dumbfounded to grasp
all that was said, but he recovered his

senses in time to hear the Mayof

down the beflagged High Street to the

accompaniment of martial and patriotic

vocabulary included several lurid words
'

strains. His second was when he was

there was'a certain Battalion renowned ! confronted at the steps of the Town
for the vigour of its language. And in I Tall by the Mayor and an official gather-

that Battalion Private Thompson held ing of the leading citizens, with an un-

a reputation which was the envy of all.
|

official background of the led ones, and

Not only had he a more varied stock
j

found himself the subject of speeches

I

of expletives than anyone else, but he of adulation and welcome.

seemed to possess a unique gift for

welding them into new and wonderful

combinations to meet eacli fresh situa-

tion. Moreover he had
an insistent manner of

delivering them which
alone was sufficient to

place him in a class by
himself. It was not long
before many of his friends

,

gave up trying altogether
and let Private Tbomp- !

son doit all for them. It;
is even rumoured that on i

occasions men in distant

parts of the line would
send for him so that he

might come and give

adequate expression to
'j

feelings which they felt

to be beyond their range.
To show you the extent

of his fame, it is only

necessary to mention that

i Lieutenant composed an ode all

about Private Thompson and got it

published in Camouflage, the trench

'

HERB, STICK YOUE HEAD DOWN, CHARLIE."
" WHAT is THERE AN ORDER COME BOUND ABOUT

gazette of the Nth Division. Two of

the verses went, as far as I can re-

member, something like this :

As Private Thompson used to say,
He couldn't stand the War

;

He cursed about it every day
And every night he swore

;

And, while a sense of discipline
Carried him on through thick and thin,
The mud, the shells, the cold, the din

Annoyed him more and more.

The words with which we others cursed
Seemed mild and harmless quips

Compared to those remarks that burst
From Private Thompson's lips ;

Haven't you ever heard about
The Prussian Guard at X Redoubt,
How Thompson's language laid them out

Before we came to grips ?

Anyhow, after bespattering the air

of France and Flanders with a barrage
of anathemas for the best part of a year,
Private Thompson did something credit-

able in one of the pushes, and retired

assuring his audience that it gave him

great pleasure, indeed he might go so

far as to say the very greatest pleasure,
to welcome on behalf of their town one
who had upheld with such distinction

and bravery the reputation and honour
of the community. And that, although
he did not wish to keep them any longer,

yet he must just add that he was going
to ask Mr. Thompson then and there,

while the remembrance of his terrible

hardships was still fresh in his mind,
to impart them to a phonograph, so

that the archives of the town might
not lack direct evidence of the experi-
ences, if he might so express it, of her
bravest citizen, and future generations
might know something of the noble

thoughts that surged in so gallant a

breast in times of danger, and the fine

and honourable words with which those

thoughts had been uttered.

The Mayor's peroration annoyed
Thompson ; the cheers that followed it

annoyed him still more, and the subse-

quent shower of congratulations and

to move him to reply in a speech which

might have been unintelligible to the

ladies present.

Fortunately the danger was averted.

Before he could come into action a
select committee of two, specially ap-

pointed for the purpose, had sci/ed him

'by the arms and was conducting him

up the steps of the Town Hall. The

rapidity and the unexpected nature of

the movement threw him out of gear,
and ho was forced to adopt an attitude

of sullen silence during the progress of

the little party across the Council
Chamber and through a doorway lead-

ing into a small room.
This room was furnished only with

a table and a chair. On the former
stood a phonograph ;

into the latter

the Committee deposited ex-Private

Thompson and explained to him that

he was desired to sit there

and in his own words to

recount into the trumpet
of the machine his ex-

periences at the Front.

That becoming modesty,
they added, which hither-

to had sealed his lips
should now belaid aside.

Posterity must not be

denied the edification of

listening to a hero's story
of his share in the Great
War. The phonograph
was then turned on and
the disc began to revolve

with a slight grating
sound that set Thomp-
son's teeth on edge. Pie

,, was about to address a

few remarks to the Com-
mittee when they tactfully withdrew,

leaving him alone with the instrument.
For a few seconds he was silent.

The machine rasped unchallenged
through a dozen revolutions. Then he
took a deep breath and, leaning for-

ward, thrust his head into tho yawning
mouth of the trumpet.

His Worship has sampled the record.

The session was a secret one, but the

Town has been given to understand
that the disc has been sealed up and

put away for the use of posterity only.

to a hospital in England, -whence he vigorous slaps on the back threatened

Commercial Candour.
Letter recently received from a firm

of drapers :

"Madam, With reference to your blue

Silk Mackintosh, our manufacturers have

given the garment in question a thorough
testing, and find that it is absolutely water-

proof. If you will wear it on a dry day, and
then take it off and examine it you will see

that our statement is correct.

Assuring you of our best services at all times,
We are. Madam,

Your obedient Servants,
& SONS, Ltd."
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A DKAL WITH c:ilINA.

1'Vitx having killed the mule, it de-

volved upon Ilio villa"!' Sanitary In-

spector In sen the carcass decently
interred, and on application f.o tlie (

'

.( I,

of the nearest: Chinese- labour camp 1

iilly secured the services of two
beautiful old ivory carvings and a

liron/o statue1
,
chid in l)lue quilted uni-

forms and wearing respectively , by way
of head-dress, a towel turban, a straw

hat and a coiffure like an early-Yie-

torian penwiper. It was the bron/e

gentleman the owner ol t lie not iceable

coitTuro who at onco really took charge
dl tiio working part\ .

lie introduced iiimself to me as
' ; Lurtee Lee" (his ofiicial number was

thirty-three), informed me lie could
"
speakel Kngliss," and, having by this

single utterance at once apparently

proved his statement and exhausted his

vocabulary, settled down into a rapt
and silent adoration of my tunic buttons.

Before we had proceeded thirty yards
ho had offered me five francs (which he

produced from the small of his back)
for a single button. At the end of one
hundred yards the price had risen to

seven twenty-five, and arrived upon
the scene of action the Celestial grave-

digger made a further bid of eight
francs, two Chinese coins (value un-

known) and a tract in his native tongue.
This being likewise met with a reluct-

ant hut unmistakable refusal, the work
of excavation was commenced.
Now when three men are employed

upon a pit some six feet square they
obviously cannot all work at the same
time in so confined a space. One man
must in turn stand out and rest. His
rest time may he spent in divers ways.
The elder of the' two ivory carvings

spent his breathing spells in philosophic
reverie ; the younger employed his

leisure in rummaging on the neighbour-
ing "dump" for empty tobacco tins,

which he concealed about his person by
a succession of feats of legerdemain (by
the end of the morning I estimated
him to be in possession of about thirty

specimens). Lurtee Lee filled every
moment of his off time in tlip manu-
facture of a quite beautiful pencil-
holder his material an empty cartridge
case, his tools a half-brick and a shoe-

ing nail.

Slowly the morning wore on so

slowly, indeed, that at an early period
[ cast aside my tunic and with spado
and pick endeavoured by assistance
and example to incite my labourers to
"
put a jerk in it." Noon saw the de-

ceased mule beneath a ton or so of clay,
and Lurtee Lee, whether from grati-
tude or sheer camaraderie, gravely pre-
sented me with the now completed

-^

Jock. "JlAN, IT'S AN AWFU' PUIR DAY FOB FEC11T1N'.'"

Donal'. "AY. BCT IT'S AN AWFU' GVIO DAY FOB GETTIH' THE FU' WABRUMTH AN'
COMFORT OOT O r THE RUM BATION."

pencil-holder. No, not a sou would he

accept ; I was to take it as a gift.

At this moment a European N.C.O.
from the Labour Camp came upon the
scene and kindly offered to save me a

journey by escorting Lurtee Les and

Company to quarters. They shuffled

down the road, and I turned to put on

my tunic. One button was missing.

More German Friglitfulness.

"Hindenbnrg sent a great number of bug
guns to General Borocvics." Daily Paper.

Another Impending' Apology.
"
Early in the operations a jet of water

struck the Chief Officer of the Fire Brigade
directly in the right eye, completely blinding
him for the time ; and he had to be assisted

away but returned shortly after. The Brigade
are to be complimented on their work."

Rangoon Times.

"The complete cessation of the exports of

opinion from India to China is a distinct hmd-
inark in the moral progress of the world."

South African Paper.

This seems rather sweeping. What
i about Sir RABINDRANATH TAGOHE?
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THE STEW.
FKAGMKNT OF A SHAKSI-KAHKAX THACIODY.

["There are many things with which n stow c.-m ! thickened."
Extract from Regimental Order.}

SCENE I. Battalion Orderly-Boom.
Flourish. Enter Colonel and Adjutant.

Colonel. I do mistrust the soft and temperate ail-

That hath so long enwrapped us. No " returns

Of bakers," visitations of the Staff,

Alarms or inquisitions have disturbed

Our ten days' rest. Nothing but casual shells

And airy bombs to mind us of the War.

Adjutant. Oh, Sir, thy zeal hath mated with thy conscience

And bred i' the mind mistrustful doubts and fears,

A savage brood, which being come to manhood
Do tight with sweet content and eat her up.

Colonel. Alas! it is the part of those who govern
To play the miser with their present good
For fear of future ill. But who comes- here ?

Enter Messenger.

Messenger. So please you I am sent of General Blood
To bid you wait his coming.

Colonel. When ?

Messenger. To-morrow.
He purposes to visit your command
About the dinner-hour. [Exit.

Colonel. Now let th' occasion

Be servant to my wits. "The dinner-hour."

Twice hath he come ;
and first upon parade

Inspected all the men ;
the second time

The transport visited. Surmise hath grown
To certainty. He will inspect the dinners !

Go, faithful Adjutant, stir up the cooks
And bid them thicken stews and burnish pots.

Adjutant. I take my leave at once and go. [Exit Adjutant.
Colonel. Farewell.

Now with elusive Chance I '11 try a fall

And on the fateful issue risk my all. [Flourish. Exit.

SCENE II. A kitchen. In the middle a dixie. Thunder.

Enter Three Cooks.

First Cook. Thrice the dreadful message came.
Second Cook. Thrice the mystic buzzer buzzed.
Third Cook. Sergeant cries,

"
'Tis time, 'tis time."

First Cook. Eound about the dixie go ;

In the dense ingredients throw
Extra bully, every lump
Pinched from some forbidden dump,
Biscuits crunched to look like flour,

Cabbage sweet and onions sour
Make the broth as thick as glue.
The General will inspect the stew.

All. Fire burn and dixie bubble,
Double toil or there '11 be trouble.

Second Cook. 'Taters in the cauldron sink,
Peeled by hands as black as ink

;

Portions of a slaughtered cat,
Piece of breakfast-bacon fat,

Bits of boot and bits of stick

Make the gruel slab and thick.

All. Fire burn and dixie bubble,
Double toil or there '11 be trouble.

Third Cook. German sausage won in fight
On some dark and stormy night,
Dim and murky watercress
Stolen from a Sergeants' Mess,
Slabs of cheese and chunks of ham,
Lumps of plum and apple jam,

Bits of paper, ends of string,
Mixed with any damned thing,
In the cauldron mingle quick
So the stew be dense and thick.

All. Fire burn and dixie bubble,
Double toil or there '11 be trouble. [Exeunt.

SCENE III. Outside kitchen. Alarums.

Enter Orderly Corporal.

Orderly Corporal. Hero 's a pretty pass. Eyewash, eye-
wash, eyewash. And such a running to and fro and a go
this way and a go that way, and a burnishing up of old
brass and a shouting of horrid words, as though the Devil
himself were inspecting his own furnace. -Faith, an I

were eyewashing Beelzebub I could catch it no hotter.

[Sliouting within.

Anon, anon. I will eyewash it no further. [Exit.
Flourish. Enter Colonel, Adjutant, Quartermaster

and Sergeant-Cook.
Colonel. Is all prepared ?

Sergeant-Cook. The dinners would content
EHONDDA himself.

Quartermaster. The General comes.

Flourish. Enter General and Attendants.

General. Good Colonel,
Our greetings are the warmer for the thought
Of visits past.

Colonel. The service that we owe
In doing pays itself. Will you inspect
The dinners ?

General. First we '11 greet the Adjutant,
Whom well we recollect.

Adjutant. This is an honour
Which makes our labours light. Will you be pleased
To inspect the dinners ?

General. Yes, but let us first

Discuss the general welfare of the troops
Whose good 's our care.

Sergeant-Cook (aside to Colonel). The time is getting long;
The stew 's congealing fast.

Colonel. Good General,
Your grace toward our people doth confound
Th' expression of our gratitude. The hour
For dinner is at hand. An you would grace
The issue with your presence it would make
The meal the sweeter.

General (aside). There doth seem to be
More than politeness in these invitations.

(To Colonel) I am no cook to judge by sight and touch
The flavour of a dish. Issue the dinners
To all the rank and file, that so my pleasure
In marking their expressions of content
Be equal to the praise I shall bestow.

Voicervithin. Help! help! The cooks have fainted in the stew.

Adjutant. They '11 not be noticed.

Colonel. Now hath fortune proved
My master. I '11 not live a slave to Chance.

[Eats some of the steiv and dies.

General. Conscience hath claimed her toll and is content.
We '11 go inspect another regiment.

CURTAIN.

A member of the Chancery Bar consults us on the

'ollowing point: "1 was awakened," he says, "by my
dog during a recent air-raid. He was so annoyed that
:ie consumed the whole of Leivin on Trusts and com-
menced Tudor on Wills, and is now suffering from severe

indigestion. Have I or has the dog any equitable remedy '?

"
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TERRORS OF THE SCOTTISH LANGUAGE.
Housemaid in Glasgow Hotel. "YE CANNA GAHO TO THE BATHROOM THE NOO."
Sassenach. "WHY NOT?" Housemaid. "THERE'S A BODY in THE BATH."

THE NEW MRS. MARKHAM.
IV.

CONVERSATION ON CHAPTEB LXXI.

Mary. You spoke, Mamma, ofCHAUCER

being the Father of English poetry.
Was there any English poetry before

the discoveries of Lord EDWARD MARSH ?

Mrs.M. Certainly, my dear. CHAUCER
was our first eminent poet, but, as a dis-

tinguished American critic has observed,
he could not spell. This greatly inter-

fered with his popularity. Then there

was SHAKSPEARE, who wrote quaint
old-fashioned plays quite unsuitable for

filming, but nevertheless enjoyed a

certain fame until it was proved that

he never existed and that SHAKSPEARE
was the name of a syndicate ; or that
if lie did exist ho was somebody else ;

when all interest in his work naturally

evaporated. The abolition of rhyme,
about the year 1920, gave a frosh im-

petus to English poetry, and now, as

you know, almost anyone can write it

fluently, whereas formerly the easiest

poems wore written with the greatest

difficulty. Indeed one reads of some
old poets who were not able to produce
a mere hundred lines in a day. Under
the "free-verso" system, some of the

Palustrine (or Marshy) School have been

known to produce as many as three

thousand lines in a day and to earn in

a week as much as MILTON, an old poet
of the seventeenth century, received

for the whole of his greatest work, on
which he was engaged for years.

Richard. You have often talked about

people going into sanctuary. What
does it mean ?

Mrs. M. Originally every church,

abbey or consecrated place was a sanc-

tuary, and all persons who had com-
mitted crimes or were otherwise in

fear of their lives might secure them-
selves from danger by getting into them.
But in the reign which we have been

discussing it came to be used specially
of the House of Commons from the

number of tiresome and objectionable

people who sought refuge there, because
of the freedom from legal penalties
which they enjoyed. Once safe in the
House of Commons they said and even
did tilings which, if they had been said

or done in public, or even in private,
would have exposed them either to pro-
secution or personalchastisement. Ulti-

mately the nuisance became so great
that the privilege of sanctuary was

abolished, and the tone of the House of

Commons greatly improved.
Mary. I could not quite understand

that story about the King and the

public jester.
Mrs. M. In earlier reigns it was cus-

tomary for kings and nobles to have
in their retinue some one whose busi-

ness it was to play the fool, and who
was privileged to say or do anything
that was ridiculous for the sake of

diverting his master. Although this

practice had died out the privilege was

usurped by a certain number of writers

|

and speakers, who sought to attain

notoriety by making themselves as un-

pleasant or ridiculous as possible on

every occasion. It requires some clever-

ness to be a great fool, and though
some of these public buffoons were
clever men the majority had more
malice than wit, and in time exhausted
the patience of the people. Finally, in

order to protect them from the violence

of the infuriated populace, the Govern-
ment were obliged to deport the chief

offenders to the Solomon Islands, where
cannibalism then prevailed.

George. Did they play on anything
else besides mouth-organs in those

days ?

Mrs. M. They had many curious

musical instruments which are now
entirely obsolete. Of these the most

popular was the pianoforte, a large
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SCENE. Basement during an air-raid. Loud noise without.

The Eight Kind of Boy (with great animation).
" MUMMY, ABE WE WINNING?"

wooden box with a long horizontal key-
board, which the player struck with his

fingers. Considerable and sometimes
even distressing dexterity was attained

by the performers, who indulged in all

sorts of strange antics and gestures.
The exercise was found to be remark-

ably beneficial to the growth of the hair,

but it had compensating disadvantages,

leading to cramps, dislocations and
other troubles. Ultimately pianoforte

playing was suppressed, largely owing
to the exertions of the Society for the

Prevention of Cruelty to Elephants, the

tusks of that animal being in great

request for the manufacture of the

keys.
Richard. I shall never go to the

Zoological Gardens without rejoicing
over the suppression of the pianoforte.

Mrs. M. . Another favourite instru-

ment was the violin, a small and curi-

ously shaped apparatus fitted with four

strings, which, when rubbed or scraped
with horsehair tightly stretched on a

narrow wooden frame, were made to

produce sounds imitating the cries of

various animals, especially the mew-

ing of a cat, to perfection. But as the

timbre of the instrument did not lend

itself to successful mechanical repro-
duction by the gramophone it fell into

disuse. ^___^_____

flMmdrs 1Roll of Ibonour.

WE are very sorry to learn that

Captain A. \V. LLOYD, Eoyal Fusiliers,

who for some time illustrated the

Essence of Parliament, has been badly
wounded in East Africa. We join his

many friends in England and South
Africa in sending him our sincerest

hopes for his restoration to health and

strength. __^_^_____
" HE-WHO-MUST-BE-OBEYED."

SIB ARTHUR YAPP, Sir ARTHUR YAPP,
He is a formidable chap ;

He says the best of this year's fashions

Is to obey his rule for rations.

To every man and every maid
Of every sort of social grade,
Sir ARTHUR YAPP, Sir ARTHUR YAPP.
He is to put the thing with snap

He-Who-Jfs-Be-Obeyed.

Sir ARTHUR YAPP, Sir ARTHUR YAPP,
He simply doesn't care a rap
For any one his only passion's

Compelling us to keep our rations ;

Downrightly he demands our aid
;

He will not have the troops betrayed.
Sir ARTHUR YAPP, Sir ARTHUR YAPP,
He is the right man in the gap

He- \Vhorlff7ST-Be-Obeyed.

Sir ARTHUR YAPP, Sir ARTHUR YAPP,
He says the way to change the map
The way that all of us can smashHuns
Is simply sticking to our rations ;

Whereas the Hun will have us flayed
Unless the waste of food is stayed.
Sir ARTHUR YAPP, Sir ARTHUR YAPP,
He is right through this final lap

He-Who-l/CAST-Be-Obeyed.
W. B.

"TO THE EDITOR OP 'THE TIMES.'

Sir, Last Sunday evening I read your
leader of October 24 as part of my sermon

to my village congregation. It went home."
Times,

The Times leader-writer should culti-

vate a brighter style, more calculated

to hold the interest of a congregation.
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AT BAY.
ENGLAND AND FRANCE (to their comrade).

" STICK TO IT !

"
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Tommy. "WHEEE DID YOU GET THAT BUNCH?" Australian. "On, / DIDN'T GET 'EM THE DAWG BBOUGHT 'EM IN.''

ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, October 29th. For once

Parliament repelled the gibe of its

critics that it has ceased to represent
the people. Lords and Commons united

|

in praise of our sailors and soldiers and
all the other gallant folk who are help-

ing us to win the War, and passed the

formal Votes of Thanks without a dis-

sentient voice.

As no eloquence could be adequate
to such a theme not even that of

PERICLES or LINCOLN, as Mr. ASQUITH

tactfully remarked fewer and briefer

speeches might have sufficed. The
PRIME MINISTER painted the lily a little

thickly, though no one would have
had him omit his picturesque narrative

of the first battle of Ypres I hope
some of its few survivors were among
the soldiers in the Gallery or his tri-

j

butes to the Navy and the Merchant
Service. Nor did one grudge Mr.
BEDMOND'S paean in praise of the Irish

troops. It 's not his fault, at any rate,

that there aren't more of them.
Seen at its best in the afternoon, the

House descended to the depths on the

adjournment, when Mr. PONSONBY, Mr.
BAMSAY MACDONALD and Mr. KING
badgered the HOME SECRETARY for the
best part of an hour because in the
exercise of his duty ho had had some

of their friends' correspondence opened
and read. In ordinary times Members
are very jealous, and rightly so, of

this oflicial espionage. The case

of Sir JAMES GRAHAM and MAZZIXI'S

letters was raked up and quoted for all

it was worth and a little more ; for, as

Sir GEORGE CAVE reminded us, even on

that occasion a Select Committee sup-

ported the action of the Government.
The fact is that, when you are fighting
for freedom en rjros, individual liberties

must of necessity be curtailed. Know-

ing that our letters in war-time are

liable to inspection, the wise among us

stick to postcards. As Mr. PONSONBY
assures us that he and his friends have

nothing to conceal, let them do likewise.

One missed Mr. SNOWDEN, usually to

the fore on these occasions. An inci-

dent earlier in the afternoon perhaps
accounted for his absence. By way of

bolstering up a charge of harshness

against the H^ME SECRETARY he men-
tioned that a deported German had " a

son serving in the British Army." The
Minister frankly admitted it.

" The
son," he said,

" a British subject, who
endeavoured to avoid military service,

was arrested, and is serving in a non-

combatant unit." Exit Mr. SNOWDEX.

Tuesday. October 30th. I strongly

suspect Major NEWMAN and Mr. BEDDY
of collaborating, like the " Two Macs"

of music-hall fame. No other theory
will explain the gallant Major's well-

feigned annoyance at what he called
" the assumption of military rank by
clergymen and members of the theatri-

cal profession" connected with cadet-

corps. Mr. MACPHERSON supplied the

official answer, namely, that gentlemen
holding cadet-commissions are entitled

to wear service dress ;
but the real

object of the question was revealed

when Brother REDDY from the back-

benches piped out,
" Does that apply

to sham officers wearing uniform in

this House ?
"

There was a roar of

laughter, and Major NEWMAN blushed

his appreciation.
I can imagine no more hopeless task

than to plead the cause of Bulgaria in

present circumstances ; yet Mr. NOEL
BUXTON cheerfully essays it whenever
he gets an opportunity. This time he

attempted to read into a recent utter-

ance of the FOREIGN SECRETARY agree-
ment with his own views.

Mr. BALFOUR'S reply, in effect, was
" What make you here, you little Bulgar

boy ?
" He maintained that, while

not as "dull and cautious" as he

had meant it to be, the speech referred

to in no way bore out Mr. BUXTON'S
assertions. Then he '

proceeded in

characteristic fashion to knock together
the heads of the pro-Bulgarians and
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the other Balkan theorists, and de-

clared in conclusion that, while sharing
the desire that Bulgaria should come
out of the War without a grievance, he

was not going to purchase that satis-

faction by the betrayal of those who
had sacrificed everything they possessed
in the cause of the Allies a declaration

which, in view of recent rumours, the

llmtso as a wholo heard with relief.

Wednesday, October 31st. No future

GILHEHT shall be able to write that

"The House of PC-ITS, throughout the war,
Did nothing in particular,

And did it VI.TV \\vll,"

for, thanks to the pertinacity of Lord
LOKEBURN and Lord SELHORNE, their

lordships have done something very

particular. They have proposed that

tho PRIME MINISTEK shall announce,
with any honour conferred, the reasons

why he has recommended it, having
previously satisfied himself that a con-

tribution to party funds was not one
of them. If Lord LOUEBURN had had
his way the resolution would have
been a good deal stronger, but Lord

CURZON, upon whose majestic calm
this subject has a curiously ruffling

effect, refused to allow the retention of

words implying that any Minister had
ever been a party to a corrupt bargain.
The debate was anything but dull,

and some piquant revelations of

course all at second-ha.nd were made
by the highly respectable peers who
took part in it. It would have been
livelier still if some of the more recent
creations could have been induced to

tell the full story of " How I got my
Peerage." But they are modest fellows,
and unanimously refrained.

Thursday, November 1st. A full

House heard Sir ERIC GEDDES make
his maiden speech, or rather read his

maiden essay, for he rarely deviated
from his type-script. A very good
essay it was, full of well arranged in-

formation, and delivered in a strong
clear voice that never faltered during
an hour's recital. If we were to believe

some of the critics the British Navy is

directed by a set of doddering old gentle-
men who are afraid to let it go at the
Germans and cannot even safeguard
our commerce from attack. The truth,
as expounded by the FIRST LOBD, is

quite different. Despite the jeremiads
of superannuated sailors and political

longshoremen, the Admiralty is not

going to Davy Jones's locker, but
under its present chiefs, who have,
with very few exceptions, seen service
in this War, maintains and supple-
ments its glorious record. Save for an
occasional game of "tip and run" as
in the case of the North Sea convoy
enemy vessels have disappeared from
the surface of the oceans

;
and " the

SCENE: Charing Grots. "Buy A BIT o' SHRAPNEL, MISTEB?"

long arm of the British Navy
"

is now
stretching down into the depths and

up into the skies in successful pursuit
of them. If the nation hardly realises

yet what it owes to the men of the Fleet
and their comrades of the auxiliary Ser-

vices it is because their work is done
with " such thoroughness and so little

fuss," and, as Mr. ASQUITH put it,
" in

the twilight and not in the limelight."

"Alderman was fined 5 for aiding
and abetting his game-keeper in feeding
pheasants with guano." Liverpool Daily Post.

He must have thought it would be

good for their crops.

From a New Zealand official report :

" When sawing a piece of timber P 's

left thumb came into contact with saw, cut-

ting it."

People with thumbs like this ought not
to be allowed to handle delicate instru-

ments.

" The first draft sale of the Gloucestershire
Old Spots speaks volumes for the black and
white pig. , . . Nor must the beautifully-
marked pig 'Bagborough Charm VII.,' far-

rowed 1817, be forgotten."
Farmer and Stockbreeder.

It seems, however, to have been over-

looked for some time.

" ' By heavens, it's the Germans I

'

cried

Captain Jansson later, at last awake to the
truth. ' Call all hands and make for the
boats.' He turned the wheel hard astern and
stopped the ship." Daily Mail.

Something hadgone wrong, we suppose,
with the foot-brake.

" was born in 1883, and received
his musical education, first in Dresden, and
subsequently in England with one of the most
orthodox of the English professors, as a result
of which he entered the Diplomatic Service in
1909 as Honorary Attache." The Chestenan.

We hope this will silence the complaints
as to the insufficiency of our diplomat-
ists' education.
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HOW TO BRIGHTEN UP THE THEATRE.

" You want, I take it," said the

stranger to the niiiii.iger,

your theatre the most interesting in

London ?
"

" More or less," said the manager.

"Very well," the other continued.

Xo\v, then, what do you do for the
j

to make
j

audiences in your theatre between the
'

Acts ?
"

"There is an excellent orchestra,"

Xa! urally," the manager replied.
" I do all I can to make it so, as it is."

"Perhaps," said the stranger; "we
shall see. But I have it in my power
tn make it vastly more interesting than

any theatre has ever been."

'You have a play?" the mann-vr

inquired; amending this,

after another glance, to

" You know of a play '.'

"

"Play? No. I 'm not

troubling about plays," said

the caller. "Plays what

are plays? No, I'm bring-

ing you a live idea."

"But I don't wish to

make any change in the

style of my performances,"
said the manager.

" If

you're thinking of a new
kind of entertainment for

me super-cinema, or that
' real revue

' which authors

are always threatening me
with I don't want it. I

intend to keep my stage for

the legitimate drama."
The stranger had been

growing more and more
restless.

" My dear Sir,"

he now protested,
" do let

us understand each other.

Have I ever mentioned the

word '

stage
'

? Have I ?

No. Your stage is nothing
to me ; it doesn't come into

the matter at all. Do what

you like on the stage, but

let me tackle the front of

the house. That 's the real

battle-ground. My scheme,
which I bring to you first of

all, because I think of you
as the least unenlightened
of all London managers, is

concerned solely with the

audience. Will you promise not to

mention it for a week if I unfold it to

you ?
"

The manager promised.

said the manager.
" I have hoard it," replied his visitor

drily.
" Most of the music played is

composed by the conductor, who con-

ducts with the how of his violin. No,

Sir, that is not enough to do for an

audience in the intervals. I warn you

First Mile. " AIN'T 'E JUST LIKE THE PICTURES, Liz ?

E 's A COWBOY."
Second ditto.

" GAHN ! 'E 's ONLY A SOLDIEB."

"Very well," said the other, settling

that the whole question of intervals

will come up scon, and the cleverest

manager will be the one who does most
to make them But that 's

another matter. My scheme for you
down to business,

"
let us begin by j

is to provide more than mere amuse-

looking at audiences. What are they |
rnent, it is to enable your theatre to

made of ? Human beings. What kind ! partake of some of the quality and some
of human beings ? The nobs and the i

of the success of the great picture news-
mob. What is the favourite occupa- j papers."
tion of the nobs ? Eecognising other

|

" How do you mean ?
"
the manager

nobs. What comes next ? Seeing who asked, leaning forward. The word
the other nobs have got with them. !

" success
"
had galvanised him.

What is the favourite occupation of " Like this," said the enthusiast,
the mob? Identifying the nobs and say- "You grant that the proper study of

ing how disappointed they are with mankind is man as the POPE recently
their appearance. Isn't that so ?" 'said? You grant an intense curiosity as

to everybody else being implanted in the

I ui in an breast? Very well. This, then,
is my scheme. You must have each
stall legibly numbered so that the

whole house behind it and above it can
see the number. The boxes must he
numbered too. You then instal a

printer with a little press somewhere be-

hind the scenes, and to him is brought
soon after the curtain rises a list

of the names of all the box and stall

holders, which he will print oil' in time
for the assistants to sell them all over

the house after Act I.

This distribution will dis-

pose of the first interval,

and incidentally bring in a

nice little sum for cigars
and champagne for your
business visitors, a new hat
for your leading lady, and
so forth."

"By the way," said

the manager,
" won't you

smoke? These are mild."

"Thank you," said the

other. "
Very well," he

continued,
" the next in-

terval will be wholly spent
in the exciting and de-

lightful task of identifying
the nobs, in which the nobs
themselves will take a part.
And if there is still a third

i interval it will be equally

amusingly filled by con-

versation as to the pasts
i or costumes of the more
famous of the female nobs
who are present an in-

terchange of opinion as to

the lowness of their necks,

conjectures as to the gen-
uineness of their hair, and
so forth. Do you see?

"

The manager went to the

sideboard and brought back
some glasses and a bottle.

"Yes," he said, "I see.

There 's something in what

you say. But you don't

explain how the names are

I BETCHEB

to be obtained ?
"

"How ?
"
exclaimed the other. "

Why,
ask for them, to be sure. You '11

have to begin with a few blanks,
of course, but directly it gets known
that you 're publishing them during
the evening they'll all come in. Bless

your soul, I know them ! and if the nobs
don't tumble to it the snobs will, and

they're numerically strong enough to

keep any play running. You won't

have to worry about the play. As for

the back rows of the stalls, where you
put the people from the other theatres,

why, they '11 absolutely push their visit-

ing-cards at you. What do you say?
"

" I think it 's ingenious," said the
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HUMOURS OF A REMOUNT CAMP.
Staf Officer.

"
I BODE THIS HOBSE YOU SENT ME ON TUESDAY AND HE WAS ALL RIGHT. BUT WHKN I RODE HIM ON WEDNESDAY HE

WAS MUCH TOO FRISKY." Bernoulli Officer. "WELL, WHY NOT BIDE HIM ONLY ON TUESDAYS?"

manager,
" and not to be dismissed

lightly. But I don't see anything to

prevent all the other managers copy-
ing it."

" There isn't," said the inventor.
"
Nothing ever has been done or will

be done that can prevent theatrical

managers from copying each other.

It "s chronic. But you '11 be the first,

remember that ; and the pioneer often

has some credit. You '11 get the start,
and that means a lot. For some months,
at any rate, it will be your theatre to

which the snobs will crowd."
Such was the interview.

"What the manager will decide can-
not yet be stated, for the week has not

" GOOSE. Remembrance and many thanks
for war dividends." Daily Telegraph.

This is the best it can do under present
conditions. Golden eggs are " off."

"It was Tennyson who told us that there
are ' books in running brooks and sermons in

stones.'
"

Hut it was SHAKSI'EAHK who said it

first.

LINES ON A NEW HISTORY.
WEARY of MACAULAY, never nodding,
Weary of the stodginess of STUBBB,

Weary of the scientific plodding
Of the school that only digs and

grubs ;

I salute, with grateful admiration

Foreign to the hireling eulogist,
CHESTERTON'S red-hot self-revelation

In the guise of England's annalist.

Here is no parade of erudition,
No pretence of calm judicial tone,

But the stimulating ebullition

Of a sort of humanized cyclone;
Unafraid of flagrant paradoxes,
Unashamed of often seeing red,

Here 's a thinker who the compass
boxes

Standing most at ease upon his head.

Yet with all this acrobatic frolic

There 's a core of sanity behind
Madness that is never melancholic,

Passion never cruel or unkind ;

And, although his wealth of purple
patches

Soiue precisians may excessive deem,

Still the decoration always matches

Something rich and splendid in the

theme.

Not a text-book that may be ad-

mitted
Full of dates and Treaties and of

Pacts,
For our author cannot be acquitted
Of a liberal handling of his facts ;

But a stirring proof of Britain's title,

Less in Empire than in soul, of

"Great,"
And a frank and generous recital

Of " the glories of our blood and
State.

' '

Journalistic Candour.
" Mrs. , to her latest days, was a devoted

student of the 'Recorder.' Her end came
through continuous '

eye strain '

in reading
the Conference news for several hours to-

gether.
" Methodist Recorder.

"BaronsCourt. Tolet, furnished, an attrac-

tive little artist's House, well fitted through-
out." The Obsemr.

A flapper writes to say that she would
like to know more about this attractive

little artist.
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It

SIX-AND-A-PEN NY-HALFPENNY.
"
THIS," I said,

"
is perfectly monstrous. It is an outrage.

What have they done to you now ?
"

said Francosca.

"Have they forbidden you to have your boots made oi

leather, or to go on wearing your shiny old blue serge suit,

or have they failed in some way to recognise your merits as

a Volunteer? Quick, tell me so that I may comfort you."
"Listen to this," I said.
" I should be better able to listen and you would certainly

be better able to read the letter if you didn't brandish it in

my face."

When you 've heard it," I said,
"
you '11 understand why

I brandish it. Listen :

" '

SIR, I understand that on the 15th instant you travelled

from Star Bend to our London terminus without your season-

ticket, and declined to pay the ordinary fare. One of the
conditions which you signed stipulates that in the event of

your inability to produce your season-ticket the ordinary
fare shall be paid, and as the Eailway Executive now con-

trolling the railways on behalf of the Government is strict

in enforcing the observance of this condition, I have no
alternative but to request you to kindly remit me the sum
of 6s. l^d. in respect of the journey in question.

I am, Sir, your obedient Servant,
H. W. HUTCHINSON.'

"
This," I said, as I finished reading the letter,

" comes
from the Great North- Southern Eailway, and is addressed
to me. What do you think of it ?

"

"The miserable man," said Francesca, "has split an in-

finitive, but he probably did it under the orders of the

Eailway Executive."
"I don'kmind," I said, "about his treatment of infini-

tives. He may split them all to smithereens if he likes.

It's the monstrous nature of his demand that vexes me."
" What can you expect of a Eailway Company ? ". said

Francesca. "
Surely you didn't suppose a company would

display any of the finer feelings ?
"

"
Francesca," I said,

"
this is a serious matter. If you

are not going to sympathise with me, say so at once, and I
shall know what to do."

Well, what will you do ?
"

I shall plough my lonely furrow I mean, I shall write

my lonely letter all by myself, and you shan't help me to
make up any of the stingers that I 'm going to put into it."

"
Oh, my dear," she said,

" what is the use of writing
stingers to a railway? You might as well smack" the
engine because the guard trod on your foot."

"
Well, but, Francesca, I 'm boiling over with indig-

nation."

So am I," she said,
" but

"

But me no buts," I said. " Let 's boil over together
and trounce Mr. Hutchinson. Let us write a model letter
For the use of season-ticket holders who have mislaid their
tickets. We '11 pack it full of sarcasm and irony. We will
uake an appeal to the nobler sentiments of the Board of
Directors. We will remind them that they too are subject
;o human frailty, and "

-
t

we will not send the letter, but will put it away
until we 've finished our boiling-over and have simmered
down."

Francesca," I said,
" am I not going to be allowed to

communicate to this so-called railway company my opinion
of its conduct ? Are all the pearls of sarcasm with which
my mind is teeming to be thrown away ?

"

"Well," she said, "it would be useless to cast them
before the Eailway Executive."

"
Mayn't I hint a hope that the penny-halfpenny will

come in useful in a time of financial stress ?
"

"
No," she said decisively,

"
you are to do none of these

things. Of course they 've behaved in a mean and shabby
way, but they've got you fixed, and the best thing you
can do is to get a postal order and send it off to Mr.
Hutchinson."

"
Mayn't I

"
No, certainly not. Write a short and formal note and

enclose the P.O.
; and next time don't forget your ticket."

" If you '11 tell me how to make sure of that," I said,
" I '11

vote for having a statue of you put up."
"Does everybody," she said, "forget his season-ticket?"
"Yes," I said, "everybody, at least once a year."===== E. C. L.

HERBS OF GEACE.
vnr.

SOUTHERNWOOD.
SOME are for Camphor to put with their dresses,"

Lay Eussia-leather between "em," say some ;

Some are for Lavender sprinkled in presses,
Some are for Woodruff, that moths may not come ;

I am for Southernwood, Southernwood, Southernwood
(Gardy-robe called, they do say, by the French),

Whisper of summertime, summertime, summertime,
Southernwood, laid wi' the clothes of a wecch.

Some are for Violets, some are for Eoses,
Some for Peniriall, some for Bee Balm,

When they go church-along carrying posies
(Smell 'em and glance at the lads in the psalm) ;

I am for Southernwood, Southernwood, Southernwood
(Lad's Love 'tis called by the home-folk hereby),

All in the summertime, summertime, summertime
Lad's Lave 'tis called, and for lad's love am I.

================= W. B.

THE POET.
[Commenting upon the fact that Mr. Justice SALTEB objected to

Mr. WILD, K.C., reading poetry in court, a contemporary gossip-
writer remarks,

" Why do people write poetry ? "]

THE following communications, evidently intended for
our contemporary, were inadvertently addressed to Mr.
Punch :

DEAR SIR, I took up poetry because I was once bitten

by an editor's dog and I determined to be avenged.
DEAR- SIR, Two years ago I lost Sidney, my pet silk-

worm, and as I had to take up some hobby I decided on
poetry.

DEAR SIR, With me it is a gift. It just came to me.
On the other hand my friends often suggest my seeing a
doctor, as they think there may be a piece of bone pressing
on the brain.

DEAR SIR, I used to suffer from red hair, and gradually
I am getting the stuff turned grey. By the way, can you
give me a rhyme for "Camouflage"?
DEAR SIR, I began writing lyrics for ragtime revues,

because I wanted to see what would happen if I just took
hold of the pen and let her rip.

From a calendar :

" October 31. Wednesday.
August to October Game Certificates expire,
Mystical carpeted earth, with dead leaves of desire,
Disrobing earth dying beneath love's fire."

The rhymes are all right, but the scansion of the first line
is susceptible of improvement.
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Fair Lecturer (to Food Economy Committee). "OF COUBSE I HAD
LEVEL OF INTELLECT. I HOPE YOU ALL UNDERSTOOD."

MAKE IT AS SIMPLE AS POSSIBLE TO HEACH A BATHER LOW

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

IT would seem that "BARTIMEUS" occupies the same rela-

tive position towards the silent Navy of 1917 that JOHN
STRANGE WINTER did towards the Army of the pre-KiPLiNG
era. All his men are magnificent fellows, his women sym-
pathetic and courageous. The Hun, depicted as an unsports-
man-like brute (which he is), invariably gets it in the neck

(which, I regret to say, he doesn't). And so all is for the

best in the best of all possible services. In the Navy they
are nothing if not consistent and, while the military story-
teller who did not have his knife into the higher command
would be looked upon as a freak,

" BARTIMEUS
"

loyally
includes amongst his galaxy of perfect people Lords of the

Admiralty no less than the lower ratings. No one knows
the Navy and its business better than "

BAHTIMEUS," and he
owes his popularity to that fact. Yet he tells us very little

about it, preferring to dwell on the personal attributes of

his individual heroes, throwing in just enough incidental

detail to give his stories the proper sea tang. Of late a good
many people have been busy informing us that the Navy,
like GILBERT'S chorus-girl, is no better than it should be.

But the fault, if there be one, does not lie with the men that

"BAHTIMEUS" has selected to write about in his latest novel,
The Long Trick (CASSELL), which will therefore lose none of

the appreciation it deserves on that account. And with
such a leal and brilliant champion to take the part of the

Navy afloat, the Navy ashore, whether in Parliament or out

of it, may very well be left to take care of itself.

Although Sir ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE calls his collection of

detective stones His Last Bow (MURRAY), and also warns us

that Sherlock Holmes is "somewhat crippled by occasional

attacks of rheumatism," there is not in my lay opinion any
cause for alarm. If I may jest about such an austere per-

sonage as Sherlock, I should say that there are several strings
still left to his bow, and that the ever amenable and admir-

ing Watson means to use them for all they are worth. At

any rate I sincerely hope so, for if it is conceivable that

some of us grow weary of Sherlock's methods when we are

given a long draught of them no one will deny that they
are palatable when taken a small dose at a time. Sherlock,
in short, is a national institution, and if he is to be closed

now and for ever I feel sure that the Bosches will claim to

have finished him off. And that would be a pity. Of these

eight stories the best are "The Dying Detective" and the

"Bruce-Partingtou Plans," but all of them are good to

read, except perhaps "The Devil's. Fort," which left a

"most sinister impression
"
on dear old Watson's mind,

and incidentally on my own.

Every now and then, out of a mass of War-books grown
so vast that no single reader can hope even to keep count of

them, there emerges one of particular appeal. This is a

claim that may certainly be made for An Airman's Outings

(BLACKWOOD), especially just now when everything associ-

ated with aviation is I was about to say sur le tapis, but
the phrase is hardly well chosen so conspicuously in the

limelight. The writer of these modest but thrilling records

veils his identity under the technical noin de guerre of
" CONTACT." With regard to his method I can hardly do
better than repeat what is said in a brief preface by Major-
General W. S. BRANCKEH, Deputy Director-General of
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Military Aeronautics: "The author depicts the daily life

of the flying oilicer in France, simply and with perfect

I ruth; indeed he describes heroic deeds with such niodera-

t ion and absence of exaggeration that the reader will scarcely

realise," etc. But lie will be a reader poor indeed in

iniiigiuation who is not helped by these pages to realise

some part of the debt that we owe to these marvellous

winged boys of ours. As for the heroic deeds, they arc of

.1 kind to take your breath tales of battles above the clouds,

of trenches captured by aeroplane, of men fatally wounded,
thousands of feet above the enemy country, recovering
consciousness and working their guns till they sank dead,

while their battered machines planed for the security of

friendly lines. Surely the whole history of War has no

picture to beat this in devotion.

EVELYN BHANSCOMHE FETTER has much that is interesting
to say about men and women, and packs her thought (I

risk the "her") into a quasi-Meredithian form of phrasing

return to the Kerr household. In the midst of their bothers
Osborne is given a post as traveller in motor-cars at a big
salary. So off he goes, while Marie, like the other little

pig of the poem, stays at home, and enjoys herself hugely.
When he returns she hardly cares about him at all; and

might indeed have continued this attitude of indifference
who knows how long ? had not some Higher Power

(perhaps the Paper Controller) decreed a happy ending on

page 340. A lesson, I am sure, to us all; but of what
character remains ambiguous.

In such a title as The North East Corner (GBANT
EICHARDS) there is something bleak and uninviting, some-
thing suggestive of the bitter mercies of an average English

But how much

April, that is by no means confirmed in the story itself.

Windy it certainly is it runs to 496 pages for I do not
remember any other recent volume where the characters

really do talk so much " like a book," and though, of course,
this may be a true way of presenting the customs of a
hundred years ago, one feels that it can be over-done. Frank

Hamilton, the magnanimous
friend, facile politician and ail-

but hero, was the worst offender,
not only making love to theMar-
quis's unhandsome daughter in

stately periods, and invariably
addressing pretty Sarah Owen,
who was much too good for his
and the author's treatment of

her, in the language of a Cabinet

meeting (as popularly imagined),
but being hardly able even to
lose his temper decently in

honest ejaculation, liolfe, his

friend, was a Jacobin of the

blackest, who preached sedition
and the right of tenants to vote
as they chose; and the Hamil-
tons were renegades who gained
titles and honours by support-
ing a failing Ministry, from the
most opportunely patriotic of

motives. The general drift of

the plot is neither very readily
characters of the men than of the two girls, who are some-

|

to be summarised nor indeed very satisfactory, and one
thing shadowy charming unfinished sketches. There is a might disagree with Mr. JOHN HURON LEPPER at several
vigour and an effect of personality in the writing that put points. At the same time, as his many friends would
his novel above the large class of the merely competent. expect, there is much to be grateful for in this quiet study

which does not always escape obscurity,
better this than a limpid flow of

words without notable content !

Souls in the Making (CHAPMAN
AND HALL) is mainly an analysis
of two love episodes in the life

of a young man, the liberally
educated son of an ambitious

self-made soapmaker. The first

with Sue, the pretty waitress

is thwarted by a very per-
sistent and unpleasant clerk ;

the second with Virginia, a

irl of birth and breeding is

threatened by the intrusion of

the girl's cousin, a queerly
morbid ne'er-do-well. There is

10 action to speak of, so one
jan't speak of it. I can only
?ay that the interest of the
shrewd analysis held me, and
,hat if my guess as to the sex
>f the writer be sound it is

loteworthy that more pains
and skill are bestowed upon the

THE HOSPITABLE AlR-KAID SEASON THE MOXTMO-
REKCY-BlOWNS MAINTAIN THEIE HABITUAL EXCLUSIVENESS.

Odd what a vogue has lately developed for what I might
call the ultra-domestic school of fiction. Here is another

example, Married Life (CASSELL), in which Miss MAY
EDGINTON, following the mode, unites her hero and heroine
at the beginning and leaves them to flounder for our edifi-

cation amid the trials of double blessedness. I am sorry to

say it, but her great solution for the eternal problem of
How to be Happy though Married appears to be the pos-
session of a sufficient bank-balance to prevent the chain
from galling. In other words, not to be too much married.
All this love-in-a-cottage talk has clearly no allurement for
Miss EDGINTON. With her, the protagonists, Osborne and
his young wife, are no sooner wed than their troubles begin

troubles of the domestic budget, of cooking and stove

lighting and the rest. (By the way, for all its carefully
British topography, I strongly suspect the whole story of
an exotic origin, chiefly from certain odd-sounding words
that seem to have slipped in here and there. Does our
island womanhood really talk of a matinee, in the sense of
an article of attire ? If so, this is the first I hear of it). To

of Irish times and politics very different from our own.
There is a ring of sincerity for one thing, matched by a

literary grace that saves his chapters from ever becoming
irritating even when they move most slowly.

If the vintage to which " Miss KATHARINE TYNAN'S
"

novels belong is so old that some of its flavour has departed,
there is no doubt that many of us are still glad enough
to sample it. In these nervous times it is in fact very
restful to read a book as calm and detached as Miss Mart/
(MURRAY). Not that Mar;/ refrained from allowing her heart
to flutter in the wrong direction, but even the simplest
of us couldn't really be alarmed by this excursion. Mrs.
HINKSOJJ seems to take all her nice characters under her

protective wing, and to include you and me
(if we are

nice) in a pleasant family party. So at little outlay you
have the chance to go to Ireland and stay quietly and

decorously with the de Burghs. There you will meet a

very saint in Lady de Burgh, and you will breathe the

right local atmosphere, and have, on the whole, a good
and tranquillizing time.
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CHARIVARIA.
PEOPLE are asking, "Can there be a

hidden brain in the Foreign Office ?
"

* *

A German posing as a Swiss, and

stated by the police to be " a spy and

a dangerous character," has been sen-

tenced to six months' imprisonment.
Tho matter will be further investigated

pending his escape.

Three men were charged at Old Street

last week with attempting the "
pot of

tea
"

trick. The trick apparently con-

sists in finding a man with a pot
of tea and giving him a sovereign
to go round the corner and buy a

ham sandwich, the thief mean-
while offering to hold the pot of

tea. When the owner returns the

tea has, of course, vanished.
:|: *

The increased consumption of "i

bread, says Sir ARTHUR YAPP, i

due to the 9d. loaf. It would just :

(^

serve us right if bread cost 2s. 6rf.

a pound and there wasn't any,
like everything else.

* *

" It is all a matter of taste," !

says a correspondent of The Daily
Mail,

" but I think parsnips are

now at their best." They may be

looking their best, but the taste

remains the same.
* *

Seventy tons of blackberries for

the soldiers have been gathered

by school-children in Buckingham-
shire. Arrangements have been
made for converting this fruit into

plum-and-apple jam.
'

:

'

" Home Euler
"
was the occupa-

tion given by a Chertsey woman
on her sugar -card application.
The FOOD CONTROLLER states that

although this form of intimidation may
work with the Government it has no
terrors for him. % .,.

*
"

The Russian Minister of Finance

anticipates getting a revenue of forty
million pounds from a monopoly of tea.

It is thought that he must have once
been a grocer. ...

,,.

The Law Courts are to bo made
available as an air-raid shelter by day
and night, and some of our revue pro-

prietors are already complaining of

unfair competition.
* *

Two survivors of the battle of Inker-

man have been discovered at Brighton.
Their inactivity in the present crisis is

most unfavourably commented on by
many of the week-end visitors.

A dolphin nearly eight feet in length
has been landed by a boy who was

fishing at Southwold. Its last words
were that it hoped the public would
understand that it had only heard of

the food shortage that morning.
* *

Captain OTTO SVERDRLT, the Arctic

explorer, has returned his German
decorations. Upon hearing this the

K.USKR at once gave orders for the

North Pole to be folded up and put

away. *

A certain number of cold storage

THE REV SB/ANUS JONES
WILL PREACH

NEXT SUNDAY MORNING

THE QUESTION OF THE HOUR.

eggs at sixpence each are being released

in Berlin and buyers are urged to " fetch

them promptly." In this connection

several Iron Crosses have already been
awarded for acts of distinguished

bravery by civilians.
. *
*

One of the new toys for Christmas
is a cat which will swim about in a

bath. If only the household cat could

learn to swim it might be the means of

saving several of its lives.
* *
*

A correspondent would like to know
whether the naval surgeon who recently
described in The Lancet how he raised
"
hypnotic blisters

"
by suggestion re-

ceived his tuition from one of our Uni-

versity riverside coaches.

We are asked to deny the rumour

thafc Mr. JuSTICK DAKLING, who last

week cracked a joke which was not

uml'Tstood by some American soldiers,

has decided to do it all over again.
* .

The power of :n u>ic! An enterprising
firm of manufacturers offers pensions to

women who become widows after the

purchase of a piano on the instalment

plan. ^ ^
*

Wo understand that a Member of

Parliament will shortly ask for a day
to be set aside to inquire into the con-

duct of Mr. PHILIP SXOWDKN, who is

|

reported to have recently shown
marked pro-British tendencies.

* *

lu view of the attitude taken

up by The Daily Express against
Sir ARTHUR CONAN DOYLE on the

question of "spooks," we under-
stand that the celebrated author,
who has long contemplated the
final death of Sherlock Holmes,
has arranged that the famous
detective shall one day be found
dead with a copy of The Daily
Express in his hand.

* *

A customer, we are told, may
take his own buns into a public

!

eating
- house, but the proprietor

must register them. In view of

the growing habit of pinching food,

the pre-war custom of chaining
them to the umbrella-stand is no

longer regarded as safe.

INDIA MOVES.
DEAR MR. PUNCH, The follow-

ing is taken from a letter from the

Quartermaster - General in India

to the General Officers Command-
ing Divisions and Independent
Brigades :

" I am directed to point out that

at present there appears to be consider-

able diversity of opinion regarding the

number of buttons, and the method of

placing the same on mattresses in use

in hospitals.
I am therefore to request that in

future all hospital mattresses should be

made up with fifty-three buttons placed
in fifteen rows of four and three alter-

nately."
This should convince your readers

that even India has at last grasped
the idea of the War and is getting a

"Mr. H. A. Barker, the bonesettor, per-
formed a bloodless and successful operation

yesterday upon Mr. Will Thome's knee, which
he fractured six years ago." Sunday Pa)x<r.

If the case is correctly reported which
we doubt it was very confiding of

Mr. THORNE to go to him again.

vor.. n.m.
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M,ORE SORROWS OF THE SULTAN.

15KEHSHKHA gone, and Gaxa too!

And lo ! the British lion,

After a pause to comb his mane,

Js grimly padding oil' again,

Tail up, <'n ion//' for /ion.

Yes, things arc looking rather blue,

Just as in Mesopofeamy ;

My life-blood trickles in the sand :

My veins run dry : 1 cannot stand

Much more of this phlebotomy.

hi vain for WILLIAM'S help I cry,

Sick as a mule with "landers;

Too busy sellish swine is ho

With winning ground in Italy
And losing it in Flanders.

His missives urge me not to fly
But use the utmost fury

To hold thes'e Christian dogs at bay
And for his sake to block the way
To bis beloved Jewry.

"My feet," he wired,
" have trod those

scenes ;

Within the walls of Salern

My sacred presence deigned to dwell,
And I should bate these bounds of hell

To be allowed to scale 'em.

" So do your best to give them beans

(You have some ammunition?),
And at a loss congested date
I will arrive and consecrate

Another German mission."

That 's how be wires, alternate days,
But sends no troops to trammel

The foe that follows as I bump
Across Judaea on the bump
Of my indifferent camel.

Well, I have tried all means and ways,
But seldom fail to foozle 'em ;

And now if WILLIAM makes no sign
(This is bis funeral more than mine)
The giaours can have Jerusalem.===== 0. S.

THE SUGAR FIEND.
" I WILL have a cup of tea," I said to

the waitress, "China if possible; and
please don't forgot the sugar."

"
Yes, and what will you eat with

it ?
"
she asked.

" What you please," I replied;
"

it is'

all horrible."

I do not take kindly to war-time teas.

My idea of a tea is several cups of the
best China, with three large lumps of

sugar in each, and half-a-dozen fancy-
cakes with icing sugar all over them
and cream in the middle, and just a few
cucumber sandwiches for the finish.

(This does sound humorous, no doubt,
but I seek no credit for it. Humour
used to depend upon a sense of propor-
tion. It now depends upon memory.
The funniest man in England at the

'present moment is the man who has "There is very little to tell," be replied

..the most accurate memory for the^ sorrowfully, "but it is tragic enough.

things he was doing in the early sum- All my life I have been fond of sugar,
mer of 1914). j

Before the \var I took always nine

The loss of the cakes I could bear
|

lumps to a cup of tea. (It was my
stoically enough if they would leave my turn to raise my hat.) By a severe

tea alone, or rather if they would allow course of self-repression I have reduced

me a reasonable amount of sugar for it. it to seven, but I cannot get below that.

However, we are an adaptable people I have given up the attempt. There
and there aro ways in which even the

sugar paper-dish menace can be met.

My own plan, here offered freely to all

my fellow-sufferers, provides an admir-

able epitome of War and Peace. The

sugar allowance being about half what
it ought to be, 1 take half of tlio cup
unsweetened, thus tasting the bitter-

ness of war. and then I put in the sugar
and bask in the sunshine of peace.
On this particular occasion peace

was on the point of being declared

when 1 found my attention irresistibly

compelled by the man sitting opposite
to me, the only other occupant of my
table. At first 1 thought of asking
him not to stare at me so rudely, and
then I found that be was not looking
at me but over my shoulder at some

object at the end of the room. I can
resist the appeal of three hundred

people gaxing into the sky at the same
moment, but the intense concentration
of this man was too much for me. I

turned round. Seeing nothing unusual
I turned back again, but it was too

late. My sugar bad gone ! No trace

of it anywhere, except in the bubbles
that winked suspiciously on the sur-

face of the miscreant's tea.

His face did not belong to any of the
known criminal types. It was a pale,

dreamy, garden-suburb sort of face

a face you couldn't possibly give in

charge, except, perhaps, under the

Military Service Acts.
" Do you know," I said to him,

" that

you have just committed one of the
most terrible offences open to civilised

mankind a crime even worse (Heaven
help me if I exaggerate) than trampling
on an allotment ?

"

"
Oh, I 'm sorry !

"
be replied, waking

from his dream. "Did you want that

sugar? You know, you seemed to be

getting on very well without it."

As I could not believe him to be

beyond the reach of pity, I explained

my method to him, describing as har-

rowingly as I could the joy of those
first few moments after the declaration
of peace. 1 suggested to him that be

might sometimes find it useful himself,
if ever he should be compelled to sit

at an unoccupied table. (" Touclic," he

murmured, raising his

now," I concluded, "as
hat).
I have

And
told

you my system, perhaps you will tell

me yours not for imitation, but for

avoidance."

are a hundred cures for the drink habit;
there is not one for the sugar habit. As
I cannot repress the desire, I have bad
to put all my energy into getting bold
of sugar. I noticed some time ago that
at these restaurants they give the sugar
allowance to all customers who ask for

tea or coffee, although perhaps twenty
per cent, of them do not take sugar at

all. It is these people who supply me
with the extra sugar I need. In your
case it was an honest mistake. I always
wait to see if people are proposing to use
their sugar before I appropriate it."

" But if you only take from the will-

ing," I inquired,
"
why do you not ask

their permission '!

"

"I suppose I have given you the

right to ask mo that question," he

replied with much dignity, "but it is

painful to mo to have to answer it. I

have" not yet sunk so low that I have
to beg people for their cast-off sugar.
I may come to it in the end, perhaps.
At present the ' earnest gaze 'trick is

generally sufficient, or, where it fails, a

kick on the shin. But I hate cruelty.'
1

"
Physical cruelty," I suggested.

"
No, any kind of cruelty. I have

said that in your case I made a mistake.
If I could repair it I would."

"
Well," I said,

" here 's something
you can do towards it, although it 's

little enough." And I handed him the

ticket the waitress had written out for

me. " And now I '11 go and get a cup
of tea somewhere."

" One moment," he said, as I rose to

go.
" We may meet again."

"Never!
"

1 said firmly.
"
Ah, but we may, I have a number

of disguises. Lot me suggest something
that will make another mistake of this

kind impossible."
" I am not going to give tip my

plan," I said.
"
No, don't," he answered

;

" but irJnj

not drink the sugared half first ?
"

Extract from an official letter re-

ceived " Somewhere in France":
"It must bo clearly understood that the

numbers shown under the heading,
'

Awaiting
Leave' will bo the number of all ranks who
have not had leave to the United Kingdom
since last arrival in this country, whether
such arrival was their last return from Leave,
or their last arrival in France."

And the Authorities are still wondering
why the "

Awaiting Leave
"

list tallied

so exactly with the daily strength.
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A GREAT INCENTIVE.
MEHMED (reading despatch from the All-Highest).

" ' DEFEND JEEUSALEM AT ALL COSTS FOB
MY SAKE. I WAS ONCE THEBE MYSELF.' "
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THE MUD LARKS.

THE ammunition columns on either

flank provide us with plenty of amuse-

ment. They seem to live by stealing

each other's mules. My line-guards

tell me that stealthy figures leading

shadowy donkeys are crossing to and

fro all night long through my lines.

The respective C.O.'s, an Australian

and an Irishman, drop in on us from

time to time and warn us against each

other. I remain strictly neutral, and

so far they have respected my neu-

trality. I have taken steps toward

this end by surrounding my horses

with barbed wire and spring guns,

tying bells on them and doubling the

guard.
Monk, the Australian, dropped in

on us two or three days ago.
" That

darn Sinn Feiner is the

limit," said he ;

" lifted

my best moke off me
last night while I was
up at the batteries.

e 'd pinch BALAAM'S
ass." We murmured
condolences, but Monk
waived them aside.

Oh, it 'a quite all

right. I wasn't born

yesterday, or the day
ifore for that matter.

I '11 make that merry
Fenian weep tears of

blood before I 've fin-

ished. Just you watch."

O'Dwyer, the merry
Fenian, called next day.
"Give us a dhrink,

brother - officers," said

be,
" I 'm

*

wake wid

laughter."
We asked what had

happened".
" Ye know that herrin'-gutted bush-

ranger over yonder ? . He 'd stale the
milk out of your tea, he would, be the
same token. Well, last night he got
vicious and took a crack at my lines.

I had rayson to suspect he 'd be afther

tryin' somethin' on, so I laid for him.
I planted a certain mule where he could
stale it an' guarded the rest four deep.
Begob, will ye believe me, but he fell

into the thrap
simple divil."

ties to his credit, including a Brigadier.
I have to twitch him to harness him,
side line him to groom him, throw him
to clip him, and dhrug him to get him
shod. Perceive the jest now ? Esteemed
comrade Monk is afther pinchin' an in-

fallahle packet o' sudden death, an' he
don't know it yet."

" What 's the next move ?
"
I inquired.

" I 'm going to lave him there. Mind

you I don't want to lose the old moke

altogether, because, to tell the truth,

I 'm a biteen fond of him now that I

know his thricks, but I figure Mr.
Monk will be a severely cured character

inside a week, an' return the beastie

himself with tears an' apologies on
vellum so long."

I met O'Dwyer again two days later

on the mud track. He reined up his

cob and begged a cigarette.

Keen Motorist (who has temporarily taken to push-diking, to leisurely fowl which
has brought him low). "Jusi YOU WAIT TILL THEY REMOVE THESE PETROL
RESTRICTIONS."

head-first the poor

" But he got your mule," said Albert

Edward, perplexed.
" Shure an' he did, you bet he did

he got old Lyddite."
Albert Edward and I were still

puzzled.
"
Very high explosive hence name,"

O'Dwyer explained.
"Dear hearrts," he went on, "he's

got my stunt mule, my family assassin !

That long-ear has twenty-three casual-

" Been havin' the fun o' the worrld
down at the dressin'-sfcation watchin'
Monk's casualties rollin' in," said he.
" Terrible spectacle, 'nough to make a

sthrong man weep. Mutual friend

Monk lookin' 'bout as genial as a wet
hen. This is goin' to be a wondherful
lesson to him. See you later." He
nudged his plump cob and ambled off,

whistling merrily.
But it was Monk we saw later. He

wormed his long corpse into " Man
Eepos

" and sat on Albert Edward's bed

laughing like a tickled hyena.
" Fun-

niest thing on earth," he spluttered.
" A mule strayed into my lines t'other

night and refused to leave. It was a
rotten beast, a holy terror ; it could kick
a fly off its ears and bite a man in half.

I don't mind admitting it played battle-

dore and what 's-'is-name with my
organisation for a day or two, but out
of respect for O'Dwyer, blackguard
though he is, I . . ."

as if nothing had happened, nothin
all. I have never seen such a lool

surprise on any living creature's face

as was on that donk's. He sank down
on his tail, gave a hissing gasp and
rolled over stone dead. Broken heart."

"Oh, so it was O'Dwyer's mule?"
Albert Edward cut in innocently.
Monk nodded hastily.

"
Yes, so it

turned out. Well, out of respect for

O'Dwyer I looked after it* as far as it

would allow me, naturally expecting
he 'd come over and claim it but ho
didn't. On the fourth day, after it had
made a light breakfast off a bombardier's
ear and kicked a gap in a farrier, I got

absolutely fed up, turned the damn
cannibal loose and gave it a cut with
a whip for godspeed. It made off due
east, cavorting and snorting until it

reached the tank-track ; there it stopped
and picked a bit of grass. Presently
along comes a tank, proceeding to the

fray, and gives the mule a poke in the

rear. The mule lashes out, catching I

the tank in the chest, and then goes on
with his grazing without looking round,

leaving the tank for

dead, as by all human
standards it should

have been, of course.

But instead of being
dead the box of tricks

j

ups and gives the clonk

i
another butt and moves

I

on. That roused the

i
mule properly. He
closed his eyes and laid

into the tank for dear
life ; you could hear it

clanging a mile away.
"After delivering two

dozen of the best, the
moke turned round to

sniff the cold corpse,
but the corpse was still

warm and smiling.
Then the mule went
mad and set about the
tank in earnest. He

_
j abbed it in the eye,

upper-cut it on the point, hooked it

behind the ear, banged its slats, planted
his left on the mark and his right on
the solar plexus, but still the tank sat

up and took nourishment.
" Then the donkey let a roar out of

him and closed with it
; tried the half-

Nelson, the back heel, the scissors, the

roll, and the flying-mare ; tried West-
moreland and Cumberland style, collar

and elbow, Cornish, Gr<Eco-Eoman,
scratch - as - scratch - can and Ju-jitsu.

Nothing doing. Then as a last des-

pairing effort he tried to charge it over
on its back and rip the hide off it with
his teeth.

"But the old tank gave a "good-by ee"

cough of its exhaust and rumbled off

at

:of
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Aunt Maria. "Do you KNOW I ONCE ACTUALLY SAW THE KAISER BIDING THROUGH THE STREETS OF LONDON AS BOLD AS BRASS.
I 'D KNOWN THEN WHAT I KNOW NOW I 'D HAVE TOLD A POLICEMAN."

"Is that the end?" Albert Edward

inquired.
" It is," said Monk ;

" and if you go
outside and look half-right you '11 see

the bereaved Mr. O'Dwyer, all got up in

sack-cloth, cinders and crepe rosettes,

mooning over the deceased like a dingo
on an ash-heap." PATLANDEB.

"For the Duration . . ."
" The forenoon service in the Parish Church

will be at 11 o'clock instead of 11.15 on Sun-

day first, and will continue till further orders."

Scottish Paper.

Aid for the Military Police.
" The recruiting hut which is being erected

in Trafalgar Square in connection with the

campaign undertaken by the Ministry of

Labour to recruit women foe the Women's
Army Auxiliary Cops will shortly be com-

pleted." Sunday Pictorial.

" She was visited occasionally by a man of

foreign appearance, who was believed to be her
bother-in-law." Ipswich Evening Star.

Probably one of those " strained rela-

tions
" we so often read about.

" My Correspondent's bona fides are above

suspicion."
" The Clubman" in "The Pall Mall Gazette."

One good fide deserves another, but of

course the more the merrier.

INVITATION.
IF visyou will come and stay with

you shall not want for ease ;

We "11 swing you on a cobweb between
the forest trees ;

And twenty little singing-birds upon a

flowering thorn

Shall hush you every evening and wake

you every morn.

If you will come and stay with us you
need not miss your school ;

A learned toad shall teach you, high-

perched upon his stool ;

And he will tell you many things that

none but fairies know
The way the wind goes wandering and

how the daisies grow.

If you will come and stay with us you
shall not lack, my dear,

The finest fairy raiment, the best of

fairy cheer ;

We '11 send a million glow-worms out,

and slender chains of light
Shall make a shining pathway then

why not come to-night? R. F.

Christinas Fare in War-time.-
" Whatever the dinner be like, we can still

have our fill of holly and mistletoe." Star.

IMITATION AIR-RAIDS.

Mr. Punch is glad to note that some
real efforts are being made to meet the

public needs in this matter on nights
when there is no attack by the enemy.

In particular the owners of certain

large warehouses have come forward in

a spirited manner by giving directions

for the banging of large folding-doors
at suitable (irregular) hours. Private

individuals also, especially when re-

turning home late at night, can do

something in the way of supplying
entertainment for nervous residents in

the neighbourhood. Much is expected,
too, of the large dairy companies, who,

by their control of vast numbers of

heavy milk-cans, are in a peculiarly
favoured position. By the manipu-
lation of these vessels on a stone floor

a very complete imitation of a raid can
be produced. A good deal, of course,

can be done by any ordinary house-

holder. " I have had great fun," one

correspondent writes, "with a very de-

liberate and heavily
-
striking Dutch

clock, which I have lately put against

my party-wall. My neighbour's family

frequently jump up and run for the

basement. When they get used to the

thing I shall give the other side a turn."
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THE FIRE-DRILL.

ONCE a month, as laid down in
" Orders for Auxiliary Hospitals for

OHicers," or some such document, we

practise fire-drill. This consists of es-

caping from upper windows by means
of precarious canvas chutes. The only

people exempted from this ceremony
are Mrs. Ropes who watches with

great delight from a safe distance and

Sister, who stands sternly at the top to

make sure (a) that those patients who
don't want to go down do go down, and

(b) that those patients who do want to

go down don't go down more than once.

No excuses are taken. The fixed ration

is one slither per chute per person.
We had this month's rehearsal last

Tuesday. The patients were put through
it first, Major Stanley to his great dis-

gust being chosen to lead the way and
set his juniors an example. He was
told that it was possible, by sticking
out his elbows, to go down as slowly
as he liked ;

but he must have done it

wrong somehow, for he disappeared
with startling suddenness the instant

he let go the window-sill, and almost

simultaneously his boots shot out at the

other end and doubled Dutton the butler

up so badly that he had to be taken away
and reinflated.

Haynes, who came next, insisted on
first making his dying speech from the

window, for, as he pointed out to Sister,

when people allowed themselves to be
inserted alive into machines of this

type there was every likelihood of their

reappearing at the other end in the form
of sausages. Seymour handed Sister a

1

bulky package labelled "WILL" before

starting, and most of us managed to be

mildly humorous in- some way or other.

Mrs. Eopes, on the lawn, enjoyed it

all immensely ; and so did Ansell, who
was standing beside her with an air of

detachment. Sister's eagle eye singled
him out.

" Come along, Mr. Ansell," she called.
" I see you- your turn next. No shirk-

ing."
"I 'm not in this, Sister," he answered

loftily.
"
Oh, indeed ! And why not ?

"

" Because I sleep on the verandah.
If there 'a a fire I simply get out of

bed and step into the garden."
"
Oh, no, you do.n't," put in Seymour." That would be entirely contrary to

regulations. The official method of

escaping from burning buildings is

down the official chute. In case of
fire your correct procedure will be to
double smartly upstairs, commend your
soul to Providence in a soldier-like

manner, and toboggan smartly down."
(Have I mentioned that Seymour is

an Adjutant ?)

"That's right, Captain Seymour,"
said Sister from above. "

Bring him

up under escort if necessary."
After the patients came Miss Ropes,

and after her the domestic staff, be-

ginning with the less valuable members
and working up gradually to Dutton
and Cook. It was possible to trace the

progress of the younger and slighter
maids by a swiftly-descending squeal,
while that of the more portly was
visible as a leisurely protuberance. At
last Cook was the only one left Dutton
was not feeling quite up to performing
the journey. She was a new cook,
and very precious. She had all the

generous proportions of her profession,
and with them went a placid temper
and a great sense of personal dignity.
'Oh, Cook," said Miss Eopes,

"
you

needn't go down, you know, unless

you want to."

There are times when official regula-
tions must be sacrificed to diplomacy.
But Cook was in high good humour,
and quite determined on doughty deeds.

Miss Eopes said no more.
The task of getting a wide cook into

a narrow canvas tube proved quite
unexpectedly difficult; and, when it was
accomplished, so far from sticking out
her elbows as brakes, she had to press
them close to her sides in order to

move at all. With the a ;d of a friendly
pressure applied to the top of her head

hy Sister she got slowly under way.
The chute bulged portentously. The
bulge travelled a few feet

; then it

stuck and became violently agitated.
Sister clutched at the top of the chute,
while Dutton hung manfully on to the
other end.

" Don't struggle," said Sister in a
stern professional voice. "

Keep your
arms still, and you '11 come down all

right." A muffled screaming and a

dangerously increased agitation of the
chute was the only reply. Cook had

quite lost her head and was having
violent hysterics. Three or four of us
raced upstairs to aid Sister in keeping
the top end of the appa'atus from

jerking free, while several more went
to the assistance of the flustered.

Duttorj.

Cook ceased to struggle for a mo-
ment, but only through exhaustion ;

for when Sister seized the opportunity
to repeat her advice a fresh paroxysm
came on, and everybody

" stood to
"

at

their posts again. Miss Eopes con-
ceived the idea of attaching a cord to
Cook's armpits and hauling her up
again by main force. She dashed into
the house, and found a demoralised
kitchen-maid calling incoherently for

help down the telephone.
Meanwhile Cook had had her worst

spasm. We hung grimly on to the

chute, dismally confident that some-

tiling would have to give way soon.

Suddenly there was a rending sound ;

the seam of the canvas ripped open
and a gaping slit appeared, through
which Cook's freed arm flapped wildly.
Then the arm disappeared as the body
to which it was attached gathered
momentum ; and when Miss Eopes
appeared with a length of cord she
was just in time to see her retainer
return to the world alive, but practi-

cally inside out.

As soon as Cook recovered her breath
it was apparent that her temper was no

longer placid. Forgetting entirely that
it was by her own choice that she had
made the trip, she gave us all to under-
stand that she believed the whole inci-

dent to have been specially arranged
for her humiliation. She gave notice
on the spot, and staggered indignantly
to the house to pack her box, leaving
her employer once again face to face

with the Servant Problem.

THE AETISETTE.

(An Engineering School for Women has
been started in Scotland.)

WHAT if my lady should appear
In a mechanic's grimy gear?
I shall not squeamishly decline

To figure at her shrine.

If Vulcan's smoky sway precludes
An assignation in the wocds,
I shall not linger less elato

Outside the foundry gate.

When she knocks off at eventide
I '11 flutter fondly to her side,
And demonstrate that grease and oil

Can't loosen love's sweet coil.

Most tenderly my tongue shall wag
To Amaryllis on the slag,
Whilst I endeavour to confine

Her horny hand in mine.

Personal.
"Pat. Don't be disappointed. Nothing amis.

Iris." Calcutta Statesman.

Only a letter gone astray.

"Apartments (furnished and unfurnished)
to be let, outside air radius."'

Daily Telegraph.

A little suffocating, perhaps.

" If a million quarter acres in the country
were left uncultivated, the result would be
that a quarter of a million acres would be left

uncultivated." Scotch Paper.

Examined and found correct.

Extract from a speech by Lord
SELBOBNE :

" In that ouse Capital was very fully repre-
sented he thought over-represented."

Daily Telegraph.

The printer seems to have thought so

too, when he cut the capital out.
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THE HIGHWAYMAN.

TAXI I TAXI !

" WHAT ABAHT IT ?
"

'I WANT TO GO TO HAMPSTEAD. 1 DO YEB?'

" I 'LL DOUBLE YOUR LEGAi jJAKE."

DOUBLE THAT AGIN AN' I'LL TAKE YEB 'ALF-WAY."

"As", MIND TEE, I WOULDN'T 'AVE BROUGHT YEB AS FAB AS
THIS ONLY I "APPENED TO 'AVE BIN COMIH 1 ANY'OW. I LITE
VI' 'ERE."
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Officer (returning to France in lieavy sea). "I HOPE TO HEAVENS THE NEXT WAR THEY HAVE WILL BE is ENGLAND.'

NIGHTMARES,
i.

OF A FORM MASTEB WHO DBEAMS THAT HE HAS CALLED ON
THE WAR CORRESPONDENT OF " THE DAILY MAIL "

FOR A
LITERAL TRANSLATION OF THE OPENING SENTENCE OF
CESAR'S DE BELLO GALLICO.
" Omnis Gallia in ires partes divisa est." Is it fanciful

to say of the too? parts into which all Gaul is divided that

by their colours may they be known, the blue, the brown
and the ghastly, ghoulish, intolerable, bestial, but, thank
God, passing, grey? Yes, thank God, the blight of greyness
cannot last long ; even now the scabrous plague is being
burnt up and swept back and overwhelmed by the resist-

less flood, eager yet cautious, persistent yet fiery, of the
blue and the brown. Hideous, pitiable, soul-searing are the
scars that it leaves in its mepliitic wake, but the cleansing
tide of the brown and^the blue sweeps on, and the healing
wand of time waves over them, and soon the shell-holes and
the waste places and the abominations of desolation are
covered with little flowers or would be if it were Spring.
The Spring ! No one knows what depth of meaning lies

in that little word for our brave fellows, what intensity of

hopes and fears and we,ll-nigh intolerable yearnings it

awakens beneath the cheery insouciance of their exteriors ;

no one, that is, except me. They tell me about it as they
pass back, privates and generals, war-hardened veterans
and boys of nineteen with the youth in their eyes not yet
drowned by the ever-increasing encroachments of the war-
devil ; all are alike in their cheerful determination to see
this grim and bloody business of fighting to an honourable
end, and alike, too, in that their souls turn frankly, as

might children's, for refreshment and relief to the kindly
breast and simple beauties of Mother Nature.
The key-note of their attitude is given in the sentence,

spoken dreamily and as if in forgetfulness of my presence, by
a Corporal of the E.G. A. as I cleaned his boots it was an
honour. "The blue the blue the blue and the white!

"

Ho was gazing skywards. I could see nothing but grey
clouds, but I knew that his young eyes were keener than

mine, that ho had learnt to look into the inmost heart of

things in that baptism of fire, that travail of freedom, where
desolation blossoms and hell sprouts like a weed. Through
the grey he could discern the triumph of the blue and tin-

white of peace, when the work of the brown shall be done.
It was an allegory. More he told me, too, in his simple
country speech, so good to hear in a foreign land: of the
daisies in the yard at home, of the dandelions on the lawn,
of his pet pig : things too sacred to repeat here. And he
told me that the great event on the Front now is the
Autumn glory of the trees. Then he departed, and as he
went he broke into deep-throated, Homeric laughter, and
I I understood : he was mocking Death. Even thus does

laughter yap at the heels of that dishonoured king out here.

. TO THE BOOD.
A SODDET.

[Our poet has caught a severe cold through having spent the night
in the cellar.]

BOOD, whose autubdal spledtkmr, as of dood,
Shides od frob set of sud to dawdigg bord,

Gradt be this hood, o bood, to calb by bood
With agodisigg apprehedsiod tord.

Illube dot with thy beabs the biddight burk,
Whed through the gloob the Huddish biscreadts

Cobe sdeakigg, bedt od their idhubad work
Of bobbigg slubberigg dod-cobbatadts.

Or if thy labbedt gleabs thou bayst dot blidd,

Thed bay they aid our airbed add our guds ;

Its bark bay every barkigg bissile fidd,

Bay dought be dode abiss, dor dode be duds.

So bayst thou baffle burderous WILLIAB'S plad,
Add all attebts of that bad badbad bad.
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PRIVILEGED DISLOYALTY.
FIRST TRAITOR. " HOW AEE WE TO PUSH OUB PROPAGANDA PAST THE CENSOR?"

SECOND TRAITOR. "NOTHING EASIER. GET THE RIGHT KIND OP QUESTIONS ASKED IN

PARLIAMENT; THERE'S NOBODY TO STOP THEM FROM BEING PUBLISHED."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, November 5th. By way of

celebrating Guy Fawkes Day the Gov-

ernment announced their intention of

compensating, up to a limit of five hun-

dred pounds, any householder whose

property has been damaged in air-raids.

How soon he will cage his " monkey
"

will depend upon the Treasury, which is

morbidly anxious lest in its transactions

bis dat qui cito dat should be literally

illustrated.

The official price of potatoes is still

I

unsettled. According to his own state-

ment the FOOD CONTROLLER is only

waiting for the decision of the War
Cabinet. "On the contrary," said Mr.

LAW, "the Cabinet is only waiting for

Lord RHONDDA." It seems to be another

case of the Earl of CHATHAM and Sir

RICHARD STRACHAN ; and in the mean-
time the potatoes are rotting.

Provided that no scarcity of gas for

other purposes is caused the Govern-
ment see no objection to its use for the

propulsion of motor-cars. On receiv-

ing this information Mr. PEMBERTON
BILLING at once ordered a Zeppelin
attachment to his famous torpedo-

shaped car. No other gas-consumer
will suffer, as he is prepared to keep
the apparatus inflated from his own
retorts.

By the scheme of the Boundary Com-
missioners, the roll of the Commons,
already a hundred per cent, too big for

its accommodation, is to be increased

by some thirty Members. Various sug-

gestions for enabling the new-comers to

assist at debates have been proposed.
"
Dug-outs

"
under the existing benches,

whence they could poke out their heads
between the legs of other Members, and
"
painters' cradles" depending from the

ceiling, or the galleries, are among the
most popular.

In the circumstances it is not sur-

prising that the HOME SECRETARY stren-

uously resisted the proposal of the
London representatives to give another

couple of Members to " the hub of the

universe," as Mr. WATT, momentarily
forgetting the claims of Glasgow, hand-

somely called it. Among a number
of minor concessions, .Mr. THEODORE
TAYLOR'S plea that Batley should be
associated with Morley "because they
have had many a tussle at cricket

"

could not be resisted.

Tuesday, November 6th. A state-
ment that the great War Savings meet-

ing at the Albert Hall cost 3,500,

chiefly for the expenses of delegates,
shocked the thrifty conscience of
Mr. HOGGE, who hoped Mr. BALDWIN
would discourage the PRIME MINISTER'S

meetings if they were so expensive.
Mr. BALDWIN did not condescend to

answer him or he might have observed

that the delegates in question were

voluntary workers who by their exer-

tions had helped to raise over a hundred
millions for the prosecution of the War.

Mr. TILLETT, the newly-elected Mem-
ber for North Salford, took his seat, and

"Forgetting the claims of Glasgow."
MB. WATT.

there was general cheering as, under the

safe-conduct of two amply-proportioned
friends, Little Ben was introduced to

Big Ben.
When Mr. BALFOUR informed Mr.

JOWETT at Question-time that the only
commitments of Great Britain to

THE NEW EECBUIT.
SIR JOHN SIMON.

France are contained in the Treaty of

Alliance of September 5th, 1914, which
has been duly published, he knocked
the foundation from under the subse-

quent peace-debate. But that did not

prevent Mr. LEES SMITH from making
a long speech, on the assumption that

by promising to help France to recover
her ravished provinces we had impro-
perly extended the objects of the war.
Mr. McCuRDY, who shares with Mr.
LEES SMITH the representation of

Northampton, plainly hinted that if

his colleague cared to visit his con-

stituents they would be delighted to

present him with a specimen of the
local manufacture.
The speeches of Mr. BALFOUR and Mr.

ASQUITH, though well worth hearing,
were hardly needed to complete the rout

of the Pacifists ; and, in the division

on the Closure, the men who are pre-

pared (in Mr. FABER'S pungent phrase)
" to take the bloody hand of Germany"
ma.de a very poor muster.

Wednesday, November 7th. I am in-

clined to echo Lord SALISBURY'S regret
that Labour has no direct representa-
tive in the Upper House. The prole-
tarian peer, if there were one, would
have been both surprised and delighted
to hear how the non-proletarians, with-

out exception, spoke of his class.

My imaginary peer would have been

especially edified by the speech of Lord

MILNER, whom a small but noisy sec-

tion of the Press persists in describing
as more Prussian than the Prussians.

Not under-estimating the difficulties in

the way of a frank and full understand-

ing between Capital and Labour, he
nevertheless believed that they would
be overcome, because he had an abiding
faith in the mass of his fellow-country-
men. Not quite what one expects of a

British Junker, is it ?

Thursday, November Qth. When
tonnage is so scarce it seems odd that

room can still be found for consign-
ments of wild animals. Mr. PETO drew
attention to a coming cargo, including
two hundred avadavats, the little birds

about which Joseph Surface was so

contemptuous, and six hundred mon-

keys
"
sufficient," as he pleasantly

observed, "to fill this House."
For once Mr. BILLING expressed a

widely-held opinion when he questioned
the propriety, in present circumstances,
of holding the LORD MAYOR'S Banquet.
Mr. BONAH LAW'S solemn assurance

that he only accepted the invitation

on the distinct understanding that the

feast would fall completely within the

FOOD CONTROLLER'S regulations, was
not altogether convincing. Members
were anxious to know the exact dimen-
sions that Lord RHONDDA has laid down
for the turtle-ration.
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Onlooker (at a Company exhibition, to tlic better man).
FASY, DOAU'T THEE FORGET!"

1

HERE, LAAD, NOT so MOOCH OF IT. WE 'M SHORT o' BOJERS IK OUB COOM-

GILBERT.
WE are all very fond of Gilbert.

There are, however, one or two things
about him which even his best friends

will admit make it hard for us at times
to remember how much we really love

him. Sometimes he seems almost too

good to be true. Yet I have known
wet horrible days in the trenches when
the sight of him coming smiling down
the line, exuding efficiency and enthusi-

asm at every pore, has made his fellow-

officers positively dislike him.

For, alas, he is one of those dear over-

zealous fellows whom in moments of

depression we stigmatise as "hearty."
He has even been known to be hearty
at breakfast; to come trampling into

the dug-out with that blinking old smile
on his face, expressing immense satis-

faction with life in general at the top of

a peculiarly robust voice ;
to tread on

his captain's toes and slap his next-door

neighbour heartily on the back, and
then to explain to a swearing and

choking audience how splendidly he
has slept, and what a topping day it is

going to be.

Never has Gilbert been known to

spend a bad night; he is one of those

fortunate animals who can go to

sleep standing and at five minutes'

notice, and start snoring at once. If

you try to sleep anywhere near him,

you dream of finding yourself in Covent
Garden station, trying to board endless

trains which roar through without

stopping that's the kind of snore it is.

And now it is time I told my story.
It happened many years ago, when

the War was young and the Bosch

comparatively aggressive; when our

big guns fired once every other Sunday
and we lived precarious lives in holes

in the ground. Our Brigadier, a con-

scientious soldier of the old school, was

dodging round our line of trenches,
and had just reached the sector allotted

to my company, which was also Gil-

bert's, when the distant buzz that

generally means an aeroplane overhead
made itself distinctly heard.

" Caa you spot him ?
"

said the

General to his Brigade-major; "one of

theirs, I suppose?"
Now it is as much as a Brigade-

Major's job is worth to confess ignor-
ance at such a crisis. So, after sweeping
the skies fruitlessly with his glasses and

listening intelligently to the steady
drone, he said,

" Yes !

"
with as much

conviction as possible.
"Heads down," said the General

sharply,
" and don't move. Pass it

down." And by way of example he

sat heavily on my periscope and stayed

gazing at the ground like a fakir lost in

meditation.

Meanwhile the message was passed
along, and the trench became silent as

the grave. I was informed a few days
later that it reached the outer battalion

of the next brigade later on in the

morning, and was popularly supposed
to have reached Switzerland the same

evening.
For about five minutes the droning

continued ("Having a good look at us,"

said the* Brigade-major in a sepulchral

whisper) and then suddenly ceased with

what I can only describe as an appall-

ing snort. Almost simultaneously a

tousled head was thrust out of a dug-
out almost into the great man's face,

and Gilbert's cheerful roar was heard

by a scandalised company.
" Had a topping sleep. What 's the

time, someone?"

" Best milch cows have been sold recently
for 60 in the Isle of Wight. At a meeting
of the Cowcs Council it was stated that at

Chichester cows had sold for 73 each."
Times.

And now that the Isle of Wight milkers

have held their indignation meeting it

is expected that the anomaly will be

removed.
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ONE UP!
"Vtjr.

PETEE, THE TEMPTER.
NECESSITY does not make stranger

Bedfellows than some of the changes
jrought about by War. Who, for ex-

ample and certainly not such a born

sun-worshipper as I would ever have
dreamt that a time would come when
we in London and the Eastern counties

would desire rain and wind with a pas-
sionate keenness once reserved solely
or fine weather? Yet so it is. By reason
of that foolish invention of flying we
now, when we go to the window in the

morning and lift the blind, are dashed
and darkly thoughtful if no sky of grey
scudding misery meets ourgaze. "Please
leaven it pours !

" we say. Just think
of it "Please Heaven it pours!"
What a treachery ! It may even come
hat we include prayers for storms
n the Liturgy.
In default of bad weather we may

lave to Take Cover ; and it is when we
?ake Cover that discoveries begin and

ong-postponed adventures fructify.
Tor years and years, for example, I had
ooked down that steep hill by the
'ivoli site in the Strand into the

awning cavern that opens there, and
wondered about it. I had thought one

lay to explore it, but had never done
,o, any more than I have yet pro-
seeded further towards a visit to the

Roman Bath, also off the Strand, than
to threaten it.

But I shall get to the Bath yet,
because already, thanks to the interven-
tion of the Hun, I have become inti-

mately acquainted with Lower Robert
Street, and the next step is simple.

In the ordinary way, short of des-

perate impulse and decision unless by
some happy chance I had relinquished
the burden of this pen and taken happy
service with one of the wine merchants
who store their treasure there I

should never have entered Lower
Robert Street at all, for it goes no-
where and runs under the earth, and it

is damp and mouldy, and the only
doors, leading to this vault and that,
are locked. But for all these disabili-

ties Lower Robert Street is, in Gotha
and Zeppelin times, a very present
help and refuge. There assemble, with
more or less fortitude and philosophy,
the denizens of the Adelphi, thankful
indeed that the brothers Adam estab-

lished their streets and terrace on so

useful a foundation
; and there twice

recently have I joined them. And an
odd assembly we have made, ranging
as we do from successful dramatists to

needy journalists, with an actress or

so to keep us manly.
There for long hours have we waited

until the " All clear
"
has sounded or,

at any rate, some have done so. As for

myself, on the last occasion, taking
advantage of a lull in the uproar, I

crept away to bed, and, after falling
into the sleep of exhaustion, had the
ironical experience of being rudely
awakened by the reassuring bugles and

my night again ruined.

Having taken cover only in Lower
Robert Street, which is open to all, I

cannot with any personal knowledge
speak of the camaraderie of private
basements ; but I suppose that that
exists -and is another of the War's by-
products. I take it that, in the event
of a sudden alarm, no householder with
a cellar would be so inhuman as to

refuse admittance to a stranger, and

already probably a myriad new friend-

ships and not a few engagements have
resulted. Our own camaraderie is ad-

mirable. The federation of the barrage
breaks down every obstacle ; while a

piece of shrapnel that one can display
is more valuable than any letter of

introduction, no matter who wi'ote it.

Hence we all talk ; and sometimes we
sing too choruses of the moment, for

the most part, in one of which the

depth of our affection for our maternal
relative is measured and regulated by
the floridity of the roses growing on
her porch.
And yet, when at last friendliness is
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upon the town, there are people and
not only alien Hebrews either who
have been hurrying away from London!
When London has become more in-

teresting than ever before in its history
there are people who leave it !

Personally I mean to cling to the old

city as long as it will cling to me ;
but

even now across one's aching sight

comes a "dream of pastime premature"
which shiilios such resolves a little.

Peter, for example, has been having
a disturbing oll'ect on me. Only now
and then, of course when I am not

I

quite myself; when the two and thirty

(what remains of them) are not so
j

firmly gritted as they should be ; when
even London seems unworthy of devo-

tion.

But these moods pass. You will

admit, though, that Peter has his lure.

I read about him in the Tavistock

Gazette, one of the few papers, I fancy,
which does not belong, to Lord NOHTH-
CIJKHE ; and this is how the lyric (it is

really a lyric, although it masquerades
as an advertisement) runs, not only in

the paper but in my head :
" To be let,

by Tender" (this is not an oath but

some odd legal or commercial term)
"as and from Lady Day all that nice

little PASTURE FARM known as HIGHER
CHURCH FARM, situate in the village
of Peter Tavy." Now what could be
more unlike London under the German
invasion and all that nasty little tunnel
known as Lower Robert Street, than
Peter Tavy?
But I must not be tempted. I must

stick it out here.

LITEKABY GOSSIP A LA MODE.
THE mystification practised by

authors who have passed off as their

own work the compositions of others
is familiar to all literary students.

SHAKSPEARE'S assumption of borrowed

plumes is of course the classic example.
But another and more subtle problem
is the interchange of functions between
two men of letters ; and the theory re-

cently advanced by the distinguished
critic and occultist, Mr. Pullar Leggatt,
deserves at least a respectful hearing.

Briefly stated, it is that during his

hermit existence at Putney the late

Mr. SWINBURNE effected an interchange
of this sort with Sir W. ROBERTSON
NICOLL; the Editor of The British

Weekly devoting himself to the com-

position of poems, while the poet as-

sumed editorial control of the famous

newspaper. If the theory thus crudely
stated sounds somewhat fantastic the

arguments on which it is based are

extraordinarily plausible if not con-

vincing.

Wounded Tommy.
" WILL- YOU PLAY. MENDELSSOHN'S

Distinguished Pianist (with a soul above Mendelssohn).

Tommy.
" IT IS A BIT OF A TEASBH, AIN'T IT? TIES

EVEB SHE TACKLES IT."

' Si'Kiso SONO,' PLEASE?"
"I'M AFRAID I CAN'T."

MY SISTKB DP IN A KNOT WHEN-

To begin with, experts in anagrams
will not fail to notice' that the names
ALGERNON SWINBURNE and W. ROBERT-
SON NICOLL contain practically the

same number of letters absolutely the

same if SWINBURNE is spelt without an

"e" and that the forenames of both

end in "-on;" as does also the conclud-

ing syllable of WATTS-DUNTON. The
fact that the Editor of The British

Weekly has never published any poems
over his own name only tends to con-

firm the theory, as the argument con-

clusively establishes.

For it is impossible to believe that

so versatile a polymath should not at

some time or other have courted the

Muse, and, if so, under what name
could he have had a stronger motive
for publishing his poems than that of

SWINBURNE? So austere a theologian
would naturally shrink from revealing
his excursions into the realms of poesy,
and under this disguise he was safe

from detection. Lastly, while Sir W.

ROBERTSON NICOLL has always cham-

pioned the Kailyard School, SWINBURNE
lived at The Pines. The connection is

obvious, as thus : Kail, sea-kale, sea-

coal, coke, coker-nut, walnut, dessert,

pine- apple, pine.

As regards SWINBURNE'S conduct of

The British Weekly, it is enough to

point to such alliterative and melodious
combinations as "

Rambling Remarks"
and " Claudius Clear." The theological
attitude of the pape* presents difficul-

ties which are not so eaSy tff overcome,
but Mr. Pullar Leggatt has promised
to deal with this question later on.

Meanwhile the diplomatic silence main-

tained by Sir W. ROBERTSON NICOLL
and Mr. EDMUND GOSSE must not be

interpreted as conveying either a com-

plete acceptance or a total rejection"of

this remarkable theory.

The New Crummies.

HERTLISG "
is not a Prussian."
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MY PYJAMAS.
A STUDY IN THE FASTIDIOUS.

I HOPE this is not going to be embarrassing. If so, it

is not my fault. This is history, please remember, not

fiction. I wanted I am obliged to say it pyjamas foi

winter wear. I know all about pyjamas for summer wear;

what I wanted was pyjamas for winter wear, and I decided

that Agnes should make them. For years I have been

trying to get proper pyjamas by which I mean pyjamas

properly made but the haberdasher always smiles deprecia-

tion and tells me that the goods he offers me are what are

always worn. Quite so ;
but what I say is that out of

bed and for the purpose of having your photograph taken

Trade pyjamas are all right; but that in bod they commit
untold offences. I enter my bed clothed

;
I settle down

in it half-naked. The jacket has run up to my arm-pits ;

my legs are bare to the knee; my arms to the elbows;

the loosely buttoned front is ruckled up into a funnel,

down which, whenever I move, the bedclothes like a bellows

draw a chill blast of air on to that particular part of my
chest which is designed for catching colds. When I turn

over in my dreams I wake to find myself tied as with ropes.
Slumber's chains have indeed bound me. I am a man in

the clothing of a nightmare. The cold, cold sheets catch

me in the most tieklesome delicacies of my back and make
me jump again. Enough.

"
Well," said Agnes,

"
if I am going to make your

pyjamas you must tell me exactly what you want."
" My pyjamas," I said,

" shall be buttoned round the

ankle and capacious below the waist there I ask a Turkish
touch. The jacket shall be buttoned at the wrists and baggy
at the shoulder ; at the chest it shall strap me across like

an R.F.C. tunic, and it shall be securely clipped to the

trousers."
" Why not have it all in one?

"

" What !

"
I cried,

" and parade hotel passages in search

of the bath looking like a clown out of a circus ? No, thank

you."
" You must make me a pattern then," said Agnes,

" or I

shan't know what to do."

I can't make patterns, but I can, and I did, "make plans
of ground and first-floor levels, a section and back and
front elevations, all to a scale of one inch to the foot

exao f

ly. I also made a full-size detail of a toggle-and-cinch

ge r 'inking the upper storey to the lower.

"I think," Agnes said, "you had better come to the

shop and choose the material."
I thought so too. I wanted something gaudy that would

make me feel cheerful when I woke in the morning ; but I

also had another idea in my mind. Mangle-proof buttons !

Have the things been invented yet ?

The archbishop who attended to us deprecated the idea
of india-rubber buttons.

" What kind are you now using ?
"

he asked solicitously.
" At present, on No. 2," I said,

" I am using splinters
of mother-of-pearl. Last week, with No. 1, I used a steel

ring hanging by its rim to a shred of linen, two safeties,
and a hairpin found on the floor."

I chose a flannel with broad green and violet stripes,
and very large buttons of vitrified brick which I hoped
might break the mangle. These buttons were emerald in

colour and gave me a new idea. Trimmings.
" I want to look right if the house catches fire," I told

Agnes.
" Green sateen collar to match the buttons

"

" And for the wristbands," said Agnes, catching my
enthusiasm.
"And for the wristbands," I agreed; "but," I added,

"not at the ankles. That would make the other people

in the street expect me to dance to them, and I don't know
how to."

And now the good work is complete. Toggle and cinch

perform their proud functions, and I sleep undisturbed by
Arctic nightmares, for I have substituted green ties for

the stoneware buttons which reduced my vitality by
absorbing heat. My. only trouble is my increasing reluct-

ance to rise in the morning. I don't like changing out of

my beautiful things so early in the day. I am beginning
to want breakfast in bed.

AT THE DUMP.
(Lines to the N.C.O. in charije.)

Now is the hour of dusk and mist and midges,
Now the tired planes drone homeward through the

haze,
And distant wood-fires wink behind the ridges,
And the first flare some timorous Ilun betrays ;

Now no shell circulates, but all men brood
Over their evening food ;

The bats flit warily and owl and rat

With muffled cries their shadowy loves pursue,
And pleasant, Corporal, it is to chat

In this hushed moment with a man like you.

How strange a spectacle of human passions
Is yours all day beside the Arras road,

What mournful men concerned about their rations

When here at eve the limbers leave their load,

W7hat twilight blasphemy, what horses' feet

Entangled with the meat,
What sudden hush when that machine-gun sweeps,
And flat as possible for men so round

The Quartermasters may be seen in heaps,
While you sit still and chuckle, I '11 be bound !

Here all men halt awhile and tell their rumours
;

Here the young runners come to cull your tales,

How Generals talked with you, in splendid humours,
And how the Worcestershires have gone to Wales

;

Up yonder trench each lineward regiment swings,

Saying some shocking things ;

And here at dark sad diggers stand in hordes

Waiting the late elusive Engineer,
While glowing pipes illume yon notice-boards,
That say,

" No LIGHTS. YJOU MUST NOT LOITER HERE.''

And you sit ruminant and take no action,

But daylong watch the aeroplanes at play,
Or contemplate with secret satisfaction

Your fellow-men proceeding towards the fray ;

Your sole solicitude when men report
There is a shovel short,

Or, numbering jealously your rusty Store,

Some mouldering rocket, some wet bomb you miss
That w'as reserved for some ensuing war,
But on no grounds to be employed in this.

For Colonels flatter you, most firm of warders,
For sandbags suppliant, and do no good,

And high Staff officers and priests in orders

In vain beleaguer you for bits of wood,
While I, who have nor signature nor chit,

But badly want a bit,

I only talk to you of these high themes,
Nor stoop to join the sychophantic choir,

Seeing (I trust) my wicked batman, Jeames,
Has meanwhile pinched enough to light my fire.

A: P. H.
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Lady (looking out of train on to darkened platfarm).
"
PORTER, is THIS EDGWARE ROAD? I CAS'T SEE A THING."

Porter (with Irish blood in her). "Noi YET, M'M. EDOWABE ROAD'S TUB STATION BEFORE you GETS TO BAKER STREKT."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

"!N a few days," says the puff preliminary of The Coming
(CiiATTO AND WINDUS),

"
you and all your friends will be

reading and discussing this most strange and prophetic
novel." Perhaps. But what we shall be saying about it

depends largely, I suppose, upon our definition of the term

prophetic ; also a little upon our feeling with 1'egard to good
taste and the permissible in fiction. My own contribution

will be a sincere regret that a writer as gifted as Mr. J. C.

SNAITH should have attempted the obviously impossible.
His theme, symbolised by a wrapper-design of three figures
silhouetted against a golden sunrise, is a second advent of

the Messiah, embodied in the person of a village carpenter
named (with palpable significance) John Smith, whom local

prejudice sends, not inexcusably, to a madhouse, where ho

dies, after converting the inmates and instituting a campaign
of universal peace. Frankly, the chief interest of such a

wildly fantastic idea lies in watching just how far Mr. SNAITH
can carry it without too flagrant offence. That his treat-

ment is both sincere and careful hardly lessons my feeling
that the whole attempt is one to be deplored. Humour of

the intentional kind has, of course, no place in the author's

scheme. How remote is its banishment you may judge
when I tell you that the Divine message is represented as

given to mankind in the form of a wonderful play, which

instantly achieves world-wide fame, being performed by no
fewer than fifty companies in America alone. The problem
(to name but one) of the resulting struggle between plenary

inspiration and the conditions of a fit-up tour is only another

proof of my contention that there are more things in heaven
and earth than can be treated in realistic fiction, and that

Mr. SNAITH'S good intentions have unfortunately betrayed
him into selecting the least possible.

If Humphrey Thorncot and his sister Edith had not
bored one another and grown touchy I judge by their

reported conversations in a house with green shutters in

Chelsea, they would never have gone to St. Elizabeth,
which is a Swiss resort, and would never have met the

East-Prussian family of the von. Ludwiys in tho year
before tho War. And Humphrey would never have fallen

(temporarily) in love with Ilulda von Liulwig, nor would
Karl von Ludwig have fallen (permanently) in love with
Edith Thorncot. The troubles and miseries of this latter

couple are related by Mr. HUGH SFKNDKU in The Gulf
(COLLINS). Papa von Ludwig objects so violently to all

this love-making that he eventually succumbs to a regular
East-Prussian stroke of apoplexy which all but leads to

a charge of parricide against Karl by his baso brother,
Wilhelm. Karl is really too good for this world. He
objects to atrocities and refuses at the risk of his own life

to shoot innocent Belgian villagers. Being imprisoned, he

escapes by means of a secret sliding panel and an under-

ground passage which leads him, not immediately, but

after many vicissitudes, to America. There ho is joined by
his faithful Edith, who defies the Gulf caused by the War,
and marries him. Mr. SPENDER appears to have been in

some doubt as to whether he should write the storv of two
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souls or the history of the first few weeks of the War.

Eventually he elects to do both, and his novel consequently
sutlers somewhat in grip. He certainly paints a very vivid

picture of events in the first period of active operations.

May I hint a doubt, by the way, whether in 1913 a French

IVnVo-iSor would have mentioned HINDENUUKG as one of

Germany's most important men ? Whatever he may have

been in Germany, HINDENBUBG was for the outside world

a later discovery.

Further Memories (HuTcniNSON) is justly called by its

publishers a "
fascinating volume." The designation will

not surprise those who enjoyed the late Lord REDESDAI.E'S
former book of recollections. The present collection is

a little haphazard (but none the worse for that), its

chapters ranging over such diverse subjects as Gardens and
Trees, QUEEN VICTORIA, BUDDHA, and the Commune. Cer-

tainly not the least interesting is that devoted to the storv

of the Wallace Collection, of which Lord REDESDALE was
one of the trustees. His account of the origin and devolu-
tion of the famous trea-

sures will invest tl>3in

with a new interest in

the happy days when
they a

visible.

all again be

Mr. EDMUND
GOSSE contributes a

foreword to the present
volume, in which he
draws a pathetic pic-
ture of the author, still

unconquerably young,
despite his years, facing
the future with only
one fear, that of the un-

employment to which
his increasing deafness,
and the break-up of the
world as it was before

the War, seemed to be

condemning him. Fur-
ther Memories was, we
are told, undertaken as

some sort of a safe-

and attractively drawn, and so is the picture on the wrapper,
though it represents no particular incident to be traced
in the pages of the volume which it adorns. Writing more
strongly than is perhaps her wont, Mrs. MANN has taken
some trouble to emphasise the fact that in these cases of

uncontrolled passion the major penalty of guilt is borne not

by the offenders themselves but by the first generation
succeeding. This does need saying occasionally, I suppose,
and to that extent The Victim

charge of trivial unpleasantness.

redeems itself from the

Mr. J. RATH has really discovered a new type of heroine,
new at least this side the Atlantic. His farm-bred Sadie,
a Buffalo shirt-packer, classifies men by the sizes of their

shirts, has no use for any swain with a chest measurement
under forty, and eventually in a most original way finds
her hero in Mister 44 (METHUEN), an enormous Canadian
engineer and sportsman. She is no chicken herself and
has a passion to be free of the city and out in the great
open. Sadie is more than big ; she is beautiful, burnished-

copper-haired, sincere

and kind, and, though I

think the author "gets
this over

"
quite well

I liked her best before
she found her man and
her Robinson Crusoe
adventures among the
islands of Ontario, and
was giving back chat
to the little foreman in

the factory. Here she
is a pure delight ; and
in these days, when a

knowledgeof the Ameri-
can language may come
in handy at any mo-
ment, this amiable ro-

mance may well be

recommended as an
attractive manual of

first-aid in the matter.

Disappointed Player.
HAVE BUN ME OUT."

DURING THE RAID.
' HABD LINES ! I HAD AN EASY FIVE SHOT THAT WOULD Without professing

to be a student of Mrs.guard against this me-
nace of stagnation. It was a measure for which we may I DIVEB'S books I know enough about them to be worried by
all be glad, as we can share Mr. GOSSE'S thanksgiving that
the writer's death, coming when it did, saved him, as he
had wished,

" from all consciousness of decrepitude."

When an unstable young wife, getting tired of a pedantic
husband in the way so familiar to students of novels, goes
off with a companion more to her taste, anyone can foresee

trouble, or what would there be to write about ? When,
further, her detestable lover, seeking change .and fearing the
financial lash of his properly indignant parent, terminates
the arrangement, even an observer of real life can guess
that her return to her rightful lord and master must entail

disagreeables; but only a reader well brazened in modern
fiction could expect Don Juan promptly to make love to
and marry the husband's sister without a word of apology
to anyone. This kind of rather unsavoury dabbling in

problems best left to themselves generally concludes with
the decease of most of the characters and a sort of clearing
up, and to this rale, after many years and pages of dis-

comfort, MARY E. MANN'S newstory, The Victim (HODDER
AND STOUGHTON), is no exception. Not a very attractive

programme, but all the same the volume has one or two
redeeming features. For one thing, the sister is clearly

the eommonplaceness of Unconquered (MURRAY). Like so

many other authors she has succumbed to the lure of the
War-novel. There may be a public for tales of this kind,
but I have not yet read one that approaches artistic success.

Here we are spared nothing. Sir Mark Forsyth goes to
France in the early days, is first of all reported

"
missing,

believed killed," and then officially reported "killed." Of
course he turns up again, but such a physical wreck that
the minx whom he was to have married breaks off the

engagement. Naturally the sweet girl, friend of Mark's
childhood, undertakes to fill the gap. The minx, Bel Alison,
is so scathingly drawn that from sheer perversity I found

myself hunting for one good point in her character
;
but

without a find. On the other hand, Lady Forsyth, Mark's

mother, and a quiet, capable man called Macnair, are

admirably put before us. Yet at best there remains the
conviction that the War is so terribly real that these

attempts to romance about it are almost bound to bo as

superficial as they are superfluous.

"Lost, between Ryde Pier and Southsea, Black Satin Bag, con-

taining keys and eyeglasses. Reward given." Portsmouth

A chance for the local mine-sweepers.
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CHARIVARIA.
Mni:E (linn :l million pounds (if n

sugar liavo been discovered in

York.
'

H is suspected that thisNew

w two feet in twclvo hours." The
silence of allotment holders on this

subject is significant.

Mi'. SiDsiiv <;.

*. *

second in

was intended as the nucleus of a hoard, command of the London Fire Hri

is about to retire. There is sonic talk* *

A contemporary recently stated that

LKNIN claims to stand for the leader-

ship of Russia. But surely they do

not stand for leadership in Russia.

They rush for it with revolvers.

"This is a time for action, not for

talk," said Colonel Hot SE on his arrival

in England. A stinging rejoinder is

expected from the FOOD-CONTUOLLER'S

Department. ...
^.

It is rumoured that the restaurant

keepers have agreed among themselves

that to avoid confusion the price of

all beefsteaks shall be

stamped clearly on the

sole. * *
*

The Meat Order will

probably be amended
to make moat - stalls

rank as shops. At

present of course they
suffer under the stigma
of being merely places
where you can purchase
meat. ^ t_

We understand that,

in order to avoid con-

fusion and unduealarm,
German prisoners in

this country will in

future be expected to

give twelve hours' notice of their in-

tention to escape. ^ ...

Sugar is to be omitted from a number
of medical preparations from Decem-
ber 1st, and children are complaining
that the decision has quite spoilt their

Christmas prospects.
* *

Counsel, in a prosecution for
selling^

a tobacco substitute, has stated that

there is nothing in the Act to prevent a

man from smoking what he likes. In
the trade this is generally regarded as

a nasty underhand jab at the British

cigar industry.
1

^ *

Lord RHONDDA, in announcing his

new rationing scheme, differentiates

between brain workers and manual
workers. It will be interesting to see

to which category certain Government
officials will he assigned.

* *

" The bamboo," according to a weekly

paper,
" holds the record among plants

for rapid growth, having been known

of arranging a farewell lire.

* *

We understand, by the way, that

retirement from the London Fire Bri-

gade always carries with it the privilege
of wearing the uniform at one's own
tires.

*

A theatrical paper advertises for a

"Male impersonator
"

for pantomime.
No conscientious objector, need apply.

A news message to the Politil;cn

>taic-i that the people of Iceland are

making demands for their own flag or

spondent of The Dmlij Mail, does not

know how to invest live pounds in War
Loan. Yet all he has to do is to pay
his little iivi'i

'

: ;o counter just
as if he were buying a pound of tea.

The LOUD MAYOH'S Coachman lias

retired after twenty-eight years' ser-

vice. Ho was a splendid fellow, taking
him all round.

An official memo from the Front :

"A complaint lias Im-n received from tin:

Provost Corps that two hor.-rs, apparently
ridden by grooms, committed a civil offence

in ,
in that they crashed into a motorcar,

which at the time was stationary, damaging
same. On being questioned where they came
from, they replied,

' From Australia,' and after

paying a few more like compliments dis-

appeared at the gallop."

It is supposed that these intelligent

animals had been reading a recent

Escort (to Bosck prisoner, after several ineffectual attempts to start

I'artatioil). "AHEM! ER NO TROUBLE AT HOME, I HOPE?' 1

separation. The movement seems to

be an isolated one and not likely to

spread. Anyhow, there is no cause for

alarm at Tooting, where the authorities

are not expecting any trouble of this

kind. .

;

. *
:|:

A Cranford dairyman has been selling
milk at

circles

it for a wager.

threepence per q
it is supposed th

uart. In trade

at he is doing

* *
*

According to The Evening News,
Councillor WILLIAM SHEARRIXG, the

new Mayor of Bermondsey, started life

as a van boy. This gave him a pull
over most of us, who started life as

infants. * *

After December 17th, parcels for

neutral countries may not be sent with-

out a permit. Cement and other articles

intended for enemy consumption can

only be forwarded by special arrange-
ment with the Ministry of Blockade.

*...*

The average man, says a corre-

article by "Patlander."

"The R.F.C. on the same

day bombed the junction.
There was a large numtity
of rolling stock in the sta-

tion, on which, and on the

station building, several

direct hits were observed to

cause considerable dam-

age." The Times.

"
Numtity

"
is doubt-

less a dodge of the

CENSOR to prevent us

knowing too much. We
suspect that "quanber"
was what the writer

really wanted to say.

"Mr. Drucker (for the

trustees of the Testator)
said the late Lord Blyths-

wood had made 51 oleograph codicils to his

will, and the difficulty arose over two of

them." Ei-cning Paper.

It rather looks as if the two were not

genuine oleographs but only colourable

imitations.

1 ' American eggs arriving at Manchester yes-

terday were quoted from 27s. 6d. to 28s. per

1-20, which caused Irish eggs to be reduced

from sixpence to a shilling." Daily Paper.

Very Irish eggs.

"12 Feet Corsets at a ridiculous price of

Re. 1 each, all sizes."

Advt. in " Advocate of Itidia."

"A ridiculous price," says the advertiser,

but " an absurd figure
" would have

been even better.

"The Examiners appointed by the Board
of the Faculty of Natural Science give notice

that Wilfrid Dyson Harubly, Jesus College,

having submitted a dissertation on '

Tattooing
and other forms of body-marking among
primitive peoples,' will be publicly examined
on Monday, November 12, at 2.30 p.m., in the

Department of Social Anthropology, Barnett

House." Oxford University Gazette.

We trust he showed, and obtained, full

marks.

VOL. CLIII.
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TO ATTILA'S UNDERSTUDY.

[Reutcr reports that a British prisoner has been sentenced to a

year's imprisonment for calling Germans "
Huns."]

THE choice was yours, we understood.

Wo thought that, when you wished to cater

For China's spiritual good,
This name received your imprimatur;
"Go forth," you sairl, "my sons!

Go and behave exactly like the Huns !

"

Though under any other name,
However alien to their nature,

Your people would have smelt the same,

Wo let you choose their nomenclature,

And studiously respected
The one that in your wisdom you selected.

And now, when someone, clearly set

On flattering you by imitation,

Applies that chosen epithet
To certain units of your nation,

It seems a little odd

That you should go and clap him into quod.

Perhaps you 've come to hold the view

That when you claimed to touch their level

You were unfair to heathens who

Candidly called their god a devil ;

Who fought some barbarous fights,

But fought at least according to their lights.

So Huns are off. Who takes their place?
Well, since no beast on earth would stick it

If after him we named your race,

We '11 call you Germans there 's your ticket ;

Just Germans that's a style
Which can't oflend the other vermin's bile.====== O. S.

NIGHTMARES.
n.

OF A T.B.D. CAPTAIN, WHO DREAMS THAT HE HAS FOUND HIS

LOG-BOOK MADE UP BY MB. PH*L::=P G*BBS.

Time: 7.30 A.M. Once more we set out on our never-

ending mission, our ceaseless vigil of the seas. The ruddy
weather-stained coxswain swung the wheel this way and
that his eyes were of the blue that only the sea can give
in obedience to, or rather in accord with, the curt, mystic,
seaman-like orders of the young officer of the watch.

"Hard a-port ! Midships! Hard a-starboard! Port 20!

Steady as she goes!" And ceaselessly the engine-room

telegraph tinkled, and the handy little craft, with death and
terror written in her workmanlike lines for the seaman, for

all her slim insignificance to the landlubber on the towering
decks of the great liner, swung smartly through the crowded

water-way out to the perils lurking 'neath the seeming
smile of the open sea : the guardian angel of our com-
merce it went, to meet what Heaven alone could foretell!

Course. S. 70 E. Towards the rising sun and our
brethren in khaki, toiling in the wet mud as we toil on
the wet waters !

Deviation. 1 E. Wonderful the accuracy of the little

instrument whereon men's lives do hang, wise in the lore

of the firmament!
Patent Log. 0. Nothing as yet! What will it reg-

ister ere the day be done? Or will its speckless copper
lie rusting in the grey chill of the sea's dank depths?

Revs. I don't know, but the propellers swirl faithfully
and unceasingly.

Wind. W. by E. Bearing a message across the vast

Atlantic of hope and present succour from our new great

Ally, the mighty Eepublic of the West. America, ah
America ! But we of the sea are men of few words, and
this is not the place.

Force. 3. A balmy zephyr, yet with the sharp salt tang
of the sea that a sailor loves.

Sea. 2. Softly undulating is the swell, scarce perceptible
to inexperienced eyes, such as those of the land-lubbers on
the towering decks of the great liners ; gleaming dead copper
and blue in the morning sun, flecked with spectral white
in the distance the easy roll of untrammelled waters !

Weather. C. Detached clouds. Almost had I written

"B," seeing the perfect filmy blue all around the horizon;
but a seaman's scrutiny showed me faint fluffy wisps
o'erhead, luminous and marged with palest gold; and ever
must a sailor be suspicious of the treacherous weather-god.

Thermometer. 42. Not yet is Winter here, but its threat

approaches.
Barometer. 30-01. Will it stay there ?

Remarks. Once more we set out on our ceaseless vigil,
our never-ending mission of the sea !

* * * :S *

Remarks. (7.30 P.M.). Another day has passed, another

day's duty has been done. Nothing apparently has hap-
pened outside the ordinary routine of the ship. One keen-

eyed young officer has succeeded another on the bridge,
with tired lines on a face grey beneath the great brown
hood of his duffle a face so youthful, yet with the know-

ledge of the command of men writ plain thereon. The
propellers have swirled faithfully and unceasingly; the

good ship in consequence has cleft the passive waves.
But who knows what hideous lurking peril of mine or

torpedo we have not survived, what baleful eye has not

glowered at us, itself unseen, and retired again to its foul

underworld, baulked of its thirsted prey?
in.

OF THE EDITOR OF THE DAILY YAP, ON OBSERVING THAT
HIS SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT is A RETIRED LIEUT., E.N.,
WHO SENDS HIM THE FOLLOWING ACCOUNT OF A PUSH :

Time: 6.0 A.M. Course: (approx.) E. Distance run:

Ifm. Wind:S.W. Force: 6 State of land: 5 (rough,

owing to craters). Weather: R Therm.: 35. Bar.: 28'89.

Eemarks : Objectives attained. Observation hampered by
weather. _^===^_________

Big Game Shooting
1

.

"Angus Bowser, the popular feed merchant of Dartmouth, shot his

mouse on Thanksgiving Day. With a couplj of friends he left in

auto about 1 o'clock Monday afternoon for Bowser's Station. The

party was in the woods for about two hours when the mouse was

sighted." Canadian Paper.

We hope Mr. ROOSEVELT will not be jealous.

Extracts from a recent novel :

"He stepped out at Fernhurst Station, and walked up past the

Grey Abbey that watched as a sentinel over the dreamy Derbyshire
town. ... So it was the system that was at fault, not Fernhurst.

Fairly contentedly he went back by the 3.30 from Waterloo."

The train system which sent him to the Midlands by
the South-Western was doubtless deranged by military

exigencies.
"
Although Lord Warwick is the most sympathetic and attentive of

listeners, he has not remembered more than one good story, and that

has now been quoted in all the papers ;
we mean Lord Beaconsfield

story is said to bo unprintable ; then why tantalise Lord Rosslyn, on

account of the possible effect of his language on the pack, compensated

by the Commissionership of the Kirk of Scotland. The other Beacons-

field story is said to bo unprintable, then why tantalise us? "

Saturday Review.

Why, indeed ?
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YOU ARE
RESPECTFULLY
INVITED TO EAT

A LITTLE: LE55.

BY REQUE.5

A.YAPP.

THE GREAT UNCONTROLLED.
LORD EHONDDA. LOOK HERE, JOHN, ABE YOU GOING TO TIGHTEN THAT BELT, OB

MUST I DO IT FOB YOU?"
JOHN BULL. "YOU DO IT FOB ME. THAT'S WHAT YOU 'BE THEBE FOB."
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Fanner "Ww DO THEY LET THAT CLOCK CHIME? ABES'T THEY AFRAID THE Hu.xs MIGHT HEAR IT?'Yokel. "BLESS YOU, THAT'S TO DECEIVE 'EM. IT 'S 'ALF-A-HOUB PAST."

HOW TO BECOME A TOWN-MAJOR.
THROUGH large and luminous glasses

Second-Lieut. St. John regards this War
and its problems. He is a man of infinite
obs. There are few villages in France of
which he has not been Town Major.
Between times he has been Intelligence
Officer, Divisional Burial Officer, Di-
visional Disbursing Officer, Salvage
Officer, Claims, Baths, Soda-water and
Canteens Officer.

He was once appointed Town-Major
of some brick-dust, a rafter and two
empty bully-beef tins all of which in
combination bore the name of a village.He assumed his duties with a bland
Pickwickian zest, which did good to
the heart. He had boards painted.

THIS IS BLANK VILLAGE

said one aggressively, and

TO THE TOWN-MAJOR OF BLANK
83T

said another. A third read,

TO THE INCINERATOR
-v, it

though there was nothing there to

incinerate and (incidentally) no incin-
erator. "

HORSES," shouted another

didactically,
" MUST NOT TROT THROUGH

THE MAIN STREET." That there was no
street there at all did not detract from
the splendour of his notices, on which
he spent much paint and happiness.
With the slightest encouragement he

would have placarded that arid wilder-
ness with " No SMOKING IN THE LIFTS,"
and " BEWARE OF PICKPOCKETS," but he
had small encouragement, and so he
contented himself with a final placard
which warned the troops against riding
through standing crops and occupying
the houses of civilians without permis-
sion from the Town-Major.

Still, no one becomes a Town-Major
without some sort of claim to the post.

Second-Lieut. St. John's first appear-
ance in Armageddon took place during
'peace-time warfare." An unpleasant
and quite unnecessary little bulge in
the trench-line, known as the Toadstool,
was manned by the platoon of which he
ound himself second-in-command. It
s rumoured that a Hun patrol, crawl-

ng to the edge of our parapet, saw in
she ghastly glare of a Verey light the

Benign
and spectacled countenance of

Second-Lieut. St. John staring amiably
across No Man's Land, and came to the

hasty conclusion that they had made a
mistake as to direction, since here was
obviously one of their own officers of
the Plerr Professor type. Rumour adds
that they retired to their own lines and
were promptly shot for cowardice.

Certain it is that on that particular
night Second -Lieut. St. John did a

thing the full details of which are now
revealed to the Intelligence Corps for
the first time. He fired a Verey light.
It pleased him enormously. The sense
that he, and he alone, was the cause of
all those sliding shadows and that flood
of greenish light in No Man's Land
went to his head like strong drink. He
fired another and another and another
.... The Hun was puzzled at this

departure from routine, and opened a
morose machine gun fire which skimmed
the top of the parapet and covered
Second-Lieut. St. John with earth from
shattered sandbags. He went on firing
Verey lights in a sort of bland ecstasy
till his supply ran out, when he went
to his Company Commander's dug-out
for more. He filled his pockets with
fresh ammunition, went back to his

post, and began firing again. The first

light was mauve. He almost clapped
his hands at it, and fired the second.
It was pink. The third was yellow, the
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fourth scarlet, and the fil'lh < mcrald

green.
"The (V\tal Palace," said Second-

Lieut. St. .John, "isn't in it." And
then, because his watch bad ended, be

handed over to another yawning sub-

altern and went to bed.

( )ver miles and miles of count ry wild-

eyed gunners were glaring into the

night and asking each ol her blasphem-
ous questions. What did it mean ?

"It must he Ilun I," said the British

gunners ;

"
they 're coming o-

"That is without, doubt an English

signal," said the enemy. "Wo will

prepare for an attack."

Then the Hun gunners suddenh
made up their minds to be on the

safe side, and they put down a tre-

mendous barrage on to No Man's
Land.
"Told you so; they're on to our

front line," said we, and put down
n, tremendous barrage on to No Man's
I ,a.nd.

A Hun sentrv, waking with a start,

sounded the gas alarm. It was taken

up all along the German line and over-

beard by a vigilant British sentry, who
promptly set himself to make all pos-
sible noise with every possible means.

Old French ladies in villages twenty
miles back from the line lay all that

night hideous in respirators. Anxious
Staffs rang up other anxious Staff's.

Gunners questioned the infantry. The

infantry desired information from the

gunners. All along the line the pri-
vate soldier was jolted from that kind
of trance which he calls "

getting down
to it," and was bidden to stand to till

morning.
And our Mr. St. John, who was a

new and superfluous officer and liable

to be overlooked, slept through it all

with a fat smile.

It was after that that they made
him a Town-Major.

Our Pampered "Conchies."
Theiv was :i long and interesting debate

on th<> imprisonment of conscientious objectors
in the House of Lords." The Times.

This beats Doiiington Hall to a frazzle.

"Teacher* will welcome the resolution de-

ploring
' the omission from the Bill of any

limitation upon the size of classics.'
"

Teacher's Worlii.

Their pupils are believed to hold a

diametrically opposite opinion.

After the Guildhall Banquet :

"Some had black leather huj,'s. some had
aprons. Others had nothing at all and
slavered off \vitll a conglomeration of beef,

pie, and turtle soup tucked lip under their

arms."- -II '('</./;/ J>i>/i<itch.

The menu said " Clear Soup," but this

must have been a bit thick.

ttuly (on departure of peate-crank, <tho has been holding forth}. "MAN, HE'S A QUEER
,
THAT. THINK YE HE'S A 1

THEKK, DOSALD?"
LIKE WHAT IS THERE, IT'S JUST AS

Sa
CARD,

Donald. "Doo, SANDY, IF WHAT'S NO THEBE is
WEKL HE'S NO A 1 THEBE."

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.
DAVID LLOYD GEOUGE, described as

Prime Minister, was charged, on the in-

formation of HERBERT HENRY ASQUITH,
with exceeding the spe3ch limit while
oh tour. Mr. BONAB LAW, who ap-

peared for the defendant, asked for an

adjournment and invited the Court to
" wait and see." Upon hearing those
words prosecutor broke down and had
to be assisted out of the court.

HORATIO BOTTOMLEY pleaded "Not
guilty

"
to a charge of fortune-telling.

It appears that the defendant had
stated that the War would be over by

Christmas. For the defence it was
stated that the defendant had not

specified which Christmas, and even so
if ho had said so it was so. Defendant
asked for a remand to enable him to

dispense with legal assistance.

Result of the Food Shortage ?
"
Kxchange new gold full plate, Steven teeth,

for good brown skin hearthrug." The Lady.

From the police-iiatica re air-raid

warnings :

"When the car has two occupants one
might concentrate ou whistling and calling
out ' Take Cover.' "

As his own won't be enough he should
borrow the other occupant's mouth.
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THE NEW MRS. MARKHAM.
v.

CONVERSATION ON CHAPTER LXXIII.

Mary. There wore two things in your

last chapter that I did not quite under-

standthe National Debt and the

Flappers.
Mrs. M. About the National Debt,

my dear child, I think you must wait

until your papa comes home to tea,

but perhaps 1 can satisfy your curiosity

about the Flappers, who were indeed

amongst the most singular and formid-

able products of the age we have been

discussing. The origin of tie term is

obscure, some authorities connecting it

with the term "
llap- doodle," others

with the motion of a bird's wings, and

I remember a verse in an old song
which ran as follows:

"Place mo somewhere east of Suez

On a lone and rocky shore,

Where the Britons cease from Drilling

And the flappers flap no more."

This, however, does not throw much

light on the subject. Perhaps the term

Flapper may best be detined as meaning
a twentieth-century hoyden, and was

applied to a type of girl from the age
of thirteen to seventeen, whose extra-

vagances in speech, manner and dress

caused deep dismay among the more

serious members of the community. In

particular the learned Dr. SHADWELL
denounced theurwith great severity in

a leading review, but with little result.

They bedi/ened themselves with frip-

pery, shrieked like parrots on all occa-

sions and interpreted the motto of the

time,
"
Carry On,

'

in a sense deplor-

ably remote from its higher significance.

George. 1 think it seems, Mamma,
as if the young girls of those times

must have tried to make themselves as

unpleasant as possible. How thankful

I am that Mary is not a Flapper !

Mrs. M. You may well be. But
allowance must be made for the mis-

applied energy of our ancestors. If

the Flappers excite our disgust, their

subsequent treatment moves our com-

miseration, since the Sumptuary and

Disciplinary Laws passed by the House
of Ladies dealt in drastic fashion with

the offences which I have described.

As a matter of fact many Flappers
grew up into excellent and patriotic
women. I remember my grandmother
saying to me once,

" When I was six-

teen I had a voice like a cockatoo and
the manners of a monkey," but nothing
could have been more discreet or sedate

than her deportment in old age.
Richard. Did the Flappers speak

English ?

Mrs. M. Presumably; but, judging
from the records of their dialect which
have come down to us, their speech

was made up of a succession of squeals
rather than of articulate words, and

has so far defied the efforts of modern

philologists. Indeed speech seems to

have been almost at a discount, owing
to the immense popularity of the moving

picture play, then in its infancy and as

yet unaccompanied by mechanical re-

production of the voices of the actors.

Indeed at one time it was said that

there were only three adjectives in use in

Flapper society
"
ripping,"

" rotten
"

and "top-hole," I think they were.

George, What stupid words ! 1 wish

they could have heard some of papa's

adjectives.
Mrs. M. Your father, my dear, has a

copious and picturesque vocabulary,
but phrases which are pardonable in

moments of expansion in a person of

mature years are not always suitable

for juveniles.

THE TRANSGRESSOR.
I WAS walking painfully along a

lonely road towing my three thousand-

guinea ten-cylinder twelve-seater. Ac-

cording to Eegulation 777 X, both

brakes were on. My overcoat collar

was turned up to protect my sensitive

skin from a blasting easterly gale, and

through the twilight I was able to see

but a few yards ahead. I had a blister

on my heel. Somewhere, many miles

to the eastward, lay my destination.

Suddenly two gigantic forms emerged
from the hedgerow and laid each a

gigantic paw upon my shoulders. A
gruff voice barked accusingly in my
ear.

" You are the owner of a motor-

caf ?
"

Was it any use denying the fact ? I

thought not.
"
Yes," I replied humbly,

" I am."
" Have you the permit which allows

you to possess this?
" He waved to-

wards the stagnant 'bus.
" I have."
" Have you the licence which allows

you to take it upon the high road ?
"

With frozen fingers I held it out to

him. He moved to the back of, the car,

unscrewed the entrance to the petrol
tank and applied his nose to the aper-
ture. After three official sniffs he turned

upon me aggressively.
" There is an undeniable odour of

petroleum. How do you account for

that?"
"
Sir," I replied,

" last week my little

son had his knockabout suit dry-cleaned
in Perthshire by the petrol-substitute

process. This morning he climbed

upon the back of the car to see whether
his Silver Campine had laid an egg in

the hood."

He glared at me.

"Ah! Have you the necessary exten-

sion which allows you to use a motor-
car as a habitation for hens ?

"

I gave it to him.

Then, frustrated with fury, he thun-
dered at me successively: "Have you
a towing permit ? Have you a dog
licence ? Can you produce a boot and
shoe grant ? Do you hold any rubber
shares ? Have you been inoculated for

premature decay ? What did you do in

the Great War?"
I gave him the necessary documents

in perfect order. For a moment he was

nonplussed. Then he asked with sly

intention,
" Have you the champagne

and chicken sandwich ration which is

apportioned to super-inspectors?
"

I handed it to him with a table-nap-
kin (unused) and a pair of wire-cutters

thrown in. For some minutes he re-

mained silent, except in the gustatory
sense, then he turned upon me and,

handing back an empty bottle, said

triumphantly, "You must now produce,
under Clause 5005 Gerrard, framed this

morning at 11-30 o'clock, one pint of

old alo and six ounces of bread and
cheese for the sustentation of the sub-

inspector."
I regarded him stonily and leant

against the cold, cold bonnet of the car.

Alas ! I had it not.
"
Sir," I pleaded,

" I did not know
. . . give me time. The next inn is

but a few miles. If you and your com-

panion will take a seat I will bring you
to the inn door and all will be well."

He laughed in my face.
"
Algernon Brocklebank Smith," he

said sternly,
"
you have betrayed your-

self into our hands." He turned to

his myrmidon :

" Get a move on you,
Herbert ;

it 's a bit parky standing about

here."

After all he was but a coarse fellow.

Herbert, galvanised into action, pro-
duced a small oblong object from his

pocket, lighted the end of it with the

glowing butt of one of my Corona

Coronas, and placed it underneath the

car. In a few moments all that re-

mained of my three-thousand-guinea
ten -

cylinder twelve-seater was one

small nut, which was immediately im-

pounded.
I raised the collar of my overcoat

(second reef), shifted my face to the

eastward, and, notwithstanding the

blister on my heel, turned my steps
towards my destination.

I uttered no plaint. I had trans-

gressed against the immutable law.

Is the Race losing its Nerve?

"A sensation has been caused by the ar-

nouncement that Miss Teddie Gerard is leaving
'

Bubbly
'

to play the leading part in '

Cheep
'

at the Vaudeville Theatre." Daily Mirror.
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THE "WAR LEADER" AND TWO SENSITIVE SOULS.

"THE ENTIRE GERMAN ECONOMIC STIIUCTURK IS ON
THE VERGE OP COLLAPSE,

BUT WE SHOULD BE MAD IF WK HL]
PACT THAT THEY CAN HOLD 01

It EYES TO Till:

:.M(H YET.

THE SUBMARINE CAMPAIGN HAS BEEI AN rrn.u
FAILURE. NO SHORTAGE OP FOOD EXISTS OR WILL EXIST

WE ONE AND ALL DETERMINE NOT TO CONSUME AN
IP . OUNCE MOKE FOOD THAN IS ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY TO

KEEP BODY AND SOUL TOGETHER.

THE WAU is, TO ALL INTENTS AND PCBPOSES, ALREADY THAT IN THE NEXT THHEB YEARS THE WHOLE NATION
WON, PBOVIDED MAKES SUCH A STUPENDOUS EFFORT AS WE HAVE NOT AS

YET DREAMED OF," ETC., ETC.
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.

Friend (hurriedly). "Bui you CAN'T GIVE THOSE ODDS WITH OXLT TWO RUNNERS.
Bookmaker. "WHY? AIN'T THE BLOOMIN' RABBIT GOT A CHANCE?"

NEW MEN AND OLD FACES.
[According to a writer in Tlie Daily Chronicle,

Lord Morley's face "in conformation gets
more and more like .Goethe's."]

VISCOUNT, better known as plain JOHN
MORLEY,

As I gather from a chatty screed,
Ever daily grows exteriorly

(Pray forgive a rhymer's urgent need)
More like GOETHE please pronounce

it
" Gertie

"

Who expired soon after
eighteen-thirty.

But this instance is not isolated,
As a survey of our statesmen shows ;

WINSTON now suggests a long post-
dated

DAN O'CoNNELL in his mouth and
nose ;

NORTHCLIFFE 's growing more Napo-
leonic

Than the Corsican, though less laconic.

In the noble lineaments of BILLING
Shrewd observers (like myself) can

trace

Wonderful, inspiring, vivid, thrilling
Memories of JULIUS CESAR'S face,

With a hint of something far more
regal,

More suggestive of the soaring eagle.

I admit GEORGE MOORE is not yet
showing

Marked resemblance to his namesake
TOM;

But great CHESTERTON is hourly grovv-
ing

Almost indistinguishable from
Dr. JOHNSON

; daily grows more plain
SHAKSPEARE'S facial forecast of HALL

CAINE.

HALDANE and'his spiritual brother,
SCHOPENHAUER, that dyspeptic sage,

Monthly grow so very like each other,
As portrayed in MAXSE'S lurid

page,
That it passesMAXSE'S Christian charityTo detect the least

dissimilarity.

BELLOC is approximating closely
To the massive mien of CHARLES
JAMES Fox

;

BUCHAN plagiarizes very grossly
From the rapt expression of JOHN
KNOX

;

And the LAUREATE, if his hair grew'
scanty

Or he shaved his beard, might look like

DANTE.

CLABA BUTT, the eminent musician,
Vividly resembles PERICLES;

SARGENT and the late lamented TITIAN
Are as like each other as two peas ;

LOREBURX, known to cronies as " Bob "

Reid;

Duplicates the Venerable BEDE.

But enough of this identifying
Instances of the recurrent face ;

Bather let us foster an undying
Resolution in the British race

Evermore and evermore to shun
Any imitation of the Hun.

A Poser from the Bench.
From the report of a collision case :

" Mr. Justice :
' Which car hit the other

first ?
' ' I cannot say.' Freeman's Journal.

OUR SWEEP IN THE HOLY LAND."
Daily News.

Ours is in Mesopotamia.
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HOW IT STRIKES A SOLDIER.
THE KAISER. " WHAT DO YOU MAKE OF THIS LLOYD GEORGE AFFAIR ?

"

MARSHAL VON HINDENBURQ. "I'VE NO TIME TO READ POLITICAL SPEECHES, SIRE. THIS
FELLOW HAIG KEEPS ME TOO BUSY."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

Monday, November 12th. An old

Parliamentarian, when asked by a friend

to what party the PRIME MINISTER

now belonged, sententiously replied,
" He used to be a Radical ;

he will some

day be a Conservative ;
and at present

he is the leader of the Improvisatories."
The latest example of his inventive

capacity does not meet with unmiti-

gated approval. Members were very
curious to know exactly how the new
Allied Council was going to work, and

what would be the relations between

the Council's Military advisers and the

existing General Stall's of the countries

concerned. Mr. BONAR LAW assured

the House that the responsibility for

strategy would remain where it is now,
but did not altogether succeed in ex-

plaining why in that case the Council

required other military advisers.

The SECRETARY FOR SCOTLAND is about

the mildest-mannered man that ever

sat upon the Treasury Bench. But
even he can be "

tres michant
"

at a

pinch. When Mr. WATT renewed his

complaint that sheriffs -
principal in

Scotland had very little to do for the

high salaries they received, Mr. MUNRO
replied that "

it would just be as unsafe

to measure the activities of the sheriff-

principal by the number of appeals he
hears as to measure the political activi-

ties of my hon. friend by the number
of questions he puts."
The Pensions Department at Chelsea

is to be reorganised. Mr. HODGE ex-

cused the delays by pointing out that

in average of thirty-three thousand
letters a day is despatched, but, as he
added that there is a staff of four thou-

land five hundred persons to do it, it

nardly looks as if they were overworked.

Tuesday, November 13th. The House
of Lords was to have discussed the
state of Ireland, but, owing to the

absence of its LEADER, fell back

upon the less exciting but more

practical topics of sugar-sub-
stitutes for jam, and barley for

jeer. It was cheering to learn

from the Duke of MARL-
3OROUGH that the jam-manu-
'acturers gave great care to

exclude arsenic from their glu-
cose, and from Lord RHONDDA
hat there would be plenty of

Darley for both cakes and ale.

Mr. WARDLE is the latest

example of the poacher turned

gamekeeper. A few months
igo, as leader of the Labour

Party, he was instant in criti-

cism of the ineptitutes of

Government officials. This
afternoon, upon his old friend,
Mr. TYSON WILSON, venturing

to refer to the "
stupid decisions

"
of the

Board of Trade, Mr. WARDLE was down
on him in a moment. With the air of

one who had been born and brought
up in Whitehall Gardens, he replied,
"
Stupid decisions are not made by the

Board of Trade."

The Pacifists had rather a mixed day.

PENSIONS.
MR. HODGE.

They were visibly relieved when Mr.
BONAR LAW (supported by Mr. ASQUITH)
declined to admit into the Bill for ex-

tending the life of this Parliament a

provision enabling constituencies to get
rid of Members who had ceased to

represent them. But they did not like

his contemptuous reference to their

argumentativepowers. Mr. TREVELYAN,
who regards himself as the representa-
tive (by literary descent), of CHARLES
JAMES Fox, was particularly annoyed.

IX BE ADMIRAL JELLICOE
MB. LYNCH. DR.

As party-funds are rather under a
cloud just now the Government thought
they might justify their existence by
drawing on them for the campaign
against enemy propaganda. But their
custodians thought otherwise. The
Tory Whip was prepared to make a
sinitll contribution; the Liberal would
give nothing, on the ground that the
total required was extravagantly large.
So the country will have to foot the hill.

Wednesday, November lith. The
knowledge that Mr. ASQUITH was to

"interpellate" the PRIME MINISTER re-

garding his recent speech in Paris, and
the Allied War Council therein de-

scribed, brought a crowd of Members
to the House, and filled the Peers'

Gallery with ex-Ministers scenting a
first-class crisis.

The protagonists on entering the
arena were loudly cheered by their

respective adherents, but the expected
duel did not come off. Mr. ASQUITH'S
questions were searching enough, hut
not provocative. Mr. LLOYD GEORGE'S
reply was comprehensive and concilia-

tory, and ended with the promise of a

day for discussion. Instead of a light
there was only an armistice, usually a

preliminary to a definite peace.
A little disappointed, perhaps, the

Peers betook themselves to their own
Chamber, there to hear Lord PARMOOR
discourse upon the woes of conscien-
tious objectors. Many of them, he
thought, had been vindictively punished
for their peculiar opinions. Nobody,
in a somewhat cloudy discussion, made
it quite clear whether the Tribunals
or the Army authorities or the Home
Office were most at fault ; and Lord
CURZON'S suggestion that persons who
refused not merely to fight but to
render any kind of service to their

country in its time of need were not

wholly free from blame had almost the
air of novelty.

The Air-Force Bill passed
through Committee in one sit-

ting. The credit for this

achievement may be divided

equally between Major BAIRD,
who proved himself once more
a skilful pilot, and Mr. BIL-

LING, who spoke so often that
other intending critics got lit-

tle chance. Counting speeches
and interruptions, I find from
the official reports that he ad-

dressed the House exactly one
hundred times

;
and it is there-

fore worth noticing that his last

words were,
" This is what you

call muzzling the House of

Commons."

Thursday, November loth.

Lord WIMBORNE did his best

to-night to defend the inaction
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The Colonel. "
I "D TAKE ALL THOSE MUTINOUS HOUNDS AND PUT >EM AOAIKST THE WALL."

Aunt Jane. "
BUT, MY DEAR, THE AWFUL THISQ is THAT IT HAS SPBEAD TO OUB OWN ARMT. I HEABD TWO SOLDIEBS IN THE TBAIN

TO-DAY TALKING ABOUT THEIB SEBGEANT-MAJOlt IN A DREADFUL WAY."

of the Irish Executive in the face of

the Sinn Fein menace. But he would

have been wiser not to have adduced
the argument that Ireland was a terra

incognita. If there is one subject
that the Peers think they know all

about it is the sister -island. Lord
CUKZON thought it would be a mistake,

by enforcing
" a superficial quiet," to

check the wholesome influences brought
into being by the Convention. He did

not go so far as to say that Mr. DE
VALERA was one of them.
At last the Government have decided

to take short order with the pernicious
literature of the Pacifists. In future all

such documents are to be submitted to

the Press Bureau before publication.
A howl of derisive laughter greeted the

HOME SECRETARY'S announcement, but

when Mr. SNOWDEN essayed to move
the adjournment, although he and his

friends were joined by some of the

Scotch and Irish malcontents, the total

muster was only thirty-three, and the

motion accordingly came to earth with

a thud.

By a large majority the House re-

fused to reinstate the Livery franchise

in the City of London. In any case

this ancient privilege could not long
have survived the curtailment of the

Lord Mayor's Feast.

BOON FOR BUSY BEIDEGROOMS.
IN these days of military hustle, when

a soldier comes home, falls in love, gets

engaged, marries, sets up a home, and
returns to the Front in less than a

week, there is little time for the ordi-

nary courtesies of matrimonial pro-
cedure. It is felt, therefore, that the

appended printed form of thanks for

wedding presents based on the model
of the Field Service Postcard will

prove a great boon to all soldiers who
meditate matrimony during short leave.

It will be found sufficient merely to

strike out inappropriate words in the

printed form, which is as follows:
"
Captain and Mrs. beg to re-

turn thanks for your

Beautiful

Charming
Genero.us

Very generous
Useful Gift.

Very Useful
j- Cheque.

More than useful Letter."

Unexpected
Totally unexpected
Eemarkable
Artistic

Examples. (1) To a rich and miserly
uncle, who has come down with an as-

tonishingly handsome sum strike out

everything except "Very generous
more than useful totally unexpected

cheque."
(2 1 To an eccentric former admirer

of the bride, who has sent a forty-stanza

poem, entitled "Sunset in the White-

chapel Road: Thoughts -Thereon"
strike out everything except "Remark-
able gift."

(3) To an enormously wealthy female

relative, who disapproves of the bride

and has sent a second-hand plated

sugar-sifter strike out everything ex-

cept
" Gift."

(4) To anyone of whom much was

expected, but who neither gave a pre-
sent nor wrote strike out everything
on the postcard.

"
Strange Story of a Wedding in the Divorce

Court." Daily News.

It seems a rather unfortunate choice

of locale.

Extract from an Indian begging-
letter :

" My mother is a widow, poor chap, and has
a postmortem son."

" AMATEUR GENT., experienced, wanted, for

week at Xmas. All expenses paid."
Daily Telegraph.

Why not have a professional one and
do the thing handsomely ?
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ONCE UPON A TIME.
THE LETTER.

upon a time, not so very long

ago, an illustrious man of affairs

soldier and statesman too visited our

shores, and by his wise counsels so

captured the imagination of his hearers

and readers that one of the greatest of

all compliments was paid to him, and

anyone with a black cocker spaniel to

name named it after him ;
and he had

a name rather peculiarly adapted to

such ends too.

It chanced that among the puppies
thus made illustrious was one which a

young soldier before leaving for France
to win the War gave to his sister, and
when writing to him, as, being a good
girl, she regularly and

abundantly did, she never

omitted to give tidings
as to how the little crea-

ture was developing; and
I need hardly say that

in the whole history of

dogs, from TOBIT'S faith-

ful trotting companion
onwards, there never was
a dog so packed with in-

telligence and fidelity as

this. Most girls' dogs
are perfect, but this one
was more remarkable
still.

Now it happened that

the gallant brother, in

the course of his duties

as a war-winner, was
moved from place to

place so often that he

gradually lost definition,
as the photographers
say, and the result was _
that one of her recent letters failed to

had become, and what a cold she had

caught in the last raid, and how Uncle
Jim had iniluen/.a and couldn't go on

being a special, and how Aunt Sibyl
had been introduced to one of the

GEDDESES and talked to him as though
it was the other, and how she herself

had met Evelyn in the street the other

day and Evelyn had asked " with sus-

picious interest after you" and a
thousand other things such as a good
sister, even though busy at a hospital,
finds time to write to a brother over

there, all among the mud and the shells,

winning the War. And not being in

the habit of signing her name, when
writing in this familiar way, she finished

up with a reference to the darlingest
of all dogs by sending its love at the

AFTER A DAY ON THE ALLOTMENT.
' SUDDENLY SHK REALISED THAT HER IDOL HAD FEET OF CLAY.

Extract from popular novel.

catch up with him. That was a pity,
because it was a better letter than
usual. It gave all the news that
he would most want to hear. It said

what picture her father was working
on at the moment, and told, with-
out spoiling them, his two last

jokes. It said whom her mother had
called on and who had called on her
mother and how something must be
done to stop her smoking too many
cigarettes. It said that their young
brother, having sprained his ankle at

hockey, had become a wolf for jig-saw
puzzles. It said where their parents
had dined recently and where they
were going to dine and who was
coming next week. It said what she
had seen at the theatre last Saturday
and what book she was reading. It
said which of the other V.A.D.'s had
become engaged. It said what an

very end :
" Love from

forth.

Well, the letter, as I have said, could
not be delivered. The postal people at
the Front, and behind the Front, are

astonishingly good, but they could not

get in touch with the brother this time,
and therefore they opened the letter and
looked at the foot of it for the name of

the writer and found that of the dog,
and at the head of it for the street and
town where the writer lived, and sent
it back as "

insufficiently addressed."
And that is why in a certain house

in Chelsea a treasured possession is a
returned letter for General SMUTS.

From an article entitled " Is it Safe
for Cousins to marry ?

"
:

"It is just as well, however, to pick out

somebody besides your cousin for your wife."
T}te Family Doctor,

Before acting on this advice, however,
awful time they had had trying to it might be safer to consult The Family
buy some tea, and how scarce butter

| Lawyer.

THE VEEY GLAD EYE.
MOTHER put down the key of the

hen-house and took up the letters that

lay beside her plate.
" If only Joan would write larger,"

she sighed, turning over an envelope
across which an ant seemed to have
walked and left an inky trail.

" I "ve

mislaid my glass too, and shan't be
able to read a word. Where could I

have put the miserable thing ?
"

she
asked, peering again at the ridiculous

little script.
Father put down his paper and said

these hunts for Aunt Matilda were

getting monotonous. Only yesterday
he had rescued her from some dried

bulbs in the greenhouse, and didn't
~

|

Mother think it time she
saw a good oculist and
had proper spectacles,
'nstead of using the old

lens in that carved gold
bauble belonging once to

his grandmother's aunt.
"
Perhaps it 's just a

bad habit," she answered
with a smile,

" or my eyes
are getting lazy. But

really I can see so well

through it, and if they
would print the news-

papers better
" No one we know in

this morning's list," said

Father shortly, as he
turned a sheet; "and
we should be hearing
from those rascals now
that the push is over,"
he added, glancing at

Mother, who began to
- sip her coffee hurriedly,

might even get leave to-

It 's five

and so
|

"
They

gether," ventured Margery.
months since Dick came home, and as
for Christopher

"

"What swank for old Margots, now
her hair is up," piped Archie. " Two
brothers from the trenches to

"

" If you 'd make a little less noise,

my son," said Father in a strange voice,
" I might be able to take in what I 'm

reading. There 's something here about

Christopher."
" What ?

"
cried Mother, springing

from her chair.
"
Yes, it 's Christopher plain enough,"

he repeated with shining eyes. "Chris-

topher Charles Bentley, and God bless

my soul! the boy has been splendid!
It 's all down here, and

"

"Read, read!
" we clamoured, as his

voice grew husky and indistinct.

as
" Eead !

"
again

Mother came and

gently from him.
" When you 'ro all quiet, children,"

we shouted,
took the paper
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she began, devouring the words before

her.

Quiet ! Even the canary hold its

breath while Mother read that wonder-
ful paragraph.

It was a long one, and every word of

it a tribute to our magnificent Chris,

who had organ i sod a small volunteer

party, attacked a strong point, and

captured fifteen of the enemy and a

machine-gun, for which gallant act

ho had been awarded tho M.C.
With lingering pride she went

through it a second time, and only then

did wo see that she was staring at the

paper, proudly and fiercely, through
tho handle of tho hen-house key !

THE MUSICAL CRITIC'S ORDKAL.
[Mr. CYRIL SCOTT, the musical coin

in his recently published volume on The

Pkilosoiilii/ (if Minlerni.tni in -its cunncrtinn

tnth Muxic, stales that the criterion of lofty

music, the method of gauging the spiritual
value of art, "is only possible to him who has
awakened the latent faculties of the pineal

gland and the pituitary body."]

LATELY I 've been reading CYRIL SCOTT'S
Book on Music, modern and unmuz-

zled,

And, though solving many toughish
knots,

By one statement I am sadly puzzled,

Namely, that if wo would understand
What 3ivides the noble from the

shoddy
Wo must cultivate " the pineal gland,"

Also "the pituitary body."

But unfortunately SCOTT refrains

(Hence my present painful agitation)
From elucidating how one gains

This desiderated consummation.
Must I fly to silken Sarnarcand,
Or explore the distant Irrawoddy

For the culture of my pineal gland
And of my pituitary body ?

Is the object gained by force of will

Or some drastic vegetarian diet ?

Does it mean a compound radium pill

Causing vast upheaval and disquiet ?

Do I need some special "Hidden Hand,"
Or the very strongest whisky toddy

To arouse my dormant pineal gland,

My unused pituitary body ?

Should I read the works of Mr. YEATS,
Or the lays of WILCOX (ELLA
WHEELER) ?

Must I visit the United States
And consult the newest occult

"healer"?
Is the tragedy of IHSEN'S Brawl
Or the humour of Poor Pillycoddij

Better feeding for my pineal gland
And for my pituitary body?

Vain the subtle art of HENRY JAMES,
Vain the wealth of HOTHSCHILDS or

of MORGANS,

I'irst A.H. (indicating old tramp steamer in ballast). "THANK 'HAVENS wi; AJX'T GOT
I'EOPELLERS WHAT STICK OUT LIKE THAT ON THIS 'ERE JUNK, UlLL."

SecottdA.B. "WHAT AKB YOU GBOUSINO ABOUT NOW?"
l-'irst A.H. "Wnv, THE BLOOMIN' FIRST-LOOTENANT WOULD MAKE us IWLISII THE

BLINKIN' THING."

If I fail to satisfy tho claims
Of these mystic and momentous

organs ;

I 'm no better than a grain of sand
Or a simple common polypody,

With an undeveloped pineal gland,
An inert pituitary body.

Blindly seeking for a helpful clue,

Welcoming no matter what sugges-
tion,

I have lately sounded one or two

Leading doctors on this vital ques-
tion ;

But they think I '11 have to be trepanned
If I wish effectively to modi-

fy the structure of my pineal gland
Or of my pituitary body.

MORAL.

'din pituitary
With awakened eye,

Meet with humble hoddy-tloddies
Smaller human fry

Cries and kissiny both art- missing
Wlien they 're passing by,

And the astral demi-god is

Comiri thro' the rye.

Our Colloquial Contemporaries.
"
Repeated charges by Turkish cavalry re-

sulted in only a slight gain of ground at the

expense of heavy osses." Daily News.

Free Fooders.

"ROSYTH WORKKHS AND THK COST
OF I.IVIN.:.

Mr. Douglas moved that they demand a re-

duction in the cost of living of 'JOO per cent, by
abolishing profiteering and securing national
control of food supplies. It was subsequently
agreed to demand 100 percent, decrease in the
cost of food." Glasgow licrald.
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THE COMPLETE PLASHER.
" Francesca," I said, "listen to this."

"I will," she said, "if it's worth listening to."

' You can't tell that till you 'vo heard it, can you ?
"

'

Well, what is it, anyhow?
"

' It 's a letter," I said,
" from Harry Penruddock.

'

' That doesn't sound very exciting."
' Ah, but wait a bit."

1

Well, get a move on. I 've got to see the cook."
" He sends me," I said,

" a notice which has been served

upon him about his cottage at Smoltham. He wants to

have my opinion about it."

"
Very well, give him your opinion, and let 's get on with

the War."
" Francesca," I said,

" are you not more than a little

peevish this morning'?
"

" I have no patience," she said,
" with notices that have

to be served. It 's always done by sanitary inspectors and

rate collectors, and people of that sort. Why can't they

just post them and have done with it ?
"

" Who are you," I said, "that you should fly in the face

of Providence in this way? Can't you see that if a notice

is
'

served,' it immediately becomes twice as important?"
'

Oh, if it adds to the dignity of an inspector, well and

good ; but for my part I should have posted it."

" You are not a sanitary inspector, and cannot realise the

feelings of one."
"
They have no feelings, and that 's why they 're made

inspectors."
" Hush I

"
I said, and began to read :

" ' In pursuance of the directions given in an Act passed
in the fifth and sixth years o'f the reign of King William

the Fourth, entitled " An Act to consolidate and amend the

Laws relating to Highways in that part of Great Britain

called. England," I, T. Bradish, of the Town Hall, Smoltham,
do hereby give you notice forthwith to cut, prune, plash or

lop certain Trees and Hedges overhanging the highway
immediately adjoining your premises, No. 15, East Gate, in

the Parish of Smoltham, and which are causing an obstruc-

tion and annoyance to the said highway, so that the

obstructions caused to the said highway shall be removed.
" ' Dated this 19th day of October, 1917.'

"

" Isn't it priceless ?
"
I said.

" It is," said Francesca. " I never knew before that a

road could be annoyed."
" Even a road has its feelings."
"
Yes, perhaps it 's a short lane, and everybody tramples

on it, and it turns at last."
" So do borough engineers and surveyors, it seems."
" I bet this one 's a Tartar."
" How can you tell that ?

"

" I can tell it by his style, which is very severe and

uncompromising."
"His style," I said, "is as the statute made it, and

mustn't be impugned by us."
" I particularly like that bit about plashing the trees.

How in the name of all that 's English do you plash a tree ?
"

"
If," I said,

"
you were a fountain and wanted to be

poetical, you would plash, instead of splashing."
"That's nonsense," she said.
" No," I said,

"
it 's poetry."

"But you don't pour poetry on overhanging trees. It

must mean something else."
" I '11 tell you what

; we '11 get a dictionary."
"Yes," she said, "you get it. I'm no good at diction-

aries. I always find such a lot of fascinating words that I

never get to the one I want."

" I 'm rather like that myself," I said. " However I '11

exercise self-restraint. Here you are : Packthread, Pas-

time, Pin there 's a lot about Pin Plash. Got it ! It

means ' to bend down and interweave the branches or

twigs of.'
"

" Now," she said,
" we know what Mr. Bradish wants."

"He's a very arbitrary man," I said. "How can he

expect Harry Penruddock to bend down and interweave
the branches or twigs of ?

"

"
Anyway, Harry 's got to do it, whether he understands

it or not."
"
Yes," I said,

"
borough surveyors take no denials. And

now that you 've had your lesson in English, you can go
and see the cook."

" Half a mo'," she said; "I 'm acquiring a lot of useful

information about ' Plaster.' I never knew "

"
Hurry up," I said,

" or we shan't get any lunch."

====^^===_ E. C. L.

DERELICT.

(Notices to Mariners. North Atlantic Ocean. Derelict

reported.)
" WE left 'er 'eaded for Lord knows where, in latitude

forty-nine,
With a cargo o' deals from Puget Sound, an" 'er bows

blown out by a mine ;

I seen 'er just as the dark come down I seen 'er floatin'

still,

An' I 'ope them deals 'd let her sink afore so long," said Bill.

" It warn't no use to stand by 'er she could neither sail

nor steer

With the biggest part of a thousand mile between 'er and

Cape Clear ;

The sea was up to 'er waterways an' gainin' fast below,
But I 'd like to know she went to 'er rest as a ship 's a

right to go.

1 For it 'a bitter 'ard on a decent ship, look at it 'ow you
may,

That 's worked her traverse an' stood 'er trick an' done 'er

best in 'er day,
To be driftin' around like a tine -days -drowned on the

Western Ocean swell,

With never a hand to reef an' furl an' steer an' strike the

bell.

"No one to tend 'er binnacle lamps an' light 'er masthead

light,
Or scour 'er plankin' or scrape 'er seams when the days are

sunny an' bright ;

No one to sit on the hatch an' yarn an' smoke when work
is done,

An' say,
' That gear wants reevin' new some tine dogwatch,

my son.'

" No one to stand by tack an' sheet when it 's comin" on to

blow
;

Never the roar of 'Eio Grande" to the watch's stamp-

an'-go ;

An' the seagulls settin' along the rail an' callin' the long

day through,
Like the souls of old dead sailor-men as used to be 'er crew.

' Never a port of all 'er ports for 'er to fetch again,
Nothin' only the sea an' the sky, the sun, the wind an'

the rain ;

It 's cruel 'ard on a decent ship, an' so I tell you true,

An' I wish I knew she 'ad gone to 'er rest as a good ship

ought to do." C. F. S.
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Mabel. "WHAT SORT OP A DANCE WAS IT LAST NIOHT? HOW DID YOU GET OS?"

Gladys. "OH, Ail. RIGHT. I WAS UP TO MY KXEES IS BOYS ALL THE EVEOTSQ."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerics.)

GENERALLY speaking, stories left unfinished because of

the death of the writer in mid course can only be at best an

uncomfortable, exasperating legacy to his admirers. But

by a thrice happy chance this is not the case with the two
novels upon which the late HENRY JAMES was engaged at

the time of his fatal illness. This good fortune comes from

the fact that it was the writer's habit " to test and explore,"
in a written or dictated sketch, the possible developments
of any theme before embarking upon its treatment in detail.

I get the phrase
" test and explore," than which there could

be no better, from the brief preface to the volume now
before me, The Ivory Tower (COLLINS). It exactly suggests
the method of this preliminary study, doubly precious now,
both as supplying the key by which we can understand the

fragment that has been worked out, and as in itself giving
us a glimpse, wonderfully fascinating, of its evolution.

The Ivory Tower (called so characteristically after an object
whose bearing upon the intrigue is of the slightest) is a

study of wealth in its effect upon the mutual relations of a

small group of persons belonging to the plutocracy of pre-
war America. Its special motive was to be a development
of situation as between a young legatee, in whom the

business instinct is entirely wanting, and his friend and

advisor, whom he was^>resently to detect in dishonest deal-

ing, yet refrain from any act of challenge that would mean

exposure.
" Eofrain

"
does this not give you in one word

the whole secret of what would have been a study in

character and emotion obviously to the taste of the writer?

For itself, and still more for the glimpse of what it was to

become, The Ivory Tower must have a place in every
collection where the unmatchable wit of HENBY JAMES is

honoured as it should be.

Something les's successful perhaps for itself, thoifgh even

more absorbing technically, is the volume containing the

unfinished fragment of another HENRY JAMES novel, to be

called The Sense of the Past (COLLINS). Here especially it

is the preliminary study that furnishes the chief interest;

the spectacle of this so-skilled craftsman struggling to

master an idea that might well, I think, have been found

later too unsubstantial, too subtly fantastic, for working
out. Very briefly, the theme is to treat of a young American,

in whom this " Sense of the Past
"

is all-powerful ; whom
the gift of an old London house and its furnishings enables

to transport himself bodily into the life of 1820. More than

this, he lives that life (and it is here that one suspects the

idea of becoming unmanageable) in the person of an actual

youth of that time, in whom a corresponding Sense of the

Future has been so strong that he has answered the curi-

osity of his descendant by an exchange of personalities. Of

course the dangers and confusions of the plan, a kind of

psychological version of one often used in farce (except that

it precisely wasn't to be any manner of dream), are such

as might well alarm any writer and, one might add, any
reader also. It ia a further misfortune that the style of

what is actually written should be in the master's most
remote and obscure manner, so much so that one is forced
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to wonder whether, without the notes as guide, it would

bo in any sort clear what the whole thing was about. The

transition, for example, from the actual to the supernatural

event is so abrupt that it might well have left the uninformed

helplessly befogged. But this very fact again, as supposing
some further treatment only now to be guessed at, helps to

make the unique fascination of the book as revealing the

difficulties and rewards of letters.

Whatever Mr. ERNEST THOMPSON SETON cares to write

I am glad to read, but there were moments in The Preacher

of Cedar Mountain (HoDDEB AND STOUGHTON) when the

great moral lesson of the story was as much as I could

hear. The tale reveals the spiritual and moral development
of Jim Ilartigan. The author assures us that most of the

characters are drawn from life, and that some of the main
events are historical. All which I

can easily believe, for Mr. SETON'S

blunt method of describing Jim

Hartigan's evolution from an
unhallowed stable-boy to a mus-
cular Christian continually sug-

gests reality. It is not a stylish

method, but it gets home, and in

a tale of this kind that is the

main, if not the only, matter
of importance. Jim's besetting
weaknesses were drink and an

overwhelming love for horses.

The former he conquered fairly

soon, but the latter tripped him

up more than once, and if he
had not been guided by the wisest

woman who ever came from the
West his end would have been
chaotic. The races at Fort Eyan
are excellently described, and as

a picture of the West of America
some forty years ago you will

find this story of Jim's conver-
sion both instructive and intri-

guing. 'All the same Mr. SETON
has so often delighted me by his

tales of the animal world that I

hope this excursion is merely a

holiday from the work for which
he has a real genius.

Up to the present time the

crop of German spy-stories has '.

been distinguished by quantity rather than by quality.

Possibly the authors, realising that the wildest flights of

their highly-trained fancies could never match the actual
machinations of the German Secret Service as revealed in

the official news, have not put their hearts into the work.
In The Lost Naval Papers and other stories (MURRAY) Mr.
BENNET COPPLESTONE has shown unusual boldness in con-

necting the activities of his super-policeman, Daioson, with
the more prominent events of the War. Indeed, I am not
sure that the terror he professes to feel in the presence of

the Scotland Yard official (for he tells his stories in propria
persona) is not to some extent justified. "Dora" is very
sensitive and six months ago would never have permitted
Mr. COPPLESTONE to reveal to our enemies either the bump-
tious egoism of a nameless First Lord or the platitudinous
vacillations of an anonymous Premier, even in the interests
of popular fiction. Though we concede his audacity in allow-

ing his superlative sleuth to stop a general strike of engineers :

by threatening them with martial law and to tempt the
]

German fleet to come out by sending it false news of our

battleship strength, or to enable the battle of the Falkland
Islands to be won by piling dummy battle cruisers up out-

side Plymouth harbour, the merit of Mr. COPPLESTONE'S
book does not lie in the complexity or vitality of his plots.
It lies in a keen sense of humour and clever chai'acter

suggestion, and the recognition that the thing written about
is of less importance than the manner of writing. We
earnestly desire that Mr. COPPLESTONE should devote
another volume a whole one to the inimitable Madame
Guilbert ; but whatever he writes about will be welcome,
provided it be written in the vein of the volume before us.

Out of such workaday elements as the hypnotic fascina-

tions of a sleek music-master, the follies of a runaway school-

girl and the well-disciplined affections of a most superior

young gentleman, Mr. W. E.
NORRIS has contrived to create

yet another new story, without

infringement of his own or any-
one else's copyright. Thanks to

the incidence of War and the

j

author's skilful manipulation of

Europe's distresses (for once the
KAISER'S intrusion into the mid-

dle of a peaceful almost too

peaceful narrative is not un-

welcome), the second half of The
Fond Fugitives (HUTCHINSON) is

better than the first. Not, indeed,
that such a wary hand as the

writer has been so ill-advised as

to follow his hero to Flanders,
or even to let his heroine do so;
but his wounded soldier, come
home witli sympathy and un-

derstanding grown big enough to

realise that a girl, though in-

discreet once, may yet be adorable

ever after, is certainly more to

one's taste than the philanderer
about town, admiring other men's

wives, in July, 1914. And so the

story, slight though it is, ends
on a strong note and with fair

hope of happiness for two wiser

and not much sadder people.
Some of the minor characters

are quite capitally drawn, parti-

cularly the old father and mother
in pathetic flight before the shadow of their daughter's
disgrace; but it is the freshness of the heroine herself,

outraging all tradition by refusing, though without bravado,
to remain for ever in the gloom of a childish error, that one
likes to remember. Altogether, the author's friends will

find this book not at all below the level of his best work.

Small Craft (ELKIN MATTHEWS), by Miss C. Fox SMITH,
contains several poems that have appeared in Punch over
the initials " C. F. S." They should receive a fresh wel-
come from all who share her understanding of the ways of

seafaring men, and from the larger public that is .beginning
to appreciate the gallantry and devotion of our Merchant
Service. ____________

Extract from a letter in The Saturday Review :

" But posterity ought to share the burden, as it has always done
in the past."
A tardy but complete answer to the old question,

" What
has posterity done to deserve our consideration ?

"
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CHARIVARIA.
" How the Germans never got wind

of it," writes a correspondent of the

lirilish attack on tlie HiM>i:siiriiG line,
"

is a mystery." The failure of certain

M.l'.'s to ask questions about it in

Parliament iWorehand may have had

something to do with it.

An order has been promulgated fixing

the composition of horse chaff. The

approach of the pantomime season is

thought to be responsible for it.

* *

" We are particularly anxious," writes

the Ministry of Food, "that Christmas

plum-puddings should not bo kept for

any length of time." A Young Patriots'

League has been formed, \ve under-

stand, whose meml
are bent on carrying
out Lord EHONI)|) I'H

wishes at any cost to

their parents.
1

*
Another birthplace of

ST. GKOIUJE has been

captured in Palestine.

It is now definitely
established that the

sainted warrior's habit

of trying to carry-on in

two places at the same
time was the subject of

much adverse criticism

by the military experts
of the period.

* *
*

A Camberley man
charged with deserting
the Navy and joining
the Army explained
that he was tired of

waiting for TIRTITZ to

come out. We are informed that Com-
mander CARLYON BEIILAIBS, M.P., and
Admiral W. II. HDN'UEHSON have been
asked to enlighten the pool' fellow as to

the true state of affairs.
* *

A skull of the Bronze Age has been
found on Salisbury Plain. Several
hats of the brass ago have also been
seen in the vicinity.

Imports of ostrich feathers have
fallen from ftt.OOO in 1915 to 182 in

1917. Ostrich farmers, it appears, are

|
on the verge of ruin as the result of

j

their inability to obtain scissors and
other suitable foodstuffs for the birds.

* *

" Measures are being taken to check

pacifists," says Sir GEORGE CAVE.

u-yard measures, wo hope.

A Stoke Newington constable has
discovered a happy method of taking

'

people's minds off their food troubles.

During the last month he has served

fifty of them with dog-summon
* *
*

Five hundred pounds have been sent

to the CIIANCKI.I.OH 01 Tin: Kxc m:yri:it

by an anonymous donor. It is thought
that the man is concealing his identity
to avoid being made a baronet.

* *

" What is the use of corporation^ if

they can do nothing useful?" asks
Councillor STOCK, of Margate, li

alluring topic, but a patriotic Press has
decided that it must bo postponed in

favour of the War.
* *

During trench-digging on Salisbury
Plain the skeleton of a young man,
apparently buried about the year

JOY-RIDING UP TO DATE.
THE UNDEFEATED WAR-PROFITEER.

600 B.C., was unearthed. The skull

was partially fractured, evidently by a

battle-axe. Foul play is suspected.
*

,.*

Sugar was sold for half-a-guinea a

pound at a charity sale in the South of

England, and local grocers are com-

plaining bitterly of unfair competition.
*""

A contemporary points out that there

is a soldier in the North Staffordshire

Regiment whose name is DOUGLAS
HAIG. Riots are reported in Germany.**
"Can Fish Smell?" asks a weekly

paper headline. We can only say that

in our experience they sometimes do,

especially on a Monday.

An employer pleading for an appli-
cant before the Egham Tribunal stated

that ho had an oil-engine which nobody
else would go near. We cannot help

thinking that much might be done with

a little tact, such as going up to the

engine ijiiictly and stroking its face, or

r\ en making a noise like a piece of oily
waste.

,,, ^
*

iiany's new Hymn of II::

i. To giv. effect

to lire thing and make it more fearful,

Germans who contemplate singing it

are requested to grow side-whisi.

It is rumoured that since his recent

tirade at York against newspapers Dr.

LYTTELTON has been made an Hoi

Member of the Society of Correctors of

the Press. # *
*

The Evening News informs us that

Mr. HENRY WHITE, a grave digger of

Hellingly, has just dug his thousandth

grave. Congratulations
to our contemporary
upon being the first to

spread the joyful news.
* *

Unfortunately, says
The Daily M,,il, Lord
NOHTHCLLFFE cannot be
in four places at once.

Pending a direct con-

tradiction from the new
Viscount himself, we
can only counsel the

country to bear this an-

nouncement with forti-

tude. * *
*

Only the other day
The Daily Chronicle

referred to the Premier
as " Mr. George," just
as if it had always been
a penny paper.

*
The rush to a cer-

tain Northern suburb has died down.
The rumour that there was a polite

grocer there turns out to be cruelly at

variance with the facts.

Another Sex-Problem.
" Plaintiff was the daughter of an officer in

the Royal Irish Constabulary, and was a

grand-nephew of Dr. Aberncthy, the famous

surgeon." Evening Paper.

From a recent novel :

" His face was of the good oatmeal type,
ami grew upon one."

Useful in these days of rations.

From The New Statesman's comment
on Mr. LLOYD GEORGE'S Paris speech.

" He does try to be Biblical sometimes. In
the Paris speech he used the unnatural word

yea
'

twice. Each time it gave one shudders
down the hack."

'

No doubt next time, in view of our obli-
'

gations to U.S.A., the PRIME MINISTER
will say "Yep."

VOL. CI.III.
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THE VICTORY.

[ForJ. B.,u-ith the author's a/cctionate
'

HlNDENBURG TO MACKENSEN.

DEAR MAC, in that prodigious thrust

In which your valiant legions vie

With HANNIBAL'S renown, I trust

You go a shade more strong than I
;

Lately I 've lost a lot of scalps,

Which is a dem'd unpleasant thing ;

You may enjoy the Julian Alps
I do not like this JULIAN BYNO.

I find him full of crafty pranks :

Without the usual warning fire

He loosed his beastly rows of tanks

And sent 'em wallowing through my
wire ;

For days and days he kept the lid
.

Hard down upon his low designs,

Then simply walked across and did

Just what he liked with all my lines.

The fellow doesn't keep the rules ;

Experts (I 'm one myself) advise

That in trench-warfare even fools

Cannot be taken by surprise ;

It isn't done ; and yet he came
With never a previous

" Are you
there ?

"

And caught me this is not the game
Bending my thoughtful gaze else-

where.

Later. My route is toward the rear.

Where I shall stand and stop the rot

Lord only knows ; and now I hear
Your forward pace is none too hot ;

Indeed, with BYNG upon the burst,
If at this rate I make for home,

I doubt not who will get there first,

I to the Ehine, or you to Borne.

_=====__ O.S.

THE LITERARY ADVISER.
No, he does not appear in the Gazette.

War establishments know him not and
his .appointment throws no additional

labour upon the staff of Messrs. Cox
AND Co. Unofficially he is known as

O.C. Split Infinitives. His duties are

to see that the standard of literary
excellence, which makes the corre-

spondence of the Corps a pleasure to

receive, is maintained at the high level

set by the Corps Commander himself.

Indeed the velvety quality of our prose
is the envy of all other formations.

Apart from duties wholly literary,
he is also O.C. Code Names. The
stock-in-trade for this skilled labour is

an H.B. pencil and a Webster Dic-

tionary. The routine is simplicity it-

self. As soon as anybody informs him
of a new arrival in the area he fishes

out the dictionary, plays Tit-Tat-Toe
with the H.B., writes out the word

that it lands upon at the end of his

rhyme, and, hey presto ! there is an-

other day's work done.

But one day, for the sake of greater

secrecy, it became necessary to rename
all the units of the area, and the

Literary Adviser suddenly found him-

self put to it to provide about three

hundred new Code Names at once.

Heroically ho set to work with his

dictionary, his H.B. pencil, and his

little rhyme. For two days the Ee-

splendent Ones in the General Staff

Office bore patiently with the muttering
madman in the corner. For two days
he fluttered the leaves of his dictionary
and whispered hoarsely to himself,
"
Tit-tat-toe, my-first-go, three-jolly-

nigger-boys-all-in a-row," picking out
work after word with unerring accuracy
until the dictionary was a waste of

punctures and three generations of

H.B. '3 had passed away. Before the

second day was out the jingle had
done its dreadful work. It was as

much as the clerks could do to avoid

keeping step with it. The climax came
when the Senior Eesplendent One, look-

ing down at the telegram he was writ-

ing, found to his horror that he had
written,

" Situation quiet Tit-Tat-Toe.

Hostile artillery activity normal Tit-

Tat-Toe,'" and so on, substituting this

abomination in place of the official stop,

"Ack-Ack-Ack") throughout.
It was enough. Still gibbering, the

Literary Adviser was hurled forth from
the office and told to work his witch-
craft in solitude.

Paler, thinner and older by years he

emerged from his retirement trium-

phant, and the new code names went
forth to a flourish of trumpets or rather
of the hooters of the despatch-riders.
Then it began. For days he was

subjected to rigorous criticisms of his

selection. "
Signals

"
tripped him up

first by pointing out two units with the

same name, and they also went on to

point out that the word was spelt
" cable

"
in the first instance and

"cabal" in the second. The gunners,
working in groups, complained bitterly
that a babel had arisen through the

similarity of the words allotted to their

groups. One infuriated battery com-
mander said it was as much as he
could do to get anyone else on the

telephone but himself.

Touched to the quick by criticism

(when was it ever otherwise amongst
his kind ?) the Adviser set aside his real

work (he was, of course, writing a book
about the War) and applied himself to

the task of straightening the tangle.

Obviously the ideal combination would
be for each unit to have a code name
that nobody could mistake no matter
how badly it was pronounced. And to

this ideal he applied himself. Often,
on fine afternoons, the serenity of the

country-side was disturbed by the voice
of one crying in the wilderness,

"
Soap

Silk Salvage Sympathy," to see if

any dangerous similarity existed. At
dinner a glazo would suddenly come
over his eyes, his lips would move invol-

untarily and mutter, as he gazed into

vacancy,
" Mustard Mutton Meat

Muffin."

Histrionic effort played no small

part in these attempts and led to a

good deal of misunderstanding, for

he felt it incumbent on him to try
his codes in every possible dialect. In-
stead of the usual cheery "Good morn-

ing," a major of a famous Highland
regiment was scandalised by an elderly
subaltern blethering out,

" Cannibal
Custard Claymore Caramel," in an
abominable Scotch accent. Another

day (on receipt of written orders) he
was compelled to visit the line to see if

things had been built as reported, or,

if it was just optimism again. Half-an-

hour later a sentry brought him down
the trench at the point of the bayonet
for muttering as he rounded the tra-

verse,
" Galoot Gunning Grumble

Grumpy,
' '

in pseudo-Wessex. Naturally,
to Native Yorkshire this sounded like

pure Bosch.
Ah ! but he won through in the end.

The man who has stood five years of

unsuccessful story-writing for maga-
zines is not the kind to let himself be
beaten easily. There could be no doubt
of the final result. When the revised

list was issued the response to the

inquiry, "Hullo, is that Sink?" was
met by a "No, this is Smack," that

crashed through the thickest intellect.

But vaulting ambition had o'erleapt it-

self. As a covering note to the new issue

he had put up the following letter :

"Eef. G K etc., etc., of 10th inst.

On November 3rd all previous issues of

Code Names will be cancelled in favour

of the more euphonious nomenclature
which is forwarded herewith."

A shriek of joy echoed through the

corps. "Euphonious!" Whataword!
What a discovery in a foreign country!
The joy of the signal operators, on
whom something of the spirit of the old-

time bus-drivers has descended, was
indescribable. You had only to pick up
the receiver at any time and the still

small voices of the busy signal world
could be heard chortling,

" Hullo-ob ?

Hullo, Euphonious ! How 's your father ?

Yes, give me Crump." Or,
"
No, I can't

get the General ; he 's left his euphoni-
ous receiver off."

Poor Euphonious (he has never been

called by anything else since) they
have threatened to make him O.C.

Eecreations for Troops.
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Mistress. "I HOPE you 'BE DOING WHAT YOU CAN TO ECONOMISE THE FOOD.'

Cook. "On, YES 'M. WE'VE PUT THE CAT ON MILK-AN'-WATEB."

PARS WITH A PUNCH.
ALL THE REAL NEWS ABOUT MEX,

AND THINGS.

BY Ouu RAMBLING GOSSIP.

(With acknowledgments to some of our

contemporaries.)

A Long-Felt Want.
THE opening, next week, of a Training

j
School for Bus and Tube Travellers will,

it is hoped, supply a long-felt want in

the Metropolis. I understand that a
month's course at the establishment will

enable the feeblest of mortals to hold his

own and more in the fearful me!6e that

rages daily round train and vehicle. I

have a prospectus before me as I write ;

here are some of its sub-heads :

" The
Strap-Hanger's Stranglehold," "Foot
Frightfuluess,"

" How to Enter a Bus
Secretly," "The Umbrella Barrage,"
"Explosives When their Use is Justi-

fied,"
" What to do when the Con-

ductor Falls off the Bus." This cer-

tainly promises a speedy amelioration

of present-day travelling conditions.

Timbuctoo Tonh.

Last week, when all those ridiculous

rumours anent Timbuctoo were flying
about, you will remember how I warned

you to set no faith in them. You will

admit that I was a good counsellor.

Nothing has happened at Timbuctoo.
I doubt very much whether anything
could happen there.

Hush !

On the other hand, keep your eye on
a spot not a thousand miles away from
Clubland. Something will certainly

happen there some day, and, when it

does, bear in mind that I warned you.

Amazing Discovery.

Mr. ROOSEVELT'S discovery that, un-
known to himself, lie has been blind in

one eye for over a year, is surely sur-

passed by the experience of Mr. Carac-
tacus Crowsfeet, the popular M.P. for

Slushington, who has just learnt, as

the result of a cerebral operation, that

he possesses no brain whatever. " It

is indeed remarkable," said Mr. C. to

me the other day,
"
for I can truthfully

assert that in all my arduous political
labours of the past ten years I have
never felt the need or even noticed the

absence of this organ." He coughed
modestly.

" I have always maintained
that in politics it is the man, not the

mind, that counts."

She Has One !

Mrs. Zebulon Napthaliski proposes
to spend the winter on her Brighton
estate. " Yes I have received my
sugar card," she told me, in answer to

my eager query.
" More than that I

cannot say."

Fare and Foliage.

That charming fashion of decorating
the dinner-table with foliage will he
all the rage this winter. Well-known
London hostesses, basket on arm, may
daily be seen in Mayfair garnering
fallen leaves from lawn, path or road-

side. Some very daring Society women
are dispensing altogether with a cloth,
the table being covered with a complete

j
layer of leaves. I doubt, however,

|

whether this will become popular,
i guests showing a tendency to mislay
their knives and forks in the foliage.

A Bon Mot.

Have you heard the latest bon mot
that is going the round of the clubs?

Mrs. Savory Beet, of Pacifist fame, has,
as you will recall, announced her inten-

tion of taking up war work. "Ah!"
was the comment of a cynical bachelor,
"

it was a case of her taking up some-



Urchin (with an Inborn terror of the Force).
"
Oo, MUVVEB! IT WON'T, WILD IT?"

thing or being taken up herself !

" His

audience simply screamed with laughter.

Watch Out I

Don't be surprised if vou hear of

some sensational political develop-
ments in the near future. The Minister

i who said recently that the inevitable

sequel to war was peace, was, in the

opinion of those competent to judge
hut, by reason of their official position,

unable to criticise, hinting at proposals

which, if the signs and portents of the

time go for anything, would have far-

reaching effects on the question of

Electoral Representation, I will say
no more. Time alone will disclose

my meaning.

Ominous.
" went every morning to ft firm of

sausage-makers by whom he was employed as

a horse-dealer." Irish 1'ajtcr.

"Rome, Saturday.
The aniiMimeeiuent is made to-day of the

award by the King fof Italy] of gold medals
to Lieutenant Giuseppe Castruccio and I

sentence him to three months' hard."
Manchester Kn-iung Chronicle.

When will British journalists learn not

to interfere with the internal affairs of

friendly nations '.'

THE LAST MATCH.
THIS is the last, the very, very last.

Its gay companions, who so snugly lay

Within the corners of their fragile home,

All, all are lightly tied and surely gone ;

And their survivor lingers in his pride,

The last of all the matches in the

house ;

For Mr. Sittings says he has no more,

And Sittings is an honourable man.
And would uot state a fact that was

not so.

For now he has himself to do without

The flaming boon of matches, having
none,

And cannot furnish us as ho desires,

Being a grocer and the best of men,
But murmurs vaguely of a future week

When matches shall be numerous again
As leaves in Vallombrosa and as cheap.

Blinks, the tobacconist, he too is spent
With weary waiting in a matchless

land ;

What Sittings cannot get cannot be got

By men like Blinks, that young tobac-

conist,

Who tried with all a patriot's fiery zeal

To join the Army, but was sent away
For varicose and too protuberant veins ;

And being foiled of all his high intent

Now minds the shop and is a Volunteer,

Drilling on Sundays with the rest of

.them ;

He too, amid his hoards of cigarettes,

Is void of matches as he 's full of veins.

So here 's a good match in a naughty
world,

And what to do with it I do not know,
Save that somehow, when all the place

is still,

It shall explode and spurt and flame

and burn

Slowly away, not having thus achieved

The lighting of a pipe or any act

Of usefulness, but having spent itself

In lonely grandeur as befits the last

Of all the varied matches I have known.

Our Samsons.
" Wanted at once. Reliable Man for carry-

ing off motor lorry." Clitlteroe Advertiser.

"
To-day the man possesses

a second tuinb,

serviceable for all ordinary purposes."

llelfnst Krening Telegraph.

In these days of restricted rations it

seems a superflous luxury.

"Diamond Brooch, 15cwt., set with three

blue white diamonds; make a handsome

present ;
9 9s." Derby Daily Telegraph.

It seems a lot for the money ; but per-

sonally we would sooner have the same

weight of coals.
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THE WAY DOWN.
SYDNEY SMITH, or NAPOLEON or

MARCH'S AUKELIUS (somebody about

that time) said that after ten days any
letter would answer itself. You see

what he meant. Loft to itself your
invitation from the Duchess to lunch

next Tuesday is no longer a matter to

worry about by Wednesday morning.
You were either there or not there ; it is

unnecessary to write now and say that

a previous invitation from the PRIME

MINISTER and so on. It was NAPO-

LEON'S idea (or Dr. JOHNSON'S or MARK
ANTONY'S one of that circle) that all

correspondence can be treated in this

manner.
I have followed these early Masters

(or whichever one it was) to the best

of my ability. At any given moment
in the last few years there have been

ten letters that I absolutely must write,

thirty which I ought to write, and fifty

which any other person in my position
would have written. Probably I have

written two. After all, when your pro-
fession is writing, you have some excuse

on returning home in the evenings for

demanding a change of occupation. No
doubt if 1 were a coal-heaver by day,

my wife would see to the fire after

dinner while I wrote letters. As it is,

she does the correspondence, while I

gaze into the fire and think about

things.
You will say, no doubt, that this was

all very well before the War, but that

in the Army a little writing would be

a pleasant change after the day's duties.

Allow me to disillusion you. If, three

years ago, I ever conceived a glorious
future in which my autograph might
be of value to the more promiscuous
collectors, that conception has now
been shattered. Three years in the

Army has absolutely spoilt the market.
Even were I revered in the year
2,000 A.D. as SHAKSPEAEE is revered

now, my half-million autographs, scat-

tered so lavishly on charge-sheets,

passes, chits, requisitions, indents and

applications would keep the price at

a dead level of about ten a penny. No,
I have had enough of writing in the

Army and .1 never want to sign my
own name again.

" Yours sincerely,
HERBERT ASQUITH," "Faithfully yours,
J. JELLICOE "

these by all means ; but
not my own.

However, I wrote a letter the other

day ; it was to the bank. It informed
them that I had arrived in London for

a time and should be troubling them
again shortly, London being to all

appearances an expensive place. It

also called attention to my new address
a small furnished flat in which Celia

and I can just turn round if we do it

separately. When it was written, there

came the question of posting it. I was

all for waiting till the next morning,
but Celia explained that there was

actually a letter-box on our own floor,

twenty yards down the passage. I took

the letter along and dropped it into

the slit.

Then a wonderful thing happened.
It went

Flipperty
-
flipperty flipperty

-
flip-

perty -flipperty -flipperty -flipperty -flip-

perty-flipperty-Jlipperty FLOP.
I listened intently, hoping for more

. . . but that was all. Deeply dis-

appointed that it was over, but abso-

lutely thrilled with my discovery, I

hurried back to Celia.
"
Any letters you want posted ?

"
I

said in an off-hand way.
" No, thank you," she said.
" Have you written any while we "ve

been here ?
"

" I don't think I 've had anything to

write."
" I think," I said reproachfully,

"
it 's

quite time you wrote to your -your
bank or your mother or somebody."
She looked at me and seemed to be

struggling for words.
" I know exactly what you 're going

to say," I said,
" but don't say it ; write

a little letter instead."
"
Well, as a matter of fact I must

just write a note to the laundress."

"To the laundress," I said. "Of
course, just a note."

When it was written I insisted on
her coming with me to post it. With

great generosity I allowed her to place
it in the slit. A delightful thing hap-
pened. It went

Flipperty
-
flipperty

-
flipperty

-
flip-

perty-flipperty -flipperty -flipperty -flip-

perty-flipperty-flipperty FLOP.

Eight down to the letter-box in the
hall. Two flipperties a floor. (A sim-

ple calculation shows that we are

perched on the fifth floor. I am glad
now that we live so high. It must be

very dull to be on the fourth floor with

only eight flipperties, unbearable to be
on the first with only two.)

" 0-o/t / How /as-einating !

"
said

Celia.
" Now don't you think you ought to

write to your mother ?
"

"
Oh, I must."

She wrote. We posted it. It went

Flipperty -flipperty However,
you know all about that now.

Since this great discovery of mine,
life has been a more pleasurable busi-

ness. We feel now that there are

romantic possibilities about letters set-

ting forth on their journey from our
floor. To start life with so many flip-

perties might lead to anything, Each
time that we send a letter off we listen

in a tremble of excitement for the final

FLOP, and when it comes I think we both
feel vaguely that we are still waiting
for something. We are waiting to hear
some magic letter go flipperty-flipperly-

flippcrty-flipperty . . . and behold 1

there is no FLOP . . . and still it goes
on flippertij -flipperty -flipperty -flip-

perty growing fainter in the distance

. . . until it arrives at some wonderland
of its own. One day it must happen
so. For we cannot listen always for

that FLOP, and hear it always; nothing
in this world is as inevitable as that.

One day we shall look at each other
with awe in our faces and say,

" But
it 's still flipperting !

"
and from that

time forward the Hill of Campden will

be a place holy and enchanted. Per-

haps on Midsummer Eve
At any rate I am sure that it is the

only way in which to post a letter to

Father Christmas.

Well, what I want to say is this : if I

have been a bad correspondent in the

past I am a good one now ; and Celia,
who was always a good one, is a better

one. It takes at least ten letters a clay
to satisfy us, and we prefer to catch
ten different posts. With the ten in

your hand together there is always a

temptation to waste them in one wild
rush of flipperties, all catching each
other up. It would be a great moment,
but I do not think we can afford it yet;
we must wait until we get 'even more

practised at letter-writing. And even
then I am doubtful ; for it might be that,
lost in the confusion of that one wild

rush, the magic letter would start on
its way flipperty-flipperty to the

never-land, and we should forever have
missed it.

So, friends, acquaintances, yes, and
even strangers. I beg you now to give
me another chance. I will answer

your letters, how gladly. I still think
that NAPOLEON (or CANUTE or the

younger PLINY one of the pre-Baph-
aelites) took a perfectly correct view of

his correspondence . . . but then he

Never had a letter-box which went

Flipperty
-
flipperty

-
flipperty

-
flip-

perty-flipperty -flipperty -flipperty -flip-

perty-flipperly-flipperty FLOP.
A. A. M.

The H.D. and Q. Department.

"Major-General F. G. Bond is gazetted
Director of Quartering at the War Office."

Pacifists beware !

"DIRTY WORK
AT

DOWNING STREET.
BY

HORATIO BOTTOMLEY."
Jolin Bull.

They shouldn "t have let him in.
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"WHY WEBB YOU NOT AT ROLL-CALL LAST NIGHT?"

Defaulter. "WELL, SIR, WITH THIS 'EBB CAMP CAMOUFLAGED so MUCH, I COULDN'T FIND MY WAY OUT OF THE CANTEEN."

COUNTER TACTICS.
ABOUT a year ago I paid a visit to

my hosier and haberdasher with the

intention of purchasing a few things
with which to tide over the remaining
months of winter. After the prelimin-

ary discussion of atmospherics had been

got through, the usual raffle of gar-
ments was spread about for my in-

spection. I viewed it dispassionately.
Thou, discarding the little vesties of

warm-blooded youth and the double-
width vestums of rheumatic old age,
I chose several commonplace woollen
affairs and was preparing to leave

when my hosier and haberdasher leaned
across the counter and whispered in

my ear.
" If I may advise you, Sir, you would

bo wise to make a large selection of

thc^o articles. We do not expect to

replace them."
lie glanced cautiously at an elderly

gentleman who was stirring up a box
of ties, then, lowering his voice another

semitone, added,
" The mills are now

being used exclusively for Government
work." lie insinuated the death-sen-

tence effect very cleverly, and at that

moment, coming to his support, as it

were, the old gentleman tottered up,
seized upon two garments and carried

them off from under my very fingers.
As he went out a middle-aged lady
entered and made straight for the

residue upon the counter. A feeling
of panic came upon me. "Eight you
are," I exclaimed hurriedly,

" I '11 take
the lot." As a matter of fact she only
wanted a pair of gloves for her nephew
in France.
A few days later, still having the

wool shortage in mind, I approached
my hosier and haberdasher on the

'

subject of shirts. For a second or two
he looked thoughtfully at the toe of

his boot. Then coming suddenly to

a decision he disappeared stealthily
into the back pi'emises, from which he

presently emerged carrying a large bale
,

of flannel, which he cast caber-wise

upon the counter.
"
There," he said triumphantly,

" I

don't suppose there 's another piece of

flannel like that in the country." He ,

fingered it with an expert touch.
" You don't say so," I said as 1

1

rubbed it reverently between my finger
and thumb, just to show that he wasn't
the only one who could do it.

" I "in afraid it 's only too true," he

confessed,
" and I may add that, after

we have sold out our present stocks,
flannel of any kind will be absolutely
unobtainable."

" None at all ?
"
I asked, horror-struck

at the vision of my public life in 1920
a bow cravat over a double-width

vestum.
He shook his head and smiled wisely.
I am instinctively against hoarding,

but I knew that if I did not buy it

Jones would, and then some fine day,'
when nobody else had a shirt left, he
would swagger about and make my
life intolerable. Tin's decided mo and
I bought the piece.
A few days later it occurred to me

that it might be advisable to lay down
some socks. My idea was in perfect
unison with that of my hosier and
haberdasher. Socks were going to be

unprocurable in a few months. I

patted myself on the back and bought
up the 1916 vintage of Llama-Llama
footwear. The following week thirty-
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MutTwr (to child who has been naughty'). "AREN'T you RATHER ASHAMED op YOURSELF?'
Child. "WELL, MOTHER, I WASN'T. BUT NOW THAT YOU'VE SUGGESTED ir I AM."

seven shirts arrived and I had to buy
a new chest-of-dra\vers.

This, as I have stated before, was
about a year ago. Yesterday I paid
my hosier and haberdasher another
visit. If all the bone factories had not
been too exclusively engaged, etc., etc.,
I wished to buy a collar stud. There was
an elderly man standing in the shop.
He was quite alone, contemplating a
mountain of garments. There were
little vesties, double-width vestums and

ordinary woollen affairs.

You could. have knocked me over
with a dress-sock.

And where was my hosier and haber-
dasher ? Had the stranger just awak-
ened to the value of his possessions
entered the shop and suddenly cast all

this treasure upon the counter? I

imagined the shock of this procedure
on a man like my hosier and haber-

dasher, whose heart was perhaps .a
trifle woolly. Had he collapsed? I

glanced surreptitiously behind a para-
pet of clocked socks.

A moment later, from somewhere
in the back premises, he appeared
carrying a large bale of flannel, which
he cast caber-wise upon the counter.
I was dumbfounded.
Then I knew the truth.

"
Sir," I said, turning to the stranger," I believe you are about to make a

selection from these articles (I indicated
them individually), which you imagine
to be the last of their race ?

"

He nodded at me in a bewildered
sort of way.

" In a few months," I continued re-

morselessly,
"
they will be absolutely

unprocurable" (he- gave a start of recog-

nition),
" and you, having bought them,

will sneak through life with the feel-

ings of a food-hoarder, mingled with
those of the man who slew the last

Camberwell Beauty. I know the state
of mind. But you need not distress

yourself. These garments (I indicated
them again) will only be unprocurable
because they are in your possession.
I have about half-a-ton myself, which,
until a few minutes ago, would have
been quite unprocurable. But I have

changed my mind and, if you will come
with me, you can take your choice
with a clear conscience, and (I glanced
maliciously .

at my faded hosier and

haberdasher) at the prices which were
prevalent a year ago."

I linked my arm with that of the

stranger, and together we passed out
of the shop into the unpolluted light
of day.

PRETENDING.
I KNOW a magic woodland with grassv

rides that ring
To strange fantastic music and whirr

of elfin wing,
Where all the oaks and beeches, moss-

mantled to the knees,
Are really fairy princes pretending to

be trees.

I know a magic moorland with wild
winds drifting by,

And pools among the peat-hags that
mirror back the sky;

And there in golden bracken the fronds
that toss and turn

Are really little people pretending to bo
fern.

I wander in the woodland, I walk the

magic moor
;

Sometimes I meet with fairies, some-
times I 'm not so sure

;

And oft I pause and wonder among
. the green and gold

If I am not a child again pretending
to be old. W. H. O.

It is understood that the FoOD-CoN-
TROLLEB has protested against the
forcible feeding of hanger-strikers. If

they want to commit the Yappy Dis-

patch, why shouldn't they?
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ST. GEORGE OUT-DRAGONS THE DRAGON.
[With Mr. Punch's jubilaut compliments to Sir DOUGLAS HAIO and his Tanks.]
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Miiiiiltii/, Xocemhfi- I'Jth. Sucli a

rush of IVcrs to the House of Com-

mons has seldom been seen. Lord

WIMBOKNI:, who knows something of

congested districts, arrived early and

secured the coveted seat over the clock.

Lord CURZON, holding a watching brief

for the War Cabinet, was only just in

time to secure a place ; and Lord

COURTNEY and several others found
"
standing room only." If we have

many more crises Sir ALFRED MOM>
will "have to make provision for strap-

hangers.
There was very little sign of passion

in "Mr. ASQUITH'S measured criticism of

the Allied Council and of the PRIME
MIXISTKH'S speech on the subject in

Paris. His foil was carefully buttoned,

and though it administered a shrewd

thrust now and again it was not in-

tended to draw blood.

At first the PRIME MINISTER followed

this excellent example, and contented

himself with defending, and incidentally

re-composing, his Paris oration. The
Allied Council, as now depicted, was a

horse of quite another colour from what
it seemed in Paris. A further example
of camouflage, I suppose.

Only when he came to deal with his

Press critics did he let himself go, to

the delight of the House, which loves

him in his swashbuckling mood. As he

confessed, however, that he had deliber-

ately made "a disagreeable speech
"

in

Paris in order to get it talked about,
the Press will probably consider itself

absolved.

Tuesday, November 2Qth. Like John

Bull, as represented in last week's

cartoon, Lord LAMINGTON has arrived at

the conclusion that compulsory ration-

ing must come, and the sooner the

better. Lord RHONDDA, however, is

still hopeful that John will tighten his

own belt, and save him the trouble.

"More Yapping and Less Biting"
should be our motto. But if we fail

to live up to it, the machinery for com-

pulsory rationing is all ready. Indeed,

according to Lord DsTOKPOBT, it has
been ready since April last, when an
" S.O.S." to the local authorities was
on the point of being sent, but a timely
increase in imports stopped it.

Nobody doubts Commander WEDG-
WOOD'S essential patriotism ; he has

proved it like a knight of old on his

body ; but he is unfortunate in some
of his political associates, who take

advantage of his good-nature. A book
with a preface by himself had been
seized by the police on suspicion of

being seditious, and he loudly demanded
to be prosecuted. But Sir GEORGE
CAVE was not inclined to set up a legal

presumption that the writer of a preface
is responsible for the rest of the book.

If he were, a good many "forewords"

would, I imagine, never have been

written.

Wednemluii, .\<n-fmlicr list. By a

strange oversight the Royal Marines

were not specifically mentioned in the

recent Vote of Thanks to the Services.

Apparently the fact that this country
is proud of them is one of those things
that must not be told to the Marines.

But Dr. MACXAMAHA assured the House
that the omission should now be re-

paired.
There has been a shortage of pro-

visions in the city where Lady Godica
suffered from a shortage of clothes.

Ilis foif was carefully buttoned."'

Mn. ASQCITH.

Mr. CLYNKS was prompt with a remedy.
A representative of the FOOD - CON-
TROLLER has already been sent to

Coventry.
Conscientious Objectors found a

doughty champion in Lord HUGH
CECIL. Rarely has an unpopular case

been fortified with a greater wealth

of legal, historical and ethical argu-
ment. Only once, when he accused

Mr. BONAU LAW of holding the same
doctrine as Herr BBTHMAKK-HotliWas,
did he lose, for a moment, the sympathy
of his audience. But he soon recovered

himself, and thereafter held the House

rapt with Cecilian harmonies.
To such a lofty plane, indeed, had

the debate been lifted that Mr. RONALD
McNiiiLL, tall as he is, had some diffi-

culty in bringing it down to earth again ;

and when the division was called tlie

spell was still working, and in a very-

big House the " Conchies
"

only lost

their votes by thirty-eight.

Thursday, November 22nd. Pending
the introduction of the promised censor-

ship of Parliamentary Questions, Mr.
JOSEPH KING is working overtime. No
story is too fantastically impossible to

find a shelter under his hospitable hat.

To-day it was a secret treaty between
the Russian Government (old style) and
the French Republic, by which Belgium
was to be compensated at the expense
of Holland. Lord ROBERT CECIL de-

nounced it as an invention of the enemy.
But I don't suppose the denial had the

smallest effect upon Mr. KING, who
probably went off and dined heartily
on a magnum of mare's-nest soup.
A tremendous accession to the ranks

of the Sinn Feiners has been narrowly
averted. When Members read the menu
which, according to Major NEWMAN,
the Irish Government has adopted for

political prisoners three good square
meals aday, including an egg, ten ounces
of meat, a pound and a half of bread,
two pints and a half of milk, and real

butter- they were strongly minded to

enlist under Mr. DK VALERA'S banner
and get themselves arrested forthwith.

But Mr. DUKE'S emphatic denial

shattered their dream of repletion at

the taxpayers' expense.
A final attempt to get proportional

representation included in the Franchise
Bill was heavily defeated. I a dash-

ing attempt to save it Sir MARK
SYKES declared that the old Eatauswill
methods of electioneering had gone for

ever " no mouth was largo enough to

kiss thirty thousand babies." But the

majority of the House seemed to be

more impressed by the self-sacrificing

argument of that eminent temperance
advocate, Sir THOMAS WHITTAKEK, who
feared that "P.R." would lead to an

increase in "milk-and-water politicians."

Always Something New From Africa.

A Belgian East African communique says
that before the converging advance of the

Anglo-German Belgian columns, the enemy
retired to the south bank of the Kilinibero."

Mombasa Times.

\Ye seem to have met some of these

Anglo-German columns in the Pacifist

Press.

"Our machines then bombed the (

in which the (Jermuii Head-quarters at Con-

stantinople arc reported to be situated."

Times.

The General must have been stout,

even for a German.

"Not having regained consciousness the

police are left with little tangible evidence to

w.irk upon." Daily Telegraph.

Let us hope they will soon come to.
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HOW TO UTILISE OUR SKILLED CRAFTSMEN.
First Lieutenant. "WHAT WAS THIS MAS BEFORE HE JOINED?" Petty Officer. "OPTICIAN, SIB."

First Lieutenant. "WHAT HAD WE BETTER OIVE HIM TO DO?" Petty Officer.
" THERE 'a THEM PBISMATIC sporrma GLASSES,

SIB. THE LEATHEII STKAP is BUOKEN OFF THEM. HE COULD SPLICE n A PIECE o 1 COD LINE."

LE POILU DE CARCASSONNE.
THE poilus of France on the Western Front are brave as

brave can be,

Whether they bail from rich Provence or from ruined

Picardie ;

It 's the self-same heart from the lazy Loire and the busy
banks of Seine,

Undaunted by perpetual mud or cold or gas or pain ;

And all are as gay as men know how whose wealth and
friends are gone,

But the gayest of all is a little white dog that came from
Carcassonne.

He was brought as a pup by a Midi man to a sector along
the Aisne,

But his man laid the wire one pitch-black night and never
came back again.

The pup stood by with one ear down and the other a

question mark,
And at times ho licked his dead friend's face and at times

he tried to bark,
Till- the listening sentry heard the sound, and when the

daylight shone
He looked abroad and cried,

" Bon Giiieu ! C'est le poila
de Carcassonne !

"

So the dead man's copains kept the dog on the strength of

the company,
And whoever went short it was not the pup, though a

greedy pup was he ;

They gave him their choicest bits of sinje and drops of

pinard too
;

He was warm and safe when he crept beneath a cloak of

horizon-blue;

They clipped fresh brisqties in his rough white coat as the

weary months dragged on,
And all the sector knows him now as le Poilu de Carcas-

sonne:

And in return he keeps their hearts from that haunting foe,

I'ennui ;

He "s their plaything, friend, and sentry too, and a lover of

devilry ;

He helps them to hunt out rats or Bodies ; ho burrows and
sniffs for mines,

And he growls when the murderous shrapnel flies screaming
above the lines ;

His little black nose is a-quiver with glee whenever a raid

is on,
And they say with pride,

" C'est la guerre clle-meme, noire

Poilu de Carcassonne I
"

There was none more glad when they went to rest in their

billet, a ruined shack,
But when they returned to the front-line trench he was

just as pleased to be back ;

He 's the spirit of fun itself, and so when other men feel

blue,

His friends remark,
" Le cafard, qiiai ? On I'connalt pas

chez nous !
"

So when you drink to the valiant French and the glorious

fights they 've won
Just raise your glass to a little white dog that came frcm

Carcassonne.
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AT THE PLAY.
" LOYALTY."

IF you are a pernickety intellectual

(sni-d'isdiit) you may really permit

yourself to be faintly amused at the

fiery zeal of the mystery-wrapt author

of Loyally for his (or, quite possibly,

her) country's cause in this difficult

(this player has a way of removing

straw). In the dramatic passage in

which, returning after being broken in

a German prison, he relates some of

the horrors of which it is good for us

to bc3 reminded, he rose to the height
of his fine talent. His exquisite elocu-

tion a remarkable feat of virtuosity
was in itself a sheer delight.

Mr.GBOBQB BELLAMY'S Welsh Disestab"
Usher and Mr, GRIFFITH UUMPHHEYS'
exuberant Gorman press-agent of the

pre-war period were both really shrewd
studies.

Of the right sort there were but
five and one of these, the editor's

secretary, at heart an honest patriot,
i but in fact eating the bread of shame,

hour. If YOU are cast in the common Mr. Stutchbnry, the editor, pacifist I was perhaps not altogether of the right* . -t
* i i- 1.11 _ j _ _ li. A Oi-Illl.-Jir.l^ _. ije I i

human mould that nowadays is seen

for the glorious thing it is, you will

respond to many single-minded, whole-

some thoughts in the impassioned
statement of his thesis. And if you

happen to belong to that simple dis-

credited breed, the English, so long
overshadowed by the nimbler Britons,

you may have quite a nice little private
thrill of your own, a thrill of pride in

your precious stone, and

begin to think with serious-

ness of the advantages of
" home rule all round

"
in

an England-for-the-Eng-
lish mood, and of the value

of a nationalism that is as

irrational as conjugal or

mother love and as fine.

The author's hero is an

Englishman of the wander-

ing type, assistant editor

on a crank paper. The

play is a protracted debate
in four sessions, June,

1914; July, 1914; August,
1914; September, 1916.

And here the author makes
his most serious mistake,
the mistake made by Mr.
HENRY ARTHUR JONES in

his recent squib. If he
had contrived his Little

Navy folk, the proprietor,
editor and revolving cranks

thing more than mere caricatures,
brands of straw prepared for his consum-

ing bonfires, he would have strength-
ened, not weakened, his excellent case.

He has quoted his enemies' mistakes
without their excuses, their texts with-

out their contexts. And that is a form
of propaganda which can only touch

the converted, or such of them as are

not stirred by a sporting instinct to a

certain mood of protest and a wish that

the other fellow should be given a better

start in the heresy hunt.

The dramatis persona, then, divide

themselves into the men of stra iv and
the right sort. Of the former you have
first Sir Andrew Craig, chairman of

the party in his constituency and editor

of The New Standard (there were indeed

altogether new standards of efficiency,

mentality and hospitality in that rather

imaginative newspaper office of the

and sentimental democrat, was dealt to

Mr. LENNOX
hand well.

PAWLE. He played his

'There was never such
an editor outside Bedlam ; but Mr.
PAWLE is a resourceful person and

by a score of clever tricks of gesture
and business made a reasonable figure
of fun for our obloquy. All but broken
in the end, but still claiming that he
had "the larger vision" (as he certainly

THE LIGHTER SIDE OF EDITORIAL LIFE.

Frank Aylett Ma. C. AUBUEY SMITH.
AntJiea Craig Miss VIOLA TBEE.

as some- had the larger diameter), there was a

certain dignity of pathos in his exit, a

l&ke amende by an otherwise remorseless

puppet-maker. Mr. SYDNEY PAXTON as

a pillar of Nonconformity offered a

clever study in the unctuous-grotesque ;

Mr. VINCENT STERNROYD sketched a

portrait of a nut-consuming impenitent
disarmamentist. The author is the first,

so far as I know, to give public emphasis
to the queer fact of natural history that

there is some connection between ex-

treme opinions and the prominence of

the Adam's apple of the holder of them
a fact on which I have often pondered.
Mr. M. MORAND, the aggressive Scots

member of the election committee,

inspired to great heights of insobriety

by the return of his London-Scottish

nephew from the Front, sounded a wel-

come human note, as did Mr. SAM
LIVESEY, the Labour Member of the

committee, shaken out of his detach-
First Act). Mr. FISHER WHITE gave us ment into an extreme explicitness of

the courtly-obstinate old man to the life language by a Zeppelin raid experience.

sort. Still he did get off his chest at

last the pent-up passion of years, and

very well ho did it, with the help of

Mr. HANDLE AYRTON, whose subtle little

touches, building up a picture of a
disheartened hack, were very adroit
indeed.

Then there was young Henry Cra/i/,
at the beginning an undergraduate in

his last term, at the end a V.C. in his last

resting-place. Mr. PER-
CIVAL CLARKE'S was an

adequate pleasant study.
So also was Mr. PHILIP
ANTHONY'S of a Canadian,
full of strange idioms, who
butted in to just the wrong
corner of Fleet Street to

put the editor wise about
the intentions of a Ger-

many in which he had

spent his last two years.
And then there was splen-

didly English Fr^ink Ay-
Zfi^.exilereturned, unspoilt

by the cynicism of party
and paper, whose fortune

came to him just at the

psychological moment, en-

abling him to give his pro-

prietor notice and fight
and win a by-election in

the astonied man's own
constituency, besides

carrying off his daughter (Miss VIOLA

TREE), who was the fifth of the right
What more plausible English
than Mr. C. AUBREY SMITH,

sort.

hero

except that he had to talk a good deal

more than seemed appropriate to his

type ? There was a well-managed post-
election scene when he was at his best

(as was the author). And all through
there was good and sometimes glorious
sense for those to hear who had ears.

The programme promised us about
a month's interval between Acts I. and
II. It was actually less than that;
but if Mr. J. H. SQUIRE'S inusicianly
orchestra had not been there to charm
us we might conceivably have been
bored. T.

More Commercial Candour.

"Foil SALE.-A 45H.P.,6cyl. Car,

touring body, fitted with every latest con-

venience. Exceptionally well sprung. Just

purchased by owner and run under 1,000 miles.

Guaranteed over 25-galls. to the mile by
Agents. Ks. 11,000." Indian Paper.
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DIVERSION" IN THE BALKANS.

HEROES.
IF the question were put to a company

of young women, " What is the most

thrilling experience you can have in

a London street?" the odds are a

thousand to one that they would reply
that nothing could be more thrilling
than to meet a famous actor in plain
clothes and identify him. I am not
a young woman myself, but I should
be inclined to share their opinion.
There is something about an actor in

real life, moving along like a human
being one of us that always stirs

my pulse. It is exciting enough to see

Mr. LLOYD GEORGE or Mr. ASQUITH or
Sir OLIVER LODGE ; but no one stirs

the imagination like an actor.

That is why I still tremble a little

whenever I think of my good fortune
the other afternoon in the Haymarket,
and why my pen shakes as I commit
the adventure to paper. For I met
face to face two of the most success-

ful actors in London at the present
moment, in the world.

I was walking up the Haymarket in

the rain, hoping, in spite of the new pro-
hibitive rates, that I might see an empty
cab, when I met them coming down.

They were walking with a man whom
I did not recognise, and, like me, were

getting wet. One thinks of successful
actors as riding always in taxis ; but taxis

are very rare nowadays, particularly in

the wet, and somehow it did not seem
unnatural that they should be on foot.

I am glad enough that they were, or I
should have missed my frisson ; and
others would have suffered a similar

loss, for the recognition was not only
on my part but on that of several '

passers-by, and it was instantaneous.

Indeed, I heard one lady tell her com-

panion the name of the play they are
in and the extraordinary length of its

run, and since she spoke loudly I

thought how delightful it must be
to be a theatrical celebrity and hear
cordial things like that as you move
about. Neither of them paid any atten-

tion, however, although their friend

showed signs that the Battery had not

escaped him
; the two Illustrious (to

coin a word) merely walked on, superior
to our homage, and disappeared into

Charles Street, where the stage door
of His Majesty's is.

Pouring though it was, and grovelling
admirer of footlight favourites as I am,
somehow I never thought to offer either

of them my umbrella. But then one
doesn't offer an umbrella to a donkey
or a camel, even though they are two
of the stars of Cliu Chin Chow.

Another Injustice.

From a Sinn Fein speech :

Whcu Ireland was silcut England did not
hear her cry out." Tf'icklaic Sews-I^tlcr.

" WHY KHOCLD A RABBIT COST 2. 3d.?

This question from a reader induces me to

postpone until next wrek my analysis of the

high cost of onions." Umpire Xeira.

On the principle that it is better to

make sure of tho rabbit before arrang-
ing about the stuffing.

"Stockholm, Tuesday.
News from Finland shows that tho Socialist

leader* have lost control of tho workmen, and
all kinds of excesses aro taking place. The
present Commandant at Torne.i was a sailor,
the head of the passport office was a tailor,
and the chief telegraphic censor a tinker."

Central AVirs.

We miss the soldier, to say nothing of
"
apothecary, plonghboy, thief."

"Scholars and tragedians bctwivii tli.ni

s<fm to have appropriated tho right to keep
ShalCMMftn'l memory green. But there nro
other Richmonds in tho field, humble Ru'h-

monds, not well read . . . John of Gaunt,
crying that his England

' never did nor
shall lie at the proud foot of a conqueror . . .'

"

The Times.

The writer who thus deprived' the
Bastard in King John of his famous
lines was, we infer, one of the " other
Richmonds."



SUGAR.
AN ELEGIAC ODE.

QUEEN of the palate ! Universal Sweet !

Gastronomy's delectable Gioconda!

Since with submission loyally I greet

And follow out the regimen of RHOXDDA,

I cannot bo considered indiscreet

If I essay, but never go beyond, a

Brief elegiac tribute to a sway

By sterner needs now largely swept away.

Thy candy soothes the infant in its pram ;

Thou addest mellowness to old brown sherry ;

Thou glorifiest marmalade, on Cam
And Isis making breakfast-tables merry ;

Thou lendest magic to the meanest jam

Compounded of the most insipid berry ;

And canst convert the sourest crabs and quinces

To jellies fit for epicures and princes.

Thou charmest unalloyed, in loaf or lumps
Or crystals; brown and moist, or white and pounded ;

I never was so deeply in the dumps
That, once thy fount of sweetness I had sounded.

Courage returned not ; even with the mumps
I still could view with gratitude unbounded

The navigators of heroic Spain
Who found the New World and the sugar-cane.

Sprinkled on buttered bread thou dost excite

In human boys insatiable cravings ;

On Turkish (I regret to say) Delight
Thou lurest them to dissipate their savings,

Instead of banking them, or sitting tight,

Or buying useful books and good engravings ;

And lastly, mixed with strawberries and cream,
Thou art more than a dish, thou art a dream.

Before necessity, that knows no ruth,

Ordained thy frugal use in tea and coffee,

Some Stoics banned thee men who in their youth
Showed an unnatural dislike of toffee;

For sweetness charms the normal human tooth,

Sweetness inspires the singer's tenderest strophe,
Since old LUCRETIUS musically chid

The curse of life amari aliquid.

Eau sucr&e, I admit, is rather tame

Compared with beer or whisky blent with soda
;

But gallant Frenchmen, experts at this game,
Commend it highly either as a coda

Or prelude to their meals, and much the same
Is sherbet, which the Gaekwar of Baroda

And other Oriental satraps quaff
In preference to ale or half-and-half.

Nor must I fail, potent saccharin !

Thou chemic offspring of by-products coaly,
Late comer on the culinary scene,

To hail thy aid, although it may be lowly
Even compared with beet ; for thou hast been

Employed in sweetening my roly-poly
Thou whom I once regarded as a dose

And now the active rival of glucose !

But still I hear some jaundiced critic say,
Some rigid self-appointed censor mortem,

" Why harp upon the pleasures of a day
When freely sweetened was each cup and jorum,

Ere stern controllers had begun to stay
The genial outflow of the /cms leporum ?

Now sugar's scarce, and we must do without it,

Why lot regretful fancy play about it ?
"

True, yet it greatly goes against the grain,

Unless one has the patience of Ulysses,

Wholly and resolutely to refrain

From dwelling on the memory of past blisses ;

Forbidden fruits allure the strong and sane
;

Joys loved but lost are what one chiefly misses ;

This is my best excuse if I deplore
" So sad, so sweet, the days that are no more."

'Im

'TATERS.

SCENE : At " The Plough and Horses."

"You seen Parson lately, George?"
" Not lately I ain't, Luther."
" Not since 'is 'taters be out o' ground ?

"

" No. Finest crop in village, some do say."
" That be right sev'ral ton of 'em there be."

"What to goodness do 'e want 'em all for, then?

an' 's wife an' a maid 11 never eat all them 'taters."

" I '11 tell you what 'e says to me, for 'appen 'e '11 say
it to you, George, when 'e comes acrost you next. 'E says
to me,

' I 've growed as many potatoes as I 've had strength
to grow, an' they 've prospered exceedin'ly,' 'e says,

' thank

God ! So if any deservin' folk in my parish gets through
wi' their own crop an' wants more later on they 'as only
to come to me, for I 've growed more 'an my 'ouse'old '11

eat if they was to eat all day.'
"

" 'E be proud o' that ?
"

" Fine an' proud 'e be."
" An' yet it be some'at unfort'nate too. For all of us as

is left in this 'ere parish 'as growed as many 'taters as

they '11 be like to need, same as 'e. So I don't see nought
but disappointment for Parson an' a lot o' good 'taters

lyin" to rot in their pies."
" Some there be too fond o' Parson to let that 'appen.

Me an' my wife be sendin
1

few of ours to London ev'ry

week or so. So in due season we shall be free to go to

Parson an' 'elp 'im through wi' 'is, same as 'e wants us to.

I 'ears as others is doin' some'at the same as us fear is

as too many '11 tumble to the idea, which is why I 'd "ave

you keep it fro' goin' further, George."
"Silent as th' grave I'll be. So you're givin' your

'taters 'way to please Parson? Yet I do allus say as

'taters what a man grows wi' sweat of 'is own brow do

beat all others in t' eatin'."
" That may be ; but us can't afford to be so mighty per-

nickerty in time o' war. Nor we ain't givin' nothin 'way
in manner o' speakin". Fair market price they gives for

'em in London. So it be somethin" in 'and in these 'ard

times as well as savin' Parson from a bitter disappoint-
ment what 'e ain't done nothin' to deserve, so far as I

can see.

"Two organ grinders, aged 23 and 16, were taken to Charing Cross

Hospital to-day with bad injuries and severe shock, the result ol

a barrel organ getting out of control in Rosebery-avenuc."
Evening Paper.

They should try a less dangerous instrument next time.

" ' Seed potatoes
' means potatoes grown in Scotland or Ireland in

the year 1917, or grown in England or Wales in the year 1917 from

We ourselves cannot get through any riddle of this kind.
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Sergeant (instructitig squad of volunteers in physical drill). "THIS 'ERB HEXERCISE IS INTENDED TO 'ABDEK THE MUSCLES OF THH
8TUMMICK AND MAKE IT HIMPEBVIOU8 TO GERMAN BULLETS BIN CASE OF HINVA8IOK."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

IT is difficult within the ordinary limits of a review in

these columns to say all that one feels or even to express

adequately one's gratitude after reading the two volumes
of Lord MORLEY'S generous and delightful Recollections

(MACMILLAN). I seam to have been sitting with him in a

large and comfortable library while the great Viscount
rolled me out his mind, now breaking out into a glowing

eulogy of GEOEOE MEREDITH, JOSEPH CHAMBERLAIN or

LESLIE STEPHEN, or again dashing off with a few firm

and skilful strokes a portrait of JOHN MILL or HERBERT
SPENCER, or some other intellectual giant of that nineteenth

century which Lord MOKLEY nobly defends and of which
he himself was grande decus columenque. The book is

crammed with passages that arouse and maintain pleasure
in the reader and clamour for quotation on the part of the

reviewer. "
Meredith," we are told,

" who did not know
Mill in person, once spoke to me of him, with the con-

fident intuition proper to imaginative genius, as partaking
of the Spinster. Disraeli, when Mill made an early

speech in Parliament, raised his eye-glass and murmured
to a neighbour on the bench, 'Ah, the Finishing Gover-
ness.'

" Or we are introduced to SPENCEK at MILL'S
table :

" The host said to him at dessert that Grote, who
was present, would like to hear him explain one or more
of his views about the equilibration of molecules in some
relation or other. Spencer, after an instant of good-
natured hesitation, complied with unbroken fluency for a

quarter-of-an-hour or more. Grote followed every word

intently, and in the end expressed himself as well satisfied.

Mill, as we moved off into the drawing-room, declared to

me his admiration of a wonderful piece of lucid exposition.

Fawcett, in a whisper, asked me if I understood a word
of it, for he did not. Luckily I had no time to answer."

Or again :
" Another contributor [to The Saturday Review}

was the important man who became Lord SALISBURY. He
and I were alone together in the editorial anteroom every

Tuesday morning, awaiting our commissions, but he too

had a talent for silence, and we exchanged no words, either

now or on any future occasion." How charming a picture
is this of two shy British publicists maintaining towards
one another, against every possible discouragement, an in-

violable silence. Not even the weather could tempt them
to break it. Yet the great characteristic of this book is

the large-hearted tolerance of comment and judgment
which makes it emphatically a friendly book. As such I

commend it with all the warmth in my power.

For her new story, Missing (COLLINS), Mrs. HUMPHRY
WARD has used her knowledge, already proved elsewhere, of

two settings, the English Lakes and a Base Hospital some-

where in France. Also perhaps her knowledge of human
nature, though I like to think that there are not many elder

sisters so calculatingly callous as Bridget. The bother

about her was that she sadly wanted her attractive younger
sister to marry a sufficient establishment, not, I fear, from

wholly altruistic motives. So she was not altogether sorry
when the impecunious soldier-husband, whom Nelly had

personally preferred, was reported missing, thus leaving the

chance once again open. Then, just as her plans seemed to

be prospering, word came secretly to her that there was a

man shattered and with memory lost in a base hospital
who might possibly be the brother-in-law whom she so

emphatically didn't want. What happens upon this you
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CHARIVARIA.
THE announcement of Mr. Ji.

A notice exhibited in tlio window of

Miondsey public-house hoars the

words, "There la nothing lilco Govern-

BRAY that bigamy is rampant at the inent Alo." Agreed.

present time lias boon drawn to the'

notice of the FoOD-CoNTBOLLBH, who
wishes it to bo clearly understood that

under no circumstances will the head

of a family bo allowed n sugar ration

for more than one wife.
; *

"I have in my possession," \w

correspondent of The, Keening News,
" a loaf of bread made by my husband's

mother in 1821." This should dispose
of the popular belief that nobody anti-

cipated the War except Mr. BI.ATCII-

PORl). * *
*

j

Lug-worms are being sold at Deal
for fivo shillings a score.

They are stated to form
an agreeable substitute for

macaroni. * ^

" In China," says Tlie

Daily Express,
" a chicken

can still be purchased for

sixpence." Intending pur-
chasers should note, how-

ever, that at present the

return faro to Shanghai
brings the total cost a trifle

in excess of the present
London prices.

A recent applicant to the

Warwickshire Appeal Tri-

bunal claimed that ho had

captured the German shell-

less egg trade. He denied

that the enemy had pur-

posely allowed it to escape.

"
Shrimps," says a Southern '

maud Order,
" should not be purchased

where a long train journey is involved."

For soldiers, however, who require
this kind of diet little excursions to tho

seaside can always ho arranged for

with the C.O.
*'

At Aberavon tho other day the son

of an interned German was bitten by
a dog which he had kicked by accident.

Tho dog of course did not know it was
an accident.

: ;

We are tho first to record the fact

orders ut once, as they can only bo

dealt with in strict rotation.

*;

The piUoner \\ho escaped from the

Manchester Assi/.o Court, after being
sentenced to three yean' imprisonment,
has explained that ho was just pre-

tending to bo a German prisoner.
*

An awkward situation has Arisen

through Mr. GKOIUIK HKKNAKD Sn\\\

I

ami Mr. <!I:OI;K Mourn: having
-h problem in the same week, as

ono or the other of them is certain to

claim tho credit of having his solution

rejected. ^ ^

"Blasting" for tin is being carried

on in an experimental station in Corn-
wall. Similar operations are said in

bo used in searching for

sugar.

"WE'LL NO GANG IN THERE, JOCK."

"Fon WHY, DONAL'?"

"MAN, IT'S GOT AN AWFU' GEBRMAN-LIKE NAME, YON."

A Daughter of Lilith.
" (Icntlowoman, with bum;

snako, wants quiet home, snb-
urban family, small garden ;

no others; no animals."
Melbourne Argus.

" Mrs. wishes to recom-
mend a boy (15) who hag done
well ill the pantry."

Eastern Daily. Press.

But would Sir ARTHI'I:

YAPP approve ?

A tramp charged at Kingston with

begging was wearing three overcoats,
two coats, two pair of trousers and an
enormous pair of hoots. It seems

strange that this man should not have
realised that he was in a position to

earn a handsome salary as a music-hall

comedian. + ...

*
"

Owing to a cow straying on tho line

at Acton Bridge last week a goods
train was derailed. It sesms that the

unfortunate animal was not aware that

cow-catchers had been abolished.

It is reported that the two thousand
taxi-drivers still on strike have decided

to offer their services to Sir AUCKLAND
GEDDES for munition work. Suitable

employment will he found for them in

a high-expletive factory.
* _*

In New York a club has been started

exclusively for golfers. The others in-

sisted on it.

that a dear old lady, the other morn-

ing, went up to the Tank in Trafalgar-

Square and offered it a bun.

*
We should like to deny tho rumour

that when he heard of Lord ROTHKR-
MEKE'S appointment to the Air Ministry
Lord NoBTHCiiiFKK muttered,

" Alas !

my poor brother."
* $

More bread is being eaten than ever,

says the FOOD CONTHOLLEK. It appears
that tho stuff is now eaten by itself,

instead of being spread thinly on

butter, as in pre-war days.
# :|:

The largest telescope in tho World
has just been erected at tho Mount
Wilson Observatory in California. En-
thusiasts predict that tho end of the

War will be clearly visible through it.

Owing to scarcity of petrol several

fire-brigades have had again to resort

to horses. In consequence people who
have fires -are requested to place their

" Will any generous soul

save and buy up a young
scholar, foreign (British) aris-

tocracy, by helping him in his

first struggle (legal profession) ?

acceptable only on returnable
condition."

Maiiclicster Guardian.

Before starting to save for

the above purpose, we
should like to know more about this

scion of the "foreign (British) aristo-

cracy." We don't want to find our-

selves trading with the enemy.

" Canon made a strong comment on
the proposal to use the Ullcy water for public
consumption during his sermon on Sunday
morning." Provincial Paper.

Tho rev. gentleman cannot believe that

his sermons are so dry as all that.

" The undersigned begs to inform the public
that a very superior cow will be slaughtered
on the 20th evening and exposed on the morn-

ing of the 21st for sale." Madras Mail.

That ought to stop her swanking.

" CAMODFLAGED ATTACK.

Paris, Thursday.
All tho newspapers print long accounts of

the new offensive, under tho heading,
' (uvut

British Victory,' and all agree in assigning the

chief honours attack, and the new British

method of organ-attack, and the new British

method of urganising the offensive in secret."

Provincial Paper.

And very well camouflaged, too.
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LEAVES FROM A LONDON NOTE-BOOK.

BY OUR MAN ABOUT TOWN.

(With acknowledgments to some of our

Metropolitan penny evening papers.)

Sugar Cards.

A highly-placed official tells mo that

the discovery that a number of people
: move about from place to place, that

! servants sometimes leave their situa-

tions, and that households are con-

sequently liable to variation in their

, personnel, is duo to a very smart
! member of the Sugar Commission, who
will bo suitably decorated. This dis

covery, on the very eve of compulsory

rationing in other commodities, will

mean an immense saving of national

funds. Instead of billions, only a few

millions of cards will need to be

destroyed a very useful economy.

A Great Mayfair Effort.

The Mayfair Tableaux Association

will shortly hold a Fancy Dress Exhibi-

tion of Really Beautiful War-workers.

The subjects represented will range
from CLEOPATRA to BOTTICELLI'S "Pri-

mavera," and from SALOME to the

Sistine Madonna. Preliminary photo-

graphs are about to appear in the

Society Press. The particular object
of this great sacrifice in the cause of

charity has not yet been determined

upon, but will bo announced iu due
course.

The Submarine Menace.
No significance should be attached

to recent statistics of torpedoed ships
in view of public announcements to the
effect that the submarine menace has
been practically scotched.

International Bolo.

The British Parliamentary Branch
of the International Bolo Club indig-

nantly deny that they have received

a single pony, or any less sum, from
German sympathisers in support of

Pacifist propaganda. They generously
recognise that Germany's economical
straits are even greater than ours, and

they would not willingly, even for the
sake of a common cause, put a strain

upon the resources of their German
friends.

Mahongc.
The other day I consulted an old

friend on the Imperial Staff as to the

pronunciation of Mahenge, the scene of

our latest victory in East Africa. From
the evasive character of his reply I

gathered that my inquiry was of the
nature of an indiscretion.

The Cabinet and the
"
Vicious

Circle."

Several members of the Cabinet -

the one that doesn't meet have in-

formed me of their conviction that, in

the event of the War lasting on into

1920, there is every prospect of estab-

lishing an elementary co-ordination be-

tween the various Government depart-
ments. Meanwhile they ask mo to

correct a confusion in the public mind

by which the "Vicious Circle" is re-

garded as a synonym for themselves.

Manhood and Moral.

Every day brings me a sheaf of

correspondence in which I am asked
to give my opinion as to our prospects
of victory iu the near future. I have
one formula for reply. I refer my
correspondents to a recurrent para-

graph in The Times under the heading
" News in Brief." It runs as follows :

"At the close of play yesterday in the

billiard match of 16,000 points up,
between Inman and Stevenson, at the

Grand Hall, Leicester Square, the

scores were," etc., etc. After all, the

deciding features in the Great World-

Struggle will he manhood and moral.

Trotsky's Peace Overtures.

From private sources, which corro-

borate the information given to the

public, I hear that the Spanish Charge-
d'Affaires at Petrograd is the only
member of the Diplomatic Corps iu

that capital who has taken cognisance
of TROTSKY'S overtures (which, of

course, must be distinguished from

TSCHAIKOWSKY'S). I very much doubt
if KING ALFONSO had a hand in this,

though he has more than once inti-

mated to mo his desire for peace.

Lansdowne and Lenin.

What with the aircraft strike at

Coventry and the activities of Lord
LANSDOWXE, LENIN and others, this has
been a great week for Pacifists and Pro-

Bosches. In Germany, where the Pre^ s

has eagerly followed The Daily Tele-

graph in giving prominence to Lord
LANSDOWNE'S views, it is felt that GUI-

EX-FOREIGN SECRETARY ought to receive

a step in the peerage, with the title

Duke of Lansdowne and Handsup.

The Premier Abroad.
In conversation with Mr. LLOYD

GEORGE on the occasion of one of his

flying visits to England, I learned how
much he regretted that pressure of

time prevented him, while in Italy from

running over to Venice and ascending
the restored Campanile. While in re-

sidence in Paris, however, he had had
the pleasure of renewing his acquaint-
ance with the Eiffel Tower.

Browning and Swinburne.

During the dark hour of trial through
which Italy has been passing, my
thoughts have often strayed to Asolo in

the Trevisan, the scene of Pippa Passes,

by the late ROBERT BROWNING (whom
I knew well).

"
Italy, what of the

night?" wrote my old friend SWIN-
BURNE. "

Morning's at seven !

"
replies

Pippa. Those bravo words have heart-

ened me a good deal. O. S.

TO A DACHSHUND.
[About tho precise nationality of whoso

remote progenitor whether Danish, Flemish,
or British through the old English Turnspit
the writer will n_i stay to argue.]

MY faithful Peter, mount upon my knee,
And shame me with tho patience of

your eyes,
Till I for divers patriots that be

Humbly apologise.

Not for tho street-boy him you had
for years

And, knowing, make allowance for

his ways,
If hoots of ignorance and stones and

je?rs

Martyr your latter days ;

But for such shoddy patriots as jo
:n

Tho street-hoy's manm.'rs to a petty
mind,

And dealing little in true-minted coin

Tender the baser kind.

For instance, Smith (till lately Griin-

delhorn),
Who meets you with your mistress

all alone,
And growls a "German beast!" with

senseless scorn

In a (still) guttural tone.

And Jones, who owes his mansion to

tho War
And loves to drown groat luncheons

in champagne,
But who, to prove he loves his England

more,
Strikes at you with his cane.

The while Miss Podsuap, who in dogs
can brook

No name that smacks of Teuton,
snatches up,

Lest you contaminate it with a look,
Her Pomeranian pup.

Forgive them, Pete! We are not all

well-bred,

Nob all so wise, so sensible as you ;

Not all our sires, for generations dead,
To British homes were true.

Yet, prizing steadfast love and fealty,
some

The gulf of their deficiencies may
span,

And learn of you the virtues that be-

come
An English gentleman.

We wish Russia wouldn't wash hoi-

dirty LENIN in public.
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DAVID IN BHONDDALAND.
DAVID. "I'M OFTEN AWAY FROM HOME. HOW DO I GET SUGAR?"
THE MAD GKOCEB. "YOU DON'T; YOU FILL UP A FORM."
DAVID. "BUT I HAVE FILLED UP A FORM."
THE MAD GUOCEE. "THEN YOU FILL UP ANOTHER FORM."
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MILLIE AND THE "KAYSER."
Millie is a "daily help." Who it

that she helps whether herself or

world ; Millie with her felt slippers and
her overall and coarse hands; Millie,

her employer I am not in a position the possessor of a sugar-card and the

to say, for I am only temporarily a .mighty War Lord, stern and implacable,". l TI f 1 1 1 !__.. _'__ _l__ \- 3 i.1 1 J) J. I~I_ 111

lodger in the house where Millie helps,

and she doesn't help me much. But

to-day I have made her hear and under-

stand one whole sentence. It is the

first time during the six days that we
have known each other that I have

conveyed anything to her except by
graphic gesticulation and grimace.

I accepted the fact at the outset that

my soft and seductive tones could never

j penetrate Millie's stone-deafness. Only
the loudest and angriest remarks are

1 audible to Millie, so I preserve an atti-

j

tude of silent facial amiability in all

j
my relations with her.

BALAAM could not
! have looked more sur-

! prised than did Millie

this evening when, in

the act of clearing away
my latest meal, she

heard me say,
" Leave

the matches."
She stopped dead and

looked at me over the
|

tray of dirty crockery. I

Her expression was not
j

unfriendly.
"But I got fc' look

after myself," she ex-

plained; "I 'd be all

done up if I hadn't they
'

matches in the morn-:

ing to light the fire and
all. You wouldn't get i

no bath-water."
"I want to smoke," 1

1

said obstinately.
She kept her hand over the box of

matches. She had not heard. I made
intelligent signs illustrative of the

lighting of a cigarette. Millie told me,
in .pure Cornish :

"You can only get a box at a time

now, and half-a-pound o' sugar I gets
when I shows my card, and they do say
we won't get that only quarter soon.

I 'd like to get at that KAYSER ! I 'd

smash him up, I would !

"
She said

this in the kindest, most benign way,
with a smile as nearly caressing as a

smile without front teeth can lie.

"He 'd come short off if I got to him !

And he deserves it, I'm sure," she

concluded, as she departed with the

matches . . .

A long walk over the Cornish cliffs

in the gusty North wind from the

Atlantic had made me drowsy, and
as I sat before the fire my thoughts
wandered from. Eussian politics and

trying to subdue the world to his will.

And Millie only wished she could get
near him ta smash him up "the
KAYSEU would come short off." . . .

* * * : *

The lamp-lit cottage room faded
;
the

sound of November winds and swirling
leaves outside died away. For a

moment I peered through a greyish-
blue moving mist it might have been

cigarette smoke ; gradually I distin-

guished forms and colours beyond;
then the fog lifted and I looked upon

stature and round-backed, who showed
j

into him
;
the rest of the company were

her fifty-odd years unflinchingly to the
j

unknown to me. They were all engaged
in a heated discussion when suddenly
there came a knock at the door, a knock

which, to me, was curiously familiar.

During the silence that ensued Millie

walked into the room. She was still

wearing her overall and felt slippers,
and she had not waited to put on a hat
or even to straighten her hair. She
came forward unhesitatingly, with her

short, shuffling steps and, disregarding
the furious demand of a Bavarian
General as to who she was and how she

dared to enter there, she addressed
herself to the KAISER himself. She

spoke in her normal tones, but to me
there seemed something sinister about

j

them at this moment, and I noticed
an electrically-lighted room, with the ' that in her right hand she carried a

coal-hammer.
Now above all things

Millie hated breaking
coal and tilling scuttles,

and I knew that she
would not be carrying
a coal-hammer without
a very special reason.

Her words revealed it.

"
You, KAYSER, I 've

been wanting to get
near you and smash

you up, 1 have. You 've

gone a bit too far, you
have. . . No sugar with-
out a card, and then

only half-a-pound, and

they do say it '11 only
be a quarter soon. And
matches ! only one box
at a time, and they don't

strike, and how 's a

body to light a fire at

all?"

aspect of an office de lu^e. There were
]

With this she lifted her coal-hammer
and brought it down with all her force

l''riend (to Cinema Commissionaire, who has received notice).
'

YOU'RE LEAVIN'. I THOUGHT YOU WAS A FIXTURE 'ERE."

Commissionaire. "Is ANYBODY A FIXTURE IN THESE TIMES?
TSAR OF RUSSIA, TINO, TIEPITZ, AND THE REST OP 'EM."

I 'M SEBPRISED

LOOK AT THE

telephones and file cases, typewriters
and all the appurtenances of business

operations ; the furniture \vas massive
and handsome, and carpets and hang-
ings had every appearance of magnifi-
cence and costliness.

I knew without thought that this

was the private room of WILHELM of

Prussia. He himself, standing with
his back to the roaring log fire in the

deep grate, was too like the cartoons in

the English papers to be mistaken.
The iron-grey hair and upturned mous-
tache, the cold eyes and sardonic mouth
were all there " as per invoice." He
was even wearing an aggressively
Prussian uniform, and kept his spiked
helmet on his head and his sword

hanging at his side.

The CROWN PRINCE was in evidence,

disguised as a Death's Head Hussar,
:ind HINDENBURG was easily reoognis-

j

the Italian situation to Millie and the
'

able as he bristled with the nails which
KAYSER "

: Millie, who was short of
;
the admiring 'populace had hammered

on the KAISER'S head. Involuntarily
I flinched ; it was a terrible blow.

Several Generals, their iron crosses

jingling, rushed forward and seized

Millie, uttering guttural sounds of

horror and indignation. But the KAISER
stood unmoved yes, unmoved. Millie

gaped at him. He ordered his satellites

to release her and, as they reluctantly
did so, Millie nodded her head at them.
"You leave me where I'm to! He

can take up his own part," she told

them.
The KAISER addressed her sternly.

"Presumptuous woman," he said,
"

it is not written that you shall be the

cause of my death. There is some-

thing much higher in store for me. You
deserve worse than death at my hands ;

but since you are from England I will

squeeze from you all the information I

require and bend you to my uses."

All this was obviously wasted on
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Millie, who heard nothing. Having
waited politely until his lips slopped

moving in speech, slio again cracked

him on tlit) head with t he coal-hammer.
The KAISF.H ignored this uncivil re-

tort tinil spoke again.
"You shall go hack to \uiir match-

loss country and toll them there that

we have plenty of matches in Germans ;

that wo have kept on good terms with

Stockholm, and our matches are made
in Sweden. \Ve have all we need to

kindle every lire in hell. Now arc you
convinced that you are head

Ho was interrupted by another Mow
from tho coal-hammer, which made
him hito his tongue, for .Millie was

becoming exasperated and put all her

strength into the stroke. Tho K usi;i<

stepped back.

"Poor fool! You are wasting your

strength, even as H.uo wastes hi* in

l)low after blow on the Western front."

But even as he uttered tho lying
boast he tottered and fell back uncon-

scious into the arms of LITTLE WILLIE.
The Generals and Statesmen gathered ,

round their stricken master, gabbling

purest Prussian.

Millie appeared satisfied at last,

although the CROWN PIUXCK had

scarcely glanced at her, for she was not

his type. She took advantage of the

commotion to procure two boxes of

matches which had been thrown

carelessly on the table. These she

bestowed mysteriously . hen tilth her

overall. .
" lie deserved it too!

"
she muttered

contentedly as she hobbled to the door ;

" and I don't believe so much about all

his matches either. You can only get

two boxes at a time even here." With
this reflection she unostcntatjously,

departed.

Again that familiar knock. . . ,

I was back in my little sitting-room
in Cornwall and Millie entered with my
candle, which she put down on the table

rather noisily. 1 gave her tho usual

grin and nod of acknowledgment, and
she wished me good-nigKt and went.

In the tray of the candlestick there

was a box of matches. I picked it up
and turned it over curiously. Could

my dream have been true? Or was it

only a coincidence that in blatant red

letters on that match-box were the

words :

" MADE is SWEDEN."

Spokane (Washington), Monday.
Troops raided the LW.W.MMqtuaten mid

arrested .James Rowan (leader) and 2J others

on the eve of threatened disturliaitcr-.."

Tooicooinba Gazette (Australia),

Unfortunately in such cases half-

measures are rarely successful.

Sub (to A.P.Jf., who hai severely ceiattreil him fur being without glares, icearinq collar of
wrong colour, etc.). "OH, BY THE BY, SIB, HOW DO YOU LIKE THE WAY I DO MY HAIIl?"

"THE AUTUMN MEETING
of the

\VISIIECH LOCAL PEACK ASSOCIATION
will be held on

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 28th, 1917.

Being full inbon, a good attendance is ex-

pected." Isle of Ely Advertiser.

The Gothas would see that it was a

peace-meeting and leave it alone.

'The tanks crossed the deep gulf of the

Hindenburg main line, pitching nose down-
wards as they drew tlteir long bodies over the

panqiets and rearing up again with their long
forward reach of body and heaving themselves

on to the German paradise beyond."
Yorkshire EtMMftf /

That is not what the Germans called it.

"IK CAMBRIA FALLS
The possibilities in the New Buttle."

Dublin Ercniny Herald.

No wonder Mr- LLOYD GEORGE hurried

off to France.

"On the earth, tho broken aci.

In the heaven, a perfect ground.'
1

The Canadian Churchman.

Of course Canada is before everything
an agricultural country, and we feel

'sure that BROWNING would be the last

man to object to any adaptation of his

lines which would make them more
suited to the needs of the people and
the times.
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THEATRICAL CORRESPONDENCE

Sri'l'I.VINd ONE ANSWF.l! TO THE QUES-

TION,
" \VlIV DOES A DRAMATIST GHOW

(>!,!> SOUXEJt THAN ANYONE EI.SK'.'"

i'rom <i. Shcniliin Smith, author, to

Sir James Beiirii-lil, (n-lnr-manager.

DEAR Sin, Herewith I am forward-

ing a copy of an original three-act

comedy, entitled, Men and Munitions.

As the interest is largely topical I

should he much obliged if you could

let mo have your verdict upon it with

as little delay as possible.

Faithfully yours,
G. SHEIUDAN SMITH.

From the Smut: to his friend, Buskin

Browne, actor.

DEAR 13. B., By this post I am
sending my new comedy, Men and
Munitions, to your manager, whom I

believe it should suit. If an occasion

served for you to put in a word about
it without too much trouble, I should
be eternally grateful.

Yours ever, G. S. S.

From Buskin Browne, in answer.

MY DEAR MAN, With all the pleasure
in life. I fancy we 're changing our
bill shortly, and, as farce is all the rage
just no'w, I '11 boom your Munition Mad
directly I get a chance. Best of luck.

Yours, BEE-BEE.

From G. Sheridan Smith, in reply.
A telegram.

Thousau*)- thanks play called nien
and munitidns^ comedy not farce.

From the Same to the Same, six weeks
later.

DEAR B. B., I hate to trouble you,
but as I 've heard nothing yet from
the management about aty- comedy I

am writing to ask if you can give me
any idea of Sir J. B.'s intentions regard-
ing it. Did he say anything that you
dare repeat ? Yours, G. S. S.

From Buskin Browne, in ansiccr, a

fortnight later.

DEAR OLD BOY, No chance as yet,
as the chief has been away ill. But
he comes back on Saturday, when I

will mention the farce to him without
fail.

Yours " while this machine is to

him," BEE-BEE.

From G. Sheridan Smith to Sir James
Bcnjlcld, a month later.

DEAR SIR, I was profoundly grieved
to learn from a mutual friend that you
had been so long on the sick list. Now,
however, that you are at work again,
and (I trust) fully restored to health,
may I hope for a verdict upon my

comedy, Men and Munitions, at your
earliest convenience?

With warmest congratulations,
I am, Faithfully yours,

G. SHERIDAN SMITH.

]''rnt Sir James Ben-field's Secretary,
in ttiixirer, a week later.

DKAH Sin, Sir James Benfield de-

sires me to acknowledge your letter,

and to inform you that he has been

away ill, and unable to attend to any
correspondence.

Faitli fully yours,
BASIL VYNE-PETHERINGTON,

Secretary.

From Buskin Browne to f. Sheridan
Smitli.

DEAR OLD MAN, I heard unofficially
last night that your farce has had a

quite top-hole report from the reader,
and might be put on almost at once.

Qa marclie ! Anything for me in it ?

B. B.

From, Basil Vyne-Petherington to G.
Sheridan Smith, by same 2)ost 'as above.

DEAR SIR, In answer to your in-

quiry we can trace no record of the

receipt of any MS. from you. If you
will kindly. let me have particulars,
name of play, date when forwarded,
etc., the matter shall receive further
attention. Faithfully yours,

BASIL VYNE-PETHEIUNGTON,
Secretary.

From G. Sheridan Smith, in answer.
A telegram.

Men and munitions comedy fourteen
weeks ago kindly wire reply paid.

Reply to above. A telegram.

No trace comedy entitled fourteen
weeks suggest inquire post-office.

lleply to above.

Name of comedy men and munitions

reply paid urgent.

Reply to above.

Your play returned last week.

Reply to above.

Nothing arrived here please look

again.

From, Basil Vyne-Petherington to

G. Sheridan Smitli,

DEAR SIR, In returning herewith

your blank-verse tragedy, Hadrian, I

am desired by Sir James Benfield to
thank you for kindly allowing him the

opportunity of reading it.

Faithfully yours,
BASIL VYNE-PETHERINGTON,

Secretary.
From Buskin Browne to G. Sheridan

Smith.

DEAR OLD BOY', The A.S.M. told me

to-day that our backers won't look at

farce, though the chief simply loves

yours. So I 'in afraid we can only say
better luck next time.

Yours disappointed, B. B.

From, Basil Vijnc-Petherinrjton to G.
Sh ridan Smith, lice u-ccks later.

DEAR Sin, Sir James Benfield has
been interested to learn that you have
written a comedy of topical interest,
called (ho understands) The Muni-
tioneer. Should you caro to forward
it for his consideration he would be

pleased to read it, and, if suitable, to

arrange for its production at this

theatre. Faithfully yours,
BASIL YYNE-PETHEIUNGTON,

Secretary.

From G. Sheridan Smith, in reply.
A telegram.

Where did you get a name like that '.'

From Basil Vync-Petheri nylon, in final
ansicer, a month later.

SIR, I am requested by Sir James
Benfield to state that he has been

compelled to make a rule never to send
his autograph to strangers.

Yours faithfully, .

BASIL VYNE-PETHERIXGTON,
Secretary.

WHITE MAGIC.
BLIND folk see the fairies,

Oh, better far than we,
Who miss the shining of their wing-i
Because our eyes are tilled with things
We do not wish to see.

They need not seek enchantment
From solemn printed books,

For all about them as they go
The fairies flutter to and fro

With smiling, friendly looks.

Deaf folk hear the fairies

However soft their song ;

'Tis we who lose the honey sound
Amid the clamour all around

That beats the whole day long.
But they with gentle faces

Sit quietly apart ;

What room have they for sorrowing
While fairy minstrels sit and sing

Close to their listening heart ?

B, F.

Extract from a French account of

the tanks in action in the battle for

Cambrai :

"Les chars d'assaut curcut aussi lour cri dc
guerre. Pen avant 1'attaqnc, le long de Icur

lignc courut un message repetant, on lo modi-
fiant Increment, cclui de Nelson a Trafalgar :

'

L'Angleterra corupto quo chaque tank fera

aujourd'hui son devoir sacre.'
" Havas.

We had often wondered what the French
was for " Do your damnedest !

" Now
we know.
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GETTING AWAY FROM IT.

CAPTAIN BHOWN, HOME ON LEAVE AND VERV WAR-WEARY, DECIDES THAT AT ALL COSTS IIP. \MI.f,

WEND AX EVENING W11EHK KHAKI 18 SOT.

HE HAS PLEASANT RECOLLECTIONS OF A VISIT, IN TIMES OP PEACE, TO A DELIGHTFUL BOHEMIAN CLUB OP WHICH
ROBINSON WAS A MEMBER.

So HE niNCig UP ROBINSON, WHO WILL BE DELIGHTED TO SEE HIM. BROWN EXPERIENCES A DISTINCT SHOCK
MEETING BOBINSON,

AND A STILL GREATER SHOCK ON ENTERING THE CLUB.
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Head Waiter. "SoEEY, SAIB CAN'T HELP IT. FULL UP! No ROOM FOR A LONG TIME. AFTEU ALL, DEBE is A WAE ON."

TQ MY BUTCHJER.
O BUTCHER, butcher of the bulbous eye,

That in 'hoarse accents bidst me "
buy, buy, buy !

"

Waving large hands suffused with brutish gore,
Have I not found thee evil to the core ?

The greedy grocer grinds the face of me,
The baker trades on my necessity,
And from the milkman have I no surcease,
But thou art Plunder's perfect masterpiece.
These others are not always lost to shame ;

My grocer, now last week he let me claim

A pound of syrup 'twas a kindly deed
To help a fellow-townsman in his need,

Though harsh the.price, and I was feign to crawl
About his feet ere I might buy at all.

But thou although a myriad_flocks ~may crop
By Sussex gorso or Cheviot's grassy top,
A myriad herds tumultuously snort

From Palos Verdes eastward to Del Norte,
Or where the fierce vaquero's bold bravado
Eesounds about the Llano Estacado ;

Though every abattoir wor.ks overtime
And every stall in Smithfield groans with prime
Cuts, from thy lips the ready lie falls pat,
How thou art sold clean out of this and that,
But will oblige me, just for old time's sake, ,

With half a shin-bone or some hard flank steak ;

Or
(if

with nmtton I prefer to deck

My festive board) the scraggy end of neck.
And once, when goaded to a desperate stand,
I wrung a sirloin from, thy grudging hand,
Did not thy boy. a cheeky little brute
With shifty eyes, mislay the thing en route,

Depositing at my address the bones
Intended for the dog of Mr. Jones ?

'

I sometimes think that never runs so thin

The milk as when it leaves the milkman's tin
;

That every link the sausageman prepares ...

Harbours some wandering Towser unawares.
And Binns, the baker (whom a murrain seize !

),

Immune from fraud's accustomed penalties,
Sells me a stuff compound of string and lead,

And has the nerve to name the substance bread.

But deafer far to the voice of conscience grown
The type that cuts me off a pound of bone
Wherefrom an ounce of fat forlornly drops,
And calls the thing two shillings' worth of chops ;

More steeped in crime the heart that dares to fleece

My purse of eighteen-pence for one small piece
Of tripe, whereof, when times were not so hard,
The price was fourpence for the running yard !

Wherefore I hate thee, butcher, and would pass
Untempted of thy viands. But, alas !

The spirit that essays in master flights
To sip the honey from Parnassus' heights,
That daily doth his Pegasus bestride

And keeps the War from spoiling on the side,

Fails to be fostered by the sensuous sprout
Or with horse carrots blow its waistcoat out.

So, though I loathe thee, butcher, I must buy
The tokens of thy heartless usury.
Yet oft I.dream that in some life to come,
Where no sharp pangs assail the poet's turn,
Athwart high sunburnt plains I drive my plough,
Untouched by earth's gross appetites, and thou,

My ox, my beast, goest groaning at the tugs,
And do I spare thy feelings ? No, by jugs !

With tireless lash I probe thy leaden feet,

And beat and beat and beat and beat and beat.

ALGOL,
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IF EVERYBODY HELPED
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encounters, although Uio opponents,
ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT, like the toy

" wresfleM
"
of our youth,

forrader." The

for

Monday, November ~inili. Rather a never got much

jollv da> in the llou-.e of Commons. Member for West Toxfet b lias probably

It was plea ianl to hear Lord Wol.MKit. forgotten more about the shipping I fade

ingenuous youth, explaining, on bohall than his opponent ever knew.

Of the War Trade Department, that

there uas no danger of an unusually

consignment of rubber balliing-

adinfi i heir way from Swit/erland

B heads of German Frauleini. To

Colonel VATI: belongs the credit of

pointing out that people do not bathe

in Swit/erland in the winter.

Where Kussia is concerned Mr. LSI,

roi i: declines to be included among
I he prophets ;

till ho knows is I hat I hat

unhappy country has not yet evolved

a Government with which ho can ne-

gotiate, lie was more explicit n

ing the German tale of a Privy Council

in I !ti:!, presided over by the KIM;, at

which Mr. Asyrmi and Lord Krrcn-

KSKK conspired with Sir KnwAun GKKV
and Lord Mom,i:y (whoso

" .Reminis-

cences" are strangely silent on the

subject) to declare war upon Germany.
Who after this shall dare to say that the

Germans have no imagination?
Mr. WILL TUOKNE considers that

compulsory rationing ought to bo post-

poned until tho menus at tho hotels

and clubs are cut down to two courses.

Somebody ought to invite Mr. THOKNK,
who from his appearance I should judge
to have a healthy appetite, to partake of

one of these (alleged) Gargantuan feasts

and see what ho thinks of it. His com-
ment would probably bo,

" Can't wo go
and have a steak somewhere? "

When is a leaflet not a leaflet?
" When it is an election address," says
Sir GKOIUJK CAVK. At tho same time
he warned Mr. KING that if lie thought
to get round the new regulations by
embodying bis peculiar views in tho

form of electioneering literature

he might still collide with "Dora."
The warning was surely (super-
fluous. The last thing any Paci-

fist M.P. wishes to do is to

submit himself to the judgment
of his constituents.

Tuesday, November 27//t.--'Mr.

M A ci'ii KU SON'S statement thut

officers with the Expeditionary
Force are supplied with whisky
at prices varying from 3s. (\<l. to

6s. a bottle may have horrified

the teetotalers, but has intensified

the patriotic, desire of some of

our Volunteers to share tho hard-

ships of those gallant follows in

tho trenches.

There was another long-draw n

out duel between Mr. HOUSTON
and Sir Lr-:o CHIOX/.A MONKY on
tho subject of shipping freights.
The House always enjoys these

Ciin't we go and have a Hteak somewhere '!

''

Alii. Wn.i, THOIINK.

all that Sir LKO keeps his end up,

though his assertion that tho consumer
would not benefit if the Government

charged" Blue book rates" for ordinary
cargo does not convince everybody.
Jkit then ovorybodydoos not understand
Illuc books.

\\'/'i//ii'si/ni/, \nr,'iii/ii'i- 2Hi/i. Tho
were surprised !o hear from

l,.,id COI;KTNI-;Y that ho was not of

tho creed of the conscientious objector.

They had been under the impression
that his public career had been one

long orgio of conscientious objection
to everything that did not emanate
from his own capacious brain. Kven
his hat and his waistcoat proclaim his

delinnri! of conventional opinion.
For weeks past the. House of Com

mons has been invited to believe that

Gorman "pillboxes" were complied
of British cement ; and the ca e eemed
ckar when a. lirilisb ollieer wrote! from
Flanders the other day that he had

{discovered in the German lines a label

I plainly marked "Artificial Portland."
Members were relieved to learn that

the label came from a, l!i-l;.:ian factory
taken over by the Germans, "If those

pill-boxes had really been made of our

ei'ineiit," said a Midway representa-
tive,

" wo should be hammering at

them still."

Tii i< ruin n, .Yoiv//<,//<r2'.)///.- -Question
time would bo much more amusing if

Ministers and Members \\ero moro ac-

complished in the art of repartee. A
few are ipiie.k enough. When Mr.

LK.KS SMITH complained that one of his

: JaJemcnfs bad been described by the

SKCIIKTAKY as a marc's nest

KoiiKiiT OK<:I|J swiftly replied that

he did not remember the incident, but

had no doubt that if his right lion,

friend used the term it was justified.
I'mler the Redistribution scheme as

arranged by the lioundary Commis-
sioners the name West liirmingham
would have disappeared from the roll

of constituencies. In graceful tribute

to the memory of JOSKTMI CHAMHIOKLAIN
the House unanimously agreed to its

reinstatement. it also changed the

name of the Woodstock division to tho

I'anhury division ; but tho idea that

this was done as a compliment
to the junior Member for the

City of London is, I am told,

erroneous.

In such a Questionable

Shape."
"This, nf coiii'M 1

. lirin^n ii|i l.lir

almighty i|Liiv.l.inii Who \uuUi Sliapc-

peare?" ..... Mr. f/cn/v/,- Mum-c in '/'In'

Obtervtf)"

\ short answer to this almighty
question is -Mither Ml'. (li':oia;i:

MOOKI; or the writer who de-

termined " to call a spade a

rpape."

(-2t'<), Wanted
UIIMII

diatelj
. nr in Dfcciiiii.-i- c,i ii. foi

three niMiitlfi, in lixeter, \V.i:;c's OOs.

pet ni'iuUi."

' Sir Loo kueps hisi end u^.''

-Mil. UorsTOS. Km LKO CHJO/./A .M-

We confidently hope that she has

only one.
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doOD OKACIOUS! THAT 'g MOT VOUB KKW BEST HAT?"
Child, "WELL, M(/rilKII, YOU KNOW I TOLD YOU WHEK WE GOT IT THAT IT WOCLDS'-T WEAK WKI.I..

'

Mother. "I DOS'T IIKMKMHKB YOUB BAYIKO so."

Child. "YES, MOTJIKH. SUIIELY YOU I1EXEMHEU I HAID, 'TlIK KIK8T TIME THAT HAT'H BAT OS IT
' DOSE f

BELIEVE ME OB BELIEVE
MH NOT.

Ai/nioi;on lie had boon rendered ab-

solutely (lilinl) by shell shock I ho soldier

was able to earn a little extra money
by doing odd jobs. But nothing could

got his speech back. It was a very btub-

born and perplexing case. For eighteen
months be had not succeeded in uttering
A word, though understanding every-
thing that was said to him. All the

usual devices had failed ; every kind of

sudden surprise to startle him into

articulation had been attempted ; elec-

tricity had been passed through the

muscles of the tongue and larynx ;

doctors had discussed him with a volu-

bility only equalled by his own silence.

But he remained dumb. It scorned

hopeless.
Last week the mistress of the house

where he was mostly employed sent

him to the grocer's with, as usual, a

slip of paper. The paper was addressed
to the grocer, and it said,

" Please do

your utmost to give the bearer some
sugai- and tea. Kvoti the smallest

quantity will be gratefully welcomed."

Entering the shop the soldier laid

the message on the counter, prepared
to wait patiently for the harassed

tradesman to attend to him. He hod
often been there before and knew what
it meant ; but on this occasion the

grocer instantly advanced to meet him,
took the paper smilingly and read it.

"
Certainly," he replied-.

" I suppose
four pounds of each would bo enough
to go on with ?

"

"Four pounds!" said the soldier.

"Strike mo pink, she'd think herself

the Queen with four ounces !

"

More War Economy.
IJUTCHEB. Wanted, Second Hand."

Manchester Kreniny tiewi.

"Southport. Mrs.
. ,-.v

--
, Homely Apt*.;"

/.

j

Wo approve Mrs. - 's candour about
! the piano, which accords witli our own
! experience in seaside boarding-houses.

"Germany recently began calling up C'la

--."Western ifail.
:
19120

Th- end of the War may bo in sight, but

it still seems to bo some distance off.

Things we should like to ee Illustrated.

From a recent novel :

"... Then the gong wont, and ho followed

it into the dining-room , . ."

"Class A
(fit

for general service) is sub-

divided as follows : 1 Men actually fit for

general service in any theatre in all respects.
2 Recruits who should be fit for Al as soon
as trained. 8 lien who have previously
served with an expeditionary force who *hould

. bo fit for 1 as noon an ' hardened.'
"

Smli Paper.

They must be well worth it, even in a

soft state.

" In district* where a number of hop wen
serving the name people and street*, they would
bo asked to < < that butcher, baker

and grocer would use the name vans. Traders
who refused to comply with the scheme would
be dealt with." Kreniny /

But surely such unpatriotic shop-

keepers should not bo dealt with.

"Lot, on or about September 80 last, a
Gold l!.ir Hrooch, with chanto Scotch terrier

ntrr>." \fa>tclieter

Wo are glad to see that at least one
of our dumb friends has not been
affected by the wave of bigamy that

has been sweeping over the country.



Old hand (supplying desired information to new arrival). "THOSE THINGS up THESE? OH, TUEY'UE CANTEENS FOK THE R.F.C."

THE HUT.
As ordered, we marched the Battery

to B 35d 45.25. Reader, have you ever

lived in, or on, an unfurnished map-
reference in Flanders ? If not, permit
me to. inform you that this group of

letters and numerals represented a mud-
flat pockeS with aneient shell-craters,

through which loafed an unwholesome
stream under a bilious-looking sky. The
Junior Subaltern, fresh from home,
asked where the billets were. We could

but bless his happy innocence and re-

mind him that as Army Field Artillery
we were nobody's children, the orphan
bravoes of the Western Front, and that

for us a bunch of map co-ordinates was
considered ample provision.
The horses, having with proper pride

sneered at the stream, were silenced

with their nosebags, and then we asked
our cook what about it? That daunt-

less artist in bully-beef promptly brought
our far-travelled mess-table into action

in the open, and thus publicly we sat

round it on our valises and drank Vichy
water until the novelty palled. Then
the rain began and the men once more
united in wishing themselves in Ten-

nessee.

The Captain was now driven from the

bosom of the mess to find a Camp
Commandant, and to tell him, with the

Major's compliments, that even the

personnel of Army Brigades were liable,

in the words of the book, to deteriorate

rapidly if unprotected from damp. The
officer, whom he found lurking in a

neighbouring Nissen hut, was tall and

stately, but admitted, under pressure,
that to him was entrusted the steward-

ship of our mud-flat and the adjacent

camps, and that he could give us a

mess. Through the insistent drizzle

thisperson, smiling now very pleasantly,
led us to a depressed wooden building
that suggested a derelict Noah's Ark
with a sinister look about the windows.
The bad-tempered sky scowled between
the planks of the roof

; the querulous
wind whined up through the floor

;
rats

backed snarling into the corners on our
entrance.

" This is the place," said the C.C.

"You '11 soon make yourselves very
comfortable."

That night I dreamed I was a " U "

boat, and started up, snorting, to find

] myself under a cascade, while the felt

upon the roof banged and rasped and

flapped. It sounded as if the ark were

trying to fly, but found its wings rusty.
At dawn we sent the Captain out, and
refused him breakfast till by some re-

source of ingenuity or crime he obtained

certain sausages of new felt. These
our fearless batmen unrolled and nailed

upon the roof. After his porridge we
pushed him out again with a strong

party under orders to carry the nearest

R.E. dump by force or fraud, and secure

large quantities of timber, nails, canvas

j

and, if possible (the up-to-date E.E.

dump secretes many unexpected com-

modities), Turkey carpets, wall-paper,
sofa-cushions and bedroom-slippers.
The batmen were sent out with a

limbered cart, some smoke shell and
the total establishment of billhooks, and
forbidden to return without sufficient

material for bedsteads, window-shutters,
bookshelves and chairs. By evening
the place began to feel habitable, and
the C.C., when he looked in to borrow a

horse, endeared himself to us all by his

obvious pleasure in pur comparative
comfort. We lent him the best horse

in the battery.
The Major's batman devoted the

following day to the construction of a

spedes of retiring-room at one end of

the hut, wherein the modest members
of the mess might bathe and splash at

ease. The remainder of the servants

went out armed and returned with

(1) a zinc bath, (2) a stove, (3) a cuckoo

i

clock, (4) a large mirror, (5) a warming-
pan.

" Once let us make a home for

: ourselves," we said,
" and our energies

will be free to finish the War." We
devoted every cunning worker in the

: battery to this great end. Drill was

I
abandoned, stables forgotten. We in-

. stalled bookshelves, bootjacks, a side-

board, hat racks, a dumb waiter, a

j

stand for the gramophone and a roll-

! top desk for the Major. The walls were
'

tapestried with canvas, hung with pic-

tures, scalps, and the various decora-

tions won by members of the mess.

The original building, disreputable and

hateful, was hidden and forgotten.
And then the C.C. called again, and,

after a minute and admiring inspection
of our abode, informed us that to his

bitter sorrow he had to turn us out ;
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. "OH, WAS THAT A BOMB?"
He. "YES, I THINK IT WAS. BUT If IT WAS AS NEAR AS IT SOUNDED IT WOULD HAVE BEEN VEltY MUCH l.Ol DKIt."

umteen battalions of infantry were corn-

ing in and had to be accommodated
this heing an infantry camp. . . .

That night, as I walked about in the

rain, I looked in at the open door of

our lost home. Two N.C.O.'s were

sitting over our stove, lost, lonely in

the elongated emptiness ; longing, I

knew, to be with their comrades bellow-

ing in an adjacent hut. And so 1

understood and knew at length how
Camp Commandants manage the main-
tenance and improvement of their

domain. I devote myself now to warn-

ing the simple-hearted gunner against
unfurnished huts and the hospitality of

Camp Commandants. And some day
I hope to be in a position to lend that

particular C.C. another horse.

puncb s IRoll of flxmour.

WE deeply regret to learn that

Lieutenant GEORGE L. BROWN, Loyal
North Lancashire Regiment, who con-

tributed sketches to Punch before the

War, lias died of wounds.
We are very glad to say that Captain

A. W. LLOYD, Royal Fusiliers, is making
a good recovery from the severe wound
which he received in East Africa.

MARGARINE.
A HOUSEKEEPEB'S PALINODE.

MARGARINE the prefix "oleo-"

Latterly has been effaced,

Though no doubt in many a folio

Of the grocer's ledger traced

Once I arrogantly rated

You below the cheapest lard :

Once your
"
g

"
enunciated,

With pedantic rigour, hard.

How your elements were blended

Naught I knew ; but wild surmise
Hinted horrors that offended

Squeamish and fastidious eyes.

Now this view, unjust, unfounded,
I recant with deep remorse,

Knowing you are not compounded
From the carcase of the horse.

Still with glances far from genial
I beheld you, margarine,

And restricted you to menial

Services in my cuisine.

Still I felt myself unable,

Though you helped to fry my fish,

To endure you at my table

Nestling in the butter-dish.

Now that I have clearly tracked your
Blameless progress froiM the nut,

I proclaim your manufacture
As a boon, without a "but."

Now I trudge to streets far distant,

Humbly in your queue to stand,
Till the grocer's tired assistant

Dumps the packet in my hand.

Though you lack the special savour
Of the product of the churn,

Still the difference in flavour

I 'in beginning to unlearn .

Thoughts of Devonshire or Doi
From my mind have vanished quite,

Since the stern demands of war set

Limita to my appetite.

Butter is of course delicious ;

But when that is dear and scant

Welcome, margarine, nutritious

Palatable lubricant!

Tin' undersigned, who has just returned
from the Front, begs to inform the Public
that he has opened a Barber's Shop on the

ground floor of Miss 's house in (in at

George Street, where he is prepared to give
Crrsiii any style required."

Dotninwn Chronicle.

Well, his customers can't complain
that they weren't warned.
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TO HELP OUR OTHER ARMY.
With all eyes so focussed on the great deeds of our

men in France, in Palestine and on the sea, there is a

possibility of losing sight now and then cf the constant
and devoted efforts of the -women and girls at home,
without whose co-operation the War could not be success-

fully waged at all. We are the debtors not only of the
munition workers who, in their hundreds of thousands,
are toiling for victory, but of women and girls in myriad
other employments, which they have cheerfully attacked
and mastered ;

and any little thing that we can do for
them should, Mr. Punch holds, be done. A practical
and very simple way of adding to their happiness and
well-being is to contribute a mite to the funds of the Girls'

Friendly Society, an organisation with the finest traditions,
which is doing its best to build rest and recreation huts
all over England, for the purpose of conserving the health
and spirits of our great feminine army. A moment's
thought will show how vitally and nationally important
such help is. Contributions should be sent to the Secre-

:ary, War Emergency Committee, Girls' Friendly Society
39, Victoria Street, S.W.I.

MY AUNT MATILDA.
" IT 's too bad," said Francesca,

"
it really is. It '11 spoil

Christmas."
" The question is," I said,

" that this House do accept my
Aunt Matilda's invitation of herself to stay in it for an
uncertain period at or about Chris'tmas. I think the Aye
have it."

"The Noes; have it," shouted Francesca.

"Franceses," I said, "it's no use"struggling, and yoiknow it. We 've got to have Aunt Matilda, and there 's an
end of it.

v
. -":''. ; c.~

-

_

" There isn't an end of it at all. It 's only just be"in
ning, and it'll go on:getting worse and. worse."

_

"You do not seem to realise," I said, "what the posses
sion of an aunt like Aunt Matilda means. She is like al
the aunts "you've ever read about in novels, only more so
She's so true to type that you can hardly believe in her
existence.'; 'To;be related to her is to have, a Stake in the
Country and to, be part of 'the British Constitution, which
she ardently believes in without knowing anything about it

i She 's been a widow for fifteen years, and
"

" Poor old thing," said Francesca',"
" so she has.",- for fifteen .solitary years she has^ battled against the

j
world, and managed her business "affairs extraordinarily

i well; and yet she believes, that _women are perfect fools,
and pities them from the" bottom of her heart for belli"
women."
"As far as I.'m concerned," said, Francesca,

" she may
pity all the other women if.she^ll ohly'not-pity me. If I
have a headache alie- not only pities rrie, but despises me
as a weakling utterly, unfitted to manage a

1

household. No
my dear, .1 can't face it.- Your Aunt Matilda's too much
for me."

" I admit," I said,
" that she 's a good deal."

" And of course she '11 bring her maid."
" And her pug."
"Whose name is 'MacLachlan,' and you mustn't call him

'Mac' because it 's disrespectful."" And the children won't be allowed to shout about the
house when she takes her nap. And of course they mil
shout about the house, and then there'll be trouble."" And the children will be compared with other children
who are much better behaved."

"It's a queer thing, but the children don't seem to mind
her."

" She bribes them with chocolates."
"
Well, she won't do it any more, because there are no

chocolates in the world. Chocolates are a luxury."" So 's your aunt," said Francesca. "She's the biggest
luxury I ever heard of. She's rare I might almost say
unique. She 's expensive, and she can be done without.

Obviously she 's forbidden by the Defence of the Kealm Act.
We shall be fined and imprisoned if we conceal her here."

"Well, you'd better sit down and tell her so, and get
it off your chest."

" I suppose I must play the humbug.""
Yes, do. She '11 see through you all right, though."

"Oh, I say," said Francesca, "there's a P.S. to her
letter. She says she 's saved two pounds out of her sugar
ration, and she 's sending it to us as a Christmas present.
Isn't she an old topper?

"

'.' Yes," I said,
" I forgive her everything. Is two pounds

a lot?"
"It's generally supposed to be just two pounds," said

Francesca. R. Q. L.

THE VENGEANCE.
I NEVEB liked the man at Number Nine,
But now my breast is bursting with its wrongs,

For when we had a few old friends to dine
And crowned our feasting with some gentle songs,

Instead of simply drinking in the glamour,
The charm of it, he had the cheek to hammer
The party-wall with pokers and with tongs.

Ah, me! that Art should suffer such disdain!
But what can one expect in time of war?

Mayhap our minstrelsy had given pain
To some tired patriot in bed next-door

Some weary soul that all day fashions fuses,
To whom his sleep is more than all the Muses
And so, for England's sake we sang no more.

No longer now the hideous truth is hid :

The man is nothing but a Pacifist ;

And, what is worse, he draws four hundred quid
For representing views which don't exist,

Although in Parliament, without his poker,
I 'm glad to see they would not hear the croaker,
But when he talked they only howled and hissed.

And now all Hammersmith with zeal prepares
To make a night of it when next we sing ;

We shall not waste our soft romantic airs,
But the glad street with warlike strains shall ring

Of blood and armaments and Fritz's whacking,
And he shall hammer till the walls are cracking,
And the whole suburb joins us in " The King."===== A. P. H.

One of the Cannibal Islands ?
" The unfrequented coral harbour was an ideal spot for this opera-

ion. The GO odd men and women on the Seeadlcr were landed, and
he natives, avid for change of diet, welcomed them." The Times.

" A distinctive uniform will be given the new Air Service when
he old is worn out, Major Baird announces." Daily Mail.

A.n officer in the E.F.C. writes to say that the old Air
Service has no intention of wearing out.

" The coroner said people would be wise to carry electric torches or
ewspapers, and ladies should wear something white a pocket hand-
erchief would be better than nothing." Sunday Observer.

Certainly
" better than nothing," bufe a newspaper would

make a more showy costume.
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THE NEW LANGUAGE.
Tommy (to inquisitive French children).

" NAH, TUBS, ALLEY TOOT BWEET, AS* xna TOOTEB THE SWEBTBH!'

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

AT this date " Tho Junior Sub
"

fortunately needs no
introduction to a public that has long gathered him and
his to its appreciative heart. I should not like to guess
how many people read and enjoyed The First Hundred
Thousand ; they all, and more, will delight in the appear-
ance of Carrying On (BLACKWOOD), in which the exploits
of the famous regiment, of Major Wagstaffe and Captain
Bobby Little and the rest of them are continued. What,

the precise war position of IAN HAY may he by now I am
unaware, but I should emphatically suggest his appoint-
ment to the post of Official Cheeror-Up. Perhaps (how
shall 1 put it '?

)
the eye-pieces of the writer's mask are

a trifle too rose-coloured for strict realism ; great-hearted

gentlemen as wo know our heroes to be, are they always
quite so merry and bright as here ? One can but hope so.

In any case, as special propaganda on the part of the

O.C.U., the stories could hardly be bettered. One, called
" The Pus'u that Failed," I would order to bo read aloud to

the workers hi every munition factory in the land; its

heartening tale of how the British people had, to the

paralysed astonishment of Brother Bosch,
" delivered the

goods" to such effect that his projected spectacular attack

under the eyes of WILLIAM the Worst was smashed before

it begun, is of a kind to strengthen the most weary arm.

While I was yet upon the final pago the bells in a famous

abbey tower close by broke into grateful clamour for the

news of victory. But IAJJ HAY does not wait on victory ;

he has his joy-bells ringing always in our hearts.

The Tree of Heaven (CASSELL) spread its friendly branches
over a pleasant corner of a roomy Hampstoad garden.

Matter-of-fact Anthony, the timber merchant, always would
insist that it was a mere common ash ; but the others,

Frances, and tho children, Dorothy, Micliael, Nicky and

adopted Veronica, knew better, as also, no doubt, did

Jane- Pussy aud her little son, Jerry, who was Nicky's most

especial pal. Miss MAY SINCLAIII, without being a con-

scienceless sentimentalist, does us tho fine service of re-

minding us that the world of men is not all drab ugliness,
but that there arc beautiful human relationships and un-
selfish characters, and wholesome training which justifies
itself in tho day of trial. She divides her charming
chronicle into three parts Peace, The Vortex, and Victory.
The first deals with tho childhood of the happy brood of

Anthony and Frances, delicate studies subtly differentiated.

Even tho little cats have their astonishing individuality,
and I don't envy anyone who can road of Jernj's death
and Nicky's grief without a gulp. Tho Vortes is no, not

tho War ; that comes later but the trials of a world which
tests adolescence, a world of suffrage rebellions, of Futuristic

art and morals. Then tho real vortex of tho War, the

Victory which means ready (or difficult, unready) sacrifice

and death for tho boys and their friends and as great a

sacrifice and as cruel a thing as death for tho others, the

women and the elders ... A novel, which is much
moro than a novel, packed with beauty and sincerity,

setting forth its tragedy without false glamour or shallow
consolations.

Since it is natural to expect that a much-heralded book
will fail, when it does eventually appear, to fulfil tho promise
of its publishers, it is the moro pleasant to find oneself

agreeing with Messrs. HODDER AND STOUGHTON that bash-

fulness on their part would have been out of place in regard
to Mr. JAMES W. GERABD'S memoirs, My Four Years in
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Co-many. As read in their completed and collected form

these papers are not only, as one could foresee, of historic

importance, but they are moreover capital reading. There

is a world of unaffected geniality and humour about them

that forms a most admirable complement to such serious

matters as the protracted negotiations over the U-boat cam-

paign, or the now famous incriminating telegram addressed

by the ALL-HIGHEST to President WILSON in the days before

the Huns had quite decided with what lies to defend the

indefensible. This document is reproduced in facsimile as

the egregious sender of telegrams wrote it for Mr. GERARD

to transmit, and is one link more in the thrice-forged chain

of evidence. But even stronger witness to German guilt is

to be found in the series of minor corroborations appearing

incidentally in the course of Mr. GEUABD'S narrative, whether

the author is pretending to be in awe of Prussian Court

Etiquette, or openly laughing at the Orders of the Many
Coloured Eagles, or simply detailing his work at Euhleben

and the other prison camps
a gratitude throughout f

this country that it
(

would be mere pre- 1

sumption to try to put
into words.

His devotion there has earned

ever its length, is an admirable and distinguished piece of

writing. The subject of it is the old question of mixed-

marriage, but treated from a new aspect. Kudah Bux (the
Gift in question) is the son of an adoring Mohamedan father;
he goes to England for education in tho law, and there falls

in love with and marries the brainless daughter of a London
landlady. He is a very human and appealing figure. The
debacle that follows his return to India with so impossible
a bride is told in a way that convinces. Here Mrs. PEHRIN
is at her best. Some of the shorter tales also succeed very
happily in conveying that peculiar Simla-by-South-Kensing-
ton atmosphere of retired Anglo-Indian society which she

suggests with such intimate understanding. But, to be
honest, the others (with the exception of one quaint little

comedy of a canine ghost) are but indifferent stuff, too full

of snakes and hidden treasure and general tawdriness the
kind of Orientalism, in fact, that one used to associate chiefly
with the Earl's Court Exhibition. Mrs. PERHIN must not

mingle her genuine native goods with such Brummagem

Those of us who have

loitered with Mr. DE
VERB STACPOOLE by
blue lagoons and silent

pools know that he is a

master of atmosphere,
and so he proves him-

self again in The Starlit

Garden (HUTCHINSON),
though it takes him
some time to get there.

When a young Ameri-
can finds himself the

guardian of an Irish

flapper a distant re-

lation and comes over

to take her back with
him to the States, it

does not require much
perspicacity to guess
what will happen. Phyl Berknowles strongly objects to the
intrusion of Richard Pinckncy into the glorious muddle of

her Irish menage, and irritates him so successfully that he
returns in a considerable tantrum to America, leaving her
with some friends in Dublin. So far the tale is lively enough,
but not until Phyl feels the call of her blood and goes to

stay with her relatives in Charleston does the author find

scope for his peculiar charm. Then we get a most delight-
ful picture of a starlit garden in the south of America,
where Phyl's experiences, without placing a tiresome strain

upon our powers of belief, produce a sensation at once
romantic and unusual. Memories of the past hang over
this garden, and although Mr. STACPOOLE'S attempt to
reconcile the period of which he writes with the years that
are gone is not uniformly successful I am cordially glad
that he made it.

A HITHERTO UNPUBLISHED INCIDENT IN THE HISTORY OF
ANCIENT BOMB.

SEQUEL TO THE WAKNING GIVEN BY THE PATRIOTIC GEESE.

The publishers of Mrs. ALICE PERRIN'S new volume, Tales
that are Told (SKEFFINGTON), appear to be anxious that the

public should have no hesitations on the score of measure
supplied, as they explain that the chief of the tales is

" a
short novel of over 20,000 words." I am content to take
their word for the figure, but I agree that they were well
advised to focus attention upon

" Gift of God," which, what-

My idea is that when
Mr. H.G. BAILEY called

his latest story The

Young Lovers (M E -

THUEX) he was doing
it something less than

justice. For the width
and variety of the plot
make it far more than a
mere love-tale. Anna
virique are quite as
much Mr. BAILEY'S
theme as Cupid, who
indeed makes a rather

belated appearance at

the tag end. Before
that we have a vast

deal of agreeable ad-

venturing. The scene
is set in the period of

the Peninsular War; all

the characters, lovers,

parents and hangers-
on, are more or less

involved in the fluctuating fortunes of my Lord WELLINGTON.
There are spies of both sides, intrigues, abductions and what
not. Mr. BAILEY has a pretty touch for such matters ; his

people move with an air; and, if at times their speech seems
a tride over-burnished, dulness is far from them. More-
over, the incidents of the campaign give scope for some
vivid descriptions of war and battles, as such were in the old

days before Mars put off his gold lace and sacrificed the

picturesque. Sometimes, on the other hand, it is the simi-

larity of conditions then and now that will strike you" For

example, the passage telling how, despite apparent inactivity
and home prognostications of stalemate, the confidence of

the Army grew from day to day impossible not to see the

very obvious parallel there. In fine, Mr. BAILEY has given
us another brisk and engaging romance, which, if it is not

quite the kind you might expect from its title, is something
a good deal better worth reading.

ware.

"Fort Worth, Texas. Poolvillc, Parker county, near hero, has
raised $1,246.50 as a reward for the delivery of the German emperor
into the hands of the American authorities." Buffalo Courier.

On reading this item HINDENBURG is reported to have
said that if Poolville would make it even money he would
think about it.
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CHARIVARIA.
A "Company for O\<; a Knter-

M formed in I lambtirg.
it has no connection with tlio German

High Sea I leet. ...

A guinea a dozen is being offered for

rabbits in the Isle of Wi^ht. Most of

them, however, are holding back for a

War bonus.

ment has been to have a
" take over

"
whistle blown in the corri-

dors before they commandeer the next

hotel.

It se; MIS thai, TKOT/KY is to have no

OMi His has even threatened to

make lynching illegal.

The Neue

*
*

di'-.erihcs

Lr.six as the revolutionary with kings

A Newcastle man who has

missing for cloven months hus

just turned up at his homo. I le

excused himself on the grounds
that the tea queue was rather

a long one. * ...

*

There are reports current of

an impending strike of brewery
workers in the North. Several

employees have threatened to
" Down Beer."

* *
:!:

Confirmation is still awaited
of the rumour that several food

ships have recently torpedoed
themselves rather than fall into

the bands of the profiteers.
* *

The statement that Viscount
NORTHCLIFFK has refused the

post of Minister of Health is

without foundation. It is no

secret, however, that be would
decline the position even if he
should offer it to himself.

*.^*

Double-headed matches are

impracticable, according to the

Tobacco and Matches Control

Board. The sorts with detach-

able heads, however, will con-

tinue to be manufactured.
:;: *

:;;

A Norfolk fisherman with

twenty - six children has been

fined five shillings for neglecting
seven of them. His offence is

thought to have been due to

oversight. ^ o.
"

at his feet. Ho also seems to have
i several knaves up his sleeve.

Many grocers and publicans, it is

i, have already been combed out

of tho Welsh coal mines. Efforts to

comb the others out of their gold
are meeting with only indifferent

succi ^ ^

British grit will win. declares Sir

\Vu.i, i \M I .
, ,f our

elderly statesmen will refrain from

dropping theirs into the machinery.
* *

Tho London Fire Urigado has been
given permission to form a hand.
The lack of some method of

keeping the crowd amused at

the more protracted fires lias

often proved an embarrassment
to the force. ^ *

*

The big elephant at the Zoo
has been destroyed, says a news
item. A maximum price for

potted game is already being
considered by the Food Ministry.

* *

Scandalised Voice from (jallery.
CONTKOLLEK DO1N 1

?'
1

"Ems, B-or's THE PAPBB

According to the Lord Mayor of

DUBLIN there is plenty of food in Ire-

land. In the best Sinn Fein circles it

is thought that this condition of things

points to an attempt on the part of the

Government to bring discredit on the

sacrificial devotion of the Separatists.
* *
*

So realistic has the stage become of

late that in The Boy at the Adelphi,
Mr. W. H. BERRY (we give the rumour
for what it is worth)
meal of wood cutlets.

In order

* *
*

that no

sits down to a

confusion may
bo caused among guests the Govern-

A Brixton lady has left the sum of

four hundred pounds to her dog. It

would be interesting to hear the family
solicitor asking him whether he would
take it in War Bonds or bones.

He ~'i

''

The Timber Commission reports a

grave shortage of birch, and a number
of earnest ushers are asking,

" What is

the uso of the censorship ?
"

* *

It is now declared that the high
explosive found on Countess MARKIE-
VKV.'S "green scouts" was not in-

tended for destructive purposes. Mr.
DE VALERA, M.P., was merely going to

eat it.

Charged with selling bacon
that was bad, a firm of grocers
pleaded that the stuff had been
released by the Government. At
first sight it looked as if it had

merely escaped from custody.

The man who was last week
charged at a London police court
with posing as a Government
official has been put back for

the state of his mind to be in-

quired into.

"The late Mr. Merryweather, who
was in his 78th year, was responsible
for great developments in fire-lighting

appliances." Scotsman.

A good scheme light it first and

fight it afterwards.

"Supposing a wolf were to attack

you and your family, what would
yon do? Mr. Hedderwick.
"I would point out that season

tickets are issued by railwaycompanies
only as an act of grace. Sir William
Forbes." The Star.

Our contemporary heads this " Words
Winged To-day."

From "A Word to the Churches,

by Miss MABIE CORELIJ :

" ' A word '
of solemn warning was uttered

by the Angel of the Seven Spirits to the Church
in Sardis. ....
And this ' word ' was fulfilled to the letter;

for, as Herodotus tells us,
' Sardis was taken

and utterly sacked.'
"

Daily Graphic.

We fancy the passage must occur in

Book X., in which w:e also find the
famous account of the capture of

Timbuctoo by the Roman Emperor
Montezuma in the fourth Punic War

or was it the fifth Crusade ?

VOL. CT.lll.
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TO THE GERMAN PEOPLE.

EACH to his taste : if you prefer

The KAISEU'S whip across your flanl;s;

If you enjoy the bloody spin-

That rips your cannon-fodder's ranks ;

If to his boots you still adhere,

Kissing 'em as you've always kissed Vni,

Why, wlio arc we to interfere

With your internal Teuton system?

If from your bonds you know quite well

You might, this moment, find release,

Changing, at will, your present hell

For Liberty's heaven of lasting peace;
If yet, for habit's sake, you choose

this reigu of steel, this rule of terror,

It 's not for us to push our views

And point you out your silly error.

Herein I speak as I am taught
That your affairs are yours alone,

Though, for myself, I should have thought

They had a bearing on my own ;

Have I no right to interpose,

Urging on you a free autonomy,
Just as your U-boats shove their noso

In my interior economy ?

I 'm told we have no quarrel, none,
With you as Germans. That 's absurd.

Myself, I hate all sorts of Hun,
Yet will I say one kindly word :

If, still refusing Freedom's part,
You keep the old Potsdam connection,

With all my sympathetic heart

I wish you joy of that selection. O. S.

AN ORDER OF THE DAY.
IN my opinion the value of the stock letter has distinct

limitations. What I mean to say is that if there is in a

Government office a series of half-a dozen standard epistles,
one or other of which can be used as a reply to the majority
of the conundrums that daily serve to bulge tlie post-bag of

the "controller" or "director," the selection of the appro-
priate missive should not be left purely to chance.

Last month I wrote to the Methylated Spirit Controller :

"DEAR SIR, Referring to the recent Methylated Spirit

(Motor Fuel) Restriction Order, No. 2, 1917, 1 wish to knowT

whether I am at liberty to use my car as a means of con-

veyance to a farm about ten miles away where the rabbits
are eating the young blades of wheat. A friend has invited

me to help him shoot them the rabbits, I mean."
Well, that was lucid enough, wasn't it? But the reply

was not so helpful as I could have wished. It opened
intelligibly with the words " Dear Sir," but continued :

" I am directed by the Methylated Spirit Controller to
inform you that the employment of a hackney motor
vehicle, not licensed to ply for hire, as a conveyance to
divine service constitutes a breach of Regulation 8 ZZ of
the Defence of the Realm Regulations."
Not a word about the rabbits, you see.

I was so fascinated by the unexpected results of my first

effort that I tried again, this time breaking new ground.
"DEiu SIR," I wrote,

"
Referring to Methylated Spirit

(Motor Fuel) Restriction Order, No. 2, 1917, am I at liberty
to use my car daily to take my children to their school,

vybich
is five miles from my residence ? The only alterna-

tive form of conveyance available is a donkey and cart, the

employment of which means that my offspring would
have to start overnight."

I received a quite polite but rather chilly answer :

"I am directed by the .Methylated Spirit Controller to

inform you that the class of necessary household affairs for

which methylated spirit may be employed as a motor fuel

comprises the conveyance from the nearest convenient source

of supply of foodstuffs, fuel and medical requisites, provided
that they cannot ho obtained without undue delay by any
means of conveyance other than a motor car."

My interest thoroughly stimulated by this time, I made

yet one more attempt. I wrote :

"DEAR Si, Referring to Methylated Spirit (Motor Fuel)
Restriction Order, No. 2, 1917, I wish to sell my car "-

which was true "but how, as I am now practically de-

barred from driving it on the road, am I to give an intend-

ing purchaser a trial run ?
"

Ibis was evidently a shrewd thrust, which required con-

sideration, and I heard nothing for a fortnight, during which
I disposed of the car to the proprietor of the local garage.
At last the well-known O. II. M.S. envelope gladdened my
eyes. The letter within it, apologetic but dignified in tone,

is, I fancy, the most popular in stock. It said :

" I am directed by the Methylated Spirit Controller to

express regret that there is no trace of the correspondence
to which you refer."

I left it at that.

SUGAR CARDS AND WILLS.
To the Manager of the Legal Department, "Punch."

SIR, I am one of the executors and trustees of the will

of a relation who cannot, I fear, live for many weeks.

Included in his property will bo a sugar card ; and to you,
Sir, I turn for advice and guidance in the responsibilities
which I am shortly to assume. -

1. Will the Government accept a sugar card (as they
do War Stock) in payment of Estate Duty '.'

2. What is the correct method of valuation? Does one
calculate the market price by so many years' purchase
based on one's estimate of the duration ? Or will quotations
be obtainable on the Stock Exchange ?

3. My relative has left it in the discretion of his Trustees

to distribute a part of his estate for charitable purposes.
Could the Trustees, under their discretionary power, hand
the card to the Trafalgar Square authorities in reduction

of the National Debt ? Or ought they first to obtain the

consent of the I'esiduary legatees ?

4. There is a tenancy for life of part of the residue. If

the card is comprised in such part, and the tenant for life

became bankrupt, would the card vest in his Trustee in

Bankruptcy? If so, what becomes of the remaindermen's

rights ? Perhaps the best plan would be to put on a

distringas with the deceased's grocer.
5. Have the Trustees power on their own initiative to

lease the card for a term of years ? Or should the approval
of the transaction by the Court, under the Settled Estates

Act, be first obtained ?

6. With whom do the Executors register the Probate,
so as to perfect their title? Lord RHONDDA, Sir A. YAPP,
or the grocer?

7. On the true construction of the Finance Acts, 1891-

191G, do you consider that a sugar card is
" Free Personal

Property," or " Settled Property," or " An Estate by itself,"

or "Property in which the deceased's interest was less

than an absolute interest." The card is apparently
"
aggre-

gable
"

with something or other for the purposes of duty.
Would this be the testator's furniture?

Yours, etc., A CONSTANT READER.
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"EXCUSE ME, BUT IS THEUE AN AIR-BAID ON?" "
YKS, I THINK SO."

"
I 'M MUCH OBLIGED. MY FRIEND 's L'P FROM THE COUNTRY AND HE '8 NEVEB SEEN ONE."

things as wonderful to see as they are

magnificent to read about. I do, how-
ever, regard with something approach-
ing alarm the new language which will

be evolved to put the lot of us on

complete speaking terms.

Yours ever, HKNRY.

A Light Repast.
"Under existing conditions, it is the duty

of every citizen to confine his present con-

sumption to an average of six matches a (lay,
which with careful economy ought to suflico

for all reasonable meals during the present
emergency." Daily Mail.

" At Leeds Assizes yesterday sentences were

passed by Mr. Justice Bocho . . ."Times.

Does not this almost amount to con-

tempt of court ?

From a speech by the Lord Mayor
of DUBLIN :

"That would be a crying evil, to leave the

poor people in the city without milk. It would
bo a wise thin;,' if the Corporation would take
the bull by the horns and deal with the

mutter." Dublin Krenin-j Mai!.

It might ho still wiser to tackle the cow
at the uddtT end.

THE INCORBUPTIBLES.
[Herr SCIIAPK, writing in the TUglicJie

Rimdscliau on the spiritual grandeur of Ger-

many, declares that the degradation of her
enemies will not prevent her doing honour to

those dauntless men who in enemy and neu-
tral countries have stood for truth and actual-
ities. "The time will come when wo shall

mention their names and call them our friends.

After the War we shall do homage to these
men and to their incorruptible conduct. \Ve
shall erect monumental brasses in their

honour. They are heroes, and their memories
shall be consecrated."]

A LITERARY spokesman of the Huns
Pays liberal homage to those " daunt-

less
"

sons
Of hostile nations, who have all along
Maintained their fellow - countrymen

were wrong.
No guerdon for their courage is too

great,

But, till the War is ended, they must
wait ;

Then shall Germauia, with grateful soul,

Inscribe their names upon her golden
roll ;

And "monumental brasses" shall attest

The zeal wherewit h they strove to foul

their nest.

Such homage no one grudges them in

lands

Where eulogy for deep damnation
stands ;

But in the Motherland they still infest

How shall we treat this matricidal pest?
No torture, not the worst their patrons

use
On starving women or on shipsvrecked

crews,
No pain however bitter would requite
Their transcendental infamy aright.

Death in whatever form were all too

mild

For those who at their country's

anguish smiled.

Oblivion is by far the bitterest woe
England's professional revilers know,
Who joyously submit to be abhorred
But suffer grinding torments if ignored.
So let them live, renounced by their

own sons,
And taste the amnesty that spares and

shuns.

"Mrs. J. M. B (n,'c Nurse ),
a

son." Scotsman.

Nurses, like poets, are born, not made.
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THE PLAY'S THE THING.

JUST outside Mrs. Ropes' drive gates

thero lies a famous and exclusive golf

course, and when she turned her house

into a Convalescent Home the secretary

wrote offering the hospitality of the

club to all ollicers who might come

under her care.

Nevertheless when H:\ynos and I

first arrived, wo were both ton languid

and feeble for any more exacting form

of athletics than spillikins and jig-

saws, and it was some time before the

M.O. gave us permission to go on the

links.

"And remember," he added, "gently
to begin with. Stop at the thirteenth

hole."

:;: if : '.

'

" Of course/' I said apologetically to

Haynes as we neared the club-house,

"I was pretty putrid before the War,
so I shall be simply indescribable now."

" My dear chap, this isn't going to

be a match. Keep your excuses till we

play serious golf. To-day's just a

gentle knock round. Here we are.

I '11 go and borrow some clubs
; you

get a couple of caddies."

Five minutos later be rejoined me,

carrying two sets of clubs.
" Hallo !

"
he remarked in surprise.

" I didn't know you 'd brought your
family. Introduce me."

" Mabel," I said,
" and Lucy our

caddies."

"Girls?"
"
They have that appearance. Why

not?"
"
They '11 cramp my style horribly ;

I like to be free."
" Can't you bo free in French for

once?
"

" Most unsatisfying. Why didn't you
get boys ?

"

" The caddy-master says (a) girls are

better ; (l>) he has no boys ; (c) all the

boys he has are booked by plutocrats
with season tickets."

"
Oh, all right. Here are your clubs

the pro. gave me the only two sets

he had available. You 're a bit taller

than I am, so I 've given- you the long
ones."

,

I looked at them critically.
"Doesn't a pair of stilts go with

them?" I asked.
"
Well, mine are worse. Just a

bundle of toothpicks. Here, catch hold,

Lucy."
Mabel teed up for me. I selected a

driver about the length of a telegraph
polo and swept my ball away, it

stopped just short of the first bunker.

Haynes bent himself double to ad-
dress bis ball, but straightened up while

swinging and missed it by a foot. At
the second attempt he hooked it over

square-leg's head on to the fairway of

the eighteenth hole.
" Sacrc bleu !

"
he said with very fair

freedom,
" I 'm not going all that way

after it. Lucy, run and fetch it, there 's

a dear."

Lucy, highly scandalized at the idea

of losing a hole so tamely, started off
;

Mabel and Hnynes and 1 went after

my ball.

I took the mashie, because I dis-

trusted my ability to carry the bunker
with another telegraph pole. That
mashie would have been about the right

length for mo if I could have stood

on a chair while making my stroke.

As it was it entered the ground two
feet behind the ball and emerged, with

a superb divot, just in front.
" Aren't there any short clubs in the

bag, Mabsl ?
"

I asked. She handed
me a straight-faced putter . . .

Five strokes later I picked my ball

up out of the bunker.
" I 'm over-exerting myself," I said.

" We'll call that hole a half."

Neither of us was satisfied with his

tee shot at the next hole. I picked my
ball out of a gorge-bash, and Haynes
rescued his from a drain. Then we
strolled amicably towards the third tee.

Our caddies, unused to such methods,
followed reluctantly.
"Was that 'ole 'alved, too, Sir?"

piped Mabel with anxious interest.

"It's a nice point. I hardly know.

Why?"
She hung her head and blushed. A

sudden suspicion struck me.
"
Mabel," I said sternly,

" are you
can you be betting on this game?

"

"
Yes, Sir," she answered with a touch

of defiance. "Boys always does."

I told Haynes, who appeared pro-

foundly shocked.

"Good G ! I mean, Mun (lieu!"

he exclaimed. " What are we doing ?
"

"
Surely you can't hold us respon-

sible? The child's parents . . ."
" I don't mean.that, you ass. Here

we have the innocent public putting its

money on our play, and we 're treating
the whole thing as a joke. This has

got to be a match, after all. A woman's
fortune hangs upon the issue doesn't

it, Lucy?"
"
Yes, Sir," she answered without

comprehension.
From this point the game became a

grim struggle. I won the third hole in

seventeen, but Haynes took the fourth

in nineteen to my twenty-two.
At the fifth I noticed a pond guarding

the green. I carefully circumvented
this with my faithful putter and holed
out in my smallest score of the round
so far.

" Hi !

"
shouted Haynes.

" How
many?

" He had been having a little

hockey practice by himself in the rough,
and was now preparing to play an

approach shot across the pond.
" Twelve !

"

" Then I 've this for the hole," he

yelled, and topped his ball gently into

the water . . .

So it went on what the papers call

a ding-dong struggle. Suffice it to say
that at the twelfth I was dormy one
and in a state of partial collapse.
The thirteenth is a short hole. You

drive from a kind of pulpit, and the

green is below you, protected by large
stiff-backed bunkers like pews.
"Last hole, thank Heaven," panted

Haynes.
" I couldn't bear much more.

I 'm all of a dither as it is."

Mabel, twittering with excitement,
teed up. I looked at the green lying

invitingly below and took that gigantic

putter. The ball, struck with all my
little remaining strength, Hew straight
towards the biggest bunker, scored a

direct hit on the top cf it, bounced high
in the air and trickled on to the green.

Haynes invoked the Deity (even at

that stressful moment, to bis eternal

credit, in French) and took his minia-
ture driver. His ball, hit much too hard,

pitched in the same bunker, crossed it,

climbed up the face of it, and joined
mine on the green. Utterly unnerved,
we toddled down and took our putts.

Haynes, through sheer luck (as he

admits), laid his ball stone dead ;
I had

a brain-storm and over-ran the hole,

leaving myself a thirty-foot putt for the

match. I took long and careful aim,
but my hands were shaking pitifully.
The ball started on a grotesquely wrong
line, turned on a rise in the ground,
cannoned off a worm-cast and plopped
into the tin. Mabel gave a shriek of

joy, and Lucy well, I regret to say
that Lucy made use of a terse expres-
sion the French equivalent of which
her employer had been at great pains
to remember. Haynes ;

and I lay flat

on the ground, overcome as much by
emotion as by our physical weakness.

At last I struggled to a sitting

posture.
"
Mabel," I croaked,

" I shall want
at least ten per cent, commission for

that. How much have you won?" .

"
Please, Sir," she cooed happily,

" a

Vp'ny, Sir."

The Merry Widow (grass).

'"Mother's help, to assist lady; husband

away ; happy home."

Birmingham Daily Post.

"A St. Clcather man, who had planted a

wastrel, is to bo invited to attend the next

meeting." Western Morning Ncirs.

Surely they don't want the wastrel

dug up again.
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FRATERNISING
Nervous Tommy (on outpost duty for the first time).

Tommy. "ADVANCE AN' BE RECONCILED."

AT THE FRONT.
"OO GOES THERE?" Bosch Scout. "FniKXD."

A NEW USE FOR LATIN.
BY oun CLASSICAL EXPERT.

"Greek is in the last ditch," writes
Sir HENRY NEWBOLT in his New Study
of English Poetry ;

" Latin is trembling
at sight of the thin edge of the wedge."
Still a hope of saving Latin within
limits yet remains, if the appeal of
" Kismet

"
in The Spectator meets with

a sympathetic response. He as"ks the
readers of that journal

" to render into

Latin in two or three words the old

cricket adjuration, 'Play the game.'"
He has already had some suggestions,

including
" Lude liidum," from " an

eminent scholar," hut, like the late

Mr. TOOLE in one of his most famous

songs, still he is not happy.
In rendering colloquial phrases into

the lapidary style of ancient Rome, I

confess it is often hard to improve on
the brevity of the vernacular, though
the admonition "to keep your end up

"

can be condensed from four words to

two in " siirsum cauda." Again the
familiar eulogy,

" Stout fellow," can
he rendered in a single word by the

Virgilian epithet "bcllipotens." A dis-

tinguished Latinist recalls in this

context the sentiment of the writer,

Pomponius Caninus :
-

Hi-bin in ailrcmis cotnitcm sors prospcra
pingugm

Del milii.

And to the same authority I am in-

debted for the following version of
" Don't speak to the man at the
wheel :

"

O silete, circumstantcs
Nautas rotam operantcs.

Though Latin is tottering at our
schools it occasionally pops up in un-

expected places. For example, not

very long ago I heard a popular come-
dian introduce his family motto and
translate it for the benefit of a music-
hall audience. Latin quotations, even
from HORACE, have gone out of fashion
in the Houses of Parliament. Perhaps
they will revive on the stage. The
unfair preference for Greek shown by
doctors in the nomenclature of disease

is perhaps to be explained by the

value of unintelligibility. Did not DAN
O'CoNNELL, in his famous vituperative
contest with a Dublin washer-woman,
triumph in the long-run by calling her
an unprincipled parallelepiped ?

Meanwhile I appeal to the Editqr of

The Westminster Gazette, who, in -his

Saturday edition, has done so much to

maintain the practice of classical com-

position, to offer a prize in one of his

periodical competitions for the best

Latin version, of "to buck up," "to
stick it out," "a bit thick," "talking

through one's hat," "I don't think,"
"
blighter,"

"
rotter," and " not "arf."

Ecclesiastical Intelligence.

'Mr. Zangwill (the Chief Rabbi) also

spoke." Daily News.

Following the appointment (recently
announced by Mr. Punch) of Mr. II.

G. WELLS as Chaplain to the Forces.

From a cattle-auction advertise-

ment :

"NoTK. Pigs and Calves are requested to

be forward by 11 o'clock."

Kirkcudbrightshire Advertiser.

Vive la j)olitesse I

"The hereditary privilege of remaining
covered in the presence of thu Monan-h w;i

granted by Henry VIII. to John Korest2r of

Watling Street, in 1570." Observer.

We wonder what GOOD QUEEN BESS

thought about this posthumous inter-

ference on the part of her papa.

From Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL'S
latest novel :

"It was, indeed, something of an achieve-
ment to get on terms of confidence with those
alien children . . . many of whom had ac-

quired a precocious suspicion of Greeks bear-

ing gifts. That sense of cnreat donor was

perhaps their most pathetic characteristic."

Timeo Danaos et dona accipientes !

Which may be roughly rendered :
" I

suspect TINO, even when he's in re-

ceipt of a subsidy."
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" WELL, IT 's TIMF. WE WEBE OFF. BUT PABDON ME, Mns. GOLDBERG DO YOU THINK YOU OUGHT TO WEAB so MANY PEARLS t.i

AN ECONOMY MEETING?"
"ALL BIGHT. I WON'T IF YOU THINK NOT. BUT AS A MATTEB OF FACT THEY ABE AN ECONOMY. YOU SEF., MY HUSBAND IS rUTTIN'

HIS MONEY IN PEABLS TO SAVE INCOME-TAX." ,

LAVENDER.
I 'M tickled by a pansy, wot 'a called an 'Appy Thought ;

I 'm gone on yaller
" Glories

"
of the proper smelly sort

;

And once I 'eld gerani-ums was grander than the rest,

But now I likes the lavender, the simple-lookin' lavender,
A little bit o' lavender the best.

My mate 'e 'd been a gardener ; 'is roses wasn't beat
;

'Is marrers was a marvel and 'is strorberries a treat ;

But w'en 'e leave 'is corlitiow'rs an', lettuce to enlist,

'E said it was the lavender, 'is blinkin' bit o' lavender,
A silly patch o' lavender 'e missed.

In France I used to foller 'im to gather up the bits ;

'E "'adu't "card" o' snipers and 'e
" wasn't 'eedin'

"
Fritz ;

Till in a slip o' garden by the Convent 'o was copped^
And dahn among the lavender, the trodden sodden lavender,

The bloody muddy lavender 'e dropped.

A job it was to fix 'im up and do a double bunk,
But 'e was chattin' casual while I was oozin' funk ;

'E yarned abaht the bits o' things 'e used to see at Kew,
An" told mo of the lavender, the tidy lot of lavender,

The leagues an' leagues o' lavender 'e grew.

They book 'im through to Blighty and 'e drop a line from

'orne,

Comparin' clay in Flanders with the proper British loam
;

" An' w'en you gets yer seven days, you come along an' see

The roses an' the lavender, the lavender, the lavender . . .

You oughter see the lavender !

"
says 'e.

My mate 'e 'ad a sister, w'ich I didn't even guess
Till I was at the wicker-gate an' see 'er cotton dress ;

'Er face was sweet as summer-time an' pretty as a tune ;

'Er eyes was like the lavender, the blue bewitchin' lavender,
As lovely as the lavender in June.

She bid me welcome kindly, an' as quiet as you please,
An' fust wo talk o' battlefields an' then we talk o' bees ;

But, though the 'olly'ocks was aht an' all the roses red,
I only see the lavender, the patch o' purple lavender ;

" I 'in pleased you likes the lavender," she said.

I 'm tickled by a pansy, wot 's called an 'Appy Thought ;

I 'm gone' on jailor
" Glories

"
of the proper smelly sort ;

An' once I 'eld gerani-ums was gayer than the rest, .

But now I likes the lavender, a little sprig o' lavender,
I likes a bit o' lavender the best.

An Infant Prodigy.
" Sir Frederick Smith, the Attorney-General, is 0, but does not look

it, for he keeps a full thatch and a fresh complexion, and has features

so softly .contoured that as a baby he must have been the pride of

the family." Yorkshire Erining Post.

Asia in Europe.
"Serbia has been crushed, and, with the exception of Salonika

and the regions temporarily held by the British in Palestine and

Mesopotamia, Germany holds command of Middle Europe.
That becomes quite obvious when one looks at the map."

Kr. RoisKitT Jii.ATciiFovn in " The Sunday Chronicle."
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BETKAYED.
Tin: PANDER. "COME ON; COME AND BE KISSED BY HIM.
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monditi/, December 3rd. No furthei

publicity is to be given to Lord LANS
DOWNE'S letter if the Government car

help it. But the author is not to be

prosecuted and the rumour that Lans-

downo House lias been raided by the

police and its noble owner's type-writer
confiscated lacks confirmation.

A long and complicated answer by
Mr. CLYNES, describing and defending
the new sugar-cards, was not altogether

satisfying. Sir P. BANBURY'S inquiry
" Does the lion, gentleman think that

anybody will get any sugar after this ?
'

was prompted, no doubt, by anxiety for

the future of his famous cakes; but it

expressed the general doubt.

Lord ROBERT CECIL, who lias

hitherto stoutly denied that the Allies

have given ex-KiNO CONSTANTINE a

retiring allowance, admitted that the

Greek Government might make him
some payment, and that the Allies

furnished Greece with money. In

other words, Greece has given TINO a

penny to play in the next street, and
the Allies have lent her the penny.
Asked by Mr. GEORGE LAMBERT

whether the labour expended on fitting

gas-bags to motor cars could not be
more usefully employed, the MINISTER
OF NATIONAL SERVICE replied as fol-

lows :
" The questions involved in the

use of gas-bags, including that raised

by the hon. Member, are being con-

sidered." And Mr. LAMBERT is now
wondering whether Sir AUCKLAND
GEDDES intended to be personal.

Tuesday, December 4th. In answer
to a question as to what steps-the Board
of Agriculture was taking to replant
districts denuded of trees, Sir RICHARD
WINFREY replied that "

surplus nursery
stock

"
would be transplanted by

"gangs of women." Evidently sur-

prised by the laughter which followed,
he whispered to his neighbour,

" Have
I said anything very funny?

"

At the end of a long catechism by
Mr. KING regarding the literature issued

by the War Aims Committee, Mr.
OUTHWAITE inquired if it could be sent
to Members of the House. Major GUEST
was quite ready to oblige. In his

opinion some Members, including Mr.
OUTHWAITE himself, would be much
the better for its perusal.

Mr. PRATT is about the last Minister
whom I should have suspected of

cynicism, but I have my doubts about
him now. By his admission the British

Pharmacopoeia (war edition) contains
"
Glycerins devo'id of glycerin and

syrups free from sugar."
"
But," he

added, "it does not materially lessen
their value as medicines."

Upon the House being asked to

recommit the Representation of the

People's Bill in respect of the provisions

dealing with conscientious objectors
and redistribution in Ireland, Mr. RED-
MOND, naturally anxious lest the House
should imagine that Ireland's objection

-I

A STORY LACKING CONFIRMATION,
to military service was conscientious, re-

quested the SPEAKER to divide thedebate
into water-tight compartments. No
artificial restraints, however, could keep
Mr. HEALY within bounds. He ranged
at large over Irish history, and declared
that the decision to impose on Ireland
a (more or less) equitable system of

representation was an outrage only to

be compared with the breach of the

Treaty of Limerick.
As a humourist on this occasion Mr.

HEALY had to yield the palm to a col-

league. The CHIEF SECRETARY incident-

SUGARLESS BANBURY CAKES.

ally referred to the arrangement that
no contentious business should be taken

during the War. "Except by agree-
ment," interjected Mr. NUGENT.

Wednesday, December 5th. Not long
ago Lord ROBERT CECIL referred to a
rumour that the German Government
intended to encourage polygamy. Mr.
KING, shocked to discover that this

charge rested upon a statement in a
neutral newspaper, protested against
the practice of making speeches

" on
such miserable foundations." As the
bulk of the hon. Member's own utter-

ances have a similar basis the retort

was almost too obvious; and Mr. BAL-
FOUH in making it must have felt as if

ho had shot his bird sitting.
The courage of the hero who took up

the challenge :

" Whoever shall these
boots displace, must meet Bombastes
face to face," was comparatively nothing
to that of Mr. H. W. FORSTEK, who in
the interests of economy has promised

:

to limit the height of women's boots.
There will be much stamping of lofty
heels at this ukase. Sir JOHN REES
thought another order lengthening
skirts was the logical corollary, and
so it is if the Government really want
" to make both ends meet." But Mr.
FORSTER showed no disposition to
embark upon petticoat government.

Irish Nationalists worked themselves
into seven different kinds of fury over
the decision of the Government to

apply the rules of arithmetic to the
redistribution of seats in their beloved

country. Mr. DILLON threatened the
House with the possibility that at the
next General Election he and his col-

leagues might be wiped out of exist-

ence. Scared by this awful prospect
so many Liberals voted against the
closure that the Government only
escaped defeat by 29.

Thursday, December 6th. The pros-
pect of an all-night sitting rendered the
House unusually irritable. Mr. HEALY
fulminated at Sir E. CARSON (who was
not present) in language that re-

minded Colonel SHARMAN-CRAWFORD of
" a low police-court." Mr. DILLON'S

high top note was ceaselessly employed
in emitting adjectives more remarkable,
as Mr. BONAR LAW icily observed, for

their strength than for their novelty.
At one time it looked as if there was to

be a first-class Irish row. But wiser
counsels ultimately prevailed. The
House as a whole was in no mood for

protracted discussion in which non-
Irish moonlighters might participate.
At last there is hope that the instruc-

tions of the FOOD-CONTROLLER will have
some practical result. To-day in reply
to a question Mr. CLYNES said,

" The
order about to be issued will contain

provisions . . ." Ah ! if it only will.
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EVIDENCE.
Officer. "Now, SERGEANT-MAJOR, WHAT MAKES you TIIIXK THIS MAN WAS DRUNK?"

Sergeant- Mnjnr. "Sill, ON THE NIGHT OK THK 2">TH, WHKX I MET THE ACCUSED, 'E RAISED 'IS 'AT, ACCOMPANYING TUB MOTION WITH
THK WORDS, 'GOOD EVKNIN*, BLUE BEARD !'"

THE LOST LEADER.
THE Hillabury Company of the 2nd Battalion of the

Lastshire Volunteers were being inspected for efficiency by
a Captain of the Grenadier Guards, who had graciously
come down and devoted his Sunday afternoon to this pur-

pose. Forty
" A " men had obeyed their country's call and

turned up on parade, and among the officers was Alfred

] [erberh, who was a second-lieutenant of the mature age of

fifty, lie was enthusiastic, but a slow learner, always
confusing himself and his men. Still, he was obviously
doing his best, and the men forgave him and did their best

to cover up his faults.
" Mr. Herbert," said the inspecting officer sharply,

" be

good enough to take the company out and move them
about for a few minutes."

Herbert's heart began to beat at the double. He had
known that this ordeal might come, but he had hoped
againsb hope that, if ho made himself small and meek, he
would be overlooked. All was in vain ; his time had come.
"Drill them as a company of two platoons," said the stern

Guardsman.
"
Yes, Sir," said Herbert. " Shall I

"

" Take them out at once, Sir. We have no time to

waste."

It was at this moment that Herbert's first dream, or I

should rather say the first phase of his treble dream, began.
He dreamt that he called the company to attention, caused
them to slope arms, and moved them to the right in fours.

So far so good.
Now they were in columns of fours and marching gaily.
" This is a good dream," thought Herbert. " I will get

them into line. On the right, form company!" he shouted

at the top of his voice.

He had done it. He had got the rear rank in front, and
this is a terrible state of affairs, leading to the most fright-
ful complications at any rate in the Lastshiro Volunteers.

" Move to the right in fours !

"
he commanded ; and then

the trouble began.
In less than half a minute, forty deserving men, in-

cluding N.C.O.'s, were tied up into a series of terrifically

complicated
"

knots, in the midst of which the Company
Sergeant-Major- bobbed about, an angry cork on a stormy
ocean of desperate men.

"
Very good, Mr. Herbert, oh, very good indeed," said the

Inspecting Officer.

At this point Herbert passed into his second phase and
dreamed that it was all a dream.
But the question remained : what was he to do ?
" Double !

"
lie shouted, and himself gave the example.

And as he ran ho passed into his third phase and dreamed
it was all true ; and he woke up with a start at the orderly
room, and found that it was true.

That very evening he resigned his commission,
"
owing,"

as he wrote,
" to an incurable habit of getting the rear rank

in front."

What happened to the men I cannot say with certainty.
I think they are still struggling.
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Physical Exercise Instructor. "'ERE, YOU! WHAT THE DEUCE ABE YOU LARFING AT?"

Recruit. "OH, SEKGEANT, I I-WAS THINKING WHAT PRICELESS BALLY ASSES WE MUST LOOK!"

MEDITATIONS OF MARCUS O'REILLY.

ON THE DANGER OF POPULARITY.

The Ballybun Binnacle has ceased

publication I hope temporarily, for I

have had to fall back on The Times.

The latter is the better paper for wrap-
ping things in, and they seem to use a

good kind of ink which does not come
off on the butter, but it 's a bit weak on

|

its advertising side. It was O'Mullins

across the road who pointed this out
to me first. He had, he says, an adver-

tisement a whole week in The Times
for a total abstainer to make himself

otherwise useful and to mend his stable

door ; but no apparent notice was taken
of it. The same advertisement had not
been a couple of hours in The Binnacle
before three tinkers tried to steal his

horse.

I have heard people speak well of the
editorials in our chief London rival, but

they are not thought much of ill Bally-
bun

; they haven't the flavour. Our

paper used to be strongly political, but
the increase in the number of sub-

scribers did not pay for the libel actions,
'

and so of late we have been cultivating
an open mind and advertisements. It

is true that even so it was impossible
for Casey, our editor, to steer wholly
clear of vexed political questions, but
his latest manner was admirably states-

manlike. He would summarise the

opposing views of our eight or nine

parties and then state boldly that he

agreed with most of them, and as for

the rest he would not shrink to declare,

in the face of the world if necessary,
that they were full of an intellectual

Zeitgeist, unfortunately only too spor-
adic. He would then sum up by draw-

ing attention to the bargain sale of

white goods at the Ballybun Emporium.
Everybody liked this, and the Ballybun
Bon Marche would send in its adver-

tisement for our next week's issue.

The Binnacle has ceased publication,
of course, before. When the editor took

his summer holiday or went to a friend's

wedding in the country he would often

leave the bringing of it out to his staff.

The latter used normally to edit the

sporting and fashionable columns and
was called Flannagan, but had only
one eye and was somewhat eccentric.

Flannagan couldn't be bothered some-
times and sometimes he would go fishing.

Still, although the paper did not come
out just when we expected, Flannagan
might relent and bring it out two or

three days later, and at all events he

always told us the news whenever he
met us in the street.

Thus we could not strictly say that

we had no local newspaper. But now,
I fear, the case is altered, and The
Binnacle has been killed solely by its

own popularity.
It doesn't do for an editor to be too

popular. People used to drop in on

Casey at all hours of the day and lend a

hand and smoke his tobacco and try to

borrow money. His sanctum became
the fashionable lounge of the Ballybun

elite. A great gap was caused in the

front of the paper amongst the best-

paying advertisements by Kelly's trying
to clean his pipe with part of the lino-

type machine. Casey noticed this,

and further attributed the matter to

the Censor, whom he attacked vigor-

ously in a leading article for trying to

throttle the safety
- valve of trade by

inoculating the thin end of the wedge ;

he will do this again, he added, at his

own peril. He also told Kelly the same.
As our respected Member of Parlia-

ment is hanging tenaciously on to

life, and we could not very well in-

vite him to create a vacancy, we were
at a loss how to mark our esteem
for our popular editor in a prac-
tical manner. Casey himself suggested
a testimonial. His friends, however,
said that nothing sordid should ever

enter into the feelings with which they
regarded him, and decided finally on

electing him to the second highest
office a layman in our part can hope to

hold. He was elected Judge "unani-

mously," as he put it, "by 29 to 3
"

and the race meeting came off last week.

We hate to hold it in war-time, but

the breed of horses and hookies must
L>e kept up. Even the bed-ridden took

a day off and trooped to it.

Picture the feelings of the crowd
when Casey merged the judge into the

editor and kept declaring race after

race a dead heat. They rose at him as

one man and clamoured for souvenirs.
1 What was left of Casey shook the dust
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of Hullyhun ofT his feet, wh i;

impulsive patriots were smashing hi-

office I'urnll lire.

This only proves what I have often

maintained, that popularity iilway
makes a man unpopular in the lon|
run. Meanwhile Tin' l!lh,l,,ni I'.m

nii,-li- has reused In appear, hut I see
from 'I'll i- 'I'm has ln> >n a

movemenf in Berlin in favour of I
he h\ L

BOOKS AND BOOKS.
["The hist books of the Winter SIM

crce]>ilie ml .1 ail. I

nicle.

Tm: last hooks of Winter,
Some slim ami some stout .

1'Voin I IK; hands of the primer
Are now "creeping out";

And it, 's iielpful to learn from
A man on the spot

That some are important
And others are not.

And yet the conviction

Expressed in this guise
In the matter of fiction

I 'd like to revise;
For of the romances

Unceasingly shot,

From the press, most are piffle
And very few not.

From minstrelsy's mclte,
Its foam and its surge,

A Keats or a Shelley

May haply emerge ;

Or there may be a Tupper
To leaven the lot

Some bards are immortal
And others are not.

We're certain to meet with
The stock never fails

Some Memoirs replete with

Fatiguing details;
But the chance isn't great of

A Lockhart and Scott,
Or a Boswell and Johnson

No, certainly not.

Some prophet whose coming
Is yet undivined

May set the world humming
And stagger mankind;

It may be a Darwin
Some publisher 's got

Up his sleeve, or it may bo
Some one who is not.

There may be some clinkers

Now "
creeping

"
to light,

Tremendous deep thinkers

Or high in their Hight ;

There may be diffusers

Of air that is hot
;

There may be a Bergson,
Again there may not.

i//&

Hostess (playfully). "WiiAT HAVEN'T YOU FINISHED yi

Sandy (regarding cake, from u-hich lie hat been told to hflp himself).
;EN, A CAKE O' THIS. SIZE I8NA 8AE SOON EATKN AS YE MAY TIIKNK."

Alt, I'.i

Though the publishing season
Is now on the wane,

This isn't a reason

Why we should complain ;

For the view of the expert
His "

i's
"
when \vo dot

Is that some books are useful,
But most of them rot.

From the report of a speech by the
hief Justice of New Zealand :

"His Excellency the Governor may make
any conditk us ho pleases. In fact it- is a
case of 'Hoc volo sic jubes; sit pro rutiono
valnnters." I do not think, the word can l>c

read in that wide sense." Neic Zealand Times.

Nor do we.

Another Impending Apology.
"INDIAN DEFENCE FORCE OR]

CALCUTTA SOTTISH."

Tlte Empire (Calcutta).

" Defendant was fined 20. for the abusive

l.ingungc which, said the Chairman was tin-

Worst the Magistrates had ever MI-II."

1'rurincial 1'aper.
Or even tasted.

"
Antiques arc the ' best sellers

'

at all

-.and one nuv-ts ImnteiN of them all

over the country. I hear ef Mrs. en-

gaged on the chase at Bath for her charitv
ne. The Duchess of was there, too,

taking the waters." Daily Mirror.

Some of our collectors will stop at

nothing.
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ART TO THE RESCUE.
No means to got people to invest in

War Bonds can be seriously objected

to : but I must confess that when, on a

railway station hoarding, I caught sight

of a poster representing WHISTLER'S

famous portrait of his mother, with the

words, " Old Ago is Coming," printed

across it, beneath an appeal to the

public to be prudent about the future

by buying Government stock now,
I experienced a jolt. Because this

picture has always been one of the

sacred things, and to see it again was

a necessary part of any visit to Paris.

As to the shock which the sight would

have caused the painter, were be alive

to-day, the pen prefers to say little.

Even witSi three patriotic motives to

control him for he was American by
birth, French by sympathy, and English

by residence WHISTLEM must have

delivered his mind. That he would con-

sider this anything but a gentle art of

breaking enemies, is certain ;
nor can

I see him holding his peace about it.

Personally, however, I got over my
own sense of the outrage very quickly.
For the new War Bonds must succeed,
and the end justifies the means, however

desperate that is how I looked at it,

and therefore, instead of maintaining an
attitude of preciosity, I began to wonder
how I could assist the authorities (who
had dared to bend the Butterfly to their

purpose) to further useful acts of van-

in the interests of the Allies and to the

lasting detriment of Germany and

|

then replace her. But there is no need

to trouble about the replacing. That
1

will be automatic.

Beginning with the postulate that

i War's sinews must be forthcoming,
'

or HAKI and PANG will baiter at the

Hun to insufficient purpose, we can do

dalism. Nothing should, I determined, 1

stand in my way. Where they were

merely
"
hairy," I would be absolutely

bald-headed. Hence, if there is any-
thing in the suggestions that follow
which may set the teeth of the reverent
on edge, it must be attributed to honest
zeal. All that I want is for the Ken-

nedy-Jones of the movement to lift Art
from her pedestal for a few days only

anything. Let then, I say, all the artists

be conscripted, whether old masters or

young. The facade of the National

Gallery is to-day one vast hoarding
advertising the progress of the Loan ; let

us go inside and levy upon its treasures

too. A few pictorial suggestions will

be found on this page; others will

occur to its habitues, and doubtless

the Trustees (although Lord LANS-
DOWNE is one) will be only too glad
to fall in with tho project.

BURNE-JONES'H "
Cophetua and the

Beggar Maid "
hangs, for instance, in

the National Gallery temporarily
borrowed from the Tate at this

moment. It would make a good piece
of propaganda.

" Why is the maid a

beggar?" "Because her parents had
not provided against the future by
provident and patriotic speculation."
Close by hangs, also on loan from
the Tate, CECIL LAW-SON'S " Harvest
Moon." " Why on this most favour-

able of nights is there no raid ?
"

"Because the success of tho War Bonds

brought about Germany's surrender."

After the authorities' most admirable
and desirable way with WHISTLKB'S
mother, you can do anything and should
do anything. That is my point.
And not only tho National Gallery,

but the galleries of France and Italy,
and even Germany herself. Perhaps
Germany first of all, for there would
be a piquancy in thus employing
the cherished possessions of the foe.

Could not something be done, for ex-

ample, with the famous wax bust, the

glory of the Kaiser Friedrich Collec-

tion, into which LEONARDO DA VINCI,
as a finishing touch, crammed an early-
Victorian waistcoat beforedeliveringtlic

masterpiece to its owner? A really in-

genious organisershould be able to make
telling use of that, perhaps with a play
on the word "investment." But mean-
while LEONARDO would, I am sure, be

only too willing to suppress his sensitive

feelings and assist his fellow-country-
men in their stand on the Piave by con-

tributing "Monna Lisa." Some such
words as these would serve: " Why is

she smiling that satisfied smile ?
"

" Because she has bought a nice little

packet of War Bonds and thus insured
a comfortable old age." At the same
time TITIAN could help to savo his

Venice by lending the "Venus" from
the Ufti/i. " Why is this lady so

naked?" "Because she neglected to

invest in War Bonds, and thus had HO-

thing with which to buy clothes later

on." Or, if a French or English picture
were preferred, INGRES' " La Source,"
from the Louvre, or LKIGHTON'S "Bath
of Psyche

"
from the National Gallery,

could be used with the same touching

legend. But I feel that TITIAN should

have the first chance. And there are

living painters too who would come in.

Our own old master AUGUSTUS JOHN

(who is now, I am told, a major)
would, no doubt, be delighted to lend

the hoardings one of the pictures from

his exhibition now in progress. The

portrait of Mr. G. B. SHAW, for

example, in which the eyes of the great
seer are closed. " Why is this old

gentleman not looking at you ?
"

'iBe-

|

cause he is afraid you may not have

bought any War Bonds and he can't

bear to see anything unpatriotic."
But enough has been said. The

National War Bonds must be sold, and
Art must help, and no one must wince.
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Milliter (in course of an arithmetic lesion). "WHAT IS HALF FOUB?" Daughter. "Two.'
Mother. "AND CAN YOU TELL ME WHAT is HALF FIVE?"

Jlanghter. "WELL, MUMMIE, IT DEPENDS WHICH HALF YOU MEAN THE TWO OB THE THREE."

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

MANY years ago, wlicn I was younger and more opti-
mistic than to-day, I thought out what struck me as

au adventure-story of wonderful promise, and confided the

plot to a friend, reputed expert in such matters. He heard
me with indulgent attention and, when I had finished,
"
Capital," says he ;

" hut do you propose to differentiate it

in any way from J)r<ul Mini's Hook ?" I am reminded of

this ancient wound hy the appearance of a new buccaneer-

ing book by Sir ARTHUR QuiLLicu-CoucH ; and that not

only on account of the name of the author, but because
when a tale of this kind begins in Bristol Docks, with a

company that includes an apprentice
- hero, a one-eyed

sailor and a parrot of piratical past, it is impossible not to

recall Treasure Island. However this may be, Mortallone
soon attains a development quite sufficiently original, with
an island and a secret and a noble store of buried treasure,
all in doubloons and pieces of eight, which is exactly how I

prefer it. In short a capital yarn, which did but confirm
me in an old resolve that, were I ever thinking of com-

mencing pirate or starting any unlawful business of the

seas, I should avoid apprentices like the plague. The
second part of Mortallone and Aunt Trinidad (ARROW-
SMITH) I found rather less satisfactory. Here a number
of talcs of the Spanish Main are supposed to be told by a

trio of withered beldames whose youthful prime was spent
as pirate queens. A striking and novel approach ; though
my belief in it was hindered by the discovery that these

untutored crones not only spoke but wrote an admirable,
if slightly mannered, prose, akin to that of STEVENSON or,

say, Sir ARTHUR himself. But these be the carpings of

age ;
I arn sure that no hoy lucky enough to find Mortal-

lone among his Christmas presents will leave a paragraph
undevoured.

Dr. II. STUEHMER is one of that small band of Germans
who have had the courage to denounce the policy and acts

of their Government. When the War began ho joined the
German army, fought in the Masurian operations, was
invalided out of the army at the beginning of 1915, and

thereupon became correspondent in Constantinople of the
Kiilnische Zeitung, in which capacity be acted until the end
of 1916, when his too great truthfulness proved distasteful

to his employers and he had to give up his place. Now he
resides in Switzerland and " makes use," he says,

" of the

opportunity ... to range himself boldly on the side of

truth, and show that there are still Germans who find it

impossible to condone, even tacitly, the moral transgression
and political stupidity of their own and an allied Govern-
ment." This is a big undertaking, hut Dr. STIT.IIMKK

attacks it manfully in his book, Two War Years in Con-

stantinople (HoDDER AND STouoiiTON). He gives a harrow-

ing description of the sufferings of the Armenians, and
leaves no doubt that he considers Germany responsible for

the massacre of a nation. I advise those who desire first-

hand knowledge of the political schemes and ambitions of

the Germans and their Young Turkish friends to consult
this book. It is a mine of information.

Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL always packs his novels with
sober stuff and redeems them from any trace of dulness by
the skill with which he handles his theme, and by his
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conscientious study not only of his characters but of the

details of his background. That background in The Dwell-

ing-Place of Light (MACMILLAN) is an American cotton-

mill district with a mixed alien population of operatives,

and trouble brewing as the result of a headstrong wage-

cutting manager, Claude Ditmar, in conflict with the I.W.W.
The phases of this grim struggle are most forcibly described,

the author holding no brief for either protagonist. And,
if widower Ditmar, man of iron, for whom the Chippering
Mill is his second and abiding mate, be no hero, Janet, his

typist, has the makings of a notable heroine. How this

girl, full of character and of passion bravely restrained,

breaks down the business preoccupation of her chief and
how her courage and steadfast honour convince him that

the liaison he promised himself will not suffice for honour
or purified desire all this is finely told. It was, however,
but a faltering and slowly-growing conviction, and death

claims him before bo can make amends for the wrong into

which his masterful pleading has betrayed her. 1 never

quite precisely gathered
of light." Anyway it

wasn't the Chippering
Mill . . . But I was

sorry when I reached

the four hundred and
ninth and last of the

closely-set pages. Good
measure for a book in

war-time.

what was " the dwelling-place

Fleet- Surgeon T. T. JEANS, R.N., scores heavily off most
writers of boys' adventure tales by having actually lived

the life he describes. Here, for instance, in A Naval
Venture (BLACKIK) we do get the real thing, and boys
would be well-advised to sample it and see if it is not

preferable to the kind of adventurous fiction produced so

prolifically for their amusement. Not that this yarn is

lacking in adventure ; indeed it is concerned with the

Gallipoli campaign, from the landings until the evacuation,
and anything more adventurous

'

it would be hard to

imagine. In reading this story of The Orphan, The Lamp-
post, Bubbles, The Hun, Eau-lins and The Pink Rat, one
feels that the author actually knows these "

snotties," with
their high courage, animal spirits and elementary humour.
It is in fact history spiced with fiction. Of all the char-
acters my vote goes to Kaiser Bill, for although, being a

tortoise, he performed no deeds of actual gallantry, he
carried good luck with him wherever he went. Besides,
his name might annoy the ALL-HIGHEST. Mr. JEANS
made an extremely good shot when he drew his bow at

1 A Naval Venture.

UNPUBLISHED
PANOPECS EXPLAINS HIS MODEL AT THE

THE TROJAN WAR.

Throughout a vaga-
bond career that began
in happiness on a farm
and finished, thank-

fully, amongst the

fields, Frank Bainger
followed always the

pathway of the broader

experience. Followed
it so stoutly and was
such good company on
the long road that whe-
ther it was high holiday
at Cranbrook Circus
with Maggie Coalbran, or a fight for the hopeless cause of

the Southern States in shell-torn Vicksburg, or only the

keeping of eternal lazy summer with the peons of Yucatan,
I was altogether content to go humbly forward with him,
convinced that, as it was written, so and no otherwise should
it be. Even when he deservedly failed to become a shining
light in the literary firmament to which he aspired an un-
heard-of piece of audacity on the part of his authoress I did
not rebel. Miss SHEILA KAYE SMITH has an essential clarity
of visualisation, a deep and still reserve of unforced pathos
and an exquisite sense of the haunting word, that combine
with a most competent alertness of movement to make her
latest artistic success, The Challenge to Sirius (NISBET), a
book for which I can hardly find adequate words of praise.
Most admirable of all, perhaps, is a strange faculty she has
shown for making one satisfied that her people should
remain perennially rather poor and unambitious and dull,
and should even grow old without occasioning us regret.
With the deep under-drift of the writer's philosophy one
may not be completely in accord, but certainly it will worry
nobody, while the unity and beauty of her methods hold
one in willing bondage from beginning to end. This is real

literature, and everyone should read it.

Without any very exceptional gifts as a story-teller

You would hardly be-

lieve what a remark-

ably unprincipled set

of persons make up the
cast of Mr. WILLIAM
CAINE'S newest story.

I

He calls them Drones

(METHUEN), but that,

(

I feel, is a charitable
i understatement. There
1 was Eric Wanstanley,
rising young sculptor,

who, because he didn't

rise quickly enough,
was capable of borrow-

ing the savings of his

friend's parlourmaid to

work a system at rou-

lette. The friend, Aus-
tin Jenner, was also an
artist and also rising,

little failing was
concealment of the fact that he was almost wholly sup-
ported by remittances furnished by his hard-working
brother. Incidentally he was engaged to Eric's sister, but
abandoned her without a qualm for the beringed hand of
one Mrs. Meldrum, a rich widow, known as The B. Q.
(Biscuit Queen). Need I say that Mrs. Meldrum, moving
in these circles, and with ambitions as an art patroness,
lived in Cheyne Walk ? Indeed the setting of the whole
comedy is inevitably Chelsea. Having regard to the
number of bad hats among the dramatis persona, you will

probably not be astonished to be told that their goings-on
are excellently entertaining; though I cannot butthinkthat
to give both his leading lady and his soubrette, or Singing
Chambermaid, the handicap of morally deficient young
brothers, does look like laziness on the part of Mr. CAINE.

Surely there exist other avenues to calamity. But it 's an

amusing rogues' comedy.

INCIDENTS IN ANCIENT HISTORY.
WAR OFFICE, ATHENS, DURING

I His

For the Saving of Child-Life.

Mr. G. K. CHESTEHTON will lecture on " How Dickens'
tales came true," on Friday, December 14th, at 3 o'clock,
at 20, Arlington Street (kindly lent by the Marchioness of

Salisbury), in aid of the Kentish Town Day Nursery.
Tickets, 1 Is. Qd., 10.9. 6(7., 7s. Gd., may be obtained from
Countess GREY, of Chester Street, N.W.I.
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CHARIVARIA.
( ;I:M*:IIAI. AU.KNUY having announced

that all the lu>l\ places in Jerusalem

ought to meet. Failing that, \vo think of TrioXKV thinks of tin- capti.

that at least one side might meet. Jerusalem. * *

letters of yi I.KN F,i. izu-.i. i iiWriting to The Ercniiii/ \rirs a

will lie; protected, 1 ho K USKK is iihout Maidstmie gentleman protested against have just been sold hy auction,

to issue; a manifesto to hi-, Turkish tlio action of the authorities \\ hocovereil Strangely enough, nothing is said in

MibjecN, pointing out that, so much up tho Tank in Trafalgar Square on them about her having no quarrel with

time has elapsed since lie was there in Sunday--. On the first. Sunday it seems the Spanish people, but only with their

is; is that, the place can no lunger he

Ponsiderod as holy as it was.

It is now stated that the leader

that somebody tripped over it. Monarch. * *

There appears to be an epidemic of
" Is the potato the saviour of the

of trouble in the animal world. An ele-

tlio Sinn Keinei-s is an American cilixcn. phant at tho /oo has just died, while

It is hardly likely, however, in view of only a few days ago a travelling crane

tho friendly relations prevailing between collapsed at Glasgow.
ourselves anil the I'nited States, that

the point will ho pressed.
. -:-

Another lengthy pamphlet on the

Burglars who looted an Oxford Street

shop last week obtained admission by
making a hole through a brick wall.

Fatherland '.'

"
asks tho Di-ut*<-hr 7

i. Another slight to the A'I.L-

HlCIIKST.

From a review of Lord I.ISTKK'S
" Life":

"It was in KdinhiirKh that ! struck his

most fai s paiii'iit. 11,-nley, who ha* a
record of the ' Chief

'

in his rhymes and
subject of chouse has been issued hy the It is supposed the shop door wasclosed. ;

rhythms. In )l<,[iital.' ''Daily 1

Both together.
AN OFFICER?"

FOOD - CONTROLLER. The

Department now claims

that there is no excuse for

even the simplest grocer

failing to recognise a

cheese when he sees it.

:-. *
*

A painful story comes
from the North of Eng-
land. It appears that a

man left his home saying
that he would obtain a

pound of Devonshire but-

ter or die. He was only

thirty- four years of age.
* :;:

A leaflet containing ,

President WILSON'S recent

speech to Congress has
been passed by the CEN-

sou, who, however, does
not wish it to be under-

stood that he could not

have improved on it if he
had cared to. ... *

*

A grave state of affairs is reported by
a New York paper. It appears that

America will shortly ask Mexico to

make revolutions a criminal offence.

They '11 be stopping baseball next.
* *

A question put by Mr. FIELD in the

House of Commons suggested that

M.P.s should travel on railways free of

charge. The chief objection seems to

be that they would be sure to want
return tickets.

'

*

A domestic servant points out in a

contemporary that she has worked from
seven in the morning until ten o'clock

at night for six months without a break.

Another domestic who holds the smash-
as -smash -can record wonders where
this poor girl learnt her business.

: *

Discussing the London taxi strike a

contemporary remarks that both sides

But it was not in refer-

ence to this incident that

HKM.I-.Y wrote,
" My head

is bloody but unbowed."

"If all fools were ratimii-'l

there could be no fixed

Star.

Of course not; we have

always noticed that the

bigger the fool the more
he eats.

" Kassano is a nice town , by a

dam site. Canadian Paper.

But a Canadian friend tells

us there are others " a dam
sight nicer."

"NOW, MY MAS, WHY DON'T YOU SALUTE WHEN YOU PASS

"The German government
has a terrific explosive, which
is being held in reserve to the

last. .*, . It is said that a bomb
weighing scarcely ten kilo-

metres can annihilate every-

thing within a radius of two

Surely it is only hindering matters
j

thousand feet." New York Herald.

for people to keep writing to the Press We do not mind saying that we are

on the matter of the appointment of a
i frankly afraid of a bomb that weighs

Minister of Health. It seems to be about six miles.

overlooked that so far The Daily Mail
has not indicated who should be ap-

pointed to that position.

The Government having reaffirmed

their statement that they have " no
further fear of submarines," it is felt to

be high time that someone in authority
should break it to the U-boats that they
might as well give it up and go home.

*

The gentleman who wrote to the

Press offering to sell eggs at 4s. Id. a
do/en has since explained that he

merely wanted to show how much
higher the market price is than his

would have been if he had really had

any eggs to sell. #

We understand that it has not yet
been decided in Berlin what the Sultan

"TiPFEBAKY BUBOI.AHY. Tipperary Tem-

perance Club premises have been gurgled."
Cork Examiner.

GILBEUT'S burglar up-to-date :
" He

loves to hear the Temperance Club

a-gurgling."

"General Allcnby, no doubt, will go in due
time to the House of Lords, and military men
are taking a jocular interest in his selection

of a title. Lord Bathsheba might serve, or

Lord Hebron. Lord Jerusalem smacks of the

jocose." Birmingham Daily Post.

For our part we thought
" Lord Bath-

sheba" rather funny too.

An Historical Curiosity.
" At Blenheim is a small glass-topped table.

which contains the sword of the great Duke
of Marlborough, also a letter addressed by him
to Sarah Duchess from the field of Waterloo."

The Queen.
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OUR PACIFISTS.

FAR as my humble daily round extends,

There 's none but longs to see us lay the foe low ;

1 cannot trace upon my list of friends

A solitary instance of a Bolo;

So that I 've sometimes nursed a doubt

Whether there are such lots of them about.

But now, when that Gazette in which I read

(To learn its views on any given matter

And so avoid 'em) hints that no such breed

Exists among us, save in idle chatter,

I am convinced the country reeks

With these unnatural and noisome freaks.

Only the worst are out for German pay ;

Some claim ideals on the loftiest level ;

Peace (and a fig for Honour) is their lay-
Peace and the Brotherhood of man and devil ;

They love all sorts beneath the sun

Even an Englishman ;
but best a Hun.

They save the choicest of their tears to shed
For those who break all laws divine and human ;

They'd bid the dead past cover up its dead,

Forgetful of our murdered, child and woman;
Forgetful of our drowned who sleep
Without a grave beneath the wandering deep.

I know not how or when this War will close,

But this I know: unless my brain goes rotten,

Never will I clasp hand with hand qf
;
those,

False to their blood, who 'd have these things

forgotten,
Who want a peace untimely made
Before the uttermost account is paid.

Thirty years on, when weak with age, I might
Possibly talk to some repentant Teuton;

But, while I still can tell a knave at sight
And have enough of strength to keep a boot on,

Only in one way will I get
In touch with samples of the Bolo Set. 0. S.

THE CADET'S FRIEND.
MISUNDERSTOOD. You were in the wrong. The custom

of throwing chicken-bones over the right shoulder is prac-
tised only in the mess of the 13th Bavarian Landsturtn

Eegiment. Still, considering that you had only joined that

day, we think your colojiel acted hastily.
As You WERE (and several other Correspondents). The

executive order for the new combined movement of "About
turn and left incline

"
is given when the joint of the left

big toe is opposite the right instep (in Rifle regiments
substitute right for left and left for right).

SUBALTERN. Your company commander is without

authority for reproving you for shaving off your moustache.
All the same, judging by the photograph you enclose, we
think you would be wise to keep as much of your face
covered as possible.
FIELD-MARSHAL'S BATON. No, you are mistaken in

supposing that a private soldier under close arrest may
spend two hours daily in the regimental canteen. The
only stimulant allowed him is one glass (2 oz., Mark IV.)
of port daily with the orderly officer when the latter

inspects the guardroom.
SUFFERER. (1) No, White Star gas is never employed

by army dentists. (2) No, you need not take your respirator
with you. You hire the anaesthetist's at a small charge.

PINK RATS. You assume that if you were appointed
a mopper-up you would ex-officio be put in charge of the

rum-ration. This is not the case. The function of moppers-
up is to collect souvenirs for the new Great War Museum,
to be housed in one of the four remaining London hotels.

OBSERVER. German minnenwerfer are not dangerous if

their flight is carefully watched, as they swerve to the left,

and their landing-place can thus be fairly accurately

judged. Two varieties, however the windupwerfer and the

hoppitwerfer swerve to the right. The googliwerfeP
swerves both ways.

SOCIABLE. The correct method of dealing with snipers
in a house is to ring the front-door bell with the thumb
and forefinger of the right hand, at the same time smartly
inserting a charge of cordite into the letter-box with the

left. Indents for postmen's uniforms for this purpose
should be rendered to D.A.D.O.S. in triplicate.

STATISTICIAN. The world's record is held by the adju-
tant of the pioneer battalion of the 371st Silesian Foot

Regiment. There is unimpeachable evidence to prove
that he was heard drinking gravy soup from a distance
of 477 metres. The night was calm.

IF THE PAPER SHORTAGE INCREASES.
(Some Future Press Items.)

FICTION FAMINE IN THE PROVINCES.
FROM many districts come reports of great difficulty in

obtaining novels. Yesterday in a well-known Midland town
the unusual sight was observed of long queues outside the
chief booksellers'. Several libraries displayed notices bear-

ing the words,
" No GARVICE to-day

"
;
and quite early in

the afternoon best quality BF.NSONS were practically un-

obtainable, even by regular customers.

FIRST CONDITIONAL SALE PROSECUTION.
Much interest has been roused in East Anglia over the

fine of one hundred pounds inflected by the Bench upon a
local bookseller, found guilty of the Conditional Sale of

Fiction. The chief witness, a retired stockbroker, proved
that defendant refused to supply his order for a shilling's
worth of 0. HENRY unless he also purchased a remainder

copy of Wanderings Hound Widnes (published at twelve-
and-six net). The Chairman, remarking that the case was
a specially flagrant one, expressed a hope that the result

would protect the public from such imposition in future.

VALUABLE DISCOVERY.
In view of the serious shortage in reliable fiction,

nothing less than a sensation is likely to result from the

reported discovery of an entirely satisfactory BARCLAY
substitute in tabloid form. Should the tidings prove well

authenticated, the patrons of circulating libraries will have

good reason for satisfaction. The new preparation is said

to be even sweeter than the original article, and equally

sustaining.

FICTION CARDS COMING.
On inquiry at the Albert Hall (recently taken over as

offices by the Literature Control Committee), our repre-
sentative was emphatically assured that, should the system
of voluntary romance-rationing prove unsatisfactory, some
form of compulsion will become inevitable. It was pointed
out that the indicated maximum of one novel or magazine
per head weekly is amply sufficient for all reasonable re-

quirements. The attention of the public is further called

to the need of making the fullest and most economical use

of the allowance, and not. wasting the advertisement pages,
which contain much readable and stimulating matter, the

patent medicine paragraphs especially being rich in the

finest .imaginative fiction.
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THE NEED OF MEN.
MK. PUNCH (to the Comber-out). "MORE POWER TO YOUR ELBOW; SIR. BUT WHEN ARE

YOU GOING TO FILL UP THAT SILLY GAP?"
SIB AUCKLAND GEDDES. "HUSH! HUSH! WE'RE WAITING FOR THE MILLENNIUM."
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"CHOCKCHAW;"
On, BIG- WIGS AT PLAY.

SOMEBODY in the Old Country dis-

|

the G.S.O.2 suddenly jumped up from
his chair, ran to the Canteen cupboard,

Name, and passed it round. It was the
name of an Excessively Resplendent

covered, with the aid of a hint or two,
j

Table to make out and needed susten-

tliat the tooth (exact molar not specified) ance) and fell to work whistling like

of the General Staff Officer 3 was sweet. ! an ordinary human being (who cannot

popped a piece of Chockchaw into his I One, whose lightest word results in

mouth (because he had a difficult March i headlines in the less expensive daily

As a natural result a certain famous

firm of confectioners was indented upon

heavily. Day in, day out, perspiring

orderlies arrived festooned with parcels

containing all kinds of wonderful things

crammed with all sorts of wonderful sur-

prises. Life in the General Staff Office

resolved itself into four meals a day be-

nvtvn sweetmeats. The whole routine

underwent a complete cha.nge. Every-

whistle). I.O. (not the gadfly, but the

Intelligence Officer) dropped in with his

usual list of suspected hostile emplace-
ments. He took Chockchaw in case

he was asked pertinent questions. He

What a General Staff

function even for a minute ? It

press.
A frightful panic came over all.

ceasing to

was
unthinkable. The news would be
flashed through to all concerned and
become the subject of conversation in

ten thousand messes that evening. It

has to be so careful what he gives away i must not be. Never was there sucli a

unofficially. He knows so much. Ger-
1 kneading and gnashing of teeth. But

mans try to steal his summaries to find

out what their own intentions really are.

The A.D.C. dropped in for his usual

one who visited the place made, as a morning chat and Chockchaw. The
matter of course, a bee line for the Staff Officer E.A. (S.O.B.A.), that in-

General Staff Canteen cupboard, and veterate aweefc-guzzler, also dropped in.

while searching for the

particular dainty he fancied

broached the subject of his

visit in general terms. He
then turned to the officer he

was addressing and polite-

ly offered him the kind of

delicacy he thought would
blend best with the matter
in hand.
And then Chockchaw

arrived. It began by letting
the G.S.0.3 down badly the

first day. All unsuspicious
of its properties he rang up
a Division, popped a piece
into his mouth and waited.

In due time the call came

through, but no word could

he utter. " Chockchaw lock-

jaw
"

had set in. Only
a horrible sound like the

squelching of ten gum-
boots in the mud reached the indignant
Staff at the other end. After a minute's

monologue they rang off in disgust.
Yet in spite of all difficulties the

vogue of Chockchaw swept through
the Corps. It is such a ripe, rich, full-

flavoured irresistible concoction. Dis-

advantages there are, of course, but, on
the other hand, if you want to be quiet,
it is easy to lure the unsuspecting in-

truder on to Chockchaw and leave it

at that. After vain efforts the poor
fellow usually creeps away like a cat

with too big a bone and chews himself
back to speech round the corner. He
seldom returns, and if he does there
is always more Chockchaw. Should
he refuse it this time you can take a

piece yourself and save the trouble of

IN THE TOWER
"
SAY, GUV'NOR, YEH MIGHT RESERVE A COUPLE OF FIRST-CLASS

DUNGEONS FOR ME AN 1 MY FRIENDS ON THE NEXT RAID NIGHT."

"
Hullo, what are you fellows munch-

ing?" asked the General, coming in

muddied all over. "Give me a bit; I've
had no breakfast. What 's the news,

to no purpose. You cannot hurry
Chockchaw ; time, and time alone, will

defeat it. The General tried to pack
it all into one cheek. Useless

;
to

attempt to sculpture in seccotine would
have been a simpler task. The G.S.0.2

tried a frontal swallow, but
1

only lined his throat more
i and more thickly until re-

spiration became difficult.
1 The S.O.R.A. nearly swal-

i lowed his tongue. The
i
A.D.C., having cricked his

i jaw in the first five seconds,
counted ten and threw up
the sponge. The voice

at the telephone became
louder and more insistent.

Flushed, hot and flurried,

the G.S.O.3 thrust the re-

ceiver into the hands of

the G.S.O.2, who handed
it on to the General, who
passed it on to the A.D.C.,
who dropped it. Nobody
spoke. Only the crackling
and cackling voice could be
heard from the receiver as

it hung face downwards at

the end of its cord.

It was a moment demanding imagi-
nation. Naturally the Intelligence
Officer felt the responsibility. He

Intelligence?" (No answer.)
" Is that

, stepped forward, slapped the mouth-
Move Order done, by the way?

"
(No | piece three times with the palm of his

answer.)
"
Why, what the- Good

I answering, anyway.
Chockchaw entailed more perilous

chances than at first appeared prob-
able. Indeed at one time it looked like

seriously impeding the course of final

victory.
On a certain brown November day

Lord, I 'm stuck I What stuff is this

you 've given me ?
" And there they all

stood chumping in silence.

The telephone rang. The absurdity

hand, rang off, rang on and slapped it

again. The effect at the other end
must have been horrible, but it achieved
its purpose. By the time connection
had been restored and the blood of the

of a dumb Staff tickled everybody. They ! Signal Master demanded, the A.D.C.
winked their appreciation of the situa-

j

had cheated with a handkerchief and
tion at one another. Not to be able to I was able to gasp out that the Corps
say

" Thank you
" on being instructed

" with reference to my telegram of to-

day for L/Cpl. Plunkett read L/Cpl.
Plonkett," appealed to them. Amidst
the chuckles and gluggels of all, the

G.S.O.3 was obliged to lift the receiver.

Something of the seriousness of the

occasion must have communicated itself

to the others, for they crowded round

Commander would enjoy seeing the

Resplendent One any time that day.
Thus the honour of the General Staff

was saved, the Intelligence Officer vin-

dicated and the vogue of Chockchaw
brought to an untimely end.

" You ought," said the General

severely to the G.R.O.3 "
you ought

to be unstuck for bringing such stuff

him, mumbling and munching sympa- ,
into the office."

thetically. Speechless, the poor fellow " I have never wished so hard in my
wrote hastily on a buff slip of paper a life, Sir, to be unstuck," said he.
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THE SUPERIOR SEX.
" You are Lite again," said (,'lara, as J

entered our domestic portal.
" What

is it this time
1

.'

"

(lently luit iinnly I explained flu;

reason. A certain amount of tact was

necessary, for my wife does not euro

for any remarks that appear to retlect,

upon her sex.

"Owing to tin- present abnormal
state of things, my dear," I said, "our
ofliee is now almost entirely stalled l>\

women. In many ways this is an

improvement. 'Their refining influence

upon the dress and deportment of the
few remaining male member! of the
stall' is distinctly not iceahle. 1 >ut t here

are, I regret t o s:i \ , certain drawbacks.

Admittedly our superiors in many
Ctfl, in others the\ are not, I am

a 'raid, equal to the situation. Take, for

instance, matters of detail where
1 mean t he\ should excel. I asked
Miss Philpott to write; a letter

\ou post that letter for me
this morning?

"
said Clara. "If Mrs.

Roberts doesn't, get it she won't know
where to meet mo to-morrow."

It is a woman's privilege to wander
from tho point at issue. I told Clara
somewhat shortly that I had posted
the letter, although naturally fdid not
remember doing so. A man who has
hundreds of petty details to deal with

every day, as I have, develops an
automatic memory a subconscious
mechanism which never fails him.

I explained this to Clara. " Not
once in five thousand times would it

allow me to pass the pillar-box with
an unposted letter in my pocket. Per-

haps it is the vivid red

"And perhaps your vivid imagina-
tion," said my wife.

"
Well, I am glad

you posted the letter, for Mrs. Roberts,
as you know, never received the one

you posted ten days ago."
"

I took that matter up very firmly
with the local postmaster," I said. "He
explained to mo that letters are now
almost entirely sorted and delivered by
women, and lie was afraid mistakes
sometimes happened. And just to

satisfy you about this last one, which
I put as usual in my breast pocket at

the back of my other papers I

produced the contents of my pocket.
As 1 expected the letter was not there.

" Why do you carry so many papers
in your pocket? What are they all

about ?
"

"
Candidly, my dear. I do not know.

Without the element of surprise life

would lie unbearably monotonous. That
element 1 deliberately carry with me
in my breast pocket. When a dull mo-
ment comes 1 empty my pockets. It

would surprise you

Alra. Juiikins \IH-,HI,III <//, <iy,<i.s( tin: drauulit in tin- YW;ci. " THANK I,OI>M:SS r. SHAN'T
'AYE NO AIR-RAID TO-XIOHT, MRS. 'ARBIS. IT RKKMS TO UK BLOWIN' CP NICELY FOB BAIN."

"
Nothing you do surprises me," said

Clara. " Now go upstairs, please-, and
make yourself tidy. Have a dull mo-
ment not more than one, for dinner
is nearly ready and got rid of those

papers."
Although my wife has not a logical

process of thought, at times she makes
sensible remarks. I took her advice.

As I anticipated I had some surprises.
A few important business memo-

randa, a sugar form, two income tax

demands, a number of private letters

and an unpaid coal account made up t he

collection. There was really nothing
I could part with. Luckily I found
two duplicates of the coal account.

These I could spare. As I opened one
of them Mrs. Roberta's letter fell out
of it.

I had just time to catch the post. I

managed to reach the front-door unob-
served. My wife opened the dining-
room window to tell me that dinner
was ready. I told her I had forgotten
to post a very important business letter.
" A most uuusual occurrence,"- 1 said.

"
Mary can post it for you. Dinner 's

'on the table." Clara extended her

! hand for the letter. I explained that

it was so very important that I could

not even trust Mary.
"
Mary's sex is, of course, against

her," said my wife,
" but I '11 tell her

to hold (he letter out at arm's length.
You can see her all the way from the

window and watch her put it in tho

pillar-box."
A little candour is sometimes neces-

sary.
"
Strangely enough," I said,

" the
! five-thousandth chance has come off.

j

It is true the letter is important, but
the business is yours, and the letter is

addressed to Mrs. Roberts. I forgot to

post it this morning."
"

I know you did," said Clara. " You
left it behind, and I posted it myself."
Here I saw that I was going to score.

"Then what is this?" I asked in

triumph.
"
This," said Clara, taking it from

me,
"

is the letter you forgot to post
ten days ago."
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TO "MARTIN ROSS."

(After reading "Irish Memories.")

Two Irish cousins greet us here

From Bi'siir, "the silver-tongued"
descended,

Whose lives for close on thirty year
Were indistingtjishably blended;

Scorning the rule that holds for cooks,

They pooled their hrains and joined
their forces,

And wrote a do/.cn gorgeous books

On m?n and women, hounds and

bones.

They superseded Hundley Cross ;

They glorified the "hunting fever;
"

They purged their pages of the dross,
While bettering the fun, of LEVER;

With many a priceless turn of phrase
They stirred us to Homeric laughter,

When painting Ireland in the days
13eforo Sinn Fein bewitched and

"strafed" her.

With them we watched good Major
Yeates

Contending with litigious peasants,
With " bidden bands" within his gates,
With claims for foxes and for pheas-

ants ;

We saw Leigh Kchcay drop his chin
That precious English super-tripper

In shocked amazement- drinking in

The lurid narrative of Slipper.

Philippa's piercing peacock squeals,
Uttered in moments of expansion;

The grime and splendour of the meals
Of Mrs. Knot and of her mansion ;

The secrets of horse-coping lore,
The loves of Sally and of Flurry

All these delights and hundreds more
Are not forgotten in a hurry.

Yet the same genial pens that freight
Our memories with joyous magic

Gave us the tale of Fraucic's fate

So vulgar, lovable and tragic ;

Jusfc to the land that gave them birth

They showed her smiling, sad and
sullen,

And turning from the paths of mirth
Probed the dark soul of Charlotte

Mullen.

Alas ! the tie, so close, so dear,
Two years ago death rent asunder

;

Hushed is the voice so gay and clear
Which moved us once to joy and
wonder

;

Yet, though they chronicle a loss

Whose pang no lapse of time as-

suages,
The spirit of brave " MARTIN Ross "

Shines like a star throughout these

pages.

Here in her letters may one trace
The generous scorn, the gentle pity,

The easy unaffected grace,
The wisdom that was always witty ;

Here, mirrored in a sister soul,

One sees the comrade, strong yet
tender,

Who marched unfaltering (o her goal

Through sacrifice and self-surrender.

THE FOOD OF THE FAMOUS.
THE publication of Lord BHOXDDA'S

daily menu will, we hope, lead other

prominent people who are striving to

follow his good example to divulge the
details of theirdietary. But in case their

natural modesty may prevent them
from doing so, Mr. Punch ventures to

supply a f'o\v unauthorised particulars.
The source of Mr. LLOYD GEORGE'S

boundless energy has long been a

mystery. It is now known to be
derived from a raw leek eaten on rising,
and a dinner of Welsh rabbit, made
from a modicum of Government cheese
and half a slice of war bread.

With Mr. BONAR LAW all moals are
oatmeals. A plate of porridge at day-
break, bannocks slightly margarined,
when possible, for lunch, and a stiff

cup of gruel just after Question time

keep him alert and smiling.
Thanks to the Spartan habits formed

during his connection with both ser-

vices, belt-tightening has no terrors for
Mr. WINSTON CHURCHILL. A quid of

Navy tobacco suffices for breakfast, and
his only other meal consists of a slice

of
bully

beef with a hard biscuit served
on an inverted packing-case.
The wild rumours recently current

as to the amount of nutriment required
for the upkeep of Mr. G. K. CHESTERTON
have now been happily set at rest.

The needful calories for twenty-four
hours of his strenuous existence are

supplied by two cups of cocoa, a shred
of dried toast, a Brazil nut, a glass of

sodawater and a grilled banana.

In one case the good cows from one herd
had an average production of 9,592 Ibs. milk,
and 406 Ibs. of fat, while the poor cows had a
production of only 3,098 Ibs. of milk and
119 Ibs. of tea." Farming News.

Give us the poor cows every time.

From a Church paper :

" ' EARLY CHRISTIANS.' I am sorry you can-
not get these from the Army and Navy Stores."

It sounds like the old tiger story.

"A certain company commander, looking
out of his quarters, saw several Germans in

possession of a dump not far away. Although
still in his sleeping clothes, he seized his
trench tick and rushed towards them. Why
they did not fire upon him is one of those
little mysteries which will probably never be
explained." Dai\y Paper.

Unless by the learned author of Minor
Horrors of War, who knows all about
the fauna of the trenches.

THE PERFECT CUSTOMER.
IT was a very ordinary country sale

of work. The Countess of Bilberry de-
clared it open in a neat little speech,
and then bought generously from every
stall : her daughter, whose smilp nobody
could resist, did a fine trade with radio
tickets for the record pumpkin produced
by the local allotments ; Mrs. Dodd, the
Hector's wife, presided over a pair of
scales and a strictly rationed tea, and
all the rest of the village sold vegetables
and socks and pincushions, and tried to

pretend that antimacassars and shaving
tidies and woolwork waistbelts were the
most desirable tilings in the world when
they were made by wounded men at the
nearest Bed Cross Hospital, in whose
aid the sale was held.

But there was one unique figure
amongst all the folk who knew each
other, and each other's clothes, and
each other's clothes' cost, so well. She
arrived at the Village Hall in a pony-
carriage, drawn by the ugliest little

pony that ever sniffed oats. She was
very quietly and very tastefully dressed,
and, instead of concentrating on the
well-laden stalls of garden produce or
the orderly stacks of knitted comforts,
or the really useful baskets, she went
straight to the stall which even Mrs.
Dodd, who had the kindest heart in the

countryside, had been compelled to

relegate to a dark corner. There was
woolwork run riot over cushions of in-

credible hardness; there were candle-
shades guaranteed to catch alight at
the mere sight of a match

; there were
crochet dressing-table mats, and there
was a three-legged stool on which even
a fairy could not have sat without

danger of a break-down.
The youngest Miss Dodd, a severely

practical young lady of sixteen, who
was presiding at this stall, jumped up
in surprise at the sight of a customer,
and in doing so knocked over a glass
box bound with red and white and blue

ribbon, with "Handkerchiefs" painted
across the corner in a design of forget-
me-nots. There was very little glass
box left when she picked it up, and the

splinters had made a good many little

craters in the surface of a big bowl of

clotted cream, labelled "
Positively the

Inst appearance for the Duration of the
War," which was at the corner of tho
next stall.

The little stranger said that she would
take the box and tho damaged cream
too; she bought a whole family of

crochet mats with centres of orange
woollen loops ; three pincushions made
of playing cards discharged as no longer
it for active service; a table-centre
with pen-painting of the Allied flags,
and a letter-case with the badges of the
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Dominions \\orked in wool and "Across

the sea, A letter from thec,'' straggling

\\earily across one corner. Then there

\; -,i~ an antimacassar in purple and

'ila sateen, with yellow daffodils

making a brave attempt to flourish in

unlikely surroundings.
At the next stall sine bought ft photo-

graph frame which had lust its prop in

an unequal contest with a tea tra\

which had collapsed from the heai

of the Hector's (dapping at the conclu-

sion of the Counters', speech; and a

Noah's Ark from which the Mar per
former and his very hesl hoasts had

somehow disappeared.
Then the little lady paused hefore

the live-stock stall.

"There isn't anything really hideous

here," she murmured to herself; "hut
I think that puppy -

it 's never had its

tail cut, anil nobody will ever know
whether it's a sealyham, a spaniel or

even a dash of a setter I will take the

puppy, please," she added, "as soon as

I 've had some tea. After that I will

see what is left. You have such nice

things."
After tea she went back to the young-

est Miss Dodd and collected a few more
of the more glaring atrocities, paid her

bills, and then went off to her pony;
carriage ;

the youngest Miss Dodd, very
much inclined to giggle, bearing arnifuls

of odd purchases in her wake, crowned

by the bowl of cream and the mongrel
pup. She handed them in and was just

going away when the little old lady

pressed a piece of paper into her hand.
" I don't like to worry people," she

said gently,
" but if you have time you

might I'ead this. It has been a great

opportunity to-day; I don't often find

so much to be done and I shall love

the puppy."
The youngest Miss Dodd watched

the start of the ugly pony with a snigger
and then went back into the lighted
hall to read the pamphlet. It was a

touching little document many people
know it well and the youngest Miss

Dodd, who bad never been known to

sentimentalize over anything before,

blew her nose rather violently when
she had read it.

" Bless her dear little soul !

"
she said

to herself: "I don't wonder that pup
was trying to kiss her. I only hope
she won't try to eat that cream with
the glass in it, or give it to the pup."
For the pamphlet was the Rules for

Membership and a treatise on the Ob-

jects and Methods of the "
Society for

Buying V'hat Nobody Wants."

More Profiteering.
r>au(.ifiit champagne hrorhe silk crepe <!<

chini' blouse; open nrck ; one Imttou ; cost

-'v. <W. ; accept 15s." The Lady.

INEFFICIENCY IN THE NAVY.
Pint Bluejacket.

"
HULLO, MATE, I THOUGHT YOU WAS ASHOBE WITH THE CAITAIX,

PLAYING GOLF."

Second Bluejacket. "WELL, so I WAS. IT'S LIKE THIS 'ERK. 'E GIVES MB 'is STICKS
TO CARKY, AND THEN TAKES ONE AND PUTS A Ll'L WHITE BALL ON TOP OF A BIT O'

BAND AND, MY WORD ! HE CATCHES THAT BALL A FAIR SWIPE. MUST 'A' GONE MILEK.
THEN 'E TURNS TO ME AND SEZ, 'Dio YEH SEE WHERE THAT WENT TO?' Sn I SK/,
SMAHT LIKF., 'OUT O 1 SIGHT FROM THE MOMENT OF HIMl'ACT, Silt," AS' 'E SEZ,

' GO BACK
ON BOARD, YE BLINKIN* FATHEAD! 1 "

CONVERSIONS.
THERE was an exuberant flapper
Who made people anxious to slap

her;
She uttered loud squeals
And she smoked at all meals ;

Now she 's married an elderly sapper.

There was a mild don who was muddy
In mind and complexion by study ;

Now he flies fast and far,

With a cross and a bar,

And his face and his language are

ruddy.

"BRITISH FRONT RKINfc'oKCKD.
BY PKHCIVM, I'IULI.IJ-

'

Daily I'ajitr.

Intrepid fellows, our war correspon-
dents. What a pity there are so few
of them !

"A long, keen dagger will be supplied to even
American infantryman going to France. This

weapon will be fitted into one of the fighting
men's leggings when he goes into action, so he
will have something to fall back on should his

bayonet fail." Canadian Peif>cr.

If he's going to fall back on it, we hope
the sharp end won't be at the top.
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The Sub. "I SAT, SEEGEANT-MAJOR, DO YOU REALISE THAT THAT CHAP WITH THE BAREOW is A MEMBER OF AS ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY?"
The Sergeant-Major. "WELL, SIR, 'E MAT BE WHAT YOU SAY. PERSONALLY I'VE ALWAYS FOUND 'IM QUIKT AXD WELL-BE'AVED."

THE CLYDE-BUILT CLIPPER.
[Many of the fast-sailing clippers which were making fino passages in the Australian wool trade in the 'seventies uml onwards were

laid up or turned into hulks before the War. Eecently, however, several have been re-fitted for sea and arc once more doing good service.]

A SHIP there was, and she went to sea

(Away 0, my Clyde-built clipper !)

In eighteen hundred and seventy-three,
Fine in the lines and keen in the bow,
The way they 've forgotten to build 'em now

;

Lofty masted and heavily sparred,
With stunsail booms to every yard,
And flying kites both high and low
To catch the winds when they did blow

(And away, my Clyde-built clipper !).

Fastest ship on the Colonies run

(Away O, my racing clipper !)

That was her when her time begun ;

Sixteen knots she could easily do,
And thirteen knots on a bowline too ;

She could show her heels to anything made
With sky-sails set in a favouring trade,
Or when she was running her easting down
From London River to Hobart Town

(And away, my racing clipper !).

Old shellbacks knew her near and far

(Away O, my old-time clipper !)

From Circular Quay to Mersey Bar,
And many a thundering lie they told
About her runs in the days of old ;

But the time did come and the time did go,
And she grew old as we all must grow,
And the most of her gear was carried away
When caught aback in a gale one day
(And away, my old-time clipper!).

Her masts were sprung from fore to mizen

(Away O, my poor old clipper !)

And freights was poor and dues had risen,
And there warn't no sense in rigging her new,
So they laid her up for a year or two

;

And there they left her, and there she lay,
And there she might have been laying to-day,
But when cargoes are many and ships are few
A ship 's a ship be she old or new

(And away, my poor old clipper !).

So in nineteen hundred and seventeen

(Away O, my brave old clipper !)

They 've rigged her new and they 've scraped her
clean

And sent her to sea in time of war
To sail the seas as she sailed before.

And in nineteen hundred and seventeen
She 's the same good ship as she 's always been ;

Her ribs are as staunch and her hull 's as sound
As any you 'd find the wide world round

(And away, niy brave old clipper !).

The same as they were when she went to sea

(Away O, my Clyde-built clipper !)

In eighteen hundred and seventy-three,
Fine in the lines and keen in tho bow,
The way they 've forgotten to build 'cm now

;

Lofty masted and heavily sparred,
With stunsail booms to every yard,
And flying kites both high and" low
To catch the winds when they did blow

(And away, my Clyde-built clipper !). C. F. S.
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THE LAST CRUSADE.
CIKUR-DE-LION (looking down on the Holy City). "MY DREAM COMES TRUE!"
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Lords." But Mr. BONAR LAW declined to That was good enough for the House at

ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT, deprive the House of Commons in that large, which passed the Second Reading
Mniiiliii/, Decemlif-r 10th. One would way of one of its brightest ornaments; by a substantial majority,

gather from the hoardings that the so the " Mad Hatter
"
will not be called Wednesday, December I

l

2tli.- Mr.

Government wished to encourage the upon just -yet awhile to exchange his
, PRINGLE, having asserted that candi-

sale of War Howls by every possible traditional headgear for a coronet. dntes for appointments under the War
means. Yet the CHANCELLOR OF

THE EXCHEQUER threw cold water

on the efforts of certain linns to

increase the sale by the offer of

cash prizes, and thought it im-

desirablo that this inducement

should be imitated. The advo-

cates of Premium Bonds were a

little depressed by this announce-

ment, but cheered up somewhat
on observing that the conscien-

tious CHANCELLOR has no inten-

tion of refusing the millions

already raked into the Treasury

by these " schemes of doubtful

legality."
On the vote for an increase of

fifty thousand men for the Navy
Mr. GEORGE LAMBERT solemnly
announced that the Admiralty
was "

fumbling with a magnifi-
cent weapon." It is distressing
to think that a body which for

nearly ten years enjoyed his ser-

vices as Civil Lord should have
deteriorated so rapidly since he
left it.

TIIE J!AD UOYS

Mr. LYNCH does not think much
of the new scheme for securing unity of

effort among the Allies. He called it

" the analogue of the Aulic Council
"

give more

OF BBOMPTON
STREETS.

AND OXFOKD

I presume some Members of Parlia
j

with
ment know what "non-ferrous metals" drawn into

(pronounced "Owlic," to

effect to the description).
The Chequers Estate Bill passed

through all its stages amid a chorus of

praise, despite the injunction of the

generous donors that there should he
" no flowers."

Tuesday, December IWi. After all,

London is to have the BARNAHD statue,

despite the protest of Lord CHARNWOOD,
LINCOLN'S latest biographer, that it is

not a portrait of his hero, but of a man
whose only connection with the PRESI-
DENT was that he was born in the same
neighbourhood. Against tMs Lord
WEARDALE quoted Mr. ROOSEVELT'S

description of the statue as " the Lin-
coln we all knew and loved." As
Mr. ROOSEVELT had reached the mature

age of six when LINCOLN was assas-

sinated the COMMISSIONER or WORKS
seems to have regarded his testimony
as conclusive.

At the request of Mr. KING the Peers
are to be allowed to listen to the secret
debates of the Commons, if any of them
desire to do so. The hon. Member
having expressed a hope that the Peers
would grant reciprocal facilities to the

Commons, Mr. HOGGE kindly suggested
that the Government should grant him
"all the privileges of the House of

are, and what is the object of the Bill

which the Government has introduced
to deal with them. But the views
which they took on the subject were
so obscurely divergent that all I could

gather from the debate was that in some
other 1

nasty

Office were successful simply on
account of possessing a "

pull
"

with the Selection Department,
was quietly reminded by the
UNDER-SECRETAHY that he him-
self had attempted to use his

influence on behalf of a candidate.
Mr. PRINOLE was righteously in-

dignant. Ho had never asked
favours of the War OHice ; he had

merely "recommended men per-
sonally known to me." This deli-

cate distinction, which should
have convinced Members of Mr.
PUIXGLE'S disinterestedness, only
made them laugh.
On the Vote of Credit for 550

millions the CHANCELLOR OF THE
EXCHEQUER was invited by Mr.
DILLON to make a survey of the

military situation. He replied
that all the relevant facts were
known already. "The War is

going on ; the Government and
the country intend it shall go on ;

and money is necessary to make
it go on." It is, perhaps, a pity
that he did not content himself
this epitome and refuse to be

a discussion of the recent

operations near Cambrai. What has
Mr. DILLON done to promote the pro-
secution of the War that he should
receive special consideration?
There was a renewed discussion of

the censorship of pamphlets. Sir

way or other the measure was intended
j

GEORGE CAVE ably defended the regu-
to be a nasty knock for German trade, lations, but did not convince everyone

that his preference for confiscation over

prosecution was entirely sound. The
idea that the publishers of these pam-
phlets would welcome advertisement is

probably erroneous, or why was it

necessary to insist that they should put
their names to them ?

Mr. SPENCER HUGHES'S humorous
attack upon the CENSOR was much
applauded on the Liberal benches.
Some of the more brilliant passages
would have received even wider appre-
ciation if a good many Members had
not heard them a week before from the

lips of Mr. AUGUSTINE BIRBELL at a

non-political luncheon.

Thursday, December I3tli. Lord
BEUESFOHD charged the PRIME MIN-
ISTER with having two voices, like

Caliban's monster. Lord CUHZON
flatly declined to accept the suggestion
that Cabinet Ministers were collectively

responsible for one another's speeches
HORHIBLE MENACE. _" they had far more serious things
ME. JOSEPH KING. to think of." The phrase seems a
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Polite Stranger. "EXCUSE MY TCIINIXG MT BACK UPON YOU, Sin."

Curmudgeon. "SiB, I KNOW OF NO OBLIGATION ON Youn PABT TO LOOK AT ME."

little depreciatory, but as Mr. LLOYD
GEOHGE, according to his candid col-

league, is "constitutionally an optimist"
he wilt no doubt make the best of it.

Mr. HOUSTON was informed that

sweets " for military, naval or civil

consumption
"
werestillbeingimported,

but that the Ministry of Shipping made
no special provision for their carriage.
No one, therefore, need grudge Sir

Emc GEDDES the lozenge which he so

ostentatiously popped into his mouth

just before making his speech on

Admiralty administration, or inquire
too curiously whether it was consumed

by him in his capacity of Major-General,
Vice-Admiral or Civilian Minister.

Despite the warning of the SPEAKER
that it was not in the national interest

to embarrass the Administration Mr.
KINO insisted on trying to discuss for-

bidden topics. At last Lord EOBEKT
CECIL "

espied strangers," and we must
assume that, without the vivifying

presence of the reporters, Mr. KINO'S

oratory wilted, for an hour afterwards

the House was up.

The Reward of Patriotism.

"Major ha> placed the mansion at

the disposal of the War Office, and will bo in

charge of Sister ." Provincial

THINGS OVERHEAED IN
WAR-TIME.

"THERE couldn't bo room there for

all the Jews, could there?"

"After waiting two hours I got half-

a-pound."

"It should be tuade compulsory."

"Wherever else these matches strike,

they won't strike on the box."

" I just turned over and went to sleep

again."

"I wish the Government would tell

me what I could do for them."

"Oh, another three years."

" What puzzles me is Where is the

paper shortage?"

" We keep a gramophone in the base-

ment now."

" No one is more willing than I am
to do something."

"It 's the children's festival that 's

what I always say."

HERBS OF GRACE.
IX.

PKXXYROYAL. A CABOL.

ninii/ in Sicili/ !
"

.1 h(niu--foiiif. sailor samj this rhyme,

Deep in an ingle, mwj an knee,
At Christmas time.

In Sicily, as I was told,

The children take them Pennyroyal,
The same as lurks on hill and wold

In Cotsall soil.

The Pennyroyal of grace divine

In little cradles they do weave
Little cradles therewith they lino

On Christmas Eve.

And there, as midnight bells awake
The Day of Birth, as they do tell,

All into bud the small plants break
With sweetest smell.

All into bud that very hour ;

And pure and clean, as they do say,
The Pennyroyal 's full in flower

On Christmas Day.

Far utcaij in Sicily !

Hark, tlic Christmas bells do chime I

So blossom love in tliee and me
This Christmas time ! W. B.
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Lady (to uniformed frieml). "I SHOULDN'T A BIT MIND WEARING UNIFORM IF ONLY ONE COULD CHOOSE ONE'S OWN COLOURS AT THE
\\'AE OFFICE."

THE V.C.

MY cousin Agatha has been a bad cor-

respondent ever since she married my i

old friend, George Thimblewell, which !

means for the past five -and- twenty
j

years, so in ordinary circumstances I do I

not expect more from her than a "
hasty |

line" to tell me how the youngsters!
are doing ( George, of course, never !

writes at all). But I must say I was
'

surprised and not a little hurt when,
in the skimpy margin of a letter deal-

ing mainly with the difficulty of devis-

ing breakfast-dishes, she scribbled in
the most casual manner conceivable,

"George has got the V.C. at last."

George, my dear old school-chum,
with the V.G., and his wife tells me of

it as casually as if it had been a gum-
boil ! I sat with her letter before me
and looked back through the years,
seeing us two George and myself
as we were long before Agatha even
knew him. Had I not fostered the

yearning for heroic deeds in his young
bosom? Was it not possible, nay
probable, that the influence of his boy-
hood's companion had helped to mould
his character and prepare it for this

glorious if belated achievement ? Upon

my word it seemed to me that I my-
self might well take a certain amount
of credit for that decoration. And here
was his wife mentioning it as though she

scarcely expected me to be interested.

Never a date, never a detail.

I was so ruffled that I decided, since
she vouchsafed no information, to ask
for none, as became a man with proper
pride. I adopted a semi-jocular vein
to meet the case.

" I have known your V.C. longer
than you have, Agatha," I wrote,

" and
am as pleased and proud as you can
be. The strong silent type you can

rely upon them. Quiet and domesti-

cated, requiring little attention, helpful
about the house, undemonstrative per-

haps, but all the time ready for the
most desperate emergency. Let me
know when George is to be at home,
and I shall come to dinner and hear all

about it."

As I sealed my note it occurred to

me that George must be the first

special constable to win the Cross,
and I felt a glow of satisfaction to

realise that we must now be eligible for

that most glorious of all decorations.
A few days later came another note

from Agatha, about sugar-cards this

time, but with a postscript which said,
" It isn't like you to chaff me, James.
I don't see that there is anything par-

ticularly funny about George having
got the Vacuum Cleaner which he

promised me long ago."

Big Game.
" General Allenby reports that Budrus and

Sheikh Obeid Rahid, to the north of Midieh,
were captured by Gurkhas, 50 Tanks being
killed and 10 taken prisoners."

Evening Paper.

" Euler wanted, experienced, male or female

(male preferred) ; wages according to ability ;

removal assistance ; away from raid area
;

permanency to suitable applicant."
Eastern Daily Press.

This might suit the KAISEB, when Sir

DOUGLAS HAIG has provided the neces-

sary
" removal assistance."

" WHERE EX-TSAR KEEPS HTS GLOOMY
COURT.

Built, mostly of wood, the Imperial family
occupies a brick mansion."

Neu-s of the World.

We are intended to infer, presumably,
that if the Imperial Family had been
constructed of stouter material it might
still be iu the Winter Palace.
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Motor Driver. "NAH, THKX, WHERE'S YOUR REAR LIGHT?"

Ctiuntryman. "NOW, THKN, YK OWD ZEPPEHLEEN, DO YE THINK I'M GOING TO SHOW YE WIIKI1K I Bl'.?"

TO THE REGIMENT.
A CHRISTMAS MESSAGE.

So Christmas comes and finds you yet in Flanders,
And all is mud and messiness and sleet,

And men have temperatures and horses glanders,
And Brigadiers have trouble with their feet,

Anil life is bad for Company-Commanders,
And even Thomas's is not so sweet.

Now cooks for kiudlewood would give great riches,

And in the dixies the pale stew congeals,
And ration-parties are not free from hitches,
But all night circle like performing seals,

Till morning breaks and everybody pitches
Into a hole some other person's meals.

Now regiments huddle over last week's ashes
And pray for coal and sedulously "rest,"

Where rain and wind contemn the empty sashes,
And blue lips frame the faint heroic jest,

Till some near howitzer goes off and smashes
The only window that the town possessed.

Yet somehow Christmas in your souk is stirring,
And Colonels now less viciously upbraid

Thc>ir Transport Officers, however erring,
And sudden signals issue from Brigade

To say next Tuesday Christmas is occurring,
And what arrangements have Battalions made ?

And then, maybe, while everyone discusses

On what rich foods their dear commands shall dine,

And (most efficiently) the Padre fusses

About the birds, the speeches and the wine -

The Corps-Commander sends a fleet of 'buses

To whisk you off to Christmas in the line.

You make no moan, nor hint at how you 're faring,

And here in turn we try to hide our WO3,
With taxis mutinous, and Tubes so wearing,
And who can tell where all the matches go?

And all our doors and windows want repairing,
But can we get a man to mend them ? No.

The dustman visits not ; we can't get castor ;

In vain are parlour-maids and plumbers sough!.
And human intellect can scarcely master
The time when beer may lawfully be bought,

Or calculate how cash can go much faster,

And if one's butcher's acting as he ought.

Our old indulgences are now not cricket :

Whate'er one does some Minister will cuss ;

In Tube and Tram young ladies punch one's ti<

With whom one can't be cross or querulous ;

All things are different, but still we stick it,

And humbly hope we help a little thus.

Ho, Fellow-sufferers, we give you greeting
All luck, all laughter and an end of wai

And just to strengthen you for Fritz's beating,
I'm sending out a parcel from the Store

They mean to stop my annual over-f,titin</,

lint it it-ill comfort me to think of yours. A. P. H.~
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THE BANK'S MISTAKE.
" I WISH," said Francesca,

"
you would explain something

to me."
"I am full," I said, "of explanations of every conceiv-

able difficulty. You have only to tap me and an explana-

tion will come babbling out."
" I am not sure that I want the babbling sort. On the

wholo I think I prefer the still waters that run deep."
" Those too- can be provided for you. All you have got

to do is to ask."
" What a comfort it is," she said,

" to live constantly in

the mild and magnificent eye of an encyclopaedia."

"Yes," 1 said, "it saves a lot of running about, doesn't

it? Come now, fire off your question."
" What is your opinion of the Bank of England ?

"

"The Bank of England?" I gasped. "One doesn't

have opinions of tho Bank of England. One just accepts

it, you know, and there you are."
"
Yes," she said,

" that 's exactly what I felt about it. I

thought it was one of the signs of our superiority to

everybody else, with its crisp banknotes and all that."

."You mustn't forget its detachment of the Guards to

protect it. Many 's the good dinner I 've had with the

officer of the Bank Guard in the old days."
" I 'in afraid that leaves me cold, not being able to take

part in it."
" If it gave me pleasure to dine at the Bank, I should

have thought the subject would have interested you."
"
Well, it wasn't exactly what I wanted to consult you

about."
" What was it then ?

"
I said. " You know you mustn't

cast doubts on the financial stability of the Bank. You'll

be put in prison if you do."
" I shouldn't dream of doing anything of the sort."
" Come, then, be quick about it. This suspense is

making me tremble for my War Loan Bonds."
" Is the Bank," said Francesca,

" a generous insti-

tution ?
"

"
Banks," I said,

" cannot afford to be generous. They
are just and accurate and there's an end of it."

" The Bank of England," she said,
"
being so great, is an

exception to the rule. Anyhow, it has been generous to

me, for it has given me one hundred pounds."
" Do you mean," I cried,

" one hundred pounds that

don't belong to you ?
"

" Of course I do. If they had belonged to me there

wouldn't have been anything to make a fuss about."

"This," I said, "is one "of the most breathless things
ever known. A mere woman, who is unskilled in finance

and has only the dimmest recollection of the rule of three
and compound interest, ge.ts the better of the greatest

banking institution in the world to the tune of one hundred

pounds. It 's incredible. Of course you 've made a mistake."
" That 's right," she said. "

Always go against your wife
and think her wrong, even when it is only an institution

that she's contending with."
" It 's precisely because it is an institution that I doubt

your statement."
" You 're not very helpful ; you don't tell me whether I'm

to sit down under the burden of owning one hundred pounds
of the bank's money that doesn't belong to me."

"Francesca," I said, "you must calm yourself and tell

me as clearly as possible how you came into possession of

this extra hundred pounds which is apparently burning a
hole in your pocket if indeed you have a pocket, which
I doubt."

" You 're quite wrong ; I've got two pockets in the dress
I "m wearing at this moment."

"I will not," I said, "discuss with you the number of

your pockets. Now tell me your pathetic story. I am
all ears."

"
Well," said Francesca,

"
it 's this way. I put one hun-

dred pounds in the old War Loan, and then Exchequer Bonds
came along, and I put one hundred pounds of my very best

savings into them, and then came the new Five per Cent.

War Loan, and somehow or other I got converted into that.

And after that there was what they called a broken amount,
which I brought up to fifty pounds or a multiple of fifty

pounds. That cost me about forty pounds. I don't know
why they wanted me to do it or why I did it."

"
Probably they thought it would he easier for tho Bank."

"That's paltry; easiness ought to have nothing to do
with it."

"Anyhow," I said,
" I make out from your statement

that you ought to have two hundred and fifty pounds of

Five per Cent. Stock to your credit."
"
Precisely," said Francesca impressively,

" but yesterday
morning I received from the bank a dividend thing

" You may call it a warrant," I said.
" A dividend warrant," continued Francesca,

" for eight

pounds fifteen shillings on three hundred and fifty pounds,
so what have you got to say now for your precious Bank
of England?""
"Your tale," I said, "has interested me strangely, but

there is one point you omitted to mention."
"I am innocent, my Lord," said Francesca. "I have

told you the truth."

"But not the whole truth, prisoner at the bar. Don't

you remember that when the new Loan came out you
borrowed money from me in order to take up one hundred

pounds' of it?
"

" Is that it ?
"
said Francesca. " No, I hadn't remem-

bered that."

"Of course," I said, "a financial magnate like yourself
would easily forget so wretched a sum ; but the Bank lias

done no wrong."
"
Yes, it has ; it sent out a lot of papers that were very

confusing, and it 's no wonder I made a mistake."
"The question in my mind," I said, "is this: when are

you going to repay what you owe me with interest?
"

" We '11 talk about that another time," said Francesca.

=====^=== E. C. L.

FOR OUR SAILORS AND SOLDIERS.
THK Veterans Association is giving a Special Entertain-

ment at the Alhambra on Sunday afternoon, December 30th,
on behalf of their Imperial Memorial Fund which is being
raised to expand the Veterans Club into an adequate Insti-

tution for the comfort of ex-sailors and ex-soldiers, and to

provide an Imperial Memorial for those who have given
their lives in the War. The Veterans Club in Hand Court,

Holborn, has already done a great work during the six or

seven years of its existence in looking after sailors and
soldiers. Free medical and legal advice is given, and the
homes of the men are protected by the storing of their

furniture while they are on active service. Employment is

also found for soldiers and sailors whose service is done.

For the Entertainment at the Alhambra on the 30th, the

following artistes, among others, have generously volunt-

eered their services : Miss VIOLET LORAINE, Miss
PHYLLIS MONCKMAN, Miss WISH WYNNE, Miss ESME
BERINGEK, Messrs. LACRI DE FBECE, MASK LESTER,
HERBERT GROVER and GEORGE ROBEY.

Another Sex Problem.

"Henry III. was Queen Mary's brother-in-law, she having been for

a short time tho hushanil of his predecessor, Francis II." The Sphere.
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THE SPREAD OF THE QUEUE HABIT.

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

ONE of the most interesting features, to an English
observer, in the impressive spectacle of America girding
herself for war is the sight of our great Ally passing
through all those phases of initiation that to us are now
remote memories. Such a phase is the coming of the first

war-books, exemplified for me by the appearance of From
the Fire Step (PUTNAMS). As his sub-title indicates

Experiences of an American Soldier in the British Army
the writer, Mr. ARTHUR GUY EMPEY, has proved himself

something of a pioneer. In a singularly vivacious opening
chapter he tells how, after waiting with decreasing expecta-
tion during the months that followed the Lusitania crime,
he decided to be a law unto himself, and came alone to

offer his personal service in the cause of freedom. You
will hardly read unmoved (by laughter as much as by
sympathy) his story of how this offer was at first refused,

then accepted. Throughout indeed you must prepare to

find Mr. EMPEY an entirely independent, though generous,
critic of our men and methods ; it is precisely this attitude

that gives his book its chief interest as a survey of all-too-

familiar things from a refreshingly new angle. I hardly

suppose there will be anything in the actual matter, from
church parade to gas-attacks, which readers on this side

will not by now have seen or heard about, times beyond
number; but one can imagine sympathetically with what
concern it will all be received in the homes oversea ; and
after turning its high-spirited and encouraging pages can

warmly echo the admonition of their writer: "Pacifists

and small-army people please read with care !

"

Since there is probably no writer who can approach

Mrs. FLORA ANNIE STEEL in the art of telling Indian tales

about Indian people, one is specially happy to find her in

Mistress of Men (H KIN KM \NN) with her foot once more upon
her special terrain. Not for the first time, I think, she
has gone to the records of the House of AKBAB for her
material ; the result here is hardly to be called a novel so

much as amplified history, since it is really the life story
of an actual (and wonderful) woman, NURJAHAN THE
BEAUTIFUL, wife of the Emperor JAHANOIR. Naturally the

writer has experienced not only the great advantages but
the hazards of such a building upon fact. To explain the

marriage of your heroine with the Imperial lover by whose
orders her lirst husband was killed, and not to lessen

sympathy for her in the process, is a problem to test the
skill of any novelist. One sees, however, even without
Mrs. KTKKI/S own declaration, that it has been for her

a grateful task to set down " a record of the most perfect

passion ever shown by man for woman." This was the

adoration of the EMPEROR for his consort, an amazing
romance of Oriental domesticity, which makes the story
of the pair stranger and more fascinating than fiction.

A love-tale indeed ; and, since 'tis love that makes a book go
round, one may trust the circulating libraries to see to it

that Mistress of Men is well represented on their shelves.

As a study of an alluring, dazzling and masterful person-

ality it was well worth writing.

There is a sad interest in the title-page of Irish Memories

(LONGMANS), since only by a pathetic fiction does it bear

the names, as joint authors, of E. (E. SOMEBVILLE and
" MARTIN Ross," those two gifted ladies whose association

has been such a happy chance for them and for us all.

Really the book, though in part compiled from the letters

and journals of "MARTIN," is an eloquent tribute by Miss
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SOMKRVILU-: to the partner wliose death has robbed her of

a friend and the world of so much kindly laughter. But,

haunted as it is by this shadow of bereavement, you must

in no way think of it as wholly a thing of gloom. Looking

hack into the good years, the writer has recalled many
incidents and scenes full of that genial and most infectious

merriment that we have learnt to expect from her tales of

the wonderful peasant chorus that one remembers first in

the pages of An Ii'iili 7.'. -I/., exploits after hounds (it needs

gives us information which is all the more valuable because
we hear so little of the Macedonian campaign. Mr. STEBBING
was appointed Transport Officer to a unit of the Scottish
Women's Hospitals that was sent to the Serbian Front.

Naturally he lias much to say of the work done by these
brave and untiring women. Under exceptionally difficult

circumstances their courage never failed, and it is good to
remember that their arrival at Ostrovo was of the greatest
possible service to the Serbs. That is one part of the book,

no telling bow well botli authors loved them), and much
j

and it is well told. The other is of actual war, and here

besides. There will be interest also for many uninitiated

admirers in the account here given of how the famous

stories came first into being. Of its more intimate and per-

sonal side I hesitate to speak ;
those who loved " MARTIN

Ross," either through her writings or in the closer relation-

ship of friend, must be glad that her ave atque vale has

been spoken, as she would have wished it, by her whose

right it was. It will send many to read again those

delightful volumes with a new appreciation of the sympa-

Mr. STEBBING was given ample opportunities to observe.
No one can read his account of the taking of Kajmakt-

the keenest admiration for the gal-
He also describes very graphically

calan without feelin

lantry of the Serbs.

thetic and lovable per-

sonality that helped in

their making.

I am afraid that some-

thing of the charm which,
in a sympathetic preface,
M. HENRI BORDEAUX
claims for A Crusader in

France (MELROSE) is veiled

by a rather faltering trans-

lation. I would counsel

all who appreciate the

exquisitely sensitive Hicit

d'une Sceur, with which
he not unfavourably com-

pares it, to go rather to

the French original of

these letters of a young
captain of the famous
Chasseurs Alpins. Cap-
tain FREDERIC BELMONT
fell near the stubbornly-
contested Hartmannswei-

lerkopf in 1916. He was
the third of his family to

give his life for France.

The letters reveal a cha-

racter that hardships and dangers not only strengthened
but refined. He writes with a noble French ardour of

his country in the crisis of her fate. He dreads, but
rises greatly to the height of, his heavy responsibility
as Captain at the age of twenty-one. The coveted cross

of the Legion of Honour comes to him before the end,
and he wins the affection and confidence of his men a

soldier's highest prize. A deep religious conviction un-
clouded by superstition sustains his courage. He is a

product of the French Catholic tradition at its best. He
writes intelligently of his work, and with a greater free-

dom as to detail than our more exigeant censorship allows ;

so that you get an excellent picture of the daily life of a

campaigner in the greatest of all wars. He met the

English in Flanders, admired and liked their looks and

the frontal attack by the French upon the Kenali lines in

October, 1916. The British public is too apt to look upon
the Macedonian campaign as a prolonged picnic, and for

them a dose of Mr. STEBBING would be excellent medicine.
I wish someone with our own troops would do as sound

a service for them as is

done here for the Serbs
and French. But let him
avoid anecdotes.

The Visitor. "I HEAR YOUR BOY is IN PALESTINE. How INTERESTING
IT MUST BE FOR HIM TO MOVE AMONG THOSE SCENES WHERE EVERY SPOT
BRINGS UP SOME RECOLLECTION OF THE WONDERFUL EVENTS OF BIBLICAL
HISTOHY !

"

The Mother. " TED DON'T SAY MUCH ABOUT THAT IN 'is LETTERS. 'E
SEEMS TO THINK THE COUNTRY 18 SUFFERIN' FROM A FLY-PAPER SHORTAGE."

ways. .

chosen soul.

A very charming record of a gallant soldier, a

In the first few pages of At the Serbian Front in Mace-
donia (LANE), Mr. E. P. STEBBING tells so many little

anecdotes that I began to wonder if he was ever going to

get there. When, however, he has got into his stride, he

'
I am a little puzzled

about A Bolt from the

;

East (METHUEN). The
publishers, who- surely
should know, call it

" A
modern and up - to - date

j

romance, which deals mys-
1 tically hut boldly with the

greatest and most per-
tinent of all questions
" Is Life Worth Living ?

"

But for my own part the

greatest and most perti-
nent question suggested
by Mr. G. F. TURNER'S

up-to-date romance was
whether it could possibly
have been intended as
serious. I despair of giv-

ing you any adequate idea

of its contents. There are

lots and lots of characters,

and, as several of them
seem to own more than one personality, it is often more than
a little hard to say who is what. The central figure is an
Indian Prince of marvellous beauty and mysterious powers,
who, being jilted by the girl of his heart, wishes to be

revenged upon the human race. To this end he employs
the activities of a German Professor, who produces what
one might call a Kultur of the sterility germ. However,
these cheery projects go astray, though in precisely what
manner I have no very clear idea. But the end came at

a gathering where the Prince played psychic music, and a
chance union of hands between hero and heroine trans-

muted the former from " a dilettante
"
and "

polished ladies'

man "
to " a virile male filled with the blasting vehemence

of primary passions." Incidentally it proved altogether
too much both for the Professor and his inoculated rabbits,
all of whom expired on the spot. Just about here that

most pertinent question became more acute than ever.

Fortunately it was the last page but one of the story.

"Senhor Rodrique Bettencourt will be Premier, and Senhor
Adinteriu, Presideiit of the Republic." Dublin Daily Express.

But is nothing to be done for Senhors Defacto and Dejure ?
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CHARIVARIA.
VICTORY is only a question of keeping

ays VON TiuriT/c. A long-sufl'er-

.ilhcrlaiid anticipates no difficulty

whatever in following his advico during
tho winter.

:

-

: *'

:;;

A semi-official message from Berlin

declares that Jerusalem was
|

evacuated because Germany's
friends did not desire to B66

battles fought over M
ground. The Sultan of TUK-
KKY is'reported to have wired

to tho K.usi-:it to think of

another. # *
*'

America is still breaking all

records. A native artist lias

painted a picture which is

said to be sixty feet by nine-

teen, the largest miniature

ever painted in America.
* *

It is rumoured that at a

provincial Tribunal the ot IKT

day an applicant asked for a

further six months' exemp-
tion as he had a wife and a

position in a butter queue to

maintain. # #

It seems tiseless to attempt
to cope with the multiplicity
of events in these days. Cuba

"Swearing in tho New French Cab-

inet." They are beginning parly.

For adding water to his employer's
milk a dairyman's assistant has been
sent to prison. Innocent dairymen
must of course be protected.

f
Smokers complain that they an; dis-

Manayii. -\\u\ DON'T vor \-.\-.-\- \\ mi: MIMM i m MM -TAOE?"
Tenor (liniti/litily). "I PBKFKK STAYINC \VHHUE I AM."

Miniaffcr. "AM. I:K;HT -- u.i. incur! I srrrosi: yoi- THINK
YOU'LL BE ABLE TO POP DOWN Till: 1:1 rliOSU'M IF THKBK 'rt AS
AIH-UAID."

to
-,:iy that tho blixxard in the North

on a went S:iUird:iy ili'l no da

Several of the football results wore de-

layed.
*

While visiting Seiiton College, New
York, the other day, Mr. KOOKI
-.ahited a statue "I Al. I:\AMIKII Till:

GI:I.\T. YAV have al\\ays maintained

~j
that there is nothing potty

iUt tho KX-1'jll.MI'l

Tlie iuor,t sti iking an-

iioimrtjniont of tin 1

)oar I ill
1

/

(Mint's just when it is al<

used up.
" There is a steady

demand for money," says a

liange report.

A mummified duck, esti-

i to lie two thousand

old, lias been discovered

in a sandstone stratum in

Iowa. It is not often that
' the poulterers of Iowa are

caught napping.

Aii American policed i

said to have written two suc-

cessful musical comedies. If

wo remember rightly it was
an English policeman who
first composed the Frog's

At a Guildford charity fet

has declared war on Austria; theKAiSER covering unfamiliar substances in their thewinnerof a hurdle race was awarded
threatens to make a Christinas peace tobacco. A sensation lias been caused a new-laid egg. If he succeeds in

offer, and Mr. GEORCE BERNARD SHAW 'by the expert statement that they are winning it throe years in succession it
'-

tobacco. , :
is to become his own property.has described himself as " a mere in-

dividual." And this all in one week.
* *

* *

Orchids were sold for as little as t wo- Tho L. B. ,t S. C.' Railway desire to

According to Dean ls<;i:, Germany pence each at a recent sale, and alarmed state that tho train from which the

is in many ways the best
|

deserter jumped without in-

governed country in Europe. TITLE AND HALF-TITLE PAGES jnring himself was not really
She certainly seems to have

-,,,-. tl_ doing its best.

a better governed clergy than
ours. + *

*

Much relief is felt at the

announcement that rather

than endanger the Allies'

'solidarity" Lord LAXSDOWNK
has promised not to agree
with President WILSON again.

.;

*
Bloaters have reached the

With a view to economy of paper, the title and
half-title pages of the Volume which is completed
with the present issue are not being delivered with

copies of Punch as usual
; they will however be

sent free, by post, upon receipt of a request.
Those readers who have their Volumes bound at

the Punch Office, or by other binders in the official

binding-cases, will not need to apply for copies of

the title and half-title pages, as these will be bound
in by the Punch Office or supplied direct to other
binders along with the cases.

A burglar was discovered

concealed beneath tho coun-
ter of a Leicester butter-

merchant's shop. It is un-

derstood that he came early
to avoid tho rush.

"AFFAIRS IN RUSSIA.

Jinsuoivioid
F.Xl'KCTl:!).

unprecedented price of six- 1 l^i^iian Daily .V.iii.

pence each. It was hoped that, at any growers are clamouring for the im- i t iooijs ag if the expectation has been
rate, over the Christmas season they mediate appointment of an Orchid
would remain within reach of the upper Controller.

classes.

A man has been charged with stealing

An evening paper correspondent has

complained that he has searched tho
a railway sandwich at Harwich. It shops in vain for a tortoise. . So far the

appears that the poor fellow, v. ho was
'

various Government Departments have

lonely, wanted to take it home as a pet.
' maintained a dignified silence.

***
A contemporary has a headline, It is all nonsense for a contemporary

upset.

'The defendant exprei>ritl regret lh.it hav-

ing misunderstood a newspaper paragraph he

charged one penny for a box of ' Pilot

s.
1

Pirrctly his attention was drawn
to the matter he at ouee charged the correct

price, 3s. 4Jd." South Lutidon Press.

Our journalists should really lie more
careful not to mislead honest trades-

men.
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WITH THE AUXILIABY PATROL.

I DO not think there was a single

man of the ship's company who bore

the loss of poor Mnemosyne dry-eyed.

From the lieutenant down to the trim-

mer wo had hecome sincerely attached

to this affectionate little creature, and

when unhappily, during the temporary

absence of the steward, she ventured to

circumvent the rim of an open con-

densed milk-tin, missed her footing and

succumbed to a clammy death, there

was not a more unhappy trawler pa-

trolling the North Sea than ours.

She was a weevil and I found her in

my ship's biscuit. From the first 1

recognised that she was no ordinary

weevil; her stately bearing, the fine

upward curl of her moustachios, but,

more than anything else, the intelligent,

often humorous gleam in her big black

eyes elevated her at once above the

mass of her compatriots. She took to

me wonderfully; I secured her confi-

dence with a piece of boiled cat-fish, and

thenceforth we were scarcely ever apart.

Not that she resented the advances of

the rest of the crew she was no snob,

and would eat from the hand of the

trimmer as readily as from my own,

and allow anyone to stroke her
;
but it

was I who taught her to sit up and

beg, to "die for her country," to droop
her antennae whenever the name of

VON TIRPITZ was mentioned, and to

wave them for Sir DAVID BEATTY. She

would often sit with me in the wireless

cabin whilst I was on watch, and never

once did she disturb me during the

receiving of a message by boisterous or

noisy behaviour.

We had other weevils at different

times, but none so intelligent or so faith-

ful as Mnemosyne. The lieutenant tamed

one, and, being a devotee of science

and despising the arts, he named him

Newton Darwin ;
but he was a foolish

fellow at the best and continually get-

ting into somebody's way. The lieu-

tenant offered to back him againsl

Mnemosyne for a race across the cabin

table, and we made a match of it. The

betting was three to two in favour o

Newton Darwin, because the thirc

hand, who had once been employed in

a racing-stable, had been heard to re

mark that he had very fine quarters
The stakes were half a plug of ship's
tobacco.

It was a walk-over. On the wore
" Go "

Mnemosyne positively leapt for

ward, took a crease in the tablecloth in

her stride and completed the course

which measured sixteen inches, in the

remarkable time of seven and two-fifths

minutes. Newton Darwin was lef

standing; indeed he never attemptec
to race, but, after staring about vacantlj

for some minutes, ambled leisurely off

n the opposite direction, where ho had

een a breadcrumb.
This victory was very popular, and

he third hand was roundly abused for

ugesting that Mnemosyne had been

doped. Even if Newton had got away
vith the pistol he would never have

itood a chance against her. She was

he fleetest weevil I ever s:iw.

Another weevil was Bertie, who be-

onged to the second engineer, but he

vas caught pilfering the skipper's pri-

vate supply of fresh butter, which he

cept in a jar in his bunk and was very

ealous of, so Bertie had to be made

away with. He walked-the plank at

laybreak one grey stormy morning
ust off the Nethermost Huff of the

logger. The second was very upset for

a day or two; he said he would have

staked anything on Bertie's honesty.

We kept Mnemosyne for over two

nonths, and never once did she mis-

conduct herself or behave in an unsea-

manlike manner. Her one failing, if

such it can be called, was a weakness

for condensed milk, and this it was that

ed to her untimely end. We had come
;o regard her as one of the crew, and

liad a little lifebelt made for her in -case

of need. Jones, our signaller, who has

poetical moments, was inspired by her

to make verse, which began :

There is something very evil

In the war-whoop of a weevil.

This was indignantly censored as a

libel, but he excused himself on the

plea that "evil" was the only possible

rhyme to be found for "
weevil," and

declared that his very last intention

had been to be personal or to cast the

least reflection on the lovable disposi-

tion of Mnemosyne, so we forgave him

with a caution.

Well, Mnemosyne is gone, and the

ship seems a dull place without this

exhilarating little pet. Never so long
as ship's biscuits continue to buckle

the jack-knives of British seafarers

will there be another weevil like Mne-

mosyne.
We flew the White Ensign at half-

mast from dawn to sundown on the

day she died.

A Rash Act.

Extract from the report of a ladies'

Lacrosse Club :

"The deplorable habit of scratching with no

sufficient reason, just before a practice, has

mounted almost to a disease."

"Will any kind gentleman help an Indian

with a loan of Rs. 7,000 at 6%? No risk.

Gentleman having deep love for mother will

understand advertiser's noble cause. No
brokers should apply." Statesman (Calcutta).

What 's the matter with brokers ? Aren't

they also born of woman ?

LIPS AND THEIR LESSONS.

["General PERSHIKG has collected round
him a staff of thin-lipped determined men."

The Observer.]

IF physiognomists are right,

And faces count as half the battle,

We clearly ought not to invite

Comparison with sheep or cattle,

But rather should improve the features

That mark us off from humbler crea-

tures.

Eyebrows projecting like a bush
Are facial assets to be prized,

Denoting driving-power and push
In men however undersized

(Bear's grease or paraffin or both

Will largely stimulate their growth).

The fish-like and lethargic eye
We should endeavour to efface,

And foster visual orbs that vie

With those of eagles in its place ;

While belladonna's artful use

An extra brilliance may produce.

Nor are there wanting ways and means

Enabling experts to impose

By sundry suitable machines

Fine character upon the nose ;

And nasal dignity, we find,

Promptly reacts upon the mind.

But those who in this great reform

Of face and feature are engrossed

Agree that to enforce a norm
In labial fabric matters most ;

The lips that help a race to win

Unquestionably must be thin.

Therefore with pleasure unalloyed
We learn that great Columbia's sons,

With PEESHIXG busily employed
In laying plans to down the Huns,

According to a trusty pen
Are "thin-lipped and determined inen."

On the retirement of certain Tanks

from their War Bond duties :

'They can understand, we hope, how very

jolly it has been to have them, and how sorry

we are to see them go. \Ve shall probably

sing those typical English ballads ' Auld Lang
Syne

' and (Will ye no come back again?
' "

Daily Paper.

A Scottish correspondent suggests the

addition of a few other "
typical Eng-

lish ballads," such as "The Wearing
of the Green," "Men of .Harlech,"
" The Star - Spangled Banner

"
and

" The Marseillaise."

"Applications will be received by Mr. J

Arnold, Chairman of the Bathurst Munici-

pality, for a TOWN CLERK, whoso duties

will be the following, viz. : Competent Book-

keeper, Sanitary Inspector, Street Inspector,

and to supervise labour party on roads,

Native Location Inspector, Dog Tax Collector,

Ranger, Caretaker of the Municipal Dipping
Tank and be able to mix dip. Kafir language
essential." South African Paper.

And he '11 want a lot of it.
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THE WAIT.

His MASTER'S YORK. ITK NOTHING IfOK YOU. GO AWAY!'
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SIDNI THE STOREMAN.
FKAUMKNT OF AN EDBA.

AT the downcome of darkness

Up to the trenches
Tared he forth,
Sidni the Storeman.
On bent back
Bore he the Rum Jar,

Bringing a boon
To the Folk in the Front Line.
Scatheful the sky
With no stars shining ;

Monstrous the mud
That lay deep on the Duck Boai d ?

A weary while
Wandered he on

;

No wit he wotted
Of fate that followed

Stalking his steps.
So passed he the posts
All silent and sunken
In mire and murk,
Till fearful he felt for

The doubtful Duck Boai ds
No longer beneath him.
Then spake Sidni,
Steward of Stores :

" Now know I well
I have conic .to the Countrv
That men name No Man's';

"

And with woe his heart
Waxed heavy within him
For horror o'f Hun Folk
Who crawl in the craters.

a.

Then there arose
Dim in the darkness
The face and form
Of Heinrik the Hun
With hand upheld
Bearing a bomb.
But fear filled the heart
Of Sidni the Storeman,
And with force of fear

Raising the Rum Jar
Drave he adrad
At the face of the focma
Down sank the Slayer
Smitten asunder
And over his face

Unloosed ran the liquor.
Then Heinrik the Hun
Sang he this Swan Song :

"
Hero, I hail thoc,

Godlike who givest
Fire and Sweetness
Born of a blow.
Loki art thou,
Or Wotan the one-eyed
Coming to call me
Away to Walhall.

Happy I haste
To the Hall of the Heroc^

;

Point thou the Path. !

I come! I come!
"

Bn( fast with the force
Of the fear that was in him
Fled Sidni the Storeman
Back to the Britons

And canio by chance

Straightway to his section,

Bearing the Rum Jar
Now lacking the liqiiur.

Then, putting with pride
And the pace of his runniii'*

Told he a tale

Of the Slaving of Seven
;

But little belief

In the count of the killing
Gat Sid from the section,

Wrathy withal
At the loss of the liquor.
And one thing Erb,
Erb that erstwhile

Hight his old Pal,
Had for an answer:
" Bale hast thou brought
And rede of bale

Have I for thee."
Then troth they took
And oath swear betwixt {hem
That for four years full

Or the War's duration
He should draw and drink
Sid's ration of Rum.
So doom was decreed
For the loss of the liquor.
But Sidni the Storeman
Transferred to the Transport.

"UNION OP DEMOXCRATIC CONTROL."
Leicester Daily ."!/; -

Is this a misprint or a critic!
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THE WATCH DOGS.
LXVlil.

MY j>r,Aii CIIAKJ.BS, I don't knuv,

tliat 1 think so much of those all
;

.

after all, and 1 '11 (.!! yon why.
When I lirst heard that my old Wend

Italy was in trouble 1 p.i

ofliccr at once. "Stand to

Georg'-." I
' ' "'t'" 1 t<! 'l " 10 wliat wc

are going to ''" about ''

"Oh, that '11 be all right," said he.

1 'ye l)0i KIM 1 my Beat iii tin- train."

I think that George, my suhnid:

sometimes forgets who 1 am and whai.

importance attaclies to IIM-. I If 1

! tlu't

ho ought at least to consult, in.

mally before he decides \\hat in

tions I am going to issue to him. \''<-
'

all, I am only tifteen years )<

than ho is.

"You will proceed forthwith to Italy,"

I said, "and will tin re study the local

conditions on the spot. You will then

take such action as the occasion seems

to you to demand." George was clean-

ing out his pipe, so for otico he didn't

interrupt. "You will report progress
to me in triplicate.

"

George frowned. I Living been the

Supreme White Man in some African

district for dozens of years before the

War, all his hair seems to'have got into

his eyebrows, and his frown is a terrible

thing to see.

"At any rate," I said, "you might;

just drop me a post-card to tell me how

you're getting on."

George's eyebrows stood at ease and

then stood easy.
"It 's all very well for you," I added.

But what about me, when it comes

to totting up your travelling allowances

later on '>
"

George has private means, which

work out at about one-ancl-fourp

less income tax, a day. Consequently he

is a little careless about money matters.

"Oh, that '11 be all right," he said.

* -'f * *

Georgo was away for three weel 3.

What he did all the time I 'in sure I

don't know, though I kept on reporting
to my superiors that the necessary

steps were being taken and the requisite

measures wort; being initiated. \\T .1

he got back he w anted to start in at

once telling me all about it. Bui I

said no, and insisted on getting down
to the War.

" In making out travelling claims,"

I, producing the appropriate Army
Form, " care should be taken to comply
with tho instructions contains! in

the King's Regulations. We !.

quarter of an hour before your '

fast will bo ready. Let us deal

our more formidable enemies, the IVy
People, first."

_-

<

17 \

J,-

-VKLL, '1:111; 'rn AXOTHMI PENNY FOII LOOKIN' THO jirnici:.uu.K!'

Georgo is the sort of person who

gets you into trouble on the very first

line of any Army Form. Asked as to

his rank, be told me he was a Second

Lieutenant in tho Army, temporary
Lieutenant, acting Captain. All these

ranks get a different rate of allowance.

Which of the three was George in fact ?

" A man of your age ought to know

better," I said.

We were half-an-hour late for break-

fast, and even so George hadn't got
to the station of departure, as far as

A.F.O. 1771 was concerned.

I determined to devote the morning
to the matter, clearing the court for

the purpose. Our Mr. Booth, however,
who is intolerably precise and accurate

in these matters, bad profited by my
absence at breakfast to collect a folio

of relevant Orders and Instructions,

numbered one to seventy-three con-

secutively.
It all sounds so simple, doesn't it?

You get so many francs a day for

subsistence, and so many francs a

night for accommodation, in France;
BO many lire a day for subsistence,

and so many lire a night for accommo-

dation, in Italy. Ah yes, but you don't

know Georgo when he is in action.

Not content with travelling in the

dark, and so subsisting by night when
he ought to bo accommodated, and

being accommodated by day when he

ought to bo subsisting, he could never

make up his mind to stay in the same

country for two days together. As

to his constant movements from one

country to the other, three times he
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hail supposed he had finished with

Italy and was duo back in France;

each time he had got comfortably
across the frontier into France he

had been recalled to Italy. Never

once had he the sense to cross the

frontier on the stroke of midnight,

and so make a complete twenty-four
hours of it on each side, and all the

time the rate of exchange was van ing

by a fraction. But, as George said,

it wasn't himself who was manipu-

lating the rate of exchange as bstwoen

the two countries, and courtesy to

allied nations prevented him from

manipulating the trains.

It was towards teatime when ho

satisfied me of his own innocence on

those points ;
but don't run away with

the idea that by this

time we wove well on

with the business. We
had barely as much as

started. How are you
to fix the " date of

journey "in such a man-
ner as to give the travel-

ler a clear night for

accommodation in one

country, or a clear day
for subsistence in

another, when he leaves

his home at 5.15 P.M.,

arrives at the end of the

first stage at 6.10 P.M.,

sleeps in a hotel till

11 P.M., gets in the train

at thirty-five minutes

past, crosses the fron tier

at 2 P.M. on the follow-

ing day, arrives at his

Italian destination at

5 A.M. on the morning
after that, and then, if

you please, goes to bed 4

in another hotel? Old soldier though
I am, there didn't seem to me to be

a single line in a single column which
I could satisfactorily fill in. True, there

was the space for "Remarks," but our
Mr. Booth was quite sure that my
remarks were not what the Pay People
called for.

By this time I was for giving in, but

George was now the persistent one. It

was never his pocket he cared for ; it

was just one of his confounded prin-

ciples not to be beaten by anything, not

even an Army Form. I expressed some

surprise that in the course of this (our

of duty he had not managed to find his

way to America for an hour or two,
if only to complicate uiy business with
the dollar question . . .

I read the whole Form again, from
start to finish, including the bit about
vouchers being required for any unusual

expenditure, such as cab- fares of over
ten shillings. I then told George to

write down on a piece of paper how
much money he had when ho started on

his silly journey, and how much he had
in hand when he got back ; to deduct

the latter from the former and tell me
the result ; to go away, leave rne to

wrestle all night with the problem,
conre back next morning at nine, re-

main motionless and strictly in one

country in the meanwhile, neither ac-

commodated nor subsisting. He gave
me the figure, 173 francs, and never

mentioned the subject to me again for

days owing to the sullen fury he noted
in my expression every time he cleared

his throat to do so.*****
After ten days I handed George a

chit from the Pay People for " one

t~Jt

V-/f

THE DEDUCTIVE MIND.
Permanent Base Man (in charge of incinerator, fo Sanitary Inspector

CAN TAKE IT FBOM ME, COBPOBAL, SOME BRIGHTER 'S BEEN PUTTING BOMBS IN
THIS IXSIXUATOB."

hundred and seventy francs for travel-

ling expenses, 30/10/1917 to 20/11/1917,
for tour of duty to Italy." George said

I had a dashed fine brain to have worked
out the claim ; I told him the Pay Man
had a dashed kind heart to settle it.

1 hadn't been able to avoid mentioning
Italy ; but for the rest the Pay Man
simply must have thought that George
had driven all the way to the frontier

and back in cabs and done precious little

duty on the other side of it. Wouldn't

you have thought so, Charles, if you had
received a claim merely for eighty-five
cabs, at two francs a time, and all in

France, too ?

Yours ever, HENKY.

From a church notice-board :

Matins. Hymn 43 :

' Great God, what do I see and hear ?
'

Preacher, Rev. Dr. .

Hymn 45 :

' Hark ! an awful voice is sounding.'
'

TRENCH COATS.
I WENT into a shop to buy a trench-

coat. The shopman came forward
with an air which said quite plainly,
"You are a second .lieutenant. You
have just obtained a commission from
the ranks. You think you do not want
a complete outfit. It is my business
to show you that you are mistaken.
You want a complete outfit. Your
Sam Browne is second-hand. You
picked your boots up from a Salvage
Dump. Your cap was used once in

your bathroom at home as a sponge-
bag. Your trench-coat is disgusting.
The whole outfit would fail to deceive
a man's maiden aunt, so obvious an

attempt is it to mislead the unsophis-
ticated into supposing
that you have arrived

hero straight from the

trenches. I know bet-

ter. You have just ob-

tained a commission in

the motor -
transport

section of the Wessex
Home Defence Corps.
Gentlemen from the

trenches always dress

as if they'd come
straight out of a shop
like this . . . And we
don't take cheques."
That was what his

manner said. What he

actually said was non-
committal. He said,

"Yes, Sir?"
I took off my trench-

coat and let the glory
of three whole stars

dazzle him. lie little

knew that OKU of thorn

was "
acting," and his

'Yon

face fell.

" I do not at present," said I,
"

re-

quire a knife with indispensable cheese-

scoop and marmalade-shredding attach-

ment. My indispensable stcol mirror
with patent lanyard and powder puff
for attachment to service revolver is

in perfect working order. I already
possess two pairs of inarching boots
with indispensable trapdoors in each
heel containing complete pedicure set

and French-Portuguese dictionaries.

My indispensable fur waistcoats, Indian

clubs, ponchos, collapsible Turkish

baths, steel aprons and folding billiard

tables have already brought the weight
of my kit nearly up to the allotted

thirty-five pounds. My indispensable

cigar cabinet, camouflaged to look like

a water-bottle ; my patent and abso-

lutely essential convertible gramo-
phone which can be changed at a mo-
ment's notice into a tin hat; my caviare

lozenges and shampoo tabloids I have
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3.4:. toil liOlSti?'
1

'ratable. "AlB-UAID in

lll/V. "WELL, DON'T r.ET TIIK CAT (i

them all. I want a trench-coat and

nothing else."

His face had fallen a little as I spoke.
But it lit up again with a sort of cun-

ning excitement when I said " trench-

coat." I wondered why then. N'o-.v

1 know. I thought that he was haffled

and would say no more, but I had

forgotten the developments of trench

warfare.
" This way, Sir," said the shopman.
He led me to a room which combined

the arch itectural style of the Crystal
Palace and Waterloo Station with a

touch of the dentist's waiting-room.
There was a khaki tent in the midst of

it, and he led me towards this with the

air of a broody heu anticipating the
number of her chickens.

"The Vadecumomuibus trench-coat,"
said he.

" But it 's a tent," I protested.
" It has collapsible aluminium centre

seam," he retorted rapidly,
" which

can be used as a tent pole in severe

weather. On buttoning the top button

this pole telescopes automatically and
forms a bullet-proof spine protector.
Each sleeve can be unscrewed and used

in an emergency as a Lewis gun. This

is indispensable
"

" Of course," I interrupted.
" But I

require something quite simple and

straightforward. Just a trench-coat,

you understand."

" \Vo have here," he said imme-

diately,
" the G atlgi't coat . It possesses

three hundred button-holes and three

hundred buttons. Every single portion
of the coat can be buttoned on to every
other part at a moment's notice. The

| pockets are detachable and can be used

|

as coffee cups or finger bowls. The
coat itself, when stretched on our

patent aluminium framework, makes
an admirable hip-bath."

I played nervously in my pocket with

the pin of a live Mills grenade (over-
looked by the A.M.L.O.).

" A simple, straightforward trench-

coat," I repeated.
"
This," said the shopman, handing

me something very like a slice of plum-

pudding "this is the cross-section of

a piece of the cloth out of which our
'

Stopablitey
'

trench-coat is manu-
factured. It shows the strata of the

material, consisting of alternate layers
of old motor tyres and reinforced con-

crete the whole covered with alligator

skin and proofed with our patent

indispensable
"

It was then that I killed him and
buried him under a pyramid of indispen-
sable gadgets. It will be years before

they find him.

If TKOTZKY is the Euver Pasha of

Russia, ENVEII PASHA may he described

as tlio Turkey TroUky.

H POPULAR EDUCATORS.
A HKCENT article in The Daily Mail

began, "Jerusalem, the famous city of

the Bible . . ."

There is nothing like taking precau-
tions not to talk over the heads of your
readers. We offer a few suggestions
on similar lines :

"Germany, the powerful enemy
:i!iinst whom we are contending in the

present War (1914 onwards) . . ."
'

SHAKSI-KAKK, the immortal author

of Hamlet (the tragedy) . . ."

"
'Blighty,' the British soldier's name

for England . . ."
"
MOSES, the distinguished lawgiver

and prophet . . ."
" The GKUMAN CHOWN PRINCE, eldest

son of KAISKK WII.HKI.M II. ...
"
EVK, the heroine of the Garden of

Eden story ..."
"
Economy, the virtue imposed on us

by the present shortage of food . . ."
" The Daily Mull, a newspaper . . ."

Hello. Oirla!
" CIVIL SKUVICL- I.

TV.Li:riioxE EXIMM
over 1 and under:. .it . Minimum
height 6ft." EceniiHj J'

Many ladies of our acquaiiiUuic

though just over the minimum age,
are not yet quite up to the req
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Lady (ilhplai/ing costume in which she is to appear as the Queen of Sheba in " Biblical Beauties " tableaux at charity matinee).
" KATHEB

SWEET, ISN'T IT?"

Friend. "MY PEAK, ABSOLUTELY TOPI-ISO. IT MAKES ME FEEL I OLTQHT TO BE DOING WAR-WOHK TOO."

TO SANTA GLAUS.
IlrsToiuc Santa! Seasonable Clans!

Whose bulging sack is pregnant with delight ;

Who comcst in the middle of the night
To stuff distracting playthings in the maws

Of stockings never built for infant shins,

Suspended from the mantelpiece by pins.

Thou who on earth wast named Nicholas

There be dull clods who doubt thy magic power
To tour the sleeping world in half-an-hour,

And pop down all the chimneys as you pass
With woolly lambs and dolls of frabjous size

For grubby hands and wonder-laden eyes.

Not so thy singer, who believes in theo

Because he lias a young and foolish spirit ;

Because the simple faith that bards inherit

Of happiness is still the master key,

Opening life's treasure-house to whoso clings
To the dim beauty of imagined things.

Wherefore, good Kringle, do not pass me by,
Who am too old, alas ! for trains and blocks,
But stuff the Love of Beauty in my socks

And Childlike Faith to last me till I die ;

And there '11 be room, I doubt not, in the toes

For Magic Cap and Spectacles of Eose.

And not a song of beauty, sung of old,

Or saga of the dead heroic days,
And not a blossom laughing by the ways,

Or wind of April blowing on the wold
But in my heart shall have the power to stir

The shy communion of the worshipper.

Hark ! On the star-bright highways of the sky
Light hoofs beat and the far-off sleigh-boll sounds!
Is it old Santa on his gracious rounds

Or one dead legend drifting sadly by ?

Not mine to say. And, though 1 long to peep,
Santa shall always find me fast asleep. ALGOL.

"A clerk was at London Mansion House yesterday charged with

stealing a blouse the property of the governor luid directors of the
Bank of Kngiand.
She said she could not understand what made her take it, and,

believing she acted from sudden temptation, the Lord Mayor bound
her over." Daily Mail.

Wo do not think the " Old Lady of Threadneedle Street
"

ought to wear such tempting garments in these times.

"WiTH THE ITALIAN AHMY. The battle, which continues with
unabated fury, is gradually extending along the front from the Brenta
to the Piave, a line of over 11 miles, with its wings on the Col della

Berretta and Monte Spiuoncia, north-east of Grappa.
" I learn that for 24 hours the fighting was marked by a determina-

tion in counter-attacks which has never yet been exceeded. No fewer
than four times Colonel della Berretta changed hands." Scots Paper.
We hope the gallant officer is none the worse for his

game of Hunt-the-Skippor.
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AN INEXPENSIVE LUXURY.
FIRST K.USEB (WILHF.I.M). "I AM THINKING OF SENDING THIS BIRD OF PEACE FORTH

AGAIN. WE CAN AFFORD TO BE MAGNANIMOUS."
SECOND KAISER (KARL).

" WELL, WE CERTAINLY CAN'T AFFORD ANYTHING ELSE."
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

Monday, December 17th. On the

\\hnle tlie Lords gave a friendly recep-

tion to the Franchise Bill. They have

learned a good deal since 1911. Even

Lord SALISBURY forebore on this occa-

sion his usual intention to dio in the

hist ditcli, and was ready to let the Bill

p;t<-, provided that Proportional Repre-
sentation was included in it. The most

vehement criticism came from Lord

BRYCK, who viewed with alarm the

addition of six million women to the

electorate. Women, he declared, neither

met nor talked an assertion which

surprised the more married peers. Lord

BURNIIAM supported "P.R." with the

self-sacrificing argument that the Press

would become too powerful if

whose questions are intentionally mis-

chievous, and by their mere appearance
on the notice-paper give comfort and
even information to our foes. Mr.
BONAH LAW'S announcement that the

Government would, during the Christ-

mas holidays, consider how to mitigate
ihe nuisance met with noisy objection
from Mr. LYNCH, Mr. PIUNGLE and
other Members. The most original
contribution to the discussion came
from Mr. HOLT, who innocently in-

quired whether the Government would
mind laying before the House a state-

ment of the harmful questions which
had been asked. Possibly he was think-

ing of the famous edition of MARTIAL
in which all epigrams of doubtful pro-

priefy were excluded from the main
text and collected in the appendix.

hold," he said, "have stood in these

queues, and I know something of their

hardships." That is why, no doubt,
he has urged upon his chief the forma-
tion of a Consumers' Council, to aid

the Ministry in its deliberations. Mr.
TILLETT seized the opportunity to make
his maiden speech, and reminded the
House that when they talked of queues
at home they should not forget those
other queues in the trenches. For the
sake of the men who had lined up in

our defence it was for us to see that
their wives and children got their proper
supply of food.

Tuesday, December Will.- It was
curious to hear Mr. LEES-SMITH, that
stickler for freedom of expression, com-

plaining that a London paper had pub-
lished an article attackingM. CAILL vrx

;

QUESTION -PERMITS ISSUED HERB

had no way of expressing their views
i

except in the newspapers. Perhaps be
j

doesn't want another letter from Lord i

LANSDOWNE.
Mr. HOGGE is visually so assiduous

in his attendance that I was surprised
at his sudden departure just before Sir

C. KrNLOCH-CoOKE put a question to the
FOOD CONTROLLER. But when I found
that the question related to " the polit-
ical as well as the economic effect of

the new regulation governing the sale

of pigs
"

I recognised the delicacy of his
(

action in withdrawing. Mr. CLYNKS,
however, bad nothing to say on the

j

political aspect of the question ; and
'

shortly afterwards Mr. HOGGK re-

appeared.
The Members whose interrogatory

activities it is sought to curb are, for

the moat part, like the objects in a

museum, more curious than exhilarat-
1

ing ; but there are some, I am afraid,
j

A QUEUE FOE THE COMMONS.

The SECRETARY for SCOTLAND, speak-
ing at break-neck speed, managed to

give the House within the space of ten

minutes an outline of the Bill which he

hopes will maintain for Scotland her

primacy in education. The new MUNRO
doctrine did not, however, appeal to

everybody, and there were ominous
cries of dissent when he announced his

intention of disestablishing the School
Boards and putting the denominational
schools on the rates.

Lord KHONDDA listened from the
Peers' Gallery to the debate on Food
Control, and received a quantity of ad-

vice which shpuld help him to mind
his p's and q's, particularly the latter.

His lieutenant, Mr. CLYNES, improved
the reputation that ho has already
acquired at Question-time, and was able
to bring a little personal experience to

bear upon the most vexed question of

the day. "Members of my own house-

and the House was amused by Lord
ROBERT CECIL'S suggestion that the
hon. Member should furnish him with
ideas for the more stringent control of

newspapers.
Mr. PETO was alarmed by an alleged

increase in the export of footwear to

Switzerland, and particularly to villages
on the German frontier. lie yields to

none in his desire to give the KAISER
the boot, but not in any surreptitious
manner. Lord WOLMER comforted
him with the statement that the bulk
of the exports consisted of women's and
children's shoes, quite useless to the
Germans until they get down to their

1930 class.

The HOME SECRETARY announced an
increase in the War-bonus to the police
from eight shillings to twelve shillings.
With leather at its present price it

was good to hear that the Government
had been mindful of their extremities.
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THE YOUNGEST GENERATION.
" WHAT shall lie have that killed the

doer?" aomci," .n:obody else in

A'i )'uii y.(7.v It. l!ut there is a belter

<in<>sliim tlisiii that, and it is this

"What shall they have that pr<

the little dears?" and tho answer (if J

can do an) tiling to inlluence it) is

honour and support ; for there can he

no doubt that in these eritical times,
when tho lifo of the best and bravest

and strongest, is so cheap, no dut\ i--

more important than tho cherishing of

infancy.
At a( 'i'i'f!ii' in Netting Hill I watched,

the other clay, some of, this cherishing
in progress, and it was a pleasant and

stimulating sight. Tho institution was
in existence in a small way before the

War, hut it lias recently been enlarged
and made scientific, to moot the greater
needs which tho War has set up, and
it is now able to act as foster-mother

to seventy mites, from tho ago of one
month to four years, whose real mothers
are for the most part engaged in war
work. That is a good piece of citixen-

ship, is it not? And to watch it in

being is an education in those wonder-
ful things to the eye of man the

solicitude and patience and capability
of woman. Tho no'se alone, whether
of joy or of transitory grief, would drive

most men frantic ; but theso devoted

souls, knowing that it is all part of tho

game, proceed with an unearthly com-

posure through it all undressing their

charges, dressing them, washing them,

feeding them, beguiling them ; in a

word, tending them, from morning till

evening.
Tho children begin to arrive, brought

either by their mothers, their " Little

Mothers
"

(I mean sisters) or their

brothers, between 8 and 9 some in

arms and some in perambulators and
some in go-carts ; and then they are

immediately divested of their home
clothes, popped into warm baths three
or four at a time, and dressed in the
clothes belonging to the Creche. For
tho rest of the day they wear these
clothes and sleep, eat, play and, when
it amuses them more to do so, cry,
until tho time comes to be put back
into their own garments and be taken

away. By some strange instinct their

relations, I am informed, know them
again, and very few mistakes occur;
and so gradually, in the neighbourhood
of seven o'clock, peace descends on this

corner of Notting Hill once more.
Tho place is sheer Lilliputia ; for

everything is on a reduced scale.

Scores of little beds round the walls,
with little pillows and little coverlets ;

scores of little chairs
;
a long table so

low that it seems to be tho footstool of

Coastguard (rung up by the Military}. "Nor SO MUCH OF YEr. 'ACKl AcKl' ASD YBB
OLD 'Pip EMMA I' LET'S 'AVB THE BLOOME*' MESSIUE."

a giant's wife, with little benches beside
it for their little meals. In the centre
of the room are two little pounds, with

railings so close together as not to be
crawled through, where tho more ad-

venturous ones can be kept out of mis-
chief in the company of woolly toys ;

and outside is a loggia place with little

cradles for the babies who want more
air to sleep in.

Such is the Stoneleigh Street Creche,
and in order to realise what admirable
and desirable functions it fulfils

principally by voluntary aid, for the

capitation fee of half-a-crown a week
is, of course, quite insufficient to main-
tain it one has only to imagine what
the lot of theso helpless little creatures

would be if they were left in their

motherless homes. Not only would

they be far less happy but far less

healthy ; and it is upon healthy babies

that England's future must be founded.
If any reader of Punch, then, should
be in doubt as to what to do with a
little surplus money, let the little re-

quirements of these little people bo

remembered. The address to which
donations should bo sent is: The

Secretary, Notting Hill Day Nursery,
Stoneleigh Street, Notting Hill, W.

Interesting Example cf Longevity P

"Kichard , D.D., a member of the elder

branch of the family, was a contemporary and
friend of Ben Jonsou ,

and his portrait iu oils,

by Romney, is' now an heirloom."
1'rovincidl Paper.

"The stationmaster was then kiduipped
ho is a married man."

Standard (Buenos Aires).

Possibly henpecked as well.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

(By JUV. Punch's Sta/T of Learned Clerks.)

THOSE who like to read familiar letters and I confess

it is one of my favourite literary distractions -will find

matter very much to their mind in Some Haicardcn Letters

(NISIIET), compiled by L. MARCH-PHILLIPS and BERTRAM
CHRISTIAN. It is a collection of letters addressed to Miss
MARY GLADSTONE before and after her marriage to Mr.
DHEW. Sitting at the centre she seems to have held

together her circle by golden threads of confidence and

intimacy. Here you will learn how BUSKIN was brought to

visit Hawarden, and how he entirely altered his views on
Mr. GLADSTONE, going so far as to suppress a number of

Fora Clai'igera in which slighting allusion had been made
to him. Here, too, you will find Lord ACTON, who deeply
disapproved of Mr. GLADSTONE'S conduct in paying a
memorial tribute of respect and eulogy to Lord BEACONS-
FIELD. ACTON'S list of the hundred best books (or, to be

strictly accurate, of ninety-nine of them) is also given.
It provides heavy- read-

ing for a hundred years at

the very least. As a set-

off to this ponderosity
there are the letters of

BuRNE-JoNES, fresh, ami-
able and delightful, as

also those of Professor
JAMES STUART, which are

among the best in the

collection. Mr. A. J.

BALFOUR appears as the
owner of four concer-

tinas, on which he was

willing
" to play with

anyone who would ac-

company him through
any of the oratorios of

Handel." BUSKIN writes
to CARLYLE, addressing
him as " Dearest Papa,"
and signing himself
" Ever your faithful and

loving son." The letters I

. ..

of GEORGE WYNDHAM are a charming collection, shining
with hope and idealism yet never losing their touch
of the firm earth. This book was nearly completed
by the late Mr. MARCH-PHILLIPS, and after his untimely
death the task was brought to a conclusion by Mr. CHRIS-
TIAN. On the whole the work has been done with great
discretion, but there is a passage relating to GEORGE ELIOT
on pp. 193, 194 which ought to have been omitted.

Miss MILLS YOUNG tells us that John Musgrave, the
middle-aged hero of Calebs (LANE),

" was not a prig, but
he came perilously near to being one at times." Well, if

anyone ought to know, it is his creator, so I will accept her
word for it, though for myself I should have called him a
first-class prig. The little village in which he lived his
bachelor existence was invaded by some up-to-date peoplewho took the Hall, and proceeded to liven up things.
Mrs. Chadwick freely shocked the poor man ; she smoked,

"A SEASON FOB PBE6H AIR AUD KOOM TO BREATHE. "-

of the alove Hallway's advertisements.

moment his number, as they say, wa up. Apart from
a dog-incident, which is far too prolonged, and sonu
rather cheap sarcasm at the expense of a, wretched spinster
this tale of John's conversion from something drier thar
dust to a human being is neatly told. All the same .

prefer Miss YOUNG'S South African stovio-u.

My conjecture about The Magic G,. & (HUTCHINSON) is

that its author, MAUD STEPNEY BAWSCOJ, found herself with
two stories to choose from, one of the Gate itself, am
another of the romance of Lydia and John Wodntsh. In my
opinion she chose the wrong one. The history of the Wod-
rush elopement, compressed to a couple of pages, seems to
me far more original and interesting than the present rathei

unwieldy tale. The Magic Gate is a war-novel confessed
and I can only fancy that the thronging new sensations
of the past three years have proved a little too much foi

Mrs.
_

RAVSON'S sense of form. She is so anxious that hei
heroine and her readers shall miss nothing of it all that in
the result the plot is lost in a maxe of incidents that lead

nowhere. The effect pro-
duced on a small coun-

itry society by the early
phases of the War is

shown deftly enough.
But perhaps posterity
will find in such a record
a more compelling inter-

est than we can to whom
jit is still so familiar in

'every unforgettable de-

tail. One other ground of

complaint I have against
the book is that its most

original and attractive

character, the American
woman to whose gener-

osity Jennet owes her

occupancy of Fullbrook

Manor, is banished at an

early page, and subma-
rined just when I was
looking for her reappear-
ance. Hers is yet another

story with which Mrs. EAWSON might have entertained
me better than by this of The Marjia Gate, which I found
a trifle creaky on its hinges.

-Quotationfrom one

Senlis (COLLINS) is one of the many places that have
been systematically destroyed by the Germans. It i.s diffi-

cult for anyone who has not seen the results with his own
eyes to realise the business-like thoroughness which the Hun
brings to this congenial task. That a part (and the most
beautiful) of the town still stands does not imply that he
yielded either to slackness or to aesthetic refinement. True
that

_

Miss CICELY HAMILTON relates a pleasing story that
Seulis was saved from utter destruction by the entreaties
of the cure, but, all the same, I think the real reason why
the Bosch did not complete his work was that he was
bundled out bag and baggage before he had time to add
the finishing touches. Miss HAMILTON clearly and soberly

>
-

-'.--
- r - " " oiiiunou, states the case against him, and makes it all the more

reckless conversationalist and had modern ideas,
j damning by her frank recognition that many of the

stui-bed the decorous manner of his life.
|

horrors of war, whoever makes it, are inevitable. Her
.over, she had taken upon herself the heavy task of

| delightful account of Senlis itself, admirably illustrated
n a wife, and Johns phlegmatic heart began to with photographs, is certain to appeal to all lovers of the
hen he saw Peggy,bt* lady-gardener and niece, charm of old French towns; and the more poignantlyn a ladder, m blue trousers. He was incensed when they recall how narrowly tho best of its beauty

i he was also intrigued. From that escaped from the hand of the spoiler.
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MR. PUNCH AS PROPAGANDIST.
I DON'T know what decided him to do it. I think lie must have been a little fed up with our silly British

way (rather attractive, all the same) of assuming that the whole world is bound to recognise the justice of out-

point of view without the use of propaganda, to s! miniate its intelligence.
Or else he had read somewhere that the Bolsheviks had been flooding the Hun trenches with Socialist

literature and that the German Headquarter* Staff had protested against this kind of thing as being contrary
to etiquette, and he thought he couldn't go far wrong if he did something that was contrary to Bosch etiquette.

Anyhow he started off in his Bouverio biplane to distribute a million or so leaflets of his o-.vn composition
over the whole expanse of the Fatherland. It has been my privilege to read a sample which he handed to me
just before leaving earth. It runs as follows:

" GERMANS Your Kaiser has taken good care that his Press should keep you in ignorance of the feelings
with which your nation is regarded by the civilized world. I am then ufc to oblige you with a few
home-truths.

"You have probably heard a rumour that we and our Allies have no quarrel with the German people, but

only with its rulers. Don't you believe a wovd of it. Possibly wo still respected you when the War began, for
wo had not guessed how many of you had been looking forward for years to the coming of 'The Day.' It is

what we have found out about you since you started fighting that has made us loathe and despise you.
"When, as a nation, you accepted withor.i I ho liltliy savagery of your armies in Belgium and other

occupied lands; when even your women were vilo in their cruelly to the helpless prisoners you had taken;, when
you rang your church bells and waved Hags and took holidays for joy of the murder of innocent women and
children, we were not deceived by apologists who explained that your only defect was that you were the si

of a brutal militarism (though you were that, all right). We knew that you must have something of the beast
in your hearts. How it got there was aiiothi-r matter; wo only knew that it was there and that while it

remained you were not fit for intercom decent men.

"Another thing that you may have heard (for even soaic of our o .men, reputed intelligent, Lave
j
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said it, and it has no doubt been eagerly seized upon by the officials who control your Press), is that youi

form of Government, the particular pattern of tyranny under which you elect to grovel, is no concern of ours

Well, don't you believe that either. This is no question of private taste, like the cut of your shoulder-pads 01

the shape of your women's waists, which are matters of purely local interest. Your type of Government is as

much our concern as the quality of your poison-gas or the composition of the bombs that you drop on our babies
" I am reminded of the nonsense that used to bo talked by responsible statesmen at the time when yoi

were feverishly building a fleet to dispute our right to ensure the freedom of the seas. We were told that yoi

were at perfect liberty to do so if

us to interfere with your arrange-

time that there was nothing in the

If France had been massing troops

have asked her to state her inten-

action without asking her. Well,
" You are to understand, then

everything done in Germany that

with your State is of prime concern

you chose, and that it was not foi

ments. Yet everybody knew all the

world that concerned us so closely
on your frontier you would at onc<

tions, or even possibly have taker

the sea is our frontier,

(whatever anybody may say), thai

bears immediately upon our relations

to us. Our desire for peace is as

strong as your need of it
;
but we cannot afford to make terms with a Government whose word, as we hav(

proved, is not worth the paper they write it on who would treat any peace as a mere armistice to give then

breathing-space for preparing a fresh war. No, if you want peace you will have to displace your preseni
rulers. You are so good at "

substitutes
"

that you ought to have no difficulty about that.
" And the sooner the better for you. For as this War drags on we are not getting to love you more

Even now it will take you at least a generation to purge your offence and get back into the community o

civilized nations. But there is another thought that is more likely to affect your thick commercial hides, and i:

is this. Unless you take steps, and pretty soon, to put yourselves in a position in which we can treat with you
you will be boycotted in the markets of the world, and you will go bankrupt. It is for you, the Germar

people, to decide whether you choose this fate. Meanwhile Time presses and the sands run low."

Such was the matter of the leaflet that Mr. Punch rained down from his Bouverie biplane (fortunately

invulnerable) upon the cities of the Fatherland. Till now the German people, fed on windy tales of triumpl
in place of solid food, had borne their sufferings patiently as trials incident to all wars even when you are told thai

you are winning them. This was the first intimation they had received of the facts. For the first time thej
had a chance of seeing themselves as others saw them.

He carried no bombs, but as he flew over Potsdam he could not refrain from letting fall, by way of reprisal
a weighty souvenir upon the purlieus of the Imperial Palace. Dropped at a venture, there is reason to believ<

that it fell within measurable distance of the head-piece of the All-Highest. It was Mr. Punch's
.

Jfrrnbtth mtir
Jfifig-CIjirtr Volume,
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